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Savings Bank

DETROIT, MICHIGAN .
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Capital, $1,000,000 .00

Surplus etc., . ' 850,000 ,00

Deposits, " 14,000,000,00
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GEO . H . RUSSEL,

President.

R . S . MASON ,

Cashier.
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Commercial

and Savings Departments

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO ,

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

TRANK BREDERICK & CO

Uniform Clothing

We also carry the Largest

Stock, of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA .

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

ment guide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST.

HE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA



Transportation

Library
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THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.
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ESTABLISHED 1846. uuuuuuuncu3 .5 %

CELEBRATED LEHIGH VALLEY COAL . SMO

& v.13 -14

P .Burns & Co.

Wholesale and Retail

COAL

YARDS
Cor. FRONT and BATHURST STS.

Tölephone Main 449.

PRINCESS STREET DOCK

Telephone Main 190 .

OFFICES

426 % YONGE STREET

Telephone Main 3298

572 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 139

304 QUEEN STRERT EAST

Telephone Main 134

429 SPADINA AVENUE

Telephone Main 2110

1312 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Park 711

274 COLLEGE STREET

Telephone North 1179

324 % QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 1409

= A N D

WOOD

Head Office , 44 King St. East.

Telophone Main 131 and 132 TORONTO , ONT.

Fine Ready-to

-

||Noah is Prepared

Clothing
What for ? To Supply

= House

Furnishing Goods

Stoves

Union Men can get the

Label on their

CLOTHING, HATS

and SHOES by buying

from

Garland and Laurel

Completo Line of Base Burners

.. CALL AND SEE THEM ..

GOUGH

BROTHERS

Sporting Goods

PAINTS, OILS,GLASS

Everything Complete

1222 Gra tiot Avenue

Near Mr. Elliot Ave.

3 286 Yonge St. and 6 and 8 Queen

3 St. west, TORONTO , ONTARIO |
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THE PRICES

THE INGRIDIENTS

THE GOODS

Mt. Clemens,Mich .

THE PAGODA WATER CO.,

in the city visit the factory .

wecan please you . Address orwhen

Let us hear from you . Webelieve

troubles.

surance against fevers and Kidney and Bladder

Uncharged , half gallons, Cheapest form of In .

PLAIN WATER

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

More of a luxury.

Ginger Ale and Soft Drinks,

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

Carbonated Water.

" LITTLE 'PODY SPLITS'

at home.

efit gained while

and to keep up the ben

to aid treatment while here,

We. furnish a line of goods designed

“ You Know It"

WATER

SPRING

“ PAG ODA ”

MT. CLEMENS

What They Should Be.

Pure and Wholesome.

Doing the Business .
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

CONVENTION .

D . J. REID .

Int. Executive Board and Member Div , 241,
Chicago, Ill .

The twenty-fourth annual convention of
the great American Federation of Labor was

held in San Francisco Nov . 14 to 26 . The

attendance was much larger than could
have been expected from the geographic
location of the convention city , but the dele .

gations representing the various craft or
ganizations were limited to the minimum

by all eastern organizations and the num

ber of representatives in attendance , was

not nearly what it would have been had the

convention been more favorably located .

However, this did not interfere with the im

portance of the convention .
Hundreds of delegates were in attendance

from the various sections of the American

continent.

A review of the past year' s work is most

gratifying. The A . F . of L . has become an

organized body of such magnitude that it is

the superior force of progression in the on
ward march of the people of a whole conti

nent. It is no longer a prospective organi.

zation , but a mighty organization in fact.

Its influence is felt in every avenue of life .

In the past, it has been the advance agent

of progression . Today it is the important

factor in support of the progression of its

own prediction .

This association was represented in the

great convention by International President

W . D . Mahon , Treasurer Rezin Orr and G .

E . B . Member Richard Cornelius. President
Mahon and Treasurer Orr have been obliged

to meet situations arising with local organi

zations, on their return trip , and this will

delay their report until the January num

ber. Leaving the report of the convention

to the delegates, only a passing review of
the work of the A . F . of L . will be given

here,

The report to the convention made by the

Federation officers shows an actual increase

during the past year of 211,200 members in

good standing . This is an actual increase

in membership equal to the total member

ship of the organization at the end of the

first six years of its existence .

Upon this growth , President Gompers

said in his report:

Organized Labor's Law of Growth .

" Much gleeful speculation has been in

dulged in by our opponents in what they

are pleased to characterize as a " slump" in

the organization of the wage earners in the

trade union movement of our country .

They would hail with joyous acclaim , could

they record the total extinction and destruc
tion of our movement. With them the wish

is father to the thought that they might

bring about what their chief spokesman,

Parry, lately declared their purpose to be .

'the annihilation of labor unions.' They

take unction to their souls that the slight

THE MEN WHO LOSE .

Here's to the men who lose !

What, though their work be e 'er so nobly

planned

And watched with zealous care,

Vo glorious halo crowns their efforts grand ;

Contempt is failure' s share,

Here's to the men who lose !

of triumph 's easy smile our struggles greet,
Courage is easy then ;

The king is he who, after fierce defeat,
Can up and fight again .

- Here's to the men who lose !

The ready plaudits of a fawning world

Ring sweet in victor ' s ears ;

The vanquished banners never are unfurled ,

For them there sound no cheers.

Here 's to the men who lose !

The touchstone of true worth is not success ;

There is a higher test;

Though fate may darkly frown onward to press

And bravely do one's best.

Here' s to the men who lose !

It is the vanquished' s praises that I sing

And this is the toast I choose :

" A hard -fought failure is a noble thing,

Here's to the men who lose !"

-George H . Broadhurst.

160935
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W

falling off in membership in the trade union larger vision occasioned by fewer hours of

movement for a brief period within the past daily, burdensome toil, as our antagonists

year was the beginning of the decline of the must also fail to impress upon the wives

oragnized labor movement of our country . and the children of workmen that the free.

" The law of growth in organized laboris dom of action of their husbands and fathers

as little understood by them as it is by oth is impaired when they themselves enjoy

ers who lack the experience, or who have the fruits of brighter homes, more material

not had the time, opportunity , or inclina - improvements , and the opportunities of leis .

tion to in quire and study. From the forma ure and education .
tion of the first bona fide trade union move. “ But, despite the destructive purposes of

ment in modern times it has grown with labor' s antagonists, I am in a position to re .

each era of industrial activity and receded port that, with the exception of a slight re

to some degree with each industrial depres cession already indicated, there has been a

sion , but with each recurring revival in in . sum total of great gain in the membership

dustry the degree of growth has been great of the organization affiliated to the Ameri

er, and with each recuring peiod of depres- can Federation of Labor.”

sion it has receded to a lesser degree than Upon the industrial conditions for the

its immediate predecessors. All students past year President Gompers treats as fol
of our movement appreciate these facts and lows under the head of

count with them . The antagonists and the
Industry, Reaction , Resistance , Revival

ignorant view these natural economic

changes with exultation or alarm .
Power.

The wage earners have come to realize " In my report to the last convention occa .

that their only hope for the protection of sion was taken to call attention to what

their material interests in our time, the was then apparent to but few that we were

only opportunities for the promotion of then confronted with an impending indus

these interests in the future , as well as the trial reaction . It was stated that though the

mainstay for the rights and liberties in the reaction was then not pronounced yet it was

present to which they and those who may impending, and that if a wise course was
follow are entitled , lie in unity , organiza . pursued by us the reaction could and would

tion and federation . And they have recog : be prevented from developing into an indus
nized , too , to a greater extent than here trial crisis or panic. The Boston conven

tofore, that their cohesion during a period tion , readily realizing the situation, prompt.

of industrial reaction is the effectual check ly adopted the suggestion made to meet and

upon the material deterioration in their con - overcome it ; and the toilers, organized and

dition with all that that implies. To these unorganized. responded in a manner that

reasons and causes, together with greater should cause us not only great gratification ,

intelligence and a fair conception of their but should receive the lasting gratitude of

rights, may be attributed the almost in all the people of our entire country . The
finitesmal decline in membership within the recommendations we made to our fellow

workers consisted of six important fea .

When it is borne in mind that the trade tures :
union movement of America is, compara " First. Organize, unite, and federate.

tively speaking, still in its infancy ; when " Second. Have faith and confidence in

there is taken into consideration the vast themselves and each other.

extent of territory as well as the make-up “ Third . Stand shoulder to shoulder in
of different nationalites speaking foreign stress and strife ; to help bear each others

tongues, the great development in industry burdens and perfect the bonds of brother

and the concentration of wealth , using its hood.

powers to prevent or crush out organiza " Fourth . Endeavor to maintain industrial

tions ; when all these things are given due peace by trade agreements with employers .

consideration , that we have brought about " Fifth . Voluntarily and faithfully abide

any degree of fraternity and homogenety by and fulfill the terms of agreements and

should be counted to our credit rather than the awards of arbitration thereunder.

to our detriment. " Sixth . Prevent industrial conflicts wher

It is not necessary here to recount the ad . ever possible, and particularly to resist all

vantages which have been secured by our attempts to reduce wages.

movement in the interests of our fellow “ Of course , no one who understands the

workers . Not only are our records of complex conditions of industry, economies.

achievements available to all, but the better and the makeup of modern society, and

results in the home, the more material im who aided in the formulation of this polley

provement, the social and moral advance . of our movement expected to escape critic

ment as well as political independence, and ism , denunciation , 2nd condemnation from

the character and manhood of our working labor's opponents It was expected and an .

people , are the best attestation , demonstra ticipated . It would have given us cause to

tion and proof of the efforts, the work , the inquire as to the accuracy of our course had

aims methods and ennobling purposes of the position we took met the approval of

our movement. those who do not understand, and those

" Our opponents must lamentably fail to whose sordid , short-sighted , mad rush for

prove to the toilers that their freedom is immediate gain and greed blind them to a

curtailed or impaired in becoming organ : beachcial movemert, rot for labor alone,

ized when the workers themselves have the but for the common weal.

indisputable proof of their enjoyment of " In former periods when an industrial re

recent past.
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action was manifest employers generally " First . Wage reductions have been
viewed the situation from their own imme- checked .

diate standpoint only without regard to “ Second. The industrial situation has
their own broad interest or the general not become acute as was the uniform

good. Their first recourse was to that course formerly .

which to them seemed the easiest course . " Third . Much idleness poverty suffer.

to continue the operation of their plants - ing , and misery have been prevented .

to find markets. They reduced wages. Re- “ Fourth . The era of industrial stagna

duction of wages followed in quick order ; tion as compared with former like condi

the consuming power of the masses was tions, has been shortened .

curtailed and still more limited , entailing “ Fifth . The prospect for a revival in in

wholesale discharges of workmen who were dustry and commerce in the future is bright

formerly employed in producing the things er, as compared with any similar previous

the masses, the workers, fomerly consumed, period .

inducing and giving the futher cause to still " Sixth . There is less acute feeling of un

further entailment of consumption and pro - rest among workmen and employers gener

duction and still more discharges of work ally , business men and all our people.

men until millions were unemployed ; the " Seventh . There are more workmen and

wheels of industry and commerce para employers in agreement and understanding .

lyzed ; until men were walking the high " Eighth . There is a more general effort

ways and byways of our country in idle . to bring about more rightful relations be

ness, while poverty, hunger and misery tween workmen and employers. .

stalked through our land . " Ninth . There is a better conception of

" It is held now that there can be no real the rights and duties of man to man, a

natural famine in the world because of the more general satisfaction among our people

easy facilities with which the remotest cor with the present, and a more gratifying and
ners of the earth can be reached . Surely hopeful outlook for the future.
if this be true, and no informed , sane, rea “ The results of labor's policy are our best

sonable being disputes it there is an utter justification , and even though contemporary
absence of excuse for non-employment hun comment may not generally accord us the

ger, poverty, or misery in our land, a land credit and commendation which are justly

so richly and bountifuly blessed . When our due, we have the knowledge and satis

idleness and its consequent misery are per faction of the lasting service and benefit

mitted to come among our people it is due which we have rendered our fellow man .

entirely to rapacious sordid avarice , mis " In considering this entire subject in its

management, and incompetency on the one economic and social aspect, we dare not fail

hand, or to ignorant indifference and culpa to realize the difference between resistence
ble piracy on the other. The employers to wage reductions and the movements for

generally typify the one and the workers wage advances during periods of industrial

formerly typified the other. reactions.

" If the employers followed their policy of “ It is a science becoming more generally

wage reductions in previous years as a sup understood by labor to know when to strike

posed way out of industrial stagnation and and when not to strike; to know for what

thereby simply accentuated the situation to strike and for what not to strike. It is

and made it worse . is it not a logical in said that it is not wise to strike on a so
ference that the same ruinous policy would called 'falling market.' It can not, how

be pursued in the present era ? ever, successfully be gainsaid that a strike
" Are all the dire experiences and suffer or preparedness to strike in resisting an of

ings of our people to go for naught ? Should fer of wage reduction will prevent the mar.
we permit ignorant indifference on our part ket from falling still lower. It may not be

to make us culpable for a repetition of the and undoubtedly is not, wise or prudent to

awful conditions which followed in the wake strike for wage advancement on a down

of the former mischievous and wrongful ward industrial trend, yet it is better that

course of our employers, or shall we con even this economic error be committed than

tinue the course which we last year de- a complaçent acceptance of wage reduc

clared when we had the prescience to fore

see the danger with which we were threat Upon the union label the report reads :
ond ? Organizd labor then called a halt and

declared the entire policy of wage reduc
Union Label,

tions unwise , wrongful, and dangerous to " The union labels have been a source of
the well being of labor and of all our peo great advantage to labor and to all the

ple . people. It is at once an assurance and a

We were fully aware that it would be guarantee that the conditions under which

impossible to prevent all wage reductions, an article is produced have been compara

but we can view the result of our last year's tively fairer and better ; that the labor of
declaration of policy of resistance to wage children has not entered into its production ;

reductions with satisfaction and pride. We that convict, Chinese, sweat shop , or other

can challenge our critics and opponents to inferior labor is no component part enter

compare the past year , when we were con ing into the production of the article ; that

fronted with an industrial reaction , with a the sanitary conditions attending its pro

year of a similar industial situation , and it duction are of the highest order thus afford

will demonstate beyond cavil or doubting the friends of our movement the oppor
that tunity to sympathize with its purposes , as

tiers.
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well as giving our own constituent member. R . R . Hitt , of Illinois Extensive hearings

ship the opportunity of exercising their were had on the bill before the Senate Com

power of patronage, that they may give mittee on Education and Labor and the

their material as well as their moral sup - House Committee on Labor. As the hear

port and encouragement. " ings upon this bill before the committees

Anti-injunction and eight hour bills re- in previous Congresses were so extensive,
ceive the following comment : and are in print, we decided , therefore not

Anti-Injunction Bill. to present any further argument until our

" Our anti-injunction . bill ( H . R . 89) was
opponents had concluded .

introduced in the House by Congressman The opposition followed their usual tac

Grosvenor and referred to the Judiciary tics of procrastination and of prolonging

Committee. Seveal hearings of an exten the hearings. The Legislative Committee ,

sive character were bad upon it . Although Vice-Presidents Duncan, O 'Connell and my

the hearings were closed , no report thereon self rebutted the statements and arguments

has been made. I commend to your favor
of our opponents, and insisted that there

able consideration a continued effort to se .
should be neither waste of time nor the re

cure the enactment of this bill, and thus
port of the committee deferred. We were

curb the judgemade law invasive of our con
justified in believing that inasmuch as both

committees of Congress had reported this
stitutional and natural right.

" The process of injunction has its neces bill favorably at several previous Con

sary and proper application , and was de.
gresses, there ought to have been no

signed to supply the guarantee of a right
further delay. To our disappointment, the

as well as the prevention of a wrong when House committee acquiesced in the proposi.

there is no other remedy at law . The use tion of our opponents and referred to the

or , more properly speaking , the misuse of
Department of Commerce and Labor an in

the wit of injunction in labor disputes, is a vestigation of the subject by adopting the

perversion of the very principles involved following resolutions :

in the injunction process. There is not an
“ 'Be it resolved by the Committee on La

act if that be an unlawful act , enjoined by bor of the House of Representatives, that

an injunction issued in a labor dispute for
the Secretary of Commerce and Labor be.

which there is not already a law upon the and he hereby is , requested to investigate

statute books and for which a proper pen and report upon the bill now pending in the

alty is not provided . Those acts for which
House ( H . R . 4064) entitled “ A bill to limit

workmen are enjoined for which there is no
the hours of daily service of laborers and

penalty provided are not unlawful, and,
mechanics employed upon work done for the

therefore, an injunction should not be is United States, or for any territory , or for

sued enjoining men from doing the things
the Distict of Columbia , and for other pur

poses," his said report to state his conclu
they have a lawful right to do.

" We reiterate and emphasize the declara . sions with regard to the following ques.
tions :

tion that we have no desire to be immune

for the commission of any unlawful acts for
What would be the additional cost

we discountenance and denounce them , and to the United States of the various mate .

recognize their commission as wrongful and
rials and articles which it customarily pro

prejudicial to our own interests as well as cures by contract which would be governed

by the limitations set out in the said bill ?
to the public good. But we must insist that

if any man connected with our movement “ ' 2 . What damage, if any, would be done

be charged with an unlawful act that he
to the manufacturing interests affected by

should , like any other man, be put upon his
the provisions of the bill, if enacted ?

defense and before a jury of his peers meet " '3 . Whether manufacturers who have

his accusers and abide by the verdict ren
heretofore furnished materials and articles

dered. to the government under contract would

"We protest against the class distinction
continue to contract with the government

if such contracts were within the perempi.
made in these cases, so far as they apply

to labor, which even upon an ex parte alle
ory eight hour limitation provided by the

said bill ?
gation of our opponents renders , a workman

punishable for an act which is held as per
" ' 4 . What would be the effect of the en

fectly lawful when committed by others.
actment of the said bill upon the shipbuild

Surely we have the right to demand the con
ing industry ?

" *5 . What effect would it have on any
stitutional guarantee of equity before the

law . This guarantee is being daily violated
export trade ?

by injunctions. If labor is but true to itself ,
“ '6 . Are the laborers of the country , or.

ganized and unorganized , who would be af
if we but more thoroughly organize our fel

low workers, become more steadfast and
fected by the proposed legislation , willing

true to the great cause of labor, we shall
to have taken away from them the right to

labor more than eight hours per day if they
force home upon our opponents as well as

desire to do so ?
politicians and recreant statesmen the de

" “ 7 . What effect will this proposed legis .
mand for that protection , justice, and fair

lation have, if any, upon the agricultural in
dealing to which we are entitled .

terests of the country ?
Eight Hour Bill. " ' A report upon this bill along the lines

Our eight hour bill was introduced in the indicated is respectfully requested at the

Senate by Senator L . E . McComas, of Mary . commencement of the next session of Con

land, and in the House by Congressman gress.'

C
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" It will be observed that it is absolutely every sympathizer with our great cause to

impossible for any living person to give an be helpful in evey way to extend the bene
intelligent, comprehensive , and definite an - ficent influence of the labor press. A cause

swer to at least four of these questions : is frequently judged by the number and the

that question number six is absurd and con - character of the publications which repre

tradictory in its very terms. If the laborers sent it.”
would be 'willing to have taken away from Secretary Frank Morrison in his report

them the RIGHT to labor more than eight shows that 117 of 120 International Organi

hours a day,' they certainly can have no de. Zations issued during the past year 4,010

sire to work more than eight hours a day. charters ; 2 ,643 charters surrendered — 1 ,409
If they are unwilling to have taken away of the charters surrendered were locals of

from them the right to labor more than International Unions and 1,234 affiliated di

eight hours a day, then they will have no rect with the American Federaton of Labor.

desire to have that so - called 'right' taken Of the latter nuinber 704 were suspenderl

away from them . Imagine submitting for for non -payment of per capita tax; 352 were
investigation a question to relieve workmen ordered to join newly formed International

from more than eight hours of daily labor. Organizations, 178 disbanded and 6 charters

" It seemed to me to be the purpose of the revoked .

committee on labor to shirk its duty and

shift it upon another department in the
Strikes.

hope of burying the bill or receiving some Full and complete reports from 109
report upon which a negative action or no International Organizations and from a

action at all might be taken upon the meas small number of local unions , show
ure . And in further view of the fact that that there were 1,806 strikes, in which there

the bill had been reported favorably by both were 245.174 involved . Of that number 121,

committees several times in previous Con 340 were benefited and 18,829 not benefited .

gresses , that the House had passed the bill The total cost of strikes reported on was

three times, I submitted to the Executive $ 2 .860 .620 .63.

Council a request from the Department of The A . F . of L . and affiliated organiza

Commerce and Labor for information upon tions paid out during the year nearly one
the subject, and the conclusion reached was million dollars in death benefits .

that the American Federation of Labor as The work before the convention that was

such should not participate in that investi of special importance were the many intri

gation . It was felt that no intelligent or cate questions of jurisdiction . Many crafts

salsfactory result could be reached and that so closely interlace with others that there '

our participation in the investigation would is constant trespass upon the sacred fields

give countenance to the committees' shifti. • of one craft by another . These questions

ness. have not led to the most perfect harmony.

" Senator McComas, chairman of the Com particularly among many of the building

mittee on Education and Labor, was de . trades. Before the San Francisco conven

sirous of pressing the consideration of the tion some of these contentions were brought
bill and making a favorable report from his in at a crucial stage, and had to be dealt

committee to the Senate ; but this could not with carefully and wisely, and it is gratify .
be done by reason of the action of the House ing that some of the most serious have been

Committee on Labor. The bill, of course, effectually settled .

has not lost its position , and will come be - . At the close of the convention the A . F .

fore the committee at the forthcoming short of L . found the various branches in com

session of this Congress. Of course the plete harmony. The forces of the labor
Federation will make every effort to secure movement were directed in the paths of

favorable action thereon ." success for the coming year and the great

President Gompers has this to say upon est development in the line of organiza
the tion for 1905 ever experienced , is pre.

Labor Press. dicted .
" The labor press has always been an in All of the old officers were re-elected, and

fluential and potent force for the good of Pittsburg , Pa ., was selected for the next

the workers : but at no time has it been in convention .

measurable distance of the power it exerted

during the past year. The hitter antagon

ism of labor' s unfair foes, the open threats YEAR SAVED TO SUBWAY BY TRADE

and covert plans of our opponents to crush AGREEMENT.
out organized labor, have quickened the

pulsebeats of our brave editors and aroused

them to the exercise of their fullest powers "We saved a year,” said John B . McDon.

to protect and defend the rights of the toil. ald , the general contractor for building the

ers of our country . Although it is cause for
New York Subway. " If it hadn 't been for

great gratification to know that the cause of

labor has so large , intelligent, and repre . the labor agreement between the Rapid

sentative a galaxy of papers devoted to the Transit Contractors' Association and the

labor cause, yet it is mortifying to know Central Federated Union , the public
that many suffer from that lack of support wouldn 't have ridden in the Subway before
to which they are so justly entitled at the

hands of our fellow workmen . It should be
October, 1905 ." — Quoted from Civic Federa

the aim of every union member as well as tion Monthly Review .
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The....

Motorman and Conductor

It is a source of much gratification to
receive the many reports of the re- election
of the old and experienced executive officers

of local Divisions. Several Divisions report

the re -election of their presidents and in
many instances nearly all old officers are
returned .
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EMPION

So far as may be obtained , complete lists
of the newly elected division officers will

appear in the January number of The Motor .
man and Conductor. The names and ad .
dresses of the secretaries will be given ,

which will make the copy valuable for
future reference.

TES OF AM

Offcial Journal of the Amalgamated A380
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month
ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Hamilton , Ont., Division No. 107, will
very likely secure completely closed vesti

bules this winter. This is something the
brothers of that beautiful city will certainly

appreciate. The suffering from the ele

ments by the motormen of No. 107 last win .
ter was unbearable, and many were suffe .

ers from the ailments attendant to the se .

vere exposure.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,
Editor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon, Pres .

SUBSCRIPTION .

Per annum . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .50 cents

Single copy . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . .International President
A . W . MORRISON ... . . . . . .First Vice- President
BENJ. COMMONS. .. . . . .Second Vice- President
J . C . COLGAN .. . . . . . . Third Vice -President

WM. KELLEY .. . . .Fourth Vice - President
J . J . THORPE . . . . . . . . . Fifth Vice -President

REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board

D . L DILWORTH ... . . . . .. .Chairman

R . L . REEVES.. . . . . . . . . . . Secretary

C . 0 . PRATT.
WM . JACOBS.

D . J . REID .
WM . B . FITZGERALD.
FRED FAY.
N SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.

This office is in receipt of the Annual
Souvenir Journal put out by Worcester ,
Mass., Division No. 22. It embraces the
program of the eleventh annual ball of the
Worcester local. It contains sixty -four
pages, handsomely illustrated , and carrying
advertisements of scores of friends of the
Association among the foremost business
men of Worcester and vicinity . The com .
piling of the work was under the direction
of Secretary Frank Cove, and does credit
to him and his associates .

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second - class
matter.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To en
courage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition .

Organized labor does not assume to take
sides in politics. Non-partisanism is the
principle . However, the political influence

of trade unionism was exemplified very

forcibly in the recent fall election. The

Governor-elect of Massachusetts, it is con

ceded by all public mentors, was elected to

his position by the trades unionists of Mass
achusetts. The force of organized labor was

centralized in the interest of Governor-elect
Douglas. He was elected for non -partisan
purposes , not because he was a Democrat,

nor because it was desired that a Republi

can should be defeated because of being a
Republican . He was elected because in him

regardless of politics, trades unionism per

ceived the progressive man, the friend of

the movement. His opponent defeated the
purposes of trades unionism in Massachu

setts and thereby defeated himself for re.
election .

In the State of Colorado , the trades union

movement was again manifest in the elec

tion of Governor. In the face of a large
majority for President Roosevelt, Mr. Pea
body was defeated . The fact that Roose.
velt carried Colorado shows that Peabody

was not defeated because of being the Re.

publican candidate , but he was defeated be

cause of his high -handed and unauthorized

opposition to trades unionism . No longer

can it be said that the antagonism of trades

unionism may be safely invited by politicai
candidates.

Yuletide. A Merry Christmas and a

Happy New Year to all of our readers is

the greeting of The Motorman and Con
ductor.
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Due to the important affairs engrossing Claims paid from among the above list will

the attention of President Mahon , the con- be announced in the January issue.
tinuance of the History of the Organization

goes over to the January number of the That our Association enters a new year

M , & C . in comparative peace may be attributed
largely to three reasons. First, the princi

International President Wilson of the ples and purposes of organized labor are

Pattern Makers' union and Organizer B . W . generally better understood today by both

Nichols of the A . F . of L ., who also belongs employer and employe than ever before.

to the Pattern Makers ' Union called at The attaining of the objects of organized

headquarters on the 12st inst. President labor is a science in which the workers and

Wilson reports a prospective year for his their officers are today better versed than

trade . He says the signs indicate a general ever before.
industrial revival all along the line. Second, the collective agreement is a po

Organizer Nichols is from Toledo, and re tent factor for peace.

ports the various crafts there well organ Third and not least, is the fact that by

ized and prosperous. virtue of the defense fund with which the

Association is provided the destruction of a

It has come to the knowledge of the office local is not so inviting as in the earlier his

that some of the Divisions are working tory of the Association . It is cheaper to

without local by-laws. Such Divisions can conciliate and arbitrate than to fight, par

not help but do business more or less in a ticularly when engaging a formidable oppo

random way. Some of those Divisions have nent. Too much credit cannot be given to
asked the General Office for copies of local the defense fund .

by-laws from other locals. It would be a

favor conferred upon such locals if some of At last the Colorado mine owners have
our Divisions would forward to headquar- yielded to the eight hour day and $ 3 mini

ters two or three extra copies of their local mum wage rate . It has been a long and

by-laws, so that when called for by locals fierce struggle, but the mines wouldn 't pay

desiring assistance in compiling new by without labor to develop them . It is a great.

laws they might be forwarded immediately. victory for the Miners' union , and likely a

lasting one. ,

Death and disability claims submitted to

the office during the month of November The Motorman and Conductor has pub
were on the death and disability of the fol lished in book form revisions of the con

lowing members :

DEATHS. peared in its columns. The three stories

make a book of some 200 pages. The price
I G . Lanphear, Division No. 332, New

for which the book may be procured by
York , N . Y .

members of the Association is 25 cents per
F . B . Casey, Division No. 332, New York ,

copy. Special rates are furnished DivisionsN . Y .

who desire to place it in the hands of the
Henry B. Hartley, Division No. 281, New

local membership . Many testimonials have
Haven , Conn .

been received from members of the organ
Wm. H . Murphy, Division No. 22, Worces.

ization who have seen the work and it is
ter, Mass.

believed that it would be appreciated by
Hugh A . Jackson, Division No. 113 , To. all who may see fit to procure copies. If

ronto , Ont.
unable to procure a copy from your corres

Otto Weiland, Division No. 282, Rochester, pondent, they may be had by forwardingN . Y .
your name and address and 25 cents to the

J. L . Lumby, Division No. 332, New York,
General Office, upon receipt of which copies

N . Y .
will be mailed promptly. Sales of the book

F . Farley, Division No. 282, Rochester , have already been extensive in some Divi.
N . Y .

sions. Sample copies to agents , correspon .Thomas Considine, Division No. 241, Chi
dents, and to officers of locals forwarded

cago, Ill .
free on application .

Thomas Lynch, Division No. 240, Chelsea.
Mass.

" Wageworkers have an entire right to or
James M . Andrews, Division No. 252,

Steubenville , O . ganize and by all peaceful and honorable
means to endeavor to persiade their fellows

Timothy Nagle , Division No. 332, New to join with them in organization .
York , N . Y .

" They have a legal right, which . accord
Richard Cowhey, Division No. 260. Chi. ing to circumstances may or may not be a

cago , Ill.
moral right to refuse to work in company

Ed. Thorne, Division No. 105, New Bright with men who decline to join their organi.
on , Pa.

zation ."
DISABILITIES . The above quotation is from the message

Frank P . Dalton , Division No. 260. Chi to Congress presented by President Roose .
cago , Ill. velt. No more emphatic declaration can

All death claims are first reviewed and be compiled against " the open shop," and
passed upon by International President W . it comes from the head of the greatest na
D . Mahon, consequently the adjustment of tion on earth . Never before has such an
the above claims is delayed until his return . utterance been made by the chief executive
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of any nation . Can any one doubt the pop- firms do not appear, as they are enemies of

ularity of trades union progression ? If so, organized labor, and employ only non -union

let him read the President's last message Book Binders in their establishments.

as it relates to the industrial conditions pre Some of these firms are supplying the

vailing in our country and the recommenda - local newspaper publishers in different cities

tions he has submitted to the law makers with Bibles and other books to be sold at

upon those vital questions. Trades union so much per week , provided you subscribe

ism can point with very little, if any, criti. for the paper for a year. This seems to be

cism to the message in its entirety . a popular method to use to gain the assist

ance of the newspapers in imposing an un

We are pleased to report the convales. fair product upon the people.

cence of Secretary J . N . DeVine, of Chicago

Division , No. 267. Bro. DeVine has been The A . F . of L . convention indorsed the
afflicted for several weeks with pneumonia , Fall River Textile Workers' strike, and

but expects to be about in a few days. levied an assessment to carry on the con

test to a successful finish .

The year 1904 so far as The Motorman

and Conductor is concerned closes with this
We regret to hear that Treasurer James

issue. It is a pleasure to report that dur
Grannan of Brooklyn , N . Y ., Division No.

ing the past year the paid subscriptions for
283, is sick in bed. Treasurer Grannan is

The Motorman and Conductor have nearly
one of the active men of our Association,

doubled . However, there is a broad field in
and has done much to promote the interest

which to repeat the development. This de
of the electric railway men of Brooklyn .

pends largely upon the local membership The M . & C . wishes his speedy recovery.

themselves, and while a large number of

Divisions have taken a special interest in OPEN SHOP ABANDONED.
the official journal, and the contributions

from the many correspondents that have After experimenting along the open shop
officiated under Section 59 of the Constitu - policy of employment for some time the

tion has been of vast assistance, there are Coal Davis Shoe Manufactory of Chicago

yet some Divisions which would do well to voluntarily signed the agreement of the

look up this same Section 59 and see if Shoe Workers ' union for a strict union shop .

they have complied with it, and if so look After signing the agreement for his com
up the officer who has been tardy in hispany, Mr. Edward M . Cole said :

work . It must be said that there are Divi "Hereafter every shoe leaving our factory

sions in good standing in the Association will bear the union label.”

that have contributed not one word through " The open shop is of no more benefit to

the columns of The Motorman and Conduc- an employer than a closed shop ,” President

tor to their sister locals. It is trusted that Cole continued. " The fact is that the

there may more of us get together through unions are permanent institutions and

the Association medium . We hope that 1905 should be reckoned with in conducting a

will see The Motorman and Conductor enter business. Besides, there is a demand for
the home of every member in the entire union labeled boots and shoes. Our best

Association . customers insist upon the union label and I
do not see the reason for losing trade for

The International Brotherhood of Book an abstract principal."

binders is a labor organization affiliated The company withdrew from the Alli
with the A . F . of L . and all affiliated organ : . ance.

izations. The Book Binders' Union is up

against such firms in the city of Philadel WILL CONGRESS ACT ?

phia , Pa., as

National Publishing Company, publishers The following is taken from the recent
of Holy Bibles of all denominations and message of President Roosevelt to the U . S
other publications. Congress :

Henry Altemus Company, publishers of " There should be severe child labor and
juvenile books and other publications. factory inspection laws. It is very desira
Stuart Brothers, blank books; lodge books ble that married women should not work in

a specialty. factories. The prime duty of the man is to
Pawson & Nicholson , job binding. work , to be the bread-winner ; the prime
Curtis Publishing Company, publishers of duty of the woman is to be the mother, the

the Ladies' Home Journal and Saturday housewife. All questions of tariff and

Evening Post. finance sink into utter insignificance when

George F . Lasher, printing and bookbind. compared with the tremendous, the vital im

ing. portance of trying to shape conditions so
George Barrie & Son , art publishers. that these two duties of the man and of the

Books with the names of J . R . Jones and woman can be fulfilled under reasonably fa

D . Z . Howell copyrights are National Pub- . vorable circumstances . If a race does not

lishing Company products. have plenty of children , or if the children
Now , what is asked by the Book Binders do not grow up, or if when they grow up

is that when purchasing books in depart. they are unhealthy in body and stunted or

ment stores or in other stores in your city vicious in mind then that race is decadent,

you be careful that the names of the above and no heaping up of wealth nor splendor of
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momentary material prosperity, can availwhich they will take advantage. This un

in any degree as offsets." safety of tenure of position destroys good

The above quotation is a whole platform , service. It constantly keeps the service lüli

standing upon which no nation can fall. It of inexperienced men.
embodies the text of the platform of the There is hardly a company but what will

American Federation of Labor and bears say that an old man in the service is better
the sense of every bona fide labor organiza than one newly employed and even go so

tion in the lands. In assuming to stand upon far as to impose upon the employes a dis

the above declaration President Roosevelt criminating wage based upon the principle

has risen above partisan politics. He has that experience is valuable to the employe
placed himself in the front rank as an advo and employer alike. Such being the case

eate and protector of the God given rights it is hard to understand why a company
of mankind. He has placed before the law should not regard as a serious matter the

making power of a great nation a most no discharge of one of its employes. The only
ble declaration , and if he is successful in way a company can maintain experience in

forcing observance of it to the letter he will its service is to make the position of con

become the emancipator of the human fam - ductor one that will be respected by the

ily upon the American continent, and the employe. This cannot be done by keeping

least place in American history to which the employe in constant fear of discharge

he will be entitled, will be side by side with for some petty violation or disobedience of
Washington and Lincoln . The utterances rules.

of President Roosevelt in the interest of the Bro . Reid remarks that the Pittsburg

mothers and children of our land in point. Company is burdened with inspectors and

ing out to Congress a most serious . duty petty officials . This may possibly be true ,

will be supported by the prayers of patriot- but if the under officer had to heart the
ism throughout the entire land . Let us interest of the company by which he is em

trust that Congress will heed his admoni. ployed and was vested with sufficient in
tion . telligence to realize the importance of his

position , and the nature of his relation to

FOLLY OF INCONSIDERATE DIS . the company and men , he could work no

MISSALS. harm to the service. Too often these under
officers are not selected from an inspection

of their intelligence , but rather employed
In examining the records of Division No. from a superficial determination of their

85 , Board Member Reid met with the as faithfulness to their master.faithfulness to the .
tounding revelation that the average life of A good foreman is not a man who will
a street railway employe in the city of Pitts constantly breed contention between the em
burg was less than two years. This low

ploying company and the employe. A good
tenure of position , Board Member Reid con . foreman is one who will work to the ad
tends, rests more largely with conductors vantage of the service. He will use his
than motormen , as while the tenure for con every endeavor to retain harmony between
ductors is much less than two years that of the employing company and the employe.
motormen in the same city is much longer. This can only be done by creating an im

The remarks of Bro . Reid upon this question pression among the employes that they will
appear in another column and are worthy be regarded with some degree of confidence

of reflection . A system of discipline which as honorable men . Also by creating a con
drives from service experience , certainly fidence in the employe that he is not con
does not reflect to the advantage of the em - tinually subject to discharge and discipline.
ploying company. Pittsburg very likely is

not the only city where this trouble exists .
ROCHESTER GARMENT WORKERS

The fact is that it becomes known to a

large number of employes that the system STRIKE .

of employment is such that a job does not The following letter from Secretary Larger , of
last long. This creates in the mind of the the United Garment Workers, is self explani
employe a disposition to look lightly upon tory. The letter bears upon the Rochester , N .

his occupation . The average ' conductor in Y ., situation as pertaining to the Garment

Workers' craft. Secretary Larger asks only for
entering the service where such discipline moral support, which , if forthcoming from

prevails has not long to work before he wage- earning purchasers , cannot help but hast

becomes impressed that it is only a matter en to success the effort of the Garment Work

ers to establish decent living conditions for their
of time before he will have to seek em craft in Rochester. Again , the request may be

ployment at some other occupation , or if at granted very easily . The clipping from the

the same occupation , with some other com " Bulletin . " to which is referred , shows every
reasonable effort was made on the part of the

pany. The result is in many instances that union to avoid the strike and gain a settlement

the employe becomes careless of his posi of the grievances. These advances were ig

tion and frequently determines to make the nored by the Manufacturers' Association . The

most of it while it lasts. True, there are a
letter follows:

New York , November 29 . 1904.

few who for some one reason or another The Motorman and Conductor, Detroit , Mich . :

escape the system of discharge and continue Dear Sir and Brother - No doubt you are aware

of the drastic struggle between the clothing
in the service for a long time, but they are manufacturers and the United Garment Work
few . Even they are constantly living with ers of America . The Manufacturers' Associa

a suspicion that the next day may be their tion is putting forth every effort to disrupt the

organization of the United Garment Workers in
last, and the first opportunity that prevails

all the large clothing centers , particularly in

for a change of occupation will be that of Rochester , where the struggle has been on for
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" Perfect Vorite, - cycle," " Boh

one year. You can do us a great favor and Steelfel, Strauss & Conner, Hickey -Freeman
further the interests of organized labor and the Co., Ely , Meyer & Simon , Herman Stern , Roser
eighthour day by having a committee appointed berg Bros. , Levy Bros. '
to call on all your clothing dealers and notify

em that if they purchase Rochester unfair BALLARD & BALLARD MILLING CO.
clothing organized labor will not patronize them .

UNFAIR .It is absolutely necessary for the Garment
Workers to whip the Rochester Clothiers' Ex

change in order to establish peace in the large Secretary Cable makes the following state
clothing centers and maintain the eight-hour ment and appeal:

day . Kansas City , Kans., December 1, 1904.
The strike in Rochester was ordered in con

To All Organized Labor :

sequence of the manufacturers refusing to con - . Greeting - Once more we appeal to you for

fer with our local union of that city , and has your moral assistance in the struggle which is
since refused to confer with our national organ - being waged by the union coopers of Louisville.
ization and the A . F . of L . It is not a ques Ky.. against the Ballard & Ballard Milling Co. .
tion of wages , but a question of securing the of Louisville . This company was declared un

eight-hour day you are interested in so much fair by the Cooners' International Union and
yourselves. The establishment of the eight-hour the American Federation of Labor nearly two

day in the clothing trade of the country will years ago because of the fact that it packed its

make it so much easier to establish the eight
output. of flour in non - union made barrels and

hour day among your own craft. The great discriminated against union men . One of the

work of organized labor at the present time is Mr. Ballards, of Louisville , was the primemover

to establish a shorter work day. I appeal to in organizing the Employers' Association or
you as brothers to refuse positively to purchase Citizens' Alliance of that city about the time
any 'goods from dealers handling the unfair this trouble began . He displayed open hostility

clothing of Rochester. I enclose you clippings for the trade union movement and made threats

from our " Bulletin " showing you what effort what he proposed to do with it in various inter

we have recently made to settle this matter , views, which were published in the Louisville

and also an article on the " Valuable Employes" daly papers.

of firms in Rochester. The article will clearly This fight has now been on for some time and

demonstrate to you why they want to dea ! the company has apparently not yet seen fit to
with us as individuals . They are dealing with change its attitude. We therefore call upon the
Mr. Marquardt ag an individual and he receives trade unionists to do their duty . It is time for
the magnificent sum of $6 a week . organized labor to demonstrate the strength

Trusting that you will do all in your power of its purchasing power or it will be taken for

to aid and assist us in the establishment of the granted that it does not practice what it preach

eight-hour day in the clothing trade. I am es. If the labor movement is to succeed , we, as

Fraternally yours, unionists, must throw our purchasing power

B . A . LARGER . against the followers of Parryism , especially

General Secretary . when they come out openly and publicly defy
P . S . - The boycott has not been declared off the union as the Ballards have done. The fol

lowing are their brands of flour :
in Rochester ,

“ Blue Bird ," ' Blue Grass," " Bicycle," " Bob
White ," " Obelisk , " " Favorite," Waterloo,"

Article on the " Valuable Employe. " Six dol " Old Hickory," " Perfection," " Safety," " Lulars a week : cille . "
" He holds a 'permanent position' in the Stein Trusting that the trade unionists will do theirBloch factory in Rochester - His wife sues him duty , we remain

for nonsupport - He is defended by the com
Fraternally yours,

bine's attorney - A revelation of the combine's
wage scale . COOPERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION ,
His name is Reinhold Marquardt. He lives J , A . CABLE

in Orange street, Rochester. He was brought International Secretary - Treasurer.
up before Police Justice Chadsey , on September

13, on a charge of neglecting to support his INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.
wife. Lawyer P . C . Oviatt, of the firm of Wile
& Oviatt, attorneys for the combine, appeared When the last issue went to press, Inter
as his counsel.

Marquardt stated that the clothing company national President W . D . Mahon, Interna
by whom he was employed paid him only $6 a tional Treasurer Rezin Orr and G . E . B .
week ! Member Richard Cornelius were in attend.

A representative of the company, in corrobor
ance at the A . F . of L . convention in Sanating the statement, said he was on Marquardt' s

bond for $500. Lawyer Oviatt told the judge Fancisco . While there President Mahon
that Marquardt was a valuable employe and has and Treasurer Orr addressed meetings of
a 'permanent position . ' Division No. 205 and other coast Locals.The judge was surprised that a 'valuable' em
plove holding a 'permanent position was re They also spoke at mass meetings of other
warded so meagerly . The court wanted Mar crafts. During the several days of the con
quardt to pay his wife $ 3 a week , but Mr. Oviatt vention , several situations arose requiringsaid it was impossible .

It was then agreed for husband and wife to the personal attention of President Mahon .
make up. Mr. Barrett, of Webster, Mrs . Mar and upon his return trip he has been kept
quardt' s lawyer, questioned the husband ' s rela busy with those affairs. He visited Locals
tives as to what kind of home would be pro

in Texas, and went from Denison to Newvided , and learned that it was one room . Ob

jection was made to this place, but it was with Orleans. Here a situation had arisen be
drawn . tween different Locals and the Central La

'In six years,' the Rochester Post -Express
says in its report of the case, "Marquardt has bor Union , which looked like a disruption of
paid his wife $6 , or one week 's wages. They the central body and the formation of a new
have two children , one of whom earns $1 .50 a one. Division No. 194 is very likely the
week . " strongest union in New Orleans and ourThe above is a fair sample of wages and con
ditions of the employes of the brothers of 194 were looked to to bring har
fair Clothing Exchange, who operate open shops . mony out of chaos. The officers realized
The following firms comprise the notorious what the contention meant to the moveRochester Clothiers ' Exchange , whose cutters

were forced to strike a number of months ago ment in the south , and urged the assistance
in order to maintain their union and secure the of President Mahon . It is believed that
same conditions observed elsewhere : The Stein the matter may be adjusted and harmony
Bloch Co., Michaels , Stern Co., Adler Bros .,
Garson, Meyer Co., A . Dinkelspiel. Moore &

will again prevail. From New Orleans
Beirs, Black & Co., H . A . Hays, R . Goldstein & President Mahon will likely go to Chicago ,
Co., I. Holz Son , Soloman Bros . & Lempert, then to New York ,
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Chairman D . L . Dilworth is at present en retaining experienced men . No matter how

gaged with a serious situation which has good a man may be, unless he is given a

arisen in Saginaw , Mich . He is meeting man ' s chance, he is not going to render

with his usual success. good service .

I realize that the Pittsburg Railway' s sys
G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt, is in Brook

tem is a giant affair , but I believe theylyn , N . Y ., where he has charge of the in
would have a better service , miss less faresterests of the Association. He reports fa
and have less accidents if tney would put

vorably .
one-half their inspectors back on the cars

G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald has
and build up a confidence with their em

had his attention taken up in the interest
ployes. I am sure experience on part of

of Division No. 148, of Albany, N . Y . He re
their men would greatly lessen their

ports that he looks for a satisfactory ad troubles.
justment of the difficulties there. No, I do not look for any trouble between

G . E . B . Member D . J . Reid has returned
our Association and the Pittsburg Railways

to Chicago from Pittsburg , Pa. He was in Co . Our officers are intelligent, sensible
Pittsburg compiling and checking up the fellows, and their past experience is of
membership of Division No. 85 . He spoke great value to them in conducting the busi
in highly complimentary terms of the work

ness of the Association . Business Agent
accomplished by Business Agent H . C . Williams is a practical man , and Reeves is
Williams, Secretary S . V . Reeves and the

a good secretary . I also met Board Mem
officers of the Pittsburg Local. “ While

ber John Dooley and other officers. Dooley
checking up the membership ,” said Board is a modelman. He is a man that measures
Member Reid , " the records of Division No. carefully before he moves, and always
85 discovered to me the astounding fact that moves in the right direction. He is a valuthe life of a Pittsburg street car man is able officer to the Association,"
barely two years in the service, on an aver

age. I have checked the membership of
other Locals of our Association , and I have The people have no reason to fear the on
sought information along this line where ward march of organized labor. It is not
opportunity offered itself to me, but Pitts the purpose of labor organizations to tear
burg , indeed , takes the premium for volatile down the palaces of our land , but to wipe .
service . I attribute this to an inspector out the hovels. - President W . D . Mahon be
ridden service . There are too many petty fore a San Francisco audience .

officers. Their peculiar idea of their duty

keeps the service in a constant turmoil. No,
" I believe that under modern industrial

I don 't attribute the many discharges and
conditions it is often necessary, and evenresignations to antagonism on part of the

company to the union . There seems to be where not necessary it is yet often wise ,

no friction between the union and the com that there should be organization of labor

pany. Many of the men are employed and in order better to secure the rights of the
eliminated from the service before they individual wageworker. All encouragement

ever reach the door of the union . The local should be given to any such organization so

there, is stronger today than it has ever
long as it is conducted with a due ' and de

before been ,
cent regard for the rights of others. There

The company seems to rely upon irrespon are in this country some labor unions which

sible reports of unqualified petty officers, have habitually and other labor unions

and they are so thick that you can hardly which have often , been among the most ef

pass a street corner in the down -town dis fective agents in working for good citizen

trict but what you meet one of them . ship , and for uplifting the condition of those
Instead of trying to promote the service, whose welfare should be closest to our

they either intentionally, or unintentionally, hearts." - President Roosevelt to U . S . Con

impair it. They watch the men as though gress.

they were hunting for an excuse to report

them , and in many instances they go to

the management with imaginary infras The latest Board of Trade returns show

tions, believing them to be real, and so re . that there are 296 tramway undertakings in
port them . It destroys all interest that the the United Kingdom , which have cost $ 200 .
employe might have in his work , and makes 000,000. These have nearly all been created
an enemy to the company out of the em - in the past twenty- five years. Of the total

ploye when he and the company should be number 142 are owned by municipalities
friends. The average conductor under such and 154 by private companies. The munici.
conditions is intelligent enough to see the pal undertakings, though less in number ,
signs of the times, and he's going to make have more mileage and cost about $ 120,000 ,
the most of his job . The company is the 000 ; the private, over $ 30,000,000 .
loser. TheThe motorman , of course , is on the total length of both is over 1 ,700 miles.

other end, but he lasts but very little Some of the municipal tramways make

longer than the conductor. handsome profits, which materially reduce
One great drain on the company is the local taxes. During the current year, it is

numerous accidents. Many of these might estimated , Nottingham will clear $ 90 ,000

be avoided if the company would pay less from this source , Liverpool $ 123,000, Leeds

hoed to the needless reports of the inspect $ 300,000 , and Manchester $250,000. - Coast

ors and give more attention to training and Seaman' s Journal.
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Agnes Sole'sChristmas

school and ball-room . Her personal at

tractions were equal to those of Agnes, and

her pleasing manner won for her the re

spect of her shop mates ; but in time they
became familiar with her character and

habits, and she was avoided by those seek

ing companionship for attendance at ques" The lessons of prudence have charms,
tionable resorts. She was regular at church

And slighted , may lead to distress ;

But the one whom benevolence warms and Sabbath school, and while her circum
Is an angel who lives but to bless. " stances did not permit her to enter the

select circles of society , she rested in the
Hot tears coursed their way down the satisfaction afforded to her mother by the

cheek of Agnes Sole and escaped to the fact that she was leading a life of serious

infant face of her pretty babe. She hur respectability . She lived in and enjoyed
riedly wiped them away lest they might the unalloyed affection of her own family .

beguile the innocent, and deposited her Myrtle generously congratulated Agnes
little charge in a rude but comfortably ar upon her marriage to Jim Sole when the

ranged crib . fact became known , but it was not long

Agnes Sole was the mother of three chil. after the congratulations were received that

dren - - Florence , age 7 years ; Johnny, who Agnes was impressed that they were not

had passed 5 summers, and Mildred , the sincere .
babe of 6 months. One night when little Florence Sole was a
Agnes Sole, herself, was the daughter of babe of but a few months and Agnes was

poor parents and from early childhood had looking forward to a time when she hoped

worked in one of the town factories. Some to be able to take in work to help along in
8 vears previous to the time of our story her squallid home, her husband came in at

she married Jim Sole a character she hail an unusually early hour.

met at some one of the many dances she " I've got a job now ," he said in gutteral

attended during her factory life. Jim Sole sounds that ground forth on his beer-pol

was also poor , and had passed much of luted breath .
his boyhood upon the streets , until he, too , "What is it ?" inquired Agnes, somewhat

was forced to ordinary occupations for a buoyed by a half-hearted hope.
living " I'm going to work for the street car
However, he was a frequent attendant at company," was the reply.

the dance schools and public balls . He be- “ Oh , I'm so glad,” exclaimed Agnes, as
came an attractive ball-room flower and she thought of a time when she once wished
stood in much favor with the girls and Edgar Tomer would only attend dances .
young women who passed their leisure time Edgar Tomer was the good-natured con.
at those places . ductor upon whose car she had often rid
Agnes was unusually fair , which occa den to work during her shop days. She

sioned much jealousy on part of her com had observed with much interest his con

panions. cern in the welfare and comfort of his pas
In Jim Sole , these ball-room girls meas sengers. She had also noted his attentive

ured their full ideal of a man . He was an ness to old ladies in aiding them with their
exquisite dancer, and was proficient in parcels and baggage.
ribald witticism . But Edgar Tomer did not attend dances ,

With Jim , Agnes was the favorite , and so Agnes gave up the possibility of a close

their friends were not surprised when the acquaintance with him .

news was passed that they were married . She was, for the moment, inspired with

The family of neither were able to help the hope that Jim might also become a con

them to set out in their new life, but Agnes ductor of the same character as Edgar
was a girl of much spirit and continued a Tomer.

wage -worker until her family duties took “ Yes, I' m goin ' ter conduct," growled

her from the shop . . Jim . " The men went on strike this

Her husband worked at odd jobs of labor, mornin ' and the company's hirin ' all kinds
but the meagre wage interfered with the o ' men .”

serenity of home life, and Agnes greatly " Dear Jim ,” said Agnes, pleadingly, as

annoyed her thoughtless spouse, who had she passed across the room to where he

not too serious ambition to work at all, by was sitting and placed her hand coaxingly

frequently impertuning him to seek more upon his shoulder. " I don 't want you to

remunerative occupations. work where you are to take the place of

Among the early shop acquaintances of strikers . Please do not go to work where

Agnes was Myrtle Snow . Myrtle was also men are on strike. I 'll soon be able to take

of poor parentage , but her home life, al in some work , and in the meantime papa

though humble, had been made a whole. and mamma will help us some. Don 't go

some influence . Her mother was a beauti. to work there , Jim . ”

ful character and had led her daughter into " Don 't blubber around me," growled Jim
the most chosen paths available to her as he roughly pushed her away and admin

limited circumstances. In the matter ofistered to her a severe slap in the face
associates, the tastes of Agnes and Myrtle that sent her reeling to a chair . " You've

had been cultivated in opposite directions. been hounding me to go to work, and now

Myrtle Snow was unknown to the dancing that I've got a job you don't want me to
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take it . You're a fool. I know when I've horrible incident in which he had sustained

got a good thing ." his injuries.
"Why did the men strike ?" appealingly Deftly a hand was placed upon his fever

asked Agnes. ed brow and a sweet face appeared over
“ 'Cause the company wanted to run their his.

own business, and the men wanted to or- “Miss Snow , are you here, and can you
ganize a union , so they could run the road tell me where I am ? ” inquired Tomer.
themselves. They wanted more wages. I " I am so glad to hear you speak, " re
don 't care ; the company ' ll give me more plied Myrtle. “ You are at my home, Mr.
than the strikers ask , and I'm goin ' to take Tomer, and you are quite welcome. You
it ." are painfully injured , however, and you

" Jim . for little Florence 's sake, if you must lie as quietly as you can until the
have no respect for me, don't scab those doctor comes again .”
men ' s jobs ,” pleaded Agnes. " It was brutal in those men to beat and

" Don 't call me a scal ” said Jim , “ or I' ll kick you , and I hope they may be puur
slap your mouth .” ished . I saw Jim Sole strike you with an
Agnes was too grieved to continue the iron when you turned to pick up his wife ,

argument, and Jim left the house, telling but I did not know the others."
his wife he was to stay at the car barn thai Upon delivering this bit of information
night, to be ready for work in the morning. she retired from the room and soon re

Agnes passed the night with a heavy turned with a steaming bowl of rich hot

heart. She thought of the days gone by porridge.

when she and Jim were the envy of the “ The doctor said I might give you this to

ball-room , and sadly regretted that she had eat when you regained consciousness," she

gone there to seek a husband. However, said .

she had taken him , " for better or for At times in his life Edgar Tomer had ini
worse," and she would try to make him dulged in visionary ministering angels in
better, for the sake of their little one. the form of women , but those visions had

The next morning, with tear-stained at all times reverted to the lovable old
face , and a saddened expression, she went mother who had some years previously left
out to the car track in quest of Jim . him an orphan . She was now , to him , a

A car had been started out, and she came true and watchful guardian whom he con
up to it where some small boys had piled fidingly trusted to meet in the beautiful
an obstruction upon the track . golden sometime, when he, too , should

Sure enough , Jim was the conductor, ana cross the span separating earth from
aside from the motorman there were with heaven .

the car, as attendants, a dozen other brute N o longer was this vision revertible
appearing fellows. Agnes walked quietly alone to the fondly loved and departed
up to Jim and urged him to go home. He mother ; but in the mind picture, here, be
struck her a vigorous blow in the face fore him in the person of Myrtle Snow
which felled her to the ground. was a living reality of his most fanciful

" You cowardly brute ,” said one of two imagination .

gentlemen , who happened upon the scene at Edgar Tomer had been a man of the

the time. "How dare you strike a defense - most vigorous health and he always enter
less woman .” tained a fearful dread of some day being

Jim turned his attention to the speaker stricken , because of the absence of a

and dealt him a fearful blow on the head. mother's watchful care . Here he lay

The other scabs seemed to vie with one stricken , felled at the hands of murderous
another to strike and kick the new comer villains. Here , also , he was being tenderly

the most viciously . cared for at the hand of a lovable ideal.
The assault occurred in front of a small Edgar Tomer knew Myrtle Snow as a

frame cottage , and in full sight of the in passenger upon his car; but he had never
mates who rushed out to protest against looked forward to an acquaintance of the
the ruthless brutality of the scabs whom , present making.

the obstruction having been removed, * * * *
jumped aboard and hastily departed with We will not follow Edgar Tomer and
the car.

Myrtle Snow through the period of Edgar 's
Myrtle Snow , her younger sister and convalescence .

mother, with assistance, carried the bruised President Shay of the railway employes'
and bleeding victim into the house , and union called upon Edgar several times to
sent for a doctor. look after his interests. He secured the

" He is one of the strikers, " said Myrtle . affidavits of Myrtle, her mother and sister
" It is Mr. Tomer, a conductor on the car setting forth the character and circum
line."

stances of the assault and upon these he
When Edgar Tomer became conscious, secured the arrest of Jim Sole and his non

he found himself in bed in a strange anıl union companions, but the company fur

neatly arranged little room . He attempt nished bail and continued the cases .

ed to turn in bed that he might better see Some ten days after the assault a settle

to solve the problem of his surroundings. ment was reached , by which the desired

The pain from his stiffened and bandaged conditions were secured to the union , and

bruises forced him to give up the effort, the strikers returned to work . The strike

but brought to him a recollection of the breakers hired by the company were all
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discharged , including Jim Sole. The only in cash , and eleven dollars had been di

concession asked by the company was the rected to be placed in the hands of a com
withdrawal of the charges of assault, which mittee of five young ladies to be expended

was granted by President Shay upon the in suitable toys and presents for her little
approval of Tomer . However , the affidavit ones, to be placed upon the tree. Also it

of Myrtle Snow became known to Agnes devolved upon the said committee to secure
Sole, who, with true womanly devotion , de- the attendance of Agnes and her children
sired yet to shield and defend ,her worth on Christmas Eve at the union hall , and
less Jim . This created a dislike on her Edna had been appointed chairman of the
part against Myrtle, and, together with the committee.
reproach the act of her husband brought * * * *

upon her , ripened her dislike into frenzied
As Agnes, with a deep sigh , settled baek

jealousy .
in her chair after tenderly laying down her

The conditions and wages obtained by babe. her tears became more profuse

the union established well paying and pleas.
scalding.

ant positions for the members , and when " How proud that Myrtle Tomer and her
the announcement was made that Myrtle' s sister are,” she thought. “ I believe she
shop days were over, from being installed was buying her children presents right be.
as the queen of the happy little home es fore me, just to make me feel badly . Then
tablished jointly by herself and Edgar. she bought her husband those beautiful
Agnes' jealousy became more bitter. sleeve buttons, her sister a box of nice

linen handkerchiefs , and must have spent
. " Edgar," said Myrtle, as she had tucked five dollars for presents for others. How
The little ones away for the night, and I hate her. She keeps her sister, out of the
joined in company with her mother, sister shop too."

and husband, " while I was shopping today in the midst of a volume of tears she was
I saw Agnes Sole in the store purchasing a startled by a violent rap upon the old
pair of shoes for her little girl. She ap- rickety door. “Who can that be coming

peared so sad and worn I would hardly here ?” she thought as she arose and hesi
have known her. Her children look 30 tatingly approached the door. “ And to
pitiful, too. While I was purchasing pres come here at this hour.”
ents for Christmas, they so eagerly watched As she opened the door a broad-should

me selecting toys for our children that it ered, vigorous looking man , with a frank

touched my heart. Agnes would not even and pleasing countenance, stood before her.

give me a chance to speak to her without His clothing was burdened with snow . but
attracting attention that I feared would be his expression was confiding.

embarrassing to her. I feel so sorry for “ Mrs . Sole, I believe ," he said , with awk .

her and her children , as I know they will ward obesience . “ I am Jack Shay, presi.

enjoy a very cold and cheerless Christmas. dent of the street railway employes local

However, Agnes knows what it is to live union ."

a cold and cheerless life, and while I “ I am Mrs. Sole,” said Agnes, “ will yo l
shouldn 't say it, I am most glad her brutal come in ?"

husband is dead. I have been wondering, “ For a moment," he replied , and as he
Edgar, if possibly you might think up some entered the poorly furnished room he con.
way to lighten her burden , and direct a ray tinued : “ I have a little mission entrusted
of Christmas sunshine into her little house. me by our local. I came to present you with
hold . At least, I determined to speak to this little contribution from the boys on the
you about it. ” road."

" Won 't that be grand,” exclaimed Edna, As he counted out the twenty -five dollars
" and I' d like to be Santa Claus in that in piles of coin and bills of five dollars

play,' 'and Myrtle 's sister, who was now a each , Agnes was overcome and sobbed like
young lady and greatly enjoyed a sister 's a child .

place in Edgar' s heart, coaxingly placed her “ Come! Come! Mrs. Sole," said the
arms about his neck . good-natured president. " Don 't break down

“ You may pass that proposition up to like that. This is a little Christmas help
me, Myrtle," he replied after a moment's for you ."

reflection . “ I'll see what may be done . " How came the car men ' s union to think

You know the local meets at midnight, and of me?" asked Agnes, as she attempted to
it is possible some of the other boys might resign herself . " I am unworthy of such
like a hand in the game. We are talking treatment at the hands of the street car
of having a big tree up in the hall formen .” And she reflected for a moment
Christmas, and the matter will be deter- upon the time when her unworthy husban

mined at the meeting tonight. I'll see what had attempted to scab their jobs.
may be done along your suggestion .” " I'll tell you , Mrs. Sole. We make an

Upon his return home from the union effort every Christmas to lighten some
meeting early the following morning. Edgar worn and bleeding heart. This Christmas,
told his wife that her proposition to look by virtue of an appeal from one of our mem .
after a Christmas for Agnes had received bers, the benefaction falls to you. Brother
the hearty approval of the union . A col- Edgar Tomer reported at our meetin ast

lection was taken up, which netted thirty night that his wife and her sister had urged

six dollars . President Shay had been in him to do something for you . He turned

structed to take to her twenty- five dollars your case over to the union , with the re .
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commendation of his wife and her sister, floor of one room while the other, though

Yon know , the boys feel pretty good toward faultlessly clean , was bare, and was evi

those two girls , as when we had our strike, dently used for kitchen , dining and sitting.

some years ago, they took one of our mem - room . The only inviting feature of the

bers, who was most killed by the scabs, to home of Agnes Sole and her children was

their home and nursed him back to life. Of its cleanliness .

course, he married Myrtle and now cares Edna and her companions returned to the

for both the girls and their mother. That home of Edgar Tomer, where President

does not lessen our obligation , however, as Shay and two of the committee of the car

they were true blue to us, and we are al men 's union were awaiting the result of

ways glad to please them . Besides, Edgar their work .
told us how you tried to coax your husband “Mrs. Sole looks as though she might

not to scab our jobs , and how he struck become a pretty woman if she should have

you for your pains .” enough to eat, for a time, and an occasional
Agnes again went into a convulsion of pleasant smile from some one," said Presi.

grief, and President Shay took advantage dent Shay.

of this opportunity to wish her a merry “ Perhaps you might help her to some

Christmas and withdrew . . thing by which to attain those things, " sug

It was more money than Agnes ever had gested Myrtle.

before at any one time in all her life. " I think so," replied Shay; " at least 1

The time on to midnight was one of weep. will try. "

ing for Agnes Sole. She wept in joy and On Christmas Eve, street car men , street

sadness . In joy for the relief the money car men 's wives, children , mothers , fathers ,

would afford her ; in sadness that she had sisters and sweethearts , and street car

so cruelly misjudged Myrtle and her sister. men 's friends with their wives, children ,

At midnight she knelt beside her sleeping mothers , sisters and sweethearts were

children and poured forth in prayer her gathered in the street car men 's unioon hall.

soulful gratitude, and none can be blamed There was one other there, with her three

for attributing not a little of the future children , and that was Agnes Sole, the

prosperity of the street car men to the bene- widow of Jim Sole , - Jim having been killed

diction she ardently besought in that pray in a barroom brawl some ten months prev.

er for their union and its noble cause . ious.
The following day was one of extreme Many were introduced by various ones to

winter. . Snow fell in great profusion , and Agnes. Myrtle and other ladies gave her

fierce winds prevailed . But it was that day attention that she might properly enjoy

which marked the first experience of true herself. But aside from the ladies it was

happiness in the life of Agnes Sole . It was quite noticeable that President Shay and

a day of constant heart prayer of thankful Edgar Tomer did not purpose that she

ness . should feel herself an unwelcome guest.
Late in the afternoon' she was interrupt When the gift-ladened tree was plucked

ed by merry voices and then came a soft of its valuables and its rich burden was

knock at the door. There was no hesitancy distributed, none were made more happy
in her response . She was surprised to find than little Florence and Johnny Sole. It

her visitors to be, from outward appear was their first real Christmas . It was the

ances , five bundles of wrappings , skirts and opening time to their little souls. It was

cloaks crowned with well protected head there that they beheld their first object

gear from under which were the muffled lesson in the munificence of the answer to

faces of five joyous girls. They shook the their mother' s prayer .
snow from the folds of their clothing, and Agnes Sole was a happy woman that

accepted the invitation to enter. Christmas Eve, but it was a different

After a short introductory, Edna Snow measure of happiness than that which had

and her associates proceeded to explain to characterized the frivolity of her ball-room

Agnes that they were a committee dele . days, when she was selfishly courting the

gated by the car men 's union to extend to envy of her less attractive companions,

her an invitation to be present at their The unselfish generosity of the street car

Christmas meeting, which was to be held men and their wives was a most wholesome

in their hall, and a Christmas tree would revelation to her. It was there that she as

be one of the features. An appropriate pro sociated with those who were partaking of

gram of entertainment had been arranged the cup of brotherly love. It was there that

and a general good time was expected . . she witnessed the confiding and unselfish

Agnes had begun to think most any thing devotion of man to man , born of the trades

might be expected to occur, and was strong. union spirit.

er to quell her feelings than on the previous President Shayad not forgotten the

evening. The girls pressed her for a fav suggestion of Myrtl Tomer, and before the

orable answer, which they received , after happy party adjouri,ed to go to their homes,

assuring her that provisions had been made Mrs. Shay told Agnes that her husband had

for her children . secured a very good position for her as

The girls observed the abject poverty matron of one of the public institutions at

appearance of Agnes' uninviting living a salary of seventy- five dollars per month

apartments , which consisted of two squalid A strong pillar of support to the trades'

rooms poorly furnished , and bare, picture- union movement today is the nightly prayer

Tess walls. A well worn carpet covered the Continued on page 31 .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

: CHICAGO SECTION ,
Third VicePresident J. C . Colgan , who is

also on the staff of the M . & C ., is suffer
ing from a severe operation upon his jaw .
Last spring he sustained a painful injury by

falling upon the icy pavement. His jaw
bone was badly broken , from which he has
never recovered. Recently the bruise de
veloped into a bone ailment, necessitating

the operation . He is slowly recovering, but

will likely be confined to his home for some

weeks. It is trusted that he will safely re
cover, however.

Friends Should be Remembered.

A . Hough , who runs a meat market and
grocery store at the corner of Ninety - seventh
and Avenue L . has cut out all bread that does
not bear the union label. He did this at the

request of the unions and it is to be trusted
that the union people and their sympathizers
may appreciate the fact in dealing out their
patronage. It may easily be remembered that
there are dealers who ignored the protest of la
bor by handling unfair meat during the recent
butcher workers' strike. Organized labor
should not discriminate among her friends , but

it seems an imperative duty to draw the line
sharply between friends and enemies. This can
be done in a marked degree by placing our
patronage with those who were our friends
at the crucial time. Vo friend of organized
labor handled unfair meat during the butch

er workers' strike.

patronas rucial time: ment during

FIRE CARS INSTALLED ON CHICAGO

" L " ROADS.

What are said to be the first fire cars to

be used by an elevated railroad in this coun

try have been installed on the Metropolitan
elevated lines . The cars correspond in type

to the regular chemical engine in use in

the city fire department. Four of them are

stationed at the terminals of the four
branches of the elevated road .

In a trial given in the presence of mem
bers of the Chicago Fire Underwriters'
association and the officials of the Elevated

Road company, the speed and efficiency of

the fire cars were demonstrated . After a
run of one mile a fire was extinguished

within six minutes after the alarm was
sounded .

The equipment of the fire cars consists of
two 100-gallon tanks of chemical solution
and two lines of hose , each 150 feet long .
In addition , a eservoir containing 200 more

on each car. Two men compose the crew of

each car.

SO. CHICAGO, ILL.

Div, 264 to Hold Ball in January.
Division No. 264 decided at the last regular

meeting to give a dance some time after New
Year' s . It is hoped that every member will do
all that lies in his power to make it a success .

It has been said by some of ourmembers that

our sick benefit does not amount to very much .
This may be even true , unless in case of a long

spell of sickness, should a member be laid up
either from sickness or accident for 15 weeks.
Then he would receive benefits for the last 12

weeks. Working under our first by- laws he
would receive benefits for only 10 consecutive

weeks. It is plain to be seen that if a member

has a long siege of sickness he receives more

now than before. This question , however , is
like all other questions. It is up to the mem
bers themselves to decide. If a change in the

laws is desired by a majority it is only neces
sary for them to attend the meetings, which
are held on the second and fourth Wednes

days of each month . The 17 months that we
paid $5 per week after the first week ' s sick

ness cost the Division $315 , which makes an

average of $18 53 per month . A special assess
ment of 25 cents per month for eight months

out of the year would just about pay this

amount. This, together with the defense fund

assessment four times a year, would make 77

cents dues and assessments per month , every

month . This is one feature to be considered
in the matter of returning to the former law .

WILLIAM CRIEFIELD .
The popular Supt. of the DeKalb and Franklin Ave .

Lines, Brooklyn , N . Y .

ROCK ISLAND, ILL.
in mon after $315 ,

Officers Elected .

At the regular meeting of Division No. 313
the officers elected for the coming term were
as follows: President. A . Hart : vice -president.

F . Redig : secretary E . C . Clevenstine : treas

urer F . Widen : conductor. C . Widen ; warden

J . Harver ; sentinel, J . L . McCloskey . An en
tertainment committee was also selected t

arrange for a near future ball. Upon this com
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vice - president, Owen Dougherty ; treasurer , John
mittee are Bros. Simpson , Passmore and James
Kinsley .

Richards : financial secretary . Thos. Williams;
recording secretary . Thos. J . Kenney ; warden ,Presidene Hart has already filled the chair

for two years . Thos. Gibbons; sentinel. Thos . Canfield ; execu
tive committee , Robt. Greene, S . B . Horan , Jno .There was an attendance of sixty mem

bers at the meeting . This is very McLaughlin , Owen Dougherty and Root. Kleese .good ,
President Horan , on retiring from the chair,and it is trusted that this proportion of at

tendance may be maintained at future meet received an ovation .

ings. It is much better to attend meetings President Coleman made an appropriate talk .
thanking the members for the honor conferredsind keep informed currently than await the

secretary ' s report at the end of the year. on him , etc. He stated that the committee of
Bro . Howe was among the absentees. How arrangements had informed him that they had

some lunch prepared and a program arrangedever, we may generously excuse him for it this
month under the circumstances. for an entertainment. He appointed Bro . Kehoe

master of ceremonies . Bro . Kehoe took theBro. Hoffman , for some time on the sick list,
is again at his post. gavel and announced as follows:

Entertainment.
Some time in November it was reported that

Bro . Pava was visiting the World ' s Fair in Bro . Covany - Song, “ Blue Bells" ond " Irish
Wit. "

company with an estimable young lady . Upon
Bro , Gangham - -Mimicry .

their return it is discovered that the young
lady ' s name is Mrs. Pava . Long life and pros Bro. Richards-- Song. " Turtle Dove ."

perity to Bro. Pava and wife is the sincere Bro . Williams- Recitation .
Bro. Horan - Song. " In Spring the Birds Willwish of Division No. 313 .

Come Again . ”
At the recent family reunion tendered by

Bro . Kisshner - Dutch imitations.Bro. Soloman , there were present Bros. Lar
Bro . Studemeyer - Song , “ Up in the Cocoanut

bor. of Davenport, and J . Miller . F . Berquist,
Tree .”

Ed . Blankenfield and others . Bro . Miller says
Bro . McLaughlin - -Humorous .

there is no place like ma's.
" DUTCH ." Bro . Greene-- Song . " Hogan' s Grave."

13ro . Walsh - - Song and humorous sayings.

Bro , McDonald - Recited " His Adventures in
TOPICS FROM SHARON , PA . the Philippines."

Bro. Kehoe -- Song. " Cumberland Crew ."
Bro . Dougherty - Irish imitations.Matters with Division No. 176 are moving Bro . Kenney - -Recitation . " The Dream . "

along very nicely . After concluding the program and partaking
It our next meeting the semi-annual nomina

of refreshments President Coleman rapped for
tion of officers takes place and full attendance

order and assured the members that he was
is desired . delighted with the work of the committee , and
The Sharon & Wheatland Street Railway C thanked the different memoers that took part

recently obtained a franchise to lay track on in the entertainment. He stated that it was
rertain streets through the borough of Wheat a pleasure to see the members so agreeable
land . and that their effort was commendable . He
Capturing this franchise has been a hard

promised the members that during the winter
and prolonged fight for over three years. It suspension of meetings, all business would re
is an important link of many links that will ceive his prompt attention and that the com
connect us with several important towns on mittee would be always ready to hear individ
the south , namely , West Middlesex , Pulaskiand ual grievances.
possibly New Castle at some future time. Another matter that may be of some interest
Division No . 176 ' s newly organized orchestra

to our readers is the way we hold our meet
is progressing nicely under the directorship of ings. From April on the organization will hold

Bros. Lydle and Simons. midnight meetings starting promptly at 1
Every one is pleased to see Bro. Chas. Shoe

o 'clock . Mahoney City is nine miles from Gi.
maker back in the ranks again after an ab rardville , and we have arrangements made
sence of about 60 days. with the company for a special car to bring
Bro . E . E . Bennett is back to work after a members from there to Girardville to attend

vacation of six weeks. the meetings. The car starts back to Mahanoy
Bro . W . P , Wise is on the sick list owing City at 4 o 'clock . That gives us three hours

to an accident in which he sustained an injury to hold our meetings.

to one of his eyes. When the meetings are over early , we always
13ro . M . B . Nickle , who is better known as have an entertainment of some kind to make

" Happy, " is progressing nicely in the meat it pleasant for the Mahanoy City members, such
market. as mock trials , debates, songs, imitations, reci

The street railway business in this valley is tations, mimicry . etc.
looking very bright owing to the mills all re It proves to be a great drawing card , and we
suming work again , have good attendance.
Bro . C . H . Gilles returned home a few days R . E . PORTER .

ago , after a two weeks' hunting expedition in
the wilds of Crawford county .
Matrimony seems to have become epidemic BURLINGTON , IA .

among the members of the Sharon Local: three

are recent benedicts and others are soon to Reception Meeting of Div. 212.
follow . There are a few who are yet awaiting
proposals . Previous to the business session of the re
Merry Christmas and many of them is the cent meeting of Division No. 212 a number of

wish of " G . H . S ." our members and their ladies gathered at the

hall and spent the earlier part of the even -

ing in games and sociability. When it was

GIRARDVILLE, PA , time for the meeting to open the tables were

spread and made ready for business .

As it was to be an executive session the la
Midnight Meetings Dropped During Winter. dies retired to the kitchen and prepared the vic
Pursuant to a resolution adopted last Decem tims for execution . That they were expert at

ber midnight meetings were suspended during the business was evidenced by the palatable

the months of December, January February qualities of the oyster stew , sandwiches, pas- ,

and March . The executive committee was au try , etc . , that delighted the appetites of the

thorized with the officers of the Local to meet bloodthirsty executioners. However, some pre
and transact all business. This action was sumed that the kitchen maids had taken lunch

taken to avoid the inclemency of the weather con just before the oysters were served . Only

on part of the general membership , and proved seven oysters showd up at roll call, which was

so successful . that the same policy will be tol taken as evidence that most of them had es

lowed by Division No. 165 during the current caped table service by previous retirement.

winter . The officers will meet and look after This however , must be admitted as a selfish

the business of the Division and take up the supposition not wholly well founded , as the

grievances of the members regularly . ladies enjoy the gratitude of our members for
The officers elected and installed at the last their presence and assistance

mpeting were : President Lawrence Coleman ; The tables were spread lengthwise of the
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room and two arc headlights were focused upon
them that a picture of the banquet might have
been taken . But alas! the photographer over
slept. We purpose at some future time to du
plicate the scene, and trust we may be able
to furnish a cut for the readers of the M . & C .,
as we are proud of our ladies and would like
to see how they may look in print.

This company has 56 men on the list. and 51
of them are members of Division No. 212 . Of
the other five three came to the service since
our last meeting and the other two have been
slow in showing up . One of these two is our
former superintendent.
Merry Christmas. G . B .

BEAVER VALLEY, PA .

Rapid Development of Railway Service.
Some three years ago the traction service in

Beaver Valley was barely an excuse and ren
dered a most unsatisfactory service, in which
less than sixty men were eking out a begardly
existance. About that time the entire service
passed under a new management, and to -day
Beaver Valley has just cause to be pleased that
the change took place. Beaver Valley to -daytook place . Beaver Valley to -day
has an electric railway system that affords

ample accommodation to the densely populated

towns and hamlets in the entire valley . The

service comprises some forty miles of track ,
and employes 100 car operators besides track
hands , electricians, power house and repair men ,

etc. In fact, the company is one of the leading

employers of labor in the valley . Since the

present management took hold the entire road
has been reconstructed and double tracked .

Miles of extension have also been added . OurISO been added . Our
line extends from Morado on the north to Con

way (or Remington , as it is officially known )
east, to Vanport west, with extensions through
New Brighton to Beaver Falls and across the
Ohio river to Monaca and Colonia , where are

some large steel mills. A short line runs up
the historic Big Beaver from Bridgewater to
Sharon , a hamlet in Beaver county .
The towns embraced are Morado, College Hill,

Beaver Falls , New Brighton (two lines) . Junc
tion Park , Rochester, Freedom , Conway, Rem
ington , Monaca , Colonia . Bridgewater. West
Bridgewater . Sharon , Beaver and Vanport.
The company operates a park at Morado. with

the usual summer attractions, and Junction

Park , midway between New Brighton and
Rochester, where is situated the power plant.

Iving along the banks of the Big Beaver

Morado park is beautifully situated , high up
on a rocky eminence , with natural scenery , wide
views overlooking the Beaver Valley up and
down the Big Beaver river Nature reigns
supreme mid rocks and ravines ; no artificial
means being used to destroy the rustic beauty .
A most delightful spot to rest and refresh .
Junction Park has a " merry -go -round ," roller

coaster , dancing pavilion , summer theater, etc.,
and is well patronized .

A trip through Beaver to Vanport along the
banks of the grand old Ohio is a delightful one,
especially in the summer time.
Nearly the entire system consists of double

tracks, with good roadbed , heavy rails and all
the up - to - date accessions used in modern elec
tric lines.
The company have about finished doubleut finished double -

tracking between Rochester and Freedom , and
much better service can soon be maintained .

At present ten -minute service is furnished . with
twenty -minute service at quieter hours of the

day. The streets are paved with brick , making
nice running
We have nearly a hundred men in our Local

and as good a lot of fellows as you would wish
to meet - friendly and socia ole .
Their efficiency in the business can be well

understood when you know that no fatalities
have occurred to either passengers or pedes
trians. This. I consider , a remarkable record .

The only accident, caused by a bad rail, was
fatal to the motorman . Motorman Edward
Thorne lost control of his car while coming into
Rochester from Monaca , down grade, around a
sharp curve at the end of the Monaca bridge.
His car iumped the track and crashed into a
brick building. killing him instantly .

Resolutions upon his death appear in another
column . Division No. 105 took charge of the re
mains and a delegation accompanied the same
to New Castle , his home, for interment. He
was an experienced man and had motered in
Pittsburg , New Castle and Sharon . Conductor
Hartman had three ribs fractured , but is at
work again . The accident occurred on Oct 9th
None of the passengers were injured .
Such accidents are much to be regretted .
Through the kindness of our company. " The

Beaver Valley Traction Co. , ” we had the use
of the dancing pavilion at Junction Park for
our first annual ball in September. We cleared

nearly $ 200 for our sick fund .
Our genial dispatcher . Mr. Clint Whitling . who

has not been in good health for some time, ex
pects to spend a long vacation in either Florida

or California . Mr. Whitling is an experienced

sireet railroad man , having risen in the ranks
from one of us to his present responsible
place. The boys trust he may be benefited .
Our boy' s are great adherents of " Teddy"

Roosevelt in this respect, they do not believe

in race suicide, as is evidenced by the fact that

we have lately had quite a number of " smokes *

in honor of new arrivals .
Some time ago the company put into service

a package car, in charge of Motorman House -

holder and Conductor Chambers. It is 80 far

proving successful through the hustling abili

lies of these brothers.
Our treasurer. Bro . McGahan , who is a great

politician , went to Pittsburg last week and par

ricipated in the great Republican parade. He
reports having had a swell time.
Last meeting night our annual nomination of

officers took place and the election occurs in
December. Lively interest was manifested , es
pecially as the new set of officers will have in
charge the future welfare of our division .

Our contract expires April 1st . All are looking

forward to better " hauling " with a prospect for

better wages ,
At our last meeting two new members were

elected for initiation , one motorman and one
conductor, and expect to ride " Billy " at our

next meeting. Bros. Dilling and Guy are cor
nering the market on tin cans and " sich " with

which to feed " Billy ' and expect to have him

in good shape for the event,
Our meetings are held on the first Saturday

night after the 5th of each month , and any

brother who happens to sidetrack this way will
be cordially welcome. We have pool and bil

liard tables and a library for our amusement
and edification , and will be glad to meet visit
ing brothers and extend the hand of fellowship

to them . " 16 .'

ALBANY, N . Y .

A Full Year Passes.
In appearing before the readers of the M

& C . in this issue. a reflection upon the passing
year may not be amiss .
Nineteen hundred four will soon pass to

the rear. It will be added with some luster to
the line of historical years gone before it. Not
altogether a promising year upon its advent.
yet in many respects it has passed compara
tively a full one.
Much gratitude is due for the good things

brought by 1904. and left with us as a token of

its existence,
The family of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes is
not the least of those benefited by the past

year. Not a single local has reported a de .

crease in wages ,and some have crept a little

higher up .
While going along the whole line of our Asso

ciation , conditions have been ameliorated . This
I am able to assume, from the periodical in .
formation I have been able to glean from the
columns of the Motorman and Conductor. This
is something for which we have just cause to
be truly grateful.
Nineteen hundred four entered into exist

ence under the frowning clouds of adversity ,

but as she passes out we observe that her scroll
upon the page of time has penetrated despair
and the silver lining is again visible . Yet

never before has organized labor been go potent
in making history as within the last year. It
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has been the resisting bulwark of prosperity .
and organized labor bids fair to be a most im
portant factor, if not the most, in the making
of the history of 1905 . Labor. above all others,
has the greatest reason to be thankful for the
fulhess of the past year, after all. As labor

has gained , opposition has receded , and LABOR
HAS GAINED !
On behalf of Division No. 148 I can report

that we are in a very healthy condition . The
air we breathe seems perfumed with the es

sence of harmony and progress.
Personal Pointers .

Bro. Glynn and Bro . Jacoos. who met with
an accident in a collision some time ago, have

fully recovered from their injuries and are on
duty again .
Bro . Tom O 'Neil has left us to take up his

trade as a machinist .
Bro . Pat Shortall is breaking in a new team

of goats he received from his Uncle Eli in
Texas.
Bro . Fred Hirchburg has opened a fish mar

ket as a side line . He would like to have
his many friends call on him when in need of

a few suckers or anything pertaining to the
inny tribe.
Bro. Mat Clancy is thinking of going into the

hotel business at Piney Ridge . Mat says he
will build the hotel on a big bluri 8 , 000 feet

above the level of the sea .
Bro. Frank Miller took several days of and

went on a hunting trip. He took along his
Roble dog " Fige . " I am very sorry to write
that Frank had very poor luck . Fije . however ,

took sick , very sick . Bro. Miller is an able
veterinary surgeon and taking a bottle of cas
tor oil from his vest pocket he rubbed the ani
Roals legs till he was fairly exhausted . It is
needless to state that " Fije " is sleeping peace
fully among the snow - clad hills of the Catskills .

" LEVY. "

This may seem to be meant in a mercenary
sense , but I assure you it is furthest from my
thoughts .
You can rest assured , my dear editor. that

merit will be recognized, and that you will be
in touch with pretty nearly the whole of the
" old gang ," who have so successfully managed
the affairs of Manhattan Division for the past
two years.
Everything is running smoothly , in the Divi

sion , differences with the company being set
tldd in an amicable manner.
Our agreement expires in March next, when

another will be entered into which we hope
will be more beneficial in many particulars .

It has been said that our officials will be too
high minded to pay any attention to our new
board , but because they are on the 23rd and 24th
floors of the Park Row building . is no reason

why they should look down upon us.
Personal.

Mr. George C . Corwin , who represented the
station men , on the board of 1903 . is now em
ployed as station agent and operator at Mott
Haven , N . Y . C . & H . R . R . R . Best wishes
to George.

Mr. John Brown, who resigned from the
board of 1904, and who represented the Track
men Western Division is now employed by a
mercantile house , where the driving of spikes

is unknown, and the only fish plates to be seen
are those in the beanery on Fridays,

Smiling Harry May is out for the vice -presi
dency . If the members of Manhattan Divi
sion are as susceptible to his smiles , as some
people are , he is already elected .
Our genial treasurer , Ed. A . Pickett, has . So

many valuables in his possession that the safe

the Association purchased for him , has out

grown its usefulness, being too small. The

Florodora Tag Co, and 2 ,500 Coupons came to

his aid , and his home now looks like a broker' s
office.
The Association is to be congratulated on hav

ing so able and efficient an officer as its secre
tary , Andrew B . Madden .
The business of his office is thorough every

detail being perfect.

I will write a more interesting article next
month . Until then au revoir . D . A . McC .

NEW YORK, N . Y .

AKRON , 0 .

Subway Affects Surface Lines.
Yours truly has again awakened , and will

try to make the west feel like thirty cents.
We here . have felt go , when told of the prog
ress being made by our western sisters, but I

- think now we have the laugh on them , for our
subway is open and doing business . AND SUCH

A BUSINESS ! ! !
The average headway during the rush hours,

is two minutes, which begins at 6 a . m . and

lasts till 9 : 15 a . m ., and at 4 :30 p . m . till 7 :30
P . m .

During the other part of the day, the head
way is about four minutes .

The traveling public seems perfectly well sat
isfied with existing conditions.
Of course, there are at times. vexatious de

lays, but they will soon be overcome, when
everything is well " broke in . '

While the travel is exceedingly heavy in the
Subway, there is no appreciable falling off of
traffic on the " L ." The losers seem to be the
surface companies only .
Nov . 23 the Lenox avenue branch was

apened to the public, much to the satisfaction
of people living in East Harlem , and on Sat
urday, Nov. 26 , the Westchester avenue
branch to West Farms commenced operation .

It is gratifying to state that the towers will
be manned by Union men .
Our missionaries are doing great work with

the new men , who realize the fact that in
' 'union there is strength , " and do not need urg
ing to join our grand body .
At our last meeting . nominations were made

for the various offices for the ensuing year ;
nore than ordinary interest being displayed.
Our honored president. Mr. George E . Pep

per. had no opposition , and was nominated for
the third term . " Well done, thou good and
faithful servant," was an expression made use
of by one of our members , and which cer
tainly fitted the occasion .

All other officere have opposition , not be
eause of their unfitness but because the new
hominees want " some change . " of which our
treasury holds considerable .

Div. 98 Elects Officers.
Friday evening. Dec, 2 , was the regular meet

ing of the Akron Local for the election of off
cers, and the following officers were selected

for the ensuing term : President, R . Williams:
vice - president. Lee Ish : recording and corre

sponding secretary, John F . Casey ; financial
secretary . A . Loudenslager ; treasurer, John
Failor ; conductor , Jasper Stewart ; warden , G .
France ; sentinel, Pearl Myers : executive
board , R . Williams, F . Goodenberger, Frank
Welton , F . Hope. John Fitzgerald and Lee Ish .
Bro . Frank Goodenberger has served several

termg as president of No. 98 . He has been suc
ceeded by Bro . Williams, who is also a first
class man . However , it will be noticed that
the Local does not wholly lose the experience
of Bro . Goodenberger, as he was prevailed upon
to take a position upon the executive board .
Secretaries Casey and Loudenslager were both

re -elected , as was also Treasurer Failor and
other officers. The newly elected are first .
class men , and another period of official suc
cess is guaranteed for the Association in
Akron .
Division No. 98 expects to hold another " house

warming in the near future, when it is hoped
that International President W . D . Mahon may

be present.
A bulletin is now up making it a dismissal

offense to carry free any Canton employes
aside from those who display badges numbered
from 1 ,000 to 1 . 020 . The Canton boys are an ap
preciable set of men , and the new bulletin is
sincerely regretted by their friends of the
Akron line.

Superintendent Duglas has now taken the
stand that men out of the regular active ser

VII .
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is trusted that the convention will be of
value to the movement here.

" SEVEER."

SAN FRANCISCO , CALIF .

vice for six months can no longer hold his
place on the board .

Personals .

Bro . Geese does not improve by his visit to
Texas. However , Mrs. Geese is convalescent.

Bro . Belden takes his wife to Florida start
ing the 15th inst. It is hoped that the trip

may prove beneficial to her
Bro . Scott , while slowly improving from sick

ness, will be unable to work for some time.

Bro. Roberts, who has been on the sick list
for some three years, is now regarded as slow
ly improving.
We are glad to report a steady revival of

the membership of Division No. 98 . We hope
the boys may all put their shoulders to the
wheel until we shall have reached above the
three hundred mark . This can easily be done
by concerted effort . “ K ."

PITTSBU .PG , PA.

Div , 205 Entertains A . F . of L . Delegates.
The past month has certainly been a strenu

ous one for Division No. 205. What with smok
ers . special meetings and banquets, it has kept

things moving. We have tried to make our
International Officers feel that though they
were far from home they were among friends
We hope they will take back with them noth
ing but the kindliest feelings for us, for they
certainly have our best wishes and thanks for

the words of cheer and encouragement they
gave to us. Perhaps , we worked them a little

harder than they liked , but it isn ' t every day
that our National Officers come to ' Frisco , and

of course we had to make the most of the
occasion .

Our Division is getting along all right, re
gardless of what the foes or organized labor

have been doing. There are men among us
who , like Esau, are willing to “ sell their
birthright for a mess of pottage. " But, thank

God, there are an overwhelming majority of

our boys that will never be found in the ranks
of the traitors of mankind. I have absolute
confidence as to the future of our Division
We only want justice and fair play , and we be
lieve that we can demonstrate to the Railway
Company that Union men are the best kind of

men for them to have on their cars.
The greatest difficulty that our officers have

to contend with , is the petty officials of the

company. They are full of their own import
ance , and they never miss an opportunity of

showing their authority . They forget that the
men. on the platform are men as good as they
themselves are, and are entitled to as much
respect and consideration ,
The election of officers of our Division for

the ensuing year takes place next Tuesday. No

doubt it will be an interesting affair , for the

boys say that they are going to come out in

force to vote for the candidates of their choice.

Will give you the results next month .

" P . S ."

No. 85 Re-elects Old Officers.
As the holiday season is with us and we

are all busy having our stockings patched

up to be in readiness for Santa Claus, the
readers of The Motorman & Conductor will
please not expect much from my pen at this

writing : but as this is the closing number
for this year, we desire to extend to our
brothers everywhere our wish , A Merry
Christmas and A Happy New Year.

The year is past, and with it many a hard
struggle , which has accomplished much for
our calling. Let us ring out the old year
with calmness , forgetting not the joys and

pleasures. Let us ring in the new with

faith , looking forward to the possibilities of

a better and more fruitful year coming,
when some of our employers will look more
to the humanitarian interests of their em
ploves. All is not pleasure with us , but we
are trying to meet the obstacles in a calm ,
conservative and business-like way.
Perfect harmony prevails in our organi

zation , and at our last meeting all the old
officers were renominated for 1905 . There is
no opposition . The general officers nomi.

nated are :

Thorpe, president ; Geo . G . Evans,
vice-president; W . B . Ewing, treasurer ; S .
V . Reeves financial secretary ; John Negley,
recording secretary ; H . C . Williams, busi.
ness agent.

Bro, Robt. Burns of Bunker Hill gave a
very good address and received a hearty
applause.

Bro . Oliver Phillip is suffering from rheu
matism , of which we hope he will soon re
cover.

W . F . Blank and Gus Yeager, who were
active workers at Chestnut street, are get
ting along successfully in business .
Richard Heilman was in Chicago on a

business trip last month .
Bro . Daniel Moriarity is on the sick list.
Charles Myers of Division No. 1 attended

a field trial in Southern Ohio last week , and
his hounds won second place in the con
test.

Division No. 35 has the credit of having
taken a leading part in securing the A . F .
of I .. convention for 1905 . Our business
agent, Bro . H . C . Williams, was secretary
of the committee of the C . L . U . that put
forth the effort that proved successful. It

At the election of Division No. 25 over 1 . 103
votes were cast. President Richard Cornelius

was re- elected. The other officers are as fol
lows:
Vice -president. F . R . Whitney ; secretary .

treasurer. J . H . Bowling : recording secretary .
F . G . Shellenberger ; warden , J . Snelling : Sen

tinel, James Rowe; conductor, J . C . Ayers ; del
egates to the Labor Council. R . Cornelius, W .
W . Briare. Wm . H . Ewing , P . Hallinan . Pete

Johnson , W . G , Kidwell, J . J . O ' Brien . P . W .

Taylor ; delegates State Federation of Labor.
W . R . Bell, W . G . Burton , R . Cornelius. Harry

A . Knox. F . G . Shellenberger . F . R . Whitney :
executive board. F . R . Jacques. Castro st . car .
house : J . Morris and J . C . Rector. Fillmore st. :
J . H . Euday , T . Murray, Oak st. ; L . Peterson

and G . W . Lane, Mission st. ; W . R . Bell and
Wm . McMann , San Mateo : Sam Quinn , P . Slat .
tery . Kentucky st. : W . H . Ewing and W . J .
McCarthy, 24th and Utah sts . : F . H . Collins.
Haight st . : W . H . Buckley . Hayes st, : W . H .
Kidwell, McAllister st.; J . W . Joy. Geary st. ;
C . M . Wooley and John Millward , California
st. : J . Shields, Union st. : Jenry Mote . Sacra - .
mento st. : Robert Dower and C . H . Clair , Pow
ell st. ; D . B . Dermer and H . I . Porter, Sutter
st. ; F . A . Damrell and John Lopp . Polk st. ,
Wm . Leffingwell. Sutro ; directors Carmen ' s
Hospital Association . Richard Cornelius. wm .

H . Ewing , Geo. Lane.

TORONTO , ONT.

Sucessful Year for Div. 113.
The year just closing has been a successful

one for the brothers of Division No. 113 .
In May. 1905 . we shall have closed the first

year of our three year agreement with the To
ronto Railway Co. , and while we have obtained
many advantages through being members , we

are looking for better conditions for the fu
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ture, and no doubt will obtain them if we
maintain the same spirit of progress that has

marked our efforts in the past.
During negotiations this spring our strength

was 1 , 200 members in good standing and today
we are equally as strong and steadily gaining

ground and the principles and benefits of or
ganization thereby getting to be more widely
known.
We have had for two years now a committee

on grievances , who, from time to time, confer

with the company and adjust matters between
the company and the men . Their efforts have
been crowned with sucess, and I believe the
company is as well pleased with this method

of procedure as the men . Instances can be
given where men have been reinstated through
the mediation of this committee, who would
not have been if the individual was left to his
own resources .
Now . Brothers, whenever you have a griev

ance, make it known to the business agent.
Don ' t go about complaining of your wrongs.
Remember this is a business organization and

works on business principles ; therefore make

known your trouble at the office and rest as

sured it will receive attention .
We have some few members who are in ar

rears. I wish to remind these brothers that to
receive benefits you must be in good standing .
The organization has done much for you and
the least you can do is to keep yourself
straight on the books.

Dishonest Principals.
That a man will stoop to such a low princi

ple as to get in arrears and then quit speaks
very badly for him . yet the officers have been

confronted with three men of this stamp.
Why did they not pay up like men and quit

and not sneak out ? But then , you must not
expect anything better from such meople . They
will accept of all the benefits and refuse to

contribute ever so little towards the mainte
nance of bettered conditions.
On Thanksgiving evening the accident that

occurred to car No. 642 at the Queen East rail

road crossing in which noor Bro . McKay was
killed , deprived a loving wife of a devoted
husband and this Division of a true and trusted
member.
At our meeting Nov. 27 a resolution of con

dolence was passed , tendering the sympathy of
the organization to Mrs. McKay. The funeral
was a large one; many of the brothers
followed the remains to the station .
The election of othcers for the ensuing year

will take place on the 19th and 20th inst. It is

to be hoped the brothers will take advantage
of the new system and record their votes at
the business agent' s office on either of the above

mentioned days. See Article X of the new by

lected are turned over to the benefit fund of
Division No. 107
Bro. J. W . Sahle, having resigned from the

presidency of Division No. 107 , to remove with
his family to the Pacific coast, was remem
bered by his comrades on the eve of his depar
ture by being made the recipient of a solid gold
watch presented to him on behalf of the of
ficials of the street railway, office staff and

officers and members of Division No. 107
The presentation , which took place at our

regular meeting on Nov. 5th , and which was
accompanied by a nicely worded address , ex
pressive of the high esteem in which the ex
president was held by his fellow -employes and

members of Division No. 107 , was made by Bro .

W . J. Shaw , and the address was read by Bro .
M . Maloney, to which Bro. Stahle made fitting
reply.
The old familiar face of Bro . John Haystead

has been greatly missed from the eastern di
vision for the last five weeks, the cause thereof
being a severe attack of pneumonia , which a .

counts for Bro . John ' s unusual long absence

from his post of duty . Bro . Haystead is the
veteran driver, being the oldest in the service ,
and his many friends throughout the city , as

well as his comrades on the road will be
pleased to see him back to his old place. .

Bros . A . McCulley and Walter Fink are slow

ly recovering after a long siege of pneumonia .
Bro . Robert Lennie will leave in a few days

for Scotland, where he intends spending Christ .

mas with his parents.
The time is near at hand when Divisions of

our Association will be called upon to elect
their officers for another year, and it is hoped
that in every case a judicious choice will be

made, as the success of a Division largely de
pends upon the zeal and ability displayed by
each of its officers, and those who feel that
they cannot do justice to the position offered

them should not accept the responsibility.
" COR ."

MT. CLEMENS, MICH .

laws.

Notes from Rapid Railway.
Bro . Northcott has recovered from his fall

and is back to work on the Rapid again .
The two Georges (Miller and Brown ) have

sold out their interest in the Bowling Shop , and

we expect to see them again acting in the CA
pacity of motormen .
At the regular meeting of Div . 90, held in

Marine City , Dec. 7 . the following nominations
were made for the coming election :

Presiednt. H . Bray, R . E . French .
Vice - Pres. . L . Ainsworth
Secretary,' J . Schelling. J . B . Risk .
Treasurer, G . S . Dusenbery .
Conductor. C . Zigler , S . Marks.
Warden , F . Armstrong, W . Lapham .
Sentinel, E . Hill, C . Moore, L . C . Donner.
Executive Board , W . Aemke, T . Shuttleworth ,

W . Lapham , C . Zigler , L . Ainsworth , F . Far
brother.
Election at Mt. Clemens and Port Huron .Dec.

14th .
At this meeting Messrs. Burk, Smith , Manthey

and Leach were initiated .
The Rapid is making every preparation for

the winter campaign .
The question is : Why does Harrington make

so many trips to Detroit ? Guess he will soon
consult the marriage license clerk , REX.

Wishing the brothers a Merry Xmas and a
Flappy New Year, with seasons greetings to

all sister Divisions I am , fraternally yours,

J . W . G .

HAMILTON , ONT.

CAMPELLO, MASS.

Novel Discipline.
Some time has elapsed since Division No. 107

has been heard from through the columns of
the official journal, which goes to show that
we are greatly in need of an up - to - date cor
respondent. We, however, are pleased to be
able to report progress , although our member

ship has decreased considerable since the sum

mer service was discontinued , more particular

ly on account of the management having cur
tailed the winter service , leaving an unusually
large number of men on the spare list, many
of whom found more lucrative employment
elsewhere.

We have at present a membership of 117 , all
in good standing, a drop from 131 in September
The management has recently adopted a new

method of inflicting punishment on motormen

and conductors who are found guilty of break

ing the company' s rules. Heretofore it has been
suspensions, for which has been substituted

fines , ranging from 250 to $ 1 . 00 . according to the
seriousness of the offense. Monies thus col.

Brockton Briefs,
Division 235 of Brockton is still on earth and is

being heard from once in awhile , the member

ship is increasing and the association is in a
prosperous condition ,

A slight contention with the company might
be worth mentioning here .

To go back , the Old Colony and Boston and
Northern St. Ry. Companies are known as the
Massachusetts Electric Company. The men em

ployed on these roads and in the different divis
ions. have been allowed a pass card , which en .
titles said employee to free transportation when
riding on a car in citizens clothes.
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January 27 , 1905 , and the expectations are that
this ball will surpass the others of previous
years. As the money realized is turned into the
reasury of the Relief Association , the members
show a deep interest in the affair , and report
the tickets are being disposed of rapidly .
The delegates to the C . L . U . have been doing

some excellent work regarding the button sys
tem adopted by the local some few months ago .
As soon as a new man shows he is going to be
a reliable employe , there is little or no trouble
in receiving his application , and membership .
The public are on the lookout for the button .

If it is not in sight they ask some disagreeable
and embarrassing questions.
Look out for the union label on all goods you

buy, and patronize none but stores who carry a
union card : by so doing you help others, who
in turn , are ready and willing to help you .

I wish to extend the greetings of Division No .
- 35 to all sister locals , and wish the members a

very “ Merry Xmas and a prosperous and happy
New Year. "
Hoping I may again have the pleasure of sond

ing a few words to you in 1905 . I will close with

best wishes. " LEFTY ."

be val
s

,
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PITTSBURG, PA .

Some of the employees had abused the priv
ilege , and the company decided to call in the
passes and issued an order to that effect ; the
said passes to be turned in " on or before Nov.

30. " The order contained no provision for trans
portation of the employes in citizens' clothes.

although a clause in the order was meant to
cover this case.
At the regular meeting . midnight. Nov. 28th .

one of the largest meetings ever held by this
division , was called to order by President Far
rington shortly after midnight, Nine members
were initiated , and after the usual routine of
business, the question of giving up the " passes "
then came up for discussion .
The matter was very carefully gone over, and

a committee appointed to wait on the officials ,
and see just what arrangements could be made
regarding the order, so President Farrington ,
ex - President Sheehan and Brother Kimball were
appointed to take the matter up.

They were unable to meet with President P .
F . Sullivan . but did manage to obtain a confer

ence with the general superintendent, and a spe
cial meeting was called for Wednesday at mid .
night. The committee reported back to the

body, and were again authorized to take the
matter up with the officials of the road, but
this time to take the matter before President
Sullivan ; the members believing that if the
committee could obtain a conference with Mr.
Sullivan , the matter of free transportation
would be thrashed out, and felt assured that

the matter could be settled satisfactory to both
parties.
The committee were able to meet with the

President on the next day, and again on Friday,
December 2d , at midnight, they reported back to
a special meeting
The committee stated that the company in

tended to allow the employes free transporta
tion by substituting tickets for the pass cards,
and the clause in the order issued was meant
to cover such . It was finally made clearer to
both the committee and members by the dicta .
tion of a letter to that effect, and the men then
voted to abide by the order and turn in their
passes. They are satisfied that the company
intends to treat the men fairly in the matter,
and are pleased to know no serious trouble or
contention was had .
The body intended to nominate and elect their

officers at the meeting of November 28th , but
the discussion of " passes " took up so much time
that that matter had to be postponed .
An enjoyable smoke talk and collation was

held , and much due credit is given the members
of the Executive Board for the pleasant evening
(or rather morning ) that was spent. Among the
interesting speakers of the evening was Mr. 5 .
J . Clark , President of the Mass. State Branch .
A . F . of L ., who gave the members an interest-
ing talk regarding the trade union movement.
President Farrington and ex - President Sheehan
were also listened to with deep interest, and the
members went home (and to work ) feeling well
satisfied for the few hours ' sleep they had lost ,

It was the intention of the body to nominate
and elect their officers at the special meeting
of Nov . 30th ; then postponed until Dec . 2nd, but
19 the matter of business agent was brought
up , and the company had asked for further time
to look into the transportation for such an
agent, the matter was laid over. It is now ex
pected that the nomination and election of of
ficerg will take place on Dec . 12th .
Our first real snow storm came Dec . 6th , and

it looked as thought we were going to have an
all -night storm , but it cleared before midnight.
Let us hope it won 't be another winter like last
wear.

The city of Brockton has gone " No License . "
with a Republican mayor. The boys on the cars
are thankful that their city will be dry for an
other year. Any member knows how unpleas
ant it is to have an intoxicated person on the
car ; none know it more than the man who op
erates the car, either front or rear.
Ex - Vice -President Geo . L . Brown was running

for common council from Ward 3 . and the

* boys " from that ward made strenuous efforts

to land their man , but were sorr ythat he lost.

even though by a small majority
Never mind , George, another year coming. " If

at first you don ' t succeed , try , try again . "
The Ball Committee are earnestly at work

preparing for their " To' irth Annual. " to be held

The Nonunionist.
The year 1904 is about at an end. In measur .

ing up the events of the year it cannot be said
that it has been one of serious depression to
Division No. 85 . While our way has not been
festooned with roses altogether, it cannot be
said that it has been wholly one of thorns. We
have not accomplished all that we could have
wished , yet we have made some progress.
We are able to enter 1905 with some degree of

satisfaction . Some have been impatient with
slow progress, but the more dispassionate are
somewhat congratulatory that we have made
the progress we have, under seriously embar.

rassing circumstances. There is one feature
that has weighed heavily against us, and that
has been the misconception of duty and right
upon the part of some of the under -officials of
the company . This we do not direct against the

general management, however the glaring tres
pass upon the rights of man , both ignorantly
and intentionally , on part of some of the petty
bosses, would seem barely possible to escape
the eye , at all times, of the higher directors.
While Division No. 85 is today enjoying an

advanced position from that of one year ago , it
is not meant that such position has been at
tained through the discharge of many of her
members, among whom were known to be men
of merit. Be that as it may , any loss sus
tained by the local through the discharge of
good men has been equally disastrous upon the

service of the employing company, as no man
can be of true worth to the organization with
out being equally valuable in the occupa

tion of his craft . It stands out an ex
emplified fact that the good union man is the
man who takes the greatest pride in his work
manship . The timid , inferior man is most

plentiful among those who stand trembling in
the breeze of public scrutiny, and who are con
stantly crouching for shelter in the pale of an

incriminating conscience. Realizing his infer
iority , realizing his lack of proficiency he fears

that honorable men cannot but regard him a
burden , hence he hesitates to cast his lot with

his associate workmen , but trusts to the ingra .
tiating influence springing from traitorous du .
plicity . His heated . feverish brain wells in re
lief as he passes from under the surveillance of
the boss. Susceptible at all times to criticism ,
the non - unionist shrinks to hypnotic servility

in the presence of his master. The average non
unionist is a most abject victim of the con
tempt of his own conscience . He is a subject
for pity rather than condemnation , if a sub .
ject for any consideration at all. Can there
be any satisfaction in life for such individuals ?
They retreat before the shadow of their own

sense of right. Can there be any self- respect
under the conviction of non -unionism ? They
betray their own self - distrust in their stupid
grasping after an excuse for their very exist .
ence. Inasmuch as in the ranks of labor there
are to be found inviduals cowering in the char.
acter of non -unionists , it is not to be wondered
at that in the great human family there are
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been very faithful in his work . We all feel
grateful to him for his interest and hope we
may only be able to find some one as capable
to fill his place. We also wish to thank our
other brothers who have been so faithful in

their duty as officers.
Brother Kruse is still on the sick list, but

he is improving. and in hopes he may be able
to go to work again by the first of the year . '
Everything is quiet at present, but we hope

to be able to furnish you with some news for

the next issue. E . A . T .

DETROIT ITEMS.

to be found thieves, vagabonds, murderers, cut
ibroats and an extended category of other dis
reputable characters. It is safe to assert that
there are but few non -unionists who are such
from choice ; rather, they are such from what
they conceive to be force of circumstances.
As I inferred in the beginning. Division No. 85

is progressing with no unusual hindrances . On
the night of the 8th inst . was nomination meet.
ing. Holding to a long - established precedent,

there is likely to be not very much change in
the complexion of her directorate for another
year. A few changes will likely occur upon the

executive board, but the outlook is for a fair

retention of experience ,
G . E . B . Member D . J . Reid , of Chicago, has

been with us for the past few days looking

over the record of membership . He seemed

satisfied with the health of the local, and is

able to report to the general office an enrolled

membership of 2 .413 . 2 . 109 of whom are in good

standing and 304. although not beneficial are

not sufficiently in arrears to be stricken from

the rolls. He regarded this a most flattering

condition as compared with the membership

one year ago, when the depressive period

through which we have passed during the year

is taken into consideration . The next conven
vion is to be held in Chicago, and Bro . Reid be .

ing desirous of a large attendance at the con .

vention , remarked that " at the present indi.

cations Pittsburg will cut something of a fig
ure there as one of the most important locals

to be represented . " This will very likely prove

irue , as a membership of 2 , 109 in good standing

will admit eleven delegates, whereas, at the

last convention we had only eight. However ,

the convention is several months ahead yet, and

in the meantime we purpose to push forward in
membership , that we may enter the Chicago

convention with fifteen delegates.
l word upon the character of the Pittsburg

railway service . This town appears to consider

i per .ence in no way a qualification in the
" atter of employment. Hundreds of men have
Iren discharged within the last year, and newly

employed men have taken their places , only to
be discharged to make room for others. This
has increased the accident expense of the com
pany at a fearful rate. This volatile conduct

toward employes does not materially work to
the advantage of anyone. . Upon this subject I

would call attention to a paragraph appearing in
President Roosevelt' s message to Congress

which read : " I would also point to the Con
gress the urgent need of legislation in the in

terests of the public safety limiting the hours

of labor for railroad employes in train service

upon railroads engaged in interstate commerce
and providing that only trained and experi.
enced persons be employed in positions of re .

sponsibility connected with the operation of

trains. "
How would it work for our business agent,

Bro . H , C . Williams, to show the above quota
tion to some of our city councilmen , and call
their attention to the fact that it will well

apply to the railway service of the city of
Pittsburg ? If he finds the members of that

body to be doubting Thomases , I would sug

gest that he urge upon the Iron City trades

eouncil the importance of calling several mass
meetings of the people that the city solons may

be properly impressed with this meritorious
Rooseveltian idea . ( I stop here. )

" SMOKY CITY."

At the recent election of Division No. 26 the
following officers were elected :
President, C . V . Duryea ; ; vice- president, S .

McMahon ; secretary - treasurer , C . H . Johnson ;
business agent, J . V . Cunningi.am ; sergeant-at.
arms, G . Burns ; executive board , C . Richard -
son , H . Shively , C . Mellich . Wm . Halleen , J .
W . Gehrkan , A . A . McManamy, J. Canwell,
G . Mitchell, T . Sullivan , A . McLelland, C . E .
Partridge, P . Eby, Harry Pearce, C . Hart, D .
D . Cady, J. Bertram , W . J . Proctor, A . E
Williains, D . McLelland , P . Prindle.
Delegates to the Trades and Labor Council

T . White, J . Sarvis, A . McLeod, C . Livingstone,
B . Droullard , A . Stecker , J . A . Campbell, T .
McCarty , A . Saal, E . M . Rippon , J . Witt. W . N .
Allen , Geo . Wright, D . J . McGraw , J. Fraser ,
W . A . Green , C . P . Newman , D . McClelland ,
P . Prindle .

A general meeting will be held Saturday
night. Dec. 17 , at Knights of Columbus hall.
A committee from Division No. 90 of the Rapid
Railway is expected to be present in lieu of
terms for the consolidation of the two locals .
This is a grave question , but it is believed

that it will prove an economic advantage to
both parties. The two locals are so imminently
associated in the nature of employment from
the fact that members of both locals operate
the road , that it seems an unusual method of
business to have two sets of officers looking
after the same interests.
One year ago heaters were taken from the

cabs of the Flint line cars . This did not re

vert to the comfort of the motorman , and this
winter they are replaced by request of the

organization . All cars, including freights on
the Toledo Short Line, are now being run into

Detroit by members of the Association , in ob .
servance of the agreement.
Herman A . Weschie is being cared for at St.

Mary' s Hospital by Division No. 26 . He is af.
flicted with consumption and had no immediate
friends to look after him in Detroit , thus the
local is caring for him . It is a sad case .
Bro , Dennis O 'Hallerin , who sustained a

fractured leg in a collision between his car

and a Rapid car, and was for some time laid
up, is again about. .
Secretary C . H . Johnson , on behalf of the

local, on the 12th inst. paid to the widow of
Bro . Jas. J . Donnelly $ 1 , 257, as per the death
benefit provision of Division No. 26 . This is
the first death upon which payment has been
made during the year. There was one other
death , but the brother had allowed himself to
get in arrears some three months in his dues.
consequently his heirs were deprived of the

benefit .

DAVENPORT, IA .

Items From 312.
Division No. 312 held her regular meeting

on Saturday, the 26th inst., with a good at
tendance . All regular business attended to .
We have had an addition of twelve new mem
bens since you have heard from us. All of the
new men are coming in with us without any

work on the part of the committee.
Our next regular meeting will be held on

Dec. 17th ,and we expect a large attendance , as
we always have on the election of officers,
Brother Donahue, our President, wishes to re
sign and give some other brother the honor of
filling the chair. This we all regret, as he has

The members of the Employer' s Citizens'

Alliance tell us much of their patriotism . I

want to tell you that the Chinese immigra

tion restriction law was enacted to protect

the masses of our people from that same

Citizens ' Alliance patriotisin . The factory
and child labor laws were passed to protect

our children and our homes from such en
ployers' patriotism . - W . D . Mahon in a re

cent address .
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In memoriam

Mrs. H . A . McKay, 173 Maitland St., City .
My Dear Madam - On behalf of the Brothers

of Division No. 113 I am instructed to further
extend to you the entire sympathy of the or

ganization in the sad loss to you of your dearly
beloved husband. While to the members of the

Division the loss is a sad one, to you it is
doubly So , and we who were his brothers in
life can but express our sympathy and trust
that God in his infinite mercy will comfort

you .
Respectfully yours,

JOHN W . GRIFFIN ,
Secretary

New Brighton , Pa., Division No. 105 .

The Veil of Wealth

Whereas, The Great Conductor of the Uni
verse has signaled that another passenger has

reached the end of his journey , and
Whereas, Through an unavoidable accident we

have lost a beloved brother through the violent

death of Edward Thorne : therefore be it

Resolved, By Local Division No. 105 . A . A . of

S . & E . R . E . of A . . in regular meeting as

sembled , that we express our sorrow at the
death of Bro . Edward Thorne, one whom was

loved and respected by all his brother employes

for his uprightness and loyalty to the union . .

Resolved , That we sincerely sympathize with

his mother and relatives in their untimely be.

reavement.
Resolved. That these resolutions be entered

upon our minutes and a copy of the same be

sent his mother and friends, and published in

the Motorman and Conductor.

W . E . KEMP,
JOHN MARSHALL ,

THOS. McGAHAN .

Committee.

Rochester , N . Y ., Div . No. 282,

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler of the Uni
verse has in His infinite wisdom removed from
among Us one of our worthy and esteemed
brothers. F . Farley , and the long and inti
mate relations held with him in the faithful

(lischarge of his duties in Division No. 282
makes it eminently befitting that we record

our appreciation of him : therefore be it
Resolved . That the wisdom and ability which

he exercised in the aid of our organiza
tion by service, contributions, and counsel, will

be held in grateful remembrance.
Resolved . That the sudden removal of such

a life from among our midst leaves a vacancy

and a shadow that will be deeply realized by

all the members and friends of this organiza

tion , and will prove a serious loss to the com

munity and the public , and that in deep sym

pathy with the bereaved relatives of the de

teased . We express our hope that even so great

a loss to us may be overruled for good by Him

Who doeth all things well ;
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions

be printed in the Motorman and Conductor, and

( 'opies forwarded to the friends and the be

l'eaved . family .

WM . EBNER ,
S . C . ALBERT,
R . KYLE,
J. BRIDGMAN ,
R . J . KENNEDY.

G S . SHIPLEY,

GTO . KEENAN ,
Committee.

The life of “ Judge" Hotchkiss had proved
an eventful one. Early poverty had devel.
oped in him a forceful and restless dispo

sition . Poverty drove him to frontier life .
Poverty established him as one of the early
settlers of Hotchkiss. It was poverty that
had made him an easy victim to the de
filing influences of Getrox . It was a desire
to place himself and family far from the
shaddow of poverty that held him to the
companionship of Getrox in crime. It was

poverty that had urged him on to a knowl

edge of the power of wealth .

But what of power unless it can be
wielded to yield some satisfaction to the

possessor ? To Hotchkiss , with wealth came

an innate desire for show . His increasing
wealth brought to him a prestige which
cloaked him with judicial authority . He
gloried in his position , and no doubt, as
time rolled on , he aspired to higher honors .
A glorious satisfaction had come to him in

being able to adorn his lovely daughter
with all the accomplishments wealth could
provide. He had seen her married to the
son of one of the wealthiest families of

Minington . He had shaped the future for
the education and glorifying of his young

son . But at the end of all this his perfidy
had been exposed . His course had been re
pudiated and his glory edifice was complete
ly demolished . He fell, repudiated by his

old time neighbors. He could not bear the

humiliating strain . He plead his generosity
in supporting churches and public benefac

tions, in vain . In every liberal appropria
tion he had ever made could be read by the

voters of Hotchkiss the story of “ Dead Man's
Gulch ."

It cannot be denied that " Judge " Hotch
kiss had enjoyed life. He had lived fast
and well. But in death he writhed in the

agonies of remorse. He left behind a monu
nient of disgrace to mark his memory . He

left to his children an abundance of wealth
foul with the fumes of corruption .

In her son George, Mrs. Cole had every
thing a mother could ask . He bought a

small place from one of the Getrox employes

to afford a home for his mother, his sister
and himself. He arranged with Brown to
run the old mill on shares, it having been

reduced to a custom mill. The plant, being

Toronto , Ont., Nov. 5 , 1904.
Mrs Margaret Jackson . 23 Elm st. , City .

My Dear Madam - In reply to yours of the
22nd ult . I am instructed to further express to

you the entire sympathy of the organization
in the sad loss to you of your most estimable
son and to this Division a most worthy mem
ber.

Believe me, madam , it is but the sole aim of
our organization to assist a worthy brother
in life and when death separates us to offer
in a feeling manner some recognition of his
worth to a just cause , therefore, anything that

We have done is but an expression of broth
frly feeling.

Respectfully yours ,
JOHN W . GRIFFIN ,

Secretary
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much larger than necessary to supply the

community with lumber, he had prevailed
upon Brown to instal a grist mill for flour

and feed, and he also conducted that enter.

prise much to the profit and satisfaction of
Brown.

Lola Cole secured the position of village

school teacher, and between the two the
mother was well cared for, and in the course

of time the mortgage on the little home was
paid .

Jim Healy formerly worked at the forge

for Getrox & Co ., and when the crash came

he opened a little shop of his own. His el.

der daughter, Nora , had been a sympathetic

oompanion to Lola Cole since the veil of

wealth was lowered to the exclusion of the

Coles from the Hotchkisses. Healy had not

discouraged this companionship from the

fact that Lola had been condemned by Mary

Hotchkiss assumedly for having been im

prudently friendly with his old friend ,

Smith , while the latter was held in the

Baxter jail for the murder of Snooks.

This companionship soon extended to the

other members of the two families, and

most particularly did it develop betewen

Nora and George. It appeared not beyond

mutual friendship until after the death of

Mrs. Cole , who survived her husband some

nine years .

The fragile and exemplary life of George

and Lola , and their devotion to their mother
during her last sad years, had cleared the

atmosphere of criticism , as against them , in

duced by the rash act of their father , and
they stood in a sort of condescending es-

teem with the villagers.

The mothers and children grew to love
Lola as a messenger of peace and good will.

She was to be found at the bedside of the

sick , she was the guiding spirit in directing

the entertainments of the children at all

their social gatherings, and planned their

outings on gala days.

One of the speculative questions of the

gossip pertaining to the wedding was, "What

will Lola do, now that here brother has
married ?"

Many mothers were amused during the

day by the suggestions of their children

that she be allowed a home with them .

They were pleased with these childish sug

gestions, as it expressed the devotion of
their little ones toward their teacher.

The marriage had quietly taken place at

the Healy home the evening prior, and Lola

returned to the Cole cottage that she might

be alone for a time to peer into the future .
As she sat beside the window in the cozy

little front room , she could not regret the

step taken by her brother ; but what had it
to do with her ?

The little home of which she had been so

long the keeper, although of but little value,

belonged to her brother, and now with him

to Nora .

True, both had generously told her it

should continue to be her home, yet she

reasoned that the place was too small to

share with another. Thus the problem un

der solution by her little village friends was

the one uppermost in her own mind.

The position as teacher afforded her em :

ployment for six months of the year. She

finally concluded to file an application for a

position at some remote place from Hotch

kiss .

Some days later Lola Cole was seen to

take the stage for Baxter. After a long,

tedious six hours ride, now along a level

stretch of turnpike, then through a hedged
augway washed " cristcross" by flooded

drainage of heavy rains, again bounding

over root-ribed elevations and corduroy de
pressions, the stage pulled up to the Baxter

tavern . As Lola alighted , weary from the

rough journey, she observed a large assem
blage of people gathered upon the common

directly across the way from the hostelry .

Upon a rude structure around which the

people were gathered , she observed her old

friend, Captain Gray. He was earnestly ex

horting his hearers. They seemed deeply

interested and frequently applauded .

Lola was shown to her apartment by a

short, rather stocky built man , whose most
attractive feature was an elongated nasal

appendage expanding as it receded from

the face into somewhat of a half potato in

shape. By its color it might well be de.

scribed as a transparent reservoir contain :

ing a reserve supply of venous blood . The

eyes resembled small, inverted salve boxes

carelessly set in red , beefy drapery . His

breath steamed with gin odor.

" What is the purpose of the meeting on
the common ? " asked Lola of her guide.

"Gitten men to go to war," was the la .

conic reply .

An institution , born prior to the federal

government, and which was not eradicate !

by. the federal constitution and laws con

structed for the control of the government
existed in some states, which afforded cer.

tain of the white population the privileg

of a liberal existence from the labor of

black slaves. This institution of slavery ex

cited no serious protest from any considera

ble number until conditions attained in a

competitive way by which the possessors

of slaves enjoyed an undue advantage in

trade, and wealth accumulation over the

non-possessor of slaves. True certain hu.

manitarians cried out against it , and min .

isters and priests protested from their pul.
pits. But there were those who posed as

humanitarians, also ministers and priests.
who were strong advocates of slavery .

Thus the churches were divided and the

humanitarians were divided upon the ques .

tion . In this division the effectiveness of

the opposition to slavery as an unjust, im

moral or discriminating institution , lost its

force and slavery existed unscathed as a

matter of state local option insofar as the

influence of any moral or religious code

was concerned . The competitive influence

existed primarily in the opposite interests
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which at first slowly developed between the protective policy the commerce of the na

free and slave sections. The slave states tion , it was believed, would pass from the

were purely agricultural, and a free trade control of the slave states and thus reduce

policy was a material pillar to their pros- the aristocracy of the slave owning planter ,

perity. The free sections were unable to To allow the free trade states to pass

compete with slave labor in an agricultural from the federal government would lose to

way. The planter of the slave section was the protectionists the control of a most im
a capitalist compared with the farmer of portant branch of the nation ' s commerce

the free section . However, resources for as well as open to a world competition a

manufacturing existed in the anti-slavery coveted market for American manufactur.
section and there also existed an incentive ers. Thus it may be seen that capital and

for development along that line. But the not slavery was the direct cause of the civil
manufacturer's interest did not rest in free war. Also among the more unselfish and

trade. Thus the interests of the two sec. patriotic people of the free states there was

tions were, under the existing conditions , the purpose of maintaining a strong gav.

diametrically opposed . ernment for resistance against the possible

The struggle for control intensified as the encroachment of foreign powers. Hence ,

interests of the two sections developed. As " The Unjon ! It must and shall be pre

early as in Jackson ' s administration the served " enlisted patriots throughout the

state of South Carolina protested against length and breadth of the land !

a high protective tariff measure by a threat April 11, 1861, came the fall of Fort
to secede from the union . She was pacified Sumter .

by a compromise law which greatly modi

fied the protective measure. However, the Lola Cole was familiar with all these
compromise in no way lessened the resist facts .

ance of the free trade sentiment in the Patriotic mass meetings were held in
slave states, and the contention continued every town and hamlet throughout the ir .

with a greater or lesser tension as the com habited sections of all free states. The ob
plexion of the government changed upon the ject of these meetings was to lay the situa

two questions at stake. tion before the people and secure enroll
In this contention , the institution of slav- ments of the quota of soldiers called for

ery figured conspicuously and thus the ques . by President Lincoln from each political

tion of admitting certain territory to state community. This was the purpose of the

hood as free or slave became a paramount meeting addressed by Attorney Gray on the

issue. Those owning slaves in slave states Baxter town square. The enlistments were

contended for the right to enter new terri- to be made later in the evening at the Bax

tory carrying slaves as their property with ter tavern in front of which it was an .
them . nounced that Congressman Getrox, of Min

Those migrating from free states had no ington , would appeal to the patriotism of

slaves and were forced to pit their labor the people .

against cheap slave production . So fierce After supper Lola retired to her room to

became the struggle that the spirit of re- take a little much needed rest that she

taliation caused the enactment by some might better be prepared to follow her in

states of personal liberty laws. . This set clination to take in the evening meeting .

free fugitive slaves . Various political par- She knew Andrew Getrox , Jr., was serving

ties sprang up, advocating various degrees a term in Congress and suspected him to

of restriction upon the question of slavery , be the identical statesman who was to en

and at least two parties represented the ex - liven the embers of patriotism in Baxter.

tremes of the question . However the ques- While lying at rest in her apartment she

tion of slavery remained one of rather sup heard parties enter the adjoining room and

plimental consideration to that of protec - soon became aware that it was a lady and

tion until in 1860, Abraham Lincoln was gentleman. The partition was thin and it

elected to the presidency upon a purely pro - was impossible for her to avoid under

tective platform . This appeared a crushing standing the following conversation :

blow to the free trade capitalists, and as a “ Andrew ," said a woman 's voice, " I think

result the state of South Carolina, on the Mr. Beachman quite right in his opinion

20th day of December 1860, in a state con - that this war could have been avoided and

vention declared severed the ties of fealty the nation yet preserved ."

to the United States. Other free trade " Such argument is rot” replied the male

states followed a like example and on Feb . voice.

4 , 1861, a provisional government was " The idea of the government plunging

formed by the seceding states and called the into debt millions of dollars to pay for all

Oonfederate States of America . the slaves held in the south is absurd . It

The ground taken for this action was wonld bankrupt the country ."

based upon the interpretation of states " I fear the government will be forced to

rights as related to the federal government. raise millions of dollars before this awful

Also it was held by the seceding states that war will come to a close, and what is more

the guarantee of a protective policy estab- than money , thousands of precious lives

lished by the election of Lincoln was a vio will be sacrificed. I dont' like your father's

lation of the constitution on part of the argument that thousands of dollars may be

states casting electoral votes for him . In made by shrewd speculation during the con

these contentions the question of slaverytinuance of the war. It seems to me that
was not involved . With the assurance of a there are those who have encouraged this
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war for mercenary purposes. There is no

question but that slavey is at the bottom

of it.”

" Slavery has nothing to do with it. It is

a question of states' rights or federal sover

eignty and federal sovereignty must be

·maintained . I don 't like your reflection

upon father, however, and I don 't wish to
hear such reflections from you . He is as

good as was your father. He never caused

anyone to commit suicide by selling out

farms on mortgages. Your father did that,

and he did it on the money my father

helped him to make. Your father would

have died as poor as Lazarus had not my

father helped him to his money."

" Oh, Andrew ! Don 't say those cruel

things . I would have preferred him to die

a poor man , had I known as I now do , how

he was induced to make his wealth ."

" Look at the suffering and anguish it has

cost. I can never think of poor Lola Cole

and her people without the deepest anguish .

If I could have my way knowing what I

now know , I would yet restore to them

that was so cruelly taken from them ; but of

course I am not allowed to do so ," said the

woman .

Lola well knew whom were her neighbor

roomers. She knew her suspicion as to the

identity of Congressman Getrox was cor

rect and that his wife, her old schoolmate.

was accompanying him on the trip . The
conversation she had overheard revealed to

her that though her old schoolmate had ap

parently married well and had risen to the

distinction of " wife of a Congressman ," and

had really been innocent of the dishonora

ble methods by which her fortune had been

accumulated , she was living a very unhappy

life .

The conversation continued for some
time, and carried with it the character of

the unhappy life to which Mary Hotchkiss

had fallen victim by her union with the

Getrox family .

At last she heard the rapidly increasing

babble of voices of people gathering in and

about the Baxter tavern . This told her that

the evening meeting was materializing and

that it was time for her to prepare for at
tendance.

To be Continued.

ATTORNEY C . H . JOHNSON
Secretary Disision No. 26 , Detroit. Re-elected without

opposition.

suGetrox was cor e an Woolena

SpecialManufacturers of Superior

police firemans & Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHS.
CHARLES L . BOWLER

53& 55 Worth St NEW YORK.

SOLE AGENT

Standard Throughout the United States

for Street Railway Service.

Rambler Bicycles, leading bicycle of the
world . Also Adlako,

Phoenix, Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and terms reasonable.

Standard Sewing Machines, easiest

most durable. Don't buy a machine until you see it.
Pianos new uprights $ 175, warranted. Wesave you
IlalOS , the agent' s profits .

G . E . VAN SYCKLE , 228 Woodward , next to Gas Office.

Hotels.

888 Franklin Ave .ING PTUSWOGI TUUSU Cor. Carroll St.

Borough of Brooklyn

JOHN BAMBERGER , Prop. Now York

Wanted

AGNES SOLE' S CHRISTMAS .

Continued from page 19

of Matron Agnes Sole, and in that prayer

is joined the earnest, tender voices of her

three children .

By virtue of her position , she has plenty

to eat, and she also enjoys the smiles of

every member of the car men ' s union.

Under these two influences , as predicted

by President Shay, Agnes has become more

beautiful and attractive than ever. How

ever, she rejects all proposals, and calmly

replies that she is eminently happy in the

ardent friendship and fraternal relations

existing between herself and the members

of the railway employes' union and their

families , whose devoted friend ' she has

committed herself to be .

Agents in every town to handle " Pagoda ” Spring
Water aud “ Pagoda ” Spring Water Cures and Prepara

tions. Liberal commission . Address THE " PAGODA "

SPRI G WATER Co.,Mt. Clemens, Mich .

Telephone Main 2064 for Adver .

tising rates in The Motorman and
ticinerates in The Motorman and

Conductor. Circularion 'Way Up.
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 40,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable.
Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companics. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO ., Cleveland, O.

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and The Posselius Bros .

Furniture Mig. Co.
Michigan.

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman ' s profit

Dertoit,

- MANUFACTURERS OF
We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICN.

. . . GIVE US A TRIAL . . .

Yaeger & Ackerman ' s DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES

...SHOES... - INCLUSIVE OF

Our Great VIC The TOR Specialty .

Are unexcelled for Style , Wear

and Comfort. Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues.

85 Gratiot Avenue . When in need of a Dining Table ask yourdealer

UNION STORE. UNION MADE . ) to show you The VICTOR ,

EARLY R SER' S

FRIEND,

Every Street Car

Man should have

one.

HORACE
STEERE

O
C

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

[Goods Sold on Weekly.Payments. meer

11 - Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.

H . T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond ,

Silverware, Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of

Jewelry , it would pay you to call on us or get prices .
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Visi Unita Fortier

The Following are a few

of the Many Testimonials

.

The profits from the sale of

this book enter the Death and

Disability Fund of the Associ

ation as a compliment from the

“ Motorman and Conductor."

Place your orders early as a

large number of the first edition

are already spoken for .

Agents wanted in every local.

Address, Editor Motorman

and Conductor, No. 45 Hodges

Bldg., Detroit, Mich . ; for terms.

" Vis Unita Fortier is a commendable pro

duction . The stories teem with convincing argu

ment in support of the labor movement. I am

impressed that it will be well appreciated by
those securing copies."

W . D . MAHON ,
International President

. A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A .

The stories composing " Vis Unita Fortier"
are a tuition on the labor movement. “ The In

trepid Leader” and “Col. Swan' s Romance" are

peculiarly interesting. While they are spiced

with novel fiction , they characterize every day

life in the industrial turmoil. The work points

the way to immediate relief through organiza

tion , to the oppressed unorganized wage slave ,

directs a successful course in the conduct of

labor unions and on the whole is a trades union

text book . It will prove an organizer for our

craft and should receive liberal patronage.

JAMES V . CUNNINGHAM ,

Bus. Agt. Div. No. 26 .

Detroit, Mich .

Copies of this interesting work may be had

from Local Division Agents. Where no
Local Agents have been appointed address

the “ MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR "

Detroit, Mich ., inclosing 25c . for copy.

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES WHEN IN CHICAGO
.. . STOP AT THE . ..

New Northern

Baths
.05

Onclal seal . . . . .seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for nomborship blanke ,

per 100 . . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . . .

Division inancial book , 100 paga . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . . 2 .50

Division inancial book , 400 pages, . . . . . 4 .25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

por 100 . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mnancial secretary ' s order book on

treasurer , each . . . . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , ouch . . .

Hoteland Baths Combined . For Gentle

men Exclusively .

(Occupying entire building of 8 stories.)

Traveling men are assured every comfort

and attention , The most complete and

attractive establishment of its kind in the

United States , Unrivaled accommoda

tions at only

$ 1 .00
A Bed One Night at this price - which

is less than the charge at first-class hotels

- and a Turkish Bath thrown in

Baths - Turkish , Russian , Shower,
Needle and Plunge - themost sumptuous

ly appointed thatyou can find anywhere.

Restaurant- On the European plan , A

good chefandmoderate rates.

Reading Room - Where you can rest

and be thankful. Chiropody, Manicuring.

OPEN ALL NIGHT.

er Send for Illustrated Booklet.

NEW

Association Badges, solld gold , each . . . 1.00

Outs of onclal seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . .

QUt sedla , per 100 . . . . .

All orders must bo accompaniod with ox

press , postolice money orders, or draft . No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

NORTHERN

BATHS & HOTEL

14 Quincy St., CHICAGO .
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The Union Brewing Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

High Grade

Bottled Beers

Genuine

Malt Extractop

TELEPHONE GRATIOT 47 FOR TRIAL CASE

UNIFORMS

PRINTING

By-Laws, Constitutions and Office Sta

tionery for Local Divisions doneprompt

ly and at very reasonable prices,

LOCAL SECRETARIES

For Motormen

and Conductors

We're Detroit headquarters

- carry just what you want

and give you best values

wekeep in stock all regular

stout and slim sizes and

you're sure of a good fit.

Our SPECIALCI350

OVERCOAT at

For Motormen

and Conductors

is a wonder for the money.

Strictly union made and

right in every way .

Everything in Men 's and

Boys' Clothing , Hats and

Furnishings ať " out-of-the

high -rent-district”' prices.

should communicate with us before plac

ing orders. We are printers of The

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

WOLVERINE PRINTING CO .,

29 -31 LARNED ST. WEST ,

DETROIT, MICH . LAYTON

Clothier, Hatter, Furnishor,

53-55 -57MICHIGAN AVE .

DETROIT .

Cured to StayVaricocele cured in 5 Days

Hydrocele

No Cutting or Pain .

Guaranteed Cure or

Money Refunded .

Undermy treatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The

stagnant blood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishes and

swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead

comes the pleasure of perfecthealth .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and

Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility, and allied troubles. My

methods of treatment and cure are original with meand cannot be obtained

elsewhere. I make no experiments . All cases I take I cure.

Gertainty of Cure Guarantee to cure you or refund
is what you want. I give a Legal

H . J . TILLOTSON . M . D . your money. What I have done for others I can do for you. My

The Master Specialist of Chicago, who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more

Cures Varicocele. Established 1880 . than you willbe willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPYRIGHTED.) CUREYOU atHome. .

Writeme your condition fully and you will receive in

plain envelope & scientific and honestopinion of your

case, FREE of Charge. My hometreatmentis successful. My booksand lecturesmailed FREE upon application

H . J . TILLOTSON, M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearbora Street, CHICAGO . .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit . We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms- Union Made.

IS SUED BY AUTHORITY OF

UNITED ASCARMENT

U
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James H. Hirsch & Co.
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e
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212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO , . - ILLS.
REGISTERED Xecenses

y

Do You Know That If You Don 't Ask For a

BLOCH

UNIFORM OF QUALITY

.

That your dealer won 't show you one? They

cost HIM more. You will pay no more than

you would for inferior qualities . . . . .

UNION MADE.

All our garments bear the label.

Insist upon seeing the BLOCH

HANGER on your Uniform . . . .

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BLOCH COMPANY
CLEVELAND , OHIO .
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F.F. PULVER CO.
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Manufacturers of

Celluloid

Novelties

Buttons, Mirrors,

Badges,

“ Pulverord " Signs,

Emblems, Etc

NO RIVETS.OUTSEAMS. HEY FIT

HEAT ANDWATER PROOF.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT . MICHIGAN

SEEMORESOUZA

Write for a SOUVENIR MATCH CASE made from

the same leather as the Gloves. Free.

GIVE DEALER 'S NAME AND ADDRESS,

Cor. Front and Andrews Streets

BRANCH OFFICES
IN ALL LARGE CITIES ROCHESTER, N, Y.

Mt. Clemens, Mich., the Mineral City made Famous by the

“ Original Spring ” Bath House

No other bath house in America 's " Carlsbad ” has access to the originalwaters.

No other well has been developed to duplicate the curative qualities of the

" Original.” Connected with the bath house , and from which it is entered, is the

Avery and Annex ,themost convenient, up-to -date and comfort supplying hostel

ry in Mt. Clemens, operated upon a basis of moderate rates for first- class service.

Tell the Conductor to " put you down ” at the " AVERY "

" Original Spring” Bath House

5

Hote Avery
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STATE

Savings Bank

S
L
A
B

DETROIT, MICHIGAN .

Capital,

Surplus etc.,

Deposits,

$1,000,000.00

850,000,00

14,000,000 ,00

nisia

GEO . H . RUSSEL ,

President.

R . S . MASON ,

Cashier.

V
a

1
0
1

stus

= Commercial

and Savings Departments

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO .

ESTABLISHED 1846 .

CELEBRATED LEHIGH VALLEY COAL .

Wholesale and Retail
YARDS

Cor. FRONT and BATHURST STS.

Təlephone Main 449 .

PRINCESS STREET DOCK

Telephone Main 190 .

OFFICES

426 %2 YONGE STREET
Telephone Main 3298
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Buttons Union Throughout

YOUR BUTTON ten -tenths union, or do

you think that the printers' label, about one

tenth cost of the button , covers all the parts ?

Did you ever think of this ? See that the Metal

Workers' label is represented in your button.

The Allied Labelmeans only Union printing,which

is but one tenth the cost of button .

Themetal parts, shell, back and pin may be non

union .

LOW & RIDER have an Allied Label of their own (No. 228 ) which

represents the printing . We also have a Metal Workers' Union Label

stamped on the back . This makes our buttons absolutely Union throughout.

Our Label No. 228 is an absolute guarantee that the button is

all Union.

A Union Man should wear a button that is ten

tenths Union .

LOW & Kider
334 Dearborn St., Chicago

Button and Badgemanufacturers.

A LETTER FROM THE ALLIED PRINT

ING TRADES ' COUNCIL THAT ALL

UNION MEN SHOULD READ .

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Our Label is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO .
61 La Salle St., Chicago.

Rochester, N . Y ., Aug. 22, 1904.

F . F . Pulver Co., M . F . F . Pulver, President,

corner Front and Andrews streets, city .

Dear Sir : - At a meeting of the Allied Trades

Council held August 2. it was the pleasure of

the council to express their gratification over

the fact of your kindly co -operation in the or

ganization of the novelty workers in your fac

tory into a union . Wr are pleased to state that

yours is the first concern to extend recognition

to an organization of this kind.

We are also pleased to certify that your fa ?

tory is thoroughly unionized in every depart
ment, having signed contracts with different

trade unions under the jurisdiction of the Roch

ester Allied Printinz Trades Council, including

Typographical Union No. 15 . Printing Press

men ' s Union and Assistants Union Nos. 36 and

38 . Book Binders' Union Nos. 80 and 89 , and

Embossers and Parer Box Workers union No.

3 . We can cheerfully recommend you to anybody

who wants strictly union made goods.

Any concern who cannot produce a letter show

ing that they are organized in the novelty

working department cannot be said to make

strictly union mad3 novelties,, badges, buttons,
etc.

. We trust that you will meet with the cor

dial patronage of all organized labor, as we
are confident that they will receive fair treat
ment and first - class goods.

Yours truly,

DANIEL F . DAWSON ,

President.

GEO. E . FAULKNER ,
Secretary .

A Royalton Woolen

CA

SpecialManufacturers of Superior

Police Firemans & Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHS.
CHARLES L . BOWLER

53455 Worth $t: NEW YORK

SOLE AGENTS

Standard Throughout the United States

for Street Railway Service .
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THE PRICES

THE INGRIDIENTS

THE GOODS

Mt. Clemens,Mich .

THE PAGODA WATER CO.,

in the city visit the factory .

we can please you . Address or when

Let us hear from you. Webelieve

troubles.

surance against fevers and Kidney and Bladder

Uncharged , half gallons, Cheapest form of In .

PLAIN WATER

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

Moreof a luxury.

Ginger Ale and Soft Drinks,

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

Carbonated Water.

" LITTLE 'PODY SPLITS ”

at home.

efit gained while

and to keep up the ben

to aid treatment while here,

We furnish a line of goods designed

“ You Know It”

WATER

SPRING

" PAGODA”

What They Should Be.

Pure and Wholesome.

Doing the Business .

MT. CLEMENS
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CheMotorman and Conductor

VOL. XIII. DETROIT, MICH ., JANUARY, 1905. No. 2 .

Am .Syren .

THE HON . OSCAR S . STRAUS.

With this issue of The Motorman and the company, and Mr. Mahon , representing

Conductor we give to our readers a true the organization , failed to agree upon the

likeness of the Hon . Oscar S . Straus. wage question . It was finally agreed that

We doubt if there is a man among the the matter should be submitted to arbitra

many friends of the Amalgamated Associa tion , and the Hon . Oscar S . Straus was se

tion that is entitled to more appreciation lected as arbitrator. The company spent

at the hands of the Amalgamated railway many thousands of dollars employing the

men of America than Oscar S . Straus. Not best of lawyers that the country afforded ,

only has he assisted from time to time the and in preparing their evidence to , if pos

International Officers to secure conferences sible , establish a lower wage rate than the

with the various companies and bring one which at the time prevailed. On the

abont peaceful settlements of disputes that other side, the Association , through the di

were threatening to lead to serious conten - rection of that tireless and fearless advo

tions and strife, but it was he as arbitrator cate and friend of trades unionism , Hon .

in the San Francisco dispute of 1903 that Edward J . Livernash , of San Francisco ,

gave to the street railway men of America prepared their evidence at heavy expense

the highest general rate of wages ever es- and with much labor , and after many weeks

tablished for surface railway men . of preparation the entire matter was sub

The situation in San Francisco had be- mitted to Mr. Straus, who , after a careful

come critical. Mr. Calhoun, representing consideration of the facts, established the
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wage at 2614 cents, per hour for the first tive Board of the National Civic Federation ,
two years, and after that time 2712 cents President of the American Social Science
per hour; thus establishing the highest gen - Association , director of various charitable
eral rate of wage that had ever been estab associations, and for many years he was
lished by the street railway workers chairman of the Educational Committee of

throughout the country . the Institution for the Improved Instruc

We doubt if the importance of this de tion of Deaf Mutes. He is also a member

cision has been considered or truly appre of the Reform Club, the International Law
ciated by the great mass of our people , but Association , the Bar Association , the Law .

here is the position that it places us in : yers ', Authors', Nineteenth Century and

Here is a wage rate established not by Commonwealth Club. In 1902 he was ap

strike, or lock -out, or by force of any kind, pointed by President Roosevelt as a mem
but by a careful consideration of the entire ber of the Permanent Court of Arbitration

conditions surrounding the occupation , and at The Hague, and he is to-day considered
then by a man unbiased and in no way in one of the foremost men of the world in

touch with either side ; again , by a man advocating the establishing of universal

who has a world -wide reputation for his peace through international arbitration .

fairness as an arbitrator. The result of

this decision is bound , in the future , to be REVIEW OF 1904 .

referred to , and to have the effect of as

sisting the men in other cities, where the The year 1904 has closed. Another cycle
wages are much lower, in establishing a of time has been measured. The forebod

reasonable and living rate . So, a moment's ings of industrial depression which were
consideration of the work done by Mr. sounded at the beginning of 1904 were in no
Strauss cannot help but be appreciated by way an encouragement to the membership
the great army of Amalgamated Railway of trades unionism . The ranks of unem
Workers throughout the entire continent. ployed were threatened with augmentation,

The Hon . Oscar S . Straus was born in and the employed were looked to for re

1850 and spent his early childhood in the cruits. It was not a flattering prospect to
State of Georgia . At the close of the war the wage-earner.

his family moved to New York City , and Depleting larders and impoverishing

his father established the firm of L . Straus homes were far from inspiring , and such
& Son , Importers. Oscar entered the Co . was the condition that confronted labor one

lumbia Grammar School, and later entered year ago. However, a condition of affairs

Columbia College, from which he graduated in the industrial world had assumed , during

in 1871, among the first honor men in his the preceding years of trust-making, that

class. He graduated from the Columbia had forced upon the wage-earner a thought.

Law School in 1873 and practiced law with ful and serious study of his interest as

very marked success ; but his health be such . Into the more ordinary fields of labor,

coming impaired , he gave up the practice were found entering thousands of men who

of law and entered his father's firm in 1881. had been diversely employed, either directly
In 1887 he was aprointed Minister to Tur in an independent business of their own ,

key, and in this position did splendid work or so connected with independent establish

on behalf of the American schools in that ments that their services were in a way

country, which had been previously closed. indispensable as employes. The forming of
So highly was he esteemed that the Sultan trust organizations shook the competitive

offered to decorate him with the highest system that had prevailed , and loosened

order of the empire, which , as an American from their snug lodgments, thousands of

citizen , he refused . The Sultan, however, salesmen , superintendents, foremen and
insisted upon bestowing upon Mrs. Straus heretofore well-paid employes. Also the in

the highest order for women, the first order dependence of the little business man yield

of Shefelkat. In 1898 , owing to the critical ed to the well-directed hoof of the trust.
conditions between our country and Turkey , maker, and he, too , was looking for relief to

Mr. Straus was again selected to return to the more ordinary fields.
that country and assist in restoring the Again , the American system of education

proper relations. He settled quickly and had done its work . Thus, the new condi

satisfactorily the main questions , and ob - tion found the American wage-earner pre

tained from the Sultan the recognition of pared to meet the situation with an intellect
the claims of the missionaries for losses ual reasoning power never before exercised

during the Armenian massacres in 1895 ,and by that vast multitude of wage-workers.

the promise of payment of all claims. The spirit of progression was universal.

As an author, he has written upon inter- Moral and intellectual properties were being

national law , upon the historical develop put to the test, and they were not found
ment of the Eastern question , consular and wanting in the average working man. When

diplomatic reform , international arbitration , the adversity clouds of the beginning of
the Venezuelan controversy, and kindred 1904 hovered threateningly over the heads

subjects . Mr. Straus as a student has cov. of labor, labor was prepared , as never be

ered almost every field of thought, and fore, to preserve her dignity. Those who
stands as an authority upon history . were on the alert to take advantage of de.

He is to -day President of the National pression to enrich themselves at the cost of

Primary League, President of the New York labor, found it so. Collective labor was or.

Board of Trade and Transportation , Second ganized . Collective labor was found with

Vice-President and member of the Execu - armor and shield .
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labor

This time, organization had not stopped The maintaining of the short hour has kept
altogether with skilled classes, but was up employment, while the maintaining of

found to have embraced collective labor in the wage effected a fair market.

general. Neither was organization indulging True, it has been a struggle , but an iD :

in the heretofore usual habit of looking only telligent one on the part of the workers .

to the present, but intelligently fortifying True, there have been strikes in which
for the future . This new condition was de- laboring men have suffered hardship. But

moralizing to the selfish leeches whom are with the long hours and reductions in pay

found among employers as with other that would have resulted from meekly ac

classes. The will of the inajestic lords of cepting the terms, the attempted imposition

industry was thwarted. They found, for the of which led to these strikes, there would

first time in the history of depressions, that have been thousands of employes thrown

lording and leeching in industrial fields was out of employment altogether, and those

about to receive a setback at the hands of remaining would have suffered under the

the toiler. niggardly conditions that must have come to

“DO NOT RETREAT” was the adopted them through competition with a glutted

slogan of organized labor. In this , labor
had a strong ally in the fair employer and And now 1905 is full of promise. Let us

the fair business man. judiciously enter upon the work of the year,

The cunning of the unfair employer, the
that the best results may obtain . We are

leech , asserted itself in the weak cry of
living in a period when the dignity of labor

" open shop. " For what ? Ostensibly, to de
is maintained only through intelligent or

stroy the protective institution of labor, but
ganization . Labor in itself is honorable, but

cunningly paraded under the guise of jus he who would traduce labor by tímid sub

tice to the non -unionist. Who is this non
mission to robbers and extortionists dis

unionist whom must be protected in his
graces himself and adds no luster to his

right to work for low wages and long hours ? calling.

He is not. He does not exist. There is no
Labor as organized has played a wonder

individual short of a fool that could seek
ful part in the history of the departed year.

such protection . " Open shop" is that which
Labor as organized will prove the chief actor

first provoked the institution of organized
in the drama of 1905. Proud may the wage

labor. " Open shop" is old . " Open shop"
earner be who will have conscientiously

is the only contending element that ever ex
said , " I did my part and did it right.”

isted to the enslavement of labor. It was

" open shop " that the slaver cried when he
REPORT OF THE DELEGATES TO THE

wished to invade free soil with his system
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF

of serfdom . " Open shop " stands for LABOR CONVENTION .

slavery. It stands for child labor , for sweat The twenty-fourth Annual Convention of
shops, crowded tenements , impoverishment, the American Federation of Labor was
rags, filth and vermin . It stands for bribery ,
pollution and defilement. It stands against

called to order on Monday, November 14th ,

home comfort, common schools, churches,
at Lyric Hall, San Francisco , by President

school laws, factory laws. In fact, it stands
Samuel Gompers. Addresses of welcome

against everything progressive and every
were delivered by Mayor Schmitz, of San

thing for which organized labor stands.
Francisco , President Walsh of the San

Stands for the non-unionist ? That is a lie .
Francisco Labor Council, President Harry

There is not a true, sincere non-unionist in
Knox of the State Federation of Labor of

the ranks of labor in America . The open
California , J . Williams of the City Front

shop is exploited purely and simply under
Federation , and P . H . McCarty, President

the delusive idea that it is to the financial
of the State Building Trades Council of

California . Following the addresses of
advantage of the exploiter. welcome, the Convention was called to

Organized labor knew these things, conse order and the committee on credentials
quently the “ open shop " soon began to ebb, report showed that there were delegates

until today the Parrys and Kirbys are beingng present from seventy -nine National and In
publicly rated by the daily press as ex ternational Unions, fourteen state branches,
tremists and ranters . Inimical to the public twenty -nine Central Labor Unions and

good, only so far as any effect they may forty -six local trades and federal labor
have upon social life . They are certainly unions, and in connection with this , five
not effecting the industrial situation in any fraternal delegates, representing Great Brit

way. Their converts are fast backsliding ain , Canada and Porto Rico.
because the open shop policy did not deliver The President's report showed there had

the goods. been chartered by the American Federation
The year 1904 has proved the Waterloo of Labor during the past year eleven Inter

to the forces marshalled by Parry and his national Trade Unions as follows: — The

ilk against the labor movement. Tackmakers' International Union , Interna

At the beginning of 1904 the policy of tional Association of Bridge and Strctural

organized labor was to hold out against re - Iron Workers, International Union of Paper

duction in wages and a lengthening of Box Workers, International Union of Build

hours. This policy has been closely adhered ing Employes of America , International

to and close students honestly attribute the Brotherhood of Foundry Employes, Inter

warding off of a veritable panic much more national Compressed Air Workers' Union ,

to this one cause than to all other forces. Brushmakers' International Union , Mat
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tress, Spring and Bed Workers' Interna-

tional Union , International Association of

Fur Workers of the United States and Can
ada , International Photo Engravers' Union
of North America , International Associa

tion of Heat, Frost, General Insillators and
Asbestos Workers of America , and five State
Federations as follows: - Indiana, Arkan
sas, Maine, Indian and Oklahoma Territor
ies . There had also been chartered ninety .

nine Central Labor Unions and 328 local

trade and Federal Labor Unions, making a
total of charters granted by the American

Federation of Labor direct during the year
of 443. His report further showed that the

120 affiliated International Unions. had con

nected with them 27,000 local unions, and

that the membership of the American Fed .

eration of Labor this year was one million
seven hundred and fifty thousand, with an
increase of over fifty thousand members

during the past year.

The Secretary 's report showed that dur

ing the year there had been received $ 307,

009 .09. There had been expended $ 203,

991.15 , and that there was on hand in the

treasury the sum of $ 103,017.94 .

As the larger portion of President Gomp

er's address was published in last month 's

“ Motorman & Conductor," we will not take

the time or space here to reiterate it. It

was a masterly document and one that

should be carefully read and considered by

every trades unionist in the land.

The Convention remained in session some

twelve days. During that time the many

questions of importance to the Trade Union

movement of America were carefully con -

sidered and legislated upon . Among the

important matters before this Convention

were the number of jurisdiction questions,

but one thing was noticeable, that in all
the discussion of the jurisdiction questions

there was a better feeling and a more lib

eral spirit shown by those engaged in these

contests than there has been heretofore .

Among the important jurisdiction questions

was that of the woodworkers and carpen

ters , seamen and longshoremen , plumbers

and steamfitters, boilermakers and struc

tural iron workers, brewery workers, fire

men , engineers and teamsters . In connec

tion with the brewery workers, firemen , en
gineers and teamsters , the Grievance Com

mittee outlined the basis of a settlement of

this dispute , which it is believed by those

interested will bring a peaceful settlement

of the dispute . As to other jurisdiction

matters , there was no absolute disposition

of them made, but advice was given and the
incoming officers instructed to use their

good offices to harmonize and bring about

adjustments of these contentions during the

coming year.

Great Britain was ably represented by

Fraternal Delegates Wignal of the Dock

Workers of Great Britain , and Abraham

Mabon of the Welsh Miners. Their ad
dresses were listened to and received with

hearty applause , and from their reports, it

is shown that the trades union movement

of Great Britain is moving along similar

lines and passing through the same experi

ence that the Trade Unions of America are

meeting with , especially that of the “ Open
shop .” Bro. Wignal stated that the " Open

Shop " question has been before the Trades

Unions of Great Britain for ten years, and

that they were meeting it successfully ,
maintaing their organization and growing

stronger day by day with all of the " Open

Shop ” agitation that had been heralded

against them .

Canada was ably represented by John A .
Flett. the ex -President of the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress and the Fra

ternal Delegate of that body to the Ameri

can Federation of Labor. Bro. Flett' s re

port showed that the Trades Union move

ment of Canada were moving forward suc

cessfully and strictly co-operating and
working in harmony and unison with the
Trades Unions of America . His report

showed that the agitation that had been up
sometime ago, when the cry was Canada

for the Canadians, attempting to divide the

Trade Union movement at the boundary

lines was fast disappearing and that the

workers of Canada were realizing that capi.

tal knew no boundary lines and that the

workers there realized that they were sub

ject to the same conditions and environ

ments as those that surrounded the work

ers in the United States , and that they

could only be met by a thorough union of

the wage-workers of North America .

Porto Rico was represented by Esteban
Padillo and Santiago Eglesias. Eglesias's

report on the conditions of Porto Rico in

formed us that while the American posses

sion of the islands had brought freedom of

the press and the rights to organize .
their people were still in a demoralized con

dition and that the trusts were taking ad .

vantage of the demoralized condition of the

island to keep the labor demoralized and

cheap. He pled with the Federation to

use all of their influence towards improv

ing and elevating the conditions of the

down -trodden workers of Porto Rico. His

report showed that workers were there

being employed for as low as $ .30 a day.

One of the important questions of the

Convention was the endorsement of the

strike of the Textile Workers of Fall River,

Mass., and the levying of one cent a week

per member from each member of the Fed

eration for the next three months. This

resolution was adopted midst great ap.

plause and the many organizations through
their National representatives at once wir .

ing their headquarters to forward the as

sistance voted by the Federation on to the

Fall River Textile Workers. While the

amount to some may seem small, when we

stop to consider what it will amount to

from a million and a half workers , we can

gain some idea of the enormous amount

that will be collected by this assessment for

the Fall River strikers . The amount com

ing from our organization alone amounted

to over $ 900 .00.

During the time that the Convention was
held in San Francisco , many public mass
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meetings and general meetings of the local

organizations were held both in San Fran

cisco and in the surrounding country and

much good work was done for the cause of

Trades Unionism in that section of the

country . In connection with this, almost

all of the organizations gave banquets and

entertainments of different kinds in honor

of their National and International repre

sentatives that were present.

Division No. 205 of our Association of

San Franicsco, gave a reception and ban

quet in honor of the delegation of our As
sociation at the Russ House during the con

vention . The banquet was attended by

President Gompers, His ' Honor, Mayor

Schmitz , Congressman Livernash , and a

number of leading citizens of San Francisco ,

who were close friends of our Association .

Your delegates desire, through this report,

to return their sincere thanks to Division

No. 205 for the reception tendered them

and the many kind acts and expressions

that were extended in their behalf during

their stay in San Francisco , for the street

railway men of San Francisco surely under

stand how to entertain .

The banquet was attended, in connection

with those spoken of, by some 250 mem

bers of Division No. 205 and the Oakland

Division , and was pronounced by all the

most successful banquet that was given

during the entire convention .

The Convention again re-elected Samuel

Gompers President; Frank Morrison , Sec

retary ; James Duncan , First Vice-Presi
dent; John Mitchell, Second Vice-President;

James O 'Connell, Third Vice-President ;

Max Morris, Fourth Vice-President; Thos.

I. Kidd, Fifth Vice -President; Wm . Spencer,

Sixth Vice- President; D . J . Keefe, Seventh

Vice-President. John Lennon was re
elected Treasurer.

With this ended the work of the Con

vention which adjourned sine die to meet

next October in the city of Pittsburg, Pa .

Yours fraternally ,

W . D . MAHON ,

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

REZIN ORR,

Delegates.

ANDREW B . MADDEN ·

Re-Elected Secretary Div . No. 332,
New York , N . Y .

NOTICE TO THE OFFICERS OF LOCAL

DIVISIONS.

I find that a great number of our mem

bership is not as familiar with the general

laws of the Association as they should be,

The price of the National Constitution is

but 4 cents a copy, or $ 3 .50 a hundred, and

as officers of your Local Division you should

see that the Constitution is placed in the

hands of every member. If you have no

Constitutions on hand, you should order

some at once and distribute them to your

membership , and when new members are

initiated into the organization, they should

at once he given a copy of the Constitu
tion , so that they can familiarize them .
selves with the laws ard rules of the Asso .

ciation .

Yours fraternally ,

W . D . MAHON ,

International President.

NOTICE.

Financial Secretaries of Local Divisions

have their attention again called to the Con

stitution and Laws of the Association re

garding suspended , withdrawn , or expelled

members. You must, with your reports each
month , send to the office the names of any

member or members whom have withdrawn ,

been suspended , or expelled from the organ

ization , that the same may be checked off

your roll in the General Office . Otherwise ,

you are charged up with these members '

per capita and it stands against your Divi
sion . So don 't fail, each month when you

submit your reports, to forward these names
to the General Office.

Yours fraternally,

W . D . MAHON ,
International President.

Wages in America would be as low as

they are in China but for the efforts of the

workmen themselves. Proof of this is found

in the fact that Ainerican employers are

importing millions of pauper laborers from

Europe to work for less wages than Ameri

can workmen and this , too , in face of the

fact that many millions of American work .

men are out of work today. - Rochester La

bor Journal.
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The....

Motorman and Conductor

The Hamilton , Ont., company is rapidly
equipping the city cars with side vesi bule
doors. This will be an apprecia ple relief
to the mortormen , and is the result of the
persistent work in that direction , of Div.
No. 107.
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We are pleased to report that Vice-Presi
dent J . C . Colgan , Chicago agent of the
“ Motorman and Conductor," is again able
to take up the work of the Association

journal, after being confined by a serious
operation .

SEPTEMBER IS 1892

A
N
A
M
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N

MPLOYES

Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway
Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month
ly. W . D . MAHON , President.

In the list of " death and disability claims

paid ," as appearing in another column , it
will be seen that two $ 75 .00 claims are in
cluded . These two claims were incurred

under the old rate of benefit wherein the

beneficiary was constitutionally entitled to
only w75 .00.

Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES.
Editor, Detroit, Mich .
Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .

Per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 cents

Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

General Executive Board Member C . 0 .

Pratt, who has been indisposed for some

time, is now suffering from Bright' s disease

to such an extent that it has taken him

from Association work . He is taking treat
ment at Mt. Clemens, and from last reports
there seems to be encouragement that he is

improving.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .

W . D . MAHON . .. .. .. .. International President
A . W . MORRISON . .. . . . . . .First Vice - President
BENJ. COMMONS . . . . Second Vice - President
J. C . COLGAN . . . . . . Third Vice - President

WM . KELLEY . . . . . Fourth Vice - President
J . J . THORPE . . . . . . . Fifth Vice - President

REZIN ORR .. . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
D . L . DILWORTH . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .Chairman
R . L . REEVES. . . . . . . .Secretary

C . 0 . PRATT.
WM. JACOBS.
D . J . REID .

WM . B . FITZGERALD ,

FRED FAY.
M . SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.

1905 finds the Amalgamated Association
comparatively at peace with the world .
This is a most unusual status, as never be
fore has the Association entered a New
Year but that more or less serious situa
tions were in existence while others were

threatening. The Association certainly
has reason for congratulation .

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter .

There will be a bill introduced in the
Canadian Parliament which , if enacted , will

compel aisles in summer cars operated
within the Dominion . This is a

life saving and humane measure, and

will very likely become a law . The bill is
being prepared by the Premier, at the in
stance of the Canadian Labor Congress.

BOB

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .
The New York State legislature will be

calleu upon again this winter to pass a

general vestibule bill. A persistent effort

was made last winter to secure vestibule

legislation in New York , but the opposition

proved too strong, and the motormen of that

State, aside from Albany and Troy , are yet
subject to the merciless elements of rigid
northern winter weather.

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trang

portation and trade matters generally . To en

courage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor . and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition .

A sad accident is reported from East

St. Louis, Mo., in which Conductor A . H .

Kaths, a member of Division No. 125 , met
an untimely death . Bro . Kaths leaned over

from the cab to observe some object in the
rear, while his car was in motion . His

head struck against a trolley pole, knock

ing him some distance from the car. The

accident occurred Dec. 7 and Bro. Kaths ex

pired Dec. 9 . He had been a member only
since July, 1904. Division No. 125 took
charge of the body and paid all funeral ex.
penses .

A most gratifying feature of the recent

local elections has been the fact that in
most parts old officers have been re-elected,

and have volunteered to again take up the
work of our Association .
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The San Francisco, Calif., Labor Council few men who will conserve the interests of
warns workmen to beware of the inducing others in jeopardy of their own.
advertisements appearing in the daily pa . Thus it is with most present-day employ
pers and otherwise circulated to incite la ers. Some of the inside workings of the
bor to migrate to the Pacific coast. If this financial mill are being discovered to the
warning is observed it will save many people by Mr. Lawson . From the picture he
heart-aches from the disappointment that is drawing, we see at each turn of the wheel
must be met upon entering a labor-flooded the merciless effect of the " system ,” and he
district. is revealing to us that while men have souls
The natural attractions attract to the Pa- and sympathy the “ system " has none .

cific coast multitudes, and many of them This same soulless, feelingless “ System "

become stranded there. It is a section has entered vastly into the control of the

where competition in the ordinary fields of electric railways. The system knows noth

labor is fiercely keen . It is the gateway ing but profit. It knows no men , it has no

for the entrance of the yellow Asiatics , sympathy. Its tenticles are busy exploring

whose labor is the cheapest in the world ' s every avenue for profit plunder. Through the

market. The warning of the San Francisco " system ” nearly every electric railway is

Labor Council is opportune, and should be heavily bonded , bonded for more, and in not

heeded by wage position seekers. a few instances, many times more than the
original cost. This indebtedness is owing to

HANDSOME PRESENT TO PRES. MAHON , the " system .” The system holds the bonds
and they must be paid . It is the specialPresident W . D . Mahon is in receipt of a
duty of the management to pay the debt.beautiful silver set of five pieces from Man
The " system ” must be paid and re-paid , and

hattan Division No. 332, of New York . The
the paying will go on and on. "Men mayelegant present is made in appreciation of
comeand men may go ,” but the bond-payinghis services through which the recent sub
continues .way settlement was brought about. The let

This is an important fact, and it has beenter accompanying the tribute is self-explan
for some time.

atory , and follows :
The matter of wages figures in this per

T . D . Mahon ,
petual bond -paying. Thus , any institution

International President.
that in anyway restricts the bond-paying

Dear Sir and Bro :
property of the employe is subject to thePlease accept this little token of esteem and

appreciation for the able manner in which wrath of the ' system ' ' But that wrath will
you conducted negotiations with the officials not be evidenced unless to a purpose .
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co. in the

The “ system " knew weil the weakness ofinterest of the menibers of Manhattan Divi

our association . Our men were forced tosion No. 332 . At 1 time when a strike seemed
inevitable your able handling of affairs brought contest. Our constitution invited them on ,
about a peaceful settiement to the advantage

but when it came time to make good, theof the men .

treasury was always found $ 5 per week perWith the hope that you may be spared many
years to watch over the interests of the mem man short of making good. Emissaries were
bers of our Associations, we are,

sent out among other trades, only to meetYours fraternally,
emissaries of like organizations with whomA B . MADDEN .

Secretary. must be divided what little succor other
GEO. E . PEPPEP,

" system " ground laborers were able to pro .President.
vide. Instead of $ 5 per week , the donations

would dwindle rapidly from $ 3 to $ 2 to $ 1 , toTHE DEFENSE FUND.
absolute emptiness. Discouraged and dis
appointed , the men were soon forced toThe history of our association for the past yield , only to a more severe bond payment

year has amply exemplified the wisdom of
to the " system ."the Pittsburg convention relative to the de Today it is changed ; and why ? Because

fense tund legislation .
the Association has been placed in a posiPrevious to the establishment of the de - tion to deliver. The “ system " is familiar

fense fund, it became a well-known fact that with that fact, and the bond payment is

our association was weak in the matter of much modified to the advantage of the em

support for the membership of Divisions that ploye. It is more profitable to the ' system ,”

became involved in struggles for conditions as, to exact too much stops payment alto .
or even existence.

gether, and for too long a time. The defenseHuman nature is as deeply seated in the fund is there and the " system " knows it.
employer as in the employe . The matter of However, it is not there to encourage
wages is a potent factor to an employer. useless and unwarranted strikes , but it is
True, there are employers that manifest a there to back the approval of the Execu
liberal degree of concern for their employes. tive Board .
It is natural of even the average employer The indirect benefit of the defense fund
to desire to be fair to his fellow -man , and has been inestimable value to all, and the
most particularly so to an employe from direct benefit has been most practical to
whose labor he purposes to reap a profit. those who have fought our active battles
But the law of nature has so constructed during the year. It will be practical, if
mankind that, whether he be employer or necessary , to those whom may become
employe, for, self defense he wills to check legally involved during the present year.
his sympathy for others until he is from un - The defense fund enters most materially
der the millstone himself. There are but into the prestige of our Association .
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FROM THE AMALGAMATED VIEW have at times arisen, but in the most serious

POINT.
President Mahon has taken direct charge

of the situations and has succeeded in

From the Amalgamated View Point. steering the ship clear of the shoals. In
every instance his wisdom has been exempli.

In so far as the Amalgamated Association fied by the results, and we have reason for
is concerned , the retrospect of 1904 brings congratulation that we have a master-hand

decided satisfaction . During the year there at the helm ,

were 21 new Divisions instituted in asmany The result is , we are entering 1905 with

different localities. Nine Divisions disband an inviting future. The tight reins of oppo

ed , or lapsed , or consolidated, leaving a net sition are loosening , and the indications are
gain of twelve locals . The membership has that there will be plenty of work at good

increased in round numbers three thousand,ad ; wages for all crafts.
but much of this resulted from employment Labor today stands dignified , and 1904
of more men by extended service on part of may be passed over to history as having

corporations where our locals are employed , left no ruts or furrows to mar that dignity .

and the development of membership upon On the other hand, much has been added .

open roads. During the year there occurred

four strikes. In two cases, satisfactory set.

tlements with written agreements resulted . DEATH CLAIMS PAID DURING THE

In another the men returned to work with YEAR 1904.

out effect, and in one instance the strike

was declared off , after a long and bitter con Amount

he members seciiring employment Division No. 17, Terre Haute , Ind . - D .

elsewhere. So far as our Association is J . Ryan , admitted Nov. 6 , 1900, died

concerned this strike was lost May 23, 1904 ; tuberculosis. . . . .. . . . $100.00
During 1904 the Association paid out in Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs,

strike benefits as per the Defense Fund pro . Colo . - Geo . Neff, admitted Sept. 24 ,

vision of the Constitution , $ 13,130.00, or 2 ,626 1900, died July 12, 1904 ; consump

weeks' benefits. This equals the sustenance
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

at $ 5 .00 per week of 5012 men for an entire

year.
Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. - T .

The Association has paid 152 death bene.
J . Kelley, admitted Feb . 12, 1900,

fits during the year and 7 disability benefits .
died April 18, 1904 ; pulmonary

There have been reported to the office some
tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 100.00

deaths wherein the deceased had not been
Wm. H . Murphy, admitted April 14 ,

connected with the Association the consti
1900 , died Oct. 12, 1904 ; pulmonary

tutional period of one year to be entitled tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

to benefits. Other cases have been reported Division No. 32, Saginaw , Mich .

where the deceased member was in arrears Huey McKinnon , admitted Sept. 1 ,

in dues. Of the claims paid , 16 per cent 1899, died Aug. 9, 1904 ; pulmonary

were in cases of death from consumption , hemorrhage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

and 17 per cent resulted from accidents ; Division No. 52, East Liverpool, 0 .

one-third of the deaths being from these two I. E . Calvin , admitted Dec. 12, 1901,

causes. died Dec. 21 , 1903; consumption . . . 100.00
The seven disabilities resulted from acci Division No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa.

dents . Thos. W . Dean , admitted July 22,
One case of murder while on duty ap 1902, died Sept. 23, 1903 ; smallpox. 100.00

pears in the list.

The death rate noted here refers only to
Edw . Hough , admitted June 6,

beneficiaries. Those not one year in the
1900, died Dec. 18, 1903 ; acute

Association are not beneficial.
pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

During the year there has not been a Thos. Hoarty , admitted Jan . 14 ,

reduction in wage in the entire jurisdiction 1903, died Feb . 9 , 1904 . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
of the Association , while there have been Wm . Rode, admitted Oct . 24 , 1902,
some material gains. This , in itself, is most died July 1 , 1904 ; typhoid pneu

gratifying. monia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

The year 1904 passes over to 1905 Jas. Myers, admitted May 9 , 1899,
two lockouts. One is the case of Terre

Haute. This struggle has been on for more
died Oct. 4 , 1904 ; diabetes and

than two years . The status of the situation
gangrene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

is unchanged from what it was at the be
Thos . Murphy, admitted Feb . 27,

ginning of 1904. The other instance is the
1903, died Nov. 5 , 1904 ; found dead . 100.00

contention between the South Bend, Ind ., Division No. 98 , Akron , 0 . - Patrick

Division , and the city company. The mem - Carey, admitted Dec. 15 , 1898 , died

bers of our local in South Bend are em Feb . 23, 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

ployed by another company, but the contest Division No. 99, Winnipeg, Man.

goes on, much to the irritation of the com - Patrick Mullen , admitted May 31,

pany effected . 1900, died March 8 , 1904 ; smothered

Aside from these two instances , peaceful in burning building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

relations exist between our Divisions and Division No. 101, Vancouver, B , C .

the employing companies. T . W . Hawley, admitted July 23 ,
During the year some serious situations 1900 , died Aug. 4 , 1904 ; drowning. . 100.00
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Division No. 103, Wheeling, W . Va.

A . B . Fish , admitted Nov. 1 , 1901,

died Jan . 6 , 1904 ; septic infection . . 100.00

Division No. 109, Victoria , B . C . - R .

V . Turner, admitted July 2 , 1901,

died January, 1904 ; drowned . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont. - Don .
ald McKinnon , admitted Aug . 3 ,

1899, died Jan . 25, 1904 ; accident . . 100.00

Samuel G . Graham , admitted Nov .

7 , 1902, died March 16 , 1904 ; tuber
culosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Hugh A . Jackson , admitted Aug.

3, 1899, died Oct. 17, 1904 ; tuber
culosis . . . .

Division No. 115 , Chattanooga, Tenn.

M , D . Hale , admitted Nov. 8 , 1902 ,
died March 29, 1904 ; accident . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 125 , Belleville, Ill. — .

Nichols, admitted Nov. 14, 1902,

died March 3, 1904 ; blood poison
and typhoid fever. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 132, Troy, N . Y . - Edw . S .
Blow , admitted Feb . 8, 1900, died
April 1, 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Roson Chase, admitted Feb . 8 ,

1900 , died Dec. 16, 1904 ; typhoid

pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 134 , New Westininster,

B . C . - T . S . Tait, admitted Sept. 18 ,
1901, died July 4 , 1904 ; phthisis . . . 100.00

Division No. 148, Albany, N . Y . - Jos.

Malters, admitted June 16 , 1900,
died Aug. 16 , 1904.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 168, Scranton, Pa. - L . H .
Singleman , admitted June 22, 1901,

died May 3, 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 169, Easton, Pa. - - James

Wagner, admitted Feb . 10 , 1902,
died April 25 , 1904 ; appendicitis . . 100 .00

Division No. 173 , Hazleton , Pa . - Jas.

Moy, admitted Jan . 18. 1901, died

Feb . 23, 1903. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 .00

Division No. 175 , Fall River, Mass.

Thos. Connolly , admitted Oct. 10,

1902, died Dec. 30 , 1903; pulmonary
tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 177 , Roanoke, Va. - John

0 . Eanes , admitted Feb . 14 , 1901,
died July 28, 1904 ; asthenia . . . . . . . 100.00

E . P . Arnold , admitted Feb . 14 ,

1901, died Dec. 10, 1904; pernici
ous anemia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 186 , Anderson , Ind.

John Nelson , admitted March 26 ,
1903, died Aug. 29, 1904 ; accident . . 100.00

Division No. 192, Oakland , Cal. - Jer

ome Pujol, admitted July 10, 1902,

died Dec. 30, 1903; acute meningitis

(cerebral) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 193, Waterbury, Conn.

James Murrican , admitted July 5 ,

1901, died Nov. 15, 1903 ; pernicious

anaemia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Wm . McClure, admitted July 5 , 1901,

died Oct. 10 , 1903 ; pulmonary phy

. . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La.

G . Palmer , admitted June 20 , 1901,

died Jan . 12, 1904 ; phthisis pul

monalis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

John J. Simpson , admitted Oct. 2,

1902, died Feb . 6 , 1904 ; exhaustion . 100.00.
Robt, Ragas, admitted Feb. 17, 1902,
died March 23, 1904 ; phthisis pul

monalis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Andrew Smith , admitted Feb . 17 ,

1902, died March 23, 1904 ; general

peritonitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

P . Griffin , admitted June 20 , 1901,

died May 1, 1904 ; acute peretonial

inflammation and cardiac failure . . . 100.00

Wm . Carroll, admitted Jan . 27, 1902,

died Sept. 8 , 1904 ; cerebral hemorr

nage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Joseph Hoffman , Sr., admitted Nov.

18 , 1901, died Nov. 30, 1304 ; tuber

culosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

P . McCorkle , admitted June 20, 1901,

died Dec. 10 , 1904 ; tyrotoxicou pois

oning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Peter Calderaro , admitted May 19,

1902, died Feb . 14 , 1904 ; pneumonia 100.00

Division No. 205 , San Francisco , Cal.- -

T . H . Anderson , admitted June 12,

1902, died Dec. 6 , 1903 ; dilitation of
heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

A . S . Rose, admitted Oct. 12, 1901,

died Feb . 15, 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . . 100.00
T . A . Fennessey, admitted June 14,
1902, died Apr. 24 , 1904 ; pneumonia 100 .00
Jihn O 'Connell, admitted June 26 ,

1902, died July 16 , 1904 ; consump

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 100 .00
John Dunn, admitted July 26, 1902,

died Sept. 15 , 1904 ; , cerebral throm
bosis . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Henry A . Linn, admitted July 19,

1902, died Dec. 4 , 1904 ; cancer . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 234, Pensacola , Fla . - J .
M . Ackerman , admitted Oct. 13,

1902, died May 12 , 1904 ; tuber

culosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

A . W . Sears, admitted March 30,

1902, died Dec. 25, 1903; hemiplegia 100.00

M . McGarrigle, admitted April 18,

1902, died Feb. 22, 1904 ; pneumonia 100.00

Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.
Thomas Lynch , admitted Nov . 5 ,

1903, died Nov. 12, 1904 ; phthisis
pulmonalis . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill. - Angus

McKenzie , admitted June 12, 1902 ,

died Oct. 30 , 1903 ; pulmonary tuber

culosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Ben . F . Jones, admitted Sept. 1,
1902, died Oct . 31, 1903 ; exposure . 100. 00
Wm . F . Shultz , admitted Sept. 1 ,

1902, died Dec. 22, 1903 ; phthisis

and hemorrhage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Wm Sprague, admitted July 8 ,

1902, died Dec. 1 , 1903 ; cerebral

embolism and paralysis. . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Maurice Mulcahy, admitted June

12, 1902, died Dec. 15 , 1903 ; pneu

monia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

James McAvoy , admitted Sept. 1,

1902, died Dec. 26 , 1903; pneu
monia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

H . H . Carstens, admitted Sept. 1, :

1902, died Dec. 29, 1903 ; pneumo

nia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

thisis . . . .
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D . C . Ryan, admitted June 12, 1902,

died Jan . 31, 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . 100.00

H . F . Dagan , admitted June 25 ,

1902, died Feb . 13 , 1904 ; typhoid

fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Geo . B . Beckler, admitted July 8 ,
1902, died Feb . 6 , 1904 ; peritonitis

from bullet wound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

James Pryor, admitted June 12,

1902, died Feb . 7 , 1904 ; carcinomo

of stomach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

F . Anderson , admitted Sept. 1, 1902,

died Feb . 7 , 1904 ; appendicitis and

peritonitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

John Thompson , admitted Sept. 1,
1902 , died April 26 , 1904 ; phthisis

pulmonalis . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . 100.00

Thomas McCarthy, admitted July 8 ,

1902, died April 8 , 1904 ; fatty de

generation of heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
100.00

E . Smith , admitted Nov. 1, 1902,
died March 7 , 1904 ; typhoid fever 100 .00

Ferdinand Leyh , admitted Nov . 1 ,
1902, died June 13, 1904 ; endo car

dites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
Wm . Noonan , admitted July 1 , 1902 ,

died June 13, 1904 ; toxaemia

coma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
Henry Mueller, admitted Mar. 17,

1903, died Aug. 8, 1904 ; pleurisy

and paralysis of heart . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

John Roloff, admitted July 1 , 1902 ,

died Oct. 13, 1904 ; accident. . . . . . . 100 .00

Thomas Considine, admitted July

12, 1902, died Oct. 25 , 1904 ; acci

dent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
H . A . McGrew , admitted Sept. 1,
1902, died Nov. 21, 1904 ; accident. 100.00

James M . Andrews, admitted May 2,

1902, died Nov. 15 , 1904 ; paralysis . 100 .00

Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass.
David S . Blair, admitted July 18,

1902, admitted Jan . 13, 1904 . . . . . . . 100 .00
John Kirwin , admitted May 15 ,

1902, died Dec. 4 , 1904 ; heart dis

ease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Division No. 255 , Pottstown, Pa.

James Miller, admitted May 14 , 1902 ,

died Dec. 3 , 1904 ; typhoid pneu
m onia . . . . . . . . . . .: : . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00. . . . . . . . . .

Division No. 256 , Sacramento , Cal.

F . A . Hines, admitted Aug. 19, 1902,

died June 23 , 1904 ; pulmonary em

bolism . . . . . . . . . . : : : : . . . . . . . . 100.00
"

Division No. 260, Chicago , Ill.-- Albert
Sands, admitted July 1 , 1902, died

Dec. 26 , 1903 ; pneumonia . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

M . P . Delaney, admitted Oct. 5 ,
1902, died Dec. 29, 1903 ; bronchitis 100.00

Frank H . Larkin , admitted July 1 ,

1902, died March 15 , 1904; pneu
monia . . . . . . ' . . . . . 100.00

'
David Lynch , admitted May 29,

1902, died March 19, 1904 ; heart

disease . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Anthony Rogers, admitted Mar. 30 ,

1903, died April 2 , 1904 ; rupture
of heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

J . S . Woodruff , admitted Sept. 25 ,

1902, died May 26 , 1904 ; nephritis 100.00

Thos . Shanahan , admitted Oct. 1 ,

1902, died July 24 , 1904 ; chronic

gastritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

C . A . Brunsell, admitted July 1 ,

1902, died Aug . 4 , 1904 ; pulmonary

tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

J . C . Sprague, admitted Aug . 29,

1902, died July 2 , 1904 ; tubercu
Tosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Henry Good, admitted Oct. 1, 1902,

died Sept. 23, 1904 ; pyaemia and
melastatic abscesses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Michael Creagin , admitted Oct. 1 ,

1902, died Nov. 26 , 1904 ; pneumonia 100.00

Richard J . Cowhey, admitted Feb .

28, 1903, died Nov. 2 , 1904 ; pulmon

ary tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 262, Norwich , Conn .
Division No. 262. No

Geo . C . Lyons, admitted June 26 ,
1902, died July 28 , 1903 ; dysentery . 100 .00

Division No. 267, Chicago , Ill. — John

Keohane, admitted Aug. 30, 1902 ,

died Aug. 4 , 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 273, Chicago, Ill. —

Charles Ward, admitted June 25 ,

1902, died July 4 , 1904 ; killed in

wreck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 280 , Lowell, Miss. - John

Mason , admitted March 4 , 1903,
died April 9 , 1904 ; cerebral hemor

rhage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Peter Mitchell, admitted Sept. 29,

1902, died Dec. 16 , 1904 ; ulcer of the

stomach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 281, New Haven , Conn .

N . S . Jacobs, admitted Sept. 4 , 1902 ,

died April 30, 1904 ; meningitis . . . . 100.00
Geo . E . Davis, admitted Sept. 4 ,
1902, died July 4 , 1904 ; heart

disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Arthur E . Hall, admitted Oct. 8 ,

1902, died July 5 , 1904 ; pyaemia . . . 100. 00
Patrick J . Murphy, admitted June

18, 1903, died Aug. 6 , 1904 ; con

sumption . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Fred W . Mayer, admitted Sept. 14,

1902, died Aug. 10 , 1904 ; nephritis . 100.00
Henry B . Bartley, admitted Sept. 4 ,
1902, died Oct. 19, 1904 ; Bright's

disease . . . 100 .00
Division No. 282, Rochester, N . Y. - - C .

Harmor, admitted Aug. 26, 1902 ,

died Feb . 23, 1904 ; pneumonia . . . . . 100.00

J . H . Ramsay, admitted Aug. 18,

1902, died March 23, 1904 ; pneu
monia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

W . J. Steele, admitted Aug. 18 , 1902,

died April 4 , 1904 ; tuberculosis . . . . 100.00
A . Bailard , admitted Aug. 18 , 1902,

died March 31, 1904 ; pernicious
anaemia . . . . . . . 100.00

Otto Weiland, admitted Aug. 18,

1902, died Nov. 4 , 1904 ; septicemia . 100.00

Frank Farley, admitted Aug. 18 ,

1902, died Nov. 14, 1904 ; heart dis

ease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 283, Brooklyn , N . Y .

John Mulraney, admitted March 18 ,

1903, died March 19, 1904 ; acute

nephritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

James Garvey , admitted Aug. 22,

1902, died March 26 , 1904 ; septi

cemia and fracture of the tibia and

00 . 00
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. . . . . . . 100. 00

fibulia . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Patrick Hughes admitted Sept. 10

1902, died May 7, 1904 ; pneumonia 100.00

Patrick McTague, admitted Aug. 22,

1902, died Sept. 13, 1904 ; cancer of

liver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 287, Chagrin Falls , 0 .

Julius Neibauer, admitted Dec . 24 ,

1902, died July 15, 1904 ; drowning 100.00

Division No. 288, Omaha , Neb . - W . H .

Bauer, admitted March 4 , 1903, died

March 27, 1904 ; typhoid pneumonia 100.00
Division No. 303 , Fort Sheridan , Ill. -

M . H . Sullivan , admitted Nov. 28,

1902, died Aug. 11, 1904 ; gastric
catarrh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 307, Stillwater, N . Y .

Tom Renick , admitted Nov. 24, 1902,

died March 25 , 1904 ; accident. . . . . 100.00

John Lynch , admitted Dec. 31, 1902,
died July 10 , 1904 ; accident. . . . . . 100.00

Will Shand, admitted Dec. 31, 1902,
died Nov. 3, 1904 ; accident. . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill.
Charles F . Moldt, admitted Dec, 20 ,

1902, died July 5 , 1904 ; typhoid
fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . 100.00

C . L . Collin , admitted Jan . 14, 1903,

died July 6 , 1904 ; accident . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Patrick Grady , admitted Dec . 10,

1902, died July 19, 1904 ; phthisis . . . 100 .00

Miss C . Murphy , admitted April 16 ,

1903 , died Aug. 30, 1904 ; typhoid

. . . . . . . . . 100 .00

A . E . Ambrose, admitted Dec. 17,

1902, died Sept. 24 , 1904 ; drown
ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 318, Chicago, Ill. —

Charles Sellergren , admitted Jan .

17, 1903, died June 18, 1904 ; pneu

monia . . . . . . .: ;;: : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Peter Millon , admitted Jan . 17,

1903, died June 3 , 1904 ; accident. 100.00
Division No. 325 , Conneaut, 0 . — John

F . Stout, admitted March 5 , 1903,

,died Dec. 17, 1904 ; typhoid fever . . . . 100.00

Division No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa - --
John Quinlivan , admitted April 27,

1903, died June 8, 1904 ; pneumonia 100 .00

Division No. 332, New York , N . Y .

Wm . McGloin , admitted March 4 ,

1903, died April 8 , 1904 ; tubercu
losis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

G , A . Thompson , admitted March

4 , 1903, died April 22, 1904 ; pneu

monia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

John Padden , admitted March 4 ,

1903, died April 8 , 1904 ; accident . . 100.00

T . C . Brown , admitted April 20,

1903, died May 5 , 1904 ; chronic
meningitis . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . 100.00
Tim , J. Murray , admitted Feb . 9 ,

1903, died Feb . 19, 1904; accident. . 100 .00

D . Kelliher, admitted May 1, 1903,

died May 14, 1904 ; accident. . . . . : 100.00

G . F . Lawrence , admitted April 20,

1903, died June 14 , 1904 ; Bright's
disease .. . . . . .

Hugh Armstrong, admitted March

4 , 1903, died June 20, 1904 ; ulcer of

the stomach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

J . J. Mulhare, admitted March 4,

1903, died July 5 , 1904 ; tuberculosis 100 .00

S . H . Sweet, admitted March 4 ,

1903, died Aug. 2 , 1904 ; pneumonia . 100.00

John Flaherty, admitted April 20 ,

1903, died Aug. 11, 1904 ; drowning . 100.00
Robert Vernon, admitted April 20 ,

1903, died Aug. 26 , 1904 ; nephritis . 100 .00

E . Corley, admitted April 20, 1903,

died Sept. 13, 1904 ; phthisis . . . . . . . 100 .00

W . A . Whitbeck , admitted April 20,

1903, died Sept. 27, 1904 ; appen

dicitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
James Murray, admitted March 4 ,

1903, died Sept. 17, 1904 ; nephritis. 100.00

Emil Schneider, admitted June 22 ,

1903, died Oct. 7 , 1904 ; peritonitis . 100.00
James Ray, admitted April 20, 1903,

died Oct. 18 , 1904 ; Bright' s disease 100 .00

James Jones, admitted April 20 ,

1903, died Nov. 21, 1904 ; lung

trouble . . . . . . . . . .

F . B . Casey, admitted March 4 , 1903,

died Oct. 18, 1904 ; consumption . . . . 100.00

Irving Lanphear, admitted March 4 ,

1903, died Oct. 17, 1904 ; accident. . 100.00

J . L . Lumby, admitted March 4 ,

1903, died Oct. 31, 1904 ; accident . . 100.00

Timothy Nagle, admitted March 4 ,

1903, died Nov . 11, 1901; nephritis . 100.00
Wm . Swissler, admitted April 20,

1903, died Dec. 20 , 1904 ; consump
tion . . . . . . . .

Total amount paid in death claims
during 1904 . . . . . . .

.. . . . . . . . . . $ 15 ,175,00

Disability Claims Paid During the Year of

1904 .

Division No. 109, Victoria , B , C . - Geo .

Anderson , admitted April 4 , 1900,

claim paid Jan. 22, 1904 . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Division No. 176 , Sharpsville, Pa .

Joseph M . Thomas, admitted March

14 , 1902, claim paid Feb . 11, 1904 . 75.00
Division No. 241, Chicago , Ill. - T . G .

Dressler, admitted Sept. 1, 1902,

claim paid Oct. 24, 1904 . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 260, Chicago , Ill. - John

E . Moline, admitted July 1 , 1902,
claim paid June 2 , 1904 . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

W . F . Gibson, admitted Aug . 29,

1903, claim paid Sept. 23, 1904 . . . . 100.00
F . P . Dalton , admitted Oct. 1 1902,

claim paid Dec. 22, 1904 . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 266 , Chicago , Ill. - James

Rubedew , admitted June 25 , 1902,

claim paid Oct. 25 , 1904 . . . .. . . . . . 100.00

. . . . . . . 100.00

Total amount paid for disability

claims during 1904 . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 675 .00

Total amount paid for both death

and disability claims during 1904 15 ,850.00

Number of death claims paid . .. . . . . . . . .. 152

Number of disability claims paid . . . . . . . . 7

Total number of death and disability
claims paid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

: : : : : . . . . 100.00

Leonard's Casino and Laton Place.and baton Place.

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND
TOT
JOHN J. LEONARD, Prop.

I DONADO Dro
BROOKLYN , N . Y .
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PRESIDENT' S REPORT OF TRIP TO THE quet addresses were made and the welfare

WEST. of the Association discussed until the wee

hours of the morning, when we adjourned

amid the assurance of the membership of
Leaving the office on October 29th , ac

one of the oldest Divisions of the Amal.

companied by Treasurer Orr, we took up gamated Association that her past record
our trip as delegates to the American Fed would be maintained and that Division No.

19 would ever be found in the foremost
eration of Labor towards San Francisco, to

o ranks upholding the banner of the Amal
attend the coming Convention and visit the gamated Association and true. Trades

various Local Divisions en route. Unionism in the Rocky Mountain district .

Our first stop was made at Chicago , From Colorado Springs we proceeded to
Salt Lake City, where we made our next

where we attended the ball given by Divi stop . We spent some three days in Salt
sion 241 on Saturday evening, which was a Lake City, and closed our visit there with

grand success, and without question the two large and enthusiastic mass meetings.

largest ball we had ever witnessed given The first meeting was a general meeting
arranged by the organizations of the Broth

by any labor organization . There were be
erhood of Carpenters and our Division , No.

tween 3,000 and 4 ,000 people in the hall, 382. This meeting was attended by the gen

coming from all sections of this great city eral public, and was addressed by Secretary

and from all walks of life, to pay their Frank Duffy and First Vice-President Guer

respects and to show their appreciation of
in , of the Brotherhood of Carpenters of Am

erica , by Rezin Orr, and your humble ser
Division 241. While I am unable to say vant. After the close of the mass meeting
what was the outcome of the ball, the ben . the second meeting was opened under the
efits financially run into the thousands of auspices of Division No. 382. This meeting
dollars, to say nothing of the good will and was also addressed by Bro . Duffy, Bro. Orr
friendship created by the officers and mem and myself. It was an enthusiastic meet
bers in coming in contact in a social way ing . Following this, there was a short re
with their friends throughout the entire view of the work of the Division by its of
city . ficers , which showed the successful move.

On Sunday we held meetings with the ments of this Division during the past year.
representative officers and committees of the While a new organization, it has become the
different Divisions to adjust some internal pride of the entire labor movement of the
trouble in connection with the Association city. The Division is officered by able ,
in Chicago. Leaving there on Sunday capable and efficient officers , as its manage
evening, we made our next stop on Mon - ment during the past year has shown, and
day, at Omaha, Neb ., where we attended judging from her membership , that will ever
two meetings of Division 288 ; one meeting be her policy. We left Salt Lake City with
taking place in the afternoon and the other the assurance of the officers and members
in the evening. These meetings were large of this Division that her past history will
ly attended by the membership of the Divi. be her future, and that her members will
son , and we found everything in this Divi- not be found wanting when it comes to a
sion in harmony, and left after the close question of upholding the true principles
of our meeting, late Monday night, with of Unionism .

the assurance from the officers and mem From Salt Lake City we continued on to
bers that Division 288 would ever be found San Francisco and spent the next fourteen
in line with the policies of our organization days in attendance at the American Feder
and upholding the principles of Trades ation of Labor Convention , a report of
Unionism . which will be found in another column.

Leaving Omaha late at night in order to While at San Francisco we attended meet
make our connections , we arrived in Den - ings at Oakland, Stockton , San Jose and
ver the following evening. We spent three other points. While personally I did not
days in Denver , where there is no organiza have the opportunity to visit San Jose , Bro .
tion of our Association. However , we met Orr visited that city and reported the sit
with several of the street railway employesuation so far as our Association in that
of that city and discussed the situation city was concerned to be in a flourishing
there and outlined plans for the future, and prosperous condition .
which we believe, in time, will result in Leaving the Convention , on our return
establishing an organization in that city . trip , we went the southern route and took

Leaving Denver, our next stop was made up our work again at El Paso , Texas. At

at Colorado Springs, Colo . We were met El Paso , where one of our Divisions had

at the depot by the officers of Division lapsed and gone down, we spent one day ,

No. 19. and during the afternoon were but found the situation there somewhat in

shown the mountain sceneries and sights different, and because of the inclement

in and around Colorado Springs. At 12 weather , we were unable to do much work .

o 'clock on the evening of our arrival, we Leaving El Paso , our next stop was made

were escorted to the hall of Division No. at Houston , Texas, where we held several

19. where we found the entire membership meetings with the committee of Division

assembled surrounding the banqueting No. 84 in connection with the recent strike.

board , where a fine banquet had been pre- also attended a meeting of the Central La

pared in honor of our visit. After the ban bor Union .
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keep to the same policy, that the same suc

cess may crown the efforts of our organiza

tion during the year of 1905 .

Yours fraternally ,
W . D . MAHON ,

International President.

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA ,

By W . D . MAHON .

(Chapter VI. - Continued from November. )

From Houston , our next stop was made

at Galveston , Texas, where we were royal

ly received by the officers representing Divi-

sion No. 78. We were shown over the city

by a committee representing the Division

and the Central Labor Union of that city .

At 12 o 'clock a mass meeting of the Divi,

sion was held . We found the same spirit

in Division No. 78 that had always existed ;

her officers and members being enthusiastic

in behalf of the cause of Unionism .

From Galveston , our next stop was made

at Beaumont, Texas, where we visited one

of our young Divisions, but I assure the read

ers, an enthusiastic and earnest one. The

meeting at Beaumont was held at 1 o'clock

at night, after the men had come in froin

their runs. The meeting was attended by

almost every member. Our addresses were

listened to with attention . Following that,

a discussion of the general conditions was
participated in by the entire membership ,

While this was our first visit to this Divi

sion , yet amonst her members we found

some of our old members and true and

tried Amalgamated men . We were pre

vailed upon to remain over for the next

evening to address a public mass meeting

of the Trades Unions of the city . The mass

meeting was presided over by the President

of the Central Labor Union and attended by

the representatives of the various organi.

zations of the city . During our stay in

Beaumont we were very kindly treated and

our stay made pleasant not only by the rep-

resentatives of our own organization , but

by the representatives of organized labor in

general.

We left Beaumont after the mass meeting,

and our next stop was made at New Or

leans, where we spent several days in con -

nection with local affairs there, and on

leaving New Orleans separated , Bro . Orr

going home by the way of Chicago , and on

account of matters of importance calling

for my attention in New York , I went on to

the latter city, where I spent several days

in looking after matters concerning several

of our organizations in different parts of

the country , returning from there to the

general office.

Throughout our entire trip we found the

organizations of our Association all in first

class shape, and such is the condition not

only in the organizations visited by use

upon this trip , but concerning the organiza -

tion in general. This new year finds our

organization practically at peace with the

world , stronger than it was ever before in

her history in every way, and working in

harmony throughout almost her entire juris

diction . This has been due to the hard

work of our local and International officers,

aided and assisted by the great rank and

file of our membership during the past

year. The wise policy decided upon by

our Association in general one year ago has

borne its fruit and today we are reaping

the benefit of a conservative policy . In

closing I want to congratulate the member.

ship in general upon the course pursued

and the success attained during the year

of 1904 and would again appeal to them to

The second Convention of the Amalga

mated Association assembled in the City

Hall of Cleveland, Ohio , on Monday, Oc

tober 9th , 1893. The following fourteen

divisions answered the call for this Conven

tion and were represented by nineteen dele

gates, two alternates, four officers and three

visitors, as follows :

Division No. 1, - Indianapolis , Ind., Thos.
D . Stringer.

Division No. 3, Detroit, Mich ., J. H . MC

Cormick , R . W . Chase and H . Field .

Division No. 6 , Youngstown, Ohio, Patrick

F . Farragher .

Division No. 8 , Toledo, Ohio, E . T . Wilcox

Delegate, and A . C . Douglass, Alternate.

Division No. 9 , Columbus, Ohio , W . D .

Mahon .

Division No. 14, Fort Wayne, Ind., R . L .

Seaton .

Division No. 15 , Milwaukee, Wis., J . W .

Kennedy, R . K . Curtis and James E . Flint.

Division No. 18, Cleveland, Ohio , C . C .

Reeve, Delegate, and C . F . Warner, Alter

nate .

Division No. 19, Colorado Springs , Colo .,

John Young.

Division No. 21, Canton , Ohio , C . E . Fultz .

Division No. 24 , Knoxville, Tenn ., L . S .

Miller.

Division No. 25, Houston , Tex ., C . P .
Dodge.

Division No. 27, St. Paul, Minn., s. M .
Massey .

Division No. 28, Minneapolis, Minn., J . E .
Riley .

Division No. 31, Duluth , Minn ., Geo. D .
DeLisle.

Division No. 32, Saginaw , Mich., Fred
Fay .

The following officers were present: — Wm .

J. Law , President; E . S . Ingram , Rezin

Orr , Percy Byron , Board of Trustees. In

connection with these, there was seated

without a vote J . C . Thorner and James

Roberts , of Louisville, Ky., who were mem

bers of the Federated organizations of

street railway men , also J . H . Jaqua of

Evansville , Ind., representing a Federation

Union of Street Railway Employes of that

city .

The representative of Division No . 25, of
Houston , Tex., C . P . Dodge, after the seat

ing of the delegates, was found to be a

Cleveland man holding a proxy which had

been given him by President Law . He was

unseated . This was the first charter

granted to Houston , but the organization
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did no good and went out of existence in a mated Association they should make appli.

short time. cation for charter as Local Divisions when

The first business to come before the their application would be considered . This

Convention was a protest from Detroit, as ended the O 'Connell controversy, but it

there was a contesting delegation from that afterwards deleveloped that while O 'Connell

city headed by S . L . Clark , who had been was there claiming to represent the Brotn

one of the active delegates that represented erhood of Surface Railway Men , he was also

the Detroit organization at the Indianapolis scouring the city of Cleveland for adver

convention . The contesting delegation tisements for a souvenir , claiming to rep

claimed that Division No. 3 of Detroit, was resent the street railway men 's organiza

disrupted and that the majority of the mention .

in that city were then in an independent or A number of changes were made in the

ganization . They protested against the Constitution at this Convention . Among

seating of the delegates of No. 3 and de other things, it was decided to strike out

manded an investigation. After a long the salary of the Secretary-Treasurer and

fight on the floor of the Convention , the only pay him for such work as he was

matter was laid over until after the Con compelled to take time to do , and the

vention and the delegation was denied a President's salary was set at $ 800.00 per

hearing. While the writer and several year.

others protested strongly against this ac Among the many resolutions adopted was

tion , however, the majority were opposed one which requested that each local divis

to taking the matter up and decided to lay ion should set apart one-half hour each

it over for the incoming officers to investi meeting for a school of instruction , where

gate and straighten out. both motormen and conductors would be

One of the first matters to come before instructed in their duties of properly oper

this Convention was the question of affilia ating and conducting their cars and so on .

tion with the American Federation of The financial report showed that the in

Labor. The writer had been sent to this come of the Association from all sources
Convention with express instructions to during this year had been $ 1,685 .28 . It

bring about this affiliation, but when the showed an expenditure of $ 1,512.92 , leaving

President' s report was read , it showed that a balance on hand of $ 172. 36 to meet the

he had changed his position since the In - expenses of the Convention , then on , and

dianapolis Convention and recommended the work that was to follow .

such an affiliation . So , without any dis - When it came to the question of electing
sention , the Convention unanimously de- officers for the following year, there was a

cided to affiliate with the American Federa - strong opposition to President Law . On

tion of Labor, and a telegram was forward the other hand , it was a question of who

ed from the Convention instructing Presi would take the office. There were a num

dent Gompers of that body of the action of ber of conferences held among the leaders

the Convention . to decide this point. The gloomy condi

The Convention continued in session four tions before the organization were surely

days, closing in a night session on the 12th discouraging . As I have stated in the for
of October. mer chapter , the industrial panic of 1893

Among the questions discussed was was now upon us and the outlook was

that of per capita tax , which took up con gloomy for a new organization like ours

siderable time, but those in favor of low without a penny in its treasury and scarce

dues again triumphed , and the per capita ly an understanding between the General

tax was established at 5 cents a month , Organization and its Local Divisions, but

with a defense fund of 3 cents. after a thorough discussion of the situation ,

Mortimer. O 'Connell of New York , claim the decision of the majority was that the

ing to represent the Brotherhood of Surface writer should accept the presidency and

Railway Employes, again appeared at this attempt to build up the Associaion. All

Convention . He claimed to be holding a kinds of pledges and promises were made,

Convention of the Surface Brotherhood at but I am sorry to say the great majority of

the same time, and gave out statements to them were never fulfilled , as many of the

the papers claiming to have some sixteen delegates on returning to their homes were

or eighteen delegates, and that they were never again heard of, and those who ac

holding their meetings in the American cepted the offices had to struggle alone to

House. An investigation , however, proved the future of the Associaiion , and those

that the only persons at O 'Connell's Conven who do not know by experience can never

tion were Wm . Martin of New York , Frank appreciate what the struggle has meant or

C . Lewis of Lynn, Mass., and O 'Connent cost to those who accepted the offices in

himself. These three were the only per - that dark hour back in 1893.

sons that could be found. Investigation The officers elected at this Convention

during the year past by the officers of the were as follows: W . D . Mahon , of Co

Association had developed the fact that lumbus, Ohio, President; S . M . Mas

O 'Connell had misrepresented himself, and sey , St. Paul, Minn., Secretary-Treas

that he had no organization with the ex . urer ; J . W . Kennedy, of Milwaukee,

ception of a small local at Lynn, Mass. Wis., First Vice-President; L . S . Miller or

So, all propositions from O 'Connell were Knoxville, Tenn ., Second Vice-President;

rejected , and he was notified that if any John Young of Colorado Springs, Colo .,

organizations which he claimed to repre- Third Vice-President; Wm . J . Law of De

sent desired to affiliate with the Amalga - troit, Mich ., Fourth Vice-President, and P .
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until the next Convention , but to decide all
questions by correspondence. Thus the
second Convention of the Amalgamated As
sociation came to a close .

( To Be Continued.)

In Memoriam

Div . No. 132 – Troy, N . Y .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in his
infinite wisdom to call from our midst our be
loved brother, Rawson Chase, therefore, be it
Resolved . That we', the members of the A . A .

o : S . and E . R . R . 1 . of A . of Div . 132 , in meet

ing assembled , express our sorrow to the be

reaved faimly at the death of our brother ; and

that our charter be draped for thirty days in

respect to his memory . .
Resolved . That these resolutions be entered

or our minutes and a copy of the same sent to

the bereaved family and published in the official
journal.

Ex. Board Com or Resolutions.
THOMAS F . DALEY.

Secretary

T . M . COONEY, NEWLY-ELECTED PRESI
DENT OF DIV . NO. 194, NEW

ORLEANS, LA .

While new as president of the local. President

Cooney is by no means a novice in the labor

movement. He has served the division on the

Executive Board and has been prominently
identified as an able and conservative advisor in

the affairs of 194 As chief director he will well

conserve the best interests of his fellow work

men .

. CARDS OF GRATITUDE.

Conneaut, O ., Dec . 26, 1904.
Mr. W . D . Mahon .
Dear Sir : - Enclosed you will find Mrs. John

F . Stout' s receipt for one hundred dollars, COV

ering the death claim upon the late John F .

Stout, of Division , No. 325, " A . A . of S . & E .
R . E . of A . "

Thank you for your promptness in this mat
ter.
Mrs. Stout wishes ina to express her most sin

cere thanks for your kindness .

Respectfully and fraternally yours ,

R . G . PARKER .
Secretary No. 325.

Troy , N . Y ., Dec. 26 , 1934 .
Mr. Wm . D . Marion , International President,
No. 45 Hodge Bldg Detroit , Mich .
Dear Sir and Brother : - Yours of the 22d inst

has been received arid allow me to thank you

for your prompt action on the death of Bro .
Chase . You will find receipt for same enclosed .

Wishing you a Hap V New Year I remain , re
spectfully yours,

JAMES F . M 'KEON .

Financial Secretary Division No. 132.

F . Farragher of Youngstown, Ohio , Fifth
Vice-President. Board of Trustees elected

were E . S . Ingram of Indianapolis, Ind . ;

Geo . D . DeLisle of Duluth , Minn., and C . C .
Reeve of Cleveland, Ohio . It was then de-
cided to hold the next Convention at Mil
waukee, Wis . With this the Convention ad
journed sine die , and the Executive Coun .
cil and Board of Trustees arranged to hold
a meeting on the following day. At this
meeting the policies for the future direc
tion of the organization were decided upon .
It was decided that Secretary Massey should

maintain his headquarters at St. Paul,
Minn ., his home, and that the Interna

tional President should maintain his head

quarters in Columbus, Ohio , his home. The
Board instructed that the first matter to be
taken up was the situation at Detroit , and

see what they could do towards straighten
ing it out and establishing harmony in that
city. Following this, an appeal was sent to
the various organizations to forwara a :
once their per capita tax and some financial
assistance to aid the officers in taking up
the work of establishing and putting the

organization in working shape. With this
the Board adjourned , leaving the work or
the Association in the hands of the Presi.
dent and Secretary , and decided to hold no

more meeting on account 01 the expenses

" Do you keep the alabaster boxes of your
love and tenderness scaled up until your friends
are dead ? Fill their lives with sweetness.

Speak approving, cheering words while their

ears can hear them . and while their hearts can
be thrilled and male happy by them ; the kind
things you mean to say when they are gone,
say before they go . The flowers you mean to
send for their coffins. send to brighten and

sweeten their homes before they leave them .
If my friends have alabaster boxes laid away.

full of fragrant perſumes of sympathy and af

fection , which they intend to break over my
dead body. I would rather they would bring

them out in my weary and troubled hours, and
open them , that I may be refreshed and cheered
by them while Infect them . I would rather
have a plain coffin without a flower, a fu
neral without an culcgy. than a life without

the sweetness of love and sympathy. Let us
learn to anoint our friends beforehand for their

burial. Post-mortem kindness does not cheer
the troubled spirit. Flowers on the coffin cast
no fragrance backward over life ' s weary way. "
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

Div, No. 109 — Victoria, B . C .

President, A . W . Clayton , 8 Kings street;
vice-president, David Millar, 35 Yates street;
recording secretary, C . W . Thornton , 15 South
road ; financial secietary, R . C . Wilson , 220
Cook street; treasurer , David Dewar, 34 Freder
ick street; conductor, R . Dewar; warden , W .
Teddle ; sentinel, T . Roberts ; executive Board ,
A . W . Clayton , M . Brinkman , R . A . Ritchie ,
R . C . Wilson, E . A ! Inutt; correspondent to
Motorman and Conductor. A . W Clayton .

NEWLY ELECTED DIVISION OFFICERS.
Local Divisions that elected officers dur

ing the month of December, 1904, and that

have reported the result of their elections to

the Motorman and Conductor, together with

the officers elected and re-elected for 1905 ,

are given as follows :

Div . No, 26 — Detroit, Mich .

President, C . V . Duryea ; vice-president, S .
McMahon ; secretary- treasurer, C . H . Johnson ;
business agent, J . 1 . Cunningham ; sergeant-at
arms, G . Burns; executive board , C . Richard
son , H . Shively, C . Mellich , Wm . Halleen , J .
W . Gehrkan , A . A . McManamy, J. Canwell,
G . Mitchell, T . Suliivan , A . McLelland, C . E .
Partridge, P . Eby, Harry Pearce, C . Hart, D .
D . Cady. J . Bertram , W . J . Proctor, A . E .
Williams, D . McLeilará P . Prindle .
Delegates to the Trades and Labor Council

1 . White , J. Sarvis, A . McLeod, C . Livingstone,
B . Droullard , A . Stecker , J . A . Campbell, T .
McCarty , A . Saal, E . M , Rippon , J . Witt, W . N .
Allen , Geo . Wright I). J . McGraw , J. Fraser, 1
W . A . Green , C . * . Newman , D . McCielland,
P . Prindle

Div , No. 125 — Belleville.
President, G . L . Phillips ; vice -president, R .

R . Aldridge ; record 'r: secretary , V . C . Endi
cott; financial secretai'y and treasurer, H . P .
Paule ; delegate to Trades Assembly, Jos. G .
Bailey ; delegate to East St. Louis Trades
Council, M . Whalen ; warden . B . H . Ritter ; sen
tinel, M . Ryan ; executive board , G . L . Phil
lips, R . R . Aldridge, L . R . Friend, A . C .
Brown, J . D . Hall. Joir. W . Dermis and James
Burns.

Div . No 136 _ Ft Wavne ind

President, G . L . York ; vice -president. E . E .
Payne; recording secretary, W . H . Walker :
financial secretary , E E . Hayes ; treasurer,
J . C . Collins; conductor, D . L . Tisch ; warden ,
W . E . Koch : sentinel. J . F . Hollopeter : execu

tive board, G . L . Yor :, C . 0 . Vanness. Theo
dore Cutschall, E . E Hayes and Dansel; dele
gates to Fort Wayn Federation of Labor.

Theodore Cutschall, E . E . Hayes, W . G . Wilsey,
E . E . Payne and G . W . Elberson .

- -

Div. No. 52- East Liverpool, Ohio.

President, Charles Kontnier ; vice -president,
T . R . Williams; recording secretary, James
Poe ; financial secretary . Wm . Fulmer : treas

urer. Wm . Donovan ; conductor, T . R . Thomp

son ; warden , Cliff Mercer; sentinel, L . R . Cat
tle ; trustee, Gust Brandenburg ; executive
board , David Stanley , Samuel Kerr . Chas.

Ketchum , Chas. Koutnier , T . R . Williams and
two to be supplied

Div, No. 81 — Muncie, Ind .'

President, J. 0 . Snodgrass ; vice-president,
Chas. Knott; recording and financial secretary,
0 . S . Johnson ; treasurer , Geo. W . Vinson ; con

ductor. J . R . Gibson ; warden , Peter Bibler ;
sentinel. Wm . Brovui ; supervisor , H . A . Van

Felt : executive board J . 0 . Snodgrass. Chas.

Knott, 0 . S . Johnson , J . R . Gibson and Geo.
W . Vinson .

Div . No. 148 — Albany, N . Y .

President, John P . Hayden ; first vice-presi
dent, Edward Costellc ; second vice -president,

John McCarthy ; third vice - president, Michael

Sheedy ; recording secretary , Michael Teahan ;

financial secretary , D . J . Creagan ; assistant

financial secretary , Thomas Sivers : treasurer,

Charles Gorman ; warden , Thomas Dee; conduc

tor. Walter Rose : sentinel, Andrew Rogan : ex

ecutive board . Edwari Costello , Andrew Rogan ,

Howard Cox , Richard Wade, John Coughlin ,
William Gleason , Melvin Chandler. Edward

Garrity , Nicholas Snyder and James McCar
thy ; correspondent Motorman and Conductor,

William revy, 235 So Pearl street.

Div. No. 165 – Girardville, Pa.
President, Lawience Coleman ; vice- president,

Owen Dougherty ; tieasurer , John Richards ;
financial secretary , Thos, Williams: recording

secretary , Thos. J . Kenney , warden . Thos. Gib

bons : sentinel Thos. Canfield : executive com

mittee , Robt. Greene, S . B . Horan , John Mc
Laughlin , Owen Dougherty and Robert
Kleese.

Div. No. 85 — Pittsburg, Pa.

J . J . Thorpe, president: Geo. G . Evans, vice
president ; W . B Ewing, treasurer ; S . V .
Reeves, financial secretary ; John Negley, re
cording secretary ; H . C . Williams, business
agent.

Div. No. 89 — New Castle , Pa.

President, J. P . Strayer; vice-president, S. B .
Straub : recording secretary . J . L . McCracken

financial secretary , J . H . Moore ; treasurer, W .

E . Valler ; conductor, W . C . Martin ; warden , J .
C . Sargeant ; sentinel, A . E . Martin ; executive
board , J. P . Strayer ,' T . B . Boyd, ċ . C . Coul
thard , R . H . Stephens, J. H . Moore.

Div . No. 90 — Mt. Clemens, Mich.
President, H . Brav. vice -president, H . Ains

worth ; secretary, J. B . Risk ; treasurer, G . S .
Dusenbery ; conductor, C . Zigler ; warden , F .
Armstrong ; sentinel. E . Hill; executive board ,
W . Aemke. C . Zigler, L . Ainsworth , F . Far .
brother , H . Bray.

Div . No, 94 — Bay City, Mich.
President, John Grant; vice-president, John

Miller ; financial and recording secretary, A . E .
Boynton ; treasurer NC A . Hastings; warden ,
E . Herrick ; sentine! W . McQuinn ; conductor ,

J . Coyle ; executive board , J . Opperman , J .
Miller, John Grant. E Herrick , and w . A .
Hastings; trustees, C . Boomer. W . McQuinn
and Geo . Mason : supervisor, P . A . McDonald .

Div . No . 98 — Akron , Ohio .
President. R . Wiiliams: vice-president, Lee

Ish ; recording and corresponding secretary ,
John F . Casey ; finarcia : secretary , A . Louden
slager ; treasurer, John Failor ; conductor, Jas
per Stewart ; warder . C . France ; sentinel, Pearl

Myers ; executive board . R . Williams, F . Good

enberger, Vrank Welton , F . Hope, John Fitz

gerald and Lee Ish ,

Div. No. 105 - Beaver Valley, Pa .

President. John Marshall; vice -president,
James Boak ; recording secretary , V . V . Hyre :
financial secretary, Ii McMillan ; treasurer,

Thos. McGahan ; business agent, Geo. Chambers:
conductor , Ross Guy ; warden , John Weaver;
sergeant- at-arms, A . L . Gerlach ; executive com

mittee , H . McDowell, James Boak , Harry

Thomas ; delegates to Trades Council. Charles

Hayward , Geo. Chambers , Thos. McGahan ;
trustee , H . McDoweli.
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Div . No. 174Fall River, Mass.
President, John T . Coughlin ; vice -president,

John Dolan ; recording secretary and corre
spondent, Chas. J. Patridge; financial secretary ,
Michael P . Galvin ; treasurer , John Kelley ; con
ductor, Jol. n Burrows; warden , John Copen
hagen ; sentinel, Jolin Morey ; executive board ,
John T . Coughlin , Frank E . Rowell. Frank

Keefe, Martin Walsi:, John Kelley and John

Burrows.

Div . No. 241 — Chicago, III.
President, J. H . Larkın ; first vice-president,

E . Sheehan , second vice -president, J . Harty ;
third vice -president, M . Hilger ; recording secre
tary , C . W . Mills ; financial secretary and busi
ness agent, Wm . Taber ; treasurer, E . J . Rus
sell ; conductor, J . J. Brennan ; warden , F . W .
Kelly ; sentinel, . Murphy.

Div , No. 184 — Williamsport, Pa,
President, Edaas Champion ; financial secre

tary , H . Williams.)n ; recording secretary , R .
Fulerut; treasurer, Eimer Thompson ; conduv
tor, John Ryan ; Warden , W . A , Henderson ;

sentinel, John Winters: auditing committee,
Chas. Wolf, Norman Hill and Wm . Sharp .

Div . No. 248 — Venice, III.

President,' J. C . Burton ; vice-president, W .
Stalecker ; recording secretary, " G . E . Ben
rett ; financial secreiary and treasurer, H . S .
Garrett ; conductor , J . Scarrett ; inside guardi,
M . Jennings; outsiit guard , J . A . Burns.

Div . No. 194 — New Orleans, La.
President, T . M . Cooney ; first vice- president,

J . McCann ; gecond vice -president, S . İ . Ashby ;
secretary. Leonce Gauthier ; treasurer, L . H .
Kreutz ; conductor, A , H . Litolff; warden , P .
Brown ; sentinel, W . J . Harvey ; grand marshal,
Geo . Holdakowski; delegates to the Labor

Council, M . Brunet, A . Hensley , A , S . Jackson .

Div. No. 199 – Ottumwa, Iowa.
President, J . E . Mallonee ; vice -president, Gev .

Hill; recording secretary, Ed. Curry ; financial
secretary and treasurer, Ed Carlson : warden ,

Chas. Peteson ; sentinel. Chas. Carlson ; conduc

ter , F . C . Stone ; executive board . J . E . Mal

lonee, chairman , Gen Hill, G . E . Duke, Thos.
Grant, H . Daniels ari Chas. Peterson .

Div . No. 256 — Sacramento, Cal.
President, B . F . Robinson ; vice -president, L .

M . Halterman ; recording secretary, W . Gould ;
financial secretary, T . F . Tate.

Div , No. 264- So. Chicago , Ill.

President, R . E . Justice ; first vice-president,
Wm . Shueman ; second vice -president, John
Kroth ; recording secretary , H . E . Martin . 78
91st street, South Chicago ; financial secretary
and treasurer, F . L . Meriam ; executive board ,
E . G . Johnson , B . A . Carter, 0 . P . Moe, I. J .
Dohner, J. H . Unding and R . E . Justice ; dele
gate to Chicago , Fero of L ., I. J . Dohner ; dele
sates to So. Chicago Trades and Labor Assem

bly . F . L . Meriam . James Larson and P . J .

Peterson ; warden , N . B . Triman ; conductor , H .
B Nichols ; sentinel, A . Bergman.

Div . 260 — Chicago, Ill.

President, M . C . Buckley ; first vice-president,
John Broderick ; second vice-president. T . 0 .
Davis : recording secretary , J . L . Lynch ; finan

cial secretary and business agent, L . D . Bland ;
treasurer, T . Burns ; conductor, Wm . Gleason ;

warden , Jonn McCourt; sentinel, M . Harrington ;

executive board - Cottage Grove, C . H . Potter , J .

J . McMahon ; 39th -Wabash , M . J. Barnicle, Chas.
Crilley ; 61st-State, Wm . Byfield , J . H . Glass ;
69th -77th streets, E . Brown , J T . Sullivan ; Ar
cher Ave., M . F . Rascher, H . Scrumacher ;
Barnservice, F . W . Mevers, J . H . Warnken .
Delegates to C . F . of L . - Cottage Grove, W .
Collins, J . E . Browning, J. H , Carlson ; 39th
Wabash , J. T . Mahoney, T . Waldron , Jas. Gras
sick ; 61st- State, R . M . Jenkins, John O 'Brien ,
Gus Jennings ; 69th -77th streets, E . Fenton , D .

E . Clark . John Kelly ; Archer Ave. , J . Maloney ,

W . J . Preib , C . Miller.

Div. No. 205 – San Francisco, Cal.
President and business agent, Richard Cor

nelius; vice -president, F . R . Whitney ; secre
tary -treasurer, J. H . Bowling ; recording secre
tary , F . G . Shellenberger ; warden , J . Snelling ;
sentinel, James Rowe conductor, J . C . Ayers ;
delegates to the Labor Council, R . Cornelius ,
W . W . Briare , Wm . H . Ewing , P . Hallinan ,

Pete Johnson , W . G . Kidwell, J . J. O 'Brien ,
P . W . Taylor ; delegates State Federation of
Labor, W . R . Bell, W G . Burton , R . Cornelius,
Harry A . Knox, F . G . Shellenberger, F . R .
Whitney : executive bcard , F . R . Jacques, Cas
tro street car house ; J . Morris and J. C . Rector,
Fillmore street ; J . H . Euday, T. Murray, Vak
street ; L . Peterson and G . W . Lane, Mission
street ; W . R . Bell and Wm . McMann, San Ma
teo ; Sam Quinn , P Siattery , Kentucky street ;

W . H . Ewing and W J . McCarthy . Twenty

fourth and Utah streets , F . H . Collins. Haight

street : W . H . Buckley , Hayes street ; W . H .•

Kidwell. McAllister street : J . W . Joy , Geary
street ; C . M . Wooly and John Millward . Cali

fornia street : J . Shields, Union street ; Henry

Mote, Sacramento street : Robert Dower and

C . H . Clair , Powell street , D . B . Dermer and
H . I . Porter, Sutter street: F . A . Damrell and

John Lopp , Polk street; Wm . Leffingwell, Su
tro ; directors Carmcn 's Hospital Association ,
Richard Cornelius, Wm . H . Ewing, Geo. Lane,

Div . No. 215 Aurora, III.
President, Fred E . King ; vice-president, H .

Childs ; recording secretary , R . A . Slayton :
financial secretary , E C . Bedford : treasurer,

Thos. Kennedy ; col'ductor , F . Davis ; sentinel,
L , E . Ashton ; correspondent, J . P . Glass.

Div . No. 234 Pensacola , Fla . .
President, G . C . McCane; vice -president, T .

Q . McNair ; recording and financial secretary ,
Harry T . Howlanıl: treasurer, Ira A . Baker ;
conductor, A . D . Frice , warden , Wm . Chestnut;
sentinel. James Chestnut : executive boards. G .

C . McCain , F . 0 . Harrison , A . J . Campbell,
Wm . Fisher , James Fisher and O . R . Taylor.

Div. No. 236 - Alton , III,
President, H . R . Coulton ; vice -president,

Louis Moxeimer ; recording secretary, J . R . La
chance ; financial secretary , Ed. Lowe; treas

urer, Charles Trabue ; warden , Otto Hoffman ;
conductor , Ray McFarland : sentinel. A . Bens

man ; executive board H . R . Coulter, James
Hart, Louis Maxeimer, Louis Calame and W .
P . Hart .

Div. No. 272 - - Youngstown, Ohio .
President, A . Stratton : vice -president, S . H .

King ; recording secretary, John Harvey ; finan
cial secretary , Jos . P . Kennedy : treasurer, Sam

Raymond : business agent, E . Darling ; executive

board , A . Stratton , W . Young, S . H . King, Sam
Raymond, Geo . Bowen .

Div . No. 273 – Chia go, III .
President, G . A . Schoen ; first vice- president,

Charles Dixon ; second vice -president, William
Quan ; third vice -president, Jacob Brink ; re
cording secretary . William Rock ; financial sec

retary and treasurer , Chas. M . Arnes; con
ductor , C . Heckler ; warden , Otto Peetz ; senti
rel, Geo . Rogers : executive board , F . P . Young .

Chas. M . Arnes, E . F Rauch . W . H . West,
Luther Hull : delegates to Chicago Federation

of Labor, Chas. M . Arnes and G . A . Schoen .

Div. No. 282– Rochester, N . Y .
President. S . C . Albert ; vice -president, Joseph

McCabe ; recording secretary , E . M . Dissett ;
financial secretary and business agent, Geo .

Keenan ; treasurer, F H . Arthur ; conductor,
Wm . Kelley (from barns) : warden . Chas. F .

Moessner ; sentinel, C . Cripps; members of ex
ecutive board, R . J . Kennedy, C . H . McCrosson ,

W . J . Whalen. William Ebner, R . Kyle, George
Keenan ; board of trustees, F . K . Smalling , Jo
seph F . McCabe. Philip Keating; delegates to
international conventicti, E . M . Dissett, R . J.
Kennedy.
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urer, E . A . Pickett; conductor, Jno . J . Lillis ;
warden , Frank McDonald : sentinel. Matthew

McIvor ; delegates to C . F . U ., David Troth ,
Samuel Barriscale.

Div. No. 334 - Boone, lowa.

President, Fred Koppenhaver ; vice-president,
Ed. Kemmerer ; financial secretary and treas
urer, Chas, Humrl rey , recording secretary ,
Robt. Boyd ; conductor and warden , Thos. Wil

liams; sentinel, Ciniei Huffman ; executive

bcard , Fred Kopperhaver. Ed . Kemmerer. W .

A . Murphy, Chas. Otto and Robt. Boyd : Trades
and Labor delegates. T . B . Holmes, Robt. Boyd ,

Chas. Otto , W . A . Murphy and Ed . Kemmerer ;

by - laws committee. Chas. Humphrey. Robt
Boyd and W . A . Murphy .

Div. No. 283 - Brooklyn , N . Y .

President, Joseph Ryan ; first vice-president,
L ;Thos. McGuire; second vice -president, Phil

Glennon ; third vice -president, John Flaherty ;
treasurer , Thos. Cassidy : recording secretary ,

Robert J . Sully : financial secretary , Albert

Ghentz and Ed. Walsh assistant : conductor ,

John Brown : wardeil, John Ryan ; sentinel,

Jeremiah Cooney :executive board , John Jay

Durgin , James P . Heyes. Theo . Kane, Thos. Mc

Guire . John Ryan , Chas. Kissick , Phil Glennon ,

Ed Walsh . Michael Fadden , Frank Morrison ,

Joseph Gillman , Frank Proppie, Peter Gillela,
John Brown , James Burns, W . Rummell,

Michael O 'Brien , Joan Taylor, Bart Hunt, R .
Hughes. C . Peterson , J . Lawless, J . Flaherty,

J . Meehan , Thos. Cassidy, H . McGrisen, M .
Duane and John Oddcnell.

Div. No. 285 - Steubenville , Ohio.

President, Albert Jackman ; vice -president,
Charles Brand ; record :ng secretary , S . T . Gala
way . 345 South Sixtli street, Steubenville. U . ;
financial secretary , John Doerr , 827 Sherman av

enue, Steubenville , O . , treasurer , Leonard M .
Briceland : warden . Wm . Albaugh ; sentinel, Jo

seph Maley ; conductcr. Charles Cutler ; execu
tive board , Sherd Baker , William B . Bradey.
Pole Bucey , Charlez Stenger and A . S . Scott :

trustees, S . F . Galaway . Harvey Saulters and
Wilmer Coleman : delegates to Trades and La

bor Assembly , Joser in Maley , John Doerr and

William Ralston : committee on applications.

Walter Bendure , Wiliam Montgomery and Eu

gene Burriss ; correspondent, William Montgom
ery .

Div. No, 288 — Omaha, Neb .
President, P . J. Lennihan ; vice-president. W .

Poncelow ; financial secretary and correspondent,

C . F . Michelsen ; treasurer, W . B . Anderson ;
conductor , W . Gillan ; warden, A . Johnson : dele
gates to C . L . U ., F . Goodall, T . T . Kinkade, C .
F . Michelsen ; executive board - park and extras,

H S . Leary : Hill line. F . Patterson : So . Om .

line . F . Goodall ; Dodge line , T . T . Kinkade :

Harnev line T . P . Davis ; Farnam and extras.

N Fenger ; Council Bluffs, J . McManus. Shall

we subscribe for the Motorman and Conductor

for one year ? Yes.

Div . No. 290 — Streator, ill.

President, J. G . Hailston ; vice -president, Ed.
Maskil ; recording secretary , Wm . Cox : financial

secretary . Her. Reihl; treasurer , Frank Hen

dricks : sentinel, J . A . Hardgrove : warden , (

Arnold ; conductor, J . Cook ; correspondent, R .
W . Pool.

Div . No. 379 — Niles, Ohio .
President, A . Newlin ; vice- president, C . Turn

er ; financial secretaly and treasurer, F . B .
Corey ; recording secietary , E . Waterman ; con .

ductor , W . Van Meten , warden , M . Baer ; sen
tinel, E . Lockwood ; cirrespondent, W . Jones ,
executive board , A . Newlin , C . Turner, F .
Butts, R . Cook and E . Waterman.

Div. No. 382 — Salt Lake City, Utah .

President, James H . Lamont ; vice -president,
Charles E . Wilcox : recording secretary , H . T .

B . Grey : financial secretary , A . H . Burt : treas

urer, Sam M . Read ; executive board , James H .
Lamont, J. D . McCarthy. H . A . Turniey, F . B .
Garland and H . M . McCune : auditors. R . M .

Lamont, F . B . Garlard and W . H . Linck ; cor
respondent and agent Motorman and Conductor,
W . H . Linck .

CHICAGO , ILL .

RESOLUTION .

(With apologies to the Poet Laureate .) ·
Chicago , Ill.,

Div . No. 304 — Glens Falls , N . Y .
President, Earl Hiils ; first vice -president,

John Pratt ; second vice - president, John Mead :

recording secretary . E C . Smmes : financial

secretary . Wm . Sone treasurer . John Sulli .

van ; warden , L . Riley : conductor , John Lough

lin : sentinel. H . Kelley ; executive committee .

Earl Hills . B . Finsbee, M . Frost, J , Coffee
and L . Brownell.

Div. No. 313 — Rock Island, III.
President, A . Ha: t vice-president, F . Redig ;

secretary. E C . Clevenstine ; treasurer. F .
Widen ; conductor C . Widen ; warden , J . Har
ver ; sentinel, J . L . McCloskey .

Div. No. 318 - Chicago, Ill.
President, P . J. Denipsey, 1483 Taylor street ;

vice - president, Chas. Erdman . 285 Ridgeway
avenue ; financial secretary John D . Newton ,

1186 W . Harrison street recording secretary ,

John Leahy. 2080 W . Lake street ; treasurer,
Jacob Schmitt, 2050 Rice street.

Div. No. 332 ~ New York , N . Y .
President. George 5 Pepper ; first vice -presi

dent, H . B . May ; second vice -president. W . J
Patrick ; recording secretary , John Heffernan ;
financial secretary, Arcrew B . Madden ; assist
ant financial secretary , E . N . Seymour ; treas .

New Year's Day, 1905 .
Resolved have I the coming year
To cut out Whiskey, Wine and Beer ;
To open up at eight o 'clock ,

And five p . m . to turn the lock ;
To hire a " bouncer" for the friend
Who does a " gentle touch " extend ;

To turn the deaf, unwilling ear
To Knockers who come in to " queer"
Their hosom friends. Alas, alack ,
I' ll put the nocker on the rack .
And those who think my special line
Of labor is to help kill time,
I must refer to other parts ,
For killing time has oft killed hearts.

These good resolves I make this day,

That one year hence perchance I may
Be able to extract a thought

From past experience, dearly bought,

That ma. , to help the world along,
Must always keep his physique strong.

And clear his head, and bright his mind
Press forward right, cast wrong behind.

So, gentle reader, help imbibe

The troubles of your office scribe;
And tho' you be on hell intent,
Find some one else on whom to vent

The malice of your cank -rous spleen
Just to yourself a hero Seem .

For tribulations, trials and cares

Your Business Agent's time ne' er spares .

So right about and sunshine rays
Pass out to all throughout your days.
From the memoirs of a Street Car Union
Business Agent .
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the company agree to meet and treat with theSTREET CAR MEN WIN BIG WAGE VIC .
properly accredited officers of the Association

TORY THROUGH CONCILIATION . on all questions and grievances that may arise

in the future,
A most remarkable wage contract, the observ FIFTH : It is hereby agreed that any griev

ances that may arise in the future that can
ance of which will prevent strikes or lockouts

not be amicably adjusted between the properly
of the 3,700 employes of the Chicago City Rail . accredited officers of the company and the
way Company for eighteen months, was signed properly accredited officers of the association

shall be submitted to a temporary board ofto -day by M . B . Starring, general manager of
arbitration to be selected in the following

the corporation , and officials of Division No. 260, manner : One arbitrator by the company and

the employes' union . one by the representatives of the association .

In every clause of this agreement the union The two arbitrators so chosen shall endeavor
to meet daily to select the third , and said

men have gained something. In a number of three arbitrators so chosen shall then likewise

clauses they have gained everything. endeavor to meet daily for the purpose of
Every point that the men have gained has adjusting said grievances , and the decision of

a majority of said board submitted in writing
been waivel graciously by the company, and

to the company and the association shall be
the relations were conducted throughout and binding upon both parties. In the event of the

ended in perfect harmony. failure of either party to appoint their arbi

trator within 6 days after arbitration is de
Victory for Conciliation , cided upon , the party so failing shall forfeit

Points for which the men were obliged to its case. The expense of said board shall be

borne equally by the parties hereto.
strike against a former management, and which

SIXTH : The company shall endeavor at all
by that extreme they failed to secure, have times to maintain an adequate and proper ex

been gained in this instance , exactly as origin tra list.

ally demanded , through conciliation . SEVENTH : The company shall place in the
office of each car house of the respective linesAnd the victory is especially encouraging to
an open book , in which the men can register

the local because it was secured without the the particular day or days on which they want
necessity of appealing to the International offi to get off , and the men so registered first for

any particular day or days shall have first
cers. preference . It is agreed , however , that memAs set forth by Business Agent L . D . Bland , bers of the Executive Board of the organiza
who drafted the terms of the agreement, the tion shall be entitled to get off in preference

improvements over the old contract are : to others when doing business for the organ
ization . Said book shall be dated seven days

1 . An arbitration clause. a head .
2. Pay for extra duty from hour of reporting EIGHTH : All car repairers, motor repairers,

until relieved from duty. grip repairers, inspectors, dopers, car pushers

3. Elimination of the objectionable features of and car cleaners shall be absent from duty
every other Sunday.

the “ recognition " clause, wherein the company NINTH : The company fully recognizes the

reserved all right on discharge and discipline. association as provided in this agreement, and

4 . Termination of the agreement in the will not directly or indirectly interfere with ,
or prevent the joining of the association by

Spring instead of the Winter. any man employed by the company after the

Those are the points which Mr. Bland con date of this agreement, and it will be entirely
siders of especial bearing to the immediate satisfactory to the company if he should so
ature success of the union . The verbatim join . The company will neirher discharge nor

terms of the agreernent with complete list of discriminate against any employe because of

signatures follon : his connection with the organization , nor for

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT, executed any participation in any of the discussions or

in duplicate this 5th day of January . 1905 . be differences arising out of any present or any

tween the Chicago City Railway Company , past controversy between the company and
party of the first part, and the Amalgamated the organization . There shall be no discrim

Association of Street and Electric Railway ination or distinction by either party for or

Employes of America , Division No. 260, Chica against men who belong to the union , or who

go, Ill., party of the second part, WITNESS do not belong to the union . The disregard of
ETH : this provision of the contract shall be con

FIRST : The coinpany shall meet with the strued a repudiation of this contract. The
properly accredited officers of the Association organization agrees that it will not in any
and will make the hours of service as nearly way interfere with or limit the right of the
as possible to suit them on the basis of a company to discharge or discipline itseni
maximum of eleven hours and a minimum of ployes, where sufficient cause can be shown ,
eight hours within fifteen consecutive hours, except for membership in the union .
or will establish a nine -hour work day within TENTH : The company agrees to grant themen
fifteen consecutive hours, if preferred , but the whose cases are now pending in court the
company shall have the right to fix the num same rights under this agreement as prevailed
ber of cars running at all hours and the previous to the expiration of agreement under

length of time they shall be on the streets, date of November 25 , 1903, namely : That if
endeavoring at all times to make the work as the men referred to (Thomas Maynard , J. L .
agreeable to the nien as will be consistent with Butts and Thomas Fayne) are not found guilty
the performance of ity duty to the public . The of the charges preferred against them they

company agrees , however, that men held for shall be promptly reinstated to their former

snow plow or other extra work shall be paid positions and a settlement be made for back

from reporting tirrie until relieved from duty . wages upon a basis of half time.

SECOND : The company agrees that any em ELEVENTH : This agreement to be binding

ploye whom , upon investigation , is found to and in force until the 30th day of April, 1906 .
have been discharged or suspended unjustly , Signed this 5th day of January , A . D . 1905 .
shall be reinstated and reimbursed for all CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.
time lost from such discharge or suspension . By M . B . Starring. General Manager .

THIRD : The company agrees that officers ot AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

the organization shall be granted leave of ab AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF
sence on organization business when so re AMERICA , DIVISION NO . 260.

quested . It agrees further that any member By M . C . Buckley, President; P . J . Skerrett,
of this organization who now holds office or Secretary : L . D . Bland , Business Agent : C . H .

shall be elected to any office in said Associa Potter, M . J. Barnicle , J . L . Lynch , J. Fitz
tion , which requires his absence from the com simmons, John Van Doornick . Edmund Brown ,
pany' s employ , shall, upon his retirement from John Sullivan , Thomas Versailles, W . F . Pear

said office , be placed in his former position . son , F . W . Meyers, J . H . Warnken , Executive

FOURTH : The properly accredited officers of Committee . - Chicago American .

ñ the of the
discnt or an .
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Looking Forward to an improved Agreement

- Div. No. 273 is Looking Toward Pro

gression ,

by Shreoder Bros., at a cost to the company
o some four hundred dollars.
Over one year of continuous toll was the

record of Bro . Stede, before taking a rest .
He is again at work , with the determination
to make the next resting point one year hence .
Bro . Passmɔre takes the liberty to look for

extra men once in a while . Something doing,

you know .
Jake Miller took a rest for a few days to see

old friends at Orion , ili., but is back at his post
again .

E xtra motormen in Division No. 313 should
not forget Bro , MOCI!ey on Wednesday even
ing.
Bro . Smith is the happiest man on the road .

The stork brought him a pair of twin giris .

Congratulations.

Division No. 313 will hold her annual dance
Jan. 26. We hope everybody will help the good
cause along, and will do so , if they bear in
mind last year. Eleuer's band will be there
with the latest out

Be sure and read the Monthly Motorman and
Conductor. You may find your name in it .

rothers Walker and Mooney are tired of

boarding out, they say. Watch them , ye
smokers.

Brother Skinner was off a few days on ac
count of his wife being sick . We are all glad

to hear she is getting along nicely .

Happy Nen Year.

" DUTCH ."

AURORA, ILL.

The boys are looking for a better agreement
this year than last, and one of the things most
earnestly requested is a reduction of hourg ,
especially to the boys from the shops . Long
hours on the cars is bad enough , but long hours
in the shops is slavery . Street railway em
ployes have to work Sundays, holidays, night
and day, and for a very low scale of wages.
Our aim should be fc shorter hours and a
higher scale of wages . The common laborer
gets from 18 to 20 cents per hour, with no
responsibility ; the scavenger receives 23 to 20
cents per hour, while the motorman with the
great responsibility of life and limb upon his
shoulders, as also the conductor with his multi
farious duties, gets nuuch less than these people ,
and the man in the shop who is considered of
importance to get the car out and upon the
road , don ' t get the recognition he deserves .

Div. No. 273 has made some progress since
organizing : at the time this division was insti .

tuted we were receiving 1712 cents per hour.
This we have advanced to 22 cents per hour .
Still, there are hangers -on who, while willing

.and anxious to accept what is attained , yet are
derelict in putting their shoulders to the wheel.
When asked why they don ' t come to the meet

ings, the reply is , " I need the sleep .” That is
all true, but one does not need it more than
another . We all need sleep and we are liable to
keep on needing it , til the boys get to the meet
ings and get behind their officers to help them

get a shorter workins day.
Our yearly contract will expire and you will

expect an increase in wages . Will you help to

secure it , or will you stand back and let the

other fellow do it and then come in for your

share of the benefits ? Cheer up, boys . Better
days are coming for those who work for them .

Leave your persorul feelings and ill - will at
home and come to the local meetings as a body
of union men , and we will show our strength

on the 1st of June. 19:13
I wish our brothers would wake up to the fact

that now , above all cther times, it is absolutely

necessary that they should put their shoulder

to the wheel and help the cause along. The

citizens' alliance and open - shop brigade are up
and doing. and union men that go to sleep now

will wake up some day and find their organiza
tion wiped out by one of the bitterest enemies
organized labor has ever had to deal with ;
therefore it has bercme the duty of the indi

vidual members to become a prominent factor

ir the labor movement. I make it a part of my
daily life to urge upon the brothers I come in

contact with , to go * ) al; the meetings and get
posted on what is doing , and get educated along

these lines, to be able to take up their part of
the burden that they wili surely be called upon
to bear sooner or later.

Death and Total Disability Benefit.
Division No. 273 has a death and total disa

bility benefit by which the division will pay to

a brother totally disabled , if in good standing,

or to the legal heirs of a demised brother who

may be in good standing at death the sum of

one hundred dollars. This sum can be drawn

and paid by the financial secretary , upon the

proper proofs o . death or total disability . .
O . M . A .

Officers Elected.

At a special meeting of the Aurora local Dec.
31 1904- Jan . 1 , 1905, ainid the tooting of horns,
bellowing of whisties clanging of bells ar

hanging of heavy fireworks (from the outside) .
accompanied by mo. . or less lurid oratory upon

the inside of the hali. the following officers

Vere elected for the ensuing term . Fred E .

King, president; H . Childs, vice -president; Thos.
Kennedy , treasurer : K . A . Slayton , recording
secretary ; C . E . Bertford , financial secretary : F .
Pavis , conductor ; L . C . Ashton , sentinel; J . P .
Glass , corresponden ' Little routine work was
done, and the meeting wound up with an in
formal lunch , smoker and story - telling contest.

Dad King took the prize for short stories and
Shorty Bedford for long stories. Harvey Miller

was the champion repeater. Pete Bagley ' s tales
were like angel' s visits - - few and far between ,
but never to be forgotten . Slayton was too busy

packing a basket with remnants of the feast to
tell any stories at all.

P . S . - A special prize was awarded to the new

correspondent for relating the most truthful
stories .

P . S . again . - Happy New Year.
J. P . G .

VENICE, ILL.

ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

Notes From 313.
I was a little shcrt last month of time to

gather much news. I most gratefully thank

Division No. 313 for the honor to be their cor
respondent for the Motorman and Conductor .

The past year ol Division No. 313 has been
cne of the most reaceful. While others had
strikes we have proved to the employers that
we can talk all matters over and understand

the methods which malntain peaceful rela .
tion ,

The Tri City Railway Company again gave
the boys turkeys for Xmas. There were about
16 on this side of the river who were supplied

Progress Reported .
Division No. 248 ha:: entered 1905 under mod

erate progress and will very likely reach 1906
some in advance of her present status, at
least, this is the determination of the member
ship .

At our last meeting we elected officers, and
transacted the ordinary routine of business .
The ball given by No. 248 on New Year' s

eve was the finest ( VC " held by this local. Bro .
b . L . Gardam , manager , deserves much credit

for the success of t 'ie event. Two prizes were

won by dancers, one, a fine dress given by No.

248 was won by Mrs M . Meeham , of Madi

son ; the other , an elegant overcoat, donated
by F . Enseen , of Venice, was won by Dr.
Maxey of this city .

Personal.
Bro . Scott continues unable to resume work .
Bros. Smith and Henson are also on the

cripple list.

G . E . B .
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NEW YORK, N , Y .

Many Extensions Cited.
On the eve of the celebration of the nativity

of our Lord and Savior , I extend to our broth -
ore generally a hearly greeting, and a wish for
prosperity for them and the association for the

ensuing year,
In my last communication to the M . & C . I

said that my next would be more interesting

and predicted that you would be in touch with

the " old gang" aflor election .

My predictions have been verified , and some

of our members have asked me to allow them

to cross my palm with silver, so that I may

predict for them , some good fortune during

the coming year. But being possessed of plenty

of the filthy lucre, I cculd not be tempted .

Now that the excitement attending our last
two meetings has Cied out, we will get down
to business again , and attempt to remove the
thorns and briars from the paths of those ,
who unwittingly have been called to account

for slight infractiors of the rules .
In a body like that of Manhattan Division ,

No. 332 . there are many, who , I am sorry to
say, feel that on account of their connections,
they can defy thei. superiors, and in case of
suspension , have the protection of the Griev
ance Committee . While the committee aims

to settle all disputos amicably , it must not be
imposed upon by being compelled to take u
matters with the cfficials of the company for
men who so far forget their obligations as to
involve the Association . To gain the respect
of your employers , Gbey all rules. If you con
sider any arbitrary, report the particular one
to the Executive Board for its consideration ,

when measures will be taken for its amend
ment or elimination .
We are to be congratulated , on our good work

in the subway, ful!" . 80he subway . full . 80 per cent of the em

ployes, who are eligible , having joined Manhat
tan Division .
The issuance of a circular by the company,

stating that non -meinbership in a labor union

would have no effect ir the matter of prefer

ment or promotion was issued too late to have

the effect desired .

We flatter ourselves that we make no threat
when soliciting employes to join the Amalga
mated .
They are all free agents , and connect them

selves with us simply because they are aware

of the good we have and will do .
Mr. John B . McDonald having left the direc

tory of the Interboi ( ugh Rapid Transit Com

pany and connected himself with the New York

City R . R . Company, we foresee lively times

in New Work , for there is now a proposition

on foot to build a subway under Third avenue
and to issue transfers therefrom to all con - .

necting surface lines controlled by the N . Y . C .
Company. This will put the Belmont interests

to their wits end . The new line will also con
nect with the proposed New York and Portches .

ter R . R . . when residents of Portchester will

be enabled to reach home in one and a half

hours from City Hall, with cheap transporta
tion , and no soft coal smoke from which they

now suffer on the New York , New Haven &

Hartford road.
Another improvenient which will greatly ben

efit the Bronx, is that of the proposed building
of a road by the New York City Interborough

Company (Belmont) . traversing many of the

streets and avenues in an easterly and west
erly direction , making accessible points which
can now only be reacted by carriage or on foot.
The State Railroad Commissioners refused to
grant the franchises but have been overruled
by the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court, and work will shortly be commenced ,

capital for the stock having been subscribed .

With best wishes and compliments of the
season , I am

Yours fraternally ,
D . A . McCORMICK ,
Correspondent No. 332.

BROOKLYN , N . Y .

Looking for Cab Legislation .
It has been some time since this Division has

forwarded any news item , as our regular cor

respondent has been sick . I have been appoint

ed to fill his place temporarily and as this is
my first experience , I ask that due allowance
be made for all imperfections and I will try

to improve with experience.
The readers of this jcurnal will no doubt re .

call that a few months ago we obtained a con
tract with the official: of this company pro

viding for a " closel shop."

The company have a : all times shown a dis

position to closely adhere to the terms of that
contract and we are getting along ship -shape,
except that sometimes the members get a little

careless and forget to remit their dues and

they allow the matter to drag along until they

become suspended . This is very unfortunate

and it seems to me that every man who is

truly a union man and has the cause of organ
ized labor at hear : should take advantage of
the condition afforded by our agreement with

the company and do his part to prove the value

of such an opportunity ,
A new division of the Amalgamated Associa

tion has recently beei. organized on the De
Kalb avenue line of this same company' s sys
tem , your humble servant having been the
organizer representing the international. This

line has been organized under the Knights of
Labor, but the real unior men over there , fully
realize that organization has practically become

extinct and knowing of the strength and pro
gress made by the Amalgamated Association
have decided to join our ranks and in the fu
ture work for the welfare of the street car

men in general, fully believing that in " union
there is strength ,” which fact they could not

exemplify with any degree of satisfaction in
their limited horizon .

We are glad to welcome this new division
(396 ) within our fold . Doubly so because they

are working for the same company as Divi
sion No. 283 . Their pathway has not been

strewn with roses. Some of the " straw bosses "
were in sympathy with the K , of L . organi
zati for reasons bes : known to themselves,
and a great deal of influence was brought to

bear through that channel, to keep the men
from joining the new division . However , as

soon as the attention of President Hines was
called to the fact he immediately called all
the foremen , inspectors , etc. , before him and
warned them that no interference with the men
joining the Amalgamated would be tolerated .
If they could not keep “ hands off" he would
put men in their riaces who would . Now it
looks as though the men would soon all be
united in one graru and glorious union . work
ing shoulder to shoulder to elevate our occu
pation and thereby commanding the respect of

our employers as well as all good citizens.
Division No. 283 has a committee appointed

to look after the natter of securing the pass

age of a vestibule law during the coming ses.
sion of the state legislature.
We have an able representative from our dis

trict, Mr. Thornet, who is to present the bill,
and , use his influence to secure its passage. It
makes us blush with shame to acknowledge

the fact that we are so far behind so many
other places in a matter of this kind . When
we realize the suffering of the motormen in this
severe climate who have to stand for so many a
hours upon the fron : cf these cars in all kinds
of weather , we pause almost bewildered to
think that such conditions are tolerated in a
civilized community We wonder if the hu
mane society who have done so much for dumb

animals, really place us below the category of
the poor brutes.
We appeal for all of the support that we can

get in securing the passage of this law . We
want the closed car, after the closed shop .

T . MAGUIRE .
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FALL RIVER , MASS. I also wish to state that a year ago we sent
in a petition to the company for lockers , and

President John T . Coughlin Elected Mayor. after much questioning as to whether we
needed them or not they decided to get them .

Division No. 174 . Amalgamated Association of We are no better off now , as they have not

Street and Electric Railway Employes of Amer been put up, althougl they have had them

ica , holds the unique distinction of having for six months. Of course you all know that it is

her president, the mayor of the city . We are great sport carrying a pair of boots, a rubber

not vain in our distinction , yet we justly feel coat, a tool chest and a hundred other things

proud , and in this feeling . We believe the entire with you going to and returning from work .

amalgamated family shriuld , and no doubt does, We shall make another try to have them up

unite with us . On Dec . 27 we elected officer' s so we can use them next summer, when the
wear and tear will roi be so serious.under the Australian system . The result of the
We are to holdelection was annourced the 28th and the com " smoke talk " next month ,

mittee reported Mayor- elect John P . Coughlin and I expect to have more to say at my next
writing.re - elected president of the division ,

On the matter of whether a delegate should Wishing you all 2 progressive year, I am
fraternally ,be sent to the October International convention

at Chicago , the vote was 52 for and 36 against. " DAN ."
The officers were ir:stalied the first meeting of
January .
The members of Liv . No. 174 were the leaders

in the merry making demonstration over the
Notes From Div. 148.result of the last municipal election of Fall

River. We had the pst of honor, and why not ? When this article appears in the Motorman
Our president was elected mayor of the city .

& Conductor we shall have completed anotner
Every member not working assembled in the year. A new leaf is about to be turned in the
evening at the union hali at 8 p . m . About 100 book of Time. Each one of us is a page nearof our men , each wearing his uniform and er the finis , which concludes life ' s history . The
carrying a new brocm . and headed by St. well thumbed pages of the past - some illuminMary ' s band , took the lead in the parade . The ated with the pictures of hope , others blotted
local papers gave us great credit for our ap with the tears of sorrow , are turned down for
pearance . ever . Their contents are past revising . Those
After the parade was over we adjourned to items are transferred to the records of eternity

our headquarters, where we had refreshments and what is written is written so there can be
of all kinds , and kept open house all night. At no erasures. But the white leaves of safety
the hall we had as a guest Mr. Thomas Whit are before us- a new page has opened itself
ing, claim agent for the company , and who was to the grand cause of unionism . See my
a prominent memrer of the association before brothers, that these pages are kept sacred .
he was promoted to the position he now holds. The last regular meeting of the year 1904 ,
He congratulated the beys upon the success of was held December 27 , at Laventall' s hall. with
the fight they had made in behalf of our presi a very large atter.dance . President John P .
dent. He referred to the work that the mayor Hayden in the cha ' n
elect had done for us, and for organized labor President Hayden reported that Bro . Walsh
in general when he went all over New England and Bro . Watson , who were discharged about
and sought aid for the Fall River people who two months ago , were to be reinstated . Bro ,
were in distress through the strike now going Walsh receives $ 12 ) for time lost . and Bro .
on in our city . At the conclusion of his remarks Watson $ 139. These two cases were handled
he called for three cheers for our president and by Board Member Wn' B . Fitzgerald in a very
the city ' s new mayer, which was given with a diplomatic manner . These two cases looked
will by every carrian present, and voiced by very dark for us, inasmuch as the railway off

those absent. cials took a very peculiar stand. Bro . Fitz
The local is in very flourishing Condition . gerald was assisted i :. this trouble by Presi

and I will give a better statement about our dent John P . Hayden . Bro. Wm . Kavanaugh ,

selves at my next writing. Bro . Ed. Costello am Bro . Nnchola , Snyder.

Fulernally . A vote was taker and carried that an enter

C . J . PARTRIDGE. tainment of some kind be given at the in
stallation of officers . We earnestly request a

TAUNTON ,MASS. very large attendance as there will be some
thing doing. Bro . Pat Shortall has promised

to bring his trained team of goats in honor of
the occasion . Bro . Chris Griner says he has

tuted . a surprise in store fr us. ( 'hris says that our
pet dog. " Murphy ' t will present the boys with

Taunton , the city of herrings, is still on the a turn at the entertainment. Chris says " Mur
map, and ner electric railways men are in phy " has the goods ani is going to deliver it
the Amalgamated Association . Insofar as ap at the proper time. Hurrah for Murph !
pearing in the Motorman and Conductor is con If there is any on person that needs personal
cerned , for some time this fact may be not mention upon the pages of the Motorman &
generally known. However, the official jour Conductor , that person is none other than
nal visits us regularly , and we have been Bro . Wm . Kavanausn . That Bro . Kavanaugh

pleased to note the progres : of our sister lo is the leading spirit 1 Division No. 148 cannot
cals as they appear from time to time in the be denied by the closest observer. Gifted with
Motorman and Conductor a most remarkable powe: of thought, his wise
Division No. 218 lien her election of officers counsel has surely lelu on the onward march

December 17 . For president we elected Bro of success . His wide judgment is sought on

James Reilly , a young man whom we could not all matters pertaining to the interest of the
teat for his know eilge conrerning parliamen cause , and must surely be appreciated since it
tary usages even if we had chosen President brings with it valiable returns.
Roosevelt , He has an excellent reputation and Bro . Kavanaugh is not a very large built
is a man of good convictions. Here ' s hoping man , but within his breast there beats a heart
him success and ine loyalty of h ' s brother that has inscribed upon it a word in golden
members as he will have a hard vear of it. as letters. " Humanity . Long may you dwell in
many of our brother workmen refuse to join our midst , Bro. Kavanaugh .
the union " LEVY. "

I will also stat , that we had a little dig .
rute about the pais cards to use when in
citizens ' clothes. The company called thom
in , but they have been supplying us with tick

Prospects Favorable.ets in their place and say ther will continue tri
use that system insirani. So all were satisfied At the last meeting OP Division No. 52 elec.
and the matter was settled without the loss of tion of officers was an order of business . The
blood . It seems a benefit to the conductors board of officers was filled with the excen .
guarding them in a better way against spot tio of two committerman from the South Side
ters. The vacancy will be filled at the next meet

Passes Discontinued and Tickets Substi

EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO .
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ing . the matter being held over on account
of the illness of Vice - President T . R . Williams.

The tho retiring secretaries , Bros. Cope and

Nicholson , declined re - election on account of
being transferred to the Wellsville division ,

which interferred witl) their attending meet

ings .
The meeting was one of the best held by this

local for some time, every member enabled to
de so , was present. Prospects are very encour
aging for the coming season .

“ BOSCOM ."

things in our present contract that might be
improved upon , and we hope to have them im

proved .
We see a great many new faces on the cars

and a lot of old ones are gone.
Bro . D . A . Rinker has resigned and taken

a position at Tipton Ind . . as local superintend - -
ent for the company. We wish him success.
Bro. Walter Cole and wife have gone to Cali

fornia for her health .
Bro . Harry Claps has left us and moved back

to his old home nea ' Portland, Ind . Harry
had rather bad luck while employed there. be
ing hurt in acciden ' s two or three times.
After this month the members of Division

No. 81 will take the M . & C . by personal sub
scription . This action was taken at our last
meeting and President Snodgrass will solicit
each member' s subscrirtion . Subscribe for the

M . & C ., boys, and help to keep a good thing .
gcing .
Mr. Editor, if you should see fit to keep this

out of the waste basket we may write again .
Yours fraternally,

R . L .

TIPTON , IND .

Piano Raffle .

SAGINAW , MICH .

Vast Improvements Under Way.
Old division 32 is in a healthy condition and is

transacting business along the lines of good

judgment, at least with that end in view .
e have just passed through quite a critical

time, resulting through the uncalled for dis
charge of one of our conductors . Our committee
tried to get a hearing with the manager , on the

case , but failed . We sent to Detroit for aid and
Bro . Dilwortn cane to our assistance, arriving

on the 4 : 30 train the 13th of December. The
question was taken up by Bro . Dilworth in con
junction with our local committee on the 15th ,
but couldn ' t secure the return of our man then .
However , the manager . promised to inclose all
vestibules of our cars by the next Monday

morning by putting doors on them . This prom
ise was carried out. Bro . Dilworth , the follow

ing day . persuaded the manager to again re
consider the question of reinstatement and give
us an answer by 10 å . m . the next Monday .
We met Manager Ycuns and Assistant Good
will at 10 a , m , Monday, when they consented

to reinstate our man or his run . He went to
work the next day a better man both to the
company and his division .

We consider Bro . Dilworth a very cool-headed
and considerate man . He is deserving of great
credit in handling the situation here ..
We are well satisfied with the results obtained .

especially the promise of the company to meet
us on all ruestions in the future.

To make a good system , we have other diffi
culties to overcome which will be taken up at
the proper time. We feel confident of success

We met Manage Monday, whenin . He went. no

Although the readers of the Motorman & Con
Cuctor have not been informed of the fact there
cxists here a flourishing little family of the

Amalgamated railway men , known as Division

No. 394 .
Previous to January 1 our members were busy

selling tickets for a piano raffle for the benefit
of our local treasury . In a later edition I shall
be able to tell our sister divisions what suc
cess we meet with financially . It is a novel

experiment, and indications are visible of its
success.

At our last meeting aside from the regular
business, our president, Bro . George Beagle ad
dressed the boys won the good of the order .

His words were we received and full of good

advice . He gave us some thoughts to digest,
which will prove o ! advantage to the move
ment here .

In my next, if this prediction is followed I
will enlighten the readers upon the character
of our employment, relative to wages , hours
of labor, etc . , and we causes therefor . These
are features we should become acquainted with
through the Association Journal. I also pre
dict that e 'er another thirty days passes most
of our members will be on the mailing list of
the Motorman and Conductor. If not. it will

rot be the fault of
" WHITAKER ."

pen the time comWe feel confine taken up at

BEAVER VALLEY, PA .

The company is making many improvements.
They have a new power house nearly com
pleted . They are also building a new machine
shop and car barn , covering nearly a block

square, They have madc many improvements
the past year in the way of new cars and laying
over their tracks. We' ll have as fine a system
here in a short time as any city of this size .
We most heartily Co-operate with the company
in making a complete system .
The Ladies' Troller Club gave us a banquet

on the night of Dec. 21st. They presented us
with a beautiful banner for a Christmas pres

ent. It was a kinil act on the part of we
ladies and we fully appreciate the gift. Eight
ladies who are wives of the street carmen com
pose the cluo . Thev organized a trifle over one
year ago, with this object in view , and to assist
the street car men in other ways. They are
deserving of great credit , and we most heartily
thank them , and Wi- h them success in the
future. We stand ready to assist them in every
possible way. Bro Dilworth was present and
delivered a fittino add ; ess , giving the boys some
good advice . A portion of the Bay City boys
were present.

Well, I must st31 writing or you 'll náve to
get out an extra copy of the M . and C .

Free Bridge Will Figue in Wage Adjust
ment- Many Old Officers Re-elected,

In submitting the result of the recent election
of Div . No, 105 , it may be suggested that many
of the old officers wer ; re -elected .
We consider that we have as good a set of

officers as any loca ' : - not only men of experi
ence in traction service , but cool-headed men ,
men who know how to act in times of crisis ,

and who do not jump at conclusions, but who
will investigate thoroughly before acting , and
then act promptly . Hence we anticipate a good

contract with our company in the next two or
three months, as this year is the one in which

our present one expires
The Ohio River bridge between Rochester and

Monaca has been made a free bridge , much to
the jubilation of the community and the joy of
the Beaver Valley Traction Co.' s conductors.

Formerly a three - cent toll was charged , which
W 'as reduced to two cents . It was very annoy
ing and troublesome to all concerned. The new
arrangement releases to the company a finan
cial advantage which cannot fail of benefit to

the employes.
A change of schedule went into effect Dec. 11

- which , it seems, is proving satisfactory.
Bro . Houlette has joined the rank of Bene.

dicts , having been united in marriage last week
tc a very estimable young lady of New Brigh

and C : H . B .

MUNCIE , IND.

Looking to Improvement,
It has been soms, time since we have seen

s in the M & C from Division No. 81 ,
and some may wonüer' what has become of us.
We can assure you all that we are very much

anake at the present writing . We are just get
ting ready to start on the last year of our pres
ent contract and we realize that we, with our
sister divisions who are employed by the I . N .
T . C . must be up and doing . There are some
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ton . A box of fine cigars was enjoyed by the
boys, as a natural sequence.

" Dr." Barber, who has charge of the library
and billiard room at the Junction . furnished

" smoke" for the boys last week in honor of a
new arrival in his family . The " Dr. " and babe

are doing as well as could be expected .
Mr. Whitling our former dispatcher. resigned

his position and went to North Carolina . Not
finding the weather agreeable there he went to
Florida , but as it rained almost continually
while there he returned to the Beaver Valley ,
and lately went to another part of the state to
visit his mother . The boys feel much sym

pathy for “ Clint," as it is said he is not so well
as formerly .
Mr. H . H . Lytle is now dispatcher , having

been appointed to that position upon the resig
nation of Mr. Whitling.

" Petie " King . who motors the " Red Devil"
on the Riverview Division , is off down the Ohio .
in company with his family , for a two weeks
vacation ,
Bro . Frank Kelbaugh , who left the service

some months ago , is back again " bucking the
extra list. ” He conducted for some time, and is
again in same line.
Bro. Lou Smith . Conductor has left the ser

vice and has a position with the National Bis
cuit Co . , in New Brighton .
Bro . Normile is back again on the extra con

ductor list . after several months' absence.
The newly elected officers will be installed at

the January meeting.
" 105 . "

BAY CITY , MICH .

Peaceful Relations Restored.
Well, as the time rolls on and the storms rage

Saginaw Valley gets her share. The Saginaw ,
Inter Urban Line and Bay City lines are con
trolled by the same company, and during the
past five or six months the parties in charge
of the operation of said lines have certainly
made things as disagreeable , in fact unbeara
ble as they could . They have discharged some
of the best men in their employ . We have
had some reinstatea , but the climax was
reached when one of the brothers in Saginaw
was discharged for almost nothing. The com
mittee waited upon tho management and were
refused a hearing upon the case .
Bro . D . Dilsworti came up from Detroit.

Things looked blue. Pro . Dilsworth started in
the work with the cutlook against him , but
the brothers of the division can all thank the
good efforts of Brother Dilsworth that they
are working today. He had the brother rein
stated , and the coripany agreed to meet our
committees at all times. The company also
agreed to put a side door on all cars that
had an open vestibuie , and many minor griev
ances were correctel.
Well, at our last meeting we had the pleas

ure of having our fcrmer Manager Mr. E . S .
Dimmock with us. He spent about one hour
shaking hands and entertaining us with his
work on the roady (of which he has charge
since his departure frcn here . He left us say
ing that it was one of the most pleasant
hours he had spent since he came to the city ,

and I assure you w all enjoyed his visit
with us.

" 94."

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH .

GIRARDVILLE, Pa.

At a midnight meeting, Thursday, December
15 , 1904, being election night, the following offi
cers were chosen for the next six months,
James H . Lamont, president; Chas. E . Wilcox,

vice- president; Sam M . Read , treasurer ; A . H .
Burt, financial secretary ; H . T . B . Grey , re
cording secretary ; J . I '. McCarty, H . A . Turn -

ley , F . B . Garland , and H . M . McCune as mem
bers of the executive board , with President
Lamont as chairman. An auditing committee
was also elected consisting of R . M . Lamont.

F . B . Garland and W . H . Linck . The latter
was also re -elected as correspondent and agent
of the Motorman and Conductor.
President Lamont is serving the third term

and it can be saint that the boys of Divi
sion No. 382 look upon him as a leader , and

they rally around him and sustain him in
his office . He has led us along as a shepherd
leads his flock .

Vice - President Wilcox is also a favorite
of the boys, and like President Lamont has

served us in his cffice since our organiza
tion .

We are moving along slowly , but surely , try
ing to do right and proving by our good work
that unionism makes us better men . We have
1:ot had any great cause for complaint of the
treatment we receive at the hands of the com
pany . While some things could be made more
agreeable, yet on the whole we feel that un
der conditions we are fairly well treated . The
kind words of President Mahon spoken to us
when here have given us a great deal of satis
faction and are worthy of reflection and deep
thought. He told us that we must go slow .
for we are but infants . So to speak . Said he .
" You are being fairly weli treated , " while some
things could be wisheä for yet the officials
as far as he could observe while here were
quite considerate of their employes. " Show the
company that you are true, honest workers.
that you have their intrest at heart. con
sider yourselves a part of them , make it your
business to do these things and eventually
they will say " our union men are all right, "
and will help you in other directions.
Wishing the brothers a Happy New Year and

trusting that the labors of our craft all over
the land may be crcwned with success I re
main , fraternally .

When responsible for children parents and tu
tors should realizetne significance of careful

training, in the matter of proper literature. It
is very essential for instructors to select prop

I reading matter, so that the minds may
not develop a tenacity , when young . for bad

reading matter, composed and circulated at a
price easily reached by the young .
Good reading is always a subject for seri

cus consideration on the part of parents, who
should look upon it is equally important with
other methods of instruction , in forming and
perfecting the minds of their off - spring in
structors should make a specialty of this mat
ter, Judging from the absence of sound litera
ture in the homes of many of our people , a
rerson would be led to believe that there is

much fostering of ignorance among those in
trusted to our care .

Recently I visited a home and I was astound
ed to find an abundar.co of sensational and de
grading literature.
Reading inatter of lilis kind does more to coun

teract the good influences of training than

many thoughtless parents and tutors realize,
but learning to their sorrow when the evil of
such neglect begins t ) crop out in the conduct
of their children .
Daily we can read in our papers, accounts

of desperate acts by " gangs'' plundering and
marauding to the detriment of a civilized peo
ple .

Street car men in rural districts readily see
the difference in th training of the young .
The class of boys that were permitted to " go
as you please , ' as a rule, have the earmarks
of toughs. Their lc.oks, manner. speech and
dress are indicative . They are constantly giv
ing trouble and if approached and reprimanded
for improper conduct they are . in most cases ,
cowardly curs , relying on weapons to protect
themselves. No satisfactory reason can be
given by their pareris, who, in most cases ,
are respectable , when brought to an account for
this state of thingy. Trace back the training
of the youth and you will find his mind was
infected from trashy bcoks.
The wild west her with a belt of revovlers

and flask full of old " Gibson " whisky, riding
break -neck speed . doin marvelous acts under
rerilous conditions. has a fascination for the
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young that is hard to eradicate, consequently
the importance of early training is very neces
sary and I would suggest as one of the meth

ods to adopt, the inirortance of good reading

matter.

• The oft repeated proverb says, " A stitch in
time saves nine. " What does it avail to have

acquired the ability to read and the faculty
to understand , unless such gifts are employed

to good advantage. The child who laboriously
spells his lesson makes better use of his weak

intelligence than th . vainperson who lays

claim to knowledge, but who knows not how

to use it. With so much good reading matter
available there is excuses to offer. Train

up a child properly when young and when

they grow old they won ' t depart from it .

R . E . PORTER .

BROCKTON , MASS.

On December 26, 1904 , officers for the follow
ing six months were elected .
The members felt deeply disappointed when

President Farrington stated emphatically that

hc would not stand for renomination , as he

has proven an earnest and consciencious work

er since coming into the chair some three
months past.

P . F . Sheehan was finally induced to take
the position , and, although not fully recov

ever from his illness of a year ago, the mem

bers earnestly pray that he may be spared

them for many years to come.

President-elect Sheehan is an ex -president of

the division , is a member of the Legislative
committee of the Massachusetts state branch ,

A . F . of L . , and on the Executive Board of

the Central Labor Unon of this city , and has

a host of friends both on and off the cars.

Business is certainly on the increase in our

division . and in the past few weeks the

have been exceedingly busy. Now that the
Christmas holidays are over, we are getting

back again to business , and the 27th of this

month is being anxiously waited for by the
members of the division and their friends,

it being the fourth annual ball of the associa
tion . The committee are working hard to make

it a success. and their efforts are beginning
to bear fruit.
The Committee of Arrangements are Chas.

F . Farrington , chairman, E . R . Henderson ,
secretary ; John Noonan, treasurer ; E . W . Hay
ward , E . A . Badger , Robert J. Millett. F . C .
Kimball , John O 'Connell, Chas. H . Hunt, Geo,

O . Bowman and L . M . Gammons.
Fraternally,

“ 235 ."

Secretary C . H . Johnson rendered a fin

ancial report of the Association . The samo

showed a healthy condition of the local.

Business Agent James V . Cunningham

gave a lengthy report upon the various mat

ters and cases which had come to his care

since the last meeting. His work had em

braced among other matters, 36 cases of

suspensions, most of which had been suc

cessfully disposed of and a few had been

handed up to the International President

for future action . Business Agent Cunning.

ham reported that the Toledo short line is
now being manned by members of Div . No.

26 , within the city limits . Withal, the re

port was most satisfactory.

A committee consisting of members Robt.

French , L . Ainsworth and C . Zigler, sent by

Div. No. 90, were present in lieu of placing

before Div. No. 26 , a proposition of consoli

dation whereby Div . No. 90 should become

a part of the city local.

After some discussion taken part in by

the Div . 90 representatives, Business Agent

Cunningham , Bros. Chas. Ahley , Shirley ,

Meeker, et al., a resolution was passed in

structing the officers of Div . No. 26 to co

operate in bringing about the consolidation .

A resolution for sick benefit assessments

was tabled, the present system of attention
to sick members being deemed very satis

factory .
Communications were read from the C . L .

U . showing the DETROIT NEWS, the PORT

HURON TIMES, and POSTUM CEREAL to

be on the unfair list. The communication

was received and the unfair productions will

be observed in the matter of patronage.

A motion to pay Board members for tak

ing charge of funerals was voted down. The
motion was opposed by the Board members
themselves, upon the ground that they pre

ferred to render such service gratis.

The Pioneer Woolen Mill was reported

unfair, and that institution will be consid

ered accordingly .

Bro. Robert Sunderland conveyed to the

local the thanks of Mrs. James Donnelly for
the assistance rendered her at the death of

her husband, who was a member of the

local.

The discharge of the time table commit

tee by the Board was approvea , and the
question of " brake repairs" was discussed .

to some length . The matter was finally re
ferred to the incoming board of officers.

A standing resolution of thanks was ten

dered to the out-going president, Bro. Frank

Garnsey, on motion of Board Member Shir

ley.
President Garnsey, in return , thanked the

Association for the uniform courtesy of the

members during his occupancy of the 'chair,
and eloquently urged the support of the
membership for the incoming officers. His
address was well received and enthusiastic.

ally applauded .

The division voted subscription for the

entire membership to the “Motorman and

Conductor" for another year.

DETROIT ITEMS.

After election Div. No. 26 has again set

tled down to business. On Dec. 17, a gen
eral meeting of the membership was held ,
which was fairly well attended . The offi

cers' reports were received , and showed the

usual progress.

The meeting was called to order by Presi

dent rank Garnsey. The first business was
the report of Del. H . A . Meeker, of the

State A . F . of L . Convention . Delegate

Meeker rendered a detailed report of the

convention , which was held at Jackson ,

Mich . The report indicated a very satis-

factory progress of the various trades of

the state, and outlined the work before the

state officials for the coming year.

Editor McGary , of the Union Advocate,

together with Business Manager Johnson ,

were present. Editor McGary was given the

floor, and spoke upon the importance ofe of

trades union journalism to the movement.

His remarks were well received . Mr. John -
son of the Advocate spoke along the same

line, and urged support of trades papers .
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On Wednesday, Jan . 4 , at a meeting of track running in a northeasterly direction

the Board , President Garnsey turned the from the city, crossing Burlington Beach ,

gavel of authority over to President-elect and has its terminus in the town of Bur.

Durea. President Garnsey, upon retiring lington . This place being a favorite sum .

from the chair, was presented with a beau- mer resort the traffic over the Radial line .

tiful ivory gavel as a token of appreciation is necessarily very heavy during the sum

for his services. President Garnsey has mer months.

proven himself to have been , and will be Some of the places of interest along the

remembered as an exceptionally able exe. Radial line are : The Hotel Brant, Royal

cutive officer. Although , not at present Yacht Club' s building, Elsinore, Ogg 's

connected officially, he will be found in the Crossing, and Coal Oil Inlet.

front rank of the Association 's workers for Brother Thomas Roach is on the sick list.

good and welfare of the craft, and is Brother Leeming Walker was called to

one of the most ardent supporters of the his home near Cayuga , Ont., on Dec. 29th

labor movement. to attend the funeral of his sister .

The death of Thomas Fletcher, brother of
HAMILTON , ONT. our esteemed comrade, Bro . Daniel Fletcher,

is much regretted by the many friends and

At the regular semi-monthly meeting of acquaintances of the popular young officer

Division No. 107, held in the Trades and of the 13th Regiment. Mr. Fletcher met his
Labor hall on the night of Dec. 17, the death by drowning while skating on the bay

annual election of officers was held . The New Year's eve .

President and Secretary having been elected The funeral was attended with military
by acclamation , the balloting for the other honors.

officers was proceeded with , in which con

siderable interest was taken , there being DIVISION 113 , TORONTO .

an unusually large attendance of members.

The following is a list of the officers The first smoking concert of Div. No. 112

elected for the year 1905 : John Theaker , this year was held on the evening of Dec.
president; George Fisher, vice-president; 7th . An address by Bros. James Simpson ,

Alex . Lamond, warden ; W . J . Shaw , con - of Typo. Union No. 91, was well received ,

ductor; William Nugent, sentinel; executive and in it Jimmy had many new things to
committee, George Cairns, William Old , present to the boys from a union stand

Daniel Fletcher, George Fisher and William point, and the way he and his arguments

Buttrum . were received showed that good fellowship

At the first meeting in January the offi. existed all round. The rest of the program

cers were duly installed and the following was well carried out, and reflects credit on

members appointed delegates to the Trades the smoking concert committee.
and Labor Council : W . J . Shaw , William Dec. 113 is always to the fore and this

Old , Alex. Lamond, John Theaker and smoker is no exception , as we have the

Daniel Fletcher. honor of holding the first entertainment in
The Hamilton Cataract. Power, Light & the large assembly hall of the new “ Labor

Traction , Co., Limited , which is called the Temple." The smoker was kept up to a
Cataract Power Co . for short, following the late hour and without doubt the boys on

custom it adopted at the time it took over relief had the most fun ; as after coming

the Hamilton street railway, made its an in from their late runs and being refreshed

nual Christmas donation to its employes, with tea , coffee and sandwiches . They had

each of whom received an envelope Christ an impromptu stag dance, which one and
mas eve containing a day 's pay clear of all all enjoyed immensely.

other considerations, which was equivalent The Labor Temple was formally opened

to a full-grown turkey and, in some cases, on Dec. 21st. Prof. Goldwin Smith , being

answered the purpose better. This generous introduced by Chairman Coney , gave a

remembrance of employes by the employing highly interesting address, in which he said

company at the festive season is much ap- many things that of interest to union men .

preciated by its many recipients. Every part of the building looked spick
The manager of the Traction department and span and the large assembly hall, which

has commenced to improve conditions in a is one of the finest in the city (seating 800 )

way which , when completed , will receive was at all times crowded with union men ,

the hearty appreciation of those whom it their wifes and friends; also many prom

will most effect, that is the closing in or inent business and public men did honor to

the vestibules. True, the cars have been the occasion by their presence.

vestibuled at both ends for a number of The program , while a long one, was car

years , but the open side gave it an unfin ried out with commendable promptness ,
ished as well as uncomfortable appearance. and the Labor Temple Directorate are de

Brother Amos D . Moyer has resigned serving all praise for their efforts to make

from the conductorship of a west end car this , the inaugural opening, the grand suc

and returned to the fruit growing industry cess it was - while it may at this late date

in the Niagara district. We wish Amos seem superfluous to go into details as to

success . the program , just to give an idea to those

Brother Walter Meyers has been trans who were not there let me just touch upon

ferred to the Radial line. This is a subur: it and say that to the sweet strains of an

ban branch of the Cataract Power Com - orchestra in the basement, those who were

pany's traction system . It has ten miles of playing billiards were soothed not to grieve
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over the miss of a hard shot, and the jo maining as the permanent aftermath to

vial bowlers were influenced to be more mark the passing of better days. Baxter

hilarious than is their wont. In the had remained as the home of this element,

assembly hall the " Cadet Band " made your as progress pushed forward to the receding

feet tingle , and you wished for the end of lines of the frontier.

the ladies' mandolin orchestra number, so Square Owner called the motley gathering

that you might take your wife for a waltz to order sharply at the appointed hour.
and see if the floor was as good as was

claimed for it, viz ., the best in the city .
Square Owner was a dignitary of Baxter

And while you were resting yourself the
and had posed as such for over twenty

members of the ladies' auxiliary of the
years . Square Owner was the town author

Machinists ' union and the Women 's Label
ity upon allmathematical problems. He was

League fortified you and your good lady
graded higher in that particular branch than

with the choicest of cakes and ice cream ,
the “ Professors " on Academy Hill. All

and on , the coffee and tea ! Didn 't it make
grave cracker barrel dispures were ulti

you feel good ? The while that athletic son
mately referred to the judgment of Square

of yours was up in the gymnasium punch
Owner. There had not been a land title

ing the bag or on the bars, or rowing ma
transfer within eight miles of the Baxter

chines and making himself dead tired with
town hall for the past twenty years but

some of the many apparatus with which
that had been “ run off" by Square Owner.

the gym is furnished , and when you got
Of Square Owner 's early life , but very little

home in the sma' hours you and your wife
was known . He had received a liberal edu

said : “ Wasn ' t it real nice ?” And that big
cation somewhere in New England, and

boy of yours said : “Gee, pop , I am glad
when first discovered in and about Baxter,

that I am a union man and have an inter
he was teaching school. While looking up

est in that grand Temple. Say , it's all
his antecedents , men of Baxter were found

right. Why didn 't we have it long ago ?" who attended Square Owner's school in the

The election of officers for 1905 resulted
pioneer period , and these men declared that

as follows: Jas. McDonald , B . A .; J . H .
Owner was at that time no younger nor

Pickles , president; C . Witheridge, vice
older in appearance than at the time of call

president : J . W . Williamson . treasurer : J . ing to order the motley mass of his fellow

H . Tomkins, conductor ; S . Madill. warden : citizens in front of Baxter tavern .

J . Meredith , trustee ; R . East, Ex . Board As Square Owner arose to deliver the pre

member for barn were elected liminary of what was to follow , in most, he

by acclamation . The successful candidates beheld the familiar features of his beloved

were G . W . Coney , financial secretary ; J . W . townsmen .

Griffin , corresponding secretary : W . Murry. " Ladies and Gentlemen " : There were

Board member Dundas street barn ; Hy. some ladies present, - " fellow citizens" : be

· Oakly , Board member King street barn ; gan the aged Sage of Baxter, in an impres

J . W . Williamson, Board member Yonker sively earnest voice marked with eloquence ,

ville avenue. and Square Owner enjoyed a reputation as a

The elections were carried out according
public speaker, - " this grave gathering is at
publ

to the system put into operation by the
the call of our beloved country. We are

adoption of the new by-laws, and our mem
now confronting a most serious crisis in our

bers seemed well pleased with it with the
life as a nation . The spirit of liberty is be

exception that one day for nominations ing assailed and the fortress of freedom is

and one for elections would have been suf- trembling before a traitorous foe. Our proud

ficient, rather than two days for each . and nation is bowing her head in grief, resulting

no doubt e 'er the time comes around again from internecine strife. A factor of our peo

for elections the Executive Board will take
ple have set themselves against the unity of

the matter under advisement to change.
our government. This is treason .

The new schedule put into operation at
Treason ! ” emphasizingly repeated the

the Dundas street barn upon December 1st chairman, after which he hesitated and

has not proved a success , at least not so far
looked about vpon the audience as though

as all the men are concerned . Of course,
the repetition were a challenge for denial.

it is something new , and as such is not re
" This land of freedom , this government of

ceived with favor. It goes without saying
liberty was established upon the martyred

that all innovations are received unfavor:
blood of our liberty -seeking forefathers," he

ably , and this appears to be no exception
continued with much animated fervor, " and

to the rule. Fraternally ,
by the eternal, it must be preserved, though

J. W . G . at the cost of every drop of blood teaming

through the veins of the populace of Baxter.

" The bugle call, to arms! ' has been

sounded . The appeal for volunteers is be.

fore you. Let us of Baxter not be the last

nor least to respond. They tell me I am too

old to enlist. This I regret. But, fellow citi.

zens, I have grown to love you , one and all,

and I assure you that I shall proudly submit

The gathering about the Baxter tavern to the duty of sacrificing my friends upon
was composed of the various characters col- the altar fires of my country' s liberty .”
lectable in and about à town of nine hun . Here the chairman was greeted with pro

dred to one thousand inhabitants, usually re- longed applause, upon the subsiding of

Che Veil of Wealth
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which he introduced to Baxter the Honor- GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER

able Andrew Getrox Jr., member of the C . 0 . PRATT' S COMMENT ON
United States Congress, representing the
wealthy Minington congressional district.

VIS UNITIA FORTIER .

Getrox came forward at the mention of his

name and made a conventional bow to the Brooklyn , N . Y ., Nov. 15 , 1904.
assembled citizens of Baxter. Mr. R . L . Reeves, Editir Motorman and Con
From his attire, Congressman Getrox ap

ductor:
peared a typical representative of the

Dear Sir and Brother - - I have read care
wealth factor of his Minington constituency,

fully the “ Three Tales," which I received
From personal qualities he struck the stu

yesterday before leaving Cleveland.
dent of human nature as being one of the

The stories are veritable gems and set
kings upon the financial chess board of that

same factor of his Minington constituency.
forth in a very forceful manner many of

Lola Cole , conveniently seated upon the
the true incidents that are culminating daily

in the life of the trades union movement,tavern veranda , was able to observe every
as well as to the active workers as indi

move of the principals of the meeting. As

Congressman Getrox came forward , she was
viduals. You have well depicted the true

but little startled upon recognizing the hus .
character of both , those whom are loyal and

band of her former friend and schoolmate ,
upright, doing what they conscientiously be

lieve to be for the best interests of the
as she had experienced this ntellgence by

the conversation she had overheard while in
great human family , and likewise the blight

her room . She noted the appearance of
ed home and prospects that the " scab” has

blackened and made uninviting, leaving a
Getrox as described , and thought she also

legacy that is likely to enthrall those whom
observed a slight expression of disfavor flush

should be nearest and dearest to him — those
the countenance of the honest old town

magistrate as he cast a furtive glance at
of his own flesh and blood .

Getrox upon resuming his chair.
The stories are so true to life that it

The introductory of Getrox was received
shows the writer to have had actual experi

ence and a full knowledge of the subject
with liberal approval, which , however , fell

short of the enthusiasm accorded to Square
he deals with , in its various phases.

Continue the good work . " The pen is
Owner .

" Fellow citizens of this great American
mightier than the sword .”

Republic," began Getrox . “ I come to you as
Of course , there is one feature of your

stories , permeating the whole fabric of
an . emissary of the administration . I came

thought, that seemingly predicates a clear
to tell you why it is your duty to respond to

understanding of another side of life which
the call of your country .”

“ You are wasting your time, sir . We
makes your stories entrancing and flushes

know our duty," came from a voice in the
them with romance , pictured so vividly that

it takes one back to the long ago. I onlycrowd.

" I am satisfied that you know your duty,"
wish the book may be placed in the home of
every member of our craft.

responded Getrox. “ But I want to tell
With best wishes for the success of the

you - "

" Never mind telling us," urged the voice .
work, I remain ,

Fraternally yours,
" Why you should not deiay your enlist

ment,” continued Getrox , somewhat per
C . O . PRATT.

turbed at the interruption.

“ Why don 't some of you silk stockin ' fel
! Rambler Bicycles, leadin

leading bicycle of the

lers enlist ? ” interrupted a second voice . IcyCiCS, world . Also Adlake,

Accepting the thrust as applied to him
Phoenix , Idealand Cyrus. Prices and termsreasonable .

self Getrox proceeded to explain that he Standard Sewing Machines, casies
stillest,

had taken a solemn obligation to serve his most durable. Don 't buy a machine until you see it.

country in the law -making department.
Pianos new uprights $ 175, warranted . Wesave you

Ps the agent's profits.

However, it dawned upon him that he had G . E . VAN SYCKLE, 228 Woodward, next to Gas Office.

made a mistake in underestimating the in
tellicence of his audience by attempting to Hotels,
tell them their duty, and the remainder of

his time upon the stage was devoted to a 888 Franklin Ave.
Cor. Carroll St.

feeble effort to lay before them the situation ,
- Borougb of Brooklyn

as he would have them believe it. JOHN BAMBERGER, Prop. New York
Captain Gray was the next and last

speaker.
Wanted

As the old Indian fighter took his place

upon the platform at the request of the

chairman , he was enthusiastically greeted . Agents in every town to handle " Pagoda” Spring
Wateraud " Pagoda" Spring Water Cures and Prepara

Captain Gray, as an attorney , was not re tions. Liberal commission . Address THE " PAGODA "

nowned as an orator, but as a warrior, there SPRI G WATER Co ., Mt Clemens, Mich .

was no discount. His very presence was an

inspiration . No one doubted his sincerity ,

no one questioned his bravery. He had Telephone Main 2064 for Adver.
stood the test and there were those in Bax tising rates in The Motorman and
ter whom could testify to it .

(To be continued .) Conductor. Circularion 'Way Up.
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 40,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor 's uniform always presentable .

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland, O.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
US Bros.

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thussavo

the consumer the middleman 's profit
non serveren Furniture Mfg. Co.

y , Ill .
0 THN

Dertoit, as Michigan.
- MANUFACTURERS OFWe carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc.

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414-416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT , MICH.

. . . GIVE US A TRIAL . . .

Yaeger & Ackerman's

...SHOES... - INCLUSIVE OF

OurGreat VIC Tho TOR Specialty.
Are unexcelled for Style, Wear

and Comfort. Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues.

85 Gratiot Avenue. When in need of a Dining Table ask yourdealer

UNION STORE. UNION MADE. | to show you The VICTOR .

EARLY R SER' S

FRIEND ,

Every Street Car
Man should have

one.
HORACE W . STEEREG

S
A
S

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 . Woodward Ave., Detroit

Goods Sold on Weekly Payments ,

17 - Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
Aro Guaranteed Time Pieces.

H. T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.

F
A

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond,

Silverware, Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of

Jewelry , it would pay you to call on us or get prices.
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The Union Brewing Co.

DETROIT, MICH .

High Grade

Bottled Beers

Genuine

Malt Extract

TELEPHONE GRATIOT 47 FOR TRIAL CASE

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.
PLIES

UNIFORMS

1 .30

Oncial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8 . 50

Propositions for nomborship blanks,
per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . .

Division inancial book , 100 pago .. . . .

Division Nnancial book , 200 pages . . . . . 2.50

Division Onancial book , 400 pages,.. . . . .

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro,

por 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Treasurer's receipt book . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , auch . . .

225

. . . . 2. 00

For Motormen

and Conductors

We're Detioit headquarters

- carry just what you want

ard give you best values

we keep in stock all regular

( stout and slim sizes and

you 're sure of a good fit.

Our SPECIAL 12 50

OVERCOAT at 13130
For Motormen

and Conductors

is a wonder for the money .

Strictly union made and

right in every way.

Everything in Men 's and

Boys' Clothing , Hats and

Furnishings at " out-of-the

high rent-district” prices.

aliu

LAYTON. . . . . . . . . . 30

Association Badges , solld gold , ouch . . . 1.00

Outs of oficial seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . . .

Gut soals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompaniod with ox

prano, postomico monoy orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks , or postage, accopted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher,

5 .3 -55 -57 MICHIGAN AVE .

DETROIT.

Varicocele Cured to Stay
Cured in 5 Days

No Cutting or Pain .
VOTOtec Guaranteed Cure or

Money Refunded ,
DanaerUndermytreatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The

stagnantblood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishesand

swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead
comes the pleasure of perfect health .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and

Bladder Troubles , Nervous Debility , and allied troubles . My

methods of treatmentand cure are originalwith meand cannot be obtained

elsewhere. Imake no experiments. All cases I take I cure.

is what you want. I give a Legal

Guarantee to cure you or refund
P . J . TILLOTSON . M . D . your money . What I have done for others I can do for you . My

The Master Specialist of Chicago , who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more

Cares Varicocele . Established 1880. than you willbe willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPTRIGHTED .) CURE YOU atHome..

Writemeyour condition fully and you willreceive in

Correspondence Conwendar plain envelope a scientific and honestopinion of your

case, FREEofcharge. My hometreatmentis successful. My booksand lecturesmailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON , M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit . We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF

UNITED AREAS CORMENT|27 James H . Hirsch & Co.
VITED EXEC GARME

0
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APRIL 12
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1891

BOARD of theWhite 212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO, - ILLS.
REGISTERED CENS

E

Do You Know That If You Don 't Ask For a

BLOCH

UNIFORM OF QUALITY

That your dealer won't show you one? They

cost HIM more. You will pay no more than

you would for inferior qualities . .

UNION MADE.

All our garments bear the label.

Insist upon seeing the BLOCH

HANGER on your Uniform .

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BLOCH COMPANY

CLEVELAND , OHIO .
n arare



TRADE

The Io ParqueGlove Noah is Prepared

What for ? To Supply

House

Furnishing Goods

Stoves

Garland and Laurel

Completo Line ) of Base Burners.

.. CALL ANDO.SEE THEM ..
NO RIVETS,OUT SEAMSTHEY FIT

HEAT ANDWATER PROOF.

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT - MICHIGAN

Sporting Goods

PAINTS,OILS,GLASS

Everything Complete
Write for a SOUVENIR MATCH CASE made from

the same leather as the Gloves. Free .

GIVE DEALER'S NAME AND ADDRESS. 1222 Gratiot Avenue

Near Mt. Elliot Ave.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

POR

IRANK BREDERICK & Cº

Uniform Clothing

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

mentguide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO

013 .KING ST.WEST.

HE LAR OEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
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STATE

Savings Bank

DETROIT, MICHIGAN .

Capital,

Surplus etc.,

Deposits,

$ 1,000,000.00

850 ,000,00

14 ,000,000,00

C
U

I
O

!

GEO . H . RUSSEL ,

President.

R . S . MASON ,

Cashier.

TO

Commercial

and Savings Departments |

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , оніо .

ESTABLISHED 1846

minimum ESTABLISHED 1846. mumuno

CELEBRATED LEHIGH VALLEY COAL.

P .Burns & Co.

Wholesale and Retail

COAL

YARDS

Cor. FRONT and BATHURST STS .

Talephone Main 449.

PRINCESS STREET DOCK

Telephone Main 190 .

OFFICES

426 % YONGE STREET

Telephone Main 3298

572 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 139

304 QUEEN STREET EAST AND
Telephone Main 134

429 SPADINA AVENUE

Telephone Main 2110

1312 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Park 711

274 COLLEGE STREET

Telephone North 1179

32444 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 1409

Head Office, 44 King St. East.

Telephone Main 131 and 132 TORONTO , ONT.

WOOD
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Y F.F.PULVER CO.

Mr. Secretary: Manufacturers of

Strictly Union Made

Celluloid

Novelties

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By-lawsand Constitu

tion andGeneral Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

Buttons, Mirrors,

Badges,

Pulveroid " Signs,

Emblems, Etc

FACTORY AND MAIN Office

Cor. Front and Andrews Streets

BRANCH OFFICES

IN ALL LANGE CITIESES ROCHESTER,

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

.PLIES

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

. . . . . .05

1 .50

Our Label is No. 38.

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,
per 100 . . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards , each . . . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . . 2 .50

Division financial book, 400 pages,.. . . .

Triplicate report books, each . . .. . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 .50

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

4 .25 GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chicago .

. . .

yaltonWoolen
SpecialManufacturers of Superior5

Dolice, Firemans& Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHS.
CHARLES L .BOWLER

1255 WornSE NEW YORK.
SOLE AGENT

A

treasurer, each . . .

Treasurer 's receipt book . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .

. . . . . .

LIBOSODINI

ONLAYN

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Gilt seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders , or draft . No

personal, local checks, or postage , accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

Standard Throughout the United States

1or Street Railway Service .
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THE PRICES

THE INGRIDIENTS

THE GOODS

Mt. Clemens,Mich.

THE PAGODA WATER CO..

in the city visit the factory .

we can please you . Address or when

Let us hear from you . Webelieve

Nu

troubles.

surance against fevers and Kidney and Bladder

Uncharged , half gallons, Cheapest form of In

PLAIN WATER

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

More of a luxury.

Ginger Ale and Soft Drinks,

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

Carbonated Water.

“ LITTLE 'PODY SPLITS ”

at home.

efit gained while

and to keep up the ben

to aid treatment while here,

Wen furnish a line of goods designed

“ You Know It”

WATER

SPRING

" PAGODA”

What They Should Be.

Pure and Wholesome,

Doing the Business.

MT. CLEMENS
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SECRETARY JOSEPHINE CASEY,

Of Division No. 308, Chicago, III.

The above is a perfect likeness of Miss

Josephine Casey, Recording Secrtary of Di.

vision No. 308, Chicago, Ill.

Very likely many of our members are not

familiar with the fact that in our Associa -

tion we enjoy the membership of several

ladies. However, such is the case.

Division No. 308 is composed of the op

eratives of the elevated systems of Chicago ,

among whom are several lady ticket agents

and clerks. They take an active part in the

work of the Association , and have appre

oiably participated in the benefits in the

way of increased wages, etc. The abilities

of Sister Casey were early recognized by

the membership of the Local, and she has

been repeatedly elected to the recordership .

While 308 enjoys a directorate of most ca

pable and intelligent officers, it is only fair

to say that Miss Casey does not detract

therefrom . The Division books are a most

complete and comprehensive record of the

events of the meetings , and the clean, read

able and scholarly manner in which they

are kept bears out the prudence of the Local

in the selection of their Secretary . Miss

Casey and her sister are the sole support of

a widowed mother. Her father was a mason

by trade, and an active unionist.

Secretary Casey and her sister members

of 308 are a convincing example of what

women can do to well establish themselves

in the ranks of the wage -earning fraternity

through organization. Such women are a

credit to labor, as, through their organiza

tion , they are able to demand and secure the

same wage and conditions as men would re

ceive at the same character of work . How

ever , such was not the case before the in

stitution of the elevated employes' associa

tion .

Secretary Casey will be remembered as

one of the delegates representing her Local

at the Pittsburg convention .
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PRESIDENT' S REPORT. sacola , Fla ., through the assistance of Vice

President Commons, the organization suc

ceeded in getting a new agreement with an
During the month of January I have increase of pay ; at Canton O ., the organi

visited the Divisions at Hamilton and To zation , througа the assistance and direction

ronto , Ont., and Wilkesbarre, Pa . At Ham of Board Members Reeves, secured a new

ilton , I addressed a meeting of Division 107 contract, as well as the contract at Wilkes

at midnight on January 12th . Although the barre, Pa. Two of these written contracts ,

weather was very cold and severe , yet a that of Canton and Wilkesbarre, were the

great majority of the men turned out and first written contracts that had been en

we had an enthusiastic and rousing meet tered into between the Divisions and the
ing. The following day I met with a com companies. The contracts made for Janu

mittee and discussed the local situation and ary cover the conditions of over 6 ,000 of our

policies for the future . members for the coming period of from one

Leaving Hamilton , I next visited Division to two years, which , as I have said before ,

113 of Toronto, where I addressed two large speaks well for the work of the month .

open mass meetings on the 14th . The first The National Executive Board will hold

meeting took place in the afternoon for the its meeting on the 14th of this February .
benefit of the late men . This meeting was The year book, which has been delayed on

well attended . It was followed by a large account of a number of tne Divisions fail

and enthusiastic open meeting at eighting to forward the blank reports , will be

o 'clock in the evening . This meeting was published and sent out to the Divisions by

well attended by trainmen , shop and shed the latter part of February, or early in

men and all other employes of the system . March . Yours fraternally,
In attending this meeting I was carrylug W . D . MAHON ,
out a promise that had been made for some

time to this Division to visit them and ad
International President.

dress an open meeting for the purpose of

speaking to the general membership, of the
UNION SHOP AGREEMENTS DECLARED

LEGAL.
aims and objects of our Association . I

found Division No. 113, as No. 117, in
splendid working condition . The Toron A few weeks ago the chief justice of the

to members have their headquarters in New York Court of Appeals, in declaring

the new Labor Temple, a building an eight hour law unconstitutional, ex
that has just been opened by the plained that he was following precedents
organized workers of Toronto, and ex against his own strong belief and convic

ceeds any labor headquarters upon the tions, and even took occasion to say that
American continent. The building is cen - owing to prejudice, doctrines are applied
trally situated . They have seven large halls, by some judges in labor cases which would

a large assembly hall, billiard rooms, bow not be considered or tolerated for a mo

ling alleys , committee rooms and offices, in ment in ordinary commercial cases. This

cluding a gymnasium and other sports . was a most significant remark . How true

The Temple has been purchased outright it is , our readers know too well . We com

by the trades of Toronto and is managed mend it to the Parryites, as we commend to

by a board selected by the organizations in their study the Brooklyn decision we pre

terested in the building. From present in pose to discuss here.

dications, the next year will see the build The case was that of a certain non-union

ing paid for with all of its paraphernalia . employe of a printing company against that

This only goes to show what can be done company and certain organizations with

by organized labor if united and deter- which a union shop contract had been volun
mined. tarily made. The carrying out of this con

From Toronto I was called to Wilkes- . tract would have led to the discharge of the

barre, Pa., where the organization had made non -union plaintiffs, and they applied for a

a demand for an increase of pay , but had sweeping injunction to prevent the con

been refused by the company. I spent tracted parties from proceeding under their

some seventeen days in Wilkesbarre, finally agreement, and also to prevent the organ

securing an agreement with an increase of ized workmen from organizing a strike,

ten cents a day, the agreement to cover a picketing, boycotting , or otherwise " inter

period of two years. The men at this fering with the businses of the company as

place had formerly been receiving $ 1 .80 per a means of compelling it to execute the con .

day for a nine-hour work day, or twenty tract."

cents an hour. Under the new contracter the new contract The lower court granted the injunction se

they will receive $ 1. 90 for a nine-hour work far as it applied to the union workmen ; but

day, or twenty -one and a fraction cents per the appellate court radically modified it in

hour. several particulars. It will be profitable and
As to the general work of the organiza interesting to consider the points involved

tion for the month of January, we have
separately .

much to congratulate ourselves upon .

Agreements have been reached on the
The prohibition of any strike by the defend

ants , said the court ( Justice Jenks writing the

South Side in Chicago covering a period of opinion ) , cannot stand . Calling an agreement

eighteen months, expiring in April, 1906 ; in to strike, a conspiracy , does not change its

character. A man who has not bound himself

San Francisco Division No. 205 , have re. to an employer by contract cannot be bound

newed their contract for two years ; at Pen to him by law , and therefore he may quit work
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA.

(By W . D . Mahon.)
(Chapter VII. — Continued from January.)

if the conditions - any conditions - are not to his
liking : and what one may lawfully do alone he

may do in concert with others. Hence it is not

unlawful to organize a strike in order to pro
cure the observance of a union shop contract.

The prohibition of picketing could not
stand either. The word in the injunctive
order was qualified (as it is , we may add, in
many court orders now -a -days, thanks to
sharp attorneys and pliant judges ) , and
might signify a lawful act. The court said :

Picketing may simply mean the stationing of
men for observation . If in the doing of this
act, solely for such purpose , there be no moles
tation or physical annoyance , or let or hind

rance of any person , then it cannot be said
that such an act is per se unlawful.

This is the position for which we have
persistently contended in the American Fed

erationist as against the nonsense and hy.

pocrisy of those who denounce every act of

boycotting as criminal and un-American

and so on .

Finally, as to the contracts of the union
shop, the effort to secure the discharge of

the non -union men, the court saw nothing
wrong or illegal or contrary to public policy
in this arrangement. We quote :

If the employer preferred to have these work
men work for him on the conditions that he
should employ none but their fellows, increase
their wages and settle the hours of labor, than

to have them strike and organize a boycott, I
cannot see why in the exrecise of its rights to

regulate its own affairs it could not follow this
course and make the agreement.

Is either party to the contract seeking to
avoid it ? If the employer has the right to
employ whom he chooses and the employes
have the right to work for whom they choose ,
and under such conditions as they may impose ,
is an outsider to be heard that the agreement

between employer and employe must not be per
formed because perforce thereof the employer

can no longer keep him in service ? How can he
be heard unless he has some vested right of re
tention by his employer ? Assume that the

agreement is performed . what results to the

plaintiffs who refuse to join the union ? Thel
dischrage from this employment. But is not

the employer free to discharge them even with
out reason or for any reasons which may seem
to him sufficient, not matter how shortsighted ,
unjust or arbitrary ? Independent of the obliga
tion of contract, the workman may quit em

ployment and the master may discharge the
workman , beyond the interference of the
courts. If the employer can compel the employe
to work against the latter ' s will, this is servi
tude . If the employe can compel the employer

to give work against the employer' s will. this

is oppression . If the courts sit to prevent dis
arges of workmen or to require wo

remain in service, they exercise a paternal and
visitatorial function beyond my ideas of their
province .

Compare these wise and sober words with

the preposterous and confused reasoning (or

what passes for it ) , in the decision of Judge
Adams of Cook county .

Is it unreasonable to suggest that those
" patriots " who prate about freedom , liberty

and " Americanism ” will ponder and digest
this opinion ? It will do them good. - Amer
ican Federationist.

Following out the instructions of the
Cleveland Convention , the writer accom

panied by Secretary Massey , who had to

visit Detroit for the purpose of forwarding
the effects of the General Office to his head

quarters in St. Paul, left Cleveland im

mediately on the close of the Convention

for that city .
Upon our arrival in Detroit, we were met

at the boat by a delegation of the Detroit

street railway men , who welcomed us to the
city and escorted us to our hotel. We spent

the first day in arranging the supplies in
the General Office for shipment, and then

took up the local situation with the various

representatives. We found the organiza

tion in Detroit had been almost disrupted
during the season past over various ques

tions and conflicts between its officers.
However, the majority of the men had real
ized the necessity of maintaining their or .

ganization , and had united together and

were still holding their organization in an

independent form . The organization was .

headed by President Alex. Dill, Secretary

M . G . Moore and Traveling Delegate Daniel
L . Dilworth . After carefully considering

the matters and discussing the situation

with the local officers, we decided the best.

policy to pursue was to revoke the old

charter of Division No. 3 and call a general

meeting of all the men , which we did . At

this meeting the representatives of the

various factions were present. After a

thorough discussion of the aims, objects
and missions of the Amalgamated Associa
tion , the representatives of the factions that

had been engaged in the disputes which had

almost destroyed the Division during the

year, expressed themselves as regretting
the troubles that had taken place and

pledged themselves to unite in the future
for the purpose of protecting their organi

zation , regardless of any other question
that might arise . After a thorough ex

pression of this sentiment by the various
members present, a motion was made to
again apply for a charter, and the organi

zation was chartered as division No. 26 ,
which number it has ever borne, and has

been among the foremost organizations, not

only in maintaining its own conditions, but
in aiding and assisting in building up the

Amalgamated Association of Street & Elec

tric Railway Employes of America .
After having succeeded in re-uniting the

Division , Secretary Massey left for his own

home in St. Paul, and the writer returned

to his home. On our return to our homes,
we still found greater troubles confronting
us. The industrial condition of the country
was such that the railroad companies had

decided to take advantage of it and destroy

the organizations wherever possible. Upon
the writer 's return home he found his own

local ready to strike because of the attitude

Don 't be fooled by the assertion that the

interests of the skilled mechanic and the un

skilled laborer are not identical. In unor
ganized ignorance lies the greatest menace

to organized labor . - Baltimore Labor Leader .
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ere .

of the company in refusing to further re. The next strike took place at Toledo, O .,
cognize or deal with the officers. This where the members of the old Division No.

same condition confronted Secretary Mas 8 became involved in a dispute with the

sey. Upon his arrival in St. Paul he found Robinson Street Railway over the discharge

that the men of that city and Minneapolis of some of the members who had testified
had also decided upon a strike. The re- in court that the vestibules then upon the

sult in both cases was disastrous. In the cars were no protection . The Company had
writer' s own home, Columbus, O ., the men demanded that these men retract their affi

were divided . Not only were the industrial davits . This was refused and the men dis

conditions such as to discourage the mem - charged . The result was, after consider

bers of the organization , but in connection able negotiation , that the men decided to

with the industrial conditions there was at suspend work and thus a strike was inaug.

this time, sweeping over the country , the urated which lasted some five days. At the

movement known as the A . P . A . movement, end of that time, the Company agreed to

the result of which is well known to many reconsider the matter, submit the points in

of the older trade unionists. The effect of dispute to arbitration , and the strike was

this movement was to divide the workers settled and the roads resumed operation .

upor igious lines and I sometimes think This brings the events of the Association

that movement did more to disrupt, divide Into the early months of 1904.

and destroy the trades unions than did the ( To Be Continued .)

industrial depressions that followed the

panic of 1893. This movement had its ef PENSACOLA, FLA., AGREEMENT.

fect upon our organizations in St. Paul and

· in Columbus, and, as I have stated , the re Memorandum of Agreement made and en

sult was disastrous, as only a portion of tered into this 14th day of January, A . D .

the men struck and others remained at 1905, by and between the Pensacola Electric

work. The result was that the strikes Terminal Railway Company, hereinafter

were lost. called the Company, and the Amalgamated

I assure the readers it was a gloomy out Association of Street and Electric Railway

look which then confronted our organization , Employes of America , Division No. 234.

as, following close upon the heels of this inafter called the Association . Witnesseth :

loss came the loss of the local at Indianap Section 1 . That the cars of the electric

olis. The men at Indianapolis were con division shall be operated by the members
fronted with about the same conditions that of the Association at all times.
had confronted the two former Divisions. Section 2 . That if a conductor or motor

The company taking advantage of the in - man is rejected by, or ejected from the Asse
dustrial depression , had started out to de- ciation , he will be dropped from the service

stroy and break up the organization . After of the Company. That if a conductor or

discharging a number of the officers and motorman be dropped from such service by
committeemen they refused to further re the Company, the President of the Associa

cognize or treat with the local. In their tion shall have the right to appeal to the

work of destruction , they were aided by the President of the Company, and if the Presi.

fact that the industrial depression had dent of the Company is convinced of the

caused one of the leading banks of the city innocence of the accused man , he will be
to close its doors . In this bank was de reinstated to his former position .

posited all the money belonging to the Section 3. The members of the Associa

Local Division . The organization thus de- tion will, at the request of the Company,
prived of her funds, and confronted with break in new men whenever the Company
the threatening conditions prevailing, gave desires .

up the fight and surrendered. Thus another Section 4 . If at any time the Association
strong organization and the one known as decides to quit work for any cause what
the parent organization , for it was in the ever, five (5 ) clear days ' notice thereof will

city of Indianapolis that the first conven - be given to the Company.
tion was held , and this Division was known Section 5 . The Company will not permit
as Division No. 1 , was lost to the Associa - any Association member not having his
tion . working card , to work ; the President of the
However, midst all of this gloomy sur Association , when an employe of the Com

rounding, Secretary Massey and the writer pany, shall notify the Company of the bad
determined to continue their work , and set standing of a member, and such notification
about to secure an understanding between shall be all of the evidence required by the
the various organizations and adopt some Company of that fact.
policy that would prevent them from any Section 6 . Every motorman shall have
further attacks. After corresponding with the use of stools while on service over such
the various locals , a policy was outlined , part of the line as the Company may indi
and to a great extent, maintained through cate.

out the balance of the year. Section 7 . The scale of wages paid the
The next strike of the year to take place members of the Association shall be seven

was at Youngstown , O ., where Division No. teen cents (170 ) per hour for regular men ,
6 became involved in a contest with the and fifteen and one-half cents ( 15420) per

Youngstown Street Railway Company. This hour for extra men , and shall not be re.
battle lasted some nine days, when a satis- duced or increased during the life of this
factory settlement was reached and the or agreement.
ganization returned to work . Section 8. The number of extra men will
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not be greater than shall be necessary , but requires his absence from the Company's
this shall not require the Company to drop employ , shall , upon his retirement from

them from its employment, but merely tosaid office, be placed in his former position ,

prevent it from taking on new men when Sixth . The properly accredited officers of

it shall not be necessary . the Company agree to meet with the prop

Section 9 . The rules of the Company now erly accredited , officers of the Association on
in force shall be follewed by both parties all questions and grievances that may arise
to this agreement, unless changed by mutual in the future. The Company agrees that any

agreement. The Company, however, re employe , whom upon investigation is found
serves the right to make such additional to have been discharged unjustly , shall be

rules as it may consider necessary, reinstated and reimbursed for all time lost

Section 10 . The employes of the Company from such discharge.
shall be paid their wages promptly on Mon. Seventh . Any member of this Associa

day of each week , if practical. tion by act or word interfering with or dis
Section 11 . This agreement shall con turbing the course of negutiations between

tinue in force from this date for two ( 2 ) the properly accredited officers of the Com
years . pany and the Association respectively , upon

In Witness Whereof, The parties hereto any subject whatsoever , or interfering with
have hereunto signed their names, this 14th or disturbing the service in any manner con

day of January , A . D . 1905 . trary to the conditions and spirit of this

G . C . McCAIN , agreement, shall, upon mutual satisfactory

President Amalgamated Association of
proof of the same, be dismissed from the

Street and Electric Railway Employes of
service and from the Division No. 211. And

any member dismissed from the Association
America , Division No. 234.

for interfering with or abridging the author

V . H . NORTHUL, ity of the officers of either party hereto in
President Pensacola Electric Terminal Rail carrying out the sense and conditions of this

way Company.
agreement, shall be dismissed from the ser

vice of the Company.
CANTON -AKRON , CANTON -NEW PHILA. Eighth . It is further understood and

DELPHIA AGREEMENT.
agreed by the party of the second part, that

in consideration of the foregoing, said em

Memoranda of Agreement entered into this
ployes will, to the best of their ability , work

day and date by and between the Canton
at all times to the best interest of the C .- A .

Akron Railway Company and the Canton
Ry. Co., that they will keep a strict com

New Philadelphia Railway Company
pliance with all rules and regulations of the

Parties of the first part , hereinafter known
said Company and cheerfully obey all orders

as the Company, and Division No. 211, A .
from the officers of the same, when not in

A . of S . and E . R . E . of A ., composed of the
conflict with the conditions entered into by

employes of the said C .- A . Ry. Co . and the
this agreement. They further agree, at all

C .- N , P . Ry. Co., party of the second part,
times, to protect the property of the Com

and hereinafter known as the employes.
pany from injury at their own hands or at

Witnesseth :
the hands of others when in their power

First. The present system of promotion
to do so . That in handling of cars at all

to runs in the matter of filling vacancies
time, to use their best judgment and use

shall be continued during the period of this
every effort to prevent injury to the prop

agreement, said promotion being per senior
erty and person of the traveling public.

ity of service in the selection of runs.
Nine. This agreement shall continue in

Second. Runs shall be so scheduled as to
full force and effect for one year from this

accord as nearly as consistent with the ser
date, and any changes or alterations desired

vice, nine hours per day as a full service
by either party of this agreement must be

day, upon a two turn system .
submitted to the other at least thirty days

Third . In the matter of a wage rate , it is
previous to its termination , otherwise this

agreed that the present rate shall be main
agreement shall continue in force for an

tained until future adustment, and that the
other year.

wage rate shall be taken up in May , 1905 ,
This agreement also applies to and is ac

by and between the officers of the Associa
cepted by the officers and members of Divi.

tion and Company, in lieu of mutual adjust
sion No. 244 , employes of Tuscarawas Trac

ment thereof.
tion Company.

Entered into and signed this 23d day of
Fourth . It shall not be required of motor

men and conductors to secure releases from January, 1905 .

persons sustaining injury or damage in con
The Company :

sequence of accidents .
CANTON -AKRON RY. CO .

Fifth . Absolute discontinuance of suspen .
CANTON -NEW PHIL . RY. CO .

sions as a matter of discipline is agreed
E . S . DIMMOCK , Genl. Mngr.

upon, and a merit and a demerit system Division No. 211 :

substituted therefor. The Company agrees E . HOOPINGARNER , President.

that officers of the organization shall be JAMES A . HUDSON , Secretary .

granted leave of absence on organization RALPH VICKERY.

business when so requested . It further Division No. 244 :

agrees that any member of this organization LEWIS H . McGRAIL , President.
who holds ofice in said organization , which G . E . SHIVELY, Secretary .
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covering as it does more than a full term of
months , is no small task . A full report of
the proceedings of the Board will be made

in the March issue.STREET
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information sheets sent out last month by
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without delay .
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Omcial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America.

The year 1905 has led out with gratifying
results to the Association . As has been
stated by President Mahon in his report,

agreements have already been signed be
tween local Divisions and employing com
panies which fix the conditions for the year

of over 6 ,000 members of the Association .
PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Corrospondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,
Editor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 cents

single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents
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W . D . MAHON . .. . . . . . . International President
A . W . MORRISON , . . . . . . First Vice - President

BENJ. COMMONS . . . . ... . Second Vice -President
J . C . COLGAN . . . . . . . . . Third Vice -President
WM . KELLEY . . . . Fourth Vice -President

J. J . THORPE . . . . . . . .Fifth Vice -President

REZIN ORR ... . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer
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WM . JACOBS.
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FRED FAY.

M . SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.

The Motorman and Conductor is in receipt
as the compliments of Brockton Division No.

235 of a souvenir journal bearing the pro
gram of their fourth annual ball held at Can

ton Hall, Brockton , on Jan . 27 . The souvenir

is most complete in its make-up and does
credit to the Division . It contains, aside

from the program , the advertising cards of
the friends of the Division among the busi

ness men of Brockton , Campello , and sur

rounding towns, also the pictures of the offi
cers of the company and officers of the local
Association .

Entered the Detroit P. O ., as second-class
matter.

President Mahon has given information
that the 1905 year book will be ready for

distribution early in March . The Associa

tion Year Book is edited annually by the

International President, and contains a vol

ume of instruction and statistical facts per
taining to the Association . It is a most use
ful and necessary reference work , and is

purposed for the aid of general and local
officers . The book for 1905 will surpass

former issues in its completeness. Among
other things, it will show that in spite of the

depression experienced during the past year
more than six thousand members of the

Association were favored by an increase in

wages. Not one instance of a decrease in
wages is reported throughout the entire
membership .

Thaolui count )

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trang

portation and trade matters generally . To en

courage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

olevate our moral, intellectual and social
condition .

Benefits paid from the Death and Disa .

bility Fund for the month of January were

on the deaths of the following members :

Daniel Williams, Div . No. 332, New

York , N . Y ., lobar pneumonia . . . . . . $ 100 .00
Robert Purcell, Div . No. 332, New

York, N . Y ., inflammation of liver . 100 .00
Charles Denton , Div . No. 307, Still

water, N . Y ., accident. . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

Robert Hammond, Div. No. 113, To
ronto , Ont., typhoid pneumonia . . ... 100.00

James Hanrahan , Div. No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill., nephritis and uraemia . . 100.00

John H . O ' Brien , Div . No. 132, Troy ,
N . Y ., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . 100. 0 %

John J. Meehan, Div . No. 164, Wilkes

Barre, Pa ., stroke of apoplexy . . . . . 100.00

The General Executive Buard convened at

headquarters , 45 Hodges Building, Detroit ,

Mich ., on Tuesday, Feb . 14, at 10 o 'clock a .

m ., Chairman Dilworth presiding . There is

much work before the Board , and the audit, Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 700.00
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Invitations are out for the twelfth annual principles upon which unionism is builded ;
ball of Division No. 26 . The event will take interesting and entertaining from cover to
place at Light Infantry Hall, 42 Congress st. cover.

E ., Detroit, on the night of Thursday, Feb . The blending of romance with tuition
23. All those who are fond of an evening ' s along the lines of organization is as the
enjoyment at tripping the light fantastic warp and woof of a fabric bearing the Union
should be present at this event. Old 26 will Label (no shoddy) . The work will stand
give you a good time. criticism from the bitterest enemies of la

bor unions.
Members of the Association would do well The publication is a text-book for the un

to write to Horace W . Steere, one of the initiated, a sensation for the love-story
advertisers in The Motorman and Conductor, reader, and a guide for the trades unionist;
for information regarding the “ Early Riser' s interesting , pleasing and instructive in all
Friend." It is without doubt the most nearly its deductions.
perfect alarm clock yet invented . The clock Such a work is destined to meet with suc
is peculiarly made for use by our craft. cess .

. It remains only for organizations through
Members will note the advertisers in the out the country , and particularly our own

Motorman and Conductor . This magazine organization, within whose circles the

accepts no unfair advertiser. These busi scenes and stories are founded , to spread

ness men by virtue of their advertising with its usefulness. In doing so they will but

us become the patrons of the Association prove more vividly the truthfulness of the

and are in turn entitled to our patronage as motto emblazoned on its title page, “ Vis

a matter of business exchange so long as Unita Fortier ."

their prices and goods are acceptable . While Yours fraternally,
there is no question but that this magazine

E . M . DISSETT.is one of the best advertising mediums in

existence for business men, our membership Bro . Dissett is Recording Secretary of

who own and control the publication can Division No. 282, Rochester, N . Y ., and was

greatly assist in impressing our friends an active delegate in the Pittsburg conven

among the advertisers of that fact. We tion . His is but one of many similar testi

should all heartily co -operate in the promo monials. Those desiring a copy of this

tion of any and all of the interests of our unique story book , if not on sale by a local

Association as a business matter, and the agent in your Division, may send 250 to

co -operation of our membership is earnestly the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, to

urged and is of vast importance in the pro gether with name and address. and copy

motion of the Motorman and Conductor in will be forwarded .

the matter of subscription and advertising Special terms to agents .

PRESIDENT W . D . MAHON.A most gratifying development in the cir

culation of the Motorman and Conductor has

been experienced within the last six weeks.
Increase in subscriptions require an addi

tion of over 3 ,000 copies for this issue. There

are yet, however, many members of the As.
sociation who are not on the subscription

lists. The officers of the Locals the mem

bership of which are not generally recorded

as subscribers should look after this matter.

It should be borne in mind that this official

journal, the Motorman and Conductor, is the

property of the Association , and the revenue

accruing from subscriptions and advertising

strengthens the financial standing of the

Association and reverts to the profit of the

members at large. This alone should prove

an incentive for every member to subscribe.

Again , there is no other way for our mem

bership to secure general information rela

tive to the craft in various sections only

through the Association journal.

President W . D . Mahon has reported very

completely in another column upon his work

during the last month . However, for the
last year his has been a most strenuous

life in the matter of dealing with the more
serious situations arising in connection with

our Association . The crowning features of

his work , and those most commented upon

by the press during 1904, were the adjust
ments at San Francisco, Pittsburg and New

York . Those incidents were commented upon

in their turn , and the Association , and most

particularly the General Executive Board,

felt most grateful, as the Association was

relieved of each of these situations through

the able directorship of our International

President. Now , 1905 seems to open as a

by no means barren field as to laurels for

the Association through the efforts of our

International President. The embarrassing

situation in Wilkesbarre presented a most

difficult problem . The General Executive

Board watched with keen interest the pro

gress of negotiations there and awaited in

suspense for what seemed to be inevitably

a strike. Only the officers to whom was fully

reported each step taken , can appreciate the

value of the work done there by President

Mahon in securing the agreement with the

company and unraveling the entanglement

of the Division . To President Mahon , his

experience , wisdom and ability in handling

VIS UNITA FORTIER .

Rochester, N . Y ., Jan . 29, 1905.

R . L . Reeves, Detroit Mich . :

Dear Sir and Brother - Voluntarily and un

solicited . I would that “ Vis Unita Fortier"

were in the hands of and being read by every

union man , and particularly of our own

craft within the contines of the two oceans.

It is a guide, an index to the fundamental
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such affairs, must be attributed the fact that

the Wilkesbarre Division was successful in
securing to her membership an addition to

their wages of over $ 6 ,000 a year, and leav-

ing the Association in a better business con .

dition than it has ever enjoyed before.

While not so many men were involved , yet

the settlement was more marvelous than the

adjustments in the other situations. As is

stated by Correspondent Griffin , of the To

ronto Division, the Association has just

cause to pride herself as being distinguished

as having one of the most aple directors in

the labor movement at the head .

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

Inadvertently the report upon the Inter

national Officers to appear in last month 's
journal was omitted by the printer. That

report told of the work International Treas

urer Orr was undergoing in the interest of

the Wilkesbarre Division . Later an agree

ment was secured there by the assistance

of International PresidentMahon , and Treas

urer Orr was sent to Youngstown, Ohio , to
look after the interest of Division No. 114.

He was successful in renewing the agree

ment between that Local and the Park &

Falls Co ., but at this writing a copy of the
new agreement or its terms have not been

submitted to the general office . After clos

ing the agreement for Division No. 114,

Treasurer Orr went on to Steubenville , Ohio ,

to advise with the officers of Division No .

285 in the matter of an adjustment of the

differences with that Division and the em

ploying company. He is engaged at the pres

ent writing with that situation .

Vice-President Benj. Commons secured an

adjustment of the differences between Divis

ion No. 234. Pensacola , Fla ., and the em -

ploying company. A liberal increase in

wages is embodied in the new agreement.

Vice-President A . W . Morrison met with
Division No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo., on the

night of the 14th inst. He will assist the
local officers in the matter of preparing
their annual agreement there.
General Executive Board Member C . 0 .

Pratt, we are pleased to report, is much im

proved from his serious illness. He will be

able to attend the Board Meeting, after

which he will again take up the work of the

Association under the direction of President

Mahon .

General Executive Board Member D . J .

Reid has had some matters of Division No.

264, Chicago, Ill., under his advisement; also

other affairs pertaining to the Association

in connection with the Chicago Divisions.

He reports progress.

The report omitted from the columns of

last month 's journal would have shown that

Chairman D . L . Dilworth secured a satisfac

tory adjustment of the differences in Sagi.

naw , Mich .

and sought after by many of the staff offi

cers of the M . & C .
The labor union is a business institution

and the members are the stockholders.

The officers, by virtue of the general and

local governing rules, are the directors .

The members , or stockholders, have a fixed

purpose prompting the formation of the

union . They adopt rules and policies di

recting the force of their movement in line

with tue purpose of their union , and elect

directors, or officers, and fix their duties

consistent with the accomplishment of that

purpose. Further than a businesslike sur

veilance of the work and conduct of their

officers, their work is at an end. Really ,
the non -attendance at the meeting of a true

spirited member may be taken as an expres

sion of confidence in the directorate. True,

there are times that arise when the officers

are confronted with peculiar situations be
yond their latitude of specified authority

with which to cope. In such case they

must seek instructions from the master

body - as the officer is virtually a servant of

the membership and secure such special

legislation as will meet the occasion at

hand. In such cases it becomes the spe

cific duty of the member to attend a local

meeting, that he may take part in the

further directing of the officers. This duty

he owes to himself and his personal inter

est. In the event that he does not attend

such meeting, he understands that he for

feits all right to any recourse from the re

sult of the rulings or enactments of those

whom do attend . His absence is passive

acquiesence in what takes place, and he
virtually accepts of the result.

True, these occasions for special enlarge
ments of power to officers may arise at
every or any meeting, but such is not com

monly the case.

· Thus, so far as the routine affairs of the

union is concerned , the ordinary duties have

been placed , and the member has no func

tionary incentive to regularly attend the

meetings. Again , if it comes to him that

the affairs confided to the officers are mis

placed , or being neglected , he has the right,

and it is his duty , to make proper protest.

To do this he must again attend a meeting

of the master body.

This reasonably excuses the ordinary

non -attendance. True, there are locals that

have neither written or verbal working

agreements. In such case it is impossible

to establish and place in the hands of the
official directorate, set policies of procedure

pertaining to the relations of employer and

employe. Thus, every interest must be dealt
with under authority delegated to meet

each case as it arises. This necessitates
personal attention of every member , or, at

least, a majority. As without it , the offi
cers are without a business policy in the

case, and frequently have no authority to

act. With such unions the stay-away is

blocking the progress of the union and

tending to destroy the effect of his business

instituuon or render it inactive .

As a social feature, or even that progres

sion many be extended beyond the fixed rou

NON -ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS.

The non -attendance at meetings of the

unofficial members of locals seems a prob .

lem , the solution of which is dwelt upon
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tine, it is very desirable and much more et had much to do with the present good
fective that members should attend the standing of the local.

meetings Thus I recommend at least four open

The movement, in a way, to many mem meetings every year, to be held at a con

bers, is educational. In fact, to all. Along venient hour for the attendance of the

this line the stay -away does not profit , membership, and that a special invitation

neither does he lend a helping hand. But be extended to everybody, male and female ,

he is a hindrance to others, and a serious young and told , to attend , and if a married

one. However , commonly, the non -attend man , be sure and bring your wife anu

ant is not an initiative man , and thus, friends along. They are not union ? All the

really, as a hindrance, he is overestimated . more necessary that they should be there.

In other words, he is really the loser.
Regularly, have a reasonably limited time

But this does not solve the problem of when your meeting must close. When that

getting the non-attendant to the meeting, time arrives, close up. Let all business yet

but it does set forth that it is not one of the before the meeting go over to the next as

duties of the officer to be discouraged at the unfinished business or else refer to the ex

non -attendance . He has no right to be ecutive board . Have a regular opening

come discouraged . He was not elected for time, and when that hour arrives open up.

that purpose. The member whom looks Don 't wait a half or full hour later. At

forward to an office in a labor union as a open or special meetings do not take up

recline upon eiderdown , is doomed to dis time with routine business. Enter im

appointment. Really, it is not a soft bed in mediately upon the programme outlined .

which to lie. If the member is a stay-away from in

Now , upon the question : What may be difference , he does so through a lack of

done to stimulate attendance ? To reply to knowledge of his relation to his own inter

this question lies more as a responsibility est. He does not know the character and

of the local officers, than any others. Meet- purposes of the movement. He must be

ings must be made interesting . This may be reached and enlightened in some way. The

variously accomplished. In the first place, way must be determined by the officers .

do up the routine or fixed business of the Really , the regular absentee prese

meeting rapidly . Don't drag the business question which must be met by the officers

of the meeting through the entire session of the local, but it must not be taken as a
Keep your president at work . In the mat- cause for discouragement, but rather an en

ter of despatch , much depends upon the ergizing incentive.

president. Interest is inspireu by activity .

A slow , dull, inactive president will wear UNION MAN STANDS BEST SHOW .
the patience of the ordinary member .

Again , do not talk the members away. One of our local Divisions has forwarded

There is nothing more disheartening to the to the office a resolution requesting that

average member than to be forced to listen transient members of the Association . in

to impertient or useless arguments. Allow passing from city to city, may leave their
no member to speak more than twice upon address with the secretary of the local Di.

a subject or motion . The president should
vision , together with information bearing

protect the meeting from imposition by the upon whether they have applied for work in

" frequent orator." the service , and, if so , what effect member

But this procedure rapidly clears the rou- ship in the Association may have had upon

tine calendar. What then ? Have a com - their prospects in securing a position . Evi.

mittee of three members whose duty it will dently this resolution was prompted by some

he to provide for educational debates, enter discussion upon the question of boycott or

tainments , etc . Not banquets and lunches, blacklist of members of labor organizations

but intellectual and social food . Hold open on the part of employing companies.
meetings at which the ladies and friends Now , it can hardly be presumed that the

may and will be present. Upon these OC evidence thus gathered could be taken as

casions have not more than two good speak indicating the position of companies in re.

ers present who are able to lecture intelli gard to the employment of union men . Ob

gently upon the principles of trades union - servation teaches us that the matter of
ism . Not persons who are addicted to ex- unionism generally does not enter into the

ploiting visionary dreams, but such as consideration of an applicant for work by an

understana the practical application of employer. Employers of labor , and this ap

methods that will meet the times, present plies to our craft, generally prefer to employ
ture to the interest of our progres . those of records with which they are famil

sive movement. Have the ladies take part iar. The experienced man of our craft with

upon these occasions, and in that way the a clean record is very sure of a position

spirit of the movement will more favorably when the employing company is in need of

reach into your own home. Recently 1 his service . The question of his unionism

visited a local where, more than one year will not be considered . It is his value as a

ago, the wife of one of the members of the workman that is taken into consideration .

local addressed the members at an open True, there are companies the management

meeting. Her encouragement has a lasting of which is on the alert to protect their ser

effect upon the members. She asserted a vice against organization . Such companies

strengthening influence with the member take into consideration the question of the

ship , and I was told that her assurance of character, as pertains to unionism and ac

the sympathy of the ladies with the cause tivity therein , of the applicant, and very
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cient as a railroad man . True , there are

many good men discharged unjustly by em

ployers, but there are certain facts sur
rounding the discharge that may be unfolded

to another employer that will expunge the

detraction created by his discharge, and
he will be re -employed in the service. Thus,

the position taken by some that membership
in a labor organization deprecates the pos

sibility of employment is practically a delu
sion . On the other hand, there is no ques

tion but that the fact that an applicant is a

member of organized labor has in many in
stances assisted him to employment, and

will continue to do so in the future. The

union man stands doubly the show of the
non-union man, as he has both the demand

of the employer and the assistance of fel

low unionists to rely upon .

PRISON -MADE BROOMS.

It Has Developed that an Ex-Union Broom
Company is Filling Orders With

Prison -Made Brooms,

likely exclude those applicants whom they

know to have been and are active in the

lator move aent. This is conceived to be a
protection against the depreciation of profit

which is presumed to follow the organizing
of the employes. However, but few such

companies would be approached for posi
tions by active union men , and in proportion

to the number of employers such employers

are but few . The good workman with a
clean record , although a member of our As-

sociation , need have no fear in regard to

employment whenever he may be able to

establish his record , regardless of his affil

iation with the Association . If a member

of the Association , of course he has the ad -
vantage over the non-unionists insofar as he
will receive the assistance of the Associa

tion membership in the matter of securing

employment.

The fact remains that many of the men
who are passing from city to city are re

garded as transient employes, and, even

though fully qualified as workmen , their
chances for employment is impaired by the

fact that they are looked upon as men who

work but a short time in a place, simply to
bear themselves over an emergency , that

they may move on to some other point. The

average employer in the railway service de
sires to employ men whom he may have

fair reason to expect will regularly remain

with him in the service . This is a very nat

ural feature for consideration on the part

of the employer. Again , many of the tran .

sients are discharged men from other com

panies , and employers, being associated to

gether, pass the records of such men along.
This fact reverts against the applicant, and

makes it very difficult for him to secure em

ployment with other companies. The mat
ter of unionism in this case is not taken into

consideration . However, the union man
stands decidedly a better show than the non

union man, in the fact that he will have the

biased assistance of local organizations in
helping him to other employment if not able

to secure a position for him in the car ser

vice .

Of course, there are many men who be

come affiliated with our Association and

later are discharged . It is natural that they

feel themselves aggrieved , and not infre

quently they ungenerously point to their

membership in the Association as having
had something to do with the loss of their

position . However untrue this may be, as

they are turned down in future applications

they trail the old excuse along with them

through the country , that had they not been

members of the Association they would

have been able to secure positions. I think

some use this excuse as a sort of sympathy

racket to gain favor with our membership.
Such men are near-sighted as to their own

interests , and do not comprehend the injus

tice they are doing to the movement. The
fact is , if you would trace the record of such

men , in ninety -nine cases out of every hun

dred you would find that the real cause of
their discharge from a former company was

well grounded , and had no reference to his

unionism . In fact, he proved himself ineffi

The broommakers, of Paris, Ill. , employed

by the Merkle -Wiley Broom Co. were forced to

join the Broom Makers' Union by their em

ployers in 1899. After five years this same firm

is trying to force the men to sever their con

nections with the union, and also informing

them of their intention to run an open shop, but

after years of membership in the Union the
employes learned to love the cause and object
to this program .

This stand taken by this firm was on account
of their old contract with the Union expiring
and the men asking for a slight advance in
wages.

This firm has been extensively advertised by

the International Broom Makers' Union on ac
count of using their Union Label and they have

reaped a harvest of money in increased busi

ness, but this seems to be forgotten when their

employees want a share of some of the divi
dends. The men were forced to strike and have

been out over ten weeks and are determined to
no longer be made tools of by a corporation to

satisfy their selfish greed . In order to meet the
wants of their customers this firm has been
purchasing prison made brooms and relabeling
them with their own business label. The fol
lowing article clipped from an exchange will

give an insight to the nerve of these Lords of

the Open Shop Policy :

Merkle -Wiley run a large broom shop in Paris.

but their employes are on a strike. The pro
prietors want to run their factory on the Open

Shop plan and the employes want it Unionized .

It is said to be the largest factory in the United

States. They received a car load of brooms

from the Jackson , Mich . , Penitentiary , and,

counting freight and all, they say the brooms
were laid down cheaper in Paris than the Union

men could make them . Here is a nice little
problem for sociologists and Union men to

ponder over. - Oakland, Ill. , Ledger .
Union men and women , is this not a matter

that should concern you . It is the duty of every

Union man to visit his grocer or merchant and
see if any of the Merkle -Wiley brooms are for

sale , and put in a protest against this unfair

firm , and don ' t forget to inform the wife .

sweetheart or mother,

Coney Island Ave.
Leonaras Vasino and Caton Place.

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD,Prop. BROOKLYN, N . Y .
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The Veil ofWealth

courtesies with those present, and retired to
her room .

( To Be Continued.)

" I am satisfied the general peace and
prosperity of our Association at large, and
her magnificent standing throughout the in
dustrial world , has been largely inspired by
the defense fund legislation of the Pittsburg
Convention.” - Business Agent J . V . Cun- .
ningham .

Conversion of John Bent

By Author of Vis Unita Fortier

He called for volunteers and got them .

As names were being enrolled for the for

mation of the company Lola approached

Captain Gray and made her presence known

to him .

"Miss Cole, I am delighted to meet you."

He led the way back to the private sitting
room , where were occupying the easy chairs
Congressman Getrox, Mrs. Getrox, Rever
end Sifter and lady, and some half dozen

notables of the town .

“ Rev . Sifter, this lady is Miss Cole , form
erly one of your academic students. Do
you not remember her ?" asked Captain
Gray, by way of introducing her.

" Ah ! Delighted to meet one of our old
time students. There are many of them , and
some have attained high positions," said the

Reverend, as with grave dignity he cooly
extended his hand to Lola .

Lola conventionally returned the greeting ,
but suggested to him that it had been with
out her province to attain any very high alti
tude, and asked pardon for any disappoint
ment he might feel in the progress of her
life. She then hastily withdrew to another
part of the room where she held a short
conversation with Captain Gray , after which ,
bidding him a cheerful good night, she re

tired to her room .
Captain Gray rejoined the company enter

taining Congressman Getrox .

" Remarkable lady, that Miss Cole," ob
served Gray as he settled himself into one

of the rustic hostelry chairs within the
group circle .

" Ah ! Rather independent in spirit, I ap
prehend,” said Rev. Sifter,

“ She has her history," suggested the cap
tain , as he shot a quick glance at Mrs. Ge.

trox who did not fail to observe it , and sen
sative of the distinction , blushed profusely .

" Interesting, perhaps, " suggested Rev.
Sifter.

" Quite," returned the captain . “ She per
sists in enlisting in the field hospital corps.
I have promised to assist her to that end." .

A commendable determination ," suggested
Getrox, absentmindedly .

" The history, " urged another of the com
pany.

" Perhaps it were better untold ,” said
Gray evasively, and at the same time again
bestowing a searching glance at Mrs. Getrox
who shifted uncomfortably in her chair .

" The lady is a beautiful character and
from a common sympathy, she and I are in

separable friends."

“ Of timid demeanor,” said Mrs Sifter . " I
do not recall her as one of our former stu
dents ."

The conversation was dwelling too long
upon a most painful subject to Mrs. Getrox,

and under the regretable excuse of a sud
den but intense indisposition she exchanged

" Time yet serves wherein you may redeem
your tarnished honors, and restore yourselves
into the good thoughts of the world again ."

Shakespeare.
" I wish John would stop paying his money

into that labor union, then we could get on bet
ter. Every pay -day it is an assessment of two
dcllars to help some lazy men on strike, or

else it ' s dues to pay , or a death benefit or
something that just takes poor John ' s money .
He' s got so discouraged about it that he

drinks more than ever, and is getting so cross
that the children are afraid of him . He is
cranky with me, and I can ' t prevail upon him
to stay at home of an evening . or to go out
with me. Of course I haven ' t clothes in which
to appear decent, and I suppose he is asha,ned .

Mrs. Sims, whose husband collects the money
for the union , has a comfortable hame. Her
children are well clothed and appear to have
plenty to eat. Her oldest boy - big enough to

work - is attending high school. The Simses
enjoy life. They live in a comfortable cottage,
and when he lays off they go about well dressed .
John says he could do the same, if he had a
chance to take a day off every month and
collect two hundred dollars dues and assess
ments . John says Sinis gets his share all right.
I say it ' s a shame, and I think it about time

John quit paying into the union just to benefit
such men as Sims. A month ' s rent is due for
our three rooms and we owe for groceries pur
chased three months ago. It just worries John

all the while , and he drinks more and more.
“ There ' s Mrs. Milks, poor woman ! Her hus

band and John are chums, you know , and she
told me it takes so much of Will' s wages to

pay the union that they are unable to make

the payments on the furniture they bought

when they were married . She says it so an
noys Will that he has gone to drinking, too .
I ' m sick of having ,my man pay his money out,

to buy fine clothes for Mrs. Sims when his

own family are in need of food."
Mrs. Bent sobbed hysterically after deliver

ing herself of the abovo, and seemed to await
the resonance of a sympathetic chord from her
auditor.

" I have observed that Mr. Sims provides well
for his family ," responded Mrs. Thorn . " I saw
Mr. and Mrs. Sims at the theater Wednesady
evening , and they enjoyed the play very much ;
but you know Mr. Sims never indulges in
liquor. I thought perhaps that had something
to do with his prosperity . I am at a loss to
understand why you should condemn the union ,
Mrs. Bent. Did not the men prevail upon the
company to increase their wages thirty cents
a day last April ? "

“ Yes. " replied Mrs Bent. " but John said the
company would have given the increase just
the same, if there had been no union . "

" I do not understand it so , " argued Mrs .
Thorn . " The company had much time in which

to voluntarily grant an increase , but none
came until the union sent the committee to

Even then they were offered
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only an advance to a few of the old men , and In Mrs. King . Mrs. Bent found a willing lis
the committee were returned to the president tener. She poured forth her tale of misfortune
of the company , where the thirty -cent grant and did not n
was made to all, I can hardly agree with your to the union .
husband ' s view of the generous intentions of " I sincerely sympathize with you," Mrs.
the company. Yes, Mr. Sims seems to get Bent, " said Mrs . King . " and I shall have Mr.
along very well, Mrs. Bent, and while he and King secure a stay of ejectment for another
his family enjoy a comfortable home and dress month . This will give Mr. Bent an opportunity
presentably , I ain not inclined to believe he to satisfy your landlord , which should be
appropriates to his own use the money he col equally as well as to loàn you the money. By
lects for the union . Your husband must not the way. Mrs. Bent, do you really believe the
understand the business methods of his union . labor union such a burden to its memoers ? Mr.
Mr. Sims is very careful of his money . When King heartily favors the organization of work
he spends any of his money, he does so , usual ing men , and in a discussion upon that question
ly , for the pleasure of his family . He never last evening he called my attention to the point
attends a play but in company with his wife , that no member of organized labor has ever
and that is not often . " called upon him for finar. cial aid , and that our

" You tell me he attended the theater Wed mission donations all go to help those who are
nesday night, Mrs. Thorn , " protested Mrs. outside. I must confess yours to be the first
Bent. “ You must be mistaken as to the day. instance in which I have ever been approached
John attended a special meeting of the union to assist a member of a labor union . Our dis
that night and paid an assessment of two cussion arose from reference to the death of
dollars . I heard him speak of Sims as being Wilbur Smith . He was long sick before his
present at the meeting. John said the two dol death , and in company with the minister' s
lars was to help pay for the care of Wilbur daughter I called upon Mrs. Smith yesterday.
Smith , who is sick with fever, and to buy sup We feared she might need a friend just at this
plies for his family . I think charity should time, but she told us a committee of the union
begin at home. The union takes my husband ' s was taking charge of the funeral and that the
money to keep Mrs. Smith in luxury , and pay union was bearing all expense. A beautiful
the hospital expenses of Smith , when the mon floral tribute from Mr. Smith ' s brother mem - .
ey is needed right here . I don ' t believe in such bers added to the assurance that Mrs . Smith
unions. It' s not likely Sims would be at the and her family were already in the hands of
theater when he has a chance to collect money friends. In reply to our inquiry as to how she
for the union . It mustn ' t have been Wednes would be left financially , she assured us that
day night when you saw him ." the union had kept up the payments upon her

Mrs. Thorn did not reply. She had her own husband's insurance policies and that she
opinion of Mrs . Bent' s troubles and did not would thus be comfortably provided for. This

wish to add to them by creating a lack of was indeed gratifying . I tell you , Mrs. Bent,

confidence in the truthfulness of her husband. I felt proud that our wage- earners were ex

Two weeks later, notice was served on John pressing an advanced degree of business intel

Bent to pay his rent or surrender the premises ligence by uniting in a self-preserving labor or
occupied by himself and family . ganization , and I am sorry to hear your com

" Why don ' t you get a loan of Sims, or the plaints against such an institution . I was also
union ? ' ' interogativeiy suggested Mrs . Bent. proud to note the tenderness of Mr. Reid , the

" I wouldn ' t ask that fellow for money, president of the union . as he ministered to the
growled Bent. " You go to Mrs . King and see wants of the occasion . He is estimable and in

if you can 't get ten dollars from her for a telligent. We were introduced to him and

few days. That'll help us out.” found him to be a truly accomplished gentle

" You know we can 't pay it back in a few man . The boys should , and no doubt do, feel

days," urged his wife. proud of him . Miss Cary , the minister' s daugh

" Well, get the money , or find another place ter, fell in love with him . I think I can pre

and move. I don ' t care which ," retorted Bent. dict where their acquaintance may end if he
Mrs. Bent acted upon the advice of her hus wishes to take advantage of it, and I thought

band and started for Mrs . King' s house in I could observe in him that the admiration was
quest of a ten dollar loan . She gave some not all on one side. At any rate, he invited her

thought to the refusal of her husband to ask to be present to assist in the arrangements for

Sims for the loan , but satisfied herself with the funeral, also to take charge of the singing,
the idea that he was too honorable to be a all of which she willingly consented to under

dependent of the union , or participate in the take. Mr. King speaks very highly of Reid and

ill- gotten gains of Sims. regards him as among his best friends. When
I alluded to the possibility of further acquaint

Mrs. King was a laãy who took considerable ance between him and Miss Cary , he suggested
interest in poor people , and was known as an that she might do much worse than to court
active church worker. Her husband was a pol the friendship of Mr. Reid ."
itician and. whether from a selfish view of

Mrs . King started out to defend the union
furthering his own interests, or from a purely

against the insinuations and assumptions of
unselfish sympathy for unfortunates , encour Mrs. Bent. but, womanlike. put much of her
aged the commendable work of his estimable effort upon a tasty piece of innocent gossip in
wife. His enemies and those envious of him which no harm was concealed , as against the
accepted the former theory , while his friends prudence of the action of the members of orgave him credit for the latter. Such , of course , ganized labor in selecting their officers
is the usual way. However, kindness and be " Then Mr. Smith is dead ?'' inquired Mrs.nevolence can be inspired by none other than Bent.
sincere purposes, and it is only the small, " I should have supposed you to be among
jealous, selfish or untutored mind that with the first to know it. , suggested Mrs. Kin
holds credit for good from any source . Thus " He died early yesterday morning and the fun
it may well be assumed that the popularity of eral is to -morrow . "
King, in a political as well as social sense , That evening Mr. Bent set Mrs. Bent' s mind
was merited by the sincerity of the inner man. at rest by telling her that another assessmentFitzoborne tells us: " The spirit of the world

would be levied by the union to pay for flowersencloses four kinds of spirits , diametrically
and committee work , as a result of Wilbur

opposed to charity - the spirit of aversion , the Smith ' s funeral.
spirit of resentment, the spirit of jealousy and One week passed and John Bent. after spend
the spirit of indifference ." ing the evening out, came home early and rath
John Bent was only one of many to grasp the er more sober than usual. He informed his

line of good will thrown out by the King fam wife that Will Milks had been taken suddenlv
Alv . and he was not the only one who did not ill of pneumonia .
merit the succor he was seeking. The following day Mrs . Bent called to see
Mrs. King was a pure soul with full compas how Mr. Milks was getting on . She found hin

sion for unfortunates . There were no demark rapidly yielding to the ravages of his ailment.
ation lines guiding the course of her charity . He was a very sick man , and the doctor told
She was directed by the same impulse that in her that the condition of his system was de

spired the immortal Burns when he wrote : cidedly against his recovery . His vital organs
Then gently scan your brother man ; were weak from over- indulgence in strong
Still gentler, sister woman : drink , consequently he had no resistance to

Though they may gang a kennin ' wrang . ward off the fatality of the disease . Mrs . Milks
To step aside is hunan . " she found in dire distress. She had already
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paid out all her money for medicine, and her
mother, who was als ) a poor woman , had be
gun to supply her from the scanty parental
ärder.

" I don ' t see why the committee from the
union has not been here to look after Will
just as they did Wilbur Smith ," said Mrs.
Bent.

" I don 't know why, either," replied Mrs.
Milks. " I spoke to Will about it , and told
him I would notify Mr. Reid . but he said if
they wouldn' t come without, that I should not
notify them . "

The next day Mrs. Bent again visited Mrs.
Milks. During the night Will Milks had an
swered the last call .
Mrs. Bent was there only to gaze upon the

portal remains of the husband of her friend .
Upon a little table in the room lay an unfilled
prescription written by the doctor the evening
before . Mrs . Bent turned her attention to
comforting the grief-stricken widow . Grief
stricken momentarily , perhaps , but to all pres

ent purposes and appearances bereaved and
grief -stricken .
Had the conduct of Will Milks toward his

young wife merited grief at the parting ? Could
he, with pride, send a truthful message of as
surance from somewhere that he had done his
best to comply with his marriage vows? Per
haps he was overtaken by death too soon .

" Catch then , catch the transient nour;
Improve each moment as it flies ;

Life ' s a short summer - man a flower
He dies- alas ! how soon he dies !"

While she was tenderly attempting to console

Mrs. Milks three refined appearing ladies were
ushered into the room by Mrs. Milks' mother .

"Mrs. Bent, I am pleased to meet you here,"
said Mrs . King in low . sweet tones.

Then she introduced Mrs, and Miss Cary , and
Mrs. Bent, in turn , introduced all three ladies
to Mrs Milks.

" I presume the union is looking after the in

terests of Mrs. Milks," suggested Mrs. King,
as she stole a glance at Miss Cary .

" Not yet, " replied Mrs . Bent. " You see . Will

was quite too proud to call upon the union ,
and I' m not sure the officers are aware of his
death . "

" I think they should be notified ," put in Mrs.
Milks ' mother. " Mamie needs their assistance,

as she hasn ' t a dollar in the world , and even
the house furnishings belong to the installment

store . Were she to have friends at all , she

should have them now . 0 dear! It does seem
as though troubles come all at once ! I buried

Mamie ' s father but three months ago , and I
haven ' t the funeral expenses paid yet.'

" Miss Cary , can we not get word to Mr.

Reid ? " asked Mrs. King . " And can you tell us

where he lives ? " she asked of Mrs. Bent, in
the same breath .

" Mr. Reid boards. but Mr. Sims, who col
lects the union money, lives on Comfort street.
You might reach him , " replied Mrs . Bent.
Mrs . Cary returned to her home, but Winona

Cary and Mrs. King, with Mrs. Bent as guide,
called at the Sims cottage.
They were more than delighted to find not

only Secretary Sims at home, but also the
entire committee , including President Reid ,
were there. The ladies were well received by
all present and were made to feel at home by
the inviting hospitality of Mrs. Sims.
Mrs. King and Miss Cary remarked the strik

ing contrast between the impoverished rooms
of the Milkses and the conveniently supplied
home of the Simses. Also the happy , intelli
gent bearing of Mrs. Sims equally contrasted
with the sad and troubled countenance of Mrs.

Milks.
Mrs . King soon made known to Secretary

Sirns the object of their visit.
" Mr. Sims, are you aware of the death ot

Mr. Milks ? " asked Mrs . King .
" I am . " replied Sims. " It is a sad case . "
" Indeed it is . " said Mrs. King. “ I presume

the union is to take charge of the funeral? "
" Mr Milks is not in good standing . " replied

Sims. " He has paid no dues for more than
three months. I have urged him to square
himself on the books, and not more than four
Weeks since he told me he did not intend to
pay any more into the union . However much
it may be regretted , the union can do nothing
toward the burial of Mr. Milks. It is his own

fault. I sincerely sympathize with Mrs. Milks,
and am willing to contribute a small amount
to help her, but the union can do nothing. "

" I supposed all the men belonged to your
union ," said Mrs. King with some disappoint
ment.

“ There are some who do not, ” explained
Sims. There are a few who, like Milks, it is
better for the union that they do not belong.
Milks thought more of gratifying his appeti
for beer and whisky than he did of his wife. "

" But he has led his wife to believe he was

paying his dues regularly , and that the dues

and assessments were burdensome," insisted
Mrs. King.

" He is not the only one addicted to that
habit," said Sims. "Our dues and assessments
do not exceed eight dollars per year, and the
benefits we derive from our union are mani
fold . The last increase in wages alone is worth
nearly , or nuite, one hundred dollars per year,
and we have obtaine. l other advantages. Aside

from these acquisitions, we enjoy the fraternal
feature of the organization , as you have seen
in the case of Wilbur Smith , whom we regret
ted to lose ."
Mrs. Bent had been one of the most inter

ested listeners to the conversation between Mrs .
King and Secretary Sims. She was more than
interested ; she was distressed at the revela
tion . She could remain silent no longer.

" Mr. Sims, do you tell us that Will Milks
was not a member of the union ? ' ' she asked .

" A suspended member, and subject to expul
sion for antagonizing the organization which he
once obligated himself to defend," was the sec
retary's reply .

“ May I understand, then that my husband is
not a member of the union ? ' she eagerly asked ;

“ and would he not get any assistance in case
of sickness ? "

" Your husband, no doubt, is John Bent?" in
quiringly suggested Sims.

" John Bent, " assured Mrs. Bent.

" John Bent," explained Secretary Sims, " came
into the employ of the company something
more than one year ago. After he was in the
service some three months I approached him
for his application to the union . He gave me
the initiation fee of one dollar. He was elect
ed for initiation , but could not be prevailed
upon to appear to be initiated . Some sia

months ago his initiation fee was declared for
feited , and I have not since approached him .
He is not a member, and has no right to the
protection and assistance of the union , sick or
ntherwise. "

" Has not my husband paid dues and assess

ments into the union right along, every pay
day ? " asked Mrs. Bent.

Not a cent,'' assured the secretary .
- " Then it costs less than eight dollars per
year to keep in good standing in the union ?"
asked Mrs. Bent.

" Less than eight dollars," replied the sec
retary.

" Mrs . Bent," interposed Mr. Wilson , a mem
ber of the committee . " I am acquainted with

Mrs.' Thorn , to who, some weeks since you
were disclosing your imaginary grievances
against our union . I learned from her that you
have difficulty in getting along financially . I
is not any pelasure to add to your annoyances ,
but I am pleased that you have discovered
that Mr. Sims has collected no money for
union dues and assessments from your hus

band. Our sympathy is with you , Mrs. Bent.
as it is with Mrs . Milks, but our members have
had no greater advantages than have Mr. Milks
and Mr. Bent. We receive but from fifteen to
sixteen dollars per week for our work . The
only difference is that we have applied our
wages to a better advantage than they have :
but that does not establish us as special vic
tims of the imprudence of such men as Milks.
Of course , a petition might be circulated as a
matter of charity for Mrs. Milks, but there is
no greater reason that such a petition should
be circulated among our members than else
where. Mr. Milks, for his own pleasure,
isolated himself from us, and flaunted defiance
in our faces. At the same time, he accepted
the advantage in wage and conditions that
came to him through the efforts of the union .
and I only regret that he withheld these ad
vantages from contributing to the comfort and
pleasure of his wife. This was the most un
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tell you, John is a good man now , and it seems
like a new life. W : are a very hoppy family
now . We were over to visit the Simses last

night. They are spleidid people . You know

they gave the dinner at the wedding of Presi

dent Reid and the minister ' s daughter . We

had a splendid time. I tell you, Mrs. Thorn , it

was the saloon that was robbing us of our

money and debasing my husband : but he has

reformed , and I' m proud that I can truthfully

say he's now a good union man . "

In Memoriam

generous act of all. I am opposed to singling
out our members in an appeal for relief in
the Milks case, I will say, however, that I

will duplicate any donation made by Mr. Bent."
Mrs . Bent was exasperated. The revelation

was too much for the good woman . As she

caught the last remark of Wilson , she reflected

upon the fact that John Bent was unable to
contribute one red cent to the succor of Mrs.
Milks. In her helplessness she was inclined to
regard Wilson ' s proposition as well salted with

sarcasm , as did he not know from Mrs Thorn ?

She looked to Mrs. King for protection .
" This is a serious occasion , friends," broke

in President Reid for the first time, and I am
inclined to see what may be done. Mrs. Milks
is helpless and it is a call for charity . I ' m

going to lend a hand to help these good ladies.''
Winona Cary had long awaited a suggestion

from the big -heartel president and it had fin

sily come, and in direct accord with her wishes .

" You 're one of the best yet in the market,
Mr. Reid , " exclaimed Mrs. Sims, "and I ' ll stand
by you . In other words , I ' ll serve on the com

mittee. We' ll go and see what can be done for
Mrs. Milks."
Mrs. King took in the situation with her

usual cleverness . She knew Mrs. Sims was not
alone in eagerness to do a little charitable
work , and quickly suggested that the whole
matter be confided to a committee composed of

Mr. Sims, Mrs. Sims, Mr. Reid , Miss Cary and
herself. which was agreed upon .

Mrs. Bent would have been anxious to be
counted upon the committee , but there was
upor her mind a little reckoning to do with

Mr John Bent, at her earliest convenience, and

she was in no frame cf mind to delay that par
ticular duty .

The committee took up their work of relief
immediately , and while there were never five
mcre sincere workers for sweet charity, it
may well be presuriel that the unity of their
efforts was not altogether inspired by the one
desire to relieve poor Mrs. Milks. However, the

effort successfully led to that commendable
end .
Mrs . King was not the one to enjoy a sweet

mcrsel all by herself. She must have com
pany, and in no ore could she have found a
better companion than Mrs. Sims. A sub -com
mittee must be had to look after the funeral
and finances, and i was with the greatest
pleasure that Sims united with Mrs. Sims and
Mrs. King in a conspiracy , the outcome of
which was the appointment of Winona Cary

and President Reid as the required sub -com
mittee
Cne week later, all parties met at the palatial

home of good Mrs . King to hear the report of
the sub - committee . I was a very satisfactory
report and showed that. temporarily , Mrs
Milks had been amply provided for. Also , that
the funeral expense , hac been liquidated .
Secretary Sims then supplemented the report

with the information that John Bent had filed
a second application for membership in the
ur. ion , and as evidence that Mrs. Bent had been
thorough in her " reckoning, " a pledge of total

atstinence accompanied the application . This
infcimation was received with much applause ,
Secretary Sims further reported that he had

positive information that President Reid and
Winona Cary would take charge of no more
funerals until after the stern realities of their
young lives had urdergone the soothing influ
ences of the mellow hymeneal bells .

This supplemental report was enthusiastically
arplauded by Mrs. King and Mrs. Sims The
Rev. Mr. Cary and his wife , who by special
invitation were also present, heartily joined in
the approval of the report. Reverend Mr. Cary
loved and admired his beautiful and accom
plished daughter and was proud that she had
selected an honest union wage earner for a
husband . Mrs. Cary said she always loved
everything Winona lored and she could not

see why everybody should not love and admire
good union men anyhow .

" There has come remarkable change in

vour husband, Mrs. Bent, " said Mrs . Thorn

some weeks later. " How may I account for

it ? '

" He has foined the union and stopped drink
ing beer and whisky " explained Mrs. Bent. " I

BRO. EDGAR N . SEYMOUR,

Asst. Fin . Sec'y . Div . No. 332, New York , N .

Y ., Met Accidental Death in New

York Subway While Collecting
Association Dues.

Bro . E . N . Seymour entered the employ
of the Manhattan Ry. Co. in November,
1893, and was, from that time until his
traffic death , in continuous service. His
position was that of guard . He was also
trustee of the Interborough R . L . R . A .
During and since the institution of Div .
No. 332, he has been a hard worker in the
interest of the Association , serving as as
sistant financial secretary . He was one of

the most active in the formation of the
New York local, and much is due to his earn
est efforts in promoting the welfare of his
fellow workmen .
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ratded nour. t warded the following letter to Mrs. Sahli and

following was received from Bro. Dan A . family, which also expresses the sentiment of
our Association :

McCormick , New York representative of the Hamilton , Ontario, Canada , Feb , 1, 1905 .
M , and C . : Court Hamilton, I. O . F ., to Mrs. J . W . Sahli,
To the Editor of the Motorman and Con - . Los Angeles, California , U . S . :

The Brethren of Court Hamilton No. 170, I.ductor : O . F . . desire to express to you the unfeigned
Dear Sir - It is my painful duty to in sorrow felt by this Court and also we may

form our brothers of the sad death of our
add throughout the city , when the sad news as
to the sudden removal from this sphere of life

worthy Assistant Financial Secretary and of our esteemed Brother Sahli was announced .
Collector, Edgar N . Seymour. You , Mrs . Sahli, and your little children , will

While making his collections in the Sub please accept this expression of deep sympathy
with you in your present affliction , as coming

way, yesterday (Friday) morning, he stood from you and your late husband's many Can
at one end of the pay car not knowing that adian friends.

a coupling was ajout to be made to a flat We pray that the God of the widow and or

phan may bestow upon you and yours His fullcar on the other end of the pay car. The est benediction .

coupling was missed, and the impetus drove On behalf of Court Hamilton No. 170 , I , O . F .

the pay car back , striking Brother Seymour, JAS, MCILWRAITH ,

throwing him to the track and causing in
Recording Sec'y .

stant death . Pittsburg, Pa., Div. No. 85 .
He leaves a wife and little one to mourn

him , to say nothing of his co -workers, who Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father
to remove from us one of our active executive

fully realize the loss they have sustained . board members, Bro . Oscar McKinley , in whose
The Executive Board of Manhattan Di- death we mourn the loss of a beloved Brother .

vision No. 332, held a special meeting to Therefore, be it
night to make arrangements for the funeral,

Resolved , By local Division No. 85, A . A . of
S . & E . R . E . of A . . in regular meeting assem

and your correspondent presented the fol bled , . that we express our sorrow at the death

lowing preamble and resolutions, which of Bro . Oscar McKinley , one who was loved
and respected by all of his brother employes

were unanimously adopted, viz . : for his loyalty to the union , and good citizen
WHEREAS, It has pleased our Almighty ship , and that we sincerly sympathize with

Father to call to his rest, our beloved co his aged mother and sorrowing friends.
Resolved . That these resolutions be enteredworker and associate, Edgar N . Seymour ; upon our minutes, a copy forwarded to the

and sorrowing mother and that they be published
WHEREAS, Having endeared himself to in The Motorman and Conductor.

us by his indefatigable efforts in the cause S . V . REEVES,
of labor and the betterment of conditions J . J . THORPE .

JOS, PUFF
of the employes of the Interborough Rapid Committee.
Transit Company, and by his services as
Assistant Financial Secretary and Collector Winnipeg, Man ., Div . No. 99.
for Manhattan Division , No. 332 , A . A . of S .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God , in
& E . R . E . of America , be it hereby His infinite wisdom , to remove from our midst
RESOLVED , That we, the Executive to His heavenly home, our esteemed comrade,

Walter J . R . Collins; therefore be it
Board of the above named division , in spe

Resolved . That in his death we recognize a
cial meeting assembled , do sincerely depre warning to be always ready, for in the midstcate our loss, and that of the family of of life we are in danger.

Brother Seymour, and extend to the mem
Resolved . That we, the members of this Asso

ciation , express to the sorrowing relatives of
bers thereof our most heartfelt sympathy in our deceased brother, our most heartfelt sym
this their hour of affliction ; and be it pathy, and as a tribute of respect to his mem

further ory we drape the charter of this local division

for a period of thirty days; and be it further
RESOLVED, That these resolutions be Resolved , That these resolutions be spread

entered in full upon the minutes, and an upon the records of our division , and a copy

engrossed copy be presented to our broth thereof be transmitted to the bereaved family
of our deceased brother, and that they be

er's family . published in our official journal. The Motor

Fraternally yours, man and Conductor .

D . A . M 'CORMICK . JOHN J. HOPE ,
FINLAY MACRAE .

Cor . Manhattan Div . 332 . ARTHUR H . KING .

GEO . E . PEPPER , President. Committee.

A . B . MADDEN , Fin . Secretary . Steubenville, Ohio, Div. No, 252.
Whereas, an alwise Providence has seen fit

DEATH OF EX-PRESIDENT J. W . SAHLI, to take from our midst Bro . James W . Andrews,
in whom we enjoyed one ever faithful to our

DIV . 107 . interest, and whose removal is the cause of
deep sorrow to us, and a severe loss to those

The members of Div . 107 . Hamilton , Ont., who knew him best. Therefore , be it
were shocked at the report of the death in Los Resolved , That we the members of Division
Angeles, Calif. , of their ex - president. Bro . J . NO. 252 A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A ., in the ex
W . Sabli, Bro . Sahli had but recently left the pression of our sadness , extend to othe friends
service and together with his family , moved and relatives of our deceased 13rother our sin
to California . While with Div . 107 he was ap cere sympathy .
preciated as a most valuable member and served Resolved . That this action of our Association
the Hamilton local as president for several be recorded as a part of the minutes, that a
terms. He also represented his local in the last copy be forwarded to the son of our beloved
convention of the Association , Brother , and that these resolutions be published
Bro . Suhli leaves in the east a large circle in our official journal.

of friends whom are saddened at the news of J . W . HUTTON ,
his death , W . J . MOORE.
Court Hamilton of the I. o . of Foresters of LON SCHAEFER,

which Pro , Sahli was a member, have for Committee.
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CHICAGO SECTION . pended to defend our men in the courts, and

nearly a like sum for committee work and

salaries. Some $ 2 ,000 has been distributed

in relief; $ 2 , 100 has been paid in death and

disability claims, $ 1,500 of this coming
from the International, and $ 4 ,413.92 has

been expended in per capita tax and assess

ments to the International and the C . F . of

L . Through the strike agreement some

$ 2 ,062.29 has been collected from the Com

pany as back wages and turned over to the

men .

We would strongly recommend a revis

ion of by-laws, and such changes as will

tend to place the Division on a good finan

cial footing. Report in detail follows.

Respectfully submitted ,
CHAS. BLIND ,

T . F . CAVANAUGH ,

R . WALSH ,

Auditors.

Statement of Financial Secretary L . D .

Bland for the Months of October, No.

vember and December, 1904 .

RECEIPTS .

October.

Dues and Assesments . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,542 50
Applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 00

Fines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00

Back wages for members . . . . .. 82 74E . J . RUSSELL,

Treasurer Div. No. 241, Chicago , III.
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,683 24

CONVENTION ECHO .
November .

Dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 ,084 75

Applications . . . . . . . . . 42 00

Textile Workers' Collection . . . . .

Back wages for members. . . . . . . . . 545 46

81 0

Acrostic.

Did you see those hearty Brothers

In the last convention call ?

Veracious sons of liberty

Illum ' d that spacious hall.

Serenely did they grace the floor.
Imbued with labor' s cause ;

Of freedom ' s gifts to ask for more
Note down and frame good laws.

2 see them all we hope and trsut,

6 hundred of the boys ,

on the Second of October, at
Chicago , Illinois.

: SKERRETT.

Total . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,753 21

December.

Dues and Assessments . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,412 26
Applications 43 00

W . D . Mahon , Cowhey death claim . 100 00

LLION S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Official.)

Report of Auditing Committee of Div. 260

for the Year 1904.

Chicago, Ill., Jan . 14 , 1905.

As your Auditing Committee for the past

year, we herewith submit to you a report of
the receipts and expenditures of your finan :

cial officers for the months of October ,

November and December, 1904, being the

completion of our work for the year. With
this report we render you a resume, in brief

form , of the statements already submitted

to you, comprising in all a statement of the

receipts and expenditures of the Division

for the year.
In completing our audit we find that ap

proximately, some $ 4,000 has been ex

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 ,555 25

DISBURSEMENTS.

November.
To Textile Workers. Fall River.

Mass., back wages to H . C . Mil

ler, George Conn, J. Maloney, J.

Sullivan, W . F . Pearson , T .

Naughton and John McLaren ;

court costs and attorney fees . . . . $ 1,009 20

December .
Margaret Fisher . Cowhey death

claim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 00

RECAPITULATION .

RECEIPTS .

October . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,683 24

November . . . . . . . . . . . 1,753 21

December 1 ,555 25

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 4 ,991 70
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December . . . . . . . . . . 1,419 98DEPOSITS AND DISBURSEMENTS .

October (deposits ) . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $ 1,462 52

( deposits ) . . . . $ 1,000 00

November (disbmts ) . . 1, 009 2020 2009 202 ,009 20

( deposits ) . . . . 1 ,419 98

December (disbmts ) . . 100 00 1 ,519 98

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 ,082 50

Deficit Oct. 1, 1904, and disburse

ments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ,500 09

Cash on hand . . . $ 382 41
Total . . . . . . . $ 4 ,991 70

DISBURSEMENTS.
October . . . . . . $ 940 23
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,786 15
December . . . . . 640 98

Statement of Treasurer James J . Cross for

the Months of October, November
and December, 1904 .

RECEIPTS.

( From Financial Secretary . )
Octobe . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 ,462 52

November . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00
Deceiuber . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,419 98

Total . . $ 3 ,882 50

DISBURSEMENTS.
October.

Committee work and salaries . . . . . $ 306 33

Per capita tax and reg . fees - - oc
tober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 55

Court costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177 00

Relief to distressed members . . . . . . 75 00
Funerals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00

..
Stationery, telephone, typewriter
payment and office supplies . . . . . .

Rents 35 00
C . F . of L . delegates . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 50

Donations . . . . . . . 11 00

February

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 ,367 36

Deficit to Oct. 1 , 1904 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132 73

Total . .. . . . . . . . . $ 3 ,500 09

Yearly Statement of Financial Secretary L .

D . Bland for 1904 ,

RECEIPTS.

January $ 1 ,. 393 50

. . . . . 1 ,211 50

March 1,567 75

April 1 ,086 00

May . . . . . 1 ,045 00
June . . . . . . . 1 ,517 50

July . . . . . . . 1 .489 38

August . . . . . . . 3 ,879 21
September . . . 1 ,563 50
October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,683 24
November . . . . . . . . . . . 1,753 21

December . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

71 85

Total . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 19,745 04

DISBURSEMENTS AND DEPOSITS .

January 3 979 12

February 1,637 38

March 1 ,300 00
April . . . . . . . . 1,017 90
May 1 ,369 35
June . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,517 50
July . . . . . . . . 1 ,390 85

August 3 ,930 91

September 1,610 33

October 1 ,462 52

November 2 ,009 20
December 1 ,519 98

Total . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . $ 940 23

November .

Committee work and salaries . . . . . . $ 462 83

Relief to distressed members. . . .. . 105 00

Funerals . . . . . . 94 00

Dues distressed members . . . . . . . . . 42 60

Stationery, telephone typewriter
payment, office fixtures and sup
plies . . . . . . . . 76 22

C . F . of L . delegates . 20 00
Buttons . . . . . . . . ii 78 00

Rents . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00

Bourt costs . . . . . . 139 00
Donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 23 60

W . F . Gibson , disability claim .. . . 500 00

Surety bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 00

Payment on D . F . Scally note. . . . .. 175 00

Total $ 1,786 15

December

Committee work and salaries . . . . $ 128 33
Relief to members in distress . . . . . 45 00

Office supplies . . . . . 19 30

Rents . . . . . 30 00

Per capita tax and reg. fees, No
vember . . . 288 85

Court costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
Donations . . . . 10 00

Dues distressed members Novem
ber and December . . . . . . .. 69 50

Total . . . $ 640 98

RECAPITULATION .

RECEIPTS.

October . . . . . . .
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,000 00. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 19,745 04

Yearly Statement of Treasurer James J .

Cross for 1904 .

RECEIPTS.
January, including cash on hand

( $ 1 ,593.74 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 ,027 59
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,637 38

March . . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 300 00

April . . . . . . 1 ,779 75

May . . . . . 1 ,633 18
June . . . . . . 1 ,517 50
July . . . . . . 1 ,099 47

August 1 ,179 15
September . . . . . . 1 ,610 33
October . . . . . . . 1 ,462 52

November 1 ,000 00
December . . . . . 1 ,419 98al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 070 30

Total . . . . . . . . $ 17,666 85

Disbursements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 ,284 44

. . . . . . $ 1 ,462 52

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 382 41
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il

DISBURSEMENTS. evening was spent. President Larkin , of Di
vision No. 241 , together with Business Agent

January . . . . . . . . $ 900 00 Taber, and International Vice-President Col
February . . . . . . . . 1 ,349 53 gan were among the visitors . President Lar

kin performed the installation ceremony. The1 ,694 04March line -up of executive officers for installation
April 1,798 85 showed a remarkably fine aggregation , intel

May . . . . . . 1 ,751 03 lectually and physically , and a credit to the

previous high standard .2 , 134 39June
Two of the most

brilliant speeches ever heard by the local
July 1 ,049 51 organization were made by Bros. McMorrow

August . . . . . . . . 1 ,317 28 and Skerrett . Bro . McMorrow paid a high

tribute to the retiring1 ,918 55 officers , while
September

3ro .
Skerrett replied to his remarks in a way that

October 943 23 claimed the attention of every man in the

November 1 ,786 15 hall. Bros . Quinn , Shelton and Fitzsimmons

December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 640 98 also made telling speeches. President Buckley
made a few remarks concerning the policy he

thought best to be pursued for the coming

Total . . . . . . . . .. $ 17,284 44 year. Business Agent Bland was called on
Death and Disability Claims Paid During for a speech , and in the course of his remarks

thanked Division No. 241, through its officers,
the Year 1904 , for the able assistance they rendered our Di

Albert Sands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 00 vision during the strike.

Patrick M . Delaney . . . . . 100 00 Bro . Skerrett was elected unanimously as

delegate -at- large to the Chicago Federation of
Frank H . Larkin . . . . 100 00

Labor, and Bro . J . T . Mahoney' s nomination

David Lynch . . . . . . 100 00 for correspondent to the Motorman and Con

Anthony Rogers . . . 100 00 ductor followed the same course . The feeling

of good -fellowship was shown very plainly in
John E . Moline. . . . . 100 00

the manner the outgoing officers welcomed

J . S . Woodruff . . . 100 00 the new ones. This feeling of brotherly love

Wm . Novak . . . . 100 00 has always been characteristic of this Division .

Thomas Shanahan 100 00 After the regular meeting adjourned , a recep
tion was given the members and visitors which

C . A . Brunsell . . . 100 00 was heartily enjoyed by all.

W . F . Gibson . . 600 00 Time- table grievances are the principal mat

Henry Good . . . . . . 100 00 ters on tap at present, and while much dis
satisfaction has been expressed at some of

J . C . Sprague . . . . . . . 100 . 00 the new tables, the Grievance Committee have

F . P . Dalton . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00 been successful in having them rectified to a

R . Cowhey 100 0 very appreciable extent.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In conclusion . I wish to ask the members

M . Creagin . . . . . . 100 00 of this Division to subscribe for this Journal.

No member can be thoroughly posted on mat

Total
. . . . . $ 2 ,100 00 ters pertaining to his welfare without it. It

gives you monthly a general outline of the
Monthly Membership for the Year 1904 . work of the various Divisions in the Associa

January tion , covering a Scope from ocean to ocean .

February and no man whose heart beats in unison with
the movement can afford to deprive himself

March . . 2 ,118 of something that will work to his advance .

April 2 . 133 ment mentally . morally and financially .

May . . . . . . 2,133 Hoping to have more news for the next

2 ,138 issue, I am ,June . . . . . . .
Fraternally ,

J . T . MAHONEY, Correspondent,July . . . . . . . . . 2 ,156
Division No. 260 .

August . . . . . . 2 ,182

September 2 , 193luer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Div. No. 267 Installs New Officers.
October . 2 ,183
November . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ,181 The officers as reported from Chicago Local
December . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 , 199 No. 267 : President, John Campbell, 1672 W . 23rd

St., Recording Secretary, Maurice Lynch , 199
Audited and approved Jan . 12, 13, 14 , 1905 . W . 23rd St. ; Financial Secretary , Charles Starr,

CHAS. BLIND , 1725 W . 23rd St. ; Treasurer, Jas. N . Devine, 999
T . F . CAVANAUGH , So. Trumbull Ave.

R . WALSH , WOLLASTON , MASS.
Auditors .

Will Subscribe for M . and C .
NOTES FROM 260. Div. No, 253 started in the new year by the

installation of the following officers : President,

Improved Agreement - Fraternal Visit of Wm , J. Walsh ; Vice - Pres., Geo. F . Slavin ; Rec.
Sec. , Alfred J . LaCroix : Fin . Sec .- Treas., John

B . McCormick ; Conductor , Thos, Craig ; SenDivision No. 260 commenced the year strong tinel. Edward Myatte .
and active . Scarcely had the sound of the Division No. 253 may be reported in good
bells announcing the nativity of 1905 ceased , working condition . Our membership generally
when she closed a contract with the company are a class of men who give serious thought to

superior in many ways to anything she has the purpose of organization , and realize that
ever had before. One of the abuses corrected conditions of service may be modified to the

by this contract was the indiscriminate hold interest of the worker only through united ac

ing of hundreds of men at the car sheds for tion .

snow plow duty . without remuneration , irre - It is regretable to announce that not many
spective of the ability of the company to use of the members of 253 are subscribers to the
the men . This practice has been abolished . Motorman and Conductor. This is not as it
and when men are held in the future they should be ; but at our next meeting we propose

shall receive the current rate of pay. Another to comply with Sec . 59 of the constitution by

feature of the contract that has been con selecting a correspondent, among whose duties
tested strongly for two years is its termina will be the soliciting of subscriptions for the
tion in the Spring instead of the Winter. This oflicila journal from among our members. It is

brings us more nearly in harmony with other safe to predict that in a very short time every
Divisions of the Amalgamated , and is conse member will have forwarded his name, address
quently more satisfactory to our men . and fifty cents, that he may be placed upon the
At the installation of officers a very pleasant mailing list .

Larkin , Taber and Colgan.
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DANBURY, CONN. last couple of weeks, and the passengers are
telling the motormen and conductors that this

is the only city in the world that mud is used
instead of electricity .

A few words before coming to a close.
" SKUKEUM ."

LILY

Montpelier, Vt.

Items from Doings of Division 269.
After the installation of officers at our Janu

ary meeting . we held a social session , and

spent a few pleasant hours in which cofree,

sanwiches and cigars were passed around . We

also had songs, recitations, etc . , by the mem

bers of our Division . Bro . Beaupari presided
at the piano.
Bro . Jas. Bennett, a delegate of the striking

Textile Workers of Fall River, Mass., was
present and stated the trouble of his striking

people in their struggle for existence . The

Division voted a sum of $ 25 .00 to help them out.

Bro , Louis Klinzing, who will be remem
bered as the delegate of 269 to the convention
at Pittsburg . recently married. At his arrival

home from his wedding trip , the members of
this Division , headed by the Kennedy Guards
drum corps (of which the groom was for
merly a member ), gave the newly -married
couple a surprise. During the evening the
eouple were presented with a nice Morris chair ,
a gift of the members of our Division . Supt.
Klinzing . in a few well chosen remarks mak
ing the presentation speech Refreshments
were passed around , and it was nearly mid
night before the party broke up.
Bro . Hodges, married lately , was also re

membered by his fellow workers with a nice

present.

At our February meeting our President gave
the mernbers a good heart to heart talk . re
questing them to live up to the rules of the
company, and also be courteous to each other ,
so that he could show the officers of the com

pany, in case of any trouble, the advantage of
organized labor.
Bros . Thomas Keane, Michael Keane, Frank

Hull. John Fitzpatrick and Ernest Andrews
are on the sick list, owing to the severe
weather Bros. Wright and Wildman have re
covered from their sickness and are once more
able to resume work .

The boys have been smoking good cigars

lately, owing to weddings and arrivals of
little ones at the homes of different members
of our Division . Let the good work go on .

Wishing all Divisions a successful and pros
perous year, we remain , fraternally .

DIVISION 269.

The officers installed to conduct the affairs
of Division No. 242 for the ensuing term are :
President, C . H . Reagan ; Vice - President,

Ernest Gates ; Recording Secretary and Treas
urer. L . A . Kelty : Financial Secretary , F . B
Miles ; Conductor, Edward Perry ; Warden , W .
L . Perkins; Executive Board , C . H . Reagan ,
M . J . Kiser. W . L . Perkins, John Dougherty ,

L . M . Huse ; Delegates to Central Labor
Union, Edward Perry, F . B . Miles and Floyd
Flink .
Division 242 is busy just at the present time

paving the way for the future . We will be
in better position to write more interestingly
in a later number. " VERD."

LAWRENCE, MASS.
Div. No, 261, Owner of Historical Quill.

On Jan . 12 , 1905 , Hon. Richard Culinane, ex
member of the Massachusetts legislature, was
a welcome visitor of Division No. 261. He
gave the membership some good advice upon
the trades ' union movement that was well re
ceived . Mr. Culinane, when in the state legis
iature , introduced and championed the vesti
bule bill, which , thanks to his success, De
came a law . Upon signing the measure , Gov
ernor Roger Wolcott, then Governor of the
state, presented the pen with which he signed
the bill to Mr. Culinane. At the meeting on
the 12th ult . . Mr. Culinane generously present
ed the famous pen to the Lawrence local.

Division 261 accepted the token with due ap
preciation , and it will be sacredly treasured

as a memorial of a most important event in

the interest of the Bay State Elecetric Railway
Employes,
Division No. 261, although not covering in

jurisdiction a wonderful area , is deep rooted
in a very productive garden plot. We are
here to stay and we have the right timber
to wax strong.

We regretted that President Gibbons and
Vice -President Currier declined re -election , as
they contributed much in bearing us over a
most crucial period . However, we have a first
class roster of newly elected officers , and we
are sure to progress.
Our newly installed officers are : President,

S . S . Dowding : Vice - Preisdent, M . Mulvey ;

Recording Secretary , H . Milliken ; Financial

Secretary, J . Woodcock ; Treasurer , Henry

Kelley. All other officers were re-elected .
" SIG ."

Oakland, Cal.

McFa sentirrustee.

Division No. 192 held their annual election
of officers on Dec . 21st, 1904 , and installation of

same on Jan . 4th , 1905 . Brothers installed are
as follows:

W . H . Ellison , President and Business Agent.
E . Fitzsimmons, Vice-President and Griev

ance Committee .

J. F . Anderson , Recording Secretary and
Frievance Committee .

J . Wood, Financial Secretary.
E . C . Straub . Treasurer.

McNally . Conductor .
McFagden . Warden .

G . Mitzel, Sentinel.
W . J . Hooper , Trustee .
xecutive Board

G . F . Stoll, Telegraph Ave .
F . Hain , Grove street.

Mitchell, San Pablo avenue.

Latham , Key Route Ferry Line.
Davies, East 8th street.
M . Bollman , Alameda .
Sawyer. Haywards Line.

H . Hyland , Piedmont and Oakland avenues.
Delegates to the Central and Miscellaneous

Councils - W . H . Ellison . E . Fitzsimmons, G .

Reed . D . C . Grierson , J . W . Jones, M . McKinzie ,
N . McNally .

Bros. N . McNally and H , B . Gray are re
ported on the sick list and their presence at

the meetings will be missed for they have

always taken an active part in the Division 's
welfare .
No doubt the readers of the Motorman and

Conductor have wondered what has become

of Division No. 192. Well, Division No 192

is still in the land of the living. situated in

Oakland , California , where our beautiful
streets have been paved with mud for the

PITTSBURG , PA .

Notables Visit Div. No. 85 .
A meeting to be long remembered by those

present was that of Div . No. 85 , of recent date ,
attended by the British Fraternal Delegate to
the A . F . of L . convention , Bro . James Wignall
of Wales, also Miss Frederick of the Garment

Workers' Union and Org . Cal. Wyatt of this
city .

Mr. Wignall, who is a very impressive speak
er, when urging all men to stand firm by their
organization , received an applause which de
noted the effect of his admonitions.
Miss Frederick ' s remarks met with the earnest

approval of all present. Her appeal to all union
men to tell their wives and sweethearts what
their union is , and bring them to open meet
ings whenever possible, has caused much dis
cussion among our members , which I hope will
be the means of the ladies of Pittsburg taking
a more active part in organization work .

Brothers , do you know any good book from
which you can find out what organized labor
has accomplished ? If you do not, I would ask
vou through these columns to send a letter ad
dressed to W . D . Mahon , Detroit, Mich . , and
get the Motorman and Conductor, the Associa
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SALEM , MASS.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing term of Division No. 246 : President.

William Walsh . Danvers : Vice - President. Roy

S . Gilchrist , Salem ; Recording Secretary, Mar
cus Shea , Salem ; Financial Secretary, E . G .

Foss, Danvers; Treasurer, Lester Swain , Dan
vers ; Conductor. J. E . Walsh , Danvers ; War
den , J . E . Gleason , Salem ; Sentinel, L . W . Put
nam , Danvers. Executive Board , Henry Black
ler , Marblehead ; J . E . Cavanaugh, Wenham ,
E . P . O 'Brien , Salem ; A . L . Murphy, Salem ;
H . E . Briggs, Danvers .

tion journal, subscription 50c. Then go to your
book store and buy a book written by Herbert

N . Casson , called " Organized Self Help , ' and

read the history of one of the greatest move

ments in the world today. Call your wife and
children around you , and read that you may

be able to intelligently keep those laughing

children that God hath entrusted to your care
from " wage slavery , " a greater slavery than

that which enslaves the Russian peasant,

Read that the worker may get as much of

their product as their combined , organized in
telligence and courage deserves . Read that
you may be able to tell the story to the weak
brother who works beside you, of the many
things yet to be accomplished in the onward
march of organization . Read, that you may
be able to think for yourself, for " he lives most

who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the
best."

This is the new year.
Now , Brothers, our good will is with you in

all your efforts to better your conditions. Stand
shoulder to shoulder. Call no man master and

this year will see our cause prosper as never
before .
Subscriptions to the Motorman and Con

ductor will be received by the executive board

members or business agent, or may be given

to the secretary, at 611 Ferguson Bldg.
" SMOKY CITY. "

ELYRIA , O .

Division No. 380 reports the following officers :
President. Carl J . Eckert : Vice - President, Rob .

ert Jensen : Recording and Financial Secre

tary, J . 0 . Stimson, Berea , O . ; Treasurer , C .
E . Southan :

Winnipeg, Man .

BOISE , IDAHO.

Division No. 398 has started out in life with
the following officers : President, Herbert
Shaw : Vice - President, E . C . Caffarty : Secre

tary , Thos. Wilson ; Treasurer, A . C . Mendell ;
Executive Committee, Herbert Show , T . F .
Bowler, B . H . Garren , H . H . Quarles, E . C .
Caffarty. The new local reports progress .

Division No. 99 has not been heard from
for some time owing to Bro . Harvey Robinson ,
our correspondent, having left the service .

Everything is going along about as well as it
possibly can . We are still raking in the new
members as fast as they come on the road .
There are only three or four men on the sys
tem which we cannot induce to join us, and we
don 't forget to keep everlastingly at them .
Winnipeg is enjoying a good open winter up to
the present. Snow has not bothered us very
much . A " typhoid epidemic" has broken out
here : 135 deathg have occurred in the city in
the last six months. Seven deaths have been

reported in the power house, among whom was
our brother. Walter J . R . Collins. Our de
ceased brother was a young member of vig

orous health up to the time of taking the fever .
The bereaved family have the full sympathy

of our membership .

At a recent meeting the following officers
were installed : President, R . Colwell; Vice
President, F . E . Wagner : Recording and Finan
cial Secretary , H . Powell, box 778 ; Treasurer,
E . Chambers ; Conductor, G . McKay ; Warden ,
Bro. Parks. M . T . MASON ,

Correspondent.

LOWELL, MASS.

BROOKLYN , N . Y .

Vestibule Agitation .
Division No. 283 is keeping up usual interest,

although the weather at times is slightly
against real comfort.

There is nothing out of the ordinary to re
port farther than that our members are show

ing their usual interest in the Association by

renewing subscriptions to the Motorman and

Conductor .
Ex - Treasurer James Grannan has again be

come treasurer . He was elected to fill the vac

ancy caused by the resignation of Bro . Tom
Cassidy .

Our side partner, Division No. 396 , now bids
fair to weather the storm and really take its

place in the ranks of progressive organization .
The DeCalb avenue men are not so blind but

that they can see where their interest rests .
They realize that it is their duty to swell the
ranks and strengthen the fortifications of the

Amalgamated Association , as they are intel
ligent enough to see protection for themselves
in so doing .

Division No. 396 will ultimately be one of the
banner locals of our Association ,

A vestibule bill will again be presented to the
New York state legislature , and it is trusted
that this humane bill will this time become a
law . Recent experiences upon the surface
roads certainly emphasizes the need of such a
measure. EUPHON .

Automobile Favored .

Division No. 280 has just lined up with other
locals by the election of a correspondent to the
Motorman and Conductor. We also subscribed

for ten copies of the Motorman and Conductor,
believing that by the proper distribution of

these few copies, it may pave the way to
make it easier for the correspondent to secure
the subscription for the entire membership .
We are getting along fairly well with the

employing management of this company, and
always hope to do so , as it is our aim to be
on the best terms with everybody.
Some time since, we noted some discussion in

the columns of the Motorman and Conductor
pertaining to the purchase of automobiles by
the Association for use in case of strikes.
This matter interested many of our members
and we are unable to see why it would not be

a good project. Of course we are not looking
ahead to a time when we may expect them to
be of use to 280 , as we are not looking for

strikes ; but you can ' t always tell where light
ning may strike. However, the subject of

autos is a good one for discussion .
Division No. 280 , in the recent death of Bro .

Peter Mitchell, lost one of her highly appre
ciated members. He had been in the service
for eighteen years.

For the ensuing term the following have been
installed as officers for this local: President.
Thomas Cunningham : Vice - President. Rollo E .
Lewis : Recording and Financial Secretary .

John McEiroy : Treasurer, John Walsh ; War
den , Daniel Hayes; Executive Board , Orrin
Connell, Ernest Sproule, Stephen Durkee , Thos.
McAfee , William Keegan . " NICK "

BUTTE, MONT.

The officers of Division No. 381, as recently
installed , are : President. Lee G . Vaughn, box
439 ; Vice -President, Geo . H . Scott, box 430 ; Re
cording and Financial Secretary , E . A . Law ,
223 E . Front St. : Treasurer . J . E . Rheim . 11916
E . Second St. ; Conductor, Chas. A . Davies, box
439 : Warden and Sentinel Chas. Stevens, box
439 ; Executive Board . Lee G . Vaughn , Chair
man , E . - A . Law , Geo , H . Scott, Thos . Norton ,
box 439, A . W . McNeil. Delegates to Labor
Council, Andrew Dickey, box 439 ; C . I . Bates,
box 439 ; E . H . Van Wart, box 439. Alternates ,
M . E . Mesevich , box 439 : F . J . Hannaman , box
439 ; Geo . H . Scott. box 439 .
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senting Div. No. 85 in the Pittsburg conven

tion . In July following, when a vacancy

occurred in the position of Business Agent,
Bro . Williams was elected to the vacancy .
At the regular election in December follow

ing, he was elected as his own successor
without opposition . At the election of offi

cers for 1905 Bro . Williams was again unan

imously elected .

The early life of Bro. Williams was that
of a country school teacher in the rural dis
tricts of Eastern Ohio. Some four years
since he engaged as a conductor with the
West End traction system , operating out of
Pittsburg . During his course as business

agent of the Pittsburg local he has taken a
live part in the movement in general, and is
appreciated as an active member of the Iron
City Trades and Labor Assembly, of which
body he is a trustee . He was instrumental

in securing the next A . F . of L . convention
to be held in the city of Pittsburg . He was
also active in bringing about the consolida
tion of headquarters in one building for all
local labor organizations of the Pittsburg
district.

SAN JOSE , CAL .

IV .H . C . WILLIAMS, BUSINESS AGENT,

NO. 85 , PITTSBURG, PA.

Division No. 265 has installed as officers for
1905 , the following list : President, J . R . Hillis ;

Vice -President, C . T . Edmunds; Recording Sec

retary , Louis Lightston ; Financial Secretary ,
B . E . Williams; Treasurer , S . Willkinson ; War
den, A . L Gallaher ; Sentinel, Wm . Keevan ;
Conductor, F . E . Wright.
The names of committees will appear in a

later issue .
Our companies here are engaged in the unique

struggle of trying to get exclusive franchises
for new track and extensions upon several

streets . If the city plays the game well, there

is liable to be realized some benefits to the

people that may revert to the disadvantage of
the successful company .

We were well remembered by our superin
tendent at the holiday period .
President J . R . Hillis speaks well of his re

cent trip through the east, and desires to thank

the eastern brethren for the many courtesies

enjoyed . N .

DAVENPORT, IA .

Among those who have developed into

prominence in the labor movement in the

city of Pittsburg within the last two years,

none are deserving of more favorable men

tion than Business Agent H . C . Williams, of

Div . No. 85 . Bro . Williams became a mem

ber of Div. No. 85 in October, 1902. Upon

the promotion of the Executive Board mem

ber representing the West End branch of the

local, in February, 1903, Bro . Williams was

elected to the vacancy , which brought him

into official activity .

This occurred at a time when the Board

was negotiating with the company for the
annual wage adjustment. The contention

required extreme prudence and vigorous ac.

tion on the part of the committeemen , as ,

while the members of the association were

loyal in their support of the officers , fully

one-half of the men in the service of the
company for whom wages and conditions

were sought to be fixed were notmembers of

the organization . However, under the direc

torate of the official board of the local the

organization was successful beyond the most

sanguine expectations. By the understand

ing reached with the company through the
adjustment, the privilege of joining the Asso

ciation was secured to the employes of the

unorganized lines of the Pittsburg system .
In the subsequent work resulting from this

understanding, Bro . Williams developed to

his associates the qualities of a vigorous and

earnest worker. In the May following he

served as one of the eight delegates repre-

At the last meeting of Division No. 312, tho
following officers were installed : President.

James Coleman ; Vice - President, T . Watkins ;

Secretary, H . F . Bowker; Treasurer, Lee Ham
mond ; Conductor. J . Walker : Sentinel, C . Stice ,

We had a goo attendance as we always do .

We are going to give a masque ball the 28th
of this month . We expect a large crowd.
The company gave us the usual Xmas gift ,

which came in very handy, and really appeased

the Xmas appetite .
Bros. Becker and Kirkpatrick went away to

spend Xmas, and when they returned they

brought their wives with them .

Brothers Kruse, Sevain and Peterson are on

the sick list, but hope to be at work soon .
E . A . T .

ST. JOSEPH , MO.

Div. No. 326 has installed the following offi
cers : President, R . Johnson ; Vice - Presidents ,
B . F . Karns and T. C . Smith ; Rec . Sec., F . A .
Pickel; Fin . Sec . and Treas. , John Lash ; Con

ductor, J . W . Gooding : Warden and Sentinel.

L . McCormick ; Executive Board . B . F . Karns,
E . L . Williams, Chas. Johnson , F . A . Crossley,
T . C . Smith ; Delegates to the Central Labor

Council, T . C . Smith , G . Cook , C . Houston .
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members and lady friends following were re

ceived with hearty applause by the onlookers ,

and then the long looked for ball was in full
sway. The floor was directed by Robt. J . Mil .

lett, assisted by John Noonan and John O 'Con
nell. The aids were Brothers L M . Gammons,
Thomas Sculley , Alphonse Lavigne, Felix Du

rand, Geo . 0 . Bowman, Wyman H . Briggs,
Thomas Chisholm , Thomas J. Fox, Thomas
Canaan , Geo . H . Stevens, John E . Glenn and
E . A . Badger .
The members had cast aside the " blue and

brass ' of their trade and arrived in evening
dress. One of the features of the event was
the wearing of the monthly button (color red ,

size about a 25 - cent piece ) on the bottom of
the dress vest, and made a decided " hit with
the spectators, especially during the march .
Another feature was the carrying out of a
stunt by President Sheehan and Thomas Chis
holm , who attended the ball wearing tall silk
hats . Rather than " back down" and forfeit a
certain sum of money , the genial president
and Brother Chisholm " made good " in grand
style , by entering the hall together and walk
ing around, greeting this one and that, much
to the amusement of the guests and members
of the Division .
The ball was honored by the presence of a

large number of the officials of the Massachu

setts Electric Company. President P . F . Sul
livan sent as his representative his private sec
retary , George J . Anderson . Among others that
were present were General Supt. Geo . F . Seibel,
Second Vice - President Horace B . Roberts, Asst.

Genl. Supt. John T . Conway, Div . Supt. James
P . Shehan , Diy Foremen Chester L . Bisbee,
John H . Hayes and Samuel H . Stewart, Supt.
John Murphy, of Taunton Division ; Ex - Presi
dent Geo. W . Harrah, of Brockton Division No.
235 ; Wm . J. Walsh , President, John 3 . Mc
Cormick , Treasurer, and John Slavin , Secre
tary, all of Quincy Division No. 253.
Letters of regret were received from the Hon .

W . L . Douglas, Governor of Massachusetts,
and Hon. Edw . W . Keith . Mayor of Brockton .

The local labor leaders present were See.
Joseph W . Kelly of the C . L , U . ; Agent W . F .
Egan , of the Sole Leather Workers and Mixed
Union : H . Stanley Packard . Sec. - Treas. of th
State Assn . of Retail Clerks : President Robert
Anglim , of the Grocery and Provision Clerks,
and many more.

A handsome souvenir was presented to each
one present, which contained photos of the of
ficers of the Division , the Ball Committee and
Executive Board , and the officials of the old
Colony St. Ry. Co .

The committee certainly deserved all the
praise they received and when the ball " broke
up " at 3 o ' clock the next morning, the boys

and their friends went home fully satisned
with the evening ' s enjoyment.
The proceeds of the ball will be placed in the

Relief Fund. The committee cannot state at

this time just how much will be realized , but
a good sum is expected .

I think I have written enough for this issue,
so will close now , with best wishes.
Fraternally . · No. 235.

S . B . HORAN ,

Division No. 165 , Girardville, Pa.
Among those in the authracite coal sec

tion of the State of Pennsylvania who are
foremost in the affairs of our Association
is ex-President and Committeeman S . B .
Horan , of Girardville Local No. 165, whose
representation appears above. · Bro . Horan
is a tailor by trade, but gave it up some six
years ago and engaged in the car service
with the Schuylkill Traction Company. He
is a quiet, unassuming gentleman , and his
forte lies in his genial, sympathetic nature
and his powerful personal magnetism . He
is a natural leader among men , and has
proved an able advisor and director for his
co -workers.

CAMPELLO, MASS.

Ball Grand Success Members Wore Monthly
Buttons — Pres. Sheehan Directs

Grand March .
Tastefully and elaborately decorated for the

occasion . Canton Hall, Brockton , on the even

ing of January 27th , was the scene of the most

largely attended concert and ball of the season,
the fourth annual of Division No. 235 . Over 175
couples formed for the grand march at 9 o 'clock ,
after a preliminary concert by the orchestra .

The hall was tastefully dressed in purple and

white for the main part, the windows being set
off with lace curtains and national colors. Potted

plants and ferns hid the orchestra from sight,

and much praise was heard on every side for

the committee work . As one of the daily papers
stated afterwards, " the street car men regis
tered another complete success."
During the concert programme. the guests

were received by Messrs. Edw . W . Hayward ,

Chas. H Hunt, John Sherman ,
C . A . Stiles, E . R . Henderson and Chas. F .
Farrington .
The grand march was ably directed by Presi-

dent P . F . Sheehan , The first couple to lead off
was Bro . Millett and Miss Thompson . The

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO .
Local No. 252, like all her sister locals that

have weathered the tide of 1904 , is now well on
her way in making history for 1905 . We are

unable to peer far into the future, therefore
we do not know fully what the future may
have in store for us. Yet we are mindful of

the fact that it will be much as we make it
ourselves,

Div . No. 252 has her sail spread to the breeze
and have installed the following officers to man
the ship for the ensuing term :
Pres., W . J . Moore; Vice -Pres., Orval An

drews; Sec ., J . W . Hutton ; Treas., Wm . Brakel;
Conductor, Fred Ruhling : Warden . Wm . 3oyer ;
Sentinel, Jno . Mulhaney. Executive Board - Wm .

Moore , Lou Schaefer , Jno. Woods. Orval An
drews and Elvy O ' Dell. Trades and Labor As
sembly . J . W . Hutton , Frank Custer. O . An

drews and Wm . Moore. Trustees- Geo. S . Kip
pen . Jno. Devore and Wm Moore.
With the above array of officers there need

not be much fear for the future of Steuben
ville ' s Junior Local.
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SAULT STE , MARIE , MICH .

In the frozen northland of Michigan, by no
means the least important of our Amalgamated

family breasts the elements as among the

survival of the fitest . Winter time is not the

most appreciable period of the year in this lo
eality for our craft. Yet it fits us to appreciate

the more acceptable period of the year, when

nature blooms and the wild wood resounds
with the echoes of forest life .
However Div . No. 348 assembles regularly to

take up the matters of interest to our mem
bership , and to pass upon those things import
ant to the development of our craft. Of course
We live in a State where organized labor has

been , and is a potent factor, politically , and

thus we are barricaded by protective laws
which surround us with some comforts pre

sumably not enjoyed by our brothers in States
where labor has been unable to bring the force
of organization into requisition along legislative

lines . We have a vestibule law which was se
cured through the efforts of the Amalgamated

Association that enforces complete inclosure of

motormen ' s cabs. Thus even in this frozen
north it may be presumed that we have less

suffering from the elements than must be en
dured by those of the service in a more favored
clime,

The officers of Div. No. 348. recently installed ,
are as follows: Pres ., Clarence Maher ; Vice

Pres. , D . W . Parnell : Financial Sec . . James

Fate : Recording Sec., H . A . Reals ; Treasurer ,
Keneth McLay ; Conductor, O . E . Williams;
Warden , D . Boyd ; Sentinel, A . Matheson .
We elect a correspondent to the M . & . C . at

our next meeting .
" RUE ."

NORWICH, CONN.

Div , 262 Installs Officers.

On Jan . 3d the following officers were elected
fer the ensuing term :
President, John L . Shepard ; Vice -Pres., James

Bowker : Fin . Sec., Justin C . Leonard ; Rec.
Sec ., Geo . A . Howard : Treas. . Wm . B . Barwell ;

Conductor, N . A . Hannum ; Warden , Wm .
Sweet ; Sentinel, Chas. F . Morgan ; Executive
Board , John L . Shepard , James Bowker, Wm .
B . Barwell , Chas. F . Morgan and Frank Under -
wood .
Bros, Shepard , Bowker and Barwell were re

elected while the others are new at the official
wheel.

After the meeting the local participated in an
•yster chowder repast, much to the satisfac
tion of those present.

Div . 262 reports progress.

" J . C . L ."

Treasurer Rezin Orr she has come through
safe and sound .

About the 13th of December the report
of our executive committee was made to
our Division , in answer to our annual agree
ment, and our demand for a 20c increase in

wages was denied by the company. Our

committee reported that they held a con

ference with the manager, T . A . Wright, and

President John Rigg , and they claimed they
could not increase the wages of the men
over the present rate, $ 1 .80 per day. The
members present decided to stand by their

original demand, and so decided by a two
thirds vote , and instructed our secretary to

notify our International President of the

difficulty and request him to come to Wilkes

barre at once. His deputy, Bro . Orr, came,

and found us very much divided on this im

portant question ; one faction claimed the
officers were not working for the best inter

ests of the local Division ; the other faction

believed they were all right. So the fight
waxed warm at times , but there was no sign

of us getting together. Bro . Orr decided to

invite President Mahon to come on and take

a hand in the business. He was very much
taken back when he came, but set about to

right things. Both sides realized that his
advice was good, and as a proof of the val

uable effort of our national officers we have

secured an increase in our wages of 10 cents

per day and our Division has been put in

proper working shape.

After a number of conferences between

President Rigg and Manager Wright, rep

resenting the company, and President Ma
hon and Treasurer Orr, with our executive
committee, representing the local Division ,
the following contract was agreed upon and
accepted by both parties :

Memorandum of Agreement entered into
by and between the Wilkesbarre and Wyom

ing Valley Traction Company, party of the

first part, and the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of
America, Division No. 164, party of the sec .

ond part.

Witnesseth , That all business pertaining
to the subject of this agreement shall be
transacted by the properly accredited offi

cers and committee of the first part and the

properly accredited officers and committee
of the second part.

Section 1 . That two shifts of nine hours

each , or as near as the schedule will allow ,

shall constitute a day 's work for all motor

men and conductors.

Section 2. That when a man is suspend

ed for more than one week 's time his case

may be taken up for investigation , and if it

is decided that he is not at fault, he shall

be reinstated in his former position and
paid for the time lost the same amount he

would have received had he been working.

Section 3 . That fifteen minutes or over
shall constitute one-half hour for over-time,
and that forty- five minutes or over shall con
stitute one hour for over-time.

Section 4 . That the wages paid motor
men and conductors shall be $ 1.90 for a
nine-hour shift, and at the rate of twenty

NEW WESTMINSTER , B , C .

At a recent installation of officers the fol
lowing roster took charge of the affairs of Di
vision No. 134 : President, D . J . Stewart : Vice

President, Thos. Nelson ; Secretary, Chas. Fee
ney : Treasurer , Wm . Johnston ; Conductor,

Robt. Hampton ; Warden , J . Connelly ; Sentinel,
Thos. Butterfield , C . F .

VANCOUVER, B . C .

Among the officers elected by Division No.
101, are : President, Chas. A . Tanner ; Vice
President. J . E . Watkins : Financial and Cor

responding Secretary, T . C . Holt ; Treasurer ,
W . D . Jones . Pioneer Division 101 reports pro
gress . PIONEER .

WILKESBARRE , PA.

Mahon and Orr Aid Div. 164 – Agreement

Reached ; Wages Increased .

Division No. 164 has just passed over the
nost critical period of her existence, and
through the able leadership of International
President W . D . Mahon and International
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one cents per hour for all over-time, as I wish also to remind the recently elected

specified in Section 3. officers that they must attend the regular

Section 5 . That this agreement and the meetings, or send excuse for non -attendance

provisions thereof shall be binding upon the to the Secretary . In future the Executive

respective parties hereto from the first day Board will put into operation that clause of

of January, 1905 , until the first day of Jan the by- laws which relates to absence of
uary , 1907 . officers from meetings. (See Sec. 57. page

The newly elected officers of Division 164 15 , of the By-Laws.)

are as follows: All our regular meetings are now held in
President, Thomas F . Owens ; vice-presi. the Labor Temple . room 2 B , on the second

dent, James Dowling ; corresponding secre - and fourth Sundays of each month . The

tary, Patrick Lyons; financial secretary, Executive Board meet in the Business
Thomas Hatch ; treasurer, Thomas Edgell; Agent' s office, room B , upon the Saturday
executive committee, T . F . Owens, David previous to each regular Division meeting.
Meredith , M . A . Flynn, Daniel Corrigan ,

The Business Agent can always be found in
Frederick Ellis ; conductor, Wm . L . Grover ;

his office , from 2 to 5 p . m ., and upon the
warden , Patrick Martin ; sentinel, John Bar evenings of Tuesday and Friday , from 8 to

rett ; auditors, A . T . Walsh and James
10 p . m .

Dowling; delegates to Central Labor Union ,
Michael McGeehan , Patrick Lyons, James Now , brothers, I wish to say a word as to

Dowling and Patrick Mooney. attendance at regular meetings ; I think you

After the election the officers were in , should turn out and show by your presence,

stalled by President W . D . Mahon . interest in the affairs of the Division . Don 't

Local 164 is composed of a good lot of say that the other fellow will be there, come

men , and it is to be hoped that our newly yourself. For my own part I think it would

elected officrs will enter upon their duties be better to leave the whole management to

with a determination to do all in their the Executive Board , and that they have

power to restore harmony, that the past be power to call special meetings when the
forgotten . all our enemies forgiven and necessities of the case require it. Think it

that from this forth we will work heart and over, boys, and express yourselves.

soul to live in accordance with the preamble From the grand array of talent for the

of our constitution, always keeping in mind concert this year it will surely prove a

the interests of the members of our local greater success than ever, though it mostly

Division . depends upon the individual work of mem

There was never a time when we should bers to that end. We want to sell four

stand shoulder to shoulder and heart to thousand tickets, so it 's your turn to work

heart more than at the present period . Con right up to the day, February 25th , Saturday.

tentions are on all over the country where The visit of our International President

ever men are found with courage to say and his two addresses, one in the afternoon

what their labor is worth . It behooves all and one in the evening of January 14th , was

of us to study this great industrial ques. a great source of pleasure and instruction to

tion , to know our rights and understand the members. While it was impossible for

proper methods of securing them . all to be present the turn out was a grand

Our International President made a ten one, and shows the bond of sympathy that

minute speech at our last meeting, which exists between the members and our worthy

contained a vast amount of hard common President. It is needless for me to attempt

sense. I believe , from the comments I have to say anything as to President Mahon's

heard made about it , that it has left an ability to handle any subject pertaining to
everlasting impression upon our members street railway men . His familiarity with all

who were fortunate to be present. the Divisions throughout this continent, his

e are members of 164 who have neg. story of the successes and defeats , the one

lected to subscribe for the Motorman and for congratulation and the other for a more

Conductor. However, we are satisfied this determined effort to win , all of which he

will be corrected , as the publication should told in a calm , masterly and convincing man .

be in the home of every man in the service . ner, which made us proud of him , the master

Division 164 would do well to follow the ex - hand at the helm , proud of our sister Divi
ample of many other locals and subscribe sions, and proud for ourselves that we were

for the entire membership . It would cost members of such a grand organization ; yet

less than $ 12 per month , or an assessment we were forced to regret that we had to

of 50c would fill the bill. palliate the offence of a few who would not

" LEGGINS." come into the fold , but would accept of the

bounty .

MAHON SPEAKS IN TORONTO . . In part , President Mahon said : “Mem

bers of Division No. 113, I thank you and
Official Notices to Members of Division 113. your officers for your kind reception. I con

Members when they change their address gratulate you on the strength of your Divi

should notify the secretary , giving their old sion and I most heartily congratulate that

address as well as the new , so that they will noble few who some years ago stood shoul

be sure of receiving this journal. I might der to shoulder and laid the foundation of

say that Sec . 71 of the Constitution calls for what is to-day one of the best Divisions in

a fine for non -compliance with this request. our grand organization . It is indeed en

The Secretary 's address is 48 Heward ave couraging. It is indeed encouraging to me

nue . to be able to shake hands with this chosen
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rendition of unionism ever made in the city

of Toronto .
As I said in the beginning, we have abun

dant reason to feel proud of the head of our

organization . J. W . G .

few , and to compliment them on the success

of their efforts. Never forget them , brothers
of Division 113, and what they have done for
you and what they have done to build up

this Division . Stand by them , I say, and en -

courage them with all your might.”

" The conditions here call for a stronger
organization, and only can you have it by
each one of you doing his share. Be careful

and elect to office tried and true men and

stand by them through thick and thin , Trace

the foundation of trade unions. Not for
wages is it ? No,my friends, but for condi
tions ; conditions that give you shorter hours ,
more time with your families , more time
that you may cultivate your mind, that you
may uplift yourselves and be free men , and

not machines or slaves. "

" Commercial union is against trade union

ism ; as individuals you are dictated
to and made subservient to their wishes ; but

as a body you have something to say as to
the disposal of your labor. So perfect your

organization . Make it better and stronger
in every way.”

"We don 't want to go back to the days of
the Tudors, the Romans or the Greeks. No
comparison whatever. To-day for to-day
only . We cannot be classed or compared

with Feudalism ."
" Strikes are criticized. Strikes are only

where intelligence is shown. No strikes are
put in force where ignorance is prevalent.

" Archbishop Ireland said to me, “You and
your organization , as well as the various

labor organizations, deserve great praise for

what they have done, and may their reward
be great.' Let me tell you brothers just one

thing that organization has done. The com
missioner of labor of Illinois took 2 ,500 chil

dren out of the mines and put them to
school. In the state of Michigan children

can't go to work until they are 14 years of

age, and if the child can 't read and write he
ean ' t go to work till he is 16 years of age.

The child is compelled to go to school.

Speaking of children and the birth rate, we
have a great deal of what the rich man does

for the church and the state. Woodward

avenue, Detroit , the most aristocratic thor
oughfare in the city, not a child born in
seven years. Commendable , is it not?

" The workingman and his organization has

and is doing everything for the old and
indigent. In Great Britain 28 organizations

paid to old men the immense sum of $45 ,000 ,

600 .
" Again let me refer to the old men . What

of them ? Let us provide for them an old
age pension , so that they can be taken care
of in the winter of life , and their lot made

happy by the assurance of their brothers- in
arms to do and strive to make the battle

against the tide a glorious , decisive victory .

Within the last few years the cost of living

has increased 40 per cent. Is there any rea
son why our wages should not increase pro
portionately ? "

I regret that I am only able to give the
above extracts from the masterly appeal of
our International President. Those present
will agree with me that it was the best

MEADVILLE, PA.

Sick Benefits Under Advisement.
Keystone Division No. 197 was held Jan , 7, 1905 ,

and the following brothers were chosen to fill

the various offices : President, H . A . Williams:

Vice -President, Loyd Earl; Treasurer, A . J .
Taylor; Financial Secretary, Jas. E . McKay :
Recording Secretary, Vance A . Reichard ; Con

ductor , C . V . Eaton ; Warden , A . W . Trace; Sen
tinel. Ned Felick . The officers - elect were in

stalled by Past President H . A . Smith ,
After the election of officers an elegant lunch

eon was enjoyed . Bros. Chas. Hohenstein and

A . J . Taylor proved themselves excellent cater

ers in preparing the eatables.

The division is considering the advisability of
establishing a sick benefit fund and paying

weekly benefits to sick and disabled members . A

committee was appointed and the matter dis

cussed at length at the last meeting , but no

definite conclusion was reached . Final settle
ment of the matter will be had at the next

meeting , and a special effort will be made to

get all members to attend. Everyone should

take sufficient interest in such an important

matter to lend his presence and aid in settling

it for the best interest of the division. but it
is sad to relate that we have a few members

who seem to think their duty ends when they

pay their dues . A very few . also , are not a
bit backward in finding fault with the way the

business of the division is conducted , but they
never find time to attend the meetings and offer
their help in the proper manner. Wake Up,
boys, be manly and straightforward . Don ' t be

afraid to " speak out in meeting. " You know

the universal opinion of " knockers. " You also

know that the time for renewing our annual
agreement will soon be here, and if we expect

to hold what we have gained or expect to gain
anything further, we must present a united

front.
Bro . W . S . Johnston and his conductor, Bro .

A . W . Trace. had the misfortune to have their
car struck by a train on the Mead avenue cross

ing of the Erie R . R . The front vestibule of

the car was torn off and Bro , Johnson narrowly

escaped with his life . Both brothers were dis

charged by the Traction Co.. but Bro . Trace
will be reinstated after a suspension of fifteen

days. Strong efforts are being made in behalf

of Bro . Johnston , and it is hoped that we will

soon have the pleasure of seeing him at the

controller again . He is a universal favorite

and a good worker in the interest of the divi

sion .
W . M . Jones, S . E . Shorts and G . J. Gilmore,

former members of No. 197. are now employed

at the steel works in Franklin , Pa .
V

ROCK ISLAND , ILL .

Notes From No. 313 .
The last regular meeting of Division 313 was

called to order Feb . 4 , 1905 , at 8 o 'clock sharp ,
by President Hart.
Bro. Hoffman became affiliated with the Asso

ciation .
The report of the dance committee showed net

results to the amount of $ 70 .
Bros. Joe Hayes and L . Washburn were re

ported on the sick list .

Bro . Moeller resigned as motorman and we

are told that Bro. H . Keim has asked for his
walking papers .

A letter from Wm . Wendel, for three years
an operator on the Elm street line , stated that

he is well pleased with his position as motor

man in a western city .
Bro . Oscar Solomon has entered the hatchery

business , Bought an incubator and is prepared

to supply the market with springers.

DUTCH ."
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AKRON , OHIO .

Notes From Div . 98.
In the matter of correspondence, with Div .

NO . 98, the old saying that " a new brooni.

sweeps clean" remains to be proven . The old
broom , always a very prompt and efficient
writer, was by no means worn out, but has

ier rest and the new broom will
try to keep up the news end of Div . 98 .
The past year has been very prosperous finan

cially with our Division . Our sick claims have
been less by far than former years, and only
two death claims. The claim of 3ro . Patrick
Carey was the first from our local on the In
ternational since our organization . Our local
pays a death benefit of $ 25 . 00 in case of death
in the family of any of our brothers. We had
one such claim in the death of the infant child
of Bro . and Mrs. A P . Myers.

In following the notes of our sister divisions
we find their members are troubled with the
same disease so prevalent among many mem
bers of 98 . " Afraid to go out nights. " Only a
few will brave the storm . but, oh ! the criti

cism , if the proper medicine or stimulants are
not given the poor Division and it goes down.
Bro . John Casey , for several years our re

cording secretary , has left the service of the
N . 0 . T . & L . Co . to accept another position .
Bro. Casey was one of the oldest employes of
the company and for years faithfully served
the local as secretary .
Bros. Chas. Kettering , Ernets Howe, Frank

Geisinger and C , Naftzger have been trans
ferred from the city lines to the A , B . & C .
line.

Our sick list now consists of Bros . Jos. Rob
erts , P . A . Scott, Dan Soldineer, John Bear,
Howard Mitchell, " Doc" Walker und Wm .
Myers,

A number of new packs of cards have been
ordered and all of the old " 66 " or " 7 Up " sharks
are invited to come in and take a hand. Any

visiting brother who may happen in town, we
would be pleased to have call. The latch string
is always out.
The time is near at hand for our annual ball

and the work of making the necessary arrange
ments has been started .
Frequent letters are received from Bro . A .

Geese , now located at San Antonio , Tex . The

health of Mrs. Geese had been failing for some

time and the new location is very satisfactory
so far.
Bro . Belden and wife , who left for Florida .

Nov . 15 . on acocunt of Mrs. Belden ' s health ,
has not been heard from since they left. May

be Bro. Belden is too busy " huntin ' ” to write
to us.

The following officers and committees have
in hand the work of the division for the ensu
ing year : President. R . H . Williams; Vice

Persident, Lee Isch : Recording Secretary , R . J .
Baum : Financial Secretary . A . Laudenslager ;
Treasurer , J . A . Failor ; Warden , A . P . Myers;
Sentinel, G . France : Conductor , J . Stewart. Ex
ecutive Board - R , H . Williams, Chairman ; Lee
Isch , Arthur Hope, F . Goodenberger F . Yel

ton , J . Fitzgerald . Finance Committee - R , J .
Baum , A . P . Myers. F . Goodenberger. Investi
gation Committee - J . Stewart, J . A . Failer, A .
P . Myers. Relief Committee - J . A . Failer, R . J .
Baum , A1 P . Myers, J . Fitzgerald . Hall Com
mittee- J . Stewart, Lee Isch . Relief Commit
tee - B . E . Rockwood , E . Welker, A . P . Myers,
Wm . Taylor . Amusement Committee - R . J .
Baum , Lee Isch , A . P . Myers , S . S . Hertzler ,
F . Goodenberger. Correspondent- R . J . Baum .
Delegates to Akron Central Labor Union - J . A .
Failer, R . J . Baum , Lee Isch , F . Goodenberger .

Brother Failer has been acting as agent for
" Vis Unita Fortier, " a publication issued from

The brothers should all secure
a copy of this work .
Brother Drinkous has been transferrel to

the Barberton line, N . B .

ALBANY, N . Y .

ber and quality of the toasts . Fully three hun
dred brothers surrounded the festive board
and a more brilliant gathering could not be
found the cream of every craft being repre
sented . The banquet was opened with prayer
by President Landrigan of Division 132 . Troy ,
N . Y ., after which the toastmaster, Bro . Wm .
Kavanaugh, opened the speechmaking of the
evening . All the speakers had their subjects
well in hand and being rather humorous held
the interest of the brothers from beginning to
the end . The toast list was as follows.

“ Who Invented Work ," by John P . Hayden ;

" Love Thy Brother," by Bro . Wm . Kavanaugh ;
" Eat, Drink and Be Merry, " by George Marx .
Bro . Dick Wade, the king of the relief men ,
sang " Blue Bells" with great success. Bros .
Bill Burns and Tom O 'Neil deserve great credit
for their fancy dancing. as also Bro . Jerry
Dwyer for the Irish jig Bro . Nicholas Snyder
brought along the phonograph to make us
happy. Bro . James Dunny sang " Down on the
Suwanee River, " which was the hit of the even
ing . Bro . Melvin Chandler had full charge of

the " Old Beverwyck , " assisted by Bros . Gro
gan and Tom Sivers. Bro . Henry Morrisey had

full charge of the cigars. Bros. " Judge " Steph
ens, Wm . Gleason and Flynn saw that no one
went hungry . It was nearly 4 a . m . when the
boys began to sing " Home, Sweet Home. '

Woman 's Label Committee.
I was very much impressed with an article
read some time ago , which I think interesting

enough to find its way into our official journal.
" Organized labor is not a class movement,
says Miss Annie C . Patterson , who has recently
resigned from her office of chair -woman of the
Label Committee of the 13rooklyn ( N . Y . ) Con
federation of Labor. " I am convinced that the
working people are the bulwark and founda
tion of society , and that it is by their efforts
society has been raised to its present standard . "
We also know that goods made under union

label protection are made under more sanitary

conditions, and herein lies but one of many
ways to profit by the new conditions. I think

the greatest good that has been accomplished by

the union label is the lessening of child labor

and sweat-shop work , for no article that bears
the label can possibly have been made by child
labor . The union requires a certain age before

any one is allowed to work under its protec

tion . The way then for women to help is to

demand. whenever and wherever possible, the
label on all goods purchased . " LEVY.'

VINCENNES, IND.

Div . No. 251 submits the following officers as
installed for the current term : President,
George Wilson : Vice - Pres. . John Morris ; Rec .
Sec. , Dennis Terrell : Fin . Sec. . Wm . Bunting :
Treasurer, Wm . Humphrey ; Conductor . Edward
Barkeman : Warden . Charles Wilson ; Sentinel,

Frank Cullison .
There is much room for improvement here .

The name of our correspondent does not ap
pear in the list of officers , but if he has not

already been selected , he will be, and our read

ers will again hear more of the conditions

existing here.

MT. CLEMENS.

Division No. 90 held a regular meeting at Mt.
Clemens Wednesday, February 1st, when the
newly elected officers were installed. The re
ports of the retiring officers were read and ac
cepted. The auditors, in their report, made a
number of recommendations which resulted in
the adoption of a resolution fixing the initiation
fee for all new members, admitted by ballot,
at $ 2 , in addition to the regular fee of u
charged for permit card . It was also decided
to make the permit charge non - forfeitable .

Whereas a practicing motorman or conductor
who, from any cause, quits the road during

his probationary period could secure the return
of his fee , upon the surrender of his card , that
privilege is, for the future, withdrawn.
Bro . Dusenbery declined to serve as treasurer,

and Bro . Aemke was elected to the vacancy .
It was decided to hold a special meeting at

Marine City on the 14th inst, when several finar
cial matters , which have been in an incomplete

Annual Banquet.
The third annual " blow out" of Division No.

148 , which was held Jan . 9 at the Labor Temple

eclipsed all previous affairs that have been
given by our organization , both as to num
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est gloom , they are not alone in their sorrow .
The child was of a most pleasing disposition

and a favorite with all the carmen who knew
her. Division 362 tenders the most sincere sym
pathy to the bereaved mother and father .

form for some time will be taken up and dis -
posed of.
The new officers seem determined to give NO.

90 an administration characterized by fair busi

ness methods, thoroughness and hustle, and

deserve the hearty support of the entire mem
bership . The staff of officers for the ensuing

year is as follows : President, H . Bray ; Vice

Pres. , H . Ainsworth : Rec. and Fin . Sec ., J . B

Risk ; Treasurer , W . Aemke ; Conductor,

Ziegler ; Warden , F . Armstrong ; Sentinel, E .
Hill ; Executive Board , H . Bray, T . Shuttle
worth , C . Ziegler, L . Ainsworth , F . Farbrother.

" REX ."

Eaton , Ind .

Division No. 355 is progressing very favor
ably , yet we have one very serious grievance ,
and that lies in the graded scale . From our

experience we are prepared to advise our
sister locals to steer clear of a discriminating

wage. Don ' t allow it to be foisted upon you .
It may appear alluring to old members, but

to them we can say it is a mirage. I dare say
there is not a local of our Association but

that if a maximum wage were the only rate ,
it would be just as easy to move up from it as
it is to move up with a lot of cheap rates.
Our officers for the ensuing term are :

President, A . B . Hobbs ; Vice - President, E . H .
Clark ; Secretary , L . E . Ball; Treasurer , T . E .
Bradley GASCON .

TIPTON , IND .

Notes From 394.
The sincere sympathy of Div . No. 394 is ex

tended to Bro . J . W . Wilson in the sad death
of his estimable wife . Mrs. Wilson was a lady
highly appreciated by a large circle of friends,

and her untimely taking away casts a deep
gloom among them .
Bro . Ed Adams has been on the sick list for

the last four or five weeks but is now con
valescent.
Div . No. 394 is looking forward to a time of

less discrimination in the matter of wages. It
may well be argued that with experience a
man becomes more valuable to the company ,
but as a matter of fact there are none of us

getting too much per hour, and so long as a
maximum rate is established at less than a
minimum rate should be , a discriminate rating

18 seriously objectionable . Let us even up a
little . PROGRESS.

Chelsea , Mass .

ANDERSON , IND , ing

First Annual Ball March 1st.
Div . No. 186 is in a flourishing condition and

we are confident she will continue sounder the

directorate of our present officers and the sup
port they will receive from our members. Our
officers are as follows: President, M . W . Sur

ratt ; Vice - President, B . F . Spaulding ; Record
ing Sec., W . R . Goldsmith ; Financial Sec ., Jno.
Butler ; Treasurer, L . M . Gale ; Conductor , D .
V , Martin ; Warden , J . W . Mormon ; Sentinel,
Geo . Densmore ; Supervisor, A . C . Wilson ; Cor -

respondent, J . M . Millar; Executive Board , M .
W . Surratt, L . M . Gale, B . F . Spaulding , Geo.
Densmore, W . R . Goldsmith
Div . 186 will hold her first annual ball on the

right of March 1st at Anderson . Brothers of

outside locals who happen in town on that date

will be welcomed to attend. We should be

pleased , also , if those with whom it may be

convenient would make it their pleasure to be

with us. Every arrangeemnt has been com

pleted for an enjoyable occasion .
" J . M .”

ALBION , MICH .

Chelsea Division No. 240 is enjoying her usual
serenity . Of course , as the year opens we are

beginning to look about for means of improve
ment, and are trusting to the future for more
of that by which the good things of life are
secured .

Our corps of officers recently installed are :
President, E . A . Burrell : Vice - President. John

F Ford ; Treasurer, Henry W . Griffin : Finan

cial Secretary , A . H . Corliss : Recording Secre
tary , James A . McDougall; Guard, Geo. Lover

COD .

SAGINAW , MICH .

Bro, Pond Grateful for Assistance.

Division No. 32 is meeting with her usual
success, and is proud to proclaim to our sister
locals that we have as a side companion what
is known as the Ladies' Trolley Club . This

new organization is composed of the wives of
our members and their lady friends, and has

for its commendable purpose the assisting of

our local and members, social
in sickness . Also the promotion of the prin

ciples of unionism . We feel that we are a
little in advance in this respect of our sister

locals . However, we are of the oldest of the
Amalgamated family , and rather pride our
selves as being initiative .

The officers of the Ladies' Trolley Club are
as follows:
President- Mrs. N . A . Webster.

Vice -President - Mrs. P . J . Murry .
Recording Secretary - Mrs. C . H . Bishop .
Treasurer - Mrs. W . Vanweigen .

Auditing Committee - Mrs. L . Kanfield , Mrs.
C . Willard .

Sick Committee- Mrs. D . Webster, L . Kan
field .
The newly elected officers of Division 32 are :
President - C . H . Bishop .

Vice- President- 0 . J. Flemming.
Recording Secretary - T . J. Maher.
Secretary - Treasurer - T . M . Cockins.
Conductor - H , Sheley .

Warden - J . Dobbs.

Correspondent - T , ' O 'Grady
Executive Board - C . H . Bishop, H , H . Prez

ton , E . Sudlow , O . J. Flemming, Wm . Von
dett.
General Business Committee- C . H . Bishop,

E . Sudlow , H . H Preston .

Sick Committee - O . J. Flemming, J. Farrell,
F . Schrader.

Auditing Committee - H . Sheley , M . F . Senate,
L . Kanfield .

On Aug. 30, 1904 , Bro. Frank Pond, conductor
on our city line, met with a severe accident
while on duty , breaking his right arm and in
juring himself internally . He has been con

fined to his home some four months,
We appointed Bro . F . Schrader to take up

a collection for our stricken brother. The
boys all chipped in liberally , Mr. Young, our
general manager, also taking a hand. The
amount donated , however , proved insufficient

The new set of officers for Division No. 262
are as follows: President. John Wilcox : Vice

President, Perry Robertson ; Recording Secre

tary , Frank Bradley : Financial Secretary . Geo .
Ayers ; Treasurer, Herman Gottschalk : Conduc.

tor, F . Barker : Warden . S . Beckwith : Sentinel,

A . J . Walfinger. Executive Committee , John
Wilcox , Forest Harkness, Elmer Sheets, Claude
Goodall and E . M , Sova .
On Dec . 12 . Division No. 362 held its annual

ball at the Woodman and A . 0 . U . W . halls .
Some three hundred tickets were sold , which
netted about $25 .00 aside from paying all ex

penses. A general good time was enjoyed by
those present. which was much more the ob
ject than profit .
There are a few of our members on the sick

list just now , but all are improving .
In consequence of our old schedule not mak

ing the best of connection with the D ., Y . A . A .
& J . , a new one was adopted Jan . 8 .

Some time in the month of March, Div . 362
will hold her annual banquet . .
The death of little Irene Beckwith has quick

ened the affections of the members of our asso

olation . Irene was the little daughter of Bro .

Vet and Mrs. Beckwith , and while the blow
plunged their happy little home into the deep
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bership , in the death of his wife. Mrs. Willis
ton passed to the better world on the 10th inst.

Assessments are out upon the death claims

of deceased Brothers Herman A . Weschie and

Bennie Corbett . These brothers had been with

us but a few months.
Notice will shortly be given for a general

meeting to be called for the purpose of tak

ing action upon matters to be dealt with look

ing to the service for the coming summer .

SACRAMENTO , CALIF .

to tide him over until he was able to go to
work , as he had a large family to support,

so we appointed Bro. O . J . Flemming to pass

the hat. The company again helped and a
suitable amount was realized to keep the wolf

from the door until he was able to work a
little .

The company then gave him a job as car
starter until he is able to go on the car
again .

Bro. Pond was a faithful worker, always at
tending to his duties while at work .

On the day of the accident, he was acting

as conductor on one of the large double truck
open cars. The cars have side guards, which

have to be changed at each end of the route .

He passed an extra car which he took for the

regular . His car was behind time, and to gain

time he stepped down on the inside running

board to raise the guard , just as the regular

car was coming on the other track . It caught

nim between the two cars causing the acci
dent. He is getting along nicely as car start
er, and will be able to take his run as soon
as warm weather sets in . He desires to state

that he is truly thankful to the boys and the
eompany for their helping hand and friend

· ship during his sickness. He also desires to

nk the Ladies' Trolley Club for flowers and

attention . They were fully appreciated .
A BROTHER .

Lasalle, III.

Reporting from Division No . 306 we are able

to pass along the encouraging statement that

we are in a fair way to increase our member

ship . With the extension to the old route we

have a run of 35 miles. This addition will em

ploy some 15 or 20 more men .
The local is in good healthy shape, and we

are beginning to look forward to the boom in

size. Among the newly elected officery are:
President John Keeler.

Vice -President - Philip G . Werling.
Sec . - Treas.- J . B . Christocher. B " BOB."

During the recent state A . F . of L . conven
tion Division No. 256 undertook the entertain

ment of the Amalgamated delegates, and pre
pared a very pleasing banquet for them .
Among the speakers of the evening were

Executive Board Member Richard Cornelius.

Recording Secretary F . G . Shalenburg of Di

vision No. 205 . San Francisco Bro . W . H . Elli

son . of the Oakland Division No. 192 ; President

J . R . Hillis , of the San Jose Division No. 265 ;

Persident Robinson , of the Sacramento Division

No. 256 . General Manager Frank Ross, Harry

A . Knox , of the State Federation , and others .

The banquet was a decided success.
Toastmaster Robinson highly complimented

The Evening Bee as having been a newspaper

particularly friendly to the railway men . Man

ager Ross, during the course of his remarks,

also referred to the local newspaper and re

gretted very much that he had not with him
an editorial that had previously appeared in the
columns of the favored mentor which he trust

ed might find its way into the labor journals .

Your correspondent takes pleasure in submit

ting as a part of the report the editorial men
tioned which is as follows:
The people of Sacramento may have had com

plaints against the city street railway company.
but there has been no reason in the past - there

is none to -day - for any grumbling against the

almost universal conduct of its car employes
to the traveling public .

As a rule almost without exception these
street railroad men are ever careful, courteous,
and gentlemanly - cheerful and good -natured ,

and kindly to the old , the decrepit, women with
little ones, and all in need now and then of

the help of a strong arm .
The writer has been in many cities of the

Union , but has yet to meet anywhere a class

of street car employes as careful, as prudent,
as kindly , as courteous, as gentlemanly , as de
sirous to please , as anxious to accommodate ,

as those on the local electric lines in Sacra
mento .

It will not be charged that this paper is in
the habit of tossing boquets, or that it would
ever travel out of its beaten path to pay an

undeserved compliment to any one. On the
other hand, a great many good people hold to
the opinion that The Bee is ever too severe in

its criticism of public and semi- public servants .
In this particular instance it gives this paper

great pleasure to bear testimony, out of the
volume of its varied experience to the worth
and the courtesy of our local street railroad
boys. "

Marion , Ind.

Division No. 190 has installed as officers for
the ensuing term the following list:
President- J . E . Kuhlenkamp.
Vice- President- Charles Wade.
Recording Secretary J . W . Young.

Fin . Sec. and Treas. - W . E . Squires
Conductor - Sam Arnold .

Warden - Charles Mills .

Sentinel - H . N . Fleming .
Supervisor - A . B . Lotz .

Executive Board - L . A , Gillett, Charles Nern ,
Sam Arnold , William Neuton and J. E . Kuh
lenkamp.

We purpose to elect a correspondent to the
official journal at our next meeting.

sov.

ASHVILLE , N . C .

Div . No. 128 – Officers Installed .
Winter is not the real thing for Diy No. 128

however, we bear over in anticipation of the
coming events. These are as sure to multiply

with the approach of summer as they are to
decline in winter. But speaking for 128 , we are
safe to predict that our many transient sum

mer friends will find her here , ready to do busi
ness as the season opens.
Our recently installed office 3 are : President.

C . M . Thompson ; Vice -Pres.. N . C . Fisher : Rec.
Sec. , T . C . Anders : Fin . Sec. , R . M . Grant :

Treas., R . L . Worley ; Conductor, W . A . Brown.
All vacancies, including correspondent to the

M . & C . , will be filled at our next meeting .
" BUTIN . "

Rambler Bicycles, leading bicycle of the
Phoenix, Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and terms reasonable .
Standard Sewing Machines, sellest:
most durable. Don't buy a machine until you see it.
Pianos new uprights $175 , warranted . Wesave you

" , the agent' s profits .

G . E . VAN SYCKLE , 228 Woodward , next to Gas Office.

Hotels.

The Prospect House 888 Franklin Ave.
DETROIT ITEMS.

Cor. Carroll St.
Borougb of Brooklyn

New YorkRICHARD H . DIEARS , Prop .

Div . No. 26 is making all preparations for the
coming event to take place Feb . 23 at Light
Infantry Armory .

Motorman David Brown is reported confined
at his home with a fractured leg .
Bro . Chas. Williston , motorman on the Mich

igan line, has the full sympathy of our mem

Telephone Main 2064 for AdverTalambano Main LA fan Adam.

tising rates in The Motorman and
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 40,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentable .

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many StreetRailway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland , O.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and The Posselius Bros .

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

Furniture Mfg. Co.

Dertoit,

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman 's profit

- MANUFACTURERS OF
We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc.

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414-416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

- INCLUSIVE OF

. . . GIVE US A TRIAL . . .

Yaeger & Ackerman's DININGDINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES

...SHOES...

Our Great VIC The TOR Specialty .
Are unexcelled for Style , Wear

and Comfort. Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues.

85 Gratiot Avenue.
When in need of a Dining Table ask yourdealer

UNION STORE. UNION MADE. to show you the VICTOR .

EARLY RISER ' S

FRIEND,

Every Street Car

Man should have

one.

HORACE W . STEERE

JEWELER

S
O
A

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

Goods Sold on Weekly Payments.

17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond,

Silverware , Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of H. T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.
Jewelry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Electric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in ., Width 6 in ., Height 8 /2 in .
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If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO .173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

Union Throughout Uniforms

FOR

Motormen AND

ConductorsMonthly Buttons

FRONT AND BACK All regular, stout and slim

sizes carried in stock . Quality

guaranteed – values absolutely

greatest.

Our Special

Vniform at

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Union men should wear a but

ton that is ten -tenths union - all

Union . Ours is. Weguarantee it .

Is the best you or anyone else las

seen for the price. It' s a suit that

not only looks well,but wears well.

Strictly Union Made

Everything in Men 's and Boy's

Clothing , Hats and Furnishings at

" out- of - the high · rent - district"

prices.

ClaytonLOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St. Chicago

Clothier, Hatter. Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. Detroit

Cured to Stay

Cured in 5 Daysvil Varicocele cu

Hydrocele a curling med prin
S No Cutting or Pain .

Guaranteed Cure or
Money Refunded ,

Undermy treatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The
stagnantblood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishes and

swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead

comes the pleasure of perfecthealth .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and

Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility , and allied troubles. My

methods of treatmentand cure are originalwith me and cannot be obtained

elsewhere. Imake no experiments. All cases I take I cure.

is what you want. I give a Legal
Guarantee to cure you or refund

H . J . TILLOTSON M . D . your money. Or What I have done for others I can do for you . My

The Master Specialist of Chicago, who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more

Oures Varicocele. Established 1880 . than you willbe willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPYRIGHTED .)
CURE YOU at Home. .

Writemeyour condition fully and you will receive in

plain envelope & scientific and honest opinion of your

case, FREE of Charge. My hometreatmentis successful. My books and lecturesmailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON, M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearbora Street, CHICAGO.
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HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Weare exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms -Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

UNITED LES CARMENT 21 James H . Hirsch & Co.
IITEPAL EXEC CARMEN

COR
O

APRIL

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

WORKEDO AMERICA1691

AL

REGISTERED

Kenr
y
Whi

te 212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO, - ILLS.
XUwMCENSES

MOTORMEN , CRIPMEN AND CONDUCTORS IN CHICAGO
SAVE THEIR MONEY

WAS4000000 SURPLUS13009

O CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY LUND

LARBORN & MONROE STREETS

CHICANO877

HUNDREDS OF STREET AND ELEVATED

Railway men and members of their families have

savings accounts in the

CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY

OF ILLINOIS

CHICAGO

South -west corner of DEARBORN AND MONROE Streets

Capital $ 4 ,000 ,000 Surplus $ 1,250 ,000

One Dollar or more will open a Savingsaccount in this bank. Three
per cent interest, compounded every January and July paid on Savings

deposits. Saturday afternoonsthe savings dept. is open until 4 o 'clock
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Flove Noah is Prepared

What for ? To Supply

= House

Furnishing Goods

Stoves

Garland and Laurel

Completo Line of Base · Burnors

.. CALL AND SEE THEM ..
NO RIVES.DUT SEAMS.THEYTILE

HEAT ANDWATERPROOF.

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT . MICHIGAN

Sporting Goods

PAINTS, OILS,GLASS

Everything Complete

1222 Gratiot Avenue
Near Mr. Ellior Ave.

Write for a SOUVENIR MATCH CASE made from

the same leather as the Gloves. Free .

GIVE DEALER'S NAME AND ADDRESS.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

POR

IRANK BREDERICK & C .

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

ment guide.

DE FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO

CU

113 .KING ST.WEST

HE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADATAILORINO
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NO RIVETS QUESEAMS.THEYFILES
HEAT ANDWATERPROOF

Ono

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY
DETROIT MICHIGAN

Write for a SOUVENIR MATCH CASE made from

the same leather as the Gloves. Free.

GIVE DEALER 'S NAME AND ADDRESS.

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND, OHIO .

ESTABLISHED 1846 .

CELEBRATED LEHIGH VALLEY COAL.,

Ji Wholesale and Retail
YARDS

Cor . FRONT and BATHURST STS .
Talephone Main 449.

PRINCESS STREET DOCK

Telephone Main 190.

• OFFICES

426 % YONGE STREET

Telephone Main 3298

572 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 139

304 QUEEN STREET EAST

Telephone Main 134

429 SPADINA AVENUE

Telephone Main 2110

1312 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Park 711

274 COLLEGE STREET
Telephone North 1179

324 % QUEEN STREET WEST
Telephone Main 1409

P . Burns & Co.

COAL

WOOD

AND

Head Office, 44 King St. East.

Telephono Main 131 and 132 TORONTO , ONT.
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F.F. PULVER CO.

Mr. Secretary : Manufacturers of

Strictly Union Made

Celluloid

Novelties

Some Local Divisions are having
their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

, Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co .

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH .

Buttons, Mirrors ,

Badges,

“ Pulveroid " Signs,

Emblems, Etc

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

Cor. Front and Andrews Streets

BRANCH OFFICES

IN ALL LARGE CITIES

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION

PLIES.

SUP.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

.50

.. . . . . . . .05

1 .50

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals , each .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .

Traveling cards, each . .

Division financial book , 100 pages. . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages. . . . . 2 .50

Division financial book , 400 pages, . . . . . 4 .25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . .

Treasurer's receipt book . . . .. .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .

Our Label is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chicago .

A
DavaltonRoya

lton
Woole

n

Co.
SpecialManufacturers of Superior9

police firemans & Railroad

COLUNIFORM CLOTHS.
NI

CHARLES L . BOWLER

SOLL AGENT

55255 WorthSt,NEW YORK
. . . . . . 30

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . .

Gut seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders , or draft . No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

Standard Throughout the United States

for Street Railway Service .
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THE PRICES

THE INGRIDIENTS

THE GOODS

Mt. Clemens,Mich.

THE PAGODA WATER CO ..

in the city visit the factory .

we can please you . Address or when

Let us hear from you . Webelieve

troubles.

surance against fevers and Kidney and Bladder

Uncharged , half gallons, Cheapest form of In

PLAIN WATER

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

More of a luxury.

Ginger Ale and Soft Drinks,

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

Carbonated Water.

" LITTLE 'PODY SPLITS ”

at home.

efit gained while

and to keep up the ben

to aid treatment while here,

We furnish a line of goods designed

“ You Know It”

WATER

SPRING

“PAGODA”

What They Should Be.

Pure and Wholesome.

Doing the Business ,

MT. CLEMENS
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THOS. MAGUIRE , VICE -PRES .

DIVISION NO. 283, BROOKLYN , N . Y .

MEETING OF THE GENERAL EXECU

TIVE BOARD.

On February 14th , 1905 , the General Ex-

ecutive Board , at the call of Chairman D .

L . Dilworth , assembled at headquarters, 45

Hodges Bldg., Detroit , Mich .

There were present at this meeting of the

board President W . D . Mahon, Chairman D .

L . Dilworth , Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . ;

G . E . B . Members C . 0 . Pratt, Cleveland,

Ohio ; Fred Fay, Division No. 111, Ypsilanti,

Mich . ; D . J . Reid , Division No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill. ; Wm . B . Fitzgerald , Division No. 132,

Troy, N . Y .; M . Sinclair, Division No. 113,

Toronto , Ont. ; Wm . Jacobs, Division No.

110 , Louisville, Ky., and R . L , Reeves, of

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa.

Absentees, International Treasurer Rezin

Orr and G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius,

of Division No. 205 , San Francisco, Cal.

Treasurer Orr was unable to be in attend

ance in consequence of the situation rela

tive to Division No. 285 , Steubenville , Ohio ,

which was under his supervision and re

quired his presence there. G . E . B . Member

Cornelius communicated to the board a sat

isfactory explanation of his absence .

The Board was called to order at 10 : 30 a .

m . with Chairman Dilworth presiding. The
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president' s report was the first order of

business . This fourth session of the board

covered the work of the organization from
the 1st of April, 1904, to the first of Febru

ary, 1905 , there having been no session dur-

ing the ten months intervening . Thus, the

report was necessarily of great volume and

it is impossible to give herein but a brief

synopsis . The report shows that during the

ten inonths there were organized eighteen

new divisions in as many different locali,

ties. The first local receiving a charter was

381, Butte, Mont., and the last that of Di.
vision 398 , Boise . Idaho. Divisions were in

stituted in Montana , Utah, New York , Mass.
achusetts, Indiana , California , Ohio , Illi

nois, Vermont, Florida Idaho , New Hamp

shire and Ontario , Canada.

During the period of ten months, there

were entered into, 34 written agreements

for as many different divisions covering the

working conditions of over 26 ,000 of our

membership .

General officers visited 137 local divisions

during the period of the report.

Under the head of strikes, the report con-
tains the statement that two divisions of

the association were involved in strikes

that of Division No. 84 , Houston , Texas, and

Division No. 388, Newburgh , N . Y . One of
these contests was settled satisfactorily to

the association and the other was declared

off without results ,

There were paid out on death and dis

ability claims during the ten months $ 12,

900, upon claims resulting from the deaths

and total disabilities of 129 members,

The president' s report contained recom

mendations upon several matters and also

covered the work of the association along

other lines , and was generally a very sat.

isfactory report.

There were submitted to the board the

question of payment of one disability claim

and four death claims. Of these , the dis -

ability claim was held over to the next
board meeting from the fact that definite

evidence was not before the board upon

which it was felt that final disposition could

be made of the claim . In the matter of the

four death claims, three were rejected, two

on account of restrictions embodied in Sec

tion 83 of the Constitution which covers

such cases , and the third from the fact

that the member was regularly recorded as

withdrawn from the association prior to his
death . The fourth claim that upon the

death of E . G . Burke, member of Division

No. 22, Worcester, Mass., was allowed and

ordered paid by the board . However, in

this case the local had been negligent in

reporting the date of initiation of the de-

ceased brother, and the omission on the

part of the local secretary left the record in

the general office incomplete.

Rulings established by the board were as
follows :

Eligibility to Membership . - It was enact-

ed that an applicant to become a member

of a division association must be aciually

engaged in craft occupation at the time of

making application for membership .

Ruling Relative to withdrawn Members .

- It was enacted that where a member re

tires from the service and takes from the
local a withdrawal card and at some subse

quent period again re-enters the service

where a division of our association exists,

he shall be charged dues dating from re

employment in the service and that such

dues charged must be paid by the member

at such time as he may re-affiliate with the

association by depositing his card with the

division . This enactment was made to

cover cases where members upon re-enter

ing the service withhold their withdrawal

cards for some time and thus evade paying
dues.

Several appeals from members, local di

visions and outside organizations were act

ed upon by the board .

A resolution was presented by G . E . B .

Member D . J . Reid, in lieu of more fully

developing the publication department of
the association to more thoroughly reach

the membership of the Chicago locals . The

resolution was adopted . It embodied an in

novation which met the approval of the

members of the board and it was unani

mously agreed that Chicago was the most

inviting field for the new venture. If suc

cessful or not, it will put the delegates of
the coming convention in a position to pass

upon the question of a weekly , instead of

monthly publication ; also , to map out the

best method of disseminating association

literature.

An Appeal came to the board setting forth

that an attempt is being made before the

New York state legislature to secure the

enactment of a law to compel steam and
electric railway employes to sign contracts

with employing companies not to leave the

service of the company, under any circum

stances, without first giving the manage .

ment of the company ample time in which

to fill the vacancy. This provision is a

sleeper in a bill presented by Senator Mer.

ton E . Lewis, of Rochester, N . Y ., for the

purpose, ostensibly, of regulating and main

taining transportation service, but really
the force of the measure is directed against

organized labor.

Board Member Fitzgerald supported the

appeal before the board , and set forth the

viciousness of the bill. He held that such

enactment would be unconstitutional in

New York state, but that it would not be
unwise for our New York state locals to en

ter their protest against it . By resolution

of the board , New York state locals are

requested to indicate their pleasure upon

the measure by petitioning the legislature

of that state .

Vestibule legislation in New York state

has been sought after by the locals of that

state , and action of the board was urged ,
to aid in securing a general vestibule bill

which will compel full protection to motor

men .

A statement before the board set forth

that through the efforts of the Albany and

Troy locals proper vestibule legislation was

secured to apply to Albany and Van Rensse.
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laer counties. It is desired that the same

measure may be made to apply to the entire

state . While the association makes every

effort to promote vestibule legislation with

out regard to any particular section , and

has already, through local and international

officers, made repeated efforts to touch a

humane vein in the Empire state legisla

ture , yet the board referred the appeal to

President Mahon with special instructions.

The Canadian Labor Congress appealed
for financial assistance to aid that body in

an effort to secure Dominion labor legisla

tion , including legislation for the protection
of union labels . The appeal elicited stren

uous support from G . E . B . Member Mag.

nus Sinclair . The board appropriated $ 25

as an immediate support, and moral sup

port will be given the Labor Congress by

our Canadian locals . It is expected that
the Labor Congress officials will make an

effort to secure legislation compelling cen

ter aisles in summer cars operated in the

Dominion .

Upon the Defense Fund, the President

was instructed to report to the next meeting
of the Board the various Divisions and the

respective amounts each has paid into the

Association defense fund, itemized , during

the full term of existence of the fund, also

the amount of payments made from said

fund.

As a result of the audit it developed that

the death and disability fund had been over
drawn to the amount of more than $5 ,000 .

It also developed that the board has do au

thority to levy assessments to replenish this
fund . It was enacted that future death and

disability benefit claims he paid from the

available funds of the association , and the

president was so instructed. This ruling

will continue until action is taken by the
coming convention .

A limitation of time for the presence of

the international president in any one local

ity was embodied in the following resolu

tion , which was adopted :

" Whereas , The numerous and increasing

demands that are being made for the pres
ence of the International President in vari-

ous localities, owing to the development of

our Association , makes it imperative that

such action shall be taken as will best pro -

tect the interests of our membership in gen
eral, therefore, be it,

"Resolved, That in order to meet the in

numerable situations, the International

President be , and hereby is , instructed to
limit his presence in any one locality to

not exceed one week .

" Resolved, That the detail work relative

to matters of organization , adjustment of
grievances, etc., must largely be left to the

assistants of the International President,
working under direct instructions from

him ."

The subscription price of the Motorman

and Conductor was increased to 60c per

year for individual subscriptions. The club

rate to local divisions upon subscription

for the local membership is retained at 50c.

Looking to future development, the Board

mapped out a course of action in organiza

tion , and submitted a resolution embodying

the same, to President Mahon .

The Association Convention will be held

in Chicago in the month of October. In

view of this fact the Board enacted that the

matter of arrangements as to securing ball,

hotel accommodations and other work nec

essary to insure the success of the con

vention be referred to a committee com
posed of President W . D . Mahon , Vice-Pres

ident J. C . Colgan and Board Member D . J.

Reid , and that said committee shall co -oper

ate in the matter of arrangements with such

committee as may be selected from the

Chicago locals for the said purpose.

During the session on the 15th , Business

Agent James V . Cunningham , of Division

No. 26 , Detroit, extended an invitation from

the executive board of that local for the

general officers to visit the local commit

tee then in session at their office at the

Buhl Block . The Board accepted the invi

tation and visited the local board in the

afternoon . The Detroit local is one of the

oldest in the association and they have

reached a most perfect system of conduct

ing the business of the local. Their meth

ods, however, were something of an inno

vation to many of the board members, who

spoke very complimentary of the official

work of the Detroit local.

On the 18th the Board , having completed
the audit, prepared the same for publication .

The president was instructed to have the

itemized statement as shown by the audit
printed at the earliest convenience , and

forward copies to all local divisions. This
completing the work of the session the

board adjourned .

Upon giving here a summary of the ses

sion, matters pertaining to appeals of an in

dividual character, both as to members and

locals , have been omitted . However , the

action of the Board upon such matters will

be duly made known to the individuals and

locals directly interested . Space confines

the report to a brief survey of the work as

of general interest. It is expected that the
audit report will be in the hands of local

secretaries before the first of April.

the next meeting will likely take place

in September.

PRESIDENT MAHON .

President Mahon since the last Board Meet
ing hasmet calls in Chicago , Ill. , Akron , Cleve
land , and other points in Ohio , and then on the

4th , left the office to meet engagements with
the New England Divisionsmany of which are

preparing their annual agreements. On the

way to New England, he stopped in New York

to render such aid to the New York Local as
lay within his power. It was impossible for him

to remain in New York for any length of time
on account of the appointments in the east,

dates for which had long since been made. He

will visit themany locals in New England before

returning . Aside from this hehas been in touch
with the general work of the organization , di

recting the work of the other officials .

At this writing he is at Fall River, Mass.
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PRES. R . H . WILLIAMS,

Akron, O ., Local No. 98.
President R . H . Williams, of Div. No. 98,

Street Car Men ' s Union , started his street

car days in Canton , O ., years ago . Was one
of the charter members of the local division

and always a hard worker for his local and

the welfare of the men . Bro . Williams is

now serving his second term as president of

Div . No. 98.

REC. SEC'Y R . J. BAUM ,

Akron , O ., Division No. 98 .

Recording Secretary R . J . Baum has been

a member of Div. No. 98 the past six years,

is now serving his third year as delegate

to the C . L . U ., having been vice-president of

that body the past year.

TRUSTS ARE CONSPIRACY.

Extracts From Address Delivered by Presi.

dent W . D . Mahon at the Dedication of

the Central Labor Union 's Hall

at Akron , Ohio .

" The enemies of organized labor are cry

ing for its destruction . Let' s see what their
objection is to the Trade Union . The mis
sion of the Trade Union is to shorten the

hours of labor and increase the wages there .

of. Can there be anything detrimental in
that to the best interest of our society and
government ? What does history prove on

this point ? If we go back into the early

forties when the workingmen first began

to organize and agitate, we will find they
were working in those times from sun up
until sun down . In the mills and factories,
the candle was burned at both ends of the

day. They went to work by lamp light and
finished their day 's work by lamp light

throughout the entire winter. When they
began to organize, those who opposed them

said that high wages and the conditions

sought by the men and women meant the
destruction of our new republic. In the

forties they were working, as I repeat, from

sun up to sun down at a wage from 65 cents

to $ 1 .00 a day . By 1861 they had decreased

the hours to a ten -hour work day and had

tripled their wage rate. Not only this , but
they had increased the producing forces of

labor six or seven times over that of which

it was in the forties.

Follow me, if you please, then , to 1904,

when we had shortened our hours and rais

ed the standard of our pay to the highest

in the civilized world . Had it injured our

republic ? I guess not. The press of 1904

tells us with this high rate of wage and

improved working conditions that the Uni

ted States had captured the markets of the

world .

If you please, civilization of our day de

pends upon dear men and dear women .

That is found when we compare our dear

men and women with the cheap men and

women of China and the Orient.

There are others who cry out against the

labor organization and assert that it is as

much a trust as the capitalistic corporation .

We take exception to this assertion and de

clare the labor organization is not a trust.
There is all the difference in the world be

tween the organization of capital along trust

lines and the organization of labor along

trade union lines. The organization of cap

italital along trust lines is in the interest of
the few and at the expense of the masses.

The organization of labor along trade union

lines is an organization in the interest of the

masses. It organizes and brings into its

fold every worker in his line of business and

thus extends its benefits to all alike and
there is no comparison between them . The
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THE DING, DING SONG.one is legitimate, the other illegitimate, be

cause the one seeks to bring the blessings

that toil creates to all alike, while the otherlike, while the other I got a new position through a friend the other
seeks to rob the masses and combine the day ,

products of toil into the hands of the few . Conductor on a street car, and there I mean
to stay.

I know there are some who claim that MyMy duties are to start in time, dressed in a
trusts are legitimate ; that it is a legiti suit of blue,

mate corporation . That they are legal and Collect all fares, and ring them up, and watch
the trolley too .

mean the development of the country and I must be very careful, and always be polite,

the prosperity of the people. Yes , a trust is Be kind and gentle to each one at all times

a legitimate corporation just as a thief is a day or night,

To strangers information give, and tell them
man . It compares with the legitimate cor what I know ;

poration as a band of robbers with a band Stop the car at their command and show them
of Christians. It is true the power given to where to go .

such corporations by the state is for a law

ful purpose, but it is used for a dishonest Chorus.

one, just as though a band of soldiers should Ding. Ding, that is the bell song .

turn marauders and use their discipline and Ding. Ding stop or go on .

power to plunder the people instead of pro You 'll seldom find our equals ,
This jolly running pair,

tecting them . In like manner the trust pro
The Motorman and Conductor

ceeds in its career of conquest and plun Who run the trolley car.

der . It's a conspiracy . It makes war upon We fear not any danger,

every person in opposition to it. It boycotts We attend to duty well

and blacklists , and after it has blacklisted And understand each other

and boycotted out of existence its competi Through the Ding Ding bell.

tors , it fixes the price not only upon the
commodity, but upon the labor and condi The ladies all admire me, and smile on me so

sweet,
tions of its employes, and then rules with When I stop on the corner, and assist them to
the high hand of a czar . the street.

Thev also thank me kindly for the favor I
have done.

And that's the reason why I'm liked by each
and every one.

Another duty I perform , your change I make
aright,

And give transfers to all who ask , with pleas
ure day or night.

I always tend to business, no fault you' ll find
in me;

I do my best to please them both , patrons and
company .

M . J. BARRETT.

A NEW YORK VIEW OF WM . D , MAHON .

William D . Mahon , president of the Amal
gamated Street Railway Employes' Associa
tion , of Detroit , who is here to general the

subway and elevated railway men 's strike, is
one of the greatest organizers in the ranks

of union labor, a most determined and con

servative fighter . says the New York Ameri

can . He is resourceful, diplomatic , energetic ,

brainy and honest. Physically , he is a big

man, with a cheerful smile , blue eyes and a

frank , hearty manner. He has managed thous
ands of men in a score of big street railway

strikes - notably . the Cincinnati. Milwaukee. De

troit. Chicago and Philadelphia strikes. His

powers of discipline are such that his manage

ment of a strike has always been character

ized by clean methods; quick , sharp and sud

den blows, and a firm and determined attitude
against all lawlessness.

One of his characteristics is the ease with
which he can adapt himself to any circum

stances . He usually hides himself away in

some quiet neighborhood during a strike, where

he lives a life of strict simplicity , dressing

usually in the garb of one of the men . He may
be found at one hour patiently arguing with

the strikers in homely language, firmly coun

seling them against violence. encouraging
them to stand firm , going into his own pocket

to provide for the wants of the needy and

planning for the next move , and an hour later

he may be found matching brains and wits
with railroad presidents and financiers, and

holding his ground among them .

There are few men in America better in

formed on labor topics than he. He is slow

to encourage a strike, but he has no equal in

handling the situation when it comes.

BROTHER THOMAS C .MALLOY.

(Died February 26 , 1905.)
He has gone to that beautiful city above
Where all is peace and rest.

And the loved ones left behind may mourn
But God ' s will be done. ' tis best.

A loving husband, a father dear,
A brotherly love for all :

And his name appeared in letters of gold .

When he answered the Master' s call.
E . R . HENDERSON ,

Secretary Campello, Mass., Division No. 235 .
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Members will take notice that by action
of the recent meeting of the General Exe

cutive Board , the subscription price of the
"Motorman and Conductor” was increased
to 60 cents per year ; this price to go into

effect immediately . However, the club rates
to divisions subscribing for the membership

in a body was left at 50 cents per member .

Local correspondents will please take notice
of this change in price .

SEPTEMBER 15' 1892
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Oficial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month
ly . W . D . MAHON, President.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L REEVES,
Editor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pros.

SUBSCRIPTION .

Per annum . . . . . . . .. . . . . .60 сonts

Single copy. . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
W . D . MAHON ... . . . . . . International Presidont
A . W . MORRISON . . . . . . . . .First Vice -President
BENJ. COMMONS. .. . . . . Second Vice -President
J . C . COLGAN . . . . Third Vice - President
WM , KELLEY . . Fourth Vice - President
J . J . THORPE . . . .. . . . . . Fifth Vice - President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . , International Treasurer

General Executive Board
L DILWORTH . . . . . . . .Chairman

R . L REEVES . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Secretary

C . 0 . PRATT.
WM. JACOBS.
D . J . REID .
WM . B . FITZGERALD .

FRED FAY.
V SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.

In preparing agreements and submitting
them to the employing companies we are do
ing business with our employers, and while

we should submit candidly and fairly, as offi
cers, such conditions and propositions as
have been entrusted to us by the member

ship, we should do so fully recognizing that
our negotiations should be tempered with a
disposition for harmony. We are not seek
ing warfare as an association for the sake

of war, neither are we seeking contentions
for the sake of contending, but we are seek
ing conditions and wages governing our la
bor, and we should at all times have due re

spect for the fact that harmony and good

feeling is necessary in the relation of em

ployer and employe.

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second-class
matter.

During the recent session of the General
Executive Board , upon examining the rec
ords of membership , initiations, reinstate

ments and withdrawals, it was discovered
that in many instances Financial Secretaries
failed to report the exact date of initiation

of the members, the date of reinstatement,
withdrawals, suspnsions, etc., and to prop .

erly set forth the cause of suspensions. In
reporting new members to be registered , the
exact date of initiation should be stated . In

reporting withdrawals , the date of with
drawal should be stated . In reporting sus
pensions, the date of suspension should be
mentioned , also the cause for suspension .
The Executive Board desire that Financial

Secretaries shall take note of this mention ,
as without its compliance the records of
the office are left incomplete .

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plano of intelligence , efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds : to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trang

portation and trade matters generally . To en

courage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tlon , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor , and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social
condition .

One of the features of the accounts of the
Association coming under the work of the

Executive Board at its recent session was
the Defense Fund account. The Board was

extremely gratified with the unanimity with
which this fund is being established . The
fund is looked upon as a rock foundation
for the Association , and there is no ques

tion but that it has been a big incentive
in our development in acquiring the mem .

bership of new divisions. Another most ap

preciable feature was the wonderful increase
in the Association membership as coming
from the development of membership in local

divisions. There is hardly a local but that
has increased in membership during the last

ten months. This has added more to the
general membership than the acquisition of

new divisions. .

Correspondents on the regular staff of the

M . & C . will kindly note that all matter for
publication should be in the general office

not later than the 8th of each month . It is
also better to wait until at least the first

of the month before mailing. All pictures
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The March assessment of the Defense

Fund is now being paid and it is certainly

gratifying to be able to report nearly every

assessment in .

Do you know that dues paid to a trades

union brings more profit than any other in

vestment that may be made by a wage

earner ?

Information comes to the office that Busi

ness Agent James McDonald , of the Toronto

Division, who has been sick for some days,

is convalescent and again at his office .

Has your wage been increased since the

formation of your local Division ? If so , the

amount of increase is the measure of your

immediate profit upon the money you are

investing by the payment of dues. If the

increase is 10 cents per day, or $ 30 per year,

your profit upon your investment is 430 per

cent. Besides this , you have a common

ownership in the funds and effects of your

local and international associations.

Due to press of work and absence from

the office of President Mahon , the " History
of the Association " is suspended in this is .

sue, but will appear again next month .

Did you ever tell your president, business

agent or committeemen that unless some
certain grievance should be righted you

would refuse to pay your dues ? You didn 't

mean it . However, it is the very thing your

"boss" wishes you to do , if antagonizing the

existence of your union .

The fatal running-board again looms up in

the mind of the conductor as springtime ap
proaches. However , what' s to be done about

it ? In Chicago, at the instance of the Execu

tive Committee of Div. 241, center aisles

were cut through the seats, and the car ser

vice is rather improved by the experiment.

It facilitates the work of the conductor in

attending to the business of the company

and in giving attention to passengers. This

does not interfere with the running-board as

a side-step to the car, and avoids subjecting

the conductor to unnatural dangers.

Many divisions at this time of the year are

reporting vigorous attendance of the mem

bership at the meetings. This is in lieu of
the fact that many of the locals are giving

consideration to their agreements and those

propositions which they wish to be embod -

ied in their working conditions for the com
ing year.

International President Dennis Mulcahy,

of the Wood Workers' Union , was a recent
visitor at headquarters. President Mulcahy

reports the woodworkers' organization to be

in a healthy condition , and that vigorous

progress is again being made in the Chicago
district. He speaks encouragingly upon the

force of the Woodworkers' union label, and

states that ex-Sceretary Thos. I. Kidd is

forcing the label to the front, by constant

agitation . Our members can help the wood

workers by remembering that their label

should appear on all furniture and shop

made fixtures.

The statistical report of Massachusetts re

lating to electric railway service covering

the years 1902 and 1903 shows an increase
in passengerage much in excess of the in

crease in the number of cars. Partial re
ports of 1904 show even a greater discrimin

ation. This condition is more marked in

states west of Massachusetts, and most

forcibly shows the constantly increasing

work of the operators. Another interesting
feature of this report is that of the decrease

in labor service expense per passenger to the

company. This all comes through the intro
duction to the service of larger cars. The

result to labor is that it lessens the number

ofmen necessary for the service and imposes

additional work and responsibility upon

those employed.Gleaning from the various reports of state
railway commissioners, there has been and

is going on , a most remarkable economic
development in the operation of street and

electric railways. In every state to whose

reports this office has access , the reports

show that the cost per passenger in trans

portation has been materially lessened and

that the expense of maintenance has been

proportionately decreased. This may be at
tributed pot a little to the popular demand

and introduction of double truck and large

cars. This improvement in the service

brings a substantial return to the employing

corporations, and as it adds more work to

the employes and consequently greater re -

sponsibilities, it is no more than fair to

expect that the employes will be remem - .

bered in the division of profits . At least, this

feature in the development of the service
places the company in a position to pay

more liberal wages and grant concessions in

A pointer on the death benefit of the Amal

gamated Association . The benefit paid or

the amount of insurance by virtue of mem
bership in the association is one hundred dol.

lars. The allotment of dues per member,

set aside for this insurance is twenty -four
cents per year. To pay $ 100 into the Asso

ciation Death Benefit Fund would take the
member four hundred and sixteen years.

But you say the per capita is 10c per
month , or $ 1.20 per year. Even at that, it

will take the member a period of more than

eighty years to replenish the treasury for

one death claim payment. However, the

death benefit is not the limit , but without
additional expense the member enjoys the

security of a disability benefit of an equal

amount. Truly, the insurance feature of the
association is sufficient incentive in itself

to secure and maintain membership in our

association .working conditions.
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BENEFITS PAID Disabilities.

F . A . Barcal, Div . No. 260, Chicago,
Ill., Accident . . . . . . . . . . . $

H . Sleight, Div. No. 332, New York ,

N . Y ., Accident . . . . . . .

100 .00

100 .00

$ 200.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 ,800.00

-

The Western Union Telegraph Co. is

spending thousands of dollars to defeat

child labor legislation in those state where

such legislation is being sought. An expose

of the culpable character of this child stunt

ing corporation appears in an extract from

the Houston Journal, which reads as fol.

lows :

" O . D . Parker, representing the Western

Union Telegraph Company, appeared before

a committee of the Texas State Legislaturo

in opposition to the compulsory education

bill. The Western Union corporation is
fighting the bill because it will prevent the

employment of boys and girls of ten and

twelve years of age to deliver messages.”

The interests desiring the promoting of

education were represented by Editor Wal

ton Peteet, of the San Antonio Dispatch . In

the opposition of the W . U . Co . to this

measure we have a fair sample of "open

shop patriotism ."

cident . . . . . viv No. 332, New

From the Death and Disability Fund for the

month of February were on the deaths and

disabilities of the following members :

Deaths.

Louis F . Tombine. Div . No. 283,

Brooklyn, N . Y ., Pulmonary Hem

orrhage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00
H . A . Downing, Div . No. 194, New

Orleans, La., Bright' s Disease . . . . 100.00
J . Pratt, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . . . . . . . . 100.00

Henry Weiss, Div . No. 132, Troy ,

N . Y ., Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Gustav Schroeder, Div . No, 241, Chi

cago, Ill., Empyema and abscess

of lung . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Allen Visser, Division No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill., Tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . 100.00
G . Schutlenhelm , Div . No, 194, New

Orleans, La., Chronic Brights ' Dis

ease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

M . Annen , Div. No. 260, Chicago , Ill.,

Gastric Hemorrhage . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

T . Riordan , Div. No. 260, Chicago ,

CerebralHemorrhage and Chronic

Nephritis . . . . . 100 .00

Fred Tisher, Div. No. 241, Chicago ,
Ill., Ulcer of Stomach . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

John Bowes, Div. No. 118, Pottsville ,

Pa ., Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Edgar N . Seymor, Div. No. 332, New

York , N . Y ., Fracture of Skull, AC
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

T . J. McGarry, Div. No. 332 , New
York , N . Y ., Lobar Pneumonia . . 100.00

Wm . J. Daxer, Div. No. 332, New

York , N . Y ., Phthisis Pulmonalis

and Hemorrhages . . . . . 100.00
John F . McDonald , Div. No. 164,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa ., Brain Fever. . . 100.00

Michael Kilroy , Div . No. 332, New
York , N . Y ., Asphyxiation , acci
dental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Patrick F . Cull, Div . No. 238 , Lynn ,

Mass., Cancer of Liver and Stom

ach . . . . . . . . : : : : : : . : : : : . . . . . . . 100. 00

J. A . Gilmore, Div. No. 85, Pittsburg,

Pa., Tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

John Ruppel, Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg,

Pa., Typhoid Pneumonia . . . . . . . . 100 .00

M . L . Parker, Div . No. 241, Chicago ,
Ill., Pernicious Anaemia . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

E . G . Burke, Div. No. 22, Worces

ter, Mass., Heart Failure . . . . . . . . 100.00
D . Kelleher, Div . No. 194, New Or.

leans, La., La Grippe and Pleuro

Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
James Galvin , Div . No. 113, Toronto ,

Ont., Bright' s Disease . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Ernest Reedstrom , Div. No. 241, Chi

cago, ill., Fracture of Skull, ac
cident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

L . Larwood, Div . No. 282, Rochester,

N . Y ., Carcinoma of the Throat. . 100.00

Thomas C . Malloy, Div . No. 235,
Brockton , Mass., Shot from a re

volver, accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

The Motorman and Conductor is in receipt

of the following new books:

Self-Propelled Vehicles. - A practical treat

ise with illustrations, by J. E . Homans, A , M .,

8vo ., pp. 672, bound in dark vellum , gilt top,
gold titles. Theo. Audel & Co., Educational

Booksellers, New York. $ 2 .00 .

There is a vast amount of useful informa

tion packed into its 644 pages , and it is so

well arranged and so clearly stated that the

reader cannot fail to find and comprehend

the information given .

Probably the most interesting feature of

the entire work is the extensive chapter de

voted to the description of leading types of

gasoline vehicles, including the most import

ant of American build .

The chapter on electric vehicles takes the

subject of electrical apparatus from the fun

damental principles of circuits and batteries,

passes to the theory and operation of gen

erators and motors ; the laws of motor opera

tion ; the laws involved in computations of

speed and power, and the varieties of motor

suited to road carriages. In all, the most

complete and instructive treatise of its kind.

A Soul's Love Letter. — A book portraying

the incentives of mental and moral develop

ment from infant understanding to the stern

realities of life . The author dwells liberally

upon the present day forces but leaves the

solution to the future . The recital of inci

dents is most charming and realistic . The

work is a tart criticism of class society .

Price $ 1 .00. TheAerial Press, Westwood ,

Mass.$ 2 ,600.00
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BUTCHER WORKMEN 'S ORGANIZATION THE NEW YORK STRIKÉ.

BOOMING.

President Mahon is to be commended for

The International Butcher Workmen are the able manner in which he has protected

fast recovering from the effects of the great the integrity of our Association and at the

strike of last fall. During the past monthst month same timemade every endeavor to promote

78 old and new unions were reorganized and the interest of the membership of the New

put in good working shape throughout the York Local, who for some reason yet unex .

United States. In New York city the Cattle plained , were plunged into a most serious

Butchers, one of the strongest unions of that situation without regard to the interest of

city, which had withdrawn from the inter the Association at large. That a mistake

national because of the settlement of the
has been made by someone there can be but

late strike, has again returned and placed hitti

itself in good standing with the International the New York Local is yet to be determined .

Union . Secretary Call is now in Detroit and However, through the careful direction of

our International President, the integrity ofreports great success in his work there in

reuniting the Butcher Workmen of that our Association yet remains unsullied. Pres

city. All indications now point to the fact
ident Mahon tendered to the local Associa

that within a few months the Butcher Work tion every assistance that the International

men 's International Union will be stronger laws would permit, and in this he will very
likely receive the support and gratitude of

than it was prior to the strike of last fall.
the General Executive Board and the Asso

ciation at large. It is a sad and serious les
A MERITED REBUKE BY JUDGE DONO.

son , and only another instance predicating
VAN .

the ineffectiveness of independent effort.

In the course of negotiations which led up
In dismissing the petition of the Ideal to the contention and the action of the local

Manufacturing Co. for a permanent injunc- in precipitating the strike, the local assumed

tion against the Metal Polishers' Union , in and maintained an independent position , ang

which the company sought the court to en - the result has been to the members, so far

join the union against picketing and other as productive of any good is concerned, sim
wise interfering with their plant and their ply in accord with results obtained by inde

non -union strike breakers, Judge J . W . Dono pendent organizations and independentmove

van , of Detroit, to whom the petition was ments.

made, incorporated in his denial a pointed
It is to be hoped that our membership

arraignment of the "Open Shop" Employers'
will be enabled to at least secure their old

Association in the following language: positions, and it is not unlikely that Presi
" The real fault and cause of bringing

dent Mahon has used every effort in that
about this unseemly and uncalled for dispute direction .
over a personal quarrel far from the works
is neither traceable to the union nor to the That President Mahon used every effort along

Ideal company , a company composed of high these lines is indicated by the following ,

minded business men who personally respect which is his statement, as appearing in the

high class labor and respect their contracts, New York World :

if allowed their own way, but this intem . " The present strike of local division No.

perate suit, prolonged and continued beyond 332 of the Amalgamated Association of
reason, is traceable to an agency conducted Street and Electric Railway Employes was
and known as the Employers' Association by undertaken without consulting the responsi
one John J . Whirl, and the evil consequences ble officers of the general organization , with

of this prolonged dispute I can trace from out their consent or approval.

the testimony directly to that influence . " Last Saturday, a telegram was received
" To place several hundred men charged in at my Detroit office, stating that 'the situa

this disturbance under the ban of a hasty tion in New York is critical,' and my pres
injunction where two or three men only ence was essential at once . I reached this
were engaged in a quarrel while the works city on Monday morning, and was aston

ished to learn that the request for my pres.
a dozen men engaged in any bitterness with ence here was made on personal responsibil
each other, would be to create a distrust of ity and not at the instance of the local di
courts ; and to follow out the behest of this

vision .
bill to a logical conclusion would be not only

" A copy of the demands to be presented toto abridge free speech , but turn our govern
ment into the Russian form where men are

the Interborough Railway Company on Mon

not allowed to meet, consult and to confer
day afternoon was shown me, and I strongly

advised against their presentation , for, in adwith each other and to make rules for the

government and the betterment of their con
dition to the demands for better conditions ,

dition in life . It is the best form of gov
the document contained the indorsement of

the Local Division of Engineers (motormen ) ,
ernment where the rights of the humblest

are as well protected as those of the highest.
which violated the agreement that organiza

" In justice to both parties to this proceed
tion had with the company.

ing the injunction must be dissolved and the “ I had reason to believe there would have

bill must be dismissed with costs against been little or no difficulty in obtaining from

the complainant." the company better conditions, but our or
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ganization is strongly committed to the

maintenance of its own agreements with em

ployers, and was in honor bound not to en
courage the violation of an agreement which

another organization had with the employer

of its members.
" Under our laws our local unions have no

right to strike in violation of any agreement

they have with employers , and surely they
then can have no right to strike to support

another organization to do an act which they

themselves have no right to do .
" It seemed to me that, without restorting

to drastic measures, I might yet give what
ever assistance my experience and position
afforded , to advise a way out of the difficult
and questionable position in which our men
and our local division were placed , to try and
bring about an honorable adjustment and the
establishment of better relations between
the men of the organization and the com
pany. However , the repeated tender, not
only of my good offices, but also those of
President Gompers , of the American Federa
tion of Labor ; President Mitchell, of the
United Mine Workers of America ; Vice
President Kidd. of the American Federation
of Labor; President Healy , of the Interna
tional Brotherhood of Stationary Fireman.
and others, were inconsiderately rejected .

" Nothing now remains for me to do but to
declare that the present strike is neither

authorized or approved by the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America , and I therefore advise

all our loyal members to report for duty at

once, to maintain their organization which

has done so much for the betterment of their

material and moral condition , and by the
result of their present experience avoid such

errors in the future. In that effort I shall

be glad to assist to the fullest.

“ W . D . MAHON ,

" President of the Amalgamated Association
of Street & Electric Railway Employes of
America.”

their interests to secure the American right of

a machine to make lamp chimneys , and since
eir combination of interests there has been

very little peace in our relations. Sacred
agreements were violated and rules broken by

them , and finally , in August, 1904 . they demand
ed a reduction approximately fifty per cent in

wages and issued an ultimatum , " ACCEPT
OR OUR RELATIONS END ." We absolutely
refused to concede to their demand and are now
involved in a lock -out and a contest against the

open shop policy. If we lose, it will encourage
other unscrupulous employers to attack trade
unions until probably you will be engaged in

a similar contest. If we win , it will discourage

others from attacking you , so that it behooves

all trade unionists and believers in the cause
of the toiler to aid us in defeating this trust
in their venomous desire,

This combination has no evil competition in

the United States. as all the manufacturers of

glass lamp chimneys employ our members and
operate strictly union houses , and all are on

an equal skilled labor and small help cost of

production , besides, there is no foreign compe
tition in the lamp chimney trade .

The Macbeth -Evans Glass Co, extensively ad
vertise in street cars and magazines their

" Pearl Top. Pearl Glass, Zenith , Keystone and

Superior brands of chimneys, and all their
chimneys have their brand engraved near

the top or bottom of the chimney. It is

the workingmen who use the lamp chim

ney , and if they will remember these

brands and inform their families that these

brands are produced by scabs, we will soon force

the Macbeth -Evans Co . to settle this contest.

Injunctions were issued against our members
by Judges McIlvaine of Washington . Pa. . and

Anderson of Indianapolis , Ind. Judge Ander

son has fined our members six hundred and
fifty dollars, attached two hundred dollars cost

and sentenced three of our members to jail for

a period of ten , fifteen and thirty days for an
alleged contempt of court.

The Macbeth - Evans Glass Co. is the only scab
manufacturer of lamp chimneys in North Amer

ica and all toilers should remember their brands
as given herein .

We respectfully request that all labor unions
to whom this is read shall appoint a committee

to visit the various glass dealers of your city

and urge them to patronize employrs of union
la bor.

Gillender & Co., Philadelphia , Pa .; Pittsburg
Lamp Brass and Glass Co., Pittsburg , Pa .; Gill
Bros . Co. . Steubenville , O . : Roedefer Co. , Bel

laire, 0 . ; Ohio Flint Glass Co., Lancaster , O . ;
Dannenhoefer Glass Co., Brooklyn , N . Y . : Lip
pencott Glass Co. . Alexandria , Ind . : Hosek

Glass Co., Shirley , Ind.; Matthews Lamp Chim
ney Co., Matthews. Ind.; Sargent Glass Co.,
Evansville, Ind. ; Co -Operative Lamp Chimney
Co., North Vernon , Ind . : Salem Glass Co., Sa
lem , W . Va. ; Byesville Glass Co., Byesville, 0 . ;
Great Western Glass Co., Bartlesville, 1. T .
All employ members of the American Flint
Glass Workers ' union .

T . W . ROWE, President and Treasurer .
WM . J. CROKE . Vice - President.
JNO . L . DOBBINS. Secretary .

WM . P . CLARKE, Assistant Seci

Endorsed by the Central Labor union of To
ledo and vicinity.

JAMES P . EGAN , President.

P . G . MORAN , Secretary .

This is a time that many of our Divisions
are applying for improved conditions, and in

doing so it should be understood that in due
respect to the interest of the Association at
large, and the various Divisions. the Con .

stitution should be complied with to the let
ter. Independent action cannot attain to a
very high purpose . The principle of our or

ganization is , “ In union there is strength .”

FLINT GLASS WORKERS' APPEAL .

To the Trade Unionists and Sympathizers

With the Labor Union Movement in
the United States :

Attention .

The Macbeth - Evans Glass Co., (a trust) . hay
ing headquarters in the city of Pittsburg , Pa .,
and factories in Charleroi. Pa . , Pittsburg . Pa . ,

Toledo , O ., Marion , Ind ., and Elwood, Ind. has
declared open shop war on the American Flint
Glass Workers' union and locked out eleven
hundred of its members.

Previous to 1899 Thos. Evans and George A .
Macbeth controlled separate companies and for

twenty years operated union factories and em
ployed our members. In 1899 they combined

The beggar approached the bald man , who
was enjoying his after dinner cigar on the
veranda .

" Please sir ," said the mendicant, " have
you a copper you could spare ."

- "Sure," replied the man behind the weed .
" You 'll find him on the back porch making
love to the cook ."

Leonard ' s Casino Coney Island Ave.
and Caton Place .

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Prop. BROOKLYN , N . Y .
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PRES. C . V . DURYEA,

honorable effort, but without avail. The com
pany was obdurate and unreasonable, and there
was nothing left for the men to do but suspend
operation . This they did on Saturday , Febru
ary 24th . at 12 :30 p . m .

This is a case where the management of the
company is absolutely responsible for the situa

tion . The locking out of the union . in itself .
demonstrates that organization was warranted .
It shows the domineering tyranny embodied in

the policy of the company in dealing with its
employes.

The notorious Farley was on the ground with
his brotherhood of coached strike -breakers .

These wanton desperadoes are direct from the
deepest cesspools of human degeneracy to be
found in the cit of Chicago . They are the

most loathsome characters that were ever in

jected into the copper fields of Michigan .

This contention can be styled nothing else
but a lockout. The company' s position is un

tenable . The management did not wait for

the presentation of any requests from the local;

but immediately assumed an offensive for the

sole purpose of destroying the union . The lock
out involves some 80 men , as all of the car op
eratives joined the organization . As is com

mon with the spirit of Americanism , the people

are demonstrating their opposition to the
flagrant tyranny of the company by standing
solidly on the side of the employes. Patronage
throughout the entire district has been with

drawn , although the company is in part oper

ating two or three cars. That their new men ,

or strike- breakers , are a wanton class is evi

denced by the fact that several of them have

been placed in jail as disturbers of peace, and
for other crimes. Two of them , going under
the names of Charles Adams and James Cum

mings, are in jail for shooting down bystand

ers along the streets of Lauriun , a small town

through which the line extends.

The company is caring for the strike-break

- ers by having established quarters for them at
Detroit Div. No. 26. the car barns, where they are eating and sleep

ing without regard to sanitary conditions. TheAbove is given a good picture of President
traction system extends from Hancock to

C . V . Duryea , of Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . Houghton , embracing many miles of track , upon
Pres. Duryea is not a new man at the wheel, which is operated numerous cars. The line

as he has heretofore served his local in the furnishes transportation for a district embrac
ing nearly fifty thousand inhabitants of the copsame capacity . His ability as an officer is
per mine district of Upper Michigan . In the

in keeping with the tradition of his local. He operation of the road the company has applied
represented the local in the state A . F . of L . the most strict principles of economy, and the

employes have been imposed upon wherever theconvention in 1903, and has held other prom financial advantage of the company might be
inent positions in the movement, and is by promoted . The line is controlled by the Stone

and Webster syndicate of Boston , Mass.no means an unknown quantity .
There can be no question as to the outcome

of the contest , as the men are being supported
by popular sentiment, and their cause is one
which appeals for right and justice . They have

the indorsement of the Houghton and Hancock
Hancock & Houghton Electric Railway Com Trades and Labor Council as well as the entire

citizenship of the district.pany Evidently Not an "Open
Red Jacket is a small town through which

the line extends. Mayor John Ryan of this
town called together a meeting of the mayors

Division No. 400 of our 'Association was re of the various towns of the section for the pur
cently instituted at Houghton , Mich . How pose of taking action upon the situation . In
ever, it seems that the employing company did

his appeal to the other mayors urging joint acnot take kindly to the movement, and no sooner tion Mayor Ryan said :
had the Division been instituted than troubles " I believe in protection of corporations as well

began . The management of the company called as workingmen , but in my opinion in this in
the officers of the local into the office and de stance there is no justification for high -handed
manded that they either sever their connection methods pursued by the street railway com
with the union or present an application to the

pany to our people , peaceful and lawabidingpaymaster for what money was due them and as they always are. It is certainly a revolting
leave the service. Some seven or eight men

spectacle to find our people shot down by menwho appeared to the management most prom armed with six - shooters. "
inent in activity for the Union officially or Late reports indicate that cars are immov
otherwise, were in this manner summarily able from the condition of the tracks. Contin
dealt with .

ued idleness has permitted the Northern MichInformation was received at the general office igan weather to take a hand in the affair , and

of the antagonism of the company , and suff the tracks are covered several inches deep with
cient evidence was at hand that a praétical ice. This puts the company to the additional
lockout had been instituted against the men ,

expense of maintaining the strike-breakinginsofar as the union was concerned . Upon force in idleness.
this information , A . F . of L . Organizer J . S . The plant belongs t othe Stone and Webster
Allen was instructed to take charge of the si syndicate, an eastern corporation . This lockout
uation Organizer Allen immediately set about, is a fair sample of the open shop " policy .
under the advice of the International President. Not even a request of the management had
to bring about some adjustment through which been made by the local.
the rights of the employes might be main Division No. 400 will receive the sympathy and
tained , and the lockouts dissolved. To attain support of the entire Association in her just
this purpose Organizer Allen exhausted every struggle for existence .

HOUGHTON LOCKOUT.

Shop” Concern.
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REVIEW OF OPEN SHOP ARGUMENTS. and labor today is being done by men and
women , not things.

A very prominent " open shop ” argument In the days of slavery, the laborer was

is, the assertion that unions restrict produc- placed upon the auction block as an article

tion by a reduction of hours. Unless this of commerce . He was a thing , a commodity ,

is an injury to all, it is a selfish argument. struck off to the highest bidder. His owner

But the reduction of hours renders employ owned him , body and soul, so far as this

ment to more wage-earners, and increases world was concerned , and he enjoyed no

wages. Thus we see that benefit inures to legal right or privilege to have aught to say

the wage-earner, and the injury is not gen - of the character or conditions of servitude .

eral. But does this restrict production ? He had no right to interfere with his own

Taking the supply as evidence, it does not. er' s business, as he was virtually a part of

When depression comes , we are told that it that business, as much so as the owner' s

is due to over-supply . There never has ass or plow . But when hired by the owner

been known to be a shortage of supply from to another, did the owner have aught to say

limited hours of labor . It is an undeniable of the conditions of his slave 's service ? But

fact that where the price demands, the pro the slave of the past has transformed, and

duction is produced , regardless of the hours today he owns himself, but there are those

of labor, and that the matter of labor enters who would that people were stupid enough

the production end of the deal only as a to believe the owner of today enjoys no

profit -clipper, and not as a restricter of the rights of the former owner, applying to the

production . If conditions favor a demand conditions of labor.

for production , production will surely follow . The laborer is no longer a thing , or com

Unionism only protects the producer to the modity . He is no longer in the same cate

end that less of the selling price goes to the gory as the ass or plow . He can no longer

employer, and more of the value of the pro - be leased or rented out as property, but he

duction goes to the producer. Under our has his own labor to sell, and has the right

present industrial system , such a force is to fix the price of his labor, and the right

necessary to the welfare of the producer, to say of the conditions under which he will

who is the wage-earner. The fact that pro- supply that labor. He is a man . The rights

duction accumulates to an over -supply indi and privileges he may individually enjoy, an

cates the fallacy of the cry of union restric - old time-worn principle of law grants to him ,

tion of output, but the fact that production collectively or associated with others. If, in

exists in centralized value, or accumulated the exercise of his unbounded rights , a busi

profits , predicates the necessity of a more ness of another is interfered with , that busi

liberal distribution of values, and this can ness is in the way, - in other words, a public

be had under the prevailing system , only nuisance.

through the short-hour-and-increased -wage The laborer has the right to fix upon the

policy of the labor union . wage and conditions of his labor, and if he

If , under the tendency of reduction of discovers he may better exercise that right
hours of labor. over-production still con - by uniting with others of his kind. he has

tinues, will our long hour "open shop" advo the right to do so . He also has the right

cate tell us how it may be avoided under a not to work with , or for, another who may

policy tending to lengthen the hours of labor refuse to unite with him in fixing the wage

and diminish wages ? It is not within his and conditions of service , and the labor

province to do so . union is an association of working men asso

But he does not need to tell us how he
ciated together for the prime purpose of

more freely
accumulates a surplus of production , and

exercising these undeniable

then limits production by shutting down his
rights. If such an association of rights

factory or mill, in part or in whole, while
trims an employer' s business, the branches

of that business are taking root in the other
he comfortably awaits a profitable price for

his stored surplus. By this process he is
man 's field , and the trespass is on the other

hand .
able to starve labor to the production of

another cheaply accumulated surplus. Thus
The wage-earner who does not unite with

his fellow -worker in an effort to exercise, to
he is enabled to " work both ends from the

middle,” - a part of the " open shop " policy.
the fullest extent, his individual rights , is

yet trembling under the baneful influences
The fact is , if there be any restriction

of production it is the employer that re of former serfdom .

stricts, and profits by the restriction . If
G . E . B . Member Fitzgerald is at present

there be a demand for production , there is

no dirth of labor to meet the demand . assisting the divisions in the New England

section . His reports are very favorable and
Unrighteous interference with the employ

er' s business is another brick in the struc
no serious troubles are looked for there.

ture of opposition to organized labor. What

is this business so sensitive of interference ? Vice-President A . W . Morrison reports fa

Has the employer a business that will do vorably upon the St. Joseph , Mo., division .

well without labor ? If so , why employ work . He is enthusiastic in commending the offi

men ? And if men are employed to work cers and membership of that local. He ad

what presuming philosopher holds that the vised the local in regard to their coming
workman shall have nothing to say of his agreement, but reports that every indication

hire, or the conditions of his employment ? points to a harmonious renewal of their

We have passed the days of chattel slavery, agreement.
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SUED FOR $ 106 , 150 . However, political conditions were rapidly

shaping against such a program , as the unde
Ex-Secretary Frank Holcombe, formerly of veloped land was situate in a territory, the

the San Antonio (Tex.) Division , has sued admission to statehood of which was pro

the San Antonio Traction Company, the sher- spective of embracing conditions barring
iff of the county and sureties, Constable Ste- slavery . Most particularly was this the case

phens and sureties, and the Express Pub - since the Republican party had ascended to

lishing Company for a total of $ 106 ,150. The power. Again , the labor of these slaves had
suit grows out of malicious persecution of yielded magnificent returns during the im

the plaintiff in that he was arrested and pro- mediate preceding years under the free trade

secuted for disorders during the San Antonio policy of the government, but that policy

strike. At intervals during the progress of would now surely be substituted by a protec

the strike dynamite explosions occurred , and tive policy which would enforce the yielding

there is every reason to believe that these of much of the profit to northern manufac.

outrages were perpetrated by under officers turers. If secession could be enforced or if

and deputies in the employ of the company. states could secure the right which they

claimed , to regulate their own commerce,However, as a master stroke, the company

secured the arrest and confinement in jail and command respect for property rights in

of the plaintiff and two others as being dyna
os hoino duna . new territory, prosperity would continue to

mite offenders. This eventually broke the
Mr. Rosewell and his like. These were the
arguments he was presenting to his over.strike, as it detracted public sympathy from

the cause of the men . Later prosecutions
seer , the other of the two men . "

were conducted , but Holcombe and his asso George Bascom , the overseer, was fully
familiar with all this, but as though a partciates were found not guilty. There is no
of the work for which he was receiving his

question but that an action lies in the case
salary, he listened attentively to his em

in favor of Holcombe, and it is hoped taat he
ployer.

may receive more satisfaction from the in
"Now , George,” said Rosewell, “ I am

dignities and humiliation heaped upon him
satisfied you are aware that the success orby the company and its agents than a mere
failure of this war is a matter of thousands

verdict of not guilty . He is certainly In
of dollars to me, and has much to do with

titled to a liberal judgment from the hand of the future of my family . As it will effect
the law . me, so will it likewise effect many another

southern family. Northern supremacy means
destruction to the very fabric of southern
society . Thousands will be leveled to the
condition of common working slaves . We

can not, and will not stand for it . The war.
is on and we must fight.

"Now my son has been drafted for the

Upon the very evening that Congressman service, and I am anxious to do all I can

Getrox appealed to the patriotism of the for our cause . Of course , with all my im .

people of Baxter, - and like appeals were mense interests it would prove a severe sac
made in many another northern settlement, rifice to me for him to answer in person . this
- two men might have been seen seated in call to arms. One of our drivers. Ed. Smith
earnest conversation upon the veranda of is a British subject, and I want you
a southern plantation villa . The evening range the best terms with him to the

was balmy, and perfumed air floated silently front as a substitute.”

through the winding labyrinths of a large “ I heartily agree with you in this matter ,
picturesque flower garden , bathing the villa Mr. Rosewell," said Bascom , " and I' ll take

with a rich , inspiring fragrance. Sound, the matter up with Smith in the morning
from a score of voices , rose in meaningless We must succeed or our interests will be

song from the direction of the plantation crushed by a protective tariff . This med .
dling with tariff and the rights of personalslave pens.

One of the two occupants of the shaded property must not be permitted . We must

veranda was a richly attired gentleman of protect our rights , and were it not of so post
some 50 years, whose appearance indicated individual importance to you for me to stay

that those 50 years had carried with them , here I would gladly yield my life upon the

to him , no very serious burdens. He owned field of battle for the cause ." (Bascom had

the plantation and every attachment, except no property nor prospects.)

the overseer and two white drivers. By no The conversation finally drew to a close

means an unimportant item was more than and Mr. Rosewell, in company with his ami.

forty thousand dollars' worth , market value, able daughter , Myra, left the plantation to

of chattel slaves. return to their magnificent city home.

This princely owner, Mr. Edwin Rosewell, On the following morning Ed. Smith re

had no slaves for sale. While he had quite ported at the recruiting station in the city

enough to comfortably perform all labor as a substitute for Mr. Rosewell, Jr. He

necessary upon this particular plantation , he was accepted , and received as remuneration

had come into possession of a large tract of a check for $ 1 ,000 , drawn upon the banking

lapd in the west that he hoped, some time, to house of Rosewell & Co .

develop and make profitable by the labor of Id. Smith had a military training as a

any surplus hands he could spare from former member of the British army, and was

among the chattels he already owned . destined to make a valuable soldier. Neither

The Veil ofWealth
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surgeon .

was the $ 1 ,000 substitute money the only Lola was impressed that some one of her

incentive. He had dwelt as an employe upon old -time neighbors had enlisted and gone

the southern plantation for the full three down in the day's carnage. Very likely , as

years he had been in America . It had been she thought, he knew of her position , and

three years of a most ugly sectional political had committed to her the delivery of a last

contention . He had become familiar with important message. Thus thinking , she

the American slave, and was also instilled opened the envelope with no unusual curi.

with the arguments prevailing in favor of osity .

states rights . He sympathized with the As she read a look of deep concern over
Southern cause, and naturally so . spread her countenance and her eyes moist
. Of course the two young men who immi- ened . She handed the note to the si
grated with him had been less fortunate It was a last message from " Patsey Smith ."
in securing employment, had passed to other It contained but few words, but of much
quarters , and in fact from his knowledge of meaning to Lola :

their whereabouts. He took it for granted
that they had ultimately found employment “My Dear Miss Cole :

similar to his. " This letter will not be delivered to you

He had a brother somewhere in America until after I am dead. You were my inspira

who had preceded him some twenty years, tion . You were my friend at an hour when
but as he had found the country much larger all others turned from me. As I told you ,

than he had expected, he regarded it a use- and as you alone believed, I am innocent

less task to undertake to find him . Years of the murder of Scroggs. Since my escape

had intervened since he was last heard from . from the Baxter jail I have lived a lonely

Ed. Smith had grown gradually into the life, but have been fairly succnsful in busi
bizedcustoms of the country, and sympathized ness. I leave a few thousand ii nroperty and

money . One-half I leave to you, and one-halt
with the prevailing institutions. He sincere.
ly believed the grand gentlemen of the South I commit to your charge to hold for a brother

were being persecuted by grasping designers
whom I suppose to be yet in Ireland. I know

of the North . Also , were not those North - you will endeavor to locate him and

erners scheming to rob his own mother alive deliver to him his share. If he is dead,

country of a market for her wares ? Thus , all will be yours. I have left to you another

Ed. Smith was fully equipped , sympatheti- letter with my will, which you may obtain

cally and financially, as a Southern warrior . by calling upon or addressing Captain Gray,

Ed. Smith found himself one of a fine body
of Baxter .

of men , but one characteristic most notice ‘ Kindly remember me as a devoted friend .

able to him was that all sons of " gentle. " PATSEY SMITH .”
men " whom were not represented by substi

tutes, were officers, inexperienced in mili " A sad case," said the kind-hearted sur

tary affairs. and not a few of them were geon , by way of sympathy, as he returned

much less capable than many in the ranks. the letter to her.

But being familiar with army life he knew At her request the surgeon took her to the

that merit would rise above wealth and that soldier who brought the message from the

active warfare would prove a most satisfac- field .
tory leveler. ( To Be Continued. )
Ed. Smith ' s soldier qualifications were

noted and promotion soon followed .

It was just after an indecisive battle of
abuut equal forces upon either side , during
which each contending army had in turn

forced the other over the field of honor, that,
from exhaustion , both had retired to original
positions to review the tragedy of the day.

As at times was the case , there was the
common ground between , over which the

bloody encounter had been waged , and upon
which there yet intermingled the fallen of

both forces , many of whom were sleeping
Campello, Mass., Div . No. 235 .their last long sleep .

For some time after the echoes of battle
had ceased, the wounded were gathered in . Whereas. It has pleased the great and merci

Many of those straggling in brought mes
ful Creator to remove from our midst our late

brother. Thomas C . Malloy , and
sages from others who were past coming.

Whereas. It is but just that a fitting recogni
These last messages were usually addressed tion of his many virtues should be ha'd ; there
to loved ones at home. One was a sealed fore be it

envelope bearing a request that it might be Resolved . by Division No. 235. Aamlgamated

forwarded to Miss Lola Cole , of Hotchkiss. Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employees of America that while we bow with
The physician to whom it was handed by a humble submission to the will of the Most

wounded man , recognized the name as that High , we do not the less mourn for our brother

of one of the army nurses, sought her out, who has been taken from us. I

and after satisfying himself that she was Resolved . That in the death of Thomas C .

from Hotchkiss, delivered it to her.
Mallov . this Division laments the loss of a
brother who wa' s ever ready to profter the

In Memoriam
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CARD OF THANKS.hand of aid and the voice of sympathy to the
needy and disheartened of the fraternity ; an

active member of this Division whose utrnost

endeavors were exerted for its welfare and
prosperity ; our friend and fellow workman who

was dear to us all : a citizen whose upright and

noble life was a standard of emulation to his
fellows.
Resolved . That the heartfelt sympathy of this

Division be extended to his family in their
affliction .
Resolved , That these resolutions be spread

upon the records of the Division and a copy
thereof transmitted to the family of our de

ceased brother , to the Motorman and Conduc
tor ' s Journal and to the Brockton Enterprise

and Brockton Timse .

P . F . SHEEHAN ,
JOHN NOONAN ,

J . F . DOYLE ,
C . F FARRINGTON .

FRANK C . KIMBALL ,

Committee on Resolutions.

Toronto , Ont., March 2 .
W . D . Mahon . Esq., Detroit, Mich .
Dear Sir and Bro. - Yours of the 27th inst, to

hand and I thank you for the prompt manner

which you have paid the claim upon the death
of Bro . James Galvin .

Mrs. Galvin wishes me to express her sincere
thanks to you and Division No. 113 , for
promptitude in payment of the claim , also for
the kindness of the memoers of Division No.
113 to her late husband while he was alive .

Yours fraternally .
GEO. CONEY,

Financial Secretary Division No. 113 .

176 Spadina ave., Toronto , Ont.

Toronto, Ont., March 1, 1905.
Mrs. James Galvin ,

81 St. Clarence Ave., City.
My Dear Madam : At a meeting of the broth

ers of Division 113 a resolution was passed ex
pressing the sympathy of the members to you
in the sad loss of your dearly beloved husband .

I am sure you will accept same in the spirit
it is offered , knowing that it comes from broth

ers in arms, who thought so well of him in
life .

Trusting that God will give you strength to
bear your loss, I am , on behalf of the members,

Yours most sincerely ,

JOHN W . GRIFFIN ,
Secretary.

IN MEMORIAM .

Girardville , Pa., Diy. No. 165 . — Bro . Wil
liam Daley passed from this life Feb . 26 ,
1905 .
Whereas, The Great and Supreme Ruler of

the universe has in His divine wisdom , removed
from among us our worthy and esteemed fellow

workman , William Daley. and
Whereas. The long and intimate relation held

with him as a member of this organization
makes it fitting that we record our appreciation

of him ; therefore be it
Resolved. By this association , that in the loss

of our worthy member, kind and devoted hus

band , father and citizen , as well as a prominent

member of this association , we deem it a just

tribute to his memory to say that we regret his

oval from among us and we mourn for him

who was in every way worthy of our esteem
and respect.
Resolvd . That we condole with the widow and

children of the deceased in their hour of deep

sorrow and affliction , and we sincerely com
mend them to Him who orders all things for

the best, and whose chastisements are meant in
mercy .

ved . That a copy of this heartfelt testi
monial of our sympathy and sorrow be for
warded to the widow of our member by the off
cers of Division No. 165 . A . A . of S . and E . R .

E of A . , and that a page of the minutes shall

be dedicated whereon will appear this memorial.
ROBT. GREENE,
SAM . COLEMAN ,
OWEN DOUGHERTY,

S . B . HORAN .
Committee.

T . J . KENNEY.
Secretary.

Toronto, Ont., March 1, 1905.
L . B . Lane,

708 Gerrard St. E ., City.
Dear Sir and Brother : The members in meet

ing assembled having heard of the sad loss to

you of your dearly beloved wife . wished me to

express to you their entire sympathy and
regret.

We trust, brothers, that God in His mercy,
will comfort and protect you. I am

Fraternally yours,
JOHN W . GRIFFIN ,

Secretary.

Rochester, N . Y., Div. No. 282.

No. 62 Gladstone Ave.,

Toronto .
Jan , 24th , 1905 .

To the Officers and Members of the Street
Railway Employes' Union :

Gentlemen : Allow me to thank you and your
order for your kindness to me on the death of
my late husband. Robert Hammond : also for

the verp prompt manner in which you paid the
insurance on his life .

I desire to express the wish that your union
may grow and prosper in all its good work and
protection to the loved ones of its members.
Believe me, Sincerely yours,

MRS. R . HAMMOND.

Whereas, It has pleased the Divine Father to
remove from our midst our brother and fellow
worker . L . Larwood ; therefore , be it
Resolved . That in the death of our beloved

brother our Division has lost a good and faith
ful member ;
Resolved, That Division 282 tenders heartfelt

sympathy to the family and relatives of our
deceased brother ;
Resolved That our charter be draped for a

period of thirtv days in token of our esteem for

our deceased brother ; that these resolution be

entered upon our minutes and that they be pub

lished in our official journal
ALBERT.

C . H . McCRANAN ,
KENNEDY

W . T . KELLEY,
WM . EBNER .
W . J . WHEALAN ,
R , KYLE .
L . B . CLARK .
GEO . KEENAN .

Committee.

Pittsburg , Pa ., Feb . 12, 1905.
To the Amalgamated Association :

I wish to convey my sincere thanks to Pitts
burg Division , and especially to the members,

at the Carson street and Hill Top stations
for their kindness to me and their tender
token of regard for my late husband, in supply

ing the beautiful flowers and otherwise
I also wish to thank the officers for their

timely kindness to me in my saddened hours
at the death and burial of my departed hus

band. Sincerely ,

MRS. JOHN RUPPLE .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

CHICAGO SECTION .

Pith From the Pen of Editor L . D . Bland,
of the Chicago Union Leader.

The “ survival of the fittest” holds as true in
a labor organization as it does in the forces
of nature .

The principles of organized labor are too
sacred to the interests of the world ' s workers

to be smothered in the adulations of any set
of individuals.

Disease of the physical, structure is but dis
sension . It leads to degeneracy and death . The

trend of the thinkers of this world is to elimin

ate disease. This applies to a labor organiza

tion as well as the body physical.

One method of destroying the efficacy of a
grievance committee is to force unworthy cases

upon it. Too much care cannot be taken in the

investigation and consideration of matters to

be presented to your company. The rights of
our members should be protected , but at the

same time we must remember that in the oper

ation of a railroad system the other fellow has
rights that we are bound to respect.

PRESIDENT M . J. BARRETT,
Div . 168 , Scranton , Pa.

BRO. BUTTS VINDICATED.

Defended by Chicago Division , No. 260 —
Echo of Chicago Street Car Strike.

The smile of appreciation that illumined the
otherwise happy countenance of John L . Butts

when a check for $622 .53 was tendered him by

the Business Agent of Division 260 . last Tues
day, was a spectacle long to be remembered .

Bro . Butts was one of the members of Division

260 who was not reinstated at the close of the
strike . He was indicted by a grand jury , and

after fifteen months' struggle exhonerated by a
jurv in the Criminal Court. The check was for

back wages, secured from the company through
the strike agreement. He was reinstated to his
former position , and artist never pictured hap

piness more clearly than that depicted upon
Bro . Butts' face to -day. - Union Leader.

IMPORTANCE OF MONTHLY BUTTON .

In the interest of President Barrett ,whose
picture appears above, and most directly in

the interest of the forces he represents, this
letter from the Scranton Local is presented :

To the Officers and Members of the A . A . of
S . & E . R . E . of A . :

Greeting :
At a recent meeting of Division 168. of Scran

ion , Pa . , it was regularly brought to our at

tention that President M . J . Barrett was re

luctantly drawn into a contest by a very strong

and popular temperance organization known

for its effective work and its many victories
over kindred organizations.

In the Lackawanna valley. Brother Barrett
being a member of said organization , and ac
tively engaged among the trades unionists of

this section was singled out as a representa

tive trades unionist to combat the united forces
aligned and concentrated for the support of his
opponent.
President Barrett' s trades unionist friends in

Scranton and vicinity are putting forth every
honorable means to carry him safely and sure
ly to victory, and it is with no unstinted
pride that Division No. 168 can proudly boast
that their banner has never been lowered by
defeat in any cause for itself or its members
that it has espoused , and while this may be
asking a great deal from our brother members
throughout the country , nevertheless we feel
that the many years of hard and strenuous
work of Bro. Barrett in the interest of the
street car men and oranized labor in general

entitles him to our undivided support hence we
take the liberty at this time to address you in
his interest, hoping that you may see your
way clear through your fraternal interest to

assist Division 168 in carrying Brother Barrett
to victory in this contest .

Every little assistance in a financial way
you may see fit to render , and remember ,

brothers, the old sayin , " Every little helps,"
and we assure you the same will be greatly
appreciated and reciprocated in kind. We re

main , Fraternally your,

W . H . EVANS.

Secretary Division 168 .

South Chicago, Ill. : The officers of Division
No. 264 have lately been issuing cards and but

tons on the 22d of the month instead of waiting
until the first, and as a consequence nearly all

the brothers are wearing their new buttons a

week or over before the month begins. This is
a good plan as it then gives them the oppor

tunity to give their entire attention to the few

who are always lagging behind with their dues .

Since our last letter Bros. Dohner . Isbell. Law .
Weiswanger and Madden have resigned , hay
ing secured better positions elsewhere .
Considerable interest is manifested by union

street car employes in South Chicago in the
purchase of the Union Leader . We need a

local paper in Chicago , and it will be loyally

supported here . Remember , however that the
Motorman and Conductor is still the official

journal for the National organization , and you

should not allow your subscription to exitre
on that valuable paper .

" SLODY. "

PROGRESS SURMOUNTS DIFFICULTIES.

Scranton , Pa.: As was called to our attention
some time since , I think by the Albany, N . Y .
correspondent, while we have the pleasure of

periodically hearing from many locals through

the columns of our magazine, there are many

of whom we seldom hear. We may say to that
correspondent, that Scranton Local. No. 168 .

pleads guilty . However, with this number, we
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ASHEVILLE, N . C ., DIV . NO. 128 .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in His
infinite wisdom to call from our midst our
esteemed brother, C . Y . Mitchell, in whose
death Division No. 128 has lost a good member,

the community an upright citizen , and his fam

ily a loving son and brother ; therefore , be it
Resolved . That we, the members of this As

sociation , tender the bereaved family our most
heartfelt sympathy. That as a tribute of re

spect for our beloved brother, the charter of
this Division be draped in mourning for a

period of thirty days ; and be it further

Resolved . That these resolutions in full be
placed on our minutes of this Division : that a

copy be sent the family of our fallen brother .

and that they be published in our offiial jour

nal. The Motorman and Conductor .

T . C . ANDERS,
P . C . STRAUP.
C . J . ROBERTS,

Committee.

FARLEY ONCE WORKED THERE.

purpose to appear - not with dash or show in
one issue . but with firm resolve to continue .

In every movement in the line of progression

the storm center of battle falls upon seemingly

picked sections of the line. This is no less

characteristic of the history of the labor move

ment, and it has seemed that our Amalgamated

Association has been universally caught in the

storm center , and if the battle has fallen par

ticularly heavy upon any one section of our own
battle -scarred association , that particular sec
tion , by chance or otherwise , has been in the

immediate section of Scranton , Pa . We know

we are not alone, but our place is among the

scarred veterans of the movement. Not but

that other locals would not have fought our
battles for us, but they did not have the chance .

To them we acknowledge a deep debt of grati
tude for their support. but it fell to us, to bear

the brunt, and we did it . The association here

appeared early in the movement, and under

different numbers before a permanent footing

was established .
When we found ourselves on the open line

the international had changed our number to
168, and under 168 we have survived .
In the beginning . it was hard to make our

selves known to our employing company. We
wanted more wages and shorter hours , and the
company were unfavorable at the time to such
a program . Bitter contentions resulted , and it
required determined men to pull the old craft
through .
But here we are , and we comprise two -thirds

of all employes of the Scranton company, and
we are practically at peace with the world . As
out of the greatest extremes grow the most
profound harmonies. So , out of our contentions

has grown a closer sympathy between employer
and employe.

To-day Division 168 is working along conser
vative lines, and quite a change of sentiment

has been produced .
As the chief director of our van , and the one

who has stood the test through sun and storm ,

is Bro . M . J . Barrett. President Barrett is the
Washington of our local. He was one of the
founders. He is the Lincoln of the local as he

stayed the hand of disruption . He was fore

most as an advisor and director in both our
strikes. For a period after our last strike it

required a master mind to heal internal dis
order, and there is where President Barrett

led his faithful band to a greater victory than
availed to either strike.

In the Central Labor Union , where for years
he has been a delegate, he is recognized as an
eloquent advocate for justice and fair play .
Not only is our president a forceful and ef

fective worker, but there is another side of his
life that is equally interesting. He is the
sweet singer of Bellevue, the poet of the work
ingman. In rugged , original verse he sings
their joys and sorrows, their lives and charac

ters. His songs are of the heart, viewed with
the simple appeal for justice .
His love for his wife and children coupled

with his known temperance proclivities have
won for him the admiration of all classes.

I have dwelt upon the character of our presi
dent to some length , from the fact that I have

supplied his picture for production in this

current issue. " ELECTRIC CITY.”

Lawrence, Mass. : - On the 4th inst., No. 261
had a rousing meeting, from 12 a . m . till past
4 a . m . Among the business transacted , we
completed the list of articles for improving

our condition and was productive of bringing

out latent talent in many of the younger men
of the union in expressing their ideas regard
ing questions that arose.
On the 23rd ult. , our worthy president re

signed on account of lack of time to attend
to the position , owing to settling the estate of

his father . Louis N . Curries, late vice -presi
dent, succeeds him in the chair. We had the
pleasure of listening to Mr. Maloney , secretary

of the 0 . L . Union , who explained the objects

of his order in a very interesting manner, and

extended a cordial invitation to us to send dele

gates to his organization . We have sent the
full number. We also took in several new and

desirable members. The strike on the New
York lines interest us, but we fear they will

have a long struggle . Farley, the organizer of
the " strike breakers " " was formerly a con

ductor on this division , but only for a short

time. Our memory of him is anything but
pleasant. With us everything is peaceful so
far, and we most sincerely trust no storm will
darken our sky . With increased loyalty to the
union , we remain Yours fraternally,

E . C . HOUGHTON ,
and C . Correspondent.

MAHON WITH DIV . NO. 98.

SHARON CARS NOW ENTER NEW
CASTLE.

New Castle Pa. : The New Castle and Sharon

cars made their first trip over the local lines
into the city Saturday, the 4th inst.
Quite a number of the brothers were enjoy

ing a trip to Youngstown, Niles and Warren on
the forenoon of the 7th inst. Notably among
the number were Bros. Alexander. Aiken and

Coulthard . There will be tales to unfold for

the next six months about the doings while
abroad .

Bro. H . C . Turner is again at work after a
few weeks' illness with rheumatism .

Bro. Jas. McClane is confined to his home
with an attack of rheumatism .
New Castle Local No. 89 reports usual prog

ress. " UNCLE MAC . "

Akron , O . : - International Pres. W . D .
Mahon . of Detroit, Mich .. arrived in Akron ,

Feb . 21st, to assist in dedicating the new C . L .
U headquarters. He then consented to stay
over and talk to his boys, Wednesday evening .

Two meetings were arranged for , one at 7 :30

and another at 1 :00 a . m . At neither meeting

was the attendance what it should have been ,

only a few of the day men availed themselves

of the opportunity of hearing Pres. Mahon .

The night men after finishing their runs went
to their hall, where lunch , coffee and cigars

were served by a few ladies of Div . 98. A good

attendance of the night men was appreciated
by the committee in charge .

Among the visitors present were Bro . W . B .
Taneyhill. of Typographical Union No. 1 our

veteran labor leader, and Bro. J . P . McDonough
of the same local. It is a deplorable fact that
the members of our local are so unconcerned as
to their future welfare. The committee had
prepared seats for all the members, but a
goodly portion were left vacant.
At the late meeting a number of steam rail

way men came in to hear Pres. Mahon . One
of the number wa's a scao in the memorable
C . & P . strike in Cleveland in 1894. We hope

the fellow will consider well what he heard
and will profit by it.
Bro . Newton Hoffman has left the service

and took a withdrawal card . Just what his

plans are for the future he has not told us,
but 98 wishes him all success due him . Bro .
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call.

Hoffman has been a faithful member of our
local in the past.
Bros. John Bear. Jos . Roberts . Brideman ,

Huff . Bowman and Newton are at present on

the sick list. Don't forget it is the duty of
all members to call on these brothers .
Bro . Dan Stein has engaged in the grocery

business a side line to his run on th Canton
Akron road. If any of the brothers are in

need of sand paper or fly paper , give Dan a

Motorman B . F . Hall was very agreeably
surprised at his home, 1099 Sweitzer avenue,

Tuesday evening . February 28 . Bro . Hull
reached his home about 9 : 15 and found the

house filled with friends who wished to help

him to celebrate his 16th wedding anniversary.
The evening was spent in games, music and
several recitations by Mrs. John Hook , after

which a ' dainty lunch was served by the host
ess. Those present were : Rev. and Mrs. J .
G . Slayter, Mr. and Mrs . J . J . McEwen , Mr.
and Mrs. John Hook . Mr. and Mrs. R .
Baum , Mr. and Mrs. John Bacher, Mrs. O
Smith . Mrs. Jos. Robers. Mrs. C . D . Seipel,
Misses Alice N . Harper. Nina Dice . Messrs.

Samuel Clinker , Logan and Harley Wolfs
berger .
Bro . Don Soldineer returned to work Feb .'

27, after a nine weeks' illness. If any visiting
brother sees a handsome conductor with a
bountiful growth of whiskers, " thats Solly."

sweethearts and friends gathered at the hall
to enpoy the hospitality of the company.

It must be remembered that 212 enters no en
tertainments without the ladies. The hall was

well decorated , and no detail wa's omitted .
It was my desire to give our readers a photo

graphic view of the way we entertain , but this
was frustrated by a misunderstanding.
The evening was spent in card playing, pool

and dancing. Supper was duly served and all
enjoyed themselves until a late hour .

It has been my desire to write up the bright
side of life , but this can not always be done.
At times the clouds must come with the sun
shine. In this case the clouds come
with the death of Bro . O . K . Riggs. From 11l
health he resigned here to go to Colorado. He

was a genial associate while with us, and we
regret his departure. He leaves a wife and
two children .

The following are our officers for the ensuing
term : President, Steve Struck ; Vice- Presiednt,
L . Boline; Secretary, W . E . LeHew ; Treas
urer, S . E . Irwin ; Correspondent, Geo. F .
Bloomer; Conductor. Chas. Reeke; Sentinel, E .
Christenson .

Bros. Struck and Irwin are enteting on their
second term and were re - elected by an unani

mous vote. Nearly all officers were re-elected .
G . F . BLOOMER.after a nine handsome conthats Sollya

" 109 " WILL ENTERTAIN APRIL 27 .

" 92" STILL IN THE RACE . Victoria , B .. C . : - Although I have been lax
in my duties as correspondent, I am pleased to
state we are still moving along quietly in an

Oswego, N . Y . ; - We wish to have it an atmosphere of peace and harmony. Of course ,
nounced that we are still in the race and like our sister Divisions, we have little diffi
started in the new year in fine shape . On culties and occasional friction cropping up
Jan 31st we preferred charges against our from time to time, but thanks to the good
former superintendent. John Cochrane. who re spirit of diplomacy existing between our com
cently resigned , and brought him before the pany and Division 109 . all questions are ad
Division . Our President. Bro . Loughrey , in a justed in a most satisfactory way.
very clever speech , presented him with a fine We are adding to our numbers and experience
signet ring , with a Masonic emblem , as a token no difficulty in corraling the extras as soon
of our esteem . Mr. Cockrane responded thank as they enter the service.
ing the boys for the token , and also for their At a regular meeting on Feb . 21st, it was
support of his efforts. Cirars were passed unanimously decided to give a concert and
around and a general good time enjoyed by all. dance on April 27th . This is the first attempt
Then the meeting was called to order and the in this direction by this local, and as a most
following officers elected : President. A . Lough energetic committee have the good work well
rey : First Vice - President. W . Halliday : Second under way. it is safe to predict the affair will
Vice - President. M . Lanore ; Financial Secretary be brought to a very successful issue.
and Treasurer , James Wallace ; Recording Amongst the most interesting features on
Secretary. S . H . Potter : Con . P . Mundy : Sen the program will be exhibitions by Bros. W11
tinel, F . Moshier : Ex. Com . . W . Drury , J . Wal son and Easton . These two performers will
lace , S . Potter and S . McCadden : Collector . W . undoubtedly be a great drawing card , and their
Drury ; Business Agent. P . Mundy ; Correspond two numbers will in themselves be well worth
ent, Geo . L , Wright. With this set of officers several times the price of admission . In fact,
the Division starts the new year. the program throughout will be of a most
On Jan . 9th occurred the fifth annual dance meritorious character. " 37 . "

of the street railway employes, which was one
of the largest and most enjoyable of the sea

DON ' T DRIFT.son . at Condley ' s , nearly 350 being in attend
ance . Music was furnished by Favean ' s or
chestra . There were twenty - four dances . Merinette. Wis. : - Local 302 has not received
Souvenir programs and a carnation were given wonderful encouragement by the attendance at
to all present. Cars were waiting for the dancers meetings of her membership . There is a dis
after the affair , and they were taken home free ease called lethargy that siezes upon some
of charge . By the earnest work of the officers people , and it takes a strong medicine to kill
in charge a good sum was realized for the the microbe. But springtime is approaching ,
treasury . and the weather may wipe out some of the
Bro . W . Drury was happily surprised on his excuses.

last birthday when he arrived at home to find Now , my dear brothers throughout this vast
nearly all of his fellow employes, with wives land, bear in mind that the man who sits
or lady friends, there ahead of him . During down, folds his arms and allows his boat to
the evening he was presented with a K . of P . drift. is liable to come to grief.
watch charm as a reminder of the day and Your labor is your stock in store and your
the good will of all present. organization is the place where you fix the

GEO. L . WRIGHT. value of your possession . If you are not there

you may rest assured that the price will be
fixed just the same and possibly at your ex

MANAGEMENT ENTERTAINS LOCAL. pense. You may think the price will fix it
self, but I assure you it will not. If the seller
doesn ' t fix it the buyer will. You may think

Burlington , Ia , : - On the 7th of January, you can fix the price yourself. Just ask your
the management of the Burlington Street Rail self if that ha's been your past experience ? I
way tendered to the members of Division 212 think not. and experience is a model teacher .
and their friends an oyster supper . The price upon your goods depends much upon

I neglected to report the affair in last issue. the price fixed by your neighbor upon the same
but to show the general good -will that pre character of goods, and if you don ' t get to
vails , I make mention of it now . gether with him , you will become involved

There were about 45 members and other in a serious price cutting contest with him . 18

employes, together with their wives, children , that good sense ? But you say your neighbor
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can 't be relied upon . Perhaps he may think
the same of you. This would be a serious
mistrust. By it you are giving the other fel.
low , the buyer a decided advantage of both
of you . Better confide in your neighbor with

the common interest. Better have confidence

in one another and unitedly attend to the

business that interests you . Attend your
Charnber of Commerce meetings . Take a part

in looking after your price. Help the other
fellow up or he' ll pull you down .
The officers of 302 for this term are : Presi

dent. J . A . Barnard ; Vice - Persident. Michael
Eagan ; Recording Secretary John Herscheid ;
Financial Secretary , L . N . Porter ; Treasurer ,

W . J . Kuchenberg . L . N . P .

DEATH SEIZES POPULAR OFFICIAL .

Beaver Falls, Pa .: - Everything is moving
along quietly and smoothly in Division 105 at
the present time, and I have not much to re
port. The officers were installed in due time,
and a pleasant evening wa's spent.

Travel is gradually increasing as spring ap
proaches , and every nice Sunday brings num
bers of the stay -at-home people out. Every

thing points to a good season , after quite a
cold , disagreeable winter ,
Our agreement for the coming term is under

advisement at the present time and the outcome
will shortly be known .
All seems to be quite in labor circles in the

valley .
A disastrous fire occurred at East Liverpool,

O . . recently at which a number of our boys
were present, going down with the fire " laddies"
and returning next morning .
Bros. Mehaffey and Graham are happy as a

result of new additions to their families, and
the boys " smoked " at their expense .
Bro . John Myres is on the sick list .
Bro . Hornickle lost his wife a short time ago

and the sympathy of the members was ex
pressed in a proper manner. Division 105 sent
a beautiful floral offering. Mrs. Hornickle was

a daughter of Bro . David Hall and only 22
years of age.
Another death of much concern to our boys

was that of Mr. Clint Whitling. our former
dispatcher. which occurred near Meadville , Pa . ,
and was very sudden . He had been on a visit
to his mother , after returning from Florida .

ral offering , and we
were represented by Bro . Thomas at the fun
eral. Much sorrow is felt among our members

by his death ,
Bro . Bristol has left the service of the com

pany.
Bro. Shields, who has been indisposed, is

again at work .
Bro. Ira Conley is at work again , after a

week ' s visit to his home.
Bro . " Petie " King. motorman of the “ Red

Devil" on the Riverview line, contemplates

moving to his summer residence " down on the
farm ” at Pomery . 0 .
Motorman Starr and Conductor Mehaffey have

the sincere thanks of the boys who live up the

line, on account of their great kindness in
waiting for the " lates. " By their act the boys
do not have to wait one hour for the " owl. "

but get home that much sooner . Long may

they live and prosper .
Some new men are being put on in anticipation

of the spring travel, and the parks are begin
ning to get their annual spring cleaning .
Bro . Roney . who spent the winter in the

south , returned to the valley last week .

Respectfully , " 105 ."

President, R . F . Sheehan , Cha's . F . Farrington ,
F . C . Kimball, John Noonan and J. F . Doyle
were annointed to make full arrangements for
the funeral.
Brother Malloy was a member of the Division

since March , 1902 , shortly after the local was
formed . He also served the city as a special
police officer, and it was as such that he lost his
life . Brother Malloy had finished his day' s

work on the car, and was at the Campbello car
barn . Mr. Fred Howard , master mechanic ,

requested Brother Malloy to go with him while

he showed him where copper wire had been

hid , which had been stolen from the yard of the
company , the thieves evidently awaiting a fav

orable opportunity to remove it. It was Officer
Malloy' s intention to see the stolen wire, then
to go home for his supper, and return later in

the evening and watch . Brother Malloy and
Mr. Howard came suddenly upon two men ,

Italians. loading the wire into a wagon , and

When asked what they were doing, and after a

little parleying, without the least provocation ,

shots were fired by these two Italians, at
Brother Malloy and Mr. Howard and Brother

Malloy unfortunately received a bullet in the
breast. He was removed to his home, and
strong hopes were held for his recovery , but on

Thursday, February 23rd, at 10 :50 a . m . , just
two weeks and one day after he had been shot,
Brother Malloy passed away, leaving a wife
mourning a loving husband, and two children
mourning a loving father.
The funeral was held on Sunday afternoon ,

and the largest funeral procession ever held
in this city was witnessed by thousands of
people ,
Previous to the meetina at the residence of

the deceased , the members of Division No. 235 ,
who could possibly get away (and I must say,
at this time, that Supt. James P Skehan as

sisted the Division by allowing every man to
be off that he possibly could ) , met at the exe
cutive chambers of the local. White gloves
were distributed and crape was tied to the
arms, and when the members were in line we
found that at least 175 members from the Di
vision were able to turn out. A delegation of

about thirty from Quincy Division joined in the
solemn occasion .
President P . F . Sheehan of the union , bear

ing the gavel. draped in black , was at the head
of the street railway employes, followed by
the officials ,

A motorman in uniform , clasping the hand
of a little boy , marched behind the officials and
occasioned a sympathetic throb of interest. It
was Brother E . W . Leonard , the pilot on the
forward deck of Conductor Malloy ' s car. Griet
was pictured upon his face. The boy . Frankie
Sheehan , son of President Sheehan , bore

Brother Malloy's cap, draped with black and
white,
The muffled tones of a drum . carried by Sec

retary Henderson of the union , marked the rise
and fall of the marching feet.

Services were held in St. Margaret' s Church ,
the ritual being performed by Rev . Fr. James
A . O 'Rourke. curate at St. Margaret' s , and
when Pres. McKinley ' s favorite hymn. " Lead
Kindlv Light," was sung by the quartet, there
was scarcely a dry eye in the church .
After the services at the church , the funeral

cortege started for the tomb lead by City
Marshal Boyden and escort of police. Three
cars. heavily draped in black and white, were
taken from Warren avenue and Belmont street
to No. Easton , where the line was again
formed . President Sheehan, again acting as
marshal led the line to the cemetery , where a
wonderful feeling of kinship and sympathy

seemed to be in evidence. It was no mere
crowd - it was a gathering of grieving friends,
who knew and respected the dead with his
name on their lips .
One of the floral tributes, which was spoken

of all along the line of march and at the ceme
terv. was the gates ajar of roses, callias and
pinks. with cross of violets in centre and dove ,
with the inscription , " We will miss him .
which was sent by Division No. 235 .

It would take up much valuable space to
mention all the beautiful pieces sent by other
societies and individuals. but one hack could
not carry all the flowers .

FUNERAL OF BRO .MALLOY.

Campbello , Mass .: - Since I wrote to the Jour
nal we have received 17 new applications for

membership , and three of the old members, who
had been suspended , have been reinstated . and
are proudly wearing the monthly button .
Brothers Sheehan , Henderson and Hayward

have been appointed as a legislative committee .
It was my sad duty on February 23rd to call

a special meeting for the purpose of taking

action on the death of our late brother Thomas
C . Mallov . A committee composing of the
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Delegations from Division 1, Ancient Order of
Hibernians ; Court Crescent. Foresters of Amer

ica ; the Brockton Gaelic League ; the Lauretto
Club , and the reserve and regular officers evi
denced their sorrow in the funeral procession .
The funeral cars were draped by Thomas

Sculley, E . R . Henderson , F . C . Kimball and
John Noonan, assisted by Edward Clarkson ,

E . W . Hayward and C . F . Farrington . Every

motorman and conductor and member of the
union will wear crepe on their arms for thirty
days.

So deep was the interest and feeling of the
public in this matter and so many expression
of help for the widow and children of the de
ceased that an open meeting was called by Di
vision No . 235 . presided over by President

Sheehan, at Kent Hall, Campbello , and after
many had spoke on the matter, a committee
of thirty , with Mayor E . H . Keith as chairman,
and P . F . Sheehan as secretary , were appointed

to arrange for the best way to raise a fund
for the Malloy family . Envelopes will be dis
tributed throughout the city , and a good sum
is expected to be realized .

The Italian , Antonio Carpenito , charged with
the murder, and James del Grossa , charged

with being a principal in the second degree to
the murder of Reserve Officer Malloy, were

bound over , without bail, to the June session
of the grand jury .

We had the pleasure of meeting Brother W .
B . Fitzegrald , of the General Executive Board ,
at our last meeting. Brother Fitzgerald just
came from QuincyDivision meeting. and ad
dressed a few words to the members, who lis
tened with deep interest on the talk of the
union movement throughout the south and
west. We were given to understand that
President Mahon would soon be among us, and

I sincerely hope that when Brother Mahon
comes to Brockton (which he owes a visit to )
that every member will turn up .

The ball committee of the Division will re

port about $ 400 clear on their ball of January
27th . This amount will be turned into the Re
lief Fund when the Rleief Association meets.
Brother Frank Fraters. I am pleased to state ,

is able to be out of the hospital, and is im
proving rapidly .

We are breaking in new men now for the
spring and summer, and as fast as they are

turned in , and have been to work a few weeks,
an invitation is firmly extended to them to be

come members of the union and they are only
too willing to join . Brother Brown brought
in fifteen applications at one meeting , and as

soon as these new men can get away from

their duties on the cars will be initiated .
Everything is running along pretty smooth

in the Division , and the members are beginning

to realize that there is " something doing ' ' at
every meeting, and are turning out better than
heretofore.

In closing. I would urge every member of the
Amalgamated to keep their dues promptly paid
up and to attend their meetings.

I also wish to thank the International for

their promptness in paying the death claim of

Brother Thomas C . Malloy.
Fraternally . No. 235 .

E . R . HENDERSON , Correspondent.

nes to Brockner will turn Wivision will I
ELMER O . HUNT, JR .

The above is a picture of little Elmer
Hunt, whose father is a motorman on one
of the old Colony lines in Campello , Mass.,

and a member of Division 235 of our asso
ciation . The lad 's greatest aspiration is to
follow the occupation of his father . He is

a frequent visitor at the Campello car barn ,
where he enjoys association with his host of
friends among the railway men . However ,
he is yet on quite friendly terms with his
mother, in whose immediate employ he will
likely remain for some time to come.

HELP PUSH .

San Jose, Calif. : - I am pleased to state that
everything is running on smoothly and the

boys are all doing well and feeling in the best
of spirits. One of our members. Bro . A . A .
Hoehn . is President of the Federated Trades
Council. One of our most trustworthy and
honest workers, Mr. Peter Mullally has left
the service and is one of San Jose ' s police off

cers. We wish Handsome Peter the best of
luck in his new position .

Albanv N . Y . : - In the olden time, when peo
ple traveled by stage coach instead of the
railway, there used to be three sorts of seats ,
according to the price . It is related that often
when the stage got to the bottom of a hill to

ease the horses, the guard would cry : " First
class keep your seats ; second -class get out and
walk : third -class lend a hand and help push

up the hill. " In what class do you consider
yourself , my fellow unionist ? Are you aware

that the officers of your division pay as much
for their seats as you ? Are you aware that

nine times out of ten it is an up -hill move all
the time ?

Are you aware, gentle reader, that most of
he time you are sitting on easy street. while

the officrs are doing their level best to keep
the " stage coach " on the onward march ?

Now is your time, brother , to lend a hand.
Come with us to the meeting hall. We need
you there , and I assure you that once you get

in the habit of attending meetings you will
never feel sorry for it. t is your duty to at
tend. and you merely do your duty .

Division 148 and Division 132, Troy, N . Y ., both
Divisions working under one railway system ,
have formed a compact committee, consisting
of five members from each local. Should any

grievances arise in which the executive board

of the locals cannot reach an agreement, it

Galveston, Tex .:- Local Division 78. Street
and Electric Railway Employes of Galveston ,
elected the following officers to serve for the
next twelve months. viz . : Wm . T . Snipes,
President; Wm , H . Dunbar. Vice - President
A . Smith . Recording and Financial Secretary :

V . B . McMahan, Treasurer ; H . Hall, Warden ;
L . N . Miller. Conductor.
The local reports progress .

" LONE STAR . "
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shall be the duty of this compact committee
to handle such cases and their decisions must
be final, and binding on both locals.
President Landrigan, of Division 132, was a

welcome visitor at our meeting . Bro . Landri
gan is known far and wide among the laboring
fraternity as the " Silver -tongued Orator, " and
his half hour talk with the boys showed that

he is entitled to the name. Come often , broth
er, you're welcome. LEVY.

LOAN THE PEN .

Lowell, Mass. :- It was noted in last month 's
Motorman and Conductor that our sister local
of Lawrence, better known as Spicketville,
has the famous pen that signed the Massa
chusetts vestibule bill. Now . Sister Spicket
ville , why not call attention of the fact to the
Governor of New York , and tell him to use
it and pass it along. Don ' t keep a good thing

caged .
Was pleased to read the account of the

Brockton ball. They are the bovs that can
put up a good thing of that kind, a genial sort.
While we enjoyed their hospitality last sum

mer , and can vouch for it , still we had the
pleasure of defeating them at a game of ball.
Would like to hear from them this summer.

In fact, any of our sister locals that think
they have a ball team . Old Dan Hayes is
still in the game with all his old - time curves.

We have passed a severe winter, and many of
our members have suffered sickness.
Our members were attracted by the article

in last issue on " Non -attendance at Meetings. "
If men only realized the encouragement it
lends to the officers. they would certainly be
more prompt in attendance .
We note that our Meadville correspondent

gives a bit of tart advice .
Division 280 reports progress. " 280. "

Then we must take it for granted that th
better wage and conditions enjoyed by our
craft, is the result of unison or united action
on part of the workers , and that organization

has become most prevalent in the north
But we do not have to go north for illustra

tions of the benefits of organization . In last
month ' s M . & C . we note the success of our
Pensacola , Fla .. division . New Orleans and
other cities are also examples. But organiza
tion in the south , in our craft as in others , is
not general. Thus the southern wage earner
is at a material disadvantage, and will continue
So until the spirit of organization developes a
unity of action .

Thus, in closing, I appeal to those .of our craft
throughout the south , under whose scrutiny
these lines may fall, lets accept the lesson
taught by the unitd effort of our more north
ern and western brothers. Let us use every ef
fort to disseminate the spirit of unionism
among our craft throughout every southern
electric railway section . Lack of organization
is our sectional disadvantage. Our future hap
piness, as well as future advantages of those
dependent upon us demands that we join hands
in organization .

The present officers of Division , No. 204 , are
H . T . Potts, president; Marvin Smith , vice
president: J . R . Tillery , financial secretary and

treasurer : H . D . Climer, recording secretary :
A . R . Drummond, warden .
Our local is in a very prosperous condition .

" COL."

LOST PROPERTY DISTRIBUTION BILL .

SECTIONAL DISADVANTAGE,

Rome, Ga . : - It is interesting to note in the
settlements , from time to time chronicled in
our official journal, the receding of the wage
rate as the southern section of the jurisdiction
of our association is approached . Thus, the
question , " Why is it so ? " The reply to this
question by the uninitiated is . " It is not so ex
pensive to exist in the south as in the north . "
Those whom have given thought to the ques

tion know the absurdity of such a reply .
True , the southern brother wage earner lives

on less money than does our northern brother,
but it is by force of circumstances and it may
well be added that he lives proportionately less ,
insofar as the purpose of life is concerned .
Those things which add to the absolute necessi
ties of existence , cost just as much in the south
as in the north . Location has but very little to
do with the price of luxuries, and in speaking of
luxuries I do not mean , wholly . those things
which may well be done without. Far be it .
I mean only those things which are absolutely
necessary to the pursuit of happiness , in living
a respectful and dignified life , as a to be re
spected American citizen .
Now , the fact exists that in many of our

more northern cities there is being received
double the wage per hour that is being paid
for the same class of work in southern cities .
It does not stand to reason that it costs twice
as much for existence there as here, neither can
it be that the item of wage is of less conse
quence to profit with capital in northern cities.

Then does the difference lie in a less efficient

service ?

Not so . Good service is not a sectional prob
lem , but a general one, thus it must be taken
as granted that good men are an indispensable
factor in the service , as much in one section as
another .

The fact exists that better wage and condi
tions depends upon the united effort of the wage
workers themselves , and this is no sectional
solution . The further fact remains that in
nothern sections where the workers neglect to
unite there even the most niggardly condi-
tions are meted out in long hours and necessity
limited wages.

New York , N . Y . : - As the agreement between
Manhataan Division , No. 332 . and the Interbor
ough Rapid Transit Co. will expire in a very

few weeks. the various branches of the service
have had a series of meetings, for the purpose
of formulating demands, looking forward to a
betterment of conditions.
At a special meeting of the executive board of

the division held at its new office , 170 East
One Hundred and Sixteenth street , on Saturday
evening. 18th inst. . much interest being dis
played , the schedule of pay and hours were
temporarily drawn up.
They will be reconsidered by the body at the

next meeting at Marvin hall. One Hundred and
Twenty - fifth street and Lexington avenue, be
fore being presented to the company .

This , as I heretofore wrote you will be an
ironclad agreement, so as to leave no loopholes
for the management to take advantage of, as
has been done in the past.
The word " practicable " will be cut out. it be .

ing the only word on which the company could
bank , in making out the train schedules .

The president, Geo . E . Pepper, reported that
Brother Shook guard on Sixth avenue, had
been suspended for not admitting passenger to
train . after he (Shook ) had closed his gates,
and given signal a head. The complaining pas
senger was Giovanni Morosini, a stockholder
in the company . but notwithstanding this fact
the committee insisted on Shook ' s reinstate
ment, which naturatlly followed

If Morosini had some of the noble traits of

other members of his family he would have
hesitated before insisting on Shook disobeying

the company ' s rules. He would have profited

by following the example of his one -time em

ployer, Jay Gould , who made a conductor of

a guard , who ordered him off the rear platform

of a train , when leaving South Ferry for Har

lem . The guard was also congratulated , and

the then general manager complimented him

on enforcing the rules on the public and officials
alike.

On the suggestion of a member of the board
it was agreed to allow Brother Cassidy two
days' pay to enable him to collect subscriptions
for the benefit of the widow of Brother Pur
cell, who, although a member in good standing .
had not been long enough in the order to be in
benefit .

The following bill, to be presented to the
New York state legislature, afte
by the C . F . N . , was presented by your cor
respendent, viz. :
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" Bill for the division of the profits derived
from the sale of unclaimed articles found in

cars of railroad companies, doing business in

cities, towns and villages in New York state."

1. All articles found by employes of the rail
road companies, doing business in this state ,

shall be given into the custody of an official

of the various railroads, who shall be known

and designated as the " Lost Property Clerk . ”
and who shall receipt for all lost property

placed in his keeping, to the employe placing
such property in his charge .

II. Said property clerk shall keep a faithful
record of all property placed in his charge ,
which record shall be open for inspection , at

least four times per year, (viz., January, April,
July and October in each year ) . to a comm

appointed by employes of said railroad com
panies.

III. After the legal limit for the retention of
heretofore said lost property by the company ,

has expired , the aforesaid lost property clerk
shall advertise an auction of unclaimed goods
in his possession , in at least two newspapers
published in the city , town or village, wherein

the railroad company has its headquarters, for

three consecutive issues.
IV . Within ten (10) days after the sale of the

heretoforesaid unclaimed goods, the property

clerk shall prepare a statement of the receipts
and expenses attached to or connected with the
sale , and on the same being approved by a
committee of the employes, the said lost prop

erty clerk shall divide the profits of the sale
with the finder of the articles sold .”
The foregoing had the unanimous sanction of

the committee.
We were informed officially some two years

ago that it cost $5 ,000 per year to maintain the
" lost property office."
What becomes of the proceeds of the sales,

over and above $5 ,000.
Do the employes receive any part of it ?
Our membership is still increasing . Brothers

Cassiday. Brown and others are getting in their
fine work .
Many grievances have been adjusted , but that

of " yours truly , " who has been out since the
21st of November. is still hanging fire , due to .
undoubtedly , the fact, that he has always been
an agitator , and what is more, always will be.
Some months ago, at the instigation of sev .

eral of our delegates to the Pittsburg conven
tion . I inquired of you , as to whether Miss Jo .

sephine Casey was still in the field .

I am pleased to note on the first page of last
month ' s issue of the M . & C . that she is in

the field and doing good work . Would that all

of our members were as capable .

Her engaging personality and noble charac
ter are a credit to No. 308 , and her presence at
their meetings certainly must have a beneficial

and ennobling influence .

Long may she be spared to labor's cause.

Yours fraternally ,

DAN McC .

JUDGE PHELAN , DETROIT, MICH.,

Led the Grand March at the Recent Ball of
Div. 26.

DETROIT ITEMS.

The ball given by Detroit Local No. 26 . on
Feb . 23. rose in grandeur above all precedent.

The Light Guard Trmory was overflowing. But
the committee had prepared for it, and the
people were well cared for.

Many notables were present to pay their an
nual compliments to the membership .
The grand march was led by Judge James

Phelan , the man who said , " Labor unions
never corrupted a state legislature by bribery ,
nor debauched a city council, a compliment to
which many of the Employers' Association are

not entitled . " His partner was Mrs. Chas.
Aley , whose husband is a prominent member of

the local. Nearly one thousand couples were
lined up behind the leaders, and the great wind

in line of humanity were gaily led through the
intricate figure without a ripple of discord . It
was a most charming scene to the spectators,

and was thoroughly enjoyed by the partici
pants.

G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt . of Cleveland.

0 .. was in attendance, as was also Labor Com
sioner Malcolm J . McCloud and Judge Alfred
Murphy, both members of the local Division
While the dance was given a 's à social fea

ture, it will result well financially
The local held a general meeting at Knights

of Columbus Hall on the 4th inst. . and a good

attendance was present.

The regular official reports were made and
accepted .
Business Agent Cunningham reported in de

tail the work of himself and the executive
committee, and among other matters repor
that the company had promised to remedy many
of the existing defects in some of the cars.
An Agreement Committee, consisting of

Meeker , Cady, Newman , Halleen and Partridge,
was appointed by President Duryea , on motion ,
to draft an agreement to be presented to the
company. An increase of wages is one of the
principal concessions to be asked for .
Altogether, the meeting was harmonious and

much good accomplished .

Motorman Charles Mowrey, a member of
Tipton (Ind. ) Division , No. 394, is reported
to the general office as having been killed in
a head-on collision on the Indianapolis &
Logansport line.

Division No. 212 of Burlington , Iowa, is
renowned for her family union meetings.
This local recently gave another one of her
open meeting entertainments, at which in
vited guests, including men , women and chil
dren , also the officers of the company, were
in attendance. This policy could profitably
be emulated by other divisions, as it car
ries unionism into the homes of the mem
bers.
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EIGHT HUNDRED ENTERTAINED .

Anderson , Ind .: - Division No. 186 gave one of
the most successful balls of the season ,
with an attendance of 800 people , and the
grand march was led by our Worthy
President and wife , Mr. and Mrs. Surratt,
followed by ninety -four couples of street rail
way men and citizens. Music by the famous
Doyle ' s orchestra of eight pieces, around which
there were more flowers and plants than there
were in the Garden of Eden . Doors were
opened at 7 : 30 , and the public gave us every
reason to believe that we are the people , and
should be respected . Every member worked
hard , and we feel satisfied with the result . The
committee is to be commended on the program ,
as they surely made a hit with the ladies .

Wishing the organization a successful season .
Yours fraternally ,

J . M . MILLER ,

Correspondent Division No. 186 .

nto. It" He left nof, whom

PECULIARITIES OF THE NON -UNIONIST.

Toronto , Ont. : - The concert of 1905 , which was
held on Saturday , Feb . 25th . by Division 113 ,
was in every respect the most successful we
have held , and great credit is due the manage
ment for its success. Think of it , brothers of
sister Divisions of our filling thur filling the largest hall
in the city to overflow . Nothing is too big for
113 to undertake.
The new schedule is still in operation at the

Dundas shed , though modified very much since
its introduction . That an improvement upon
the old time was necessary was clearly shown
to the Grievance Committee when they inter
viewed the management. Still, it appears to
me that one can be gotten up and made work
able and meet all demands without it being
made a hardship for even one crew .

Apart from this time-table, everything is
working nicely for the boys of 113 .
Don ' t you think you should , take a few more

shares of stock in the temple , brother , and see
to it. also , that those who have not taken any
do so ? You will be delighted with the appear
ance of the temple if you visit it in the even

ing. You will feel proud of yourself and
happy in your investment.
Now that the weather is becoming more

bearable you will feel like attending the meet
ings and lend yourself to our advancement.

Sorry . but I don ' t see your Button in evi
dence . Get it ready now for your new uni

Remember it is your badge of freedom ;
So get next.

I ran across the case of a man who would
not join the organization on account of his re
ligion , which also prevented him from working
on Sunday. yet he complained that he was
short so much in his envelope bv his religion ( ? )
not allowing him to work on the Sabbath . Ye
Gods ! Isn ' t that a fierce one ?
Wonder he wouldn ' t quit and work at a job

that don ' t require him to work Sunday.
. Then we have the fellow who won ' t join but
accepts of the benefits , even to asking to be
sunnlied with coal at the price for which the

organization has contracted , but that' s his prin
ciple , ain ' t it ? " Wullie. "
Again we have the fellow who is so good ;

thinks so much of his Division that he sacri
fices and devotes his time to it , so he says :

but then you have to take this with a condi
ment.
We are thankful that these people are but

few and the real hard worker who says but

little and accomplishes so much are far in the
majority , and working in dead earnest for the
good of all and that' s a pretty button you

have there, Fraternally yours

J. W . G .

· the lateness of the hour, together with the fact
that on account of the stormy weather a num
ber of cars were running all night, the greater
portion of our membership found their way to
the Trades and Labor Hall. As the midnight

hour arrived the hall was pretty well tilled
with a tired crowd, but President Mahon ' s elo
quent address of an hour in length kept us all
wide awake. We returned to our homes satis
fied that we had been well repaid for the in
convenience and hardship of having to stay out
till 2 a . m .
President Mahon spent the forenoon of the

13th January in conference with the executive
committee ; in the afternoon his time was occu
pied renewing old acquaintances, of whom he
has many in Hamilton . He left on the 5 p . m .
train for Toronto . It is hoped that President
Mahon carried with him as good an impression
of Division No. 107 as that which he made on

those who enjoyed the privilege of listening to
his eloquent address .
Since his election in October last to the office

of President of Division 107 , Brother John
Theaker has proved himself to be an efficient
and energetic officer . This is not speaking dis
paragingly of those who have filled the presi
dent' s chair in years gone by , but as it is to
the future we are looking rather than to the
past, the present is an opportune time to say a

word of commendation of our present chief
executive officer,
The executive committee has let the contract

for making and delivering one hundred and
twenty suits of uniform , the cost of which will
be $ 16 .50 per suit . The Street Railway Com
pany will pay $ 3 .00 on the cost of each suit, the
men to pay the balance. The maker of the
uniforms is Mr. G . P . Mullens, merchant tailor,
of this city , and when completed , suits will

bear the custom tailors ' union label.
Bro . John Haystead has been an employe of

the Street Railway Company continuously for
27 ears, and in recognition of his long service
the Street Railway Company placed hi mon half
pay during his recent three months' illness
On the window of a newly established gro

cery store on South John street, opposite the
Court House, may be seen the name Taylor
Bros ., the senior partner of this firm being

Brother Frank Tavlor. who , tiring of the mon

atany of street car life , returned to his former
occupation . Having had considerable experi
ence in their Cather ' s store and being located

in one of Hamilton ' s princinal business thor
oughfares should be some assurance of a pros

perous business career.
The right of way has been granted by the

City Council for a new electric railway to enter
the city from the south . down the mountain ,
to be known as the Hamilton , Ancaster &
Brantford Electric Railway , the promoter of
which is the Hon . Charles Haines, an enter
prising American , by the way who hails from
the Empire State. Mr. Haines, according to
the newspapers will not only build this inter
urban line, but would buy the Hamilton Street
Railway if he can get it . The latter arrange
ment, however , would likely be disappointing to
the municipal Ownership advocates, of whom
there are many in the city . But whether Mr.
Haines buys the street railway , the city takes

it over or the Cataract Power Company con
tinues to operate it , Division 107 will keep on
enrolling new members and to use a phrase
common with vour correspondents will " con
tinue to do business at the old stand.

VIGOROUS ATTENDANCE DEVELOPING .

CONTRACT FOR UNIFORMS.

Rock Island , Ill. : - On the 4th inst., our Presi
dent wielded the gavel at one of the most
enthusiastic meetings ever held by Division
No. 313 . There were ninety - five members
yresent and the interest was of a char
acter as to indicate a continuance of at
tendance at future meetings . There is nothing

of a discouraging nature connected with 313 .
It did the boys good to get together again in
a large bunch and rub intellects. There was
righteous indignation at the absence of 507 ,
hut that will pass the way of all fruitless kicks.
The work of the meeting was done with
dispatch .

Hamilton , Ont. : - One of the good effects of
President Mahon ' s visit to Division No. 107 is
better attended meetings than formerly .
President Mahon arrived in Hamilton on the

evening of January 12th . A special midnight
meeting had been arranged and notwithstanding
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Robert Stanley, one of our old ex -motormen,
is with us again ,

E . C . Berry , the cigar man of Second Ave . ,

near 18th street, Rock
boxes of good union - labeled smokers, which

were appreciably enjoyed at our last meeting.

Will not forget , Bro . Berry

Bro . Kramback was called to Iowa to at

tend the funeral of an uncle recently .
Bro . Philipps recently resigned his position

as conductor, and will engage in other work .
We are pleased to welcome back Bro . Joe

Hayes. He is again at work with us.
Bro . L . Washburn is still on the sick list , but

the report is that he is getting on very nicely .

Bro . Jake Miller was recently visited by his
brother from the country .

Bro. Walker recently visited old friends in
Warren , Ill.

Bro . Marshall Lucus is reported about ready
to start for South Dakota with his wife, where
they have a large farm , Cigars first, brother .

Bros. Dye and Reddig are reported upon the
sick list.

Time now to begin to think of gathering

together the season ' s baseball team . It has

been suggested that Bro. Kellogg be manager
this year. “ DUTCH . "

the United Cloth Hat and Cap Makers' Union

of North America was read and the sum of
$ 5 . 00 to their cause was donated .
All members reported sick in the February

issue are doing duty again , with the exception

of Bro . Thos. Keane, who is still on the sick
list .

Bro . Michael Fitzpatrick , who left last fall
to seek his fortune in New York , has re -entered
the service of the company.
Bro . Geo . Hinkley gave an old - fashioned

kitchen dance at his home not long since , which

was well attended by the members of the local.
The Division voted to change meeting rooms

and a committee has been appointed to sec

new quarters. Their work will be reported
upon at the next meeting . " 269 . "

are pleased in at work with sick list: but

ANNUAL LISTING OF RUNS.

Rochester , N . Y . : - About April 1st there will
take place a change in time-tables in the ser
vice of this city , and a reallotment of runs
will follow to the membership of Division No.
262. This selection of runs will make up the

list to continue for one year on the respective
divisions.
We are nearing the end of one of the hardest

winters we have ever had. but general good
health has prevailed . However , the Local has
been called upon to mourn the loss of one of

its members- Bro . L . Larwood . who succumbed
after a lingering illness of one year. Bro . Lar
wood was highly esteemed by his brother work
ers and is missed by all.
Division 282 is now nearing the six hundred

mark in membership . there having been about
fifty crews added this past year. Prospect

seems to point to the adding of fifty more
crews this coming year through the lengthen
ing of lines . bettering of the Orvice , and an

ticipated increase in traffic .
We are looking for a new and better agree

ment this spring, and one of the things most

earnestly looked for is a substantial increase in
wages . This seems absolutely necessary in
order to keep apace with the increased cost of

living . A statement compiled from statistics

by a city official shows that the cost of living

has advanced 37 per cent while the wage of

labor has advanced but 11 per cent. One can

draw his own conclusions from this statement.

" K "

DEIPASTOENG

PRES. J. J . THORPE ,

BRUTAL ASSAULT.

Danbury, Conn .: - On Feb . 19, as Bro . Jones,
of Division No. 269. was turning the trolley of
his car at the end of the run , he was set upon

by a cowardly passenger. knocked down, and in
the fall sustained injuries which required medi

cal attention .
The assault came unawares to Bro . Jones ,

and was one of those instances of " venting
spite , " with which members of our craft So
commonly meet.
The assailant was arrested and fined one dol

lar by the magnaminious magistrate . Great

consolation ! Wonderful meeting of the ends of
justice . Reverse the circumstances and esti-
mate the consequences. Justice would be more
perfectly met. if there were administered to

the contemptible cur a dose of his own medi-
cine, even though a switch iron were called into
requisition .
President Jones is well liked . and it goes

without saying that a more equitable measure
of justice lies in the indignation of his friends

than was embodied in the self - constituted im
position of the magistrate
At our March meeting an appeal for aid from

Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa .

President J. J. Thorpe, recently reinstalled
president of Pittsburg Division No. 85 , is
serving his second year in that position .
President Thorpe is one of the pioneers of
the Pittsburg local. Hewas one of a handful
of men who fanned the embers of organiza
tion in the rugged days of the movement,
and has honorably won the distinction he
now holds. He entered the service in Pitts
burg some nine years ago , as a motorman on

the Wylie avenue line. However , he began

his street car life in Detroit, Mich .
During the Spanish -American war Pres.

Thorpe was granted leave of absence and en
listed as a volunteer. He saw service in

Cuba and Porto Rico, and for distinguished
service was promoted to a lieutenancy. At
the close of the war Lieutenant Thorpe again

took up his position as motorman , and enter
ed actively into the work of the organiza
tion . At the Pittsburg convention he was
elected a vice-president of the International
Association .
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GIRARDSVILLE, PA.

World 's Secrets With the Conductor - Tem

perance a Necessity.

That man in the uniform , and advertised

as the conductor " by large metal plates

and brass buttons, is given but passive at

tention , if any, by the multitude of street

railway traffic. His relation to society is in

a measure viewed much the same as that

of a pack mule or cab horse. Mindful sub

mission to the proddings of the ill disposed,

and strict obedience to the transportation

rules, are the deemed requisites. Other.

wise, dumb animalism without the pale of

the higher order.

Yet, under the observation of the con
ductor more than that of any others who

enter the make-up of our industrial sphere

come the inner secrets of modern society .

No class escapes, and with the conductor

of ordinary observation and retention there

lies a web of proof, let it be white or black ,

that, unfurled , would tell the tale of merit

or disgrace to meet the character divulged .

The conductor reflects. See that sancti

monious gentleman clothed in wealth and

parading in daylight as the very epitome of

morality ? See how proudly the lady yields

her every attention and enjoys his com .

panionship on the way to town. They are

discussing the advent of the new " preacher,"

and the husband of the lady is delighted at

the association of his wife with thrifty Mr.

Morality . He looks about with tranquil sat

isfaction . But suppose Mrs. Churchworker

were able to read the picture upon my mind,

of Mr. Morality as he passed under my ob

servation at a late hour last evening , in

company with a well known upper crust

character of the town.

So much for Mr. Morality. His secret is

in the hands of the conductor.

On the next trip : " See Miss Society .

Rigid Respectability casts jealous eyes upon

her as she gracefully takes up the cue of

entertaining a polished young student of

ethics whose purity of purpose invites gen

eral admiration . Mr. Ethics is pleased to

be at the social service of Miss Society,

even at the annoyance of Miss Respectabil

ity . But there is yet the picture upon my

mind of Miss Society as she was handed

upon my car last night, her breath ladened

with the fumes from the wine cup ; her eyes

were glassy and her step uncertain . She

has now apparently recovered from her de

bauch, and none but myself can trace the

reacting lines. Suppose Mr. Ethics were

familiar with her secret as it rests with

me; he would then elect to entertain Miss

Respectability .”

But there are those who merit unalloyed
respect : there are many of them , and there

are none more competent to certify to the

character of these good people than the ex

perienced electric railway conductor.

But there are the bad, and their dark se

crets are in the possession of the conductor.

Do they continue in the course of degen

eracy ? In most part, not long. If a busi

ness man, wis failure is inevitable, and when

it comes the car man can well say, " I know

why, and could have told you so ." If it is

a society lady, the conductor is able to say,

" I knew her weakness.” If it is the dis

grace of a young girl, the conductor knew

the road she was traversing , and it is no

surprise to him . If the end is penal servi

tude for the young man - or old , so far as

that goes — it is only the verifying of the

silent prediction of the conductor. If it is

a divorce case, it proves no sensation to

him . The secret was with him long before

it reached the divorce mill.

But what of all this ? Nothing, if we do

not profit from our observations ; and lae

profit lies in evading these enumerated con

sequences, and there can be no evasion of

these consequences without first evading

the cause. To us the cause is obvious.

Drink. Strong drink. Beer, wine and whis

ky. The grandstand of this immoral tobog

gan is moderate intemperance . The ter

minal is in the swirl of disgrace. It is a

rapid descent, and once down , the grade is

too steep for return , and those few under

taking the return trip too often fall into

Suicide Pit. There are isolated cases of re

turn , but the pilgrim will assure you of the

severity of the uproad task .

In Philadelphia , at an annual convention

of the Total Abstinence Union , a lady vice :

president invaded the upper ranks of so

called " society " with the accusation that

“ wine and whisky drinking is increasing at

an alarming rate ." This only confirms the

fact that the standard of morality that must

be maintained to mark the progress of hu

manity cannot safely be sought among the

ranks of the women of the idle rich . That

standard must be fixed and maintained by

the greater industrial army. Neither may

we rely upon the efforts of thin -ranked tem

perance socities. While we welcome the

work of these well-meaning people, in force

they are inadequate , from the very fact of

their singleness of purpose .

The labor union has a purpose fixed be
yond mere temperance. The labor union

is the operative and initiative legislature

on the industrial classes, through the agency

of which to attain the desired result a

standard measure of morality must be es

tablished and maintained .
The prime purpose of the labor union is

to attain a higher and more grand civiliza

tion than that now existing . The standard

of morality cannot well be tarnished by

even moderate intemperance. If we are to

succeed , our success will be hastened by

strict and rigid temperance. And so long

as intemperance exists in our ranks we

shall not have attained the purpose of our

movement. Then let us not as union men

neglect or overlook this very important

thread in the fabric of our moral standard .

Division 165 reports progress .

R . E . PORTER.
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OMAHA, NEB. With modern machinery entering into our
industries, wonderful changes have been

wrought in nearly everything. In many dif

ferent trades a man is no longer a skilled
mechanic, but just simply a cog , a pulley or
a lever. Where only a few years ago a man ,

after learning carriage making, was sup
posed to be able to make a carriage, he now
only learns to make a small part of a car

riage. A machinist was supposed to under

stand and be able to work the drill-press ,

the planer, the lathe, and how to put to
gether and set up a machine. To -day he

learns the use of but one of those different

pieces of machinery. The idea is to make
him an expert in one limited line of work ,
and, I presume, to be better able to control

him . If he is dissatisfied with his work or
pay and looks for another master, and that

other master has been given a hint by his
former master - and street car men know

that masters do give hints - Mr. Worker
may not be able to secure work at which he
is an expert, but must take what he is of.

fered , if anything at all.
C . F . MICHELSEN ,

Correspondent.

It Is Up To Labor Unions.
" Ill fares the land,

To hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates .
And men decay.”

The first time I heard those simple but
far-meaning lines was when they fell from
the lips of Eugene V . Debs, during one of
his masterly speeches here in Omaha . My

dear brothers of the Amalgamated, and union
men everywhere, how many of you have ever

stopped long enough to think how vitally

those words concern every citizen of our
great and glorious land ? Have any of you

ever considered them at all ?

Wealth is accumulating faster in these

United States at the present time than any.
where else on the globe at any time. Thom

as W . Lawson, of Boston , writing his story
of " Frenzied Finance," says : " It is but a
mathematical problem to figure out to a cer
tainty the time when ten men in this coun

try will own all the wealth of the nation,
and the rest of our population will be the
absolute slaves of these men ."

History is constantly repeating itself.

When the wealth of Egypt, of Persia , of
Greece and of Rome had been gathered in
the hands of a few individuals , those power.
ful nations sank . Many of our thinking and

reading borthers do know , and all of you
should know , that our country is fast ap
proaching the same crisis, and will just as

surely take the same course, if the marrow ,
bone, sinew and blood of the nation , the

worker, does not prevent it. It is up to us,
my union brothers, to stem the tide, the

maelstrom , that is sweeping us to destruc

tion . We must recognize the fact that con
trol of politicians and absolute disregard for
our laws is chiefly what has enabled a few
individuals to amass enormous fortunes by

robbing the worker of what he has pro
duced and to which he is entitled . And by

almost absolute control of our manufactur

ing and distributing industries they are able

not only to charge the consumer any price

they see fit for goods he has to buy, but also

decide what the owner of raw material shall
accept for his products. Will anyone deny

the truth of this ? If not, then , my union

brothers, the sooner you wake up to the fact
that it is not enough for us to stand together

on the industrial field , but that we must
stand together on the political field also , the

better it will be for the human race. When

union men will put the same energy and

spirit into using their ballots for their own

benefit by electing men of their own class
into political offices, to whose benefit it

would be to have laws respected and not dis

respected , when we can stand together on

the political field just as solidly as through
strikes and lockouts , where men and women

prefer to starve - yes. even die - rather than

give up the fight for their rights as Amer

ican citizens, then can truly great good be
wrought out by the workers. But until then

nothing but small results in comparison can

be achieved , and only through hard fighting ,

at that.

WITH YOUNGSTOWN PARK & FALLS

COMPANY.
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT entered into

this first day of January , 1905, by and between
The YOUNGSTOWN PARK AND FALLS

STREET RAILWAY COMPANY a corporation

created and existing under the laws of the

State of Ohio , having its principal office in the

city of Youngstown , in said State of the first
part, and The AMALGAMATED ASSOCIA ,

TION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA , DIVISION

NO . 214, of said city of Youngstown, and State
aforesaid . of the second part.

WITNESSETH : That the party of the first
part for and in consideration of the party of

the second part continuing the operation of the

first party ' s railway for the period of one year,

beginning January 1st , 1905 . under and in ac

cordance with its rules for conductors and

motormen now in force , or which may be here

after adopted (so far as they do not conflict

with the rules or scale laid down in this agree

ment) . hereby agrees to and with the said party

of the second part :
FIRST : To pay all conductors and motormen

who shall have been in its continuous employ

for less than six months the sum of twenty

(20 ) cents per hour, and to pay all motormen

and conductors who have been in its continu
ous employ over six months, but less than one

year, at the rate of twenty -one (21 ) cents per

hour, and to pay all motormen and conductors

who have been in its continuous employ for
one year or more at the rate of twenty -two (22)
cents per hour, while performing the duties

of their employment.

SECOND: That time and one-half time shall
be paid to all motormen and conductors for

time worked over and above ten (10 ) hours in
any one day, who have been in the company' s
continuous service for more than six months.

THIRD : That two ( 2 ) men , one motorman

and one conductor. shall constitute the crew

of each motor car.
FOURTH : Each motor car scheduled to run

fifteen (15 ) hours per day or more , shall be

operated by two crews and the time of each

crew shall be divided equally as near as pos
sible .
FIFTH : Motormen shall rank on the list

as motormen from the time they are turned

in as such and conductors shall rank on the

list as conductors from the time they are
turned in as such

SIXTH : All runs shall be given out according

to seniority of service . the oldest man on the
line having the preference of runs: the first
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party , however. reserves the right to make
assignments as it deems necessary in the proper
conduct of its business on the five heaviest
days in summer.

SEVENTH : No conductor or motorman shall
be discharged without a fair and impartial
hearing .
EIGHT: When an employee has been sus

pended by the company for any cause whatso
ever , and after a full investigation , found
* Not Guilty , " he shall be reinstated to his
former position and paid for the total time
lost at the same rate he would have received
had he been operating his car.

NINTH : Extra work shall be divided equally
as nearly as possible among the extra men .
TENTH : All motormen and conductors shall

report ten (10 ) minutes before time of the start
ing of their runs. If a regular man is
" sharked " he shall go to the foot of the
extra list for two days. Should an extra man
be " sharked " he shall go to the foot of the
extra list for a period often (10 ) days, after
which he shall resume his original place and
standing on the list. No regular man shall
hold another regular man ' s run for more than
one day of the " shark . ”

ELEVENTH : Any differences arising be
tween the parties hereto . which cannot be sat
isfactorily adjusted within thirty (30) days,
shall be submitted to a Board of Arbitrators ,

consisting of three ( 3 ) disinterested persons and
the finding of the majority of said Board shall
be binding upon the parties hereto . The arbi
trators shall be chosen as follows : Each party
hereto shall select one and the two thus chosen
shall select a third , meeting daily and submit
ting names for the purpose until they have
agreed upon a third man ,

TWELFTH : Motormen and conductors placed
in position other than those of motormen and
conductors by the company shall, upon their
retirement from said position , have the right
to resume their respective places in the com
pany 's employ , if agreeable to the party of the
first part.
THIRTEENTH : In case members of the par

ty of the second part be elected to an office in
said Association , which requires his absence
from the company' s service , such an employe
shall be given leave of absence, and upon his
return be reinstated in his position in the ser
vice of the company, providing that his absence
does not extend over a period of 30 days.
FOURTEENTH : Motormen and conductors

called out to make single trip or part of trip
which consumes less than one hour, shall be paid
for the same at the rate of one hour . provided
however , that he has no other time due him
for the same day .
FIFTEENTH : Motormen and conductors

making one -half or one single trip or more and
being required to pull into the barn or on sid
ing for repairs to car or being required to lay
over for any purpose shall be paid full time
for such lay over. Any regular run scheduled
to run ten ( 10 ) hours per day , and if . during
such period required to pull into the barn for
repairs to car, the crew operating said car
shall be paid for full time for such period as
shall be required to make said repairs.
SIXTEENTH : All notices and rules not ap

pearing in the book of rules of the first party
or the supplements thereto shall be posted in
the motormen and conductors' room and to

remain posted as long as they are to be en
forced .
SEVENTEENTH : Free transportation shall

be given all employees coming under this agree .
ment on all the lines owned by the first party,
upon making application for the same at the
ofñce of the first party .
EIGHTEENTH : It is further agreed that the

first party . through its properly accredited offi
cers, will continue to treat with its employees
of the AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF
STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM
PLOYEES OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO . 114.

of Youngstown Ohio, through their properly
accredited officers .
NINETEENTH : It is further understood and

agreed between the parties hereto that in con
sideration of the foregoing . the said employees

will to the best of their ability . conduct them

selves as becomes gentlemen , be courteous to
the passengers and the traveling public , and
work at all times to the best interests of the
party of the first part : that they will strictly
comply with all rules and regulations of said
party of the first part and cheerfully obey all
orders from the officers of the same when not
in conflict with the rules and scale of wages
set forth in this agreement. They further
agree at all times to protect the property of
the company from injury at their own hand
or at the hands of others, when in their power
to do so . In the handling of the cars of the
first party they will at all times use their best
judgment and make every effort to prevent in
jury to the property and persons of the travel
ing public. This agreement to remain in full

force from January 1st, 1905. to January 1st,
1906 .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said party of
the first part has caused its corporate seal to
be affixeu . attested by its secretary and sup
erintendent, and the party of the second part
has aflixed its hand and seal attested by its
president and secretary both being done this

seventh (7th ) day of February , 1905 .
YOUNGSTOWN PARK AND FALLS STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY.

By C . H . DAHILMGER ,
Secretary.

Attest :
R . T . IVORY, Superintendent.

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO. 214.
By W . RILEY,

Attest : President.

C . LAPMAN , Secretary.

STEUBENVILLE, O ., DIV . NO . 285.
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.

Entered into this 21st day of February , 1905 ,
by and between The Steubenville Traction &
Light Company, of Steubenville, Ohio , party of
the first part , and the Amalgamated Association

of Street & Electric Railway Employes of
America , Division No. 285, party of the second
part .
WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the

traction lines of the party of the first part
both parties hereto mutually agree :

Section 1 . That no person shall be restricted
by the party of the first part from becoming
a member of the party of the second part.
Section 2 . That all notices and orders not in

the party of the first part' s “ Book of Rules"
shall be posted at the car barn the day previ
ous. if possible , to their taking effect, such
rules to remain on file as long as they are in

Torce,

Section 3. The party of the first part will
recognize the properly accredited oficers or
committees of the party of the second part and
treat with them for the adjustment of differ
ences that may arise between the party of the
first part and its employes who are members
of the party of the second part.
Section 4 . The party of the second part may

make representations to the party of the first
part in reference to the case of any employe,
who is a member of the party of the second
part. who feels himself to be unjustly dis
ciplined , and if the party of the first part shall
find upon investigation of the case that there
has been an error a suitable restitution will
be made.

Section 5 . That all differences and grievances
shall be taken up for adjustment with the first
party 's superintendent or officer appointed to
act in his place within three days from the

time at which this superintendent or official
has received written notice , which written
notice shall state the nature of the case to be
considered . In event of failure to adjust such
differences or grievance the entire matter shall
be submitted to the first party ' s general mana

ger, and if the matter cannot be settled by this
means, procedure shall be resorted to in strict
accordance with Sections 91, 92, 93 and 94 of the

Constitution and General Laws of the Amal
gamated Association of Street Railway Em
ploves of America . Pending the discussion and
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|Noah is Prepared

What for ? To Supply

decision of any differences or grievances there judgment and every effort to prevent injury
shall be no lock -out, strike or cessation of to the property and persons of the traveling
work by either employer or employed . public .

Section 6 . The party of the first part will Section 16 . This agreement shall continue in
furnish the party of the second part, upon re force for one year from the date hereof and
quest, their reasons for discharging any of its thereafter until such times as it may be

members. changed by the mutual consent of both par
Section 7. The party of the first part will pro ties, or their duly constituted representatives .

vide at the car barn a suitable book for the THE STEUBENVILLE TRACTION & LIGHT
registration of the names of members desiring COMPANY.

leave of absence , the date of registration , the (Signed ) By J. CHAS. ROSS,
date and length of desired leave, and subject General Manager.
always to the first party ' s convenience, such AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

leave will be granted with absolute impartial RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA, DI
ity , preference being given to prior registration , VISION NO . 285, OF STEUBENVILLE,
except that the executive board when having OHIO .

business to transact for the second party shall (Signed ) By A . L . JACKMAN ,
have the preference, if agreeable to all parties S . P . BAKER ,
concerned, but no one to have two Sundays in W . B . BRADY,
succession , or more frequent leave than others. P . BUCY.
if the others desire to get off at the same C . 0 . STENGER ,

time. S . SCOTT

Section 8. Each trainman will take one day Authorized Committee.

off in each pay period. if required , the days
being signed off in regular rotation , each train

man being signed in his turn .
Section 9 . No regular trainman after finish

ing his run shall be required to do extra work ,

if there is an idle extra man competent to do

the work around the barn , and the first party

will endeavor at all times to provide sufficient

extra men so that the regular men will not be

required to work overtime except when it is

absolutely necessary to do so .

Section 10 . All new men employed as train
men by the first party on and after February
1st, 1905 . have agreed with the first party as

follows: That as long as they are on the extra
list they will report when required to do so for
the first run out in the morning and remain
at the car barn until after the third reporting

time. unless excused by the first party ' s super
intendent, barn foreman , or other official in
charge. Time for midday meal to be allowed .

and the second party hereby agrees to this
condition .

Section 11 . Dismissal for improper registration
of fares, etc . , shall be taken up and handled

agreeable with Section No. 108 of the Constitu
tion and General Laws of the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway Employes of
America . Completo Lino of Baso Burnors
Section 12 . Trainmen when leaving the em

ploy of the party of the first part, shall give

one week ' s notice of the purpose, and the

party of the first part, when discharging train

men, except in cases of summary dismissal, for
cause , will give one week ' s notice .

Section 13. That the party of the second part
shall refuse . after thirty days' trial. to retain

in its membership any person who may prove

unsatisfactory to the officers of this company .

Any member not in the employ of the first party
will not be allowed to vote on or enter into

any discussion pertaining to , or affecting, any
matter of business between the parties thereto .
Section 14 . The rate of pay for motormen

and conductors who have served the party of

the first part for less than eighteen months will Near Mr. Elliot Ave.
be twenty (20 ) cents per hour for actual time

on duty motormen and conductors serving the

party of the first part continuously for eighteen

months, or more , and those who have already Rambler Bicycles, leading bicycle of the
served this length of time will be paid at the Phoenix , Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and termsreasonable .
rate of twenty -one (21) cents per hour for actual

time on duty. Standard Sewing Machines, sellest:
Section 15 . It is further understood and most durable. Don't buy a machine until you see it.

agreed that in consideration of the foregoing Pianos new uprights $175, warranted . Wesave you
the agent' s profits .

the party of the second part' s members, who
G . E . VAN SYCKLE , 228 Woodward, next to Gas Office.are employes of the party of the first part, will,

to the best of their ability . conduct themselves

as becomes gentlemen , be courteous to pas Hotels.
sengers and the traveling public and to work
at all times to the best interest of the first

party . That they will keep a strict compliance
Cor. Carroll St.with all rules and regulations of said party of

the first part and cheerfully obey all orders Borougb of Brooklyn
from the officers of the same. They further RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. Now York
agree at all times to protect the property of

the party of the first part from injury at their
own hands or at the hands of others when in

their power so to do . That they will not wil

fully injure or deface first party ' s property ,

posted orders , etc ., at car barns; that in handl
ing cars they will at all times use their best

= House

Furnishing Goods

Stoves
Garland and Laurel

.. CALL AND SEE THEM ..

Sporting Goods
PAINTS, OILS,GLASS

Everything Complete

22 Gratiot Avenue

The Prospect House 888 Franklin Are.

Telephone Main 2064 for Adver
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 40,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentable.

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

- Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY : VESTLETTE MEG . CO., Cleveland , O.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman ' s profit
Furniture Mfg. Co.

Dertoit, CTURERS Michigan.
- MANUFACTURERS OF

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414-416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH .

. . . GIVE US A TRIAL . . .

Yaeger & Ackerman' s
DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES

...SHOES...
- INCLUSIVE OF

OurGreat VIC The TOR Specialty .

Are unexcelled for Style , Wear

and Comfort. Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues.

85 Gratiot Avenue.
When in need ofa Dining Table ask your dealer

UNION STORE. UNION MADE. to show you The VICTOR .

HORACE W . STEERE

EARLY RISER' S

FRIEND ,

Every Street Car
Man should have

one .

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

Goods Sold on Weekly Payments,

17-Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.

When in need of a Watch Chain, Charm , Diamond ,

Silverware, Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of

Jewelry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Electric Alarm Clock rings until stopped. Length 12 in ., Width 6 in., Height 8 % in .

H . I. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.
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If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High GradeCustom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

OT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

Union Throughout Uniforms

FOR

·Motormen AND

ConductorsMonthly Buttons
om

FRONT AND BACK All regular, stout and slim

sizes carried in stock . Quality

guaranteed – values absolutely

greatest.

Our Special

Uniform ati

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Union men should wear a but

ton that is ten -tenths union - all

Union . Ours is. Weguarantee it .

Is the best you or anyone else has

seen for the price. It 's a suit that

not only looks well,but wears well .

Strictly Union Made.

Everything in Men 's and Boy's

Clothing, Hats and Furnishings at

" out- of - the high · rent - district

prices.

ClaytonLOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St. Chicago

Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher

53-55-57Michigan Ave. Detroit

Hydrocele annoncen

Cured to Stay
varICULEE Cured in 5 Days

No Cutting or Pain .

Guaranteed Cure or
Money Refunded .

- Undermy treatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The

stagnantblood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishes and

swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead

comes the pleasure of perfecthealth .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and

Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility , and allied troubles. My

methods of treatmentand cure are originalwith meand cannot be obtained

elsewhere. I make no experiments. All cases I take I cure .

Certainty of Cure Guarantee to cure you or refund
is what you want. I give & Legal

H . J . TILLOTSON . M . D . your money. Or What I have done for others I can do for you . My

The Master Specialist of Chicago, who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more

Cures Varicocele . Established 1880. than you willbe willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPTETORTED.) CURE YOU atHome. .

Correspondence Confidentialplain envelope a scientific and honest opinion of your
Writemeyour condition fully and you will receive in

case, FREEofCharge. Myhome treatmentis successful. My books and lecturesmailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON, M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearbora Street, CHICAGO.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready -made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms - Union Made.
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212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO , - . ILLS.
REGISTERED

XencenPN SEG

MOTORMEN, GRIPMEN AND CONDUCTORS IN CHICAGO
SAVE THEIR MONEY

CAPITAL SATOUTAL 4000000 SURPLUS10009

RAL TRUST COMPANY ILLINOISTO

LARBORN & MONROE STREETSEDEARBORN & MONR
NO.577

CHICA
GO

HUNDREDS OF STREET AND ELEVATED
Railway men and members of their families have

savings accounts in the

CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY

OF ILLINOIS

CHICAGO

South -west corner of DEARBORN AND MONROE STREETS

Capital $ 4 ,000,000 . Surplus $ ',250,000

Ope Dollar or more will open a Savings account in this bank . Three
per cent interest, compounded every January and July paid on Savings

deposits . Saturday afternoons the savingsdept. is open until 4 o 'clock



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

STATE SAYINGS BANK

OFFICERS

Geo, H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,

Vict -President

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Vice-President

R . S .Mason ,

Cashier

A . E , Wing ,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlio.
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W . T . Barbour

W . K , Bixby

H , M , Campbell

Jas. H . Eckels

C . L . Freer

R , W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

Thos. H Hubbard

H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H , Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr .

Geo H . Russell

Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

CAPITAL • $ 1 ,000 ,000 .00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS : 850 ,000 .00

DEPOSITS . . 15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Uniform Clothing
We also cariy the Largest

Stock of

RANK BR DERICK & C

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

ment guide.

113 .KING ST.WEST
FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO
THE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADALORINO
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TRADE
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NORVETS,ON SEAMS HEYFIT
HEAT AND WATER PROOF.

Cine

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT . MICHIGAN

IWrite for a SOUVENIR MATCH CASE made from

the same leather as the Gloves. Free .

GIVE DEALER 'S NAME AND ADDRESS .

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND, OHIO .

w ESTABLISHED 1846 .

CELEBRATED LEHIGH VALLEY COAL . '

P . Burns & Co.

Wholesale and Retail

COAL

YARDS

Cor. FRONT and BATHURST STS.

Tølephone Main 449 .

PRINCESS STREET DOCK
Telephone Main 190 .

OFFICES

426 % YONGE STREET

Telephone Main 3298
572 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 139
304 QUEEN STREET EAST

Telephone Main 134

429_ SPADINA AVENUE
Telephone Main 2110

1312 QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Park 711

274 COLLEGE STREET
Telephone North 1179

324 %, QUEEN STREET WEST

Telephone Main 1409

AND

WOOD

Head Office, 44 King St. East.

Telephono Main 131 and 132 TORONTO , ONT.



THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

Mr. Secretary:
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Com

parison of the

Easy, Sanitary

Method of Sweep

ing and the Tiresome, Nerve
Racking Unhealthy Method

Some Local Divisions are having
their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see
the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson
Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

The use of the corn broom means sore hands,

lame back , clouds of dust, injury to furniture ,

draperies and curtains; menace to the health of
the entire family (as dust is a carrierof disease ,)

injury to fine carpets and rugs, want of thor

oughness ; is an expensive way to sweep , from

every standpoint, consumes time and energies

that should be used for pleasanter duties, makes

sweeping a positive drudgery .
The use of

BISSELL ' S
"CYCO " BEARING

SWEEPER PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP

PLIES

. . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

means easy , thorough sweeping; the confining
of all the dust and dangerous germs within the
pan receptacles, the discarding of the dust pan,

the back -breaking companion of the corn broom ;

the brightening and preserving of your carpets ,

sweeping done in one-quarter of the time with

95 per cent less effort, the thorough cleansing of

your carpets as it cannot be done by the corn

broom , and finally a great economy, as a Bissell

lasts longer than fifty corn brooms. Don ' t sac

rifice so much comfort and convenience when it

can be purchased so cheaply .

For sale by all first-class dealers.

Price $ 2 .50 to $ 4 .50
· BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO .
(Largest Sweeper Makers in the World )

Department 87 GRAND RAPIDS, Mich .

Buy a Bissell now and send us the purchase slip
and we will send you a neat, useful present free.

1 .50

Oficial seal

Propositions for membership blanke ,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . . .. . . .
Withdrawal cards, each . . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . .. . .

Division financial book, 200 pages . . . . .

Division financial book , 400 pages, . . . . .

Triplicate report books, each .. . . . . . . . .
Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 . . . . . . . 3 .50
Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

| treasurer, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Treasurer ' s receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .

2 . 95

2 .00

11DARSORU
ou

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed
matter, each . . . . . . . . . . 30

Gilt seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .
Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .



THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

THE PRICES

THE INGRIDIENTS

THE GOODS

Mt. Clemens,Mich .

THE PAGODA WATER CO.,

in the city visit the factory .

we can please you . Address orwhen

Let us hear from you . We believe

troubles.

surance against fevers and Kidney and Bladder

Uncharged , half gallons, Cheapest form of In .

PLAIN WATER

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

More of a luxury.

Ginger Ale and Soft Drinks,

Quarts, Pints or Splits.

Carbonated Water,

" LITTLE 'PODY SPLITS”

at home.

efit gained while

and to keep up theben

to aid treatment while here,

We furnish a line of goods designed

“ You Know It”

WATER

SPRING

“ PAGODA”

What They Should Be.

Pure and Wholesome.

Doing the Business.

MT. CLEMENS
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF DIVISION NO . 326

ST. JOSEPH , MO

Standing, reading from left to right:

PRED CROSBY ROBT. BARTON E . L . WILLIAMS Thos. SMITH

Sitting :

B . F . Pickel, F . S . R . JOANSON, Pres. Int'l V - P . A . W . MORRISON B . F . KARNS,Loc. V - P .

Si

T . C .SMITH ,Cor.

REVIEW OF THE NEW YORK STRIKE road had been converted from steam to elec

tric motive power . While locomotives were

To speak faithfully upon the Interborough in use upon the structure , the engineers and

strike, it is necessary to trace to some extent firemen employed were members of the En .

the history of our movement in New York gineers' and Firemen 's Brotherhoods. The

City . In doing this we go back to 1902, two brotherhoods controlled the conditions

when , late in the year, President Mahon of labor pertaining to their respective mem

purposed to place before the railway men of bership, but the other labor in the service

New York an opportunity to organize and was unorganized , and such was the condition

affiliate with our association . In this he se- so far as organization among the employes

cured the aid of the A . F . of L ., and the was concerned , when the present ownership

movement was placed in charge of Organic of the company, or, at least, the present con

zer Herman Robinson. Early in March , thetrol, took charge of the system .

movement had so far developed that Presi At the time of conversion to electricity,

dent Mahon was enabled to institute a divi the brotherhoods entered an understanding

sion among the Manhattan elevated employ with the management of the company where

es, and granted charter No. 332 , under date by the engineers and firemen should be in

of March 9 , 1903. stalled as motormen , insofar as there should

Prior to this time the Manhattan elevated be employment for them . Conditions of ser



THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

1.55

. . . 1 .75

vice were continued, or agreed upon , govern . Platformmen . . . . 1.75
ing their employment as such . Couplers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .55
Thus, at the time Division No. 332 was in . Tower Switchmen , 1st year .. . . 2 .31

stituted among the conductors, guards and 20 year . . . . 2 .47

other employes, there already existed two Hand Switchmen , 1st year. . . 2.31
organizations, one a branch of the B . of L . 2d year . . . . . . 2 .47

E ., known as No. 105 , and one a branch of Car cleaners . . . . . .

the B . of L . F ., known as No. 149, and em . Lampmen . . . . . . . . .

bodying as their membership the motormen It will be noted that the above scale does
of the system . not include motormen .

The new organization - Division No. 332 - Another significant article was No. 8,
was looked upon with a degree of toleration which reads as follows:

on the part of the officials of the company, “ 8 . No Conductor, Guard, Agent, Gateman,
but it need not be urged that its institution Platformman , Switchman or Towerman shall be

was invited by them , as it required a vigor
discharged for serving on any committee nor
shall be discharged for any cause. without first

ous effort to bring about working relations having a fair and impartial hearing. If Sus

between the officers of the company and the pended , he shall receive full time and pay for

such suspension if exonerated fromassociation . blame,

That a committee representing the above em

Mahon Effects Conciliation . ployes be recognized in adjusting all grievances

Immediately after the organization was ef between the company and its men."

fected , conditions of employment were pre In connection with this settlement it may
pared . President Mahon , after much effort be suggested that motormen are not men .

on his part and intercession on the part of tioned , neither did they take any part in it.

friendly influences which he enlisted in the The scale of wage carried a substantial in

cause of the association , succeeded in bring- crease to the employes effected and the set

ing the officers of the division and the offi tlement brought improved conditions of ser
cers of the company together , about March vice.

16 . Negotiations extended for some time, Thus was attained the working life of Divi.

and through various conferences, until the sion No. 332, and not without much hard

company, over the signature of Mr. E . P . work , anxiety , and perseverence on the part
Bryan , vice president, submitted to Presi of International President W . D . Mahon and

dent G . E . Pepper, of Division 332, under the officers and membership of the local di
date of April 20 , 1903 , the following letter : vision .

These eighteen articles agreed upon , it
New York , April 20 , 1903.

Mr. Geo. E . Pepper : was understood by all parties, was to be re

Dear Sir - Referring to the attached memor garded as a sort of working agreement to
andum dated April 17, 1903, consisting of four continue for one year, and while it may be
pages and numbered consecutively from one pointed out as existing between the employes
to eighteen articles, copy of which was handed

and the company, it was a tentative recogni.
to you in the presence of a full committee re
presenting the Conductors, Guards, Tower tion of the association .
Switchmen , Agents , Gatemen , Car Cleaners and Let it be remembered that this understand.
Lampmen , as you and your committee are fully

ing was brought about after the refusal of
aware. each of these articles was discussed at

lenoth and as a whole was considered entirely assistance or co -operation by the Brother

satisfactory to the full committee. who were hoods whose membership existed among the
unanimous in their statement that if the

motormen .
eighteen articles enumerated were put into ef

fect, that it would be entirely satisfactory to The men did not get all they were asking

all parties concerned and would end in a sat for, but they got considerable. It may be
isfactory manner all the difficulties now exist presumed that they would have gotten more
ing and remove all of the complaints now had

in wages and a better working agreementby the various departments .

This letter is given over my signature so as had the motormen been organized with
to assure all parties concerned of the railroad them ; but they were in separate organiza
company ' s good faith in this matter and we

tions and held aloof from our movement.demand equally as good treatment from all

of the employes. Respectfully yours, They were members of the brotherhoods,

E . P . BRYAN , and seemed to control the conditions formo

Vice-President. tormen regardless of the conditions of all

others working on the system . I have never
The eighteen articles referred to as agreed

learned of a single instance where , prior to
upon embodied the following wage scale : that time, they ever interceded in behalf of
Conductors, 1st year . . . . $ 2 .10 the other workers. However , they were not

20 year . . . . . . . . . 2 .25 to be critized , from the fact that it was in
3d year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .40 accordance with their policies as independ

Guards, 1st year. . . . . . . . . 1 .55 ent organizations, and I presume they com
20 year . . . . . . . . . . 1 .70 plied with their laws in taking care of them .
3d year, . . . 1 .80 selves regardless of others ; but this course
4th year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .95 aided the company in establishing and main

Agents, 1st year . . . . . taining a grievous discrimination in the mat
20 year . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00 ter of wages and conditions among the em

Agents and Operators, 1st 6 mos. . 1 . 75 ployes.

3d 6 mos . . . . 2 .00 Matters went on , and grievances were ad
Motors

20 year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .25 justed from time to time as they arose and
Gatemen , 1st year . . . . . . . . 1.40 they did arise - between the membership of

20 year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1.55 the division and the company.
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In the spring of 1904 the conditions of McCormick Commends Settlement.
agreement between our association and the
company were again taken up, the associa

As to the work of President Mahon in this
settlement, I need to quote only from Corres

tion being represented by the local officers, pondent D . A . McCormick , in the September
and with some changes were renewed, the Motorman and Conductor, where he said of the

wage and main conditions of employment
contention and settlement:

being re-established to govern for another
" The principle point involved was to pay

and hours of the motormen in the underground.
year. The motormen on the 'L ' are in no way con

President Again Effects Settlement. nected with our organization ," etc .

In September last the company opened " We thought that in protesting against the
proposed scale we were upholding union printhe subway and started its operation under
ciples, and the outcome has proved that we

different conditions of labor than prevailed were right,
upon the elevated . Among those conditions " President Mahon opportunely arrived upon
was a reduced wage to the motormen . There the scene, and it was due to his level-headed

had existed an understanding that the posi
ness and conservatism that a strike was
averted . "

tions in the subway might be applied for by " Although it is but a few days since I mailed

operatives upon the elevated , but the reduc you my communication,” etc ., " in those few

tion in wage to the motorman and the days we, of Division 332, have been through a

lengthening of hours of service determined very exciting period, but thanks to our worthy
international president, we have escaped un

upon to govern service in the subway, de scathed , and are pursuing the even tenor of
stroyed the allurement of the positions to our ways."
the elevated men . However, it could be seen In reference to Brother McCormick , I
that if the company should be able to put wish to state that he is a member of Divi
into effect their policy of economy in the sion No. 332, was a delegate to our last con
subway, it would have a decidedly retrograd vention , and has been a hard worker for and
ing effect upon the elevated system sooner

is an honorable member of our association .
or later. Thus the subway jobs were de He was at the time in the employ of the ele
manded , and at elevated conditions. It was vated . That he expressed the sentiment of
a matter of much concern to the brother the New York local is evidenced by the
hoods, as their wages were to be reduced, if fact that, later on , President Mahon re
the subway price should go into effect. Some ceived as a token from the membership, inof our own members were also looking for

appreciation of his services in this case, a
positions as motormen in the subway. Thus beautiful silver tea set of five pieces.
the contention arose. Mr. Stone, of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engneers, went

I have carried the reader briefly through

to New York and took a vigorous part in at the epochs of the history of Division 332,

tempting to place the members of his or to the settlement of the subway contro

ganization in the subway. Vice Chief Wil versy , and leave the character of general
ship with which she has been in touch toson was also there to look after the interest

of the members of the B . of L . F . With theseBofir with these the consideration of others.

these organizations, and the officials of the We may hesitate here to note that she

company, negotiations soon drew to a close. was instituted March 9 , 1903 , and that up

Ultima ratio regum was declared by Grand to the subway settlement she carried her

Chief Stone, and his position seemed to be membership through all contentions, and
supported by some of the local leaders , rath - brought to them increased wage and im

er regardless of the Amalgamated Associa - proved conditions. Not only this, but car

tion and its laws. ried those advances into the subway. Yet

Our members were being employed upon all is not attained that might be desired .

the elevated, and were entitled to the pro True, some of her members have fair wage
tection of our association and laws. Presi- and conditions, but many of them are vet

dent Mahon went to New York in accord working for a ridiculously low wage. But

ance with his duties as international presi- much has been gained , and the time is fixed

dent, and took a hand in the protection of when it may be hoped that more may be

the interests of our membership. I am not had, and the unjust discrimination may be

to presume here that there was any attempt lessened. Think of a wage scale ranging

to ignore our international president in the from $ 1 .40 to $ 3 .50 per day, and then con
matter of this subway contention . How sider if there does not yet remain a just

ever, he took a hand in the affair , and in cause for complaint. But the eighteen

defiance of the fiat that had been issued , re months of existence as an organization , and
opened negotiations with the company and the achievements wrought in that short

brought about a settlement that well con time, warrants the membership to look for

served the interests of our membership , and, ward to the first of March , 1905, when they

taking advantage of which, Chief Stone and inay again expect to realize still greater ad

the brotherhoods signed up three-year agree. vantages. But there intervenes a time
ments to govern the working conditions of when serious thought should be given to

motormen belonging to the brotherhoods. the situation ; and by whom ? The united

In this settlement the agreement between employes of the Interborough Railway com
the membership of the Amalgamated Asso pany. But will this result ? How may it,

ciation and the company was left in no way when three separate and distinct organiza

disturbed . Also the conditions of that agree. tions are in rivalry in the same employ.
ment were to extend to the subway service , ment, and each ambitious for control; each

and our membership was to have the right guarding desperately their own assumed

to 50 per cent of the subway jobs . stamping grounds?
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Organized Rivalry a Curse. vising him that President Mahon would

But the new organization is making in . leave the office for New York Sunday night,

roads upon the old . Brotherhood men are March 5 . This instruction was complied

seeing their jobs taken by members of the with , and President Mahon returned to the

new organization . A few brotherhood men office , and on the evening of March 5 start

are joining the Amalgamated . They have ed for New York .

witnessed the superior generalship of the Upon his arrival there be found that the

ney organization , and not being officially telegram calling for him to come on had

attached to the Brotherhood, they prefer been forwarded upon the personal respon

to cast their lot with the Amalgamated. sibility of the party sending it, and had

They see the handwriting upon the wall. not been submitted by instruction of the

So much the worse. It fans the flame of officers of the local or the local itself.

jealousy. Can harmony reign ? Not so long
Why the Strike Was Lost.

as there is a divided house. It may appear

harmonious superficially , but the serpent It may be asked why 6 ,000 men in New

of jealousy lies secretively coiled beneath , York , with the A . F . of L . behind then ,

only waiting an opportune time to hurl its went on strike and lost out in four days ?

poisonous venom into the very vitals of in It also may be asked , why the New York

fant concord. The policies of rival organ Division was thrown down by the Interna

izations cannot possibly be made to har tional Association ? It is these questions I

monize .
purpose to try to answer .

But we will pass along toward March 1 , In the first place, I hold that the 6 ,000

and we find our New York local caring for men on strike were striking independent of

her membership and looking to the correc the A . F . of L ., and had not previously

tion of all grievances. But the time ar sought the support of the A . F . of L ., and

rives for a remodeling of the agreement. that the strike was lost from the very

Our membership had just reason to ask
character of their unorganized movement.

for a readjustment of the wage scale, and In reply to the second question , it may be

it there were any other conditions they de emphatically stated that Division 332 was

sired to have modified , they had a right never thrown down by the International

to enter those conditions into the conten President or the Amalgamated Association .

tion . Evidently these matters were taken Now , here are the facts. Negotiations were

up by our division , or the officers , at least,
sought for a renewal of agreement with the

company by the local officers
and passed upon . But we find of the arti

Associated

cles submitted to Mr. Headley that the first with them was the local chief of the B . of

and principal conditions, aside from the L . E ., and, I presume, also the officers of

wage question , applied directly to the mo
the Firemen 's Brotherhood.

tormen , and partook more of the nature of Our constitution and laws specify that di

grievances to be adjusted under the provi.
visions seeking agreements shall first sub

sions of the three-year agreement than that
mit the agreement to the International

of matter to enter the new agreement of President for approval before submitting

our association . But apparently the B . of L .
the same to the company. For some reason

E . was desirous of taking a hand in the this feature of the constitution was not ob

making of an agreement for the Amalga
served by the officers of Division 332. Thus ,

mated Association . A sort of guardianship , so far as our president was concerned , he

as it were, or perhaps a sort of joint ad. knew nothing of the contentions between

visory, through the force of which the
the local and the Interborough Company

Brotherhood grievances might be corrected prior to March 6 , when he arrived in New

President Mahon was not on the ground
York , but the conditions had been submit

during the preliminary negotiations, but I
ted at that time to and rejected by the

know he was looking forward to the time
company, and a strike had been determined

when he hoped that in this annual agree
upon . President Mahon, in his statement,

ment the New York local would be able to
said that the agreement contained condi

gain concessions to her membership, and tions that had been settled as pertaining

while busily engaged with the affairs of the to the motormen by the Brotherhoods'

association , and other locals, he was pre agreements. This is evident from the fact

pared to lend any assistance in his power that the conditions embodied in the new

to our New York local at any time he agreement, aside from the wage adjust

should be called upon to do so. ment, applied most directly to the employ .

ment of motormen who were members of

No Official Notice Given . organizations holding an independent agree

On March 4 a telegram was received at ment with the company and fixing the

the office from an officer of the New York wages and conditions to govern the em

local addressed to President Mahon , which ployment of motormen for a period of three

read: “Up to the limit , come on .” This
years.

was the first intimation that a crisis had An Independent Movement.

been reached in New York that had been President Mahon found that the New

given to the general office. The telegram York local was associated with the Brother

was immediately forwarded to President hoods in an independentmovement to carry

Mahon , who was in Ohio at the time, and through the conditions of the agreement as

who instructed that a telegram should be containing the propositions applying to the

forwarded to the secretary of the local ad- service of the Brotherhoods' membership .
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How imprudent this may have been I am laws of the Brotherhood. However, I am

sure our association would have had no de- not familiar with the laws of the Brother

sire to take advantage of it, and had Presi: hood and cannot pass upon that question ,

dent Mahon been permitted to have acted but I presume Chief Stone acted within the

upon the grievances, and with the commit laws and policies of the Brotherhood organ

tee in presenting them prior to the strike, I ization in the course he pursued.

could not foretell what would have been N ow , I have taken the reader up to a

the course of his action , nor what would time when our New York correspondent

have been the position of the International plainly states that “ the backbone of the

Association , but the movement was an inde. strike was broken ." In other words, to

pendent one, absolutely ignoring our asso the point where the strike was actually

ciation and its laws, and absolutely ignor- lost and recognized as lost by one of the

ing our International President, in so far as most faithful members of the New York

the functions of his office as provided by local; to a point where the strike was de

the constitution pertaining to such cases nounced by a man in the language of our

was concerned . correspondent, "who is at the head of one
However , even in the face of the fact that of the strongest orders in the United

he had important engagements with the di States. "

visions of New England, he yet remained Now , I desire to ask the reader if at any
upon the ground, hoping that he might be time up to the point at which our corre
of some service in assisting to bring about spondent declares the strike to have been
desirable conditions to our membership , lost, there may be pointed to any feature
even out of the chaos that had been precip of the strike in which it may be assumed
itated by the strike resulting from the inde that the New York local, or even the Broth
pendent movement. But he was absolutely erhoods who were associated with them ,
helpless. His advice was being ignored. were ever thrown down by our Internation

It is stated that over 6 ,000 men were on al President or by our association ? If such

strike. Of these about 3,700 were members a feature exists in connection with the

of Divison 332 and the balance of nearly strike, I have been unable to discover it .

3 ,000 were members of the Brotherhoods,

as I presume. At least, they did not belong Federation There to Offer Assistance.

to the Amalgamated. Of the B . of L . E . Now , these men who were associated with
there was a considerable membership , sate

President Mahon , as referred to as having
ly estimated at more than 1 ,000. While been visited by our correspondent, were
President Mahon was using every effort to the representatives of the American Feder
get in touch with the situation , that he

ation of Labor, and they were there to offer
might bring to the rescue of our member their every assitance in securing to our
ship such assistance as lay within himself membership , and those associated with
and the power of our association, Chief them , all that could be obtained from the
Stone came upon the scene, made an in situation .
vestigation , denounced the strike, and is Now , I leave to the reader to determine
sued a manifesto ordering all loyal Brother. the effect of the manifesto of Chief Stone
hood men to return to their positions. Upon upon the strike situation , and if there are
this question I desire to quote from the to be any criticisms of the course of Chief
New York representative of The Motorman Stone in the action he took , I also leave
and Conductor , as bearing upon the New that to the reader , as I am inclined to think
York strike. Brother McCormick says : that he honestly represented the policies of

" On the Friday evening following'' (1. e ., ' his Brotherhood .
fourth day of the strike) " your correspondent,
in company with Brothers A . B . Madden and

Now , there is no need to cite to the fact

H . B . May, called at the Murray Hill Hotel that had those employes all been affiliated
on invitation , and met our International Presi with one organization , and that organiza
dent. W . D . Mahon ; E . A . Moffett, of the
Bricklayers ; T . 1. Kidd , of the Woodworkers;

tion the Amalgamated , the situation would

A . J . Boulton , of the Stereotypers : W . H . Far have been much changed. In fact, our agree

ley, of the Tilelayers; J. R . Archibald . of the ments would have embodied conditions for
Painters, and Wm . Lemon, of the Elevator all employes of the craft, and there would
Constructors, who advised conciliatory meas ,

ures. We reported their advice back to the have been no other organization to have

executive committee. As a result , on Mondoy , had aught to say as to the conditions of
March 13, Messrs. Pepper, Penny and Jenks employment or as to the character of agree .
requested an interview with the general mana
ger, who sent word back that there was no ments which our association should submit

answer to the letter. About this time, Strike to the company.
Breaker Stone issued his famous manifesto .

From the very existing conditions of or
withdrawing his support from the B . of L . E .
Division 105, which so affected some of our ganization , the strike was lost. President

men that the backbone of the strike was Mahon , in defense of our association and in
broken . " reply to public criticism , then gave out that

" Strike Breaker Stone," as referred to the strike was not one that had been ap

by our correspondent, is the term he applies proved by our association, and he request

to Grand Chief Stone of the B . of L . E ., ed our members to secure their positions
who denounced the strike and ordered his and maintain their organization . He did

members back to work and withdrew the not advise the withdrawing of the charter

charter from his local branch , thus outlaw from Division 332, nor did he in any way

ing his organization, if they had not al- throw the local down. It may further be

pendy outlawed themselves by violating the stated that he in no way contributed to the
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failure of the strike. In the matter of his

statement that the strike was not approved

by our association , it may be urged that
the approval of the International was never

sought, nor asked for. In fact, so far as
our International G . E . B . are concerned,

there was not a member who was aware that

a strike was being contemplated by the New
York Division and the Interborough em .

ployes. Thus, it was impossible for that

body to approve or disapprove of the New

York strike.

Allied with Independent Organizations.

In striking , Division 332 associated with

the B . of L . E . and B . of L . F . branches,

both organizations independent of our as.
sociation or the A F . of L ., and assumed

an independent movement. As I under

stand, they had not asked the support of

our association or the A . F . of L ., but had
det ined to ught the battle out independ

ent of organization .

Now , in review of these facts , it will be

observed that among the Interborough em

ployes there were three distinct organiza .

tions embodying a membership all of whom

were eligible to membership in our associa

tion , and whose organized home was really

in Division 332.

That the membership of each organizaion
had grievances must be accepted, and it

may be presumed that each organization
had rules and policies and a working agree
ment with the company by which their re

spective grievances were to be taken up
and corrected. At least I know that Divi.
sion 332, as a part of our Association , had

policies and laws to observe in the matter
of grievances and in the matter of agree

ments. So far as our agreement was con

cerned as between the membership of Divi.
sion 332 and the company, the laws and

policies of our Association are adequate by

which to handle our own affairs. Had those
laws and policies been observed , President
Mahon would have been required to see

that they were carried out, and had not a
settlement been reached thereby , and it

would have been necessary to resort to a

strike, the approval of our Association
would have been had which would have
carried with it the support of the A . F . of

L ., and all of the manifestoes of independ
ent organizations could never have availed

to destroy the force of the movement. In

fact, no officer of an outside organization
would have dared to issue a manifesto de

nouncing such a strike, and had he done so

it would have amounted to nothing, and cer
tainly could not have "broken the backbone
of the strike."

Scab Tactics a Farce.

It may be pointed to the fact that a boat
load of scabs were lying near at hand at the

disposal of the company. I am inclined to
believe that this action on the part of the

company tended to provoke the haste of the

Interborough employes in the matter of

their strike, but experience in the Subway

situation was sufficient to show them that

had a settlement been reached that boat-

load of scabs would have been returned to

their haunts. This same situation prevailed

one year ago in San Francisco where the

company kept a boatload of scabs in the
harbor for days, but they were shipped

away after the settlement was effected .

Certainly , at least twenty -four hours ' delay

could not have made material difference in

the New York situation , and in that time, it

permitted to do so , President Mahon could

have brought the force of his experience
to bear upon the situation , and a settlement

might have been brought about. Had there
been but one organization among the em

ployes, and that our organization , it cannot
safely be denied but that the situation

would have been placed in the hands of our

International President before & strike

would have been ordered, but as has been
stated , there were three organizations, and

President Mahon and our Association were
ignored in the premises .

Position of President Mahon .

Now , as to President Mahon , I do not be

lieve he had very much to do with the af

fair at all, and, in fact, I know he didn 't,

but after the " backbone of the strike had

been broken ," seeing the jobs of our mem .

bership oozing away, he could have had but

one desire, and that was to see them get

back to work rather than to see their jobs

taken by scabs. No one who knows him

can doubt the sincerity of his expression

when he said in his statement, " that it

seemed to him that without resorting to

drastic measures he might yet give what

ever assistance his experience and position

afforded to advise a way out of the difficult

and questionable position in which our men
and our Local Division were placed , and to

try and bring about an honorable adjust

ment and the establishment of better rela

tions between the men and the company."

Again his deep heart-feeling in the matter

is expressed when he advised all " loyal

members to report for their positions and

maintain their organization , which had done

so much for the betterment of their ma

terial and moral conditions, and by the re
sult of their present experience avoid such

errors in the future.” He further assured

the membership in his statement " that to

that end he would be glad to assist them to

the fullest of his ability .”
the

President Mahon is not the man who

would turn his back upon the man who is

down , neither is he a man of narrow , re .

vengeful sentiment, who would refuse to

overlook an error, but a man of broad and

wholesome purposes who will make the

best out of every situation and endeavor at

all times to bring forth the best results to

those concerned .

The Most Abject of Humanity .
Now , as to the scabs. The fact that this

strike was lost, or the assumption that it

was ill-advised and illegal, in no way ex

tenuates the conduct of the miserable curs

who stood ready to jump into the positions

vacated by the strikers. They are deserv
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ing of no consideration . This applies to shirked the duty imposed upon him by the

those men who were picked up in various laws and policies of our Association .

cities to the number of some one thousand I have submitted the above at great

or more and shipped into New York City . length with the single purpose of placing

for the express purpose of taking strikers ' this unfortunate affair before our member

places. They went there with the deter ship, and I have embodied nothing herein

mination of scabbing the jobs of the Inter- but what I know to be true. No one re

borough employes, and they are by that act grets the affair more than our International

entitled to enrollment in the roster of the oflicers. However, it is a condition that has

most abject humanity . been brought about in which our Interna
There is no question but that most of our tional Association and our various divisions

members will receive their old positions, as are in no way responsible.

their service is indispensable to the com

pany . The character of men who are picked

up to scab is not such as will warrant their

retention in the employment of the Inter
borough Company. Our membership will

return , and if our Division will maintain , it

is trusted that in the future the member

ship may recognize the prudence of con

ducting their affairs along the lines as set

forth by the constitution and laws of our

association . Had this been done, it is safe

to predict that there would have been no

strike, as both the company and the asso

ciation are committed to the principle of

arbitration . Mr. Belmont, president of the

Civic Federation, is also president of the
Interborough Company, and I have every

reason to believe that had the grievances of

our association been carried to him and a

mutual agreement could not have been

reached, that the entire matter would have

been submitted to a board of arbitration ,

and the conditions of employment prevail

ing to our membership were such that they

could well afford to rest their case to the

judgment of an impartial and disinterested

arbitration board.

It is a sad case in which a mistake was 8. V . REEVES,
made. I will not undertake to pass upon

Re- elected Fin . Sec'y , Div . No. 85, Pittsburg,
who is responsible. I only desire to em

Pa .
phatically assert that the Amalgamated As
sociation was in no way responsible for the Perhaps no more undesirable position may

strike, neither was it responsible for the be found in the roster of offices than that of

loss of the strike, and this applies equally financial secretary , and most particularly

to our International President. does this apply to the big Pittsburg local.

Division 332 Active in Making Laws.
By his recent re -election Bro . S . V . Reeves
enters the third year of his service as finan

Our Association has laws. It elects an
cier of Div. No. 85 .

International President and other officers to

carry out those laws and policies to the
NOTICE.

best interest of the membership at large.
The International officers must be guided To the Officers and Members of the Amalga
by the fixed laws and policies of the Asso mated Association of Street and Electric
ciation . There is no alternative. These Railway Employes of America :
laws are made from time to time by a con You will take notice that Wm . Kelley,
vention of delegates representative of our Fourth Vice-President, has withdrawn from
Association . The officers are elected by the Association, and is therefore no longer
the same body. It must be presumed that an officer of the same.
the laws of our Association are based upon Yours fraternally ,
the wisdom of our best judgment, and the W . D . MAHON ,
lessons learned by active experience. No International President.
Division took a more active part in the

present laws and policies of our Assication NOTICE .
at our last convention than did Division 332 .

Her president served upon the constitution Secretaries of Local Divisions will confer

and laws committee. These laws impose a a favor on the International Office if they

serious responsibility upon the Internation will forward about two copies of their Local

al officers, and most particularly upon the By-Laws to the General Office.

International President, but at no time in Yours fraternally ,

the history of his work can it be pointed W . D . MAHON ,
out that our International President ever International President.
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The...

Motorman and Conductor

Just as we are about to go to press, in
formation comes to the office that a very sat
isfactory agreement has been reached in
Pittsburg .
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The 1904 Year Book , edited by President

Mahon , is now being mailed to secretaries

and organizers. Any secretary not receiving

a copy in due time should notify the general
office.

SEPTEMBER 15 " 16923A
M

EMPLOTE

UTES OF A
De

Oncial Journal of the Amalgamated ASSO
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

Correspondents of the " Motorman and
Conductor" representing local divisions, who
have not received subscription blank books,
will kindly notify the office and they will be

promptly supplied .
PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Corrospondents will pleaso addross all com
munications for publication to R . L. REEVES,
Daltor. Dotroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payablo to W . D . Mahon , Pros.

In connection with the Houghton strike,
the situation remains the same as at our
last writing. The company is operating a

few cars, but no one is riding. There seems
to be an undercurrent in the direction of a

creditable settlement. The membership of

the Division are receiving regular strike

benefits .

SUBSCRIPTION .
Por annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 conto
glaslo copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 conts

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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A . W . MORRISON . .. . . . . . .First Vice - Prosidont
BENJ. COMMONS. . Second Vice - Prosidont

COLGAN . . . . . . . Third Vico -Prosidont

J. J. THORPE ... . . . . . . . .Fourth Vice - President
REZIN ORR . .. . . . . . . . . .International Troasuror

Genoral Executive Board
L DILWORTH . . . . Chairmu

RL REEVES. . . . . . . . . .Socrotary
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WA . JACOBS.
D . J . REID .
WY . B . FITZGERALD .
TRED FAY.
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RICHARD CORNELIUS.

A measure before the legislature of the
State of Illinois, providing for heaters or

stoves in motormen 's cabs, is one that is in .
teresting the membership of our various
Locals in that state . A request has been
received at the office that the Illinois Divi
sions make a special effort to urge upon their
representatives in the State Legislature the

importance of supporting this measure.

Entered the Detroit P. O ., as second -clan
matter .

The development of municipal ownership

in Chicago will now be closely observeu .
Success or failure there, however , will have

very little to do with the street car policies
of other cities. The spirit for municipal

ownership in Chicago was tensioned by the
south side strike. Municipal ownership agi.
tation is a natural consequence of a railway
strike, and Chicago presents a salutary les.

son to traction managements in other cities .

TUOLIT

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . Tho objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Association

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plano of intelligence , officloncy and skill; to
encourage tho formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for

Imparting a practical knowledge of modorn
and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To on

courage the settlement of all disputos be
twoen employes and employerg by arbitra

tlon , to secure employment and adoquato pay

for our work ; to reduce tho hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper moans to

olevato our moral, intelloctual and social

oondition .

Much of the space in this issue of the
“ Motorman and Conductor ” has been given
up to matter upon the Inter-borough strike,
It was desired that every member of the
Association should have a full knowledge of
that deplorable incident. There have been
two lessons derived from the Inter -Borough
strike . One is that two organizations in the
same craft working for the same manage
ment is an inconsistent feature. It destroys
a unity of purpose on the same line as non
unionism , only the results are apt to be
more disastrous. The Inter-Borough em .
ployes, or at least the service men , should
have belonged to one organization. The
other lesson is that all measures tending to
bring to the employes desirable conditions
should be exhausted before a strike should

be resorted to . In other words, it should be
remembered that the fountain head of an
employing corporation should be reached
with demands before radical action should
be taken .

For motormen 's seats and stools address
Troxel Mnfg . Co., Elyria , Ohio . Motormen
using stools would do well to write the
Troxel Co. for circulars and information re-
garding the Troxel stool.
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MOTORMEN 'S STOOLS.

The character of the work required of a

motorman warrants that every porvision

should be made by which he may maintain

the highest possible degree of efficiency, and

perform his duties with assured safety .

Nothing should be denied him that will tend

to lessen the possibility of accidents. His

work is beset with dangers from the time he

steps upon the car until his day 's work is
ended. The locomotive engineer hazards the

possibility of an accident, but he is sur

rounded with every safeguard known to and

demonstrated by human ingenuity . This, by

law , and in his last message to congress

President Roosevelt called the attention of

that body to the importance of restricting,

by law , the number of hours of continuous

service . But the engineer' s care is limited,

in most part, to the safety of himself and

passengers, while the motorman is charged

with not only the safety of himself and pas-

sengers, who, perhaps, may be subject to

less danger than the engineer and steam

road passengers, but the still greater re
sponsibility of safely operating his car, or

train , through the congested streets he is

compelled to traverse

Danger lurks in every cross street and

alley, and is hidden by every obstruction

along the route, or may emerge from any
doorway. The careless, blind, deaf, lame

and halt among the pedestrians are under

his guardianship . There is no other employ.

ment attended with such exacting care. The

slightest inattention and a life may be

crushed out beneath the grinding wheels.

The least over-exhaustion is unfitting for an

emergency. True, the human mind is fal

lible , and so long as cars are operated by

men , accidents are liable to occur. But the

very fact that the human mind is liable to

err, is sufficient reason that the mind to

which is entrusted serious responsibilities

should be freed , to the fullest possibility,

from any detracting influences . It is well

understood that the mind is sympathetic

with the body , and that exhaustion of the

body detracts from the mind as well. Then

it is all important to the safety of operation

that the motorman should be supplied with

every convenience of relief from exhaustion .

The real source of physical exhaustion to

the motorman , and a most serious one, is

the constant strain from long standing in

one position , and the fatigue is accelerated

by the vibrated movement of the car. The

relief lies only in the use of stools or seats.

Upon the introduction of stools in Chicago ,

GeneralManager Mason B . Starring is quot

ed as saying: " I feel confident that the

use of the seats will prove satisfactory . The

motormen will now be given a chance to rest

whenever they feel like it, and the general

result will be, I believe, a betterment in

their service ."

In this , Mr. Starring is right. Other man .

agers of roads where stools are in use, are

eminently satisfied with the results. The

use of stools is no longer an experiment,

and they should be installed wherever con -

ditions will permit.

In reading from our St. Joseph correspond

ent in his report from the anniversary of

Division No. 326 , he presents us with a state

ment on the part of the General Manager of

the St. Joseph system to the effect that tho

organization there has been effective in pro

moting the standard of employes . This is

a direct admission on the part of one of our

largest employers of the correctness of the

theory of trade unions that organized labor

promotes the character of service.
Mr. Van Brunt is not the only employer

from whom this may be quoted . President

F . T . Pomeroy and Treasurer Fuller of the
Cleveland & Southwestern Co., said to the

committee of Division 380 as they were about

to sign the new agreement, that they were
satisfied that the organization had been of

some value to the employing company.

Others may be quoted along the same line.

These men appreciate the fact that organiza
tion brings their employes together , creates

a harmony in the service and tends to give

the inexperienced the benefit of mutual dis

cussion with the experienced employes

greatly to their advantage. It also promotes

a special interest in the craft on the part of

the employe. Organization also tends to

stimulate a greater respect for the employe
on part of the traveling public . Mr. Fuller

and Mr. Schneider of the Southwestern Co.

both remarked that since the institution of

Division No. 380, or within the past period ,

the accident expense upon their system had
been materially lessened and the character

of service must necessarily have been pro

moted . The figures of that company may be

presumed to show a greater saving in the

matter of accidents than increase in wage

to the employes resulting from organization .

BENEFITS PAID .

From the Death and Disability Fund for

the month of March were on the deaths of

the following members :

Richard Brierly , Div. No. 125, Belle
ville, Ill., Bright's disease . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Emil Anderson, Div . No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill., acute endocarditis . . . . . . 100 .00

Lou . Allen Critchlow , Div. No. 192 .

Oakland, Cal., accident. . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Oscar McKinley, Div. No. 85 , Pitts

burg , Pa., overdose of headache
powders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

A . R . Hammond, Div. No. 308, Chica

go, Ill., murdered . . . . . .. 100 .00

Chas. A . Mowrey , Div. No. 394, Tip

ton , Ind ., injuries . . . . . . . . 100.00

Chas. Bauer, Div. No. 223, Butler, Pa.,
acute uremia . . . . . . . . 100.00

C . Y . Mitchell, Div. No. 128, Asheville,

N . C ., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . 100.00

Seth Sanford , Div. No. 201, Ithaca , N .

Y ., Bright's disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $900.00

It is the desire on the part of the Commer

cial Telegraphers' Union that it be borne in

mind that the Western Union Telegraph

Company is on the “We Don 't Patronize

list. The Western Union Company for years

kept up a system of reducing wages and im
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division is that known as the Elyria . North

Amherst & Lorain division , and includes all
intermediary points between those terminals
and Cleveland. In effecting the agreement

the standard of wages was materially in .

creased in all departments, and a first-class
working agreement was established . All

three of these agreements appear in this
issue of the Motorman and Conductor .

posing long hours until the vast majority of

the employes were reduced so that the av.
erage wage paid was far below 15 cents per
hour Under these deplorable conditions the

telegraphers attempted a united effort to

redeem their craft and bring it to reasonable
living status To do this required organiza .

tion , but this excited the resistance of the
company, and in order to maintain a beg .

garly wage rate a continuous assault has

been made against the union . However, the
Commercial Telegraphers have developed in

spite of opposition , and they have more than

one hundred progressive locals throughout
the United States and Canada . To assist

the telegraphers it is only necessary to with

hold patronage from the Western Union

Company.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

WRITTEN AGREEMENTS.

President W . D . Mahon is now in the east

looking after Association matters requiring
his presence there. Other sections are also

appealing for his presence. Several adjust.

ments are at present under his supervision .
Treasurer Rezin Orr is yet continued in

Pittsburg. Reports from him indicate that
an early settlement will be effected in rela

tion to the yearly agreement between Divi
sion No. 85 and the Pittsburg Railways

Company.

Chairman D . L . Dilworth has succeeded

in securing the reinstatement of discharged
members at Bay City and Saginaw . This
was a case where the President of the Bay
City Division and Secretary of the Saginaw

Division were discharged by the company
for alleged infraction of rules. Chairman
Dilworth has returned from those two cities

and reports the reinstatement of the local
officers .

G . E . B . Member Fitzgerald , who has been
assisting divisions in New England for some
time past, is at present in New York city ,
where he is investigating the conditions of
Division No. 332, that he may be able to
report the present status of that Division

and the situation there, and to determine
upon what may be done to best promote the

interests of the membership of that local.

G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt reports prog.

ress from the Louisville district.

Within the last week there has been re

ceived at the General Office the agreements

between the Sharon , Pa., local No. 176 and

the employing company ; between the Elyria ,

Ohio Divison No. 380 and the employing

company, and between the Beaver Valley

Division No. 105 and the employing com

pany.

Of these settlements that of Division No.

176 , Sharon, Pa., is practically a renewal of
the old agreement, with slight increase in

wage for the Sharon City men . This system
includes Sharon and Sharpsville City lines
and the Sharon , Youngstown and Sharon

New Castle Interurban roads, and the set

tlement affects about one hundred men .

The agreement of Division No. 105 with

the Beaver Valley Traction system affects

about one hundred men employed upon the

system that operates throughout the entire

Beaver valley. The settlement carries with

it à 15 per cent increase in wage. Aside from

this , it is practically a renewal of the old

agreement and is signed up for a period of

three years. Division No. 105 , during her

earlier history had a most strenuous life, be

ing involved in two strikes, the last of which

continued for one year, lacking seventeen

days. When first organized the membership

were receiving 1212 cents per hour and were

working fifteen to seventeen hours per day .

The local came into existence five years

ago and the membership has succeeded in

developing their wage scale to 23 cents

per hour and operate on a two-turn system .

It is regarded that no other Division in the

Association has a better working agreement

and is provided with better conditions than

those enjoyed by our Beaver Valley mem

bership , and the employing corporation is

regarded as one of the most fair employers

of labor in the business.

The settlement effected by Division No.
380 affords conditions to about 250 employes

of the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction

Company. This company operates the most

up -to -date and extensive interurban system

leading out of Cleveland. It includes the

southern division operating between Cleve

land and Wooster, 0 . ; the western division ,

operating between Norwalk , O ., Wellington ,

0 ., as terminals, and Cleveland. A third

PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR THE MONTH
OF MARCH , COVERING HIS WORK IN

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND.

In accordance with the instructions of the

National Executive Board at its meeting in

February I arranged to take up my work in

New England on March 9th , but before that

date arrived the trouble broke out in New
York which called for my attention there.

On March 4th , while at Columbus, O ., I

received a telegram from New York City

informing me that the situation was becom .
ing critical. I left immediately for the gen
eral office on Saturday night and on Sunday

left for New York , arriving there Monday

noon .

On arriving in New York I met Secretary
Madden and Vice- President May of Division

No. 332. They called at my hotel shortly

after my arrival and informed me that they

were on their way to attend a joint confer.

ence wth the Locomotive Engineers and

offices of the Manhattan Railway Company.

The secretary also informed me that his

Locomotive Firemen and the Committee rep

resenting our Association which was to take

place at 3 o 'clock in the afternoon at the
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dispatch was not an official one, that it was Firemen , tendered me their assistance and

private and had been done purely upon hisaid in any way to bring about a settlement.

part, believing that I ought to know of the This I informed the committee of. They

situation , and stating to me that the organ - asked me to again wait until two o 'clock in
izations were acting independent of any of the afternoon . At that hour they again in

their international organizations. formed me that the committee were still

While discussing the matter he showed to unchanged, but asked me to wait until six

me the draft of the ultimatum which had o 'clock that, Thursday, evening . I waited

been agreed upon by the joint committees until six o 'clock , when they again informed

which they proposed to submit to the com me that the general committees had decided

pany that afternoon. This ultimatum was that they would not allow the international

in the form of an agreement and was to take officers to interfere and that if any overtures

the place of all prior agreements, setting for a settlement was to be made it must

aside the contract that was made in Sep come from the company themselves.

tember with the Locomotive Engineers and At this point I gave up any further at
Firemen covering their conditons in the sub tempts, prepared a statement which was

way and also the conditions of the motormen published in last month 's “ Motorman and

who were members of our Association in the Conductor," setting forth the position of our

subway. I strongly advised against the organization , and went on to my work in

presentation of this agreement and advised New England.

them to stand by their own propositions On account of the trouble in New York ,

which had previously been submitted , and andmisunderstanding a telegram , I failed to

to follow the laws and rules of the Associa attend a meeting on the 9th , at New Haven ,

tion . Conn . : but on the 11th I took up my work

They left me to attend the joint confer in Fall River. Weheld two meetings. That

ence and advised that I wait at the hotel to being Saturday I remained over Monday in

hear from them after the conference closed . Fall River to straighten up my correspond.

I waited until evening , when Mr. Pepper, ence, and on that evening attended a meet

President of the Local Division No. 332, and ing and assisted in organizing a Ladies '

Vice -President May again waited upon me. Label League, which we succeeded in start

Mr. Pepper advised me that the ultimatum ing out with 51members.
had been submitted to the company and that On Tuesday I arrived in Boston with the

they had been given until eleven o 'clock to expectation of attending a committee meet
sign the same. I advised against the course ing of the representatives of the different

they were pursuing. He advised me that organizations from the Old Colony, Boston

they were determined upon it and that the and Northern System , but owing to a mis

three organizations were going to act with understanding the meeting did not take

out consulting their internationals in the place until Wednesday. On Wednesday we

matter . I was unable to pursuade him in held our meeting and arranged for another

any way that this course was an unwise one. meeting to take place on Wednesday, March

I argued with him to the best of my ability 22nd. On Thursday night I attended a meet

but to no avail . So in accordance with their ing at Wakefield . On Friday night I ad .

arrangements the strike took place on Tues dressed two enthusiastic meetings at Lowell,

day morning. one a public mass meeting at 8 o 'clock , and

I remained in New York City Tuesday, a meeting of the division at 12 o 'clock . On

Wednesday and Thursday. On Wednesday the 18th I addressed the Chelsea meeting.

evening, by arrangements through the Civic On the 20th I visited Brockton and attended

Federation, I met the representatives of our a meeting of the Executive Committee . On

committee, Mr. Madden , Secretary, Mr. May, the 21st I attended a meeting at 8 o 'clock

First Vice -President, and Mr. McCormick , at Lynn and one at 1 o 'clock at Salem ,

along with Thomas I. Kidd, First Vice-Presi On Wednesday we held our joint com

dent of the American Federation of Labor, mittee meeting with representatives from

and several representatives of New York all, with the exception of one, of the divi.

organizations. We discussed with them forsions from the Old Colony, Boston and

some length the situation, advised them of Northern Systems, there being twelve divi.

the folly of their course. These gentlemen sions represented .

agreed with us and asked for time to lay the On Friday I addressed two large mass

matter before the joint committees repre meetings of the Worcester Division , one at

senting the three organizations. 8 o 'clock and another at 12 o 'clock , and on

I waited until 12 o 'clock that night, when Monday night addressed two enthusiastic

they informed me that they could not get meetings of the division at Quincy .

the committees together but that they would This finished up my work in that section .

answer me the next day . At our joint conference meeting we ar
The next day at noon two of them again ranged for a permanent committee repre

visited me and informed me that they were senting all the divisions of the system with
to do anything with the joint com - one member from each division . In all of

mittees, that the committees felt that they this work I was assisted by Bro . Wm . Fitz
wanted no interference from the interna- gerald, member of the National Executive
tional officers. In the meantime President Board , who had been on the ground some

Gompers, of the American Federation of ten days previous, arranging for the meet
Labor. John Mitchell and Thomas I. Kiddings and pushing the work of organization .

Vice-Presidents of the same organization , I left Bro . Fitzgerald at work in this field .
along with President Healy of the Stationary The situation is bright and the smaller
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divisions are rapidly building up, and the
prospects for our organization throughout

Massachusetts is very bright.
As to the work of the organization in

other fields everything has been moving
along very successfully . Bro . Orr succeeded

in getting the agreement at Sharon signed ;

also the agreement of No. 114 , Youngstown .

Bro . Fitzgerald succeeded in having the

agreement at Montpelier, Vt., signed for

another year.

During the month one new division was

organized at Muskogee, Indian Territory. In

connection with this many of the divisions

are reporting large increases in their mem

bership and throughout the entire jurisdic-

tion the organization is active and progress

ing

Yours fraternally,

W . D . MAHON ,

International President.

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA .

By W . D . Mahon.

CHAPTER 8 (Continued from February .

In taking up our duties as officers of the

Association at the close of the Cleveland

Convention , both Secretary Massey and the

writer were considerably surprised to find

that the Milwaukee Division , which was

among one of the largest organizations ofof

street railway employes in the country , was

not yet affiliated with the Association , al
though they had been reported in good

standing by President Law and their dele

gates were seated in the Cleveland Conven
tion . The records of the Association show

that the delegates from this Association had

attended the formation of the organization
at Indianapolis and had been given charter
No. 15 , but that they had not as yet affiliated ,

nor paid any per capita tax, and as yet were

not a part of the Association .

Among the other duties laid upon the

writer in connection with the work of the

Association was that of attending , as a dele

gate . the Convention of the American Fed -

eration of Labor, which met in Chicago, in

December, 1893. The writer attended that

Convention until near the close, but because

of stringent financial conditions decided to

retire prior to the adjournment of the Con -

vention and, leaving Chicago , made his way

to Milwaukee to see if it was not possibleot possible

to get that Division to affiliate and take

up their membership in the Association .

After a consultation with this Division it

was found that they were ready to take up

their membership if the Secretary - Treasurer

would be placed under bond. This the writer
agreed to attempt to bring about, and left

Milwaukee to visit St. Paul for that purpose.

I arrived in St. Paul on Christmas day,

and I assure the reader it was one of the

most gloomy Christmas days I had ever ex-

perienced, for here I found a great number

of the men who had lost out in the great

strike. They were naturally in a gloomy

condition , and the writer being unable to

financially assist them , it made a Christmas
long to be remembered .

I took up with Secretary Massey the finan .

cial situation of the organization , which I
found to be very discouraging . Even the
small organizations that were not in line

and in working shape were negligent and
indifferent about paying their per capita

tax, and the prospects for money to promote

the work of the organization was very dis

couraging . However, I found that Secretary

Massey had a number of warm personal

friends, and through them we soon secured

a satisfactory financial bond. After the ex

ecution of this bond I returned to Milwaukee
and succeeded in haviand succeeded in having Division 15 unite

and become a part of the general Associa

tion .

The first important work of the spring of

1894 was that of securing the agreement
for Division 26 , of Detroit . This agreement

was taken up and after some seventeen days
of hard work a splendid working agreement

was secured . This was a stimulant to the
Association , and resulted in encouraging the

weaker organizations throughout the coun

try .

Following this , the Division at Milwaukee

was threatened with a reduction of wages.
The contention over this lasted for some

two weeks. During this time the public sen
timent was worked up to a fever pitch and

every one looked to see a strike at any
time, but after many conferences we suc

ceeded in maintaining the old wage and es
tablishing working conditions for the com

ing year.

The year 1894 will long be remembered ,

especially by the old workers of the trade
union movement, for it was in this year that

the great A . R . U . strike, or commonly

known as the Pullman strike, of the steam
service of the country took place. The strike
broke out early in July and for some days

the situation throughout the entire country

was alarming. It looked as though a uni
versal strike of every organized worker
would take place . However , this passed over

and the great A . R . U . strike has gone down

into the history of our country , but the ef.

fect of the excitement in some quarters was
bad. For instance , in Youngstown, Ohio ,
Division No. 6 , believing that a general

strike was going to take place . prepared and
presented to the company an agreement

which they demanded should be signed in
twenty -four hours . This, the manager

claimed that he could not sign without hav.

ing instructions from the Board of Direr

tors, and asked for time, but this was re
fused and a strike took place. This strike

lasted for some four months, continuing into

the winter, when part of the men made an

agreement with the company and declared

the strike off, which resulted in disbanding

the organization .

During the winter of 1893 and 1894 the
vestibule bill was passed in Minnesota and

Maryland, and a strong agitation for the

same was made in Indiana, but the passage

of it in that state did not result until a year
later.

During the year there were nine new
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Divisions organized , viz., Richmond, Ind. fect right to do , and which you have every

(but this organization was never heard from reason to believe could have been secured ,

after it secured its charter ) . At Bridgeport, but that your local division endorsed the

Conn., the men struck and then organized , position of the motormen in repudiating

but were never heard from afterwards. At their agreement with the company. In other

Sacramento , Cal., a charter was applied for words, your local division staked the de

but no reports were heard from them after mands for improved conditions of its mem

that time. Louisville, Ky., applied and took bers upon the breaking of the motormen 's

out a charter, but after making a few re agreement. I understand further that you

ports the organization went to pieces. received a telegram urging you to promptly
Denver, Colo., took out a charter. This go to New York because trouble was antici.

Division was composed of the men that were pated, that you went there, and after reach .
known as operatives of the tramway or cable ing that city you were informed that the
roads of Denver , and for several years was telegram was sent upon personal respon
one of our best divisons. After the consoli sibility, and not officially from the division .
dation in Denver this Division went to That you were astonished at this state of
pieces. Watertown, N . Y ., took out a char affairs ; that you advised the representatives
ter, and remained in working shape. Provi- of your local division not to insist upon the
dence , R . I., applied for a charter, but repudiation of the motormen 's agreement,
soon went to pieces , as only a portion of the and that your advice was disregarded ; that
men were organized , and due to company in the strike was inaugurated against your best
fluence the work of organization was given judgment conveyed to your men .
up. Spokane, Wash ., also applied, as did Inasmuch as I was in New York attending
San Antonio, Tex ., for charters, but no re to other matters of importance you asked me
ports, after their applications, were made to to confer with you upon the situation ; you
the office . repeatedly tendered your good offices to the

We succeeded , however, after that work , local executive board , for the purpose of
in getting the organizations that were jet bringing about an honorable adjustment,
intact into working shape, and adopted a even after the strike was inaugurated , and

system and policy for the direction of them that your advances were inconsiderately

which succeeded in preventing any reduc rejected . It was plainly evident that in view

tion of wage . So we had the consolation of of this situation and the operation of the

saying that the organizations that remained roads by strike breakers that the strikeroads by

intact and loyal to the policy of organization could not have been won, no matter what
passed through the panic without suffering a action was then taken by either the strikers

reduction of wage. or yourself .
This brings us up to the Milwaukee Con

It was a very sad mistake for your men
vention , which was held in that city from to have gone into a strike, it was even a
October 8th to October 12th . greater mistake for them to have rejected

(To be continued .) your overtures to aid them to extricate them

selves from the awful position in which they

APPROVES ACTION OF PRES. MAHON . were placed.

Pres. Gompers Expresses Gratitude and Ap
The statement you made in regard to the

proval in Following Letters Received
position of the Amalgamated Association

at General Office .
toward the strike was not only proper, it

was wise , and to the entire advantage of
Washington , D . C ., March 21, 1905 . your organization the country over. The

Mr. W . D . Mahon , President Amalgamated unions of labor are striving to effect agree

Association of Street Railway Employes , ments with employers. If they expect to be
Hodges Block , Detroit, Mich . successful in this effort, there must be no
" Dear Sir and Brother: - Owing to the question of doubt in the minds of the com

meeting of the Executive Council of the panies that when agreements are made that
American Federation of Labor, which was they will be faithfully adhered to. We ex
held during the entire of last week, I have pect companies to live up to agreements

been unable to write you as I desired to do , with organized labor, and denounce them for
for it seems to me that I should write you , their too many violations of them . We are

however, briefly in regard to the New York not justified in attacking them for violating
strike, and your action in regard thereto . agreements if we should violate them our

If I understand the situation in New York selves, and any violation of any agreement
aright it was that the motormen in the sub - on our part, will discourage companies from
way and on the elevated roads were mem - entering into new agreements , or renewing
bers of the Brotherhood of Locomotive En - · agreements which they now have.
gineers ; that the other employes were all I repeat, that in view of the circumstances
members of the local division belonging to and conditions when you issued your state

the Amalgamated Association of Street Rail ment, the strike of the New York Subway
way Employes of America ; that the motor and Elevated Roads could not have been
men 's division had an agreement with the won , and therefore , no injury resulted to the
Inter-Borough Company covering a period of men other than that of their own unwise
three years from last September, which by action . On the other hand, the plain manly
the presentation of new demands repudiated declarations contained in your statement
that agreement; that your local division not must go far to convince the railroad men of
only presented demands for an increase of the country that organization , justice and
wages and shorter hours, which it had a per- discipline are the essentials for their own
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protection and success, as well as it will go
far to dispel any doubt in the minds of the
management of companies as to the honor,
fair-dealing, and stability of the Amalgamat.
ed Association . Of course , there may be

some criticism indulged in , in regard to the
position you have taken , but if that be so it
will emanate from the impracticable and the
inexperienced . .

You are deserving of the honor, gratitude

and congratulation of the organized railway
men of the country as well as of every sin .

cere thoughtful union man or friend of labor.

I wish to add mine by this letter.

With every wish for the success of the
Amalgamated Association , yourself and the
great labor movement with which we have

the honor to be associated , I am

Fraternally yours,

( Signed ) SAMUEL GOMPERS,

President American Federation of Labor.

which was admittedly of the greatest assist
ance when help was urgent; and ,

Whereas, We have no knowledge that the
Western Federation of Miners is in any way
reciprocating by strengthening or solidifying the
la bor movement of our country, but instead the
effort is now being made to divide its ranks;
therefore, be it

Resolved , That the executive council recom
mends to affiliated unions that no further dona
tions be made to assist the Western Federation

of Miners , and urges such unions as are in a

position to contribute , to respond generously to

our appeals requesting donations for the mem

bers of the United Garment Workers of Amer

ica and the Cloth Hat and Cap Makers of

North America , in their struggle against the

efforts of their employers to establish the non

union or open shop in their trades.
In connection herewith your attention is re

spectfully called to the editorials published upon
this subject in the March and April issues of
the American Federationist.

Since the adoption of this resolution the fol
lowing telegram has been received :

New York , N . Y ., March 20, 1906 .
Samuel Gompers, President American Federa

tion of Labor, Washington , D . C .
Cloth Hat and Cap Makers' strike settled with

glory.
MAX ZUCKERMAN , International Sec.

Therefore, it will be unnecessary to forward
any further contributions to Mr. Zuckerman in
aid of the Cloth Hat and Cap Makers, but you
are urgently requested to do all that you pos

sibly can to contribute generously and prompt
ly in aid of the Chicago Garment Workers'

All financial contributions should be forwarded
to B . A . Larger, Secretary of the United Gar
ment Workers of America , Rooms 116 -117 Bible
House, New York , N . Y .
Counting upon the earnest co -operation of all

to maintain the unity and solidarity of our
movement, and hoping for still greater success

in the future than has attended our movement
in the past, I am , Fraternally yours,

SAMUEL GOMPERS.

Pres. American Federation of Labor.

Attest : FRANK MORRISON , Secretary.
N . B . - Secretaries will please read the above

at meetings of central bodies and local unions,
and local press please copy.

BASE BALL SCHEDULE.

strike aid of the oute generous that you pos

The D . U . R . ball team of Detroit, is already

scheduled for the following games : The
Policemen at Clarks Park at three p . m .,
April 20th . The Leamington , Ont., team at
Leamington , April 27th . The Norris Looscarf
team at Clarks Park , May 4th . The Policemen

at Clarks Park , May 11th , and two games with

the Lawyers at Mt. Clemens in June.
Every street carman of Division 26 willing

to play on the team report to J . V . Cunning
ham as soon as possible and, on the 20th of

Aprilmeet at the association office at nine a .

m ., have a shortmeeting and go out for prac
tice before the game.

Any outside division desiring to play with

theboys address J. V . Cunningham , 214 Buhl

block , Detroit.

All flour made by the Washburn -Crosby
Milling Company is still on the “ We do not
patronize" list. When a settlement is
reached you will be officially notified .

THE DEFENSE FUND .

IMPORTANT.

Washington , D . C ., March 21, 1905.
To the Officers and Membern of Affliated
Unions :

Dear Sirs and Brothers :- At the meeting of
the executive council held at headquarters dur

ing the week of March 13 - 18 inclusive , among

other matters considered was the financial as

sistance rendered by our unions to the Western

Federation of Miners, and the action of that

organization in making every effort to disrupt

the trade union movement of America , when

the following preambles and resolution were

adopted , and the undersigned directed to for
ward copy of same to you :
Whereas. The officers of the Western Federa

tion of Miners have taken an active part in

calling a " congress ' ' for the purpose of form

ing another federation of organized workers of

the country , which would be detrimental to the

trade union movement, the result of which will

be accentuated division in the labor movement,

and a consequent weakening on the part of the

American Trade Union movement to improve

the conditions of the working people , and a

lessening of their power to resist encroachments

or secure better labor conditions; and,
Whereas. In the dir ? * time of need , the

American Federation of Labor and its com

ponent parts promntly and liberally came to the
rescue of the Western Federation of Miners ,

both by moral influence and financial assistance

The Pittsburg Convention in May, 1903,
adopted a Defense Fund of One Dollar a year
from every member, to be collected in
twenty - five-cent assessments in March , June,

September and December of each year. The
purpose of this fund is to defend our mem

bers that are forced on strikes and lockouts.
The results from the establishing of this

fund has been as follows :

First. No member has been on strike the

limited time, but what has received his strike
pay.

Second. Since the adoption of this fund

there has not been a solitary appeal sent
out to the entire membership for money to

assist men on strike. Heretofore there was

not a month but what there was from one to

two appeals for financial assistance being
forwarded to the various locals. Not only

have we been relieved from this call, but it
has placed our organization in a position to

defend itself and this has resulted in the

companies giving more consideration to the

appeals and requests of the Association than
they have heretofore.

So summing up the benefits of the Defense
Fund it has protected the members on strike,
protected the organizations from appeals
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and brought better results to the organiza .
tion in general because of such a fund hay
ing been established.-- Association Year
Book .

THE NEW YORK STRIKE, AS VIEWED
BY OTHERS.

_ _ _ __ __

The evil effects of an ill -advised strike were
notably illustrated in the recent subway affair.
The local oficials ignored their national organ
izations , broke in some instances their con
tracts and went on strike. Some of the strik
ers, in fact most of them , entered into a three

years' contract last September with the sub
way company. If there were any onerous fea
tures in that contract. then was the time to

have refused to enter into it - not aferward ,
when they had agreed to it . It is true that the
men voted to strike, but their local leaders

had a plain duty to perform , to advise them
manfully and honestly. They did not do that;
they ignored their national officials and rushed
their constituents precipitately into war, and
while the unfortunate losers are to be pitied ,
yet it will be a wholesome lesson to others.
It is the easiest thing in the world to start

a strike, but it is quite another thing to win
one, paricularly is this true when it is brought

about by bad faith . A strike cannot be won
unless the reason for it appeals to public gym

pathy , and bad faith does not so appeal. A
strike must be based upon grounds of justice
and reason , and to remedy conditions that will
bear the scrutiny of the just and the misrepre
sentations of the unjust. The subway strike
lacked these essential features and failed . --
Mine Workers' Journal.

these resolutions be presented to the family of
our departed brother, a copy be entered on the
records of our local union, and given the St.
Joseph Union for publication.

RICHARD JOHNSON , President.
T . C . SMITH , Secretary.

Ithaca, N . Y ., Division No. 201.
Whereas, The Great Conductor of the Uni

verse has signaled that another passenger has
reached the end of his journey : and

Whereas. In the sad departure of our broth

er, Seth O . Sanford , we recognize the loss to
our association of one esteemed for his faith
ful, true and honorable course as a member,
and of one who was a staunch supporter of

the causee of justice and right; therefore be it

Resolved . That we extend to his bereaved
wife and relatives our most sincere sympathy
in this hour of affliction , and commend them to

Him who called the spirit of our beloved
brother beyond the grave.

Resolved , That these resolutions be entered
upon the minutes of this association , a copy
forwarded to the bereaved family, and that
they be published in The Motorman and Con
ductor.

GE.O I. BOVIER ,
WM . HIBLER ,
GEO . E . SEAMON ,

Committee.

Wheeling, W . Va., Div . No. 13.

The recent strike of the Interborough em
ployes in New York points a moral that should

be seriously considered by all union men . Ac
cording to press dispatches, this strike was
wholly unauthorized by the international or

ganizations with which these employes were
connected . Such ill-advised moves can only
result disastrously . When a union engages in
a contest of this kind without the approval

and support of the parent body , the press

bureaus are quick to take up the fact and
spread it broadcast over the country. Thus
public opinion - or at least the opinion of that

great part of the public which allows the daily

press to do its thinking for it is immediately

prejudiced . And nublic opinion is not to be
scorned. - Typographical Journal.

Whereas. The Great and Supreme Kuler of
the Universe has in the exercise of His Divine

will seen fit to remove from our midst our
worthy and esteemed Brother, John H . Jones,
and
Whereas, In the sad departure of our brother

we recognize the loss of one ever faithful to

the interests of our association ; therefore, be it
Resloved . That in our humble submission to

the will_ of an All-wise Father, we, the mem
bers of Division No. 13 , A . A . of S . & E . R . E .
of A ., do sincerely express our deepest sympa
thy to the bereaved family of our deceased

brother, assuring them that their loss is also
Gurs .
Resolved , That as a tribute of respect for

our beloved brother our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days , that these resolutions
be entered upon the records of our division , a
copy forwarded to the bereaved family , and
that they be published in our official journal.

CHAS. DOUGLASS,
J . B . TARY .

CHAS. SONNEFELD.
Committee.

Fall River, Mass., Div . No. 174.

In memoriam

St. Joseph, Mo., Div . No. 326 .

Whereas, Death has invaded the ranks of
our local No. 326 and removed from our midst
our esteemed brother, George Weidner, and
Whereas, We, the members of Local No. 326 ,

desire to express our sympathy to his family
in this hour of affliction , therefore be it

Resolved . That we extend to the widow and
mourning family of our deceased brother our

sincere sympathy and tender to them all as
sistance in our power .
Resolved . That we, the members of this local

union , express that in the death of Brother

Weidner the brotherhood has lost one of its
most honorable members and the craft an ef
ficient workman.

Resolved . That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days, that

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His wisdom to remove from our midst our be

loved brother, James H . Reddy, therefore be it
Resolved . By the loss of our worthy member,

kind and devoted husband and father , and prom
inent member of this association , who was ever
ready to profter the hand and aid to a needy
cause and brother , we deem it a just tribute to
his memory to say that we regret his removal
from among us, and we mourn for him who
was in every way worthy of our esteem and
respect.
Resolved . That we condole with the widow and

children of the deceased in their hour of grief
and deep sorrow .
Resolved . That a copy of this heartfelt tes

timonial of our synipathy and sorrow be for
warded to the widow of our deceased member ,
that as a token of respect to our deceased
brother our charter be draped with mourning
for the period of thirty days, that a copy of

these resolutions be spread on the minutes of
the Division and published in our official journal,

The Motorman and Conductor.

FRANK KEEFE
FRANK E . ROWELL
MARTIN WALSH ,

JOHN W . BURROWS,
JOHN KELLY.
Committee on Resolutions.
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RETROSPECTIVE.
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you more fit to meet the end for which you
were created . - Editor L . D . Brand, in Union

Some nine years back we recall an attempt of Leader:
some of the traction men of Chicago to or ANNUAL BALL APRIL 25 .
ganize a union . The move originated upon a
system prominent at that time for its volubility
of department chiefs and incidentally the ability CHICAGO , ILL. -- Tuesday evening, April 25 ,

of the chiefs to find work for their departments.
1905 , the fourth annual reception and ball will

Frominent among these department chiefs , and be given by the South Chicago City Railway

intensely so from the view point of the employee,
employes. It promises to be one of the most

was what was termed " the commission . " Its
successful events ever undertaken by Division

264.
figurative composition was barn superintendents,

The management has adopted a novel
plan for disposing of tickets. Each brother is

its legislative force a few department chiefs, its given eleven tickets and instructed to sell ten
one excuse for existence the discipline of em and keep one for himself . This gives him
ployes, and its general result dissatisfaction and

a

hostility. The activity of " the Commission ” on :
nice profit for his trouble if he cares to dispose
of his extra ticket.

autocratic lines was one of the causes that
The brothers working out of the Hammond ,

led to the attempt of organization . This at Ind. , barn have been promised electric head
tempt proved futile. Through the ability of lights soon . They certainly need them , as this
the " powers that be" at that time to line u

line leads through some very dark places .
their hirelings in the ranks, the meetings were

The attendance at meetings lately has been
packed , the plans of the leaders frustrated , and

increasingThe menthe organization nipped in the bud .
Brothers , if you are not working,

attend . Remember , you cannot have anything
who had the hardihood to take the initiative to say as to how the businss should be conducted
were discharged , and for a few years at least if you are not there to say it . “ SLODY."those who had charge of the affairs of the
system referred to were left to their own sweet ANNIVERSARY OF DIV , NO. 326 .
will. Theirs was the power of the despot and
such was its use . Justice was cast to the winds .

ST. JOSEPH , MO.: - Div . No. 236 of this city,and in its stead was placed prejudice and in
consistency . Men were made to suffer indig celebrated her second anniversary on the night

of March 7 .nities befitting a Russian rather than any Amer . The management of the com
ican tribunal. Individual effort could not com pany and the families of the employes were

guests of the local. International Vice Presibat it , and by its very force of tyranny , so
dent A . W . Morrison was present fromstrong was its impression upon the minds of St.
Louis . The meeting took place at the hall ofthe employes, that it made possible that which

we have today on the traction lines of Chicago , the union at St. Joseph avenue and Woodson
streets , being the first social session of the

a concrete organization . kind held in the hall by the association ,Such was the conflition upon a certain railway
Among the invited guests were Mr. Morrison ,system of Chicago before the birth of our or

J . H . Van Brunt, general manager of the streetganization . This system , be it said , was no
railway company ; C . F . Hewitt, general superworse than the others . Conditions equally as
intendent; 0 .bad prevailed upon all , differing only in detail. L . Bocock , superintendent of
transportation ; F . A . Dillman , master mechanic ;All this is past history , yet we view it from
James Dalton, foreman of the barns; O . F .the standpoint of its value to the future. The
Koss, foreman of the car men at the barns ;battleg of the past have had their significance ,

and if we do not profit from them they have Fred Steffens, foraman of the carpenter shop,
and Councilman W . D . Henderson , who, twoavailed us nothing. We look upon the period
years ago , organized the union .cited above as being one of the most educa
Richard Johnson , president of the union , pretional, alike to employer and employe, in the

sided at the meeting, introducing the differenthistory of the traction business of Chicago . It
speakers , among whom were General Managerhas taught the management of the traction
J . Hcompanies the lesson that a conscientious dis Van Brunt and Superintendent C . F .
Hewett of the company, and Vice President Mor( harge of duty to its employes not only in
rison of the association . Upon being introducedsures efficient service, but is a paying invest

ment.
Mr. Van Brunt said :It has taught them more . It has im

pressed upon them the futility of coercion and " It is a great pleasure to be here with you. I
am a great advocate of social gatherings among

the inevitable reaction of oppression ,
Much as the events of the past have guided the members of organizations and their families. I

think it is a way to elevate our ideas and to
actions of the present managements, we feel

help each other.
that its lessons cannot be too strongly im

" I think your association has done much inpressed upon the minds of our members. The
improving the members and making a better

force that makes it possible for you to enjoy class of men in the association . We cannotpresent conditions is organization . Retain that
keep men who are reckless, careless and spendforce with all your virility . Do not jeopardize It
thrifts, and who never pay their debts and

by personality . As an integral part of a great
neglect their families, and you have helped to

movement, working for the betterment of the
get those men out.whole. submerge your foolish egotism , and be They are the ones who

conten in the satisfaction of seeing your ef are always causing trouble and who are discon
'tented .forts successful in the elevation of your fel

lows. Man knows no nobler purpose than the " In regard to your organization I feel that
elevation of his fellow man . Upon this prin the members have been fair and feel that the
ciple our organization is based. Eliminate your management has been fair . The fact that you
desire for eternal strife . Use your surplus en formed an organization nade no difference with
ergy in upbuilding your organization . Make the management in regard to your places. I told
it irresistible at all times to the attack of a the men when they perfected the union that it
possible opposition , and by so doing you will would not be. I told the men that I would be
have served a purpose in this world that will just as thick and chummy as before your or

not only be emulating to those yet to come, but
ganization and I think that has been the case .

in the evolutionary course of events will render
I believe that you all sincerely feel that you get

a square deal. I appreciate good men and I
appreciate good service . "

Coney Tsiand Ave. Following the general manager came Super
intendent Hewett :

" I wish to emphasize the remarks made by
OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND Mr. Van Brunt for myself, personally," said

JOHN J. LEONARD. Prop. BROOKLYN , N . Y .
Superintendent Hewitt. " I am glad to see so

many smiling and friendly faces. I feel that

Leonard ' s Casino and Caton Place.
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PIONEER POINTERS.

VANCOUVER , B . C . :- Many moons have
waxed and waned since any ripples were heard
from the Pacific Coast. Not that there has been
any dearth of news but just the fact of care
lessness.
Things are happening in this part of the

world . Our company have leased from the Ca
nadian Pacific Railway Company their Steveston
branch and are now rushing the electrification
of that road ; the road has to be operated by
july 1 . Operation at the Kilsalino branch will
commence shortly and the company have sey
eral other extensions in view .
We are pleased to announce that we have

had in use for several months a seat for tho
motorman that gives great satisfaction . It is
very simple in construction , inexpensive to make
and the boys all say it ' s a good thing.
Last fall all men over one year in the employ

of the company received a check for thirty - five
dollars as their share of the profits. " How 's
that for high ? "

Pioneer Division is prospering , new members
being added every month . We have a sick ben
efit department now formed apart from the Di
vision , on the assessment plan , that is working
very satisfactory . This past winter has been
very fine and we have had less sickness than
in former years so that the assessments have
not been many .

We shall soon be talking about an annual
picnic. Now , boys, get in and rustle for it.
Let her be a hummer, says

ism , monopolese
nt the few . Herican people . Some

this meeting at this time has some particular
significance. I hope that during the course of
the next two nonths when the matter of re
newing your contract with the company is un
der way , that the opinion of older employes
will guide you in such decision you may make
in your relation to us. I think that our rela
tions are more cordial than ever before and
hope to make them even more cordial. I hope
that our friendly relations will be sustained . "
Extracted from the address of Vice President

Morrison is the following :

" I am not an orator. A man who has de
voted the best years of his life to street car
service , is not supposed to be an orator. Before
we organized we had to work fourteen , sixteen

and eighteen hours a day and that left the time
for mental development very slight.

" Today organized labor represents men , rep
resents money, represents home, fair pay, de
mocracy - not as presented in Missouri some
times and represents the American people. Cor
rorations represent the few , the palaces , despot
ism , monopoly and millionaires . We are all
agreed on one thing, that a few corporations are
trying to run the country. I am sorry to say
they almost do it . The ice trust rules us in
summer, the coal trust in winter and the beef
and oil trusts all the time. There is one thing

that the trusts cannot control and that is or
ganized labor. The trust has money and power.
The union nas men and power,

" The relations between your local company
and our organization have been of a very cor
dial character and I am pleased to see it ) .
There are two classes of employers. The man
agers of large corporations of a public charac
ter, such as your company here, pay good
wages and give good service , and their motto
is Live and let live . ' With this class of em

ployers we have no fight. Another class is the
class that has millions and want to crush labor
and says, " There is nothing to arbitrate . I want
It all. ' The trades unions of America have done
more to elevate the working men than anything
else . If it were not for trade unions in the
United States men would be working for 50
cents a day . The fact that wages are high is
due to 75 years of pursistent work . If you have
an agreement with the company to make, get
down to work with Mr. Van Brunt and Mr.
Hewitt. Get down to business and arrive at a
conservative conclusion . "
Following the speaking there was music

by an orchestra of the union composed of
Charles Stone, J . W . Butts , E . A . Smith , Fred
Gardner and Oscar Linley .

The present officers of the organization with
their years of service with the company are :
Richard Johnson , president, twenty - four years ;
B . F . Karns, vice president, twelve years : B . F .
Pickle , financial secretary and treasurer , nine

years ; T . C . Smith , recording secretary, eight
years ; John Lohr, conductor , fifteen years ; J .

W . Gooding, warden, nine years ; Wesley Mc
Cormack , sentinel, seven years ; Charles Amos,
business agent, fifteen years : Tom Smith , assist

ant business agent, seventeen years.

very satisfact assessment plan art from the Di.

THE PRINCE

PRES. MAHON VISITS DIV . 280.

advanc
e

Fitzger
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LOWELL, MASS.-- The last few weeks has
been a streauo :19 period for Div . No. 280 . At our
meeting held Marci 10 . Bro . Wm . B . Fitzgerald ,
of Troy. N . Y . . was with us and gave us an
understanding of the work of our association at
large. His description of the general organiza
tion was a revelation to our membership . He
told us of our wonderful growth , both in finance
and numbers , and the general improvement of
conditions to our craft. Our membership appre
ciated his visit , and it resulted in renewed vigor.
But our inspiration did not stop here. On the
17th , the meeting following , we found that Bro .
Fitzgerald had acted somewhat of an advance
agent for our international president.

However, Bro . Fitzgerald was with him , so ,
also , was Mr. Jno. A . McKenna , of the Sun
day Telegram , and Mayor's Secretary John J.
Shea .
These gentlemen were highly appreciated in

their talks, but President Mahon is the best
ever . He is of comman ling figure and expres
sion , which adds much to his eloquent delivery .
He is also master of the trades union subject.
He does not indulge in talk tending to incite
discord where none should exist. On the COD

trary, his address was conservative, able and
eloquent.

The Sunday Telegram published a part of
President Mahon 's address, and we quote there
from , in part, as follows:

" When we began to organize twelve years

ago our maxium wage in this country was four
teen cents an hour and it ran as low as eight
cents in some places. Sixteen hours was con
sidered a day' s work . Today there are thou
sands of men who are working only nine hours

a day at your business and the wages have in
creased correspondingly until in the city of San
Francisco there is a maximum wage of 273
cents per hour. Organization has done this and
it has been brought about by the hardest kind
of work . What organization has done is shown
in the city of Wilkesbarre, Pa . , where in three
years the pay has been increased from $ 1 .65 to
$ 1 . 90 per day and the number of working hour
has been decreased from twelve to nine.

" The table of statistics that the Interstate
Commerce Commission has published for the
ten years between 1893 and 1903 shows that. in
every place where there is a lack of organs
zation , there has been a decrease in the amount
of wages paid . The same table shows, on th .
other hand, that wherever there has been or
ganization there has been an increase in tho

INTEREST REVIVING .

MENOMINEE, MICH . : - The March meeting
of Div . No. 302 was of a character to betoken a
most gratifying revival of interest on the part
of our membership . It was the largest meet

ing ever held by the local. Shortly after mid
night, President J . A . Barnard called the meet
ing to order , and rapidly called of the order
of business , which , under each order as it came.
business was promptly attended to . An appli
cant was initiated to membership. After the
routine of business had passed , luncheon and
cigars, gossip and story -telling , and the ex
change of experience were the order. The OC

casion was hugely enjoyed and there was
planted a renewed vigor which will bring fu
ture results . Singing and music were enjoyable
features, and Brothers Cantralle and Roberts
were recipients of the applause of a grateful

audience entertained by their vocal accomplish
ment.
We regret the departure from the service of

Brothers W . W . Longfellow , C . Christenson and
J. Roe. They feel that they have secured bet
ter positions in new fields. Our best wishes go

with them . L . N . P .
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wages paid . It is your duty to protect your -
selves and your families by organization . Im

provements have come and we are entitled to

our share of the benefits . There is much to

think of when we consider the question of or

ganization . Your best judgment should be ex

ercised and you must treat all questions as

business men and preserve your organization

for the benefits that accrue from it.
“ The New York men were lacking in organ

ization and their enthusiasm was based upon
quicksand. They had ill -advised leaders. We
wanted them to act as we would advise them
and had they done so the history of their trou

ble would have been written differently . "
In closing the speaker called upon the men

to cherish their organization and thereby reap

the benefits that such affiliation would bring
them .
At the end of Mr. Mahon 's remarks on motion

of Mr. Thomas Lonergan the guests of the
evening were given a rising vote of thanks.
The officers of the association , together with

the invited guests , then retired to the Ameri

can hotel,where the following dinner was en
joyed :

MENU .
Blue Points on the Half Shell

Fish with Egg Sauce Cold Beef

* Escallopel Oysters
Crackers and Cheese Ices

Fruit Coffee
President Cunningham acted as toastmaster

and about twenty - five covers were laid . The
rarty adjourned about 12 :30 and the interna
tional officers were escorted to the rooms of

association where a meeting was held at 1
a . m . Among those who attended the meeting
in the early evening were members from the

associations in Nashua and Lawrence .

NICK ."

cess. The result of organization is more time
in which to observe life .

2 . When this time is attained , look to using
it wisely .

The third , and by all means not the least, is
the liquor question . Instead of spending money

for drink , drink water. It will do you more

good than intoxicants . Study this question . Do
not neglect it . Do you spend money for booze ?

If so it is a serious consequence of getting bet
ter wages. Perhaps, as you say, it is your own

money . But it is not yours after you have spent
it and drank the booze. You have nothing left .

However, you have gratified an appetite and the

reaction is sure to follow . You are not so inde

pendent that you can afford to do it . This is a

time that you cannot afford to dim your intel
lect with poison . You need all the brains you

bave in which to solve the problems of life. It
you have money to spare, buy books. Don ' t buy
booze. Save your brain and money . You need

them in your business. It is a business propo

sition . If you are married, ask your wife about
it . If you are a man, you will consult her in
the matter of spending your money , even to an

investment in drink. If you think I am not

offering you good advice, just observe the next

drunk that boards your car. As a practical

test, bowl up pretty well and approach an em
ployer for a job . If one -half the money spent

in drink were spent in good books, the world
would be the brighter.
Bro . W . R . Goldsmith has accpeted a position

with the Wulshner Stewart Piano Co.
Recently , one of our sub - station operators re

ceived a severe electric shock and burns while
stepping upon one of the perforated maps. This
should be a warning to those who have occa
sion to walk upon perforated mats under high
tension electricity . Dirt under the mat is liable

to complete a circuit to the cement floor.
J . M .

GOOD FINANCIAL STANDING.
FALL RIVER , MASS : - Div . No. 174 reports

progress. At our recent meeting, three new
members were taken in and a live interest was
shown in the affairs of the local. The report
of the financial secretary shows a most grati

fying financial condition of the local. There are

some in arrears, however, and we have re
solved to give them a limited and reasonab

time to pay up. Our annual ball will take place
May 1 at Anawan Hall. An enjoyable evening
is anticipated .

This local had the good fortune of a visit from
our International President, W . D . Mahon and
G . E . B . member W . B . Fitzgerlad . We trust
it will not be the last time. I wish to say that
our association would lose nothing if these

two gentlemen could reach every local.
" P ."

LOOKING FOR RESULTS.

PERSONALS FROM NO . 89.

NEW CASTLE, PA . - Mrs. Lois E . Koonse,
wife of Bro . O . E . Koonse, died Sunday, March
12, at the family home, No. 21 County Line
street, from a complication of diseases from

which she had suffered for some time. Besides

Bro . Koonse she leaves one child . Bro . Koonse

has the sympathy of all the members of division

No. 89 in his sad bereavement. Funeral ser

vices were held at the family home at 9 o ' clock ,

Wednesday morning, March 15 . Interment at

Barkleyville , Venango county , Pa ., in afternoon .
Pall bearers were members of division No. 89 .

and were Bros . W . B . Downs. W . E . Valler ,

J. M . Alken , J. L . McCracken , J . I. Fiscus and
C . C . Coultnard .
Bro . M . L . Porter has resigned his position

on the local lines of the Pennsylvania & Mahon
ing Valley Railway Co . , and accepted a similar

position on the New Castle & Sharon interurban
line.

Bro. E . D . Pon ell' s smiling face may be seen
cn car No. 205 again , he having returned to
work after a severe attack of sciatic rheuma
tism .

Bros. Fiscus and Milliken were in Youngstown
on business ( ) on the 24th ult .

Bro . Jas. McClane is able to be around again
after an attack of pneumonia ,

Bro. Newell is very lov with pneumonia .
Bro . L . C . Houston is again at his post on

run No. 2, after acting as dispatcher for two
weeks in the absence of Dispatcher Book
walter .
Bro . Koonse has returned to work after an

absence of two weeks. " MAC . "

DRINK WATER, BUY BOOKS.

EATON , IND .:- Div . 355 is almost entirely un
der new management for this year and we are
looking for better results
As our Creator has blessed us with health and

success during the departing winter, so ought

we to increase our eftorts with this beautiful
spring and line up for a more suceossful sum

mer 's work than ever before .
Our officers are zealous workers and will do

all in their porver to make our work more ef

ficient in every respect over any preceding time.
Some of our members are not as punctual at
our meetings as possibly could be , but their
spirit and hearty support is there . It is our
united earnest efforts to fulfill our mission that
the world may be made better by our living .

" We live for those who love us
Who ' s hearts are kind and true

For the heaven that smiles above us

And the good that we can do . "

A . B . G .

RESUME BUSINESS.

ANDERSON , IND . - Division No. 186 is push
ing forward. Her members are brightening to
the future as time rolls on . Many members
who have left the service here have secured

cther positions in which they are successful.
When we are sucressful in mastering one posi

tion it fits us to undertake another with some
assurance of success .

There are three things an e should look

to in his present position :
1 . Complete organization of his craft. With .

out which he need not look for the fullest suc

GLOUCESTER MASS. : _ We are meeting with

a flattering revival here . On Monday , March 13
Div ." 270 held a very enthusiastic meeting at
their hall on Main street. This division was
practically all in at one time, but the men have

all got together again and are now stronger
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than they ever were . New members are con

stantly coming in , and now only six remain
out. They are promising candidates, however,
and will be in before long. There was a speaker

at the last meeting, who gave a fine talk to
the boys on unionism , which was enjoyed very

much . The following officers were elected for

this term : W . F . Poole, President; F . F . Sil
ver , Vice President; R . E . McKay, Financial
Secretary ; R . C . Bragdon , Recording Secretary ;
H . J . Melancon , Treasurer ; L . McKay, Warden ;
J . G . Marshall, Conductor; A . A . Campbell, Sen .

" P . 0 ."

PRESENCE OF SCABS HASTENED
STRIKE .

In September last this same man agreed to
allow Branch No. 105 to become a party to a
working agreement with No. 149 B . of L . F .,
and the Amalgamated (No. 332), whereby the
injury of one should be the injury of all. I
won ' t assume to suggest what made the dif
ference in his way of unking . Many of our
men have gone back to work on the company' s
terms. The members of the executive board
are down and out, and until the auditing com
mittee examines the accounts of the division ,
we will not know where we a e at.

One of the strongest uivisions in the country

has met a signal defeat ; as well, also , have B .
of L , E . No. 105 and B . of L . F . No. 149.

D . A . McCORMICK ,
Cor. Div. No. 332.

BROTHER M 'DONALD VISITS 107.

Mana
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NEW YORK , N . Y . - When I last wrote I was
confident that I would be able to write " good
news" for the April issue of the " M . &

but my hopes have been blasted by a man , who
is the head of the B . of L . E ., one of the
strongest orders in the United States.

From the time the contract between the In

terborough Rapid Transit Co , and the Amal

gamated Association was signed , in March ,
1903 , the officials of the company continually

harassed our men , by suspending them for

slight infractions of the rules, and in many

instances discharged them , particularly if they
had anything to do with the enforcement of
the agreement.

This , of course , necessitated many visits of
our grievance committee to the offices of the

superintendent and general manager , which

tended to deplete our treasury , although it was

with some satisfaction , for we did meet with
some degree of success.

In March . 1904. on the expiration of the agree

ment, no further increase was asked for with

the exception of restoring to an eight-hour day
towers wherein the towermen were working
ten hours.

This was granted , with the understanding that
we were to ask for nothing else for one year.

The agreement was then extended for one
year, to expire March 1 . 1905 .

The increases in pay having been so small,

and the receipts of the company larger than

ever in its history , and no advances or increas

es having been granted voluntarily , we made

demands for a ten per cent increase, and an
agreement which could not be violated . On

presentation of these demands by our griev

ance committee, headed by Geo. E . Pepper,

they were ridiculed by Frank Healey , who de

clared them preposterous. The members of

Manhattan Division No. 332 thereupon took a

vote to sustain the action of the committee ,

and on Monday, March 6 , a strike was ordered .

It has been said that we acted hastily , but

knowing that the company had looked forward

to a strike as early as January , and as a boat

load of scabs was then within a mile of Mar

ion Hall, our meeting place, we were com

pelled to face the situation and take immediate

action . When the strike had been in progress

two days, the Hon . Geo . B . McClellan , mayor
of New York City , offered to mediate or arbi

trate, and we accepted his offer, but the com
pany declined his good offices .

On the Friday evening following your cor
respondent, in company with Brothers A . B .
Madden and H . B . May, called at the Murray
Hill Hotel and met our International Presi
dent, W . D . Mahon : E . A . Moffatt of the Brick .

layers, T . 1 . Kidd of the Woodworkers, A . J .
Boulton of the Stereotypers, W . H . Farly of
the Tilelayers. Jas , R . Archibald of the Paint
ers, and Wm . Lemon of the Elevator Con
structors , who advised concilatory measures .
We reported back to the executive committee
which accepted favorably , in a measure .
On Monday, March 13 , Messrs. Pepper , Penny

and Jencks suggested an interview with the

general manager who sent word back that

there was no answer to the letter .

Had a conference been granted the door

would have been opened , and would have en

abled Brother Mahon to again be of service to
us .

About this time Strike Breaker Stone issued
his famous manifesto , withdrawing his support
from the B . of L . E Division 105 , which so af
fected some of our men that the back -bone of

the strike as broken .

HAMILTON , ONT. - Business is now rather
brisk with Division No. 107. With the ap
proach of the summer season comes the an
nual breaking in of new motormen and con
ductors , an unusually large number being re
quired , owing to the regular service having
been considerably surtailed by winter . As this

will be restored in a few days, a force of
about twenty men , who are now on the extra
list , will be given regular runs. As a result of
this recruiting to the operating staff , the
ranks of Div . No. 107 will increase rapidly , as

we experience no difficulty in our work of en
rollment, while our recruiting officer will
look after those chaps who " do not know
whether they ill join the union or not. "

The management has adopted a new system
of instructing new motormen . Instead of plac
ing " students' promiscuously over the various
lines. as in former years, a half dozen of the
older and more experienced motormen have
been detailed to instruct new men , this duty to

be performed during their regular running

hours, and for which they will receive 2 cents
per hour extra pay.

The announcement that Bro, James McDon
ald , business agent of Div . No. 113, Toronto ,
would be present at our regular meeting on
April 1st was sufficient to oring out a large
number of members and all appeared pleased
for having done so , as Bro . McDonald has a
peculiar way of entertaining an audience when

he takes the platform , and it goes without
saying that his visit to Div . No. 107 was much
appreciated by our members, and it is to be

hoped that he will soon find it convenient to
favor us with another.
Those of uor membership who were on the

sick list have fully recovered from their illness ,
ve returned to work , and there is not a single

case of sickness to be recorded , for which we
are all heartily thankful.
Brother R . Lennie has returned to his post

of duty after spending the winter with his
parents in Scotland. Robert looks well and
hearty after his ocean voyage and three

months' sojourn among the hills and glens of
his native land.

Brother Robert Walker is the latest of our
membership to abandon the trolley service and
make a business venture, having opened a
neatly fitted out tonsorial parlor on South
Lock street. This place is two blocks distant

from the Herkimer street car barns , and, of
course, will be familiarly known as " Bob

Valker' s barber shop . ” Brother Walker is ex
perienced in the art of hair cut, shave, etc .,
and from present indications his busy season is

'NEXT."
BROCKTON HORROR.

BROCKTON , MASS. The most shocking
tragedy ever visited upon any community in
New England , probably , descended on Brock

ton just before 8 o 'clock Monday morning,
March 20th , when the boiler in the big R . B .
Grover & Co. shoe factory at Campbell blew
up. blotting out over 60 lives of employes.
There was no warning for anyone ; the crash

came, and before the slightest chance was of
fered for escape. the building had collapsed ,
and men and women were pinned under piles
of debris and machinery .
In an instant the factory was one mass of

flames, fed by escaping gas, and men and
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If there was any brother at our last moet
ing who I may say was surprised , it was none
other than our esteemed president, Bro . John
P . Hayden , who was presented with a silver
loving cup by the members of Div. 148. Bro .
Gorman made the presentation speech . Presi
dent Hayden was so surprised for the moment
that he could hardly catch breath . He thanked
the members for the great honor bestowed upon
him .
Bro . Charlie Weaver has left us and gone in

to business for himself. We all unite in wish
ing Bro . Weaver the best of luck .
Bro . Chris. Griner has left the road and gone

into the milk business. We wish him much
success.

It gives me much pain to write that Bro .
Harry Flanagan is on the sick list. Bro . Flan
nagan was taken suddenly ill and removed to

the Albany hospital, where he underwent an
operation . Under the circumstances Bro . Flan
nagan is resting comfortably . I hope at the

next writing I may be able to state that he is
with us again . “ LEVY."

HAVE CHANGED QUARTERS.

women were unable to escape the horrible
death of being actually roasted alive.
The papers all over the country have de

scribed this awful calamity far better than I
could , but the 20th of March will long be re
membered by the citizens of Brockton . Fa
thers, mothers and children passed suddenly to
their death , without the least warning .
On the following Tuesday a public funeral

was held for the unidentified dead , at the City
Theatre, and there were overflow services at
two other halls and three churches. A mon
ster procession with 3 , 000 men in its make- up,
escorted the remains to the receiving vault at
Melrose cemetery . A marble shaft will be
erected by the city , with suitable inscriptions.

A fund, without solicitation , for the relief of

the widows and orphans, soon took form ,
thousands of dollars pouring into the mayor' s

office from this city and throughout the coun
try .
International President W . D . Mahon and Ex

ecutive Board Member W . B . Fitzgerald visited
Brockton on the 20th of March . It was the in

tention of the Brockton Division to give the
President a royal welcome, but on account of
the terrible calamity that had fallen on the

city , and unable to get our hall for that night,
the matter of entertaining Brothers Mahon and

Fitzgerald was left with the executive board .

President Mahon and Brother Fitzgerald had
an opportunity , nevertheless, of seeing how the

" Brockton officers ' attended to their business ,

and found the Division in a prosperous condi
tion . The executive board received some good
advice from the International officers, and only

regret that it was impossible for every mem
ber to meet them ,

I am pleased to see that the New England
Jocals are beginning to “ wake up' and send a
Mttle news in once in a while to the Journal;
would like to see every division connected with
the 0 . C . and B . and N . St. Ry. Co .' s send
something every month .

I note what Lowell says regarding our ball
Many thanks, Lowell, but don 't think we will
get the " ball team " together , although 1
wouid certainly like to see a return game
made with your division this summer.

President P . F . Sheehan will represent the11 represent the
Brockton Division in the joint committee made
up of the different locals on the 0 . C . and B .
and N . St. Ry. Co.' s . Now I would advise all
locals, before trying for an agreement, to get
the men into the union ; get them working to
gether , instead of " cutting each other' s
throats . " Read your constitutions and by -laws,
attend your meetings, and give your officers
your support by crediting them with what
they do and have done, and sacrificed for you
Almost $400 was turned into the Relief Asso

ciation treasury , the proceeds of our annual
ball last January .
The Relief Association has paid out about

$ 290 in sick benefits since last September, 1904
and has proved a big help to many members
Every member of the division who has be
longed to the local three months or over. is

cordially invited to join the Relief, and I
firmly state that, even though you may never

draw a cent, or have occasion to do so , you
will know that you are helping some brother

tide over his misfortune until able to return to
work .
The members are congratulating genial Tom

Chisholm in his luck of still having his wife
left him from the recent Grover factory fire .

Mrs. Chisholm was employed in the stitching
room on the fourth floor ana narrowly escaped
with her life.
Brother Robert Wilcox lost a sister in the

fire, and the division extends their heartfelt
sympathy in his bereavement.
Over $ 3 , 000 has been received for the " Mal

loy fund." Brother Malloy's tragic death was
described in last month ' s Journal.

" E . R . H ."

DANBURY, CONN . - Divisicn No. 269 is now
cccupying new quarters, Elks nall, on Main
street. It is where we will be found hereafter,
and visiting brothers will always find the latch
string hanging on the outside . Wemeet the first
Saturday night of each month at midnight. Our
local is in good financial condition .

A noisy crowd of rowdies who attempted to
run things their way recently , on a car COR
ducted by Bro . Drumm , came to srier for their
sport the following morning. They were a gang
of young toughs that were of the idea that for

five cents they were privileged to convert tho
car into a prizo fighting ring, and that a part
of their amusement included the breaking of
car windows. 3ro . Drumm , feeling that the car
was not chartered for such purpose , secured tho
identity of the young roudies and invited them
to pay entry fees to the magistrate. The fee
was assessed at $ 15 . 22 for each contestant, with
the understanding that the next time they aD

Pear before his honor he wave "uçmua .pear before his honor he will give them a rest
fcr a few days without financial consideration .
We regret to resord that Bro . Thos, Keane is

yet on the sick list .
Bros. Beaupain and Everett have returned

from a sightseeing trip in New York , the city
of gold brick , " 269 . "

WAGE INCREASE 10 PER CENT.

2

NEW BRIGHTON , PA. - Business in our di
vision is progressing, both in increase in traffic
and otherwise. Our new agreement, which was
signed April 1st for three years, grants us an
increase of two cents an hour, making it 18
20 and 22 cents per hour : 18 cents for first six
months, 20 cents for second six months, and
22 cents after one year' s service . The boys
feel highly pleased in consequence
The executive committee and Mr. Thompson ,

our general manager, have adopted the fol
lowing uniforms and caps : For motormen ,
double -breasted coat with monogram " B . V . T . "
of silver thread on collar : drop visor cap with
two bands of silver. For conductors : Single
breasted coat, 5 -button , close collar, with gold
monogram on collar, straight-visor cap, with
two gold bands. Uniforms to be made by the
Bloch Co., of Cleveland, O ., which are union
made goods. This will insure a uniform of
uniform color and make, and should prove
satisfactory . Heretofore uniforms were of any
old kind - some double and some single -breast
ed , caps of any kind, etc . , making a motley
appearance as regards uniformity . The boys
are out with their new caps, and present a
very good appearance.
Bro , Graham is out again after a few days '

sickness with rheumatism ,

Bros. John Myers and A . Conley are also at
work again after a two weeks' illness .

The wife of Bro . McClymonds is in the hos
pital, convalescing after an operation .
Much sympathy Is felt for Bro. Green and

wife in the loss of their child , which occurred
recently .

LOVING CUP FOR PRESIDENT HAYDEN .

ALBANY, N . Y . - Division 148 gathered five
stray lambs into the fold at the last meeting
and thus five more brothers left the meeting
hall that night carrying with them the golden
and flying colors of " Unionism . "
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Bro. Dillon has moved to New Brighton ,
where he is keeping house.Bros. Weaver and Guy (motorman and con
ductor respectively ) of one of the " early ate"
runs, are receiving high praise for the manner

in which they saved the life of a little child
in Beaver Falls recently , by picking it
from the front end just as the car was about
to crush its life out.

I have just learned that Bro . Weaver will
soon resign , to accept a better position . All

will be sorry to see him go , as he is very
popular in the division , and I might add in

cidentally, much admired by the ladies.
1105 ."

DON ' T DODGE THE DUE COLLECTOR .

TORONTO , ONT. - The concert of Division
113 , which was held on February 25th , was an
unqualified success and netted a handsome sum
for the treasury . As has been customary in
the past a prize has been given to the member
who sold the most tickets, but this year the
zeal displayed by the brethren was so great as
to bring forth from the committee in charge
three prizes, and the successful ones were

Bros. Jas. McMann , of the East End barn ; V
P . Wilson , Dundas barn , and R . Feugond. of
Yorkville barn , who are now the happy posses
sors of umbrellas as a reward for their labors
and a reminder that Div . 113 appreciates hon

est effort.
At our meetings I have asked that the mem

bers from the different barns would supply me
with material or matter to write up . I didn ' t
think that I would be flooded , but out of the
mass here is something that I am going to
touch upon , and that is the five -cent barber
shop. Surely the members of this division are
getting pay sufficient to patronize good union
shops and not take the awful chance of hav
ing that loathsome disease " barber ' s itch . "
Cheap shops of any kind are not cleanly and
the few cents you save in a poor shop will

be totally wiped out in doctors' bills if you
ever get what you will get if you patronize a
cheap shop.
While the executive board very fully appre

ciates the work of the brothers whose duty it
is to collect dues, I think it is up to me to
say something to the rank and file and ask
your kindly consideration for these hard -work
ing and painstaking members who have as
sumed this very responsible duty . It' s not a
pleasant one, I can assure you from experi
ence, and it' s not made any better by you in
neglecting to pay your dues promptly . So help
the good work by cheerfully paying when he
calls on you . Remember, he makes nothing out
of it, and puts in more time than you for the
same money ; and never forget but for that
little bit of pasteboard the good conditions you

enjoy to -day would be like a crow in the
night hard to find .

" That's a nice button you have there."
Yours fraternally , J. W . G .

Leo L . Hammond has been promoted to the
position of division superintendent. Brother
Hammond has been in the service here for
several years, as a motorman , and has been
a union man since we organized more than two
years ago. He has been and still is treasurer
of our local and that is the only regret the
boys have in his promotion . They do not like
to lose him from the office that he has held
with honor to himself and credit to our local
for the past two years. But while he has been
an excellent and capable man as a union man
working in our midst, we do not feel that tho
position he will hold in the future will make
him forget his old associates or the cause for
which he worked . The company could not
have chosen a man that would have met with
more universal approval than did the selec
tion of Bro . Hammond, and we all feel conf .

dent that they have made no mistake in their

choice .
We have been granted stools in all of our

air brake cars and are now waiting for our
company to make ineir selection of the kind

to be gotten , and get them here, and we all
hope that will be soon .
At our last meeting we had under considera

tion the question of whether or not we would
send a delegate to the Iowa State Federation
of Labor convention , which is to be held in
Council Bluffs during the summer , and decided
to send a proxy through the Davenport Trades

and Labor Assembly . We want to send one of
our men to our own convention and thought

it would come too high to send one to both
places.
Brother Fred Hall has the deep sympathy of

all in his sad bereavement, the death of his

wife.
Bro . Jas. Jacobs has been very sick for a

couple of months past and from what I can
learn is in danger of not recovering.
Bro . Christ Brahmst was taken in a partner

in his business . The firm name in the future
will be Christ Brahmst and wife . The boys
have been expecting for some time to be able
to smoke on Chris , as it had been known that
he had let the contract for a new residence ,
and you know that is a pretty good sign tnere
is something doing . Well, Chris , let me join
with the rest of the boys in wishing you a
long , happy, prosperous and healthy married
life .
Bro , Carl Meyer is the proud father of a

new boy , and is taking all kinds of interest in
Davenport's new high school that is now being
built.
Bro. Slater is the manager of the T . C . R . C .

baseball club , and I understa
signing players for his team . I presume at
next writing I will have some news to relate
in connection with the team .
Bros. Joseph Burkey and Seeley have left us

and gone farming. Bro . Burkey has gone to
central Illinois and Bro . Seeley to Oklahoma.
Bro . Briggs has quit and taken a position in

a tailor shop . He is a tailor by trade, and
was only working on the cars while business
was dull at his trade.
Bro . Chris Kruhs, who has been laid up for

several months with rheumatism , tried to go
to work again , but could not stand it and has
quit . I understand he is going west to see it
the change in climate will not help him . If
any of our brothers in the south or west hap
pen to meet him and can do anything for him ,
they will be conferring a favor upon Local
312. He has not decided as yet just what his
destination will be. Chris is a good motorman
and I sincerely hope the change will benefit

him .
Bro. Wilkins has also quit here and taken a

job braking on the railroad .

WILL USE STOOLS.

DAVENPORT, IA . - It has been so long
since our readers have heard from Div . 312
that I expect the other locals think we have
gone out of business ; but I will try and relieve
their anxiety on that point by saying that we
are still doing business at the old stand .
Our old correspondent, Mr. Bert Willey , left

the service some months since. Bro . Pressler,
appointed in his place , quit the service and left

us to again fill the vacancy .
We had our regular meeting Saturday night,

March 25 . While we did not have so large at

tendance as we ought, we had enough to do

business. We took in one new member, and

went over our new agreement that we are

framing to present to the company at the ex

piration of our old one, which runs out June
Ist.

A few changes will take place the first of
April. We lose our assistant superintendent,
Mr. W . W . Street, who has resigned and takes
up his duties as superintendent of the Lan
sing . Michigan , lines. His place will be filled
by our old division Superintendent, who has
been promoted to assistant superintendent Mr.

SUMMER BUSINESS RESUMING.

ALBION , MICH . - Div. No. 362 is still very
much alive, although , as things are quiet
along here, there is not so much to give that
will interest our readers beyond the fact that
it will be gratifying to know that we are alive .
Business is improving upon this system , and

the regular summer schedule will soon be in
effect. This will require the regular use of one
more car, and I am sure that will be a pleas
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ure to some of our extras. The change will
take effect May st.
The wives of our members have been giving

a series of dancing and social parties during
the past month , and it is unnecessary to state

that they have been very much appreciated .

Two of our members were on the sick list ,
but both are now back at work ,

NOTES FROM 199.

died away when , like a bolt from a clear sky,
comes the announcement of the resignation of
the general manager, Mr. Frederick A . Hunt
ress, to take effect May 1, Mr. Huntress re
signs his position with the Worcester Consoli
dated to accept a similar one in Brazil, South

America . While we regret his departure at
this time, we wish him the fullest measure of

success in his new field of endeavor, for, while
he has been with us but a year, he has proved
by his kind consideration of our conter

that he is ever ready to do that which is hon
orable and right. In his giving up the reins
of management here, Division 22 loses a
staunch and true friend.

In conclusion let me thank President Mahon
and the Messrs. Fitzgerald for their visit, with
the assurance that Division 22 will ever be
found upholding the honor and dignity of the
Amalgamated Association , and with best wish

es to all brother members. I am fraternally .

JOHN H . REARDON ,
President Div . No. 22.

NOTES FROM 98.

OTTUMWA, IA . - As Div. 199 has not been
heard from for some time, I thought a few

words would not be uninteresting to the many
readers of the Journal,

Our local is in very good working order , and
we now have the largest membership in its
history . All the car men on our line who have

been employed over thirty days are within the
fold .

Since our last contract with the company
everything has been pleasant and we find our

superintendent ready at all times to meet our

board and adjust any questions that come up.

We all regret the accident that befeli Bro .

Chas. Morgan , who last fall lost his right leg

by his car colliding with a box car.

Two of our most esteemed members, Bros. E .
J . Thompson and E . Simons, have accepted

positions on the city police force. The boys

have resolved to be good in the future , as we

all know what kind of stuff our new policemen

are made of, and that they will surely run us
in if we are caught.
Our new officers have settled down to busi

ness and we are looking forward to a very
successful year .

All members of our division look forward to
the time to receive our journals . and find many

things in it to strengthen and encourage us.
Div . No. 199 expects this coming summer to

have the best amateur baseball nine in this

section of Iowa, and will be prepared to prove
ourselves entitled to that distinction ,
Several of our members belong to a new

band organized here last fall, and we expect to
make things toot this summer .

There is some talk of some extensions to our
line the coming season and thus more mem
bers added to our local.

If this does not find the waste basket you
may hear from us again in the near future.

“MUSIC ."

AKRON , 0 . - As is usual in the spring time,
a number of new men are breaking in on the
various lines for the summer runs.
Snook & Kilmer , local photographers , recent

ly completed a group picture of the officers,
superintendents , dispatchers, inspectors and
foremen of the different departments of the
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co.

Open cars made their first appearance Tues
day evening, March 28 . The cars were all
overhauled , repainted and varnished during the
winter months. The cars look well in their
new colors of yellow and orange .
Bro . Mahlon Fonts has been detained at

home the past two weeks on account of the
serious illness of Mrs . Fonts .

A number of withdrawal cards have been
granted in the last month. The following have
engaged in other business :
Bro. G . W . Gilmore has opened a first- class

pool room near the barn and is practicing to
meet all comers.

Bro . B . T . Savacool will be found in the lum
ber business at Peninsula , 0 .
Bro. Art Hope has signed the pledge and will

now be found with the Artesian Water Co.
Bro . Dissler has not informed us of his plans,

but know he will make a success at whatever
he attempts .

The very fine weather we experienced during
the month of March was great medicine for
our invalids .

Bro . Poberts was frequently seen in the
streets and has stood the winter well. Bro .
Beal is again able to be on the street, to be

seen every day calling on the boys. He is now
making arrangements to leave for his old home
in Cumberland , Md.
Motorman Harry Carpenter has been placed

in charge of the work train for the coming
summer .

ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING.

" N . B ."

WILL PAY SICK BENEFITS.

WORCESTER . MASS. - Division No. 22 cel
ebrated its 12tn anniversary March 23 , with a
smoke. talk and banquet, having as its guests

I P . Wm . D . Mahon , G . E . B . Member Wm .
B . Fitzgerald , and Division President Denny
Fitzgerald , of 281, New Haven , Conn. It cer
tainly was a gala night for this division .
President Mahon was the bright star of the

evening and the way that he expounded the
labor movement was worth going miles to
hear. His denunciation of the open shop poll
cy was a masterful effort and held the mem
bers spellbound for one and one- half hours. At
its conclusion a storm of applause swept over
the meeting that shook the building to its very
foundation , and the modest International Pres
ident was forced again and again to bow his
acknowledgments. It certainiy was a great ef
fort, for a great cause, by a great man .
President Mahon was ably assisted by G . E .

B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald , and the popular

Billy justified the wisdom of the Pittsburg
convention , which we hope will be reaffirmed

at the coming Chicago convention , for he has
certainly got the merchandise.
Bro . Denny Fitzgerald , of Div . No . 81 . also

gave the members a lot of good advice, and
won a warm place in the hearts of those who
heard him .
Other members who contributed to the even

ing's entertainment were Bros. O . A . Cote,
Thos. heating, Walker , R . B . Toner , Patrick
Shea , W . A . Butler and Frank A . Cove .

It was a great night for Div . 22, and one that

will long remain in the minds of the members.
The committee who had the affair in charge
are Bros. Geo. Clain , Thos. F . Ryan , Hugh Mc
Cann , M . M . McGourty and J . H . Reardon .
The echoes of the celebration had not yet

MEADVILLE , PA . - In our last letter we
stated that efforts were being made to secure

the reinstatement of Bro . W . S . Johnston , who

had been discharged from his position as mo

torman, and we are happy to report that our
efforts were crowned with success, and Bro .

Johnston is again on his old run .
At the last regular meeting of Diy . 197 the

proposition to establish a sick benefit fund and
pay weekly benefits to sick and disabled mem
bers was adopted . The benefits for the present,
at least, will be $ 3 per week .

Bro . J . F . Smith has resigned his position on
the M . & C . S . line and moved to his farm
near Cochranton . Anticipating his departure , a
few of the brothers planned a surprise for him

on the evening of March 10, his 34th birthday,
Nearly all the members and their ladies were

in attendance and a most njoyable evening was
spnt in dancing and playing games . Bro .
Smith was presented with a fine rocker and an
elegant birthday cake. A sumptuous luncheon

was served and the affair broke up at a late
hour, everyone feeling that it was good to have
been there . A pleasing feature of the gather
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ing was the way in which two of our “ old VIGOROUS ATTENDANCE .
timers," Bros. Ai. Smith and Jim Shaw , took
part in the pleasures of the evening, tripping PENSACOLA , FLA. - Thinking it about time
the light fantastic as gracefully as their sons you were having something from Division No.and daughters .

234 , I am pleased to inform you that our local
Bro . John Moshier has moved from West is getting there with both feet up. We haveMead to this city so as to be near his work .

a membership of 50 and we always have 47 or 48
Bro , W . H . Yunker has quit the force and at our monthly meetings, and we don ' t meet un

will resume his former vocation of well drill til midnight, either, so you can see that the
ing .

members must have the organization at heart.

Bro . L . H . Knapp has recovered from a two
The following are the officers elected at our

weeks' attack of grip and is again jingling last meeting :
the register on the M . & C . S . line. G . C . McCain , president; Jas. A . Fisher, viceBro . Geo . M . Barnett, who last fall assumed

president; Ira A . Barker , treasurer ; Harry T .the position of station agent on the M . & C . Howland, recording and financial secretary ; A .S . line at Cambridge Springs, has resigned and
D . Price, conductor; Wm . Chestnutt, warden ;is back to his old job as motorman on the Jas. Chestnutt, sentinel; executive board memsamé line. " V "
bers, A . J . Campbell, Wm . Fisher , F . O . Harri.
son , Jas. Fisher, D . O . R . Taylor.

DIVISION 215 NOT SO SLOW . Bro . A . D . Price has been seen lately pricing
furniture. Must be something doing.

" GOPHER.”AURORA, ILL.
Two Fifteen ! Two Fifteen !
A greater bunch was never seen ,
Give 'er juice - turn ' er loose.
We're the people — what's the use !
Hip -hooray ! Zip -hoorah !
Trolley -third rail - AU -RO -RA !

All of which simply means that we are still
on earth and working for the welfare of the
Division and the Order at large. Slightly
scorched , but still in evidence. Trades Assem

bly hall having been damaged by fire some time
since . temporary quarters were secured and the

various labor organizations which made their
home there have been transacting business amid
smoked charters and other evidences of the fiery
crdeal, but we expect to be back into the old
place by May 1 or before.
Nothing new or startling has transpired since

last writing. Our local has held its meetings
regularly , the attendance and interest have been

on the increase and the evidence of a good ,
bealthy condition on the part of No. 215 is
quite encouraging. The entertainment commit
tee has been unflagging in their efforts to pro
vide something new and novel at each meeting .
Lunch and cigars have become the order of the

Gay . At the first meeting in April the monotony
was broken by a graphophone program . Our
enterprising president, Dad King , has something

new in pickle at this writing, which will prob
ably be sprung at the next meeting . But, be

It understood all his does not interfere with

or detract from the business of the division .

With us it is " business before pleasure" first,
last and always.

Our business sessions are carefully and thor .
oughly conducted and are by no means the least

interesting part of our meetings. It is a rare
occasion when anyone present has nothing to
offer for the " welfare , " and when we adjourn

to the social part of the meeting it is with
clear consciences and a sense of faithful effort
to properly conduct the business affairs of our
crder .

ATTY. P . H . O 'BRIEN , CALUMET, MICH .Two of the brothers, Motorman McKenney and
Conductor Holden sustained painful but not dan Enthusiastic Mass Meeting in Support of
gerous injuries in a recent accident. Occasioned

Members of Division 401.by their car, a light city car, leaving the rails
on the double track and jumping across the The above is a faithful likeness of Attor
other track in front of an approaching inter ney P . H . O 'Brien . It is by courtesy of Or
urban car, which struck the small car and stove ganizer J. S . Allen , who is assisting our
in the end , injuring not only the crew but one
passenger . Houghton , Mich ., membership in their fight

J . P . G .
to maintain their organization , that the rep

NEW LOCAL ELECTS OFFICERS. resentation of Mr. O 'Brien appears in the

Motorman and Conductor. The unselfishMUSKOGEE, I. T . - On March 27 Division No.
commission of Mr. O 'Brien to the cause of401 was instituted by Organizer H . C . Waller.

The new local starts out with the following right and justice , as indicated by his mas
officers: President, E . M . Paterson ; vice-presi terly address before the Red Jacket mass
dent. H . E . Fox ; rec and cor. secretary . E . G . meeting entitles him to enrollment among
Hopkins; fin . secretary , W . A . Goel; treasurer,
J . W . Newton . those who fully realize the true purpose of
No. 401 starts out well and bids fair to be life, and possess the firmness of character

come a prominent factor in the labor move to exemplify that purpose. That life which
ment of the southwest. A more complete re

is committed to the uplifting of humanity,port can be made of the character of service
and the directing to a more perfect and

membership is employed , like the local. is also liberty enthusing society , shall not have
a new concern and not wholly completed : but.

been in vain . It is the good we may do in
as all other commendable enterprises here, it
bids fair for a successful future. the interest of humanity that brings a most

F
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cherished and conscientious reward to our
selves.

There is something better than comfort;
something better than convenience ; some
thing better than bread - and that is Liberty .
These were the earnest words of Attorney
P . H . O 'Brien at the mass meeting held in
Red Jacket, Mich ., on March 23 . The meet
ing was held in the interest of the Hough .
ton -Hancock railway employes, who are
locked out of employment because they
formed themselves into a labor organiza
tion . The meeting was an overflow , and
" standing-room only ” was taken advan
tage of.

Address ofMr. O 'Brien — “ People on Side of
Humanity,"

Chairman Joseph Fitzpatrick explained
the purpose of the meeting and introduced
the speaker.

I am glad to see such a large number of peo
ple here , " said Mr. O 'Brien . " Whenever there

is any qustion of humanity at stake the people

of the copper country go on the side of human

ity . This big meeting is a protest against the
company which will not allow its men to or

ganize a union . In the past we have not had

vnion labor in the copper country because the

men have not come to a conclusion that a

union would be of benefit to them . Still, when

ever they do demand the right to do so , if for a
legitimate purpose , they have the same right

to organize as has any bod of capitalists .
We all know what the union has done for the

laboring man in reducing the number of work
ing hours, the abolishment of child labor and

cther evils . In the great battle between capital
and labor you will find that the unions have

been on the firing line. The unions have fought
the battles for the workingman . Whether you
are a union man or not, the unions have fought

your battles. I am glad to see you all stand

by the street car boys. (Applause. )
There was no question of wages involved in

the present difficulty . It is a question of hu

manity . Tne company has a franchise to run

free on our streets, and the village pays half
the cost of the removal of snow . The company

cannot come in here and dictate that our boys
cannot form . a union or they will be discharged .
I want to say that on such a proposition , no
matter what your occupation or trade all hearts
should beat in unison and all should stand to
gether .
GRAVE PROBLEM TO SPEAK FREELY .
You have not been asked to contribute finan

cially to the boys nor to speak on the platform .
It is a grave problem for a man in the copper

country , even a lawyer , to dare to speak freely .
I will take a chance on it.
You may be called upon to make a slight sac

rifice . A little sacrifice will save you a nickel
or a dime. A great many say that one will
ride and then another. That' s what the com
pany expects. It expects to try the patience
of the people . When the heart of the copper
country went out in sympathy for the strikers it
went out to stay. The people will not allow
the company to win out. The workingman can

not afford to lose this fight, and I want this
statement to sink deep into very workingman 's
heart. Who are the patrons of the street rail
way ? The great mass of the working people
and their families. You are the men who pay
the dividen is of the company. You can either
make or break this strike. The union stages
are running and it is healthful to take a ride
in the open air . Are you not ready to do it
until the company is brought to a reasonable
settlement ?

The speaker referred to the attempted settle
ment and the result . " The company refuses to
tolerate the union , " he went on , " At the meet
ing in Laurium , the union did not ask for rec
ognition - it asked simply the right to have a
union . This is a free country and every man

has a right to judge for himself what is for
the best. Mr. Leonard will not take back the

four men discharged. The only reason for their

discharge, as far as can be found out is that
they were officers of tne union . If the four men
are competent, there is no reason why they

should be disínarged .
" I want to ask if the boys are not justified

in the action they have taken ? If they lose
they will lose together and if not they will
stand until they all go back together. Mr. Leon
ard has not been asked to recognize the union .
All he is asked to do is to take back the four
men discharged . The union will get along with
cut recognition . Mr. Leonard is not opposed
to a local union , but he is opposed to amalga
mation with a national organization . lf they
organize a union they want a brotherhood made
strong by affiliation with fellow workers else
where, but Mr. Leonard says, ' I dictate no . ' And
yet the very concern he represents practically
controls 18 or 20 other street railway and light
ing companies. The men back of this company
have an organization national in its scope . Such
also has the beef trust the Standard Oil and
others. But the workingmen must not have a
union , because in union there is strength . When
I have 100 ,000 men back of me I am stronger
than when I have 75 back of me. Mr. Leonard
wants a sort of helpless beneficial union ,

sort of a kindergarten union - a baby union . But
a real union , he is opposed to

IVORKING FOR BROADER CIVILIZATION .
" They talk abou : union men being radical. I

tell you the unions are conservative. Intelligent
men in all the great cities belong to the union .
This great body of men ' s working for a broad
er civilization and a better life . These organi
zations are laying out the path to the brother
hood of man. The members think not of self
alone . The time is coming when everyone will
be his brother ' s keeper . The struggle is onward
and upward to make everyone better and hap
pier . These men have no designs on capital.
They come on a peaceful mission to shorten
the hours of labor and to take the child out
of the shops. These men are working to bet
ter the great mass of the people and to make
the world happier and more pleasant for them .
Men engaged in a mission of that kind we can
not have too many of them .

“ This is a great age. It is an age of transi
tion . We are getting a conception of society
when each shall work for all and all for each
and past the time when we say : 'Every man

for himself and the devil take the hindmost . '
Economic conditions are making it necessary
for men to stop lighting each other and work
for the benefit of all. This is the great object
of the fraternal associations where families are
assisted in time of need .

" There are organizations for the advancement

of literature and science. Then why is it not
natural that there should be organizations for

the purpose of discussing the welfare of man .
Capital is to fearful of the result . The belief
seems to be that there will be some great up

heaval when property will go down in some
grat cataclysm . What have we, our wives, our
families to fear from this union of men and

that of a million brother toilers . We have
found them all gentle and courteous and trusted

cur lives to these motormen . They have always
been loyal to the interests of the company . Al

ter their organization for their own protection
are they any jess so ? ' '

The speaker referred to the Brotherhood of
Railway Trainmen . " For 25 years they have
operated the railroad systems of the country

and there is not a braver , more loyal lot of
men in the United States. They are union , al
most to a man. The Brotherhood of Locomo
tive Firemen has taken a stand in this street
railway matter and will fine any member $ 10
who rides on a rar . Union men can run all
the railroad systems of the country , but accord
ing to Mr. Leonard they cannot work on the
Houghton County Street Railway system , a very

good system , but merely local.
" The question is one for the people themselves

to decide. Don ' t say you won ' t ride today and

then change your mind tomorrow . Don ' t stay

off the car for six months and then jump
aboard . If you 're going to do that you better

begin riding tomorrow morning . Decide one

way or the other and stick to it. (Applause.)
When you take a position don ' t be traitors.

Stick to your guns or you are not worthy to be

CL
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ARerican citizens. There are trains to Hough

ton and busses here. The street railway com -
pany had a good thing and it did not konw it.

" These men simply organized . What they
were going to do I don't know , but if I was
He manager of the company I would not cross
a bridge before I came to it - I would not squeal
before I was hurt . The public was just as ready
to rid after the union had been formed. The
motormen did not lose their nerve and the con

ductors could grab the elusive nickel and call
'fares ' in just as euphonious a voice as ever.
But the word 'union was like shaking a red
rag in front of an angry bull.

" What is the principal asset of this company ?
me use of our streets. And yet, the company
dictates not only to the employes, but to the
eople that no unior shall be formed here. The
oompany says : 'We can run for six months or
• year, and when you get tired walking you
an get on and ride. We have plenty of

money ." Here Mr. O 'Brien gave vent to the
expression regarding bread and liberty . Mr.
O 'Brien referred at length to the proposition
which he recently made for an adjustment. He
said that he might be called a radical, but he

blazed the way and the conservative would look
upon it and say : " Well, that all looks very good
since it has been fixed up."

" 11 Mr. Leonard of the street railway com

Many is wrong, why does he not come out and
acknowledge it ? My proposition to take back
the four men discharged is a bitter pill for him
to swallow . but a man needs a little medicine
when he' s sick . I speak of Mr. Leonard because

he is the representative of the corporation . The
corporation , you all know , has no soul to be
damned , nor body to be kicked .
I urge you to decide for yourselves one way or
the other , whether or not you will ride on the
cars . "

servic emen , are required to work over - time or
on Sunday, thoy shall be paid at the rate of
time and one-hall.

Section 7. In train service, employes shall be
paid from the time they are required to report
for work until they are relieved from duty , and

train crews when required to dead -head shall
receive full pay for such work .

Section 8. All members of this Division to
be given free transportation over the line of
the Cleveland and South -Western Traction
Company this transportation to be in such

shape that an employe can use it at his own
discretion ; employes' wives to be given return
trip passage good on regular passenger cars at

any time; passes to be issued at the Dispatch
er's , Chief Engineer 's and Master Mechanic' s
office.

Section 9. - Train men shall not be required
to sweep of grease cars .
Section 10 . No employe to be suspended or

discharged without first being given a hearing
before the proper officer.
Section 11. All employes to have the privi

lege of living where they please so long as
they can reach their work on regular scheduled
cars, but the Company in no case shall be re
quired to pay time and one-half overtime on
account of his relief failing to arrive on time.

Section 12. Motormen and conductors to be
paid by the hour on the following basis :

For the 1st year, 20c per hour,
For the 2nd year, 220 per hour.
For the 3rd year and thereafter, 23c per hour.
Section 13 .At any time the Company wishes

to change the schedule it is agreed that there
shall be a list of the runs posted on the Bul

letin Board for a period of two weeks previous
to such change ,

Sec. 14 . All train service men shall have
their respective places on the lines on which

they are employed in accordanc with their con

tinuous age in the service of the Company ;
priority of service always to determine en
ploye' s rights .

Section 15 . Any member of this Association
who holds an office in the organization that re
quires his absence from the Company ' s em

ploy, shall upon the retirement from said of -

Nce , be placed in his former position .
Section 16 . It is further agreed that all extra

work shall be done by extra men when avail
able.

This agreement shall continue in force and
effect from one year from date, and any
changes or alterations desired by either party
to this agreement must be submitted to the
other at least hirty days previous to its expira

tion ; otherwise this agreement shall continue
in force for two years.

On the part of The Cleveland and South
Western Traction Company :

F . T . POMEROY, President.
E . F . SCHNEIDÉR , Secretary.

On the part of the Organization :
CARL J. ECKERT, President.
A . L . BEHNER ,
J. H . PEAKE,

Executive Board Members.

SHARON (PA .) AGREEMENT.

CLEVELAND AND SOUTHWESTERN
AGREEMENT.

Memoranda of agreement entered into
this eighth day of April, 1905 , by and be
tween The Cleveland and Southwestern
Traction Company, party of the first part.
and The Amalgamated Association of Street
and Electric Railway Employees of America ,
Division Number 380 , Elyria , Ohio , party of
the second part. Witnesseth :
Seccion 1. The Cleveland and South -Western

Traction Company through its proper officers
agrees to treat with any authorized committee
of this organization on any question arising

between them . On failure to reach a settle
nent with the operating officers of the Com
pany. the Division has the right to appeal to
the Executive Committee of the Company, who
will treat with the Com .nittee of the Division ,
and decide the case.
Section 2 . It is further understood and agreed

that where an employe is suspended or dis

Charged from the service of the Company, and

after a thorough Investigation it is found that

he is not guilty of sufficient cause to warrant

such action , he shall be reinstated and paid for
al lost time.
Section 3 . Ten hours shall constitute a work

day for all shop , line, power house and other

employes, except that where twenty - four hours
oontinuous service is required , then the day
shall be divided into thre shifts of eight hours
cach , with the exception of sub - station attend
ants, who shall be entitled to the equivalent

of one day of each month without loss of pay .
Section 4 . For conductors and motormen all

runs shall conform to as near a ten -hour work .
tay as possible ,
Section 5 . It is further understood and

agreed that there shall no runs exist that can

not be completed inside of twelve consecutive

hours , and that any run that does not exceed

eight hours shall be placed as an extra run

unless some regular train man desires to
choose said run .

Section 6 . Where machinists, blacksmiths,
oarpenters, line men , painters, armature wind
ers, electricians, babbitters, etc .. other than

the necessary inspectors, greasers and train

Entered into between The Youngstown &
Sharon Street Railway Company, Sharon &
New Castle Street Railway Company, Valley
Street Railway Company, and Sharon &
Wheatland Street Railway Company, their
successors, heirs and assigns, party of the
first part, hereinafter called Companies, and
the Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employees of America ,
Division No. 176 , of Sharon , Pennsylvania ,
party of the second part, hereinafter called
the Association :
WITNESSETH , That in the operation of

the lines of the party of the first part, both
parties hereunto agree mutually that for and
in consideration of the covenants and agree
ments hereinafter stater further, the party of

the first part hereby agrees with the party of
the second part as follows:
Section 1. That the Companies, through their
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properly accredited officers, will continue to
treat with its employes of the Association
through their properly accredited officers upon

any and all grievances that may arise.
Section 2. That all differences between the

Companies and the Association shall be ad
justed as follows : All differences shall be sub
mitted to the General Superintendent of the
Companies ( in writing when so requested ) , by

the properly accredited officers of the Associa
tion , and if they cannot agree, the General
Manager shall be called into conference. If,
after such conference, there still remains a

difference, the case shall be submitted to a
boara of arbitration as soon as possible . The
board of arbitration shall be constituted as
follows: A temporary board of three ( 3 ) disin
terested persons, one to be selected by the
Companies, one by the Association , and the
two so chosen shall select the third arbitrator.
Eac.. party shall pay its own arbitrator ; the
parties hereto shall jointly pay the third arbi

trator. A decision of the board shall be final
and binding on both parties hereto .

Section 3 . That any member of the Associa

tion suspended for any cause whatever and
after investigation is not found guilty of the
oftense for which he was suspended shall be

reinstated to his former position and be paid
for the time that he had so lost, at the same
rate that he would have received had he been
operating his car. The Company reserves the

right to discharge employes for cause at all
times, except for membership in the Union ,
and appeals from their decision will be sub
mitted immediately to a board of three (3 ) dis
interested parties , constituted as in section

two ( 2 ) of this Agreement.

Section 4. When any memoer of the Associa
tion is disciplined by the Companies, the na
ture of the charge shall, upon request, be sub
mitted to the Association in writing . Discipline

shall date from the time the employe is sus
pended from duty .

Section 5 . That under such restrictions as
shall be required by the Companies, free
transportation shall be given to the members

of the Association over all the Companies'
lines . Such transportation to consist of annual
card passes .
Section 6. That any member of the Associa

tion suspended from the Association shall be
suspended from the employment of the Com
panies ,upon written request from the properly
accredited officers of the Association ,
Section 7 . That any member of the Associa

1 elected or appointed to any office in the
Association which requires his absence from
his work , shall upon his retirement from such

office , be reinstated to his former place in the
Companies' service.
Section 8. That when a person enters the ser

vice of the Companies , either as Conductor or
Motorman, he shall secure a permit from the
proper officers of the Association . All em
ployes acting as Conductor or Motorman or
Freight Conductor, shall become members of
the Association within thirty ( 30 ) days from

entering the service of the Companies. New
men will not be allowed on any car for the
purpose of learning the road without a permit

card from the Association .
Section 9. That in assigning runs, they shall

be assigned according to seniority of service as
heretofore, except Freight Conductors, who

shall be selected by the Companies from the
regular men . Early and late runs shall con

form as nearly as possible to a ten hour day.
All regular runs shall be completed in twelve
consecutive hours, and regular runs shall not
pay less than nine hours. Swing runs or short
time runs shall be operated as extra runs.
Section 10 . That all crews shall be relieved a

sufficient time for meals , without reduction of

time; this time to be as near thirty minutes
as practicable.

Section 11 . That all members of the Associa
tion shall have the right to purchase uniforms
in the open market ; style, color and finish to
be subject to the Company' s approval.
Section 12. That all notices, rules and orders

not appearing in the book or rules, or supple
ments thereto , shall be posted in car barns or
other reporting offices as there may be, and
when possible , forty - eight (48 ) hours before be

coming effective, and remain posted as long as
they are in force .

Section 13. That in reporting for duty, all
motormen and conductors falling to report in
time to take his run will lose his run for that
day , the second offense inside of a month will
lose three ( 3 ) days, and the third late in thirty

(30 ) days, discipline shall not exceed thirty ( 30 )
days. Failure to report on account of cars be

ing off time will not count in this rule , but
should the run be filled by an extra man , the
employe failing to report will lose his run for

that day . Also when a man is to be off for
fifteen (15 ) days or more, there shall be a

move-up until such man returns.
Section 14 . That all regular crews shall be

paid from the time they have been instructed
to report, until relieved or until their car is

housed . Extra men will not be paid for regular
morning and afternoon reports. All other re
ports will be considered as being marked for a
run and shall pay no less than one ( 1 ) hour for

the same. It is understood , however, that
morning and afternoon reports mentioned above
are intended to cover all runs.

Section 15 . That the work for extra men

shall be according to seniority of service, pro
vided , however, that an extra man will not be
given more than ten ( 10 ) hours in each twenty
four ( 24 ) hours, when there are additional ex
tra men idle . Work car to have two motormen
to be selected by the Companies from the reg
ular men .

Section 16 . That during the continuance of
this agreement, the wage scale shall be as fol
lows: For men working on the Sharon Divis
ion , 20 cents per hour for the first six months;

er six (6 ) months' service , 21 cents per hour,

and after twelve ( 12 ) months' service, 22 cents
per hour.

For new men on the Youngstown & Sharon ,
and Sharon and New Castle Divisions, 21 cents

per hour for the first six months; 22 cents per
hour after six (6 ) months' service , and after

twelve (12) months' service, 23cents per hour.
Time and one-half shall be paid to all regular
men working over twelve hours within any
consecutive twenty -four hours . Freight crews
shall be paid time and one- sixth .

Section 17 . It is further understood and

agreed between the party of the first part and
the party of the second part that in consider
ation of the foregoing , said employes will, to
the best of their ability , conduct themselves as

becomes gentlemen , be courteous to passengers
and the traveling public , and work at all times
to the best interests of the Companies ; that
they will keep a strict compliance with all rules
and regulations of said Companies, and cheer
fully obey all orders from officers of the same,
when not in conflict with the rules and scale
of wages entered into in this Agreement.

They further agree at all times, to protect
the property of the Companies from injury at
their own hands or at the hands of others
when in their power to do so . That in the
handling of cars at all times to use their best
judgment and use every effort to prevent in

jury to property and person of the traveling
public.

Section 18 . That this Agreement shall be
binding and in force from the 1st day of April,
1905, to the 1st day of April, 1906 .

THE YOUNGSTOWN & SHARON ST.
RY COMPANY.

By R . Montgomery.
Witness : S . C . Rogers.

SHARON & NEW CASTLE STREET
RAILWAY CO .

By R . Montgomery.
Witness : S . C . Rogers.

VALLEY STREET RAILWAY COM
PANY.

By R . Montgomery.
Witness : S . C . Rogers.

SHARON & WHEATLAND STREET

RAILWAY COMPANY.

By R . Montgomery.
Witness: S . C . Rogers.
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET & ELECTRIC RAILWAY
EMPLOYES OF AMERICA, DIV .
NO. 176 , OF SHARON . PENN .

By T . J . Duke, President.
Attest : Frank M Knight, Secretary .
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Che Veil ofWealth

“ That soldier , at my request, accepted the
risk of capture to direct me to this place,
that, should your brother still live I might

see and comfort him in his last moments ;
but we were too late. Ah , cruel war!” said

Lola as she sorrowfully turned once more

to the prostrate form of her dear old friend.

" Have no fear, but that he will make good

his escape with that horse, lady," said
Smith ; " but you knew my brother ?”

" This will explain . I am Miss Cole ,” said

Lola , as she handed him the letter.

Lieutenant Smith read the last message

of his brother, while Lola covered the dead

form with her own cloak .

" Poor Patsey !” she exclaimed. " If I could

only tell where they may bury him I would

some day have his body taken back where I

might know his last resting place .”

As Lola stood before him in the gloomy

dimness, the bereaved Lieutenant observed

the perfect form and intelligent features of

the one whom , together with himself, had

filled the dying thoughts of his brother.

“Miss Cole,” he said softly, “ trustme, and

allow me to call you Lola . I know you will.

Our grief is mutual. Take this paper and

keep all it represents. If my brother has

left money and property , so far as that is

concerned , to you, I am dead. As to our fu

ture friendship , it shall rest with you

whether I shall be very much alive. As to

the body of my brother, I shall undertake

to mark his last resting place , that one day ,

should I be spared, your wish that it may

be taken north shall be complied with . You

can do no more . I shall go with you so far

as it may be safe, upon your return to the
Federal lines. ”

( To Be Continued .)

" Do you know the soldier who sent the

letter ? " asked Lola.
“ Captain Smith ,” was the reply .
"Was he dead when you left him ?" she

asked .
"Dying," he replied ; "but he was near the

Confederate lines, and urged me to leave

him that I might deliver the message before

we should be picked up by the enemy."

" Can you locate him to me upon the field ?"

she eagerly asked .
" That his message has been delivered , if it

is your wish I' ll try and take you to him , but

I fear he's beyond help, ” was the reply .
A few moments later Lola and her guide

were passing out into the field , from which

within the lines, and even beyond, the dead

and wounded were being rapidly gathered .

It was a sad view that came under the ob

servation of Lola as she passed along upon

her errand of mercy. Neither was she the

only one who was taking grave chances to

relieve the suffering heroes in the shadowing

hours of the gloomy battlefield .
On they rapidly pushed , until near the

enemy' s line, in a small grove they finally

stooped over a prostrate form .
It was that of Captain Smith . She had

known him as " Patsey,” and it was that

name she feelingly murmured , as she kneel.

ed to touch the chilled forehead with evi

dent trust that she might recall the departed

spirit
At that instant a squad of horsemen dash

ed from the enemy' s lines direct toward the

grove . As they drew near, Lola 's guide pre

gented his gun for action . At her entreaty ,

however , he hesitatingly lowered the weap

on . Another moment, and an officer rode

forward and demanded their surrender.

His eyes dropped from Lola to the corpse

at her feet. “ Captain , eh ! ” he exclaimed, as

he noted the uniform .

He alighted and with evident design of as

certaining whether theman was really dead ,

he stooped to observe him more closely .

"My God ! " he exclaimed , as he dropped

on his knee and gently raised the lifeless

head ; "he's my brother Pat !”

Great manly tears rained down upon the

dead man' s face.

Lieutenant Ed . Smith , for a moment, was

oblivious to his surroundings. Lola ' s guide

took advantage of this fact, mounted the

lieutenant' s horse and dashed off toward the

Federal lines. The sudden jerk of the bridle

rein from his hand recalled the lieutenant to

the situation . He drew his gun upon the

retreating form . Lola grasped his arm .

" Let him go," she said . “ For the love of

Patsey , your brother, let him go."
The Confederate officer replaced his

weapon and hurriedly enjoined his comrades

against an attempt to capture the fleeing

Federal. The enjoinder was unnecessary ,

as they well knew the horse was much the

fleetest mount of the troop and would easily

distance them .

Every motorman should have a Troxell Stool. Ad

dress Troxell Mfg . Co ., Elyria , Ohio .
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Invest in the Union Gas & OilCo.

$ 10 Buys 100 Shares

COMPANY CAPITALIZED AT $500 ,000

HAS LEASES ON 515 ACRES IN THE FAMOUS LEAMINGTON (ONT.)

OIL FIELDS

102 ,045 SHARES ALREADY SOLD

DON' T BE TO LATE

$ 100 Invested in the British American Oil Co . three months ago is now worth $ 2, 000

Write immediately to the Secretary for Prospectus , or serd $ 10 FOR 100

SHARES AND CERTIFICATE WILL BE PROMPTLY FORWARDED

J . V . Cunningham , Pres.

C . H . Johnson , Sec y - Treas.

Office, 316 BUHL BLOCK, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

UNION CHAS. W . NOAH

BUTTONS and BADGES Has

Our Label is No. 38 .
full line of

GERAGHTY & CO . / Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle

61 La Salle St., Chicago.

With the most complete line of

Rambler Bicycles, leading bicycle of the
world . Also Adlake,

Phoenis, Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and termsreasonable .

Standard Sewing Machines, s
easiest.

stillest,

most durable. Don 't buy a machine until you see it.

Pianos, bet
noe new uprights $ 175, warranted. Wesave you

the agent's profits .

G . E . VAN SYCKLE, 228 Woodward,next to Gas Office

New Refrigerators, Ice Cream Freezers,
Etc.

no Gratiot Avenue

And a full line of Gas & Gasoline stoves.Hotels .

888 Franklin Ave.
TN TUOWoul IIUUSU Cor. Carroll st.

- Borougb of Brooklyn

RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. · New York

yardware, Window and Door Screens,

Paints , Oils , Etc.

Telephone Main 2064 for Adver | 1222 Gratiot Avenue

tising rates in The Motorman and

Conductor. Circulation 'Way Up.
Gelephone E . 1064 R .
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PATENTED APRIL 27 . 1887

The Bellamy Vestlette

PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS .. ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 40,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable.
Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agerts wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland , O.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

| POSSANUS Bros .

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus save

the consumer the middleman 's profit

Furniture Mfg . Co.
Dertoit. Michigan.

- MANUFACTURER
S
OFWe carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

14-416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH .

Royal
ton

Woole
ne

SpecialManufacturers of Superior

Dolice firemans & Railroad w

UNIFORM CLOTHS.

CHARLES L . BOWLER

thST NEW YORK

SOLZ AGEN

- INCLUSIVE OF

Our Great VIC The TOR Specialty .

Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues.

When in need ofa Dining Table ask yourdealer

to show you The VICTOR .

Standard Throughout the United States

or Street Railway Service.

HORACE W . STEERE

BARLY RISER ' S

FRIEND,

Every StreetCar
Man should have

one.

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

Goods Sold on Weekly Payments,

17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES

Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.
When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond ,

Silverware, Clock, Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of

H . T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.
Jewelry , it would pay you to call on us or get prices .

Electric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in ., Width 6 in ., Height 89 in .
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If you don'twear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor
NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

Union Throughout Uniforms

FOR

Motormen AND

ConductorsMonthly Buttons

FRONT AND BACK All regular, stout and slim

sizes carried in stock . Quality

guaranteed - values absolutely

greatest.

Our Special

Vniform at

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Union men should wear a but

ton that is ten -tenths union - all

Union. Ours is. Weguarantee it.

Is the best you or anyone else has

seen for the price. It' s a suit that

not only looks well,butwears well.

Strictly Union Made.

Everything in Men 's and Boy' s

Clothing , Hats and Furnishings at

" out - of - the high - rent - district"

prices.

ClaytonLOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St. Chicago

Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. Detroit

Cured to Stay

Oured in 5 DaysVaricocele cure

Hydrocele

waving or Pala .

Guaranteed Curo or
Money Refunded .

Undermy troatment this insidious disease rapidly

S disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The
stagnantblood is driven from tho dilated veins and all soreness vanishesand

swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead

comes the pleasure of perfect health .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and
Bladder Troubles , Nervous Dobility , and allied troubles. Xy

methods of treatmentand curo are originalwith mo and cannot be obtained

elsewhere. I mako Do experiments. All cases I tako I cure.

is what you want. I give a Legal

Guarantee to cure you or refund
: J . TILLOTSON M . D . your money . ET What I havo dono for others I can do for you . My

The Laster Specialist of Chicago , who chargo for permanent curo will be roasonablo and no more

Care Telodeole. Established 1880 . then you will bo willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(Cortatoma . ) CURE YOU atHome. .

Writo mo your condition fully and you willreceive in

plain envelope a scientide and honest opinion of your
auso , FREE of Chargo. Hy hometreatment is successful. Úy books and lectures mailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON, M . D ., 351 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO . •

-
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Hirsch Uniform
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-
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-

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ? -
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms - Union Made.

-
-

-
-

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OFTEPAYORDA EXEC LA

UNITED

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

APRIL 12

TAMMENT 7 James H . Hirsch & Co.

U
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N

M
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D
E

KEDO
NIM

1891

SOAR
wwh

ite

REGISTERED
C

· 212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , . . ILLS.
ENSES

MOTORMEN, GRIPMEN AND CONDUCTORS IN CHICAGO

SAVE THEIR MONEY

CAPITAL )4000000M 4000000 SURPLUS 10000
O ATRAL TRUST COMPANY WNS

EARBORN & MONROE STREET
CHICAS10 .577

HUNDREDS OF STREET AND ELEVATED

Railway men and members of their families have

savings accounts in the

CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY

OF ILLINOIS

CHICAGO

South -west corner of DEARBORN AND MONROE STREETS

Capital $ 4 ,000,000 Surplus $ 1,250 ,000

One Dollar or more willopen a Savingsaccount in this bank . Three
per cent interest, com pounded every January and July paid on Savings

deposits . Saturday afternoons the savingsdept. is open until 4 o 'clock



STATE SAVINGS BANK

- DETROIT , MICH . =

DIRECTORS

ide
nt
d
e

STATE SAVISAS BAD

I
S TATE SAVISOS BARK

S ATTE

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,

President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice -President de

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Vice-President

R . S . Mason ,
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman .
Asst. Cashier

N
I
H
A R . A . Algor

W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell

Jas. H . Eckels

C . L . Freer

R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

Thos. H .Hubbard

H . B . Led yard
W . C . McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Geo . H . Russell
Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

L
I
N

A
R

I
T
E
T
I
T

1 . Sunderlio .

Auditor

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS -

$ 1 ,000,000 .00

850 ,000 . 00
15 ,000,000. 00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
PAS FOR

Uniform Clothing

We also carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA .

RANK BREDERICK & Cº

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

mentguide.

113 .KING ST.WEST FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
THE LAROEST TAILORINO

MOUSE IN CANADA
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TRADE

a ar Glove )

Inc

Uniforms of Quality

Socou

FARGO

NO RIVEIS,QUI SEAMS THEYFITAS

MEATAND WATER PROOF A

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY
DETROIT , MICHIGAN ER

.

Write for a SOUVENIR MATCH CASE made from

the same leather as the Gloves. Free .

GIVE DEALER 'S NAME AND ADDRESS.

UNION MADE

L
Y
H
A USED ALL OVER THIS

COUNTRY AND RE

COGNIZED AS THE

STANDARD FOR

TRACTION MEN :: ::

H

S
E
O

G
O
D
N
O

.

E
L
Y

For Sale by all First Class Merchants

ware The Bloch Company
MANUFACTURERS

280-282 ST. CLAIR STREET

CLEVELAND, O .
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO .
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Mr. Secretary :

BI
SS
EL
LS

EN
CO

Com

parison of the

Easy , Sanitary

Method of Sweep

ing and the Tiresome, Nerve

Racking Unhealthy Method
The use of the corn broom means sore hands,

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don ' t you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.
80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

sep

lame back , clouds of dust, injury to furniture,
draperies and curtains; menace to the health of
the entire family (as dust is a carrier of disease , )

injury to fine carpets and rugs, want of thor
oughness; is an expensive way to sweep , from

every standpoint, consumes time and energies
that should be used for pleasanter duties, makes

sweeping a positive drudgery.
The use of

BISSELL ' S
“ CYCO " BEARING

SWEEPER
PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.
means easy, thorough sweeping : the confining

of all the dust and dangerous germs within the

pan receptacles, the discarding of the dust pan ,
the back -breaking companion ofthe corn broom ;

the brightening and preserving of your carpets ,

sweeping done in one-quarter of the time with

95 per cent less effort, the thorough cleansing of
your carpets as it cannot be done by the corn

broom , and finally a great economy, as a Bissell

lasts longer than fifty corn brooms Don 't sac
rifice so much comfort and convenience when it

can be purchased so cheaply .

For sale by all first-class dealers.

Price $ 2 .50 to $ 4 .50
BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO .

(Largest SweeperMakers in the World )

Department 87 GRAND RAPIDS, Mich .

Buy a Bissell now and send us the purchase slip

and we will send you a neat, useful present free .

Oficial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . .

Rituals, each . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each .

Craveling cards, each . . . . . . . . .05

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . . 2 .60

Division financial book, 400 pages, . . . . . 4 .25

Criplicate report books, each . . . .. . . . . . 2 .00

Sonstitutions, in lots of 100 or more,
per 100 . . . . . . . . . 3.50

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tinancial secretary's order book on
treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Creasurer's receipt book . . .

1880ciation Badges, rolled gold , each . . .

OLI

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1. 00
Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter , each . . . 30
' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hilt seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with es

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

Jersonal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

therwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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$ 300 SAVED
TO ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST

VIA THE D & B LINE .

Just Two Boats”

DETROIT& BUFFALO
BETWEEN

DETROIT & BUFFALO

STEAMBOAT CO.
DETR

OIT

NAGARA

LES
...... ........ BUFFALO NACARATurec ........... . . FALLS

WILLIAM H . WILKINSONPRE

1 607 Malcon. b St., Detroit, Member of

Division 661, M . J. McAndrews, St .

Thomas, Ont., and employed as engineer

I on the Pere Marquette R . R ., was

entirely cured with three boxes of

CLEVELANO

THE DIRECT AND POPULAR

ROUTE TO POINTS EAST

DAILY SERVICE , MAY 10th

Improved Express Service ( 14 hours) Between

DETROIT AND BUFFALO

Leave DETROIT Daily - 5 . 00 P . M .
Arrive BUFFALO 65 9 . 00 A . M .

Connectingwith Morning Trains for all Points in NEW
YORK , PENNSYLVANIA and NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Through Tickets sold to All Points, and Baggage

Checked to Destination

Leave BUFFALO Daily - 5 . 30 P . M .

Arrive DETROIT - 7 . 30 A . M .

Connecting with Early Morning Trains for Points

North and West.

Rate between Detroit and Buffalo $ 3 .50 one way ,

$ 6 .50 round trip . Berths $ 1 .00, $ 1, 50 ; Staterooms

$ 9 . 50 cach direction.

Send 2c Stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet.

RAIL TICKETS HONORED ON STEAMERS

All Classes of Tickets sold reading via Grand Trunk ,

Michigan Central and Wabash Railways between De

troitand Buffalo willbe accepted for transportation on

D . & B , Strs, in either direction between Detroit and

Buffalo . A . A . SCHANTZ , G . S & P . T . M . ,Detroit,Mich

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

after being a constant sufferer with kid

ney trouble for fifteen years.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Dr, Navaun 's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps ) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Chene St., Detroit, Mich .

Our Label is No. 38.

GERAGHTY & CO .
61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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C . 0 . PRATT. RICHARD CORNELIUS.

The above is a picture of G . E . B . member

C . 0 . Pratt. In consequence of the active

work he has done in the interest of our As

sociation and her membership , none are de

serving of more special mention than he.

Previous to becoming an international offi

cer , on account of his leadership in the

Cleveland strike, he became blacklisted

from employment. At the time Div. No. 106

of Cleveland, was instituted , Bro . Pratt was

a conductor in the employ of the “ Big Con

solidated .” He immediately volunteered his

assistance in the establishment of Div. 106

among his fellow workers, and as the smoke

of battle from the Cleveland strike cleared

away, Bro . Pratt found his run had been

filled , and on account of offensive activity

he was barred from re -employment. How

ever, the following convention , held at Buf

falo , elected Bro. Pratt to the G . E . B ., and
he entered the work of building up the or
ganization he had sacrificed his position for.

At the Pittsburg convention he was re
elected without opposition . He is a prac

tical street car man , a knowledge of which

has been of no little value to him in the

grand work he has accomplished. His work
upon the board and in the field is highly

appreciated by his colleagues.

Bro. Richard Cornelius is the general ex
ecutive board member elected from Div .

No. 205, San Francisco, Cal. He is Presi
dent and Business Agent of the San Fran

cisco local. He is a practical street car
man , having seen years of service both as

gripman and conductor . When Div . No. 205

was instituted he was one of the most ac
tive in the work of organizing. He has led

his own local through the rough seas it
has encountered , and has been prominent as

establishing it as one of the great pillars

of our association . Bro . Cornelius is an

ardent worker, and a quick , active thinker.

His sincerity is an impressive characteristic.

He has lent his assistance to the develop
ment of our craft throughout the Pacific

coast. He is sincerely appreciated as a
member of the G . E . B ., as a most earnest
adviser.

" No matter how much unions may be

condemned , no matter how eloquent the

pleas made in behalf of American princi
ples, etc., the one fact which cannot be

explained away, and which arises to con

found union critics, is that the advance .
ment of the working class , the shortening

of the working time and the increasing of
wages are contemporaneous with the

growth of unionism ." - Potter' s Herald .
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MUCH -PARADED FAKE. another scab to pass through the same ex
perience . If another should meet the same

A WONDERFUL STRIKE -BREAKER , TO
fate, investigation would show that he did

not walk up to the slaughter through any

HEAR THE PRESS TELL IT . special invitation or superhuman influence

of Mr. Farley . On the contrary, Mr. Farley

Farley Never an Important factor in Any is always found just outside of the danger

Street Car Strike. line.

The fact remains that the introduction of
It is amusing what a wonderful " strike

scabs in labor troubles does not rest with
breaker" the " open shop ” advocating press Farley or any other single individual; but
would have us believe one James Farley has to read the glowing tributes paid to this
developed into. To read the glowing ac

dubbed “ Strike-Breaker" Farley, one would
count of his alleged wonderful success in the

imagine that Farley had a corner on scabs .
recent Interborough strike, if believed , is
enough to send a shiver through the most

Really, there is not a single instance of

thoroughly fortified group of prospective strike-breaking to the credit of James Far

strikers . Pictured as the personification of
ley, and he is no more to be considered

daring and heroism , less susceptible than
in the matter of voting a strike than any ,

Achilles to physical injury , a Cyclops in bru
other one individual of the scab fraternity.

tality and a moving volume of wisdom and
Strikes are a product of unusual or intoler.

brilliancy of intellect.
able conditions of employment, and so long

This forcefully -pictured monarch of all
as the selfishness of human nature preys

situations is being brandished before us as
upon individual rights, just so long strikes

the harbinger of ill fate to all wage -earners will remain as the method of protest to be

assuming to protest against strict obedience
effectively applied to enforce correction of

to the mandates of Parryistic employers. the abuses imposed upon labor.

Work , eat crow , and obey orders, or this in Strikes are won and lost, but the result

ferno god, this demon of darkness, with all of most strikes is a compromise whereby

his serpentine vice-regency, will be unchain abuses are more or less corrected . There

ed . Horrible ! can be no hope for winning untimely and
But it occurs to us that scab-gathering irrational strikes. A just cause always

was indulged in to some extent before Far- meets a responsive public sentiment, with
ley was ever heard of. Farley seems to be out which no strike can be won , and for

a street car strike product, simply a sneak which an irrational strike cannot appeal,

ing nibbler of fat from the fortunes, or mis and is necessarily lost. Such was the In

fortunes, of street car men . So, if there is terborough strike. It was apparently an un

so much terror wrapped up in this " strike necessary and untimely strike, and did not

breaker" Farley, the street railway employes appeal to the public. It was lost. True,

should be qualified to know it. Farley was there and brought scabs with

If Farley ever figured as an unusually im him . It has been said that the company

portant factor in any street car strike or rounded up more than 6 ,000 of them . Be

contention , it has never been observed . In this as it may, it is a well-known fact that

most street car strikes, Farley or no Farley, Farley supplied much less than 1 ,000. Again ,
scabs have been a common feature, and thus less than 6 ,000 men went out, and it is

they will continue. Farley did not break the carefully estimated thatmore than 4 ,000 are

Interborough strike, neither has he ever fig . back at work . But where are the scabs ?

ured as a special element in the breaking Most of them are already relegated to their

of any strike. It requires no special skill former seclusion . The company had a

to gather scabs. Farley can do it as well as chance to keep them , if so disposed , but they

anyone else , no better, and it is not a laurel could not fill the bill, neither would they

attaining qualification , either . It adds no have filled the bill as strike-breakers . They

luster to the record of any man , neither does were incompetent, and they had very little

it mark any particular distinction as to abil. to do with the loss of the Interborough

ity or character. On the contrary , it de- strike. The result to James Farley

tracts. There are dozens of miscreants financial consideration from the company,

throughout the country engaged in this busi and a severe beating from two or three of
ness, and many of them are possessed of the thugs who regarded themselves as de.

sufficient wisdom to keep their movements ceived by his dirty tactics. To James Far

and identity quite well under cover, much ley ; the Interborough strike was a financial

more to the advantage of the employer than disappointment, from its short duration . Be

the boastful methods of Farley. The policy sides, it resulted in physical punishment

of scab-gathering lies with the employer. from the dupes of his gold-bricked methods
The methods of using scabs depend upon of scabism . When it was reported to some

the conditions, and develop with the circum - extent that he was on his way from New

stances. It requires no special intelligence York to San Francisco , reliable information

to place scabs to work , further than that was at hand that he was laid up in his hotel

applied by the management of the employ . in New York as the result of a brutal
ing company. If there is danger attendant, assault inflicted upon him by some of the

it is directed to the scab , and not the scab gang he had brought with him to New York .

gatherer. If the scab is killed, it is not the The part played by Farley was the same

scab gatherer ; neither can the scab gather- as that of many other vultures of human

er , Farley , or any of his ilk , prevail upon society located in various cities, and who
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it is a great lesson ; one that confirms the teach
ing of the trade unions that the only hope for
society and civilization that the only true

freedom is through organization , and it should
stimulate every worker in the movement to
work as he has never worked before to spread
organizatior. to every craft and calling. until
the workers of the world are solidly united ,

Then will war, with all its failures and disas
ters disappear, and the new civilization , which

is the brotherhood of man, take place."

THE BODY KNOWN AS “ THE PUBLIC ."

flood the offices of employing corporations

with bids to supply scabs in times of threat
ened labor troubles. Many of these vul.
tures have sufficient self-respect to cover up
their identity . Others have not, and Farley

is among their number.

PREDICTION FULFILLED.

In touching upon the Spanish -American
war and the ultimate result, in an article

contributed to the American Federationist
and published in the August, 1898 , issue
under the title, " Freedom the Goal,” Presi.
dent W . D . Mahon predicted that “ when
the smoke of battle had cleared away it
would be the same old story of hunger,
poverty and misery to the masses.” The
war created temporary opportunities ,

which have been worked to their fullest ,
on the American side, and socio -political
conditions prevailed in America that per
mitted the advantages of those opportuni
ties to pass into class privilege. Thus, the
war to America has resulted in tightening
the grip of class control.

In a new labor publication published in
Porto Rico in the interest of labor, we have
found disclosed a condition of labor which
could not have been more servile under
Spanish rule . In fact, the multitude of
people in Porto Rico exist. That' s all.
The few live, and live well. Class distinc
tion prevails. These few don 't work . They
either hold public office or gather tithes from
the enforced labor of others. Laws are
made to govern the poor and confer favor

to the rich . True, the A . F . of L . has
reached the island and the way to a better
life is being pointed out by organization ,
but it proves a toilsome effort.

The present conditions in Spain , Cuba,
America and Porto Rico , and the latter is a
part of America , recall President Mahon 's
article , in which he said :
The present war should teach the members of

organized labor a great lesson , for it demon
strates the proposition laid down by the trade
unionist, namely, that freedom must come
through a perfect organization of society to be
correct.

It is the same old story again repeating itself .

The booming cannon , and rattling musketry are

echoing along our southern border ; patriotic
American citizens are rushing forward to offer
their lives upon the altar of their country and
for what ? The same old battle cry that has
echoed down the ages - freedom .

Humanity has bathed the earth in blood for

that battle cry , and still the beggary hand of
want protrudes from every side. All the imple
ments of war, from the crude battle ax and
spear of the barbarian down to the Gatling gun

and smokeless powder of the nineteenth cen
tury , have been used to establish that cry , and

yet millions of these civilized citizens of the
world , tramp, tramp, tramp, without a hut or
hovel, begging for an opportunity to exist. The
earth and seas have been strewn with the dead
bodies of mankind from the overflow of
Pharaoh ' s army at the Red Sea until the battle
of Manila and Santiago , to establish freedom ,

and yet from the mine, workshop and held ,

comes the cry of the overworked and underpaid
wage slave , crying for freedom .

When the smoke of the war has cleared away
and Spain is founl possessionless on this side
of the Atlantic, it will be the same old story
nhunger. poverty and misery for the masses .

Cars it be possible that four thousand years of

war and murder have not taught us that free
annot be established in this way ? Yes,

" The Public" is a term with which some of
those who discuss economic subjects would con
jure a vision of some supreme and distinct body ,
separate and apart from the industrial struggle .
That struggle is incessant, but varies in intens
Ity . When it assumes an acute phase, because
of precipitated conflict over wages or hours or
conditions of work , it is a common experience
to hear of the Interest, the inconvenience, or tho
suffering of “ The Public ."
What is this " Public ?"' Is it possible to differ

entiate it sharply from the actual participants
dustrial war ? Are the non - combat

ants separate and distinct from those who fight ?
Is their interest paramount ?

It is evident that there does prevail & con
ception of such a body. It is often stated , for
example , that the success or failure of a striko
depends largely, if not mainly , upon public opin
ion . To that opinion employers and employed

continually appeal, whenever they are at strito .
Its moral force is tacitly recognized in every
utterance, in every strategic move of the com
batants. But how shall the body . whose verdict

is thus regarded as vital to any cause, be do
fined ?

The collection of opinions published in this in
gue of The Civic Federation Review is interest

ing, in that it reflects divers methods of using
the term , coupled with ingenious efforts at its
definition ; and it is of value, in that it goes
far to confirm the conclusion reached by one

writer , that in the industrial struggle " there is

no such thing as an outside public." Practically
every body in the community is interested in tho

profits of capital and the earnings of labor, for
these are factors in all production as they aro

factors in all consumption . The influences and
the effects of any industrial struggle are so tar

reaching and so interwoven with the structuro

of all society that they cannot be dissected out

of the body politic . A coal strike concerns every
reside ; a cotton strike touches every wearer

of fabrics ; a railway strike affects everything

that is carried, and transportation enters into
almost every article that human beings use .

But thus " vague" as the general public may
be, it undeniably exists . Because it is insep
arable , it is none the less real. The important
question is whether its interest is paramount.

Is not Its interest in any industrial strike purely
selfish ? " The Public " is usually apathetic to the
conditions of workers in mines, in factories ,
upon railways. But when revolt comes . " tho

Public" is first awakened , through the incon
venience it suffers, to what may be cruel
wrongs. The mass of people , ' preoccupied with

a myriad pursuits, practically all workery,
whether with hands or with millions, has littlo

time or inclination to disturb itself about the
profits of any single business . however great,
or about the hardships or income of any class
of toilers, however numerous. But let a clash
come, let the smooth , every - day relations of
supply and demand be interrupted , and the gen

eral community is rudely jarred out of Indit
ference into interest whose intensity is likely

to be proportionate to the degree of inconveni
ence caused or the increase in the cost of a

product. Then ensues the process of forming
public opinion upon a subject probably novel
to most of those whose thought is thus aroused .
In this way a strike, or a crisis in some in
dustry, may be widely educational. " The Pub
lic " learned more in 1902 about the business of

mining coal, about hours and wages and trang
portation and risks and profits, than it ever
knew before . In contrast. " the Public' took
but a languid , though wide and sympathetic .
interest in the strike in the Fall River cotton
mills , because the prices of manufactured cot
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ton were not affected . The rise and fall of
speculative fortunes in the market of raw cot-
ton was more dramatic ; and the recent spectacle

of burning cotton in bales in the south has
served to make many consider the relations be
tween crops and demand, and to realize the
economic crime of attempting to enhance prices
by destroying natural wealth .

Thus " the Public " is painfully and expensively
instructed . In time the larger lesson may be

learned that it is the duty of " the Public , " that
is , of every one, to take active interest every
day in the questions involved in the relations

between capital and labor, instead of permit
ting attention to wait upon disturbance . - Ralph
M . Easley, in Civic Federation Review .

CHICAGO STRIKE .

A nutshell rendition of the cause and sit .
uation of the Chicago strike appears in

" The Union Leader” under the caption " If
Right, Why Do They Fear Arbitration ?”

Perverting reports are given out by the
Associated Press and appear in the daily
papers to inflame the outside public against

the alleged irrational methods of Chicago
unionism . The fact is , there was never a

more damnable conspiracy brought under

the limelight than that of which the Chicago
Employers' Association is guilty in their

incriminating effort to force men into idle
ness and women and children into sweat
shops .

Upon the causes of the strike, and the

character of the participants, " The Union
Leader ” , says:

" The origin of the present controversy be
tween the International Brotherhood of Team
sters and the Employers' Association dates back

to the early days of Noveinber, 1904 . The Gar
ment Workers of Chicago at that time were
working under improved conditions brought
about by the decision of an Arbitration Board
- a decision that the National Tailors' Associa
tion had pledged itself to abide by until the
first day of June, 1906 .
The arbitration sitting consumed considerable

t :me, many obstacles were placed in the path of
the union leaders by the opposition , and the
cost of the sitting to the union , in round fig
ures, was some $ 3 . 000 .

Yet the Garment Workers felt it money well
srent. Theirs was an industry that had many
abuses, some of which affected the very vitals
of society - the mother and offspring . Greed

for profit was wringing the life -blood from its
workers ; young girls , forced to the Sweatshop

of the Tailors' Association by prevailing eco
nomic conditions, were converted into old

women in their teeas ; men , stronger physically ,
yet powerless to meet the resistance , were con
signed to a life of drudgery , with but meager
remuneration ; sanitary conditions existed that
would pall the most blunted intellect and make
the " coolie " shop fade into insignificance . The
business from stem to stern was a blot upon
American industry . Yet, disgraceful, inhuman
and un - American as were the conditions sur
rounding tha garmen : industry at this time, the

National Tailors' Association , part and parcel of
the Employers' Association , fought to retain
them , and opposed bitterly the attempt of the
workers to evolve from the mire of distress and
poverty and arise one step higher in the scale

of society that leads to a free, healthy and
independent citizenship .

These conditions, presented to an Arbitration
Poard , brought about a change . Under the new
order of things wages were increased , the work
day shortened, sanitary conditions improved ,
and the organization that had worked for the
moral uplifting of its meinbers perpetuated by a
" closed shop " decision .

This resulted to the National Tailors' Associa

tion in a decrease of profits
ducers were receiving at least a portion of
their share. Stung with the retrenchment of

returns, their sordid natures arose until they

surmounted even common decency , and in
their eagerness to control tme filthy lucre ,

violated every law of honor, repudiated the

arbitration decision . locked out their employes

and immediately commenced the retrograde

movement of the garment industry into the path
of degeneracy that leads to hell.

On through the weary winter months the Gar
ment Workers struggled . To return to the con
ditions demanded by the employers meant

slavery. The bracing air of the streets , a con
trast to the foul atmosphere of the sweatshop ,
was inore desirable. Besides, a principle was
involved - the rights of the employe to humane

treatment.

December, January, February and March
went by. Every honorable means was employed
to effect an adjustment. Appeal was made to

the employers to adhere to their contract, but
without success .

All through these months the federated organ
izations of Chicago were rendering financial as
sistance. On the other hand, the Employers'
Association , of which the National Tailors' As

sociation is a part, was lending every aid to

the movement of the employers and acting as
general distributor of their products . Mr. Job ,
secretary of that institution , was directing the
movement. The Employers' Association , antag
onistic to organized labor in general, was stand - ,
ing a unit and centering their forces upon the
disruption of the Garment Workers Union
teamsters were nauling non -union products.
They were virtually assistir. g the Employers'
Association in crushing their fellows. The in
consistency of this position appealed to them .

They repeatedly asked that the Garment Work
ers be treated fairly , and just as repeatedly

were they refused .
The result was that they refused to be a party

to the proceedings any longer, and from the
tactics adopted by the Employers' Association
in locking out the Garment Workers, has come

an almost general lockout of the teamsters of
Chicago .

Tried and trusted employes, competent to a
degree of perfection, good citizens, men of fam
ily and responsibility , have been discarded , to

be supplanted by an imported element of de
praved humanity that are not only worthless
as eriployes, but a menace to the community .
Armed thugs are causing havoc, riot and dis

order in the hope that the public mind may

poisoned against the unionists , and the United
States troops used to perpetuate an institution
not only destructive in its methods, but dam
nable in its motives.
No more convincinz evidence of the character

of the Employers' Association can be adduced
than the bloodthirsty demand of an employer
that " There must be a certain number of peo

ple killed hefore this thing ends, and the sooner
they are killed the better . "

" The outrageous violence of this incendiary
speech ," says Prof. Graham Taylor, " wrongs
Chicago . "
Arbitration has been asked for by the unions.

Mr. Job answers: "Guns are plenty . They will
be used discreetly . "

Arbitration has been requested by the mayor
of the second city on the continent. Mr. Levy
Mayer replies : " Unconditional surrender ."

Arbitration is demanded by an outraged pub
lic . And the Employers' Association says : " The

public be d - d !"

POINTED SUGGESTIONS OF B . OF R . C .
PRESIDENT.

Grand President J. V . Fisler of the Broth
erhood of Railway Clerks, in an article in
The Railway Clerk , directs the attention of
that organization to some features of the
work which will come before the Kansas
City convention . In bearing upon prospect.
ive affiliation with the American Federation
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of Labor, President Fisler delivers a pointed
suggestion in the following :
Another important question which will come

before the convention will be the affiliation with
the American Federation of Labor. I have no
hesitancy in saying that nine -tenths of our

membership have the wrong idea as to the pur
poses of that body . The sympathetic strike fea

ture entertained by some is ridiculous, and I

challenge any member ty point to a single in
stance where the A . F . of L . has ordered a

sympathetic strike, or to any provision in their
constitution where they have this power. Again ,
some say , " We don ' t care 'to mix with butch

ers , bakers, hodcarriers," etc. In reply to this,
I will state that I do not consider myself, nor
are those who make this statement, any better

than they . In fact, they have more interest in

themselves, generally speaking, than the Rail
way Clerks. They have banded themselves to
gether , providing for sufficint funds to carry

out their ideas and showing the necessary
stamina , have secured lasting benefits, and in

almost every instance average larger salaries
than our craft . What causes such snobbery ?

Is it the white collars which we wear ? Would

it not be better to cast aside the collar and

earn a man ' s wages ?

I would suggest ihat the American Federation
of Labor proposition be given mature consid
eration . The mere fact that such affiliation

would insure us the confidence of all wage earn
ers should in itself be sufficient to overcome any

prejudice, and cause a calmer view to be taken
of the matter - a more thorough investigation of
the riduculous statements which have been cir

culated among our craft relative to the tenta

tive principles of that body. The individual
wage earner has the same right to refuse to

affiliate with his class organization as we, as
an organization , have to refuse to affiliate with

other organizations, thereby presenting a solid
front of wage earners.

MOTORMAN AND ENGINEER .

Bro. T . J . Dolan , Jr., general secretary of
the I. B . of S . S . & D . M ., sends a sugges
tive clipping from The Daily News, which
he regards as good argument for a more
full appreciation of motormen . The item
reads :
While riding south in a Halsted street car last

Saturday night I could not help observing how
entirely the lives of the passengers are in the
hands of the motorman . I thought, too , of the
wide difference between the compensation he

receives and that paid to the passenger engineer
on steam railroads. The latter gets more than
twice the wages for a similar kind of work .

The motorman must stand at his work . Every
300 feet is a crossing, where he must be on
the lookout for teams, pedestrians, children , fire

engines , patrol wagons, ambulances and so forth .

In addition to his other duties, he must apprise
the conductor of passengers who board the front

platform , and be ever ready to stop and start

with alacrity . He carries in a day twenty

times as many passengers as the passenger en
gineer,

On the other hand, the locomotive engineer ,
after he leaves his station behind, sets his re

verse lever, throttle and injector and takes

things easy . He whistles for crossings , where

none attempt to cross until the train has passed .
Frequently he glances at the gauges and occa
sionally tries the water cocks.
When necessary to stop at places other than

his regular stations, a signal board is plainly
visible hundreds of feet away, unless he be
flagged by track repairers or a brakeman from

a blockaded train ahead.

His engine is overhauled before leaving.
Shouid it break down or become disabled his
mechanical knowledge is seldom required of him

in the matter of repairs. He telegraphs for

another engine and proceeds, while the disabled

one is towed in by some following freight or
wrecking train .

The motorman should be appreciated and re
ceive the highest possible wages for his excel

lent service.

JOHN DOOLEY,
Member of the Executive Board of Div , No.

85 , Pittsburg, Pa.

Those in touch with the early history
struggles and subsequent development of old
Local No. 85, of Pittsburg, Pa., fully appre
ciate the debt of gratitude due to the untir
ing energy, vigorous activity and prudent
counsel of ex-President John Dooley. To
him , more than to any other one man , must
be credited the past successes and present
prosperity of the Pittsburg railway men and
their organization .

Bro . Dooley became a member of the Asso

ciation at the incipiency of the Pittsburg
Division , and at a time when it was worth
his job to undertake the experiment. Imme.

diately upon initiation he accepted the posi
tion of local committeeman at the Allegheny

Tr. station , and during the years succeeding

has never for a moment been out of official
service . He has served the local in nearly

every capacity , and never shirked a respon
sibility .

At the time Bro . Dooley became a member

of the Association the Pittsburg wage was
164 cents per hour, and the work day was
scheduled at twelve hours and up .

It was under the chief directorate of Bro .

Dooley, as president, that the local advanced
the wage rate from 20 cents per hour to the
present rate of 22, 23 and 24 cents. He was
also committeeman during negotiations

which pushed the rate from 18 to 20 cents .
There are working for the Pittsburg Rail
ways Co. to -day men who have had their

wages increased $ 1.00 per day, or more than
$ 300 per year, through the efforts of Div. No.
85 during the official career of Bro . Dooley .

Among his early associates in the move

ment and who are now officers are President
J. J. Thorpe, Secretary Jno. Negley, and
Treasurer W . W . Ewing.

Bros, Dooley and Ewing will be remem
bered as delegates at the last convention .
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The ....

Motorman and Conductor

If the wage earner' s job it not profit pay.
ing, his individual interest demands that he

make a desperate effort to put it on a profit
paying basis , and, of course, there is only

one way, and that is to force the job to pay
a better wage, and through organization is

the only way the job can be forced to yield .
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Odcial Journal of the Amalgamatod Asso
clation of Street and Doctric Rallway

Employos of Amorica .

Secretary Joseph Bishop, Columbus, Ohio ,
of the Ohio State Board of Arbitration , was
an agreeable caller at headquarters recently.
Secretary Bishop states that the conditions
throughout the State of Ohio are at present

quite promising, and that there is very little
trouble in industrial circles throughout the
entire State . Secretary Bishop is in Detroit

in attendance at the A . A . of I. S . & T . W .
He has the distinction of being the father of
that organization .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month

ly . W . D . MAHON , Prosidont.

Correspondents will ploaso address all com
munications for publication to R . L REEVES,
Dditor, Dotroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payablo to W . D . Mahon , Pros.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . . . . 60 conto

Angle copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 conto

In the columns of this issue of The Motor.
man and Conductor appear somemost inter

esting articles penned by our local corres

pondents. Among those of particular inter
est are the productions appearing over the

signature of " R . E . Porter."

Our Girardville brother has heretofore
supplied our readers with some very good

matter, but it must be said that this produc
tion is the best. It should be read .

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W . D . MAHON . .. . . . . . . International Prosidont
A . W . MORRISON . .. . . . . . .First Vico - Prosidont
BENJ. COMMONS... . . . .Second Vice - President
J. C . COLGAN . . . . . . . Third Vico - Prosidont

J . J . THORPE. . . . . . . .Fourth Vico -Prosidont

RIZIN ORR ... . . . . . . . . . International Troasuror

Gonoral Executive Board

D . L. DILWORTH . .. .. . ... . .. ... . ... .. . .Chalrman
R . L. REEVES. . . . . . . . . . . . .Socrotary

CO. PRATT.
WH. JACOBS.
D . J . REID .
WM. B . FITZGERALD .
FRED FAY.

M SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.

It must be remembered that the opponent
to labor unions will not disparage the work
of a union official nor would they discourage

his employment by the union, for the wel.
fare of the union . The labor union oficial
is attacked as being the most immediate
and effective way to strike a blow at the
organization . However, labor unions will
maintain , attend to their own business, pass
upon their own officials, and wax strong just
so long as they have opposition .Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class

matter.

TRADUI COUNTI
20 . 114

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Soction 1. Tho objects of this Association
shall bo to organizó Division Associations

Boa 2 . To placo our occupation upon a high
plano of intelligenco , oncioncy and skill; to
encourage tho formation in Division Associa
tons of Sick Bon . At Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

impartins practical knowledge of modern

and improvod methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters gonorally . To on
courage tho settlement of all disputos bo

twoen omployes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure omployment and adoquato pay

for our work ; to reducotho hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

olevato our moral, intellectual and social
condition .

Since our last writing there have been
reported to the general office wage settle
ments and agreements upon working condi
tions as follows: Div . No. 251, Vincennes.
Ind., agreement covering working conditions
and 10 cents per day increase in wage; Div .
No. 334 , Boone, Iowa, working conditions
and wage increase of one cent per hour ;

Div. No. 282, Rochester, N . Y ., agreement
upon working conditions embodying wage in .
crease ranging from one to two and one-half
cents per hour : Divs. No. 211 and No. 244 ,
Canton and New Philadelphia , O ., wage in .
crease of one cent per hour. In all these
situations the union road agreement exists,
the Rochester agreement being signed up
covering a period of three years. The ad.
justment grants to the Rochester Electric
Railway employes the highest rate of wage
enjoyed by any surface electric railway em .
ployes in the State of New York , which is a
point of considerable satisfaction , when it
is understood that three years ago when
Div. No. 282 was instituted the employes in
Rochester were among those receiving the
lowest rate paid in the State. Many other
Divisions are negotiating at the present time
with bright prospects of receiving favorable
adjustments and compromises.

The employer and employe naturally rep

resent antagonizing forces , each striving to

draw to individual interest from the same
pool. Yet, singularly , a common interest

exists which demands united and harmoni.
ous effort.
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Business Agent James McDonald , of Div. A charter has been issued to Div . No. 404 .
No. 113, Toronto , Ont., is making an effort Further information upon this Local will be
to secure from the Canadian Parliament the forthcoming in a later issue. We mention
enactment of a law to compel center aisles it simply to show that the work of organiz
in summer cars. ing is still going on . The year 1905 thus far

has enrolled to her credit six additional Di

Ex-Treasurer Tom Shuttleworth , of Div . visions to our Association .

No. 90, Mt. Clemens, has secured a position

as clerk in the Detroit postoffice, and has The Houghton strike still continues with
left the employment of the Rapid Railway. conditions not very much changed from our

The M . and C . unites with his many friends
last report. The boycott is still maintained

in extending to him heartfelt congratula
upon the cars and the citizens refuse to

tions.
ride. However, the company is operating a

few cars in the daytime. The membership
In sentiment, there is not a non -union of this Division are the only ones who are

wage-earner on the American continent. at present receiving strike benefits.
The wage-earner who will not join the union
of his craft when he may do so without

Miss Burton , factory inspector for theprejudicing his employment is an ignoramus

and has no capacity for sentiment.
State of Michigan , was compelled to order

better sanitary regulations in the C . W .
Post Battle Creek Postum Cereal shop . Miss

Bro . James V . Cunningham has resigned Burton discovered an unwholesome condi.

his position as Business Agent of Div . No. tion prevailing there, that even menaced

26 and will hereafter commit his entire time the health of the underpaid employes.

to his duties as president of the Union Oil See page 274, Twenty -second Annual Re

Co. The many friends of Bro. Cunningham port of the Michigan Bureau of Labor.

congratulate him upon his success. Bro.

Cunningham is a business man of no mean
ability and the Union Oil Co. may well con . Since the 1st of January, 1905 , there have

gratulate itself upon the selection of its chief been paid out in death claims $ 5 ,400 upon

director . the death of fifty -four beneficiary members.
Of these departed brothers , thirty -nine were

During the month of June many of our married and leave behind them thirty -nine

Divisions will elect and re-elect officers. In grief-stricken widows, whom , in their hour

fact, nearly all of the Divisions having semi. of sorrow , are breathing forth earnest pray.
annual elections will elect officers during ers for the success of our organization . You

that month . In connection with this , it is knocker ! do you hear those prayers ? Do

desired to call the attention of the Secre. you imagine your contemptible work can off

taries reporting officers elected that they set those prayers ? Think it over, then call

may report distinctly the name and address on the financial secretary and tell him you

of the President, Financial Secretary and want to pay up.

Correspondent elected , at the earliest pos

sible date after election .
Now , Mr. Doubting Thomas, you are in

vited to carefully read the Beaver Valley
The time is slowly approaching when the agreement, which appears in another col

next Convention of our association will be umn. Then your attention is called to the

held. The Convention will convene in Chi- fact that the conditions of that agreement,
cago on October 2d next. This is one of the aside from the modification of the wage

important epoch marks of our Association scale, prevailed during the past two years .

and it should be a signal effort on the part You will note its continuance for three years

of every Local to be represented. All Locals hence. Still, singular as it may seem , the

should determine to send delegates to this Beaver Valley agreement is voluntary and

Convention. It is the body that makes the mutual, between this Association and the

laws to govern our Association . It is the company, and results from no coercion . It

body that maps out the policies of our has been tried for two years and proved so
Association to direct its course for the suc satisfactory that it is voluntarily signed up

ceeding two years. The Convention only by both parties for three years more. It

comes once in two years, and as we complain may be added further, that there is not a

of the non -attendance of our members to our more careful and painstaking electric rail

local meetings, the locals should not sub way service in America . The system is up

ject themselves to the same criticism for to date, and of themost modern equipment.

not attending their Convention . There are In these facts there is food for serious

locals that are not in a condition to send thought for the " open shop" theorist. While

a delegate under the ordinary financial regu there has been constant bickerings, conten

lations. But “where there's a will there's tions and industrial turmoil among employes,
a way." The officers of such locals should and between employes and employers upon

set about to devise some way by which a non -union and open shop roads, there has

special fund may be created to defray the prevailed peace and harmony among em
expense of a delegate to the Convention , ployes, and the most cordial loyalty between

Bear in mind there is a prestige for your employes and the company operating the

Association in a well-attended Convention . Beaver Valley system .
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J . P . Weigel is the newly installed editor real consumer and his trades journal is his

of the Brauer Zeitung, the official journal own business institution . He recognizes in

of the Brewery Workers. Editor Weigel the advertiser one of his own patrons, and
assures the membership of the B . W . that thus the advertiser in the trades journal en

the policy of their organ will not be joys a double advantage over his competit

changed, but will continue politically revo - ors who neglect to do so.
lutionary .

There is nothing more productive of a

By a vote of 5 to 4 of the nine Supreme healthy market than permanent employment
Court Judges the New York state baker' s of labor at a prosperous wage. This must

10 hour law has been declared unconstitu - necessarily be, from the fact that a condi

tional. A most vague constitution must tion prevails whereby the vast proportion
New York state have to cause such a con - of production is consumed by those whose

fusion of judgment among the members of lot it falls to be wage earners. Such be

the supreme bench . However , there is ing the case, the question of creating and

more virtue for the workingman in the de. maintaining a high standard of wage is all

fense fund of a well established labor or important to a continued business pros.

ganization than in court decisions. perity.

BENEFITS PAID .

00

From the Death and Disability Fund for

the month of April were on the deaths of

the following members :

A . Byrne, Div . No. 308, Chicago,
Ill., gastritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 00

Henry Bartz , Div . No. 332, New

York , N . Y ., pneumonia . . . . . . . . 100 00

P . J. Lennon , Div . No. 332, New

York , N . Y ., paralysis of the

heart, rheumatism . . . . . . . . . . . : : 100 00
J . A . Johnson, Div . No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill., heart disease . . . . . . . . .

Milton A . Vary , Div . No. 260, Chi

cago , Ill., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . .

John L . Shea , Div. No. 22, Wor

cester, Mass., myelitis. . . . .. . . . . 100
Harold Flanagan , Div . No. 148, Al
bany, N . Y ., cerebro-spinal men
ingitis . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

Patrick S . McMahon , Div . No. 148,

Albany, N . Y ., pulmonary tuber
culosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

J . C . Pernollet, Div . No. 194, New

Orleans, La., nephritis . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
John Rugger, Div . No. 99, Winni

peg , Manitoba, chronic endocard

itis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

Wm. M . Spearman, Div. No. 205,
San Francisco , Cal., blood poison

Alexander R . Smith , Div. No. 26 ,
Detroit , Mich ., appendicitis . . . . . 100 00

00

. . . . . .

A most amusing report has come to the

office from Organizer A . L . Behner, of our

Association . It sets forth that several ap
plications were made to Division No. 380 , of

Elyria , O ., from employes of the Lake Shore
Electric , a line running from Cleveland west

through Lorain and also operating in San
dusky, Norwalk and two or three other small

towns, seeking assistance to institute a di.

vision of our Association upon that system .

Brother Behner, being an organizer, pur

posed to give those men an opportunity to

affiliate , and after consulting with several

of the men upon the main line, determined

it advisable to at first confine his efforts to

the Sandusky and Norwalk men . He was

successful in securing a promise of some

fifty men to attend a meeting for the pur.

pose of forming a local. However, the day

previous to that set for the meeting, the
company officials became aware of his move

ment, and the men were immediately in

formed that if they attended the meeting

they would be peremptorily discharged , and

that any man affiliating himself with the

Amalgamated Association would likewise be

dealt with . This had the desired effect in

so far as the meeting was concerned , and

no one 'took the chance of losing his job by

showing up. What may be the course of

Brother Behner in the future in regard to
establishing a local there will very likely

depend upon the temperament of the men .

This is the line upon which , some two

years since, in order to keep out the Amal
gamated Association , one or more of the em
ployes were encouraged to establish a local
" brotherhood' of motormen and also later

on a "brotherhood " of conductors. The
movement was a sort of company affair and

was fostered by the company officials. How
ever , it has never materialized to any advan

tage to the employes, as they have been kept
down to the very lowest limit in wage. The

company has been enabled to operate the

road strictly non -union , and this, too, in
view of the fact that there is a strong union

sentiment on the part of many of the em
ployes who, however, through the force of
the "brotherhood" movement, and the bitter

antagonism of the company, have been un
able to effect a legitimate labor organization .

Recently the Cleveland & Southwestern *

100 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,200 00

ADVERTISING IN TRADES JOURNALS.

" We find that our ad in your paper has done
us more good than in any paper we ever ad

vertised in before, and we have done quite an

amount of advertising. "

The above is quoted from a communica
tion received at the general office and ad

dressed to the Motorman and Conductor.

Like many others , it is a voluntary testi

monial, yet it carries an important message
to other business men who advertise , but

have thus far neglected to avail themselves
of the columns of our official journal. The

Motorman and Conductor reaches a mem -

bership receiving a wage of fifty million ,

which represents a purchase force worthy

of consideration . The wage earner is the
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through our veins" is the reason why Am
erican Society has no place for the man

who can lightly cast aside the sanctity of
the American home. Were every man, wo
man and child to agree with Post in his

ranting against unionism , he would yet re
main a social and industrial outcast. The
fellow who turns his back upon the silvered

locks of aged American womanhood has a
greater power to reckon with than organized
labor. It is safe to presume that even

Parry and Job are boycotting Post. It will

require more than $ 20,000 proclamations
against labor for Post to again float his
spurious products.

employes secured a very acceptable modifi.
cation of their wage rate, and other condi-
tions, and having previously been receiving
better wages and enjoying better conditions
than the Lake Shore men , it naturally cre -

ated a desire on the part of the Lake Shore

employes for better wages. This led to the
applications for assistance which were made

to Division No. 380 . Evidently the com
pany anticipated this , and mdoified the wage
scale to affect a very few of the men . The

previous wage scale was 19 cents for the
first year, 20 for the second and 21 cents
thereafter for the main line men , and 17
cents per hour for all others, including the
Sandusky & Norwalk Interurban . The new

wage scale , which went into effect May 1 ,
is 19 cents for first year men , 20 cents for

second year men , 21 cents for third year

men , 22 cents for fourth year men and 23
cents for fifth year and thereafter, affecting
only the main line. The wage for all others,

including the Sandusky & Norwalk Inter
urban . remains at 17 cents per hour. Mr.

Behner reports that some thirteen men out

of some two hundred and fifty men are the
only ones receiving any benefits from the
increase , and that this has caused a bitter
dissatisfaction among the men , which would
naturally follow .

However, Organizer Behner states that

this discriminating method of wage is a poli-
cy of the " brotherhood," which goes upon

the principle that older men in the service

should receive more wages. He also reports

that a vast number of the men are not mem -

bers of the “brotherhood ," but are true union

men , who condemn the policies of such a
movement, and when an opportune time ar

rives are sure to form a legitimate labor or
ganization. This discovery was a sort of

revelation , as it had been understood that

as this was the home of the " brotherhood"

movement, and from which it had hoped to

branch out, it was presumed that the entire

system were affiliated with that organization

preventative. It certainly presents a re
markable illustration of the depressing in

fluence of such farcialmovements, in which

men may be enlisted , consciously or other

wise.

Are labor organizations “ irrespon

sible” ? The reliability of their undertakings
is safeguarded , not only by the sacred honor

and obligation of the individual member

ship , but by an irrevocable public censor

The very nature of the labor union collective

agreement establishes and fortifies its integ

rity . The union or collective agreement car

ries with it no conditions but what may be

honorably subscribed to by the individual

workman . In fact, they are conditions of

employment shaped and adopted by a collec

tive assembly of individual wage-earners,

and no condition that cannot well be sub

scribed to by the framers is permitted to
enter the agreement.

Is it so of the employers' individual agree

ment ? A glance at the blank application

for -employment " contract” of the large em

ploying trusts and corporations qualifies the

least skeptic to answer the question . The
average wage- earner, when he signs such

application and agreement, does so under

duress of circumstances, and knows that so

far as he is concerned it is not a truthful,

faithful contract. If it cannot be a truthful,

faithful contract on his part, it is an unfair

and oppressive undertaking on the part of

the employing company, and neither party

can or does regard it with any degree of
reliability . As an employer was heard to re

mark , “ I know these contracts are not very

binding, but the average employe don 't

know it and it is a good thing to hold over

his head."

The employe therein agrees to waive all

rights for injury , agrees to pay all debts,

agrees to work at all times when required,
agrees to accept of discharge for any

or no cause at all, agrees to accept any wage

set by the employer , and agrees to a cate

gory of moral and working conditions which

he knows it to be without his province to
undertake. However, it is a " club to be held

over his head.” Wherein lies its reliability ?

Is the labor union agreement any less re
liable ? It is decidedly more respectable .

Really, the argument that labor unions are

irresponsible can carry no serious convic

tion and is a venomous reflection upon the

integrity of the individualmembership .

There is no more emphatic evidence of

their necessity for the protection of the

wage-earner than the merciless opposition of

the greedy, profit-gathering " open shop " em

ployers' alliance.

ise

PIG UNDER THE FENCE.

Perhaps one of the most stupid snivelers

in the ranks of the union -smashing frater-

nity is C . W . Post, of Battle Creek , Mich .

Recently Post' s humbug coffee substitute

and grape nut has taken a tumble, and he

flatters hiinself that it is because he is on

the “ unfair list" of organized labor. The

fact is that he has sacrificed the sale of his

product and brought upon himself and his
business the righteous contemept of the

whole American people . A " proclamation "

of Free Love bearing a protest against the

sacredness of matrimony would be more

appropriate as a squeal from Postum Pen .

Evidently millionaire Post is under the

fence and don 't realize how he got there.

It is the indignation of organized society

that has fallen upon C . W . Post. The very

fact that " the blood of 1776 is yet coursing
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AGREEMENTS. wealth -control combination , an institution

Section 114 of the General Constitution supported by others aside from employers.

reads as follows : " Where Locals are seek . This wealth -control combination is assert

ing written agreements with the Company ing itself in a systematic effort to control

such agreements shall be submitted to the labor. The workingmen have fixed the price

International President for approval before of their labor and not only has the direct

taking final action .” employer - Ward , Montgomery & Co. - and

Now , what that section means is this , those employers associated with them

that where local divisions are going to ask taken the stand that they won't pay the

for increase of wages, shorter hours and price, but this control combination has con

make demands of that kind upon the Com spired with them to force labor to discard

pany, they shall first submit the propositions her right. That is , her right not to work

to the International Office and get the ap only under certain conditions and wages to

proval and advice of the general organiza be fixed by labor itself, or the possible con .

tion before submitting the same. This rule ditions that would attain as between em .

was adopted to protect our organization from ployer and employe, in the absence of out

the hasty action of local divisions, for in the side influences. This creates class distinc

past many disputes and controversies have tion . It sets up wealth as the ruling class
been brought on that could have been avoid and labor as the class to be ruled . Never

ed had this course been pursued. In some was this distinction more prominent than

instances divisions have not consulted the in the Chicago struggle.
best season of the year, or taken into con

sideration the business condition , etc., that
In spite of all the rantings of humbug poll.

should have been taken , and therefore have
ticians and fake social-equality representa .

involved their organizations in disputes that tion ; in spite of all Fourth of July bombast

could have been avoided . In other organiza about free American citizenship , those who

tions, by the use of some diplomacy, the con
have had to heart the uplifting of society

ditions could have been secured without en have sorrowfully recognized the develop

gaging in strikes, and it is for the purpose of ment of class rule, and the trespass of

protecting our general movement that the wealth rule upon the tenets of true Ameri

convention adopted this law , and it must can institutions.

be strictly adhered to by all divisions who In American society it is unfair to point

desire the support of the International Or- to the employer as an isolated factor. Thereto the emplover as an isolated fa

ganization in their movements. — Year Book. are many independent employers. The class

distinction lies not as between employer and

employe, but between the capitalistic and

BANKERS ASSOCIATION INCITES CLASS employe, but between the capitalist and

HATRED
the people - really between capital and the

producer.

In Chicago to -day, in the Teamsters' and
The signalizing features of the class con

Garment Workers ' strike, as originally
test in Chicago are the boldness with which

capital discovers its purpose to the public ,

against Ward , Montgomery & Co., there is

an active example of attempting class con
and the ominous warning sounded in the

trol. It stands without contradiction that
appropriation of $50,000 by the Bankers' As

the purpose of the Employers' Association ,
sociation to be used in flooding Chicago with

in attempting to destroy the Team Drivers
cheap labor, and by sheer starvation at.

and Garment Workers' unions, is to bring
tempting to rofce the Chicago Teamsters

more money - greater profits - to not only
and Garment Workers into a practical con .

Ward & Montgomery, but to the employers,
dition of slavery. This action of the Bank.

or sotkcholders of the employing concerns,
ers' Association should be sufficient to predi.

and at the expense of the employed , by re
cate to the most skeptic that there does

ducing the wage for labor. The Employers'
exist a most decided class war in this coun

Association - the stockholders' representa
try . It is positvely without contradiction,

tive institution — says that they have a legal
class arrayed against class. It is a war of

right to swell their dividends by that policy .
capital aginst labor, capital against all other

The Team Drivers and Garment Workers
elements. Never before has the Bankers'

do not deny that, but they maintain that the
Association emerged from its hiding ; never

much sought for prize, cheap labor, does not
before did the national banks of the United

belong to the Employers' Association , and
States ever say to organized labor in plain

that they have the right to withhold their
language, “ I am your enemy. " Never be

services until they get their union price .
fore did these banking institutions say to

Their contention is proper and the contest
the working men , " Permit the Employers'

could not be called a class war were it not
Association to dictate your wages and condi.

for outside interference . It would be mere
tions, or you will have us to reckon with ,

ly a contending of two important factors in
and we will starve you into bondage, and

our industrial sytem . The result would be
drive your wives and children into the sweat

an adjustment to meet the situation , or the
shops and factories ."

eventual abandonment of the business by the What is the purpose of all this ? Are

parties . nI either event, the affair would the stockholders of employing corporations

not be entitled to the distinction of a class perverting the banking institutions of

struggle.

America to meet their own selfish ends , in

But we find in the Chicago situation a whatever capacity ? Perhaps the Bankers'
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Association is alive to the evoluting senti present writing. He is now in Chicago ad
ment of the people, and attribute much of it vising with the local officers of our Chicago

to labor unions. Be that as it may, the Divisions pertaining to the unsettled condi
Bankers ' Association has flaunted its policy tion of labor in that city .
of class rule in the face of the people and At the present time it is impossible to
quietly asks, “ What are you going to do ?" determine the outcome of the Teamsters'

Whether the Chicago strike be won , lost,
and Garment Workers' strike in Chicago .

or compromised , the garments of the Bank .
Our Local Divisions there, however, are as.

ers' Association have been stained . The
sisting the locked -out men by donations, in

high standard in character of our American most cases created by the voluntary assess

banking institutions has been tarnished . ments of the membership. Division No. 241

This act of the Bankers' Association has has paid into the support of the Teamsters'

bedraggled to the lowest depths of class
and Garment Workers' $ 10,000 . Others of

contention the honor and integrity of one of the eight Chicago Divisions are liberally

the loftiest institutions of our land. No
contributing.

matter what criticism may have heretofore

been extended to the banking system of our
INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

country, our banking institutions have been

institutions that have enjoyed a respect

reaching above the ordinary. There have
been instances of individual banks or bank International Treasurer Rezin Orr, char

officials going wrong. Those instances have
acteristic of his usual success, succeeded in

been exceptions. However, whether a bank
securing a very acceptable increase in wage

was wrecked , or a perverting president or
for the Canton , Akron & Canton, New Phila

cashier became a fugitive or jail bird , it
delphia employes, who compose Divisions

did not lessen the confidence of the people
No. 211 and No. 244. These Locals were

in the institution , nor detract from the high
operating under a union agreement which

prestige of the bank as a government func
was effected in January , but the agreement

tionary. Why ?
entered into fixing the conditions of employ.

When the national banking system was
ment left the matter of wage adjustment

founde, it was established as a semi-quasi
for arbitration , to take place in the month
of May. However, under tue advisement ofgovernment institution . Its functions were
Treasurer Orr, the committees representing

fixed by charter specifications. The recti
the two Locals and the manager of the com

tude by which those functions were safe
pany were successful in coming to an agree

guarded established an unquestionable in

tegrity . Such was the regarded sacredness
ment without the aid of an arbitration board .

The adjustment brought to the employes oneof the early national bank that a multitude

trusted to its supposed security as though
cent per hour increase in wages upon all
lines, the maximum rate being 2242 cents

it were a material part of the very govern
per hour. After the wage adjustment hadment itself . Even today millions of dollars
been ratified by the Locals and acceptedin savings are deposited in those banks by

parties who virtually believe the safety of
by the company, thus adjusting all matters

their deposits is assured by the United
in Canton , Treasurer Orr, on the night of

May 7th , went to East Liverpool, where the
States government. When wage-earners

and the myriads of small depositors come
company and Local could not reach an

to realize that they are being deceived in agreement upon the wage question . The

the matter of security, and that there is
East Liverpool Division is No. 52, one of

no such thing as government assurance of
the oldest in the Association , and since be

the safety of their deposits, then will the
ing organized they have led the van in the

Bankers ' Association be forced back into
matter of fixing wages in towns of like char
acter. The Division , however, is composed

the banking business, or their banking busi

ness will be absorbed by the people who
of the employes of two different companies,

charter their existence , and whose deposits
the Rock Springs Electric Railway Co., run

are being perverted to the use of effecting
ning from East Liverpool, O ., to Chester,

class rule and inciting class hatred . Then
W . Va., and the East Liverpool & Wellsville
Traction Co., operating through East Liverwill the national banks become national in
pool to Wellsville and being the greater sys

nature as well as in name.
tem of the two, and employing fully three

fourths of the membership of Div. No. 52.
PRESIDENT W . D . MAHON . It is with the former that the wage con

tention at present exists. However, there

President W . D . Mahon , since his return has not been a situation thus far during the

from the east, was required to assist Divi. year 1905 that has been placed under the

sion No. 26 in seeking a modification of the supervision of Treasurer Orr but what an

Detroit agreement. The various conferences amicable and very satisfactory adjustment

covered some time, but the work was com - has been reached , and in all cases, with the
pleted on April 29, when the Local Division exception of one, he has succeeded in secur

voted to continue the old agreement foring an increase in wages. We trust that

another year. he may meet with his usual success in East

As soon as the Detroit situation was set. Liverpool. However, no reports have been

tled , President Mahon left the office to meet received from him upon the situation there

situations requiring his personal attention , up to date .

and which have occupied his time up to the Chairman Dilworth at the present time
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BRO . JAMES V . CUNNINGHAM ,

Ex-Bus. Agt. Detroit Div . No. 26, now Chief Deputy Sheriff of Wayne Co., and Pres. Union Oil Co .

has charge of the Houghton -Hancock strike
in Michigan . Chairman Dilworth reports
that the situation there is quite favorable
in view of the fact that the people continue
to support the cause of our membership .
General Executive Board Member Wm . B .

Fitzgerald is engaged with a situation in the
east, where he is meeting with gratifying
success.

THE COLLEGE SCABS

We have a letter from a student of Colum
bia University in regard to the conduct of those
students who scabbed on the Subway. He
points out that, although , to the shame of

Columbia , there were many students willing
to act as strike -breakers and comparatively
few who would take the trouble to avoid rid .

ing on the Subway or Elevated during the

strike, yet there were a number who stood by

the strikers. But what impresses him is that
so many of the students could not understand

his indignation at the idea of their scabbing
" for a lark " or for the sake of a few extra

dollars. In true college slang he says, after

such a conversation . "My friend walked away
thinking that I had gone dippy. " Of many of
them he says. " They say they sympathize with

the men , but principle may be damned when
thev can get a V out of it." And he closes
by saying :

" I never was so ashamed of my college, and
that is saying a good deal, considering our
Kingdon Gould a ffair and hazing stunts. How

is it that in autocratic Russia the students ,
who must of necessity be rich , are the first

to rise in defense of freedom and here in free

America our collegians, many of them sons
of workingmen , do such disgraceful things. "

That is a rather difficult question to answer .
We have puzzled over it, too . Are we Ameri

cans such contemptible egoists, such narrow

self -seekers. that, if one of us has the luck

(either through wealth or through his par

ents' self-denial) to go to college, he straight
way loses all feeling of fellowship with less
fortunate men , all sense of responsibility for
the common good, and sets his petty self up as
the sole god for his worship ? Are We Ameri

cans as a breed , such dogs as that ? It is a

descendant of soldiers of '76 who writes this ,
and really he is concerned to know whether

this people , with all its big talk , is such a
desnicable people at heart, or whether all this

scabbery and snobberv is just a sort of super

ficial eruption , which may pass away.

The Russian students are not all rich men ' s
sons, but many of them are, perhaps, a larger

proportion than here. And those Russian
students when the workingmen make a demon
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stration against the tyranny of the capitalists
and the government. go out in the streets and
join them . student jacket and laborer ' s blouse

shoulder to shoulder, and face the whips or the
sabres or the bullets with them , and go to
prison or to exile if need be without whimper .
ing. But many of our college lads who would
not think of associating with laborers or me

chanics on terms of equality , who are ashamed
of their own fathers because of their bent
shoulders and calloused hands, will go out and
play at being workingmen when there is a

chance of helping a corporation to reduce real
workingmen ' s wages.

It is an uncomfortable question , hard to
answer. Perhaps the explanation is that we
Americans have had too much of the appear

ance of liberty , that we need more of the dis
cipline of tyranny to make us appreciate the
real liberty which is found only in brother
hood . Well if we need that tyranny. we are

pretty sure to get it. - The Worker.

An appeal has been received at the gen
eral office from the Executive Council of the
Massachusetts State A . F . of L . , urging that

the locals of this association within the state
be requested to affiliate with the state
branch of the A . F . of L . Quoted from the
letter of appeal is the following :
" Dear Sir and Brother :
All can benefit and receive great assistance

through affiliation with the State Branch . If

some unions are so strong that they do not
need assistance or cannot de benefited , why

not come in and assist those who need their

assistance . There are over 1 ,600 locals of trade

unions in Massachusetts. About 300 , including

nearly all the large ones, are at present affili
ated with the State Branch .

Fraternally yours,
D . D . DRISCOLL, Boston ,

FRANCIS J . CLARKE, Brockton ,
President.

n.Underweare
li, MassManufa

cturine
colletown,

Union workingmen and workingwomen and

sympathizers with labor have refused to pur
chase articles produced by the following firms
labor papers please note changes from month

to month and copy :

FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS.

Bread -McKinney Bread Co., St. Louis, Mo. ;
National Biscuit Co . . Chicago . Ill.

Cigars - Carl Upman, of New York city ; Kerbs,
Westheim & Schiffer of New York city ; The
Henry George and Tom Moore .

Flour-- Washburn , Crosby Milling Co., Minne
apolis , Minn. ; Kelley Milling Co., Kansas City ,
Mo. : Ballard & Ballard . Louisville. Ky.

Groceries - James Butler , New York city .
Meats - Kingan Packing Co., of Indianapolis,

Ind .

Pipes --Wm . Demuth & Co., New York .
Tobacco - American and Continental Tobacco

companies.
CLOTHING .

Buttons - Davenport Pearl Button Co ., Daven
port, Iowa ; Krementz & Co., Newark , N . J .
Clothing - N . Snellenberg & Co., Philadelphia ,

Pa .; Clothiers' Exchange, Rochester, N . Y . ;
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa .; Blau
ner Bros . . New York .

Corsets - Chicago Corset Co.
Hats - J. B . Stetson Co., Philadelphia , Pa. ; E .

M . Knox Co., Brooklyn , N . Y .
Shirts and Collars - United Shirt and Collar

Co., Troy, N . Y . ; Van Zandt, Jacobs & Co.,
Troy , N . Y . ; Cluett. Peabody & Co., Troy, N .
Y . ; James R . Kaiser, New York city .
Shoes - Harney Bros., Lynn , Mass.
Suspenders - Russell 'Mnfg .' Co., Middletown,

Conn .

Textile - Merrimac Manufacturing Co . (printed

Underwear - Oneita Knitting Mills , Utica ,
N . Y .

Woolens - Hartford Carpet Co., Thompsonville,
Conn. ; J . Clapps & Son , Jacksonville, Ill.

PRINTING AND PUBLICATIONS.
Bookbinders - Geo. M . Hill Co., Chicago, Ill. ;

Boorum & Pease Co ., Brooklyn N . Y .
Newspapers-- Philadelphia Democrat, Philadel.

phia , Pa. ; Hudson , Kimberly & Co., printers ,
of Kansas City , Mo.; W . B . Conkey Co., pub
lishers, Hammond, Ind.; Gazette, Terre Haute,

POTTERY, GLASS , AND STONE.
Pottery and Brick – J . B . Owens Pottery Co..

of Zanesville . 0 . : Northwestern Terra Cotta Co .,

of Chicago , Ill . ; C . W . Stine Pottery Co., White
Cottage, 0 . ; Harbison -Walker Refractory Co.,
Pittsburg , Pa .

MACHINERY AND BUILDING .
Carriage and Wagon Builders - S . R . Balloy

& Co., Amesbury, Mass.; Hassett & Hodge,
Amesbury, Mass.; Carr, Prescott & Co., Ames
bury , Mass .
General Hardware- Landers. Frary & Clark ,

Aetna Co., New Britain , Conn .; Iver Johnson
Arms Co., Fitchburg . Mass.; Kelsey Furnace
Co., Syracuse, N . Y . ; Brown & Sharpe Tool Co.,
Providence, R . I. ; John Russell Cutlery Co.,
Turner ' s Falls. Mass . : Atlas Tack Co. , Fair
haven , Mass . : Hohmann & Maurer Manufactur

ing Co. , Rochester, N . Y : Henry Disston & Co. .
Philadelphia , Pa. ; American Hardware Co .
(Russell & Erwin Co. and P . & F . Corbin Co.),
New Britain . Conn .

Iron and Steel-- Illinois Iron and Bolt Co., of
Carpentersville, Ill . ; Carborundum Co . , Niagara
Falls N . Y . . Casey & Hedges. Chattanooga ,

Tenn . ; Gurney Foundry Co ., Toronto , Ont. ;
Sattley Manufacturing Co.. Springfield , O . ; Page
Needle Co., Franklin , N . H . ; American Circular
Loom Co., New Orange, N . J . ; Payne Engine
Co. . Elmira . N . Y . : Lincoln Iron Works ( F . R .

Patch Manufacturing Co.). Rutland, Vt.; Art
Metal Construction Co., Jamestown, N . Y . ; Erle
City Iron Works, Erie, Pa. : David Maydole
Hammer Co., Norwich, N . Y . ; Singer Sewing
Machine Co., Elizabeth , N . J. ; National Eleva
tor and Machine Co., Honesdale, Pa .
Iron , Architectural- Geo . L . Meskir . Evans

ville . Ind.

Stoves--Germer Stove Co., Erie, Pa .; " Radiant
Home' Stoves , Ranges, and Hot Air Blast,
Erie , Pa .

WE DON ' T PATRONIZE .

When application is made by an international
union to the American Federation of Labor to

place any business firm upon the " We Don ' t

Patronize " list the international is required to

make a full statement of its grievance against

such company, and also what efforts have been

made to adjust the same. The American Feder

ation of Labor then uses every endeavor to se

cure an amicable adjustment of the matters in

controversy , either through correspondence or

by having a duly -authorized representative of

the American Federation of Labor interview

such firm for that purpose.
After having exhausted in this way every ef

fort to amicably adjust the matter, and without

success . the application , together with a full

history of the entire matter. is submitted to

the executive council of the American Federa

tion of Labor for such action as it may deem

advisable . If approved , the firm ' s name ap

pears on the 'We Don ' t Patronize " list in the

next issue of the American Federationist.

An international union is not allowed to have
published the names of more than three firms

at any one time.
Similar course is followed when appication is

made by a local union directly affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor . Directly

afiliated local unions are allowed the publica

tion of but one firm at any one time.
When application is made by a central labor

union on behalf of any one of its affiliated lo
cal unions, the application is taken up with
the international union of such local for its ap

proval or otherwise , before any action is taken

by the American Federation of Labor. If the

application be approved by the international
union similar course is followed as above . Cen

tral bodies are allowed to have published the

name of but one concern at any one time.



THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

On Friday, April 30, her remains were taken
by him to her old hone at Forester, Mich ., 40
miles north of Port Huron , for interment. The
pallbearers were members of Div . No . 111, being

Bros. Dan Sullivan , H . M . Frain , C . P . Riley ,

C . H . Bronn, H , O . Wallace and D . E . Twiggs.
In kindly regard the division sent to the resi

dence a beautiful fforal token representing gates
ajar.

On Friday the pallbearers accompanied the re
mains to Forester, where the funeral services
were conducted by the pastor of the Forester
M . E . Church .

The D ., Y . , A . A . & J . Ry. granted leave of
absence to the pallbearers on full time.
Mrs. Fay leaves three sons, one living in Min

nesota and extensively interested in mining

property , another, a resident of Port Huron ,
Mich . , and Fred Fay, with whom she has lived

since the death of her husband several years
ago. A grandson , Bro . I . Fay . a member of
Div . 111 , was reared by her from infancy . The

family have the sincere sympathy of the em

ployes and officials of the D ., Y ., A . A . & J .
M .

WOOD AND FURNITURE .
Bags- Gulf Bag Co., New Orleans, La., branch

Bemis Bros . , St. Louis , Mo.

Baskets - Williams Manufacturing Co., North
ampton , Mass.

Brooms and Dusters — The Lee Broom and
Duster Co., of Davenport, Iowa ; M . Goeller' s
Sons, Circleville , 0 .

Carriages - Crane, Breed & Co., Cincinnati, O .
Cooperage- Northwestern Cooperage and Lum

ber Co. (otherwise known as the Buckeye Stave
Co.) of _ Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin ; Elgin
Butter Tub Co . , Elign . Ill. : Williams Cooperage

Co. and Palmer Manufacturing Co. of Poplar
Bluff, Mo.
China -Wick China Co ., Kittanning. Pa .
Furniture - American Billiard Table Co ., Cin

cinnati, O . : Brumby Chair Co .. Marietta Ga. :
O . Wisner Piano Co., Brooklyn , N . Y . ; Kreli
Piano Co., Cincinnati, O . ; N . Drucker & Co.,
Cincinnati, O ., trunks: St. Johns Furniture Co .,
St. Johns. Mich . : Grand Rapids Furniture Man

ufacturing association , Grand Rapids, Mich .
Gold Leaf - W . H . Kemp Co., New York , N .

Y . ; Andrew Reeves, Chicago, Ill. ; George
Reeves, Cape May, N . J . ; Hastings Co., Phila
delphia , Pa . ; Henry Ayers, Philadelphia , Pa .
Lumber - Trinity County Lumber Co., Grove

ton , Tex . ; Reinle Bros. & Solomon , Baltimore,
Md.; Huttig Sash and Door Co., St. Louis, Mo.;
Himmelberger Harrison Lumber Co., More
house, Mo.; Union Lumber Co ., Fort Bragg,
Cal.
Leather - Kullman , Salz & Co., Benicia , Cal.;

A . B . Patrick & Co., San Francisco , Cal. ; Co
lumbus Buggy and Harness Co., Columbus, o .
Rubber - Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind . ;

B . F . Goodrich Rubber Co., Akron , O . ; Diamond
Rubber Co. , Akron , O .

Pens- L . E . Waterman & Co., New York city .
Paper . Boxes -- E . N . Rowell & Co . , Batavia ,

N . Y . ; J . N . Roberts & Co., Metropolis, Ill.
Pader - Remington -Martin Paper Co., Norfolk ,

N . Y .
Typewriters - Underwood Typewriter Co.,

Hartford , Conn .

Watches - Keystone Watch Case Co., of Phila
delphia , Pa . : Crescent Courvoiseer Wilcox Co . ,

Jos. Fahy. Brooklyn Watch Case Co., Sag Har
bor.

MISELLANEOUS.

Advertising Novelties - Novelty Advertising
Co., Coshocton , O .
Railways-- Atchison , Topeka & Santa Fe

road.

Telegraphy -Western Union Telegraph Co.
D . M . Parry . Indianapolis, Ind.
Wellman , Osborne & Co., Lynn, Mass.; Thos.

Taylor & Son , Hudson, Mass .

Div. No. 99, Winnipeg , Man.
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in

his infinite wisdom to remove from our midst
to His heavenly home, our late comrade and
fellow worker, John E . Rugger : therefore be it
Resolved , By Local Division No. 99, Amal

samated Association of Street and Electric Rall

way Employes of America , in regular meeting
assembled , thai we express our sorrow at tne
death of our late Bro . John E . Rugger, one
whom was loved and respected by all his brother

employes for his uprightness and loyalty to our
association .

Resolved , That the members of this Local
division extend their heartfelt sympathy to his

sorrowing relatives and friends; that as a trib
ute of respect for our beloved brother the char
ter of this Local division be draped in mourn

ing for a period of thirty days, and that a copy
of these resolutions appear on our minutes, a
copy be forwarded to the bereaved family , and

that they be published in our official journal,
The Motorman and Conductor.

JOHN J . HOPE ,
FINLAY MCRAE ,

Committee .

CARD OF GRATITUDE.

Winnipeg , Man., April 26 , 1905 .
W . D . Mahon International President.

Dear Sir and Bro : Yours of the 20th , with
check enclosed for payment of Bro . Ruger' s
death claim received yesterday.
Mrs. Ruger desires to express her gratitude

to yourself and our association for the prompt
payment of the claim and the relief it affords
to her.

Yours fraternally ,
G . M 'KAY ,

Secretary Div . No. 99.

In memoriam

YPSILANTI, MICH ., DIV . NO. 111.

In the loss of nis mother . Bro . Fred Fay ,

president and business agent of Division No. 111,
and his family have the sincere sympathy of

his brother members. Mrs. Fay, after living a

life of full years of usefulness, passed away

on the morning of Wednesday , April 26 . Her

death came sudden , and without suffering. She

was eighty - four years of age , and having reared

our president to manhood, made her home with

him until her death . Her son and wife in their

kindness , in the last years of her life , were her

heart' s consolation

Oakland, Cal., April 8, 1905 .
W . D . Mahon , International President.
Dear Sir and Bro . : Mrs. L . A . Critchlow , on

behalf of herself and her family of five small
children is sincerely grateful to Div . No. 192,

c.nd the Amalgamated Association for the time
ly assistance rendered by the prompt payment
of the $ 100 relief, at a time when the family are
grief- stricken at the tragic death of her hus

band.

Bro. Critchlow , a popular member of our local,
met his sad death by falling from the front end
of a car being pushed by another . In attempt
ing to board the front car he in some way lost
his balance , fell to the ground and was caught
and fatally injured by the foot board of the
rear car. It is a most sad case, and one in
which Mrs. Critchlow and family have the sin .

cere sympathy of our membership .

Fraternally yours,
J . F . ANDERSON ,

Secretary Div . No. 192.
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THE UNION OFFICER .TO Albion Div . Nɔ. 362.
Dear Bros. : - We wish to thank the members

of the Association and their wives for their

kind expressions of sympathy in our sorrow at

the death of our infant daughter, and for the

beautiful and expressive floral token sent in

remembrance . Sincerely yours,

MR. and MRS. A , . J WOLFINGER .

Toronto, Ont., April 23, 1905 .

W . Morrison, 46 Wright Ave., City :

Dear Sir and Bro . , I am requested to con -

vey to you the siniere sympathy of the mem

bers in the loss to you of your dear wife. It

is especially sad owing to the fact that you

have been so long ill yourself.

We trust, brother, that a merciful God will

extend to you the strength to bear up under

this most trying ordeal. I am , on behalf of
the organization ,

Fraternally yours,

JOHN W . GRIFFIN ,

Secretary .

An important measure to regulate the in -

stallment method of selling household and

other goods was introduced in the Michigan

legislature by Representative Bailie. The

bill provides that the firm shall not charge

the purchaser more than 6 per cent interest

upon the actual amount left unpaid on goods
bought; that a chattel mortgage, taken as

security , shall be filed to protect secondhand

purchasers, and, finally , that should the first

purchaser fail to make payments as per con

tract, and the property revert, the said pur

chaser is to be refunded his money , less 25

per cent for wear and tear.

Such legislation should receive the sup

port of organized labor, and, in fact, all peo

ple who are opposed to vulture systems of
one class preying upon another. The mod.

ern installment methods are nothing short of

a vulture process of extortion . Thousands

of dollars, annually , are taken from poor

people by over-charging and forfeiture.

Agents are constantly scouring the country

endeavoring to impose their wares upon the

unsuspecting, and under the guise of bene

factors. Their methods and successes in

robbing puts the money loan shark in the

shade. Installment furniture houses and

piano dealers are the most prominent in the

business, but this robber system is indulged

in by many in other lines of trade. It is not

an uncommon thing to see people parading

the streets wearing clothing and jewelry
which yet belongs to the dealer , upon which

is paid a most extravagant rental, and really

costing a double price before the obligation

is met.

The Bailie measure is likely to meet stren .

uous opposition on the part of many piano

and furniture dealers, and if a sufficient

number of legislators can be reached by

them the bill will be defeated. The charac

ter of the installment business predicates

the methods that will be used to defeat the

bill, if possible.

Another and most pageant libel, and one

most often used by the non -union subaltern

of the "open shop " association , is that labor

unions are promoted and directed by design

ing leaders for selfish interests. This calum .

ination does not stop with the " leaders. "

as critics are pleased to call the officers of

organized labor, but it is a most contempt

ible reflection upon the intelligence of the

entire membership of organized labor. No

organization of any character can maintain

its identity without officers. In this respect,

labor unions are no different than any other.

Labor unions are business institutions and

have a fixed purpose. Rules and policies

are adopted by the membership directing

the force of the organization in line with

that purpose. Officers must be selected

from among the membership , or otherwise ,

whose duties are indicated by the adopted

rules and policies. Not infrequently it is

difficult, from the nature of the organiza

tion , to secure men who will accept the

duties, or volunteer to perform them . Most

particularly is such the case in newly in .

stituted unions. But workingmen are fam

iliar with one another , and the candidate

for office is selected in consequence of well

known qualities which have identified him

as a man of ability for the position . He

accepts the office in response to the impor

tunities of his fellow -workmen . He fully

understands the duties he assumes. They

are marked out for him by the membership .

No more honorable position can be accepted,

neither is there a more responsible position .

Yet it comes to him unsought. Through ex .

perience he becomes expert in carrying out

the work of the organization. But he is a

workingman , and if the duties take him from

his regular occupation , he must necessarily

be paid for his time. Rather than lose a ser

vice necessary to the welfare of the union

his associates fix a suitable salary. He

gives up his occupation and becomes the

servant of the union . Any reflection upon

that officer as such is a reflection upon the

business methods of the union , and an in

sult to the individualmembership. He does

the work the membership direct him to do ,

and performs the duties committed to him

by the adopted rules and policies of the in

stitution . If he does his duty, he is sure to

run up against the " open shop " theorist and

inherit his displeasure. He is an open mark

for the villifying , slanderous " open shop" ad.

vocate, and the cringing, cowardly non

unionist. The blatant of the employers' as

sociation would like very much to have the

union throw him out of employment that he

might be victimized as an example to others

who would dare to take his position .
The union officer is not a villain , as the

critic would have him believed to be. He

is simply holding an office, not of his own

creation , but established of necessity by

his fellow -workmen , the duties of which are
necessary to the welfare of the union .
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STOOLS FOR CHICAGO MOTORMEN .

For the first time in the history of the
electric car in Chicago, seats for motormen
are are now

in use on some of the trunk lines of the
Chicago City Railway Company, and it is
only a question of time for manufacture
when most of the lines will have them . This
accomplishment the members of the Amal
gamated Association may well be proud of.
Apart from the adoption of the vestibule , no
greater boon has been accorded motormen
than the use of a seat. None but those re
quired to stand ten or twelve consecutive
hours, tapping gong with one foot and sand
plunger with the other, bracing to maintain
equilibrium at every stop and start, can ap
preciate the true worth of a seat to rest the
weary limbs. The seat in Chicago is the
result of a request by Division 260 to Gen
eral Manager Starring, last November.
Union Leader.

order , was in splendid form and gave in finished
style , " Adieu Marie, " and for an encore “ True
Blue. " Miss Jennie Collis and Master Cecil
Foote acted in the capacity of pianists in a
most efficient manner. Mr. Cullen also contrib
uted some excellent music on the picolo .
Brother T . Targett superintended the menu

and demonstrated to all he was exceptionally
well qualified to handle this important branch
of the work .

After the inner man had been duly satisfied ,
" the light fantastic " was tripped until the " wee
sma' 'oors , " the Sehl- Bautly orchestra supplying
excellent music for the occasion . During the
ntermission for supper, MissJennie Collis , pian

ist, and Mr. Cullen . piccolo , provided very ap

propriate and brilliant music for some of the
extras.

Our company donated to the success of the
affair in a way that was most gratifying , by

granting a special car service and free trans

portation for all the patrons. It would be diff
cult to bestow credit on any one member for
the great success of this event, as all the boys
appointed to the various committees worked

like Trojans. However, amongst those who were
most diligent in their efforts were Bros. David
Dewar M . Brinkman , A . J . Bird , L . Cates.

T . Targett, C . Jones, T . Fraser, R . A . Ritchie,
D . Arnason , R . C . Wilson T . Roberts , W . A .
Elliott, D . Millar, C . W . Thornton , A . W . Bay .
liss , J . Ogden and Thos. Hornibrook , 37. "MGR . BUNTZEN ATTENDS FAMILY

GATHERING.
WILL HELP OTHERS.

Victoria , B . C . - The first annual entertain
ment and dance given under the auspices of Lo
cal Division No. 109 occurred on the evening of
April 17 and proved to be the greatest demon
stration of the kind ever held in Victoria . The
evening began with a splendid concert, the

numbers being contributed by the employes of
the B . C . Electric Railway Company. The

large hall was crowded to its utmost capacity
with a most enthusiastic audience and every
thing was in the line of peace and harmony ,
demonstrating most clearly and forcibly ine

cordial relations which exist between the con

pany and its employes.
President A . W . Clayton , in the course of his

opening address , expressed tne general senti

ment of the membership . It was very gratify

ing to have in our midst on this important occa

gion our general manager, Mr. J . Buntzen .

To make a long story short and to use Gen

eral Manager Buntzen ' s expression , it was one

of those good old - fashioned family gatherings
never to be forgotten . All that was wanted to

make the list complete was International Pres

ident Mahon .
The hail was decorated in an artistic manner

with bunting, evergreens and flowers. A strik
ing feature of the decorations was a model
street car, constructed by Bro . M . Brinkman .

This adorned the front of the stage, and was

remarkably true to the original. To make it all
the more true a figure of a conductor in uni

form was standing beside the car.
The early part of the evening was devoted

to the following program , each number inspir

ing merited applause : Overture , F . Dresser; vo

cal solo , by Mrs . A . W . Clayton : recitation by

R . C . Wilson ; cornet solo , Thos. Hornibrook ,
accompanied by Master Cecil Foote ; vocal solo
by A . W . Bayliss ; banjo solo by T . Roberts ;
vocal solo , G Aston : bagpipe selections, J . Mc
Arthur ; vocal solo , " The Silent Violin , " A . J .

Bird : mandolin and guitar duet by Messrs. Mills

and Targett ; M : . A . T . Goward , our localman

ager, who is truly a vocal artist of the highest

bunting of the red by Bhe stage

Rochester, N . Y . - Div. No. 282 has just
completed with the Rochester Railway Com
pany a three -year agreement. The real pru
dence of such a long term agreement cannot be
foretold , just what conditions may prevail dur
ing the last two years of the undertaking that
would otherwise inspire a modification of the
wage scale cannot now be determined . It re
mains that our members were willing to take
chances that no very great industrial change
may take place. Today the situation with us is
that we rank the highest in wages paid to sur
face car men in the state of New York . Our
conditions are proportionately better. At the
time we organized we were among the lower
grades in both wage and conditions. This fact,
alone, is not an encouragement that we would
be able to push much higher until the general
standard in the state is materially advanced.
That will not be done in a day nor a year.
On the other hand, industrial conditions are not
so wonderfully inspiring , and there is such a
thing as the possibility of a decline from the
present degree of " prosperity. ” In that event
Rochester electric railway men are secure , as
we are insured against any possible reduction
for at least a period of three years . Thus, our
men are of the opinion that the long term
agreement is as favorable to the employe as to
the employer. However good or bad judgment
as it may be, our conditions of employment for
the next three years are mapped out by our
agreement, and win or lose, we will live up to

it. In the meantime we assure our fellow
craftsmen outside of Rochester that Div. No.
282 will, at all times, accord any honorable
assistance within her power to help them in
passing the Rochester mark , and we would ad
vise you that your proper method of obtaining
a higher standard is through organization . We
have tried it, and we are competent, from ex
perience, to advise you . Don ' t let anyone make
you believe you don ' t know enough to run an

organization. Don 't permit anyone to make you
think you don ' t know enough to organize . Do
your own thinking. If anyone tells you there
is nothing in organization for you , you may
rest assured he has an ulterior purpose in do
ing so . Just organize . We have a purpose in
asking you to orgnize . You are of no use to
us if you don ' t . We want you in other cities
to so elevate the standard of employment for

Leonard's Casino and Eaton Place.
Coney Island Ave.

and Caton Place.

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND
JOHN J. LEONARD. PROD. BROOKLYN , N . Y .
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our craft that you will have set the mark at

thirty cents per hour by the time our three

years is up. That will help use. You can ' t do

it in any other way aside from organizing. If
you can ' t reach thirty cents , get twenty - five
cents or as much as there is in it for you .

Whilc Div . No. 282 may be selfish , she is not

jealous, and we stand ready to help you .
* *282. "

TEAMSTERS RESPECT BUTTON .

Bro . Mike Wenzel had a very severe attack

of stomach trouble last month for a few days,
but he is back to work again .
We have had several extra men advanced to

regulars the first of this month and they say
it beats bucking the extra board . "
Bro . Harry Stone is the champion checker

player of the two locals here, and wishes to is
sue a challenge to any other brother who thinks
he knows the game,
Bro . Scnlater' s " Japs" have not heard from

the San Francisco or New York teams yet.
They expect a challenge soon.
We have our stools now , and have been using

them for about a week. We notice a big differ
ence in the condition of our feet and legs in a
day' s time.
Bro. Harry Oddy' s wife has gone to Canada

on a visit with relatives.
GEO. W . M 'GILL ,

Correspondent No. 312.

DEATH ENTERS DIV . NO. 205.

Gloucester , Mass - Div . 270 was well at
tended at the union meeting held in their hall on

April 10 , which shows that the men mean busi
ness. More than three - fourths of the members

were present, which is a good showing for this
local.

This division holds their union meetings the
second Monday of every month .
The working cards are out the first week of

every month , and by the middle of the month

the dues are all paid . This speaks a good word
for the collector , A . H . Littlejohn , and he is

certainly the right man in the right place . Also ,
much to the credit of our members

Two new members were taken in at this meet
ing , which leaves but a few more to come in .
This division now has union buttons, which

are helping the men out a good deal, as they

are not bothered by teams at any part of the

day , the way they were once .
We regret to learn that our Bro . Loren Mc

Kay is on the sick list , but hope he will be able
to resume his post of duty soon .

" P . ( ."

STOOLS ARE RELIEF.

Davenport, lowa - Our last meeting was
held April 22 , and I will have to report a very
small attendance. There was nothing of much
importance up , but we could not all know that,
and it does not excuse a poor turn out of our

boys at their meeting.
The most important happenings of the even

ing was the report of the board on the agree
ment, and the reading of the parts that had
been changed at the meeting of Local No. 313 ,
and the statement that contract had been sent
to President Mahone for his approval. Also
the election of a treasurer to succeed Bro . Ham
mond, who has resigned to take the position
of division superintendent. Bro . Oscar Carstins
was elected treasurer. I think we have made
a good choice. He has taken charge of tne
books now , and has every thing in his posses
sion . I was appointed to serve on the industrial
home committee to fill vacancy.
We were expecting several new men up to

take the obligation , but none of them got there ,
so I cannot report any new members, but hope
I may at the next meeting.
We got our contract back from headquarters

last week , and the committee has been before
our manager with it.
We will hold a joint meeting next Saturday

night with the Rock Island boys to see what
will be ordered , and I think that in our June
issue I can furnish the Journal a copy of our
agreement.
Bro . Geo . Baker got back a few days ago

from a two weeks' vacation . He said it took
only one ticket to bring him back . The boys
all thought there was to be a wedding at the
other end of the route, but George said not. It
was a family reunion instead , and he says he
had a splendid time.

Conductor Keep was married the other day .
He ordered cigars at a store uptown , and noti
fied the boys. He is wondering yet why the
men would not smoke on him , but I guess has
not found out the reason , but I will put him
next if he sees this article . SCAB CIGARS !

There has been a great mix -up on the electric
sprinkler deal this spring. About half the men
were after the job , but as only two men were
needed they could not all expect to get it . It
seemed to be a big job for the city council to
decide who they wanted , as it took them about
a month to decide. Bros . Brown and Babcock

were the lucky ones .
Bro . Jas . Jacoby is still on the sick list, and

from what I can hear is improving very slowly .

San Francisco, Cal.- It is with sorrow that
I have to report the loss of three members from
the ranks of Division No. 205 during the last
month by the angel of death . Bro . Anderson ,

of Twenty - fourth street barn , Bro . Spearman ,
of the Geary street line, and Bro . Crouch , of
the Powell street. Bro . Anderson has been un
der the care of our hospital association for sev
eral months, and everything that medical Sci
ence could do to save, was done. Bro . Spear
man was called very suddenly , and he leaves
a host of sorrowing friends. Bro , Crouch , who
is one of the oldest mon on the Powell street
line, has not been enjoying very good health
for a long time, but no one thought that he
was so near the end of his run . He was well
beloved by his fellow workers and every one
that came into contact with him . They were
all three good union men , and our division has
suffered a great loss in their being taken
from us.

Everything is moving alone smoothly, with
the exception of some little trouble that the
non -union men are causing . They seem to be
favored by some of the division superintendents,
and on account of the apparent indifference of
the union men , they have become very bold .
But if the company is wise they will put a stop

to their antics, for a3 sure as day follows night,
if the non - union men increase, and continue to
make trouble for our division . We shall be forced
to protect ourselves by demanding that they
be discharged , for we shall never allow them
to get so numerous as to be a real danger to
us. If the company really wants peace, and
I believe that they do , they would make short
work of a man that is a traitor to his fellow
men . He would betray the company as soon
as anybody else if he thought there was some

thing in it for him . And, right now , the most
of them are stealing everything they can get
their hands on .

In conclusion , I would advise the good union
men to ostracise them and make them feel that

they are not in the right place , and that they
should go where its ' s warmer .

" S . A . 0 . N ."

OLD AGREEMENT CARRIED OVER.

Detroit , Mich - On Saturday, April 29th .

Division No. 26 met in Light Infantry hall, Con .

gress street, to take up the report of the com

mittee and pass upon the question of reopening
the agreement that has existed between the

local and the company for some two years. It

was one of the largest meetings the association

has held during the period of the agreement.
Over 800 men were in the hall. President C . V .
Duryea called the meeting to order 45 minutes

after midnight.
Secretary C . H . Johnson read the financial re

port indicating the standing of the association ,

which was most gratifying , and showed that
the division was in a very good position finan
cially . Immediately upon the receipt of the
report of Secretary Johnson , Chairman H . A .
Meeker of the agreement committee presented

to the association the following report:
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" Detroit, April 29, 1905 .
" To the Officers and Members of Division No.

26 , of the Amalsamated Association of Street
and Electric Railway Employes of America .
" Brothers : - We, your committee, appointed to

take up with the officers of the Detroit United

Railway Company the amendments which you
sought to have embodied in our agreement with

the company beg leave to submit the following
report.

" In following out your instructions, we firsi
took up these questions with Assistant General
Manager Brooks and submitted to him the
amendments which you sought. We held two
conferences with him , but without any results,
he steadily maintaining that the company was

in no position to increase the wage rate and

that they could not consider the propositions.
“ Then , following out the constitutional pro

visions of our organization , on April 21 , we
called into consultation the international presi

dent of the association and then arranged to
have him accompany us and meet President
Hutchins of the United Railway Company. This
meeting was arranged and took place on April
24 at 2 : 30 in the afternoon . We took up with
President Hutchins and Assistant General Man
ager Brooks the amendments sought. President
Hutchins took the position that the present
agreement as it now stood on wages was as
high as the company could afford to pay and
that under section 25 it required the mutual con
sent of both parties to open up the agreement
and that upon the part of the company he ab
solutely refused to open the present agreement

on the question of wages. He stated that if
we desired to make a new agreement along lines
that would be satisfactory to the company they
hould be willing to take up that question and
consider it , but that the company would want
in a new agreement to establish a graduated
wage scale which would lower the rate of wages
for the new men and also make a lower rate in PRES. C . V . DURYEE ,
the suburban towns and on the suburban lines, Candidate for Business Agent, Detroit Div .
and in connection with that he would want to No. 26.
change the section providing for the employ
ment of new men so as to give the company
the right to discharge without any question , unless the compny would see fit to permit the
or in other words, give them the " open shop. "

same, could a change ever be effected . The dis

We, your committee, informed him that our in cussion over this point caused some of the mem

structions were to submit to them the amend bers to call for an opinion from President W . D .

ments to the present agreement now in exist Mahon , who was present at the meeting, and

ence between the company and our association who had been with the committee in the final

and that we were not there to discuss any other
conferences . President Mahon explained this

question . He stated then in reply to our posi point by showing the membership that section

tion that he would absolutely refuse to open 25 applied to reopening particular sections of the

the present agreement or in any way to con agreement, and not as applying to a new agree
ment. Thus , the question to be decided was,

sider an increase of wage. This reply brought
our conference to an end, and we now bring shall we maintain the old agreement for another

back the company' s final answer and submit year, or run the risk of impaired conditions in

It to you for your consideration and await an effort to increase wages by arbitrating for

further instructions. " conditions in a new agreement. President

The report elicited considerable discussion
Mahon and Business Agent Cunningham spoke

which was taken part in by various members to some length upon the prospects of arbitra
of the local, including ex - President Frank Garn tion and its results .

sey , ex - Business Agent Thomas Tupper, Execu The vote taken upon the question indicated
tive Board Member Shirley . Business Agent that Division No. 26 had lost none of her old

Cunningham , Chairman Meeker and others. time wisdom . There was not a dissenting vote
to the continuance of the old agreement, which

The question before the association was that is among the best agreements existing in our
of making a complete new agreement with the association , affording the fullest protection to
company . By the action of the company, the the membership and establishing a strictly union
old agreement could not be opened to change read. The rate of wage prevailing is 2312 cents
any of its sections, as it required the mutual per hour.
consent of both parties to do so . This would In consequence of President Cunningham or
leave open to the consideration of an arbitration the Union Oil Co . resigning the position of Busi
board to be composed of three men , the fixing of ness Agent that position previous to the pri
every condition in a new agreement. It seemed mary was sought after by nine different candi
to be a general sentiment that it would be an dates.
easy matter to effect a new agreement through

arbitration that would bring a wage rate which
would accord an increase in wage to a limited The vote for nominees for Vice-President
number of the city nen , but the opinion also and Business Agent of Div. No. 26 , at the
prevailed that it would establish a lower rate primary held the 10th inst . to fill vacancies,
than now prevailing to the interurban and many
of the members of the association . No matter was as follows :
what modification thc wage would undergo , the For Vice-President.
members seemed practically unanimous that
with an entire agreement up for arbitration at C . E . Aley, Michigan Ave., 129 ; J . Hayes,
this time, under the prevailing industrial con Fourteenth Ave., 134 ; Wm . J . Leitch , Sherman
ditions, their agreement would suffer in other W . , 75 ; E . M . Rippon, Woodward Ave., 73; R . O .
features that would more than offset any pros Starkey, Jefferson Ave., 118; Wm . Walsh , Four
pective wage advantage that might be gained . teenth Ave., 42.
With some of the members, by referring to For Business Agent.

section 25 of the agreement, the committee' s re R . J. Burns, Sherman E ., 39 ; J , Downs, Fort
port had created an idea that the agreement as St. W ., 68 ; C . v . Duryee , Crosstown E ., 98; F .
a whole , was perpetual, and that at no time A . Garnsey. Fort St. E ., 58 ; H . A . Mecker, Four
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THOS. TUPPER ,

Candidate for Business Agent, Detroit Div. No. 26 .

teenth Ave., 78 ; Geo. Mitchell, Sherman W ., 53 ,
W . J . Proctor , Baker St., 25 ; T . Tupper, Jeffer
son Ave . , 162 .

Bros. Hayes and Aley are the nominees for
vice- presidents , and Bros. Tupper and Duryee
won out as nominees for business agent. Elec
tion takes place on the 15th .

and passed over to the next meeting .
After refreshing upon sandwiches and coffee,

the meeting adjourned .

Special cars were supplied by the company to
take the members to Mt. Clemens and Port
Huron , as but few members reside at Marine

City , which is a midway station on the Rapid
route. " REX ."

SEEKING CONSOLIDATION .
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE.

Mt. Clemens. Mich . At the last meeting of

Div . No. 90 , held in Marine City May 4 , the
question of consolidating with Div . No. 26 was
under advisement, President Bray of the com
mittee reporting that under the complex situ
ation tending to consolidation a conference was

arranged to be held by the joint committees of
Divs. Nos. 90 and 26 , with the management of
the company, to settle the question , and that

a definite report could not be made until after
the conference , which was to take place on the
9th inst. He reported that as the two locals

had separate agreements with the company, that
the company was a necessary third party to the
consolidation as all parties were in duty bound
to live up to the agreements unless mutually re
leased . A report of the committee will be made

at a future meeting .
In consequence of the resignation of Bro . Shut

tleworth from the executive board , Bro. Lew
Dohner was elected to the vacancy . .

Vice -President A . W . Morrison of St. Louis ,
who had stopped over in Detroit on a visit to
Canada , was present at the meeting and gave
a talk to the local.
The question of affiliating with the Port Huron

or Mt. Clemens central unions was considered

Streator, 111. - I wish to assure the readers

of The M . and C . that Div . 298 of Streator, Ill.,
while small in numbers , makes up in enthu
siasm . The members are thoroughly alive to
their interests and have an agreement with tho
company which requires every motorman and
conductor to become affiliated with their di
vision after thirty days' service.
They are handicapped from securing as high

wages as are received in some cities owing to
the fact that traffic is very light and they are
convinced the con pany does not enjoy a very
high degree of prosperity , and they feel that
if they were to press their claim for higher
wages the company might request them to take
the whole property and relieve them of any fur

ther responsibilities in the matter.

If the property was of modern improvement
such a transaction could be considered, but the

Irevailing conditions are such that it carried
out at the present time it would add greater

embarrassment to themselves, consequently
they have contented themselves with the hope
that some day some street railway magnate
who is looking for an opportunity to make a
name and fame and create wealth for himsell
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will come this way and open up interurban con
nections with other hustling little cities which

will supply feeders for the lines here .

They believe they see this glittering propo
sition looming up not far distant, and they are
prepared to get in on the ground floor where
they car. keep the Amalgamated Association es
tablished and secure top -notch conditions for

themselves .
It was my good fortune to attend a special

meeting of this division Wednesday night, April

19th , and nearly every member was present, One
good brother was detained , bidding his sweet

heart (who was going to the neighbor' s the next

day) good-bye .
Of course , it was a struggle between love and

duty on his part, and who is there to censure

him for yielding to love ' s enchantment while

being clasped in the embrace of such a one ?

But lest I digress, after a very interesting
meeting we adjourned to a nearby caterers,
where a bountiful spread was in waiting. The
table was decorated with beautiful roses and
the sllation was so tempting that a Rocka
feller, with a dyspeptic stomach , forgot his in
disposition and joined in with the rest and ate
to his fill. I could not resist the temptation .
Well, after the inner man seemed more than

satisfied , stories were told , and while the smoke
was being puffed from choice cigars, cards were
shuffled around the tables and a general good
time seemed to be the universal pass word .

C . O . PRATT.

brought back three ducks, including themselves.
Of couse we forgive them , as it is their first
offense .
Bro. Johnson , president of the Inter Urban

local, is about to quite the road and engage in
business for himself. We wish him success.

I ' ll state that Bro . Dilworth handled our re
cent trouble to the satisfaction of all and we

have nothing but good words to say in his be
half . We have other difficulties to take up in
the near future in regard to conditions of our

runs and other matters which need looking
after, but we feel confident that our company
will look at it in the right light when taken up
with them , especially if we have Bro . Dilworth

to assist us.
Now I am going to do a little kicking in re

gard to some of our members being slack about
taking out their cards. This is a very bad hab
it to get into . There are only a few that have
this ha bit, but if one of these few got into

trouble he would find himself without the sup
port of the local, and if he should happen to
die he would be non -beneficial. So it stands
cach member in hand to be prompt in regard
to their cards. " A BROTHER ."

ARRESTED FOR "FRAUDULENT RID
ING .

CH . DILWORTH REMEMBERED.

e

Saginaw , Mich . - The usual quiet of Saginaw
Valley was recently disturbed . Some of the

members, including Secretary Calkins, of Sagi
naw Div . No. 32, and President John Grant, of
Bay City Div . No. 94, were let out of the service
by the company under charges that our mem
bers did not look upon as meriting extreme pun
ishment. The cases were taken up with the
company, but without result. Matters were
getting rather exciting when Chairman D . L .
Dilworth , of the G . E . B ., was notified and im
mediately appeared in the valley . Chairman
Dilworth immediately set to work in his usual
cool-headed way and things took a different
turn . On Sunday, April 5th , at 3 p . m . , tr
committee with the discharged men met the
company. and after a conference Mr. Cobb , the
general manager , requested us to call the next
day. This request was complied with and the
men were reinstated on their former runs.
We then called our regular meeting Tuesday

night and made our report. The hall was well
filled . Bay City and the Inter Urban locals be
ing represented . The boys were well pleased
with the results , especially the efforts of Bro .
Dilworth . It was mainly through his good judg
ment and cool-headed way of doing business or
this kind that placed the men back on their
runs, and we all fully appreciate his good
work , and sincerely hope he will still be chair
nan of the G . E . B . after the convention in
October

Bro. Grant, of Bay City , was also reinstated
on his old run .

We learned that Bro . Dilworth intended to
stay a few days to see how things went before
returning to Detroit, and during this time he
was going to try his hand at duck hunting . We
knew he couldn 't shoot ducks without a gun , so
the three locals put up a job on our worthy
brother by presenting him with a fine Parker
gun and gun case at the Bay City meeting on
Wednesday nigint, the same being ably present
ed by Pro , Hasting, of the Bay City local. It
was a complete surprise to Bro . Dilworth , but
he got around it in his usual cool-headed way
a duck on his return from his hunt. This
by promising each member of the three locals
brought Bro. Grant to his feet. He said . " That
a duck on his return from his hunt. This
is a good many ducks, " so he promised to go
along and help Bro . Dilworth bring down the
ducks. The boys then felt confident of receiv
ing their ducks, as Bro . Grant had told them
what an expert hunter he was. I guess they
brought down the right number, but when they

came to size up the pile they found that in
order to bring them home they would have to

hire a team and wagon , so they gave it up and

Hamilton , Ont. - At the regular midnight
meeting of Div. No. 107 , held in Labor hall on
the 6th inst, eight applications for membership
were received , three of the applicants present
ing themselves for initiation , this being the first
installment for some months, but with more to
follow , as the season for increasing our mem
bership roll is now on .
We have always entertained the opinion that

were our semi-monthly meetings held at a more
seasonable hour, a much larger attendance and
more interest would be the result, but it seems
impracticable to bring about such a happy state

of affairs under the conditions that street rail

way men are required to work .
The first open car made its appearance on the

Sth , which reminds us of the " good old summer
time," although the wind from Lake Ontario
does not feel altogether summer like,
The Cataract Power Co. are extending their

Radial Electric Railway from Burlington to
Oakville . This will remove the northern ter
rinus of this popular line twelve mileg nearer
Toronto, or a distance of twenty - five miles from
Hamilton . The time is looked forward to with
much interest when the two cities will be con
nected by trolley line, which , in the opinion of
your humble correspondent, should be a paying
venture .
New orders have been issued to the conduct

ors for their guidance in the matter of issuing

and receiving transfers . Prior to this , con

ductors have not been bound down by cast iron
rules governing the transfer system , although
every precaution was exercised in the interests

of the company. Notwithstanding this recent de
velopments would go to show that a condition

of things has prevailed that was not contribut

ing to the street railway company ' s revenue.
The arrest of two men employed in an east end

shop charged with “ having fraudulently ridden

on a street car' created quite a sensation . It

seems, according to the evidence produced , that

the base of operations was the intersection of
James and Barton streets, which is a transfer

point. Here the two men boarded a Deering

car each morning to ride to their work , but as

they reside within a stone' s throw of the place

they boarded the car the wonder was why they
rode as transfer passengers instead of paying

their fare with a limited ticket. One morning .

however, the two transfer tickets presented to

the conductor, who unsuspectingly accepted

them as genuine, passed them into Manager

Green ' s hands, who, upon investigation , found
that, although the transfers were of the right

color, date and time correctly punched , the

inarks were not made with any one of the many
punches in use by the conductors on the street

railway, hence the two men ' s arrest. The ac

cused were committed by the police magistrate
to stand trial at the June sessions, ball being
accepted.
Bro . Albert McDonnell, tired of journeying

through life by the boarding house route, has
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deserted the ranks of the bachelor fraternity
and gone over and joined the benedicts , tne
party of the second part being Miss E . Nixon ,
an estimable young lady of the north side. The
happy event occurred a few days prior to the
departure of the bride ' s parents on a trip to

Ireland, where they intend spending the sum
mer .

" 107 .

MEETINGS RESUMED .

Girardville , Pa. — Div . 165 made an auspi
cious opening on April 15th after a four months'
suspension of midnight meetings. There was a
large attendance ani the boys seemed delighted
to be together again . Every one seemed en
thused and interested in the work of the ex
ecutive board during their four months of la
borious work , and listened attentively to the
minutes as they were read. We put the division
brand on some new candidates and there only
remain a few employes holding obstinate views.
After the regular order of business the commit
tee in charge had an enjoyable programme ar
ranged consisting of songs, recitations, etc . Our
German comedian , Bro . Kerschner , wasn ' t him
self on that occasion owing to being on duty
for a limited number of hours . His quaint say
ings were sadly missed by the boys, but he
apologized after the meeting and admitted he
took a trip to Slumberville and confided to an
intimate brother that he dreamt as follows :

our section of country, and I presume many
other sections are the same, one ' s attention is
called to an occasionally shiftless farmer. His
appearance bespeaks his shiftlessness, but no
less so than his farm and all its attachments .
Of course he permits his wife and children to
do all they may to keep things moving, and !
is perfectiy willing to feed from their toil .
Watch him and you ' ll observe but one indica
tion of energy and that will appear in his con
tinuous effort to evade taxes. He cannot com
prehend that money is required to operate the
machinery of government, and every time he
pays a dollar in taxes he looks upon the col
iector as being a robber. He will permit nis
farm to rur. down that he may save a dollar by
the depreciation of the value of his land. He
would permit his wife or child to die to save
doctor bills, and then accuse the undertaker of
robbing him . He would wish his parents to die
that he might earlier receive any legacy coming
his way. Such is the character of the man in
the labor world whose only ambition is to dodge
the due collector. While he has no farm to de
preciate, he has an occupation he is willing to
disgrace rather than pay dues. The workman
who dodges his dues is of the same kind as the
shiftless farmer who attempts to dodge his
share of taxes. Rather than pay dues to keep
his union he disgraces labor by working for low
wages. He cannot see two inches from the end
of his nose. He' s a shiftless holdback . Worse .
He' s an Indian . He can see nothing in living,
and cares nothing of the annoyance he creates
by dying. If he belongs to an order or union ,
when time comes for his wife to pay funeral
expenses, she discovers he is in arrears. Too
shiftless to pay dues .
The approach of summer brings the annual

breaking in of new men. An unusual number
are required for the Lake Side and Riverside
lines. These lines are the ingress and egress of
popular summer resorts . By the employment of
men necesary to meet this service the ranks

of Div . 302 will increase at our succeeding ineet
ings.
We very much regret the departure of Bros.

Walter McGovern and John Miller.
" PROX."

I vas present ad de meedings
Ven de boys assembled last ;

Un de vay they exchanged greedings

One vould think dat somedings past.
It vas alright.

Ve sat around amid great disorder
Vile the clerk collected dues ;

Un ven the president rapped for order

Den I falls into a snooze .
It Vas alright.

I dreamed de secrctary recitated
Uf transactions dat tuk place ;

Vile ve suspended and rusticated

Un dey keeps up de race.
It vas alright. WILL USE QUARTERLY BUTTON .

Un ven I saw dem candidates
March to de front a -three' s

Un swear by all nipon dat date ,
Den I feels den side degrees.

It Vas alright.

Den comes unfinished business ,
Un Bro . McLaughlin takes de stand ;

" Uf ve vant to stay in harness

Den all must lend a hand. '

It vas alright.

" Don't kick at things dat' s nodings,
Never maka a mound a hill ;

Un stop dem habits uf always doubting

Ven everydings is quiet and still. "

It Vas alright.

Scranton , Pa.-- Div . No. 168 has adopted tho
method of issuing the identification button quar
terly instead of monthly . The merit of the

quarterly button appears in both economy and
consistency . It is an economic measure de

tracted from only in that the monthly button

promps the payment of the monthly dues more

regularly , perhaps ; and thus, in cases where
members leave the service of the company , the
local might be ahead in the matter of those

who, by leaving the service, also leave the
association without squaring accounts. The con
sistency of the quarterly button lies in its har

mony with the suspension law of the asso
ciation , by which the member three months
in arrears suspends himself. Thus, the absence
of the quarterly button will identify the em
ploye as a suspended member of the associa

The experiment
seems to give satisfaction ,
President M . J. Barrett has been elected vice

president and member of the executive board of
the Scranton C . L . U . This gives our local
official representation in that body .
The Laurel line - third rail - employes maintain

a separate local and are affiliated with the

C . L . U . W . J . M .

Ven de chairman announced entertainment
Den my college chum takes de floor :

Un midst vit und antique raiment

Keeps de meedings in uproar.
It vas alright,

Un my stupor vas delightful.
Un vas punctured vith applause ;

But my vakeing yas remorseful

Ven I heard de final call, because
It vas alright.

R . E . PORTER . NEW LOCAL BIDS FAIR ,

THE SHIFTLESS HOLDBACK .

Marinette , Wis . Do other Divisions have
experiences with delinquents ? Div . No. 302 has
some of that class and no doubt do other locals .
I know they are rather of an unworthy class as
a rule , yet there are some whom may well be
given attention from the fact that the possi
bilities of unionism has not dawned upon them .
Others have no desire to burden their inactive

minds with any of life' s seriousness . They are
shiftless holdbacks to human progress, no mat-
ter from whatever cause. In passing through

Altoona , Pa. - From the long smouldering
ombers of a formar division the Altoona elec
tric railway men have enlivened under the ban
ner of Div . No. 402. With the advantages or
the experience of the past it may be assured
that the present revival will prove a healthy
one. The new local was instituted by Organizer
P . J . Shea , of Scranton , Pa . , and the officers
installed are as follows: President, H . F . Wat
son ; vice- president. I. E . Armstrong ; recording
secretary, J. J . Stephans; financial secretary ,
E . L . Fisher ; treasurer, J . C . Neidigh ; conduc
tor. J . A . Bamrick .
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As a matter of fact, the company here enter -
tains no disposition to quarrel with organized

labor , and the new local will depend for ex
istence and prosperity upon the disposition of

the employes, whom are decidedly union men .
" REX. "

accept better positions. All the boys wish them
success .

Bro. Carpenter, conductor, lately furnished ci
gars in honor of a new arrival in his family .
Bro . Carpenter, while only a young man , is a

veteran of the Spanish - American war, having
seen service under " Uncle Sam ” in the Philip
pines. " 105 .ELECTED OFFICERS MAY 1ST.

MOST REMARKABLE RECOVERY.Cumberland , Md. After overcoming diffi
culties Div . No. 358 succeeded in electing offi
cers at the meeting of the local held May 1 . The

newly elected officers are : President, John J.
Green ; vice - president, lvin Hines ; recording
secretary , Geo . W . Ohr, jr . ; financial secretary ,
and treasurer, Albert Wiant. The election re

sulted in entire satisfaction to our member
ship .

Div. No. 358 is enjoying her usual degree of
progress, and is keeping pace with the industrial
development of Cumberland.

LINES CONSOLIDATE.

danagemen
t

. Min systems are borected, a
Albion , Mich . - The Jackson & Battle Creek

and Lansing Suburban Co. ' s have effected a
consolidation and both systems are now under
one management. Mr. Mills, of Port Huron , is
president of the new company. However , we
still have with us our superintendent, Mr. E . L .
Loomis. It is expected that there may take
place further consolidation at a near future time,
when we will be a part of a giant system reach

ing from Detroit to Chicago. Such a thing is not
improbable.
Well, with approaching summer come the

summer crowds, and we are pleased to greet
them , May 14th the summer time -acrd will be

put into effect , which means one more car.

Bro . A , J . Wolfinger and Mrs . Wolfinger have
the deepest synipathy of our members in their
recent sad bereavement at the death of their
infant child . We arc a family together , here ,

and the sorrow of one weighs upon us all.
362. ”

Albion , Mich .

Gullon , 0 . - On March 9th , this year, while
his car was proceeding rapidly over the Galion
Mansfield systen , Bro . John Horning met with
a most saocking accident, and one that seemed
inevitably fatal. Bro . Horning, for some pur
Pose, leaned out through the cab window to ob
serve the rear of his car when his head came
in violent contact with a guy pole. It seemed
a miracle that he was not killed outright, and
for some time his iife was despaired of by his
many friends . Marvelous as it may seem , he
lived , and is in a fair way to recovery . Div .
No. 353 looked upon the case with serious con
cern , and as an expression of the deep sympa
thy entertained for him and joyousness at his
gradual and almost assured recovery the local

directed the following greeting and encourage
inent :

“ T Bro. John Horning , from Div . No. 353, A . A .
S . & E . R . Employes.
Dear Bro . : As per resolution of our division

it is with great pleasure that I write to you
congratulating you on having recovered so far
from your serious accident. While it has been
a severe strain upon you and your dear ones,
there has not been wanting sympathy on the
part of all who know you, toward you, and
could you have heard all the anxious inquiries
concerning your welfare it would have cheered
your heart and made you feel happy . Old and

young, yes, even the little children , have con
tinually asked day by day, 'How is Mr. Horn
ing ? '

Brother, we, your workmates and friends, re
joice in all this and realize that after all every
one has his place in the world which no other
can fill. You have filled your place in the
past and your cheery smile and greeting has
been an inspiration to many whose hearts have
been heavy with care and sadness, and now it

is coming back again , as the Bible says, " Cast

thy bread upon the water and it shall be found
after many days. '

" It is the most sincere wish of your brethren

that your health may improve day by day and
that soon we may see you in your old place
again . Keep good heart, brother , and may the
sunshine of your Eternal Father dwell ever with

you , is the prayer of your colleagues of this
division ,

Courage, brother , do not stumble,
Though thy path be dark as night;

There ' s a star to guide the humble ,

Trust in God and do the right.

" Fraternally yours,
" H . W . CHAPMAN ,

" Secretary Div . No. 353. "

BEAVER VALLEY ITEMS.

ARE PUSHING THE BUTTON .

New Brighton , Pa - Like many others , I
have delayed writing until the last minute, be
sides, I lost or mislaid my notes gathered dur

ing the past month , which will shorten my
letter.

However, I shall try and see that Div . No.
105 does not neglect the important function of
fraternizing through the columns of our jour
nal.

It was my pleasure to take a trip the other
day on the Beaver & Vanport division with Bro .

Marshal, the president of our local, and one of

the most genial men it has ever been my pleas

ure to meet. Bro . Marshal is now serving his

second term as president, and is a conductor .

During my trip we had quite a pleasant talk

and I learned many things of interest. Bro .
McMahon " pushed " the machine in his usual

proficient manner, being a " cracker- jack " mo
torman .

I also had the pleasure of a trip on the main
line in one of the new summer cars, with Bro .

Jno. French and Bro . Ed. Lane, two more of

our old experienced employes , motorman and

conductor, respectively. While Conductor Lane
is a very quiet, unassuming fellow , it is, in
deed , a pleasure to converse with him , as he
is well posted , and up -to -date.

Our company lately received six new summer

cars from the Brill Co. . and they are " beau

ties. " They are in service on the main line .

The company now gives the ground rent free

to all circuses and outdoor shows, at Junction
Park , which will be the means of having such

shows locate in the center of the Valley , thus

making it more convenient to the public. " Paw
nee Bill" showed here on the 10th of May .
Mr. Walter Mills . A . M . , spoke at Junction

Park pavilion , May 8 , on the labor question .

Motorman Geo . Standley has left the service

and Conductor Hornickle has done likewise , to

Lynn, Mass. Some of the locals may think
that Lynn has lost her usual interest in the nel
fare of our craft, but such is not the case . Un .

der The able management of President G . A .

Rose , whose untiring effort has won for him

the esteem of all our members. Div . No. 238

is on the road to success. Applications for
membership are coming in at every meeting.
President Rose has visited the various meet

Ings of the Central Labor Union and addressed
the delegates on the importance of the monthly
button to the street railway men . He told
them that it was just as great a crime for

them to ride on carg operated by non -union
men as it was for us to patronize non -union
stores or buy non -unlon made goods. As a re
sult the Central Labor Union and affiliated
unions have voted to demand the union button
of all conductors and motormen . We have the
women of the Trades Union Label league work
ing for us also . When the conductors cannot

show the unlon pin , they pay their fare with
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pennies, taking good care to let them know
their reasons for doing so .

We wish to take this means of thanking
on and National Executive Board

member Fitzgerald for honoring us with a
sbort visit, and regret that we were not in a
position to entertain them as we should like

to have done. They have done much to bring
the divisions in this section up to the standard
where they belong.
Since the year cane in our ranks have been

broken by death . In the death of Bro. Patrick
Cull the association has lost a faithful member
and the company a trusted employe .

DIV . NO . 238 is at peace with the world this

spring and we trust that we will never have

cause to be otherwise .

We are pleased to note that our neighbors in
Lowell are still going ahead . We are watch
ing you , " Nick ," and don ' t intend that you
We would say to Div . No. 270 of Gloucester ,

" Let the good work continue. ”
number deserves great credit for

the able manner in which it describes the cause
and effect of the New York strike. Surely we
can learn a lesson therefrom .

Our officers for the ensuing term are as fol
lows: President, G . A . Rose ; vice- president, F .
Thompson ; recording secretary, J . Davis ; finan
cial secretary, L . K . Griffin ; treasurer , Ć . Wile
ley. The conductor, warden and sentinel are
appointed each meeting pro tem . " BOB . "

advanced when they are requested to subscribe .
I somietimes think that a circular letter explain
ing the importance of our journal, and the ne

cessity of our members becoming more familiar
with the general work of our organization ,
would be a more efficient means than the free

copies,
Our local is getting along fairly well, but we

have the same troubles that so many of our
correspondents complain of, namely poorly at
tended meetings, and negligence on the part of

members to keep their dues paid to be in good
standing. Our executive committee are now en
gaged in the work of looking after the delin
quent members. Some have been very back

ward in paying their dues. I am pleased to say
that our committee feel that they will all re
turn and settle up.
We have been quite successful in securing

more favorable conditions here, and our faithful
members seem determined to compel delinquents
to do better.

I am pleased to say that there is a splendid
feeling existing among our members. I have
been over many of the different lines of late ,
and I was much pleased to hear that a general

good feeling was again restored . Wemust have
a united organization , where we stand shoulder
to shoulder on all important matters. We will

always have our difference of opinion , which is
natural, but honest discussion of the subject will

inevitably reconcile our different views and
leave the wish of the majority the more accept
able . Without this spirit of fairness it will be

impossible to make the progress that should be
made. If our members would follow three sim
ple rules, we could boast of having one of the
best organizations in the country . First : At

tend the meetings regularly. Second : Keep
your dues paid up. Third : Subscribe for The

Motorman and Conductor. Rule one would
make of him a thinker and worker, and any
doubts he may have about the union would soon
be removed . If ho had any grievance it would
be attended to ; he would then be happy to
know that what little sacrifice he made for the
organization was time well spent. The second
would make him feel proud because the ex
posure of his monthly button would indicate
that he was a practical union man . The third
would provide him with a general knowledge

of how other locals were doing. He would know
more about the conditions, wages, hours, etc . ,

as they relate to our employment; in fact, it
is an invaluable means of self- education ,

" T . F . 0 . "

AKRON NOTES.

Akron , Ohio - In touch with her past, Div .
NO. 98 is still flourishing. As in many other

sections, summer brings raw recruits, and thus
a larger enrollment for the local. We are
pleased to learn of the rapid strides of our
neighbor local. No. 211 . However, Canton has a
good live set of men , and an elegant system of
railway to work upon . Their cars and roadbed .

extending and operating from Akron through
Canton to New Philadelphia , are of the best

in the state of Ohio . We are pleased to see
them climbing up the ladder in wages, and 98
extends congratulations.
Our recording secretary and correspondent,

Bro . R . J . Baum , has resigned , left the ser
vice and entered the real estate business . Our
best wishes go with him . He has been a faith

ful officer and member of our local, and we can
count on one friend in the business circles of

Akron . Our ex - president, Frank Goodenburg ,

one of our old war horses, was elected to the
secretaryship to succeed Bro . Baum .
Bro. G . Beal is taking in the mountains of

Maryland for his health , and to visit his
parents.
Bro . Robert Fay was forced to give up the

service on account of his health .
Those on our sick list at present are Bros.

Robert Fay , J . Roberts, George Beal and

Michael Ford . " O . K . "
Bro . R . J . Baum , who has for some time rep

resented the M . and C . in Akron , O . , has left
the service of the Akron Traction Co. and en
tered the real estate and insurance business

with his brother. Bro . Baum was one of the

foremost members of this association for sev

eral years. He took an active part in the trades
union field outside of our own Association , hay

ing been for a long time a member of the Akron
C . L . U .

The M , and C . in thanking Bro . Baum for the
Interest he has taken in aiding to build up the
Association journal, sincerely wishes him an
abundant sucess in his new venture , and it may
be suggested that his past record merits for
him the support and encouragement of our
membership .

INTERESTING PROGRAM .

Salt Lake City, Utah - Following is the pro
gram carried out at our first anniversary ball
and entertainmeat of Div . 382 at the Electrical

Workers' Hall, April 13, 8 p . m .:
1. Speech by Prof. John P . Meakin .
2. Saxaphone solo, Mr. C . G . Berry , accom

panied by piano (Miss Cecelia Sharp).
3. Recitation by President Lamont' s 5 -year -old

daughter.
4 . Song by Mr. John Jones.
5 . Recitation by Mr. Don H . Major.

6 . Recitation , entitled " The Motorman," by
Miss Lue ! la Linck .

7 . Selection by the band of Div . 382.
8 . Song by Mr. W . Adams.

Comic speech by Mr. Staver.

10 . Song by Miss Wagstaff.
11. Speech by former secretary of our division ,

G . Brown.

Mr. Meakin made a hit with the boys, as he
is an able gentleman . His remarks were
listened to with the greatest attention . It was
shown by this able speaker that the sooner all
man join the grand brotherhood, the more able
we will be to aid one another, and the sooner

that great Teacher 's admonition will be carried
out " to do unto others as we would have them
do unto us. "
Said he : « Those of you that are not mem

bers affiliate at once with the union ; be honest
men , strictly honest , Inve up to the rules of
the company and show them that you have their
interest, their welfare at neart. Assume your
rights , but be sure you are right and then 11
you are right and if grievances arise you can

settle them peaceably with your employers."

THREE GOOD RULES.

Wilkesbarre, Pa . It is about one year since

your correspondent for Local 164 was appointed ,

and judging him by the success he has made in

securing subscribers, it is a bout time for you

to suggest that the honor be conferred upon

some one who might do better. However, 1
may say in my own behalf. that the members

are more at fault than I . When your bundle

of free copies are opened there is great de

mand for them , but all sorts of excuses are
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The speaker hope to see the time when the

company would send their representatives to
such gatherings and extend the hand of friend
ship and fellowship toward us . " Yes, " said he,
" grasp you by the hand and say, 'come, brother,
let us have a good time together and act no
more as strangers . ' I only wish with all my
heart that they (the managers of the railway

dept. ) were here tonight' .
Such pleasant times were unknown in Salt

Lake' s history as you men have had since you ,
one year ago tonight, organized this union . It

is needless to state the applause was great when
our friend, Bro . Meakin , took his seat after
having spoken for nalf an hour in this strain .

He urged all members to be true to their obli
gations. Pay your dues promptly , for you don ' t
know how soon it will be your turn to call

for aid from your union brother. We all en
joyed ourselves greatly
Dancing was also indulged in by old and

young as the program was being rendered . Old
times dances as well as present day dancing
was the order of the day.
We also had the pleasure of listening to our

division band and cheer after cheer went up
after their seclection had been given . The pro

gram was in charge of the chairman of the
amusment committee , Bro . A . H . Burt, who also

made a few appropriate remarks at the com

mencement. Bros. Fred Hilton , W . Cocking,
Parker Dykes assisted Bro . Burt .
Union men bought tickots to help defray the

expenses which were incurred , while invitations

were given to all non -union men , both on the
road and in the barn . A good time was had
by all present and the hall was so crowded that
some few . So we are told , could not find it con

venient, and they left before the program was
fairly started . Next time we must have a
larger hall. as some 300 persons gathered on
April 13. We look back over the past year with
pleasure , for peace and prosperity has been the

lot of Div . 382 . Two hundred and sixty dollars

have been given for charitable purposes , and
we still have a good balance on hand.

A few words about our band. There are now

27 members . Practice is held at least once a
week and they have made fine progress under

the leadership of Bro . Thom .as Boyes, assisted
by Sweeten brothers. President Lamont takes
a very prominent part, as does his brother,

Robert. In fact, great credit is due all of them .
On March 22 last the band gave an excursion
to American Fork (45 miles from Salt Lake) .

which was a grandi success in every way and
brought good returns to the treasury ,
It helps our division wonderfully to have this

musical organization .
During the winter we had considerable sick

ness , hut our brothers have now recovered from
the same.
The police force is well represented with street

car men , as there are now eight policemen who

have all been " there' ' on the cars.

Yours truly , 382.

just as clean as the more expensive ones. Well
that' s his opinion but it ' s not mine ; for instance
a five cent cigar is not as good as a ten cent
one, nor a five cent whisky as good as a ten
cent whisky. If you want a good article you
have to pay for it, but above all, it ' s the
principle of the thing , and that is what should
be the first aim of a good union man .
You will be pleased to ear that our city coun

cil has set apart about $ 14 ,000 for the erection
of three lavatories upon sites to be later de .
cided upon . That the executive board of Div .

113, as also the grievance committee, are deserv
ing of no little credit for this, it goes without
saying, but to our business agent, Bro . Jas. Mc
Donald, the most credit is due, and rightly so ,
for he has worked night and day without re
mission , lobbying aldermen and waiting upon

committees until he finally got them to do
something for us in the matter, and here 's to
you , Jim .
Did you know that Prof. Goldwin Smith is a

union man ? Well be is , at least in spirit .

Years ago he had a part to play which stamped
him as such , and it has remained with him all

through . A few months ago he, at the opening
of the Labor Temple, delivered to us a very
fine address and in that address he said some

very nice things , but to prove his sympathies
better than words he presented to the Labor

Temple , for use of the union men , several vol
umes of standard works and some of his own
writings. This he has supplemented in the last
month with the magnificent encyclopedia Amer

icana , sixteen volumes. That the Labor Temple
directorate were surprised and pleased , is to be

admitted . The brothers of Div. 113 will be glad

to hear of this kind act on the part of Goldwin
Smith and extend to him a most hearty vote of

thanks.

The boys of the shop have in the last month
had one or two surprises sprung on them . One
was the resignation of the general foreman and
the other the most pleasant, the putting of the
night men on day work .

I wish to remind the brothers that it is abso
lutely necessary for your own good and that of
the organization that you should follow out the
rules and regulations of the company, especially
as it applies to stops and intersections. I think
a word to the wise is sufficient. Your commit
tee have had an interview with the manager
and while he is not disposed to put the sus

pension clause into operation he expects better
things for the future. “ That's a nice button you
have there ." J . W . G .

James Macdonald , business agent of the
Toronto street railway employees, has re
quested the Ontario executive of the trades
congress to notify him when it waits on the
Ontario government in connection with cen .
ter aisles in open cars. Division 113 of
Toronto would like to be represented . - Ham .
ilton Herald .DIV . NO. 270 ELECTS OFFICERS.

ROCHESTER , N . Y ., AGREEMENT.
Gloucester, Mass. -- The election and install

ation of officers for the next term of No. 270
were as follows: President. William Poole :

vice - president, Frank Silva ; financial secretary ,

Ralph McKay : recording secretary , Ralph C .

Bragdon ; treasurer . Harley Meloncon ; warden ,

Loren McKay; conductor, James Marshall ; sen
tinel, A . A . Campbell

WINNIPEG , MAN .

Division No. 99 recently installed the follow

ing officers : President. Robert Colwell : Vice

President, F . E . Magar: Recording and Finan

cial Secretary , H . E . Powell, box 778 Winnipeg ,
Man. ; Treasurer, E . Chambers; Conductor, G .
McKay ; Warden , -- Parks. The local reports
progress.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT, made
and entered into this 5th day of May, 1905 ,
between the Rochester Railway Company ,
party of the first part, and theAmalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Railway
mployes of America , Division No. 282 , of

Rochester , N . Y ., party of the second part ;
WITNESSETH :

That ir the operation of the cars of the party
of the first part both parties herunto mutually
agree that for and in consideration of the cove
nants and agreements hereinafter stated the

party of the first part agrees with the party
of the second part as follows:
Section 1. This agreement shall be in full

force and effect for and during the term of
three years from May 1, 1905 .
Section 2 . All grievances shall be heard and

settled by representatives of the party of the

first part and the Executive Board - or its rep
resentatives - of the party of the second part.

All such meetings shall be at the office of the

party of the first part.

DIV . 113, TORONTO .

It is not often that I am rebuked for what I
say in my monthly letter , but I seemed to have

at least troubled one member by my rernarks on
the five-cent barber shops. He said they are
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Section 3 . All eligible employes of the party
of thx first part shall be advised to make ap
plication for membership in Div . No. 282, of the
party of the second part.
Section 4 . When any member of Div . No. 282

has been suspended for any cause whatever, and
after investigation is found " not guilty , " he

shall be reinstated in his former position and
paid for lost time, at the same rate he would

have received had he been operating a car.
Section 5 . In operating the cars the runs shall

be awarded according to seniority of service ,
except that the cars on interurban lines may ,

at the option of the party of the first part, be
operated by pieked men , who shall be awarded
runs in the order of their seniority .
Section 6 . The party of the second part,

through its officers and members, agrees to as
sist the party of the first part in enforcing the
rules and regulations governing the operation
of cars ; and it is mutually agreed that any
employe shall be discharged or subject to dis

charge for dishonesty , drunkenness or any oth
er good and sufficient cause .

Section 7 . That from the first day of May ,
1905 , to the first day of May , 1908 , the wages

paid by the party of the first part to the party
of the second part shall be scaled as follows:

( a ) To pay all motormen and conductors who
have been in the continuous employ of said

company less than six (6 ) months the sum of
eighteen ( 18 ) cents per hour .

(b ) To pay all motormen and conductors who

have been in the continuous employ of said
company more than six ( 6 ) months and less

than one year the sum of twenty (20) cents per
hour .

( c ) To pay all motormen and conductors who
have been in the continuous employ of said

company for one year, or more, the sum of

twenty -two and one-half ( 2214 ) cents per hour .

( d ) To pay helpers for first three months six

teen cents per hour, after three months seven
teen cents per hour.

( e ) To pay oilers , first - class , eighteen cents
per hour ; second -class, nineteen cents per hour.

( 0) To pay pitmen and chief repairmen twen
ty -two cents per hour.

( g ) To pay pitman ' s assistant. first -class.

twenty -one cents per hour ; secondclass, twenty
cents per hour; third -class, nineteen cents per
hour.

(h ) 'To pay controller men nineteen cents per
hour.

(1) To pay head car shifters twenty -two cents
per hour.

j) To pay car shafters' helpers seveteen cents
per hour.

( k ) To pay car washers, first- class, eighteen
cents per hour ; second - class, seventeen cents
per hour.

It is understood that all repair and other car
house nen shall qualify before advancing in
standing.

(1) Nine and one-half hours to constitute a
day' s work .

( m ) To pay all men employed on the Sodus
Bay line continuously for less than six months

the sum of nineteen (19) cents per hour.
(n ) To pay all men employed on the Sodus

Bay line continuously for more than six months
and less than one year the sum of twenty -one
( 21 ) cents per hour .

( 0 ) To pay all men employed on the Sodus
Pay line continuously for more than one year

the sum of twenty - three and one-half (2312)
cents per hour.

ROCHESTER RAILWAY COMPANY,
By R . E . DANFORTH ,

: General Manager.

BEAVER VALLEY, PA ., AGREEMENT.

This agreement, made and entered into
this 22d day of March , 1905 , by and between
the BEAVER VALLEY TRACTION COM
PANY, its successors, heirs or assigns, party
of the first part, and the AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND ELEC
TRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMER
ICA, DIVISION NO 105 , of Beaver Valley,
Pa., party of the second part. .
Witnesseth , Tha: in the operation of the Trac

tion Railway lines of the party of the first
part, both parties hereby mutually agree to the
following conditions:

1 . That the party of the first part through its

accredited officers will treat with its motormen

and conductors through Division No. 105 , A . A ,

of S . & E . R . E . of A . , by treating with the

accredited officers of said Division No. 105 .

2 . The properly accredited officers of the party
of the second part shall be known as the Execu
tive Committee of Division No. 105 , and shall
have full power to adjust all differences that
may arise between the parties hereto , with the
properly accredited officers of the Beaver Valley
Traction Company

All grievances and differences shall be sub
mitted to the general managr. or superintend

ing officer, of the party of the first part, and
in the event that an adjustment may not re
sult , such differences and grievacnes must be
submitted to the Board of Directors of the

Beaver Valley Traction Company for adjust
ment.

3 . All matters arising between the parties
hereto shall be transacted promptly by the prop

erly accredited officers herein mentioned , and
any member or members of Division No. 105 by
word or act interfering with or disturbing the
course of negotiations, or creating agitation
from the results of such negotiations upon any
subject whatever , or interferring with or dis
turbing the service in any manner contrary to
the conditions and spirit of this agreement,

shall, upon mutual satisfactory proof of the
same, be dismissed from the service of the Com
pany.

4 . That all members of this Association in the
service of the party of the first part shall, sub
ject to proper regulations , have free transpor
tation over all lines operated by the party of
the first part , and any member elected or ap
pointed to office in the Association shall be per
mitted to serve in such Official capacity without
prejudice to his service or line of promotion in
the employ of the Company.

5 . The said party of the first part shall re
fuse, after sixty days trial, to keep in their
employ any motorman or conductor , who may
prove unsatisfactory to the party of the second
part ; also , in case of the expulsion of any of
its members by the said party of the second
part, the said party of the first part agrees to
dismiss from its service such member , or mem
bers, upon satisfactory proof of the misconduct
alleged , or of conduct contrary to the spirit and
conditions of this agreement.

6 . All motormen and conductors shall be
placed in line of promotion on runs in accord

ance with seniority of service, the oldst in ser
vice to be given preference in runs, so far as
it shall be practicable to do so , consitsent with

the orderly conduct of the company' s business
with respect thereto .

7. So long as the mail car now operated by
the Beaver Valley Traction Comapny is used
exclusively for mail service, its regular opera
tives will not be required to be members of the
Association of the party of the second part, but
in case of the disability or failure of the regu

lar mail car crew to perform their duties, the
Company may assign any available men in the
Assnciation to perform said service temporarily .

and the men so designated shall serve the same
as though shey were assigned to their regular

work , and when performing such service on the

inail car shall receive pay therefor in ac
cordance with the wage schedule of this
agreement. All other cars operated by said
Company in its regular passenger or freight

service shall be operated by members of this

The above is hereby accepted by Division No.
282, of the Amalgamated Association of Street

Railway Employes of America , this 5th day of
May, 1905 .

S . C . ALBERT,
KINNEY,
McCROSSEN ,

J . KENNEDY.
V . T . KELLY.

W . J . WHALUS,
ROBERT KYLE ,
WM . EBNER ,
GEO . KEENAN ,

Committee.
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BRO . THOS. FOYE, SCRANTON , PA .

Association , or an authorized . student of the
same.

8 . On and after April 1, 1905, during the con
tinuance of this agreement, the rate of wages
shall be as follows:

From April 1, 1905 , to October 1 , 1906 :
18 cts per hour for first six months' service .
20 cts per hour for second six months' service.

22 cts per hour after one year's service.

From October 1, 1906 , to April 1, 1908 :
18 cts per hour for first six months' service .

20 cts per hour for second six months' service.

22 cts per hour for second year's service.
23 cts pe! hour after two years' service.

The motorman and conductor operating the

package car shall be paid at the rate of two
dollars and twenty - five cents ($ 2 .25) per day,
until such time as the revenue from its opera
tion shall justify an increase from the said rate

of wages. Eleven and one- half hours shall con

stitute a day ' s work , and all over - time shall

be paid for at the regular schedule rate per

hour. In case the package car is taken out
of service , the motorman and conductor shall

be returned to their former places on the list.

9 . That the regular car service shall be oper

ated on the two turn system of early and late

runs, the schedules to be arranged , so as to

give as nearly as practicable equal hours to

the turn , making the early runs the longer when

pecessary to meet the demands of the schedule .

10 . It is agreed by the party of the second

part, that in consideration of the foregoing , all

motormen and conductors, members of Division

Association No. 106 , shall, to the best of their

ability , conduct themselves as becomes gentle

men , shall be courteous and obliging to the
traveling public, and at all times work to the

best interests of the Beaver Valley Traction

Company that they will obey all orders from

the officers of the said company promptly and

cheerfully , and will comply with the company
rules and regulations of service, not inconsist

ent with the conditions embodied in this agree

ment ; and will at all times protect the property

of the company from injury at their own hands,
or at the hands of others, when in their power

to do so . That in handling of cars at all times
they will use their best judgment, and use every
effort to prevent accidents, and avoid injury to
the persons and property of the traveling public.

11. That this agreement shall continue in full
force and effect for a period of time from April
1 , 1905, to April 1, 1906 .

12. Should it be desired to change the terms
of service at the termination of the period in
dicated , as the term for which this understand
ing shall be regarded as continuous, notification

of such change, or changes, must be given

by the party so desiring, during the month of
February, 1908, that ample time may be had to
make such change or changes, as may be agreed
upon , to take effect at the expiration of this
agreement.

BEAVER VALLEY TRACTION COMPANY

By GAYLORD THOMPSON ,
General Manager .

Approved :

SIDNEY P. WRIGHT,
President.

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO. 105 ,
OF BEAVER VALLEY, PA.

By JOHN MARSHALL ,

President.

HARRY MCMILLEN ,
Secretary .

Approved :
H . A . THOMAS,
JAS. M . BOAK ,

H . MCDOWELL ,
V . V . HYRE .
GEO . CHAMBERS,

JOHN MARSHALL ,
HARRY MCMILLEN .

Executive Committee Division , No. 105 .

The above is a picture of one of the oldest
members of Scranton Division No . 168 . He took

a vigorous part in the early struggles of the

association , and built himself up in the admira

tion of his fellow workmen . Brother Foye was
born at Carbondale, Pa., 1852, and at the age
of seven years was brought to Scranton by his

parents who, at that time, took up their resi
åence here. He worked about the coal mines

until early manhood , when he became a motor

man in the street car service. On March 7

Brother Foye resigned his position with the

company and the best wishes of his associates

are with him . M . J . MARLOTT, Secy .

A workman doubtless has the right to
work or play or live alone or with those

who see fit to work or play or live with him ,
and with no one else . And it is as unreason .

able and impertinent for an employer to de
mand of a workman that he should associate
with any one the employer seeks to force
upon him in his work as it would be for the

workman to demand that the employer
should receive into his parlor or society

whomever the workman wished. Both pro

ceed upon the same theory, the same deep
and abiding nature, the love of each for his
kind and his class ; and the non -union work
man is not of the kind and the class of
either the union workman or the employer .
He cannot have the society of one for work

or the other for play , for he is alien to both .
He is a sort of bat, belonging to neither the

earth nor the sky. - Clarence Darrow .

Don 't permit your clothier to palm off a
uniform upon you that does not bear the
label. There is no excuse for it. If he

doesn 't know where he can get fair -made

suits call his attention to the advertisers in
this magazine. They make the strictly union
labeled article .
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The Veil of Wealth

ownership to which you refer. Now , I be

lieve the foreign commercial policy of the

north finds sympathy with the rank of north

ern voters, as a natural consequence of sec

tional competition in labor, and is accepted

as a labor equating measure. It can work

very little harm to the poor or wage-earning

white man of the south ; none at all to the

slave, and can take nothing they now pos

sess from the rich . Exactly what effect upon

the rich of our country it may have, remains

for the future to develop. It will have a

tendency to maintain , and even strengthen ,

prices of northern products, and extend the

market for northern manufactories. I am

inclined to believe it will tend to open new

possibilities for our resources, and, if the

selfishness of human nature is restrained ,

that the designing may not victimize the

unsuspecting , all will be benefited . How .

ever, I am unable to determine how this

cruel war may bring us any closer to the

solution of our social problem . The pur

pose of the Federal government in contest

ing the withdrawal of the southern states

is to maintain the territory as a part of the

United States. In this the government will

very likely prove successful, not from supe

rior bravery and patriotism , but from innu

merably superior force . Thus, your antici

pated experiment with state's rights and un

restricted commerce will never materialize .

We shall live on as a nation , and this war

will serve only to set the seal of insepara

bility upon our states and reffiarm the prin .

ciple that might rules.”

"My dear friend,” said Smith , “ this is a

different argument than I have ever heard

upon this question . I assure you I shall

think of what you have said . True, I cannot

just now agree with your deductions upon

the eventual result of this war, but you have

touched my sympathies upon some of the

points you have mentioned and I shall not

forget them . But we are nearing the danger

line, and I cannot take this subject up with

you at this time."

" I shall ask you to take no further

chances,” said Lola, " and I feel grateful to

you for accompanying me thus far. I know

you would have been pleased for me to have

told you of your brother, but the story is too

long and the subject too sad for this occa

sion . He was a brave man and good. Look !

We are discovered !”

( To be continued . )

After giving orders to his men he led her
away. For some distance they passed along

in silence . The shade of night shut out
the distinction of friend and foe. A remark

to that effect from Smith broke the silence .

" Ah , my friend," said Lola , " those silent

forms are no longer foes. Their spirits are
now before their God , to answer for the
wrong and receive reward for the right.

Brothers have been arayed against one an . '
responsible. Do you know , I am unable to
see the necessity of such wanton sacrifice of

life ? Perhaps you can explain . Why were
you today on one side and your poor brother
on the other, directing forces to destroy
human life, and cause so much anguish and
sorrow ?"

" I must admit there is much in your ques.

tion , Lola," replied Smith , " and it is true
that the greater number of soldiers in the

Confederate service had little to do with

bringing about the war. I have been under

the impression that there is a dividing

line of commercial and industrial interests

in this country, and that the north is on

one side and the south on the other side

of that line. There are two separable sec

tions, and their customs and interests are
not common ."

" In what respect, may I ask ? " urged Lola .

"Well, we want the right to buy our sup
plies where we sell our products, and we

want the right of property ownership re

spected , " replied Smith .

" To cary those principles to extremes ,

for illustration , " said Lola , “ when I first

knew your brother I was a little girl living
in the heart of a timber country, and your

brother was working there for wages, and
in the employ of a large lumber company.

Your contention is that you should have had

the right to drive your brother from employ.

ment by bringing slave property from the

south to do that work . You also presume

the right to pit slave labor against the

northern farmer. You would thus be enabled

to cheapen production and destroy the inde

pendence of that class. This would reduce
them to a condition of competition with slav

ery which would, in time, merge into the en

slavement of white as well as black . In the

interest ofmy own race, I have no sympathy

with the institution of slavery. This , not

that I favor inter-social relation of races ,

and I hold that such could never be until

an equal moral standard shall obtain , which ,

very likely , may never be. But, for self

preservation , the Anglo -Saxon race should

be the last to encourage the slavery of any
other race of people . I am impresed that no

poor white laborer of the south could wish

to continue competition with slavery , unless

inspired to do so by selfish prospective mo

tives ; that is , led on by the ambition to be

a slave owner himself, that he may some

day wield an undue advantage over others

of his kind -- not altogether a charitable am .

bition. So much for the right of property

M
A

THE INTREPID LEADER .
is one of three stories embodied in a book

comprising 182 pages and issued under the

title of " Vis Unita Fortier. ” A few of these

books yet remain unsold .

Bro . W . E . Carruth , correspondent for Div .

No. 194 , New Orleans, La . , writes : “ Those

who have read Vis Unita Fortier' speak

very highly of it . ”
Alex. Lamond, secretary Div . No. 107 . Ham

ilton , Ont., writes : “ Our members are

pleased with "Vis Unita Fortier . We read

the stories as they appeared in the M . and C . ,

but our members are delighted to get them
in book form . All new members should have

a copy."

Copies of this interesting trades union
story book may be had by forwarding 25

cents and your name and address to this

office , or to the editor of the Uinon Leader ,

88 - 90 La Salle St. , Chicago, Ill.

Agent wanted in every local.
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No. 3 Seat Perforated .

(PAIENT PENDING )

Diameter, 13 % in . Weight of Seat 2 lbs.

Cuts showing seats fitted with spiral springs can be

attached to any stool.

The silly arguments that the labor union

is un-American and unpatriotic deserve but

little, if any, attention . In connection with

this, it may be noted that the " open shop "

expounders take especial pains to refer to

the Miller incident, and allude to President

Roosevelt as authority on American patriot

ism , but they hesitate to quote from his

last message to Congress, wherein he said :

“Wageworkers have an entire right to or

ganize and by all peaceful and honorable

means to endeavor to persuade their fellows

to join with them in organization .

" They have a legal right, which, accord

ing to circumstances , may or may not be a

moral right to refuse to work in company

with men who decline to join their organiza

tion ."

Is the wage-earner to submit his morals

to the guardianship of the employer ? In the

above quotation President Roosevelt con

firms the Americanism of organization and

couples with it the right to refuse to work

with non -unionists.

The accusation that unions are anarchis

tic or socialistic comes with poor grace from

men identified with "open shop" trusts and

corporations . We have too many examples

of those double livers to bank very strongly

upon their law -abiding tendencies.

No. 4 Seat, with Leather Cushion .

Weight of Seat, 244 lbs.

MACHINISTS' LABEL .

Every motorman should have a Troxell Stool. Ad

dress Troxell Mfg. Co., Elyria, Ohio .

FUNIONOMADE

S
I
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A

A

M

U

CHAS. W . NOAH
Has

ull line of

The above is a fac-simile of the new union

label adopted by the International Associa

tion of Machinists . The label is printed upon

pink paper, and perforated on edges similar
to the postage stamp label of the Hatters .

This label is to take the place of the joint
label formerly owned by the International

Association of Allied Metal Mechanics, the

I. A . of M ., and the Metal Polishers, Buffers,

Platers , etc., which label has been discon

tinued and withdrawn from the market.

Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle

With the most complete line of

Etc.

Rambler Bicycles, bead
leading bicycle of the

cies, world . Also Adlake,
Phoeniz, Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and terms reasonable . Refrigerators, Ice Cream Freezers,
Standard Sewing Machines, ios ,

stillest,

most durable. Don 't buy a machine until you see it.
Pianos new uprights $ 175, warranted . We savo you Gratiot Avenue

the agent' s profits .

G . B . VAN SYCKLE, 228 Woodward, next to Gas Office.

Hotels . nd a full line of Gas & Gasoline stoves.

The Prospect Houso 888 Franklin Are.
Cor. Carroll St. Hardware, Window and Door Screens,

- Borough of Brooklyn
RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop . Paints, Oils, Etc .

Now York

Telephone Main 2064 for Adver.

tising rates in The Motorman and | 1222 Gratiot Avenue

Conductor. Circulation 'Way Up. 1 Gelephone E . 1064 R .
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable .

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland , O.

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and |

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

os

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store , and thus savo

the consumer the middleman 's profit Furniture Mfg. Co.
Michigan.

- MANUFACTURERS OFWe carry a complete line of

FURNITURE , CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

14-416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH .

Tom INTONA!
M . Aoy

ali
an

Wool
en

SpecialManufacturers of Superior

Dolice firemans & Railroad

A

A .

amantes e Regelrond

UNIFORM CLOTHS

55Warnst,NEW YORK.

CHARLES L .BOWLER OG

SOLE AGENT

DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES

- INCLUSIVE OF

Our Great VIC The TOR Specialty.

Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues.

When in need of a Dining Table ask your dealer

to show you The VICTOR .

Standard Throughout the United States

for Street Railway Service.

HORACE W . STEERE

EARLY RISER' S

FRIEND ,

Every Street Car

Man should have

one

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

Goods Sold on Weekly Payments.

5117- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES

Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond,

Silverware, Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of

Jewelry , it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Electric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in., Width 6 in ., Height 8 % in .

H. T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.
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If you don' t wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

Union Throughout Uniforms

FOR

Motormen AND

ConductorsMonthly Buttons

FRONT AND BACK All regular, stout and slim

sizes carried in stock . Quality

guaranteed – values absolutely

greatest.

Our Special

Vniform at IU$ 10 .

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Union men should wear a but

ton that is ten -tenths union - all

Union. Ours is. We guarantee it.

Is the best you or anyone else has

seen for the price. It' s a suit that

not only lookswell,butwears well.

Strictly Union Made.

Everything in Men 's and Boy' s

Clothing, Hats and Furnishings at

" out - of - the high - rent - district'

prices.

ClaytonLOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St. Chicago

Clothier. Hatter, Furnisher

53-55 -57 Michigan Ave. Detroit

Hydrocele anderen

Varicocele Cured to Stay
Cured in 5 Days

No Cutting or Pain .

Guaranteed Cure or

Money Refunded .

Undermy treatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The

stagnantblood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishesand

swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead

comes the pleasure of perfect health .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and

Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility , and allied troubles. My

methods of treatmentand cure are originalwith meand cannot be obtained
elsewhere. I make no experiments. All cases I take I cure .

certainty of Cure Guarantee to cure you or refund
is what you want. I give a Legal

B . J . TILLOTSON . M . D . your money. What I have done for others I can do for you . My

The Master Specialist of Chicago who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more

Ouros Varicocele. Establisbed 1880. than you willbe willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPTRIOTED . ) CURE YOU at Home..
Write me your condition fully and you willreceive in

plain envelope a scientific and honest opinion of your

case, FREE of Charge. Myhome treatment is successful. My books and lecturesmailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON, M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-madegoods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms - Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

UNITED STATES CARMENG
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

UNITED ARAB CARMENT2/ James H . Hirsch & Co.

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

1891 AMLKICOA
RD

MU
U

of exenty

212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO , . - ILLS.
REGIS

TERED

Invest in the Union Gas & OilCo.

$ 10 Buys 100 Shares

COMPANY CAPITALIZED AT $500, 000

HAS LEASES ON 466 ACRES IN THE FAMOUS LEAMINGTON (ONT.)

OIL FIELDS

FIRST WELL NEARLY COMPLETED.

DON ' T BE TOO LATE

$ 100 Invested in the British American Oil Co. three months ago is now worth $ 2,000

Write immediately to the Secretary for Prospectus, or serd $ 10 FOR 100

SHARES AND CERTIFICATE WILL BE PROMPTLY FORWARDED

J . V . Cunningham , Pres.

C . H . Johnson , Sec y -Treas.

Office, 316 BUHL BLOCK , DETROIT, MICHIGAN



STATE SAVINGS BANK
DETROIT, MICH .

SLATE SAVINGS PANT

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vict- President

H . C . Potter , Jr.
Vice-President

R . S .Mason
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

E . A. Sunderlin.
Auditor

R
W
W
H
E
C
R
E
E

H
E

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell

Jas. H . Eckels
C . L . Freer
R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker
Thos. H .Hubbard

H . B . Led yard
W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo H . Russell
Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer
Peter White

2640

|

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS

$ 1 ,000,000.00
850,000 .00

15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

1 :

0

1

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

FOR

RANK BRDERICK®

Wealso carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

mentguide.

FRANK
113 .KING ST.WEST.

BRODERICK

& CO .
115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO

S

L
E
S

O
L

THE LAROEST TAILORINO
HOUSE IN CANADA
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DE

CARHARTT' S

TRADE MARK

"Carhartt

OVERALLS

AND

PANTALOONS

HONORABLY MADE

FOR

HONORABLE MEN

JUFACTU
RER

DETROIT, MICH.

WRITE FOR FREE

SOUVENIR TIME BOOK

AND SAMPLES OF

OUR GOODS IF YOUR

DEALER WILL NOT GET THEM .
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Mr. Secretary :

4
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2
7
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Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion andGeneral Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo
cal at once ?

Send for sample copy
and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH .

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , оніо .

SUP.

leading bicycle of the
amDICI DICYCICS , world . Also Adlake,

Phoeniz, Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and termsreasonable:

Standard Sewing Machines, easier

most durable . Don 't buy a machine until you see it.
new uprights $ 175, warranted . We savo you

the agent' s profits .

G . B . VAN SYCKLE , 228 Woodward , next to Gas Office.

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION

PLIES.

Hotels .

The Prospect House 888 Franklin Are .
Cor. Carroll St.

Borough of Brooklyn

Now York

• 03

RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop.

2 .60

Official seal . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . .. . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . .

Traveling cards, each . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . 1 .50

Division financial book , 200 pages. . . . .

Division financial book , 400 pages,. . . . .

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . 3. 50
Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . .

18sociation Badges , rolled gold, each . . .

12

2 00Telephone Main 2064 or address

45 -47 Hodges Building , Detroit, for

Advertising rates in The Motor

man and Conductor.

Circulation 'Way Up.
LOD

INA

on :

SALARY LOANS
MADE TO

STREET CAR EMPLOYEES
At very reasonable cost and easy terms.

No security required

THE PEOPLE' S LOAN CO .

Tel. M . 2353 508 Chamber of Commerce, DETROIT ,

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1 .00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed
matter , each . . . . . .

Hilt seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with a .

oress, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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$ 300 SAVED
TO ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST

VIA THE D & B LINE.

Just Two Boats"

DETROIT & BUFFALO
BETWEEN

Ser
vic

e

DETROIT & BUFFALO

STEAMBOAT CO .
DETR

OIT

BUFFALOBUFFALLMACARA

...... ..
. .

CALLS
SRO

T
O
L
E
D
O

WILLIAM H . WILKINSONLAKE

UNE

607 Malcon.b St., Detroit, Member of

Division 661, M , J . McAndrews, St.

Thomas, Ont., and employed as engineer

on the Pere Marquette R . R ., was

entirely cured with three boxes of

CLEVELAND

THE DIRECT AND POPULAR

ROUTE TO POINTS EAST

DAILY SERVICE, MAY 10th
Improved Express Service (14 hours) Letween

DETROIT AND BUFFALO

Leave DETROIT Daily - 5 . 00 P . M .
Arrive BUFFALO 6 - 9 . 00 A . M .

Connectin with Morning Trains for all Points in NEW

YORK , PENNSYLVAKIA and NEW ENGLAND STATES .
Through Tickets sold to All Points, and Basgage

Checked to Destination ,

Leave BUFFALO Daily - 5 . 30 P . M .

Arrive DETROIT - 7 . 30 A . M .
Connecting with Early Morning Trains for Points

North and West,

Rate between Detroit and Buffalo $ 3 .50 one way ,

$ 6 . 50 round trip . Berths $ 1. 00 , $ 1 .50 ; Staterooms

$ 9 . 50 cach direction.

Send 2c Stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet .

RAIL TICKETS HONORED ON STCAMERS

All Classes of Tickets sold rending via Grand Tru : k ,

Michigan Central and Wabash Railways between De

troit and Buffalo willbe accepted for transportation on

D . & B . Strs, in either direction between Detroit and

Luffalo . A . A . SCHANTZ, G . S & P . T . M . ,Detroit ,Mich

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

after being a constant sufferer with kid

ney trouble for fifteen years .

U NII

BUTTONS and BADGESI

Dr. Navaun' s Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn't

got it have him get it for you . If

he will not do so, sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

1284 Chene St., Detroit, Mich.

Our Label is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO .
61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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FIRST VICE -PRES. A . W . MORRISON .
SECOND VICE-PRES. BENJ. COMMONS.

Among the earnest workers for our Asso

ciation is First Vice-President Andrew W .

Morrison , of St. Louis , Mo. Vice-President

Morrison is a native of Ireland. His experi.

ence as a street railway man is confined to

his employment as a motorman on the St.

Louis city system , a position which he held

for several years previous to the St. Louis

strike. On account of his activity in connec -

tion with the strike the company barred him

from re-employment; he immediately put

forth an effort to reorganize the system , a

work in which he met with considerable

encouragement, but which was later aban .

doned in consequence of the local situation .

At the Pittsburg convention , May, 1903, he

was a delegate representing the St. Louis

Local, and was there elected to his present

position of First Vice -President, in which

capacity he has ably acted as Middle West-

ern representative of the International Asso

ciation .

Of the International officers who have ex

perienced vigorous work may prominently

be mentioned Second Vice-President Benj.

Commons, of New Orleans, La. Vice-Pres.

Commons is a member of New Orleans Local

No. 194. He served as president of his Local

during her stormy period, and when she was

obtaining her first agreements. At the last

election of his Local, he declined re-election .

As an International officer he has rendered

important service to the Association , as

Southern representative. He has had charge

of some of the most severe problems in the

past two years' experience of our movement,

and has exemplified himself as an able lead

er and wise counselor. He has ably con

ducted all situations of the Southern Locals

requiring the personal attention of an Inter

national officer, and has lent valuable assist

ance to the improvement of our craft in that

section . He is a man of pleasing address

and an able public speaker.
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CONDITIONS NECESSITATE TRADES
UNIONS .

Address by Pres. W . D . Mahon , Before Div .

No. 85, Pittsburg , Pa., May 29, at Mass
Meeting in Old City Hall.

Bro. President and Brother Street and Elec

tric Railway Men of Pittsburg :

Through special request conveyed by a

vote of your previous meeting I have re -

mained here to speak to you to -night along

trades union lines . I wish to say that I was

not surprised at the invitation, as the reader

of history, most particularly the student of

economics, finds in the development of the

trades union movement a most intersting

study .

The uniting of labor into protective

and promotive societies dates back to an

early period in the life of the human family
and very likely begins with that time where

there was understood to exist a common in

terest among those of like crafts . We find
the trades union emerging in the most de.

fined state from among the skilled and me-

chanical classes of the earlier days , and it

was from these that the less skilled work

men took the cue to organization . However,

there was a relationship between employer

and employe in those early days that mu-

tually protected the product of the shop .

The employer and employe worked side by

side at the same bench , and in so far as their

employment was concerned , practically en

joyed the same working conditions. During

that period , the mechanic who was the em

ploye, was familiar with his employer's busi.
ness and well understood the nature of his

employment. Thus, the two were so closely

associated and allied that really the business
and its interests were protected for a com .

mon purpose. Yet there remained an ad

vantage to the employer, and as time wore

on and we pass down into a later age, we

find employers employing larger numbers of

men . Yet the common interest was not de
stroyed and even then the employer was

found among his employes. Most particu

larly did this apply to the skilled trades .

man . The employer of machinists was, him

self a machinist; the employer of smiths was

also a smith ; the employer of builders was

a builder, and so forth . Some talk about

those good old days and point to them as

having been a sort of labor paradise, and
from that advance a false doctrine that there

crept into the conditions of labor and em

ployment, gradually , a selfish inclination ,

most particularly on the part of the em

ployer, and that from their very selfishness

the employers took an advantage which has

brought labor into the plighted condition

of to -day .

I do not trace the present status of labor,

its trials and troubles, only to human preju -

dices and selfishness, and that is not saying

that there does not exist a human selfish -

ness that in a measure guides and dictates
to labor, -- but I contend that that which has

brought to us a condition which we must

meet has been a power unforseen by the

earlier employers and employes and it has
developed in a later day.

The modern development of industry is

attendant with new evils which cannot be

modified by any former protective methods.

It has changed the relation of employer to

employe. The employer is no longer found

at the same bench with his workman . In

many instances, the direct employer is found

to be numerous, and, individually, engaged
in various directions. For instance, the

owners of our later day industries in Pitts

burg may be found giving their full atten
tion to commercial interests in Philadelphia ,

New York , Baltimore, and other places,
while others of them perhaps are giving

their whole attention to pleasure seeking,

sciences, or some other occupation of the

mind or faculties greatly foreign to the in

terests in which they are associated as the
employers of labor in the city of Pittsburg .

This has been brought about by positive

changes in the methods of production .
Gigantic machines have been introduced to

take the place of men .
The introduction of steam as a motive

power produced a complete revolution in the

mater of the relations of employe and em

ployer . In productive industries the little

shop and factory have been merged and have

lost their identity . In our early history

these litle shops and factories supplied the

implements for the farmer and the crafts

man, but time has wiped away the small

factory and shop and the machine has wiped
away the individual employer as well, and

the consolidation of interests has been the
natural outcome. Thus you see the work .

shops of a particular production in Pitts
burg associated with and under the same

gigantic corporate control as the shops of

Youngstown , Homestead , Cleveland and De
troit, and in fact all other places where

the same line of product is made. The em

ployer is practically unknown, but repre

sented by a board of directors, and the gi.

gantic enterprise is under one centralized

management. Thus, we find the doctor, the
lawyer, the merchant, the banker , and in

fact men engaged in every conceivable field

owning stock and being a part employer of

the steel workers. It is so in all other in

dustries. In so far as the identity of the

employe is concerned , John Smith is un

known as John Smith , Mr. Brown is un

known as Mr. Brown to his employer, but

they are known by number, number 9, num

ber 1018, or any other number, and the

stockholder, the coupon clipper, the dividend

taker has little or no interest, in a humani.

tarian way, in number 9 , 1018, or any other

employe known by any other number .

When , formerly, we saw the blacksmith

journeyman employed by a blacksmith , to

day he is employed by this gigantic corpora .

tion in which it may be assumed that but

very few blacksmiths are financially inter

ested . So it is with every other department

of the great concern .

In the mater of railway business, the
stage coach has given way to the great steel

bands that encircle the globe. Substituted

for the bus lines of our great cities has come
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our modern electric railway cars, and I can patriotic principles. They would allure you

bear in mind in the earlier history of this to believe that the trades union doctrine
transition of street railway service that would bar you from employment and thus

perhaps one street of a city would be owned create distress in our land. They would

and operated by a single company, and per have you believe that the trade3 unions are

haps there were a dozen different companies forcing men and women into starvation pe is

operating the street cars in your city. To to -day by refusing to permit them to work

day all this has changed . The street railway wherever and whenever they wish . They

business has followed the trend of other would have you believe that the trade union

business and the entire net-work of electricist is inimical to the public good and that

railways, not only in the city of Pittsburg he is no respector of law and order and the
but in Alleghany County , as I understand, is rights of mankind. This open shop cry has

controlled by one gigantic corporation , and been passed about throughout the land, and

not only by a corporation engaged in the to -day we hear it on the Pacific Coast. They

street and electric railway business but also are there crying “ open shop." Those same

controlling the electric lighting plant of gentlemen who are advocating the “ open

your city and your gas supply as well. Pitts shop ' upon the Pacific Coast to-day, are the

burg is only an illustration of all other great very gentlemen who attempted to promote

cities and sections permeated by the electric Chinese immigration into this country . Yes,

railways. In Cleveland, Detroit, New Or they are patriotic politicians. They are re

leans, San Francisco , and all other cities you publicans, they are democrats, in fact they
see the same character of ownership and belong to the various political parties that
operation of the street and electric railways. exist, and they are attempting to teach the

Thus, looking about you in every avenue of doctrine of the “ open shop " on the Pacific

industry , you will find everything under Coast, and I wish to say to you in the lan.
centralized control. guage of Dr. Talmage, the once noted di

Now , the question before us is , what has vine, “ there they are, each one worse than

this to do with the individual working man ? the other.” But our Pacific Coast brothers

How has it changed his relation to his em are too close to a real and practical illus

ployer and what recognition may he receive tration of the " open shop." They only have

as an individual to-day as compared with to cross over the Pacific into China and

the recognition ho did receive when he was there they get all the open shop illustration

employed by the small shopkeeper, the small they want. Ah, they are not even forced

factory employer, or the company operating to do that, but they have the spectacle right

but a single street ; and where does the in California to -day, where the blatant open

individual workingman 's interest lie when it shop theorist has already planted Chinese

comes to a question of fixing that which he in myriads in the industrial fields. In fact,

has to sell in the great markets of the the politicians of this country have forced

world ? us into the whole world to compete with the

We find him with his labor to sell and we cheapest labor to be found. Politicians

find social conditions to exist which requires never brought succor to the American work

him to sell his labor or get off the earth . ingman, and they never will. The open

Can he, individually, go up to these gigantic shop theory is wrong, and radically wrong,

employers, these soulless corporations, and and it is generally promoted from selfish

say to them , it requires so much for you to interests. The arguments in suport of the

secure my services, as the living conditions " open shop " are false.

demand that I ask of you so much ? The trades union is not unpatriotic, but it

No. He must await his turn , receive em - leads the van in every patriotic reform . The

ployment wherever there happens to be a trades union membership are loyal, patriotic

nook for him in the industrial field , and in citizens. They are thoughtful citizens. The

the matter of the selling price of his com very fact that they are in the movement in

modity, he must accept whatever the regu- dicates their thoughtfulness, their patriot

lar run of wage happens to be, and that is ism .

fixed by the purchaser or employer' and not That the trade union shuts the door against

by the seller. Thus, you see the wage any workingman is false . The door of the

earner, as an individual, stands hopeless in trades union is wide open , and an open in

this great army of toilers. vitation at all times stands to the wage

I fear too many workingmen and women earner to enter the fold .

do not realize the conditions that exist, and The trades union protects a man in em

choose false theories. That there does ex ployment and seeks to keep him employed .

ist a condition which must be met in the In my twelve years of experience at the head

interest of the wage-earners , in the interest of the Amalgamated Association , I have

of the masses , has become a foregone con never known of but three men to whom ad

clusion to all thinkers, and we have held mission into our association was denied by
out to us different remedial theories, but I the international organization, and those

want to adjure you that the great labor three men were unfit to associate in employ.

movement, the trades union movement, ment or otherwise, with human society .

points to all reforms. But there has come to my knowledge in

Our opponents, those who realize that the stances where hundreds of men have been

trades union movement means a slight clip- blacklisted and turned away by employers

ping of their profits, have placed before you because of their affiliation with a labor or

the " open shop " theory and they would al- ganization , and then those same men who

lure you to believe that it is based upon have turned our members down , who have
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turned workingmen out into the cold world their supporters do not happen to purchase

to starve, are the very men that are telling the product of an unfair employer. They

you to-day that the trades union movement are pointing the finger of condemnation to

is closing the door to the man who wants the trades union as a boycotting institution .

to work . Our opponents say that we are a danger

They tell us that we restrict production . ous class because we strike. They think

This statement is equally false . The trades the strike is a terrible weapon, that which
union does not attempt to restrict products to be feared . I admit that the strike is

tion , and there is not a single instance that the weapon of the trades union , but I want

can be pointed to wherein production has to say to you that it is a weapon that we

been restricted by the trades union move. have determined to use with the greatest of

ment. As illustration of the falsity of this caution . We do not purpose to use it until

statement, we need only refer to our own it shall have become absolutely necessary .

craft. We care not how many cars the Pitts Without the strike, the trades union would

burg Railways Company operate, or any be helpless. It would be a useless institu

other railway company. They cannot haul tion , and I venture to predict that should

passengers enough so that we will protest the labor organizations come out and de.

that they are hauling too many passengers. nounce the strike and cut themselves away

All that we ask of the street and electric from the strike as a weapon of defense , the

railway companies of our land is that they rantings about the open shop , the restriction

give us a fair day' s work and a fair day's of production , and all other arguments
pay. We do not object to their operating a against the trades union movement would

car the whole twenty-four hours of the day. stop. There would be no more attention

but we do object to operating the car the paid to the organization of labor in thatpaid to the organiza
entire twenty -four hours of the day indi event, on the part of the employer than

vidually . We ask them to allow each man there is to the organization of any fraternal
to work nine hours. no more and employ society . All opposition would cease .

men enough so that they can operate all the When I was before the Congressional In

cars they desire, carry all of the passengers dustrial Commission, Senator Cullom asked

that there may be to carry , and we in our me, " Is it not true that foreigners do notme,
trades union movement ask only that we strike ? " I told him that I had not learned

be required to work not to exceed nine of any strikes occurring in China, but that

hours ' work , or in our craft, a two-turn strikes occurred among the higher civiliza

shift, and give us a living wage, and we tion . We do not want to fall into the low

will operate their cars to their fullest ca strata of Chinese, as labor men , but I want

pacity and collect and honorably deliver to to say that we would trend mightily in that
them the product of their operation . The direction were it not for organized labor and

fact is there never is purchase price for any her strikes, and I might right here call at

product in the industrial world but what tention to the fact that most strikes are

the product is supplied , and the trades union really not strikes, but lockouts on the part

movement does not stand in the way . It of the employer.

only looks to the interest, financially and To strike is to place a price upon a com

healthfully , of the membership . modity and to fix the conditions surrounding

They tell us that we inaugurate and sup the payment of the price. There is not a

port boycotts, that we declare certain firms store in this town but what has a strike

unfair and refuse to purchase their products, price fixed upon every commodity upon the

and thus shut them out of the markets, shelf. Were that not so , you would be en

thereby taking from them one of the natural abled to walk into any store, set your own

rights of men in society . I want to say to price upon anything you desired to purchase,

you, my friends, that the Standard Oil Co. pay the price and walk out with it. That

boycotts and blacklists every opposition to is the way the employer wishes to deal with

its control of the oil business of this coun labor and that is the way the employer

try. That one single corporation in this would deal with labor were it not for labor

country has boycotted more than all the unions and their strikes.

boycotts of all trades unions put together. I The great trouble with even the wage
do not need to relate the instances . There earners themselves is, they do not give
are myriads of them and some one or more proper credit to the trades union movement.

of them are well known to every citizen in They have not seen from where the various

our land. They boycott even the poor man reforms and advancements have sprung.

upon the street who tries to make an honest They do not realize the importance to them

living by selling oil from house to house of the trades unions. The labor union en

Unless he purchases the oil from the Stand. ables labor to come together and legislate.
ard Oil Co ., they drive him out of business. It enables the wage-earners to gather to

Unless he sells at the price that they fix , he gether in a body and talk over all those
is driven out of business. That corporation things that may be of advantage to them ,

has driven men to suicide, has ruined the and incidentally an advantage to society.

prospects of whole families, and controls There is no other society or organization
the entire world in its product. But bear in wherein the wage- earner , as such , the labor

mind, my brothers, the Standard Oil Co. is ing man and woman , as such , may gather

not alone in this as a corporation , but the together among themselves and discuss

boycott is the instrument used by every cor measures that will be of an advantage to

poration whose agents to -day are crying out them . I want to say to you that there has

against the trades unions because they and been no uplifting movement effective in our
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country but without it has been first prompt.

ed and generally carried to the finish by

organized labor. Let us trace some of these

promoting institutions of our country to

their beginning. For instance, the common

school, one of the great rock foundations

of our society, was incepted by the trades

union movement and the farmers of New

England in the middle earlier days of our

republic. The trades unions of Boston, and

spreading from that the trades unions and

farmers of the New England States estab

lished the public schools of our country . It

was the work of no politician , the work of

no capitalist.

Later on in promoting this magnificent

educational institution , it was the trades

unions that took up the problem of the free
school text books and to -day the school

books which are used in our public schools

are placed in the hands of the children of

all classes alike. It was the trades union
that placed in the hands of the child of

every poor man throughout our land the
common school text book without charge.

For illustration , you do not have to pass out

of the State of Pennsylvania . Even in this
very state , I am told that the free school

text book bill eminated from the Miners'

Union and other trades organizations in

the anthracite region, and the voice of the

man who presented the bill in your own
State Legislature in Harrisburg , and fought

capital to get it through , may be heard in

the trades unions halls in Scranton to-day,
a prominent champion of organized labor.

There is not a law on the statute books

today promotive of society, in the interest

of the masses, but what it was incepted ,

championed and worked into a law by the

trades and labor unions. I point to our

Australian ballot system , a method of vot

ing which ensures to the voter the greatest

possible security that he has ever enjoyed ,

and I say to you that that measure was

championed by the old Knights of Labor and

other labor organizations. I might take up

further time in displaying these illustrations

to you of how organized labor has stepped

outside of the mere interest of immediate

wage and conditions and been a general pro .

moter of society , but it is only necessary

for you to study these questions yourselves.

Now in conclusion , I want to say to you

that the organization of the workingman is
of importance in the development of our

civilization. The trades union is all im

portant. There are thousands who will tell
you that your wages, your opportunities for

employment, and your enjoyment, must be

regulated by supply and demand, that they

are regulated by supply and demand. There

is a feature greater than any law of supply

and demand, a feature that regulates the

law of supply and demand, and that is the

consuming power of the people.

We are now experiencing what some tell

us is the tail end of a period of depression.

That may or may not be true, but we do

know this, that the history of our country

has ben marked by periodic panics. In 1876

when a terrible panic was upon us, Congress

told us that it was caused by too much

money. Thus, they enacted a change in the

financial policy of the country . They de

monetized silver, but it did no good. The

panic continued . The fact is that gradually

the circulating medium had been withdrawn

from the people , wages were reduced , and

the people were producing ten times more

than was being paid to the wage-earner .

Rapid changes were being made and specu

lating was indulged in which drafted from

among the people large sums in profits and

this profit had mostly to come from the

wage -earner. That was the reason of the

depression, and the horrible panic had to

run its course regardless of politics and re

gardless of the meddling of Congress with

the United States monies.

Again in 1893 during one of our

most serious panics , I was in Chica

go and made a visit to old City Hall,
where men in destitution were snatch

ing a little rest by sleeping on the stone

floors. They were unable to have homes.

They were outcasts , tramps, by the very fact

that they were unable to secure work and

had no money with which to bring supply

to the demands of their nakedness and hun

ger. A newspaper man recognizing me,

stepped up and asked , “ Mr. Mahon , how do

you acocunt for this ? " I said to him , “ The

cause of this is that these men cannot find

work . They are honest workingmen but

without jobs, without an opportunity."
There were thousands of them in Chicago

at that time and in fact throughout our

country . He said to me, “ Don 't you think

that it is caused by an over-supply and that

our factories and workshops have produced

too much in a busy time and flooded our
markets and that it is a natural conse

quence of the condition of supply and de

mand ?" Then asked I, “ You think these

men are lying here in their present condi

tion , benumbered by poverty, from the fact
that there is an over -suplpy in the markets ?”

“ Yes," said he, “ I think so." Said I, " Can

you not see the demand lying here ? These

men certainly want better clothes and they

want more to eat. They want at least the

necessities of life. I call that demand.
Their condition demands. Then , there is a

demand right here and you go throughout
the entire land and you will see this same

demand for clothing, products, food, etc .” We

walked out on to the street and I directed

his attention to the long row of merchant

establishments. Said I, “ There is your sup
ply . Your demand is in there , your supply

is in those storas. Why don 't they regu
late ?”

My friends, the matter of the law of

money or wages is the most important reg .

ulator. In this last panic of ours, organ

ized labor had reached a point where it was

more perceptive than ever before. The new

condition of things had prevailed and labor

had organized and it had organized for a

purpose, and that purpose, among other

things, was to maintain the wage and the

shorter hour that had been gained . Labor

has done this to the very best of its ability .

It has exerted every energy to maintain the

wage and the shorter hour. Our opponents
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have exerted every effort to lengthen the

hours of labor and fix the wage, but they
have found organized labor more firmly for-

tified and more intelligently conducting

their business than ever before. The result

has been that labor has been kept more

generally employed and at a better wage

than during any other panic the world has

ever known. The result is that during this

entire panic, beginning with the close of

1903 and coming upon us the most severe

during 1904 , we have at no time reached the

low ebb of the panics of '76 or ' 93. As labor

becomes more thoroughly organized and bet

ter fortified it will be more successful in

the future in warding off depressions and

maintaining prosperity for our country ,

generally, than even it has done through the

present depression .

Do not let anyone tell you that our coun
try is going to be destroyed by organized

labor. That is false . We were told that
years ago . The alarmist was abroad when

organized labor began to spread out through
out our country, but we have developed and

we have intelligently conducted our affairs

and we have not destroyed the country

either. On the contrary , we have just cause

to claim that we have been the saviour of

our country. The trades union movement

has taken the wage- earner from a practical

slave wage and developed him until to -day

we stand an important factor in the com

munity, and we are in no way threatening

the structure of vur government. True, we

have made mistakes. They have told us of

our mistakes and they have told us of many

mistakes of which we are not guilty , but I

want to say to you that all mistakes do not
rest with the trades union . On the other

hand, many of the most gigantic mistakes

which have materially interfered with so

ciety have been made by our opponents , by

the employers. I am willing to take the

mistakes of the trades and labor union

movement and stand them up in con '

parison , at any time, with the mistakes of

the other side, and I want to say to you

that they will sink into insignificance. I

stand ready at any time to compare the mis

takes of the trades union movement with

them .
The prosperity of this country does not

depend upon cheap men and women , but

upon dear men and dear women . Pros

perity does not depend upon the whizzing of

spindles and the humming of machinery ,

but it depend upon good wages and plenty

of the purchase power distributed among

the homes.

As pertains to our own movement, I am

not going to take time to make a full com

parison . I need not do so to you . Suffice

it to say that where we are organized the

wages are the best and the hours the least,

and I want to say to you that where we are

organized and the wages are the best and

the hours the least there you will find the

best men . These hours and wages were

obtained by organization and it must be

admitted that it has fixed a standard which

is a sort of magnet for the unorganized,

although they do not attain in unorganized

sections the wages and conditions we en

joy. In our movement started twelve years

ago, men were working for a wage of from

ten to fifteen cents per hour, mostly day

wages being paid , and I want to say to you

that in some instances I know where the
wage was down to as low as seven and

eight cents per hour, but the character of

toil in those days was different than to -day.

Instead of the nine and ten -hour day, we

were working from fourteen to seventeeu

and eighteen hours for a day. There was

no question about schedules. The fact is

the street car man went to work in the

morning and he took his car in with him

at night. He burned the candle on both

ends of the day, and for this long and weary

day 's work he received as his pay the muni

ficent sum of from one dollar to one dollar

and seventy- five cents, generally the wage

being from one dollar forty cents to

one dollar sixty cents per day. He did not

have time to discuss schedules with the

boss or anything else. If he didn 't want the

job , he could go and look for another.

Through hard , earnest work , we have

changed those conditions through our or

ganization and the young men of to -day can

not realize the hardships which these older

men underwent during this transformation ,

but you say we worked on horse cars. Ah ,

my friends, we worked those conditions af
ter the electric car was started and we

would have continued working the long

hours at the low wages up to the present

time had it not been for organization . It is

no more true in the matter of wages and

hours than of other conditions that have

been brought to you . Our association has
sought legislation , and I challenge anyone

to cite me any electric railway corporation

that ever sought from the State Legislature
of this country , the enactment of a vesti

bule law . The inclosing protection for

motormen was secured by our association

and made a law in many of the states .

I do not desire to cite you to single in

stances of what organization has done for

you. However , I will call your attention to

the fact that some three years ago the New

Orleans railway men instituted their divi
sion of our association. At that time, they

were working for thirteen cents per hour

and the twelve-hour workday. They have

succeeded in securing three distinct in

creases of wage and to -day they are work .
ing for twenty cents per hour with a five.

year agreement that will lead every man
into employment four years hence at twen .

ty -two and one-half cents per hour, under

a graduated scale which will increase their

wage proportionately each year, and they

have the nine-hour workday and the strictly
union road agreement. This is one illus

tration of many. While on the other hand,

I am able to point out to you other cities

where they are working under non -union

conditions and receiving for their labor

strictly non -union pay. For instance , go to

Baltimore, a city where the employes should

be receiving a much better pay than those
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of New Orleans, and note the conditious faults and misgivings of your membership ,

of employment for our craft there. but remember that your work in the organi
Three years ago when San Francisco was zation and for the organization should be

organized, they were among the poorest higher than that. It is necessary that you

paid of our, craft throughout the country and should be harmonious in your every effort.

to -day they are getting the top -notch rate Because you have some personal spite

for cities of like character. Through their against some particular individual do not

organization they are receiving twenty let that stand in the way of your work in

seven and one-half cents per hour and work the organization . Remember that your in
ing a reasonable hour day. To come closer terest is at stake in common with others ,

in our illustration , compare Pittsburg with and that your interest must be promoted

Philadelphia in the matter of wage and con - through your organization in common with

ditions. others, regardless of petty differences. Elect

Now , fellow railway men of the city of your officers and respect them . Also , bear
Pittsburg, I wish to say to you that you are in mind that your contention is not with

a part of this grand movement. You are a the officials of this employing corporation .

part of the great body of organized labor. They are men the same as you. Give theni
You are not, perhaps, as thoroughly organ credit for being such . It is a condition that

ized as in some sections, but you have confronts them and confronts you that you

gained many concessions. It is your dutr must both meet and deal with , and it re

to build up your organization . You have quires that a condition should exist by
seen the benefits of it . You know the beno which your officers and the officers of the

fits of organized labor. Your organization company may take up matters of difference

can 't rise above your intelligence. The that may arise and mutually right the

membership of organized labor has to make wrongs. Bear in mind that they have their

it what it is and will have to make it what interest to look after, and in a way, it con

it may be in the future, and I ask you tu flicts with yours. Your officers have your

make it a study and do the best you can . interest to look after and you are as much

Bear in mind that organized labor does not in duty bound to assist them as are the

support the individual in insubordination stockholders and directors of the company

or in the violation of company rules . Our to assist the officials of the corporation .

association does not stand for that. It could Look at all things in a businesslike way .

not stand for it. We want good conditions, Do not allow petty bickerings to interfere

the very best obtainable ; we want good with the development of your cause ana

wages, the very best obtainable ; but it is your organization . Remember, as I have

our desire to render good service. It is the told you before, that you are a part of the

duty of union men to bring respect to the great labor movement, that your interest

organization by the character of service lies in this organization and that your or

that they render in their employment and ganization cannot rise above its member

we can 't afford to stand for anything else. ship . Build up and maintain your organiza

When required to work under conditions tion . You are in a position to take up all

that are not acceptable to you , do not leave grievances with the officials of the com

your car in the barn , but take it out. Do i pany in a business way, through the proper

your work and then bring your grievances officers of your association . The officers of

to your officers. Make it known to them your company are business men and there

and let them go in a business way to the exists an understanding with them by which

management of the company and have the they will do business with the officers of

wrong righted . Then the assocaition can your association in a business way.

stand by you in the event that the abusė It remains for you to do business with
is not corrected. Certain conditions exist them in a business way. Allow no persona .

in connection with employment in our craft prejudices to stand in the way of the busi

which often requires a member to perform noss of your organization . Respect the of

some service which may be outside of his ficers of the company as you would have

regular day' s service or employment. We them respect you, and by all means main
should be at all times obliging and make tain mutual respect for one another among

an effort to be fair and then when imposi. yourselves. Work intelligently in one com
tions come to you in any way . take those mon cause and you are sure of success . I

matters in a business way to the executivea business way to the executive wish to congratulate . Division No. 85 upon

committee, or officers of your division , and the past success of her officers and mem
let them handle it with the company, but bers, and bid you Godspeed .
do not expect impossibilities of your organ : I thank you for your kind attention .

ization . Be reasonable at all times and be

fair. Then the employer must be fair with

you . An order for 100 large double -truck cars

I wish to congratulate Division No. 85 for has been placed by the Pittsburg Railways
what she has accomplished at times under Company. The order was given to the St.
most serious difficulties. You have pushed Louis Car Company, and makes 460 new cars
the good work on , and none of you can the company has purchased within the past
deny but what you have gained much two years. The cars will be closed and of
through your organization . I wish again to the same type as the large double-truck cars
urge you to be harmonious in your organi now in use there. They will be 441/2 feet
zation . Cut out all personal prejudices and long, with 61 ft . platforms, and will comfort
differences . Do not be looking to the little ably seat 44 people,
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The....

Motorman and Conductor
ON OF STR

that has heretofore made the cuts for the

Motorman and Conductor that he expected
an early adjustment, the work of making
cuts has been delayed , and photos that have
been submitted to appear in this number of
the M . & C . will appear in the July issue , as
the work will hereafter be sent to some

other city until the Detroit employers see fit
to re-employ union men under union condi
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The American Co-operation Association
has been launched in Elgin , Ill., and has

taken its place in the business world as a

promoter of the consumption of union -made
products. The association assures trades

unionists that it will establish any business

the workers may desire in any city, and
guarantee a profitable success .

The Elgin Trades Council and other
unions, also reliable business men friendly

to the labor union movement are interested
in the venture. The purpose of the associa
tion seems to be to supply a substantial

method by which workmen themselves, or a

trades union , may set up opposition to un
fair concerns. It will likely prove a formid

able weapon against the "open shop" em

ployer, if properly appreciated by the wage
earners themselves.
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Reports are coming to the office that an
appeal is in circulation purporting to be in

the interest of Div . No. 400, and asking fin
ancial aid . Local Divisions and officers
should bear in mind that the International

President is required to sign all approved
appeals, and that no appeals are entitled to

consideration unless they bear his signature,
At present, no such appeal is out. Themem

bership of Div . No. 400 received regular pay.
ments of $ 5 .00 per week from the defense

fund, and no known indebtedness exists in
connection with their strike that was ever

authorized or approved by the International
Association .

Divisions are warned to give no considera

tion to appeals from striking Locals not
bearing the name of the International Presi
dent in approval.

Tracol counce

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 3 of Constitution .

etion 1 . Tho oblocts of this Assoclation

mall bo to organizo Division Associations

Boc. 3 . To placo our occupation upon a high
plano of intolligonce , oncioncy and skill; to
encourage tho formation in Division Associa
dops of Sick Bonofit Funds; to establish
chools of instruction and examination for

haparting a practical knowlods of modona

and improvod methods and systems of trans

portation and trado matters sonorally . To ex

courage the settlement of all disputes bo

twoon omployds and employors by arbitra
ton , to secure employment and adequato pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
hbor, and by all losal and propor moins to

dorato our moral, intellectual and social

Condition

In a speech at an outing of Democratic
clubs of Cleveland on June 3 , Mayor Tom L .
Johnson said that the main issue in the state
and municipal elections next November

would be: “ Shall the city own and operate
the street railways and all public utilities ?"

He said that the strongest plank in the

coming Democratic municipal platform would
be a ringing declaration for municipal own.

ership . The mayor said Cleveland will fol.
low Chicago. “ The cause will sweep all over
the country,” Mayor Johnson continued , " for
the people are demanding and will secure

control of public service utilities."
James Dalrymple, the street railway

authority from Glasgow , also addressed the

The Detroit engravers are now on strike

in consequence of the Employers' Associa .

tion attempting to enforce them to work
under " open shop" conditions and wages.

Under advice of the management of the firm
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gathering. He said that politics and muni.

cipal ownership of public utilities would not

mix ; that these corporations require the

management of experts and that it is very

easy to show a loss unless they are carefully

managed. In Glasgow , Mr. Dalrymple said ,

an expert is selected to manage the street

railway system ; if he fails to show a profit
to the municipality, even a small one, he is

dismissed and another man chosen for his
place .

Numerous reports of accidents resulting
from the running board of summer cars

brings forth the humanitarian question of

center aisles for the convenience and safety

of the conductor. There is no good reason

why center aisles cannot be effected , and at

very little cost to the employing company.

Report comes from Danbury, Conn., that
on May 2 Bro . Louis Klinzing was severely

injured by a fall from the top of a trolley

work -car to the macadam pavement, at the
corner of West and William streets, in

Danbury. Bro. Klinzing was repairing an

overhead wire when one of the connections

between the wire and pole broke and caused

him to lose his balance and fall backward

from the car. He was taken into a neigh

boring house and temporarily cared for.
Fortunately, he sustained no permanent

injury , and he is reported to again be at

work .

Bro . Klinzing will be remembered by his

associate delegates as representing Division

No. 269 of Danbury, Conn., in the Pittsburg

convention of this Association . He is a

popular member and an officer of the Dan.
bury local.

There is no craft in organized labor today
that can more effectually promote the inter

ests of other crafts than the membership of

our Association . There are thousands of
employes who are affiliated through the

American Federation of Labor with our As

sociation whose product as working men

and women is marked by the union label.
Much of these products are purchased and

consumed by our membership and their
friends. It is an easy matter for a pur
chaser to demand the union made article

and in its purchase assist those laborers' or

ganizations that have heretofore valiantly

come to our rescue, financially and other

wise, in times of troubles. Whenever a
union man purchases a non -labeled garment

or product he is paying tribute to the Citi
zens' Alliance, or the union smashing organ

ization . We sympathize with organized
labor in its struggles to gain better wages

and conditions, but mere sympathy without
concerted action has no very great force. If

every union man in our Association should

demand the union label on his uniform and
clothing, the street car men alone could put

every scab uniform manufacturer out of bus

iness, or force him to employ union people

in his establishment. Not only in uniforms

could we be effective, but also in various
other lines of industry,

New Orleans Division , No. 194 , has broken

the record for long ter engagements. In

auother column of this issue their agive
mn of this issue their agree

ment is published in full. It is a most com

plete document and embodies the conditions

of employment to our craft in New Orleans
for the next five years to come. One re

markable feature of the instrument is an an

nual increase in the wage rate throughout
the entire period of five years, and bringe

the motormen and conductors to a 2242

cent rate during the fifth year. The pru

dence of the agreement in the matter of

wages must be determined in the time to

come. However, it expresses one remark

able feature in the development of the New

Orleans Local. Division No. 194 was estab

lished some three years ago. At the time of

its institution , the membership were work

ing at a 13-cent rate per hour. In the course

of her existence, she has gradually devel
oped in the matter of wages to the rate ex

pressed in the new agreement, wbich will

eventually be an increase of 90 per cent.
The working conditions have been equally

changed in the interest of the employes.

The membership of Division No. 194 have

the greatest of reason to congratulate them
selves upon the success of their organiza -

tion . The new agreement perpetuates a

strictly union road. However, these condi-

tions have been brought about through a

most aggressive campaign in the early hisaign in the early his .

tory of the Local, and her membership are

entitled to the five years tranquility their

agreement insures them .

A most familiar injunction that comes to

the local official of a labor organization from

some of the members is that, " unless a cer

tain thing is accomplished , a certain man

reinstated, or some other certain grieyance
specified is righted, I'll pay no more dues

into the organization . The man who puts
up such a coercive injunction as that, does

not realize the position in which he is placnot realize the position in whi

ing the officer. If he does, he and his in

junction are entitled to no consideration at

all whatever, as he is a disrupter. If the
company knew of his determination , and the
manager would know that a sufficient num

ber of a Local would be of that same de
termination , and it was the desire of the

manager to disrupt the organization , all of
the officials of organized labor put together

could not bring about a reinstatement of an

employe or the correction of an abuse. It
would be the cheapest way for the manager

to disrupt the organization to positively re

fuse to reinstate the man, or correct the

abuse. The kind of support that should be

behind an officer in order to gain a conces

sion for a member, or for the membership

of a Local, is the united support of the mem

bership. If the member is desirous of issu
ing any injunction at all promotive of what

he desires to secure from the Company, he

should say to the officer, " go ahead and get

this man reinstated , give the Company to
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system under control of that organization .

Evidently Postum Post has something to

learn in regard to the true character of the

B . of L . E .

understand that we do not believe the disc

cipline meted out is necessary for the dis -

charge of the man and that we are going to

stand by you in securing his reinstatement.”

When the employer knows that such a spirit

is behind the officer, he will foster no dis

ruptive disposition towards the organization

and he will deal with the grievance with

the most liberal consideration . Of all

knockers the I-wont-play-unless-you-play -my

way" kind are the worst.

Harmony among the officers of a labor or

ganization is an absolute necessity to the

success of the movement. No labor organ

ization can expect to accomplish its utmost

when the officers of the organization are dis

cordant. The member of an Executive

Board, or any other officer of a local, who

squanders his time in criticising the acts of

his associates lacks a conception of his du.

ties to the membership who have elected

him , and to the movement he represents .

There are duties to be performed in connec

tion with a labor organization , and the

officer elected to assist in performing those

duties can best occupy his time in attending

to the business at hand. No body of men

are anxious to have their time squanderea

in a meeting by being forced to listen to

personal criticisms or individual attacks

upon themembership or other officers. They

are there for altogether a different purpose.

One of the most serious features wita

which labor organizations have to contend

Is the individual strife within its own ranks.

These petty contentions usually develop in

the meetings. Personal differences foment

discords that frequently run in their effect

throughout the entire Local. The labor

union is formed for a purpose . The very

fact that there is a purpose is demonstrated

by the existence of the union . Then the

question arises, what is the purpose of em

ployes assembling and uniting themselves

into labor unions ? There are some individ

uals that from their actions would seem to

think that the union is established abso

lutely and purposely for themselves, and un

less it is committed to their individual inter

est they become disgruntled. They do not

seem to appreciate the fact that every mem

ber of the organization has a common right

with them and that each should receive the

same respect that he himself is asking.

Such individuals always make themselves

conspicuous. There cannot a question arise

before the meeting but what they must dis

cuss it. They are not only content with giv

ing their views upon the matter under con

sideration once , or twice, but they will an .

swer every other member who may speak

upon the question out of accord with their

views. Then if the question goes against
them they are sore upon somebody and be .

gin to knock the membership and their or

ganization . The President of a Local Union

should be mindful of this class of members

and although he may inherit their displeas.

ure a line should be drawn on them .

BENEFITS PAID .

C . W . Post. of Battle Creek Postum Cereai

fame, has become president of the notorious

Citizens' Alliance, or Employers' Associa

tion . The Alliance has made a fitting se
lection , as with Post at its head the mem

bership will have a reasonable excuse for

the dissolution of their movement. Post

issues a statement that it will not be bis

policy to destroy labor unions . This is a

most generous disposition on his part. We

would have naturally supposed that every

labor organization in the country was to be

smashed to smithereens. However , we are

to be let down easy . We only have to sub
mit to Grand Chief Post our constitutions

and laws. He will generously revise them

without cost to the organizations, so that

they may conform with conditions that will

permit of their existence. It has been sug

gested that he is about to set apart a sec.

tion of his Battle Creek roasted food manu
factury to be used as a labor union consti

tution revision department. Mr. Post holds

up as his ideal organization the Brother
hood of Locomotive Engineers. Now it is

in no way likely that Post would desire all

labor organizations to unite with the B . of

L , E . If they did , there would be no further

use for his association . Its utility would
cease. There would be no more labor union

smashing to be done. However, organized

labor will not take any serious umbrage at

the selection of Mr. Post as the leader of

the forces to antagonize its existence . He

seems to have a strong attachment for the

B . of L . E . If he thinks the engineers are

an " open shop " concern , let him place some

scab friend of his on a locomotive with a

From the Death and Disability Fund for

the month of May were on the deaths of

the following members :
J. Warren Williams, Div .No, 194, New

Orleans, La ., fracture of ribs . . . . . . $ 100.00

Axel Larson , Div . No. 212, Burlington ,

Iowa, tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Wm . Henry Kuhlman , Div . No. 241,

Chicago , Ili., cerebral hemorrhage

and chronic myocarditis . . . .. . . . . . . 100 .00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 300.00

DUTIES OF BUSINESS AGENT.

The position of Business Agent is not
wholly an enjoyable one owing to the pecu

liar duties of the office . The Business

Agent that complies with the sense of his

position acts as the agent or servant of the

organization . His duties are very clear. He

simply has to act in accordance with the

laws of his Local pertaining to his position ,

and he is supposed to at least make an at.
tempt to carry out the instruction of the

Local and the Executive Board as applying

to the business of the organization . It is
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not an initiative position . The initiative

power of a local organization lies in the

meetings of the local or with the Executive

Board , and the Executive Board is the nat-

ural body in which is vested the authority

to conduct the business of the organization .

Thus the Business Agent is directly subject

to instructions from the Executive Board.

When he undertakes to do things upon

which he has received no instruction , he is

stepping out of his line of duty and becomes

an initiative for the organization. This, he

has no right to do. In our Locals , as griev -

ances arise, they should be committed either

to the meetings or to the Executive Board
together with such information as may be

at hand bearing upon the grievance . If

further information is desired , it is the duty

of the Board to instruct the Business Agent
to obtain the further evidence or required

information . The Board should also in -

struct the Business Agent upon all other

matters pertaining to the grievance. After

a grievance has been properly considered by

the Executive Board, or the meeting of this

Local, they are in a position to give definite

instructions to the Business Agent and it is

his duty to carry out the instructions. When

he has complied with the instructions he

has received , or done his best so to comply ,

he reports his work back to the body from

which he received his instructions. Then

his duty with the grievance ends, until
further instructed. Too often members and

even other officers look upon the Business

Agent as being the whole official machinery

of the organization , responsible for all mis-

takes, and required to perform all duties

and carry out all the functions of the or

ganization . This should not be expected ;

as no Business Agent can do it.

The Business Agent is really an effect for

the convenience and economy of the organ :
ization . There is a large amount of work

in connection with the business of a large
labor organization , at all times arising. It
is inconsistent for an entire committee to

attempt to perform these duties, as it makes
it expensive and the multitude of the duties
may as well, and many times better , be exe

cuted by one individual. This fact has come
by experience. Thus it has been found an
economic measure to have a Business Agent

to apply his whole time to these duties.
When a member has been selected to act

as Business Agent for a Local, the member
ship should bear in mind that he is their
employe , and that when a duty is imposed

upon him to execute, it is to the advantage

of the Local that he be given every encour

agement and support in executing the duty

He is in the same position as an employe of
any employing concern . Were we to employ

a man to perform some piece of work for
us, for instance like laying a sidewalk .

driving a team , or motoring or conducting a
street car. It would not be a business prop -

osition for us to stand back and hamper the

efforts of our employe in performing the
work we engaged him to do. It would not
be a wise thing , either, for us to stand

around and constantly irritate him with in

solent remarks as to the character of his

work . It would be much better to our inter

est to lend him a helping hand and encour

age him in every way possible in his work .

If we found him unfit for the service for

which we had employed him there would be

nothing gained by abusing him for his in

efficiency . On the other hand, if we were

unable to convert him to the work at hand,

it would be business to dispose of him and

employ another man in his place that would

be a work -man at the business.

In the matter of the Business Agent, we

should not condemn him for not doing work

we have not directed him to do. His work

should be mapped out by the by-laws of the

Local and by the initiative authority of the

Local, which is usually vested in the meet

ings or Executive Board , or, as in most in
stances, in both . Of course , there is a

routine of business provided by the by-laws

and the character of the organization

which the Business Agent should, and usual.

ly does well understand, that it is his duty

to perform . It is the duty of the Executive
Board or initiative authority to see that

their Agent strictly complies with such

routine work . In other words, the Business

Agent should be looked upon by the officers

and membership of the Local as an en

rather than an officer, and he should bo

treated and encouraged in his work as such .
As a member of the Local, he has the same

rights as others to take part in the work and

discussions of the meetings. Of one fact

we should never lose sight, and that is, that

a grievance is never up to the Business

Agent to dispose of. It always lies with the
initiative authority of the Local and the

management of the company until it is ad

justed or dropped. The Business Agent, in

the true sense of his duty , has no authority

to drop a grievance . Another fact that

should be borne in mind is that the Presi.

dent and not the Business Agent is the chief

executive officer .

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS,

President W . D . Mahon in consequence of

the Saginaw Valley strike prematurily con

cluded a trip through western Pennsylvania
and Ohio . He first visited Division No. 85 ,

of Pittsburg, Pa . This Division had sought

his assistance in the matter of readjustment
of schedules which had been placed upon

the lines of the Pittsburg Railways Co.
Conferences with the officers of the Division

and the General Superintendent of the Com
pany, together with attending two meetings

of the Local, required his presence in Pitts
burg from the 24th to the 30th of May.

After his work in Pittsburg , he attended a

meeting of the joint Divisions Nos. 252 and
285 , of Steubenville , Ohio , from which place

he went to Wheeling , West Va ., to attend a
meeting of Division No. 103 and from there

came on to Canton , Ohio . Then to the office
to respond to the situation in Saginaw Val

ley.
Chairman D . L . Dilworth was called from

the Houghton situation to assist the Sagi
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INDUSTRIAL MOVEMENT PANACEA .naw Valley Divisions, where he has been

since engaged. A report of the Saginaw

Valley strike, based upon facts supplied by

him , appears in another column.

G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt has now un

der his supervision grievances of Locals in
northern Illinois , having immediate charge

of affairs in Joliet, from which place he re-

ports progress.

G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald is

looking after the affairs of the Association

in Newburgh and in the interest of other

Divisions in New York State .

G . E . B . Member Fred Fay is looking after

negotiations tending to a new agreement in

the interest of the Jackson , Mich ., member

ship .

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair has

charge of the interests of the Association in

Ontario. His reports are gratifying.

APPEAL FROM CHICAGO TEAMSTERS.

An appeal for financial aid in the interest
of the striking teamsters of Chicago has

been approved by the A . F . of L . Council.
The Chicago teamsters are generously

waging a contest in the interest of the great
family of American wage- earners, and their

appeal deserves a liberal response on the

part of all organized labor. Upon approval

of the appeal President Gompers has issued

the following statement and instructions:

To All Organized Labor.

Dear Sirs and Brothers: " You are doubt

less aware of the fact that the teamsters of

Chicago, members of the International

Brotherhood of Teamsters, have been on
strike now fully six weeks. The employers'

associations, together with the employers

involved in this controversy, are concentrat

ing every effort for the purpose of crushing

out the Teamsters' Organization.

There are five thousand of our men who

are out on strike. President Shea, of the

Brotherhood, expresses his confidence of
victory for the men if financial assistance,

together with such moneys as the Brother
hood can raise from the assessment of its

employed members elsewhere, can be ren
dered.

Application has been made to the Execu

tive Council of the American Federation of

Labor to send out this appeal, and the same
has been approved , and it is earnestly re

quested that all Unions, International, State ,
Central and Local contribute such moral

and financial assistance , at the earliest pos

sible moment, that each organization is in
a position to make.

Please respond to this appeal liberally and

promptly , and forward your contributions to

Secretary- Treasurer E . L . Turley, . 147

Market Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Counting upon your earnest co-operation

in this matter, I am , Fraternally yours,

SAMUEL GOMPERS,

President American Federation of Labor.

(By order of the Executive Council.)

Attest:

FRANK MORRISON , Secretary .

There never was a human ill that has

ever escaped an avalanche of remedial no

tions, and not a few of them are prompted

by ulterior motives. So it has been with

social ills, and so it will be so long as social

ills exist. Poverty is the enunciator of a

civic disease and around the victim swarms

a collection of remedial agents each bearing

his own prescription and each guaranteeing

a cure. The latest poverty antidote is a

star chamber golden medical discovery

styled the Industrial Union movement. Its

purpose is to assemble the ranks of labor

under the banner of the Socialist party. It

is not mete to discuss Socialism in giving

thought to this new movement. It is only

sufficient to consider the fact that the So

cialist party, like other political parties, has

among its adherents those of all walks of

life, and among whom are many having no

sympathy for unionism . Such is the case

with all political parties, yet it is one of the

purposes of this new Industrial movement

to force the wage earner , as a class, into

the Socialist party or brand him as a non

unionist. This brings the movement down

to a Socialist political party movement.

Upon this very fact, the movement, as a
labor organization , can have no more hope

for success than a like movement in the in

terest of the Republican, Democrat or Pro

hibition parties.

There are honest politicians — when the
term is applied in its true sense -- and there

are honest Socialists whom believe in this

strategic movement to promote Socialism .
But were the membership of the trades and

labor union movement to split up into po
litical industrial movements to meet the
pleasure of the adherents of the various po
litical parties whom are within the fold of
organized labor , the cohesion of labor

would be destroyed and the interest of the

toiler would become subverted . In other

words, the labor union would be down and
out. But, our good political friends would
tell us to come to them . We would have

those good political friends in every party.
We have them now . But we are wise

enough to know they don 't deliver the
goods. We care not of what political faith

they may be, nor how honest their inten
tions, they are powerless. In the language
of Pres. Mahon , “no politician ever brought
succor to the wage-earner.” All laws in the
interest of labor have been brought about

upon nonpartisan lines. The legislator was
not asked to what political faith he adhered
when his vote was sought for a labor meas
ure .

At this time, labor, as organized , cannot

afford to cast her lot with any political
party. Through organization labor is cen
tralized in a common interest, and the pur.

pose of organization must be promoted re
gardless of the political affiliations of the
membership . Organized labor, nonpartisan ,
shapes the destiny of politics, but we can

not afford to permit any political party to
undertake to shape the destiny of organized
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labor. It is from this principle that the year ago, the Company was approached by

American Federation of Labor has had its the membership of these Locals for an in

natural outgrowth , and it is this principle crease in wage. The Company held at that

that will continue the American Federation time that conditions would not permit a

of Labor as the champion protective institu change in the wage scale, but held out an

tion of the great mass of American bread inviting promise that a year later an in

winners. There is not a political party in crease would be forthcoming The Locals

existence but what would gladly welcome accepted the explanation of the Company

an alliance with the American Federation and allowed the matter to pass over for the

of Labor, but the moment such an alliance year. Early in the spring of this year, the

should be formed with any political party, Locals jointly compiled the conditions

that moment she would lose her identity as which they desired in the shape of an agree

a labor organization , and her usefulness to ment and submitted the same to the Com

the wage-earner, as a class, would be at an Dany on the 15th of May.

end. The agreement embodied a wage clause
Many features of the manifesto of the In - for the city men of Saginaw and Bay City

dustrial movement are most alluring, how o 23 cents per hour, and for the Carrollton

ever, aside from the " class conscious," or Interurban line of 25 cents per hour, and

Socialist view the principle is one of indus- provided for a two-turn system . The Com

trial unionism . Thus were it possible to pany were given an opportunity to consider

eliminate the political feature , the institu - the conditions of the agreement. However ,

tion would be based upon industrial autono the management immediately protested

my. As to centralization it is identical with against granting the wage scale asked or

F . Ol L ., but, diverging into branches, even the signing of an agreement. Upon ap

it destroys craft jurisdiction and subjects peal of the Locals , Chairman D . L . Dilworth

the craft to a particular line of industry, was sent by President Mahon to assist the

making a particular craft in any industry Divisions in bringing about somekind of an

subject to the numerically strong of any adjustment.

other craft in the same industry . This is
During the attempted negotiations as

in indirect contradiction to the craft or
embarrassing situation was brought about

trade union principle . For instance , Street
by the Company secretly entering into an

and Electric Railway men are placed in a
agreement with the " Brotherhood of Motor

departmental administration with steam
men ” and “ Brotherhood of Conductors." It

roads, marine shipping and teaming. In :
seems that one J . N . Brown, styling him

cluded in this departnient are some 50 dis
self "Worthy Grand Chief of the Brother

tinct crafts, most of whom are also classified hood of Electric Motormen ," became aware
in other departments . The numerically

of the negotiations between the Locals and
strong crafts, of course, would control.

the Company, went to Saginaw , and with the
Verily , the industrialist promotors are un

assistance of some half dozen men whom
dertaking a most stupenduous task . How

he had previously enlisted as members of
ever , the political filament is the precious his movement approached the Company

jewel to be cared for. with the purpose of establishing his moveAfter the smoke of their convention to be
ment among the employes and defeating the

held in Chicago on the 27th inst. has
purposes of the organization . Apparently

cleared away, it is safe to predict that the
his incentive in associating himself with thetrades unions will still remain , and the A .
Company to bafile the efforts of the three

F . of L . will be doing business at the same
organizations was to gain co -operation with

old stand.
him on part of the Company officials in esThe " Industrial Organization" will be
tablishing his movement. The agreementonly one more remedial agent united to the
that was signed by these " Brotherhoods"

already demoralizing throng swarming about
contains twenty - six propositions, every one

the bewildered povery patient, and holding
of them reading as though copied from the

out one more trial prescription . The vic
rule book of an employing corporation , with

tim will be advised to take a liberal dose of
the possible exception of one, which reads:

the medicine once each year, on election
" The parties of the second part (theday, and patiently await results. During the

'Brotherhoods') will endeavor to supply a
other 364 days, take things as they come.

sufficient number of experienced , competentThe average trades unionist is a little tou
men to meet the needs of the Company, butimpatient to wholly submit to such slow
the Company reserves the right to employtreatment.
whomsoever it chooses."

This precautionary section , which is
SAGINAW VALLEY STRIKE. Number 25 of the agreement, bears evidence

that trouble was looked for and that Mr.
On the 4th of June Divisions Nos . 32 . 94 Brown and his aggregation were willing to

and 96 respectively, of Saginaw , Bay City undertake to convert themselves into an

and Carrollton , Mich ., went on strike for employing agency to supply men for the
increase in wage and other conditions em Company in the event that the Company

bodied in an agreement that had been sub needed their services.

mitted to the employing Company. The Upon the city roads, the wage scale em

membership of these Divisions embodies bodied in this agreement was as follows:

the employes of the Saginaw and Bay City Seventeen cents per hour for the first three
Light & Traction Co . Some more than a months, 18 cents per hour for the next nine
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months and 1942 cents per hour thereafter. membership of the Locals , until the Locals,
The rate for the Interurban Division is fixed in order to avoid a contest, yielded every

at 2112 cents per hour. consideration with the exceptions of a

The rate previously prevailing was in Bay straight one-half cent per hour increase in

City , 17 cents per hour for the first three wage. Whether bouyed up by the promise

months, after which 19 cents per hour ; Sag . of the " Brotherhood" to man the cars in the

inaw City, 19 cents per hour straight; Car event of a strike , or in confidence that no

rollton Interurban , 21 cents per hour. Thus strike would occur, the Company refused to

it may be seen that while the wage rate es yield even the fraction of a cent. As a re

the
tablished by the agreements with the sult the Divisions struck , as before stated ,

" Brotherhoods" brought to men more than on Sunday morning of the 4th inst. The re

sult of the strike showed the full strength
a year in the service one-half cent per hour

increase, it reduced the wage rate to men of the " Brotherhood" as consisting of seven

less than one year in the service from one men . These “ Brotherhood" men attempted

to scab their cars according to program , into two cents per hour in both Bay City and

Saginaw . This, from the term of service of Saginaw , but on account of the jeers of the

the employes, as indicated by the term of small boys and the lack of patronage the

service of the present employes, would be a
Company had their cars pulled into the

virtual reduction of the aggregate wage in barn . Thus far but very little effort has

the interest of the employing corporation . It been made to operate the cars. However,

was a very easy matter for Mr. Brown to the Company seems to be making prepara
tions to house the scabs which are beingsecure the signing of such an agreement, as
supplied by thehis agreement simply embodied an under " Brotherhood” and from

standing that the employes must comply other sources, in the car barns at Bay City,

with the rules and regulations of the Com and it is expected that Mr. Brown will have

pany, work for a less aggregate wage than an opportunity to show his hand in real out

they were previously getting , and the only right strike-breaking. The strike has placed
the " Brotherhood" on record. It is not verycondition accruing to the men was the priv .

ilege of paying financial tribute to Brown's
likely that genuine union men may hereafter

be deceived to unite with this fake move" Brotherhood ."

ment.
At first, the management of the Company

denied having made such an agreement Saginaw Valley is a most thoroughly or

with Mr. Brown's contingent, but Chairman ganized section and one in which the pat

Dilworth succeeded in unearthing a copy of ronage of the Company comes most directly

of the agreement regularly signed by the from union men and their friends. There is

manager of the Company and by six men in no question but what the Company has

the interest of the " Brotherhoods,” three been deceived into the stand they have tak .

for the conductors, who style themselves as en by misrepresentations on part of the

" Wolverine Lodge , No. 18," and three for " Brotherhoods," and it is not at all likely

the motormen , who signed as “ Valley Lodge , that the strike will continue any great

No, 20." length of time, as the employes of the Com

pany are generally citizens of Saginaw Val
The discovery of this piece of treachery

ley and are among the very best of the crafton the part of a man who had attempted to
to be found. The Company does not want to

presume that he was championing a bona
lose their services , but the management was

fide labor movement created the most vig
evidently deceived into the belief that theorous contempt for him and his fake
great number of their employes were mem ." Brotherhoods."
bers of the fake “ Brotherhoods” and that

In further negotiations with the Company, they would abide by tne fake agreement of
no attention was given to this signed agree . their leader into which the Company with
ment, as it was fully known that it did not out doubt entered , in good faith , believing

eminate from any considerable number of that the " Brotherhood " would be able to
the employes, but rather in the inventive carry out its end of the bargain and thus
mind of Mr. Brown himself. It was later enrich the coffers of the corporation by
discovered that Brown had succeeded in en heading off the desired and really promised
listing twelve of the employes in Saginaw increase in wage rate.
in his contemptible movement, but fully one President Mahon is in Saginaw to take a
half of those were victims of deception , hand personally in the affairs of the organ
while the others , five or six in number, were ization . Chairman Dilworth reports on the
tender-feet and hoped that the Brown move 6th inst. that only two cars were operated in
ment would prove a barrier behind which Saginaw at any time during the day and
they might hide from the threatened storm .

that no attempt had been made to operate
Later negotiations brought forth no re

on any of the other lines.
sults further than that the Company was

willing to sign a similar document with the

Amalgamated Locals, a proposition which
was righteously ignored by the entire mem It is reported that Bro. George Fetzer has
bership of the three Divisions. withdrawn from Division No. 212 , Burling.

Every effort was made to prevail upon the ton , Ia ., and has gone to Chicago. Brother

Company to yield from their position , also Fetzer was a popular member of the Bur

intercessions were made on part of the au lington Division and the best wishes of her

thorities in behalf of the Company to the membership are with him .
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CHAIRMAN D . L. DILWORTH OF THE G . E . B .

Serving his third term as chairman of the elected at the convention held in Pittsburg

G . E . B ., Chairman D . L . Dilworth has had a in 1903 . Chairman Dilworth has also served

as Business Agent of the Detroit Local No.
wide experience in the affairs of the Inter

26 , which Division he has also served as
national Association . He was first elected committeeman , and representative to the
chairman of the board at the Dayton, O ., Trades Council.

convention in 1897 , at a time when the or As an international officer he has met with
ganization was struggling for a footing in much success in assisting various Divisions
the industrial movement. He was an active with grievances and agreements. During the
officer during the term for which he was conferences between Divisions Nos . 32, 94

elected, but at the Louisville convention in and 96 , and the employing company, which
1899, he declined a nomination for re-elec- led up to the Saginaw Valley strike, Chair
tion , and was succeeded by delegate Samuel man Dilworth , as International officer, had
Lee, who was one of the delegates represent charge of the interests of the Locals. When
ing the Detroit Local in the convention . At engaged in the service he is a motorman on
the Buffalo convention in 1901, he was again the Sherman line of the Detroit United
elected to the chairmanship , and was re - Railways Co.

INTERESTING STATISTICAL REVIEW .

Short Historical Sketch of the Development

of Street Railways, by Pres. W . D .

Mahon , in the " Chicago Union Leader."

The first railways that we have any ac-
count of were built at New Castle -on -Tyne
in 1821 for the purpose of conveying coal

from the mines to the banks of the river.

'The rails were of timber and the cars were
sort of a bulky cart made with four rollers

fitting the rails and were drawn by horse
power. The first tramroad in America was

the Quincy Road, built in 1827 for the pur

pose of hauling the stone to construct Bun

ker Hill monument. This was also operated

by horse power. The first experiments at

steam railroading were made in the tram
ways at New Castle , England. The first

steam railroad built in the United States

was the Baltimore & Ohio . The first piece

of road was constructed from the city of

Baltimore to Ellicott' s mills, a distance of
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fourteen miles. The first rail was laid by 1 ,217 persons, of which 122 were employes.

Charles Carroll, the last surviving signer There were injured 47,429 persons, of which
of the Declaration of Independence. It was 3 ,699 were employes. To operate the street

laid on the Fourth of July , 1828 ; the road and electric railway systems of the country

was completed about 1830 , and from this there are 805 power houses, with 2 ,336

system has extended the great railway sys steam engines , with an average of 556 horse

tems of America . power per engine. There are thirty -seven

The first street railways built in America , companies that use water power direct.

and in fact in the world , were built in the These companies use 159 water or turbine

city of New York and commenced operation wheels , with a power of 49,153 horse power,

in November, 1832, running from the City an average of slightly over 300 horse power

Hall to 14th street and operated by horse per wheel.

power. The first elevated urban railways The income of the street and electric rail

in the world were chartered in New York in
way companies for the year 1902 was $ 250 ,

1867 , but were not fully developed untii 526,642, while their operating expenses is
1880. Underground railways were first con - placed at $ 142,312 ,597. Their net income is

structed in Europe and used by steam rail- placed at $47,364,814 .

roads a number of years before any under The largest number of cars of all classes
ground was constructed in America . The which are reported are for the State of New

first underground electric lines were opened York , being 14 ,040. A little more than one

in Budapest in 1896 . The first cable system half of these are operated by three systems.

was introduced in August, 1873. It was put The total number of cars reported for the

in operation first at San Francisco , Cal. State of Massachusetts is 8 ,310 , of which

While electric street railways have but a 3 ,612 are owned by the Boston Elevated

history of a few years, they have been ex
Railway Company. This is the largest num

perimented with since 1847, and short lines
ber said to be owned by any single com .

have been operated at expositions and
pany, and includes cars operated on both

places of that kind prior to the adoption of
surface and elevated tracks. Illinois is the

electricity as a means of motive power , but
third state with 7 ,788 cars. About two

for general use electricity was first put ineu
thirds of these are operated in the city of

operation at Richmond, Va ., by Lieutenant
Chicago . There is estimated to be about

Frank J . Sprague . He was really the father
1 ,115 cars in the mail and express service on

of the modern power motor. The experi
the street railway systems of the country .

ments were made in Richmond, first, be.

cause of the hilly condition of the city, and ,
secondly, due to the fact that the charters NOTICE .

of the street railway company admitted of

them using any kind of motive power they

desired . The work was taken up in the year To Organized Labor - Greeting :
1887, and the roads were put in operation

The Tobacco Workers' International Unionon Feb . 1 , 1888. The success of these roads

attracted the attention of the street railroad
appeal to you for your moral assistance in

people of the country, and the city of Bos their fight against the UNFAIR CONDI.

ton was second to follow the lead taken by
TIONS which prevail in the factories that

Richmond and adopted electricity as the
make the following brands of Tobacco , you

motive power. From that time on it spread are requested to leave them alone, and re

rapidly until to -day there are over twenty
quest all dealers to do the same:

two thousand miles of electric railways in

operation. CHEWING PLUG :

The census of 1902 shows that there are Star, Burr Oak, Horse Shoe, Standard Navy ,

980 street and electric railway companies in Battle Ax , old Kentucky, News Boy, Peace

the United States, employing 7,128 salaried and Good Will, J. T .

officials and clerk , and 133,641 wage-earners,

of which 40 ,114 are conductors and 40,003

are motormen , thus making 80 ,117 motor
TWIST.

men and conductors. The reports show that Granger Twist, Honey Dip Twist, Nobby

there was paid to these motermen and con Spun Roll, Gold Rope.
ductors during the past year $48,642,359 in

salaries , or an average to each motorman

and conductor of $606 .93. There were in SMOKING .

operation 66 ,784 cars of all classes. Of this Bull Durham , Duke's Mixture, Miners and

number 60,290 were passenger cars. There Puddlers, Soldier Boy, Polar Bear, Five

were carried 4 ,774 ,211,904 cash passengers. Brothers.

There were issued 1 ,062,403,329 transfers. Buy only tobacco and cigarettes that bear

There were killed during the year upon the the blue label of the Tobacco Workers' In
street and electric railways of the country, ternat

Hoping you will assist us in trying to bet

Coney Island and ter the conditions of our members, we re

and Caton Place. main , Fraternally yours,

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND TOBACCO WORKERS'

JOHN J. LEONARD, PROD. BROOKLYN , N . Y . INTERNATIONAL UNION . .

Leonard's Casino and Laton Place! main,
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

PRESIDENT MAHON VISITS 85 . After the regular routine work of the Asso
ciation , an appeal was made to the member
ship for a more vigorous support of the Asso

Pittsburg , Pa.-- Division No. 85 of Pittsburg ciation magazine, the " Motorman and Conduc
is still making history in her customary way. tor." Bro . J . L . Sauers generously volunteered
Under our last agreement with the company an to place before the entire membership an oppor
understanding was provided by which schedules tunity to subscribe for the publication .should be modified on various lines to bring to
those who were working long hours a shorter

President Mahon addressed the meeting to

work day. At the time of the consolidation of some length , and gave the membership good
the various lines under the present management advice . He advised business methods as a pol
in January , 1901 , the various systems consolidat icy of conducting the affairs of the organiza
ing were working under as many different reg tion.
ulations. so far as the schedule of runs was con The principal grievance on the part of the
cerned. The consolidated system , which included schedules appeared to be lying in the fact that
the East End , Butler street, and Chestnut street the Company had so arranged the schedules as
lines , were enjoying very favorable schedules , to make more than fifty per cent of the runs
many of the lines being operated on the two as swing runs, and very undesirable runs at
turn system and none of them working the old that. President Mahon assured the local that
twelve -hour system . The suburban line was he would take their grievances up to the man
also operated upon the two -turn system . At agement of the Company in conjunction with
this time, the United Traction lines were unor Bro . Williams.
ganized and worked the old twelve -hour system A resolution was passed instructing the Busi
of swing runs which made an arduous occupa ness Agent to secure old City Hall for an open

tion for those men . Other lines were organized , mass meeting to be held on Monday evening.
but the character of their service was such , and May 29th , and requesting President Mahon to
most particularly with the Rankin system , that be present to address the meeting .
the long hours service was not so wearing upon

Secretary S. V . Reeves reported upon thethe employes as upon the more immediate city
lines. Since then . all systems have been organ finances of the Division , which showed the LO

izeil and it has been the purpose of the mem cal to be in good financial condition . The ac

bership to gain symmetry of runs on all lines counts of the Association are kept by Secretary

as nearly as practicable , and to procure a Reeves in a most perfect system . His methods
of dealing with the executive committee are the

shcrter hour work -day for all. most complete in use among any of the large
However , it has seemed to be a difficult prob Locals and enables him to keep complete reclent to impress the Company with the impor

ords of collections of the committeemen and
tance of such a change in the interest of the
men . One of the clauses of the recent agree a inost positive record of the mebership .
mnt. if complied with by the Company , would On Friday evening , of the 26th , at the call or
bring in many instances, the desired results, President J . J . Thorpe, the executive board met

and in all cases would tend to lessen the abuse with President Mahon in his room at the Gris

of the long -hour day . The Company , in the at wold House and the matters of grievances that
teript to comply with the agreement, placed had been reported to the meeting were taken
schedules upon some of the lines which were so up cod compiled .

cut up as to provoke greater dissatisfaction On Monday . the 29th . President Mahon to

an cng the men than the old long -hour sched gether with Business Agent H . C . Williams, held
ules. The new schedule supplied some good a conference with General Superintendent John
rur. s but made many more that were most Murphy in connection with the schedules, etc.
dufficult and tedious to operate . Thus, the new At the general meeting on Monday night,

schedules were bringing much discontent to our President Mahon reported upon the conference,
membership and were looked upon as not com statirg that Mr. Murphy had assured them that

plying with the sense of the understanding with he would take up the matter of grievances that

the Company . existed in connection with the schedules on the
tiiae of making the agreement that the Com lines indicated by the committee , and so modify

It was the desire of the membership at the the runs that they would comply with the
pany should put into effect the two -turn sys agreement.
tem wherever possible and where the car hours The Monday night meeting was called to order
por day would accord approximately nine hours by President J . J . Thorpe, who first introduced
as the day ' s work . This was not being carried Hon J . B . Yellig , who spoke at some length
out in the making of the new schedules. The upon the principles of organization . Mr. Yellig
result was that after considerable discussion on is an old member of the Steel Workers' organ
the part of the Executive Board , they were ization , and he gave the members present some
instructed to take the matter up with the Com . very good advice and enlightenment upon the
pany to seek an adjustment, or a modifica trades union movement. Following him came
tion of the new schedules, and feeling that President Mahon , who made the report upon
President Mahon would be of much assistance to the work of the committee and the result of
the local in presenting the cas , before the Com the conference with Mr. Murphy, and advised
Lany, his presence in Pittsburg was requested . the committee to take up all matters of griev
A conference was held by the committee with ance as they arise, regularly , in accordance with
Mr. Murphy, the general superintendent, and their agreement, and that he felt satisfied that
scme minor grievances were adjusted and oth the cfficials of the Company would use proper
ers held up for further discussion . endeavor to adjust their grievances.
At the regular meeting Thursday, May the After making the report. President Mahon de

25th , President Malon in response to our re livered a lengthy address which was most sin
cuest, was present. Business Agent Williams cerely appreciated by the members present. He
reported the result of the conference with Mr. spoke upon the principles of trades unionism ,
Murphy. the superintendent. The report was and touched particularly upon the advantages
received and the question of schedules and other of unionism to the street railway craft. He dis
grievances were discussed at some length for couraged personal contentions and urged the
the benefi : of President Mahon . A resolution brrader view of unionism . He called attention
was passed instructing the committee to meet to the condition of the times in the industrial
with President Mahon and compile their griev field and told the members that it is a tinie
arices with him that he together with Busi Then the best of judgment must be used in the
ness Agent Williams might take them up with exercise of their business affairs.

" SMOKY CITY."the Company .
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WAGE INCREASE FOR JOLIET. ginning of next inonth , and would also secure
another half ceat for the Chicago men if possi

Joliet, Ill. After considerable negotiation on ble. Mr. Pratt and the local committee en
part of the Local Division No. 228 , associated dorsed this and at the meeting of the car men
with G . E . B . Member C . O . Pratt, an under last nigh , it was accepted .
standing has been reached with the Electric In Mr. Pratt the association secured something
Railway Company here by which an increase of of a gem , and they greatly appreciate his ser
ore cent per hour is secured on the city lines He is fair , reasonable and square which
and one and one-half cents increase per hour on in these days of turmoil, comprise more than
the Chicago line . This will give a rate of twenty half the battle .

cents per hour on the Joliet line , twenty -one It has been a happy termination , and now all
cents on the Lockport, and twenty - four cents must turn in and help the boys make good
per hour on the Chicago, with a nine hour day, show that they can increase the revenues of the

or two-turn system . The settlement was brought lines this year.'

about after considerable time and numerous con
ferences between the management of the com ITEMS FROM 197.pany, Mr. Crowley , general manager and Mr.
Black hall, local manager, representing the com
pany , and the local committee of theAssociation , Meadville , Pa . The annual ball of Keystone

assisted by G . E . B . Memeber C . 0 . Pratt, repre Div . , No. 197 , was held on Friday evening . May
senting the employes . During the entire course 19th , and was undoubtedly the most successful
of negotiation the Association was ably assisted in all respects of any yet held . It was the
by Editors Brewster and Ferriss of the Joliet largest and best behaved crowd ever seen at a
daily papers, the Republican and News, and the similar event at Oakwood Park . The Traction
Central Trades Council. also the membership Co gave us the free use of the Casino, as is
appreciate the intercessions of Mayor Barr of their custom , and seemed to take a keen interest
Joliet. At first the company positively refused in making the affair a success.
to consider any concessions, but after the ap The thanks of the Division are hereby ex
pearance of General Manager Crowley upon the tended to the officials of the company and to
ground a change of attitude took place and after Mr. John Allen , the superintendent, for their
several conferences a settlement was effected kindness. After all biils were paid we had a
upon the above conditions. balance of over $80, which will be devoted to the
Division No. 228 associated with Board Mem sick benefit fund.

ber Pratt desires to express their obligations to Bro . John W . Van Torne is the latest one of
Editors Brewster and Ferriss, the Trades Coun the force to become a benedict. His running
cil and Mayor Bar for their courtesies and for inate for the future is (or was) Miss Duitch .
their sincere sympathies in our cause , and the The best wishes of their many friends will fol
great assistance they rendered in bringing about low theri.
the adjustment. Our agreement with the Traction Co. expired

In further reporting upon this situation, I June 1st , but the one for this year has not been
would quote from the Joliet News, and inci signed as yet. Pres. Shryock expressed a de
dentally say that the same appeared in the sire to have the matter deferred for 30 days
Republican , under date of June 8th , the follow with the u :iderstanding that the old contract
ing : should continue in force for that length of time.

" The street car nien were unusually pleasant We agreed to this and expect to have every
this morning, and in their new spring uniforms, thing satisfactorily adjusted by July 1st.
with an occasional bouquet in the button hcles, Bros. Chas. Hohenstein and Loyd Earle have
seemed in full enjoyment of the beautiful day left the ranks. Bro. Hohenstein has returned to
and this beautiful world . his trade as a baker , and Bro . Earle has secured

They had a raise of pay yesterday. Should the a position with the Erie R . R . Both men were
plans go through all right they will get a raise good earnest workers in the interest of the Di
of one cent per hour all around , with a possibil vision and will be missed.
ity of the Chicago men getting 1162 more, to take Ed L , Leonard , formerly secretary of this DI

effect July 1 . This will give the Joliet conduct vision , recently graduated from a dental scnol,
ors and motormen 20 cents per hour. Lockport and we understand will open an office in this
line 21, and Chicago 234 , with a possibility of 24 city . Glad to see Ed back in Meadville .
cents, all for a nine-hour day Bro . Geo . M . Barnett has bought a small farm
Since the nine-hour day was adopted in the about four miles north of town and expects to

last readjustment of wages the time was ar settle down as a " gentleman farmer" some time
ranged so that the hours came all together. in the future .
That is , the car man takes his lunch with him

and works a straight nine -hour day run . Thus
the men are not overworked , their habits are HAMILTON , ONT., NOTES.
good , and their health and nerves fine .
Formerly the hours were long and divided into

two or three periods, and two or three sleeps far At the regular meeting of Division No. 107,
held on the 3rd inst.. it was decided to holdapart, and the boys were tired , nervous and the
benefit concert on the 21st of June , and theaccidents were frightful. Cars were smashed

together , buildings and railroad trains run into , committee appointed to arrange the details are

and the list of damage suits long for the com putting forth every effort to make this annual
affair a success.pany and exceedingly expensive . For a year
As this is the growing season for our associathere has not been a serious accident in which

tion . Division No. 107 is in line, increasing herthe company were at fault .
membership by initiating a number of candiAnd the public is much pleased . The boys are

courteous and sensible . They look after the in dates at each meeting. all of whom appear to

terests of their passengers carefully , and all goes take kindly to our methods of doing business.
The weather has been quite cold with considersmoothly as a day in leafy June. able rain and as a consequence the open cars

Negotiations have been pending several weeks have not been very well patronized .
and Gen , Manager Crowley came on to assist Our secretary is in receipt of a copy of the
Mr. Blackhall , manager of the Joliet and Chi new constitution of the Trades and Labor Coun .
cago lines , and Mr. Pratt, of the executive com cil and among other important clauses to which
mittee of the Amalgimated Association , camped our attention is directed is article 11, section 3 ,
with the boys and Mayor Barr and Editors which reads: " Any representative who is ab
Brewster and Ferriss helped in the general en sent from this council for three consecutive
tertainment. meetings without any acceptable excuse shall

It was a pleasant affair . Messrs. Crowley and forfeit his seat as a representative to this coun
Black hall argued the case for the company with cil, and same shall be declared vacant and im
the best of feeling and fairly . Mr. Pratt and mediate notice given to the organization he
Mr. Martin . of the trades counsil, were given represents ."
fair play and the scheme was fairly talked out. Those of our members who have been delegated
The managers adnoitted that the price was not to attend council meetings and bring reports of
too high , but felt that conditions would not its proceedings to our own meetings, but who
warrant the raise, but yesterday afternoon de have been very lax in their discharge of this
ciảed they would recommend a raise of 1 cent important duty would do well to take notice of
per hour all around to take effect at the be the above . New delegates to the council will be

" V "
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appointed at the next meeting of Division No.
107, June 17th
Brother John Seabrooke has been appointed

night clerk in the street railway office in the

streetr Lilway ofice in place of John Ogilvie ,

who was transferred to a position in the Cata

ract Power Company' s stores department.

Bro Robert Hunter has returned to work after
a month ' s illness
Bro . John Histed is confined to his home on

barton street with a fractured leg . which he re .
ceived by being run over by a wagon . Bro . John
Garbutt is also on the sick list
Bro . Thomas Wilson met with a painful acci

dent a few days ago , having had occasion to

climb to the top of his car, by some means
missed his footing and fell to the ground, break

ing his arm near the elbow .
Bro . Frank Warren was struck on the arm by

the brake handle , causing a rainful fracture .
Bro . Robert Lemmie has been confined to the

City Hospital, where he underwent an operation
for throat trouble. He is progressing favorable
under the circumstances .

The first of our avenue holidays, Victoria day ,
was celebrated in the city , and with fine
weather the citizens appeared to enjoy the day' s
cuting after the long dreary winter. The three
big steamboats brought thousands of people
from over the lake. while many Hamiltonians
availed themselves of the low rates on the G . T .
and T . H . & B . Railways to take a run over
and spend the day in Buffalo or Niagara Falls .
The 48th Highland Regiment arrived in the city
during the forenoon and joined the local garri
son in doing honor to the memory of the late
queen . The three regiments together with their
fine bands entertained large crowds of people
that surrounded Victoria Park during the after
noon , while a great many people went fishing.
here is one thing in connection with the re

cent holiday that we of the street railway ser
vice feel a bit grateful for that is the im
proved conditions under which we worked . In
former years we looked forward with a peculiar
dread to a coming holiday celebration , having
as a rule to pull out cars at 6 a , m , and remain
thereon continuously till 11 P . m . with good
prospects of having to make a return trip to
meet a belated train or steamboat. On the 24th .

however, by judicious arrangement by the man
agement we were enabled to obtain our regular
relief, having to work from 11 to 13 hours, and
although we had not the privilege of participat
ing in the holiday festivities we felt at least that
we were pretty much the same as ordinary
working people , anyway. • CON . "

Is it any wonder we have so many among us
that are unable to comprehend the relation of

the wage-earner to society ? Is it any wonder
that we have scabs in our ranks, and non
unionists ?

Is it aay wonder we have those among us who
do not comprehend the meaning of purchasing
union labeled goods ?
From the cradle up they have nursed from the

breast of self -importance. All the way through
youth they have been lead on by the phantom
of self -importance. Their mythical goal was a
high one. They never reach it , and manhood
fnds them in the treadmill of labor ; sad disap
pointment even to themselves. But here they
are treading away and still following the
phantom of fame. Selfish , morbid . churlish ; their
comprehension of the realistic is blunted by their

bafflel ambition . They remind one of a mouse
in a wheel trap . They are in the labor treadmill.
They see the phantom in the distance and they

keep treading anay. Many of these poor de
luded dupes still imagine themselves on the
road to favor, while others seem to have re
signed themselves as charity subjects permitted

to live by the graciousness of an all charitable
employer. Still another class imagine them
selves dead to society and seem impatiently
awaiting burial. At least, they have given up
all hope, thinking they must have missed their
way and are irretrievably lost on a pathless sea
of aimless animalism .
Well, we have samples of all these forlorn

hopes in the traction service, as well as in other
fields of labor. The first class are egotistic
enough to regard the field of labor as a sort of
human garbage dump, and they are an acci
dent temporarily in the mud. They never get
out, however. The second class feel they are

irretrievably in the dump and gratefully lick the
hand of their master for permitting them to stay
there, while the third class regard themselves as
a natura ! fixture necessary as a support for a
higher strata . You never find any of these three
classes voluntarily in a labor organization . They
have no respect for their position nor any con
ception of their responsibility to society . You ' ll
always find the egotist knocking . He is in
spired with a sort of self presumption that he
knows more than all others in his occupation
and seems indignant at the idea that they
should object to his acting as their guardian .
The second is a company parasite and the third
is a sort of listless abnormal bump. Were these
three classes to compose all wage -earners, the
industrial field would well be styled the human
garbage dump. But there are but few of them
and they are never to be found voluntarily in
the labor union

When Div . NO. 302 was formed among the em
ployes here, we were receiving 13 and 15 cents
per hour and worked 15 hours per day, while
now we are receiving 20c per hour and work but
10 to 11 hours. Those who have respect for their
craft realize the importance of organization , con
sequently 302 is still on the progressive road and
will remain there. " FORGON ."

CAN ' T COMPREHEND .

. TRI-CITY AGREEMENT SIGNED .

Marinette, Wis.- Among the human race
tbere are all kinds of people , and in many
ways. The comprehension of an individual is
usually the measure of his faculties. No matter
at what occupation the individual engages, his
value to societv lepends upon his comprehen
gion . If dull, he does not even realize his rela
tion to society neither is he able to study it out.
So such individuals are not to be blamed though
they should serve as stumbling blocks to the
progress of society . Perhaps there is no section

of society in which the dull of comprehension
may be found more nurnerous than among the
wage earning class. Perhaps this is due to the
fact that laboring men are of the most numer
ous class in centralized communties, but more
likely to the fact that the wage- earner, when
in childhood was not taught of his importance
as a workingman . From the cradle to manhood
the child never has it brought to his attention ,
On the contrary . the parent, or both parents , for
that matter, hope for something higher than a
mere wage -earner in their offspring , and the
child is impressed of the importance to society
of the minister, lawyer, doctor, school teacher,
merchant. mill owner, etc ., and sometimes of
the farmer and mechanic , but he is left in total
ignorance of what his station may be as a
wage- earner . or laboring man . No mother . in
gazing upon the sleeping form of her little one.

permits herself to imagine the child grown up
and going through lite a wage -earner . Yet the
multitude spring from the cradle right into that
very state and remain there during their entire
period of usefulness.

Davenport, la . Our Executive Board has
succeeded in getting our second contract from
our company signed up for one year, with a pro
vision of two years. It is about the same as
our old one with the exception of a few minor
changes . We tried for a " closed shop " but the
company did not like to consider such a thing
and as we have not had much trouble in getting
the men to join us we did not think it would be
policy to make a stand for it. With the excep
tion of new men who have not had a chance to
join , we have only two or three men out, and I
do not think that they will be out very long .
We had our regular meeting the night of May

27 . The attendance was some better than in the
past. We took in nine new members and as
many more new applications read of those who
will likely join at our next meeting

We voted to hold an open meeting the fourth
Saturday of this month and invite our General
Manager. Mr. Jas. F . Lardner, to be present and
address the boys . We turned the matter over

to the reception committee, and expect to have a
roval time.

I do not know whether our presidents have
taken the advice of President Roosevelt or not.
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Manager, or Wm . Mordhurst, Captain , Tri-City
Ry. , Rock Island, Ill.

Bro . Wyner , of the Third avenue line, has re
turned to his work after a short vacation .
After enjoying his share of sickness, Bro . L .

Washburn is again back at work ,

Bro . Metz has passed over to the Davenport
side and taken a run there .
Bros . Toot and Turner , after telling the truth ,

got their walking papers. Wonder if this is an
invitation to stretch things occasionally ?

" DỦTCH.”
CORRESPONDENTS SHOULD ATTEND

MEETINGS.

but be that as it may. President Coleman , of

our Local, has a big girl at his house, born May

5 . and President Hart, of Local No. 313, comes
out with a big boy, born May 7th . Brother Dr.

Ripley comes in for his share of the honor by
telling the boys about a 12 - pound baby boy that

arrived at his home on May 19 . Congratulations.

May 12, Slater ' s Japs of our Local met the
baseball team of Division No. 313, and were de
feated to the tune of 19 to 14 . Captain Slater
states that after a little more practice he is
going to make them look like a company of
Russians after a battle.

The boys that are working for the Davenport
& Suburban Ry. Co. are joining our Local; last
meeting we took in three of them , and some
were already members. We have applications
from most of the others, who will come in at
our next meeting . At our meeting May 27 we
gave them instructions to elect an Executive
Board of three members to transact business
with their company, and a few evenings later
they met and elected Bros. Chas. Mickelright,
J . W . Rosenbaum and Harry Stockwell. They
have met with our president and drafted an
agreement to present to the D . & S . Co .
One of our ex -brothers, Ed. Judd , who has

been working at the Bettendorf Axle Works,
recently met with a very serious accident. May
27 there was a 1 ,000 - lb . weight fell a distance of
some seven feet and broke and crushed his leg .
Doctors do not know whether an amputation
will be necessary or not at present.
Brother Jas. Jacobs is still on the sick list,

and is reported as not much improved . He 13
the only one of the boys that is at present sick ,
So far as reported .

" G . W . M ."

Sharon , Pa . - It has been some time since
Div . No. 176 has shown her face in the columns
of our official journal, but it is not due to
neglect in electing a correspondent. Six months
ago the Local elected a correspondent, but un
fortunately , for some reason he has not attended
the meetings, and thus was unable to keep up

the correspondence of the Local,
Div . No . 176 is keeping up her usual pace in

the movement, and in consequence of the em
ployment of new men for summer service we
are taking in some new members. With us our

agreement requires that all new employes are to
become members within thirty days from the
time they are employed .

Some of our members are like those of some
other Locals I read about in the M . & C . They
join the union , evidently because they are re
quired to do so to get the job , and after initia

tion they never show up at the meetings unless
they get pinched by the company, then they are
very anxious to appear interested . As soon as
they are in need of assistance they become
'good union men . "
We elect officers next month , and I would sug

gest that the next correspondent elected , be
from among those whom , at least occasionally ,
attend the meetings.

“ X . Y . Z ."

DON' T BE DELINQUENT.

REMEMBER DEPARTED BROTHERS.

Norwich , Conn . - There a e some of the
members of Norwich Div . No. 262 who have a
habit of dropping behind in their dues. To
these , I wish to say it is a bad habit . There
must have been some reason in their taking an
obligation in our Association . They certainly
do not wish to admit that they joined through
coercion , nor from a lack of common sense.
There is no better evidence that a working man
has some brains and some thought of the char
acter of his existence than the joining of the
union of his craft. There are evidences to him
of the benefit of such a move or he wouldn ' t
join . But after he becomes a member , of what

is it the evidence to see him negligently become
delinquent in his dues ? Can a member feel that
he is exercising good sense in letting himself
become non -beneficial ? As he reads the pay
inent of death claims appearing from month to
month in the M . & C . he has the satisfaction of
knowing the dear ones his brothers leave behind
have not him to thank for the temporary assist
ance rendered by the benefit . Brothers, you
don ' t know how soon it may come your time.
Do you want to be non -beneficial ? Again , your
organization is your business and social institu
tion , but how long would it last if all became
delinquent ? It is a non -excusable habit . Get

in line and keep paid up .
Diy . No. 262 is still on earth , and under the

leadership of such men as our president, Bro . J .

L . Shephard, she is sure to stay in working
order.
We recently received a visit from Bro . Denny

Fitzgerald , of New Haven Local No. 281 . He
gave the boys a hearty talk and handed out
some very good advice . We appreciated his
visit , and trust he may again favor us.
Bro . Florence has left us to embark in other

business. Our best wishes go with him .
" J . C . L ."

Campbell, Mass.- Div . No. 235 of Brockton,
Mass., is still alive and continuing in the good
work .
By the time this matter has gone to press we

will have nominated and elected our officers for
the coming six months.

President Sheehan is officiating as starter at
Highland Park for the summer . Since his lll
ness of over a year ago he has not been in
the best of health , being able to work on his car
only a short time each week . The company
made him an offer to act as starter at the park
for the summer, and after he had laid the mat

ter before the Executive Board of the Division ,

and receiving their sanction in the matter , ne
accepted the position .

The button system , which was agitated by
National Board Member C . A . Pratt about a
year ago , and adopted by the division last Sep
tember, has proved of great assistance to the
financial secretary in making his collection of
dues each month ,

President Sheehan, of this division , and Pregl.
dent Walsh , of Quincy Division . have visited
Lynn . Salem and Chelsea Divisions, and through
toeir talk the button has been adopted by those
locals and is proving a grand success
On April 28th a party of about 50 members

from Brockton Division , accompanied by their
wives and sweethearts (or somebody else ' s wife ) ,
took a trip to the Quincy Division ball. A spe
cial car had been obtained from the company
for the occasion , and Brothers Sculley , Hen
derson and Noonan . after finishing decorating
the same with bunting of red , white and blue,
received considerable praise for their tasty
work . The party had a very enjoyable evening ,
and everyone pronounced the affair a grand suc
cess. The only feature to mar the occasion
was of Secretary Henderson ' s receiving a se
verely bruised thumb on the trip to Quincy , but
after arrivir had occasion to forget thcorset the pain
while dancing the different figures.
an invitation was received for the following

Monday to attend the Fall River Division ' s Ball.
but on account of the other ball coming so close
to theirs, the members decided that it was al

NOTES IMPROVEMENT.

Rock Island , III. - Ex -Supt. Scott, superin
tendent of the Tri-City System 22 years ago , but
now a resident of Chicago , recently visited his
old haunts and took a ride over the Tri -City
lines to the Watch Tower , etc. , and was amazed
at the changes. He noted the improvements in

the system here, with much interest ,
Div . No. 313 is displaying some interest in her

baseball team . We think we have one of the
finest and are open to all challenges . Teams of
other Locals preferred . Address C . F . Degen .
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most an impossibility to get up a good -sized
party to attend. We hope to surprise Fall River
by another year.
since the division was formed, over three

years ago , we have lost six of our members
through death : Brothers John Haslan , J . H .

Murphy, M . McGarrigle, Alvin W . Sears, Fred
erick Wood and Thomas C . Malloy .
The division decided that a memorial day

should be set aside for the purpose of decorat
ing the deceased members' graves , and no bet
ter day could be thought of than the 30th of
May , a day when the whole nation is remember
ing the departed loved ones.

This year a committee of three , composed of
Brothers Hayward , Haseltine and Henderson
were appointed to attend to seeing that suitable

ral decorations were procured , and Brother
Hayward attended to the decorating of the
graves a day before Memorial Day. It is hoped ,
before long , that a suitable marker may be pro
cured , so that in the future , each deceased mem

ber will have one placed over his grave, to
show that although the brothers have passed
away, they are still green in the memory of
those left behind .
Over $3 , 000 has been raised for the benefit of

the widow and orphans of our late brother ,

Thomas C . Malloy , who was shot while acting

as an officer . The two men charged with his

death are being tried now at the Plymouth

court, and we feel assured that justice will be

meted out to them .
The Relief Association is in a flourishing con

dition at the present time, and the members are
beginning to see that the " Relief is here to
stay , and is a grand help to the members in
case of sickness or accident. A member of the
division can join the relief after he has been
a member of the union three months, and all are
cordially invited to take out a membership cer
tificate, if they are not enrolled .
Now , that the winter has passed , members are

" coming out in new uniforms and caps, new
men are being “ broke in , " and I would wish to
call the attention of these men , both old and
new , that to be a good union man it takes some
thing more than paying your dues each month
to be such : you must be " union from the heart. "
Don ' t forget when purchasing uniforms and
caps to demand the union label; if you don ' t
get it , don ' t purchase in that store , and if the
clerk or proprietor tries to palm oft " something
just as good or something better. " take into
consideration the conditions that garment or
cap was made ; think of the poor devils, if I may
use that word who are slaving for a mere
living ; then think of the men and women who
make the union garment and put yourself in
their place. If you demand the union label on
all your purchases you are not only helping a
union brother or sister, but helping yourself.
When you break in a new man , point out to
him the benefits of the union label, and caution
him that when he goes to purchase his uniform .
to demand the union label. I have had some
members, supposed to be good union men , in
form me that the union made goods don ' t last
as long as the non -union . I can ' t believe that.
for I have tried both before I became a mem
ber of the local; the first uniform I ever pur
chased I certainly got taken in , and found that
it was a non -union label goods ; since, the very
best of satisfaction and they bear the union
label.
Ex -President Geo. W . Harrub is now wearing

a suite of gray instead of blue; he is employed
as letter carrier for " Uncle Sam . "
In closing I would invite every member to at

tend at least one meeting a month and keep

posted in what is going on by reading the

" Journal," DIV . NO. 235 .

of the agreement and the wages, yet when they
considered that they had gained a great deal
and without any trouble and expense , it was ac
cepted, and the boys are all fairly well satisfied .

This new agreement is to go into effect July
1st , 1906 , but we will continue to work at the
old rate of wages (20 cents per hour ) until Jan

uary 1st, 1906, at which time the increase will
start and ntinue to increase each year as fol

lows: From January 1st , 1906 , to July 1st , 1906 ,
21 cents; from July 1st, 1906,' to July 1st , 1907,
21 cents ; from July 1st, 1907 , to July 1st, 1903 ,
2142 cents ; from July 1st, 1908 , to July 1st, 1909,
22 cents ; and from July 1st. 15 09 , to July 1st,
1910 , 2242 cents . All barnmen , car - washers,
sprinkling crews, etc., are to receive the same
per cent of increase in wages.

This agreement also provides that when a
member is expelled from the Association , pursu
ant to the rules of the Association , that the
company will dismiss him from their service.
This does not require a two-thirds vote of the
entire Association as heretofore , and saves the
local the expense of holding an election at all
the barns in the city in order to expel one of
its members.
And furthermore, it provides that the Rail

ways' officials will INSIST that all new em
ployes SHALL become members of the Associa

tion after being in the service of the company
ninety days.

This recognition and expulsion clause is far
superior to the ones in our old agreement, and
we feel safe to say that with these and other
minor clauses that are in this agreement, we
will be able to carry on the work of our Asso
ciation for the coming five years, much to the
satisfaction of the Association and the Railways
Company, and at the expiration of this contract
the company will want none but union men in

its employment.

Our conference committee was composed of
President T . M . Cooney, Second International
Vice-President Ben Commons, Chairman J .
Stadler, G . Moran , L . Bouchereau, A . Callier, C .
Gonzales, W . E . Eckenbrecht, S . G . Ashby, C .
B . Sanders and W . E . Carruth .
Our local is in good condition every way ex

cept that we have not as many subscribers to
The Motorman and Conductor as we should
have, but I assure you that it is not my fault.
I think that possibly they will get tired of me
after a while and will all subscribe to get rid of
me, as that is the only way they can do it.
Quite a number of our members are complain
ing because they have not been heard from
lately through The Motorman and Conductor,
but the majority of them have no right to com
plain , as they are not subscribers. I hope , how
ever, that we will not be overlooker this time.

W . E . CARRUTH .

PITTSBURG TO CLEVELAND PRE
DICTED .

Beaver Valley, Pa . - June and her roses and

brides, park openings, summer concerts, etc .,
has arrived , and in this " neck - o ' - woods " we are
experiencing considerable rain . However, be

tween showers the weather is pleasant. Busi
ness is fairly good .
The Street Railway Review of a recent date

says: “ The Beaver Valley Traction Co. has ap
plied for a franchise to build an extension of
its lines from Vanport to Smith ' s Ferry , where
a connection will be made with the United
Power Co. ' s lines. The distance is less than

fifteen miles.' So you see the projected growth
of our lines.

The papers of a late day say that a charter
has been applied for at Harrisburg , Pa., for a
merger , the object of which is to consolidate the
lines between Pittsburg and Cleveland. Only
three short openings need be closed in order to
do this . I predict that in less than three years
limited fast line service will be in operation be
tween Pittsburg and Cleveland, distance about
65 miles.
The summer season at Junction Park was

opened Tuesday evening with a large crowd
present. The merry -go - round , roller coaster,
swings and dancing pavilion were well patron
ized and the indications are for a successful
season . The attraction at the theatre was an
excellent entertainment given by the members
of the Star of the West Temple , No. 37 . Ladies

FIVE -YEAR AGREEMENT.

New Orleans, La . _ I am glad to report that
Division 194 is in the ring and there to stay
for a while , as we have already signed up a new
agreement with the New Orleans Railways
Company for a period of five years.
Our conference committee (after being in con

ference with the railway company' s officials for
dve days) returned to the Association with an
agreement which met with the approval of our
local by more than a two- thirds vote, although
there were some objections raised to the term
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progress. Our membership take a general inter
est in the labor movement and read with a great
deal of satisfaction of the success of our vari

ous organizations. In a later issue we will fur
nish to the readers of The Motorman and Con
ductor a descriptive article on railroading in
Georgia . I am sure that it will be of interest
to our northern mebership to know something
about our system and our methods of working
as pertains to the wages and conditions of em
ployment. our cars, and the extent of our sys
tem . We will also try and give you an idea of
our city . " COL . "

GAVE BENEFIT BALL.

of the Golden Eagle. The affair was a great
success and all the participants took their parts
well. The program was as follows:
Reading , Miss Lola Lourimore ; solo ,

Schumacher ; tableaux, “ Clinging to the Cross ;'" .
reading, “ Mollie's Little Ram ," Miss Mary Van
arsdale ; solo , " Winds in the Trees, " Miss
Gladys Irwin ; reading , " St. Peter at the Gate .
Miss Flora McCullough . Dialogue, " Advertis
ing for a Servant." Characters: " Mr. Bray,
Harry Whittaker ; " Mrs . Bray. " Nellie Gray ;
" Bridget O ' Figley , " Mrs. Charles Evans ;
" Kathrina Vanscopenfungerminger, " Mrs. J . W .
Bossert ; " Freddy Jones, Howard McDanel.

Duet, “ Star of the East," Miss Bessie Steel and
Miss Hazel Linn ; reading, Mr. Gwilliam ; duet,
" Deed I Do,” Mrs. Thomas Rhodes and Mr. J .

W . Bossert; music by orchestra , "Home Sweet
Home.' '
The dances at Morado Park are well attended

these beautiful evenings, and everyone seems
bent on having a good time. On June 19th the
regular theatre at Junction Park will begin .
Now here' s a nut for the boys to crack . The

posters advertising the following have the
photo of a " gentleman of color, ' reading as fol
lows : " His royal highness, Prince Herrman ,
crown prince of the realm of secret science, pres
ent emperor of the kingdom of mystery , and his
entire court , will receive at Junction Park pa
vilion June 9th . Passports 15 cents ; reserved
seats 25 cents. Happiness begins at 8 :30 P . m .
Endorsed by press comments and personal com
mendations. " Well. Welll ! Well ! ! Wonders
will never cease. "
The company has enlarged the park at Junc

tion by giving the county a road at one end of
same and acquiring the old river road . Makes

quite a change.
The boys along the line have gotten up a base

ball team , and some good sport is anticipated .
A number of extra men are being broken in

on the line.
Extra Conductor Gywm was hurt by being

thrown off a summer car, being on the blind side

and " swiped ' by car running in opposite direc

tion ; was in hospital a few days, having toes
slightly mashed .
Bros . Hornickle and Weaver, who left the line

some time ago, are back again , Bro . Hronickle
changing from rear to front end ; Bro . Weaver
motoring again . Bro . Stuck is likewise back
again , conducting .

Bro . John French is laid up with a crippled
arm , the result of rheumatism .
Bro . " Petie' ' King, former of the " Red Devil'

on the Riverview division , now of the Monaca
line, is visiting at his farm , down the Ohio river .
Motorman Bro. Householder' s home was in

vaded by bad, bold men the other night and a
fine gold watch " conducted ' away . No clue .

A number of the boys have formed the " Root
Beer Club ,' and had their first moonlight trip
to Darlington , a pleasant and popular resort a
few miles from the valley. Starting after 1
o ' clock in the morning they had breakfast at
the hotel and returned in time to take their
" late " runs. I understand that Bro. " Peachie "
Dillon is president of the club. They expect to

have another trip soon .

Gloucester, Mass.- On May 29th , Div . No.
270 held a benefit ball in the interest of Bro .
loran McKay. The affair took place in Malta
Hall, Webster' s Block , and proved a most flat
tering success . The hall was filled to its utmost,
and couples had to wait their turn to dance .
Excellent music was furnished for the occasion
and the evening passed off without a ruffle .
While many were present to pay entrance fees,
a large number of friends who were not in at
tendance bought tickets to help along the bene
fit , and a goodly sum was netted to Bro . Mc
Kay, who, as a union man , is well deserving of
it .
Brother McKay has been sick for some t

and is yet unable to work to any great extent.
He sincerely appreciates the kindness of the as
sociation ,
Division No. 270 has taken up new quarters in

a better hall than the one previously occupied ,
and more centrally located. Our present hall is
the home of seven local unions of the city .

r local recently scored a point which should

prove a healthy suggestion in showing the suc
cor of one union for another. On May 30th the
Bar Tenders' Union had occasion to charter a
special car. When it came out to them it was
discovered that two non -union men had been
booked for the car. The bar tenders protested ,
refusing the services of that class of workmen . .
The result was that the non -unionists were
stricken from the list and two union men placed
in charge of the car. One lesson . at least , to

learned from this little incident tends to dis
credit the " open shop " argument that unionism
and non -unionism can be harmonized among a
body of workingmen who should be interested
in one common cause . Whether right or wrong .
union and non -union men are a non -compatible
aggregation . No employer can have harmony
in the ranks of his employes where a part of
the employes are union and another part non
union . P . 0 ."

BALL SET FOR JUNE 27 .

Cumberland, Md. — Div . No. 358 has made
every preparation for her annual ball to take
place on June 27 , at Narrows Park . Everything
points to the success of the event. The park
a ffords every opportunity for enjoyment, and
special effort will be made by the committee in
charge to make the occasion one of extreme
pleasure to the guests of the Local.
We are pleased to record that our last meet

ing was the largest and most enthusiastic this
Division has held for the past five months. It is
believed that the interest will be kept up at
future meetings.

" SCRIBE ."

NARROW ESCAPE OF SECRETARY
TILLERY .

SYSTEM UNDER DEVELOPMENT.

Rome, Ga - Secretary - Treasurer J. R . Til
lery , of Division No. 204 of this city , experienced
a most marvelous escape from sudden death in
an accident which occurred to his car on the
16th ult. Bro. Tillery was conductor on car No.
29 of the Rome Electric Railway System . The
car was passing alongside a ditch some twelve

feet deep when through a defective truck , the
car jumped the track and fell to the bottom of
the ditch on its side . The car body was broken
into fragments . Conductor Tillery and two pas
sengers went down with the car. The passeng
ers, fortunately , were but slightly injured , but
Bro . Tillery sustained a broken leg. injured back
and other serious bruises . He was taken from
the wreck more dead than alive, but we are
pleased to report him at present convalescent.

He is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends that he was not killed outright. The
motorman saved himself by jumping.

In a general way Division No. 204 reports

Muskogee, 1. T . - The Muskogee Electric
Traction Compary is rapidly nearing the com
vletion of fifteen miles of its system . This see
tion will soon be in full operation and will run
alcut fourteen cars, five of which will be of the
larse double -truck kind and nine small ones.
This will bring more of our membership into
the operating service,
Division No. 401 of the Amalgamated Associa

tion is composed of the employes of this cor
pany. The local has now been instituted some
three months, and considering the difficulties
we have undergone, we congratulate ourselves
that we are progressing , and entitled to a place

with those who have come to stay. We have
& niemhership of eighteen , and four are al
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ready in the operating department. We feel
that we enjoy a slight distinction in the fact

that we organized our local while the system

was undergoing construction .

In the car service the wage received is 16 and
17 cents per hour. This is the best rate paid in
this territory , Oklaho.na or Arkansas.

President E . M . Patton who is an old head ,

and hails from Quincy , Ill. , has resigned as
motorman to engage in the meat business.

Brothers Mask and Waynian have retired from
the service to engag3 in other occupations.

In my next I shall try to give our eastern
brothers some idea of the Indian Territory , and
the conditions that prevail here in the labor
tield . So kindly wait , as of goes the overhead

for this time. " SHORT HANDLE ."

The D . U . R . ball team played a spirited game
against the Mt. Clemens Lawyers at Mt. Clem

ens on June 1st. The rain interfered with the
day ' s sport, however, and it is unable to tell
what the results might have been could the

game have been completed . The team has
changed officers , and the present officers are :
Bro . R . E . Edwards, 14th Ave . Line, manager,

and Bro . C . J. Filmore, of Woodward Ave., cap
tain .

In memoriamDETROIT ITEMS.

Burlington , la . — Div. No. 212. Whereas, It
has pleased God to take from our ranks our es

teemed brother . Axel Larson, in whose death we
recognize that we have lost a dear friend, and
our association a faithful member ; therefore, be
it

Division No. 26 is looking forward to the 6th
of Juiy when her annual excursion to Tashmoo

Park will take place. The committee in charge

of the affair is composed of Bros. Wm . Proctor,
John MacManamay. Wm . Halleen , Dave Mc

Clellar and Peter Ehy. They are shaping the
ent along lines to insure the greatest event of

its kind ever held by the local. A long list of
valuable anl elegant prizes will be awarded in
sporting contests. One of the interesting fea

tures in connection with selling tickets is the
issuing of a coupon which will entitle the pur
chaser to a chance on one of the numerous
prizes to be awarded to ticket purchasers.
Mrs . Sinith widow of our late Bro . Alex .

Smith . has received the Division benefit payable
upon the death of members. The amount was

31. 00 per member and aggregated $ 1 , 250. Mrs .
Smith desires to express her most sincere grati
tude to Division No. 26 and her membership
Secretary C . H . Johnson recently spent a

couple of days upon the State Court of Arbitra
tion , a body of which he is a member, in a
fruitless effort to bring about a settlement of
the Saginaw Valley strike. He expressed his

opinion ihat the Saginaw men will win out.

Resolved , That this division , No. 212, A , A . of
S . and E . R . E . of A . extend to the bereaved
family the most sincere sympathy of our mem
bership .
Resolved , That as a token of our regard for

our departed brother, our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days, that a
copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved
family , and that they be published in our official
journal, The Motorman and Conductor.

RUSSEL LUCKY,
CHARLES W . CÁRROLL ,
J. B . HUGHES,

Committee.
GEO. BLOOMER ,

Cor. Secy .
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Tri-City Base Ball Team . Members of Div. No. 313, Rock Island, Ili.
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TORONTO TOUCHES. rived in Saginaw , upon application of the
company, the sheriff immediately appointed
several of them as deputies. On Wednesday
a car was run out upon which , among others
of the strike -breakers, was Harris . When

reaching a point near the Marquette shops
some small boys derided the strike -breakers,
whereupon Harris drew a gun and shot
wildly in the direction of a number of men
who were standing nearby. Four shots took
effect and among those hit was Henry A .
Wieck , a highly respected young machinist
apprentice. Young Wieck died almost in
stantly . The strike -breaker was arrested
and is now awaiting trial. There was abso
lutely no provocation for the act and it was

a case of cold blooded murder.

The funeral of young Wieck was held Sun
day, June 11th , and was the largest in at

tendance ever occuring in the city . Aside
from the representatives of the labor unions,
there was a large concourse in attendance

who knew and appreciated the young man
in his life. The body rested in a clear white
casket which was banked with roses and

lilies that had been sent in great abundance
by the friends and labor organizations . Fully

one thousand unionists, among whom were
the striking street car men in uniform , led

the procession from St. Paul' s Church to the
cemetery where the body was tenderly laid
away in its last resting place .

SAFETY MORE IMPORTANT THAN

SCHEDULES .

Upon the 21st instant we will have com

pleted the first year of our three-year agree
ment with the company. I want to ask you ,
brothers, if you think it well that we entered
into an agreement such as ours ? Your an
swer will be, I hope, that our present agree
ment is a good one, in which I quite agree;
and I think your committee are to be com
mended for their farsightedness. So much
So is this the case that you can see from
day to day, in your working hours, the neces
sity of some form of agreement whereby we
can have some assurance that our position

is secure, always providing , of course, that
we are prepared and do live up to the rules
and regulations of the company. Now in
respect to these rules and regulations :

You as an intelligent man , must admit
that any employer, company, or corporation ,
must have laid down for the running of the
concern , certain rules and regulations, to all
of which you have to conform . But there is
this part of it to consider, and that is these
rules and regulations shall not be of such a

nature that a man cannot, without bemean
ing himself, live up to them . It was for this
reason that certain clauses in the agreement
were asked for by your committee, and the
company, seeing their reasonableness, grant
ed them . You may say to me that the com

pany is now making rules that you can 't
live up to . Well, if that is the case it' s not
for you to take the law in your own hands
or to have a whole lot to say to the members
in general. Your duty is to come to the
business agent' s office, and to him explain
your trouble, and if your grievance is of a
nature to warrant the committee taking ac
tion , rest assured they will do so to your
entire satisfaction .
Our moonlight was such a success last

year that we are going to hold another
August 1st. The business committee for the
same are Bros. W . T . Thomson , chairman ;
David Kelly , secretary, and Business Agent

Jas. McDonald.

The members of the Dundas Barn had a
surprise sprung on them by Bro . Dan Shea
leaving the ranks of the bachelors and be
coming a benedict. Dan and the happy one
are making a tour of the eastern states .
Suppose , now the ice is broken , all the young
men will follow Dan 's example.
Remember boys, the arrangements for

coal are about made, so don 't place your
contract. See the Board member from your
barn ; he will give you all information .

J . W . G .

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the im

portance of operatins a car with care. If your

schedule is too fast and interferes with your
ability to get your car through safely , throw

the schedule to the winds. Human life and limb

and your peace of mind are more important than

any schedule . On the other hand , don ' t try to

be a record breaker. You may be able to get
over the line just a trifle faster than the other

fellow , but we have yet to see the occasion upon
which it ever brought you anything at the pay

wagon . Besides , vou are establishing a standard

for the next time table , and every minute you

reduce in the run makes a minute less in the

operation of the next schedule , a reduction of

cars and force , more work for men on the line,

and increased possibility of accidents. And after

you have succeeded in helping to establish a

condition that has robbed the passenger of sul

ficient time to alight and depart : that fails to

give you time to do your work conscientiously :

that makes less cars carry the patronage of a
line : that forces your fellow ' with a regular run

back to the extra list, and correspondingly the

extra man in quest of a job , what consideration
is shown you when the speedy standard you

have helped create has caused you to approach

an intersecting line or the tail end of a wagon

at full speed , resulting in a collision ? Is the

fact that you were pushed for time ever taken

into consideration by the company in the in

vestigation ? Will your statement that you

were behind time absolve you from blame by a

coroner' s jury in a fatal accident ? Will it ap

pease the pain of an injured passenger ? Or will

your ability as a " flyer ' be the means of plac
ing your name in the Hall of Fame or forever

guarantee you a top -notch position with a

railway company ? We seriously think not.
" Flyers , " in our experience, are doomed to a

short existence, and for the benefit of those who

would attempt such methods we present this

article . We are not opposing rapid transporta

tion . We rather favor it. Certain conditions

are necessary to bring it about. They are many

and varied , each depending upon the other , and

a " rapid " motorman or conductor is but one of
them . Surface lines through crowded thorough

fares, together with short terminals, are an im .

pediment to rapid transportation . All your rap

idity of hand and mind and the rapidity of the
" current" won ' t alter it. And , while such con

ditions exist, operate your car accordingly . The

safety of public conveyance and your safety is
paramount.
Again we say, handle your car with care ,

Chicago Union Leader.

ATROCIOUS MURDER .

Saginaw , Mich - On Wednesday, June 7th ,
one of the most dastardly murders ever
committed in Saginaw County occurred on

the streets of Saginaw City when young
Henry A . Wieck was shot down in cold

blood by Fred Harris , an imported thug , who
had been illegally appointed as a deputy , by

the sheriff of the county . In conseqeunce of
the limited number of men the " Brother
hoods" were able to supply to operate cars
at the beginning of the strike the company
sent to Chicago and gathered in a force from
the slums of that city . As soon as they ar
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NEW ORLEANS, LA ., AGREEMENT.

This Agreement, made and entered into
this 1st day of July, 1905, by and between
E . C . Foster and Pearl Wight, Receivers of
the New Orleans Railways Company, their
successors, transfers and assigns , and the
New Orleans Railways Company . its suc.

cessors , transfers and assigns, by purchase
or otherwise, hereinafter called the Rail.
ways Company, Party of the First Part, and
the Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employees of America,
Division No. 194, of the City of New Orleans,
State of Louisiana , hereinafter called the
Association, Party of the Second Part;
WITNESSÉ 'TH : Whereas, the Railways Com

raly, through actual ownership . lease or con
trol now operates the following lines of Street
Railways in the City of New Orleans and Su
urbs thereof. to - wit :
NEW ORLEANS CITY RAILROAD COM

PANY.

NEW ORLEANS & CARROLLTON RAIL
ROAD. LIGHT & POWER CO .,

ST. CHARLES STREET RAILROAD) COM
PANY,

ORLEANS RAILROAD COMPANY.
NEW ORLEANS & PONTCHARTRAIN RAIL
ROAD COMPANY :

First : The classification of employes' rates
of wages and working hours shall be as foi
lows:

( a ) Motormen and Conductors ten hours per
day as nearly as practicable ; Motormen and

Conductors' time to be, as nearly as practicable,
within twelvo consecutive hours.

(b ) Rates of wages for Motormen and Con
ductors shall be as follows:
Twenty -one cents per hour on and after Jan

uary 1st, 1906 , and continue at 210 per hour until
July 1st, 1907 ; from July 1st, 1907 , until July 1st,
1908 , at the rate of 21420 per hour; from July 1st,
1968 , to July 1st. 1909 , at the rate of 2c per
hour ; from July 1st, 1909 , until July 1st, 1910 , at
the rate or 2245c per hour.
Rates of wages as stipulated in the agreement

between the Railways Company and the Asso

ciation , expiring June 30 , 1905 , shall remain the
same from July 1st, 1905 , up to and including
December 31st 1905 .

( c ) Pitmen , Pitmen -Helperg , Dopers - Pitmen

Helpers, Car-Washers , Curve -Oilers. Sprinkling

men and Barn -Men shall receive an increase on

same percentage as Motormen and Conductors,

with ten hours' work day, with one hour of for

meals . All men in this department to have

every other Sunday off with pay.

(d ) The Magazine Freight Car will be con
sidered in the Pit Department, promotion to

be made from the Pit Department

( e ) Promotions in the Pit Department shall

be as follows : Extra Car-Washers to regular

Night Car -Washer ; regular Night Car-Washer

Day Car-Washer ; Day Car -Washer
to Night Doper -Pitman -Helper : Night Doper

Pitmen -Helper to Day Doper - Pitmen -Helper ,

Dav Doper - Pitmen -Helper to Night Pitmen
Helper : Night Pitmen -Helper to Day Pitmen

Helper; Day Pitmen -Helper to Night Pitmen ;
Night Pitmen to Day Pitmen .
Promotion to the Sprinkler shall be made from

the oldest Pitmen at the barn to which said

Sprinkler Car belongs .
Second : Any Motorman or Conductor called

upon to make more hours than his regular run

shall be paid at the rate of time and a half
for such over time.

All runs of five hours or less shall pay time
and one -hall .

Runs over five hours and not over seven and
one-half hours shall pay as follows:

From July 1st, 1905, to January 1st, 1906 . . . . $ 1.50
From January 1st, 1906 , to July 1st, 1907 . . . . 1.5742
From July 1st. 1907, to July 1st, 1908 . . . . . . . . 1. 61
From July 1st, 1908, to July 1st, 1909 . . . . . . . . 1.65
From July 1st, 1909, to July 1st, 1910 . . . . . . . . 1 .68 %
Third : Whenever, on the Dryades & Ferry

Line, Pontchartrain ' Line, Villere Line, Jackson

Avenue Line, Prytania Line, Napoleon Avenue
Line Magazine Line, Annunciation & Erato
Line . South Peters Line and French Market
Line Conductors have to take their cars at a
distance from the barns, or do not return their
cars to the barns when they finish their runs,
they shall be entitled to consider and charge
into their time account, at increased rate of

regular time per hour , the following time, being
allowance estimated under the present condi
tions for the time required to go from the bar
to the cars to tako their runs and from the

car to barns to niake their returns, as the case

may be , viz . :
Jackson Avenue Line . . . . . 25 minutes

Napoleon Avenue Line. 20 minutes

Magazine Line . . . . . . . . 10 minutes

Prytania Line . . . . . . . 10 minutes

Villere Line . . . . . . . 10 minutes
Annunciation & Erato Line. 15 minutes

South Peters Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 minutes
French Market Line . . . . . 10 minutes

Divades & Ferry Line. . . . . 25 minutes
Pontchartrain Line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 minutes

It is understood that if lines are changed to
another barn , that the time allowance as above
will be modified in accordance with the time

consumed .
Fourth : No Motormen or Conductors shall be

coinrelled to work overtime except in extreme

cases. This section applies to extras as well as

regular men , while said extra men are on duty
as regulars.

( b ) Whenever there are more than two trail
ers attached to a regular motor car, the Com
pany agrees to provide a Conductor and Assist
aut Conductor in addition to the Motorman ,

when Assistant Conductor is available at the

time.
Fifth : Employees shall be permitted to pur

chase their own uniforms in the open market,

the Railways Company prescribing the style or

such uniforms and the color and general char

acter of the material to be used
Sixth : All Motormen and Conductors in reg

ulation uniform shall be allowed free transpor

tation on all lines : the other employees abcve

mentioned shall be entitled to free transporta

tion to and from their work .
Seventh : Where employees are laid off to look

up evidence or to act as witnesses in court,
they shall be paid for the time lost at the

same rate of pay they would receive had they
been operating their cars, for the time cor

sumed in attending court, or looking up evi
dence .
Eighth : An employee suspended , but upon in

vestigation found not guilty of the charge for
which said employee was suspended , shall be

reinstated to his former position, and paid the
Hages he would have earned during such sus
persion .
Ninth : Motormen and Conductors shall be

promoted to the best runs in accordance with

their continuous age in the service of the Coin

pany : Motormen and Conductors to be allowed
to select the runs they consider the best, and to
remain on said runs until a change of schedule

takes place or until other runs held by older

men in the service have become vacant. in
which case they shall be allowed to select their

runs or remain where they are, if they so de
sire .
By change of schedule is meant:
( 1 ) When one car or more has been added or

one or more has been taken off and the leaving
time of reg llar schedule cars have been changed

ten minutes, one way or the other ;
( 2 ) Except in cases of emergency , where sre

cial schedules are arranged . All changes in

schedules or new schedules shall be posted at

least forty - eight hours before going into effect.

Tonth : The rules for missing shall be as fol
lews:
When a man misses his car for the first

ofienee he shall serve three days on the extra
list : should he miss his car the second time in
thirty days , he shall serve five days on the
extra list : and for missing his car the third
tine inside of thirty days, he shall lose his
run and be placed at the bottom of the extra
list. Men missing their cars shall report in

time for the next relief. Should a man miss any
reliet while serving on the extra list . an addi
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tional day shall be added for each mniss. This

section to apply to regular SS well as exuld
men , providing that while said regular mar is
serving time as an extra , he will not be per
mitted to take out a run if there be an extra
man available. Continuously missing will not
be tolerated ,
Eleventh : Each barn shall be provided with

twin boards, a working board and an extra
board . The extra board shall be worked accord
ins to seniority , and the extra men shall have
the privilege of selecting the road from which
they came when a vacancy occurs. The work
ing board shall be worked by pegs in all barns.
Twelfth : Where a leave of absence is granted

to a regular men , and he is off for a period ex
ceeding five days, his time shall be divided be
tween the extra men , so that each extra man
sball in turn receive five days' regular run , in
so far as possible .
Thirteenth : There shall be no sympathetic

strike so called , and there shall be no strike of
any kind for any cause or grievance of the em
pioyees of the Railways Company, and there
shall be no strike pending any matters adnit

tins arbitration undor this agreernent. In order
to carry out the intention of this proposition ,
all employees shall, unless waived by the Rail
ways Company. give the Railways Company for
ty - eight hours' notice of their ilitention to re
sign and leave the employ of the Railways Com
pany. And without the consent of the Railways
Company, not more than twenty - five Conduc
tors and twenty - five Motormen shall resign from
the service of the Railways Company within

twenty -four hours. Resignaticns to take effect
in order in which applications therefor shall be
made in writirg to the Railways Company ,
Fourteenth : Motormen and Conductors de

layed on their runs shall not be allowed to
charge such time, but the Motormen and Con
ductors who are to relieve them are to receive

pay from the time the car was due at the point
of relief ; provided that all Mctormen and Con

ductors delayed as above by causes beyond their

control more than thirty minutes shall also be
allowed to charge for such time over thirty

minutes at regular rates.
Fifteenth : The Company agrees that suitable

closets shall be provided on all lines, and the
enijployees given not less than five minutes to
visit the same.
Sixteenth : Except in cases of discharge on

account of irregularities of registering of fares
or transfers, any employees of the Railways
Con ) pany having a grievance , and who may be
a member of the Association , shall have right
to appeal to the Association for reinstatement
or readjustment of such grievance , and there
uron , if the Association and the Railways Com
pany can not agree with reference thereto , then
said question or grievance shall be submitted
to a temporary board of arbitration , one mem
ber thereof to be selected by the executive com
mittee of the Railways Company , and one by
the executive committee of the Association , and
the two so chosen shall before entering upon
the performance of their duties, select a third
to act in case they cannot agree, and the de
cision of a majority of said Board submitted
in writing to the Railways Company and
to the Association shall be binding upon
the parties hereto. The Association and
the Railways Company shall select its ar
bitrator within three days from the time that
the executive committee of either party shall

nctify the other in writing that an arbitration
is desired and shall state in said writing the
points to be arbitrated , and uron failure or
either the Railways Company or the Associa
tion to name an arbitrator within the time
stated, the party so failing shall be adjudged
in default. Said two arbitrators so chosen shall
hold daily meetings to adjust the matter re

ferred to them , and if they shall fail to agree,
ther shall immediately call in the third arbi
trator, already selected , as above, and said
Board of three arbitrators shall likewise nicet
daily to consider the matter so submitted , unless
by mutual consent the time shall be extended .

The executive committee of the Association
shall first hear and pass upon the alleged griev

ance before making any demand upon the Rail

ways Company.

Seventeenth : In caso of discharge on account
of irregularity in registerir. g of faros or trans
fers, the properly accredited officers of the As.
sociation bringing written authority from the
discharged employee shall receive a hearing
from the officers of the Railways Company, as
at present.
Highteenth : Motormen and Conductors enter

ing the employ of the Railways Company shall,
as at present required , deposit twenty - five
($ 23 .00 ) dollars with the Railways Company to
remain on deposit during their employment
or: ly . In case of breach of this agreement, in
whole or in part by the Association , the whole
ok the fund so crented shall be liable to the
Railways Company for any damage it may sus
tain as the result of such breach .
Nineteenth : All business matters arising be .

tween the parties hereto shall be transacted
through the properly accredited officers of the
Railways Company, and the properly accredited
officers of the Association or a duly appointed
coinmittee thereof. The evidence of the author
ity of the committee of the Association shall
corsist of a certificate over the signature of the

President and Secretary of the Association , duly
attested by its seal.
Twentieth : Any member expelled from the

Association , pursuant to the rules of the Asso
ciation shall be discharged by the Railways
Company, upon request of the Association , in
writing , accompanied by a copy of the resolu
tion certified by the President and Secretary
and attested by the seal of the Association ,
Twenty - first : The system of payment by

check shall be made on the 6th and 21st of each
nionth , provided the Railways Company shall
arrange so that checks may be cashed at the
barns on the date of payment, as at present.
Twenty - second : All Motormen , Conductors .

Pitmen . Pidmen -Helpers, Doper - Pitmen -Helpers .
Car -Washers, Sprinklingmen Curve- Oilers and
Barri-Men , who are members of the Association
shall remain members in good standing, accord
ing to the laws of the Association . The Rail
Wavs Company further agrees that its officials
ir sist that all new employees shall becomemem
bers of this Association within ninety days from

date of employment.
It is understood by both parties to this agree

rent that such new employees are on proba .
tion for three months, and the purpose of this
clause is that such new employees shall not
have the right to have the protection of the
Association in matters of discharge or other
grievances.

Twenty -third : This agreement shall be bind
in upon E . C . FOSTER ond PEARL WRIGHT,
Receiver of the New Orleans Railways Com
pany, and their successors, transfers and as
signs, and the NEW ORLEANS RAILWAYS
CO., its Successors, transfers and assigns, by
purchase or otherwise , and the AMALGAM
ATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND
ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES OF
AMERICA . DIVISION NO . 194 , and the mem
bers of said Association , individually , employees
of the Receivers of the N . O . Railways Company
and the New Orleans Railways Co.. and their
successors , transfers and assigns, and to remain
in full force and effect for the period of five (5 )
years from July 1, 1905 , to June 30th , 1910 .

E . C . FOSTER AND PEARL WRIGHT,
RECEIVERS. NEW ORLEANS RAIL

WAYS COMPANY,

(Sgd.) Pearl Wright,
Receivers .

NEW ORLEANS RAILWAYS COMPANY,
By (Sgd .) A . Brittin .

President.
Attest: (Seal.)

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF
STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY
EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA, DIVI
SION NO. 194.

By (Sgd.) Thomas M . Cooney,
President.

Attest : ( Seal.)
Sgd . ) Leonce Gauthier,

Secretary.
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HANCOCK, MICH ., STRIKE FIGURES. injuries that rendered him a cripple for life.

Though severe was the price paid for that
The effect of the strike of the Houghton night's experience , Ed. Smith never had oc

County Street Railway Co. employes is casion to regret it .
shown from the figures of the company in In the course of time the war came to an
the official statement issued for the month end. One of the consequences was the liber

of March , 1905 , as compared with the state ation of four million chattel slaves . The

ment for March , 1904 : property value of those four million slaves

Gross earnings, March , 1905 . . . . . . $ 458 .00 to their owners prior to the war, has been

Gross earnings, March , 1904 . . . . . . 14 ,022.00 conservatively estimated by one authority at

Operating expenses, March , 1905 .. 20,475.00 more than one billion three hundred million
Operating expenses, March , 1904 . . 12,394.00 dollars. That this tremendous destruction

Deficit for March, 1905 . . . . . . . . . . . $ 20,017.00 of chattel wealth was not proportionate rests
Net income for March , 1904 . . . . . . . 1 ,627.00 in the fact that none but the owners of

At this same proportion for the entire slaves fell victims. In most cases this prop
three months of the strike it has cost the erty came to them by right of inheritance,

Hancock -Houghton Co . $ 65 ,000 to defeat the . They were taught the ethics of property

formation of a labor union among their em rights in their schools and from the pulpits .

ployes. This sum , according to the state. It was a condition that came to them and by

ment, amounts to more than two years' divi. virtue of that condition they were possessed
dends to the stockholders. of one and one-quarter billions of dollars in

This sum amounts in cost to the company chattel property . No matter how impolitic

in fighting their 80 motormen and conduct the institution of slavery, every American

ors , to $ 812 per man . Rather of an expen - ' child was taught that the ownership of those

sive contention when it is considered that slaves was unquestioned by any principle of

the only thing possible to be gained by the law , and that the assumed rights of the own

company is the defeating of the pleasure of ers were unalterably protected by the nation

the employes to organize. and the laws. Yet the ethics of war laid a

heavy hand upon these chattel slave owners,
IRISHMEN IN DISGUISE. and dealt only incidentally with their neigh

bors whom were no less rebellious than
While readin ' the papers, an ' watchin ' the

they .
capers,

Of Rooshin and Jap on the land an ' the sea , The more democratic of the North gave
It sets me to guessin ' why names should be serious thought to the inequitable results of

missin '
the war , and among them were such as Ed .

Which should be conspikous where fightin ' is
free. Smith and Lola Cole, who, through their

Now where are the Reillys, the Caseys and common sympathies and mutual interests,
Kileys, took up the battle of life together. Smith

And all of the tribes of the Macs and the O ' s ?
argued that the BritishThere nivir was fightin ' or wrongs to be rightin ', government, in

But some of those boys would be strikin ' the emancipating the slaves, had compensated
blows the masters ; and that the freeing of the

slaves had cost that government more thanThe longer I ponder the struggle out yonder,
Where the Jap and the Rooshin are flirtin ' with an equal to one billion dollars of American

fame, money . In his fairness of mind he urged
'The more I' m decidin ' the Irishman 's hidin '

that the fate of war should fall proportion
Behind tne quare front of a hathenish name.

When you read of Patriskey and Michael ate . This was not the popular side, and,
comisky, like many another of democratic tendencies

You 'll know they're not Rooshins at all, if Ed. Smith was politically relegated to the
you 're wise ;

And the Japs' Tomohara and Teddymagara background.

Are only good Trishmin there in disguise. Their inheritance from his brother, to
- Jerry, the Car Pusher , in the Union Leader. gether with their united savings, totaled

eight thousand dollars. They concluded to
invest their wealth in a suitable home. It

was Smith 's desire to own a farm , as he felt

himself best adapted to that line of business.

Besides farm products were readily market

able at profitable prices, and the business

appeared as an alluring investment. A fine

Scarcely had Lola uttered the warning farm of two hundred acres, embracing suit.

than was she alone, Ed. Smith did not await able buildings, stock and equipment, and

a challenge from the sentinel, neither did he located near Baxter, was learned to be for

take the time to say " good-bye," but instinc sale. A fair value at land quotations at the

tively committed himself to immediate flight time was one hundred dollars per acre, but

and the gathering shades of night. But the as the owner was anxious to convert it into

pickets were alert. A volley penetrated the money Smith made the purchase at eighty

darkness, and Confederate Lieutenant Ed. dollars per acre, or sixteen thousand dollars.

Smith , wounded and bleeding, was gathered He paid in their eight thousand and gave a

in , a prisoner and spy . mortgage for the same amount.
The next day as he lay writhing in agony, An appearance of abundance surrounded

and lamenting his fate , his new -found friend Lola and her husband in their new home,

was pleading his cause, and later through and after the years of struggle with poverty

her intercession he was paroled . and care she congratulated herself that she
Nothing was to be lost to either side by had reached a period of affluence.

the parole, as the prisoner had sustained Her brother had experienced a comfort.

The Veil of Wealth
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able share of war prosperity and enjoyed a

distinction as the well-to -do flour and feed

merchant and miller of Hotchkiss .

George Cole, in his success, had purchased

the mill of Capitalist Brown, and in addition

to paying for it, had succeeded in amassing

a few hundred on the side. This money he

desired to invest, and upon interchange of

family visits he became acquainted with the

flour milling property in Baxter, which he

purchased at a good sum which required him

to assume an indebtedness of fully one-half

the purchase price. Yet markets were prom
ising, and he had no concern of the future.

The recognized affluence of the Cole and

Smith families soon brought them in touch

with the higher crust of Baxter society .

The memory of the wife of the old pro

fessor at Baxter Academy was no longer

dull as to the scholarship of Mrs. Lola Smith

at that institution .

Upon a social event attended by the Cole

and Smith families, Lola was approached by

the hostess in company with a lady whose

features bore to her a familiarity , but whose

richness of costume and jewel-bedecked ap

pearance rather removed suspicion of her

identity .

" Permit me to make you acquainted with

Mrs. Getrox, Mrs. Smith ," said the hostess.

Notwithstanding all her wealth Lola noted

the natural appearance of her old time No. 2 Stool with No. 3 Seat.

schoolmate. While their meeting was not
Weight of Complete Stool, 9 lbs.

altogether cordial, they avoided attracting

attention and entered unassumedly into the
Address TroxellMfg. Co., Elyria, Ohio , for circular.

social features of the occasion . While Lola Agents Wanted.

was superior to her renewed acquaintance

she would not permit herself to forget the

past, and as a result, her social dignified

demeanor refuted all attempts at confidence

offered by Mrs . Getrox. With Mrs. Getrox,

it was different. Were it in her power she

would make all amends to Lola and beg

forgiveness for her father' s wrong-doing ; but
Hasshe was helpless. She longed for her child .

hood relations with her old -time friend , and

suffered in her disappointment, as Lola , by full line of
her attained accomplishments and personal

attractions was easily the lionized guest of

the evening, and readily avoided any ap Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle
proach of familiarity on her part.

During the evening Lola learned the two

oldest children of Mrs. Getrox were taking a

preparatory course at Baxter Academy. With the most complete line of
The first year upon the farm , Ed. Smith

easily made the annual payment of eight

hundred dollars and interest, and had lived

in royal style. However, at the beginning

of the second year prices were rapidly on
Etc.

the decline and prospects were not so bright.
Gratiot Avenue

During that year he was unable to meet the

full payment, but reduced the indebtedness

some, and paid the interest. The third year d a full line of Gas & Gasoline stoves.
he made a similar payment by selling some

of his stock , but this reduced his earning

capacity for the fourth year, and he began to Hardware, Window and Door Screens,
feel a serious depression in the value of his

Paints, Oils , Etc.
farm . Other lands of equal value were being

sold for one-half the price per acre he had

paid for his . The fifth , sixth and seventh

years , the interest upon the mortgage took | 1222 Gratiot Avenue
every cent he could force his farm to yield .

( To be continued.) Gelephone E . 1064 R .

CHAS. W . NOAH

New Refrigerators, Ice Cream Freezers,
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentabla

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companics. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO ., Cleveland , O.

BEST FURNITURE and The Posselius Bros .
CARPET LINE IN THE CITY .

anufacturer mod Furniture Mfg. Co.

Dertoit, . Michigan.
- MANUFACTURERS OF

Having our own factories we mapufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman ' s profit

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE , CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414-416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICN ,

Woolenyalfe
n
Wool

en

SpecialManufacturers of Superior DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES
police firemans &Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHS. 2

CHARLES L . BOWLER PA

- INCLUSIVE OF

Our Great VIC The TOR Specialty.

Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues .

When in need of a Dining Table ask your dealer

to show you The VICTOR,

Standard Throughoutthe United States

for Street Bailway Service.

HORACE W . STEERE

BARLY RISER ' S

FRIEND

Every Street Car

Man should bavo

one.

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

(Goods Sold on Weekly Payments,

17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES

- Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.

When in Deed of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamonu,

Silverware, Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of H . T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.
Jewelry , it would pay you to call on us or get prices .

Blectric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in., Width 6 in ., Height 8 % in .
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If you don 't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO .173-75 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

Union Throughout Motormen and

Conductors !

We're Headquarters for

Monthly Buttons

FRONT AND BACK
UNIFORMS

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Union men should wear a but

ton that is ten -tenths union - all

Union. Ours is. Weguarantee it.

We can fit you whatever your figure

for we carry all regular, stout and

slim sizes. We give you custom

tailor quality at about half his prices

Our Special
Uniform at

is the best you or anyone else has seen

for the price. It 's a suit that not

only looks well, but wears well

Strictly Union Made

Everything in Men 's and Boy 's

Clothing Hats and Furnishings at

“ out - of - the - high - rent - district ”

CLA Y T 0 NLOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St. Chicago

Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Avenue Detroit, Mich .

Varicocele

Hydrocele

Cured to Stay

Cured in 5 Days

No Gutting or Pain .

Guaranteed Cure or
Money Refunded .

Undermytreatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The

stagnantblood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishes and

swelling subsides . Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead
comes the pleasure of perfecthealth ,

I cure to stay cured, Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and

Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility , and allied troubles. My

methods of treatmentand cure are originalwith me and cannot be obtained

elsewhere. Imake no experiments. All cases I take I cure.

is what you want. I give a Legal
Guarantee to cure you or refund

. J . TILLOTSON . M . D . your money . Er What I have done for others I can do for you . My
he Master Specialist of Chicago , who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more

Ouro Verloocele . Established 1880. than you will be willing to pay tor benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPTRIOETED .) CURE YOU at Home. .

Horaomandarea ontdentialWritemeyour condition fully and you willreceivein

plain envelope a scientific and honest opinion of your

lonso, FREEofCharge. My bome treatmentis successful.My books and lectures mailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON , M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO . .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Weare exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms- Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF

ORG

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

APRIL 12 CARMENT| / James H . Hirsch & Co.

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

KROCI
R

W . 80AR /ofheteersey
1891 ATTiteRON

COARYF
White

212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO ILLS .

OA

REGISTERED

Invest in the Union Gas & Oil Co.

$ 10 Buys 100 Shares

COMPANY CAPITALIZED AT $ 500,000

HAS LEASES ON 466 ACRES IN THE FAMOUS LEAMINGTON (ONT.)

OIL FIELDS

SECOND WELL NEARLY COMPLETED.

DON' T BE TOO LATE

$100 -Invested in the British American Oil Co. three months ago is now worth $ 2,000

Write immediately to the Secretary for Prospectus, or send $ 10 FOR 100

SHARES AND CERTIFICATE WILL BE PROMPTLY FORWARDED

J . V . Cunningham , Pres.

C . H . Johnson , Sec y - Treas.

Office, 316 BUHL BLOCK, DETROIT , MICHIGAN



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT , MICH . =

4
1

ESSELTE SAYINGS BA

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice-President

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice-President

R . S .Macon ,
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,

Asst. Cashier

E , A : Sunderlin,
Auditor

DIRECTORS
R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell
Jas. H . Eckels

C . L . Freer
R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

Thos. H .Hubbard
H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Geo. H . Russell
Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer
Peter White

L
I

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS .

$ 1,000,000 .00

850 ,000.00

15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

RANK OR DERICA & CO

Uniform Clothing

Wealso carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

ment guide.

FRANK
13.KING ST.WEST.

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO
THL LAROEST TAILORINO
HOUSE IN CANADA
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UNION

CARHARTT' S

TRADE MARK

"Carhartt

OVERALLS

AND

PANTALOONS

HONORABLY MADE

FOR

HONORABLE MEN

HAMILTON CARHARTT

MANUF
ACTUR

ER

DETROIT, MICH.

WRITE FOR FREE

SOUVENIR TIME BOOK

AND SAMPLES OF

OUR GOODS IF YOUR

DEALER WILL NOT GET THEM .
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Mr. Secretary :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price .

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80 -84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

RELAIS

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO .

mbler Bicycles leading bicycle of the

Phoenis, Ideal and Cyrus. Prices and termsreasonable .

Standard Sewing Machines, spiest,
nost dorable. Don't buy a machine until you see it.
Pianos new uprights $ 175, warranted , We savo you

the agent' s profits.

G . E . VAN SYCKLE, 228 Woodward , next to Gas Ofico.

Hotels .

888 Franklin Are .
Cor. Carroll SL

Borougb of Brooklyn

Now York

. . . 05
-

RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop.

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUR

PLIES

Oncial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks ,

per 100 . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . .. . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . .06

Traveling cards, each . .

Division inancial book , 100 pages . . . . . 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . .

Division inancial book , 400 pages, . . . . . 4 .25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Treasurer's receipt book . . . .

Association Badges , rolled gold, each . . .

2 .00Telephone Main 2064 or address

45 -47 Hodges Building, Detroit, for

Advertising rates in The Motor

man and Conductor.

Circulation 'Way Up.
LILIII1000

SALARY LOANS Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . .

MADE TO

STREET CAR EMPLOYEES
At very reasonable cost and easy terms.

No security required

THE PEOPLE' S LOAN CO .

Tel. M . 2353 508 Chamber of Commerce, DETROIT .

.30

Jilt seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex .

press , postoffice money orders , or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage , accepted .

| Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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$ 300 SAVED
TO ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST

VIA THE D & B LINE .

Just Two Boats”|

DETROIT & BUFFALO

naily

BETWEEN

Serv
ice

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

ICURES !

Kidney Trouble

DETROIT & BUFFALO

STEAMBOAT CO .

BUFFALO NIAGARA

FALLS
SOSAN

LAKE

UNE

CLEVELANDS

THE DIRECT AND POPULAR

ROUTE TO POINTS EAST

DAILY SERVICE, MAY 10th

Improved Express Service ( 14 hours) Letween

DETROIT AND BUFFALO

Leave DETROIT Daily - 5 . 00 P . M .

Arrive BUFFALO " - 9 . 00 A . M .

Connectin . with Morning Trains for all Points in NDIY

YORK , PCNNSYLVANIA and NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Through Tickets sold to All Points ,and Baggage

Checked to Destination .

Leave BUFFALO Daily - 5 . 30 P . M .
Arrivo DETROIT 66 - 7 . 30 A . M .

Connecting with Early Morning Trains for Points

Hundreds of people, especially

Railroad men, testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get

ween Dorth and Wos Trains

Rate between Detroit and Buffalo $ 3 .50 one way ,

86 .50 rouad trip. Berths $ 1.00, $ 1. 50 ; Staterooms

$ 2 . 50 cach direction.

Send 2c Stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet.

RAIL TICKCTS HONORED ON STEAMERS

All Classes of Tickets sold reading via Grand Trunk ,

Michigan Centraland Wabash Railways between De

troit and Duffalo will be accepted for transportation on

D . & B . Strs, in either direction between Detroit and

Duffalo . A . A . SCHANTZ, G . S & P . T . M . ,Detroit,Mich

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

U NI

BUTTONSand BADGES

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you , If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c ( stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Chene St., Detroit, Mich .

Our Label is No. 38.

GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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Prominent among those pointing the way

for organized labor in the Dominion of

Canada is General Executive Board Mem -

ber Magnus Sinclair. Belonging, as he does,
to one of the largest locals in Canada, he

has had an opportunity to demonstrate his
value, and it is with some degree of pride

ter of several languages. He is of a sympa

thetic nature, and generous to a fault . He
looks upon the labor movement as a promo
tive means in the social welfare of the

human family . As a counselor upon the

Board he enjoys the respect of his col
leagues.

G . E . B . MEMBER MAGNUS SINCLAIR . G . E . B . MEMBER W . B . FITZGERALD .

that our membership have noted that Bro .
Sinclair may be relied upon to fill the bill.

He has served labor in the Dominion in

nearly every movement for progress that

has invited commendation . In his own

local, which is the largest Division of our

Association in Canada , he has been of in
valuable service in gaining concessions for

those he represented . Aside from the To

ronto local he has proved effective in look

ing after the Association in general in Can

ada, and has extended our jurisdiction by

organizing and instituting new locals.

Bro . Sinclair has identified himself by

constant application to the principles of the
trades union movement, and his watchful-

ness of the possible trespass upon interna

tional unionism by independent movements.

Upon this and other questions he has re

peatedly appeared before Canadian legis .

lative bodies to conserve the interests of
labor. As a map , Bro . Sinclair is a polished

scholar, being a college graduate and mas-

Picture a young man 28 years of age,

nearly six feet tall, weighing 190 pounds,

smooth shaved , dark brown hair, clear blue

eyes, with a frank, honest expression of
countenance, faultless attire, well propor

tioned and athletic in appearance, affable

manner and pleasing address, and you have

in your imagination a fair picture of Will

iam B . Fitzgerald , who represented Troy

Division at the Pittsburg convention , and

who was elected by that convention as the

junior member of the International Execu

tive Board . During his official term upon
the board his work has been such in the

interest of the Association as to predicate

the wisdom of his selection . His recent

efforts in the interest of the Brooklyn , N .
Y ., Divisions, in the face of a rival organ

ization , in which he showed superior gen
eralship , is noted in another column of this

issue . Brother Fitzgerald is a molder by

trade , but has been in the street railway

service in Troy for some six years.
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EXORBITANT INCREASE IN COST OF
LIVING .

tner into the pocket of the consumer by an
arbitrary increase .

Since 1894 canned goods have advanced
over 25 per cent on the dozen cans. The

Standard Oil Company has advanced the

price of oil 8 cents a gallon in the same

time. Bread is still 5 cents , although the

price of flour has risen 36 per cent. This

is because the bakers, to protect themselves ,

were forced to make the loaf smaller.

The Albany Daily Press : Knickerbocker,
in treating upon statistic information con

tained in the last bulletin issued by the

Bureau of Labor, presents a most interest

ing and instructive commentary upon the

increased price of living during the last de-

cade, in which it is shown that the cost of

living has increased out of all proportion

to wages . It shows that the living expenses

of the average family during the period be

tween 1890 and 1904 have increased from

25 to 50 per cent.

There has been no corresponding increase

in wages. While the laborer works just as

hard to -day for the same wages he earned

fourteen years ago, the prices for all the
actual necessities of life have increased so

greatly that he must now pay out nearly 95
per cent of his entire income to protect

himself and family from exposure and star
vation .

No reason can be found for this state of

things except the excuse of those who con

trol the markets for the necessities of life

that they need the money .
Beans and salt beef have gone up 15 per

cent, salt pork and bacon 15 . 5 per cent, lard

10 per cent, butter 24 per cent, cornmeal 38

per cent, crackers 18 . 9 per cent, molasses
6 per cent, eggs 79 .6 per cent, herrings 58 . 9

per cent, salt 15 per cent, pepper 65 . 3 per

cent, and currants 30 per cent.
These are only a few of the articles

which show an increase. Although the

Bureau of Labor claims that articles classed

under the general head of " Food " have in

creased in price only 7 .2 per cent, the argu

ment is a false one. The figures them

selves are made to tell a false story.

While it is shown that flour has increased

36 per cent and eggs 79.6 per cent in price,

nutmegs have decreased 55. 7 per cent, and

prunes 44.6 per cent. Nevertheless they

are all lumped in together under the head

of " Food ," and an average increase of 7
per cent is obtained . This is the merest

sophistry.

We could get along very nicely without

nutmegs or vinegar, but eggs and flour are

pretty hard to do without, even at sky
rocket prices.

Some Surprising Advances.
The Bulletin makes the following esti

mate of the increase in price of a few

groups of commodities, taking the prices of

1890 as a basis of comparison .

Farm products . . . . . . 22. 0

Food . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 1
Cloths and clothing . . . . . . . . . 9. 8

Fuel and lighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.6
Metals and implements . . . . . .

Lumber and building materials . . . . . . . . 22 .4
Drugs . . . . . . 10. 0
Household goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

New Methods of Extortion .

Almost everything that is an actual

necessity to human life has risen in price

so that the trusts and corporations which

control them , even though they may main -
tain wages, are yet enabled to reach fur

Cold Storage Auxiliary.

The hens of to -day produce four times as
many eggs as a similar number did ten

years ago, but the advance in price has been

phenomenal. The art of cold storage is the

one great barrier which prevents commodi

ties from finding an average price levei.

Plants Are Controlled by the Trusts.

We eat eggs laid a year ago. We eat

chickens and game that was killed last year

and beef that has been on ice for years.

You may find in these cold storage houses

barrels of frozen turkeys which were killed

last Thanksgiving Day, and which you may
probably eat next November.

The system is a beautiful one for keeping

up the prices and making the American

laborer feel that he is earning his money.

Soda crackers have decreased 10 .5 per

cent in price , and about 50 per cent in size.

Fresh vegetables cannot very well be kept
for next year' s consumption , consequently

they have decreased naturally in price with

the advance in truck farming.

Coal has clambered up the scale about $ 2

a ton since 1890 , without counting the ex

tra high figures reached in 1903.

Increase Cost of Clothing.

As for clothing , canton flannels have in

creased 13 .3 per cent, common suitings 14. 1

per cent, common boots and shoes 16 .2 per

cent, women 's dress goods 16 .8 per cent,

blankets 18 . 3 per cent, and thread 20. 1 per
cent.

The laborer pays more by 15 per cent for
his furniture now than ten years ago. He

pays about 10 per cent more for the com

monest kind of dishes and table cutlery,

and for the luxury of tobacco 17 per cent
more .

On top of all this , the wage-earner, in

some cities at least, is called upon to pay
an advance in rent from 25 to 30 per cent,

and when he moves into his humble quar

ters the gas man gets in on his pocketbook ,

if not through higher prices, by forcing the

pressure until his metre works overtime.

Bogus Plea of Extravagance.

It has been charged by those who are
disposed to find excuse for the raise in
prices of almost all the commodities of life

that housekeepers are more extravagant
than they were ten years ago. This asser

tion has no foundation in fact. The wife
of a day laborer with a family of four can .

not be much of a spendthrift on $ 1.50 a day
and make both ends meet.

If she would have a decent quality of but.

ter on her table, she must pay 30 cents a
pound for it, where four or five years ago

22. 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

9 .6

11 . 7
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she coul dbuy it for 24 cents, and other
necessities of life in proportion .

Instead of increasing extravagance among
housekeepers, it is a noticeable fact that

the standard of living among salaried men
and wage-earners is steadily declining

principally owing to the high price of liv
ing.

These Benevolent Trusts .

The big corporations are always on the
lookout for a chance to pinch salaries and

raise prices. They control nearly every-

thing, and while they are constantly grow -
ing richer, the poor are growing poorer.

On July 1 , 1897, the per capita cost of

clothing in the United States was $ 13,808 .
Last year it was $ 17,425 . Thus on this item

of living alone the cost has been increased
by over 26 per cent, or about $ 18 per fam
ily , throughout the United States.
On July 1 , 1897 , it cost at wholesale $ 34 .71

to buy a year's supply of food for one per
son in the United States. It now costs

$48.78, an increase of over 40 per cent.

It takes a salary of about $ 1 ,400 a year

now to buy the same household necessities

that a salary of $ 1,000 would have bought

eight years ago . In other words, it takes

$ 1.35 now to buy the things a dollar would

have bought in 1897 .

Living Cost Since 1861.

In 1861, when the civil war had just be.

gun , the annual cost of living was $ 121.63 ,

and in 1864 it had risen to $312 .73. The

year 1870 saw the allowance for each person

reduced to $ 165 .47 . There was a gradual

decrease, until the lowest mark , $ 72.45 , was

reached in 1897 . The cost for the succeed

ing years was: 1898. $ 79.94 ; 1899, $80.42 ;
1900 , $ 95 .29; 1901. $95 .66 ; 1902 , $ 101.50 ;

1903, $ 100 .33 , and 1904, $ 100 .14.

The income of the average day laborer

or mechanic is about $700 a year.

Out of this he pays about $ 200 a year

for rent; $ 50 for gas and fuel; $ 32 car fare ;

clothing for family of three, $75 ; inciden

tals , housefurnishings, etc ., $50 .
This leaves about $ 1 a day for food ,

which is not much of an average for three

healthy persons.

he can be made familiar with the power

and machinery he is about to control. He
shall then be placed on a car with an in

structor, and when the latter is satisfied as
to the applicant' s capability for the position
of motorman or gripman , he shall so cer

tify to the officers of the company, and, if

appointed, the applicants shall first serve
on the lines of least travel. Any violation

of the provisions of this section shall be a
misdemanor.

( T( Thus amended by Chap . 513, Laws of

1895 .)

Conductors and Employes Must Wear
Badges.

Sec. 43. Every conductor and employe of

a railroad corporation employed in a pas

senger train , or at stations for passengers ,

shall wear upon his hat or cap a badge,

which shall indicate his office or employ

ment, and the initial letters of the corpor

ation employing him . No conductor or

collector without such badge shall demand

or receive from any passenger any fare or

ticket or exercise any of the powers of his

employment. No officer or employe with

out such badge shall meddle or interfere

with any passenger, his baggage or prop

erty .

Hours of Labor on Street Surface and El

evated Railroads.

Sec. 5 . Ten consecutive hours' labor, in

cluding one-half hour for dinner, shall con

stitute a day' s labor in the operation of all

street surface and elevated railroads, of
whatever motive power, owned or operated

by corporations in this state whose main

line of travel or whose routes lie princi

pally within the corporate limits of cities

of more than one hundred thousand inhab

itants. No employe of any such corporat

tion shall be permitted or allowed to work
more than ten consecutive hours , including

one-half hour for dinner, in any one day of
twenty-four hours.

In cases of accident or unavoidable de

lay, extra labor may be performed for ex

tra compensation .

Compelling Employes to Agree Not to Join

Any Labor Organization a Misdemeanor .

Sec. 171a. Any person or persons, em

ployer or employers of labor , and any per

son or persons of any corporation or cor

porations on behalf of such corporation or
corporations, who shall hereafter coerce or

compel any person or persons, employe or

employes, laborer or mechanic, to enter into

an agreement, either written or verbal from

such person , persons, employe, laborer or

mechanic, not to join or become a member

of any labor organization , as a condition of

such person or persons securing employ

ment, or continuing in the employment of

any such person or persons, employer or
employers, corporation or corporations,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor .

The penalty for such misdemeanor shall be

imprisonment in a penal institution for not

more than six months, or by a fine of not

inore than two hundred dollars, or by both
such fine and imprisonment.

GENERAL RAILROAD LAWS GOVERN .

ING EMPLOYMENT ON STREET

AND ELECTRIC ROADS IN THE

STATE OF NEW YORK .

Persons Employed as Drivers, Conductors ,

Motormen or Gripmen .

Sec. 42. Any railroad corporation may

employ any inhabitant of the state , of the

age of 21 years, not addicted to the use of

intoxicating liquors, as a car driver, con

ductor, motorman or gripman , or in any

other capacity , if fit and competent there

for. All applicants for positions as motor

men or gripmen on any street surface rail

road in this state shall be subjected to a

thorough examination by the officers of the

ability and intelligence. If this examina

tion is satisfactory , the applicant shall be

placed in the shop or power house where
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Intoxication of Employes (Rapid Transit

Act.)

Sec. 29. If any person shall, while in

charge of a locomotive engine running up-

on the railway of any such corporation , or

while acting as the conductor of a car or

train of cars on any such railroad, be in

toxicated , he shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor.

Wm . B . Fitzgerald, appears at the head of
this article. Alas, it may well be mentioned

that Bro. Grannan has contributed much to

the promotion of this magazine, and as a

result the M . & C . enjoys a liberal circula

tion among the Brooklyn membership .

TREAS. JAMES GRANNAN , DIV . 283. HON . OSCAR L . THONET.

The inovement of our pioneer Brooklyn

Local has been watched by our member

ship throughout the entire Association with
perhaps more than unusual interest. This
interest springs from more than one pur
pose. In the first place, it was believed
that from Division No. 283 would flow a

spirit that would inspire the complete or

ganization of our craft throughout the en
tire Greater New York , and it is to the
credit of 283 that this has not been abused.

The Brooklyn Local, composed of the

Brooklyn " L " employes, in her formation ,
was soon followed by the unfortunate Man

hattan organization. Then the affiliation

with 283 of the Van Brunt St. Co . employes

followed , and later Division No. 396 was

instituted among the DeKalb avenue men .

In the matter of promoting the conditions

of our craft in the Greater New York sec -

tion Division 283 has been most generous.

The vestibule bill passed at the last ses.

sion of the New York State Legislature

is directly due to the efforts of 283, and yet

the benefit enures to the surface men who

are for the most part unorganized .

Like many other Locals, 283 has had her

moving spirits, and prominent among those

whose wisdom has influenced to her suc-

cess is none more worthy of mention than

Treasurer James Grannan , whose picture ,

through the courtesy of G . E . B . member,

Testimonial Dinner Given to Hon . Oscar L .

Thonet by Divisions Nos. 283 and

396 , of Brooklyn , N . Y .

At the recent session of the New York

State Legislature, the long sought for ves

tibule bill for the protection of the motor

men of the surface roads of Brooklyn and

New York was enacted. The champion of

this bill in the New York State Legislature

was the Hon . Oscar L . Thonet, who repre

sented in that body a Brooklyn constitu

ency . Assemblyman Thonet introduced the

bill before the State Legislature and fear

lessly fought for its enactment in the face

of bitter opposition , and brought it to a suc

cessful finish . The Brooklyn Locals of our

Association desiring to make an expression

of their appreciation of the effort of Mr.

Thonet tendered a dinner and reception to

him which took place on the 15th of June

in Prospect Hall , in that city. The dinner

was also participated in by the Brooklyn

Central Labor Union , and more than 400

enthusiastic eaters and visitors were in at

tendance. The guest of the evening , of

course, was the Hon . Mr. Thonet, and his

time present during the event was one con

tinuous ovation to him . Many speakers

were on hand , prominent among whom was

General Executive Board Member Wm . B .

Fitzgerald, of Troy, N . Y . ; Mrs. Darwin J .
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Meserole, of the Civitas Club , and many

city officers . Not the least of those pres

ent was Miss Francis Schroeder, daughter

of the ex -mayor of the city , who has in the

past particularly interested herself in be

half of the humane vestibule bill for the

protection of the greater New York street

car men . The event was one long to be

remembered and was sincerely appreciated

by the guest of the evening .

The officers and committee in charge of
the dinner were : Bros. Bart Hunt, chair

man ; James Grannan , treasurer ; Charles

Kissick , secretary , and Thomas McGuire

and Philip Glennon .

T'he credit for the vestibule bill lies with
this association through the persistent ef

forts of Division No. 283. However, the

Brooklyn local found an earnest advocate

in Assemblyman Thonet, in whose honor

the dinner was given .

SAGINAW VALLEY STRIKE.

The Saginaw Valley strike in so far as

the conditions are concerned remains un .
changed from our last report. Those whom

are brought into the Valley by the " Broth

erhoods" and the Company remained but a
short time before they make their exit. But
as they depart, their places at the barns

where they are housed and fed seems to be

readily filled by others, thus in so far as the
matter of a supply of men is concerned , the

Company seems to have but very little trou .
ble . The trouble seemingly lies in the in
ability of the Company to impress these

men into service after they get them , and
the result is that there are but very few
cars being operated in Saginaw and less in
Bay City. Those that are put out prove no
inducement to the former patronage of the
road as no passengers are being carried.

The action of the Divisions Nos. 32, 94
and 96 , whose membership is involved in

the strike, has been endorsed by the Cen .

tral Labor Unions of Saginaw and Bay City

and by all of the trades and labor organiza

tions of the Valley, also by diverse mass

meetings which have been held throughout

the Valley. The effect has been such that
the Company has sought the courts and ob -

tained an injunction , sweeping in its char

acter, and issued by Judge Shepard , of Bay

county. The injunction restrains all union

men of Saginaw Valley from taking any

action bearing on the prosecution of the

strike, but there seems to be an invisible

force controlling the situation which sets

the effect of the injunction aside.
The Saginaw Valley strike at the present

writing has reached the stage at which ,

were the management of the company pos
sessed of ordinary business sagacity , they

should be impressed that it would be to

their own business interests to either sub

mit the matter in difference with their em
ployes to arbitration , or make some attempt

to bring about a mutual settlement. The

stubborn attitude maintained by Mr. Cobb
indicates the character of the man . He has

identified himself as being an unsafe busi.

ness manager. The manager of a company

employing men may sometimes see an eco

nomic excuse for provoking or permitting
a strike to temporarily distress the busi

ness interests he represents, even though
at the inconvenience of an entire commun

ity. But there should be a reasonable pros

pect of a fruitful reaction in favor of those

interests. When a strike has continued to

a point where it shoulders a permanent em .

barrassment upon the employing company

the economic advantage which may have
been expected is changed to a disadvantage
and the interest of the employer demands

a discontinuance of the struggle upon any

conditions which will mitigate to the finan.

cial interests of the concern interested . The

Saginaw Valley strike has reached that

point and it does not take a financiering

inanager to see it .

The traction interests of the Saginaw

Valley are not such that prosperity to the
company invites a continuance of the strug

gle. The lines run through an industrial

community , where labor is thoroughly or

ganized and where the inconvenience is dis

tressing most largely to the company itself .

and the down -town merchants of the two

cities of Saginaw and Bay City . The firm

stand as continued by the strikers predi.

cates the fact that they are prepared for a
long siege. They are receiving strike ben

efits from the International Association and

are being assisted by liberal donations

from other labor organizations. Aside from

this , they are receiving unselfish support

from the former patrons of the company,

also as an assistance in the matter of trans

portation in behalf of the people there will

be installed a liberal automobile service.

purchased by the International Executive

Board and sent to Saginaw . It is not un

likely that several more will be installed as

soon as it may be determined upon what

character of vehicle is best adapted for the

purpose, as the operation of the three ma- i

chines already in Saginaw is a practical

experiment.

Mr. H . J. Pettibone, in writing upon the

Saginaw strike for publication , bears par

ticularly upon an interview which he held
with General Manager Cobb, in which that

gentleman makes some most striking ad
missions as to the methods he pursued in

attempting to fortify the company against

the natural effects of the strike before it

occurred. From his admissions to Mr. Pet

tibone, Mr. Cobb has assured the public

that he himself provoked the strike for the

sole purpose of destroying organization

among the men . He says : “ I had been

placed at the helm of the company and I

determined to be the real and only author

ity . I determined that the Union should

not manage the company's interest so long

as I was retained as its manager. I have

not allowed the Union or the National As

sociation with which it is affiliated to tell

me what I or the company shall or shall

not do. I had men who reported to me

faithfully the temper of the union men and
what they were saying and doing. I had

been prepared for the strike for a long
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time, and when I learned that a move was have carried passengers as follows: The

set on foot to form a rival organization Metropolitan Street Railways , embracing the

within the ranks of the Union I encour surface roads of the city, carried 433,114 ,493

aged that niovement. I signed an agree. passengers. The Interborough and Manhat

ment with the rival body known as the tan Elevated carried 286 ,634,195 passengers,

'Brotherhood of Motormen ' and the 'Broth making a lotal in passengers carried of

erhood of Conductors.' It was drawn up 719 ,748 ,688. The gross income from passen

by myself in my own office and given to gers on the Interborough and Manhattan

them to sign or not as they saw fit. I will Railways was $ 14,187 ,685 .60 . The gross in

say that the company will stand by every come from passengers on the Metropolitan

member of the 'Brotherhoods ' because the Surface Roads was 15 ,133,600.70, making a

members of the 'Brotherhoods' have stood total income for the surface and elevated

by the company. All of them are still roads of $29,321,286 .30. The operating ex

working for us and will continue to work penses of the Interborough is given as $ 5 ,

for us as long as I am manager." 846,501.09. The operating expenses of the
As there are only six of the old men Metropolitan Surface is given as $ 7 ,964 ,

working for the company, from this admis 558.13. The number of employes for the In

sion of Mr. Cobb it may be assumed that terborough , including officials, was 5 ,781.

there were only six bonafide members of The wages paid all employes including offi

the " Brotherhoods," and that these mem cials was $ 3 ,909,765.30. The Metropolitan

bers are the ones to whom he referred as Surface Road including officials had 8,503

having kept him informed of the action of employes. Their united wages amounted to

the organization . · " It is supposed," says Mr.

Pettibone, in quoting the strikers , “ that the

'Brotherhood' s' representative told Mr. Cobb

that they numbered forty , and they proba. SYMPATHETIC STRIKES.
bly did tell him this , for Mr. Cobb is too

shrewd a man to think that the defection

of six from the regular union would cut

any figure in the final result, but if he could A sympathetic strike proves that working

have controlled forty it would have been people are the most truly Christian class in

different.” society, for there is never so unselfish a

movement among the so -called upper class.
In the niatter of expense to the company

Did a single professor resign because of
Mr. Cobb admits that it has cost the com

the wrong done to Prof. Bemis ? Did a sin
pany $75 ,000 already to fight the strike.

gle bank clerk protest against the unjust
However, it may be safely estimated that

dismissal of silver men from New York ?
the total loss to the company up to date

Did a single minister offer to share his sal
will figure nearer $200 ,000. This counting

ary with the Rev. Myron Reed when that
profit on lost patronage.

great champion of the poor gave up his

Chairman D . L . Dilworth has been con church rather than be silent on the great
stantly on the ground personally supervis issues of to-day ?
ing the strike, but under the immediate di

rection of President W . D . Mahon . Chair
Many strikers put to shame the professed

clergy, who feebly advocate once or twice
man Dilworth reports that while the com

' pany is running cars more or less on all of
a week in morality that they have never

the lines, yet there is no patronage and the
yet dared to practice. The clergy are like

operation of the cars in the matter of ex
the oxen in the manger at Bethlehem who

pense is a dead loss to the company. How
did not want to be disturbed from their

hay by the birth of a Christ . They are
long the struggle will continue very likely

dumb on all the vital questions of human
depends upon the disposition of the owners

life and can only repeat certain phrases
of the company, or the stockholders of the

road. In so far as labor is concerned in
about baptism and faith and purent and

other doctrines that were taught a thou
Saginaw Valley they realize that to permit

sand years before Christ and never taught
the defeat of the car men means an ag

by him at all.
gressive assault upon all other unions in so

far as the management of the company and The strike brings forth the sacred germ
the Citizens' Alliance may prevail. Thus, of resistance implanted by nature in every

the fight is one of the company against la man . There is nothing higher or holier in

bor and the industrial and commercial in human nature than that impulse which re

terests of Saginaw Valley , with the com - sists oppressions and strikes for liberty .

pany as principal loser. A dog will bite, a mule will kick , a cat

will scratch , but the man who will not

strike against tyranny and injustice is low

er than a rabbit .
PASSENGERS CARRIED IN NEW YORK

The man who is afraid to strike but would
CITY DURING THE PAST YEAR. sit and wipe his eyes and say, “ Let well

enough alone, thank God it is no worse, and

the Lord loves those whom He chastiseth ."

The report of the Railroad Commissioner is a barnacle on the ship of progress. Had

of the State of New York for the year end his advice been followed in the past, the

ing June 30, 1904 , shows that during the past human race would to -day be like apes. - Her

year the street railways of New York Citybert N . Casson in " The Red Light. "
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Type of New Autos Purchased by The Association

The above is a picture representing the the peculiar topography of the city , they

character of automobile, three of which proved a failure. In other strikes the same

have been purchased by this Association
cry for automobile service was heard. The

topography of Saginaw , however, is condu
and are now in use in Saginaw , Mich . cive to the effective operation of automo

In every strike and lockout which has biles and upon appeals from the three Di
been forced upon locals of our Association visions engaged in the Saginaw Valley

strike President Mahon was impelled to sub
in the past the question of transportation

mit the matter to the General Executive
has been a vexatious one. Where strikes Board . A thorough investigation was made

have continued any length of time vehicles by Chairman Dilworth and others pertain

of various kinds have been put into service ing to the advisability of the measure. The

General Executive Board voted instructing
and in many instances they have proven of an experiment and directing the purchase
much assistance. However, the bus and of several automobiles. In accordance with

wagon method of street transportation is this action of the Executive Board , and af

ancient and of slight satisfaction to the ter thorough investigation as to the various

makes of machines, President Mahon pur
average traction car patron . With the au - chased three machines from the Oldsmobile

tomobile a new period has come. The in - Co . of Detroit, a type of which is given in

troduction of the automobile has awakened the illustration . Should they prove a suc

cess arrangements are completed by which
new ideas as to the possibility of a compe

at least nine more machines will be pur
tition to street railway service. There is chased to use in the Saginaw Valley situa

no question but that many who have given tion . The machine is of the gasoline motor
the matter serious thought realize that it type, seating sixteen passengers and will

is impossible to compete with the trolley
carry twenty -four. Their speed is eighteen

miles an hour. The machines are thor
question carefully act upon the first im iughly guaranteed by the company as ser

pulse and become enthused with the idea viceable. They are the best make of gaso

that the auto vehicle may well be regarded line machine on the market, and from their

appearance there is no question but what
as a formidable opposition to the trolley,

the purchase of more machines will rapidly
and thus many appeals have come to the follow until an auto service of twelve cars

International Office from earnest members, will be put into effect in Saginaw and sev

urging the purchase of suitable automo eral in Bay City.

biles to aid in the means of transportation It is believed that when the cars are not

when any of our Divisions should become in strike service they may be profitably

used where they will in no way compete
involved in a strike contest. with any trolley system . Whether success

Vigorous appeals were made during the ful or not, the experiment will prove valua

Bloomington, Ill., strike, and the Associa ble to the Association , as a practical test

tion went so far as to place trial automo report upon them can be made to the com

biles in service in that city . However, in ing convention , where important action up

consequence of their impaired structure and on the auto question will no doubt be taken .
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The ....

Motorman and Conductor
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Our membership should bear in mind that

collars and shirts made by the firm of Clu
ett, Peabody Co. of Troy , N . Y . are a pro

duct of an absolutely unfair firm . Their

collars are the Arrow Brand and our mem

bers, whom no doubt purchase more collars

than the membership of any other organ.

ized craft can greatly assist the Collar

Makers' Union by cutting out the purchase

of the Arrow Brand in the future. The

cause of the strike was an effort of the

company to cut the wage rate on piece

work in half.
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RICHARD CORNELIUS.

Already several Divisions of our Asso
ciation have elected delegates for the com

ing International Convention of the Asso

ciation , which will convene October 2nd.

Elaborate arrangements are being made by
the International committee and the Chi

cago local officers for the accommodation

and entertainment of the delegates during

the convention time. This convention will
be the ninth convention of the Association ,

and as each in its turn in the past has been

of increased importance, so, very likely,

will the ninth convention prove a com
memorative one in the history of ourmove

ment. The last convention , held in Pitts

burg , seated 147 delegates. The various Di.

visions are now entitled to 251 delegates,
which will be more than 100 delegates

greater than the number that convencd in
Pittsburg , which should insure a much

larger convention than the last one. At

least 200 delegates or more should be pres

ent at the Chicago convention .
Divisions should make a special effort to

see that a full delegation is present. In

the matter of selecting delegates, Editor L .

D . Bland, of the Chicago “ Union Leader,"

may well be quoted as follows :
“ A delegate to the convention of the

Amalgamated Association carries with him

a responsibility that is far-reaching. He is

called to pass upon matters that will not

only affect his local Division , but the Divi

sions of the entire Association . He is part

and parcel of an institution that makes

laws to govern the Association for the next

two years, and upon his ability as a law

maker depends largely the success of the

car men of the United States and Canada .

From this may be seen the importance of

intellect and a well-poised mind as the chief

attributes to a successful delegate, and the

membership as a whole would do well to

take this matter seriously , and in so doing

not only benefit themselves, but all con
cerned . "

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

One of the most successful excursions

ever given by the members of Division 26 of

Detroit took place on Thursday , July 6 , on

the steamer " Tashmoo," the destination

being at Tashmoo Park. Over 300 jolly

street car men , including their wives, sweet

hearts and children took part in this outing

which will long be remembered by all.

There were seventeen different games and
contests for prizes, consisting of baseball,

running races of fat men and women , girls

On account of unavoidable absence from

the office of the editor, this issue of the

" Motorman & Conductor will necessarily
reach the readers several days late .
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ASSOCIATION LAW POINTS.and boys' races, a tug of war, in which the

East Side won two best in three. The game

of greatest interest was that of a spirited

contest between the D . U . R . and Monroe
Shop baseball teams, which resulted in favor

of Shop team of a score of 11 to 7 . Good

music was furnished both on the boat en

route and at the pavilion , where several hun .
dred enjoyed themselves by dancing . All of

the above demonstrates that the organiza

tion gives men and their families time for

recreation and entertainment.

It is with some satisfaction that the mem
bers of our Association, most particularly
in Pennsylvania , will learn that Miss

Younger, bookkeeper in the office of Dist.

No. 5 of the United Mine Workers, in a

contest for popularity gained through votes

upon the coupon plan placed with the Pitts

burg Leader, will be one of the Leader's

tourists to Europe. Several votes were se

cured for Miss Younger by this Associa

tion and she takes great pleasure in thank

ing the street car men for the assistance

they rendered in promoting her interest in

the contest. The trip will be an extensive

one and the entire expense will be defray.

ed by the Pittsburg Leader . Miss Younger

is in the office of President Pat Dolan of

the Pittsburg District of the U . M . W . She
is recognized as a staunch trades unionist

and will contribute an article bearing upon

her observations of the workers abroad dur

ing her trip .

BENEFITS PAID .

From the Death and Disability Fund for
the month of June were on the deaths of

the following members : :

W . C . Taylor, Div. No. 205 , San Fran

cisco , Cal., tubercular meningitis . . . . $ 100

Al. Anderson , Div . No. 205 , San Fran

cisco, Cal., complications. . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Mike Leehans, Div . No. 194, New Or

leans, La ., phthisis pulmonalis . . . . . . 100

S . W . Barrick , Div. No. 19, Colorado

Springs, Colo., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . 100
Luke Flannery. Div . No. 308, Chicago,

Ill ., hypostalic pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . 100

F . Stein , Div. No. 194, New Orleans,
La., pernicious malaria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

P . J . McKenna, Div . No. 118, Pottsville,
Pa ., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . . . 100

Joe Cuci, Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.,
abscess of the liver .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

John Reed, Div . No, 241, Chicago, Ill.,
myacarditis with dilatation . . . . . . . . . . 100

C . M . Gustaveson , Div . No. 241, Chicago,

Ill ., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . 100

James Judge, Div. No. 164, Wilkes

Barre, Pa., convulsions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Fred H . Smith , Div . No. 205 , San Fran.

cisco , Cal., la grippe and pericarditis .. 100

Hiram B . Gray Div. No. 192, Oakland,

Cal., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Here are some points of law with which

every member of the Association should be
familiar :

Section 40 . Local Divisions should send

delegates to the nearest Trades' Council or
Central Labor Union , affiliated with the A .

F . of L ., and should see that such delegates

attend the meetings of said body and report

the proceedings regularly to the meeting of

their Local Division .

Section 45 . The initiation fee of members

shall be no less than one dollar ( $ 1 .00 ) .

Dues shall be no less than fifty (50 ) cents

per month . Upon the initiation of a new

member , the Local Secretary shall forward

to the General Office twenty - five (25 ) cents ,

which shall be in payment of the member's

registration fee and certificate of member
ship .

Section 46 . Monthly dues be charged on

the books from the first of each month .

Members joining at any other time in the

month shall pay in advance a proportionate

amount up to the first of the next month .

Section 50 . For the maintenance of the

Defense Fund, each member of the Asslocia

tion shall pay one dollar ( $ 1 .00 ) per annum ,

payable in four assessments of twenty - five

(25 ) cents each , as follows: Twenty - five

(25 ) cents on the working card of each and

every member in March , June, September
and December of each year. These assess

ments shall be collected by the Financial

Secretary under the same conditions and

penalties as prescribed in the Constitution

for the non -payment of monthly dues, unless

the collection thereof shall be otherwise di

rected by the Local Division . The assess

ments shall be forwarded with the regular

monthly report to the International Presi

dent.

Section 52. The Treasurer of the Local

Division shall send per capita tax to the I. P .
on the first of each month for the month

preceding. All monies shall be paid by post

office order, bank draft, or express to the

I. P ., who shall receipt for the same.

Section 53. The per capita tax shall be

held as a standing appropriation . An order

for the same shall be signed by the Presi

dent and Secretary without a vote of the

Local Division

Section 59. All Local Divisions of the A .

A . of S . & E . R . E . of A . shall elect or ap

point a meinber as correspondent for the

official journal with power to receive and

collect subscriptions for said journal.

Section 71. Members are required to

keep their Local Secretary notified of their

correct places of residence, under penalty of

one dollar ( 1 .00) fine. The Local Secretary

in turn must keep the General Office in .

formed of the residence of all members.

Section 72 . All dues and assessments are

due and payable on or before the tenth day

of each month , and no member shall be en

titled to any benefits or considered in good

standing unless he has his paid -up working

card to date, and a member allowing himself
to become three months in arrears forto become thrTotal . . . . . . . . $ 1 ,300
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A WORTHY APPEAL .dues and assessments, does thereby suspend

himself from membership in this Associa

tion .

Section 75. A member to be entitled to

death and disability benefits shall be, when

he joins the organization , in sound health

and not afflicted with disease or subject to

complaint likely to endanger his health or
cause permanent disability .

Section 77. The member' s funeral benefit

shall be $ 100 after being a member for one

year.

Section 78. The disability benefits shail

be the same as funeral benefits.

Section 91. When any difficulty arises be

tween the members of any Local Division

and their employers regarding wages or

hours, or when the principals of the organ
ization are at stake , the matter must be

submitted to the Executive Board of the

Local Division , who shall apoint a com

mitte of no less than three ( 3 ) of their

members to investigate the case and wait

upon the employer with whom the difficuity

exists, and try to settle the same and sub

mit to the Local Division the entire matter

at the first meeting.

Section 92 . If the committee has been

unable to effect any settlement, the entire

matter must be submitted to a vote of the

Local Division as to whether the Local Di
vision will support the case or not. and

should a two-thirds vote of the membership

decide in favor , the Secretary shall notify
the P .. who shall proceed to the scene of

dispute in person , or by deputy , immediate

ly, and in conjunction with a committee of
D . make a careful investigation of

and attempt to settle the matter in dis
pute.

Section 95 . Local Divisions going on

strike without the consent of the G . E . B .

shall forfeit all rights to assistance and be

subject to expulsion from the Association

Section 107. No person who engages in
the sale of intoxicating drinks can be ad-

mitted or retained as a member.

Section 109. Whenever the Association

is called upon to adjust the question of

runs, they shall be settled according to

priority , the preference of runs shall always

belong to the oldest man in the service.

OUR PRINCIPLES.

Resolved. That we hold it as a sacred

principle , that trades union men above all

others should set a good example as good

and faithful workmen , performing their du

ties to their employers with honor to them

selves and their organization ,

Resolved, We hold a reduction of hours

for a day 's work increases the intelligence

and happiness of the laborer, and also in -

creases the demands for labor and the price

of a day's work .

Shirt, Waist and Laundry Workers' Inter

national Union . Affiliated with A . F . of L .

Troy , N . Y ., July 6 , 1905 .

To Organized Labor and Its Friends :

Greeting — The lock -out of 700 girls , mem

bers of Collar Starchers' Union No. 2 , of

Troy, N . Y ., has now been on for 10 weeks.

Not a member has proven disloyal and the

girls are just as confident of success as on

the first day.

Here is the system employed by the cap
tains of the shirt and collar industry, to
enrich themselves at the expense of their
employes :

Piece work prevails in the shirt and col

lar factories of Troy , and any time lost for

whatever cause by an employe, the firm is

not the looser. No employe is allowed to

talk with a fellow worker. Prison rule pre

vails, and any infraction of this rule means

discharge. They must account for all work

passing through their hands, no matter who

handles it after. Penalty, one dozen lost,
500 to $ 1 fine .

Failure to mark on slip amount of collars

received . Penalty , 10c fine.

Dropping a collar on the floor while hang

ing up. Penalty, 20c fine.

For hanging collars on bars which the
cleaners failed to wash . Penalty , $ 1 fine.

One collar dropped from bars and no one

knew who was guilty . Penalty, four nearest

employes were docked 100 each .

Firm experimented with a new cheap

starch . Penalty, girls docked for poor work

and told to get out.

If a collar was soiled from the time it left

the starchers until it was ironed . Penalty ,

starcher fined , no matter who was at fault.

Wages have not been increased in 20

years. Laid off 70 girls while there was

plenty of work , and other factories were do

ing work for Cluett, Peabody & Co . Firm
refused to allow a committee of employes

in their office to discuss grievances. Fira

refused to arbitrate with employes. $ 159 ,

900 has been paid in fines to these employ

ers in the past 10 years. One firm gets

enough through the silent cut to pay the
rent of the large building it occupies. The

firm of Cluett, Peabody & Co ., makers of

Monarch shirts and Arrow Brand collars,

who have been on the unfair list of the A .

F . of L ., for the past four years, was the

cause of the lock -out. It is up to organized

labor to put an end to such tyranny. We

ask your moral and financial assistance to

aid us in the fight to drive the Monarch

Brand shirt and the Arrow Brand collar off

the market. The success of these girls

means the success of all organized labor.

Do not lay this on the table, immediate ac
tion is necessary for our success .

Fraternally yours,

J . W . SMILEY.

General President.
JOHN J . MANNING ,

General Secretary- Treasurer.
Send all donations to Miss Mary F . Terry,

Starchers' Headquarters, 454 King street,
Troy, N . Y.

Bear in mind that the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas Railway is on the “ Unfair List" of

the American Federation of Labor, and
when traveling or shipping freight shun this

road. They locked out their union tele-

graph operators some time ago
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NOTIC7 TO SECRETARIES OF LOCAL a delicate one and will very likely not stand
DIVISIONS . long as a barrier to a settlement.

Aside from the Saginaw situation , Presi

In accordance with the constitutional re dent Mahon has had under his personal su

quirements the copies of your agreements pervision the direction of negotiations car
should be filed in the General Office . Now ried on by other officers of locals not yet

in the case of some Divisions when secur having completed agreements with the em

ing their agreements they neglect to for ploying companies.

ward them and it causes at times consider G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt has returned

able annoyance and trouble. So Secretar from Colorado Springs, having visited

ies will take notice, and as soon as new Omaha, Neb., Division No. 288, and has now

agreements are signed up will forward cop returned to Chicago . He reports favorably

ies to the General Office. Yours fraternally, on the general progress of the divisions he
W . D . MAHON , has visited and assisted .

International President.
. G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald is

WASHBURN -CROSBY IS STILL UNFAIR
still engaged with the work of the associa

TO LABOR.
tion in Brooklyn and New York . On Satur

day , July 1st, he secured a renewal of the

President Gompers Investigates Trouble and agreement for Division No. 283, in which

Supports Mill Emloyees. the new Brooklyn Division No. 396 was as

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn ., June 9 , 1905. -- sociated, both divisions working for the

(Special Correspondence to Motorman and same conipany. Board Member Fitzgerald

Conductor. ) - A . E . Kellington , General Sec is deserving of more than usual credit in

retary of the Flour and Cereal Employees securing this agreement inasmuch as

Union of this city , in an interview to -day, Knights of Labor local exists among some

stated most positively that the name of the of the employes operating a section of the

Washburn -Crosby Milling Co. was still on company' s lines, which organization pre

the “ We do not patronize" list of the Am - ceded Board Member Fitzgerald in securing

erican Federation of Labor. This firm has an agreement for their membership that

stooped to every means known to modern embodied no improved conditions and which

scheming to circulate among the members it was naturally presumed would attain as a

of union labor the report that the boycott standard of settlement for the locals of our

was off. Association . However, in the face of this,

President Samuel Gompers of the Ameri. Bro . Fitzgerald directed the work of our

can Federation of Labor went to Minne committees in a way that brought to our

apolis and gave the matter careful inves membership advanced wages and conditions ,

tigation . It was proven conclusively that a benefit which will be enjoyed by the mem

the boycott against the Washburn -Crosbybers of the K . of L . local as well as our own

Milling Co. was most effective. Letters membership. The feature of this connot fail

from every portion of the United States to impress the K . of L . men , or those of

were produced to show that union labor is them who are not prejudiced , with the im

doing its duty. The mills are turning out portance of their uniting with the locals of
very little flour, and while the support of our Association . The agreement secured by

the Parryites is pledged to the unfair firm , Board Member Fitzgerald embodies a strict

this is not helping them to any great ex - ly union clause upon the lines operated by

tent. our membership .

If union labor will but continue its sup G . E . B . Member D . J . Reid is working in
port so nobly given to the mill employees,

conjunction with Board Member Pratt in the
it will not take much longer to force this

interest of the Chicago locals now seeking
haughty , arbitrary and arrogant firm to

an increase in wages.
treat with union labor in a respectable

G . E . B . Member Fred Fay has in charge
manner.

the matter of wage arbitration in the inter

est of Division No. 111, of the Ypsilanti

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. Railway System . Two arbitrators have al

ready been named and at the present writ

International President W . D . Mahon has ing names are being submitted for the selec

been busy for the past week with negotia tion of a third . This system at present pays

tions for a settlement of the Saginaw Val 2312 cents per hour, and the local is seeking

ley strike. At times it has seemed that the an increase from that rate. The Jackson ,

parties there were about to come together Mich ., section of Division No. 111 has com

upon acceptable terms, but only to diverge pleted their agreement with the company

and assume positions equally as far apart and a substantial increase in wage is incors

as in the beginning. This seems to come porated .

from a persistency on part of the manage Agreements submitted to the office within

ment of the company to pervert justice and the last week which have been signed by

vent their spleen upon individual members various divisions and the employing corpora

of the Saginaw Valley locals whose fortune tions are Divisions No. 241 of Chicago , Ill. ;

or misfortune it has been to serve the locals No. 111, Jackson , Mich . ; No. 283. Brooklyn .

in official capacities. President Mahon has N . Y . ; No. 396 , Brooklyn , N . Y . Various divi

taken a determined stand to sacrifice not sions are at present negotiating for new

one of the men who went out on strike. The agreements, among which are Divisions No.

position of the company upon this point is 264, Chicago , Ill., matter of arbitration ; No.
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111, Ypsilanti, Mich ., matter of arbitration ,
and Divisions No. 132, Troy, N . Y ., and No.
148, Albany, N . Y . Everything points to
favorable settlements with increased wage
rate.

The last division instituted by the Asso
ciation is No. 410, North Fort Worth , Texas.
This local was organied by Editor C . W .
Woodman, of the Texas Union Banner.

The strike in Saginaw Valley is practical
ly unchanged so far as the situation is con
cerned. Some cars are running but without
patrons. That the men employed by the
company to operate the cars are a bad lot
is indicated by the numerous set-to 's they
provoke with the citizens in Saginaw , Near
ly every day they succeed in getting into
some altercation on the streets which sub
jects them to arrest and punishment on
part of the authorities.

WILL ARBITRATE WAGE.

made an appeal for concerted action with the
Troy local. The meetings were also ad
dressed by the same parties who spoke at
the Troy meetings. However, in addition to
the action of the Albany meetings, the Troy

local ordered a strike vote to be taken , and
President- elect James Moore and Committe
man Patrick Shea were appointed to take a

referendum vote of the Troy membership .

On the adjourn day, July 8th , the presi
dent of the company asked for a continuance
until July 13th , in consequence of the inabili

ty of the entire board to meet. To predicate
good faith , he gave the locals written assur
ance that whatever wage rate was agreed
upon would take effect from July 2 , 1905 .
With this assurance the committee were in
clined to recommend to the locals to defer

final action until July 13th .
Troy Division No. 132 again held two meet

ings on the 8th at which the committee ,
through Secretary Kavanaugh , reported and
urged the recommendation . The membership
expressed dire disappointment; however, ac
tion in accordance with the recommendation

was taken and concurred in by the Albany
local.
On the 13th the appointed meeting of the

committee and company officials took place
and a counter proposition was made by the
company, embodying a wage scale of 21 cents
per hour and in lieu of which , if the 21 cents

was not acceptable, the company proposed

arbitration,
Meetings of both locals were immediately

held and after most exciting debates the
committee was instructed to accept the pro
position to arbitrate the wage rate and se

lected Judge John McDonough, of Albany as
arbitrator for the Association .

President McNamara was advised of the
action of the locals on th 14th , whereupon

a conditional agreement was requested by
both parties to outline the features of arbi

tration ; also to enter an agrement embodying
all other conditions agreed to . This con
tinued negotiations and on the following day
the parties took up the arbitration agree
ment, when it was discovered that the com

pany purposed to revert back to the 20 cent
rate as a minimum for arbitration . This was

regarded as unfair, consequently the com
mitee prepared to present as a maximum the
original 25 cent rate, thus the extreme rates
as a range for arbitration developed as a
most serious contention and necessitated a
further conference with the officers of the
company to take place July 17th . At this
conference the directors refused to yield to
25 cents as a maximum rate and did not con
cede their offer of 21 cents as a minimum .

The committee immediately consulted their
arbitrator, and Judge McDonough advised
them to submit the proposition as a matter
between 21 cents and 22 12 cents and insist
upon it . This proposition was returned to

President McNamara , who immediately called
the directors together on the 18th and the
concession was made, so the question will be
submitted to the arbitration in accordance

with the advice of the Association arbitrator .
The agrement is an eminently fair one to

both parties and embraces conditions of em
ployment complete , with the exception of the
wage rate and time of duration , both of
which will be inserted when fixed by the ar
bitrators, and will very likely cover a period
of three years.

The district committee is composed of
Jan es Landrigan , chairman : Patrick Shea .
James Harrington , John Shanley and James
McGlynn representing Troy Division No. 132.

and Wm . Kavanaugh , secretary ; James Law
lor , Frank Miller, James Sheehan and John
Cochran , representing Albany Division No.

148. These members have worked earnestly
to bring about the very best conditions possi
ble for those they represent. It may here be
added that, comparing the terms of the new
agreement with the expiring one, they have

secured material advantages, for which they
are entitled to the gratitude of their fellow
employes. During the negotiations the situ
ation was under the advisement of President
W . D . Mahon , who will also lend his aid dur

ing the wage arbitration .

Troy , N . Y . - For the past few weeks Troy
Division No. 132 and Albany Division No. 148
have been undergoing a rather straining sus
pense, provoked by the slowness of negotia
tions with the Union Traction Co., which con
trols the lines comprising the Albany and
Troy street railway systems. The entiro
membership of the two locals numbers ap
proximately 800 men ; the Albany local being
the larger of the two.

Since the strike which took place in 1901
the employes have been working for 20 cents

per hour, 10 hours constituting a day. July
1st was the date of expiration of the 20 cent
agrement, and early in June a new agree

ment was formulated and presented to the
company, but as the executive committee of

the company did not convene for some time

no definite answer to the agreement could be
obtained The wage embodied in the agree

ment was 25 cents per hour for car men . At

an informal meeting of the officers of the

employing company and the locals the repre
sentatives of the company presented figures

purporting to show that a 25 cent rate was

inconsistent with the income from the opera
tion of the lines when considering any return

to the stockholders.
This informal conference was held July 1st.
The locals were represented by a district

committee of five members from each local,
and an international officer. There was,

however, a disposition displayed to grant an
increase. On the night of July 1st the Troy
local held both an early and late meeting .
which were well attended . Chairman James
Landrigan and Committeeman Patrick Shea
presented the report of the committee, and
stated that the conference was an informal
one. to be followed by another to be held on

the 8th . The committee sought instructions
from the local.

The meetings were addressed by G . E . B .
Member William Fitzgerald President Coch
ran of the Albany local, President Landrigan
of the Troy local and Committeeman Shea .
The report of the committee elicited a hot
discussion on part of the members and at
times it appeared as though no concession
could be made from the 25 cent rate . Ulti
mately , upon motion of Bro . James Smith , the
committee were instructed to exact 22 42 cents
per hour, present the same to Mr. John Mc
Namara on July 3d , and return July 8th for
a final reply . The committee was empowered
to settle all other features of the agreement
not yet agreed upon . This action was con
curred in by the Albany local the following
night.

On Monday, July 30, the action of the locals
was placed before President McNamara . At

this conference Board Member Fitzgerald
was present.
At the meetings of the Albany local, held

July 2 . Secretary William Kavanaugh , of the
district committee, presented the report, and

otticefcom
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HAMILTON ONT,

The Veil ofWealth
The annual concert of Div . No. 107 was

held on the evening of Wednesday, June 21st.

The weather was most favorable for the OC

casion and the committee, which was com

posed of President J . Theaker, Brothers Leo

Cherrier, George Goring . W . J . Shaw and
The Smiths yielded their place in the up

George Fisher , had arranged a first class

programme, having secured the services of per crust social circle of Baxter, and Lola
the 13th Regiment band, Harry Bennett, again saw herself shut out from the social
Thomas Davies and other talent. The street

world .railway management also assisted materially

by granting liberal rates on coupon tickets , In 1873 Ed. Smith received notice to make
also furnishing free lights for the park and all back payments or submit to a mortgage
free car to convey the band to and from the

sale of the family home.grounds ; but, notwithstanding the efforts put
Cole Smith , Ed. Smith Jr., Patrick Smith ,forth by the committee, the fine weather and

the valuable aid given by the street railway and little Lola Smith had all first seen the
company, the affair was not a financial suc

light of day upon the old farm . It was acess. This might be accounted for by the

fact that many other attractions were booked treasured spot to the Smith family . Seven
for that particular time, principal of which long years of toil and care , and eight thou
were the moonlight excursions run nightly

sand dollars had been deposited for safe
for two weeks by the two big steamboats ,
many people preferring the cooling lake keeping within the confines of that two hun
breezes to all other forms of amusement, but dred acres. All that was dear in treasures
the principal cause of the net proceeds of and memories to Ed. Smith and his family
our annual entertainment being unusually
small was the lack of interest taken by many was now oozing from his grasp .

of our own membership. Some did not exert George Cole was consulted by Ed. and
themselves to the extent of selling a single Lola . Her brother had his troubles, as his
ticket. This is to be regretted at a time

own business had contracted to a degree thatwhen many calls are being made on the local

treasury to pay sick benefit claims. he was forced to sell his Hotchkiss property
At the regular meeting of the Division held to save his Baxter business. But he took the

on June 17th , Bro . James Hawkins, an ex
appeal to his wife, as he felt that he shouldmember of the Executive Committee , was re

elected to fill the vacancy caused by the res go to the rescue of his sister. While of the
ignation of Bro. William Buttrum , who has same inclination , Mrs. Cole argued that they
accepted a position with the Canadian West

had the future of their own children to lookinghouse Co .
The two men who were arrested on the after, and that in justice to them they could

charge of having obtained passage on the not sacrifice to assist her sister- in -law and
street cars by the fraudulent use of transfer

family. Thus, the good intentions of Georgetickets were acquitted by the grand jury at

the general sessions. in the interest of his sister were strangled .
Brother William Old has been on the sick Ed. Smith and his devoted wife returned

list for two weeks.
to the old home. Cole Smith was her eldest

Bro . Harry Sumner was taken suddenly ill
three weeks ago and had to be removed to boy. In him she recognized an embryo coun
his home at Ingersoll, Ont. Word comes . terpart of her own father. The boy had
however, that his condition has greatly im

observed the sudden change in the demeanorproved, which we are pleased to hear.

dag is at half -mast over the city hall of his parents , and seemed anxious to share
as a mark of respect for the late ex - Alderman their troubles.
Basquill, whose death is much regretted , "Why are papa and you so sad, mama ?”
especially among the working classes in the
city. asked the child .
Bro. Basquill was formerly president of the She drew him to her, and in tender con

Iron Molders ' Union and represented No. 26 fidence told him the situation .at the Trades and Labor Council. He was
elected for two terms as representative of the " Then they're going to take our home, are
labor party in the city council and was they ?" he asked . “Well, let them take it,
obliged to decline a third nomination on ac

but I'll remember the man who takes it.”count of faiiing health . The funeral, which
took place Saturday morning . the 8th inst. . * But it' s the law , my son ," explained Lola .
was largely attended . the Iron Molders' “ It' s the law of our country that grants the
Union attending in a body. The city council

man the right to sell our home. The govern
was represented , as also many other prom

inent citizens followed the remains to their ment has so changed the value of money
last resting place . Holy Sepulchre Cemetery . since we bought the place , and it has pro
James Roberts , at one time a member of

portionately reduced the value of our landDivision No. 107, has since graduated from

McGill University and is now a medical prac so it isn 't worth the mortgage."
titioner in this city . “ Who wanted the government to change
Brother John Garry, who is a staff sergeant the money ?" asked little Cole.

in the 77th Regiment of Infantry, has re

turned after two weeks' absence , having ac “ The government bond-holders and rich
companied the regiment to the annual brigade men ," patiently explained his mother.
camp at Niagara -on - the -Lake, where seven " Didn 't they change the bonds and mort.
thousand troops were tenting on the cold

gages and the debts that people owed todam ) grgund. “ CON. ”

keep them even with the change in money ? "
eagerly asked the boy.

LEARN TELEGRAPHY AND.R. R. ACCOUNTING. $50 “ No, my child ," replied Lola , not in the
TO $ 100 per month sal

ary assured our graduates under bond. You don ' t pay least surprised at his reasoning.
us until you have a position . Largest system of tele - , " Why didn 't they.” he asked .
graph schools in America . Endorsed by all railway of

ficiais . OPRRATORS ALWAYS IN DEMAND . Ladies also " I'm afraid you can 't understand , son ,"
admitted . Write for catalogue. said Lola .

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY, " I think I do, mother," said the boy. “ I
Cincinnati, O ., Buffalo, N . Y ., Atlanta , Ga., LaCrosse, know why. It was because it gave the rich

Wis. , Texarkana , Tex ., San Francisco , Cal. man a chance to get everybody' s homes and
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money. ' I'm going to be a rich man some

day ; then I' ll ask the man who takes our

home why he did it . Don 't feel bad any

more, mama, and I' ll work , and sometime

I' ll get a home for you . I'll get rich and I'll

have the government make a lot of money

for us."

Lola Smith carried the colloquy no fur

ther. By the last words of her son she was
impressed by mingled dread and inspiration .

She never forgot his promise , and from the

future of her boy , she had reason to believe

he never lost sight of his determination to
get rich .

The mortgage was made payable at the

Baxter National bank . She would yet try

and get a suspension of sale , so she deter

mined to go to the president of the bank

and make a personal appeal, which she did

on the following day She was acquainted

with the cashier and made known to him

her errand .

" If we owned the mortgage, Mrs. Smith ,"

he explained , “ the president might be able

to do something for you ; but we are only

acting as agents for a Minington bank, and

one of the representatives of that bank is

here now , in the consulting room , also

awaiting the president upon this and other

matters. " He then directed her to the presi

dent's office and advised her to wait there

until the president would come in , when she
could have a talk with him .

She had no more than taken her seat than

she was aware of the presence of others in

an adjoining room .

" Now I'm going to leave this matter in

your hands to close up, " said one of the

voices . " Now I want you to bid it in at the

lowest price possible. There is a beautiful

grove on the farm and as soon as we get

hold of it I' ll get a franchise from the town

to build a street car line out to it , and it will

prove a profit maker."

' If the grove is all you want, father, why

don 't you make some arrangements with

those people by which we may have the

grove and let them keep and pay for the

rest, so they can save their home. You

know mother don 't want those people closed

out. She would rather give them the whole

thing than turn them out,” was the reply.

"Had I always listened to your mother,”
said the other, "we wouldn 't have had one

cent to rub against another. If you are to

do my business, do it as I direct ; if not, I' ll

get some one that will, and you and your

mother may shift for yourselves. I' m sick

of your ranting about your mother in this

affair. You attend to business as I direct

and I' ll make a business man of you. If not,

I assure you it' ll not be so well with you. I

have explained what you are to do, and when

I come back next week , we' ll take up this

street car proposition and work it through ."

Lola had heard enough to know the con

versation applied to her home, and that any

appeal for time would be useless. She left

the president's office and in passing from

the bank she asked the cashier the name of

the Minington bank representative .

“ Andrew Getrox, Jr., and his son, I be .

lieve , is with him ." ( To be continued .)

COR . W . E . CARRUTH,

Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La.

It is through the kindness of Business

Agent Leonce Gauthier that a picture of

Cor. W . E . Carruth , New Orleans repre.

sentative of the Motorman & Conductor, is

presented to our readers . Of those of our

membership who have particularly inter

ested themselves in assisting in the devel

opment of the Motorman & Conductor, is

Brother Carruth , and his work has been

unselfish and voluntary . Not only has he

contributed much effort to the success of

this magazine, but he has been an active

officer in the affairs of his Division . As a

member of the Executive Board of Division

No. 194, he assisted in bringing about the

recent agreement, which was one of the

most remarkable ever effected by any of

the locals of our Association with an em

ploying company, in that it perpetuates a
strict union road, for a continuous period

of five years.

THROUGH ORG Bastian Bros .

E ROCHESTER , N . Y.

MAY

UNION

DIVISION 282
EMBLEM and MONTHLY

* ORE ELE.R.EOT Buttons
in metaland Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

stated by the Chicago City Railway Company
in his former place in the car service . The
case of Bro . Fayne has been continued to
the present trial and it was found that the
evidence against him was not sufficient to
warrant a conviction . In fact, he has proven
his innocence , absolutely , and will receive
more than $ 800 in back pay. also reinstate
ment to his former position in the service .
Confident of the innocence of Bro . Fayne,
Division No. 260 has been instrumental in
defending him and will heartily accord him
a welcome back into the ranks.

Division No. 260 has decided to elect dele
gates for the coming convention at the first
meeting in August. The local is entitled to
eleven delegates in the convention .
During the Teamsters' strike our local has

taken up collections to aid the strikers and
they will continue to assist them until the
finish . Our members declare they will stick
to the teamsters to the finish , and no matter
what the finish may appear to be on paper ,
unionism cannot be defeated in Chicago .

J . T . MAHONEY.

264 BOOMING .

So . Chicago , Ill. - Everything is booming in
our little local. The attendlarice is fair and
a great deal of interest is bei: g taken in the
affairs of the local.

Conductor Martin Howe has taken out a
withdrawal card , he having been appointed
night starter in the So. Cnicio barn . The
company could not have made a better selec

tion , as he is an old tinje street car man
and is in every way competent to fill thenosition

collowing
residentarter ;CORRESPONDENT J. T . MAHONEY,

Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.
Among those who have voluntarily inter

ested themselves in the "Motorman & Con
ductor" in the way of contributions is Bro.
Joseph T . Mahoney, of Chicago Division No.
260. It is through the kindness of Editor
Bland of the Chicago “ Union Leader” that
a representation of Bro . Mahoney appears
before our readers. Bro. Mahoney is a
young man of unusual ability as a writer
and has taken an especial interest in the
improvement of the conditions of our craft.
He is a careful and progressive adviser and
he is well appreciated by the older mem
bers of Division No. 260.

The following officers were elected at our
last meeting: President. H . E . Martain ; first
vice - president. B . A . Carter ; second vice

president, John Knoth ; recording secretary,
Martin Howe; financial secretary and treas
urer. F . L . Meriam ; executive board , Ham .

mond barn , C . C . Smith , A . B . Stevens, exec

utive board, So . Chicago barn , John H . Un
dine, O . P . Moe, F . L . Meriam ; delegate to
Chicago Federation of Labor, J . H . Undine :

delegate to Trades and Labor Assembly , So .
Chicago, P . J . Peterson , F . L . Meriam . E .
Wilburg : delegates to International Conven

tion , H . E . Martain ; warden , C . Olsen ; conduc
tor, Jas. Murry ; sentinel, John Knoth . There

will be a special election for corresponding
secretary on account of the withdrawal of

Martin Howe. " SLODY. "

ANOTHER RUNNING BOARD FATALITY.

BRO . FAYNE RECEIVES $800 AND REIN .

STATEMENT.

Chicago, Ill. – As an item which will be of
some interest to our readers, I would report
that in the case of the People of the State
of Illinois versus Thomas Fayne, tried in the
courts of Chicago, a decision was rendered
declaring the defendant not guilty . This
case is one growing out of the strike 01
Division No. 260, which occurred in Novem
ber. 1903. At the instance of the company
some members were held from reinstatement
in consequence of alleged criminal acts com
mitted by them during the strike. The de
cision of the arbitrators was to the effect
that these men should remain from their

employment until after their trials , they all
having been indicted by the grand jury. The
decision of the arbitrators was to the effect
that in the event of acquittal before the court
each member of the local acquitted should
receive full pay for all time lost during his
suspension and that he should also be rein

Davenport, la - Our moonlight excursion ,
held on July 18, 1905 , was a veritable suc
cess. Division No. 312 gathered in a few

sheckels for the treasury , and all participants
had an enjoyable occasion .
Our brothers on the D . & S . signed up a

contract last week with their company, which
is about the same as our own, but I do not
think that they get stools yet.
Our company has taken a 20 -year lease on

the I . & I . as far east as Battendorf, which
will make about a two -mile addition to our
system , to be operated in connection with
Third street. They have a plug car on that
end and transfer to Third . They have also
built about two miles more out north of
town, running to the Orphans' Home this is
also an extension in connection with the B .
& H . lop and will be operated by a plug car
and transfer to the loop .
Well, the noisy 4th of July is over and I

think every trainman in the country is glad,
if it was as noisy in other places as in
Davenport. Here the public get the largest
explosives that can be bought, purposely to
put on the street car tracks, and it is a won .
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B . C . line and go to Colorado on account of
lung trouble . We all wish him success and
trust he may recover his health in his new
home.
During the Fourth of July traffic, Supt.

Doglas came to the aid of the boys in cut
ting of the switch at Mill and Howard
streets and placed a flagman at the railroad
on the main line. This was thoroughly ap
preciated, as it proved a great assistance to
the conductors. A good business was done
on the Fourth and that the traffic was suc
cessfully handled may be noted from the

fact that no accidents were reported . ) , K .

HONOR TO THORNET.

der that every wheel was not broken .

Our company did a good business both here
and in Rock Island.

The D . & S . had a large crowd to handle

also , and if they had not put on so many

trail cars they would have handled more peo .
ple, but in that way they could not make as
good time and on account of the heavy loads
they pulled their draft rods out, and in
switching got several cars off the track ,

which delayed them considerable . Also , a
young man fell from the side of a car down

a trestle work to the rocks 20 feet below
At last accounts he was little improved, but

is not out of danger. (Another case of too
much running board . )
At our last regular meeting we voted to

have two meetings per month, one early and
one late meeting .
We will have our Labor Day picnic at

Grand Island this year and expect a good
attendance .

Brother W . Smith is back after a vacation
of a couple of weeks. He was out in the
neighborhood of Cedar Rapids and while
there attended a family reunion of his fam

ily . He reports a good time.
The boys are extending congratulations to

Bro. Andy Muller on the birth of a baby
daughter, and to Brother Mike Herber, whose
wife presented him with a big boy.

Bro. James Jacobs, who has been on the
sick list for some time, is back on duty . He
reports feeling pretty good and with the
exception of one eye he is looking well.
We have no one on the sick list now , f

the first time in a good many months.

Bro . Ryan is off on a week or more vaca
tion .
At our last late meeting we took in six

new members . " ZUG . "

here were mornation
al buntinated in

AKRON , O ., JOTS .

Division No. 98 is making rapid strides ,
taking in new members every meeting . There
seems to be no lack of interest among our
membership and we are pleased to note inę
progress being made by other locals as re
ported in the " Motorman and Conductor. " As
our convention is near at hand it is expected
that 98 will be not lacking in representation
there .
Our craft in northern Ohio is taking more

than a usual interest in the reports from
the Saginaw Valley strike. This is no doubt
from the fact that we are desirous of noting
the success of Brown and his " Brotherhood "
as strike -breakers. While our membership
looked upon Brown as championing a rival
organization and although we regarded him
in no very serious light, yet many of our
members could not realize that he would
identify himself in the labor movement as a
strike -breaker. He was looked upon by union
men as being sincere , but misled by a fancy
that independent organizations were moru
promotive of the interest of the worker thari
the affiliated movements ; but now that he
has shown his true color he is looked upon
by some as a crank , by others as a graiter
and it is not misleading to state that there
are many who regard him as a downright
strike -breaker. His right to this title , how
ever, will very likely be demonstrated by
the outcome of the Saginaw strike, as, if he
succeeds there in scabbing the lines, he will
be entitled to enrollment among successful
strike -breakers, and his home will be with
the scab fraternity . If the Saginaw unions
should be successful, and the indications from
the reports at hand indicate that they will,

employing corporations will naturally lose
confidence in Brown and then it will be very
difficult to find a roster in which he will be
entitled to enrollment,

Bro. Green returned to work July 6 , after
a five weeks' sickness.

Bro . Beal took his place on the car July
1 , after a three months' fight with rheuma
tism .

Mrs. Geese, wife of Bro , O . Geese, is much
improved from her trip to Texas, where they
spent the winter for her health .
We regret to report that Bro . Wilson was

forced to give up a conductorship on the A .

Brooklyn , N . Y . - In compliance with your
request for an account of the dinner tendered
to Assemblyman Oscar L . Thonet by Division
283. of Brooklyn , I forward you a few of
the principal features of the dinner and I
hope it will interest you and the readers of
The Motorman and Conductor.

As no doubt you are aware the object of
the testimonial dinner tendered to our as
semblyman was in recognition of his ser
vices in securing the enactment of a law re
quiring the railroad companies of Kings and
Queens Counties to place vestibules on the
trolley cars in the winter, and I am happy to
be able to inform you that the affair was a
grand success. And it was a signal honor to
be accorded any legislative representative in
these times of corporation control of earth
and all the people on it .

The big hall was patriotically decorated in
immense festoons of national bunting and
flags. There were more than six hundred at
the tables, members of Divisions 283 and 396 ,
Amalg . Asso . of S . & E . R . E . of A ., and the
Brooklyn Central Labor Union ,

It was noticeable that very few of the non
union men employed by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company were at the dinner. That
strong influence to stay away had been
brought to bear on the employes of the B . R .

T . Company, there is not any doubt. The
men were informed that they must not pur
chase any tickets for the dinner , or if they

were presented with a free ticket they must
not accept it .

Speeches were made by Coroner M . J . Fla
herty , Secretary of Brooklyn C . L . U . ; Mrs.
Harry Hastings, Vice -President of the Fed

eration of Women 's Clubs; W . J. Maxwell,
chairman South Brooklyn Board of Trade :
W . B . Fitzgerald , member of G . E . B . , and
who aided Mr. Thouet in his fight for the
passage of the bill, and Mrs. Darwin R . Mes
erole , founder of the Civitas Club , and also

a supporter of the bill, and lastly by Assem
blyman Oscar L . Thonet.

The speeches related some of the history
of the bill, how the vestibule law was passed
four years ago, applying to all the lines in
New York State outside of the City of New
York and of former attempts to have the law
include the greater city . Stress was laid
upon the fact that Mr. Thonet must have
withstood an immense amount of persuasion ,
threats and bribery in the passage of the bill.
the fact being an open one that all railroads.
are represented at Albany.

The toastmaster, Mr. James Thompson, a
former motorman , and still a member of
Division 283, made a very impressive speech
in introducing Mr. Thonet. He gave a full
history of the bill from its inception when
it was made a preferred measure by the work
ingmen ' s federation of the State of New
York at the convention at Schnectady in 1903. .
of its indorsement by the Brooklyn Central
Labor Union and the work of our own or
ganization and the able assistance given us :
by the international office.

" But remember when it comes again to .
voting for your assemblyman that the United
States and liberty did not fall by traitors or
Andre , Christianity did not succumb to the
betrayal of Judas and American politics will
not forever give way to the grafter , the po
litical schemer. Men like Thonet are its sal
vation . " These words from the toastmaster
produced a profound impression and round !
after round of applause for Mr. Thones.
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Resolved , That as a token of our regard
for our departed brother our charter be
draped in mourning for a period of thirty
days ; that a copy of these resolutions be for
warded to the bereaved family , and that they
be published in our official journal.

JAMES BOWKER ,
HARLOW LADD .

EDWARD FLORENCE ,
Committee.

Attest: JUSTIN C . LEONARD , Secretary.

SEMI-ANNUAL ELECTION.

Mr. Thonet made a very modest speech in
response saying that " it was not the inan

but the cause he advocated that hat brought
about the celebration . " " It is true, " he said ,
" I am known as the Father of the vestibule
bill, but in the last eight years there have
been many Fathers of vestibule bills who

perhaps have not been as fortunate as I in
having the assistance of so many noble wo
men and earnest men in the interests of this
great reform ,

" I want particularly to render the credit
and honor that is due Miss Frances Schroe
der and the other ladies she enlisted in the
cause . I also wish to thank the committee

of the Amalgamated Association of Street &
Electric Employes, Coroner Flaherty of the

Brooklyn Central Labor Union and the other
affiliated unions in Greater New York who
stood so loyally by me at every stage during
the passage of the bill. As regards myself ,

it is satisfaction enough to know that at
some time in my life I have been of some

benefit to the citizens of this great commun
ity ."
Hoping you will excuse my delay in send

ing you this short account of an affair ihat

is a credit to organized labor, I remain .

Fraternally yours,
BART HUNT.

Norwich , Conn .- At the regular meeting of
Division No. 262, held June 27, the semi-an
nual election took place with the following
result : President, John S . Shepard ; vice
president, George W . Leonard ; recording sec
retary, Charles W . Raynes ; financial secre
tary, Justin C . Leonard ; treasurer, William
Barmell; sentinel, Wm . E . Jones ; warden ,
Elmer E . Mulkin ; conductor , Charles Morgan :
executive board , J . L . Shepard , Wm . Barwell,
George W . Leonard, Charles Raynes, Charles
Morgan, George Hester and Warren S . Lewis :
correspondent, J . C . Leonard ; delegates to
the Central Labor Union , J . C . Leonard. Wm .
Jones, Wm . Grones, E . E . Mulkin and Albert
Miller.

OLD OFFICERS RE -ELECTED . OFFICERS OF NO. 256 .

Sacramento , Calif. - At a recent meeting of
Division No. 256 the following officers were
elected for the ensuing term : President,

Cradock ; vice -president, Roy Eby : recording
secretary , E . J . McKinney ; financial secre
tary, T . F . Tuke ; warden , B . Harr; conductor,
W . H . Dean .

DIV . NO . 113 ; TORONTO TOUCHES.

Salt Lake City , Utah . – At the regular meeta .
ing of Division No. 382. held on June 15 , th .
following officers were elected for the ensu
ing six months : For president, James H .

Lamont; first vice -president, P . C . Dykes :
second vice -president, Harry Young : record

ing secretary , H . T . B . Grey ; financial secra
tary , A . H . Burt ; treasurer, S . M . Read ; con
ductors, R . M . Lamont and R . M . Holt ; war
dens. J . 0 . Anderson and Hyrum Lloyd ; Sen
tinels, J . M . Van Steeter and H . J . Bruning :

executive board , J. D . McCarty, Wm . Cocking .
T . W . Palmer, P . C . Dykes, N . P . Pierce, John
Jones and C . J . Cotterell ; correspondent and
agent of M . & C ., H . T . B . Grey .

This is the fourth term that President La

mont has served , which is surely an evidence
of the high esteem in which he is held by the
division as an executive officer.

Bro. C . E . Wilcox , the retiring vice - presi
dent, has also proven himself to be a very
popular and efficient officer, and but for him

being in Omaha at the time of election he
no doubt would have been re - elected .

Recording Secretary Grey , Financial Sec
retary Burt and Treasurer S . M . Read succeed

themselves .

Bros. McCarty, Cocking and Dykes were
véry properly retained on the executive

board . The newly elected members of the
board are very worthy and capable men .

The division is in a fairly prosperous con

dition . We have a few knockers and some
dead branches, but take it all in all we are
getting along very nicely . The article in

the June number of the M . & C . page 13,
hits some of our members pretty hard. Pres
ident Mahon ' s talks are always well received .
The loyalty of Division No. 382 to the Inter
national President can not be questioned .
Some of the boys seem to think that the

division through its executive board should
just every little annoyance that conies lo

them . They would do well to heed the words
of Alexander Pope : " A man should never be

ashamed to own he has been in the wrong."
which is but saying in other words ihat he

is wiser today than he was yesterday.
H . T . B . FiREY

The running of cars into High Park
changed the schedule of the west end cars
so there is but little or no kick coming now .
While the Arthur street route has one or two
runs that are not of the best and brings
forth a kick , the boys have little to complain
of ; and right here I want to say that these
self- same runs are not near so bad as those
that can be pointed out upon other lines in
the city . If you think contrary to this, call
on the business agent and he will open your
eyes to some runs that will make you shake

hands with yourself that you don ' t have to
run them .

Now , I wish to once more ask you not to
complain about imaginary evils. Don ' t think

for a moment you are the only one, and re

member if you have a complaint make it at
the office. You are a member of an organi
zation that is a business one; you have elect
ed men to manage its affairs ; therefore give
them your confidence and let them do the

work that becomes necessary. By so doing
you will save yourself a lot of worry . At
tend the meetings more often and get ac
quainted with the way things are done for
you and then if you are not satisfied put
the fellow out who you think is at fault.
Take a hand in the work of committees so
that your light shall shine, but don ' t do it
at the barns; there is an office for which
you are paying - do it there . Above all.
don ' t get up petitions. When you think a
petition is required refer the matter to your
executive board. They are the people who
know how to do all these things. It ' s to
your advantage and to the advantage of the

organization in general that you should do
business with the business end of it .

You are aware, no doubt, that straw caps

are now to be had at the company' s stores.

You won't forget to keep the 1st of Au
gust an open date so you can take in the
moonlight.

The boys of the shop are now enjoyin

Saturday afternons off , as also the public
holidays. This is something obtained
through the new manager.

Next Saturday, 28th inst., the annual picnic
and games will be held at Hamilton .

That' s a nice button you have there.

. . NORWICH , CONN., DIV . NO. 262.

Whereas in His infinite wisdom . the Su

preme Ruler has removed from us our be
loved brother , Henry Baileau , in whose

death we have lost a dear friend and our
association a faithful member; therefore ,
be it

Resolved , That this Division , No. 262, of
the A . A , of S . & E . R . E . of A . extend to the
bereaved family the most sincere sympathy
of our membership , and J. W . G .
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BOARD MEMBER PRATT WITH 288.

Omaha , Neb . - The officers for the ensuing
term of Division No. 288 have been selected
as follows: President, P . J . Lenihan ; vice
president, W . H . Poncelow ; secretary and
corresponding secretary , F . Michelsen ;
treasurer, W . B . Anderson ; conductor, W .

Gillan ; warden , A . Johnson ; executive board,
H . S . Leary, É . A . Goodall, T . T . Kinkade,
W . Gillan , E . I. Morrow , George Hook , J.
McManus,

General Ex. B . Member C . 0 . Pratt held
three meetings in our division , Monday, June
26 . in the evening , and Wednesday, June 28 ,
afternoon and evening . Our members were
very much pleased with Bro . Pratt' s clear

and convincing arguments in favor of or

ganized labor. We are wishing Bro. Pratt
could have been with us longer, but other
duties called him and he responded .

I can dwell no better upon the address

of Bro . Pratt than to quote from one of our
daily papers, as follows:

C . 0 . Pratt. of Ohio , member of the execu

tive board of the Amalgamated Association
of Street Railway Employes, delivered an ad
dress Monday night at Labor Temple before
a large attendance of members of the Omaha
Street Railway Employes' Association on the
subject of organization , and counseled that a
more active interest be taken in the local
association . He talked for nearly an hour
and a half, and cited illustrations of the ben
efits to be derived from organization in the
matter of shorter hours and better pay.

" There are now 70,000 members affiliated

with the Amalgamated association , " he said ,

" and its influence is becoming more potent.
The effects of organizing the street railway

men of Chicago resulted in a nine -hour day

with a very material increase in wages, and

the influence of the Chicago organization

has induced the Milwaukee street railway
companies to give shorter hours there withi

increased pay . The same result was mani
fest in Los Angeles through the means of

organization in San Francisco , where a nine

hour day was secured and 25 cents per hour.
Los Angeles seeing the effect of organization

among the street railway men at San Fran

cisco immediately increased the pay of street

railway employes to 24 cents, per hour.
" By organization better work can be se

cured from the street car employes and both
employer and employed are benefited . "

Opposes the Open Shop .
Mr. Pratt expressed a strong disapproval

of the open shop system as inimical to the
interest of the laboring classes. The open
shop was simply a device to destroy union
organization and should not be countenanced
by union labor. The unions can obtain bet-
ter results and more respectful attention
from the employers than the individual. He

also advised that the Omaha organization
see to it that their best men be sent as
delegates to the meeting of the Amalgamated
association to be held at Chicago during the
present year.
Following his address Mr. Pratt was given

a vote of thanks and a half hour was devoted

to answering questions. He announced that
he would be in the city several days , and

would address two meetings of street rail
way employes , one to be held Wednesday

afternoon , and another Wednesday evening
at Labor Temple , and he asked that every
street car employe of the city be present at
one or other of these meetings. He wants

to see a strong organization in Omaha.

BRO. JOHN. BURKE.

Pioneer Member of Scranton Division ,
No. 18 .

Not only is Bro . John Burke, whose rep
resentation appears above, one of the pio
neers of Div. No. 108, of Scranton , Pa., but
he is entitled to enrollment in the rank of

pioneer motormen . Scranton , Pa., followed
Richmond, Va., in predicating the utility of
electric motor power to propel street cars,
and was the first city to equip the entire
service with electric cars. Bro. Burke was
of the first to engage as motorman and has
been in continuous service ever since. As
a union man he has been of no little service
in promoting the standard of his craft. His
motto has been to " render first-class service
and seek higher wages and improved con
ditions." He has proved an able and con

servative advisor. He possesses the un
usual power to circumvent barriers that ap
pear in the way of progress and thus aids

in making an otherwise rough road to suc
cess a smooth one. He is one of the most
highly respected and thoroughly appreci
ated members of the Scranton local.

A BUSINESS MEETING .

Leonard 's Casino and Caton Place.
Coney Island and

and Caton Place.

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

Rochester, N . Y . - As a visiting member of
Division No. 282, composed of the street and

electric railway men operating the city and
suburban cars in and entering the city of
Rochester, I was impressed with their way

of doing business and feel that a disclosure
of facts about No. 282 may be of interest to
our membership.
The Rochester local is composed of 600

members . The division was instituted some

three years ago. True to the principle that

unionism should maintain in employment for
the worker . the local has protected its mem

bership to the fullest extent, and has been
the instrument of reinstatement of many
men who would have become victims of the
hasty action of minor officials and unreliable

reports. The result has been the perfection

of the service of the Richester railway, sec

JOHN J. LEONARD, Prop. BROOKLYN , N . Y .

Advertisers in this journal re
new their contracts. TheMo
torman is a business getter.
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ond to none in the country , so far as effi - a systematic method of handling grievances
ciency on part of the operatives is concerned . and other business, and indicated that no de
It seeros this fact has been fully appreciated tails were neglected . His report of the ex
by the management of the company, and ecutive committee was supplemented by
Rochester has reason to congratulate herself Board Members Kennedy, H . C . McCrossen
from the twofold fact that the transporta and others of that body .
tion service of the city is being directed by Board Member McCrossen sounded a warn
a reasonable management and a coterie of ing to the members against entering saloons
employes thoroughly comprehensive of their and bar-rooms. He said , " I do not wish toa harmomaaiaritannial 10

responsibilities to the citizens and traveling interfere with the personal habits or legiti

public. mate pleasures of anyone, but the committee

Consistent with her purpose to maintain was urged to caution the members against

her membership in employment, she sets the entering these places in uniform . I take
pleasure in complying , as I believe , if obexample by carefully selecting her officers
served , it may save some one from the em

and employes and maintaining them . Thus,
barrassment of being suspended or dischargthere has been but few changes in her offi
ed upon this charge.

cial character since her institution . Her first We are semi- public
employes and from the hazardous characterpresident was later installed as financial sec
of our employment as applying to the safetyretary and business agent and placed upon
of others our acts area weekly salary and he has been repeatedly subject to public
scrutiny and criticism . Our uniforms idenelected to that position ever since. As presi
tify us as public servants and conduct ondent he was succeeded by Bro . Wm . Abner ,
our part subject to criticism

an old war horse of the movement who, after reflects upon
our craft and likewise upon our association .some two years' service . voluntarily declined
Again , we desire to protect our membershipre - election and the choice of the local fell

to Board Member Samuel Alberts , who now against loss of time by suspension and dis

wields the gavel.
charge, but we can ' t do it when the cause is
one in which we would have no public senti

The old original scribe is not the least of ment. Neither can we, as union men , ask
these permanently installed employes of the our association to stand for it . I think it
local. There are but very few legislative important to call your attention to this mat
bodies of whatsoever character that can ter that members may understand that when
boast of better record keeper than the Rocn they enter saloons in uniform they take the
ester local has in Secretary E . M . Dissett. chance of holding their jobs in their own
One of the very important features of his hands and place themselves outside of the
record is the carrying of a balance of the protection of their fellow -workmen." He
financial account in his minutes from meet then cited a state law bearing upon the
ing to meeting . Thus the member that at question .
tends the meetings and gives heed to the Secretary Dissett called attention to com
R . S . books has not excuse for not knowing plaints that it was difficult for motormen
the exact financial condition of the local. and conductors to get marked " off . ” Upon

In the meetings all bills are audited by a being told that the company was short ofspecial committee before submitted to a vote . men , the secretary said that the companyAlso a regular audit is made quarterly and had discouraged the application for work of
an itemized statement is rendered by the good men by drawing the age limit.
auditing committee and entered in detail in

a special book by the secretary

On June 16 the writer atended a meeting PRESIDENT SHEEHAN RE-ELECTED .
of No. 282 and is able to remark the precision
with which business was executed. Brockton . Mass. At the regular meeting
The meeting was called to order promptly of Division No. 235 , June 12, it was the inten

on time by President Alberts, who rapidly tion of the body to nominate and elect tlieira
called the order of business. The reading officers for the ensuing six months, but sev
of the minutes of the previous meting showed eral of the members objected strenuously in
that the local had donated to the striking allowing President P . F . Sheehan to benom

Chicago teamsters the liberal sum of fifty inated and even retaining membership in
dollars. the local.
Under the order of "applications for mem When the summer season opened , the com

bership , " Secretary Dissett read the names pany looked around for a inan to place as
of 17 applicants who were elected to become starter at Highland Park , and knowing how
members at the following meeting . Three President Sheehan had been unable to work
formerly elected members were initiated . steadily on his car, the superintendent called
During the course of the meeting the Wo President Sheehan into the office and request

man ' s Union Label League sent in twenty ed him to take that position . After going
tickets for an entertainment being promoted over the matter in a thorough and business
by that body . This gave Bro . John Hanriatty like way, Brother Sheenan informed super
an opportunity to air his sentiment for the intendent Conway that before he would ac
ladies in a neat little speech , urging the cept the position he wonlot lay the matter
purchase of the tickets. before the executive Board of the local, as

"Give the ladies a chance to have a good his union came first. The executive board
time once in a while , " said he. " They are member , after going over the case with
trying to promote the movement, and we Brother Sheehan , and not finding any cause
can encourage no better friends. I trust as to why he should no : continue as their
we'll not stop at 20 tickets. " president and brother member, readily gave

Several of the younger members expressed their consent to his accepting the alrie ; osi .
their pleasure to aid the ladies, and Board tion , knowing that the organization as a

Member W . J . Kennedy perceiving that whole, and the individual members, world be
" Barkis was willin ' , " moved the purchase of benefited .
the tickets , which was carried. As soon as President Sheehan assumed his
The associate editor of the Rochester Labor duties at the park , there immediately arose

Journal was given the floor and presented the question among some of the members,
the causes of the Troy Laundry workers' " did he take a withdrawal card from the
strike in the interest of an attendant com union ? " These members were expressing
mittee composed of two members of the their opinion on the matter very freely , and
Laundry Workers' Union . The cause of the it was a surprise that was unlooked and un
laundry girls merited support and an appro called for. It has been customary, in the
priation of $ 25 followed the appeal. The past years, since the organization was first
Troy girls assured the Rochester street car formed , that whenever a member was given
boys of their appreciation for the action of the position as starter at the park for him
the local. Their report was favorable 16 to apply for a withdrawal card while acting
their success. This craft, when organized, in that capacity : the local demanding it in
use a label which , if observed by patrons, one case , and at another time the starter
will insure the success of their organization . was urged to still retain his membership in

Business Agent George Keenen submitted the local; but there was never any unpleas..
his report upon matters he had dealt with ant feeling brought up , as in this case.
since the last meeting . The report showed Brother Hayward presided over the meet

the Wal c

and
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ing of June 12, and when President Sheehan
entered the room shortly after the meeting
had been called to order, one member imme
diately challenged his right to hold member
ship.

Finally , after both parties on each side
had had something to say on the matter ,
Secretary Henderson took the floor and stat
ed the case as brought before the executive
board , and in closing , said : " If any member
has any objection to make, he should cen
sure the board , and not Brother Sheehan , for
without solicitation of any kind the position
of starter was offered him by the company,
and before accepting he came to the Board,
and we sanctioned his acceptance under the
conditions he desired , the retention of mein
bership privilege in the union . Now , if the
Board have not done their duty . we have an
International President to apepal to . " A
motion was made and carried that the secre
tary lay the matter before President Mahon .
There was some objections to nominating
officers, but the vote passed that we nominate
at this meeting and elect and install at the
meeting of the 26th , and Brothers Sheehan ,
Brown and Farrington wer nominated for
President.

Money was donated to the striking Chi
cago teamsters, and the Broom and Whisk
Makers ' Union of Everett.

During the two weeks that elapsed , Sec
retary Henderson had received communica
tions from President Mahon on Brother Shee
han ' s case , and when the meeting was called

to order shortly after midnight of the 26th ,
there was a suppressed feeling of excitement
among the members present. After the usual
routine of business and previous to the elect

ing of officers, Secretary Henderson read ln
ternational President Mahon ' s ruling on
Brother Sheehan ' s case, which stated , in
closing : " I can see nothing to prevent

Brother Sheehan from retaining good stand
ing in your union . "

This brought the members to their feet
with clapping of hands and cheering , and it
was some minutes before order was restored ,

Brothers Brown and Farrington immedi

ately withdrew their names as nominees for

the office as President, and Brother Sheehan
was unanimously re -elected .

The other officers elected were as follows:
Vice -president, E . W . Hayward ; recording
secretary , E . R . Henderson ; financial secre
tary and treasurer, John Sherman ; conductor,
John Crowley ; warden , Felix Durand; sen
tinel, Thomas Scully ; executive board , Presi
dent Sheehan , Vice - president Hayward , Fred
Fuller, C . F . Farrington , E . R . Henderson , F .
C . Kimball ; delegates to Central Labor Union.
P . F . Sheehan , G . L . Brown, C . F . Farrington ,

E . W . Hayward, F . C . Kimball; joint label
committee, John Sherman, C . A . Stiles, C . W .
Ray ; working committee , Thomas Chisholm ,
Benjamin Stetson , John Crowley, E . I . Morse ;
trustees, C . F . Farrington , Fred Fuller, E .
W . Howard ; entertainment committee. Thos .

Scully , E . W . Hayward William Mortimer.
Felix Durand, F . C . Kimball; press commit

tee and correspondents to official journal, E .
R . Henderson and P . F . Sheehan .

The Executive Board elected three addi
tional members from the outlying barns :
Chas. H . Hunt of Abington , D . C . Fraser of
Lakeville , and George 0 . Bowman of Milton .

During the election of officers Fred Fuller
occupied the chair, as President Sheehan was
candidate for office, and Brothers Bumpus,
Haseltine and Brown acted as tellers.

Brothers Hayward , Henderson and Sher
man were unanimously re - elected to serve in
their different offices.

A call for the convention of the Massa
chusetts State Branch , A . F . of L ., was re
ceived , to be held in Pittsfield October 9th ,
but the election of the two delegates which
the union is entitled to was postponed until
a call for the convention of the Amalgamated
Association was received .

Matters are progressing smoothly in our
" shoe city , " and we have had no fateful ac

cidents as yet from the running board .
The street railway company had their offi

cial opening of Highland Park on the evening
of June 26th , and although it was a very
cool night, thousands flocked to the park to

witness the opening band concert, fireworks
and first - class show .
Every available conductor and motorman

was pressed into service and had the night
been warm I do not believe that the company
could have handled the crowd, as it was the
" boys" on the cars had their hands full.

The summer schedule was put into operd
tion on the 15th of June and the local us
represented by Messrs. Hayward and Hen
derson at the barn , when the men were pick

ing their runs.
I am pleased to hear that the other locals

in Massachusetts are using the monthly bul
letin . It certainly is a great aid to the col
lectors when they have to run around after
the monthly dues. I really believe some
members would " want to wait a few days"
if they were assured a " free transportation "

the golden shore , providing they had to

have a paid -up membership card to gain ad
mission to the portals, and then they would
want a guarantee to go with it.

I notice how quickly an official of the
union is condemned , when matters do not run
smoothly with certain individuals , or they
feel they are not getting treated justly , but
it is a hard " job " to get these same " kick
ers" to take a position where they will be
brought " officially " before the company' s su

perintendent. Some men are ready at all
times to condemn and some are born kickers,
and would kick if they had a house fall on
them .

Still the world goes on , and the youth ot
today, as he reaches manhood, is beginning
to realize that a labor union is his only sal
vation against the capitalist, who would
grind him down as the poor serfs of Russia .

In closing , I wish to thank International
President' Mahon for his ruling on Brother
Sheehan ' s case, for had he ruled otherwise
the association would certainly have lost one

of the most efficient members in the state ; a
leader among men .
President Sheehan has the distinction of

being a member of the Civic Federation , of
being chairman of the Joint Advising Com
mittee of the Amalgamated Association on
the O . C . Line and their most able speaker ;
a member of the grievance committee of the
Brockton C . L . U . , and delegate to that same
body. His loss would have been keenly felt
through labor organizations in this part of
the country.

I hope to write something interesting again
soon , when our new entertainment commit
tee get to work . NED .

TO ARBITRATE WAGE SCALE.

Ypsilanti, Mich .-- Div. No. 111, or that sec
tion of the local embodying the D . Y . A . A . &
J . Ry. employes, submitted to the company
a proposition for an increase in the wage
rate. The present rate is 18c for the first
three months' service, 20c for the second
three months and 231/2 c per hour thereaf
ter. The Ann Arbor city men receive 18c

for the first year and 20c thereafter.
The company declined to change the sche

dule of wage and signed papers for arbi
tration , choosing as their arbitrator, Attor
ney Bingley R . Failes, of Detroit . Div . 111
selected Attorney John P . Kirk of Ypsilanti,
and it is up to these two gentlemen to select
a third , who will be the real judge. At this
writing the third man has not been selected .
It is difficult to see how the contention of
the company can be maintained before any
fair minded arbitrator , as the property is
one of the best profit producers of its kind
in existence. The road extends from Detroit
74 miles west, to Jackson , and passes
through a rich and thickly populated sec
tion of the state . The local ofcers will be
assisted before the arbitration board by
International President W . D . Mahon .

* MEG ."
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handball courts are placed for their amuse
ment. The grounds from each point of the
compass is most beautiful, so perfectly
shaded and natural that it is an ideal place
to rusticate from the hum of the busy life .

The grounds to all comers is made acces
sible by easy walks, which serve a double

purpose of the pleasure walk for strollers .

and means of reaching any particular part
desirable. A first - class restaurant will be
well equipped to provide for the inner man .

A complete transformation has already

taken place, but it is simply a forerunner of
what work is to be done before completion .
The work of beautifying and perfecting the
grounds will be steadily and vigorously

pushed until it satisfies the most fastidious.
There will be electric lights so numerous for
illumination to resemble the scintillating

stars in the firmament. The " Third Brigade"
band of Pottsville opened the park for the

season to a multitude of people .
The ball grounds, the most important place

of all sport, is one of the finest in this part
of the state. It was on this diamond that
a team from Division No. 165 endeavored to
prove to the public that they were compe
tent in the intricacies of the national game
when they met the clerks' union team to
battle for supremacy. They gave a good
account of themselves, however, but lost by
a score of 11 to 10 . There were some fea
tures in the game on our side. Bro . Gibbons
batted hard every time up, but he was over
anxious to pilfer the second sack and
" grounded " before he reached the coveted
prize . Bro . McDonlad got " short - circuited "
running for a fly and blew out his " fuse. "
Bro. Horan made several attempts while at
the bat to imitate Willie Keeler, but every
time he applied the current there was a
weak connection . Bro. Douherty attempted
to stretch a single into a double but his
trolley slipped and he was sent to the barn
for repairs . Bro . Gibbons was on the firing
line for our boys and although erratic at
times caused ten of the clerks to circum
ambient the atmosphere. Bro . O ' Brien re
ceived him in faultless style, but was short
in the reach throwing to second.

R . E . PORTER .

TREASURER ALFRED EDWARDS ,

Div . No. 162, Shamokin , Pa.
Brother Alfred Edwards, who may be

safely termed the finance caretaker of Di
vision No. 162, Shamokin , Pa ., is one of
the most popular members of his local. He
takes an earnest interest in the affairs of
our Association , and has identified himself
as one of the able advisers of No. 162.

INJURED FROM RUNNING BOARD.

NEW PLEASURE RESORT.

Girardville , Pa . - Along the lines of the
Schuylkill Railway Co., midway between the
towns of Girardville and Ashland, our rail
way company has decided to erect a pleasure
resort for the amusement and recreation of
the public who desire to participate in the
pastimes of a park . The selection of a suit
able place , conveniently and easily reached
was the first serious problem that confronted
the management. Nature has been prodigal
with her gifts within the confines of the
park . The grounds are natural and beautiful
and shaded with a magnificent growth of
oak , chestnut, birch , buttonwood and hickory
trees. The grounds are easily reached by a
branch track from the Schuylkill railway
line. The natural beauty of the place will
be further developed by improvements until
there will be nothing left wanting toward
making it the most beautiful as well as the
best equipped park in this section of the
state. The park received the appropriate
name of " Woodland," and will have a theater ,
a large dancing pavilion with up -to - date
promenades , reclining chairs , etc . , merry -go
round, bowling alley, shooting galleries,
handball courts and other amusements suit
able for small children .

Special preparations are made for outings,
Sunday school picnics, societies, etc . , seek
ing a day in the woods. There will be an
abundance of tables and chairs , many ar
ranged in shady nooks and under rustic pa
godas. The picnic ground for the children ,
or the part for play, is on the top or brow
of the hill and has received careful atten
tion . Numerous small swings, a revolving
drum , tennis courts , croquet grounds and

Lynn , Mass . - At the last meeting of Div .
238, the officers for the ensuing term were
nominated and elected , which were as fol
lows: G . A . Rose , President: E . Perry , Vice
President; J . Davis, Recording Secretary ; L .
K . Griffin , Financial Secretary ; C . Willey ,
Treasurer ; B . H . Evans, Correspondent. The
Conductor, Warden and Sentinel are ap
pointed at each meeting , pro tem . Executive
Board , Bros . French of the West Lynn Sta

bles ; Dawson, of Myrtle Street ; Perry, of
Upper Swamp; Scott and Keefe of Wyoma.

There is very little to report since my last
writing. The Division is still moving ahead
and new members are being added to the list.
We have been very fortunate since the open
cars with their fatal running boards came
out this season . We have had but one ser
ious accident. Conductor A . L . Davis , while
collecting fares, fell and fractured his skull.
He is at the Lynn hospital in a precarious
conditon . We wish to express our sincere
sympathy for Bro . Fitzgerald in the death
of his wife, who departed this life on the
28th inst. The boys are preparing a beauti
ful floral tribute as a token of their heart
felt sympathy. After twenty years of court
ship Bro . J . Bogan of Myrtle Street has
at last taken unto himself a wife. The boys
felt quite relieved as was evidenced by the
fact that the bridal carriage was covered
with a huge sign , bearing this inscription ,
" Married at Last. " We wish Brother Bogan
many years of married bliss.

B . H . EVANS.

INFANT LOCAL OF CANADA .

Peterboro , Ont. : Charter No. 406 is the cer
tificate of affiliation indicating the member
ship in the Amalgamated of the electric rail
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way employes of Peterboro . This infant lo

cal was recently instituted by G . E . B . mem

ber , Magnus Sinclair . of Toronto , and makes

the tenth local existing within the dominion ,

The new division has taken a healthful start
in life under the leadership of the following
officers : President, James E . Henderson ; vice
president, John Londerville ; financial and re
cording secretary , Wm . A . Bell ; treasurer ,

James Gordon ; warden , Harry Fowler ; con ..
ductor . Samuel Gervin ; sentinel, Louis La

grandour: executive board , Harry Fowler .

George McKee, Harry Bradburn , John Lon

derville and Thomas Fleming .

The officers enjoy the implicit confidence of
the membership , and there is every reason
pointing to the success of 406 .

" SA ."

EAST LIVERPOOL , O ., DIV , NO. 52.

Whereas : In the recent death of Bro . Har
low McAfee, God, in the exercise of His di
vine will, has removed from our membership
one who was especially regarded for his
faithfulness to the progressive principles we,
as members of the A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of
A . have espoused. He was also characterized
for his moral rectitude as a man , and his high

Christian character marked him as a dutiful
son and loving father and self - sacrificing
brother. He was doubly beloved , in his own

home and as a member of this local, No. 52 ;
therefore be it
Resolved. That this Division No. 52 of the

A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A ., in bowing to the
will of the Divine Father, extends sincere
condolence to the broken home circle of our
deceased member, and assure the bereavel
family of our most heartfelt sympathy ;
Resolved . That as a tribute of the respect

of our membership for our beloved brother,
our charter be draped in mourning for a
period of thirty days.
Resolved. That these resolutions appear as

a part of this stated meeting of our associa
tion ; that a copy thereof be forwarded to the
bereaved family , and that they be published
in the official journal.
Adopted by this L . D . No. 52 this 16th day

of June, 1905 .
Attest: WILL FULMER , Fin . Secy.

PRESIDENT JAMES LEATHERDALE,

Div . No. 231, Windsor, Ont.
It is through the courtesy of ex -Sceretary

Abe McKee, that our readers have before
them the picture of President James Leath
erdale, of Division No. 231, Windsor, Ont.
Brother Leatherdale is one of the old mem
bers of the Windsor local and his advice
has entered largely into the successful de
velopment of his local during her entire
period of existence . He is a careful, pains
taking officer, always looking forward to
the landing place of every movement put

forth by the membership .

REORGANIZED .

EXTENSIVE CONVENTION OPERA.
TIONS.

Chicago : We wish to report Division 260
in a flourishing condition , our membership
having reached the 2 , 300 mark in the secre
tary ' s report for May, and the stock is still
going up in the face of all the Chicago labor
troubles, employers' associations, injunctions,
arrests and false reports .
We have contributed largely to the Teams

ters' and Garment Workers' strike fund, our

big sister, Div . 241, being the largest sub

scription received ; we come second with a
donation of $ 2 ,500 up to date ; a system was

adopted by which every member of our divi
sion who voluntarily contributed $ 1 to the
strike fund received a souvenir coupon and
several of the boys can produce as many as
three or four of these coupons.

We wish to express the heartfelt sympathy
of the membership of this division to one of
our old and reliable members, John H . Carl
son , in the loss of his little son , who was
brutally murdered while playing on the street
in front of his parent' s home, by one of the
disciples of Job and Mayer . Inclosed you will

find a very pathetic and graphical illustration

of the tragedy from the pen of Bro . P . J .
Skerrett.
Extensive preparations are being made for

the coming convention , arrangement and en
tertainment committees have been appointed
and according to all indications the event
will be the greatest of its kind ever held .
The members of he Chicago divisions will
leave no stone unturned to make it a grand
success : they will endeavor to make the dele
gates happy and comfortable during their
stay, make things as interesting as possible
and confer on them the freedom of the Windy
City .

Scranton , Pa. : Div . No. 378, immediately
after organizing more than a year ago lapsed ,
and from all outward appearances, ceased to
exist. However, the embers remained and
last March they brightened up and through

reorganizing a substantial local has been es
tablished upon a solid foundation . This local

embraces the car barn , power house and road
men of the Wyoming Valley Railroad Co.
Several of the motormen and conductors be
long to the B . of R . T ., having formerly been
steam road men . . Div . 378 has 43 members
in good standing and the local is in good
working order. The Wyoming Valley Rail
road, known as the " Laurel Line," is a high
speed third rail system , and handles both
freight and passengers, and is operated under
steam road rules, being practically a side
issue of the Pennsylvania Railroad .
On July 1st the local held a smoker, which
was well attended , and the raffling of a val
uable prize was the financial feature .

Later, I will give our readers a more defin
ite idea of the system here . as it is withou

question a forerunner of the transformation

of steam power to electricty .
" H . E ."

GLOUCESTER , MASS.

Division 270 was well attended at its reg
ular monthly meetings held for the months
of June and July , but very little business

was transacted on account of the extreme
heat.
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One new member was taken in , and a good
many more of the new men want to come in ,
and will at their first opportunity
As there is a deal of work , and this di

vision being shorter of men this season than
last, it makes it hard for the men to get off ,

but as they all mean business the union isn ' t
worrying about it .

The Button is being respected more and
more every day.
Bro . Loren McKay, who has been reported

in your valuable paper as on the sick list ,
is able to be about again , but not to work on
his car. Bro . McKay has been working for
the company about twelve years, and on ac
count of his faithful services he has been
appointed starter at the Long Beach Park ,
and the men all seemed pleased to see him
in his new position .
This division is represented by a first

class baseball team . All the members are
mostly college or school stars. They have
won every game they played this season .
One of their games was with a team com
posed of newspaper men , who also have some
fine players on their team .

The newspaper men played a team com
posed of lawyers last year and easily de
feated them , and they had been saying they
would beat the railroad men just as bad, but
the railroad men couldn ' t see it that way,
and won by a score of ten to five.

All the new officers which were appointed
a short time ago seem to be at home in their
positions, and everything goes along very
harmoniously .

ST. JOSEPH , MO.

Drill Team for Initiation .
Division 326 held its regular meeting Tues

day evening , July 11, at which fifteen candi
dates were initiated. Our drill team put on
the work in a thorough manner. They
sprung a great many surprises by the varia
tion of the work , which was greatly enjoyed
by all present. Among the candidates ini
tiated were some from St. Louis and some

from Lincoln , Neb., who have lately cast their
lot with us.
We are progressing as nicely as we pos

sibly can. We are in thorough harmony
with our employers so far as our work is
concerned , and have a live division conducted

in regular Missouri style , with the latch
string on the outside to all. Would be pleased
to see visiting members at any time.
Believing as we do that organization prop

erly effected and properly conducted is the
solution of the differences existing between
employer and employe , we are rather proud
of our organization and its International
officers.

Amalgamated Association of Street & Elec
tric Railway Emploves of America , Jackson
Branch of Division No. 111, Ypsilanti Mich

igan , party of the second part.

WITNESSETH , That in the operation OL
the lines of the party of the first part both
parties mutually agree :

Section 1 . Party of the first part through
their properly accredited officers will treat
with its employes through the Amalgamater

Association of Street & Electric Railway Em
ployes of America , Division No. 111, through

their properly accredited officers and com
mittees.

Section 2 . The properly accredited officers
of the Association shall have full power to
adjust all differences that may arise be
tween the properly accredited officers of the

association and the proper accredited of
ficers of the Company. All differences
shall be submitted to the Superinten
dent of the Company by the properly ac
credited officers of the Association , and ir
they cannot agree the General Manager of
the Company shall be called into the confer

ence. If, after such conference, there still
remains a disagreement on any question ex
cept the readjustment of the wage scale , the
properly accredited officers of the Associa
tion shall have the power to order the case
to arbitration at once . The Board of Arbi
tration shall consist of three ( 3 ) disintedest
ed persons, one of whom shall be chosen by
each of the parties hereto . The third shall
be chosen by the two ( 2 ) first selected. The
finding of a majority of said Board shall be

binding on both parties hereunto , the cost
and expenses of which shall be paid as fol

lows: Each party to pay its own arbitrator
and both parties shall jointly pay the third
arbitrator.

Section 3. That all business arising be
tween the parties hereto shall be transacted

directly by the properly accredited officers
of the Company and of the Association , re
spectively ; any member of this Association
under this agrement laid off and after in
vestigation found not guilty shall be rein
stated to his former position and paid for
time lost.

Section 4 . Any member of this Association
by act or word interfering with or disturb
ing the course of negotiations between the
properly accredited officers of the Company
and the Association respectively upon any
subject whatsoever or interfering with or
disturbing the service in any manner con
trary to the conditions and spirit of this
agreement shall upon mutual satisfactory
proof of the same be dismissed from the
service,

Section 5 . That all members of the Asso
ciation in the service of the Company shall
be entitled to free transportation on all cars
over all lines owned or operated by the Com

pany, such free transportation to consist of
book tickets an annual card pass .

Section 6 . In all cases where the officers
of the Company charge a member of the
Association with any offense said charge
shall be specified in writing and a copy of
the same be furnished to the Secretary of
the Association within five ( 5 ) days after
the alleged offense is committed .

Section 7 . In case the Association suspends
a member who is an employe of the Company
for any violation of their laws or rules, it
shall request his suspension in writing
signed by the officers of the Association . The
officers of the Company shall suspend such
employe at once, without pay, until such
time as the Association shall request his re
instatement.

Section 8 . Any meber of Division No. 111

elected or apointed to office in this Division
or in the International Association shall,
upon his retirement from said service, have

his respective place in the Company' s employ
again .

Section 9 . That all motormen and conduc
tors shall be members of this Association
and must not be turned in for initiation
within sixty (60 ) days from the time they
were hired . Where men are put on to prac
tice, they shall take out a permit card from

the Association , paying the Association the

NOTES FROM NO . 313.

Rock Island , Ill . At the last regular meet
ing of Division No. 313 the regular order of
business was conducted , and there were no
unusual incidents to report. Everything is

running smoothly and no one seems to have
any complaints.

Bro. Passmore recently visited an uncle
who is sick at Muscatine, Ia .

Bro . Fred Druckmiller has undergone a
change of heart and entered a life partner
ship with Mrs. Mabel Strayer . It is Mr. and
Mrs. Druckmiller now .

Bro . Charles Olson has a magnet at Cam
bridge which drew him there for a short
trip .

Bro. Walker visited Orien , ill., to see his
bride ,
Bro. Charles Ullman has left the service

and returned to his trade of carpenter.
Bro . Hayes is again on the sick list.

" C . F . D . "

JACKSON , MICH ., AGREEMENT.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made
and entered into this 15th day of June, 1905 ,
between the Jackson Consolidated Traction

Company, party of the first part , and the
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days prior to the ending of each year, which
is the first day of June. Under such notice

the agreement shall then be opened to con
sider the change or changes desired .

JACKSON CONSOLIDATED TRACTION COM
PANY,

By J . P . CLARK , Gen 'l Mgr.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
& ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF
AMERICA, DIVISION NO. 111 . YPSILANTI,
MICHIGAN .

By FRED FAY, President,
GRANT COCHRAN , Vice -pres.,

H . O . WALLACE, Sec' y .

BOONE (IA .) AGREEMENT.

compensation of one dollar ( $ 1.00 ) for the
same.

Section 10. From eight (8 ) to ten and one
halt ( 1019 ) consecutive hours shall consti
tute a day' s work on all regular runs it
being understood that the time of the runs
is to be divided between the early and
late runs as near equal as possible. And
when men are called upon to do any work
they shall be paid for the time they have
been instructed to report and must in all
cases be paid from said time until they are
relieved at a regular relief point. No order
to report for duty shall be considered less
than one ( 1 ) hour' s service. No regular man
shall be required to do any extra work when
an extra man is available and should he be
able to secure a substitute he shall be al

lowed to do so .
Section 11. Motormen and conductors on

regular cars that are derailed , disabled or
delayed in any way shall be allowed to work
the number of consecutive hours the runs
call for and it overtime is worked they shall
be allowed pay for the same at schedule

rates.

Section 12. All motormen and conductors
shall have their respective places on their
respective lines on the board in accordance
with the time they were hired ; motormen
and conductors to have the preference of
regular passenger and freight runs accord
ing to said list.
Section 13. That all cars running over any

line owned , operated or managed by this
Company shall be manned by members of
Division No. 111, who shall have their places

on said cars in accordance with their age in
the service on their respective lines as pro

vided for in this agreement.

Section 14. All runs of less than eight ( 8 )
hours shall be considered extra runs ; first

extra to have the preferred run open to him
each day and so on through the list, and that
the board shall be marked up at the time
the last day run gets off . If the time table
is so arranged that there is a greater num
ber of runs of eight ( 8 ) hours or more on
Saturday or Sunday they shall be considered
regular runs. Any regular suburban run to
be preferred over city runs. City runs of
the greater number of hours to be preferred .
City runs of an equal number of hours, main
line runs, to be preferred ; a day run of eight
( 8 ) hours or over to be preferred over any
night run .

Section 15 . Any motorman or conductor
given a leave of absence for thirty (30 ) days
or more, the board shall be marked up im
mediately and the men be given the prefer
ence of runs as provided for in this agree
ment until such time as the regular man re
ports to take out his respective run .

Section 16 . All bulletins issued by the of-
ficers of the Company relative to the duties
of motormen or conductors shall be posted
at all starting points or each man shall be
furnished with a printed copy.

Section 17. All motormen and conductors
now in the service of the Company shall be
paid seventeen ( 17 ) cents per hour for the
first year : eighteen ( 18 ) cents per hour for
the second year ; nineteen ( 19 ) cents per
hour for the third year; and twenty (20)
cents per hour thereafter. That all new men
entering the service of the Company shall
be paid fifteen ( 15 ) cents per hour for the
first six months ; sixteen ( 16 ) cents per hour
for the second six months ; eighteen ( 18 )
cents per hour for the second year ; nineteen
( 19 ) cents per hour for the third year, and
twenty ( 20 ) cents per hour thereafter.
Motormen and conductors on suburban lines

shall be paid twenty (20 ) cents per hour flat
rate .

Section 18. This agreement and provis
ions thereof shall continue in force and be
binding upon the respective parties hereunto

until June 1st, 1906 , and from year to year
thereafter unless changed by the parties
hereunto . Either of the parties hereunto
desiring a change in any Section or Sections

of this agreement shall notify the other party
in writing of the desired change thirty ( 30 )

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into
by and between the Boone Suburban Railway
Company and the Boone Electric Company,
parties of the first part, and the Amalgamated
Association of Street Railway Employes of

America , Division No. 334 , party of the sec
ond part,

WITNESSETH , That beginning May 1st,
1905 . and lasting until May 1st, 1907 , it is
agreed that the parties of the first part shall
pay the parties of the second part fifteen
( 15 ) cents each per hour for all time spent
in the employ of the company, and for two
regular barn men the same rate per hour.
Track men to be paid seventeen and one -half
( 174 ) cents per hour.

The run of what is known as the East
Line to be from 6 :20 a . m . to 11: 10 p . m . ,

excepting Sundays, when it will be from 9 : 00
a . m . to 11 : 10 p . m . The run on the Suburban
Line will be from 6 :40 a . m . to 10 :50 p . m . ,
excepting Sundays, when it will be from 9 .00
a . m . to 10 :50 p . m .

It is understood that the parties of the first
part will supply three ( 3 ) men on each line,
the men to do their own relief work at meal
times . There are to be three runs, known

as " Daylight" run, " Late" run , and " Split "
run . The oldest men are to be given the
prefernce in runs.

Time book will be kept by the barn fores
man and all employes will be required to
report the number of hours worked upon the
preceding day, every morning.
Men will be paid every Monday morning

for the preceding week , beginning Sunday
morning and ending Saturday night when
the last car is in the barn .
No person will be allowed to act as a regu

lar employe of said companies unless said
person becomes a member of said Division
No. 334.

In case of expulsion of any of its members
by said association , parties of the first part

agree to dismiss from their services such
member, upon satisfactory proof of conduct
alleged , or conduct contrary to the spirit or
conditions of this agreement.

Parties of the first part also reserve the
right to dismiss without further notice at
any time, an employe who breaks any of the
rules of these companies.
None of the provisions of this agreement

may be rendered null and void except with

the consent of both parties.
Dated at Boone, Iowa, this 20th day of

April, 1905 .

. BOONE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By John Reynolds, President.

BOONE SUBURBAN RAILWAY COMPANY,
By John Reynolds, President.

Parties of the first part.

A . A . OF S. R . E . OF A., NO. 334,
By President W . E . KIMMERER.
By R . B . BOYD ,

Parties of the second part.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.

San Jose , Cal.
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into

and executed in triplicate this 1st day of
July , A . D . 1905 . by and between the San Jose
& Santa Clara Railroad Company and the
San Jose Railroad Company, corporations of
the county of Santa Clara , State of Califor
nia , parties of the first part, and the Amalga
mated Association of Street and Electric
Railway Employes of America , Division No
265 , San Jose, party of the second part ;
WITNESSETH , That in the operation of

the lines of the parties of the first part.

both parties hereto mutually agree as fol.
lows, to - wit :

ARTICLE I.
The parties of the first part, through their

properly accredited officers, will at all times
during the life of this agreement treat with
the parties of the second part through its
properly accredited officers .

ARTICLE II.

The pay for conductors and motormen shall
be twenty -one (21) cents per hour, and a
day' s work shall not exceed ten hours. Over
time shall be construed to mean all time
after regular run is completed , and shall be
paid for at the rate of twenty - five ( 25 ) cents
per hour. All runs shall be finished within
fourteen (14) hours from the commencement

of same. Twenty minutes shall rate as half
an hour, Forty minutes shall rate as one
hour.

ARTICLE III.
All motormen and conductors shall be

placed in line of promotion on runs in ac
cordance with seniority of service, the oldest
in service to be given preference in runs,
so far as it shall be practicable to do so ,
consistent with the orderly conduct of the

company' s business with respect thereto ,
ARTICLE IV .

Extra - trip men shall be paid from the
time of reporting until they are at liberty to
leave the barn . The minimum ray for an

extra trip shall be twenty - five ( 25 ) cénts.
ARTICLE V .

This agreement shall take effect on the 1st
day of July , A . D . 1905 , and remain in full
force until the 1st day of June, A . D . 1907.

IN WITNESS THEREOF . The parties

have hereunto set their hands and seals the
day and date first above written .

SAN JOSE AND SANTA CLARA RAILROAD
COMPANY,

Per H . CENTER , Manager
SAN JOSE RAILROAD COMPANY,

Per GEO . L . BARKER , Manager,
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO. 265 , SAN
JOSE ,

Per J. R . HILLIS, President,
Per L . LIGHTSTON , Secretary.

street Friday night, June 23, in which Bro .
Joseph Schmaltz, a conductor on the South

Peters line, met his death . Brother Schmaltz

had reached his stand on Canal street, which

is on the same track with the Tchoupitoulas
cars, and there was a Tchoupitoulas car, in

charge of Motorman Brother Joseph Leaber ,

on the stand at the time. Brother Schmaltz

pulled in on the stand track and sioped di

rectly in front of the switch , which leads

from the stand to the mair: line, to wait un

til the Tchoupitoulas car pulled out. Brother

Leaber threw his switch and started to pull
out, when the car jumped the switch and

went upon the stand track : Brother Schnaltz

had changed his trolley and at this monent
was standing at the end of the car. in the

act of putting his trolley on the wire and

was crushed between the wo heavy cars.
An ambulance was surninoneat and he was

sent to the hospital, where he died about

three hours later. Division No. 194 will niiss

him , as we realize that in him we lose one

of our best members and the company a good

man and conductor.
Brother Schmaltz was of a quict and peace

able disposition and was liked by all who

knew him .
The funeral was conducted by Division No.

194, together with the Retail Grocers ' Clerks'

Association , and was one of the prettiest
funerals we have ever had. Brother mem
bers, relatives and friends, with floral offer

ings in abundance , were there to join in the
procession to convey the body to the Lafay .

ette Cemetery No. 2 , where it was quietly

laid in its last resting place.
He leaves a widowed mother, for whom ho

was the support, and to her we extend our
heartfelt sympathy in her bereavement,

Not in the rolls of fame
Hast thou inscribed thy nanie ;

Better taught, thou didst despise

Earthly honor and renown ;
Striving for thy calling ' s prize,

For the never -fading crown.

Rest, from thy labors rest,
In heaven for ever blest !

Early thou hast enter' d there,
Where thy friends have gone before;

Now their triumph call' d to share,

Thou art more than conqueror !
" CARRUTH ."

DIVISION NO. 19, COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLO.

In memoriam

WHEREAS. It has pleased Almighty God
in His wisdom to remove from our number

our late comrade and co -worker, Samuel W
Barrick , therefore be it
RESOLVED, By Local Division No. 19, of

the Amalgamated Association of Street &
Electric Railway Employes of America , in
regular meeting assembled that we express

our sorrow at the death of our late Bro. Bar
rick . He was loved by all for his loyalty to
our cause , and for his readiness to lend a

helping hand to his fellow men in need . He
was respected by his employer and employe

alike for his truthfulness and manly char
acter. He will long be remembered for his
cheerful disposition . The members of Divis .
ion No. 19 will long cherish his memory as a

sincere and devoted friend and brother.
RESOLVED . That the members of Local

No. 19 extend their heartfelt sympathy to his
aged mother and the family and friends.

That a copy of this appear on our minutes,
a copy be sent to his family , and that they
be published in our official ournal.

CHAS. BINKS.

J . E . BURNSTEDT.
Committee

Toronto , Ont., July 1, 1905 .
Chas. Young, 1123 College St., city.
Dear Sir and Bro . At the last regular

meeting of Division No. 113 it was brought
to the notice of the brothers your double
bereavement in the loss of your dear wife
and child . Believe me, brother , we all sym
pathize with you and extend that fellow love
and sincere wish that God in His mercy will
care for and give you strength to bear the

BRO. JOSEPH SCHMALTZ ,

Member of New Orleans, La., Division , No.
194 . Who Met With Fatal Accident

June 23 .

It is with much regret that I report at this
time that while Division No. 194 is still in a

flourishing condition , yet over its 116mber
ship hangs a cloud of deepest sorrow , caused
by the fatal accident that occurred on Canal
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WILL JUSTICE CLOSE HER EYES ?harrowing burden of grief and sorrow . This
from your brothers in arms. I am

Fraternally yours,

JOHN W . GRIFFIN , Sec' y .

Toronto, Ont., July 1, 1905.
Frank King, 599 Gerrard St., E ., City.
Dear Sir and Brother - We, the brothers of

Division No. 113, in meeting assembled , hav

ing heard of the death of your father and

feeling deeply the sad loss to you. We wish
to express our sincere sympathy and regret ;
and trust that a merciful God will comfort

you in your sorrow . Believe me, brother .

Fraternally yours,

JOHN W . GRIFFIN , Sec'y .

UNION STANDARD THE BEST .

THE LITTLE CARLSON BOY .
(The following poem is a production of Sec

retary P . J . Skerrett, of Chicago Division No.

260. It was inspired by the brutal murder of

little Enoch Carlson, the nine- year -old son of

Bro. John H . Carlson , one of the old members

of 260. The murder was committed on May

16th in front of the child ' s home, 2701 Prince

ton avenue, Chicago, by a negro strike

breaker who had been previously supplied
with the gun by the notorious Chicago Citi

zens' Alliance. It is by courtesy of Corre

spondent J. T . Mahoney that the poem ap

pears in the Motorman and Conductor.)

'Twas on the city 's busy street,
One afternoon in May,

Where little children oft did meet
To recreate and play .

Some little ones of tender age,

Assembled near their home,
They had no playground, park or lawn
Or meadow green to roam .

With childish mirth and boyish glee

They scampered here and there,
And played at tag and skip the rope ,

So free from pain or care.
'Their happiness was greater far

Than billionaire or king :

The merriinent of childish glee

Rich fortune ne'er can bring .

Elyria , 0 . - As I have been elected press
secretary for Division No. 380 , I will try and

fill my new position and let the outside world

know how things are getting along with
Division No. 380.

We had an election of officers at our last
meeting, June 20 , and I think we have all
the offices filled with good , hard -working
members.

With such members as Bro . A . L . Behner
in the chair and Bro . L . W . Adams, vice -pres

ident, our organization has boundless cause
for self - congratulation , not only for a heal
thy growth in membership , but in spirit and
tone and the enterprise which it is encour
aging on every hand,

Bro . C . J . Eckert has completed his term
in the chair , and through his good judgment

and forseeing qualities we have experienced

the most gratifying results . It is with sor

row that Division No. 380 will see him take
the position as dispatcher on the southern
divison of the C . & S . W .

Bro . C . E . Southam was elected by accla .
mation to his third term as treasurer , which
is evidence that he is qualified and has the

confidence of the Division .

R . H . Finegan was elected recording and
financial secretary. Our executive board is
eomposed of three members from the south
ern division , three members from the west
ern , two from the repair shops, one from the
lineman and one from the power house.

We have been organized fourteen months,
and although not a closed road, we have very

nearly every man or their application that
is in the employ of C . & S . W .

It is considered a great credit to the
Amalgamated and our influence is watched

by unions in this and other cities when we
can say every man is zealous in his duty to

the C . & S . W . Ry. We all try to make our

work come up to the standard. It is through
these results, no doubt, that we have the

good will of the company and have been
granted a contract that makes the best times
the boys have experienced for years. We

are all pleased that we have on files of mem
bership the withdrawal card of C . A . Craw
ford of Division No. 103, from Wheeling . W .
Va. Bro. Hufr , also from Division No. 103

is with us and is fast getting acquainted
and making friends.

F . H . R .

With little Enoch in their midst
An inoftensive boy

He was his father 's brightest star,
His mother' s only joy.

As some one shouted , “ There's a scab, "

A villain o 'er him stood,
And shot poor little Enoch down

In cold , librated blood.

His brothers and his sisters and
Flis playmates gathered 'round ,

While little Enoch Carlson

Lay dying on the ground.
The murderer soon took to flight.
And his accomplice, too ;

They quickly hurried out of sight

And soon were lost to view ,

DETROIT ITEMS.

Now , who shall answer for this crime?
Or where the blame be laid ?

Or who did authorize those brutes

To carry gun or blade?
Or is there something wrong about

Our government or laws ?

If crimes like this must happen ,

There must surely be a cause .

Division No. 26 held a general meeting on
July 19. 1905 . Business Agent Duryea and

Secretary Johnson made reports upon the
matters that had come under their super

vision . President John Pidd of Carrollton
Div. No. 96 and Committeeman Wm . Hastings

of Div . No. 94 appeared before the meeting
in the interest of the Saginaw Valley

strikers. Their appeal was referred to the
Executive Board .

There is in prospect a moonlight excur
gion , which will be held some time in the

month of August, for the purpose of a gen
eral good time of the members, their fam
ilies and friends.
The Board of Review met on several cases

on the 20th , but complete reports will be

given the Executive Board .

Have working people any right
To live by honest toil ?

Or shall the spoilers ever halt ?
Must they forever spoil ?

Shall lucre, selfish greed and crime

The nation ' s pride destroy,
And close the eyes of Justice on

The little Carlson boy ?

- P . J. Skerrett .
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unfair list. From picketing its premises or

tracks or intercepting its employes or per

sons going upon its cars or premises. From

in any manner interfering with the Bay

City Traction and Electric Company 's of

fices, employes or property , or the transac

tion of business by it until the further order

of this court."

A citation writ returnable on the third of

July and served upon the enjoined gave

them an opportunity to appear before the

court in defense . While none appeared to

protest against or ask relief from the in

junction, the strike has gone merrily on ,

and anyone visiting Bay City during these

days would hardly realize that this terrible

court mandate hangs heavily over the heads

of the good people of Bay City .

There is no better evidence that the in

junction was unnecessary than the fact that

during the entire month since it was issued

PRESIDENT GEO. A . ROSE, there has been no perceptible change in the

Div. No. 283, Lynn, Mass.
strike situation in Bay City . The injunc

tion has been treated with silent contempt
Prominent among the eastern officials of by the people. The injunction has done no

our Association may be mentioned Presi harm to the strike sympathizers nor the

dent Geo . A . Rose , of the Lynn , Mass., strikers from the very fact that the con

Division No. 238 , whose representation ap test on the part of labor has been within

pears above . Brother Rose was a promi the pale of the law , while violations of the

nent delegate at the last convention of this law have been indulged in only by the

Association ; he has taken an active part company's representatives and their hired

in labor matters in the section in which he thugs. It is unnecessary here to state that

lives, and may well be listed among the the information from which the injunction

earnest promoters of the wage-earner . was issued was self-evidently false. There

is not a more peace desiring and law

On the 17th day of June, 1905 , the Hon abiding community than Bay City in the

orable Theodore F . Shepard , Circuit Judge, state of Michigan . It is the love of right

at the city of Bay City , Mich ., and upon the and justice on the part of the citizens that

petition of the Bay City Traction and Elec will win the strike and reduce the company

tric Company, issued an injunction against to the installing of a law respecting man

Wm. D . Mahon , and other officers , and the agement,

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , the MAKE THE JOB PAY .

Central Trades Council of Bay City and all
If a man engages in business as a mer

affiliated unions, and certain individuals

mostly members of Division No. 94 and
chant, farmer, or any other enterprise in

other unions. The injunction reads in part
which he becomes possessed of material

that, “ under penalty of law and contempt
property, his whole force of mind and body

of Court that you do absolutely desist and
is energized to the success of his enterprise .

refrain from assembling in crowds upon the
Not a moment of time is spared , night or

public streets and places in Bay City, etc .,
day, that will contribute to his property in

terest. Even with excess of work , a most
at or near the Bay City Traction and Elec

tric Company' s property or street car line,
refreshing pride is taken in the success of

from threatening or interfering with said he venture. II an omission occurs by which

company's employes while in the discharge
there may be noted a detraction from an

of their employment; from interfering with
ticipated profit, it is to the mind satisfac

or suggesting interference with any person
tion , as the flaw to the diamond. A serious

in the employ of said company or desiring
loss is measured and entered in the mind's

to enter its employ, by threats, personal
record , where it remains a perpetual annoy

violence , intimidation, calling them scabs or
ance. Individual interest has suffered, and

other names or any other means calculated
the business man bestirs himself with re

or intended to induce any such person to
newed energy to avoid a repetition . No

leave the employment or refrain from en .
hand-to -mouth living for the business man ;

tering such employment. From placing he is satisfied with nothing short of surplus,
upon the track or right of way of said com or accumulation . It is quite possible that

pany's railroad any sticks, stones, explos
this same character of individual interest is

ives or other substance whatsoever. Froir to be found in the wage earner. In fact, it is

boycotting the Bay City Traction and Elec- naturally there , but does it receive the at

tric Company, either by the distribution of tention as with the business man ?

circulars, hand bills , personal solicitation , The wage earner, you say, hasn 't the prop

threats to intending or prospective or pos- erty interest at stake ; he has a job today

sible patrons or otherwise. From placing and may not have it tomorrow . So with the

said company or any of its patrons upon the business man, he has his property today, he
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may not have it tomorrow . If his business is deeply into speculative competition, and the

not profit paying, he doesn 't want it . How man who could count on the cheapest labor

ever, before he throws it up he makes des
would prove the victor in securing contract

perate effort to put the business upon a pro

fit paying basis. work , or in the sale of labor 's production .

True, after a union becomes thoroughly This placed labor at the mercy of a vicious

established , offices that have been created competitive system , which not only drove

to meet the work , and working conditions
wages down to the lowest soul-and-body ex.

are established by agreement with an em

ployer, that there is no sacrifice of former istence, but also drove out of business con

position, offices are ofttimes contended for scientious men who would not stoop to bar

by ambitious aspirants, and not unnaturally ter in slaves. This last result eliminated

so . Even then , the successful aspirant is a from business an immense amount of capi
Further , it may well be added that the

strictly union policy will be effected and
tal and proved a barrier to healthful prog

maintained in the matter of employment, ress, and no doubt hastened periodical

wherever the opportunity prevails and condi panics.

tions warrant it. That policy will be fought

for, sooner or later, with every unfair em
These conditions forced a careful study

ployer . It is the only safeguarrd to the of the labor problem , by not only the work .

movement. ing man , but by those desiring to strengthen

markets and place industry beyond the pale

The retreat of the opposition to the organ . of peculative influences.

ization of labor is resonant with the echo

" Open Shop.” As a last stand the demoral

ized ranks of panic-stricken industrial alarm .
George McCauley, of Detroit Local No. 26 ,

conductor on a Baker St. car, found a purse
ists take up a position the inefficiency of containing $ 437 on the floor of his car. He re .

whose defense has long since been discovo i stored it to its owner and was offered a reward

ered by organized labor. It was the primi. | of a dollar, which he refused.

tive bulwark behind which organized labor

was first forced to take refuge from the on

slaught of greed. The defects of such a de

fense were found to be too susceptible of de

structive influences, and as rapidly as an in

telligent understanding could develop the

" openings” were closed up.

T'he employing opposition was driven

from its intrenchments and what proved so

effective in their hands as a shop closed to

trades unionism , has been captured by

trades unionism .

But the greedy ravishers of labor have

been forced in their retreat to take tempor

ary refuge in the old , abandoned , ram

shackle hull, " Open Shop." All the good

there was in it has already been absorbed .

Labor is today too strongly cemented by

organization , and too thoroughly ingrati

ated with fair and honest employers to yield

an iota of the ground already gained.

True, trades unionism has existed in vari

ous forms and degrees for centuries, and a

few trades were controlled , in the matter

of wages, conditions, etc., by the member

ship of the unions; but it has been left to

the present for intelligent organization to No. 2 Stool with No. 3 Seat.

Weight of Complete Stool, 9 lbs.
permeate all branches of labor.

In the development to the present status Address Troxell Mfg. Co ., Elyria, Ohio , for circular.

in organization , labor has metmuch obstruc Agents Wanted.
tive force. As long as the rate of wages

CHAS. BRICHTER , Agent
and hours of labor were left to contractors

340 Kercheval Ave., or Sherman E. Car House, : DETROIT , MICH .

and employers, these questions entered
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentable.

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO ., Cleveland, O.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and | The

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

tbe consumer the middleman 's profit
e manufacturer mot Furniture Mfg. Co.

Dertoit, Michigan .
- MANUFACTURERS OFWe carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc.

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 - 416 -418 Gratiot Avenue , DETROIT, MICH.

Royalton Woolen

Special Manufacturers of Superiorpolice firemans&Railroad V DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES

UNIFORM CLOTHS!

- INCLUSIVE OF

CHARLES L . BOWLER
OurGreat VIC The TOR Sposlalty.

Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues .

Standard Throughout the United States When in need of a Dining Table ask your dealer

for Street Railway Service.
to show you The VICTOR ,

HORACE W . STEERE

BARLY RISER'S

FRIEND,

Every Street Car
Mad should have

one.

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave ., Detroit

(Goods Sold on Weekly Payments.

17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
• Aro Guaranteed Time Pieces.

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamona ,

Silverware, Clock, Scart Pin , or anything in the line of H . T. SCHNEIDER , City Agent.
Jewelry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Electric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in ., Width 6 in ., Height 8 % in .

S E A
C
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If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Bvery Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

CHAS. W . NOAH
Motormen and

Conductors !
Has

We're Headquarters for

A full line of

UNIFORMS
Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle

With the most complete line of

We can fit you whatever your figure

for we carry all regular, stout and

slim sizes. We give you custom

tailor quality at about half his prices

Our Special
New Refrigerators, Ice Cream Freezers, $ 10 .00

Etc.

On Gratiot Avenue

Uniform at

is the best you or anyone else has seen

for the price . It' s a suit that not

only looks well , but wears well

And a full line ofGas & Gasoline stoves.
Strictly Union Made

Everything in Men 's and Boy 's

Clothing Hats and Furnishings at

Hardware, Window and Door Screens, " out - of - the - high - rent - district "

Paints, Oils, Etc .

CLAYTON

1222 Gratiot Avenue
Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Avenue Detroit, Mich .

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

Varicocele Cured to Stay
Cured in 5 Days

No Cutting or Pain .

Hydrocele Guaranteed Cure op

> Money Refunded .

Undermytreatment this insidious disease rapidly

disappears. Pain ceases almost instantly . The

stagnantblood is driven from the dilated veins and all soreness vanishesand
swelling subsides. Every indication of Varicocele vanishes and in its stead

comes the pleasure of perfecthealth .

I cure to stay cured , Contagious Blood Poison , Kidney and
Bladder Troubles, Nervous Debility , and allied troubles. My

methods of treatmentand cure are originalwith meand cannot be obtained

elsewhere . Imake no experiments. All cases I take I cure .

is what you want. I give & Legal

Guarantee to cure you or refund
P . J . TILLOTSON . M . D . your money . Or What I have dono for others I can do for you. My

bo Master Specialist of Chicago, who charge for a permanent cure will be reasonable and no more
Ouro Velosoole. Established 1880. than you willbe willing to pay for benefits conferred . I CAN

(COPTHISTED .) CURE YOU atHome. .

Correspondence Confidentialplain envelope a scientific and honestopinion of your
Write meyour condition fully and you will receive in

onso, FREEofCharge. My hometreatmentis successful. My books and lecturesmailed FREE upon application

H . J. TILLOTSON , M . D ., 251 Tillotson Building, 84 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready -made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

TEPORU
ALEX

A

IS

ORO

APRIL 12 ARMENT / James H . Hirsch & Co.

G
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1891 ALLite

COARS of Xestyen SECY

212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO, - . ILLS.
REGISTERED

ICENSE

Invest in the Union Gas & Oil Co.

$ 10 Buys 100 Shares

COMPANY CAPITALIZED AT $500,000

HAS LEASES ON 466 ACRES IN THE FAMOUS LEAMINGTON (ONT.)

OIL FIELDS

SECOND WELL NEARLY COMPLETED .

DON ' T BE TOO LATE

$ 100 Invested in the British American Oil Co. three months ago is now worth $ 2 ,000

Write immediately to the Secretary for Prospectus, or send $ 10 FOR 100

SHARES AND CERTIFICATE WILL BE PROMPTLY FORWARDED

J . V . Cunningham , Pres.

C . H . Johnson , Sec y - Treas.

Office, 316 BUHL BLOCK, DETROIT, MICHIGAN



STATE SAVINGS BANK

— DETROIT, MICH.

Z

W

7
2

STATE SAYINGS BAB

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,

Vice-Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice-President

R . S . Mason .
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman.

Asst. Cashier

E. A . Sunderlin,
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bixby
H . M . Campbell
Jas, H . Eckels
C . L . Freer
R . W . Gillett
FJ. Hecker

Thos. H .Hubbard

M . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan
R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry
H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo . H , Russell
Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

b>

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS

$ 1 ,000 ,000.00

850 ,000.00

15, 000,000.00

W INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

Pirillit HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

FOR

D
E
L

L
E
R
S

IRANK BREDERICK & C

Wealso carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA .

Write us for Samples and Self Measure

ment guide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST.

TMZ L

HOUSE IN CANADAWAILORINO
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UNION MADE

CARHARTT' S

TRADE MARK

“Carhartt

OVERALLS

AND

PANTALOONS

HONORABLY MADE

FOR

HONORABLE MEN

HAMILTON CARHARTT

WUFACTU
RER

DETROIT, MICH.

WRITE FOR FREE

SOUVENIR TIME BOOK

AND SAMPLES OF

OUR GOODS IF YOUR

DEALER WILL NOT GET THEM .
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Hotels .

888 Franklin Ave.
Cor. Carroll SL

Borough of Brooklyn

RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. . Now York

Mr. Secretary :

Telephone Main 2064 or address

45-47 Hodges Building, Detroit, for

Advertising rates in The Motor

man and Conductor.

Circulation 'Way Up.

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book. You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

SALARY LOANS
MADE TO

STREET CAR EMPLOYEES
At very reasonable cost and easy terms.

No security required

THE PEOPLE' S LOAN CO .

Tel. M . 2353 508 Chamber of Commerce, DETROIT .

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUN

PLIES .

1

2 ,60

Oficial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .60

Propositions for membership blanka,

per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . .. . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . .. . .

Traveling cards, each . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . .

Division inancial book, 200 pages. . . . .

Division financial book, 400 pages, . . . . . 4. 25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . .. . . .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50
Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Financial secretary 's order book on

.ve

treasurer, each . . . . . .

Treasurer's receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38

Association Badges, rolled gold, each . . .

GOODU

No. 2 Stool with No 3 Seat

Weight of Complete Stool, 9 lbs.

Address Troxell Mfg . Co., Elyria , Ohio, for circular.

Agents Wanted .

CHAS. BRICHTER , Agent

340 Kercheval Ave., or Sherman E. Car House, DETROIT, MICH .

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . .

Gilt seals, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with en

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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$ 300 SAVED
TO ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST

VIA THE D & B LINE .

Dr.Navaun'sJust Two Boats”

DETROIT & BUFFALO

BETWEEN

Kidney
Serv

ice

Specific

CUREST

Kidney Trouble

DETROIT & BUFFALO

STEAMBOAT CO .

BUFFALO NIAGARA

FALLS00210

LAKE

UNE

Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy .

If your kidneys are weak don ' t ?

experiment, get

CLEVELANDT

THE DIRECT AND POPULAR

ROUTE TO POINTS EAST

DAILY SERVICE , MAY 10th

Improved Express Service (14 hours) Detween

DETROIT AND BUFFALO

Leave DETROIT Daily - 5 .00 P . M .
Arrive BUFFALO 9 . 00 A . M .

Connectin with Morning Trains for all Points in XCVY

YORK , PENNSYLVANIA and NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Through Tickets sold to All Points ,and Baggage

Checked to Destination .

Leave BUFFALO Daily - 5 . 30 P . M .

Arrive DETROIT 66 - 7 . 30 A . M .

Connecting with Early Morning Trains for Points

North and West,

Rate between Detroit and Buffalo $ 3 .50 one way,

$ 6 . 50 ronad trip . Berths $ 1 . 00 , $ 1 ,50 ; Staterooms

$ 2 .50 cach direction.

Send 2c Stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet.

RAIL TICKETS HONORED ON STCAMERS

All Classes of Tickets sold reading vir Grand Trunk ,

Michigan Central and Wabash Railways between De

troitand Buffalo willbe accepted for transportation on

D . & B , Strs , in either direction between Detroit and

Buffalo . A . A . SCHANTZ, G . S & P . T . M ., Detroit,Mich

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

AT ONCE .

Dr. Navaun 's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores . If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c ( stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Chene St., Detroit, Mich . *

Our Label is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO .
61 La Salle St., Chicago .
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INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, W . D . MAHON.

The above is the latest picture of the In - of Southern Ohio, his father having died

ternational President of our Association. when he was a mere boy. When the mines

While the features of President Mahon are began to be flooded with non -English speak

familiar to a large number of our older ing miners from abroad, the subject of our

members, yet there are thousands of recent sketch , with many others, was forced to the

affiliation who have but little knowledge of alternative of practical starvation or to

the International President. President leave the mines for more remunerative cm

Mahon is a man above the medium size, ployment. However, lasting impressions of

of forceful character and pleasing address the natural selfishness which seeks to con

From personal appearance he would not be trol labor laid hold of the mind of young

taken as a man from the ranks of common Mahon and forced him to close study of the

labor. Yet, such is the case . His entire life rights and duty of the individual to society .

has been one long association with the class Being naturally of a studious nature and

he represents , and his whole life's work has of unusual purpose and determination , he

been placed to the interest of their develop- applied himself to the study of those ques

ment. His early labors were in the minestions which had most forced themselves
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upon him by the real condition in which

he existed and the surroundings with which

he was associated . After leaving the mines,

he sought employment in and about Colum -

bus, Ohio , and shortly entered the street

railway service in that city. Those with

whom he had been associated with most

closely were wage earners . The social isola -

tion of this class of people, together with

the oppressions forced upon them seriously ,

attracted his attention . It presented to him

a problem , the solving of which he entered

upon as a life study. He looked upon the
prevailing political conditions as slowly

changeable, if at all, and determined that

they must be met in the interest of his class

outside of political affiliations, and through

united class effort. Thus we find him lead

ing his associates in a united effort to better

the conditions prevailing to the street rail

way employes of Columbus. In his efforts

in Columbus he soon became looked upon

as a practical and forceful leader , not only

serving as President, Secretary or Business

Agent in his own organization , but he was

also found at the head of the Central Trades

of Columbus, serving the Central Labor

Union as President and in various official

capacities. In September . 1892 . when the

call for representatives from the various

street railway employes was issued by
President Gompers to meet in Convention in

Indianapolis, for the formation of a nen

organization to embrace all street and elec

tric railway employes in an amalgamateo

association . President Mahon , representing

his own local, responded to the call. Asão

ciated with him was E . R . Cornelius, one

of his Columbus fellow workmen . It may
he said here that President Mahon was one

of the early prompters of the call which was

issued by President Gompers.
At the Indianapolis Convention President

Mahon was seriously regarded as a most

available man for the presidency of the

new organization. However, there were

those present who were ambitious for the

position and he rejected all advances to be

come a randidate . After the Convention ho

proved a most valuable unofficial advisor in

the maintenance of the movement, and at

the Cleveland Convention , which was held

In October. 1893. he was persuaded , through

the demands of the delegates and the condi.

tion of the Association , that it was necessary

for him to accept of the directorate and

became President. He has, at successive

conventions, been re-elected without opposi.
tion , and has led the infant movement on

from the day of the Cleveland Convention

up through the history of the Association

to its present standing as among the fore

most industrial organizations of the day.

As an organizer of men , there are none

who excel in the ranks of labor officials.

The craft with which he is directly asso.

ciated has been of a character making it a

most severe task to build and extend the

jurisdiction of the Association . Unorganized

street and electric railway meu as a rule.
in the past, have not looked upon their situa

tions as permanent. The transitory char

acter of employment, as it appeared to them ,

tended to discourage any effort to organize.
Organization was regarded as an impair .

ment of tenure to their positions which were

looked upon as only temporary at the most,

and which they were holding only to bear

themselves over an emergency until they

could reach a more permanent employment.

As organization crept in , however, this fea .

ture of the craft was eliminated , and as the

positions have been made to appear more

permanent, organization has become gradu

ally more easily accomplished.
The period of discouragement to our As.

sociation was a long one, covering severa ,

years of the movement. Through that

period , perilous and unpromising, only the

indomitable will of a most determined char

acter could have withstood. That will and

character was embodied in the make-up of

our International President. Under his ad .

ministration the general wage of our craft

and the conditions of employment have been

so advanced . through the efforts of organ .

mation , that our membership maintained to

day, is of the best in type of manhood of

the laboring classes

During his course of administration, Presi

dent Mahon has been an ardent advocate or

arbitration in the matter of wages and dif.

ferences between employer and employe

That his position upon this question has

been correct, and to the interest of those

he represents , is set forth from the fact that

the very best wage enjoyed by our craft has

been brought about through arbitration , an

in such cases he has been the chief director

of the interests of the wage earner before

the board of arbitration . President Mahon

is at present 43 years of age, a man of

marked personal appearance and command

ing address He ranks among the most ahia

speakers upon economic questions. and is

much sought after outside of his own craft

as an exponder of the principles promotive

of social reform .

DIRECT LEGISLATION .

By direct legislation , we mean that the

people shall have the right to legislative for

themselves instead of having all legislation

and laws made, as they are at present, by

representatives chosen by the people . As

direct legislationists, we ask that the people

be given the right to inaugurate and pass

upon the laws which are to guide and govern

them . In order to successfully accomplish

this object we adopt what we call the initia

tive and referendum .

The initiative is the right of the people to
propose and enact laws themselves, which

would be done as follows: If five per cent

of the people should desire a certain law

to be inaugurated, they would formulate

their law , and secure to the petition five

per cent of the voters of the municipality,

state, or nation , as the case might be. Then

they would present this petition and copy

of the proposed law to the legislature and

ask them to submit it by direct vote to the

people. The majority votes of the people

would either accept or reject the law . This

is the initiative form , giving the people the
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right to inaugurate and adopt their own this principle and it was the principle upon

laws. which this government was established and

The referenedum is the right to refer all the one that has inspired every patriotic

laws that have been passed by the legisla statesman and citizen from that day down

ture , or council, or congress, as the case to the present. “We hold these truths to be

may be, to the people . As direct legisla - self evident; that all men are created equal ;

tionists, we ask that all laws which have that they are endowed by their Creator with
been passed by the legislature shall remain certain unalienable rights ; that among these
in abeyance , say for a period of ninety days, are life , liberty and the pursuit of happiness

before they would go into effect. During That, to secure these rights, governments

that time the laws to be published so that are instituted among men , deriving their

all could read and become familiar with just power from the consent of the gov

their purport. Then , if there was any law , erned; that whenever any form of govern

or a number of them , with wnich a per ment becomes destructive to these ends, it

centage of the people, say five per cent, is the right of the people to alter or abolish

should not agree they would petition the leg it , and to institute a new government, lay

islature and demand that such laws be sub- ing its foundation on such principles, and
mitted to a vote of the people. It would organizing its power in such form as, to

then be the duty of the legislature to refer them , shall seem most likely to effect their

the law by referendum to a direct vote of safety and happiness."

the people . Then the majority vote of the Following this principle laid down by the

people would determine, and would either founders of our republic, as direct legisla
reject or accept the laws. Should the peo - tionists we maintain the time has come to

ple then endorse them , they would become a improve our form of government, to make a

law . Should the people veto them , then they change in line with the spirit of the age,

could not become a law . This is the propo- a democratic change, one that will give to

sition that gives the people the right to the people the right to protect themselves

vote upon all laws that are passed for their and to advance and promote their happiness.

government. As direct legislationists , we claim the rep

In the opinion of the direct legislationists , resentative form of government has not

we have reached the period in the advance- brought equality to all men . With the organ
ment of civilization to where a change izations and combinations of wealth , the rep

should be made in the power of law making , resentative form of government has been

as outlined above. The human family in its prostituted and instead of legislating for the

onward progress has gone from age to age masses it is today legislating for the classes
advancing, and with these advancements we and to the detriment of the great masses.

have changed our industrial and various We are no longer a free people. The argu

other conditions of life, with the exception of ment that the power of government rests in

that of government. It is unnecessary for the hands ofwe people is not true. Instead

me to call attention to the fact that the of being, “ a government of the people, for

various changes have finally brought us to the people , and by the people,” we are a

what is known as the organized commercial judicially ruled people . Even what little leg

age of the world ; an age where under our islation we do secure must pass in review

present form of legislation a few men are before the judicial rulers of the land, who

enabled to dominate the political and indus- control and say whether it shall be, or shall

trial conditions of the day. The truth is not pe. So, at the end, even our representa

that we are still attempting to carry on our tive form of legislation is in the hands of

governmentand inaugurate our laws through a few judges instead of, as it should be, in

an ancient and crude system which came the hands of all the people.

down to us from the Middle Ages. The rep - We maintain that the laws should be so

resentative form of government was the first plain that every subject could thoroughly

step from monarchy. It was a wise one in understand them , for it is declared that

its day and met the conditions of the hour ignorance in law shall not excuse any one.

for which it was inaugurated , but the Yet the conditions surrounding our laws to

changed conditions in all other walks of life day are such that we are compelled to main

have gone on advancing , while in legislative tain and support an army of experts and
matters we have stood still and have not trained lawyers in order to interpret and

kept pace with the education and spirit of determine what the law is . In the opiniou

the time. of the direct legislationists the representa

The representative form of government is tive form of government has led us into

not bringing to the great mass of the people this condition of affairs from wnich we can

the conditions they should enjoy . I know only be relieved by changing the conditions

that when we come to discuss this question and adopting direct legislation through the

our opponents point out the fact that in order initiative and referendum , and thus pass to

to adopt direct legislation we would have to the people the rights to enact rules and laws

change our constitution. Now , I would re- under which they must live .

mind the opponents that the principle upon The bug- a -boo that we must not change

which this republic was formed was the our constitution is amusing, when one thinks

Declaration of Independence , and not the about it. Have we no right to improve our

constitution . The Declaration of Independ form of government and establish up -to -date

ence was the work of patriots, while the conditions , the same as the framers of our

constitution was the work of politicians. constitution had ? The framers of the con
The Declaration of Independence sets forth stitution had no idea that they were legis
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dents to passengers riding on running

boards are a daily occurrence, and although

the rules of the company may prohibit the

practice and a notice to that effect may be

posted in a car, the courts are holding the

companies rigidly to account, arguing that

the very presence of the running board is a

tacit invitation to ride thereon . In the name,

then , of economy, humanity and decency,
banish the running board and the summer

car so equipped ! ” — Chicago Union Leader.

lating for future generations. They were

meeting the conditions of the hour and do-

ing the best they could. There is no ques-

tion but what the patriotic men who were

in that gathering would have shrunken from

any such responsibility had they ever

thought that the forms of government they

were outlining then were to be upheld and

to govern generations in the future .
You must understand the conditions under

which the framers of the constitution

worked . They had no conception of the

modern organizations of wealth . They had

never heard the whistle of a steam rail

road engine. They knew nothing of coal

barons and sugar trusts . Electricity , tele

graphs and telephones were yet slumbering

in the womb of time, all unknown to the

framers of the constitution .

The great trouble with us as a people is,
we have the habit of attaching a reverence

to things that are old, and look upon them
as something superhuman , tinged with the

divine, but when properly analyzed we find
they were only the work of man . So we
should not let these questions of the op

position stand in our way in working for the
establishment of direct legislation . It will

give to the people absolute democracy , and
with direct legislation we are enabled from
time to time to establis such reforms and
to promote such policies of government as

is desired by the people .
W . D . MAHON,

In Chicago Union Leader .

MORE ABOUT THE RUNNING BOARD.

The following wel directed remarks in re

lation to the open car and running board
are taken from an article in the Street Rail
way Journal. Coming from this source, it
would seem that the day of the running

board is about at an end :

" It is becoming to be freely expressed in

railway circles that this ' abomination of

transportation ' must go . It is entirely with

in the confines of conservatism to state

that 50 per cent of all accidents result from

persons alighting from or boarding open cars.
" It cannot be denied that this type of car

offers a strong incentive to travel, especially
upon those roads that depend for their busi
ness largely on pleasure riding, and they

will undoubtedly continue to be used , but

they should be built with aisles and the exit
and entrance should be by the rear platform

while en route and from both platforms at

terminals , and roads will act wisely if they
will go one step further and adopt the

system so suecessfully in vogue on same
roads, of placing gates on the rear platform ,
operated by the motorman,

" There is no question at all that the use

of the running board for the purposes of

transportation is a most iniquitous practice .

It was never designed for this purpose , and

it is an unfortunate device from an econ

omic standpoint, to say nothing of its dan

gerous character. The number of fares

missed on account of a crowded running

board will probably overbalance the extra
number of passengers carried upon it. Acci-

INTERNATIONAL TREASURER

RESIN ORR

Of those who need the least introduction

to our readers and who have been closely

identified with our movement since its in

cipiency is International Treasurer Rezin

Orr. His success in handling important sit
uations connected with our Association

throughout her entire existence is a matter

familiar to all of the older members of the

divisions. He is regarded as one of the

most successful organizers among the inter

national officers and to him is due the

credit of the acquisition and maintenance of

several locals. Aside from his success as

an organizer, he has personally conducted

many intricate settlements and successfully

brought forth some of the best agreements

being enjoyed by our Division Association.

He was one of the early pioneers and is

one of the few who proved a pillar to the

movement and aided in maintaining it dur

ing the stormy days of the earlier history of
the Association . He has been to the front

in some of the most severe strikes engaged

in by our locals . His experience and good

judgment has entered vastly into the build

ing up to our present standing.
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G . E . B . MEMBER FRED FAY,

Ypsilanti, Mich .

trade unionist and looks upon the trades'
union movement as the strongest implement
of promotive reform .

Bro . Fay became idetified with the street

railway service in Saginaw , Mich ., in Octo

ber, 1889. The wage was $40.00 per month ,
and hours of service averaged from 14

to 17. The hourly wage was from 9 tu

11 cents . In June, 1891, the men united un

der the leadership of Bro . Fay and demanded

$ 50 .00 per month and compromised on $ 45 .00 .

A year later the company was approached

for 150 per hour and granted another com

promise rate of $47.50. In July, 1893, the

company threatened a reduction and the

employes formed a federal labor union with

a charter from the A . F . of L . In October
following , the local affiliated with the Amal

gamated Association under charter No. 32.

Bro. Fay was elected treasurer and board

member of the new local, and also delegate

to the Cleveland , or second convention , of
the Association , which was held September,

1894 . Following the convention , in the in

terest of the local, Bro. Fay presented to

the company a working agreement, and was

summarily discharged . Every effort, except

to strike, was made by the local and inter

national officers for his reinstatement, but

without avail, the company holding that he
interfered with the successful operation of

the road. It was only through the persistent

negative of Bro. Fay himself , that a strike

by the local to enforce his reinstatement was
averted.

The following September Bro. Fay repre
sented the Saginaw local at the Milwaukee
convention . At the close of the convention

he sought work in various western towns,

but found his record as a labor agitator had

preceded him . Finding himself blacklisted ,

he returned east and, later in the fall, se

cured work in Detroit. In a short time after

he secured a position as motorman on the

Rapid Railway, operating between Detroit

and Port Huron .

In 1897 charter No. 90 was granted to

the Rapid men , and Board Member Fay was

elected first president of the new local.

Within six months after institution , Local
No. 90 secured a written working agreement

from the company, and in April, 1898 , Bro .
Fay resigned from the Rapid Railway ser

vice and entered the service of the D ., Y .,

A . A . & J . Railway Co., operating from De

troit to Jackson . In 1899 the Ypsilanti Local

No. 111 was instituted and Bro . Fay was

elected president. In 1891 he was elected

business agent also , both of which positions

he now holds.
In 1901 he represented Division 111 in the

Buffalo convention , and in 1903 at the Pitts

burg convention . At the latter convention

he was elected to che G . E . B . While an

ardent advocate of high wages and good

conditions , he is also a firm disciplinarian ,

and champions the principle that union men

should identify themselves by rendering the

very best of service .

Among those of our membership whom our

Association may well appreciate is President

Fred Fay, of Ypsilanti Division , No. 111. As

an international officer several of the most

knotty propositions arising to the Associa

tion have been placed under his guidance.

Besides, his advice has been sought, and en

tered niuch in the directing of the general

movement. As an organizer, in the organiz

ing and instituing of new locals he has been

most complete in his work , and usually

leaves the new local possessed of a work -

ing agreement with the employing company.

He is absolutely thorough in conducting any

affairs placed with him . Of the several locals

he has instituted during the life of ourmove

ment, not one has disbanded or withdrawn.

In view of these facts it is not out of the

way to give the readers of the M . & C .

a short sketch of Bro . Fay, whose picture

heads this commentary : He was born in

the state of Michigan , not far from Sagi

naw , some forty years ago . He is a man

of strict integrity and exemplary habits. He

has yet to know the taste of intoxicants or

the influence of the use of tobacco. His strict

observance of temperance has certainly not

detracted from the development and main

tenance of a fine physique, as there are few

of his equal in physical makeup. He is a

broad shouldered , powerfully built man , near

ly 5 feet 10 inches in height and weighs

upwards of 220 lbs. In nature he is mos

genial and an interesting companion . He is

a man of the deepest sympathies and of

strong character. He is an uncompromising

The world will not be convinced of the

sweetness of your faith by the sourness of

your face.
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The...

Motorman and Conductor ter No. 413 has been issued by the general

In reporting upon the development of the
Association it can be announced that char
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Reports coming in from the election of

delegates indicate that our various divisions

will be well represented in the coming Chi
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Local divisions should read carefully the

convention call and in the matter of the

railroad rates in procuring tickets be sure
that the instructions in the call are com

Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso plied with to the letter. · Again the request
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

that divisions elect delegates should also
Employes of America .

be complied with . The communication
PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month should not be tabled for future action but

ly. W . D . MAHON , President. election of delegates should take place im
mediately , and upon the election of the del

Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES, egate the credential bearing his name

Editor, Detroit , Mich . should be forwarded to the general office.
Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon, Pres.

Correspondent Carruth of the New Or
SUBSCRIPTION . leans Local, Division No. 194, by special

Per annum . .
communication has notified the office that

Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents
while the yellow fever is seriously raging in

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL . that city our Division is lucky in not hav
ing a single case among its fifteen hundredW . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President

A . W . MORRISON . . . . . . .First Vice -President members or their families. This is a most
BENJ. COMMONS. . . . . Second Vice -President fortunate situation and while the sympathy
J. C . COLGAN . . . . . Third Vice -President of our Association is extended to those af.
J. J . THORPE . . . . . . . . . Fourth Vice -President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer flicted of the stricken city, yet we have

much to congratulate ourselves upon and
General Executive Board feel thankful that our own membership

D . L . DILWORTH . . . Chairman

R . L . REEVES . .
and those dependent upon them have thus

. . . Secretary
C . 0 . PRATT. far escaped the ravages of the dread dis
WM . JACOBS. ease.
D . J . REID .

WM . B . FITZGERALD .
FRED FAY. In considering the selection of delegates,
M . SINCLAIR . or the probability of sending delegates at
RICHARD CORNELIUS. all to the coming convention , our Divisions

should bear in mind that the convention is
Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class

matter. the epoch mark of our Association and that

every Local, whether small or great, ne.

glects a most serious duty to the member

ship of the Local and the Association at

large by failing to elect and send a delegate .
The convention only comes once in two

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED years, and the little expense of sending a
ASSOCIATION . delegate should not over-balance the import,

Article 2 of Constitution. ance of being represented . “ Where there is
a will , there is a way," and there is not a

Section 1 . The objects of this Association Local Division in our Association with a will
shall be to organize Division Associations. that cannot find ways and means to be rep

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high resented.
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

The office is in receipt of complimentarytions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for tickets to participate in a moonlight excur
imparting a practical knowledge of modern sion on August 23rd , '05, held under the aus.
and improved methods and systems of trans

pices of Division No. 26 . The complimentportation and trade matters generally . To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be was extended by the division through
tween employes and employers by arbitra Brothers H . Shirley, C . E . Partridge and
tion, to secure employment and adequate pay

Timfor our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
Sullivan . It is unnecessary to say

labor, and by all legal and proper means to that the tickets were thankfully received
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con and the office force will endeavor to join
dition .

with the membership of Division No. 26 in

the enjoyment of the occasion . Excursion
In the Hamilton Herald we are pleased to leaves the foot of Wooodward avenue at 8

note that Bro . James Roberts, former mem o 'clock p . m . Wednesday, August 23rd , 1905 .

ber of Div . 107, Hamilton, Ont., has received The route is over Lake St. Clair after leav.
the appointment of medical health officer foring the Detroit River. First stop will be

the City of Hamilton . made at ten o ' clock .
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Several locals have elected delegates to

the coming Convention and have forwarded

credentials properly made out to the office

However, there are a large number of Divis

ions yet to hear from . Indications point

to the coming Convention being the largest

ever held by the Association .

On the second cover page of the " M . &

C ." appears the advertisement of “Hamil.

ton Carhartt," the pioneer employer of

strictly union labor. There is perhaps not

an employer throughout the entire indus

trial field who is entitled to greater credit,

admiration, and gratitude at the hands of

organized labor and her friends than is this

Detroit manuufacturer of workingmen ' s

clothes. This should be borne in mind by

our membership , who should understand

that it is only a matter of reciprocation for

them to patronize and encourage the pat.

ronage and consumption of the products of

such manufacturers.

or a labor organization , and the manage

ment of an employing company. Harmony

is necessary to the advancement of the in

terest of both parties and neither can gain

by arraying sour dispositions or hurling un

complimentary epithets against one an

other. True, there are instances in which

the interests of employer and employe ap

pear antagonistic, but those instances are

really mutual and the friction in recent

days is usually dissolved much to the sai

isfaction and credit of the contending par

ties. An intelligent business like method
of dealing with grievances and matters of

difference is sure to bring forth practical

satisfaction and mutual harmony. This

policy is most generally followed by the of

ficers of the locals and the employers. It is
this fact that has built up more congenial

relations between our membership and

their employers and tended to eliminate the

possibility of a strike.

During the week of Auguust 14 the Gar

ment Workers' and Journeymen Tailors' rep

resentatives have been in session at the

Griswold House, Detroit , for the purpose of

effecting measures of consolidation of the

two organizations. Perfect harmony ex

isted during the conference and a mutually

satisfactory policy of amalgamation was

consummated . This will be sent to the lo

cals of the two organizations for a refer

endum vote, and if ratified by the member

ship , the amalgamation will be effected

The policy of amalgamation leaves the mat-
ter of selecting new officers fo the new or

ganization open to the field . It also opens

up the question of where headquarters shall

be located . The policy embodies the intent

of one label for both crafts. This would

greatly simplify the work of organization

and eliminate all disputes between the two
organizations relative to jurisdiction over

middle ground men . The movement, if ac

cepted by the membership of the two organ

izations, will be of infinite advantage to the

workers included in their membership .

The arbitration of the wage scale by Ypsi

lanti Division No. 111, which is to determine

the future wage of the employes of the D .,

Y ., A . A . & J . Ry., operating from Detroit to

Jackson , Mich ., is now under way. The ar

bitration is being conducted in the interest

of the local by G . E . B , Member Fred Fay .

This case has been considerably delayed

in consequence of the inability of the two

arbitrators chosen by the contending par

ties to name a third man . However, that

task has been accomplished by the selection
of Mr. George H . Clippert, a Detroit brick

manufacturer, and now the arbitration will

proceed until the wage scale is determined .

The present rate is 2312 cents per hour. The

desired rate is 25 cents. The line which is

affected by this arbitration is inter-urban

and extends 74 miles west from Detroit, con

necting all intermediary points between

Jackson and Detroit.

BENEFITS PAID .

From the Death and Disability Fund for

the month of July were on the death and

disability of the following members:
Deaths.

Joseph Schmaltz, Div . No. 194, New Or.

leans, La ., accident. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100

W . C . Murk , Div. No. 282, Rochester, N .
· Y ., accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Richard B . Platford , Div. No. 113, Toron

to , Ont., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . 100

Frank Duffey, Div . No. 148, Albany, N .

Y ., apoplexy . . . . . . . .

Oscar Durkee , Div . No. 304, Glens Falls,
N . Y ., accident. . . . . . . .. .. 100

C . Metzger, Div. No. 194, New Orleans,
La, septicemia .. . . . . 100

Fred Kener, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.,

pulmonary tuberculosis and heat pros
tration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Disabilities.

Wm Dowle, Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.,

paralytic stroke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

C . E . Morgan , Div. No. 199, Ottumwa, Ia.,

loss of right leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

At the present writing, with the Saginaw

Valley strike settled , this Association

stands in the almost unprecedented position

of not having a strike in existence throughout

her entire jurisdiction . It may be stated, in

dwelling upon this , that there is a much

better understanding generally between the

Loc of our Association and the employ .

ing corporations and the managing officials

thereof than has heretofore prevailed. This

has come about as a result of the develop

ment and stability of our movement, which

has forced a closer study of the policies of

our Association upon the employing man -

agers. It shows that there is a better feel

ing existing between employer and em .

ploye and that the employer is becoming

hetter acquainted and in closer touch with

his employes as union men , which is re-

sultant in developing a stronger mutual

feeling and relation between the two par

ties. This is as it should be. There should

be no fear existing between a union man ,

: : : . . . . 100

Total . . . . . . . . . $ 900
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At the coming Convention a most impor INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

tant question for the consideration of the
President W . D . Mahon is at present en

delegates will be that of supplying the Asso
gaged in conducting the arbitration of the

ciation with a formidable line of automo wage scale for the Troy and Albany divi.

biles. In Saginaw Valley there is being op sions Nos. 132 and 148. The annual agree

erated three machines of a seating capacity ment of these two divisions with the employ

ing company, known as the United Railway
of twelve passengers. The machines thus Company, has been signed by the parties

far have proved successful and equal to the interested. The agreement embodies a

test. However, they are not large enough , clause that the wage rate decided upon by

but the company that manufactured these an arbitration board shall be inserted as the
wage rate to govern during the period

machines will give an equal assurance of of the agreement. In the event that

the success of a larger car. The experience an increase shall be established such

being had in the operation of the machines increase shall be payable from the

in Saginaw will afford substance for a most
2nd of July . The locals asked for 2219
cents per hour; the company offering as a

definite report upon this perplexing ques compromise 21 cents, or , as an alternative,

tion . There are many of our membership to submit the wage scale to arbitration . The

throughout the country who are very much compromise rate was rejected by the locals

taken up with the idea of a possible defense and the alternative proposition of the com

pany to arbitrate accepted , the question in
that might lie in the ownership of a suitable

difference being between 20 cents, the pres
line of automobiles , and it must be admitted ent rate , and 2212 cents, the rate sought by
that their enthusiasm is not altogether un the employes. All conditions of the agree

warranted . The Defense Fund legislation of ment were entered into as dated from July
the last Convention has proved of invalua 1st, with the exception of the wage scale,
ble service to the progress of the Associa - which will date from July 2nd This

tion . During the entire depression that has ment is the first ever obtained by the Al
existed for the last two years our Associa bany and Troy locals , which embodies full

tion has had less strikes and serious con recognition of the union and an arbitration

tention with employing companies than clause , under which differences may be ad
previous to the establishment of the Defense justed . It is regarded as one of the best
Fund. With conditions changed and no De agreements enjoyed by our locals. The pro

fense Fund, the reverse of this might well portionate increase in wage established to

be assumed , as in our weakness, without a the motormen and conductors by the arbi

financial backbone, our Association would tration board will be enjoyed by the other
have been easy picking. Reduction in wages crafts included in the divisions. The com
and the demoralization of our locals would pany is banking largely upon the propor
have been a serious retrograding feature tionate rate now being paid as relating to

of our existence , but the Defense Fund the gross receipts of the company as com

has proved a barrier between our Associa . pared with other surface roads in the state

tion and the antagonism of those employers of New York . The best paid men in the

who would take advantage of any weakness state of New York at present are those of

apparent in our make-up, and they have Rochester Division No. 282, but should the

been cautious in the matter of inviting con - Albany and Troy divisions succeed in estab

tention , from the very fact that the strug - lishing the 221 , cents rate it will place them

gles, to the company, would be unprofitably in the lead so far as pay to surface railway
prolonged by Defense Fund benefits to our men in the state is concerned . The arbitra

membership . Even with this passive protec- tion is a most important one, as it will very

tion to the growth and development of our likely establish a higher standard of wages

movement, when we have engaged in the than has ever before prevailed to surface

struggles that we have experienced during men in that state. It will likely take some

the life of the Defense Fund, it has come days to conclude the arbitration , as it in

to us that after a certain duration of a volves a wage increase of $80,000 per year,

struggle, those who would otherwise sym - and every effort will be made by both sides

pathize with us and many who sincerely ex to present such arguments and evidence as

tend their sympathy in the early period of may be available to promote their respective

the struggle, weary of walking and of impro - interests before the board . The contention

vised means of transportation and the siege, involves the interest of one thousand men .

as it may well be called , has gradually re- The employes are sanguine in their expecta

verted to an apparent victory for the em - tion of establishing the 2242 cent rate. In

ployer. With a fair means of transportation this they are backed up by the precedent

these situations would produce a different fact that the highest rates of wage enjoyed

outcome and the siege would ultimately re- by our craft throughout the country have

vert in favor of the Association . What the been brought about through arbitration and

people most want is a means of transporta - the second fact that those arbitration cases

tion , and the formidable means with which which have established the highest rates

to oppose the employing corporations, if have been conducted in the interest of the

such a means is at all at hand, lies in an employes by our International President,

adequate automobile service ; hence this which gives him an experience that will be

question will be one of paramount import of advantage in bringing the Troy and Al

ance to the Chicago Convention . bany case to a successful end .
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International Treasurer Rezin Orr is at board to any of the members. This leaves
present engaged with a situation which has the strike situation in Saginaw city locally

arisen affecting Div . No. 362, Albion , Mich ., unchanged. Chairman Dilworth has bopes

the nature of which is an order from the that more favorable terms will soon be ob

company reducing the wage of employes run tained for the Saginaw men . There are now

ning limited cars between Jackson and Bat being operated in Saginaw City the three

tle Creek , Mich . Division No. 362 embraces autos which were purchased by the Associa

the employes of the Jackson-Battle Creek tion . Chairman Dilworth states that these

third -rail system , which operates both a lim . are being worked to their fullest capacity,

ited and local service, the wage heretofore and that when more machines are installed

prevailing to the local operatives being 23 there can be but little question as to the

cents an hour and to the limited operatives outcome of the continued contest in Sagi

25 cents. The limited cars are high speed naw .

and make but four stops between Jackson

and Battle Creek , a distance of forty-four Vice-President Ben Commons of New Or

miles. The company served notice upon the leans has been busily engaged in the inter

operatives of these cars that owing to the est of the development of the organization

necessity of intrenching in operating ex in the south . He established a local at Mont

penses the wage hereafter to prevail to gomery , Alabama, where he found a hot-bed

the limited men would be 23 cents per hour, of non -unionism . He forced the company to

a reduction of 2 cents per hour. The local increase the wage rate to the men , but after
has protested against the reduction , and the he left the field the company succeeded in

matter is now under consideration between persuading the men to give up their organ

the parties concerned, Treasurer Orr assist ization . However, the effort is not lost, as

ing the local in an effort to maintain the the standard of wage in that section was ele.

wage. This is the first attempt at a reduc vated . He visited Atlanta , Ga., but his re

tion in the wage scale to any of the mem - ports from that city are not complete, how
bership of our Association , during the entire ever, progressive.

period of the present industrial depression .

G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt submits very

Chairman D . L . Dilworth , who has been satisfactory reports as to the progress of

personally directing the Saginaw Valley the Chicago divisions, with which he has

strike since its beginning, was at the office been associated . Division No. 318 is now

on the 7th inst. In commenting upon the negotiating their annual agreement.

strike he stated that Bay City division No. Associated with Board Member Pratt in

94 and Carrollton Division No. 96 had effect. , his work is G . E . B . Member D . J . Reid , who

ed a settlement with the company, by which has been doing effective work in the inter

the membership of both divisions returned ests of the various Chicago divisions.

to work at a slight increase in wage and a Board Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald has had

more favorable modification of hours in the some grievances to look after in the interest

matter of the Bay City swing runs. The set of Division No. 304 , Glens Falls, N . Y . His

tlement, so far as the organizations are con reports are very satisfactory . Under his

cerned , leaves them in the same working advisement a joint committee on grievances

condition that they enjoyed prior to the has been established between Divisions 304

strike, the wage scale being a compromise and 307 of Stillwater, the membership of

between the rate asked and that which was both locals working for the same company .

offered by the company. The company G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius of San

agreed to dispense with all scabs in its em Francisco , in having charge of affairs on

ploy upon those lines. However, upon re- the Pacific coast, was required to look after

turning to work in Bay City , as the quota of the promoting of the local in Portland, Ore .

employes which the division was enabled to He also visited the Vancouver and Victoria

muster was six short of a full complement to locals, Nos. 101 and 109. His reports are
operate the roads, the company maintained very flattering as to the condition of the

that it had a right to retain six of the scab's Victoria and Vancouver locals. He shows

to complete the full number of employes. those two divisions to be among the best in

This has become a mattter of contention , the Association , working for a wage

but will very likely be settled in favor of ing from 20 to 25 cents per hour, and on

the local, as the company agreed with the complete working relations with the employ .

Citizens' Committee that effected the set- ing corporations.

tlement that all scabs should be disposed of.

Upon the Carrollton or Inter-Urban line CONVENTION CALL .
the company has complied to the letter with

the agreement, and all scabs were released . Headquarters Amalgamated Association of
In Saginaw the situation seems to be more

Street and Electric Railway Employes of
serious, as the company, after having made

America , 45 -47 Hodges Building.
settlements with the other two locals, seemy

to be taking advantage of the situation and
Detroit, Mich ., July 24, 1905 .

are attemping to enforce less satisfactory To the Divisions of the Amalgamated Asso

conditions upon the membership of that lo ciation of Street and Electric Railway

cal, maintaining that they will not employ Employes of America , Greeting :

the entire membership of the local under Brotherg- In accordance with the Consti.
any circumstances ; and that they will not tution and General Laws of our Association .

grant any assurance of right of place on the I take this means of notifying your division

ang
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that the Ninth General Convention of our ferred to the alternate who takes the regu

Association will be held in the City of Chi- lar delegate 's place .

cago , Ill., opening Monday, October 20, 1905 . Headquarters.

Basis of Representation. Headquarters will be at the Briggs House,

The basis of representation and rules corner of Randolph and Fifth avenues. The

Convention will be held in Schoenofen 's
regulating the election of delegates to the

Hall, corner Milwaukee and Ashland ave
Convention will be found in the following

nues. The rates for rooms at the Briggs
sections of the General Constitution , which

House will be $ 1.00 per day, on the Euro
read as follows :

pean plan, and when delegates register they
Section 8 . The Basis of Representation to will make their arrangements so that no

the Convention shall be one ( 1 ) delegate for misunderstanding will occur . The Commit.
each division association having two hun tee have also arranged for those who desire
dred (200) members or less , and one ( 1 ) private rooms at a less rate . The delegates
delegate for each additional two hundred desiring these private rooms will apply to
(200) members or a major fraction thereof. the Reception Committee on arriving at Chi
(For instance, a division having a member cago. They will either meet the Reception
ship of 301 would be entitled to two ( 2 ) Committee at the Briggs House or at the
delegates , etc. ) Headquarters of Division No. 241, No. 70 La

Section 9 . The election of delegates must Salle street, room No. 65 . Arrangements

be held at least four ( 4 ) weeks previous to have been made for reduced rates in meals

the Convention , and no member shall be eli- at certain restaurants. This information will

gible as a delegate unless he has been a be imparted to the delegates by the Recep

member in good standing of his local divi- tion Committee also .

sion two ( 2 ) years , except when the local T he Convention will be called to order

division has not been in existence for that sharp at 10 o 'clock on Monday, October 2na,
length of time; in that case the local divi- 1905 .

sion will elect its delegates from among its Railroad Rates.
members .

Arrangements have been made with the
Section 10. All members in good standing

following railroad associations for reduced
at the time of election , who, by being in the

fare : The Trunk Line Association , the Cen
employ of the Amalgamated or Division As

tral Passenger Association , the Western
sociations, and are thus prevented from be

Passenger Association and the New England
ing in active service, are eligible to the Con

Passenger Association . They will grant
vention of the Association. rates of 1 fare and a third . The delegates

Section 11. No person employed as a Man
in securing their tickets to the Convention ,

ager, Superintendent or Foreman by any
when they purchase the ticket will pay full

street railway shall be eligible as a delegate
fare going to Chicago , and will ask the

to the Convention .
agent for a receipt. They will secure this

Section 12. Each delegate shall establish
receipt, which will be signed by an agent of

his claim to a seat by the credentials signed
the company during the time of the Con

by the President and Recording Secretary of
vention , and then on returning they will use

the Local Division he represents with the
this receipt and will be returned one-third

seal of said local division attached .
the regular fare. Each delegate will be care

Section 13. Each delegate shall be enti
ful and secure his receipt, no difference what

tled to but one vote, no proxy votes being
distance he may come, whether it be a short

allowed.

Section 14. The mileage and legitimate
or a long distance .

expenses of the delegates shall be borne by Necessities of Attending.

the local division they represent. Each division Association should realize
Section 15 . Delegates shall not be entitled the necessity of being represented at this

to a seat in the Convention unless all taxes Convention . It is one of the most important

and assessments of their division have been Conventions that probably will ever be held
paid up in full. by this Association . The question of pass

Section 16 . The Division Association shall ing upon our Death , Defense and other funds
send the names of all delegates and alter and the proper adoption of laws for the fu
nates elected to the General Office, at least ture government of the Association will
two ( 2 ) weeks previous to the date of the come up before this Convention , and I take
Convention . Credentials shall be given to this opportunity of appealing to your divi

each delegate elected, signed by the Presi. sion to make arrangements to be represent
dent and Secretary, with the seal of the ed at this Convention, even though it may
division attached thereto . be considerable of a sacrifice and expense
Blank credentials will be forwarded from to your Local Division , for it is here that we

the General Office to the Secretary of the legislate, outline and adopt the laws for our
local divisions, and after the election of government, and each division should take
delegates they will fill out these credentials part in this legislation so that the future
in accordance with the instructions and at may be well understood and assured suc
once return the duplicates to the General cess. Yours fraternally ,
Office, and give the regular credentials to W . D . MAHON , International President.
the delegate elected . In case the delegate
should not attend, alternates should be se- Because a man likes work it does not fol
lected and the credntials should be trans- low that he likes to be worked .
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SAGINAW VALLEY STRIKE ENDED .

The Saginaw Valley strike, which was in

augurated on the 4th of June, and has

been progressing more than two months,

reached a most peculiar stage. The strike

was participated in at the beginning by Di

visions No. 32, Saginaw , Mich . ; No. 94, Bay
City , Mich ., and No. 96 , embracing the em

ployes of the inter -urban line between Sagi

naw and Bay City and having headquarters

at Carrollton , Mich ., and known as the Car

rollton Division. This strike was precipitat

ed by the company refusing to grant a de

sired increase in wage to the employes. The

entire three lines are under the manage

ment of one company. During the negotia

tions for the increased wage the " Brother

hoods,” under the direction or through the

intervention of one Brown, who styles him
self “ Chief Grand Master of the Brother

hood of Electric Motormen ,” secretly engag

ed with the company under an agreement

drawn up by the manager. The wage paid

previous to the negotiations was 17 cents

per hour for the first three months, and 19

cents thereafter to city men and 21 cents to

the inter-urban men . The inter-urban men ,

however, numbered but 16 , the multitude of

the employes being city operatives . The

wage asked for was 21 cents per hour for

the city men and 22 cents for the inter

urban . The wage agreed upon by the clan

destine agreement made with Mr. Brown

and his “ brotherhood ” was 17 cents for the

first three months, 18 cents for the next nine

months and 1912 'cents thereafter. This

wage being a reduction for the first-year

men , made the aggregate wage to the com

pany not materially changed . The brother

hoods contended that they could put some

forty men to work in the event of a strike.

This feature, however , proved abortive , as

only six men remained in fealty with the
scab movement.
The three divisions struck in unison , and

their contest has been waged side by side.

They have had the assistance of the Defense

Fund, which gave them $ 5 per week per

member during the contest. They have also

had the personal assistance of Chairman D .

L . Dilworth of the G . E . B .. who was present

at the time the strike was inaugurated , and

has given his personal superivision and as.

sistance to the locals continually up to the

present. The strike was practically won ,

from the fact that the citizens sympathized

with the strikers and the company was un

able to profitably scab the roads . However,

either as a trump card or from the force of
umo card or from the force of

influence of the citizenship of Bay City , the

company negotiated terms with the Bay City

and Carrollton locals, in which it seems the

interest of the Saginaw local was not con -

served . Satisfactory terms were secured

from the company in Bay City and Carroll.

ton and those divisions voted to return in

a body , which they have accordingly done,

declaring the strike off on the lines operated

by the membership of those two divisions

True, the Bay City and Carrollton men , in
their settlement, have 'secured concessions

from the company in the matter of wages

and hours. The trump card feature seems

to have discovered itself when the Saginaw

local was brought into negotiations with

the company through the efforts of the citi

zens of Saginaw , under the assumption that

the same settlement could be effected in the

interest of the Saginaw membership , and

when the manager refused to grant the Bay

City terms to the Saginaw men . The prop

osition, which was submitted to the Saginaw

men would withhold their old positions

upon reinstatement, and it also excluded a

number of the members of the Saginaw lo

cal from re-employment. These terms the

Saginaw local refused to accept, but that

Division has now also reported a settlement

with the employing company. The exact
terms of the settlement have not as yet

reached the office , but are very likely along

the lines of the settlement made at Bay City

and Carrollton . The Saginaw Valley contest

has been one long and serious struggle. Il

was inaugurated on June 4th and was finally

concluded August 11th , making a struggle

of over two months. During this period

only eight men broke away from the ranks
of the strikers. These were members or

Division No. 32 in Saginaw . Not one man

yielded in Bay City or Carrollton. While in

Saginaw the company ran their cars from

the start, were surrounded by full police

protection, and the sheriff of Saginaw

county placed upon the company's property

special deputies. Even with all of this array

of official protection , associated with a

rather passive disposition on the part of the

public from the fact that many of them rode

on the cars, yet Saginaw City was the only

place in which blood was shed . Among

those deputized by the sheriff were several

Chicago thugs who had been brought into

the city by the company, one of whom practi
cally , without provocation and absolutely so

on the part of his victim , shot down in cold

blood one of the employes of the Pere Mar

quette shops. The excuse given for this cold

blooded murder was that some small boys

had hallooed " scab ” at the car upon which

were several deputies, among whom was the

murderer. The criminal charge against the

murderer has not yet been disposed of and

he is still awaiting trial. Another instance

was the alleged attempt to dynamite cars:

in which it is assumed that a dynamite .
cartridge was discharged by a passenger

train , the concussion breaking the flange of

one of the wheels of the locomotive, causing

the derailment of the train and the injury

of the train hands and some passengers.

Every attempt was made to secure evidence

as to the culprits , but all indications point

to the fact that the dynamite was placed

upon the railroad track at the street car

crossing after a street car had passed ana
for the sole purpose of exciting unfavorable
comment and prejudice against the strikers,

the dynamite being placed by an agent of
the company. This may well appear cor

roborated by the fact that three of the con

pany' s agents, or scabs, were actually caught

red-handed at a later date placing dynamite

upon the street car tracks. In this instance .

the men rode direct from the car barns
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with a rig owned by the company, having

their dynamite in the buggy with them , and

when they reached a secludea piace whert

they believed they were safe one of the oc -

cupants of th wagon jumped off, went back
to the appointed spot and there deliberately

laid the dynamite stick and fuse in a way

by being run over by the wheels of the car

a terrific explosion would have occurred .

Fortunately , disinterested parties saw the
cowardly act and secured the arrest of the

parties. Abundance of evidence was forth
coming in this case. From the fact that the

three men were agents of the company, il
must stand that the company was also a

party to the crime.

As the above is a part of the history

of the strike in Saginaw , we find a dif-

ferent state of affairs in Bay City , a city

equal in population to Saginaw , but in

which the array of official protection was

refused by the authorities of Bay City and

Bay County from the fact that the company

could show that no unusual disorder had

occurred to warrant extra protection to their

property . In Bay City no murders were com -

mitted and no disorders eminated from the

strike situation , aside from such disorders

as were exclusively participated in by the

scabs, who were housed in the company' s

barn . As a result of disorder committed by

those individuals, several of them were at

one time in the Bay County jail. where a
few yet remain , and very likely to continue

there for sometime to come. The company

was unable to secure patronage in Bay City ,

from the fact that the strikers from the

first had the full sympathy and accord of

the citizens. The result was that the com

pany did not operate cars because they saw

there was no necessity of them as they

could secure no patronage, and it was there

that the strike first came to an end. With

the declaring off of the Saginaw strike, it

leaves our Association in the unprecedented

position of having not one strike through

out its entire jurisdiction .

Cortland - 1142 hours, 13 to 16 cents per

hour.

Crosstown (Buffalo ) - 10 hours, 20 to 22

cents per hour.

Dry Dock , East Broadway and Battery ,

(New York City ) - 10 hours, 20 cents per

hour.

Dunkirk — 10 hours, 15 cents per hour.

Elmira - 1012 hours, 14 to 16 2 - 3 cents per

hour.
Hamburg — 10 hours, 20 cents per hour.

Hudson Valley - 10 hours, 17 to 20 cents
per hour.

International (Buffalo ) — 10 hours, 20 to 22
cents per hour .

Ithaca - 12 hours , 11 to 15 cents per hour.

Jamestown - 11 hours, 1642 cents per hour.

Kings .on – 10 hours, conductors 1622 to

1742 cents, and motormen 1842 to 20 cents

per hour.

Long island - 10 hours, 20 cents per hour.

Long Island — 10 hours , 20 cents per hour.

New York City - 10 hours, conductors 1742

to 2242 cents, motormen 2242 to 24 cents

per hour.

New York and Queens County - 10 hours ,

20 cents per hour.

Niagara Gorge — 10 hours, 16 2-3 cents

per hour.

Ogdensburg — 10 hours, conductors 1242

cents, motormen 15 cents per hour .

Olean - 11 hours , 17 cents per hour.
Oswego - 11 hours, 17 cents per hour.

Newburg — 10 hours, 15 to 20 cents per
hour.

Plattsburg — 11 hours, 13 cents per hour.

Richmond — 10 hours, 15 to 20 cents per
hour .

Rochester - 10 hours, 20 to 2342 cents per
hour.

Rochester & Eastern - 10 hours, 19 to 23
cents per hour.

Rome - 10 hours, 16 to 18 cents per hour.

Schenectady - 10 hours, motormen 18 to

25 cents, conductors 18 to 20 cents per hour.

Staten Island - 10 hours, 15 to 20 cents

per hour.

Syracuse Rapid Transit - 10 hours, 20
cents per hour.

Syracuse & Suburban - 11 hours, 16 to 18
cents per hour.

United Traction (Albany and Troy) - 10

hours, 2212 cents per hour.

Utica — 10 hours , 16 to 20 cents per hour.
Yonkers - 10 hours, 20 cents per hour .

In giving the foregoing rates, where more

than one rate is stated , a graded wage

rate prevails, in most such instances the

rate increases one cent for each additional
year ' s service until by the required num

ber of years the employe attains the high

est scale .

While tbis list does not embody all elec

tric railway companies reporting to the com

missioners, it is sufficiently complete to in

dicate the wage range which is being paid

to our craft throughout the state. The

highest rate of wage paid to motormen and

conductors is that paid on the Manhattan

Elevated in New York City. However, there

is an array of employes upon that system

aside from the motormen and conductors

whom rank with the very lowest paid of

NEW YORK STATE WAGE SCALES.

The following schedule of prices are taken

from the New York State Railway Commis

sioner's Report of 1904, and shows the pre
vailing wage at present paid to motormen
and conductors in the cities named . The

wage per hour, also the number of hours

worked per day are given :

Auburn and Syracuse - 9 to 1042 hours, 16

to 19 cents per hour.

Binghamton - 10 hours, 15 to 1742 cents
per hour.

Brooklyn Heights — 10 hours, 20 cents per
hour.

Brooklyn , Queens County & Suburban — 10
hours, 20 to 23 cents per hour.

Buffalo , Hamburg & Aurora — 10 hours, 18
cents per hour.

Buffalo & Williamsville - 12 hours, 16 cents

per hour .

Coney Island & Brooklyn - 10 hours, 2242
cents per hour.
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our crai . The highest rates paid through FAKE “BROTHERHOODS" METHODS.
out the state have been established under

the inuuence of our Association .
In the course of the history of all labor

It will be noted that 70 per cent of the organizations, as well as in all popular
companies here reported pay a rate less movements, there has sprung up rivalries
than 20 cents per hour. Of the employing among those whom should stand united in
surface corporations reporting to the rail the common purpose of the organization

way commissioners there are 88 per cent or movement. The Amalgamated Associa

paying a less wage than 20 cents per hour. tion of Street and Electric Railway Em
The percentage of the gross receipts paid ployes , during her progress, has not been

by the respective corporations to motormen an exception . Incepted by a convention of
and conductors ranges, approximately , from

street railway employes and allied with all
8 per cent, the lowest, to 28 per cent. More

organizations through the American Feder
than 70 per cent pay to motormen and con ation of Labor, the Association started her
ductors less thaņ 20 per cent of the gross

course of development and expansion in
receipts. Basing car men ' s wages upon the

1899. Since that time she has had not only
possibility of gross earnings more than 70

the organizing force of her own officers
per cent of the roads would not be dis and membership , but she has also profited
tressed by the payment of 30 per cent of

by the efforts and assistance of the great
the gross receipts as a minimum wage.

army of American Federation of Labor or
The state reports disclose the fact that

ganizers, in common with sister organiza
a vast amount of interest paying bonds bur

tions. Alone and single -handed she could
den the various traction systems. Instances

not have developed into her present proare not wanting where the bonded indebted
eminence in the industrial field . However .

ness almost, if not quite, equals the cost of
annoyances have arisen from time to timeroads and equipment. In such cases it is
in the shape of rival movements put into

evident that the promoters and stockhold
effect by some particular member or mem

ers , or, at least, the principle stockholders,
bers of the craft. These men have no doubtt

either constructed and equipped the plant
without money or through the issuance of in some instances been honest in their in

tentions and were prompted by honestbonds are enabled to withdraw their indi
motives. They have no doubt felt that they

vidual money, or convert non-dividend pay
had a better idea of promoting the interesting stock into interest paying bonds. In
of the street and electric railway men than

this way the promoters , or controlling in
any that had eminated from our various

terest stockhoiders, are enabled to say to
conventions as the policies of our organiza

the employes “ there is the property , pay off

the morigage and then we'll increase your
tion . Generally the movements of such men
have failed immediately upon their insti.wage."

The reports from the 101 operating com
tution .

panies predicate that a colossal traction Some two years ago one of these rival

service is rendered the people of the state movements was called to the attention of

and that at the same time an extracting the officers of our Association as having

process is permitted by which , through the sprung up in Lorain , Ohio . The promoter

bond and water system , massive fortunes was a motorman on the Lake Shore electric

are being matured by labor and turned over road leading west out of Cleveland. In

to the promoters of the " system .” In the formation came to hand to the effect that
multitude of instances no dividends are this new movement was planned along the

earned , but interest is paid and profit is line of the old steam road brotherhoods and

rapidly developing by increased values and was instituted as the “ Brotherhood of Elea

the manipulation of stock . However, in the tric Railway Motormen .” The plan was
absence of dividends, and in the presence of presented to the management of the company
artfully indicated deficits, the operative there and approved . After instituting the
managements are enabled to save to the Brotherhood of Motormen , one of the steam
“ system ” millions of dollars that should road Brotherhood officials was consulted by
otherwise strengthen the standard of wages the promoter of the new movement in re

and improve the conditions of employment. gard to taking in the other employes of the
There is no reasonable excuse why the road , but he was promptly advised that the
standard of wage should not be elevated place for the electric railway men was in
upon 75 per cent of the electric service our Association . Something had to be done
roads of the State of New York . Only the to care for the conductors , and as a result
unionized roads of the state can compare in a similar program was mapped out for them ,

wage to employes with similar roads in on the system , and the movement known as

other states. the " Brotherhood of Electric Railway Con
ductors” was floated . At the time there was

no reason to question the sincerity of the

LEARN TELEGRAPHY AND .R. R. ACCOUNTING. $50 promoter of these “ Brotherhoods,” and no
TO $ 100 per month sal

ary assured our graduates under bond. You don 't pay very great attention was paid to them , as
us until you have a position . Largest system of tele it was believed that the movement would
scraph schools in America . Endorsed by all railway of.

smon go the way of all others of its kind,ficiais. OPERATORS ALWAYS IN DEMAND. Ladies also

admitted . Write for catalogue. but later developments have made these
MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY, " Brotherhoods” an instrument of annoyance

Cincinnati, O ., Buffalo, N . Y ., Atlanta, Ga., LaCrosse , to our Association . The promoter of the
Wis. , Texarkana , Ter .. San Francisco , Cal.

movement styled himself " Worthy Grand
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Chief of the Brotherhood of Electric Rail-

way Motormen . " Upon interurban roads he

would tell the men that the purpose of his

“ Brotherhood ” was to organize interurban

men into a separate organization from the

Amalgamated Association . The scheme ap

peared of some merit to the uninitiated in

the labor movement, and as a result the

“Grand Chief" gained some adherents who

would , for a time, pay tribute to the move

ment, but as soon as they sounded the bot

tom of it would give it up. The movement

maintained with more or less membership

on the Lake Shore System and possibly

some who became members on other lines

have still retained their membership , hav

ing full faith that they were being organ

ized into a labor union which would pro

mote their interests beyond that of street

railway men , as the promoter constantly

told them that his movement was not to

include city men , as their class of work was

inferior to , or not in line with , interurban

railway work .

The new movement first impressed itself

upon our Association by attempting to in

stall itself upon the Rapid Railway sys

tem running out of the city of Detroit. The

Rapid men did not take favorably to the

bait and so the missionary of the “ Brother

hood " confined his work to enlisting mem -

bership among the city men of Port Huron .

In this effort he succeeded in impressing

the men with the idea that the " Brother

hoods " were affiliated with the steam road

Brotherhoods, which was absolutely and un

qualifiedly false. Encouraged by the suc.

cess in Port Huron, the “Worthy Grand

Chief” was next heard of in Saginaw , but

there he was unable to gain any consider

able number of converts. However , it has

been reported that some twenty or thirty

affiliated with the movement. Saginaw Di

vision No. 32 of our Association is one of

the oldest locals in our movement, and com

prised the employes of the Saginaw city

operating company. The allurement held

out to these men was an insurance feature

of the new movement by which they were

to be enabled to insure themselves under

a liberal policy, and they were told that

they could belong to both organizations.

The older membership of the Saginaw Di
vision , recognizing to where the rivalry

would lead , refused to countenance mem

bership in the new movement, and as a

result a number of those enlisted to mem

bership in the “ Brotherhoods," as soon as

they became familiar with its character,

dropped out. Other fields have been worked

by the “Grand Chief" and his emissaries

wherever a dollar or two could be secured

in the shape of membership fees.

From time to time the “Grand Worthy

Chief" and those associated with him have

been heard from through the officers of our

various locals as soliciting adherents from

our membership , but as in the past, the

movement received but very little attention

from our officers and members, as no seri

ous results, farther than the possible filch

ing of a few dollars from those unacquainted

with the labor movement, was expected .

But it remained for the Saginaw situation

to develop the possible mischief that the

" Brotherhoods" might be able to do to our

craft.

In Saginaw , while our divisions were
working to get a new agreement which

would bring the prime object of organized

labor to the employes, these " Brotherhoods"

have come to the front in their most seri
ous aspect. Absolutely ignoring the pur

poses of organized labor, the “Grand Chief"

of the " Brotherhood of Motormen " approach

ed the management of the company and

made a proposition to them by which the

company could avoid the expense of grant

ing to the employes the desired increase in

wages. In this the “Grand Chief" had pos

itive knowledge of the fact that he was not

representing the employes of the company.

He knew that the membership of his move

ment did not embrace one-fourth of the em

ployes in Saginaw city alone. He also knew

that the employes of the Saginaw company,

and , those of Bay City , and the Carrollton

line working under the same management,

had never united in any meeting to approve

of the course that he was pursuing. On the

other hand, he must have had full knowl

edge of the fact that the great body of

the employes had previously united upon

the various systems and adopted a schedule

of wages which they had presented to the

management. He knew that in the under

standing that he had made with the com

pany he was agreeing to a wage scale and

conditions of employment in strict contra

distinction to the wage and conditions that

the employes of the company were seeking
to obtain .

The serious part of the movements of this

"Grand Worthy Chief” was that he im

pressed the company that with the assist

ance of the company he could carry with

him a sufficient number of the employes to

defeat the purpose of the employes in the

matter of wage and conditions, and in the

event that such could be the case, the com

pany were willing to aid him in installing

his " Brotherhoods” among the employes of

that company. By prevailing upon the man.

agement of the company with this idea, his

effort resulted in forcing a strike on the

Saginaw , Bay City and Carrollton system .

There isn ' t the reasonable question of a
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doubt but that this “ Brotherhood " movement
is absolutely and directly responsible for

the strike. There never was stronger cir -
cumstantial evidence upon which a criminal
could be convicted .

True, in so far as the negotiations were

concerned on the part of the employes, thethe employes, the

" Brotherhood” agreement was given no

material attention , but the management of

the company had been impressed with an

idea that it was absolutely secure, from the

fact of the agreement. With this idea pre.

vailing , the management felt secure in

denying the conditions asked for by the

employes and felt that notwithstanding any

action that might be taken by its employes

as Amalgamated men , they would be able to

operate their cars through the assistance

of the “Grand Worthy Chief" and those of

the employes who would submit to his

agreement. This was the serious feature of

the whole affair.

Again , we must give the promoter of the

“'Brotherhoods" credit for being honest with

the company, as the first cars were scabbed

or taken out after the strike by “ Brother

hood" men , but it was found that there

were barely a half dozen of them to respond

to the conditions of the " Brotherhood "

agreement.

This Saginaw incident, however serious

it may be, cannot have helped but set the
stamp of condemnation on the part of or

ganized labor and every union man upon

such contemptible methods of rivalry. With
this incident this " Brotherhood" movement

and its promoter must have reached its

limit . Knowing the conduct of those as

sociated in this contemptible Saginaw

“ Brotherhood " farce, any man who may well

have a conception of organized labor can

not well fail to place his brand of disap

proval upon such movements. While we

are inclined to give the promoter of these

“ Brotherhoods” the credit for being honest

and sincere in his original intentions, we

are unable to find an excuse for him in the

future, to in any way presume that he repre

sents a movement by which he purposes to

elevate the character of his craft and the

standard of their wages and conditions.

In the first place, there has been at dif

ferent times revealed to the officers and

members of this Association the deceptive

methods by which this rivalry has been

conducted in the way of attempting to im

press interurban men that they were of a

craft in no way associated with city street

car men . This story would be used on in

terurban roads where there were no city
men connected with the system . Then in

another section , the promoter would enter

among the city men of a system to insti

tute and promote the movement. This

alone was a deception in the matter of or

ganizing. Again , as a greater effort to or
ganize was made among the members of

divisions of our Association , the member

ship were repeatedly told that they couldv could

consistently belong to both organizations,

which is unqualifiedly false . Another most

treacherous piece of deception was the

carrying to prospective members the idea
that these spurious " Brotherhoods" were
really affiliated with the steam railway
Brotherhoods, which was again unqualified

ly false. The promoter himself presumes

to, and very likely does, hold member
ship in the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen , but he holds that membership , if

at all, by virtue of having formerly been
in the employ of a steam road as a fireman .
Another piece of deception in connection

with this delusion is the teaching of the

idea that the steam road Brotherhoods are

" open shop " institutions , which is unquali

fiedly false , as they are strictly union or
ganizations and positively insist upon their
co -workers becoming members of their or

ganizations as soon as qualified by term ser

vice , in every instance where they are
strong enough to enforce the principle of

" closed shop.” However, it has remained
for the glaring revelation of this movement

and the character of its leadership to be
developed in this Saginaw Valley situation .

It stands out open and bold , and it can no

longer maintain , or assume to maintain ,

even the most dim semblance of a true and
faithful labor organization.

There may be, and there no doubt are,

some men who have affiliated themselves

with this movement, in absolute sincerity ,

who are union men and who have been

prompted by a desire to associate them

selves with their fellow craftsmen in view

of promoting their interest by concerted
effort. But if they become familiar with

their movement as exemplified by the con

duct of its management in this Saginaw

Valley affair, it rests with them , in all

honor to themselves and the cause to which

they profess to adhere, to drop it , and
drop it quick . The " Grand Worthy Chief"

of this fake " Brotherhood” movement has

typified himself and his movement in the

Saginaw Valley incident. The movement

is no longer entitled to even a place in the

roster of rival labor movements.
It is safe to infer that had it not been

for the presumptions of the promoter of

the fake “ Brotherhoods," the manager

would have met and honorabıy dealt with

the employes of the Saginaw Light and

Traction Company through their regularly

elected representatives , and an acceptable

agreement would have been reached and a

strike averted .

God speaks by the silence of the sunbeam

as truly as by the thunderclap .

When right is on one side and riches on
the other , you cannot raise the one without

lowlowering the other.

There is no hope of being a polished ,

smooth pillar without the experience of the

rough quarry .

We look for our brother's faults with a

searchlight; on our own we turn the dark
lantern .

If we had used the advice which we have

given away we should need none from
others.
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

BEAVER VALLEY PASSES TO P
BURG RAILWAYS CO .

TS .

New Brighton , Pa . - The Pittsburg Railways

Company has again branched out in the sub
urban traction lines, but this time, instead

of building , it has bought up the entire

Beaver Valley Traction Company, which

spreads its tracks from Conway , where the

big Pennsylvania Railroad freight yards are

located, through the Beaver Valley, and into

Monaca , Bridgewater , Freedom , Vanport,

Rochester , New Brighton , Beaver Falls ,

Beaver and Morado , with other smaller set

tlements between these and adjacent thereto .

The deal was completed on July 22 , the nego

tiations having been under way but a short

time, and so quietly that aside from the per
sons directly concerned practically no one

knew of it.
The price paid for the property is not

stated , and it is not expected that any state
ment will be officially made until a report

has been made to the stockholders at the
regular meeting. The purchased company,
however, is capitalized at $ 1 ,500,000. and of
this amount there has been issued $ 1 ,075 .000 .
It has also outstanding bond issues to the
extent of $ 1 ,350 ,000 . The mileage of track is
about 35 miles all told , and while it has some
60 cars, it operates at the present time about
50 in its regular service . The importance of
the purchase of the system is not so much in
its present development, but in plans for the
future . Officials of the Pittsburg Railways
Company said that the system was to be ex
tended in all directions, both on the existing
franchises and on others to be securud , and
ultimately that the line will be connected
with the Pittsburg system , so that Pittsburg
will have a direct traction service into all
Beaver Valley towns.

The transfer of the lines to the Pittsburg
Railways Company took place at a meeting
of the Beaver Valley Traction Company of-
ficials on the morning of the 22nd, in Beaver ,

Pa. At that time the old officers retired and
the executive officers of the Pittsburg Rail
ways Company were elected in their place .

The former officers were : President, Sydney
C . Wright; Vice - Pres, W . Frederick Snyder :
Secretary , Walter T . Bilyen all of Philadel

phia , and General Manager, Gaylord Thomp
son , of Beaver. The new officers are : Presi
dent. J . D . Callery ; Vice -President. S . L .
Tone ; Secretary , W . B . Carson . Gaylord
Thompson was retained as general manager,
and will direct the operating end of the

Beaver Valley system .
The Beaver Valley Traction Co. was organ

ized in 1901, and was a consolidation of the
Beaver Valley Street Railway Co , the Cen
tral Electric Railway Co., the People ' s Elec
tric Railway Co., the College and Grand View
Railway Co., the Rochester and Monaca Elec
tric Railway Co., and the Beaver and Vari
port Electric Railway Co. Two yoars after
the formation of the consolidated company
it took over the Riverview Electric Street
Railway Co. , and the Freedom and Corway
Electric Street Railway Co., and finally the
Beaver and Vanport Electric Street Railway
Co. all of which were contiguous lines and
gave the system a connected series of food
sized towns and profitable trathc.

The first consolidation was undertaken by
Philadelphia moen , who iormed a syndicate
header by Sydney L . Wright, WV , Redwood
Wright and W . F . Snyder , who controlled the
stock , though there was some considerable
stock held by business interests in the towns

through which the lines operated . The prop
erties have been slowly developed since then
and plans have been under way for its exten
sion so as to connect with the new East Liv

erpool system at Vanport, and also toward
Pittsburg , following closely the right of way
of the Pennsylvania Railroad .

The bonds of the company consist of gen
eral mortgage 5 per cent. due 1953, $ 350,000 :
first Consolidated mortgage, 5 per cent. , gold ,
due 1950, $675 ,000 : first mortgage 6 per cent.

gold , due 1911, $ 150,000 ; second mortgage 6
per cent gold , due 1915 , $ 150, 000 ; People' s
Electric Railway first mortgage, 6 per cent.
$ 50.000, and second mortgage 6 per cent, $ 25 ,
000, make up the total issue. The trustee of
both mortgage and payment of interest is
the Union Trust Company of Pittsburg .
Some idea of the business of the company

is shown in that during the first year its
gross earnings were $ 177, 214 , net $ 80 , 815 , and
surplus $ 18,241; the second year the gross
earnings were $ 227,409, net $ 101,202, and sur
plus for the year $ 30,788. The company has
power house and barns at Junction Park ,
midway between Rochester and New Bright

on , about the center of the system , and its
rolling stock is mostly of double truck Brill
semi-convertible type, and in good condi
tion . Some single truck cars of the St.
Louis Car Company ' s type are also used .

The connection of the Beaver Valley Co.

lines at Vanport, with the East Liverpool

traction system by a road now under way

between those points, will give a direct elec

tric car service from Pittsburg to Wheeling ,

and this seems now to be much nearer than

at any time before.
The mileage that this system will add to

the general Pittsburg Railways system will

give the parent company over 500 miles of
track , and with the cars owned by the Beaver
Valley Traction Co. , added to those of the

Pittsburg Railways Co . , and what have been
ordered and are under construction , will
amount to over 2 ,000 traction cars. It will
also place the Pittsburg Railways system
near the top of extensive electric railways
of the country .

A rumor that deals were in progress be
tween the Pittsburg Railways Co. and the
electric lines in New Castle , Youngstown and

East Liverpool was denied by officials of the
Pittsburg Railways Co. W . B . Carson , secre

tary of the Beaver Valley Traction Co. , said
that the new management had no plans for
the immediate extension of the Pittsburg
Railways Co. to connect with the Beaver
Valley. “ Some day we expect to do that,

he said , in a talk with press representatives.

From Youngstown comes the news that
representatives of the Youngstown and Can
ton electric railway were in Youngstown, and
clos'ed deals for real estate insuring the right

of way for a direct entrance into the central
portion of Youngstown.

Thus the predictions of your correspondent

made some time ago, that before many years ,
if not months, a trolley system between
Pittsburg and Cleveland, through limited
trains, etc. , seem to be near a culmination ,

Now we will come nearer home. Perry M .
Strayer , for a number of years chief of po

lice of Beaver Falls , has been appointed
chief of the Beaver Valley Traction Co. ' s
police and property , and it is safe to say that
he has things well in hand.

From a local paper I clip the following
item : " William Moffatt, of College Hill. a
motorman on the Beaver Valley Traction
Co. ' s lines, has been on this line for the past
17 years. On July 7 , 1905 . he had worked

17 years, beginning on the old horse car line.
He is the only one of the original men left. "
Pretty good record for Bro . Moffatt.

Bro. French was laid up for several weeks.
with rheumatism , but is at his post again .

Bro. Ira Conley has discontinued his fre
quent trips to his old home in Butler, as he

now has the object of his affections with him
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BOARD MEMBER CORNELIUS VISITS

in the Beaver Valley. He was married sev- tainment for them . As your correspondent
eral weeks ago to the young lady . and is works a " late straight" run , he did not have
now keeping house in a cosy little cottage the pleasure of visiting with them , but I
in Beaver Falls . ascertained the lineup of their team to be as
Motorman “ Petie" King made his usual follows: Farrell, p ; Armstrong , 1st base :

annual pilgrimage to his summer home Sullivan , 2nd base ; Sweeny , 3rd base ; Cann ,

" down on the farm " - and is again at work . left field ; Rosenberry , right field ; Curley, cen
Bro. Mehaffy was serving a few days on ter field ; Stewart, short stop ; Lyden , catcher ;

the petit jury. Warren umpire, and J . L . Sauers , rooter.

Bros. Houlette and Shields were laid up Our boys expect to play a return game with

some time with sickness. them at their grounds in the near future ,

Bro . Watson , who spent the last eight and are practicing faithfully to that end, and

months in lower California , has returned and say they were just fooling them while here .

re- entered the employ of the company as didn' t want to hurt their feelings, etc. . but

motorman . are going up to Pittsburg and just " wallup
Bro. Roney has returned from the south the socks off them !” Ambulances and hog

and is again motoring . pitals will be in order then , no doubt. The

Bro . Ed. Baker, in passing along the run boys of Division 85 are a jolly lot of fellows,
ning board of a summer car, was struck on and we anticipate more social visits in the

the arm and shoulder by a telegraph pole near future.

and severely bruised , but is again at work . A special program for Labor Day is being
Bro. Stiles, motorman of the "Monaca Hum arranged by Bro . McGahan and others of the

ming Bird , " was off duty for some days, suf committee and prominent speakers are being

fering with cramps and stomach trouble . negotiated with . Sports of new and noval in

And, by the way, let me tell you about the terest, also , are contemplated , and if all

"Monaca Humming Bird ,” so named on ac turns out well the Beaver Valley will wit

count of the slow schedule. The Monaca vil ness a red letter day, and will attract great

lage council passed an ordinance limiting the crowds to Junction Park
speed of trolley cars to " six miles an hour, Bro. Ward lost his wife recently . All theor less , " so the company is complying with boys extend their sympathies to him . He
the same by running " less ." The car creeps had been married only a short time.
along . making a 40 -minute trip , instead of The company sustained a small loss by fire
20 . Of course the public is disgusted , but on the 5th inst. A small stock and storewhat can they do ? It is the opinion of many room was partially destroyed .
that the " Humming Bird " (express ? ) will Good vaudeville is being given at the
become so obnoxious to all concerned that Junction Park Theatre , and good crowds have
the council will soon repeal the ordinance . been in attendance all season . Manager
Passengers get off at the hotels, get a drink , James Dool has proven himself a hustler in
go to the next corner and board the car, and the show line. " 105 ."
no stops need be made for them , either. Fact.
Well, the world is progressing , surely, es

pecially the part known as Monaca.
Bro . McCreery is now motoring the " Red 109.

Devil " on the Riverview division , and by the
way , Bro. McCreery has been in the service
of the company nearly . if not quite . as long Victoria , B . C . - Bro. Richard Cornelius, of
as anyone, though not continuously . He also the Gen . E . B ., and business agent of Divis
worked the old horse cars long ago. ion No. 205, San Francisco, Cal., was a welConductor Lewis was laid up some time come visitor to our membership at 8 p . m .
with a felon on his hand, but is again " on It was greatly appreciated by all who had
the line." the good fortune to be present. A unani
Conductor "Doc" Cameron was off duty for . mous vote of thanks was tendered the

some time, having undergone a succesful brother from the south for his very kind and
hospital operation . He is again on his old instructive remarks.

run .
Our president, Bro . Marshall, was acting The following officers were installed for

dispatcher for a few days, in place of Mr. the ensuing term by Past President A . W .

Lytle who was sick . Clayton : President, R . A . Ritchie . 55 Yates
Conductor Smith ' s wife and family are street ; Financial Secretary , David Dewar, 34

away down the river for a month ' s vacation Frederick street ; Vice - President. M . Brink
and meantime he and Bro. Stiles are " batch man , 35 Yates street ; Recording Secretary, R .
ing ' it. What a lot of dishes Mrs. S . will C . Wilson , 35 Yates street. " 37."
have to atend to upon her return ! ! The first annual picnic given under theMotorman Mitchell furnished the stogies

auspices of Local Division No. 109, took placefor the boys recently . He reports this at Goldstream , B . C . , on July 25th , and it is
erosity as being the occasion of the arrival

needless to say that it turned out to be the
at his home of a young motorman. gala event of the season . The day was an

Conductor McDowell is planning a trip to ideal one for the various sports and races .his old home. Altoona , Pa. . where he has not The program consisted of forty events, and

visited for 12 years. prizes competed for in the various events

Conductor Byres, of the early run on the amounted to $ 400 . The affair was voted a
onaca Humming Bird . " has departed from complete success by all who were fortunate

the beaten path of most conductors . Rumor enough to be in attendance, while the net
says that he intends to put a circus on the profits amounted to $ 140.
road to rival even " the greatest show on

The committee of management, to whomearth . " In fact, he has on hand a real ele
chief credit is due for bringing the above tophant, which is now on exhibition on his
a successful issue, were as follows: F

premises near Junction Park , and excites Ritchie, A . W . Clayton . C . W . Thorntor
great interest. The hay market has advanced Brinkman, T . Targett, Thos. Davidson , R . C .in consequence. Great boy is " Bill . "

Wilson , A . J. Bird and Wm . Doyle.The races at Morado Driving Park are
drawing great crowds. The classes are good ,

weather ideal, extra men all busy, and every
one seems happy in consequence. VACANCIES FILLED .
Last week the base ball team of Division

85 . Pittsburg , came down on a fraternal visit .
and incidentally to show our boys how to Norwich , Conn.-- At the last meeting of
play ball, which they did to perfection , the Division No. 262, Bro . John L . Sheppard , in
score resulting 22 to 12, in their favor. I consequence of other duties, resigned his po
did not learn how many innings were playe sition as president of the local, also Bro .
nor who made any sensational plays, but suf Raynes resigned the recording secretaryship .

Alce it to say that they had a good time. The In their places were elected as president
company furnished a special car for their Bro . Geo. W . Leonard . and as secretary , Bro .
use and our entertainment committee took E . E . Mulkin . Other officers elected were :
them through the Valley , and provided enter Vice - Pres . , Wm . Ryan ; Warden , H . T . Ladd .

. “ COL.”
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COMPANY OBSERVES AGREEMENT.The officers were installed at the meeting

and immediately entered upon their duties.
Div. 262 is in a position to report usual pro
gress and will very likely be represented at

the coming Chicago convention .
" JACK ."

BRO. PRATT AT MEADVILLE, PA .
After several delays and postponements

the annual agreement between Keystone Di
vision No. 197 and the Meadville Traction Co.
was signed for another year, about a week
ago. The matter had been hanging fire since
June 1st. The Traction officials not being
willing to agree to all the demands made in
the articles we presented . At last it was de
cided to send for some one from the Interna
tional headquarters to try and adjust the
matter. and Bro , C . 0 . Pratt, of the G . E . B . ,
responded , and after two brief conferences
with Pres. Shryock , that official agreed to
renew last year' s agreement for another
year. At a special meeting, held that night,
the proposition was accepted , and the papers
signed the following morning . This disposed
of a matter that we had been unable to agree
upon for so long that a number of the men
had become dissatisfied , and while we did
not get what we asked for in the first place ,
the old agreement was satisfactory in the
main , and all the boys are willing to work
under it for another year.

Bro . Pratt made many friends in the short

time he was here. He is a hustler from the
ground up, and seems to be admirably fitted

for the work he is engaged in . He made a

splendid address the first night he was here
and held the undivided attention of every
man in the room for an hour and a half ,

during which time he enlightened us on
many phases of the labor movement of which

most of us had given very little thought be

fore. Should it ever be necessary to send
for assistance again , which we all sincerely

hope it will not be, Bro . Pratt is the man
we want, and we take this way of thanking

him for his kind efforts in our behalf , and

assure him a royal welcome should he come

this way again .
At the last regular meeting , held Aug . 5th ,

Bro. M . C . Mills was elected vice -president to
succeed Loyal Earll, who has left the road .
V . A . Richard was elected to represent this
division at the International Convention in
Chicago. Bro. H . A . Smith is the alternate .

Bro . R . G . Smock has resigned his place
us conductor and expects to return to the
Erie railroad.

The next regular meeting of our division

will be held Saturday evening , Sept. 20 A
committee has been appointed to prepare a
lunch and all members are cordially invited

to turn out and help make the meeting en

joyable and profitable .
Now that our agreement has been signed,

it is up to every man to resolve to do his
tuty and do his best towards living up to
our part of it . Our employers have made
frequent complaint that we were not keep
ing our part of it as we should , and it must
be admitted that in a great many individual
cases this is only too true. We are bound
by the terms of the contract as much as the

con nany and they expect us to live up to
it fully as much as we expect them to fulfil
their part. A little sober thought given this
side of the question will go a long way to
wards promoting better feeling between em
plover and employe and incidentally increas

ing the respect of the former for our organi
zation . " Y . "

Non -Unionists Forced In - Yellow Fever Les
sens Service

New Orleans, La . -- In spite of the hot
weather and yellow fever excitement which
prevails in this city , Division 194 is still
able to carry on its work . We held a special
nieeting Monday night, July 31st, and the

hall was well filled
We are getting along fine under our new

agreement. So far, we have had no trouble
whatever. Before this agreement was made,
we had a few men on the road that would
not join our organization and after the
agreement went into effect, we stil gave them

a chance to come in at two or three regular
meetings, before their names were handed
to the railway companies ; but some of them
did not take advantage of this opportunity .

and at our last regular meeting their names
were sent to the company , and we were very
much pleased with the action taken by the
company' s officials , which exemplifies their
intention to have all of their employes be
come members of our organization in ac
cordance with our agreement. The com
pany' s claim agent called at our heall
quarters and asked for application blanks,

which were furnished him , and a few days
later the employes , whose names had beer.

furnished , were called ot the office and tola
to maek application to the union , of which
they did without delay.

We are glad to see our worthy president.

Bro. Thomas M . Cooney (who has been con
siderably under the weather lately ) , looking
quite well again . Brother Cooney , sick or
well, is always in the chair and is doing all
in higpower for the welfare of our local,
and to him is due much credit for the
present standing of Division 194. He has
served the local in an official capacity from
its infancy , and since elected president, he
has filled the office with much credit to him
self and the organization ,

The yellow fever prevalence has reduced
the traffic so much that the company is tak
ing off some of the cars ; so far, about fifty
have been taken off and we expect to see
more pulled off if the fever continues to
spread. " CARRUTH ."

NEWCASTLE NEWS.
Newcastle , Pa . - Failing to see anything in

the Motorman & Conductor from here, I will
try and send a few lines, so it may be known
that we are still doing business as in days
gone by .
Our sailing at the present is smooth . What

seemed like trouble early in the spring
passed over and the boys most concerned
are at their old places, with one exception,
and the company has asked him to return .
We are taking in new members almost every
meeting night. Some of our old members
have secured other positions and have bid

us good -bye .
We are sorry that Bro . Doda' s face is niiss

ing from his old place , as he is suffering
with a sore ankle which the doctors say will
have to be operated upon .

Bro. Newell, who has been oft for the last
three months with the fever, has almost
recovertid.
Bros. J . H . Moure and John Warnock , with

their families , have returned home from Ni

agara Falls where they took in the sights .
They report having had a fine time.
The members of old 79 have a ball team

which has been doing some fine work . They
hold the belt for Western Pennsylvania or
Eastern Ohio . Anyone who doubts it just
let our secretary hear from you
Wanted : A position as catcher with some

fast team : Hardscrable or Snakes Run ; best
preferred. Address O . E . K . , care Sec.

Bro. () . E . Leere is contemplating entering
the ministry.

The indications are that we will be smok
ing the cigars again :
Dr. J . W . Allen ; That sounds all right.

" WHISKERS."

Leonard's Casino and Laton Place.
Coney Island and
and Caton Place.

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Prop. BROOKLYN , N . Y .

Advertisers in this journal re
new their contracts. TheMo
torman is a business getter .
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MET DEATH FROM RUNNING BOARD. KERSCHNER EXPLAINS TO GAUGHAN .

Marion , Ind . Div. No. 190 has nothing of
unusual interest to reoprt in the n

ork as everything is serene in the ser
vice here . However , our membership were
plunged into deep grief by the fatal accident

met with by Bro . Thame Carr, while work

ing on a Gas City open car on July 31. Bro .
Carr was conducting, and in some wuy lost
his balance while rounding a curve and fell
headlong to the ground. He was immedi

ately taken to the hospital where everything

possible was done for him , but he expired

from his injuries on the 4th inst. Bro . Carr
became a member of the association last
May and during the service here , became
well liked by his associates. It is with sin

cere regret that we are called upon to chroni
cle his death . Our local took appropriate
action upon his death , and the brothers sin
cerely express their sadness at the untimely
accident. "WARNER ."

ROCK ISLAND NOTES.

Rock Island , Ni. - Div. No. 313 reports prog
ress . At our last early meeting there was
a good attendance, nearly all early men . Few
swings and late men are able to attend early
meetings. However, all business was trans
acted with dispatch and everything is moy

ing along nicely .
Weare pleased to report Bro. Chas. Nelson

is the happy father of a new girl. No. 2 .
Bro . Jessie Money is no more single. This

means a trip to Chicago, but when he re
turns it means less work for the extras, as

there will be no more Wednesday evenings
off for him .
Bro . Passmore greeted friends in Chicago

for a few days, but has returned and is back

to work .
The Third avenue street car boys had their

annual picnic at the Watch Tower, but the
day was rainy and interfered with the at
tendance and sport.

Rock Island division again defeated the
Davenport team by a score of 14 to 8 .

Bro. Holt is crowding the times by becom
ing the possessor of a pair of fine twins.

The boy exceeds the girl by weight of 8 to
7 lbs.
Bru. Hoffman has left us for another

“ ch0 ) . ” .
The next will very likely be from another

correspon lent, as Bro . " Dutch " will be found

for a time at his old job of grafting.
“ DUTCH ."

Girardville , Pa . - Our organization has in its
midst two humorous characters that I would
liken to Dooley ' s quaint " Hennessy " or Ho
bart' s humorous " Dinkelspiel" _ Bros. Gang
ham and Kerschner. They possess an origi
nal and natural style of interpreting every
day characters to force even the most pens
ive person at times, unbeknowingly to a
pleasant frame of mind. They are very pop
ular and enjoy a large acquaintance es
pecially among union men , who appreciate
their good qualities and peculiar mannerisms.
At our last regular meeting, owing to some
unaccountable delay, the Mahanoy City car
that transports the men to the meetings in
Girardville failed to appear. The men pres
ent were very much disappointed , as it was
to be an important meeting . There were
numerous subjects to be given consideration ,
of a local character, and every member' s
presence was required . When the two col
lege - chums met, the following colloquy took
place :

Bro . Gaughan - ' Begorra , Dinky, ' but it ' s
mesilt that is displased at the feeling of
apathy that is incircling around the minds of
some of our min . Sure our eyes isn ' t shut
to the fact that there' s some maning in the
hiring uf all these ixtra min . De ye see , our
kardinal principal taches us in 'unity there' s
stringth ,' and they must open wide the doors.
of their kraniums and instill therein those
noble truths. Sure it' s mesilf that appreci
ates the grand words that' s iximplified in
our ritual and me patience is ixhausted with
those slovenly min that don ' t see the binifits
dirived from our organization . Begorra, I
concaved an idea, 'Dinky,' if they don ' t wak
en up from their comatose state I will injict
a dose of some preparation that will bring
them to their sinse of duty . "
Kerschner- " 'Mickey,' you vas der biggest

jackass to be troubles. Don ' t you se how it
By golly , but it makes me so mad I

can hardly breathe! You don ' t know , but
just look oud a ledle. They vas some idiots.

If you vas my friend you would help me to
be mad und swear. I tell you I vhas insult
ed . I go ober mit the car und I don 't say
nottings. Then nobody speaks und I say,
" Tell me if you vhas going to the meedings.'

Vhas I t blame? 'Gif me all der particulars
tomorrow , if you please ,' they say, and leve

me alone. I goes home mad and recalls to
mine minds what un old friend uf mine told

me a long time since. He says : " " Dinky, " in
every organization dere vhas four kinds of
mens. First, dere yhas the man that knows
und he knows dat he knows, he vhas a goot
man . He does eberydings for the best. Sec

ond, dere vhas a man dot knows, but he
didn ' t know dat he knows. He vhas a goot
fellow . He doubles up mit the virst man. He

vhas alright. Third, dere vhas a man dat

didn ' t know , but he knows dat he didn ' t
know . He has alright. He goes mit the

other men . Fourth , derevhas a man dat

don ' t know und he don ' t know dat he don ' t
know . " He vhas the troublesome man , 'Mick

ey .' He vhas smart und he speaks oop und
says noddings. He gets mad und kicks
things oafer und makes dissension . I say ,
vhy don 't you haf some prains in your empty
noodle. That's the vay it vhas, 'Mickey . We
might haf some of these men und we must
say, you dunderheads, dot you haf our sym

pathy , und we try as you say, und wake
dem oop from der comatose state . Don ' t be
an alarmist, Mickey,' demfellows, mine old

friend says , are only few in numbers and

harmless. " R . E . PORTER .

that ko

GAINING IN MEMBERSHIP .

know
lere

vhase ,vhas

does he he knows

Rome, Ga. - At the regular meeting of Div .
No. 204. held July 24, Bro , H . B . Aycock

returned to the fold by depositing with
drawal card . By initiation , Applicants W . A .
Hixon , conductor : J . T . Christopher motor

man, and L . S . Kendicks, conductor, became
members. At the same meeting the follow
ing Brothers ere elected to office : President,
C . N . Mize : Vice -Pres. , J . L . Borroughs ; Rec.
Secy . , H . D . Climer ; Fin . Secy, and Treas., L .
G . Reece ; Warden , W . C . Miller. Much inter
est in the movement is being taken by our
membership and the local is experiencing an
upward movement. " COL ."

WILKESBARRE , PA .

ELECT OFFICERS.

Wilkesbarre , Pa - At a special meeting of
Div. No. 164. held for the purpose , the fol
lowing officers were elected : Pres. , T . F . Ow
ens ; Vice - Pres ., Samuel Keithline ; Rec. Secy. ,
Patrick J . Lyon , 337 Walnut st . , Luzerne, Pa . :
Fin . Secy. , Thos, Hatch ; Treas. , Thos. Edgell ;
Conductor . Wm . Knittle ; Warden , Robert
Prichard ; Sentinel, Thos. McGroarty : Execu
tive Board , Thos . F . Owen , Michael Flynn , D .
J . Corgan , David Meredith and Frederick El
lis : Trustees , Samuel Keithline, David Mere
dith and Anthony Walsh ; Relief Com . . Pat
rick Mooney , John Russell and Wm . Douglas.

" O . C . "

Easton , Pa . - Div . No. 169, at a recent meet
ing elected the following officers : President ,
James Carr : Vice - Pres. , Fred Hatter ; Rec .
Secy . , Walter E . Coken ; Fin . Secy. and Treas.,
Edward ' Young : Conductor, Oscar Stires ;
Warden , Asher Knoble ; Sentinel, Wm Zech
man.
The local reports progress. " ELY."
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CHELSEA OFFICERS.

Chelsea , Mass. — The following officers were
installed 'July 11 by Past Pres. Burrill : David
F . Lewis , Pres. ; John F . Ford , Vice - Pres. ;

Henry W . Griffin , Treas.; A . H . Corliss, Fin .
Secy. ; E . J . Matthews, Rec. Secy. ; Geo. A .
Lovering, Conductor. Refreshments were
served and a good time enjoyed by Div. No.
240. " SOO."

OFFICERS OF CHICAGO DIV . NO . 318 .

Our division has cut out sickbenefits,

which came into effect on July 1st, 1905 . This

may seem strange, but our reasons are good
ones.

It is a source of satisfaction to the mem

bers of Division 99 to note that, out of the
seven inspectors on the road , five of them

were formerly members of our division . That
is a good point in favor of our association ,
we are more than pleased to see our brothers
receive well earned promotion . .

On account of some reason your foriner
correspondent did not take an active interest
in his work , and it is now up to me to see

that at least one hundred members subscribe

to the journal by January 1st, 1906 . I can
do it. "

I will give you an account of our wage
conditions in my next letter .

The boys of No. 99 are always pleased to
meet a brother who comes to our city, and
we are right here to welcome you ; if you
come this way.

At our last meeting five new members

were admitted to our ranks. Sock it to
the: n . " ROG . "

Pres., P . J . Dempsey, 1499 W . Taylor st. ;
Vice- Pres., Chas. Erdman , 285 N . Ridgway
ave. ; Rec. Secy , John Leaiv , 2080 W . Lake st. :

Fin . Sec., John D . Newton , 1186 W . Harrison
st. : Treas. , Jacob Schmitt, 2050 Rice st. ; Con
ductor. Emil Wirsen , 82 W . Huron st. ; Senti
nel, John Traney , 512 Grand ave. ; Warden ,

Albert Hubner, 942 Marengo st., Harlem , ill.

CORNELIUS AT VANCOUVER .

PROSPECTS GOOD FOR .FUTURE,Vancouver , B . C . In July Div . No. 181 ex

perienced the unusual feature of a visit from
an International officer in the person of Gen

eral Executive Board Member Richard Cor .
nelius. We endeavored to make his stay
with us a pleasant one, and we assure the
reader his visit was sincerely appreciated

by our membership. Bro. Cornelius strikes
one as being a most earnest representative
of the cause of labor, and he is decidedly an
interesting speaker. We trust that some
time in the future we may again have the
pleasure of his presence at our meeting
On the 12th ult. Bro . A . G . Perry was elect

ed President of Div . 101. Other officers elect
ed were : Vice -Pres . , M . A . Beach ; Secy. , T . C .

Holt; Treas., W . D . Jones.

CHARDON DIVISION INSTALLS OFFI.

CERS.

Chardon, 0 . - Div . No. 390, at a recent meet
ing installed the following officers : Pres. ,
Fred J . Marsh ; Vice - Pres. , R . H . Cooley ; Fin .
Secy. . H . T . Palmer ; Rec. Secy. . W . C . Jolley ;
Treas. , Mat. Gates ; Executive Committee ,

Fred J. Marsh , S. W . Demwee, M . Fisher , A .
Burgman and G . Forward.

“ SOVEREIGN."

DIV . NO. 99 - WINNIPEG DOINGS.

Meridan , Conn . - I suppose our Sister Divi
sions have an idea we are out of the race
for " keeps. " Well, no wonder. They haven ' t

heard from us in a great many "moons "
Nevertheless I ' ll try to give a line on our
" Silver City " aggregation , - fifty - six goo
staunch union men , all working in harmony
for the betterment of their organization . Our

wage condition may not come up to some of
our Sister Divisions, but in the near future ,
from what the writer understands , we will
by no means be a back number. Our work .
ing conditions are all to the good. We are
treated like men by our superior officers ,

never " called " for anything unless we are
entirely at fault . Our genial superintendent,

W . P . Bristol, is a man among men , and
stands by his men financially and otherwise ,
which he proved to us at our last annual
entertainment and dance, which was held at
Hanover Park , on the 25th of last April, aná
which I am delighted to say was a success .
The committee in charge, with the assistance
of our Superintendent and every union man

on the road, deserves great credit . Wo
cleared , after paying all expenses, very neas
$ 300 . of which ten per cent. went to our hos
pital fund. When I give the names of the
committee you would not wonder, if you
knew them , why it was such a success , for
they are all tried and true union men . They
are Robert F . King. Chairman ; H . Palmer.

J . Beatty , M . J. Griffin and J. O 'Brien .

We offered three prizes of $ 6 , $ 3 and $ 2 to
the man selling the most tickets. Our old
war horse , J . J . Ames, motorman on the Can
non Ball Limited , got first prize, selling 400
tickets. His conductor, F . C . Penfield , run
second, with J. McMinnaman a close third .

The officers selected to man our local for
the present year are : President. M . C . Ami

don ; Vice - President, J . Regan ; Treasurer, F .
C . Penfield : Financial and Recording Secre

tary, John O 'Brien ; Wardens, Burnett, Beatty
and Dowling. Racy oposition was indulged
in for all offices except Treasurer, to which
position Bro . Penfield was re - elected unan
imously .

Bro. J . P . Creed is on the sick list with
a sprained ankle.

Bro. Burnett indulged in a shore dinner,
recently . at Savin Rock . We haven ' t seen
him since. Bros. Griffin and Newton survived

the same experience but are looking fine .
Bro . Beatty is giving the boys pointers on

the New York Subway and its refreshing alr :
also he hag same to say of sights and experi
ences on Coney Island .

Bro. Allen is off duty, giving his attention
to his little daughter, who is very sick . The
sincere wish of our members is that she may
recover . " SILVER .

Having been elected to the office, as cor

respondent for our official journal. The Mo
torman & Conductor, I will try and furnish
somo, items, to let our sister divisions kriow
we are still doing busines and doing it well.

We all regret very much that our Interna

tional president was unable to pay us a
visit he had planned to take place about

July 1st, however we live in hopes that we
may soon have the pleasure of meeting him .

From July 20th to 28th was the date of
Winnipeg ' s annual fair . It is gratifying to

note that even our local papers were high
in their praise for the way the officials and

employes handled the large crowds. We

are more than pleased that the fair passed
without having an accident, in fact the ser

vice was the best this city has had in its
history .

Our vice -president, Bro . J . J . Hope, has
been suffering with appendicitis for the past
six weeks. He underwent an operation &
few days ago, and is , we are pleased to say,
on themend. We all wish Bro . Hope a speedy
recovery .

Bro . M . D . Bell has been laid up with an
attack of Influenza ; we are pleased to hear
Bro . Bell will soon be at his usual duties.
Your correspondent has learned from a

reliable source, that two more inspectors
are to be appointed from our ranks. "Good
bye." Mike.
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MUNCIE OFFICERS. conductor are required to join the union, it
has developed that there are some who hesi
tate to advertise the fact that they are union

MUNCIE , IND . The officers of_Muncie Di men . The only significance such hesitation
vision , No. 81. are as follows: President ran bear is that there are men in some

0 . Snodgrass ; Vice - President, J . R . Gibson : unions, who could they take advantage of

Treasurer Clarence Quick ; Recording and the employers' “ open shop " alliance, they

Financial Secretary , Charles Knott, North would do so . In other words should the

Plum street ; Warden , William Brown ; Sen open shop be forced upon the union they

tinel, Henry Stockhausen ; Conductor, Clar would be first to desert the ranks to seek
ence Wetherholtz : Executive Board , J . ( . favor with the " boss. " However , the buttons
Snodgrass, Charles Knott, George Negley. are being generally worn here.

C . L . Monks and J. R . Gibson. At our recent meeting the following officers
" REX ." were installed : President, T . J . Duke; Vice

President, George Shaw ; Financial and Re

cording Secretary , Frank McKnight; Treas
ARE WEARING MONTHLY BUTTON . urer, Thos. Flanigan ; Executive Board , T . J .

Duke. Thos. Flanigan , Thos. Smith . Frank
McKnight and Emery Bennett ; delegate to

SHARON , PA . Local 176 has seen fit to uge the Convention , Thos. Fanigan.
the monthly button , and all members are Bro . Eggleson is on the sick list at present.
wearing them . The button sems to take Bro . Climer has retired from the service
very well with most of the members . How - and has the best wishes of the
cver , even here , where every motorman and his futu ? success . " VOLUNTEER . "

's for

BRO. JAMES D . LANDRIGAN , OF TROY, N . Y . DIV . NO. 132
Chairman Joint Committee that negotiated the Troy and Albany agreement for Divs. No. 132 and 118.

TROY AND ALBANY ( N . Y .) AGREEMENT.

This Agreement, made and entered into this
26th day of July , 1905 , between the United
Traction Company, whose principal place of
business is in the city of Albany, N . Y . , party
of the first part, and Divisions 132 and 148
of the Amalgamated Association of Street
and Electric Railway Employees of America ,
parties of the second part.
Witnesseth : That the party of the first

part declares its intention to treat all its
employees fairly ; to pay them adequate wages
for services rendered ; to so regulate the
hours of service as to conserve the health
and happiness of its employees and their
families ; to require extra work only when
the necessities of the patrons demand extra
cars or extra service , but in no event to
require service beyond what is fair and rea
sonable : to remedy any mistakes made by its
superintendent, assistant superintendents, or

others, when in charge of employees, as soon
as attention is called to the same, and gen
erally to so conduct its business of operating
a great railway system as to secure pleas

ant and remunerative employment for its ope
rating force, and convenient and safe trans
portation for its patrons.
The parties of the second part declare it

to be their intention to render faithful ser
vice in the respective positions to which they
may be assigned ; to obey all rules of the
party of the first part hereto ; and generally
to co - operate with the said party of the first
part in making their relations mutually
agreeable and profitable .

Therefore: In order to guide them in car
rying out the foregoing intentions, they have
mutually agreed as follows:

Section 1 . The properly accredited officers
of said divisions shall have full power to ad
just any differences that may arise between
the parties hereto , with the properly accred
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nin arbitrator

ited officers of the company. In case of fail
ure to adjust any differences, the executive
committee of the company will hear evidence
and determin any appeal that may be taken
from the decision of the superintendents . In
case of a difference still existing between the
association and the company after such ef
forts to adjust the same, the matter may be
referred , on the written request of either
party hereto , to arbitrators, within two days ,
the board of arbitration to consist of three
disinterested persons, and the findings of a
majority of said board shall be binding upon
the parties hereto. The parties hereto shall
each choose one member, and the two thus
chosen shall meet daily and submit names for

the purpose of selecting the third arbitrator,
to be agreed upon by them . When a case is
submitted for arbitration , each party shall
name its arbitrator within two days. In case
of the failure of either party to name its ar
bitrator, it shall forfeit the case.

Section 2 . Day runs shall not be more
than eleven ( 11 ) hours. nor less than nine
and one- half (93 ) hours per day, and shall
be made as nearly ten ( 10 ) hours as possible .
All relief runs less than eight ( 8 ) hours per
day shall be extra runs. Questions of dif
ference on time tables to be referred to the
president or executive committe of the party
of the first part. The time tables will be
posted in conspicuous places at least five ( 5 )
days before going into operation , except when
emergencies arise .

Section 3 . Regular conductors and motor
men shall not be required to work overtime,
unless it becomes necessary by reason of fail
ure of reliefs to appear. All regular conduct
ors and motormen who consent to and are
assigned to work shall be entitled to extra
compensation . Every regular conductor and
motorman who performs work over and above
his daily schedule shall be paid time and a
half from the time he is required to report.

Section 4 . Conductors and motormen shall
be given preference for work on snow plows
and sweepers. All work on snow plows and
sweepers to be paid for at the rate of time
and a half.

Section 5 . While doing committee work for

the party of the second part, either local or
international representatives of the party of
the second part shall have preference over
other employees who are members of the

party of the second part, in securing leave of .
absence.

Section 6 . When employees are summoned
before general or division Superintendents

to answer charges , they shall lose no more
time in the investigation of the charges than
is actually necessary , and if not found guilty
of alleged charges, they shall be reimbursed
by the party of the first part for all time lost.
When a member of the party of the second
part is summoned before a superintendent of
the party of the first part for violation of the
rules , he shall, upon request, have time, af
ter hearing the charges against him , to en
able him to present any defense which he
may have to the charge, and shall, if he so
desires, be entitled to counsel, An adjourn
ment of the hearing for the purpose of en
abling him to present his defense shall be
granted. Whenever a motorman or conductor
is cited to appear before the superintendent
to answer charges, in addition to the esta
lished custom of having his name appear on
the daily slate , he is to be handed by the
superintendent, a copy of the charge or
charges he is to answer, to which charges
he shall have one hour to make replyor
answer.

Section 7. In the record kept by the party
of the first part for violation of rules by em
ployees, the defense of the employee , as well
as the violation charged , shall be a matter
of record .

Section 8 . The party of the first part
agrees to furnish free transportation to all
employees, members of the parties of the
second part, on all lines owned or operated
by the party of the first part, and all em
ployees shall be permitted to occupy any un
occupied seat of an open or sumer car.

Section 9 . In vacancies occuring on railvil
road crossings, motormen and conductors

shall have preference for such positions.
Section 10. The party of the first part

agrees that its clerks at its several car
houses, when requested , will count and ver
ify conductors' day receipts .

Section 11. The party of the first part
agrees to permit any member of the party
of the second part to be absent for not ex
ceeding two weeks, without interfering with

his position on the slate until after the ex
piration of that time, provided that the extra

list is sufficiently large to permit vacations.
Section 12. The party of the first part

agrees in the appointment of motormen and

conductors to positions of reserve crews, to
give preference to motormen and conductors

according to seniority of service, all other
things being equal.

Section 13. The parties hereto having this

day submitted the question of wages, which
for one year from July second , nineteen hun
dred and five. shall be paid , to arbitrators ,
by an instrument in writing , duly executed

by its respective duly authorized officers, a
copy of which is hereto annexed. It is here

by mutually agreed , that until the report of

the arbitrators, or a majority of them , is
filed with the parties hereto and becomes ef
fective , the scale of wages shall be that in

force on the twenty - ninth day of June, 1905 .
After the report of the arbitrators is filed

and becomes effective , as provided in the
aforesaid agreement of submission , the rate
of wages therein set forth shall take effect as

follows:
1. The rate of wages shall be paid from

and including the second day of July , 1905 ,
and shall continue to be paid for one year
thereafter.

2 . The difference between the wages paid
to its several employees affected by the afore

said arbitration and the wages fixed by the

arbitrators, if any , shall be paid to the sey
eral employees entitled thereto , on the sec
ond payday after said report is filed and be

comes effective.
It is further mutually agreed that this

agreement shall be in effect from July 1 ,

1905 , and shall continue for one year there
after

It is mutually agreed that this agreement
shall be effective and apply to all matters to
which it relates which happened on or after

July 1 , 1905 .
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have

caused this agreement to be signed by their

respective presidents, in duplicate , the day

and year first above written .

Signed in presence of:
UNITED TRACTION COMPANY.

By Jno. W . McNamara,
President.

James D . Landrigan,
Chairman , D . C .

Wm . Kavanaugh,
Secretary, D . C .

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF
STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL
WAY EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA .

By James J . Moore ,
President Division No. 132 .

By John J . Coughlin ,
President Division No. 148.

R . L . REEVES.
Secretary, G . E . R .

Did you ever notice how swiftly and silent
ly nature strives to cover her scars ? Cut

a tree with your knife and at once she sets
about stanching the flowing sap and begins
to heal the wound with a new growth. Tear
up the bosom of the earth for railway or
tunnel, and presently she has draped all the

ragged bank with the beauty of wild vine
and flowers . Human nature should be as
wise. Life brings its hurts and griefs, its
rendings and disappointments, but the scars
they leave should never be worn openly .
They should be hidden from sight by the
dignity of silence, by beautiful new growths
of patience , strength , and tenderness .
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG ternational President; S . M . Massey , Inter

THE STREET RAILWAY EM
national Secretary -Treasurer ; J . W . Ken

PLOYES OF AMERICA
nedy, First VicePresident; George Delisle,

Trustee ; E . S . Ingraham , Trustee, and C . C .

Reeves , Trustee .

By W . D . Mahon . The President' s report showed that five

strikes had taken place during the year;

CHAPTER IX . (Continued from April.)
that the vestibule law had been passed in

three states, viz ., Ohio , Minnesota and

The third Convention convened in Mil Maryland. In his report he recommended

waukee on October 8th , 1894. This was the establishing of an official journal. How

without question the most gloomy Conven - ever , this recommendation was defeated ,

tion ever held by our Association , coming and the Street Railway Times, of Cleveland ,
as it did at a time when the effects of the a private owned paper , was endorsed as the

panic of 1893 had reached its high tide and official organ of the Association .

was being most sorely felt by the entire Secretary -Treasurer Massey opened his re

country . port along the same lines as that of the
An item from the President's report will President, calling attention to the industrial

give the reader an idea of the feeling of the depression that was then on in the country .
officers at this time. Among other things In referring to this condition he stated :
the President said : " When we last met we " During the vear just past and gone our

were full of hope and expectancy , as the fu country has experienced one of the most dis
ture appeared bright with promise and pros tressing periods of financial depression that
perity to our organization and the industrial has befallen it since it sprang into existence .
interests of the country in general; but alas, We have watched with pain and anxiety the
we have, in one short year, been forcefully frightful havoc it has created in labor cir

reminded of the old saying that cles. We have seen millions of men thrown

“ There is many a slip out of employment. We, in our imagination ,

Twixt the cup and the lip,' have followed them on their restless jour
and the promised prosperity to our craft and ney seeking employment. We hav gazed on

the country have alike gone glimmering, and the emaciated form , the pinched and wasted

both are now clouded with uncertainty and
features, the starved expression and the

fear as to what the future holds in store ney seeking employment. We have gazed on

for us in an industrial way " but despite the with no little concern , the various instances

dark and gloomy industrial conditions there
in which the employers themselves have

was assembled at this gathering a small
taken advantage of this demoralizing state

band of determined delegates. Some of of affairs , and have cut deeply and cruelly

them had already felt the wrath of the an
into the wages paid their employes. In many

tagonizing railway companies, who had
cases this was done when there was no just

adopted a policy of destroying the organiza
reason or excuse for such action . Large

tion while the panic was on , but these dele
armies of unemployed men have marcher

gates had come with the determination of
from the uttermost portions of our nation

establishing an organization that would in
to the fountain head of our general govern .

the future give protection to our occupa
ment, endeavoring to attract the attention

of the congress of our country and persuade

Secretary - Treasurer Massey , in his report,
them to do something — to enact some laws

without question voiced the sentiments of
that would relieve the country of the dreal

this determined band when he said our poli
ful state of convulsions from which it was

cy was to
suffering. Terrible strikes have taken place ,

covering vast areas of territory and involv
" Mark well the course and keep within that ing thousands of men , women and children .

path Nearly every strike, if not all, has been
Illumined by the rays of righteous flame; fought on the lines of justice and as a pro

Guard well the post, and buckle on the test against unjust oppression . Men have

sword stood out in the face of hunger and want

To fight for right, success — but not for fighting nobly for those rights which heave ?

fame. " approves and hell sneers at. They have

The report of the Credentials Committee called loudly and repeatedly on the adminis
showed twelve delegates and five officers trators of law within our land to come to

representing eight locals present. The lo their assistance by interpreting the laws in

cals represented were Division 8 of Toledo, accordance with their reading and on the

0 ., represented by Winfield S . Heininger ; basis of justice and reason. They have
Division 14 of Fort Wayne, Ind., by Rezin sought the judicial ermine in their time of

Orr ; Division 15 of Milwaukee, Wis., repre- need . What was the result ? Justice slum

sented by James Flint, R , K , Curtis and J . bered , but the fitting tools of the grasping

A . Nickerson ; Division 18 of Cleveland, O ., corporations that disgrace our judicial

represented by Owen Evans; Division 26 of henches issued arbitrary and unjust injunc

Detroit, Mich ., represented by M . G . Moore, tions, obstructed the flow of the clear rivers

Samuel Lee. D . L . Dilworth and James G . of legal decisions, and contaminated and

Grant: Division 31 of Duluth , Minn ., repre - polluted even the pure waters within the

sented by Charles M . Thomas ; Division 32 judicial pool.
of Saginaw , Mich ., represented by Fred Fay. Through all these severe storms of politi.

The officers present were W . D . Mahon , In - cal and financial disaster we have bravely

tion .
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naturally draw the conclusion that they

were bred , not to better the condition of our

country or of the laboring man, but to be

the means of increasing the income of this

fat and greedy employer . This is a busi

ness organization . We have a business to
perform . Let us perform that business. Let

us not combine with business affairs dis

putes about the most sacred jewel the body

contains the human soul. Let us imbue our

actions with enough charity to grant to our

fellow men the privilege of worshiping the

Deity in such manner as his reason dictates

to be right. Let us practice religion . Quar

reling about creed is not religion .”

( To be continued . )

THE ECOTISTIC OBSTRUCTIONIST.

held our ground, and to -day, emerging from

the second year of our labor, we find that

the faith in the outcome of our organiza

tion is growing; that the number of our lo
cal divisions and membership is increasing ;

that the good work which we are doing and
the soundness of the policies and principles

which we advocate are more forcibly felt ,

and that the ultimate success of the Asso -

ciation is already assured ; that the bright

sun of prosperity is now appearing in the

horizon , that justice is not dead, but sleep

ing . This report would prove most incom -

plete without calling your attention to the

great and generous aid continually rendered

to us by Samuel Gompers, President of the

American Federation of Labor. His untiring

efforts in our behalf , his wise counsel, crys

talized by years of actual work and experi

ence, have done much to assist us in main

taining our strength and perfecting the sys

tems of our Association . He knows that he

has my unbounded thanks and gratitude for

the valuable assistance so cheerfully given ,

and is deserving of the full commendation

of our entire order."

The delegates' attention was also called

by the Secretary - Treasurer to another ques
tion that was dividing and assisting in the

destruction of the unions. That was the dis

pute over religious differences, for at this
he A . P . A . movementwas at its height

and during the past year several divisions
had been divided and practically destroyed

because of this contention . Secretary - Treas

urer Massy , in his report, called attention to

this condition as follows: " There have . in
several of the divisions, discussions, ill-feel

ings and dissensions arisen , emanating from
sources entirely foreign to the objects and
aims of this Asociation . In most cases they

are from a difference in creed or religious

belief. Each sect entertained a prejudice
against the other : each was suspicious and

distrustful of the other ; each assumed an

attitude antagonistic to the other ; each re

fused to co -operate and work in harmony

with the other : each party seemed blinded

to the fact that what injured one must nec

essarily injure the other ; each sank his

business interests in the Asociation and de
voted his time to quarreling about matters

which injured not only the union , but also
the cause about which they were disputing ,
and each felt themselves to be acting un
wisely , but were too prejudiced to admit it .

I think that too much stress cannot be
placed upon the fact that this is strictly a
business enterprise , with the object in view

of bettering your conditions; that you , as a

business partner, must co -operate and work

with all the other members in the firm in

advancing its interests and enhancing its

profits ; that it does not make any difference

what your partner' s religious belief is . so
long as he is true to the interests of the

firm , and when , if ever, a person is found

to be untrustworthy, do not condemn him

on account of his religion , but condemn him
because of his course of action . When we

consider that the source of all these dissen -

sions sprang from the ideas advanced by a
great railroad corporation attorney , we must

One of the serious annoyances that jar

the business of local officers and Divisions

is the member who kicks against major

ity rule. There are instances where mem
bers, perhaps, are justified in making an

explanation against the action of a major

ity of the membership of his Local, and
there have been instances where majority
votes have been reconsidered by another

majority vote much to the advantage of the

Local, but generally speaking the most dis
tasteful member is the obstructionist who

is constantly pounding the action of the As.
sociation upon questions when such action

is brought about by a majority vote. It

may not be proper to style such members

as “ knockers" as they are of different
make-up. Some of the obstructionists are

really cynical and kick on anything consist

ent with the pleasuure of others. They kick
by nature, and could not avoid it under any

restraint or persuasion , even from their

own conscience. Another class are those
who believe they are right, whether right

or wrong, often being misled by an error in

judgment, yet sometimes right, but sorely

distressed by meeting an opposition of a

majority against their argument and when
beaten , in their despondency they are diffi

cult to awaken to action . Such men are usucult to awaken to
ally sincere and valuable men in the move

ment. The most serious obstructionist, and

we may say the most distasteful, is conspic

uous in most locals. He plays to the gal
leries. He is an egotist and often takes is

sue against his own convictions. He likes

to hear himself talk and boastfully wields

his arguments, whether right or wrong, if

popular with the opposition . He delights
in condemning the officers for not accomin condemning the
plishing what he well knows he could not

accomplish himself . He is a radical when

radicalism is blind ; he is a conservative

when conservatism is blind. He is one way

with one man , another way with another,

upon the same question , but he is always

in the way of the solution of any important

problem to his craft. If for some offense

against the discipline of the employing com

pany he becomes discharged , he is dead

sure to exploit an idea that he was dis

charged because of his unusual vigor as a

uunion man.
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Union Throughout

"What practical method can be devised

for distributing immigration, especially for

agriculture, to points where it may be
needed ?

"What further methods can be devised

for improving the condition , both of hous

ing and employment, of aliens congested
in large cities ?

The call is signed by August Belmont,

Samuel Gompers, Oscar S . Straus, Cornel

ius N . Bliss, John Mitchell, Archbishop Ire

land, Bishop Potter, Charles A . Moore, War

ren S . Stone, Ralph M . Easley and Samuel

B . Donnelly.

DON 'T COMPLICATE YOUR GRIEVANCE.

Monthly Buttons

FRONT AND BACK

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

Back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Uuion men should wear a but

ton that it ten - tenths union - all

Union . Ours is . Weguarantee it

LOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St., Chicago

A most baffling proposition to our Divis

ion officers arises when instructed to gain

the reinstatement of a discharged member

whom , upon investigation , they find in an

individual attempt he has made his case

much worse than originally, had he immed

iately reported his troubles to the proper

officers of the Local and let them do his

talking . When a member becomes dis

charged , or has a grievance upon his hands,

and desires re-consideration or a modifica

tion at the hands of the company, he would

at least not imperil his case by immediately

reporting it to the organization , or the

proper officials , and seek their intercession

and advice. He then has a much more just
cause for criticism of the effort of the of

cials of the Local in modifying the sentence

than he has after he has " put both feet in

it ” by first making a personal attempt with
the company. In fact , in such cases he has

no right to criticise the action of the of

ficers, or the Local, in the event of a failure ,

as he has already tried and failed himself.

However, just such cases are constantly oc

curing, much to the annoyance of Local Di.

visions.

OBSERVE THE LABEL.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON IMMIGRA .

TION PROBLEM .

To discuss immigration problems a na .

tional conference will be held in New York

city on Dec 6 and 7 next under the auspices

of the National Civic Federation. Several

weeks ago representatives of the steamship

companies , labor unions and those inter

ested in the Civic Federation discussed the

question and it was decided to give to the

investigation a national scope, says the New

York Herald .

To this end the Governor of each State

was asked yesterday by letter from a com

mittee of the Civic Federation to appoint

ten delegates to the conference .

Some of the topics are these :

" What is the character of the net in

crease in the population of the United States

from immigration ?

" Should existing legislation looking to the

elevation of this character through the ex .

clusion of undesirable elements be extended

and made more effective ?

“ Should there be any change in the sya.

tem of inspection, such as having it made

at the ports of departure or at the home
sources of immigration , or at both ?

" Are there any eternal influences tending

to stimulate the volume of immigration ?

" What domestic industries and what

labor crafts are most affected by the influx

of alien labor, and in what ways ?

"What percentage of European immigra

tion remains in the ports of arrival?

In the matter of assistance of the gen .

eral movement of organized labor there is

not another craft in existence who can put

forth a greater promotive effort than can

our craft. There is not another craft that

can so push the union label in a thousand

ways as ouurs. The street car man buys

union labeled goods in every instance and

he has an untold opportunity to advise the

same course to others. It is a source of

great satisfaction to know that every uni

formed man on the cars can produce the

union label in every garment of his uni

form . Every member of our organization

working in the shops, or otherwise em

ployed , outside of the car service, can

proudly boast of the same fact.

Agents Wanted in the United States
To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet , testimonials , Terms, etc .

The Condnctor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.
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TALKS ON LABOR . The form of the labor movement or organ

ized discontent in any country is deter

Address at Denver by Samuel Gompers De.
mined by the political and industrial condi

tions existing in that country .
scribes Attitude of A . F . of L .

In America we are trade unionists ; in
Although President Gompers was only in Russia we would be revolutionists.

Denver three days, his visit was of tremen There wealth is a curse. The commonest
dous benefit to the local movement. It first rights of free speech and a free press are
of all taught the local A . F . of L . men the denied men .

strength of the labor sentiment in favor o
If I were in Russia I would be a revolurational methods of organiation. Secondly,

it has demonstrated to the few disrupters
tionist. But we have all these rights here.
We don 't need revolution. What we really

still harbored among us that they must seek
need is to learn how to use the rights andnew fields in which to carry on their dis

rupting tactics. Third , the personal mag
privileges we now have.

Individuality is preserved by organization .
netism and influence of the great labor

leader has infused new spirit into some lag
We must surrender some rights in society

to government, in order that government
ging sections of the labor army.

may protect us in more necessary and val
That President Gompers is a drawing cari ued rights.

outside of our union people was clearly Rebellion against lawful and just govern

shown at the Coliseum meeting, when a greatment is an attempt to gain what the non

crowd hung for hours upon his matchless unionist calls liberty .

periods. The civil war was a strike against the
He is undoubtedly the best equipped plat government.

form man in the ranks of labor to -day, anu The South is glad today that the strike
there are few if any of the country' s great was lost.
est orators who can surpass him in this re Individual rights must be subordinate to
gard . His flights of eloquence at times carry public welfare.
one along like the waving billows of a sea When liberty is denied , the citizens are
of light, and his snap-shot comments are like at fault .
dewdrops gathered in the hand. No individuality proper is possible to the

It is a sourse of regret that a great speech worker in a great modern industry except

like that one delivered at the Coliseum can in the union .

not be published as delivered . Though much in the union the workman regains the

of any public speech on the labor question economic and social importance he has lost

must of course cover ground often handled through division of labor and specialized in

in editorial and platform work , yet there is dustry .

a vast difference between a written or print The old shoemaker is lost in the eighty

ed statement and the same statement volley- machine hands who make a shoe . In the

ing red -hot from the living oracle, vibrant union he becomes again a shoemaker - a

with conviction and tense with the strain of shoeworker, not simply an appendix to a

a deathless purpose. Here are a few of the machine.

gems of thought selected at random from Liberty is not something fanciful. It is

the Coliseum speech . Many of them are epi- not floating in the air , to be grapsed or ab
grams: sorbed .

Healthy discontent is necessary to prog Liberty is opportunity to assert rights,
ress . to bargain for pay or privilege , to exercise

The labor movement is the organized dis- faculties, to live a full, well-rounded life.

content of the race with social conditions. In the union the workman can drive the

It is the crystalized yearning of men for best possible bargain in the sale of his labor

better and better lives. power.

The war of the revolution, the abolition of In the old time the employers fixed the

chattel slavery , the liberty of Cuba from price of labor.

the yoke of Spain , all resulted from discon In the new time the union has a voice in

tent of the people the price.

No social conditions are eternal. That you have lost liberties in Colorado

Change and progress are a law of the so- is the fault of your citizens.
cial world . The unspeakable Peabody - Peabody, the

But the A . F . of L . is not for the pessim - First - betrayed you. If there is a second
ist. Union men find hope in union . Peabody you have betrayed yourselves.

Some men live a life of dreams. They Peaboy' s friends don ' t mention his name.

center their thought upon an ideal system You will have a real eight hour law in

of society ; they want nothing but this ideal. Colorado when you pass it in your own or

Some expect it in a thousand years, some ganization , and not till then .

in one hundred years , some in our time. Science, invention , progress and humanity

The trades union movement in America is have decreed the universal eight-hour day .

not revolutionary . It does not expect to The mine workers, the building trades,

change the system of wealth production by and many other crafts have passed eight

a platform , nor reform all property relations hour days that no legislature can repeal.

by a vote . The printers will next year pass such a

But it is a prophecy of a better and bright law and the A . F . of L . will assist in the

er day , even when most practical. fight and rejoice in their triumph .
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Cigarmakers won the eight hour day in A boy will kick a yellow cur to make him

1886 . run and howl. But a bulldog has the right

An economic paradox is a " shorter work - of way and no questions asked . The fear of

day means higher wages." a mighty bite saves the bulldog many a

Long hours mean low wages. Short hours kich
mean longer lives. To all whom it may concern : We are no .
Ninety -two per cent of $ 13,000,000 ,000 an - yellow dogs. We don 't want to strike, but we

nual wealth production is consumed at home will if we have to and strike hard .
- eight per cent abroad . We want better collective bargaining. We

If short hours and high wages wipe out want to avoid conflict. There will always

utterly our foreign trade — the eight per cent be strikes, but it is our duty to minimize

- we can do very well on the 92 , thank you . them .

But the high wage countries have the larg The A . F . of L . will never permit Ameri

est foreign trade. can labor to recede.

The union enhances the standard of life. We seek to establish a minimum wage

A true American will welcome and support They - our enemies— want a lowest wage.
any institution which raises the standard of There is a vast difference here.

living The American standard of living is three

Your !ate lamented legislature had an at square meals, a home, and reasonable com

tack of “ unionphobia " and passed an anti- forts, with leisure to see, hear, read , enjoy .

boycott anti-strike law . We will accept nothing less .

But no law can forbid or require me to I t is a workman 's duty to join the union

buy or sell, to work or not to work . of his craft.

No man has a vested right to my work o ) It is a public duty to support the unions

my patronage. in their just contentions.

No law can prevent me from favoring my There are some who have no faith in

friends or telling the truth about my ene- unions, but look to law . The New York
mies. bakers looked to the strongest and best lim

This Colorado anti-boycott law is absolute ited day law ever passed in any land, and

madness. the supreme court killed it while they

What I may do legally, I may also legally looked . Then they met in their union ,
threaten to do . passed a 10-hour law of their own , got the

This is an infamous law . absolutely with A . F . of L . behind them and the law wen

out excuse for its passage. into effect.

Your legislature failed to count the cost. You can control your labor without laws,

The unions will still do business at the if you have unions; without unions, you
old stand. may pass al the laws ever got up by a law

It is not our purpose to tear down - we yers' union with the lid off, and you will yet

are builders, not wreckers. not control your labor.

We still have power to punish enemies and The A . F . of L . did much when it prevent

to reward our friends. ed a general reduction of wages. It is a new
To our friends, thanks; to our enemies, philosophy that business stagnation will be

defiance. best averted , not by reducing wages, but by
All men organize. reducing the hours of labor.
Preachers have a union , and they call the

recreant one a heretic .

Lawyers have a monopolistic union , limit LABOR 'S DAY.

apprentices , and the judge acts as their

walking delegate. No lawyer can practice Ere the September number or the Motor
until he shows his union card . Talk about man and Conductor reaches its readers, La
closed shop! Why, the lawyers' union is the bor Day of 1905 will have entered past his .
limit - and then some. They call their non tory and another milestone will have been
union lawyers shysters, pettifoggers, etc.

set marking an epoch in the progress of
The doctors' union calls their non -unionists

organized labor. We say “ organized labor, "
quacks.

as that is the leading institution directed
The unions have made a new command

by man' s intelligenre tending to the better
ment: Thou shalt not take thy neighbor's ment of society . Labor Day is purely an
job .

offspring of organized 'abor. and if any
We also have our pet names for heretics

good comes of that dav it is directly attrib
to the union faith .

utable to organized labor. It is a day in
We want more of the product of our lives,

cepted by unionism and made permanent as
and then more and more and more.

a holiday by the efforts of that institution
Wewant all that life has in store for us.

It was first incepted as a day of rest and
Impatience to get all sometimes loses all. recreation for a momentary relief of the
Trade unions have educated the world to crowded marts of industry in the city of

a consciousness of the dignity of labor until New York , and at the instance of the Car

today the schools and colleges are talking penters' Union of that city . The idea thus
labor. emanated and spread to other centers until,

We don 't want to strike, but we will not later, it became a general holiday . It is now

give up the right to strike. the recognized day upon which industry
Strong unions prevent strikes. stops to let labor review the past and pro
There is such a thing as " armed peace.” claim for the future. Organized labor has
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profited by Labor Day in that each year it

marks a revival and proves an inspiration

among wage-earners. It also associates with

the employer a renewed idea of the import

ance of the institution which has come to

protect the workingman in having something

to say as to what his relation shall be to

society . Labor Day of 1905 will leave its im .
pression , as in other years , upon the nation ' s

mind, and that impression will have been

measured to the good in accordance with the

interest and deportment exhibited by organ

ized labor only. It is gratifying to note,

from reports coming to toe office, that our
Local Division Associations will generally ,

in one way or another, demonstrate an in
terest in this great epoch day to labor.

Many of the locals will take liberal part in

the parades, while others wul demonstrate

by appropriate emblems and otherwise.

some honor outside the well-beaten path they

trod as motorman or conductor.

Four deaths in nearly two years is the rec

ord for our Death Benefit system , and it is

and should be a matter of pride to every one

of the 1,260 members that during those two

years they have each carried $ 1 ,260 in life in

surance at the meager outlay of $ 4 . The re

sults of the recent excursion have been so

gratifying that a "moonlight” has been ar

ranged for the evening of August 23rd, and

while we do not want such a load as the cars

carry at rush hours, we do want to maintain

our reputation for handling the public and

having them with us.

Local officers — C . E . Aley, President; C . V .

Duryee, Business Agent ; C . H . Johnson , Sec.

Treas. ; Garret Burns, Sergeant-at-arms.

Members of the Executive Board - James

Adams, C . Richardson, C . Hart, W . J. Proc

tor, J. Conwell, Geo. Mitchell, P . Eby, C . E .
Partridge, E . E . Sharrer, J. W . Geherken , A .
A . MacManamy, W . J. Halleen, H . Shirley ,
T . Sullivan, A . McClellan, P . L . Prindle , D .
McClelland, A . E . Williams, D . D . Cady and
J . Bertram .

RETROSPECT FROM LABOR DAY OF

DIV . No. 26 , DETROIT , MICH .

95 % Saving
In Energy by Using a me

BISSELL'S
“ Cyco " Bearing

Carpet Sweeper
Price

$ 2 .50

to

$ 5 .00

By C . H . Johnson.

This Labor Day finds our association clos
ing up thirteen years of progress, peace and

prosperity. Not that we have been without

our " troubles," but that during that time we

have evaded strikes and lock -outs . While this,

to us, is a cause of satisfaction , we assume

that “ organized labor" and, indeed , the entire

public, recognize our efforts to do well and

faithfully our part in the great and difficult

undertaking of city and interurban transpor

tation .

We may still be found doing business at

the old stand , and though our shop is often

an open one this time of the year, we operate

under a closed shop agreement; every crew

on city or interurban cars being in possession

of a paid -up working card , with the single ex

ception of new crews just breaking in , and

they carry the regular permit issued by the
association.

We are still working under the 1903 agree

ment with its 23720 per hour wage scale,
though the long-delayed raise to 250 cannot be

far off, as it is becoming daily more certain
that men coming up to the high standard of

efficiency set by the D . U . R . cannot be hired

and retained for the wages paid when living

expenses were little more than one-half of

what they are now . However, with the com

pany' s earnings equal to over 6 per cent on the

outstanding stock issue, we can reasonably hope

and expect better things in the near future.

Our business is educational, bringing us in

touch , as it does, with the public continually,

and many of our members move up and out
into more lucrative positions. It is a general

remark with this class that they always cherish

a kind regard and fraternal feeling for those

with whom they have labored side by side. M .

J. McLeod, now Labor Commissioner ; J. V .

Cunningham , now chief deputy sheriff : Alex ,

Dill, D . McFarlane T. McAwley, C . H . John

son , J . Mackey, S . Goldwater, F . Schilling and

about a dozen appointed in the mail depart
ment or on the police force, have all achieved

to say nothing about the saving of

carpets, time and sani

tary benefits .

No Dust, no Effort, no

Noise , Carpets and Rugs
made brighter and many

years added to their life
by using Bissell' s " Cyco "

Bearing, the only Sanitary

Carpet Sweeper.

The druggery of sweep
ing is removed and

woman ' s energies saved

for pleasanter tasks by

using the Bissell.

For sale by all first -class
dealers.

Buy now and send us the pur.

chase slip and we will send you

a neat, useful present.

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER COMPANY

(Largest Sweeper Makers

in the World )

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH .

Dept. 10A
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The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always prescatabla

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland, O.

Tho Posselius Bros.

Furniture Mfg. Co.

Michigan.Dertoit,

H
H
H
H

- MANUFACTURERS OF

W
E

T
O

L
O
W

Christmas

DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES
- INCLUSIVE OF

Our Great VIC TheTOR Specialty.

Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avonuos.

When in need of a Dining Table ask yourdealer

to show you The VICTOR ,

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO .

I T

Royalt
alena

specal Mariuleturer of Buperior

O CHARLES L . BOWLER 9

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

Having our own factories we manufacture most 5 SpecialManufacturers of Superior

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus save Dolice,Firemans & Railroad

t be consomer the middleman 's profit
UNUFORM CLOTHSS

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc.

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd . Standard Throughout he United States

414 - 416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT , MICK . for Street Railway Service.

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR ADS. PAY DIVIDENDS EVERY MONTH.
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If you don 't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

KIND

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

CHAS. W . NOAH
Motormen and

Conductors !

Motormen and

Has

UNIFORMS

Etc.

We're Headquarters for

full line of

Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle

We can fit you whatever your figure

for we carry all regular, stout and

With themost complete line of slim sizes. We give you custom

tailor quality at about half his prices

Our Special

New Refrigerators, Ice Cream Freezers, Uniform at

is the best you or anyone else has seen

On Gratiot Avenue for the price. It 's a suit that not

only looks well, but wears well

nd a full line of Gas & Gasoline stoves. Strictly Union Made

Everything in Men 's and Boy ' s

Clothing Hats and Furnishings at

Hardware, Window and Door Screens, “ out - of - the - high - rent - district ”

Paints , Oils , Etc .

CLA Y T ON

1222 Gratiot Avenue | Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Avenue Detroit, Mich .

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

HORACE W . STEERE

BARLY RISER ' S

PRIEND

By ery Street Car

Man should have

one.

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit

Goods Sold on Weekly Payments.

17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES

Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.
When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond,

Silverware, Clock , Scart Pin , or anything in the line of H. T. SCHNEIDER , City Agent.
Jowelry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Blectric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in ., Width 6 in ., Height 8 % in .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

EX

CARMENT 4 James H . Hirsch & Co.
ORO

APRIL

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

KED
1891

BARU
1891 ArborWhi

212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , . . ILLS .
REGISTERED

Invest in the Union Gas & Oil Co.

$ 10 Buys 100 Shares

COMPANY CAPITALIZED AT $500 ,000

HAS LEASES ON 466 ACRES IN THE FAMOUS LEAMINGTON (ONT.)

OIL FIELDS

DON ' T BE TOO LATE

$100 Invested in the British American Oil Co. three months ago is now worth $2 ,000

Write immediately to the Secretary for Prospectus, or send $10 FOR 100

SHARES AND ? CERTIFICATE WILL BE PROMPTLY FORWARDED

J . V . Cunningham , Pres.

C . H . Johnson , Sec 'y - Treas.

Office, 316 BUHL BLOCK , DETROIT, MICHIGAN



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT , MICH . —

SETE SAVINGS BAVE

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vict- Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice- President

R . S . Mason ,

Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman .
Asst. Casbior

E . A . Sunderlin.
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bizby

H . M . Campbell
Jas, H . Bckelo

C . L . Froer
R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

Thos. H .Hubbard

N . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan
R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Je?
Geo . H . Russell

Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS . . .

$ 1 ,000 ,000 .00

850 ,000 .00

15 ,000,000,00

" INTEREST :PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
VOR

Uniform Clothing i

RANK BREDERICK & CO

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA .

Write us for Samples and Self Measura

ment guide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WE. TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST.

NL LALOLST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
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UNION MADE

CARHARTT' S

TRADE MARK

“Carhartt

OVERALLS

PANTALOONS

AND

HONORABLY MADE

FOR

HONORABLE MEN

HAMILTON CARHARTT

WUFACTU
RER

DETROIT, MICH .

WRITE FOR FREE

SOUVENIR TIME BOOK

AND SAMPLES OF

OUR GOODS IF YOUR

DEALER WILL NOT GET THEM .
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Hotels.

Tho Prospect House 388.Franklin Are.Cor. Carroll SL

- Borough of Brooklyn

RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. Now York

Mr. Secretary :

Telephone Main 2064 or address

45-47 Hodges Building, Detroit, for

Advertising rates in The Motor

man and Conductor.

Circulation 'Way Up

ma

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price .

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co .
80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

SALARY LOANS
MADE TO

STREET CAR EMPLOYEES
At very reasonable cost and easy terms.

No security required

THE PEOPLE' S LOAN CO .

Tel. M . 2353 508 Chamber of Commerce, DETROIT .

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP

PLIES

1 .50

3 .60

Oficial soal . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanka ,

per 100 . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards , each . . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . .

Division financial book , 400 pages, . . . . . 4 . 25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . .. .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . .

Financial secretary' s order book on

treasurer, each . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . ..

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .

2 .00

BL
OT

No. 2 Stool with No. 3 Seat,

Weight of Complete Stool, 9 lbs. Association Badges, solid gold , each .. . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed
Address TroxellMfg . Co., Elyria , Ohio , for circular. matter, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Gult seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Agents Wanted. .50

All orders must be accompanied with ea .

CHAS. BRICHTER , Agent press, postoffice money orders, or draft . No

340 Kercheval Ave., or Sherman E. Car House, DETROIT, MICH. personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

| Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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$ 300 SAVED
TO ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST

VIA THE D & B LINE .

Just Two Boats"

DETROIT & BUFFALO

BETWEEN

Ser
vic

e

Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

ICURES

Kidney Trouble

DETROIT & BUFFALO

STEAMBOAT CO .
D
E
T
R
O

BUFFALO NACARA
CALLS

S
O
L
E
D
O

2
7
0

LAKE

UNE

T
I
L

Hundreds of people, especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get

CLEVELANDI

THE DIRECT AND POPULAR

ROUTE TO POINTS EAST

DAILY SERVICE , MAY 10th

Improved Express Service ( 14 hours) Between

DETROIT AND BUFFALO

Leave DETROIT Daily - 5 . 00 P . M .

Arrive BUFFALO " 9 . 00 A . M .

Connectin with Morning Trains for all Points in NEW

YORK , PCSXSYLVANIA and NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Through Tickets sold to All Points,and Baggage

Checked to Destination .

Leave BUFFALO Daily - 5 .30 P . M .

Arrive DETROIT 6 . 7 . 30 A . M .
Connecting with Early Morning Trains for Points

North and West.

Rate between Detroit and Buffalo $ 3 .30 one way ,

$ 6 .50 round trip . Berths $ 1 .00 , $ 1 .50 ; Staterooms

82. 50 cach direction.

Send 2c Stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet.

RAIL TICKETS HONORED ON STEAMERS

All Classes of Tickets sold reading via Grand Trunk ,
Michigan Central and Wabash Railways between De

troit and Buffalo will be accepted for transportation on

D . & B . Strs, in either direction between Detroit and

Duffalo . A . A . SCHANTZ, G . S & P . T . M . , Detroit,Mich

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

UNION

BUTTONS and BADG

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn ' t

got it have him get it for you . If

he will not do so, sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Chene St., Detroit, Mich .

Our Label is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO
61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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BUSINESS AGENT JAMES MCDONALD .

Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

The Chicago convention will be the sec charged. The local elected him permanent

ond of the Association in which Brother business agent. Upon the refusal of the

James McDonald , whose picture is given
company to grant concessions, Brother MC

Donald planned an aggressive strike, guided
above, will have represented the Toronto it to a successful finish , and brought lasting

local. benefits to the employes, and thus estab

Perhaps but few labor officials have ex lished one of the larger locals of the Asso

perienced more strenuous life in the affairs ciation . With him in his work , he had the

of labor than Brother McDonaid . In 1902, loyal support of able members of the local,

while working in the service of the Toronto both in and out of office.

company, he determined to strengthen the Brother McDonald is forty -five years of

Toronto local, and bring results to the rail age , was born in Thornhill, Ont., and in

way men of that city. He accordingly took 1878 came to Toronto and engaged in the

hold of the enfeebled organization of barely street railway service as horse car driver.

two hundred members , and in a few months Later he left the service and went to the

established a membership of nearly one states for a short time, but soon returned

thousand . During this work he was first to Toronto and re-entered the railway ser

warned by the company and then dis- vice.
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LABOR DAY, 1905.

" Tis Labor's Day, prepare the way . .

And join the mighty throng,

With craft and trade in vast brigade,
A hundred thousand strong ;

The sons of toil shall not recoil

From power of greed or gold ;

But in their might, for sacred right,

True principles uphold.

Then join your craft, don 't drift abaft,

But take your place in line ;

While undismayed , ye sons of trade
And toilers all combine

In grand array your power display --
Its muscle , strength and brawn

Will lead the light to labor's right,

And hasten freedom ' s dawn.

Fill up the rank, the front and flank ,
And march with manly air ,

Beneath the blaze of Heaven's gaze,

Immune from dark despair ;

And show the slave and paltry knave

Who watch you from the throng ,

Your mighty power regains each hour,

Your muscle still grows strong.

Our cause is just, in God we trust,

While yet we must demand

Fair play from those who are the foes

Of Labor' s honest band ;

Then workers all, obey the call,
And make a proud display ;

A mark of fame on freedom ' s name,

This glorious Labor Day.

P . J . SKERRETT.

been mutually agreed upon and entered in

the written agreement.

The proceedings before the arbitration
commission present an actual ' educational

work along the line of business and econo

mics, touching the conditions of our em

ployment and their relation to the business
end of the employer, both speculative and
operative. It is regretable that want of

space destroys the possibility of publishing

the entire proceedings. The stenographic

report forms a book of 316 typewritten

pages.

In presenting the brief and exhibits show
ing causes why the desired rate should be

granted , President Mahon submitted prac

tical statements made by Albany and Troy

merchants, in which they set forth the ac

tual increase in living necessities, and those

things which , by purchase , are desirable in

workingmen's homes. These statements

showed a steady increase in prices through

the entire period of four years, during which

no increase in wage inured to the employes.

The increase in these necessities — foods and

clothing - ranged froin 6 per cent to 80 per

cent, and would average to the consumer ar

proximately 30 per cent. In the matter of

rents, practical statements were submitted
showing an increase in this item of expense

from 50 cents to $ 7 .50 per month - an av

erage increase of about 30 per cent. Coal

had increased $ 2 .00 per ton, and furniture

and household furnishings from 15 to 30

per cent. Upon the wage to other crafts
in Albany and Troy, schedules were submit.

ted showing substantial gains in every in

dustry .
Upon the day wage President Mahon su

mitted the schedules, showing that at the 20

cent rate many men were receiving less

than $ 2 .00 per day. Upon this question he

dwelt as follows:

“We would respectfully call your honor

able board's attention to the hours of labor

worked and the compensation received for

the same. There seems to be a prevailing

opinion in the minds of many that the mo

tormen and conductors work ten hours and

receive two dollars ( $ 2 .00 ) or more per day.

This is not correct. We would ask you to

make an investigation of the schedules , cop

ies of which we submit. Upon making that
investigation you will find that, in the sys

tems operated by the United Traction Com
pany in Albany and Troy there are ninety

two (92 ) runs , which make less than ten

(10 ) hours a day. Some of them make nine,

some of them eight, some seven and some

six and three-quarters lours per day. You

will find, in the city of Albany, runs of six

and three-quarters : that is , the motorman

and conductor working them receive pay for
but six and three -quarters hours per day,

yet it takes them fourteen ( 14 ) hours in

which to put in this day's work . We would
also call your attention to the fact that many

of these men working on the short-paid runs

do not receive over eight or nine dollars a

week for the week or seven days , and they

have been in the emplny of the company

many of them for five and six and seven
years."

ALBANY AND TROY ARBITRATION .

On August 29th , two months after the an

nual agreement between Divisions Nos. 132

and 143 of the one part and the United

Traction Company of Albany and Troy , N .

Y ., of the other part, took effect, the arbitra -

tion committee convened in the Supreme

court room , City hall, Albany President

John W . McNamara and Judge Albert Hess-

berg represented the company, and William

D . Mahon of Detroit , President of Inter
national Association of Street Railway Em

ployes, was there in the interests of the
men. On his side of the house were James

Landrigan and William J . Fitzgerald , of

Troy Division, and William Kavanaugh and

John Coughlin of the Albany Division. Be.
fore gettiiting down to business the members

of the board agreed that Judge Cady should
preside, and all parties agreed that the
stenographer should furnish five copies of
the minutes, one copy to be paid for by the

company, one to be paid for by the em -
ployes, and the expense of the three copies
furnished the arbitrators be shared by both

sides. Judge J. Rider Cady, Judge John T .

McDonough and Attorney Lewis E . Carr

constituted the commission .

The only question for the arbitrators to

determine was the wage rate. All other
provisions of employment had previously
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Causes Given for increase .
First, the wages at present paid (20 cents

per hour ) were established in May, 1901, by

an agreement between this organizatiou and

said company, but were not at the time of
bargaining so high as the worknien could
justly have asked or the corporation could
have, with sound business prudence, grant
ed . Since then the cost of living has so

increased in Albany and Troy that the orig
inal too moderate wage has become a less
fair return for the labor yield than it was

at the beginning .

Second - The wages at present paid are

below the standard obtained in Albany and
Troy for labor requiring equally or similar

skill and application .
Third - The wages at present paid are its

sufficient to maintain the American stand
ard of living in Albany and Troy .

Fourth - The wealth produced jointly by
the capital and ability of said corporation

and the labor and ability of its workmen

is so great that the proposed increase call
be made and will leave the corpopration arı

undue share of such jointly produced wealth .

Eighteen exhibits were submitted as evi.

dence . As an illustration of these exhibits ,

one of the shorter, and without question of
great interest, is as follows :

Cost of Groceries , Meats, Etc .
" In securing information on the increased

cost of groceries meats, etc., we have gone
to the grocery keepers and butchers that our
people usually deal with and have from

them , over their signatures, the increased
cost of groceries and meats for the past five

years. We would first call your attention
to a letter from Thomas Murnane , of Troy,

N . Y ., dealer in butter , eggs and cheese. He

states that the increase on eggs during the

past five years has been 10 per cent whole-
sale : wholesale on butter, 15 per cent ;

cheese, wholesale, 20 per cent. He states
that this increase on butter has been on
what is known as renovated butter , and that

is the grade sold to the great mass of the

working people , and the advance on cream -

ery butter has been much higher than that
which he specifies .

" On groceries we have the letters of Gard
ner Bros. and McKenna & Co . ; on meats,

Cassidy Bros. and D . J. Haley . These let
ters are filed for your information and show
the following figures :

MEATS,
June 1, 1901. June 1, 1905 .

Sirloin , lb . . . . . .. . . . . 14 Sirloin , lb . . . . . . . . . . 18
Porterhouse, Ib . . . . 16 Porterhouse, lb . . . . 22
Round, lb . Round , lb . . . . .

Roasts , lb . . . . Roasts. lb . . . .

Fresh Porks, lb . . . 10 Fresh Pork

Veal, lb . . . . . . . . 10 to .12 Veal, lb . . . . . .. . 16 to
Salt Meats lb . .08 to .13 Salt Meats, . . 12 % to .18
Ham , lb . . . . . . .612 to .08 Ham , lb . . . . . . .
Shoulder, lb . . . . Shoulder, ib . .
Bacon , lb . . Bacon , lb .
Lard . Ib . . . to Lard , lb . . 15
Chicken , lb . . . . . . . . . Chicken , lb . .

Turkey . lb . . . Turkey, lb .
Vegetables .. . . .. . . . Vegetables

10 % increase at this
date .

President Mahon left thematter of ability
to pay on part of the company to be pre

sented as rebuttal, rightfully anticipating
that inability to pay would be set up by the
other side as a sort of trump card .
Upon submission of the brief and exhibits

in the interest of the Association, an ad
journment was taken until Wednesday
morning.

On August 30 the commission reconvened

and Judge Albert Hessberg submitted the

rebuttal for the company. The brief sub

mitted by Judge Hessberg bore mostly upon
the assumed financial conditions of the

company. A remarkable contention , how
ever, was that the regular dividends should

be first assured before any consideration to
the employes could be given .

In no instance did Judge Hessberg , in his

comments upon the exhibits of President
Mahon in any way contradict the facts set
forth therein .

While there were misleading statements in

Judge Hessberg 's brief and figures , and
these errors were ingeniously cloaked in

plausible language , yet in its entirety it

must be taken as having the ring of the

business end of economics. The figures
frankly admitted the ability of the company

to pay some more than the present 20 cent
rate.

In rebuttal of the contentions set furth

by the company, President Mahon submit

ted further exhibits which embodied reports

and figures tending to discover the errors of
those submitted by the company.

In verbally reviewing the case President

Mahon lucidly exposed the fact that even
the wage asked by the men was not com

mensurate with the prosperity of the com
pany. Upon the supplemental criticisms of
fered by Judge Hessberg President Mahon

spoke in part as follows :

Closing Appealby President Mahon ,
* As to any criticism of this railway, we

haven 't come here to criticise. There are
hundreds of railroads in this country , many
of them , I ought to say, as well equipped , if
not better , than this one. But we replied to

these facts as we found them , and call your

attention to what was true — that they
should not say that they had a right to in .

crease the bonded indebtedness of this comi
pany far beyond that of any other, in order
that they could meet what they consider a

higher railway system ; so it was not in the
way of criticism . We are here, if your hon

orable board please , to determine the wage

. 23

20 . 24
.30

. 10

. 14

GROCERIES .

June 1, 1901. June 1, 1905 .
Flour, small sack . $ 0 .58 Flour, sack . .. . . . . . $ 0.90
Butter, lb . . . . Butter, lb . . . . .. . . . . . 26
Eggs, doz. . . Eggs, doz , . .
Coffee , lb . . Coffee, lb . . .
Tea . lb . . . . Tea . 1 .50
Milk , cond. , ca 08 Milk , cond.. can .. . . 10
Crackers , lb . . . . . Crackers, lb , . . . . 10
Cheese , lb . . . . . . . Cheese, Ib . . . .. . 16
Sugar, lb . . . . . . . . . .0542 Sugar, lb . . . . . . 06

Canned goods, can 08 Canned goods, can . 10

Salt , sack Salt, sack
Pepper, lb . . . .30 Pepper, lb . . . . . .30
Brooms, each .20 Brooms, each . . . . . .250

Bread, loaf Bread. loaf . . . . .

Salt Meats, Ib . Salt Meats, lb .
Lard . lb . . . . . . Lard . lb . . . . . . . . 10

Ham . lb . Ham . Ib . .. . 18
Shoulder , lb . . . . .07 Shoulder, lb . . . . .09
Bacon , lb . . . . . . . . . , . 14 Bacon . lb .

. 05

.05 . 05

. 10 . . . . . . 12

.08

. 16

. 18
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question . We are here as an organization

representing the employes , representing our

trade union . I know that there are some

that criticise and look upon every act of the
trade union as being that of agitators, and

I am here to contradict that and say to you
that the trade union is the business organ

ization of the wage worker. It is the only

organization through which he can protect

the only commodity that he has to sell on

the market of the world , and we are here

before this commission as the men who are

selling our labor to this company, contesting

for what we believe and ask this board to

grant us, the rate of wage that we think
we are entitled to .

"We have been fair and honorable to the

company in all these negotiations. At the
outset the requests of the men were sub -

mitted and negotiations were carried on , and

when we finally disagreed , instead of going
to a strike, we adopted this means of arbi

tration and come to you . We have done it

all honorably and as business men , and we

are here to carry out any contract that we

have made or any decision that your honor

able board may make.

"We show the condition leading up to this
arbitration . As to our evidence on the in
creased cost of living , I think we have fairly

explained our position upon that. We sought

fairly to obtain it . I think it is unnecessary
to go beyond ourselves to realize the in

creased cost of living that has been taking
place from year to year, and day to day .
Any man of family knows that ; any man

who has to purchase the necessities of life
for himself or others, knows that. And the

figures we have secured are figures that we
secured by asking those who gave them to
us to give us fair and honest figures, that
they mightbe called upon to come here and

swear to them , and those figures were all

obtained under that condition . We secured

responsible men ; some of them were small

grocers. I know , but we went to the grocers

that we deal with ; and we believe that the

small man in business, as well as the labor
ing man , is just as responsible in his word

as were he the greatest merchant in the
land .

“We had some difficulty in obtaining these

figures . Every merchant we went to said

that he knew that prices had increased , but

he feared in publishing them it might injure

him . He was willing to sit down and tell

us prices had increased , but he hesitated to

give us the figures.

" As to the wage rate of the community,
we have shown that. We secured those
rates by going to all organizations, regard .

less of skill. That question should not enter

into this . These rates show that in all walks

of life, from the lowest to the highest; from

the common laborer, the hodcarrier, up to

the highest, have a higher rate of wage than

the street car men of this community - men

who hold responsible positions. They carry

your children , not once in a while, upon a

vacation or excursion , but every day. You

trust into their hands the condition and the

lives of your wives and children . It re
quires skill ; it requires ability ; it requires

honesty and it requires training. I want to

say to you that the assertion that the street

car man is soon made is not true, my

friends to the contrary .
" I know that it is not a question for arbi.

tration , but they will agree with me that the

man who goes to learn has to be trained ,

and it takes a long time to make him a good

and efficient workman , if he ever becomes

one. He receives no compensation for time

spent in training under instructions. Then

he goes on the extra list and serves out his

apprenticeship ; here he works up through

the extra list, sometimes extending into
months, knocked from pillar to post, and

then finally gets a run . He gets the short

paid run , of which we have spoken , and he

works up through thein until he gets a day

run and becoines an established railroad

man upon that service. He serves an ap

prenticeship as long, almost, as any other
craft in these days of improved machinery ,

because the skill of a man to -day is not so

much the question . The man learns to op

erate the machine in a very short time, and

is efficient and accepteá as being competent

in the particular line of business. The ma

chinist learning his trade to-day learns the

machine, in a majority of cases, and in a

short time is pronounced a machinist. Our

men , to become efficient, must serve as long

as any other craft, when you consider the

conditions under which they serve.

Labor Important Factor.

" It has been said here, and I wish to con

tradict it, that the interest and dividends

upon bonds and stocks should be paid before

the matter of wages may be considered . I
wish to say to you bat the most important,

and first to be considered item of expense is

labor. The idea that labor must await the

payment of interest and dividends is wrong .

That men engaged as we are, in railroad

business , where the ownership and handling

of the roads upon which our occupation ex

ists , pass many times into the hands of juga

glers and financiers - I am not saying so in

this case, but we know that it is true- -

the idea that we must wait for wage until

the interest has been paid would be well,

I should regret to ever find such a policy of

employment. I would regret it , for I feel
that the future of the workingmen of this

country , in the many occupations, would be

laboring under bad conditions with but little

prospects for improvements, for bonds will

continue to be issued as long as the Hudson

flows on to the Atlantic, and so long as

there is water supply it. It is a wrong the

ory , and we ask this board of arbitration

to consider these men in their occupation ,

the men who do this labor, the men who

build up these roads, the men who have

made it possible for this railway company

to be the most successful railroad in the

country , as they claim . It has been the

work of these men . If it is a successful

railroad it is the men who operate the road

that make it a success . It rests with the

employes, and the successful employes .

Comparison with Lower Paid Cities Irrele .

vant.

“ The assumption that men are available
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arbitration to the returns of mining in the
lower latitudes.

" It is absolutely preposterous to ask this

arbitration board , because men work for so

much and such a rate in one city, that they

establish that wage for other men working

in another city . It does not follow that

these men , receiving this low wage, would

willingly leave their seemingly underpaid

employment and journey to another city,

perhaps afar distant, and there sell their
labor at a less price . The better paid man

is the better servant. A man in this occu
pation, the better he is paid, the better he is

for the company.

" The street railway companies should be

the leaders in high wages and improved con
ditions."

for United Traction service at wage rates

paid in other cities of the state is unsound,

irrelevant and should never have been intro

duced . It should not be considered . It is

so irrelevant that the Association declines

to give assent to the vicious principle back

of it by offering evidence in rebuttal. Every

nation has its own life, and in our country

every state and every district, city and vil.

lage has its own conditions. We do not

drive the wages of America to the level fixed
in China or Russia , by influences too terrilile

to contemplate. On the contrary, we string
inst every tendency toward leveling

down , by setting up bulwarks against imini
gration , by protective tariffs and by spread
ing the gospel of benevolent solicitude for
the welfare of the people , and surely we can -

not do on principle, for the part, that which

would be criminal to do for the whole. We
cannot, without worse than folly , level down
our more fortunate, more advanced states , to

the level common to the less fortunate, less

advanced states ; nor the more fortunate.
more advanced districts, cities, villages, in
dustries or persons, to the common lower
level.

" Arbitration dare not level down ; to do su
would be a crime against society and de

structive of industrial peace . It would be to

violate the laws of social progress. It would
mean , and force , the abandonment of arbi

tration in the more happily circumstanced

states districts , cities and villages, by every
labor union in every industry which has
struggled out of the slough of miseries, and

gained an upland in the movement toward
that noble condition of more widely diffused
wealth , of which such great minds as Leeky

and others speak , and for which the whole

world longs. For how could a labor union

resort, with sanity , to arbitration knowing
that its progress , or the progress of its time

and place would count against it and prove
a bar to further progress, and perhaps

through comparison with stagnation and re

trogression in other districts be forced back
ward .

“ But little reflection seems necessary to

convince us that the conditions which in ar-

bitration should govern , should be the colo

ditions that obtain as a return in the indus

trial center directly concerned .

" It does not give the proper measure of

profit on muslin or steel in Skagway to

prove the ruling profit in Manila or New

York . It does not give the proper measure

of wage for mining in the Klondike, to prove

the ruling wage in the mines of South Africa

or Colorado. The thousand relations and

cross relations which make up the warp and

woof of local environments must determine.

Districts which are exceptionally fortunate

are entitled to the advantages of the ex

ceptionally fortunate. Industries which have

outgrown difficulties and hazardous condi

tions, or have never known them , are en

titled to hold their enviable state .

The capital that sought returns peculiar

to the Alaskan gold fields, amidst the risks

and perils that hang about the frozen north ,

may justly insist that it be not reduced by

HORSESHOE FALLS, GOLDSTREAM , B . C .

Photo by Cor. A . W . Clayton , Div . 109 .

ORGANIZED LABOR FOR PEACE.

Extract from Address Delivered by Rich
ard Cornelius at Pacific Grove

Peace Congress.

Organized labor stands for peace , both

as between nations and capital and labor.

It has good reason for so doing . It fur

nishes all the sinews of war. The men who

go on the firing line come from the ranks

of labor. Those who manufacture the im

plements of war are of labor. After the

war is over the workers pay the bills . La

bor and labor's son dies upon the battle

field . There is no grief in the millionaire' s

home over fallen war heroes.

Organized labor is opposed to all forms

of oppression , and to everything that would

retard the upward march of civilization . It

is an effect. Lust for gold , on the part of
capitalists , has compelled the workers to

organize for their protection . It has been

well said that “ Trades unions are the

healthiest manifestation of that Divine un

rest which has elevated the human race.”
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It represents the thoughts which are agitat. school, and not competing against their par

ing the minds of the useful workers and ents for jobs.

making them aspire to higher things. Under our present system of industry the
That the efforts of organized workers are workers of America are overworked , under

successful is shown by the ever -increasing fed and half-clothed , and the surplus prod .

number of men and women who are con- ucts sent to foreign countries, where it is

necting themselves with the movement and changed into money for the owners of the

becoming voluntary share holders in its machines. Those same owners live in pal

destiny. The antagonism which it has aces, while the men , women and children

aroused in the middle class who are being who produce the wealth live in tenements .

rapidly crowded out of existence by the Organized labor says: Give us more

great aggregations of capital, and the futile wages and we will find you markets. You
efforts through manufacturers' associations win have no need to go and murder half a

and citizens' alliances to retrieve the posi- nation in order that you can sell cotton and
tion they once held , is a further guarantee whisky to the other half. Organized labor

of the success of our movement. is the greatest factor for peace in the world
Organized labor is trying to bring about to -day . It is teaching men and women that

a condition that will make it impossible for they are brothers and sisters seven days a
the "war lords" of Europe to drench the week , instead of one. Right here I want it

world in the blood of people who have no understood that I have no fight with any

real grievance against each other. We are society, but I have been raised in a school
organized nationally and internationally, where they call a spade a spade, and wby

and we hope that at no distant day more I say " seven days a week instead of one"

of the world ' s workers will follow the ex is that there are a great many people who

ample of the organized workers of Norway are very religious on Sundays , the other six
and Sweden , who notified their monarch days they are grinding the faces of the

that they had nothing to fight about. poor.

The world , or that part of it which is Organized labor brings all nationalities to
worth while , has accepted the Christian re gether into one common fold , and teaches
ligion and has been teaching it from her them a love of justice and fair dealing.

schools and pulpits for hundreds of years , Organized labor wants peace , but it must

yet, in spite of this , the people are groaning be honorable peace . To me war is hateful
under the taxes imposed by the various gov. in the extreme. Many times have I asked

ernments to keep up the standing armies why must I struggle and fight when my

and navies. Of course, we working people whole nature loves peace ? “ There can be

may not understand those things, but we no peace until love and justice shall take

feel that if the heads of the various govern the place of selfishness and oppression ."

ments were in real earnest they could pre While so many are working for interna

vent war. The kings and emperors of Eu- tional peace, it would be well if more would

rope are the heads of the church and the work for industrial peace. There is much

armies and navies , and how they may har- talk of the butchery of war. A prominent

monize the two positions we do not know . educator has characterized the civil war as

With one hand they are pointing the people the " great killing," and we have been leri

to heaven , and with the other they are di- to look upon it as a carnival of almost un

recting the forces of death and destruction . exampled bloodshed . The militarism of gun

This cannot go on forever ; you cannot fooi and sword is denounced as though they were

all the people all the time. If the energy the greatest scourge of the race, and hor

that is now used for war were used for so rors are pictured in the most lurid colors.

cial and industrial improvements there The horrors of industrial militarism , on the

would soon be a change in the attitude of other hand, claim but scant attention . Un

the people in the direction of a higher and der our present civilization , dominated by

better life. Organized labor is in dead earn the ethics of the trading class, they are,

est in its efforts for peace, and had I the by the overwhelming mass of people , taken

time to explain to you the safeguards that as a matter of course. And yet the fiercest

are thrown around local unions by the par- and bloodiest of modern wars result in

ent body, to prevent them from doing any- smaller losses in death , maiming and the

thing unjust to their employers or the pub infliction of mortal diseases than are caused

lic, you would more fully realize this . Do by the ordinary processes of the capitalist

not misunderstand me- because we are system of indutry. Why is this disregard

striving for peace it does not follow that we of the horrors of industrial war ? It surely

will not fight if necessary . cannot be that you only object to the man
The wars of the future will be for the pos ner in which people are killed , and not the

session of the world 's markets. Modern ma- killing ? The ceaseless war that is being

chinery invites sharp competition between waged on the children of the poor by mod

nations. Markets will be sought for the ac- ern commercialism is far more terrible than
cumulated products of long hours ' work at armed warfare ; the shot and shell more

low wages. There must be markets for the merciful than the modern factory , mine and

surplus products. There would be no par- mill.
ticular need of seeking foreign markets at If your society Mr. Chairman can induce

the point of the bayonet were every work the capitalists of the country to apply the

ingman to own his own home, and every Golden Rule to their business, it will post

man woman and child were properly pone the time when the workers will take

fed and clothed , every child under age in the machinery of production and operate
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them in the interest of the whole people ,

instead of a few , as at present.

Too many of us are fascinated with gay
uniforms. Too many little children are giv -

en toy soldiers to play with , instead of be-
ing taught the horrors of war. Yea , I may

say , made toy soldiers out of, and later

on , taught military tactics in state militias.

It is useless to sing in church , as a re

sponse to each commandment, if we do not
desire our hearts to be so inclined , or if we
do not voluntarily Co -operate with Divine

goodness in so inclining them , Let us all
assist in carrying out the Sixth Command
ment, and it will soon be the rallying cry

of all civilized peoples united to banish war.

SETPHOTCENS

THIRD VICE -PRES. J. C . COLGAN . FOURTH VICE-PRES. J . J. THORPE.

The above is a representation of Interna.

tional Third Vice-President J . C . Colgan .

Bro . Colgan is a member of Chicago Div . No.

241, the largest Local in the Association .

Bro . Colgan was a delegate at the Pittsburg

convention, and is one of 22 delegates to rep

resent the Local at Chicago . Bro . Colgan

has had a wide experience in Chicago labor
circles, being for years associated with tho

Chicago Federation of Labor. He is an earn .

ent worker in the movement.

Pittsburg , Pa ., Div. No. 85 will be repre

sented in the Chicago convention by seven
delegates, among whom is International Vice
President J . J. Thorpe. Bro. Thorpe is also

President of the Pittsburg Local, and one of
the old -time promoters of that Division . Ho

was prominent as a member of the local en

tertainment committee that looked after the
social interest of the delegates to the Pitts

burg convention .

ASSOCIATED PRESS DECEPTION.
PASSENGERS ON D . & B . LINE WITNESS

A GLORIOUS SIGHT.

The Typographical Journal says :

" Every once in a while a few rat shops ili

a town will post notices in their composing
rooms announcing their intention of con .

ducting “ open shops." Then the Associated

Press gets busy, and dispatches are sent
broadcast announcing that the open shop has

been instituted in that city . Then a few
weeks afterward , when the printing offices of
the same city sign agreements with their

employes, conceding the union shop and the
eight-hour day, the press of the country is
remarkably silent. How strange this is ! "

A moonlight scene on Lake Erie is sub

lime. At twilight as the sun, like a golden

ball of fire, gradually descends from view in

the western horizon , the moon rises in its

stateliness, at first modestly spreading its

mellow light and growing bolder , bursts

forth in one pure sheen of grandeur.

Send two cent stamp for illustrated

pamphlet.

Address

D . & B . Steamboat Co.,

Wayne St. Wharf. Detroit, Mich .
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Motorman and Conductor

Chairman D . L . Dilworth has issued a call
for the regular meeting of the general ex
ecutive board , to assemble at headquarters ,

Hodges building, Detroit , on September 25.
This will be the last meeting of the general

executive board prior to the Chicago con
vention .
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Correspondence or contributions to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication

must bear the name of the correspondent or
contributor . Unsigned communications are

sure to reach the waste basket. However,

correspondents and contributors' names will

be held in strict confidence unless permitted

to publish the same. Articles signed “ A

Member, “ Butinsky, " etc., must also be ac

companied by the writer' s name.

Omcial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly. W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,
Editor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon, Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . . .60 cents
Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

The proceedings of the Chicago conven
tion , which begins October 2 , will appear in

the October issue of the Motorman and
Conductor. Divisions desiring extra copies
of the October , or Convention Proceedings,
number should get their order to the gen
eral office on or before the 15th of the
month , as only such extra copies as are
ordered by that date will be issued in ex
cess of the regular circulation .

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
A . W . MORRISON . . . . First Vice - President

BENJ. COMMONS . . Second Vice - President

J . C . COLGAN . . . . . Third Vice - President
J . J . THORPE . . . . . . . Fourth Vice - President

REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
D . L . DILWORTH . Chairman

R . L . REEVES. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary

C . 0 . PRATT.
WM , JACOBS.
D . J . REID .
WM . B . FITZGERALD.
FRED FAY.

M . SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.

The last charter granted by the Interna
tional Association was upon the institution
of Division No. 414 , Portland , Maine.

The report of the International President
presented to the eighth convention , held at

Pittsburg, indicates that Division No. 336 ,

Tarentum , Pa ., was the last charter issued
under the fiscal term prior to that conven
tion . This makes seventy -eight charters is

sued by our Association to as many differ

ent divisions during the present fiscal term .

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second-class
matter.

The printers are making rapid progress
toward the " eight-hour day.” Many firms are
not waiting until January 1st to signify their
willingness to accept the terms of the Typo
graphical Union , but have already given as
surance of the eight-hour day , to take effect
January 1st, and to continue the " closed

shop" agreements. This is the result of thor
ough and intelligent organization on the part
of the printers. Their success will contrib
ute much to the encouragement of other
crafts.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution . '

encourage dink Benefit Fun
examination

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence , efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds ; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally. To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor , and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

From an artistic viewpoint as well as

utility, the Labor Day issue of the Roch
ester Labor Journal did credit to labor jour
nalism . The issue was attractive in ap

pearance and teemed with choice selections
of thought. The publication of the fac sim

ile of every known union label, in attract

ive colors, so arranged that in every label
and button could be read its little story,
furnished an unusually inviting and im
pressive medium of education . The pub

lication always bears the imprint of earn
estness and is of inestimable service, and
enjoys a wide circulation among apprecia

tive readers. but the labor and expense of

the Labor Day edition is expressive of a

most generous interest in the general move
ment.

The International Typographical Union

held their convention this year in Toronto ,
Ont., beginning August 14th . The convention
confirmed the position of the printers on the

8 -hour day, and will insist upon it taking

effect January 1st.
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Credentials for delegates to the coming

convention are now rapidly . coming in to

the general office, and the indications are
neral office and the indications are

that the Chicago convention will surpass

in size and number of delegates any other

convention ever held by the Association.

The Employers' Association is gloating
over the assumption that the Chicago team
sters' strike will cost the taxpayers of Chi.

cago $ 100 ,000 for extra police protection and

other expense incidental to the strike. Were
the Alliance of sufficient power to drive or

ganized labor out of Chicago, the reduction
in wage that would be sure to follow would

cost the business interests of that city in

corresponding reduction of business and
profit $ 100 ,000,000 . Many who now have

property to pay taxes upon would become
bankrupt.

A . E . Kellington, secretary -treasurer In

ternational Union of Flour and Cereal Mill

Workers, states the fight is still on with the
Washburn -Crosby Milling Co., and asks for

support of all organized labor. Their flour
is still on the unfair list of the American
Federation of Labor. Sympathizers should

remember this when purchasing.

It is reported that Secretary H . O . Wal.
lace, of Ypsilanti, Mich ., Div . No. 111, who is

now in Wyoming for his health , is improv

ing. Secretary Wallace has many friends

in the east who are sincerely hoping for his

speedy recovery . He is one of the earnest

workers of our Association . He is now lo -

cated on Iron Mountain , 100 miles from Cas

per, Wyoming.

W . H . Rath & Co., of Chicago, greets

our membership this month with a most

unusual business offer. Watches, reliable

watches, are what street and electric rail
way men want, because they are a part of

their business equipment. Such watches,

and no others, are the ones the Rath Co.

deal in . Mr. Rath has centralized the watch

trade among Chicago Union Street Car Men .

By so doing he has received their co -ope

ration , and gives them the benefit by ma

terial reduction in price. The Rath Co .

are willing, and in a position to extend

the same advantage to others outside of
Chicago . Delegates , when at the conven

tion , should call upon the Rath Co ., that

they may be able to tell their members

from personal knowledge, of their reliabil

ity and methods.

Today our Association stands with three

arbitration cases upon its hands : that of
the Albany and Troy wage scale , the sub

mission of evidence on which is completed
and the decision being awaited ; the second

is the Ypsilanti, Mich ., wage arbitration ,

which is now under way. The third is the

arbitration upon the question of reinstaté

ment of Secretary Galloway, of Division No.

285 , Steubenville, Ohio , the brother having

recently been discharged for cause which ,

in the opinion of the local, did not justify
the extreme limit of discipline. Not a strike

exists throughout the entire jurisdiction of

the locals . In former times the substance

of this item would have been reversed and

we would have been dwelling upon the fact
that the Association was embroiled in three

or more strikes and not one arbitration case

existed within our jurisdiction . Such is the

transformation wrought in the course of

time in the methods of settling disputes
and grievances betweenour employers and

ourselves. Something has caused the

change of method . In years gone by our

matters of difference with our employers

were submitted to the strike remedy as a

general method for solution. Today arbi
tration seems to have gained ground to such

an extent that it is accepted as the general

method of solution . It cannot be denied but

that it is the best ; at least it results in

more satisfactory conclusions to both inter

ests in the controversy , and it encourages

a sense of fairness and confidence on both

sides.

The arbitration of the wage scale between

Div. No. 111, of Ypsilanti and the D ., Y ., A .

A . & J. Railway for an increase from 23120
to 250 per hour, was opened Friday, Septem

ber 8th , at the company offices, No. 910 Ma
jestic building , Detroit. The arbitration pro
gressed to the point of the claims being pre

sented and the men 's reasons given why the
increase should be granted . They claim

the general increase in cost of living as
well as the increase in the amount of work
on the road , since the present scale was fixed

necessitates a higher wage. It was shown

that more miles per hour are made on this

line than on any other electric road in
Michigan , and with but one or two excep
tions, more than on any road in the United
States .

The board , which is composed of Col. John

P . Kirk , Bingley R . Fales and George Clip

pert, adjourned until next Wednesday morn

ing at 10 o 'clock , when the company will file

its answer.

President W . D . Mahon is assisting the As.
sociation in the presentation of their case to

the arbitrators .

BENEFITS PAID

From the Death and Disability Fund for

the month of August were on the deaths of
the following members :

Henry Lashua , Div. No. 280, Lowell,

Mass., consumption . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100

John F . Moran , Div . No. 281, New

Haven . Conn., acute tuberculosis . . . .. 100

L . B . Raymond, Div. No, 241, Chicago ,

Ill., acute gastritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

J . A . Boss, Div . No, 194 , New Orleans,

La., parenchy matous nephritis shock . 100

John Holleran , Div . No. 307 , Stillwater,
N . Y ., Bright' s disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Peter Falsburt, Div. No. 260, Chicago ,
Ill., old age . . . . . . . . . .

Fred Peters, Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti,
Mich ., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . . 100

100

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 700
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DEATH BENEFIT.

As was stated in the report of the pro -

ceedings of the last G . E . B . meeting, the

proportion of per capita set apart to create
the Death and Disability Fund has fallen

far short of meeting its purpose . True, an

unusually heavy death rate has invaded the

membership . This is due to some cause, but

there is no assurance that it will discontinue.

Perhaps a more perfect construction of cars

for the protection of health , and to lessen

accidents, will in time lower the death rate.

It is a noticeable fact that the greater num
ber of claims come from sections where our

icraft is least protected . However, this lia -

bility , like the wart on the toad, exists . It
will likely continue with our Association un

til properly heated and vestibuled cars be

come universal for winter service, and the

storm front and center aisles protect our
membership in summer.

Another prominent feature of death pay .
ments is that of the number of claims paid

to first year benefit members. This class, in
proportion , distances all others. Just what

may be done by the convention to meet this

contingency is hard to predict, but as the

law at present existing is inadequate , it pre -

sents an emergency that demands careful
legislation .

Secretary P . J. Skerrit, of Div . No. 260, la

dwelling upon this question in the Union
Leader, suggests a line of insurance , and

mentions the insurance methods of the steani
road organizations. It is true that facilities

are open to our craft by which an insurance

department could be conducted without ex

pense, further than the creating and mainl

taining of a sufficient fund to pay the claims.

But such a fund must necessarily be carried
by assessments. Whether the purpose of

such assessments would be sufficient incen

tive for such insurance legislation , the wis

dom of the convention would very likely
submit by resolution to a referendum vote of

the membership, even though it should be

favored by the delegates. However, in that

event, provisions must be made looking to

the assurance of a practicable relief benefit.
as it takes time to secure referendum votes ,

and results would be a long term specula

tion , with the odds against any further as

sessments. The past experience of our Asso
ciation rather predicates that the avoidance

of assessments is a stimula to our growth .

So closely has this policy been adhered to

by the executive officers, that our member

ship regard themselves practically immune
from any tax, aside from the regular Defense

Fund assessment and monthly dues .

survey the practical period of the formation

of gigantic combinations of industrial
wealth . Not satisfied with the natural vol

ume of this wealth , the studied promoters

inflated values from two to ten - fold , then
turned to labor to have it materialized . Right.

or wrong, legal or illegal, that which was

worth but one dollar, the promoters declared

worth ten . That it might be so , it was de .

manded that labor should make good the dr .

ficit. Labor, ever generous, fell to the task .

The realty of the declared ten dollars must

be made apparent by creating a paying divi.
dend ten times as large as would naturally

flow from the actual one dollar investment.

This was the only solution . The brawn and

brain of labor forged out the product to the

fullest capacity . The desired revenue was

not quite reached . A remedy must be ap.

plied , and that came in the shape of an in

crease in price to the consumer. But the

producer, or wage-earner, was an important

factor in home consumption . He could pro

duce the same, but couldn 't purchase so

much to consume. Again , by centralizing the

management in control of combinations, a

large number of salesmen , office help and

workmen were let back into the ranks of the

idle, fit victims for temporary submission to

the most exacting master,

A problem was before the hosts of labor.

Who to solve it but those whom had im

bibed the spirit of the times, and were stu

dents familiar with the magnet incentives

that guide the selfishness of man ? They

were few , but well informed . They had es

tablished the only institution that could , in

any degree, prevent a recurrence of the pov

erty poisoned period of barely a decade pre

vious.

As we looked about us in May, 1903, we

beheld the bustling camps of that organized

throng. Organization had reached into every

avenue of industry , and crafts and workers

whom were never before conscious of the

spirit of unionism , had been garnered , edu

cated , unionized .

All available cash trended to centraliza

tion in the shape of exorbitant profits. Such

was the conditions overshadowing the indus

trial world as we passed out from the Pitts

burg convention in May, 1903.

To the initiated the ominous forebodings

were distinct. As the year 1904 was being

approached, cautions were issued by the lead

ers of the various organizations to maintain

against the tempest.

There was but one more card for the mas

ters to play to keep up the apparent stability

of their watered stock and avoid a possible

deficit. That consisted of reducing the cost

of production, and at the same time main

tain , or gradually increase the selling price .

But that barrier, organized labor , stood be

tween the master and his goal. It had been

shattered at other times of depression , and

although it appeared more formidable and

masterly than ever before, it must be de

moralized , or the objective was lost. It was

the only thing in the way of absolute con

trol of the wage and conditions of labor.

Thus, an artful alliance was formed by those

THE DEFENSE FUND.

There is no denying the fact that the two

and one-half years which have elapsed since

the last convention of our Association have

been a most strenuous period for organized

labor. In May, 1903, our delegates were ev -

abled to look back over what appeared to be

several years of unprecedented prosperity .

They viewed an unprecedented period of the

development of organized labor. They coulr
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visions, it is up to the convention to pro
vide the way, but practical experience has

demonstrated that the Defense Fund provi
sion should be perpetuated .

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

who would presume to profit by wresting
from labor. This alliance was formed for

a concerted attack upon organized labor. Un
organized labor is always at the mercy of

the master. It always stands shivering in

awful reverence to tyranny. No attacks

needed in that direction , only to recruit the
ranks.

Such was the threatening atmosphere sur

rounding organized labor in the closing days
of 1903.

With 1904, as predicted , came the battle

royal between the two organized forces. The
Employers' Alliance was early in the field .
They adopted as their slogan . " open shop.”

The meaning was long hours, short pay . and

a large army of idle men for a reserve force .

It meant every attribute of non -unionism ;
defenseless homes ; the workshop for the

children and idleness for the father , belit.

ting of manhood ; poverty ; destitution ; loss
of independence ; in not a few instances , sui

cide. Such is the intent of the Employers'

Alliance watchword . All through 1904 the

battle waged with labor on the defensive.
The Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes did not escape.

She , too was on the firing line. The inevitable

was expected . Thanks to the prudence of

the Defense Fund legislation of the last con

vention the railway employes' association

was prepared for it. True, our Association

has had the advantage of a pilot skilled by
long years of experience and hard study, but

the fact that there were 30 per cent less

strikes in our experience of the last two and

one-half years than there were during the

two years previous to the Pitusburg conven -

tion bears a strong significance. It cannot

be denied but that the Defense Fund has as

serted a very salutary influence upon the

strike.

In the matter of strictly union road agret

ments , in the face of the attacks of the

“ open shop " alliance, the number of Locals

working under strict union road agreements

has been materially increased . The most

advanced and best informed employers seem

to prefer the strict union road . No question

over the " closed shop ” has been raised in

cases where the strict union road agreement

prevails .

As the delegates assemble in the
Chicago convention , they are in a position to
view the past two and one-half years of the

Association with an unusual degree of satis
faction . Hard battles have been fought by

kindred organizations, to which we have lib -

erally contributed support. Those battles
have been waged with varied results. As an

injury to one is the concern of all ; we are

not without the influence of the success or

failure of other craft organizations. Yet, in

the abstract, no organization has suffered

less and gained more than ours, while many

have suffered more and gained less. These

facts are strong argument for the continu-

ance of those influences which have contrib -

uted to their establishment, and not a little

of that influence has been contributed by the

Defense Fund. If the Association may be

better safeguarded by further protective pro -

President W . D . Mahon , who had charge

of the Albany and Troy, N . Y ., wage arbitra
tion , returned to the office September 5th ,

the arbitration case having been completed
and all evidence and arguments bearing
upon the same were placed before the arbi
tration commission . The board requested a

couple of weeks to look over the evidence

before rendering a decision . The case was
placed before them in a most complete form ,

all evidence and exhibits presented by both

sides, together with the arguments of Judge

Hessberg, representing the United Traction
Company, and President W . D . Mahon , rep

resenting the local association, were taken

in shorthand and reduced to a typewritten
volume forming a book of nearly four hun
dred pages. The commission was composed

of Judge John T . McDonough , representing
the Association ; Attorney Lewis E . Carr,

representing the United Traction Company,
and Judge J . Rider Cady, who was selected
a third arbitrator and who presided over the

commission . It would seem from the evi
dence presented that the commission can
hardly avoid granting the full rate of 2212
cents per hour, as requested by the Associa

tion .

Upon returning to the office, President Ma
hon was immediately called into the wage

arbitration now going on to fix the wage
rate for the membership of Ypsilanti Divi

sion No. 111, employed by the D ., Y ., A . A .
& Jackson Railway Co . The case had been
adjourned from time to time awaiting the

return of the International President.
International Treasurer Rezin Orr reports

the complete reorganization of the Kalama
zoo and Battle Creek Division , No. 343. The
division has taken new life and bids fair
for the future. It will be represented in the

Chicago convention.

Chairman D . L . Dilworth was recently

called to New Haven , Ct., to aid Division
No. 281 in a readjustment of the wage scale

there. However, it seems that before he
arrived on the ground a proposition was

submitted by the company to the local,
which at a later meeting attended by Chair

man Dilworth was accepted . The proposi

tion grants an increase to men over two
years in the employ of the company, and

leaves the rate to those a less term in the

service the same as before . Thus the rate
ranges now between 2012 cents per hour for

new men and 2212 cents per hour for those

receiving the highest rate.

G . E . B . Member C . 0 . Pratt, who is at

present on an organizing trip in the south

west, where there were calls for an Intera

national representative, spoke on Labor Day

at Ft. Smith , Ark . He reports favorably

from that section upon the work of the As

sociation .
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG
THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA ,

By W . D . Mahon.

Chapter 10 ( Continued from August ) .

Secretary Massey 's report to the Mi!-

waukee convention showed that there were

eleven divisions in good standing and that

the amount of moneys received for per

capita tax and all other sources during the

preceding year amounted to $ 2 ,369.78 . The

report also showed that the total amount

paid in salaries to officers was $774.25 .

While the secretary had managed to re

ceive about $50 .00 per month , the amount

for the others had been very small and in -

significant. However , that fact did not dis

courage the officers or the majority of dele.

gates, and I doubt if ever there was a body

of men that met together, with the excep -

tion of one or two, that was more deter-

mined in their work than was the small

band that assembled at the Milwaukee con

vention . They had met with the deter-

mination to establish an organization for

the protection of the street railway workers

of America and nothing was to deter or

daunt them . The four days' work during

which the convention remained in session

was spent in hard and determined labor .

Among the questions discussed and leg.

islated on was a more thorough organiza -

tion , insurance, benefits of education , the

regulation of strikes, the establishing of a

headquarters, and the assistance and co -op-

eration of the general trade union movement

of the country. Resolutions were passed

thanking President Gompers of the Ameri.

can Federation of Labor for the good work

and assistance that he had rendered our

association . Another resolution was passed

instructing our membership everywhere to

co -operate with the Retail Clerks' National

Protective Association and assist them in

establishing their organization. Further

resolutions were passed instructing the

membership, and especially the local divis

ions in every community, to co -operate with

the general trade union movement by be

coming connected with the central bodies,

and co -operating with the American Federa

tion of Labor.

On the question of collecting dues and as-

sessments, the stamp system was adopted

by this convention . It was arranged that

stamps would be issued to all divisions

when paying their per capita tax ; these

stamps to be credited upon the due books

of the members when paying their dues. -

The question of a headquarters was taken

up and determined . Prior to this time, each

officer had made his headquarters at his

own home, but this convention decided

there should be a headquarters from which

to direct the work of the general associa

tion , and after a careful consideration the

headquarters was located at Detroit, Mich .

The question of an official journal had

been recommended by the president, but

the convention thought best, for the time

being , to indorse the " Street Railway
Times," a weekly paper published in Cleve.

land, O ., as the official organ ,

This convention decided to enlarge the
board of trustees, which then took the place

of the National executive board . Prior to

this convention , the board of trustees had
consisted of three members and the execu

tive counsel was composed of five vice

presidents. This convention enlarged the

board of trustees to four members and re

duced the International vice-presidents to

that of first and second vice-presidents.

The question of increasing the per capita

tax from five cents a month was thoroughly

discussed , but the convention decided not to

raise the per capita tax at this time be

cause of the weak condition of the general

movement.
During the stay of the delegates in Mil

waukee, a general mass meeting was held

to which the public were invited , and fol

lowing this there was a banquet and grand

ball given by Division 15 in honor of the

delegates.
The convention closed on the afternoon

of October 12th . Prior to closing , the fol

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing

year: W . D . Mahon , president; Rezin Orr

first vice-president; Charles M . Thomas,

second vice-president; board of trustees, J .

A . Nickerson , chairman , of Milwaukee ; E .

S . Ingram , of Indianapolis ; W . S . Heinniger .

of Toledo ; and R . K . Curtis , of Milwaukee.

M . G . Moore, of Detroit, was elected secre

tary-treasurer. W . D . Mahon was elected

delegate to the American Federation of La

bor, and Detroit was chosen as the place

for the holding of the next convention . With

the selection of Detroit brought the close of,

without question , one of the most important

conventions ever held by our association .

As I stated in the preceding chapter, this

was without question the most gloomy and

darkest hour that ever confronted us. We

met when the effect of the great panic of

1893 had reached its high tide, and the or

ganized workers of the country were in a

discouraged condition . Yet amidst all these

surroundings, this convention of a few de

termined men had first decided not to give

up the old ship of organization , but had

outlined their policies for an aggressive and

determined fight, and it was due to the pol

icies outlined at this convention that main

tained and carried the Amalgamated Asso

ciation through the darkest industrial period

that had ever confronted the nation . It is

to this little band of men that our member

ship today owe their thanks for the wages,

hours , and other conditions that organiza

tion has established for them .

( To be continued. )

The Arrown Brand Collar is still on the

unfair list, as is also all other products of

the Cluett-Peabody Co., who are attempt

ing to run their collar and shirt factory at
Troy, N . Y ., on the wage reduction , non

union plai.

Late dispatch says Albany Wage scale fixed

at 22c per hour. Ten per cent increase .
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THE WITHDRAWAL CARD .

The withdrawal card will very likely prove
a knotty question at the coming convention .

It is believed by many who have given the
subject serious thought, that the withdrawal
card can most prudently be dispensed with ,
and some form of transfer card and clear

ance certificate adopted in its place. A seri

ous feature of the withdrawal card is the
character certificate it incorporates for the
holder. As an introduction card and charac
ter certificate , its purpose has been repeat
edly abused . The argument is that strangers
secure employment at our occupation, and
by virtue of their position are immediately
admitted to the local Association . A few
weeks, or, perhaps a few days, they drop
from the service and secure a withdrawal
card , which serves as an introductory, not
only to our own craft, but to other kindred
organizations. It is known that these cards
have been secured for ulterior purposes and
used not altogether to the interest of the

movement or the credit of the Association .

FROM BROOM AND WHISK MAKERS'
UNION .

JOS. SCHMALTZ,
of New Orleans, La, Div . No. 194 , whose tragic death ny

being crushed between two cars was reported

in August issue .

IN MEMORIAM .
To Organized Labor, Greeting :
The members of Local No. 39 , International

Broom and Whisk Makers' Union , of Urbana ,
Ohio , formerly employed by the White - Valen
tine Co. . since March first have been on strike.
The cause of this strike was simply a protest
against further decrease in prices paid for labor

by a firm which has become notorious among
the broom makers of the west and middle west
as paying lower wages than any other broom
factory in the state of Ohio . The strikers have
found other employment as far as possible , ex
cept five (three of whom are related to the fore

man of the factory), who turned traitors and
returned to work , some of whom received a
cash bonus for so doing. Outside of these few
men , Mr. Valentine, the acting head of the
company , has employed green cubs to run his
machines, and we expect the poor goods they
have turned out to help us in our fight. We
have made our fight without one penny of out
side assistance, and now feel confident that
every union man will give us his moral support
by purchasing brooms not made by scabs. The
White - Valentine Co. manufacture a regular line
of brooms and whisks, and also a special line
known as the " N U Broom . " The latter is
made on a split handle , protected by patent,
which is owned by the White -Valentine Co.
Brothers, buy brooms made under fair condi
tions, and help us prove to the unfair firm of
White - Valentine Co. that as workingmen are
the consumers of brooms it is good business
policy to accord fair treatment to the working
men employed by them . That an injury to their
employes is the concern of all union men .

Fraternally yours,
LOCAL 39, I. B . & W . M . U .

Lawrence, Mass., Div . No. 261.
Whereas. It has pleased Almighty God in His

wisdom . to remove from our number our late
comrade and co -worker, Frank Vermille.
Therefore , be it

Resolved , By Local Division No. 261 of the
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America , in special meet

ing assembled . That we express our sorrow at

the death of our late Brother Vermille, in whose

death Division No. 261 has lost an a ble member,

the community an able citizen and his family
a loving husband and father.

Resolved . That this Associationi extend to the

bereaved widow and child its heartfelt sym
pathy.

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect for our
beloved brother, the charter of this division be

draped in mourning for a period of thirty days ;

that these resolutions be spread upon the min
utes of our Association ; that a copy be for

warded to the bereaved family of our cherished
brother, and that they be published in our offi

cial journal, the Motorman and Conductor.
L N . CURRIER , Pres.
FRANK MULVEY.

ARTHUR DOMINGUE.

DAVENPORT. IA .. DIV . NO. 312.
Whereas. It has pleased Almighty God in his

infinite wisdom to remove from our midst to
his Heavenly Home, the father of our brother

and fellow worker, Walter Colby ; therefore, be
it

Resolved , By Local Division No. 312 , Amalga
mated Association of Street and Electric Rail
way Employees of America , in regular meeting
assembled that we express our heartfelt synı
pathy and sorrow at the death of our Brother' s
(Walter Colby) father.
Resolved . That the members of this associa

tion . Division No. 312 , extend their heartfelt

sympathy to our sorrowing brother and rela
tives;

That a copy of these resolutions appear on
our minutes, a copy be forwarded to the be
reaved family , and that they be published in

our official journal, “ The Motorman and Con
ductor. "

Signed by : TOBIAS M . WATKINS,
P . J . DONOHOE ,
H . F . BOWKER ,

Committee.

LEARN TELEGRAPHY AND R. R . ACCOUNTING . $50
TO $ 100 per month sal

ary assured our graduates under bond. You don 't pay
us until you have a position . Largest system of tele
graph schools in America . Endorsed by all railway of
ficials . OPERATORS ALWAYS IN DEMAND , Ladies also
admitted . Write for catalogue.

MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY,
Cincinnati, O ., Buffalo , N . Y ., Atlanta , Ga., LaCrosse,

Wis. , Texarkana , Tex ., San Francisco , Cal.
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents
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WILL SEND FULL DELEGATION .
Yellow Plague Being Stamped Out.

New Orleans, La. - At our last regular meet
ing in August the question of sending delegates
to the National Convention came up and it was
unanimously decided to send a full delegation ,
which will be eight delegates. There were six
ty - three candidates nominated , and the race
was a very close and interesting one. The elec

tion was held Monday, August 28th , from 9 a .
m , to 9 p . m . , and as soon as the polls were
closed the committee began their work count
ing the votes, but it was 2 p . m . Tuesday before
they finished. There were 1,313 ballots cast,
each for eight of the candidates. The successful
candidates were Ben Commons. Second Inter
national Vice-President: T . M . Cooney . local
President, James Murphy and J . W . William
son . St. Charles barn ; J . Stadler. Carrollton

barn ; L . Lais, Canal barn ; Leon Gauthier, lo
cal Secretary, and W . E . Carruth , Annunciation
barn .

The yellow fever situation is improving very
fast, in fact, they have it under such control
and are stamping it out so fast that we feel
sure they are going to cheat old Jack Frost out
of the privilege of destroying the disease, as he
has done heretofore . The fever has been treal
ed entirely different this time to what it has
been in previous epidemics , for since it has been
discovered that the only means of transmitting
the fever from one person to another is by the
stegomyia fasciata . The health officers are
fighting the stegomyias and not the fever . Pa

tients are not kept isolated in close rooms:
there are no yellow flags used to indicate where
the fever localities, are , and there are no guards
at infected houses ; but, to the contrary , the
poor , suffering patients are kept in open , airy
rooms, with a mosquito bar over them , and
with wire screens in all the doors and windows
to keep the mosquitoes from becoming infected

by biting the patient. After the house is
screened it is then fumigated , which kills the
infected mosquitoes which might be about the
place . After this is done the friends and neigh
bors are allowed to visit the patient without
fear of contracting the disease , and the family

is allowed to go in and out without carrying
the disease with them .
The stegomyias are being destroyed very fast,

consequently the number of new cases are de

creasing every day , which means that the total

destruction of the mosquitoes is the stamp
ing out of the fever. The deaths now are only

four or five per day.
And still the street car men seem to be im

mune, and your correspondent will say that, for
the life of him he cannot understand why some

of the New Orleans people became panic
stricken and left the city when yellow fever
was announced . Why , we have the healthiest

city in the country , and there is hardly any

sickness here, with the exception of the few
mild cases of yellow fever.

I was talking with one of the prominent un
dertakers of the city to - day. who says he never

saw business so dull before .
The New Orleans coffin factory has been

closed down for about two weeks, and the doc

tors are on the run (in automobiles) hunting

for new cases. Now , does this look like the

yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans is what
it has been propped up for ? Now that the

cause of the disease has been discovered, and

the stegomyias are being exterminated , it is

reasonable to suppose that they will be perma
nently destroyed and that New Orleans will

never have another epidemic of yellow fever.

Since the fever situation is improving traffic

I picking up and the company is putting out
some of the cars they pulled off , and the boys

are all making good time. CARRI' TH .

Lawrence, Mass. It is my sad duty to re
port the first death in Division 261 since its re

organization a year ago. Frank Vermille , mo
torman of first car from Reading to Lawrence ,
in Reading division , of the Boston & Northern

system of street railways, was killed while rid
ing on the running board of a car. He and his
wife were taking a ride about 7 p . m . August

10 , just after he had finished his day ' s work .
He saw a friend to whom he desired to speak ,

and got out on the side, which had the side
rail down, and struck his head against a tree ,
too close to the track , fracturing his skull. The
car was stopped at once, but he was dead when
the conductor and motorman reached him .
Our lamented brother was one of our very

best members, and held in high esteem by the
officers of the B . & N . St. Ry. Co. We are all
grief - stricken by his untimely death .
Mr. Vermille was born in Reading. Mass. . and

had resided almost continuously since his birth
in that town. He was thirty - nine years old . For
several years he was in the grocery business.
and later was in the house wiring business for
some time before he accepted a position as mo
torman on the Reading Street Railway . Frank
Vermille was a man of fine appearance, and
courteous, genial manners, and very popular
with his fellow - employes and the public . To be
obliging seemed one of his prominent traits :
frank . honest and of fine ability , he was a
trusted counsellor of his brothers in the order ,
and a favorite of the officials of the road.
His family life was a happy one, consisting

of his wife and son of about eleven years ; in
fact, it was a model one, and his character was
above reproach . The suddenness of his demise
has numbed us , we cannot realize fully yet that
he has finished his last trip and is now trans
ferred to the other side of the veil that no one
has lifted.
We know it is a higher, purer life than this ,

and that our loss is his gain . With Longfellow
we can say :
" There is no Death . What seems so is transi

tion ;
This life of mortal breath

Is but a suburb of the life Elysian ,
Whose portals we call Death . "
His voice in councils was always listened to

with attention . His interest in the organization
was earnest and loyal at all times : his advice
always conservative , and the results proved his

judgment to be correct.
It is hard to understand why a life so full

of kindliness at home and abroad , of thoughtful
ness for the comfort and happiness of others,
so capable of benefit to his fellows, should be
cut off in its prime. Again , we find comfort
in the following lines :
" Let us be patient. These severe afflictions

Not from the ground arise,
But oftentimes celestial benedictions

Assume this dark disguise.

We see but dimly through the mists and vapors ;
Amid these earthly damps

What seems to us but sad . funereal tapers

May be Heaven ' s distant lamps.'

We have been so busy this summer season and
travel has been so unusually heavy , that our
lodge duties have been rather neglected . Early
we had a fine meeting . were addressed by Kir .
Walsh , President of the Quincy Division . He
said he could not make a speech . had never
made one in his life , but he " talked to us" in

an emphatic commonsense way that was elo
quent and gave numbers of good points that we
are giving heed to and in due time will pro
duce good fruit. Mr. Walsh is a man of cour
age, sense and, like all men with that virtue ,
I believe will make his mark as a union man .
Energetic, persistent. earnest and aggressive , he
will be heard and felt and listened to with re
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" Buy a Watch of Rath”

The Star Watch

Case Co.,

of Elgin , Illinois

Wish hereby to make known

to the public

that any Watch Case

bearing their stamp

WILL BE AS

REPRESENTED

The 16 size, 14 Kt. 25 -year guaranteed, gold-filled, hand

engraved watch case, which is sold by the firm of W . H . Rath

& Company, of Chicago, Ill., is our make, and we will cheer

fully redeem at any time any watch case which does not give

absolute satisfaction .

We can conscientiously recommend this watch case to

anyone who wishes to buy an honest and up-to-date article.

STAR WATCH CASE CO.,

Elgin, III.
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“ Buy a Watch of Rath "

High -Grade Watches

BY MAIL

THE enormous success of our watch business

has demonstrated the fact that lower prices

for better goods suit the people.

We sell nothing but strictly high -grade, stan

dard, well-known movements, all guaranteed

and in guaranteed cases.

We do not handle any of the cheap , worthless

watches, so many of which are sold by mail.

We buy movements and cases in such large

quantities that we are able to sell you a standard

watch as cheap as your local dealer could buy

one, thus saving you a large amount on your

purchase price. All our movements are

guaranteed , both by ourselves and the

factories, and a comparison of prices will

prove to you that we are selling standard watches

and movements cheaper than any house in the

United States. If you want a strictly high-grade

watch at a bargain price, send us an order and

you will be satisfied.

Send for a catalogue showing a few styles and prices of the

watcheswecarry . If you do not find that suits you therein .

Write us justwhat you want andwewill give you the price on it .

You will find on the opposite pages some

thing worth while knowing if you are contem

plating buying a watch .
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“Buy a Watch ofRath ”

A Watch

that you

can Depend

on

for the time

" all the time"

Illinois Star

The case is a 16 size, 14 karat, 25

year guaranteed, gold filled , hand

engraved Hunting or Open -face ,

complete with the celebrated 17-jewel Patent Regulator Illinois

movement.

A watch which we and the factories guarantee to give

absolute salisfaction or money refunded . Especially recom

mended to conductors and motormen . Shipped on terms of

C . O . D ., with privilege of examination .

If you will remit the full amount with your order, we will

engrave your initials FREE on the case. Write plainly.

REFERENCES : Dun's and Bradstreet's commercial

agencies, the Western Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago, III.,

or " The Union Leader," Chicago.

W . H . RATH & COMPANY,

48-50 -52 and 54 State Street,

Chicago , Ill.

Every delegate to the Amalgamated Convention

Convention to be held in Chicago, Oct. 2 , will receive

a handsome souvenir by calling at our store.
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“ Buy a Watch of Rath "

Illinois Watch Co., Springfield, Illinois.

Watch co e

To Sprengfield
Description of No. 174 .

16 Size, Ghin Model,

3 - 4 Plate.

Nickel: Seventeen jewels in com

position settings; compensation balance

with timing screws; counterpoised

fork and pallet ; highly polished beveled
Movement No. 174 .

center wheel ; best quality Swiss

Breguet hairspring; Phillipe coil; patent micrometric regulator;

concaved visible winding wheel; Swiss mainspring ; double

sunk dial ; handsomely damaskeened with gold lettering.
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This is themovement which is offered to you by the firm

of W . B . RATH & COMPANY, of Chicago, Ill.

We recommend this movement to the public as one of

the most accurate time-pieces on the market and we guarantee

that every movement will give absolute satisfaction .

N ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY,

Springfield , Illinois.
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spect. Personally I would like to see him here
often , and unless I fail to understand my broth -
ers of Division 261 they agree with me.
We have not had an easy time of it , but we

are pulling a head and will come out all right,
for we have not fallen behind any .

E . L . HOUGHTON , Correspondent,
Division 261, Lawrence , Mass .

DIVISION NO . 260 TO THE FRONT.

l'pon the 22d inst. a special meeting is to be
held in the assembly hall of the Labor Temple
for the purpose of considering the question of
insurance upon the death of a member . It' s to
be hoped that members will turn o
numbers and take a lively interest in this im .
portant question . While Division 113 is very
lucky in having so few members die , and it' s a
pleasure to be able to say so . especially in view
of our large membership , yet the Executive
Board shows itself alive to the necessity of
providing something of a tangible nature for
the relatives of deceased members. I am well
aware of the fact that the International Board
has this same matter under advisement, and no
doubt it will be threshed out at the Chicago
convention ; yet I think we are justified in using
our autonomy right in this instance.

Nothing of a serious nature in the way of
sickness or accidents has happened to any of
the boys for the past month , with the excep
tion of Brother Hughy Corr, of the shops, who
broke his collarbone, but is slowly improving
and the boys will be glad to see him back
again sound and well.
Our Business Agent, Jim McDonald , paid a

visit to 107 . at Hamilton , a few days ago , and
assisted in the initiation of eighteen new meni.
bers into that division . He reports they are a
fine lot of fellows, and are doing well.
That's a nice button you have there.

Chicago, Ill. - For the first time in the history
of the Amalgamated, of Chicago, its members
participated in a Labor Day parade last Mon
day .

At 9 a . m . two hundred members of Div. 260
assembled at their headquarters, Thirty -ninth
and State streets, formed in line in front of the
office and awaited the arrival of two special
trains furnished for them by the Chicago City

Railway Company.
Every man appeared in full uniform . Badges

and buttons were shining equal to the occasion

of inspection day , every man wore a beautiful
bouquet and carried the regulation Labor Day

cane.

The men were preceded by Marshal Begy, on
horseback , and the officers of the division on
foot. The handsome new banner of the divi
sion was carried by John McMahon , while Bros.
Potter and Crilley relieved each other with the
American flag .

Some of the oldest men in the employ partici
pated , and everywhere along the route the ap
proach of the car men was anticipated by the
small boy with the familiar cry of “ Here comes
the nickel snatchers, "
It was an innovation . All along the line the

boys were met with a splendid reception .
From the time they entered Michigan avenue
in the countermarch to their return they were
cheered continuously by their fellow unionist
moving in the opposite direction .
Everywhere could be heard the repeated re

mark . " The fiirst time for the street car men , "

and more than once came the reply from the
boys, " It won ' t be the last. "
Possibly no body of men gave them a greater

reception than the coal teamsters. Line after
line of sturdy diamond carriers veiled lustily
as they passed the knights of the gong , and
the splendid feeling manifested was encourag
ing . This was the first showing of car men in
a Labor Day parade in Chicago . It was a dis
tinct success, the old pioneer Division , No. 260 ,
as usual, started the ball a - rolling. and it is
safe to say that next year will find all Divisions
of the Amalgamated in Chicago and vicinity
participating .
Everything is in readiness for the convention ,

the Arrangement. Reception and Entertain
ment Committees are working overtime, and
divisions who neglect to send their delegates to
the Windy City will be taking a step backward
which they will not realize until it is too late .

Following is the personal of the Division 260
delegation : M . C . Buckley . L . D . Bland . E .
McMorrow , P . J . Skerrett, R . Walsh , J . L .
Lynch , J . T . Sullivan, T . Burns, F . W . Meyers,
G . Seyberlich and P . Lee .

The three members on the Reception Commit
tee from this division are : J . T . Mahoney, C .
S . Kelly and J . L . Perry .

J . T . MAHONEY,
Correspondent, Div . 260 .

SHOP EMPLOYES' PICNIC .
The annual picnic and games of the shop em

ployes was held on July 8th at Hamilton . A
good program was provided , and an excellent
time enjoyed by all. The program was well car
ried out by the committee in charge, and the
results were as follows:

100 yards, open - First. John Greenwood ; sec
ond , Ed McCurdy ; third , F . Allen . Time, 11 3 -5
seconds .
One mile, employes only - First, G . Kendall ;

second , W . Gould ; third , Thomas Roberts . Time,
5 34 minutes,
Running hop , step and jump- First, Ed MC

Curdy . 34 feet 3 inches ; stecond, John Green
wood, 33 feet 5 inches ; third , M , 0 . Donohoe, 31
feet 6 inches.
Young ladies' race , 75 yards - First, Gertie

Manliffe ; second, Bertie Jamison ; third , Lilly
Jackson .
Fat man 's race, 100 yards - First, P . Baylan ;

second , C . Carrus ; third , D . Swuriol.
Married ladies ' potato race - First. Mrs. L . D .

Grant; second, Mrs. R . Brown ; third , Mrs. C .
Leake.

Apprentices', 100 yards – First, E . Bowering ;
second, J . Huntly ; third , T . Quigley ,
Throwing tbaseball, boys 16 and under - First,

Armand Grippin ; second, P . Tobin ; third , H .
Griffin .

Running long jump- First, James Stuart, 13.5 ;
second, E . Cook , 12 .8 ; third , G . Kyle , 11. 11 .
Married ladies, 75 yards– First, Mrs. L . Eby ;

second . Mrs. Stevenson ; third . Mrs . I . Cabbold .
Young ladies' potato race , emploves First,

Elsie Hill ; second, Sadie Boylan ; third , Miss
Jamison .

100 yards, young men - First, W . Gould ; sec
ond. H . Allett ; third , G . Kendall. Time, 11 2 -5 .

150 yards, open - First, J . Greenwood ; second,
E McCurdy : third . W . Gould .
Married men ' s race - First, E . Cook ; second .

G . Young : third . F . Brown. Time, 12 2 - 5 .

Putting shot, 16 lbs – First, B . Coleman , 29 . 3
second , G . Kyle , 29. 2 ; third , B . Allett, 29 .
Tug of war - Won by Flint's team .

TORONTO TIDINGS.

MCDONALD VISITS HAMILTON , ONT.
At the regular meeting Sunday, Aug. 13th ,

1905 . of Division No. 113 . Brothers John William
son , James McDonald and H . Pickles were
elected delegates to the Chicago convention .
Brothers G , Coony, H . Oakly and W . T . Thom
son were elected to the Trades Congress.
The thirteenth annual moonlight of Division

113 was held August 1st, upon the steamer Chip
pewa. While last year' s affair was a grand
success, this year' s was more so , from a social
standpoint, though not in numbers.
The members of the grievance committee from

time to time wait upon the manager, and though
they do not gain all their points , they impress

upon the company the fact that the organiza
tion is very much alive to the carrying out

of the agreement in all that it pertains to .

Division No. 107 held a largely attended
and highly interesting meeting on August 5 ,
there being about one hundred of the mem
bers in attendance . Bro. James McDonald ,
business agent of Div . No. 113, Toronto , fa
vored us with a visit on this occasion and

initiated sixteen new members, an unusually
large number for one meeting . On account
of the busy season and the excessive heat
that prevailed during the month , our July
meetings were cancelled , which will account
for the large enrollment at our first August

meeting. Bro . McDonald addressed the new
ly initiated members, and his kindly advice
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tions had been made by the committee in charge
of the annual parade and other celebrations,
and Division 282 was not behind in doing her
share to make this event memorable in the
annals of our organization . There were 150 of
our boys in line, and considering the amount
of traffic handled by the Rochester Railway
Company during the holiday, the showing was
most creditable.

The monster picnic planned for the friends
of labor at Genesee Valley park was a great
success. There were over 30 , 000 people present
and the forty - five sporting events were partici
pated in by young and old . The choice by the
committee of one of our public parks, instead
of a lakeside summer resort contributed to the
dignity and success of the affair .
The past summer has been , from the stand

point of our men , a most strenuous one. The
suburban lines have been especially busy , and a
short " extra list' has not improved the tem
pers of the regulars. However, the fall listing
comes shortly and soon we shall cease to dream
of chartered cars, and extra trips at night.
During September and October the company

is preparing to give every man at least a week ' s
vacation . The chance to get out of uniform
for a few days will be welcomed by most of

the men after the hard summer through which
they have passed .

In regard to the new agreement entered into
last May, everything seems to work smoothly
and harmoniously . Everybody seems to be sat
isfied with the new scale , and we only hope
that the remainder of the three years will be
as frictionless as the past six months.
The Workingmen ' s State Convention of New

York convenes at Ithaca September 12th . Broth

ers Edward Mar and W . J . Whalen are to be
our delegates.
Brothers Kennedy and Dissett will represent

us at the biennial convention of the associa
tion at Chicago . GEO . KEENAN. .

was listened to with equal interest by the
large crowd that filled Labor Hall. James
Wier and Philip Obermeyer, both honorary
members of the division and who are always
welcome visitors, had something encourag
ing to say in their usual good - natured way.

By a unanimous vote President J. Theaker
was elected delegate to the Chicago conven
tion . Bro. James Hawkins, alternate dele
gate. Bro . M . Maloney was the unanimous
choice of the meeting for delegate to the
Dominion Trades and Labor Congress, which
meets in Labor Temple, Toronto , on Septem
ber 18. Bro . Wm . Old was elected alternate .

After the business of the meeting had been
disposed of light refreshments were served
and a short program , consisting of vocal and
instrumental music and some clog dancing,
was rendered . The meeting broke up at 4
a . m ., after a really enjoyable night, and the
new members returned to their homes , no
doubt feeling convinced that to be a member
of Division No. 107 means something more
than to simply get initiated and pay monthly
dues. Among the passengers that boarded
the big excursion train at the C . P . Ry, depot
bound for Winnipeg three weeks ago, were
Brothers Gilbert Rusk and Chester Smith ,
who have gone to help harvest the big wheat
crop in the Northwest. We wish them suc
cess. Labor day was celebrated in the city
by a big parade in the morning, games and
races in the Jockey Club grounds in the
afternon , and concert and drawing of prizes
in the Armory in the evening . The parade
was unusually large. The floats and ban
ners showed much improvement over pre
vious occasions and notwithstanding the
great numbers of people attracted away from
the city by the big Industrial Exhibition at
Toronto , the streets through which the pro
cession passed were densely packed with cit
izens who showed their good feeling by the
enthusiasm displayed all along the line. Div .
No. 107 could have lined up one hundred and
fifty strong , but not having that privilege we
did the next best thing . One of our associa
tion badges glittered from the breast of
every motorman and conductor, which showed
that our membership are all in good stand
ing, and those few who had not already be
come members had signified their purpose of
doing so by depositing their applications, to
gether with their initiation fee. This is
highly gratifying , especially at a time when
organzed labor was celebrating its interna
tional holiday. Bro. C . Mattice has been laid
up at his home on East Hunter Street, the
last two months, with a broken leg , the re
sult of a peculiar accident that happened to
him while in the discharge of his duty as

motorman on a belt line car. It was on Bar
ton street, just east of the city limits, the
overhead trolley wire snapped in two, falling
on the car. Bro . Mattice , being a new man
at the business and seeing danger of being
struck by the falling wire, jumped from the
car, which was going at full speed , sustain
ing injuries as above stated . He has almost
fully recovered. Confined to St. Joseph ' s Hos
pital in a critical condition is Bro. Robert
Hunter , a victim of the treacherous running
board. He was a conductor on a James street
car, and on the morning of August 31. while
making a trip with a carload of passengers
to the steamboat wharf, was standing on the
footboard punching a transfer ticket. As the
car aproached the curve where the track
turns off Herkimer street into James street,
and at which point there is a steep grade,
the car struck the curve and Hunter lost his
balance and was knocked to the pavement,
his head striking with great force. He was
taken to the Hospital unconscious, in which
condition he remained for some time. He is
now in a fair way to recovery, which his
many friends will be pleased to hear.

SECTIONAL PICNIC .

San Jose, Cal.- Division 265 held its election
on the last Thursday of June. and elected the
following officers : President. J . E . Byers ; Vice

President, C . F . Edmonds; Recording Secretary,
Charles Montoya : Financial Secretary , B . E
Williams: Treasurer . S . W . Wilkinson : Con . , F

T . Wright; Warden . J . Hawes ; Sentinel, J .
Murphy ; Executive Board . Brothers Hadley,

Filmore, Hawes, Holmes, Trowbridge and Wil
liams.
We held installation on the first Thursday of

July and it was a very busy meeting. We had
about decided to give a grand picnic for the
night men , so we talked it over and then it
went to a vote and carried for the President to
appoint a committee. The committee got to
work in dead earnest. Chairman Fred Filmore
had , as the old saving goes, " the devil' s own
time, " being called by some of the members
" the Czar, " on account of trying to give the
night men a good time, with their families, for
one whole day, and make the day men work out
the night dinner relief. We got over all trou
ble and decided to give the night men a day
off at Alum Rock Park , San Jose' s city park .
A very nice ride and a very nice time the boys
had with their families. The union furnished
ten gallons of ice cream , beans, coffee . bread
and barbecue beef. The ladies furnished cake
and pie . They had music , singing and dancing .
The city opened the park baths free, At other
times it costs 25 cents a bath . The railroad com

pany gave us the use of a special car with a
trailer. The boys left town at 8 : 30 a . m ., July
20 . leaving the park at 4 p . m . , arriving at San
Jose at 4 :30 , taking their runs as soon as back .
They all seemed to enjoy their day' s outing.
The day men will come in with somtehing good
in the sweet by -and -by.

The committee having the affair in charge
were Brothers F . B . Filmore , chairman : B . Do
lan, M . Murrav. C . Edmonds. J . Hillis , W . H .
Smith , B . E . Williams and P . T . Bayard . The
sub -committee that had direct charge of the
picnic were Brothers Piper , Parks, Spellman ,
Duncan , Campbell, Woods and Rooney. Presi
dent Byers went along to see that all the people
had a good time. P . F . B .

now in a fairwahe pleased to nedCON ."

DIV. NO . 282 IN LABOR DAY PARADE.

Rochester, N . Y . - In spite of the clouded
and threatening aspect of the heavens on the
Saturday evening before Labor Day , Sunday
and Monday furnished weather the balminess
of which was such as to gladden the heart of
the most enthusiastic unionist . Great prepara
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BRO. JAS. MOORE, DIV . 236, ALTON , ILL., HAS TRAVELED 808,400 MILES.

Conductor James Moore, of Div . No, 236 ,

Alton , III., Has Traveled This Distance
and Never Left the Limits of His City.

There is not a person who rides street cars

in Alton who does not know good -natured and
jolly " Jim " Moore , the veteran of Division No.
236 , of Alton . He is hailed among the members
of his Division as " Uncle Jim , " and has col
lected " nickel" fares from the riding public of
Alton for fifty years. He performed his work
always with a cheerful countenance , which is

the cause of his possessing a host of friends
to -day .
Uncle Jim ' s service catering to the traveling

public, who were either too lazy to walk or
didn ' t have the time. began work in the em
ploy of his father , Mr. Troy Moor e who is 87
years of age to - day, and states in a good

natured manner that he is " younger than his
son Jim . " When employed by his father Jim

was but ten years of age, but was able to crack
the whip over the leaders, and understood the
collection of the fares, which he states " was
the most particular part of the work . "
During his term of employment on the buss

line Jim traveled a distance of 116 .000 miles,
then running between Alton and Upper Alton .
two connected villages.
As progress was in evidence , the horse car

soon replaced the buss line, and the riding of
rails was tendered Jim as a new experience. A
the post of conductor of these cars the old
veteran did duty for twenty - three years, and
traveled during that period 263,750 miles. During
his term on the horse car (which , though term
ed horse car, was pulled by the Missouri, Illi
nois or in fact any mule found to stand the
wear and hardship of the life of pulling the
heavy loads and climbing the steep hills for

which Alton is noted ) . Uncle Jim worked faith

fully in the capacity of driver and conductor, it
taking but one man to conduct a car at that
time. Then a mode of travel was introduced
in Alton by motor car, which was practically

the step toward the introduction of the auto
mobile .

Jim ' s service on the motor car lasted five
years. during which time he traveled 165 . 850

miles by this mode of travel.
With the discarding of the motor car the

great power, electricity , had made its way to
the front and was being adopted by all large
cities for conveying service power , among which
Alton was classed . owing to her rapid growth .

This was the last evolution Jim has experi
enced , but during the time he has been em
ployed on these cars of public service in the
city he has traversed 262, 800 miles, making a
total of miles over which his form was carried
of 808 , 400 miles.

It is impossible to gain an intelligent estimate
of the number of people Uncle Jim has presid
ed over en route , but it is safe to say that
should the nickels he has collected be placed
in an electric car the firemen at the power
house would have to feed up the boilers to have
the conveyor pull the load up the Alton hills .

It is 24 . 000 miles around the earth , and during

Uncle Jim ' s career of fifty years should he

have utilized his travels to that goal he would

have circuited the globe about thirty -three

times
As another comparison, it is 237,000 miles to

the moon , and had Uncle Jim had this point in

sight, he would have given the world a privilege
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of seeing the man in the moon twice, in reali
ty , and would be 97,400 miles on his way back
from the orbit on his second trip .

He is the oldest conductor in the service, and
despite the changing of management of the Al
ton company, is retained in the service, where ,
if the wishes of his friends be met, he will re
main until he is called to board the car leading

to the Heavenly City , is where a round trip

ticket is never procured .

J . R . LACHANCE .

fortune to cut a line of hose , which caused
him some trouble , but I am glad to say he is
back to work again .

Brother Joe Kerrigan has left us and gone
to braking on passenger trains, for the C ., R . I .
& P . Ry., and reports that he likes his new
duties very well.

Brother Joe Murphy has left us and gone to
Chicago , where, I understand, he too has enter
ed the employ of some railway company. We
are sorry to lose both of the above brothers ,
for they were both fine young men and good
workmen .

GEORGE W . M 'GILL , Correspondent.

ALTON , ILL., DIV . OFFICERS.

At a recent meeting of Division No. 236 the
following officers were elected for the ensuing
term : President, H , T . Coulter : Vice - President.

Bruce Rentoul; Recording Secretary , Bert Page ;
Financial Secretary , Ed Lowe; Treasurer ,

Charles Trabur; Warden , J . J . Kennedy ; Con
ductor. W . P . Hart ; Sentinel, A . Bensman ; Ex
ecutive Board, H . T . Coulter, J . R . Lachance ,
W . P . Hart, L . Calame. V . L . Maxeimer : Dele

gates to the Trades and Labor Assembly . Ed
Lowe, J . R . Lachance and Charles Trabur: al

ternates . H . T . Coulter, W . P . Hart, and A .
Bensman ; Trustee Committee . George Davis ,
Bruce Rantoul, and L . Calame: Sick Committee
Walter Welsh , H . E . Gifford and Wood.

Davenport, la . - This month our boys are all
in pretty good health , there being only one inan
on the disabled list. Bro . Peir is laid up with
a bad finger for a couple of weeks. Labor Day
is over and it was a big success. The three
cities have not seen a parade before in their
history as they saw that day, both in size and
in beauty . It was about one hour passing a
given point, and as far as order and arrange
ment was concerned , it was as good as
could be arranged . Everything passed offline
clock work , and was only about five minutes
off schedule time. In point of finance , Labor
Day was a success. I understand our Local
Industrial Home Association cleared almost

$ 1 ,000, which beats the records of previous year's
and gives them quite a liſt on their new
building . At our last three meetings we have
taken in a bout 15 new members and still have
sonie applications left on file for our next late
meeting . The father of our Brother, W . W .
Colby died in the east about August 11. Ap

propriate resolutions were adopted by our Lo
cal and a copy ordered sent to the Motorman
and Conductor for publication .

JOTS FROM NO. 312.

DETROIT ITEMS.

Davenport, Jowa. On July 18 Division No.
312 pulled off their steamboat excursion , and
we were all well pleased with the result. We

had a beautiful night, a fair - sized crowd, and
everyone had a g Jod time.
We received at the boat a little over 500 tick

ets, and sold on the cars before the excursion

a couple of hundred , of which a great number
were not used. General Manager James F .
Lardner paid us $ 35 .00 for 100 tickets, then hand

ed them back to our president with orders to

do as he saw fit with them . We all join in
thanking Mr. Lardner for his assistance to our

sick relief fund. Besides the above , we took in
a bout $ 35 .00 or $60 .00 at the cigar and refresh
ment stands. After all expenses were paid we
had $116 . 70 left for the sick fund.
We owe a vote of thanks to Brothers Conduc

tor Mathews, who sold about 60 tickets ; Conduc
tor Cannon , 25 . and Motorman O 'Dea about 25 .

Your correspondent sold 16 , and the next high
ed them back to our President, wit horders to
est was to the credit of Conductor Andy Mil
ler, with a record of nine tickets sold . There
were a number of others who sold from that
number down to one and two . The most of the
boys did all they could to help us in every
way they could . A number volunteered to help
out at the refreshment stands, where they near
ly had their hands full. There was a tired

bunch of boys that landed at the dock at 11 : 30

that night.
The committee on arrangements was Presi

dent Coleman , Treasurer 0 . Carstensen , Vice
President Watkins, Brothers Slater, Andy Mil

ler. McGill and Bielefeldt.
Our Division baseball team met the team from

Rock Island July 19 and were defeated , some
thing like 15 to 5 . The home-runs came in so
fast that the " tally ho " could not keep track of

them , and as near as can be told that was

about the score . But Manager Knuth says that

he has a surprise up his sleeve for the next

game, and is telling us to watch his smoke. I

do not know whether he means from union

made cigars or a pipe ,

The first of August saw a large number of
changes in the runs. There were a couple of

day runs open , and by the time they were
filled and the ones that were thrown open all
the way down the list by filling them , it neces
sitated changing almost half of the board .

Brother John Horndorf is back to work , after
an illness of several weeks' duration . He is

looking pretty well again , but shows the effects

of his sickness.
Brother James Jacobs is still holding out 0 .

K and apparently is going to get along all

right. We all hope so .
Brother H . Stockwell of the D . & S . had a

little bad luck the other day. He had the mis

Labor Day passed with a magnificent demon
stration on the part of the trades of Detroit,
but further than sentiment, ivision No. 26 was
unable to participate. This was due to the char

acter of service and its bulk , brought by the
events of the day. However , Secretary C . H .
Johnson represented the local by acting aid to
one of the chief marshals .

A general meeting of local No. 26 was held

August 26th , for the purpose of electing dele

gates to the Chicago convention , and one to the
state A . F . of L . convention , to be held at
Saginaw , Mich ., September 19. A spirited con

test was evoked by the number of candidates,
there being thirty -six in the field for the Chi

cago convention , and nine for the Saginaw trip .

The successful candidates were as follows: To
the Chicago convention . Perry L . Prindle . Elija !

Eby. Hamilton Shirley. William J . Halleen . John

J . Branigan and Wallace J. Gehrken . As dele
gate to the Michigan A . F . of L . convention
Charles Livingstone was elected .

On September 7th ex - Business Agent James
V . Cunningham , who is now chief deputy sheriff
of Wayne county , dined the Executive Board of
Division No. 26 at the county jail. Among
those present were International Treasurer
Rezin Orr , Sheriff Burns, et al.

OWL CAR SONG .

Inspired During a Thirty -Minute Wait in a
Detroit Rain .

Some like to hear the fiddle .
And others like the flute ,

While others are delighted
When the horn begins to toot.

LEONARD 'S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND
JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .

Advertisers in this journal re
new their contracts. TheMo
torman is a business getter .Brother H . Stockwell of the D . & S. had a
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But for me there's but one music,
It has all the others beat;

' Tis the rattling Sherman night car,
As she rumbles down the street .

It was far beyond the midnight
And the rain was falling fast,

As I stood and watched the cars

I wasn 't waiting for go past.

Thirty minutes I had listened ;
Three o 'clock began to strike,

When I heard the bell a -ringing
As she rumbled down the pike.

$ 100 .00 benefit from the International- only three
days having elapsed after his claim was for

warded .
It will be remembered that Brother Morgan

lost a leg in a coilision with a freight car, al

most a year ago.
Brother Fugate is back to work again , after

an illness of about six weeks.
Two weeks ago we gave a picnic at Caldwell

Park , which is situated near the end of one of
our lines. The affair went off smoothly and

everyone had a good time. The company al
lowed us a couple of cars free of charge , and

a pleasant trolley party was enjoyed in the
evening .
Our baseball team carried off the honors last

week in a clash with the bartenders. That they
ever fully recover from the effects of that game
is doubtful, as the final score was 21 to 6 . Our
team has not yet been defeated this season .

NEMO .

Then she came around the corner,
And her flashing lights I see,

And the song that she was singing
Seemed the only one for me,

- " Motorman," Detroit, Mich .

BIG DAY IN AKRON .
ANOTHER TRACTION MERGER.

Akron , 0 . - On Labor Day, Sept. 4th , was seen
the largest concourse of people that has gath
ered at Lake Side Park for many a day. The
occasion was that Lake Side was selected by
the Central Labor Union as the center of at
traction for the day. A most interesting pro

gram had been arranged to attract the people ,
and none are better qualified to attest the suc

cess of the day than the members of Division
No. 98 .
The full transportation capacity of the Trac

tion Co . was taxed to the utmost. Every man
was working, and many worked double shifts,

Superintendent Douglas had flagmen at the
steam road crossing. and switchmen were sta
tioned at all switches. The boys had their
hands full looking to their work of handling
the loads. The day proved a grand demonstra
tion of the strength and force of union labor

in Akron .
It was impossible for the members of Divi

sion 98 to take part in the parade, on account
of the extra work .
Daniel Stein , an old - time member of local

Division No. 98 has been appointed as council
man from the Seventh ward . to succeed Samuel

R . Thomas, who resigned .
Brother J . W . Shane is taking a vacation at

present. as also are Brothers Victor Hudson .

John Price, William Sutter. Merrill and McKee .

President R . H . Williams, having sold his for

mer home, is now looking for another.
Brother Warren Frase has taken a trip to

Pomeroy , O . , and the boys are awaiting his re
turn . Special interest is wrought by the fact

that he is to bring back a new partner in life .

He will be heartily welcomed back by our mem

bership , and congratulations will be the order.
We regret the sickness of Brother Manson ,

who was taken ill from his car to the hospital.

He is reported improving
The firemen of the Canton - Akron line are

having some trouble with the Canton company,
and the Canton company are trying to make
power with Dagos. The result is that the com
pany is short of power, much to the disgust of
the people , who, when the cars are short of
fluid are forced to get out and walk for some

miles at the terminals .
Treasurer John Failor is planning to take a

vacation to the country about the 17th inst.
O . K .

New Castle , Pa . - Seeing in last month ' s Jour
nal a communication from . Division 105 , of

they are boasting of a
great merger, where the Beaver Valley lines

are taken over by the Pittsburg Railwyas Co. ,
I will just say to the members of 105 not to get

so big all at once, for you might have to bow '
to New Castle . . It is reported that a merger
has taken place here in which thirty - two com

panies have been gathered in , composed of the

traction lines of New Castle , Sharon , Youngs

town, Niles and Warren , with the interurban

lines connecting the same, in addition the elec

tric light plants and the natural gas company.
It is reported that Mr. Sanderson of New York

will be the president of the new company. Mr.

Montgomery , who is general manager of the

Youngstown & Sharon lines . will be general

manager, and Mr. M . E . McCaskey . who is
general manager of the Pennsylvania & Mahon

ing Valley , will be general superintendent. Mi.

August Belmont is at the head of the company .

We expect to lose a good many of our young

members, as the park closes next Saturday.

What might have been a very serious accident

took place the other day, when Brother F . 0 .
McFarlin . who is conducting for Brother Con

rad . while going down Washington street, was

standing on the foot board and when just oppo
site the Lawrence Saving and Trust Co. build

ing. which is seven stories high , he indulged in

one of his Porto Rican brays, which caused

such a vibration that the sign on the top of

the building fell to the pavement below , and

just missed falling on a very valuable dog

which was passing. Brother McFarlin says
he wished it had killed him (the dog ) , as he has

no use for a spotter .
Brother Dodds, who has been laid up with a

sore ankle, is improving .
Brother Newell is still on the sick list. We

had hoped to see him on the car at work be

fore this .
Wanted - A first-class rabbit dog, at R . A .

Alexander' s . No others need apply .
Brother Walls is thinking of leaving the line

and entering the law office of White & Lecre to

fit himself for the bar. WHISKERS.

our mem
1. the sickne

sons
will be

WANT 15 -MILE ORDINANCE,

OTTUMWA, IA ., NOTES.

Local 199 is heard from so seldom that we
write once more to inform the readers of the
Journal that we are still at the old place . We
have the usual membership , 48 . enrolled, and

two candidates for next meeting night.
Our meetings are fairly well attended , and

the best of feeling seems to exist between the
company and the local.
Our contract with the company expires in a

few weeks. and the committee is busy draw
ing up a new one with a few changes. No
throuble is anticipated in getting matters ad

justed satisfactorily .
We are highly gratified by the promptness

with which rother Charles Morgan received his

('anton , 0 , - Div . No. 211, composed of the
city traction men , and those of the Canton ,
Akron and Canton Massilon Rys. , is taking

on new life as the summer wears away . The
local recently elected new officers, and is

now under the leadership of Bro . J . V . Hang
as president. Bro . W . E . Putman succeeded

to the financial secretaryship . Bro . Rhinehart

was eleted delegate to attend the Chicago

convention . There has arisen a serious labor

dispute between the company and power
house firemen , which resulted in a strike on

the part of the firemen . It interferes with
the operation of the cars , as the non - union

ists that the company put to work are in

competent to do the required work . Just how

the situation stands, your correspondent is
unable to say , as the firemen did not consult
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our local in the matter of precipitating the
strike. It is hoped that the matter may be
adjusted and the old men returned . That
course would seem the most profitable to the
company , and restore convenience to the peo
ple . The company is asking favors from the
city in the shape of a 15 -mile speed ordi
nance , also to double track streets where
most important. . These things would come
much easier if the company would keep on
a little better terms with the labor element
of the city . " SIKES."

per hour and short runs and trips that fall

to the extras, the weekly earnins barely if

quite cover the expense of living . However,

prospects are bright for better times ahead.
Business in other departments is promising and
some of it must surely come our way.

The present wage was secured more than two
and one-half vears ago . Since that time the

company has economized in the service by add
ing a number of large cars. This adds to the
work of operatives, which will very likely be
fairly considered in looking to a betterment of

wage for the employes .
On August 30th Division No. 85 opened to her

friends her regular annual picnic. Over 2 ,500

people gathered at Southern Park to pay their
respects to the local, and enjoy themselves. The
day was favorable , and the event was a com
plete success. Dancing and field Sports were
the features. Winners of contests were as fol
lows:
Fat man ' s race was won by President J . J .

Thorpe ; 18 to 30 - year race was won by Brothers
George Meister first and Peter Foy second
prize ; 30 years and over, Brother William
Garver first and Brothers Montgomery and
Watson second and third ; the sack race created
so much amusement and attendant excitement
that your correspondent was unable to discover
the winner ; ladies ' race was won by Mrs. H .
Morgan first prize, and Mrs. Montgomery sec
ond ; the three - legged race was won by Meister
and Lawrence, and the jumping contest by

Brother George Meister . Elegant prizes were
given to the winners.

Division No. 85 will be represented in the Chi
cago convention by seven delegates. Those
elected are J . J . Thorpe , John Dooley , James

L . Puff , W . H . Coslett, J . L . Sauer , M . J. Mur
ray and James Ashford. Brothers Dooley and
Sauer were delegates to the Pittsburg conven
tion , and Brother Thorpe was an active mem
ber of the reception committee and was elected
to Seventh Vice -President by the convention .

SMOKY CITY .

LABOR DAY CELEBRATED AT ALTON

JOHN DOOLEY,

Delegate from Division No. 85 .
The above is a pictiure of Executive Board

Member John Dooley, of Pittsburg Div . No.
85. He has been elected a delegate to the
Chicago convention , which will make the sec.
ond time he has served in that capacity .
In the last convention Bro . Dooley served as
chairman of the credentials committee. He
has been a most prominent factor in the de.
velopment of the Pittsburg Local.

EVENTS OF DIVISION NO . 85.

Pittsburg, Pa . — The 90 per cent mark for a
spring membership is what is aimed at by Divi
sion No. 85 . This local has a cumbersome terri

tory to cover , and it keeps the officers busy to
reach all men as they come and go in the ser
vice here . However, the local is in first - class
shape, which makes the success of the move
ment much easier than when members lag be
hind .
Our local is voluntary in membership, but

all are up to date in the importance of organ :
ization , and this fact soon materializes to the

newcomer.

It is hard to imagine any other city in which
so many men are employed in the course of a
year, that stay but temporarily at the service,
as here. Perhaps this results from two facts.
First, to a newly employed man the work here
is more arduous than elsewhere. The traffic
is heavy, streets narrow , and Pittsburg streets
are constantly flooded with teams and pedes

trians. Secondly , the wage to beginners is too
low to encourage staying qualities in the aver
age wage - earner. What with a low wage rate

Alton , 111. — Today Alton paid tribute to the
achievements of those who work with brains as
well as hands. Two thousand members of vari
ous crafts formed in line , and with waving flags

and bands playing marched through cheering
crowds to Rock Spring ark , where an all -day
celebration was had in honor of Labor day.
The spirit of the day was appreciative recog

nition of what has been done by those who
build and labor for those who dwell and rest.
From mammoth buildings from the frame

work of structures now tenanted only by the
armies that rivet and bolt massive beams in
place, Altonians looked upon the parading
forces and gave wholesome voice to their ad
miration of what they had done.

The parade downtown attracted thousands
and held them for two hours along curbstones
and in windows, to watch its coming and its
passage. But the parade was not the fullmeas
ure of the celebration . Hundreds of men , whose
toil has added to the greatness of the city ,
went quietly with their families to the picnic
and carnivals , ere the parade had started .

The number of visiting people in the city was
larger this year than ever before. Circus day
and Labor day seldom come together, and the
dual attractions helped each other . In order
to prevent a clash in the parades, an arrange
ment was made whereby the labor hosts would
parade first , starting shortly after 9 o ' clock , and
the John Robinson circus bands were loaned to
the labor people to help out with their musical
features. After the labor parade the circus
people were given the use of the streets and
there was much to interest people all morning .
The parade formed in front of City Hall

square, under Marshall S . Mather, President

of the Trades and Labor Assembly . The parade

was ten blocks in length , and for the first time

in history all the business houses were closed
and decorated for the event.
Every union man took part in the parade .

Twenty -nine locals were represented and the
mbers of the ministerial alliance for the first

time joined in the parade.
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At Rock Spring Park a program was ren -
dered at which Mayor Ed Beall delivered an
address of welcome. . J . Mackinaw , First Vice
President of the Bottle Blowers' Association ,
also delivered a good address, and band con

certs were held in the afternoon and evening,
attracting several thousand people.

J . D . LACHANCE,
Corresponding Secretary.

PLEASED WITH WAGE INCREASE .

Journal this week. Hope to be able to send
in several new subscribers in the near future.

1 Brother Carl Housten , a daylight conductor

on the Hyde Park line, has left the service and
will engage in farming .

At a regular meeting held Auguste 1st the
writer was appointed correspondent to the Mo
torman and Conductor ' s Journal, and also to
the St. Joseph Union, Will try and let you
hear from us each month . REP .

MERIDAN MURMURS .
Joliet, II . - In looking over the monthly

editions of our journal, it looks to meas though
Division 228 of Joliet, Ill., seems to be a vacant
number

Nevertheless, our little Division is not a dead
one in the least, and its members are all work

ing earnestly, that some day she may prove to
be among the leading locals of the Associa
tion .

We gave our fourth annual picnic August 10th ,
which proved a very pleasant day, and in spite
of the surrounding doings which attracted large

crowds, ours was well attended . No efforts

were spared to show all a good time. The com

pany tendered us a car, " The Rambler, " for the

day , which under control of President Brereton

and Secretary Hawley , brought down from the

Archer avenue barns, Chicago, about fifty mem
bers with their sweethearts and wives , who

took part in the sports and dancing till a late

hour, when they returned home.

All went along nicely and everyone reports
having spent a very pleasant afternoon and
evening. Division 228 is harvesting the returns

of a grand success.
The raise in wages which took effect July 1st

is very much appreciated by the members of
nur local.
The company is preparing a special employe's

ticket, which will be ready in the course of a
couple of weeks, for the transportation of all

employes when not in uniform .
We are pleased to say that Brother Fred

Yates, who received severe burns some time

ago, from the trolley wire , is doing nicely .
Brother Fred Brown, who went through an

operation for appendicitis , is doing finely .

Our meetings are fairly attended , and at the

next regular meeting we intend to appoint a
delegate to the convention .

We extend our best wishes to all sister lo
cals, and hope all are doing as well as Division
228 of Jolly Joliet. MAUD .

ST. JOE SAYINGS.

Meriden , Conn. - On August 13, at midnight,
Division No. 163 met and transacted the regular

routine of business. It is rather an unseemly
hour. but we find it the most convenient. Day
men all work Sunday night, and relief men are
off. The day men , as a rule , are the majority ,
particularly incvluding the extras. A noticeable
feature was the absence of newly employed
men . It may be presumed that the heavy
shower prevailing that night kept many away .

Rain or shine, Division 163 will be found at
Wilcox block , over A . S . Thomas' store, on the
second Sunday night of each month . Sharp at
11: 45 business will begin . There is always on
hand delicious coffee, palatable sandwiches and

union -made cigars for those who attend . These
are always served by union men , with union
principles. A bunch of hot air is also always
at hand for dessert. It has playing pool and

hanging around the M . & C . room beat a mile .
Try it and be convinced , some of you non

attendants. Besides, your presence will be a
little encouragement to the officers whom you
have elected to attend to your business.
Brother Barnett' s shore dinner proved a lit

tle costly , but after five weeks we find him bar

pulling the bell. Part of his time was spent at
Saratoga Springs, where he drank the efferves
cing water and attended the races. He states
that at the races greenbacks were flying
through the air like maple leaves after a frost.
However , Brother Barnett didn ' t walk home.

Brother Creed is again back , holding down
the front end of an East Main car.

Brother Ward and better half enjoyed the
sea breezes for a week ,
Brother Penfield made a short visit to Savin

Rock . He gives high praise to our New Haven
brothers, whom he states wear their little union
badge where it can be seen that they are O . K .
He desires to acknowledge their courtesy to

him during his stay, and says they are a fine
body of men .
Brother O ' Brien and family spent a day at

the Rock . He intended for a week , but a second

thought prevailed and he cut short.
Mr. Thomas is the man who said he would

as soon work the hind end at 15 cents as 20
cents per hour, when asked to join the union .

Well, he's getting neither , now . I saw him
plodding the streets today, long - faced and, well,
the usual expression of a shame-faced non
unionist. He has a great number of frien

among the boys - " I don 't think." .
SILVER CITY.

SERIOUS ACCIDENT FROM RUNNING
BOARD ,

St. Joseph , Mo.- We report Division No.
326 progressing nicely . We meet each Tuesday

night, and the attendance during the summer

months has been exceedingly good . Our de

gree team has been doing some good work , and

through their efforts make things lively for the

new candidates. It has created an interest

amongst some of our members that is very

noticeable in the way of bringing them out to
the meetings.
An election will be held August 22d to deter

mine who we shall send to the National Con

vention in Chicago . There will be several can
didates for the honor.

There will be something doing in St. Joseph
Labor day. The Central Labor Council has ar

ranged a program which will surpass all pre
vious efforts along this line . There will be
a mammoth parade in the forenoon , in which
all members of 32 that can possibly be off duty

will partake. In the afternoon amongst the
many attractions at Lake Contrary will be a

head -end collision between two locomotives.
We have added two new names to the sub

scription list of the Motorman and Conductor's

Brockton , Mass. It was " up to the presi
dent to do a little scribbling to the Journal last
month , but he evidently failed to do so , or else
he wrote too late . I want the members in Mas
sachusetts, as well as the other states , to know
that the " Shoe City ” boys are alive and work
ing hard.
At a meeting of the Division held July 25th

it was decided to nominate delegates to the

A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A . Convention in

Chicago , and also to the Massachusetts State

Branch , A . F . of L . , convention in Pittsfield ,

Mass. , the nomination to take place the first

meeting in August, and the election the last
meeting.

Vice - President Haywood presided over the

early meeting of August 14th , President Shee

han being unable to be present, on account of
his duties as starter at Highland Park .

It was decided that one delegate be sent to
the International Convention in Chicago, and

two delegates to the Pittsfield convenion of

Agents Wanted in the United States
To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER
The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller . Retails at
$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials , Terms, etc .

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bigd. Toledo, I.
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of his head, and from the base of his skull up
ward along the back of his head . He was badly
bruised about the body, although no bones were
broken . At the time I write he is resting com
fortably , and his condition is very favorable and
a speedy recovery is expected .

Preparations are being made to handle the
thousands who attend the Brockton fair next
month , and the boys expect a busy week the
first of the month .

Division Foreman Chester L . Bisbee of the
Campbell barn has seen the necessity of hav
ing a helpmate, and one to look after his pay
envelope when pay day coms around ; see that
he attends to his work and keeps early hours,
etc. , and so he has gone and got " spliced , " Miss

Hayward being the happy bride. Well, Chet,"
here' s good luck .

It has been a very busy summer here, and

the boys have had much to contend with in
handling large crowds.
The winter time went into effect Tuesday,

September 5th , and the public see a few new
faces on the lines.

EXTEND DISCRIMINATING SCALE.

E1

the State Branch , A . F . of L ., which is held
the week of October 9th .

The candidates nominated were President
P . F . Sheehan , Frank C . Kimball, Recording
Secretary E . R . Henderson , George L , Brown
and Charles H . Hunt. of Abington barn ,

During the two weeks that elapsed several

of the candidates had their men making a can
vass for the conventions, but the members who
attended the midnight meeting of August 28th
came there with the intention of sending one
man to the Chicago convention , and when the
ballots were counted President P . F . Sheehan

received the popular ballot and was therefore
declared elected delegate to the Chicago con
vention . Charles H . Hunt of Abington received

the next highest vote and was chosen alter
nate .

As a delegate President Sheehan will be

called upon to pass judgment upon questions
that vitally concern the welfare of the street

railway men of the entire country , and his

long experience in the movement and his promi
nence fits him for the place. He is chairman
of the Executive Board . Vice - President of the
Brockton Central Labor Union, and a member
of the Executive Board of that body , chairmatn
of the State Conference Committee of the Street

Railway Men ' s Union , and chairman of the
speakers' committee ; a member of the legisla
tive committee of the state branch , American
Federation of Labor, and an executive board
member of the Civic Federation of New Eng
land, representing the employes.
Delegates elected to the Massachusetts State

Branch , American Federation of Labor, to be
held in Pittsfield , Mass., October 9th , were
Charles H . Hunt of Abington and Secretary E .
R . Henderson . Alternates elected were Presi

dent Sheehan and Frank C . Kimball.
Brother Hunt of Abington is a member of the

Executive Board and one of the Board of Direc
tors of the Relief Association . During the past
two years he has attended to the collecting of
the dues at the Abington barn , and has prove .
his efficiency in the movement when matters of

vital importance have arisen .
Secretary Henderson is a member of the Ex

ecutive Board and secretary of the same, and

has been an active and conscientious worker in
the movement. He has the honor of having held
the position of secretary for almost three
years, and has been an active worker during
the past two years as secretary of the annual
ball committee, and an ex -delegate to the
Brockton C . L . U . He is also a member of the
Musicians' Protective Union , Local No. 138 , A .

F . of M . . of Brockton . It was through his
earnestness and activity a year ago that the
wearing of a monthly button by the members
of the Boston & Northern and Old Colony
Street Railway employes became permanent. At
the time Executive Board Member Pratt was

in the east. After consulting him on the matter
the same was brought before the members, and
Secretary Henderson was given permission to
attend to that matter. Many of the members
were skeptical as to the advisability of wearing
a button , claiming a card was sufficient, but
the financial secretary and the collectors have
found it makes their work much lighter. and

the members are pleased to let the public know
they are in good standing with their organiza

tion . The system went into effect a year ago
this month .

While the tellers were counting the ballots
President Sheehan acted as auctioneer. At a
previous meeting the local donated $ 5 to the

broom makers' union of Everett, the money be
ing in the form of a loan to assist in establish
ing a co -operative broom factory to be main
tained by the union . The local sent a dozen

whisk brooms, and President Sheehan auctioned
them off to the members.

The committee to take charge of the arrange
ments for the annual ball of the Division will
be elected at the meeting of Sept. 25th .
Brother C . W . Wright, a conductor on the

Abington line, met with a serious accident on
the 5th of this month . narrowly escaping death .
While collecting fares a car, coming in the op
posite direction , struck him , and brushed him
from the running board . He was taken to the
hospital, where it was found he had sustained

a long gash from his right ear to the top

New Haven , Conn. - Div. No. 281 has jus
completed negotiations by which a new wage

rate has been established to the car service
men here .

The men asked for 25 cents an hour and 50
cents an hour for overtime. This is what they
get:

For the first year, 2042 cents an hour .
For the second year, 21 cents an hour.
For the third year, 22 cents an hour.
Thereafter. 2222 cents an hour.

Overtime and snow plow work , 25 cents an
hour.

The old rate was 2042 cents per hour for the
first year men , and after one year in the ser
vice . 21 cents per hour. The new scale adds
nothing to the first and second year men ,
grants third year men one cent increase, and all
over three years one and one -half cents . The

rate is not a satisfactory one, but under pre
vailing circumstances it was the judgment of
the majority of the meeting. held September 6th

to accept it for the ensuing year, after which

another appeal will be made for a more equita
ble adjustinent.

The meeting was attended by G . E . B . Chair
man D . L . Dilworth , of Detroit, who lent his
advice in the solution of the problem .
While . as has been stated , the scale is not

satisfactory , yet it is a step forward, and will

make further concessions more easily obtainable
later on .
Diviion No. 281 is in a thriving condition and

will continue to the end of her ambition to ,
sooner or later , bring beneficial results to all.

X . Y . Z .

OFFICERS OF NO . 154.

Washington, Pa. - At a recent meeting of
Division No. 154 officers were elected for a

term of six months, except treasurer, who was
elected for one year. The following is the list :

President, R . V . Noble ; vice-President, C . R .
Lacock ; Recording Secretary , G . T . Hallam

Jr. . 18 Park way; Financial Secretary ,
Parson . East Maiden street : Treasurer , O . J .

Park ; Warden , W . H . Stewart ; Sentine
Summers ; Executive Board , R . V Noble ,

Gilbert, R . M . Markley , James N . Craig and E .
S . Mitchell.

UNITED TEXTILE WORKERS OF
AMERICA .

Express Their Gratitude for Assistance in
the Fall River Strike in the Following

Letter.
Office of the General Secretary .

Fall River. Mass . . Aug . 15 , 1905
To the Officers and Members of International,

National and State Branches, Greeting :

On behalf of the United Textile Workers of

America , we desire to tender our sincere and
heartfelt thanks to the officers and members of

your National l'nion , also the officers and mem
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bers of your affiliated locals, for the generous
support and financial assistance given to the
textile workers of Fall River, during their long
and protracted struggle for a wage that would
enable them to live according to the recognized
standard of American citizenship.
Had it not been for the magnificent support

given to us by organized labor in general, we
could never have waged such a struggle , one
that won the admiration of all classes of the

community. When we consider the fact that
twenty - six thousand men , women and children
were directly involved in the strike, and in addi
tion to this number some fifty thousand others
were indirectly concerned , and that, for a pe

riod of six months not a break of any conse
quence was made in the ranks of the organized
operatives, it is no wonder that this strike
awakened a deep interest throughout the length
and breadth of the country.
Although the terms of settlement were not as

satisfactory as we could have wished , neverthe

less one important fact must be recognized. viz . .

that when the settlement was made, it was
with the representatives of all unions involved .

We are proud to say that the same spirit of

trade unionism exists among the textile opera
tives to -day as was manifested previous to the

strike taking place, in spite of the suffering and

hardships endured , and we are more firmly de
termined than ever to continue the work for

the betterment of the conditions under which

the textile workers are forced to labor . .

Once more assuring you of our deepest grati

tude , and with best wishes for the future suc

cess of your organization .
We remain sincerely and gratefully yours,

JOHN GOLDEN . Gen 'l Pres.
ALBERT HIBBERT, Gen 'l Sec .
JAMES WHITEHEAD, Gen 'l Treas.

caring for the babies or mending stockings,
while the women were engaged at the wearing
work of the mill ; when it was a crime to in

crease the workingman ' s wages above a cer
tain amount ; when the workingman could be
put into jail for owing a storekeeper ten cents ;
when the mechanic received fifty cents for a
day ' s work , at a time when fifty cents would
purchase no more than it will to -day.
The condition of the skilled American work

ingman to -day is superior to that of the royal
ty of three centuries ago . He has a better
home, more conveniences, more books, more of
the things that make life worth the living
The increase in wages, the shortening of his

hours of work , the multiplication of his com
forts , his new educational advantages , his su
perior position as a citizen and as a man

these have made the average workingman
a progressive, right-thinking human being
As already noted , conditions are not ideal.

There is much that needs to be adjusted . Be

cause of this , among the so - called " masses "

there is a feeling of unrest which many fear.
It is supposed this feeling indicates that there

may be an uprising destructive of law and or
der, but no one need fear a sane agitation car

ried on by honest, intelligent men . It is a sign
of life and growth , and an indication of better

things to come. The good sense of the Ameri

can people will see that it comes out all right.

But Rome was not built in a day .
The rich are frequently accused of fostering

a class spirit. However that may be, this un

fortunate spirit is not confined to the prosper
ous. The same spirit sometimes exists among
workingmen . The journeyman frequently treats
his helper with the greatest contempt. The me
chanics in some trades consider themselves su
perior to those engaged in some others. Be
cause some workingmen are privileged to wear
white linen shirts while at their work , they
despise the laborer whose toil compels him
to wear one made of wool or cotton . This spirit

of caste has also gone over to their wives. In a
little Minnesota railroad town the wives of the

engineers, the firemen and the brakemen are
formed into exclusive women ' s clubs. It is ab
solutely impossible for the fireman ' s wife to
join the club composed of the engineers ' wives,
and as for the brakeman ' s wife.. she simply

isn ' t in it ."
If ever the labor question is to be settled , men

must have the spirit of brotherhood taught by
Jesus Christ Himself . There are broad -minded
men who have this larger vision . Men who
deprecate the bitterness and the stinging per
sonalities which have been injected into the
la bor question , which must be fought out only
on its merits and on principle .

LABOR 'S PROGRESS.

EVENTS OF DIVISION NO. 312 .

A Labor Day Meditation by Charles Stelzle,
Superintendent of the Department of
Church and Labor of the Presby

terian Church in the United
States of America .

It would be folly to insist that the social sys
tem of the day is ideal. But any man who reads
history knows that the condition of the work

ingman to - day is infinitely better than it was
a century ago.
Whatever other causes have been at work to

bring about this change, much of it must be at
tributed to trades unionism .

There has been steady progress like the irre
sistable sweep of a mighty river. Eddys have

been formed which seem to mark the backward
course of the stream . The pessimist has seen
the eddy and points to it as an indication that
there has been only a backward movement, in

different to the fact that the flood just beyond
reveals true progress.
He has forgotten that only a few centuries

ago half the world lived in slavery , and human

life was counted so cheap that men and women
were killed for sport. Speak to him of the prog
ress made by working people and he will fling
into your face the bitter argument of the an
archist. unmindful of the day when labor was
considered degrading and dishonorable - -when
the philosophers declared that a purchased la

borer is better than a hired one ; when the
workingman lived in a small, dingy. foul- smell
ing room ; when he slept in cellars and over
open drains ; when men worked sixteen hours a
day the year round, without being paid for the

" over -time."
He has forgotten the time when manufac

turers were actually paid to rid a parish of
pauper children , who then became white slaves ;

when conditions were so degrading that in
many cases full-grown men remained at home

Davenport, Iowa. - We held a private pic
nic at Black Hawk ' s Watch Tower last week .
About thirty of the men and their families at

tended, and all enjoyed themselves.

August 18 we held our election to elect a dele
gate to the convention , and Brother Tobias
Watkins was selected . There were four candi
dates in the field . and as they had been nomi
nated about two weeks, the boys had been do
ing a great deal of electioneering and excite
ment ran high on election day. The voting was
done on the Australian ballot system , and 132
out of 145 members voted . Brother Watkins
was popular from the start, and easily won out.
He well deserves the honor, as he was the first
man in Division 312 to hold a working card , and
has been a hard worker ever since. He is our
Vice - President and a member of the Executive
Board , a delegate to the Workmen ' s Industrial
Home Association , of which body he has been
the secretary for the past year. Everybody is
satisfied with the election , as Brother Watkins
is the best - read in unionism of any man in
Division 312. We feel that we will be well rep
resented at the convention
In reading the items written by the different

correspondents I notice one wherein the corre
spondent proudly sets forth the fact that they
have some men in their Division who have
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Jim
Jacobs

others all the out twenty years

worked for their respective companies from ten
to sixteen years. Well, we have a few old

timers ourselves . Brother Mike Wenzel has
worked on the Third street line, in Davenport,

for twenty - eight years, and for ten years of

that time never laid off a day. Brother Chris
Lagoni has worked for the same company for

about twenty - five years. Brother Jim Jacobs

(Sunny Jim ) about twenty years, and five or six
others all the way from fifteen to twenty years

Davenport, Ia . , was the first city in the

United States to have a fully equiped electric
system , and it was installed by Sprague, the
inventor of the electric car. We now have four
companies operating here, with a trackage of
about 100 miles, and have some of the finest
double -truck , air -brake cars in America . The
Tri-City Railway build their own cars, and

they are as nearly perfect as it is possible to
build them .

Brother Peterson is back from a four months'
trip to Germany, and expects to be to work

again in a few days. BUTTINSKY.

San Francisco , Cal. Division No. 205 has
voted to send three delegates to the association

convention to be held at Chicago, beginning
with Oct. 2 . Twenty - nine candidates were in

the field . The delegates elected are Richard

Cornelius, W . H . Ewing and J. McDonald .

Hon . E . J. Livernash was with us at a re
cent meeting and gave us a fine talk . along

right lines. Mr. Livernash is a member of Div .

205 . However , we purpose to have with us, at

least once a month some good speaker to give

us a talk . It does good in the way of educa

tion and enlivening interest. Div . 205 is getting

along fairly well. There are yet some non

union men among us, but they are slowly and

surely dropping by the wayside. They are not
good railroad men , and it' s only a question of

time when they will be forgotten . Organized
labor is stronger today in San Francisco than

at any other time in her history . This, despite
the notorious Citizens' Alliance. Sixty thou

sand union men were in line on Labor Day.

" M . A . G ."

TREASURER JOHN RICHARDS, GIRARD .

VILLE , PA ., DIV . NO . 165.

BRO . RICHARD JOHNSON , OF ST.

JOSEPH , MO., PRESIDENT DIV .

NO. 326 .

Of the most popular members of Girard

ville Local No. 165, may well be counted The above is a likeness of Bro . Richard

Treasurer John Richards, whose picture ap- Johnson , who will represent Division 326 in

pears above. However, his many attain the coming Chicago convention . To St.

ments, and the admiration attracted by the Joseph is due the honor of being first to

same, in no way destroys his special inter successfully operate an electric street car

est in the development of the labor move. line in Missouri. Bro. Johnson is one of the

ment. He is a stanch trades unionist, and pioneer employes, having entered the ser

lends his good , hard judgment and wise vice in 1881. He worked four years in the

counsel in that direction . As an entertainer shops, six years as motorman, and more

he is known and appreciated both in and out than fourteen years as conductor, which po

of labor circles. Aside from being an inter- sition he now fills. Possibly, to no younger

esting speaker and pleasing conversational man was an electric car ever entrusted . At

ist, he is a reputed vocalist, which gives him the age of 14 years he had a regular run as

the key to the appreciative society of Ma- motorman. The motors then operated were

hanoy City, in which he lives. It is by cour- of the old Sprague type. At an election
tesy of Correspondent T . J . Kinney that his held August 22nd, Bro. Johnson was unani.

picture is presented to the readers of the mously elected delegate to attend the con
Motorman and Conductor. vention .
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And so I am a brother-man with the great
mass of toilers. If, to the measure of my

ability and my opportunity, I failed to re
spond to their needs, physical, mental and
moral, I would be false to myself, to my fel
lows, and to God.

With this spirit and with this purpose in

view , the Department of Church and Labor

of the Presbyterian Church has called me

to become its superintendent. Believing

that the church is simply a means to an

end , and not an end in itself, it shall be our

plan to make it the servant of the people.

In order to accomplish this , we shall need

the co -operation of every man and woman

who believes in the progress of the human

race. Especially do I want the help of

every toiler in the land . In the matter of

acquainting the ministers with the facts re

garding the labor movement you may be of

great service. Many of them have misun

derstood the great mass of men who are

struggling for their rights, just as the work .

ingman has often misunderstood the Chris.

tian minister .
I shall appreciate receiving suggestions

from any man or woman who is willing to

help in this cause. Write me at 153 La

Salle Street, Chicago . Let us give each

other a fair chance .

Pres. T. M . COONEY,

of Div .No. 194 , New Orleans, La Pres. Cooney will be

a Chicago Convention delegatę.

IT'S TIME TO QUIT YOUR BOOZIN '.

A STATEMENT AND AN APPEAL .

By Charles Stelzle .
I stand squarely for organized labor. My

membership in the International Associa
tion of Machinists indicates the practical

evidence of this fact.
I believe in it not only because I have

been convinced through theoretical study
of the logic of its principles, but because I

have passed through an experience which

broughtme face to face with the actual con

ditions which confront many of the toilers
of today. It was not an experience, by the

way, which was entered into simply for the

purpose of making a " sociological study"

of the poor.
When Samuel Gompers and his co -work

ers began their agitation for the abolition

of the tenement house cigar factory and

with it the curse of child labor, I began my

life' s work at eight years of age in a cigar

factory in the basement of a New York

tenement. The headache and the exhaus

tion due to bad ventilation in this " factory "
make me sympathetic toward the sweatshop

worker who recently died crying “Give me

air ! ”
I know all about the inconveniences and

shocking experiences of tenement house

life, for an east side tenement was my home
for nearly twenty years. The pangs of un -

satisfied hunger are familiar to me. The

aspirations of the boy and the young man

deprived of even a fair education , strike
in me a sympathetic chord. The longings

for better and higher things which are

often denied the poor, were also mine.

It's time to quit your boozin ' or your job you
will be losin ',

An ' you 'll find there 's plenty sober men to
take your place ;

For no boss is goin ' to wait on a man that' s
always late

On account of feedin ' licker to his face.

When the early mornin ' dew is fallin ' down on

you
An' you're lookin ' for a place to quench your

thirst.

Then the dime you need so bad isn 't easy to be
had,

When your tongue is hangin ' out an ' your
head tryin ' to burst.

It's time to quit your boozin ' er to the lockup
you'll be cruisin ',

An' you'll get a reputation that's never goin '
to fade,

For the red that's in the licker will color yourFor
nose up slicker

An' make it look like a re'lar torchlight
parade.

You'll see things with your eyes that 'ud fill
you with surprise

If you only knew that you seen them through

the rum ;

Then the doctor man 'll say you 've got the jim
jams now to stay,

An ' you're feelin ' mighty shaky, but the
worst is still to come.

It's time to quit your boozin ' an' don 't be
always snoozin '

With the smell of foul licker on your breath ;
You can never tell how soon that disease will

start a -brewin ' .

An' you' ll be called upon to face an early
death .

Every time you take a drink you 're gettin '

closer to the brink ,
An' you 're gettin ' ready to fill a drunkard' s

grave,

An' the outcome of it all is you 're surely bound
to fall,

Then everyone'll know you died a whisky
slave,

- T . I. D ., in Horseshoer' s Magazine,
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Young Cole Smith never forgot the day

when he was a part of the little family

group that listened to the reading of the

eviction warrant by the Baxter county

sheriff. It imparted to him the fact that his

parents no longer had property rights in his

dear old birthplace .

The pathetic ordeal of the family separa

tion from the old home, recalled to his

youthful mind the resolution he had made

to his mother that he, too , would be rich

some day ; then he' d ask the man who took

the home why he did it ?

In his child life he had seen his parents'

farm home sold , over their very heads, by

some process or system he did not quite

understand, and he was a part of the little

family that was forced out, penniless , upon

versatile society , to begin life 's battle anew .

From then on , he had been a personal

witness to the poverty struggle. He had
been doubly saddened by the horrifying an

guish of his mother, as each in succession ,

her husband and two younger sons, were

laid away in their last resting place . The

husband yielded to a broken spirit added to

the infirmities contracted in his war career ;

the little ones to the wasting of illness, the

finale of which the empty hand of poverty is

unable to withstay.

However, he observed that his own was

not the only family that bowed in submis

sion to a system which , after years of toil

and home saving, turned them into the des

ert of pitiless destitution . He had seen

his mother's brother, through a false ambi

tion for his immediate family, turn his back

upon her.

He had been told by his mother how their

former home had become possessed by the

Getrox family , and it was the Getrox family

that he kept well in mind .

It was a sharp , frosty morning in the

early winter that a handsome young lad of

twelve slimmers , though in appearance

rather older, sought employment at the of

fice of the Minington Passenger Transfer

Company. He was accustomed to horses
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nd Int. Vice-Pres. BEN .COMMONS, New Orleans, La.

One of the eight delegates to the Convention

from Division No. 194.

M . & C . Cor. W E . CARRUTH , of Div . No. 194

who will be one of the New Orleans delegates to the
Association Convention .

and would make a good , cheap hand in the

stables.

Such was the first job of young Cole

Smith . He engaged at it with a zeal that

marks the pride of the youthful country

born , stimulated by the holy purpose of ren :

dering himself the protector of a loving

mother and adoring sister , a self-sacrificing
martyr of a classifying economic system .

It was a new life to young Cole, and he

had merged into it from the womb of lan

guishing poverty .

He began to study the circumstance of his

employment. He soon discovered that the

very fact of his being given employment at

all .was established by the selfishness of

the employer, directed toward making a

profit from his services .

Not long had he worked in the barn of the

passenger transfer company before he

learned of plans for establishing a tramway

system of transportation over the route

traversed by the coaches of his employers .

The purpose of the promotors of the new

company was unfolded to the city councils,

the plans approved and a franchise granted

with such precision as to create suspicion

that many councilmen were quite familiar

with the program before entering the legis -

lative session . Suffice it to say, that in later ,

years several of the then councilmen were

recognized stockholders of the tramway

company.

It is needless to point to the fact that the

old transfer company went out of business,
with their profits tied up in a valueless
property , consisting of unsalable coaches

and accompanying equipment. Even the

horses were disposed of, many to the new

company, at a sacrifice.

The new company had use for stablemen

and young Cole Smith simply passed from

the old to the new employers. As he grew

older he passed from the stable to car

driver . The tramway was a success , and it

was not long before young Smith read in

the papers of other promoters vieing with

one another to gain franchises upon other

streets of the growing city, to establish

more tramway systems.

Later on , in spite of protestations on part

of citizens for rentals, public construction

and other desired city advantages and pro

tection , the various franchises were granted

with unlimited rights to the corporations ,

and lines were built and put into operation
in every prospective section . Men in ordi

nary circumstances, through these ventures

suddenly mounted to recognized wealth and

fame as traction officials and stockholders.

With his purpose of becoming rich con

stantly before him , Cole Smith closely ob

served these gigantic strides and the meth

ods pursued in attaining them . He also

watched the sale and manipulation of stock ,

by the promoters.

Cole Smith and his sister were now keep

ing up a respectable workingman 's home.

The household occupied an upper flat of but

four rooms, in an undesirable location , to

be sure , but it was in keeping with other

wage-earners' homes, and was, really, easy

street to their longtime spirit-tried mother.

It was summertime, and for the benefit of

his mother and sister, Cole planned to visit
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C . E . B . MEMBER WM . JACOBS

Louisville, Ky.

Who has well served in the Counsels of the Association during the present term .

Bro . Jacobs also served a previous term as 2nd V . Pres. He has been a

valued advisor in Kentucky labor circles,and was at one
timePresident of the State A . F . of L .

the scenes of his childhood for a short va - ber of one of Baxter's wealthy families. Mr.
cation . Banks regarded Lola with most intense fa.

A friendly councilman , whom Smith had vor, and from then on he spared no oppor

given his first vate and influence in elec- tunity to shower it upon her. In this he
tion , secured transportation passes for him , soon became acquainted with Cole Smith ,

and the trio , having written ahead and re- and in more ways than one proffered his

ceived a formal invitation , reach Baxter in friendliness.

due time and become guests of Uncle It was upon the occasion of one of Royal' s

George. visits to Lola, that Cole Smith called his at
Miss Lola Smith had inherited all hertention to the possibilities that lay in the

mother's early beauty and grace , was some development of a more perfect street railway
what accomplished for a girl of her meager service for Baxter and laid out a plan by
opportunity in life, and it was much through which the line now in existence could be
her that they were heartily welcomed . driven to the wall and wiped out.

George Cole had stemmed the flood of de Banks listened with much attention . He

pression , and was yet a prosperous business took the plan home and confidentially placed

man of Baxter. He had five boys, and the it before his father, who was a member of
oldest a young man , saw much of interest the City Council, and also a prominentmanu

in his new cousin . He listened to her facturer. After mature consideration his

stories of the big city , with wrapped atten father thought well of it, but from his posi
tion . He took her out to her old home for tion , for fear of failure to get the franchises,

drives . The old home, however, was no and the attendant results of such a failure ,

longer a farm but well a part of a thickly he did not wish to be known in the deal.

settled section of Baxter. Miss Lola was However, he requested his son to invite

soon made known to some of her cousin 's young Smith to a conference.
best acquaintances, and among those of a

special party was one Royal Banks, a mem (To be continued .)
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TONY FLICK

Union Throughout
ARCH

No. 20 Washington St. Monroe,Mich .

Monthly Buttons

FRONT AND BACK

Hot and cold water in all Rooms : Steam Heated

WAHL HOUSE

EUROPEAN

6 Monroe St.. Monroe, Mich .

CAFE - BUFFET GEO. J. WAHL, Mgr.

Our Buttons carry the label of

the Sheet Metal Workers on

Back and Allied Printing Trades

Council on Front. This is the

only button that is union

throughout.

Uuion men should wear a but

ton that it ten -tenths union - all

Union . Ours is. Weguarantee it

MAY

F
R
E
E
D
O
M

N
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N

UNION

DIVISION 282

THROUGH ORC Bastian Bros .

ROCHESTER , N . Y.

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

PORSCHE REAR Buttons

n metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

1.A. OF S .

LOW & RIDER

BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St., Chicago

The Posselius Bros.

Furniture Mfg. Co.

Michigan.
leu.

Dertoit,

- MANUFACTURERS OF

DINING ROOM EXTENSION TABLES

- INCLUSIVE OF

Our Great VIC TheTOR Specialty.

Office and Warerooms:

Corner Mt. Elliott and Harper Avenues .

When in need of a Dining Table ask your dealer

to show you Tho VICTOR ,

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , . OHIO .
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If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St CHICAGO

Motormen and Conductors
Motormen and

Conductors !

We're Headquarters for

On purchasing your stoves

The

Only and Best line in the City

Right in Price , Superior in Quality

Mich . Stove Co., Art Stove Co.,

Art Garlands Art Laurels

Entire new line this fall

Now to be selected from

Can be seen and

Orders left for future delivery

No goods sold not fully guaranteed

Donot let others say

UNIFORMS

Can purchase cheaper and beter stoves else

The above makes stand where

On their merits and the

Results of years they have been

Standard bearers of stoves on the Market.

For sale by

We can fit you whatever your figure

for we carry all regular, stout and

slim sizes. We give you custom

tailor quality at about half his prices

Our Special

Uniform at $ 10 . 00

is the best you or anyone else has seen

for the price. It's a suit that not

only looks well, but wears well

Strictly Union Made

Everything in Men 's and Boy 's
Clothing Hats and Furnishings at

" out - of - the - high - rent - district "

CHAS. W . NOAH
CLA Y T ON

1222 Gratiot Avenue

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

Builders' Hardware , House Furnishings, etc.

Clothier, Hatter, Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Avenue Detrolt, Mich.Ti

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
A Royalton Woolen i

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman 's profit

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 - 416 -418 Gratiot Avenue , DETROIT, MICN .

J

SpecialManufacturers of Superior

Dolice firemans & Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHS SE
CHARLES L . BOWLER

u bs bigrin 55 NEW YORK

CA
A

s

Standard Throughout he United States

for Street Railway Service.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

PEDAL EXES CA
FORGO

APRIL 2

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

UNITED CARMENT7 James H . Hirsch & Co.
WORKERS AMERICA

I
V
E

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

(PDC
IB9

BARVA
212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , - - ILLS.
REGISTERED

Me
nu

Wh
it
e

XenyCENSES

BARLY RISER ' S

PRIEND ,

Every Street Car

Man should have

one . HORACE W . STEERE

A
N

JEWELER
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit
Goods Sold on Weekly Payments,

17-Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
Aro Guaranteed Time Piocos.

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond,
Silverware , Clock , Scart Pin , or anything in the line of

Jewelry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Electric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in ., Width 6 in ., Height8 % in .

H. T. SCHNEIDER, City Agent.

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE
MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor' s uniform always pracatable.

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companics Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MEG. CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

— — DETROIT, MICH.

STATE SAVINGS BAN

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice-Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Vice-Presideot

R . S . Mason ,
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst, Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,

Asst. Cashier

E. A . Sunderlin.
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell

Jas. H . Eckels

C . L . Proer
R . W . Gillett
F . J . Hecker
Thos . H .Hubbard

N . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo . H . Russell

Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter Whito

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS

$ 1 ,000,000 .00

850 ,000. 00

15 ,000,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

POR

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

Wealso carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

TRANK BRADERICK &

Write us for Samples and Self Measura

mentguide.

113 .KING ST.WEST FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO
TML LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
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Duffy' s Pure Malt Whiskey
Good] for what ails you---Relieves the jar and noise

of the car. Recommended by all doctors as the ideal

tonic -stimulant. At all druggists and dealers, or direct

$ 1 per bottle . DUFFY MALT WHISKEY COMPANY,

Rochester, N . Y .

Medicine for all Mankind
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The“ Boss” Line

BOSS LINE

Motormen 's

and

Gripmen's

Motormen's

Palms

Palmsand

2

Gloves

IMAG
E

The " Boss' goods are the best , not only because they are the cheapest,

but because they are properly constructed . and only the best grade ofmaterial

procurable is used in them . When making your purchases in this line

insist upon having the 'BOSS.”

Should your dealer not

have “ Boss'' goods, do not

accept any substitutes, but

send us his name and ad

dress together with your

own name and address and

20 cents , and we will mail

to you prepaid a sample

Palm , or a pair of our

Motormen 's Gloves. We

will also write your dealer

and induce him to handle

" Boss' goods.

When writing state whether Palm

or Gloves is wanted.

No. 711 Glove .

Made from the best grade of

10 ounce Gray Buck Flannel.

No. 275 Palm .
Thumb, palm and fingers

Made from soft, heavy calf skin . Is adjust- faced with soft pliable lea

ed bymeans of two straps and buckles. Can ther . .

be worn over glove or mitten .

The Boss Manufacturing Co.,

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS .BOX " B ."
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$ 300 SAVED
TO ALL POINTS EAST AND WEST

VIA THE D & B LINE.

Just Two Boats" ||

DETROIT & BUFFALO
BETWEEN

2 Ser
vic

e

Dr.Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

CURES

Kidney Trouble

DETROIT E BUFFALO

STEAMBOAT CO .

BUFFALO NAGARA

CALLS

OL
ED
O

LANNE

UNI

Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get

CLEVELAND

THE DIRECT AND POPULAR

ROUTE TO POINTS EAST

DAILY SERVICE , MAY 10th

Improved Express Service ( 14 hours) Detween

DETROIT AND BUFFALO

Leave DETROIT Daily - 5 . 00 P . M .
Arrive BUFFALO 9 . 00 A . M .

Connecting with Morning Trains for all Points in NEW

YORK , PENNSYLVANIA aud NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Through Tickets sold to All Points, and Baggage

Checked to Destination .

Leave BUFFALO Daily - 5 . 30 P . M .

Arrive DETROIT 6 - 7 . 30 A . M .

Connecting with Early Morning Trains for Points

North and West.
Rate between Detroit and Buffalo $ 3 .50 one way ,

$ 6 . 50 round trip . Berths $ 1, 00, $ 1.50 ; Staterooms

$ 2 .50 each direction .

Send 2e Stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet.

RAIL TICKETS HONORED ON STEAMERS

All Classes of Tickets sold reading vis Grand Trunk ,

Michigan Centraland Wabash Railways between De

troitand Buffalo willbe accepted for transportation on

D . & B , Stra . in either direction between Detroit and

Duffalo . A . A . SCHANTZ , G . S & P . T . M .,Detroit,Mich

Dr. Navaun's

|Kidney Specific

UNIONE

BUTTONSand BADGES

AT ONCE .

Dr. Navaun' s Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so, sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps ) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Chene St., Detroit, Mic n .

Our Label is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO

61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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CONVENTION PROCEEDINGS.

Report of the Proceedings of the Ninth Convention,Held at

Chicago, III, October 2 to 7, Inclusive, 1905.

FIRST DAY. to look after their interests, or any legis
lative bodies with which I have ever met.

Morning Session.
“ This is the age of consolidation of eni. -

Schoenhofen Hall, Chicago, Ill., Oct. 2, 1905. ployers and of employes. Organization is

here and here to stay, and upon the part of
Call to Order by Pres. Larkin.

the employes, as well as employers, it is all

The ninth convention of the Amalgamated organization of intelligence, and I wish to

Association of Street and Electric Railway congratulate this particular organization up .
on the success with which it has promoted

Employes was called to order in Schoen
the interest of its membership. I have hat

hofen Hall, Milwaukee and Ashland avenues, an opportunity to observe this in the City of

Chicago, Ill., at 10 o 'clock a . m ., October 2 , Chicago , where there can be no question as

1905 , by John H . Larkin , President of Divi to the advantages brought to the member

sion No. 241, Chicago , Ill. Delegates were ship through the united efforts of their As

present from 73 local Divisions of the Assu - scciation . I am glad to see that this Asso
ciation . from various sections of the United ciation and other organizations have been

States and Canada, and 14 international offi - able to promote the principle of arbitration

cers, a total of 150 officers and delegates . in settling their industrial disputes. It is it

President John H . Larkin , upon calling the provision that should be in all agreements

convention to order , delivered an opening between employer and employe.

address, in wbịch he recounted at some " The advancement of the workers in tlie

length the history of the development of the matter of wages and conditions shows won

Chicago Divisions of the Association . In derful strides in the education and enlight

part he said, in substance , “ that four years enment of the American wage earner . The

prior to the convening of the present con worker of today realizes the importance of

vention it would not have been a safe under looking to the future, and he is taking a

taking for Chicago street railway employes niore active part in the matter of legislation

part in the open councils of this As- and government affairs. The opportunity to

sociation. Had they done so they would do this has been opened up to him by his

have been forced to seeli other employ. organization . It has given him an inde

Inent.” pendence in the matter of taking part in

President Larkin , after reciting the excit government affairs, and he is able to direct

ing methods of effecting the movement in his vote to the best interests of the com

Chicago , extended to the delegates a fra munity . In that inatter we should place

ternal welcome on part of the Chicago street principles before men , and place men of

railway employes. principle before mammon . We are trending

Mayor Dunne Welcomes Convention. towards a better control of public utilities in

Chairman Larkin introduced Hon . E , F . which the public have an imminent right of

Dunne, Mayor of the City of Chicago , who control and ownership. This movement I

delivered an address of welcome. Upon his
am sure will bring to the wage earner a re

introduction Mayor Dunne received an ova duction of hours, an increase of wage and

tion from the delegates. the abolition of strikes . It will effect a

In part Mayor Dunne said : “ I thank you cheaper rate and a more efficient service ."

for the cordial expression you have tendered Again extending hearty congratulation to

me ,and I wish to welcome you as delegates the Association and assuring the delegates

of this convention to the City of Chicago , a
of the hospitaltiy of the city , Mayor Dunne

city where men mostly earn their living by closed his address, and was followed by

brain and brawu. I congratulate your As
Vice-President Thomas I. Kidd, of the A . F .
of L .

sociation upon the character of its repre

sentatives here assembled . This body of Vice -Pres. Kidd Extends Greetings.

delegates will compare favorably with cor Vice -President Kidd extended to the con

ventions of men who assemble as employers vention the greetings of the American Fed

to
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eration of Labor. He told of the interest he " His Honor extends to us some goodly ad

had taken in aiding in the development of vice . He advises us to study the great ques.

our Association , and explained the relation tions of the day affecting governmental and

of our Association to the American Federa municipal interests, and calls our attention

tion of Labor and its affiliated organizations, particularly to that great question

Welcomed by Chicago Unions. directly affects our occupation and our or.

The Chair then introduced Secretary ganization - -the question of government and

Nockels, of the Chicago Federation of La
municipal ownership . I would urge that the
members of this organization , and the repre

bor, who conveyed to the convention the

greetings and good will of the Federated
sentatives who are gathered here as the rep
resentative men of this organization

Trades and Labor Unions of Chicago .
throughout this country, are studying this

Wood Workers' Tribute. great question . I have no right at this time

On the part of the District Council of the to express anything upon this subject, be
Amalgamated Woodworkers , 'Mr. J . Johan cause this organization is intelligent enough

sen presented President W . D . Mahon a and when the proper time comes will, in the

beautifully engraved union labeled gavel, proper manner, express itself upon this sub

assuring the convention that it represented ject as it has expressed itself in the past
the fraternal greeting and good will of the upon other subjects affecting the member

Amalgamated Woodworkers' Association. In ship . In the name of this organization . I

presenting the gavel, Representative Johan . wish to sound the warning that whatever

sen said : " Reference has been made by the results upon this subject may be, we

one of the speakers to a condition that may purpose to protect our organization and

be brought about which will result in the maintain the banner of the Amalgamated

abolition of strikes. Perhaps that may be Association whether we work for municipal
true , but I trust that this Association will owners or any other class of owners. We
never cease to endorse the strike as a de are aware of who has legislated for our con

fensive weapon for organized labor." ditions. We know this Amalgamated Asso
ciation has done more legislating for our

President Mahon Responds.

President Mahon was the last speaker in
hours, our wages and our conditions than all

of the congresses, legislatures and city coun .
troduced by Chairman Larkin . President

cils in the United States . We shall ever
Mahon expressed the appreciation of the maintain this organization to protect and ad.

delegates for the hearty accord of the pre vance our interests in the future as in the

ceding speakers. He said in part : past, whether it be under municipal owner .
" Bro . Chairman, Delegates and Fellow Cit- ship or proprietary ownership .

izens- I assure you I am pleased beyond ex - " I do not know that it is necessary for me

pression to be able to meet with you in this
to extend the thanks of this organization to

convention . Remembering the many efforts
the representative of the American Feder

and struggles that have been made to or
ganize Chicago, and then to have the pleas ation of Labor. Always have we been loyal

ure of being welcomed here this morning to the trade union movement of this country ,

through the Chairman of this meeting, who
and there has never been a struggle on the

represents the joint organizations of this part of any organization of the American

great city, embracing as it does some ten Federation of Labor that has not had the

thousand street and electric railway work
sympathy and financial assistance of our

ers, I assure you that it is a pleasure that I Divisions throughout our jurisdiction . I

cannot well express by words. may assure you, Bro . Kidd, as a represen .

tative of the A . F . of L ., that we have the
" To you , Chairman Larkin , upon the part

same faith in the American Federation of
of the delegates and the Amalgamated Asso - Labor, the same confidence today, and will

ciation , I truly say we appreciate your kind continue in the same line in our loyalty and

welcome to your city. We appreciate the support to the general labor movement as

hospitality that has been extended to us and directed by the great American Federation

the kind treatment that has already been of labor as in the past. We, as an organiza

accorded to us on this occasion . It is far tion, are a part of the American Federation

beyond what we possibly could have ex - of Labor, and we shall move along shoulder

pected . There is no question but that every to shoulder with the other affiliated organi

delegate will carry back from this conven - zations of that body in promoting the com
tion the best wishes for the Chicago street mon interests we all represent. Personally ,

and electric railway men . of my friend Kidd I may say he is known

" His Honor, Mayor Dunne, has been called throughout the length and breadth of the

away , but I desire to say upon the part of country, as well as to the officers of the

the Amalgamated Association that we ap street and electric railway men. He has al

preciate the welcome that he has extended ways cheerfully rendered us his assistance

to us this morning. In throwing open the wherever it was possible for him to contrib

gates of this great city to this organization , ute to the force of our movement. He is a

representatives coming as they do from the member of the Amalgamated Woodworkers,

great cities and railway systems of the an organization that has always extended

country, , where they are in touch with mu.. the right hand of fellowship to us .

nicipal life at all times, much of what he " An expression of the good will of the
has said must have been closely observed Woodworkers' Union comes to us 'through

and appreciated . Bro . Johansen , and we assure him that we
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se chair

accept the gavel presented by him in the
interest of the District Council of the Wood .

workers, in the spirit that it comes to us,
and we will always wield it in the interest

of the trade union movement.

“We can assure him that he and the

trades unionists of the country need have
no fear of our ever repudiating the strike as

a principle of defense , neither will we elim

inate its use from our Association . It is for
us to educate ourselves, that we may know

when to strike and when not to strike. It
is the great weapon of organized labor and
it would be fatal to ourmovement should we

abandon it altogether.

Upon the matter of arbitration , which has

been alluded to by our friends, I would say
that it is one of the principles upon which
this Association stands. The fairness of

arbitration in the settlement of industrial

disputes cannot be questioned . It is a prin
ciple in which we have associated with em

ployers in inserting, by special clause , in a

majority of seventy -one written agreements

which exist today between local Divisions of

our Association and employing corporations.

This fact may well show to his Honor, the

Mayor of Chicago, and all others interested

in the principle of arbitration , the advance
ment that this organization is making along

that line .

" This is one of the proud moments of my
life. It is a pleasure beyond any expression
by words to gather with this body of repre

sentatives of our craft, and realize that
through our grand organization we have
brought to us the respect that has been con -

ferred upon us today by those who have

come to tender us God-speed in the future.

" Our movement has been a struggle. A
more severe struggle than most have experi-

enced has ours been , because of the condi

tions under which we labored in the begin

ning, the hours and low wage for which we

worked and the large corporations for whom
we worked, where the individualman means

but little. It has been a difficult task to
organize our craft on account of its charac
ter , but we have organized and we purpose

to maintain our, organization and promote

its advancement in the future.

“ The past three years through which we
have struggled has been a serious one to the

trades union movement, yet we have made

more advancements than any other organic

zation of labor during the struggles of those
years.

" To the Chicago Federation of Labor, who,

through Secretary Nockles, has extended to

us the greeting and good wishes of the labor
unions of Chicago , we tender our most sin

cere thanks. They assisted us in the early

part of our movement in Chicago, beyond

measure , and we are now today a part of
that organization . Bro. Nockles himself was

the author of our early Chicago war cry, " On
to Tattersall ! " It was that cry that led us
on to victory . Those who associated in

that effort in Chicago will never forget it.
“ We thank you , one and all, for your at.

tendance at this great convention . We ap -

preciate beyond expression your kind wel

come to this your great city . We will try

to so conduct ourselves during this conven

tion that we may maintain your respect and
confidence. We will carry back to our

homes, as we return from the close of this

convention , the very best wishes for those

who have so warmly welcomed us, and for

the Chicago street and electric railway men
and their future success."

President W . D . Mahon in Chair .

The convention was called to formal
session by International President W . D .

Mahon at 10 :40 o 'clock a . m .
The Chair appointed Secretary R . L .

Reeves, of the General Executive Board ,
temporary Secretary of the convention .

The Chair appointed as Credentials Com

mittee Delegates Wm . Taber, Chicago, Ill.,

Division No. 241; John Stadler, New Or
leans, La., Division No. 194 ; A . H , Corliss,
Chelsea , Mass., Division No. 240 ; J . R . Hil

lis, San Jose, Cal., Division No. 265 ; C . F .

Michelsen, Omaha, Neb ., Division No. 288 ;
P . L . Prindle, Detroit , Mich ., Division No. 26 .
Moved by Delegate J . C . Colgan , Division

No. 241, supported by Delegate James, Land

rigan, Division No. 132 , that the convention

adjourn until 2 o 'clock p . m . to grant the

Credentials Committee time to examine and

report upon the credentials of the delegates.

Carried .

The convention adjourned as per motion

until 2 o 'clock p . m .

Afternoon Session .

The convention was called to order at 2 :55 -

o 'clock p . m ., with President W . D . Mahon

in the chair .

Credentials Committee Report.

The Credentials Committee, per commit

tee' s secretary, J . R . Hillis , reported as fol
lows:

"We, your Credentials Committee, beg to
report that the credentials of the following

delegates have been examined and found to

be correct, and we recommend that the said
delegates be seated in this convention . We

would further report that 134 delegates have

presented their credentials .

“ The delegates recommended to be seated

are as follows:
J. E . Burnstedt, Div. No. 19, Colorado

Springs, Colo .
John H . Reardon , Div. No. 22, Worcester,

Mass.
E . Eby, P . L . Prindle, H . Shirley, Wm . J.

Halleen . John T . Branigan , J . W . Gehrken ,

Div . No. 26 . Detroit , Mich .

Charles Kontnier , Div. No. 52, East Liver
pool, Ohio .

C . L . Monks, Div . No. 81, Muncie, Ind.
W . H . Coslett, John Dooley, J . J. Sands, M .

J . Murray, J . J . Thorpe, J . L . Sauers, James
Ashford , Div . No. 85 . Pittsburg . Pa ,

Archie Loughrey, Div . No. 92 , Oswego, N . Y .
J . B . Fitzgerald , Div . No. 98, Akron , Ohio .

John J . Hope, Div . No. 99, Winnipeg . Man .

W . F . Welch , Div . No. 103, Wheeling , W . Va.
John Marshall, Div . No. 105, Beaver Val

ley, Pa.
John Theaker , Div . No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.
Fred Fay. Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich .

J . H . Pickles, James McDonald , John W

Williamson , Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont.
R . R . Aldrich , H . C . Pressly , Div . No. 125 ,

Belleville . Ill.

James ' n . Landrigan, Wm . B . Fitzgerald ,
Div . No. 132, Troy, N . Y
Elmer E . Hayes, Div . 36 . Fort Wayne,

Ind.

Wm . Kavanaugh, Div. No. 148, Albany, N . Y .
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Pa .

Patrick Robinson , Div . No. 164, Wilkes-
Barre, Pa.

M . J. Barrett, Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa.
Thomas W . Flanigan , Div . No. 176 , Sharon ,

Pa .

Charles Wolfe, Div. No. 184, Williamsport,

J. V . Thomas, Div . No. 186, Anderson , Ind.
John Bowman , Div . No. 190, Marion , Ind.
G . B . McHale, Robert Scott, Div . No. 192 ,

Oakland, Cal.
W . E . Carruth, James Murphy, T . M . Cooney,

John Stadler, Ben Commons, L . Gauthier,

Lais, John Williamson, Div . No. 194, New
Orleans, La

Vance A . Reichard, Div. No. 197, Meadville ,
Pa.

J . C . Garretson , Div . No. 199, Ottumwa, Ia .

Richard Cornelius, John McDonald , Wm . H .
Ewing. Div . No. 205 , San Francisco , Cal.

W . S . Rinehart, Div . No. 211, Canton , Ohio .

Stephen Struck , Div. No. 212, Burlington ,
Iowa.

Fred E . King, Div . No. 215 , Aurora, Ill.
Perry R . Starr, Div . No. 223, Butler, Pa .

George Brereton , Div. No. 228, Joliet, Ill.
A . E . Schmitz , Div . No. 234 , Pensacola , Fla .
P . F . Sheehan , Div . No. 235, Brockton , Mass.
George A . Rose , Div. No. 238 , Lynn , Mass.
A . H . Corliss, Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.
Eddie Sheehan , E . J . Russell, Sam Walker.

C . W . Eastman, Michael C . O ' Brien , Albert
Lockwood , Harry Durr, Peter Stewart, Harry

Burgo, Fred Hayes, John Brennan , J . E .
Hayes, Thomas McMahon , Fred Kruger, Den

nis Enright, David Bresnahan , C . W . Mills,
J . C . Colgan , J . Schoonmaker, Wm . Taber,
Frank Rose, John Larkin , Div. No. 241, Chi
cago , Ill.

Wm . J. Walsh, Div . No. 253. Quincy, Mass.
M . C . Buckley, L . D . Bland,' P . J. Skerrett,

Edward McMorrow , R . Walsh , J . L . Lynch ,
J . T . Sullivan, F . W . Meyers, Thomas Burns,
Gus Seyberlick , Patrick Lee, Diy. No. 260, Chi
cago , 111.

John L , Shepard, Div . No. 262, Norwich , Ct.
Charles Ahlstedt, Div . No. 263, Chicago, Ill.
H . E . Martin , Div . No. 264, Chicago, Ill.
J. R . Hillis , Div. No. 265 , San Jose, Cal.
Robert Preece, Div. No. 266 , Chicago, Ill.
Wm . Zinkan , Div . No. 267, Chicago, Ill.

Joseph J. Kennedy, Div. No. 272, Youngs
town, Ohio .

C . M . Arnes, Div. No. 273, Chicago, Ill.
Thomas W . Cunningham , Div. No. 280,

Lowell, Mass.

James W . Burke, Dennis S . Fitzgerald, Div .
No. 281. New Haven , Conn .

E . M . Dissett, Robert J. Kennedy, Div. No.
282 , Rochester, N . Y .
Alexander S. Scott, Div. No. 285, Steuben

ville , Ohio .

C . F . Michelsen , Div . No. 288, Omaha, Neb .
Edw . Maskil, Div . No. 298, Streator, ill.
L . N . Porter, Div . No. 302, Marinette, Wis .

Timothy Sweeney, Div . No. 304 , Glens Falls ,
N . Y .

T . F . O ' Brien, Lela Scott, W . C . Downing,
J . T . McIntosh , J. D . Green , W . D . Haight,
Div. No. 308, Chicago, 111.

T . M . Watkins, Div. No. 312, Davenport, Ia .
Archie Hart, Div . No, 313 , Rock Island, Ill.
Albert R . Bernhardt, Div . No. 317, South

Bend, Ind.
Jacob Schmidt, Div . No. 318, Chicago, Ill.

Richard Johnson , Div . No. 326 , St. Joseph ,
Mo.

Scott W . Bollinger, Div. No. 343, Kalama
zoo, Mich .

E . H . Clarke, Div . No. 355, Eaton, Ind.
F F . Barnett, Div . No. 356 . Chicago, Ill.
John J. Green , Div. No. 358, Cumberland,

Мd .

Ernest Waterman , Div . No. 378, Niles, Ohio .

A . L . Behner , Div . No. 380, Elyria , Ohio.
H . T . B . Grey, Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City,

Utah ,

Chas. W . Hancher, Div. No. 394 , Tipton ,
Ind.

"We also wish to report the following In
ternational officers present: President, W .
D . Mahon ; Second Vice -President, Benjamin

Commons; Third Vice-President, J. C . Col-
gan ; Fourth Vice-President, J. J. Thorpe ;

Treasurer, Rezin Orr. Executive Board

members : D . L . Wilworth , Chairman ; R . L .
Reeves, Secretary ; C . 0 . Pratt, Wm . Jacobs,
D . J. Reid , Wm . B . Fitzgerald , Fred Fay,

Magnus Sinclair , Richard Cornelius.
“ We report First Vice-President A . W .

Morrison as being absent.
"We would recommend that at the close

of the convention each delegate may receive
his credential from the Secretary ."

( Signed ) WM . TABER, Chairman .
J . R . HILLIS , Secretary .
JOHN STADLER ,
A . H . CORLISS,

C . F . MICHELSEN ,
P . L . PRINDLE ,

Committee on Credentials."

Moved by Delegate Commons, supported
by Delegate Dissett , that the report of the

Committee on Credentials be received and
the delegates be seated as delegates of the

convention , and that the recommendation of
the committee be concurred in . Carried .
At the request of the Chicago Examiner ,

the convention was photographed .

Delegate Downing , of Division No. 308 ,
announced the use of tickets and means of
transportation accorded the delegates upon
the various traction systems within the city .

Convention Officers Appointed .

The Chair announced the following ap

pointments as convention officers :
Secretaries — R . L . Reeves, Secretary of

the G . E . B . ; Wm . Kavanaugh , delegate
Division No. 148.
Sergeants-at-arms - For the convention

floor, Delegates F . W . Meyers, Division No.
260 ; E . M . Dissett, Division No. 282. For

the gallery, Thomas Quinlan .
Moved by Delegate Russell, supported by

Delegate J . B . Fitzgerald , that the appoint

ments be concurred in . Carried .

Vice- President Ben Commons in the chair .

President's Report.
International President W . D . Mahon ren

dered to the convention his report for the
term ending September 1 , 1905 , as follows:

Comrades and Delegates - I bid you wel.
come to this, the ninth convention of our

Association . You have been selected as the

representatives from your various Local Di

visions covering the United States and Can
ada , and have assembled at this time and

place for the express purpose of examining
the past work of this Association , and with
that information as a guide legislate for the
future welfare and advancement of your fel

low toilers
In taking up your review , I would suggest

that you commence with the conception of
our organization , which was launched on

the industrial sea of time thirteen years ago

last September, and is now entering on the
fourteenth year of its history , and remember

that those bave been years of hard and tire
less labor on the part of those who have
struggled to establish this organization with

the improved conditions that exist today , for
at the time of the conception of this organi
zation the conditions of our labor were in a
demoralized and degraded condition . The
shortest hours of labor prevailing at that
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time were twelve, running to as high as
eighteen hours per day, and the maximum
wage was fourteen and fifteen cents per hour
with very , very few exceptions, and in many
places much lower than that. Coupled with

that were the harsh and hard rules and cruel
conditions of labor on the one hand and the

tyrannical rulings of the companies on the
other, forbidding the employes the right to
organize under the penalty of discharge.
Not only did the Association have to over-

come these conditions and this opposition ,
but first, they had by hard work to convince
your fellow employes of the benefits of or
ganization and then they had to school and
educate them into the policy and principles

of the trade union, but by the steady and
determined efforts during these years we

have been able to battle down these objec
tions and overcome, to an extent, the cruel
conditions that have surrounded our occupa

tion , and we assmble here today under im
proved conditions with thousands of our fel-

low workers enjoying the nine-hour work

day, the increased rates of pay and a general
improvements of their working conditions,
and remember that all of this has been the
hard and tireless work of your trade union,
the Amalgamated Association , assisted by
the parent organization , the American Fed -
eration of Labor Now , if you grasp and

realize this struggle and what it has meant
to establish and build up this organization ,

then will you be better prepared to outline
your policy and legislate for the future . Re-
member that it has taken years of hard and
tireless work , and that organization cannot
be established or conditions improved by

magic or resolutions, but only through per
sistent and determined work systematically
outlined and carried out by those who seek

to promote the organization

To assist you in your investigation the

constitution provides that as officers we

shall submit to you a report of our work for
the past term . Now , in submitting my re

port, I will be as brief as possible, as the

official journal, “ The Motorman and Conduc.

tor," has, from month to month , published
the movements of the Association, and inas

much as the Executive Board has a lengthy
report to make covering the questions that

have come before them , I will be as brief as

possible and only review and call to your at

tention such questions as come directly un
der my supervision as International Presi

dent, and make such recommendations as I

deem advisable for the future workings of
the Association . My report will cover the
period from April 1 , 1903, to August 31, 1905,

a period of two years and five months.

Organization.

In accordance with the instructions and

spirit of the Pittsburg convention , I have

made every effort possible to extend the

jurisdiction of this Association . In this
work I have had the co -operation and assist

ance of the officers and International Execu

tive Board, and when the members were not
engaged in settling disputes and looking
after the work of the already organized Divi
sions, I have had them assisting in organiz .

ing new Divisions. In addition to the work
done by the members of the Board, I have
appointed from time to time special organ
izers from our membership to look after
different localities and special districts. The

following Brothers were appointed and
prosecuted the work in the districts assigned

them : Fred E . Weed in Massachusetts ;

Martin Senning in the vicinity of Cleveland,
O . ; Wm. Ebner at Utica and New York
points ; George H . H . Diersing , state of New

Jersey ; J . H . Aube, Montreal, Que.; Frank
Ehrlich among the surface men of New York
City ; J. M . Miller, state of Indiana ; P . J.
Shea , western Pennsylvania ; D . S . Fitzger
ald , Connecticut and parts of Massachus
etts ; A . L . Behner, suburban roads in north
ern Ohio ; Charles Kontnier, Ohio and as.

sisting in Indiana ; George Keenan , Buffalo
and points in western New York ; A . N . Wa. .
terhouse in Massachusetts ; David Belyea ,
points in Michigan . In addition to this, we
have had the assistance of the American

Federation of Labor organizers in sections

where we could not send special organizers .

In prosecuting the work of organization we
have made every effort possible to organize
the unorganized. You are all well aware of
the conditions under which our organizers
must work in order to establish Divisions of
this Association . The work of organization

has cost us a great amount of money, but I
believe you will be satisfied with the work ,

and I am sure that the work of organization

on the part of our Association compares
with that of the other National and Interna
tional Unions.

The following charters have been granted

during this term :

Division No. 337, Seattle , Wash .
Division No. 338, Springfield , Mo.
Division No. 339, Utica , N . Y .
Division No. 340 . Cleveland , Ohio .

Division No. 341, Pittsfield , Mass.
Division No. 342, Batavia , Ill.
Division N 0 . 343, Kalamazoo, Mich ,

Division N o . 344, Jackson , Miss.

Division 0 . 345 , Oshkosh , Wis.

Division 0 . 346 , Chicago, Ill.
Division No. 347, Lancaster, Pa .

Division No. 348, Sault Ste . Marie, Mich .
Division No. 349, Denison , Texas.

Division No. 350, Sault Ste . Marie , Ont.
Division No. 351, Fort Smith , Ark ,

Division 352, Jacksonville , Fla .
Division No. 353, Galion , Ohio .

Division No. 354, Lansing . Mich .

Division No. 355 . Eaton , Ind.

Division No. 356 , Chicago, III.

Division No. 357. Toepka , Kansas.

Division No. 358, Cumberland, Md.

Division No. 359, Columbus, Ga.

Division No. 360, Alliance , Ohio.
Division No. 361, Moorsville , Ind.
Division No. 362, Albion , Mich .

Division No. 363, Muscatine, Jowa.
Division No. 364, Wheaton , 111 .

Division No. 365 , Decatur, 111.

Division No. 366 , Chelsea , Mass.
Division No. 367, Vicksburg , Miss .

Division No. 368, Green Bay, Wis.
Division No. 369, Escanaba , Mich .

Division No. 370, Texarkana , Texas.
Division No. 371, St. John, N . B .
Diivsion No. 372, Galesburg , Ill.
Division No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass.

Division No. 374, Jersey City , N . J .
Division No. 375 , Winona , Minn .

Division No. 376 , Marquette, Mich .
Division No. 377 . Indianapolis , Ind.

Division No. 378, Scranton , Pa .

Division No. 379, Niles, Ohio .
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Division No. 380, Elyria , Ohio .
Division No. 381, Butte, Mont.
Division No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah .
Division No. 383, Stapleton , Staten Is., N . Y .
Division No. 384, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Division No. 385 , Kokomo, Ind.
Division No. 386 , Santa Cruz, Cal.
Division No. 387, White Plains, N . Y .
Division No. 388, Newburgh , N . Y .
Division No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio .
Division No. 390, Chardon , Ohio .

Division No. 391, Rockford, 111.
Division No. 392, Burlington , Vt.
Division No. 393, Tampa, Fla .
Division No. 394 , Tipton , Ind.
Division No. 395 , Niagara Falls, Ont.
Division No. 396 , Brooklyn , N . Y .
Division No. 397, Berlin , N . H .
Division No. 398, Boise, Idaho.
Division No. 399, Walpole, Mass.
Division No. 400, Hancock , Mich .

Division No. 401, Muskogee. Ind . Ter.

402, Altoona, Pa .
Division No. 403, Memphis , Tenn.

Division No. 404 , Little Rock , Ark .

Division No. 405 , Columbia , S . C .
Division No. 406 , Peterboro , Ont.
Division No. 407, Fort Smith , Ark .
Division No. 408, South McAlister, Ind . Ter.
Division No. 409, Philipsburg , Pa .
Division No. 410 , North Ft. Worth , Texas.
Division No. 411, Montgomery, Ala .
Division No. 412, Evansville , Ind.
Division No. 413. Webb City , Mo.

Division No. 414, Portland, Maine.
Total, 77 Divisions.

Divisions That Have Been Consolidated.

During the past term Division No. 245, of

Jackson , Mich ., was consolidated with Divi.

sion No. 111, of Ypsilanti, Mich ., and the

members of that organization are now all

working under charter No. 111 and charter

No. 245 has been annulled .
Division No. 309, of Rochester, N . Y .,

which was composed of shop and shed men ,

has been consolidated with Division No. 282

of that city , and charter No. 309 annulled ,

and all the members are now holding mem

bership under Division No. 282 .

Hours of Labor.

In reporting the decreased hours of labor
for the past term I have used the figures

gathered for the Year Books of 1903 and
1904 , and have not tabulated the decrease in

hours that has been made during the year of
1905 , but will leave that for the coming Year
Book to report.

The reports of these two years show that
47 Divisions have reduced their hours of

labor. The reports at the Pittsburg conven
tion showed that there were at that time 18
Divisions working a 9 -hour work -day. At
the close of December , 1904 , there were 25

Divisions working a 9-hour work -day. The
reports to the Pittsburg convention showed
that there were 37 Divisions working a 10

hour work-day . At the close of December,
1904, there were 58 Divisions working a 10
hour work -day. The Pittsburg report

showed that there were 16 Divisions work

ing an 11-hour work -day. At the close of

1904 there were 22 Divisions that had

brought down the hours to 11 per day .
While in the other Divisions there are many
men working less than 12 hours, I have not

credited any Division to a 9 , 10 or 11-hour

work -day that were working over that time.
For instance, a Division working 912 hours

I have credited to the 10-hour work -day, and
have used this rule throughout the entire re

port. So , while the reports show the actual

number of Divisions working the shorter
work -day, there are hundreds of our mem
bers in the other Divisions that are working

the shorter work -day, but have not been
credited because the Division as a whole had

not yet reached the shorter work -day, and
I am proud to report that the tendency of

short hours still continues in the Divisions

that are yet beyond the 9 -hour limit and the

opposition to the shorter hours upon the
part of the companies is gradually becoming

less. Many of those who opposed the short

hours in the outset have now been convinced
that the short hour work -day is not only a

benefit to the employe , but has brought ben .
eficial results to the company in lessening

the accidents and improving the general
standard of the employes. As to the

future policy I would recommend that wher

ever Divisions are taking up the adjustment
of wage and changing of conditions, that
they aim wherever possible to secure the

shorter hour work -day.

Increase of Wages.

In submitting this report on the increase
of wage, I have not published as in the for
mer reports the wage prevailing in each Di

vision , as that has already been published

in the Year Book and forwarded to the Sec
retary of each Division , and there are Year

Books on hand to distribute to each of the
delegates.

In giving the increase of wage I have

used the figures gathered for the Year

Books of 1903 and 1904. This report shows

that during the two years 111 Divisions have

secured an increase in wage. In 1903 the

increase affected 31,210 members. In 1904

it affected 10 ,000 members, making a total

affected by the increase of 41,200 members.
It must be borne in mind that this increase

also affected many employes of the various

companies in other departments who were

not eligible or members of our organization .
The increase varies from one to five cents

per hour, and will average about two cents

per hour, amounting in round numbers to

about $ 2,000,000 per year to the street and

electric railway men of the United States

and Canada .

. . . . Death and Disability Claims.

During the past term we have paid out

$ 28,925 in death claims and $ 1,100 in disa
bility claims, amounting to , all told , $30,025 .

In another portion of this report I will call

your attention to the necessary revision of

the laws to protect the death and disability
fund .

The following members have been paid
death and disability claims during the term :

J. Dantagnan, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La. . . . . . . $ 75 .00

Charles Mines, Division No. 164 , Wilkes
Barre , Pa . . . . . . 75,00

Charles' Güllong, Division No. 118,
Pottsville , Pa. . . . 75 .00

L . L . Woodburn, Division No. 152,
Richmond, Va . . . 75.00

Fred Wood ,' Division No. 109, Victoria,
B . C . . . . . . . . . 75.00

Samuel Wark , Division No. 32, Sagi
naw , Mich . . 75.00

John“ z. White, Division No. 148, Ai
bany, N . Y . 75 .00
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Jos. Billedeau , Division No. 231, Wind
sor, Ont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 .00

David Givens, Division No. 211, Can
ton , Ohio . . . 75.00

W . E . Sharp, Division No. 103, Wheel
ing, West Va . . . . 100 .00

J. M . Keith , Division No. 125, Belle
ville , Ill. .

Geo. De Wolf, Division No. 190, Ma
rion , Ind. . . . . 75 . 00

R . W . Ekins, Division No. 109, Victoria ,
B . C . . . . . 75.00

Charles Holbert, Division No. 81, Mun
cie , Ind. . . . . 75 .00

David Clacher, Division No. 125 , Belle

ville , Ill. . . . . 100.00
S . C . Gilson , Division No. 252, Steuben

ville, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

H . E . Hart, Division No. 26, Detroit,
Mich . . . . . . . . . .

G . H . Burch , Dvision No. 152, Rich
mond, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Wm. Mahanoy, Division No. 132, Troy,
N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

D . J. Schaublin, Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . .

Tom Garrow , Division No. 241, Chi
100 . 00

A . Skibbe, Division No. 241, Chicago,
100 .00

Charles Martini, Division No. 241, chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . 100 .00R . Swords, Division No. 241, Chicago,

100.00
w . C . Clayton, Division No. 103, wheel :
ing . W . Va , . . . 100.00

w . H . Brinkley, Division No. 152, Rich
. . . . 1

c . E . Graham , Division No. 152, Rich
mond, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : 100 .00

Bartley Sweeney, Division No. 238,
100.00

Edgar ' stone, Division No. 192, Oak
land, Cal. . . . . . . 100.00

Clyde A . Kellogg , Division No. 266 , Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . 100.00

W . B . Atkinson , Division No. 241, Chi
cago, 121. . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Benjamin Boyer, Division No. 241, Chi
cago , Ill. . . 100.00

c . A . Price, Division No. 241, Chicago,
Ill. . . . 100. 00

E . D . Thompson , Division No. 272.
Youngstown, Ohio . . 100.00

Abraham Blessing, Division No. 148,
Albany, N . Y . . . 100. 00

Oscar E . Buchman , Division No.
Easton , Pa. . . . . . . 100.00

Burton Shields, Division No. 85 , Pitts
burg , Pa. . . . . . 100 .00

Thomas Quigley, Division No. 241, chi
cago, Ill. . . . 100. 00

c. P. Dielman, Division No. 194 , New
Orleans, La . 100.00

J. W . Tittle, Division No. 115 , Chatta
nooga , Tenn . . . 100.00

Ed. Cronan, Division No. 282, Roch :
ester , N . Y . . 100.00

Richard Jones, Division No. 165, Gir:
ardville, Pa . . . . , 100.00

Eugene B. Martin , Division No. 26 , De
troit, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Thomas Hurley, Division No. 26, De
troit, Mich . 100.00

John Patterson , Division No. 241, Chi
cago, ni. .

Fred Ridekopf, Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . .

C . W . Serumt

New Orleans, La. . . . 100.00
John Habisneitzinger, Division No. 194 ,
New Orleans, La . . . 100 .00

Wm . Fallon , Division No. 240, Chelsea ,
100 .00

Daniel E . Ellard , Division No. 238,
Lynn , Mass. . . . . 100.00

Frank Laughlin , Division No. ii3, To
ronto, Ont. . . . . .. 100.00

P . S. Banks, Division No. 272, Youngs
town, Ohio : : : : : 100. 00

J. W . Řyan, Division No. 148, Albany,
N . Y . . . . . . . . 100.00

Charles McArthur, Division No. 194,
New Orleans, La . . . .

P . Kane, Division No. 194, New Or
_ leans, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T . E . Deem , Division No. 125, BelleM : : : . . . . . 100. 00

ville, Ill. . . . 100.00
John Wood, Division No. 192, Oakland,

100.00
I. E . Calvin , Division No. 52, East Liv
erpool, Ohio . . . . . 100 .00

James Murrican, Division No. 193,
Waterbury, Conn . . . 100.00

Wm . McClure, Division No. 193, Water
bury, Conn. . . 100.00

A . W . Sears, Division No. 235 , Brock
ton , Mass. . 100.00

A . McKenzie, Division No. 241, Chicago ,
Ill. . . . . . 100 .00

Thomas W . Dean, Division No. 85,
Pittsburg , Pa . . . . . . 100.00

Thomas Connolly , Division No. 174,

Fall River , Mass. . . . : : . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Albert Sands, Division No. 260, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . . . 100.00

Ben F . Jones, Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . 100. 00

Jerome Pujol, Division No. 192. Oak
land, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Geo . C . Anderson (disability ) , Division
No. 109, Victoria , B . C . . . 100.00

G . Palmer, Division No. 194, New Or
leans, La . . 100.00

A . B . Fish , Division No. 103, Wheeling,
W . Va. . . . .

100.00Edward Hough , Division No. 85 , Pitts
burg , Pa . . . . . . 100.00

T. H . Anderson, Division No. 205, San
Francisco , Cal. . . . .

100.00
Jos. M . T . Thomas (disability ) , Divi
sion No. 176 , Sharon , Pa . . . 75 .00

Geo. c . Lyons, Division No. 262, Nor
wich , Conn . . . . . 100.00

wm. F. Schultz , Division No. 241, chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . . . 100.00

Wm . Sprague, Division No. 241, chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . 100.00

Maurice Mulcahy , Division

Chcago, Ill. . 100.00
James McAvoy, Division No. 241, chi

100.00
H . Carstens, Division No. 241, Chicago,

111. 100.00
John J. Simpson , Division No. 194,
New Orleans, La . . 100.00

Donald McKinnon, Division No. 113,
Toronto, Ont. . . . . . 100 . 00

Peter Calderaro, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La , . . . 100.00

Charles Harmor, Division No. 282,
Rochester , N . Y . 100.00

D . C . Ryan, Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . 100 .00

H . T ." Dagan, Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . 100.00

Geo.°8. Becker , Division No. 241, chi
cago, Ill. . . .

Pryor, Division No. 241, chi 100.00

100 .00

Patrick Carey, Division No. 98, Akron,
James Moy, Division No. 173, Hazleton. 100.00
Pa . . . . 75 .00

F . Anderson , Division No. 241, Chicago,
Ill. . . 100. 00

A . S. Rose , Division No. 205, San Fran
cisco, Cal. 100.00

R . V . Turner, Division No. 109, Victoria ,
B . C . . . . . . . . . 100.00

M . McGarrigle, Division No. 235, Brock
ton , Mass. . . . . 100 .00

Patrick M . Delaney, Division No. 260,
Chicago , Ill. 100.00

o . Nichols, Division No. 125 , Belleville ,
Ill. . . . . . . 100. 00

Frank H . Larkins, Division No. 260,
Chicago, Ill. . . . . 100.00

Patrick Mullen , Division No. 99, Win
nipeg , Manitoba . . 100.00

Robert'Ragas, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La : : 100.00

David Lynch , Division No. 260, Chi
cago, Ill. . 100.00

Ed. S.' Blow , Division No. 132 , Troy,
N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

(Continued on page 13)
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The .... RATH 'S COMPLIMENT.

" I have seen the bad side and the good
Motorman and Conductor side of Chicago for six years; I have four
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BLOYESOFAMES

Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso -

ciation of Street and Electric Railway
Employes of America .

neyed over this country from the Atlantic

to the Pacific and met many 'good fellows,'
but I have never found a more congenial lot

of courteous men than I did at your conven
tion .

" I can not pass this opportunity of ex
pressing my sincere appreciation of the
many courtesies I received.

“ The various trips and the banquet were

occasions of great enjoyment to me, and
will always remain as pleasant memories of

the best of fellows.
" I hope at some future time I may have

the opportunity of in part repaying the debt

of entertainment I owe the street car men .

" I sincerely believe your cause is well

founded and your undertaking is worthy the

hearty support of fair-minded men . I wish

you God speed in your good work , and hope

I can have the pleasure of meeting you all
in two years at New Orleans.

“ Yours faithfully ,

" W . H . RATH " ( in Union Leader ) .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES.

Editor, Detroit, Mich .
Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . . . . . . . . .60 cents

Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J . C . COLGAN . . . . . First Vice - President

F . SHEEHAN . . Second Vice - President

L . BEHNER . . . . . . Third Vice - President

J . THORPE . . . . . .Fourth Vice - President
C . L . MONKS. . . . . . Fifth Vice - President

A . E . SCHMITZ . . . . . . . . . Sixth Vice - President
H . T . B . GREY . . . . . . . Seventh Vice - President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
C . 0 . PRATT. .Chairman

R . L . REEVES. . . . . . . Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.

WM. B . FITZGERALD ,
BEN COMMONS.

FRED FAY.
D . S . FITZGERALD .

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter.

Tothom COUNCE2011

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION.

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence , efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally. To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be
tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

CHICAGO ' S ROYAL RECEPTION .

The Ninth Convention delegates will long
remember the entertainment features asso
ciated with their visit to Chicago . The un
limited good will of the Chicago street rail.
way men manifested itself in affording the
visitors a series of attractions that gave
none time for an instant's reflection upon
the dull cares left behind. It was a whole
week ' s round of royal hospitality . Upon his
arrival each delegate was met by members
of the Chicago reception committee, piloted
to comfortable quarters, made comfortable
as home life and supplied with a printed
program of prearranged entertainment.

The program , which was carried out to

the letter, on schedule time, was as follows :

Sunday, October 1 .

10 a . m . — Tally-ho party leaves Briggs
House for Lincoln Park . Photograph of
party from base of Grant monument. Pro

ceed south to Washington and Jackson
Parks, visiting Field Columbian Museum .

7 : 30 p . m . - Leave Briggs House for Sans
Souci Park , via Cottage Grove line, Ran
dolph street and Wabash avenue.

Monday, October 2.
7 : 30 p . m . - Party leaves . Briggs House for

White City , via Wentworth avenue line.

Clark and Washington streets.

Tuesday , October 3.

2 : 00 p . m . - Party will leave terminal of

Chicago , Aurora & Elgin Railway , Jackson
Boulevard and Fifth avenue, on special train .
Arrive at Elgin 4 p . m . Leave Elgin at 5 :45
p . m . and arrive at Aurora at ī o 'clock . Sup

per served at Hotel Arthur and Bishop
Hotel. Entertainment furnished by Aurora

Trades and Labor Council. Train leaves

Aurora at 11 : 15 p . m . for Chicago .
Special train has been furnished by Met

ropolitan " L " to take delegates from Schoen
hofen Hall to starting point.

Correspondents will pardon the omission
of their contributions from this number of

the M . & C ., in consequence of the extent of
the convention proceedings. The November
number will embrace the regular features,
also interesting convention notes and new
legislation .
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Thomas McCarthy, Division No. 24100.00
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Wednesday , October 4 .

1 :00 p . m . - Photograph of entire delega
tion from steps of Art Institute, Michigan
avenue and Adams street.

2 : 00 p . m . - Three-hour lake trip on the
steamship Illinois, the courtsey of W . H .

Rath , jeweler , 50 State street. Boat leaves
foot of Michigan street. All members are

extended an invitation on this trip .

Wednesday evening- Recreation.

Thursday , October 5.
. 7 : 30 p . m . – Party leaves Briggs House

for Great Northern Theater, Jackson Boule
vard and Dearborn street, where the first

lower section has been reserved to view the
new melodrama, “ Texas."

Friday, October 6.

8 :00 p . m . - Banquet at Schoenhofen Hall.
Orchestra and vaudeville entertainment. "

All members were extended an invitation
to entertainment features.
While the hospitality afforded by this en

tertainment came from each and every

union street railway man in Chicago , the

committee upon whom was devolved the

duty of carrying it out was composed of

Business Agent Wm . Taber, of Div . No. 241;

Editor L . D . Bland, of the Union Leader ;

Business Agent W . C . Downing, of Div . No.

308, and Business Agent P . J. Skerrett, of

Div . No. 260 . The excellent manner in which

every detail was carried out showed that

the Chicago boys knew the men to be de.

pended upon when they selected their com

mittee. These men worked day and night

to see that no feature would escape that

would lend to the pleasure of the visitors.

· The Reception Committee, who were no

less tiring in their efforts to see that every

individual delegate was cared for, were

Bros. M . Hilger, J. Spink, L . O 'Rourke, P .

Hanley , J . T . Mahoney, C . S . Kelly , J. L .

Perry, Ed. S . Beavers , E . W . Gedultig , J .

Campbell, O , P . Moe, Thos. Greenan , D . B .

Turner, P . J. Dempsey

While the entertainment program was

elaborate , it in no way abbreviated the work

of the convention , but, if anything, brought
the delegates into a closer acquaintance

which prompted greater unison in conven

tion work This may well be the conjecture ,

as never before has a convention been held

where every member showed his full inter

est by early and regular attendance at day
sessions and committee meetings.
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James Wagner, Division No. 169, Eas
ton , Pa . . 100.00

Andrew Smith, Division No. 194 , New
Orleans, La . . . 100.00

Peter Griffin, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La . . . 100.00

David s ' Blair, Division No. 253,
Quincy, Mass. . . . . 100.00

John Thompson , Division No. 241, Chi

Thomas Mccarthi Division . Noizi.
Chicago , Ill. . . 100. 00

Wm . McGloin , Division N 32, New

York , N . Y . ' 100 .00
G . A . Thompson, Division No. 332, New

York , N . Y . . . 100.00
John Padden , Division No.
York , N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Thomas C . Brown, Division No. 332,
New York , N . Y . . . . . . . 100.00

Timothy J. Murray, Division No. 332 ,
New York , N . Y . . . 100.00

Timothy Kelly , Division No. 22, Wor
cester, Mass. . . . . . . . 100 . 00

Anthony Rogers, Division No. 260, Chi
cago, Ill . . . . . . . 100.00

Thomas Renick , Division No. 307,
Stillwater, N . Y . . . . . . . 100. 00

John E . Moline (disability ) , Division
No. 260, Chicago, Ill. . . 100.00

Elihu Smith , Division N
Francisco , Cal. . . . . . . . . . 100.00

L . H . Singleman , Division No.'. 168.
Scranton , Pa. . . . . 100. 00

J. M . Ackerman, Division No. 234,
Pensacola , Fla . . 100.00

Thomas Hoarty, Division No. 85, Pitts
burg , Pa. . . . . . 100.00

Patrick Hughes, Division No. 283,
Brooklyn , N . Y . . . . . 100. 00

N . S . Jacobs, Division No. 281, New
Haven , Conn . . . 0 .00

Dennis j. Ryan, Division No. 17, Terre
Haute , Ind. . 100.00

D . Kelliher, Division No.' 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . 100.00

Peter Milion , Division No. 318, chi
cago , Ill. . . . . 100.00

J. S. Woodruff , Division No. 260, Chi
cago , Ill. . . . . 100.00

John Quinlavin . Division No. 329, Du
buque, Iowa . . .

G . F . Lawrance, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . . . . 100.00

Charles Sellergren . Division

Chicago, Ill. . . 100.00
Charles F . Molat, Division No. 308,
Chicago, Ill. . . 100.00

Hugh Armstrong , Division No. :

New York , N . Y . . . 100.00
J. J. Mulhare, Division No. 322, New

York , N . Y . 100.00
Charles L . Collin , Division No. 308, Chi
cago, Ill. . . 100 .00

Ferdinand Leyh, Division No. 241. chi
cago, Ill. . 100.00

F . A . Hines, Division No. 256 , Sacra
mento , Cal. . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Wm. Rode, Division No. 85, Pittsburg,
100.00

Wm . Noonan, Division No. 241, Chi
cago , 111. 100. 00

Charles Ward, Division No. 273, Chi
cago , Ill. . . . . 100.00

John Lynch, Division No. 307, stili
water, N . Y . . . . . . 100.00

Thomas' Shanahan , Division No. 260,
Chicago, Ill. . . . 100 .00

Patrick Grady, Division No. 308, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . 100.00

John O'Connell, Division No. 205, San
Francisco, Cal. . 100.00

Geo. W . Neff, Division No. 19, Colorado
Springs, Colo . . . . 100.00

6 . H . Sweet, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . 100 .00

J. 0 . Eanes, Division No. 281, New Ha
ven , Conn . . . . . . . .. 100.00

A . E .'Hall, Division No. 281, New Ha
ven , Conn . . . . 100.00

3. F . Lawrance, Division No. 332 No. 100.00

III IVO

P a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . 10

CONVENTION PROCEEDINGS.

Death and Disability Claims Paid .

(Continued from Page 11.)

G . H . Ramsay, Division No. 282, Roch
ester , N . Y . 100. 00

W . J. 'Steele , Division No. 282, Roch
ester, N . Y . . . . . . 100.00

A . Bailară, Division No. 282, Roches
100.00

John Mulraney, Division No. 283,
100.00

James Garvey, Division No. 283, Brook
lyn , N . Y . . 100.00

M . D . Hale, Division No. 115 , Chatta
100.00

John Mason , Division No. 280, Lowell,
100 .00

s . G . Graham , Division No. 113, To

Brooklyn , N . Y . . . . . . . . .

241. Chicago, Ill . . . . . .

M . H . Sullivan , Division No. 303. Ft.
100 .00

100.00Sheridan , ill. . . . . .

John Keohane. Division No. 267, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . . .ronto , Ont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00 100 .00
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100 .00

ma

. . . . . .
100 . 00

. . . . . . 100 . 00

. . . 100.00

. . . 1

. . . . . . 100.00
O .

983.ouis F . Tombine. . Division

Joseph Malters, Division No. 148, Al
bany, N . Y . . . .

Hugh McKinnon , Division No. 32, Sagi

naw , Mich. . . . . 100.00
Julius Neibauer, Division

Chagrin Falls, Ohio 0.00

C . A . Brunsell, Division No.

cago, Ill. . . 100.00

John Flaherty, Division No. 332 , New
York , N . Y . . . . . . . 100 .00

Patrick J. Murphy, Division No. 281,
New Haven , Conn . .

Fred W . Mayer, Division No. 281. New
Haven , Conn. :

Robert Vernon, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . . 100.00

John Nelson, Division No. 186, Ander

son, Ind. . . . . . .. 100.00
Wm. ' Carroll, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La. . 100 .00

W . F . Gibson (disabilit Division No.

260, Chicago ,Ill.
100 .00

Edward Corley, 'Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . . . 100.00

T . S. Tait , Division No. 134, New West

minster, B . C . . . . 100.00
Miss Clara Murphy, Division No. 308,

Chicago, Ill. . 100.00
A . E Ambrose, Division No. 308, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . .

. 100.00

w . A .' Whitbeck, Division No. 332,
New York , N . Y . 100.00

J. C . Sprague, Division No. 260, Chi
100.00

James Murray, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . 100.00

John Dunn, Division No. 205, San
Francisco, Cal. . . . . 100 .00

James Myers, Division No. 85, Pitts
burg . Pa . . . . 100.00

Henry Good, Division No. 260, chi
cago, N . .

100 .00

Emil Schneider, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . 100 .00

Patrick McTague, Division No. 283,
Brooklyn , N . Y . 100.00

John Roloff, Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . : : : : : 100.00

T . G . Dressler (disability ), Division
No. 241, Chicago, Ill. . . 100.00

James Rubedew (disability ), Division
No. 266, Chicago, Ill. 10. 000

J. Ray, Division No. 332, New York ,
N . Y . . . . . . . . : : : : : : : " 100.00

Otto Weiland Division No. 282, RochRocha

ester , N . Y . . 100.00
J. Jones, Division No. 332, New York ,

N . Y . . . . . . 100. 00

James M . Andrews, Division No. 252,
Steubenville , Ohio . .: : : : : : : . . . . 100. 00

Hugh A. Jackson, Division No. 113, To
ronto , Ont. . . . . . 100.00

Wm . H . Murphy, Dvsion No. 22, Wor
cester, Mass. . . . . 100.00

Henry B . Hartley , Division No. 281,
New Haven , Conn. . . 100.00

F . B . Casey,' Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . . . 100 .00

1. G . Lanphear, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . : . . . . 100.00

J. L . Lumby, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . 100. 00

Timothy Nagel, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . 100 .00

James Miller, Division No. 255 , Potts
town, Pa. .

H . Linn, Division No. 205, San Fran
cisco, Cal. .

M . Creagin , Division No. 260, Chicago,
100. 00

Thomas Considine, Division No. 241,
Chicago, Ill.

John F . Stout, Division No. 225, Con
eaut, Ohio . 100.00

H . A . 'McGrew , Division No. 241, Chi
cago , Ill. . . .

Roson chase, Division No. 132, Troy,
100 . 00

R . Cowhey, Division No. 260, Chi
100.00

Joseph Hoffman , Division No. 194,
New Orleans, La . 100.00

P . McCorkle, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La . . 100.00

F . P. Dalton (disability ), Division No.
260, Chicago, Ill. . . 100.00

Thomas Lynch , Division No. 240,
Chelsea , Mass. . . . . . 100.00

T . W . Hawley , Division No. 1 in

couver , B . Č . . . . 100.00

will Shand, Division No. 307, stili
water, N . Y . . . . 100 .00

Thomas Murphy, Division No. 85 ,
Pittsburg , Pa. . . . . 100 .00

F . Farley, Division No. 282, Roches
ter, N . Y . . . . . . . . 100.00

W . H . Bauer, Division
ha , Neb . . . 100.00

Wm . swissler, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . .

. . 100 . 00

Peter Mitchell, Division No. 280, Low
ell, Mass. . . . . . . .

John J. Irwin, Division No. 253,
Quincy, Mass. . . 100.00

E . P . Arnold, Division No. 177, Roa
noke, Va . . . . . . 100.00

Robert Purcell, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 100.00

Daniel' Williams, Division No. 332,
New York , N . Y . . 100 .00

Charles Denton , Division No. 307, Stilla
water, N . Y . . . . . 100.00

Robert Hammond, Division No. 113,
Toronto , Ont. . . . 100.00

James Hanrahan. Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . 100.00

J. H . O 'Brien, Division No. 132, Troy ,
N . Y . . . 100 .00

John " j. 'Meehan, Division No. 164,
Wilkes- Barre, Pa. .

Brooklyn , N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : : : : . 100.00
H . A . Downing, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

J . Pratt, Division No. 260, Chicago, Ill . 100.00
Henry Weiss, Division No. 132, Troy,

100.00

T. A . Fennessy, Division No. 205 , San
Francisco, Cal. . .. 100.00

George E . Davis, Division No. 281, New
Haven , Conn . . . . . 100.00

Gus Schroeder, Division No. 241, chi
cago, Ill . . . .

100.00
F . A . Barcal (disability), Division No.

241, Chicago, 111 . . . . 100.00
Allen Visser, 'Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill . . . . . 100.00

G . Schutlenhelm , Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La . . . 100.00

Mathias Annen , Division No. 260, Chi
cago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . .

Timothy Riordan , Division No. 260 ,

Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . 100.00
Fred Tisher, Division No. 241, Chicago ,

Illinois . . . . . 100.00
John Bowes, Division No. 118, Potts

ville , Pa . . . . . . : : : : : : : : : 100.00
:

E . N . 'Seymour, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . 100. 00

T . J. McGarry , Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . 100.00

Wm . Daxer , Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . 100.00

John F. McDonald , Division No. 164,
Wilkes- Barre, Pa . . 100.00

Michael Kilroy. Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . . . : : : : : 100. 00

H . Sleight (disability), Division No.
332, New York , N . Y . 100.00

Patrick Cull, Division No. 238, Lynn,
Mass. . . . . . . : : 100.00

J. A . Gilmore, Division No. 85, Pitts
burgh , Pa . . . . . . . 100.00

John Ruppel, Division No. 85 , Pitts
100.00

M . L . Parker, Division No. 241, Chi
go , Ill . . . . . . 100.00

E . G . Burke, Division No. 22, Worces
ter , Mass . . . 100.00

D . Kelleher, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La . . . . 100.00

Jamesa Galvin , Division No. 113, To
ronto , Ont. . . . . . 100.00

Earnest Reedstrom , Division No. 241,
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . 100 .00

Lorenzo Larwood , Division No. 282,
Rochester , N . Y . . . . . . 100.00

Thomas C . Malloy, Division No. 235 ,
Brockton, Mass . . 100.00

Richard Brierly, Division No. 125 ,
Belleville, I . . . . . 100.00

1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Divisi
. . . . . . . . . 100. 00

100 .00

· 100.00

111. . . . . . . . . . .

100 .00

. . . . 100 .00

LOILO , U L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cago ,DO U . .III . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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00.00

: . . . . 100 .00

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

100.00

. 100. 00

M ich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Emil Anderson , Division No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill . . . ice . . . . . . . . . 10100 .00

L . A . Critchlow , Division No. 192, Oak
land, Cal. . . 100.00

Oscar McKinley, Division No. 85 , Pitts
burg , Pa . . . . 100 .00

A . R . Hammond, Division No. 308, chi
cago, Ill . . .

Charles A . Mourey, Division No. 394,
. . . . . . . . : : : : : : . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Tipton , Ind . . . . . . . . 100.00
Charles Bauer, Division No. 223, Butler,
Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

C . Y . Mitchell, Division No. 128, Ashe
ville, N . C . . . . 100.00

Seth Sanford , Division No. 201, Ithaca,
N . Y . . . . . .. . . . . . : : : : : : :

100.00
A Byrne, Division No. 308, Chicago , Ill. 100.00

H . Bartz, Division No. 332, New
York . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

P . J. Lennon, Division No. 332, New
York , N . Y . . .

P. A . Johnson , Division . . 0 . 241, Chi
cago . Ill . . 100.00

M . A . Vary , Division No. 260, Chicago ,
111 . . . . .

100.00
John L . Shea, Division No. 22, Worces

ter, Mass . . . . .

Harola Flanagan, Division No. 148, Al
bany, N . Y . . .

Patrick S. McMahon , Division No. 148,
Albany, N . Y . . 100. 00

J. C. Pernoliet, Division No. 194, NewOrleans, La . . . 100.00
J. Rugger, Division No. 99. Winnipeg,
Manitoba . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00Wm . N . Spearman, Division No. 205,
San Francisco , Cal. . 100.00

Alex. Smith, Division No. 26, Detroit,
100.00

J. Warren Williams, Division No. 194,
New Orleans, La . . . . . 100.00

Axel Larson , Division No. 212, Burling
ton , Iowa . . . . . 100.00

W . H . Kuhlman , Division No. 241, Chi
100.00

w . c .' Taylor. Division No. 205, San
Francisco, Cal. . 100 .00

AI. Anderson, Division No

Francisco, Cal. . . . 100. 00
Mike Leehans, Division No. 194, New

Orleans, La . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
S. W . Barrick , Division No. 19, Colo
rado Springs, Colo . . . .

. . 100 .00
Luke Flannery, Division No. 308, Chi

cago , Ill . . . . . . . .
100.00

F . Stein , Division No. 194 , New Or
leans La . . .

100.00
P . J. McKenna , Division No. 118, Potts

ville, Pa . . . . . . . . : : : : : : : : : : 100. 00
Joe Cuci, Division No. 241, Chicago, ini. 100.00.

John Reed , Division No. 241, Chicago,
100. 00

c . M . Gustaveson , Division No. 241,

James Judge, Division No. 164, Wilkes
Barre , Pa . . . . .

Fred H . Smith, Division No. 205, San
Francisco , Cal . . . . 100. 00

Hiram B . Gay, Division No. 192 , Oak:
land, Cal . . . : . . . 100. 00

Wm . Dovle (disability ) , Division No.
308, Chicago, Ill. . : : :

Joseph Schmaltz, Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La . 100. 00

W . C . Murk , Division No. 282, Roches
ter, N . Y . . 100.00

Richard B . Platford, Division No. 113,
Toronto , Ont 100 .00

Frank Duffey, Division No. 148, Al
bany. N . Y . . . . · 100.00

Oscar Durkee, Division No. 304, Giens
Falls. N . Y . . . . 100 .00

C. E . Morgan (disability ), Division No.
199, Ottumwa, Iowa . 100.00

c . Metzger , Division No. 194, New Or
leans, La . . . 100.00

Fred Kener, Division No. 241, Chicago ,

100.00
Henry Lashua, Division No. 280, Lowell,

John F. Moran, Division No. 281, New
Haven , Conn . . 100.00

L . B . Raymond, Division No. 241, Chi
100.00cago, Ill . . . . . . . . .

J. A . Boss, Division No. 194, "New Or
leans, La . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Fred Peters, Division No. 111, Ypsi
lanti Mich . . . . .

John Holleran, Division No. 307, Still
water, N . Y . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Peter Falsburt, Division No. 260, chi
cago, Ill, 100.00

$30,025 . 00

Sick and Death Benefits.
In gathering the reports from year to year

from the Local Divisions on their conditions

I have sought information concerning the
number of Divisions who pay sick and death
benefits

The last reports show that there are 61

Divisions paying sick benefits and 22 paying

death benefits. The figures on the sick and

death benefits paid by the Local Divisions

for the years 1903 and 1904 are as follows:
Sick benefits, $33,987.12 ; death benefits paid

by Locals, $ 10,774 .75 , making a total of

$ 44,761.87 . In addition to this , the Interna

tional Organization has paid during the

term in death and disability claims, $ 30,

025 .00, making a total paid by our Associa

tion to its members in sick , death , and dis

ability claims, the amount of $ 74, 786 .87 .

The amount paid in sick and death benefits

by the Local Divisions will be found pub.

lished in the Year Book . .

The tendency is to increase the sick and
death benefits . Some Divisions have

adopted the policy of paying one dollar per
members upon the death of a member in

good standing. Division 205 of San Fran

cisco, Cal., has established and are carrying
on a Hospital Association in connection with

their Division . I had hopes of having a re
port of the entire workings of this Hospital
Association so as to report it to this Con
vention, but was unable to secure the report
in time. The Division has arrangements

with the different hospitals for the caring

of their membership. Then they have the

city divided into districts. They employ by
The month four Doctors to look after and
care for their membership. In addition to

this, they have arrangements with a Sur
geon for special operations. They also have

arrangements with drug stores in each dis

trict where all prescriptions and drugs are
secured for their membership and paid for
once a month . The cost of the Hospital

Association to the membership is fifty cents

per month , and nearly all of their member

ship is now enrolled in the hospital depart
ment, and by those who have examined it ,

it is pronounced to be one of the finest ar

rangements for the taking care of the sick
and injured members that is carried on by
any labor organization in the world .

In regard to sick and death benefits, I
would advise the Local Divisions to extend
and build up permanent funds for the pro

tection and caring of their sick and needy

members.

Strikes .

While a detailed report of each strike will
be given in connection with the financial re

ports, I desire to call your attention to the
fact that the number of strikes have been

greatly reduced during the present term .

III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Chicago , II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00100 . 00

· 100. 00

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mass . . . . . . . . . . .
1 .00
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The reports at the Pittsburg Convention men together and organized Division 332.
showed for the two years ending April 1st, The organization being once established , the
1903, that our Local Divisions had been en men upon the service very rapidly enrolled

gaged in 27 different strikes, while this themselves as members, and in the early

report for the past two years and five spring of 1903 they made requests upon the

months shows that we have only had 18 company for improved conditions of labor

strikes and that at a time when we had a and an increase of pay. Results of their

greater number of local organizations than conference with the company were unsatis

ever before in our history. The majority of factory , and when I arrived in New York I
these strikes have been settled satisfactory found them on the verge of a strike .

to the organization. The decrease in the Through the assistance of the Civic Feder

past term is due to two causes; one is be- ation I was able to secure a conference for

cause the companies have come to a better myself and the committee with the officials
understanding as to the aims and objects of of the company, and after several confer

our association and recognition of our offi - ' . ences we succeeded in securing a very satis

cers and committees is refused by very few factory settlement. So satisfactory that it

companies today. The other cause is due to was accepted by almost the unanimous vote
the strict enforcement of our laws in follow of the membership .

ing out the policy of letting no strike take Matters then moved along until the Sub

place until every other means has been ex way trouble in September, 1904. Prior to
hausted and arbitration refused by the com this trouble, however, I had received a com

panies. Upon this question I would munication from the organization saying

recommend that we maintain the same that they had secured a satisfactory under
policy in the future that we have maintained standing concerning the operation of the

during the past term , and that no strike be Subway when it would be opened for travel.

sanctioned or allowed until after all consti However, on or about the first of September
tutional requirements have been carried out I received a telegram urging me to hasten
and arbitration has been refused by the to New York because of threatened trouble.

companies. I arrived in that city to find that the Broth

erhood of Locomotive Engineers had made
The Subway Strike,

demands on the company concerning the
In connection with this report, I desire to conditions of labor when the Subway would

submit to you a full history of the New York be open for travel. The company had re

Subway strike, which took place on March fused their demands, and they had sought

7th , 1905 , that you may understand my the assistance of the Locomotive Firemen

attitude in connection with the same. A and Division 332 of our association . I found
great deal of criticism has been heaped that a written agreement had been entered

upon your officers and the officers of the into between Grand Master Stone of the

American Federation of Labor because of Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and

our attitude in connection with this strike Division 332, in which our Division had

by persons whom had no true information pledged itself to strike upon the Elevated

as to the facts or who never sought to obtain if the engineers did not secure a satisfactory

the true situation but have misrepresented adjustment of the Subway trouble . I againadjustment of the Subway trouble

and lied about the facts in order to belittle took up this matter with the company, and

the Trade Union movement and magnify after several conferences we succeeded in

and exploit their own particularisms. reaching a settlement satisfactory to the
In order to give you thorough information Engineers and Firemen . This agreement

concerning the Elevated and Subway or was for three years, and covered the condi
ganization , it will be necessary to refer back tions of the motormen in the Subway, who
into the early history of this organization . were members of our association .

In November of 1902 , Mr. Herman Robin I speak of these matters, so that you may

son , the Organizer of the American Feder understand that we had always been able

ation of Labor of New York City , decided to to secure a satisfactory adjustment with the

take up and attempt to organize the Ele company of any dispute when approached in

vated railway men . An attempt showed accordance with our laws and rules.

Mr. Robinson that he could not approach As to the late trouble , the first knowledge

an individual man , because they were all I had that the situation was serious was on

afraid to discuss with him the question of Saturday, March 4th , when I received a tele

organization . So after a consultation be- 'gram from Secretary Madden , requesting

tween Mr. Robinson and myself it was me to come on to New York at once . I was

decided that a letter should be drafted and at that time in Columbus , Ohio. I returned

published , and this letter be forwarded to to the general office immediately, and left

each and every employe whose name Mr. Sunday afternoon , arriving in New York

Robinson could secure, and invite them to City at about noon Monday . Shortly after

send him their application by mail, pledging my arrival I was met at the Clarendon Hotel

them that the same would be kept an abso by Secretary Madden and Vice-President

lute secret until enough could be gathered May, of Division 332. They informed me

together to form an organization . This that they were on their way then to the

policy was adopted , and after four months company's office to attend a joint committee

of hard work on the part of Mr. Robingon a meeting . This committee was composed of

sufficient number of names were secured to members of Division 332, of the Locomotive

establish the organization , and on March 4th , Engineers and Locomotive Firemen . In our

1903, Mr. Robinson and myself called the discussion of the situation they showed me
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a copy of an ultimatum that it was the in - of heading off this rash and unconstitutional

tention of the joint committee to present to strike.

the company. I asked them if they had not The company refused their ultimatum , and

already presented copies of an agreement at five o 'clock on Tuesday morning the
embodying the conditions which they desired strike took place . I remained in New York

for the next year. They stated that they during Tuesday, but I was unable to do any

had , but, at a later conference between the thing. On Wednesday I got in communica

organizations, they had agreed upon this tion with the representatives of Division 332,

ultimatum . Now the ultimatum set aside and on Wednesday night met with the com

all existing agreements that had been made mittee of them jointly with a number of

by all three of the organizations and made representatives of the different trade

entirely new demands. In this ultimatum unions of New York City . We argued with

they gave the company until eleven o 'clock them against the position they had taken ,

that Monday night to concede to their de- and advised them to call in their Interna

mands. If not, they informed me they had tional Officers, and seek to get a settlement

decided to strike. I argued with these two of the matter. The committee agreed with

representatives strongly against any such our position and returned to their headquar

a policy, and tried to persuade them to not ters with the hopes of having the joint com
present the ultimatum to the company. They mittee agree with the same, but in this they

both seemed to agree with my position , and were unsuccessful, and so notified me later

promised to discuss the matter with the in the night, but asked that I wait until

committee when they met. Secretary Mad Thursday morning to see what could be

den then told me that no one knew that I done. In the meantime, President Gompers,

was in the city ; that I had not been officially Vice-President Mitchell and Vice-President

called ; that it was not the intention of the Kidd of the American Federation of Labor

other officers to notify any of the Interna - arrived in the city and extended to me an

tional representatives as to what was tak offer of their assistance to bring about an

ing place, and he asked me to keep my adjustment of the trouble. When I again

presence a secret and not to inform any met the representatives of the committee, I

one. He advised me, however, to wait at communicated this fact to them , and told

the hotel until the committee would adjourn them to lay that proposition also before

at the company' s office , and then they would their joint committee . These representa

let me know what the results of the confer - tives of the committee went back and forth

ence had been . I waited until about five before the joint committee, and consulta

o 'clock in the evening, when Vice -President tions took place until six o 'clock in the

May accompanied by President Pepper of evening, when they informed me that the

Division 332 returned to my room . They joint committee had decided that they would

informed me that the ultimatum had been not accept the assistance of any of the inter

presented to the company. I argued with national Officers or the Officers of the Ameri

them against any such a course , and pointed
can Federation of Labor. They stated that

out to President Pepper that it was contrary if any overtures for a settlement came from

to our laws and rules and that the Interna the company, they must be made directly

tional Organization would have to repudiate
to them , the joint committee; that they

any such action . Mr. Pepper stated that he would not seek any settlement. After this
statement as to their position , I prepared

knew it was contrary to our laws, and that
and submitted to the press the followinghe expected we would repudiate, but he

stated that before we could repudiate the
statement of our position , which I now sub

mit to you just as it was published at thatstrike , it would be won, and they didn 't care
time.

what we did . An investigation of the situ
" The present strike of Local Division 332ation showed that the joint committees had

of the Amalgamated Association of Street &pre -arranged everything, and that no meet

ings were to be held upon this evening. The
Electric Railway Employes was undertaken
without consulting the responsible officersmen were then voting upon the proposition
of the General Organization , without their

of a strike, and they were coming individu .

ally to the headquarters for that purpose.
consent or approval.

Last Saturday a telegram was received at
After a long discussion with Mr. Pepper, I

my Detroit office stating that “ the situationwas unable to change his views at all. So I
in New York City is critical," and my presgave up any hopes in that direction , and set

to work to see if it was not possible to get ence was essential at once. I reached this

in touch with the organization . I then called
city on Monday morning , and was astonished

up Mr. Edward Moffett, Editor of the Brick to learn tnat the request for my presence

layers' Journal, and met with him and sev here was made on personal responsibilty

eral other representatives of organized labor
and not at the instance of the Local Divi

sion .
ofNew York , and had them assist me in try

A copy of the demands to be presented to
ing to locate the committee of the Division ,

the Interborough Company on Monday after
with the hopes of changing their views. We

noon was shown me, and I strongly advised
were unable , however, to find any meetings.

against their presentation , for in addition
However, Mr. Moffett met President Pepper,

to the demands for better conditions the
but could do nothing in influencing him document contained the endorsement of the

against the policy that he was then pre- Local Division of Engineers (Motormen ) ,

pared to carry out. So after working until which violated the agreement that organiza

one o 'clock that night, we gave up any hopes rion had with the company.
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I had reason to believe there would have

been little or no difficulty in obtaining from

the company better conditions, but our or
ganization is strongly committed to the

maintenance of its own agreements with

employers, and was in honor bound not to
encourage the violation of an agreement
which another organization had with the

employers of its members. Under our laws
our Local Unions have no right to strike in

violation of any agreement they have with

employers, and surely they then can have
no right to strike to support another or

ganization to do an act they themselves have
no right to do .

It seemed to me that without resorting to

drastic measures I might yet give whatever

assistance my experience and position

afforded to advise a way out of the difficult

and questionable position wuich our men

and our Local Division were placed , to try

and bring about an honorable adjustment

and the establishment of better relations

between the men , the organization , and the

company. However, the repeated tender not

only of my good offices, but also those of

President Gompers of the American Federa

tion of Labor, President Mitchell of the

United Mine Workers of America , Vice

President Kidd of the American Federation

of Labor, and President Healy of the Inter

national Brotherhood of Stationary Fremen ,

they inconsiderately rejected .

Nothing now remains for me to do but to

declare that the present strike is neither

authorized or approved by the Amelgamated

Association of Street & Electric Railway

Employes of America , and I therefore advise

all our loyal members to report for duty at

once, to maintain their organization which

has done so much for the betterment of

their material and moral conditions, and by

the result of their present experience avoid

such errors in the future . In that effort I

shall be glad to assist to the fullest.

( Signed ) W . D . MAHON ,

President of the Amalgamated Association

of Street & Electric Railway Employes of

America .

New York, March 9th , 1905 .

I now submit the report of this case for

your consideration and approval or disap

proval, as you may decide, but in connec

tion with the same I desire that my position

shall be clearly understood by this conven

tion , for if this organization is to be a suc

cess its laws, rules and agreements must

be strictly adhered to and carried out by its

membership , and so long as I am an officer

I shall adhere to that policy and were the

same conditions confronting me today I

would act exactly as I have acted in this

case .

Divisions Visited .

During the past term we have worked

hard to keep our organization in proper

working shape and I have to the best of my

ability had officers to visit and assist the

local organization in their conferences with

the companies and in the work of their

Division .

The following officers have visited the

Divisions here accredited to them :

D . I. Dilworth has made 109 visits to 69
cities as follows: Boston 5 , Lynn 2 , Salem ,

Taunton 2 , Chelsea , Lowell 2 , Melrose, -

Gloucester, Quincy 2 , Brockton 2 , Fall River

2 , Lawrence, Wakefield 3 , Reading , Mass .;

Kalamazoo, Detroit, Port Huron 2 , Jackson ,

Mt. Clemens, Marine City, Greenville , Sag .

inaw 6 , Bay City 6 , Carrollton , Grand

Rapids, Holland , Houghton , Hancock , Calu

met, Mich . ; Pottsville , Sharon 3 , New Cas

tle 3 , Pittsburg 3 , Scranton 2 , Meadville,

Pa.; Youngstown 3, Cleveland 4 , Akron ,

Columbus 2 , Piqua 2 , Springfield , Lima,

Ironton , Elyria, Galion , Crestline, Shelby,

Chardon, Findlay, Fostoria , Ashtabula , Ohio ,

New York , Utica , Rochester, Buffalo , N . Y . ;

Bridgeport 3, Waterbury 2, Ansonia, West
port, Norwalk , New Haven 2 , Derby, Nahant,

Conn. ; Wheeling, Huntington , West Va.;

Ashland, Covington , Ky. ; Hamilton , Ont.

C . 0 . Pratt has made 157 visits to 72

cities as follows: Chicago 13, Rock Island

3 , Joliet 4 , Elgin 3 , Batavia , Wheaton 3 ,

Belleville, South Englewood 2 , Aurora , Plain

field , La Salle, Streator, Burnside, Ill.; De

troit 7 , Mich . ; Lorain , Akron , East Liver

pool, Youngstown , Ohio ; Pittsburg , Will

iamsport, Meadville, Pa. ; Dubuque 2 , Daven

port 2 , Clinton , Burlington , Ottumwa,

Boone, Iowa ; South Bend, New Albany,

Terre Haute, Ind . ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Omaha

2 , Neb . ; Denver 2 , Colorado Springs 2 ,

Pueblo , Colo . ; Salt Lake City 2 , Ogden ,

Utah ; Butte, Mont.; Brockton , 5 , Fall River

4 , Boston 9 , Quincy 3 , Taunton 2 , South

Braintree 4 , Plymouth 2 , Lynn 10, Wellesly

4 , Salem 3 , Wakefield 5 , Chelsea 3 , Law

rence 5 , Gloucester, Campello 4 , Lowell 2 ,

Fitchburg, Dedham 2 , Worcester, Haverhill

2 , Pelham , Mass. ; Norwich , Waterbury ,

Conn. ; St. John , N . B .; Montpelier, Rutland,

Burlington , Vt. ; Nashua , N . H . ; Brooklyn ,

Long Island City , N . Y . ; Louisville, Ky. ;

Wheeling, West va.; Fort Smith , Ark .

R . L . Reeves has made 69 visits to 34

cities as follows : Pittsburg and vicinity 3 ,

Sharon , Pa .; Detroit, Mt. Clemens 7 ; Bat

tle Creek 3, Kalamazoo 3, Jackson 3, Ma
rine City 3 , Albion 3 , Port Huron 2 , Bay City ,

Saginaw , Mich . ; Hamilton , Toronto , Wind

sor 2 , Ont. ; Cleveland 4 , Canton 3 , Alliance ,

Youngstown 2 , East Liverpool, Elyria 3 , Ak

ron 2 , New Philadelphia, Berea, Sandusky ,

Lorain , Steubenville, Ohio ; Chicago 2 ,

Bloomington , Ill. ; Rochester 3 , Canandaigua ,

Buffalo 2 , Albany 2 , Troy 2 .

Fred Fay has made 31 visits to 22 cities

as follows: Pittsburg, Pa. ; Galion 2 , Day

ton , Alliance 2 , Mansfield , Ironton , East

Liverpool, Zanesville, Canton 2 , Akron 2 ,

Wellington, Cleveland, Ohio ; Detroit 3 ,

Jackson 2 , Mt. Clemens, Kalamazoo, Mich . ;

Charleston , Huntington 2 , West Va. ; Boston ,

Quincy, Mass.; Ashland 2 , Cattletsburg , Ky.

Wm . B . Fitzgerald has made 156 visits to

53 cities as follows: Pittsburg, Scranton 2 ,

Wilkes-Barre 2 , Hazleton , Pa. ; Detroit 3 ,

Mich . ; Rutland, Berlin , Montpelier , Vt. ;

Newark 5 , Paterson, Hoboken, West Hobo

ken , Jersey City, Elizabeth , N . J . ; Boston

4 , Quincy 2 , Brockton 2, Walpole, Chelsea 3 ,
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Salem 3, Gloucester 2 , Fall River 2 , Law cisco , Oakland, San Jose, Los Angeles , Cal.;

rence 2 , Lowell 4 , Wakefield , Lynn 2 , Wor- Omaha, Neb .; Denver, Colorado Springs,
cester, Wellesley Hills , Taunton , Hyde Colo . : Salt Lake City , Utah, and New Or
Park , Mass.; Nashua , N . H . ; New Haven , . leans, La.
Conn. ; Utica 2 , Troy , Glens Falls 5 , New In connection with the work of the Gen
York 10 , 4 interest of Division 388 , New eral Office and the conducting of the corre
burgh, N . Y ., Brooklyn 30, Stillwater 3 , Al- spondence and other work of this associa
bany 16, 6 in interest of Division 283 tion , I have spent as much time on the road
Brooklyn , N . Y ., Brailard, Rochester, Middle - as possible. While I have not been able to
town , Newburg , 14 , Poughkeepsie, Fishkill, visit all of the Divisions that I have been
Peekskill, White Plains 2 , Yonkers, Kingston requested to , I have made 126 trips visiting
2 , Long Island 3, Schenectady 2 , Ithaca , 60 different Divisions. I have traveled all
Saratoga 2 , N . Y . told over 60,000 miles, addressed 97 Division

Richard Cornelius has made 23 visits to meetings, 27 public mass meetings, attended

17 cities as follows: Pittsburg, Pa. ; Seattle 68 committee meetings, and held 82 confer

3 , Tacoma 2 , Wash. ; Portland 3, Oregon ; ences with the various railroad companies.

New York , N . Y . ; Detroit 2 , Mich ; San An In connection with this I have attended con

tonio , Tex. ; Sacramento , San Jose, Saratoga, ferences, central body meetings, addressed

Los Gratos, Stockton, Petaluma, Cal.; Salt locals of different trades and spent over five

Lake City, Utah ; Denver, Colo. ; Vancouver, weeks in assisting and arguing arbitration

Victoria , B . C . cases .

Magnus Sinclair has made 12 visits to 8 Arbitration.

cities as follows: Pittsburg , Pa.; Detroit 3 , The results of arbitration during the past

Mich . ; Ottawa 2 , Hamilton 2 , Windsor, st. term have been satisfactory. There have

Catherines, Niagara Falls, Peterboro, Ont. been a number of disputes settled in this

Wm . Jacobs has made 4 visits to 2 cities manner. Among the more important cases
as follows: Pittsburg , Pa. ; Detroit 3 , Mich . were the arbitration of the wage scales of

David J . Reid has made 28 visits to 12 Division 205 .0ť San Francisco , Cal., Division

cities as follows: Pittsburg 2 , Pa. ; Chicago, 132 of Troy and Division 148 of Albany , N .

assisting various Divisions in that city , La Y . In San Francisco through arbitration we

Grange, Batavia 3 , Wheaton 8, Galesburg, changed the wage rate from 25 cents an hour

Bloomington 2 Aurora 2 . High wood Joliet' . to 26 cents an hour for the first two years

Elgin 2 , Ill.; Detroit 4 , Mich . and 2712 cents an hour thereafter. In Al
bany and Troy we changed the rate of wage

A . W . Morrison has made 8 visits to 7
from 20 cents an hour to 22 cents an hour .

cities as follows: Pittsburg , Pa.; St. Louis,
St. Joseph 2 , Mo. ; Indianapolis , Ind. ; Belle

I know that there are some in our organi

zation that advocate the striking out from
ville , East St. Louis , Venice , Ill.

our constitution all laws pertaining to arbi
Benj. Commons nas made 11 visits to 9

tration . Such an act would be a serious mis
cities as follows: Pittsburg , Pa . ; Houston ,

Beaumont 2, Waco , Texas ; Pensacola 2 ,
take. Voluntary arbitration has not been a

failure . Wherever we have used it , the re
Fla . ; Memphis, Tenn . ; Birmingham , Mont

sults have been satisfactory . Wemust bear
gomery , Ala . ; Ga. .

in mind that in our position as street and
J . C . Colgan has made 2 visits to 2 cities

electric railway employes we are servants of
as follows: Ottumwa, Iowa and Green Bay ,

the public as well as of the company, and
Wisc .

that the public are entitled to a certain
Rezin Orr has made 141 visits to 92 cities

as follows: South Bend 2 , Logansport 2 ,
amount of consideration at our hands and

Terre Haute, Fort Wayne 2 , Anderson , In
the only means we have of carrying out such

a policy is by arbitration , for by submitting
dianapolis, Ind. ; Kalamazoo 3 , Detroit, Mon

roe 2 , Mt. Clemens, Albion 2 , Battle Creek ,
our disputes to a disinterested board of ar

bitration we are able to reach a satisfactory
Jackson 2 , Lansing, Mich . ; East Liverpool 2 ,

Steubenville 2 , Dayton , Youngstown 3 , Niles,
adjustment without having inconvenienced

the public or interfered with the travel, and
Toledo 2 , Canton, New Philadelphia , Cleve

if anything I would recommend that we
land, Ohio ; Pittsburg 6 , Beaver Falls, Har

strengthen our laws upon this subject and
risburg , Altoona, Uniontown, Connellsville ,

maintain our old policy, “ always ready to
McKeesport , Punxsutawney, Lancaster,

arbitrate."
Pottstown, Shamokin , Pottsville , Mahanoy

In connection with this report on arbitra
City, Hazleton , Wilkes-Barre 2 , Easton ,

tion , I desire to return the sincere thanks of
Scranton , Sharon , Washington , New Castle

this association to the Hon . Oscar S .
2 , Pa . ; Toronto , Hamilton , Windsor , Ont. ;

Strauss, of New York City, whom acted as
Montreal, Quebec; Charleston , West Va. ;

the third arbitrator in the San Francisco
Richmond 2 , Petersburg 2 , Norfolk , Va. ;

wage dispute, and to the Hon . John B . Mc
Brooklyn 5 , New York 7 , Middletown, Buf

Donough , of Albany, N . Y ., whom acted as
falo 2 , Staten Island, White Plains 2 ,

the arbitrator for our organizations at Al
Rochester, Newburgh , N . Y . ; Chattanooga ,

bany and Troy in the wage dispute.
Tenn.; Hoboken 3 , Newark 3, Paterson 2 ,
Jersey City 2 , N . J. ; New Haven 3 , Danbury, Agreements .

Norwich , Conn. ; San Antonio , El Paso, Hous In adjusting the disputes between our

ton , Galveston , Beaumont, Teas ; Washing Local Divisions and their companies during

ton , D . C . ; Bloomington 3 , Decatur, Marion , the past term , we have sought wherever

Streator, Joliet, Aurora 2 , Chicago , 4 , possible to secure for the Local Division

Wheaton , Highwood 2 , Elgin , Ill. ; San Fran - written agreements covering the wage and
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other conditions for a specified time. While
there are still a number of our Divisions

dealing with the companies through verbal

agreements, we have been able to greatly

increase the number of written contracts.

The reports to the last convention at Pitts -

burg showed at that time that there were 38

Divisions working under written agree.

ments with 66 different street and electric

railway companies. These agreements ex

pire as follows: There are yet 9 that will

expire in 1905 , 28 expire in 1906 , 10 expire

in 1907, 2 expire in 1908, and 1 expires in

1910. The others have no specified dates of
expiration , and I would recommend that

this convention outline a policy governing

that question . The perpetual agreement is

wrong, and where continuous agreements

are desired there should be a clause in them

specifying that upon a certain date in each

year the agreement could be opened by

either party upon giving the other a limited

notice in writing, say of ten , twenty or

thirty days. That if that period went over,
the agreement to be closed for another year.

As to the policy of securing written agree .

ments there can be no question but what it
is a wise one and many of the companies

who at first opposed the proposition are now

in favor of the written contract because it

settles for a specified time the question of
wages and the conditions under which the

labor will be performed and provides a sat

isfactory means for the adjustment of such

disputes as may arise from time to time. A

great number of our agreements have arbi

tration clauses which provide that new
agreements shall come under that clause and

such points as are in dispute shall be arbi
trated under the clause of the old expiring

agreement, and I would advise in future

contracts, wherever possible , the arbitration

provisions be put into them and that the

policy of securing written agreements be

continued as the policy of this association .

Defense Fund .

The law adopted by the Pittsburg conven

tion creating a Defense Fund for the protec
tion of our membership on strike was, with

out question , one of the wisest acts ever
adopted by this association . The result has
been that since that law went into effect on

the 15th of June, 1903, that every member

of our organization on strike the required
length of time, as provided for by the con
stitution, has received his strike pay of Five
Dollars a week, and while it has been an

encouragement and assistance to the men
on strike, it has freed our Divisions from

financial appeals. Prior to the adoption of
this law , there were appeals for financial
assistance continually being forwarded to

the Divisions on an average of something

like two a month , while during the past term
there has not been a solitary financial appeal

sent out from the General Office. The finan

cial reports will show that this fund has

provided and we have paid over six thousand
weeks of strike benefits to our members.

Not only has it been an encouragement to
our members, but it has acted as a pre .
ventative of strikes for the antagonistic

company is much slower to provoke a strike
when they know there is a Defense Fund

back of the membership to support them in

a struggle, and I would recommend that the

present Defense Fund and its arrangements

be continued with the hopes that during the

next term we may be able to reach the

Hundred -Thousand mark , as provided by the
constitution , and then it can be suspended .

“ Motorman and Conductor."

In accordance with the instruction of the

Pittsburg convention your official journal,

" The Motorman and Conductor," was en

larged and a regular editor employed to

direct and edit the same. The change has

been without question a very beneficial one,
and our official organ stands today on a par

with any trades journal published on this
continent.

As to the financial condition of the jour

nal, during the past term it has run behind

something like One- Thousand Dollars , which

the financial reports will show , but this is

easily accounted for. There naturally was
considerable expense in changing the style
and increasing the size of the same. In ad

dition to that, we have forwarded from three

to five thousand copies each month to the

different cities of the United States and

Canada for agitation purposes, and consid

ering the benefit that has been derived for

the association from that source it has been

money well spent, and I consider that we

are nothing out, and if all of the Divisions

will take hold of the journal as they should,

it can at once be placed on a self-sustaining

basis, and I would recommend that this con
vention specifically instruct each and every

Division to take an active interest in seeing

that the journal is supplied to each and

every one of their members. I would also

recommend that the correspondent of the
Journal be made an elective officer of the

association to be elected with the other offi

cers , and that there be inserted in the ritual

another clause prescribing and outlining the

duties of the correspondent to the official

journal. This would place the responsibility

upon a special officer in each Division , and

in that way bring each Division directly in

touch with the official journal and assist on

the one hand in extending its circulation ,

and on the other hand in educating our en

tire membership as to the policy and bene

fits of our association .

Chicago Weekly Publication .

The International Execution Board at their

meeting held in February, 1905, decided to
make an experiment with a local weekly

publication in the city of Chicago, and I

presume the Board will give a full account

of the same in their report. In carrying out

the plans as outlined by the Board , I was

instructed to procure for the association , if

possible, the publication known as " The

Union Leader.” The instructions were car
ried out and “ The Union Leader ” was pur

chased at a cost of $ 2 ,000.00 , and Mr. L . D .

Bland, Secretary of Division 260, was

secured to act as temporary editor until the

association could make the experiment and

other arrangements. The venture, so far
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as the financial end of it, has been a suc- cash . These machines were shipped to Sag

cess. It cost $ 2 ,000 .00 to purchase this inaw and placed under the direction of

paper and $500 .000 was set aside as a capital Chairman Dilworth , of the International Ex

on which to operate it upon . The results ecutive Board . They were operated but a

of the past six months up to the time of short time until the strike was declared off.

making the reports for this term , this paper The only drawback in the operation of these

had paid all expenses and has to its credit automobiles was that the tires upon the
the sum of $782.82 . There can be no ques wheels were not as stout as they should

tion as to the benefit of a publication of this be, but a change has been made and a new

kind in a field where we have a great num tire has been substituted , and so far as the
ber of members, and I would recommend experiment has went the automobiles have

that this publication be continued and that been successful. We still have these auto

the International Executive Board be em - mobiles and have them stored away, and I
powered to establish such other weekly pub - now bring the question before you for your

lications as they find necessary and that the determination as to what the future policy
field in which they are established will of this association shall be upon the ques

financially support them . tion . If you desire, these automobiles can

be sold . On the other hand, if you desire
Monthly Buttons.

to retain and purchase automobiles enough
Many of our Divisions are now using a

to assist your various locals on strike, it will
monthly button to designate their member

be necessary for this convention to outline
ship. This question was before the Pitts and establish a fund for that purpose, and
burg convention , and it was decided at that I leave it for this convention to consider. I
time that it would be best to leave the ques

would recommend, however, that there be a
tion of buttons entirely to the Local Divi.

special committee of five appointed to thor
sions themselves. The result of this ruling oughly consider this proposition and then

has not been satisfactory because there has submit their report to this conventi

been no unity in the color, size , style , or its action and decision .

price of the buttons. Again there has been
Funds of the Association .

unreliable companies whom have over

charged and in many cases failed to furnish
During the past term we have followed

the buttons as agreed, and I would recom
the usual custom of the organization and

have deposited our funds in savings banksmend that this convention adopt a uniform

monthly button and instruct the officers to
and safety deposit vaults , where they have

make arrangements with some responsible earned no interest. Now the financial re

button company to furnish the same to such
port will show that during the past term

Divisions as desire the button . The result we have carried in the different funds a

of this will be a uniformity in size , style, and large sum of money, which , if properly in

color and will, without question , bring the
vested , could have been made to earn at

price of the buttons much cheaper to the least a good interest, and I would recom

Local Divisions.
mend that this convention empower the
International Executive Board to invest from

Automobiles.
time to time in government bonds, or other

During the Saginaw and Bay City strike, safe securities, such monies as are not
which took place during the present sum needed at the time for the immediate oper
mer, there was a continuous demand from ation of the association .
these Divisions that the International Or

Vestibule Laws.
ganization furnish them with automobiles so
that they could give better transportation

During the past term . Division 283 of

accommodations to the people. They at Brooklyn , N . Y ., has secured the extension

one time outlined a plan for the placing
of the vestibule laws of the State of New

into that city of a perfect system of auto York so as to give protection to the men of

mobiles for the purpose of competing with
Kings and Queens counties, thus covering

each line operated by the company The the City of Brooklyn . They have worked

cost and arrangement of this proposition
the last two winters hard to secure the

was considered too expensive by the Interna
passage of this measure. I have had Execu

tional Executive Board . So later on a com tive Board Member Fitzgerald assist them ,

mittee of the Saginaw men visited the City and in addition to that they have been

of Detroit and investigated and inspected assisted by the Executive Committees of

the automobiles at the different automobile
Division 132 of Troy , N . Y ., and 148 of Al

works of that city . They found that the
bany, N . Y ., and late last spring secured the

Olds Auto Co. was constructing a gas auto
amendment.

mobile that they believed would make a suc In the State of Louisiana, Division 194,

cussful automobile for use of this kind. New Orleans, has succeeded in having the

They then visited the International Office State Legislature of that state pass the ves

tibule bill, and it is now in operation overand requested me to lay the proposition be

fore the International Executive Board , ask the entire state.

ing that an experiment be made and that American Federation of Labor .

three automobiles to start with be purchased I desire, through this report, to return

to make the trial. This proposition was laid the sincere thanks of our association to the
before the Board , and they instructed me to American Federation of Labor. During the

make the purchase of the three automobiles , past term they have given to us all the

which I did . They were purchased at a cost assistance possible. President Gompers has

of $ 2 ,200 .00 each , with five per cent off for in person and by correspondence interceded
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with a number of companies in our behalf .

He has also spoken at meetings and given

his personal time to assist us wherever pos
sible . We have also had the co -operation

and assistance of the other officers and

organizers, both special and general, wher-

ever they could be of any assistance to our

association , and I would recommend that

this convention instruct the various Local

Divisions to show their appreciation for the

good work done by the American Federation

of Labor by instructing them to all secure

affiliation with the central bodies, and to

have their delegates attend the meetings of

the same, and to do everything possible to

make the general labor movement a success

as outlined by the American Federation of
Labor.

Ritual.

There are complaints from a number of

Local Divisions concerning the ritual of this

association , and I would recommend that

this convention change and revise the ritual

and outline both a long and short form of

initiation so that the large Divisions, which

meet late at night and have but little time
for initiation , could have a form that would

meet their conditions, and that there be

added in the installation ceremony the in

structions for all of the officer.1, including

the Correspondent of the “ Motorman and

Conductor." To bring this properly before
the convention, I would recommend that a

committee of five be appointed to revise and

report the same.

Death and Old Age Fund .

In the early part of this report I called

your attention to the fact that we had paid
out during the past term 304 death and dis

ability claims. Our laws specify that twenty

per cent of the per capita tax shall be used

for the purpose of paying the death and dis

ability of our members. During the past

term this fund has not been sufficient to

meet the claims and there has been a short

age of $ 8 ,636 .66 , which by, the orders of the

International Executive Board I have bor

rowed the amount necessary to supply this

deficiency and pay the claims from the Gen

eral Fund of the association until this con

vention could make other provisions.

I would also call your attention to the

necessity of this organization establishing a

fund for the protection of our old aged mem

bers. You are all well aware that we are en
gaged in an occupation at which men grow

old very rapidly . But a few days ago the

press announced that the Germans were com

pleting an electric road that would make a

speed of 120 miles an hour. Men operazing

cars at that speed will scarcely reach the

Oslier limit. As to whatever the future

speed of electric cars may be, we know by

past experience that there is no place for

the old man in the service of the street and

electric railway companies. We also know

that it takes all the average man can earn
at the wage received to meet the battles of

life from day to day, leaving nothing for old

age. Now if this man is to be provided for

in old age outside of the alms-house, his

trade union is the institution that will have

to make the provisions. There are some

who claim that the proper provision to make

is to increase our death benefit . In my opin

ion , this proposition is not correct. The

mission of the trade union is to protect its

loyal members, not to leave legacies for

others, and that protection should extend

not only for the time he works, but should

continue down through the winter of life

to the gates of death , including a respectful

burial. There are others who say, let' s es

tablish an old age home and place our worn

out members in that. With that proposition ,

I disagree. I want to assist the old , aged

member to maintain his individual home, a

home where he and those whom are dear

to him , probably an old wife who has jour

neyed by his side down the rough road of
time, can spend their declining years and

last days around their 'own hearthstone, be

it ever so humble, free from any interfer

ence, rules and regulations, save those made

for and by themselves.

I know the plan here outlined is crude and

imperfect. The funds prescribed are not

enough , but it is the basis of a plan that we
are now working at to establish for the

future a fund that will bring protection to

our old and aged members. It is our duty

to outline this plan , and it will be the work

of future conventions of this organization

to complete and perfect the same.

Therefore I would recommend to this con

vention that we increase our per capita tax

to fifteen cents per month , and that at least

five cents per member a month be set aside

to meet the death and disability claims as

now outlined . Then the International Ex

ecutive Board be empowered from time to

time to transfer from other funds, when they

have reached a proportion sufficient to allow

it , money to this fund, and when this fund

has reached $ 10,000.00 the old age pension

fund shall become operative as follows :

Section - Any member of this asso
ciation who has been a member for seven

and up to ten consecutive years, remaining

continuously in good standing, and has

reached the age of sixty- five or over , and
whom because of his age is prevented from

following the occupation of a street and

electric railway employe, and is unable to

fulfill any other position at which he will

receive a living wage , he shall receive the

sum of One Dollar ( $ 1 .00 ) per week , payable

monthly, from the funds provided for that

purpose .

Sec. - Any member who has been a

continuous member from ten and up to fif

teen years, and has reached the same con

ditions as provided for in the last section ,

he shall receive from this fund One Dollar

and Fifty Cents ( $ 1 .50 ) per week .

Sec. - Any member who has been .

fifteen and up to twenty years a member of

this association , and has reached the same
conditions as above provided for, he shall

receive Two Dollars ( $ 2 .00 ) a week .

Sec. -- Any member who has been

twenty-five years and over a continuous

member of this association, and has reached

the age and conditions as above prescribed ,
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shall receive the sum of Three Dollars

( $ 3 .00 ) per week .

Their claims to be established first as to

their membership in the organization by

their records in the International Office.
Their age to be established satisfactory to

the International Executive Board . Pro

visions also to be made that where men be

cause of a failure in their mind or inability

to take care of the money paid them , there
shall be selected either by the Local or

International Organization , guardians to

care for and see that the money is used to

support and care for them , th such other

regulations as the convention may deem

advisable to protect a fund of this kind with .

LAWS AND CHANGES RECOMMENDED .

Schools of Instruction.

One of the objects of this association is

the establishing of schools of instruction so

as to educate our membership and give them

a practical knowledge as to the operation of

street and electrical cars. In a number of

the Divisions they have already taken up
this work , and have arranged for certain

meetings at which they give their experi
ence as motormen and conductors, and dis

cuss the various plans of operation and so
ON .

Now I would recommend that this conven -
tion instruct the Divisions to set aside at
least one meeting night a month for this

purpose. They can arrange to have lectures

given by experts, papers read on the various
departments of street and electrical rail
ways, and then follow these lectures and
papers with a general discussion of the

membership upon the propositions outlined
as to the best methods of operating and con
ducting their cars and such other questions

as are necessary to the success of the occu
pation

Laws of Elections.

During the past term there has arisen a

question concerning the election of officers

in Local Divisions as provided for by our

constitution . There is one section which

specifies that it shall require a majority vote

of the Local Division to elect an officer .

There is another clause which gives the
Local Organization the right to make a by

law on elections and to hold elections in
accordance with the Australian ballot law .

Now it was held by the Divisions using the

Australian ballot law that they could elect

by a plurality instead of a majority. Upon

making an examination of this law I find

that to be true , so there is a conflict in this

law . Under the circumstances I have
allowed the laws to remain in operation in

the Local Divisions and bring the question

to you to decide as to which shall be the

law and as to how our laws shall be ar

ranged concerning the election of officers in

the Local Divisions

Wages of Oficers.

I would recommend a change in Section

29 so as to make the wages and expenses of

all officers uniform . It places an officer of

this association in a delicate position where

he has to pass upon the various bills of his

fellow workers, and I would recommend that

this convention change that section so as to

specify the wages, including the amount to

be allowed for hotel bills Then all the bills

that would be left for them to charge
would be railroad fare and other incidentals

of that kind, and I would recommend that

that section read as follows:

Section 29. In case of a vacancy on the
G . E . B ., the Second Vice-President shall

become a member of the G . E . B . The mem
bers of the G . E . B . shall be paid –

per day while in actual service of the A . A .

of S . & E . R . E . of A .,' which shall be for

wages and hotel expenses. In addition to

this they shall be allowed their traveling

expenses, which itemized bills shall be ren

dered for."

Disbanded Unions.

I would recommend that there be added
to Section 41 the following : “ That moneys

from disbanded Divisions shall be held in

trust for a period of one ( 1 ) year, and at the

end of that time, if the Division has not

been reorganized , the money shall be trans

ferred to either the Death or Defense Fund

of the association as the Executive Board

may decide.

Qualification of Members.

A question has arisen several timus as to

whether men not in the service could be ad - -

mitted to membership in our association or

not, and I would recommend that our laws

be made specific upon this question and

Section 56 be changed to read as follows:

" Section 56 . A candidate to be admitted

to membership in any Local Division of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electrical Railway Employes of America ,

must be of good moral character and a com

petent workman in his line of work and

shall be working at the occupation in some

capacity in which he is eligible to member

ship at the time he has applied and is

initiated into the association .”

I would also recommend that Section 57
be amended so as to conform with our laws

by striking out all after the words " by card "

in the third last line, leaving out the words

" should he return to the service again ," and

so on .

Correspondents .

I would recommend that the Correspon

dent to the Official Journal be made a regu

Tarly elected officer of the association , and

that Section 59 be changed to read as fol

lows:

“ Section 59. All Local Divisions shall
elect at their regular election an agent for

the Official Journal, to be known as Journal

Agent. His duties shall be to forward the

news of the Division by the 10th of each

month to the Motorman and Conductor, and

he shall also receive and collect all sub

scriptions where the Division does not sub

scribe as a whole and forward the same

monthly to the general office and look after
the workings and distribution of the journal

amongst the membership of his Division .
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Record of Membership .

I would recommend that Section 71 be

amended by striking out all of the words in

the latter part of the section after the words
“ One Dollar Fine."

Death and Disability Benefits.

I would recommend that Section 83 be

changed to read as follows in order to make

it specific

" Section 83. No death claim will be

allowed or paid to a member who has taken

his own life or whose death has been due
to intemperance or caused by accident in

following any other line of occupation ex
cept that of a street and electrical railway

worker, or while on duty as a volunteer

militia man or by exposing himself to risks

to which men in the occupation are not

usually liable. Neither he nor any person

for him shall have any claim to the funds

of this Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America."

Disability Claims.

I would recommend that Section 84 be

changed to read as follows in order to make

it specific:

" Section 84. Any member legally in bene-

fits in this association in accordance with

the constitution and laws of the same, suf-

fering the loss of a hand at or above the

wrist joint or the loss of a foot at or above
the ankle joint or the loss of the sight of
both eyes, while in the service as an em
ploye of some street and electrical railway
company, shall receive the full amount of

his disability claim that he would be en

titled to in accordance with his membership

in this association , upon the submission of

the proper proof of the same to the Interna -
tional President. Other claims for total dis-

ability shallbe referred to the International

Executive Board at their regular meetings
through the International President, who

shall gather up information in connection
with the claim for the Board ' s consideration .

The Board at their regular meeting shall

take up , consider and decide such claims.
They shall decide as to whether or not the
disability is of such a nature as to totally

incapacitate the claimant from the per-
formance of duty from any department of

street and electric railway work , and if the

claim is approved of by the Board the claim -
ant shall receive the full amount in accord

ance with his age in this association , and

this will relieve this association from any

further obligations to said member. If the

Board shall disallow the claim the claimant

still has an appeal to the regular convention

of the association ”

I would also recommend the addition of
this section :

Section - A member petitioning for a

disability claim or any other claim to the
organization , shall not be exempted from

the dues and assessments of the association .

He shall keep himself in good standing

without intermission with the association .
Otherwise the beneficiary claim of the said

brother will become null and void."

I would recommend also that Section 89

be changed to read as follows:

" Section 89. All death and disability

claims must be submitted through the

Financial Secretary of the Local Division , of

which the applicant is a member on the
regular application blanks provided for by

the association , with the exception of cases

where the membership is held in the general

office . In that case the application blank

will be filled out by the claimant. There

shall also accompany the application blanks
for death and disability claims the doctor' s

certificate with the last month ' s working
card of the applicant. Should the Interna

tional office desire further information, the

same shall be forwarded by the Secretary

of the Division or others seeking tne claim .
A member to be entitled to death or disabil

ity claim must be in good standing and have

all dues and assessments paid up to and in

cluding the month in which such death or

disability occurred , provided it was after

the 10th day of the month , in that case he

must have the working card for the

previous month . If the International Presi.

dent approves of the claim he shall at once

forward to the Financial Secretary of the

Local filing the claim , a bank check or draft,

to the amount of the benefits due the appli

cant. The Financial Secretary of the Local

Division shall then pay to the person en

titled to receive the same and return a

receipt signed by the receiver attested with
the seal of his Local Division , and his own

signature, to the International President.
Withdrawal Cards.

Now there has arisen a great many dis

putes over the question of withdrawal cards

and their submission to Local Divisions,

and I would recommend that a specific law
be made by this association upon that sub

ject, and would recommend that Section 104

be changed to read as follows:

" Section 104 . Members desiring to sub

mit their withdrawal cards and become

members of any Local Division of this asso

ciation , shall do so by submitting the with

drawal card as an application Members
holding withdrawal cards and depositing
them within three (3 ) months after the

date of the issuance of the same with any

Local Division , shall, upon the acceptance

of the same by the Local Division , be placed

in good standing so far as their death , dis

ability and other benefits are concerned . On

submitting a withdrawal card of this kind

to the Local Division the depositor shall pay

One Dollar ( $ 1 .00 ) as a reinstatement fee

and his dues for the month in which he de .

posits his card , and the Financial Secretary

in forwarding his name to the general office

shall forward a sufficient amount of money

to pay the member's per capita and assess

ments for the time which his card was

withdrawn, thus placing the member in good

standing up to date . Members holding with

drawal cards that have been issued over

three ( 3 ) month and desiring to become a

member of a Local Division again , shall de

posit their card as an application and pay
the full amount of the initiation charged by

the Local Division , and in so far as death

and disability benefits they will commence
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as new members. The Secretary in report

ing them to the International office will

merely report the name and the Division

from which the withdrawn member had

come, so that the change of the enrollment in

the International office can be properly made.

The Secretary of the Local to which the

withdrawal card is submitted on receipt of

the same, shall communicate with the Sec-

retary of the Local Division from which the

card was issued , notifying the Secretary of

the fact that the holder of the card desires

to become a member of his Division , and

secure from the Secretary of the Division

from which the member has withdrawn his

reputation. If after twenty (20 ) (lays no

answer be received , the Division shall then

pass upon the application .

Following this section I would recom

mend that there be adopted and placed a

new section which shall read as follows:

" Section 105 . — Where a member holding a

withdrawal card enters the service of any

street or electrical railway company where

there is a Local Division of this Associa

tion , he shall deposit his withdrawal card
with the said Local Division within thirty

(30 ) days after having entered the service.

A failure to comply with this provision will

cause the card to be annuled ."

I would also recommend the following

new section :

. “ Section 106. — Where members desire to

transfer from one Division to another, they
shall secure a withdrawal card from the

Division that they are a member in and de

posit the same with the Division that they

desire to be transferred to, and when a with

drawal card is issued as a transfer card no

additional charges shall be made to the

member depositing the same. The Secre

tary shall notify the International office of

the fact that the card has been issued as a

transfer."

Priority Question .

During the past term several disputes

have arisen over the interpretation of Sec-
tion 109. It has always been held by this
Association that men were entitled to their

position upon the different street and elec

trical railways in accordance with their age
in the service of the company. Now in or

der to set this matter aright, and make this

law specific, I would recommend that Sec
tion 109 be changed to read as follows:

" Section - Each member of this Asso
ciation shall be entitled to and hold his run

in accordance with his age in the service of

the company with which he may be em

ployed , and whenever the International As

sociation is called upon to adjust the ques

tion of runs, they shall be settled in accord

ance to priority. The preference of runs

shall always belong to the oldest man in
the service ."

Duty of Organizers.

I would recommend that Section 113, pro

viding for organizers, be changed to read as
follows:

" Section 113. It shall be the duty of

regularly appointed organizers to follow out

such instructions as the constitution and

International President may give them in

the establishing of new Divisions and carry

ing forth the work of organization . They

shall receive as a remuneration for their

labors . . . . . . . . . . . . dollars a day to cover

their wages and hotel expenses. In addi

tion to this they shall be allowed their regu

lar railway fare and traveling incidentals

that are necessary to the performance of

their work . They shall be required to work

six ' ( 6 ) days in the week , and to make their

reports weekly upon the blanks provided for

by this Association."

Thanks to the Honorable E . J . Livernash .

I would feel that I had not done my full

duty to this organization were I to close

this report without calling your attention

to the valuable assistance rendered this or

ganization by the Hon . Edward J. Liver

nash , of San Francisco, California . While

he has on many occasions ably assisted our

organization and the entire trade union

movement, it was during the arbitration of

the wage scale of Division No. 205 , of San

Francisco , during the year of 1903, that he

gave assistance to our organization that

should never be forgotten . He spent some
eight ( 8 ) or nine ( 9 ) weeks of his valuable

time without compensation in preparing and

presenting the case of these men to the Arbi

tration Board , and not only did he prepare

the case in San Francisco , but he came all

the way to New York City and spent three

( 3 ) weeks at his own expense to argue and

present this case to the Arbitration Board .

As the results of his labor, assisted by Rich

ard Cornelius, our honorable Executive

Board member from the coast, they succeed
ed in establishing a maximum pay of 2742
cents per hour , the highest rate of pay estab

lished for city surface men in any large

city in the world , and I would recommend

that this Convention present to the Hon .

Edward J . Livernash a set of engrossed 'reso

lutions as a token of their esteem and appre

ciation of the good work that he has done

for us.
In closing I desire to extend my sincere

thanks to the Presidents and Secretaries of

the Local Divisions, for in almost every case

I have had the hearty co -operation and

support of these local officers. I also desire

to return my sincere thanks to the general

officers and members of your International

Executive Board, who have co -operated with
me and who have worked tirelessly to ad

vance the conditions of our membership and

make our Association a success .

Respectfully submitted ,

W . D . Mahon ,

International President.

President Mahon : - “ In accordance with

the laws of this Association I have caused

to be published after each audit and for

warded to the secretary of each division the

financial statements of the organization , giv

ing the receipts and expenditures just as

they have been received and paid out from

the general office . I have each of those

reports with the books and bills of the gen .

eral organization for submission to this Con

vention . As the rule has always been for
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100.00
50.00

50 .00

50 . 00

50.00

75 .00

56 . 00

20. 20

100 .00

49.00
322.72

Donation to Western Federation
of Miners : : : . . . .

Donation to Garment Workers. . . .
Donation to District No. 5 , United

Mine Workers of America, Pitts
burg . Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Donation to assist Division No. 164,

Wilkes- Barre, Pa., on account of
death . . . . . . : :. . . . . . . . . . .: :

. . . . . . . . . . .

Donation to assist joint committee
on the Boston & Northern . . . . . . .

Donated to widows and orphans of

old Division No. 131, St. Louis
members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Donations and assistance to victim
ized members . . .

Funds of old Division No. 135 , re
turned to new Division No. 135 ,
Fort Worth , Tex . . . . .

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Darrow & Masters, attorneys, ex
pense in arbitration case, Chi
cago, Ill . . . . . .

Fraternal Societies Co -operative
Indemnity Union renewal fees

and assessments on bond . . . . . . . .
Expenses Pittsburg convention . . . .

Printing general supplies of asso
ciation . . .

H . W . Steere, badges . . .
Rent of office and safety deposit

vault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Telegrams . .
Postage . . .

E xpress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Seals and rubber stamps . . .
Stationery, office supplies, money

orders, special messenger ser
vice , etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Office desks, chairs, tables, picture

frames purchased during term . . .

Library bureau for filing cabinet
and membershi" cards . . . . . . . . . .

Janitor service , telephone, electric

lights, ice supply, towel supply ,
newspapers, Street Railway Di
rectory and Journal, boxes for
shipping. repairs on vault and
typewriters, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Central & Western Passenger As
sociations, for sending agent to
Pittsburg and present convention

Exchange on checks . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 , 973.46
2 ,522. 85

1 ,197. 33
857. 36

787. 86
366.84
161.70

425 .77

211.00

443.65

an Auditing Committee to audit and inspect
the books and bills and as it would be a
waste of time to read all the items here
and then refer them , without the Conven
tion desires it, I will refrain from reading

each separate item of receipts and expendi.
tures, leaving them for the Auditing Com .

mittee to inspect, but will submit to you a
general statement of the financial condition

of the organization and covering each item

of receipts and expenses. You will under
stand that this financial report covers the
term from April 1, 1903, to the 31st day of
August, 1905."

Moved by Del. Landrigan , supported by
Del. Russell, that the itemized audit reports
be not read but referred to the Finance and
Audit Review Committee, and that the Presi.
dent' s report as read be referred to the Com .
mittee on President's Report as soon as ap
pointed . - Carried .

Pres. Mahon then continued with a sum

mary of the audits as follows:

“ The receipts were as follows:
Per capita tax . . . . . . . . . . . $ 86 ,299.20
April, 1903, assessment, which was
under old law for organization . . 6 ,026 . 75

Defense Fund assessments . . . . . . . . 57, 959.25
Amounts returned on strike pay

rolls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185 .00
" Motorman & Conductor" . 9 . 170.04

Membership certificates . . . 7 ,043.50
Badges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 . 974. 00

Supplies . . . . . . 1 ,865 .76
Donations from American Federa

tion of Labor and Local Divi
siony, for Waterbury , Ct. , strike . . 5 ,110.52

Amount received from Divisions
whose checks went to protest
and were afterwards paid . . . . . . . 1 ,217 .64

Charter fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755 . 00
Receipts from operation of auto
mobiles in Saginaw Valley . . . . . .

Funds received from disbanded Di

visions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 412.45
Returned on vouchers Nos. 633, 869,

2641, from money advanced to
officers for organizing . . . . . . 70 . 00

Total . . . . . . . . $ 180,323. 10
The expenditures were as follows :

Expenses of Board Members, in
cluding traveling expenses of
officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 35 . 469.51

Special organizing expenses . . . . . . . 5 ,903.61
Salary of International President,

including $191. 20 of old account;
increase June . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ,061. 95

Salary office help . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 ,058.00

American Federation of Labor, for
per capita tax and ledgers . . . . . . 4 .700.70

Strike benefits paid previous to op
eration of Defense Fund . from
General Fund , before Defense

Fund was in operation . . . . 1 ,480.00
Strike benefits paid out of De

fense Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 ,481.89
Death and disability benefits . . . . . . 30 ,025 .00
"Motorman & Conductor " . . . . . . . . . . 10,693 .92
Automobiles, cost of purchase . . . . . 6 , 270.00
" Union Leader” . . . . . . . . 2 ,500. 00
State Savings Bank . to redeem
checks from different divisions
which went to protest . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,217.64

Donations to Waterbury strike. . . . 4 , 837.52

For organizing work in St. Louis,
270.00

Assessment for benefit of Textile
W orkers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900.00

Donation to flood sufferers, mem

bers of Division No. 248, Venice,
IN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150.00

Donation to Frank Holcolmbe, of
Division No. 100 , San Antonio ,
Tex., after strike . . . . . . . . 100.00

474. 90

233 .99
18. 00

6 . 25

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 160,489.62

RECAPITULATION .

Balance April 1, 1903 . . $ 14 ,834.33
Receipts April 1, 1903,

to August 31, 1905 . . 180,323. 10 - $195 ,157.43
Expenditures, April 1, 1903, to
August 31, 1905 . . . . . . . 160,489.62

Balance on hand August 31,
1905 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• $ 34,667.81

The total assets of the association are as
follows :
Finances on hand . . . . . . . $ 34,667.81
Office supplies, including "Motor
man & Conductor"? outfit . . . . . 2 ,532.48

"Union Leader " outfit . . . . 2 ,500.00
Amount on hand for “Union
Leader” . . . . . . 782.82

Automobiles and supplies for run
ning them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ,320.00

Making a total amount of. . . . $46,803.11
Now of the money on hand there is in the

State Savings Bank of Detroit the following
amount, which has been certified to by your
Executive Committee, $ 30 ,952.74, and in the
safety deposit vault of the Commercial Na
tional Bank of the City of Detroit , $ 3 ,715 .07 .

Respectfully submitted,
W . D . MAHON ,

International President.

Mo . . . . . . .

PRESIDENT MAHON IN THE CHAIR .

Committees Appointed .
The chair appointed as Committee on the

President's Report: - Delegates P . F . Shee
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McDonald , Elmer E . Hayes. G . B . McHale , ized labor, and the principles of the car

Ben Commons, C . W . Mills and C . M . Arnes. men 's union.

The chair appointed as Committee on In " Sincerely and fraternally yours,

spection of Books and Audits : - Delegates " E . E . SCHMITZ ,

P . J . Skerrett, Leonce Gauthier and H . T . B . "Mayor of San Francisco ."
Grey.

The chair appointed as a Committee on Telegram from President W . H . Ellison ,

Appeals and Grievances : - Delegates John Div. No. 192, Oakland, Cal.:

Williamson , Division No. 194, A . B . Wilker. “ To W . D . Mahon , International President.

son, E . J . Russell, Wm . B . Fitzgerald, John and Convention :
Bowman , John Shepard , Robert J . Kennedy, "We invite you and your fellow -delegates

T . M . Watkins, G . O . Ayers. to hold your next Convention in San Fran.

The chair appointed as Committee on cisco, Cal., our sister city of the golden
Rules and Order : - Delegates James D . West.

Landrigan, J. L . Sauers, John Burnstedt, " W . H . ELLISON ,

Charles Wolfe, Archie Hart, A . E . Schmitz, " President Div . No. 192."
H . R . Walsh , John J. Green , Charles W .
Hancher. Communication from Div. No. 205, as fol

Moved by Del. George A . Rose, supported lows:

by Del. Colgan , that the Convention adjourn " San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 22, 1906 .

until 9 o 'clock a . m . Tuesday, October 30, " To the Officers and Delegates of the Ninth

1905 . Convention of the A , A . of S . and E . R . E .

In accordance with the above motion the of A .

Convention adjourned at 5 : 30 p . m . " Brothers :

SECOND DAY. " Division No. 205 , of San Francisco , ex

Morning Session .
tends to you its most hearty invitation to

hold the Tenth Convention in our western
Schoenofen 's Hall, October 30 , 1905.

city .
The Convention was called to order at

“We will show you a beautiful city of
9 : 20 o 'clock a . m ., President W . D . Mahon in magnificent buildings erected from founda
the chair .

tion to roof by union labor, of material fashCommunications .

Communications as follows were read : ioned by union skill and brain . You will
Telegram from Samuel Gompers, Presi be welcomed by a union labor Mayor who

dent A . F . of L . : stands for equal justice for all and special

“Washington . D . C . privileges to none. Your food and bed will

“ W . D . Mahon , Convention of A . A . of S . and be both prepared by unionized hands; cars

E . R . E . of A ., Chicago , Ill. will convey you to the different points of in

" In the name of organized labor on our terest manned by men wearing the badge of
continent, accept and convey to the delegates our noble organization .

of your Convention fraternal greetings. The “We will show you the mighty oceau

great successes already achieved in the inalready achieved in the in - dashing with seeming irresistible force upon

terest of the railway men of America , the cliffs of solid rock , only to subside, a mass

spirit of fraternity and solidarity bespeaks of water , beaten into foam , aptly illustrat

still greater triumphs for the future. Per ing the futility of the attacks of organized
mit me to express the earnest hope for har capital upon the solid rock of imperishable

mony of your deliberations resulting in ad - organized labor,

vantage and glory to the Amalgamated As “ We will show you the prettiest girls in

sociation , its members, and to all the work . Christendom , who insist as a condition of

ers of our continent. life 's partnership that the suitors shall carry
( Signed ) “ SAMUEL GOMPERS." a paid -up working card .

" We will show you outdoor gardens in
Telegram from President D . J . Keefe, of which grow in splendid profusion the rarest

the International Longshoremen 's Union : and most beautiful plants, - for ours is a

“ Detroit, Mich . veritable land of sunshine, fruit and flowers.
" To President W . D . Mahon and Convention : " Come, brothers, one and all, and make

" In behalf of the I. L . M . and I. A . I ex yourselves a part of our families in 1907.
tend your delegates fraternal greetings and (Signed) “ P . M . BELKNAP,

hope your deliberations will be wise and “ Vice-President.

fruitful. " F . G . SHALLENBERGER ,
( Signed ) “DANIEL J. KEEFE.” . " Recording Secretary Div . No. 205 ."

Telegram from Mayor E . E . Schmitz, San

Francisco , Cal. :

" San Francisco , Cal.

" To President W . D . Mahon and Convention :

" San Francisco extends greetings to the

International Convention of Street Railway

Employes and earnestly invites your organ

ization to hold its next annual Convention

in the metropolis of the Pacific Coast. You

are assured unbounded enjoyment during

your visit among the people of the city

where sentiment has always favored organ -

The above communications were received

and filed.

The Chair — " Resolutions for action by the
Convention will be received ."

Resolutions Presented .

By Del. Preece , and from Div . No. 266 :

" That the National Officers shall at no

time use the funds of the Association to
purchase any enterprise without first sub

mitting the proposition to all locals and get

han , John Dooley, Hamilton Shirley , James
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ting the majority to consent to the same.

" That the National Convention decide

upon an official journal, and have a corres-

pondent elected from each local to furnish

news for same regarding the doings in each

local, and that the National Officers furnish

free to each local one copy of The Motorman

and Conductor for each member thereof.

" That we indorse President W . D . Mahou

and Treasurer Rezin Orr for re -election ,

"EDWARD DEEGAN ,

" President.

“ THOS. H . W . MOPPETT,

" Secretary Div . No. 266."

The resolution was marked " Resolution

No. 1” and was referred to the Committee

on Constitution and Laws.

Resolution No. 2, presented by Delegates

Ewing and McHale, to take the place of
Sections 62 and 63 of the Constitution . was

referred to the Committee on Constitution

and Laws.

Resolution No. 3 , by Del. S . C . Walker :

" Resolved , That the mode of electing rep

resentatives to the International Convention

be left to the local option of each Division ."

Referred to the Committee on Laws. . .

Resolution No. 4 , by Delegates Dissett,

Robert J. Kennedy, A . Loughrey, T . F .
O 'Brien and D . S . Fitzgerald :

" It is hereby recommended that this Ninth

Convention of the A , A . of S . and E . R . E .

of A ., in council assembled , take steps to

wards the provision of a Finance Commit

tee, the said committee to be elected in the

regular elective order , whose duty it shall be

to examine the books and vouchers of the

several officers of this Association whose

duty it is to care for the monies and other

properties of the Association , and render a

quarterly report of same to each Division ,

also to have the same printed in all official

organs of the Association .

" And be it hereby further recommended
that the Financial Secretaries of each Di.

vision within the jurisdiction of this Asso

ciation render quarterly reports to the chair

man of such Finance Committee of all
monies paid to the said officers of this Asso

ciation ; that the said Finance Committee

shall have power to employ an expert ac

countant, if in their judgment one is neces .

sary ; that the expenses of such Finance

Committee shall be defrayed by the Inter

national Association."

Resolution referred to the Laws Commit

that Delegates Aemkie and Ayers be seated

as members of the Convention. - Carried .

Roll call at 10 : 30 a . m .

Convention Rules Adopted .

The Committee on Rules and Order re

ported as follows:

“ We, your Committee on Rules and Order,

would submit the following rules to govern

the course of the Convention :

" Rule 1. The Convention shall be called

to order regularly each day at 9 o 'clock a .
m ., and shall remain in session until 12 m .,

when an adjournment shall be taken to re

assemble in the afternoon at such an hour
as may be appointed by the Convention ,

when the Convention shall continue in ses

sion until adjournment for the evening.

" Rule 2 . When any member is about to
engage in debate , or present a motion or

resolution , such delegate shall rise from his

seat and respectfully address the chair, giv

ing his name and the number of his Divi

sion , and confine himself to the subject in

troduced or under debate, and avoid person
alities. Any member seconding a motion

shall give his name and the number of his

Division .

“Rule 3 . Any delegate to this Convention

shall be entitled to the privilege of speaking

upon all questions ; speeches limited to five

minutes, and each delegate to speak but

twice upon a subject without unanimous
consent.

“ Rule 4 . No resolutions shall be received

after Wednesday evening's adjournment, un
less by unanimous consent of the delegates

of the Convention . All resolutions must be

presented to this Convention before being

referred to Committee on Resolutions.

" Rule 5 . Every delegate shall vote upon

all questions, unless excused by the chair .

" Rule 6 . When the Convention is about

to adjourn , the members shall keep their

seats until the chair announces the adjourn

ment.

" Rule 7 . When the chair is putting a

question , or when a vote is being taken ,

no member shall leave the hall, cross the

floor, hold any conversation , or pass between

a member speaking and the chair .

“ Rule 8 . Any member of the A . A . of S .

and E . R . E . of A ., other than accredited

delegates to the Convention , desiring to en

ter the hall shall present a paid -up working

card and shall also be recognized and

vouched for by the delegate from the Divi.

sion to which such member shall belong .

" Rule 9 . When the constitution or rules

of the Convention do not govern , Roberts '
Rules of Order shall determine any point in

question .

" Respectfully submitted,
" JAMES D , LANDRIGAN , Chairmau ,

" C . H . WOLFE ,

" A . E . SCHMITZ ,

" J . L . SAUERS,

" ARCHIE HART,

" C . H . HANCHER ,

" Committee."

Moved by Del. D . S . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. J. D . Green , that the report of the

tee.

Second Report on Credentials.

The Credentials Committee reported that
they had examined the credentials of dele

gates representing Divisions No. 90, Mt.

Clemens, Mich ., and No. 362, Albion , Mich .,

and that they had found them correct and

would recommend that Wm . Aemke, of Div .

No. 90, and George 0 . Ayers, of Div . No.

362, be seated as delegates in the Conven

tion .

Moved by Del, Buckley , supported by Del.
Kavanaugh , that the recommendation of the

Credentials Committee be concurred in and
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Committee be received as the rules to gov- maintaining organizations, as referred from
ern the Convention with amendment to Rule the convention , were acted upon , and in

1 by striking out the word " nine" and in - structions were given the President pertain
serting the word " ten " as the hour for call ing to each resolution .

ing the Convention . Regarding the resolution from Montreal

The amendment was lost and the rules as Division No. 329, the convention delegates ,

reported by the Committee were adopted . Brothers Zephyron S . Meloche and Martin
Murphy, were present before the Board and

entered at some length a plea for immediate

REPORT OF THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE action to compel the Montreal Company to

BOARD. submit to a strictly union road . This local
proved to be working under a written agree

The General Executive Board, by the sec
ment by which the membership had assumed

retary of that body, submitted their report
certain obligations. Thus, a condition ex

to the Convention . isted which caused the Board to instruct

CONVENTION HALL, the President to make further investigation ,

Chicago, Ill., October 3, 1905 . that the provisions of the constitution bear

Brother President, Officers and Delegates to
ing upon the approval of strikes might be

complied with before the Board could con
the Ninth Convention of the Amalgamated

cur in that feature of the resolution . The
Association of Street and Electric Rail

way Employes of America , in Internation
trouble seemed largely to exist within the

al Convention Assembled , and through you
ranks of the employes, although the resolu

tion and the arguments of the delegates in : -

the membership herein represented . dicated that it was fanned and encouraged
Brothers : - We, the undersigned General : at the convenience and pleasure of the oper

Executive Board, hereby submit to you our ative officials of the company, if not directly

report, embodying a review of our work dur encouraged by those higher in authority .
ing the current term . The situation seemed to require careful lo

in preparing our report it has been ouical leadership .

effort to furnish to this convention , and Pertaining to the resolution referred from

through it our membership , the proceedings the convention bearing upon the Boston and

of our various Board meetings, as briefly as eastern situation , there appeared before the

the records will permit, and supply with it Board , Organizer Fred E . Weed and Inter

a text of our rulings upon matters passed national Vice-President William Kelley , who

to us by communication . urged the importance of the situation there.
In the course of the report we call your The resolution required the presence of

attention to rulings upon some questions President Mahon and two members of the

which have arisen that seemed to require General Executive Board in that district.

the ruling of this body, from the fact that Upon this matter the Board instructed the

no laws exist applying to the cases, or, where International President to give special at

touched upon by the law , the same seemed tention to the eastern section and to dis

so vague and indefinite as to require our in - solve the " State Branch ," a body formed by

terpretation . When called upon to act upon delegates from Massachusetts locals without

such cases we have found a dangerously any authority from the general body or the

broad latitude for interpretation , but we constitution , and operating inconsistently

have followed the meaning of the law as we with the laws and policies of the Associa

have understood it , and in establishing rul- tion . With this purpose in view , and in
ings, where a want of law existed , we have structions from the Board to direct the di.

consulted the best interest of the Association visions with different companies to act sing

and our membership . ly upon attaining conditions and agreements,

First Meeting. the International President was instructed

to proceed to the eastern field in person orThe first meeting of this Board was called
Oy depury .to order at the Hotel Victoria in the city of

Pittsburg, Pa., at 2 : 35 p . m ., May 9, 1903, the Second Meeting.

day following the close of the eighth con The second meeting of the General Execu

vention , and at the close of the session of tive Board was called to order at headquar

the outgoing Board . ters in the Association rooms, Hodges Build

The questions brought before this meeting ing, Detroit, Mich ., October 5 , 1903.

were those referred by action of the conven Before this session came the consideration

tion to this body. Of these matters was the of and action upon the following strikes :

future editing of the Motorman and Con Dayton , O ., Division No. 51, which had
ductor. It was directed that President W . been on strike for more than two years, the

D . Mahon should communicate to parties as cause of which was the discharge of a mem

piring to the editorship and request their ber and alleged violation of faith on the part

terms and policies upon which they would of the People's Railway Company, had be

edit and manage the paper, and submit the come effective against the company only to

replies to the various Board members for the measure of a limited boycott. The boy
their action , at an early convenience. This cott had been originally assumed by the lo

was followed and a supplemental ac- cal unions and the Dayton C . L . U . For

tion of the Board installed the secretary of some months this was effective , but as time

that body as editor . wore on the boycott gradually declined , un
Resolutions from Harrisburg , Boston ,Mon - til at the last convention , by resolution , the

treal and other places calling for special as - International President was directed to have

sistance in organizing, and in perfecting and the matter of placing the company on the
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unfair list of the A . F . of L . placed before organize the Lackawanna and Wyoming Val

that body. This was complied with by the ley line, and the contention of the B . of R . T .

International President, and the company that the train operatives should belong to

was likewise placed on the unfair list in ac - the trainman 's brotherhood, seemed to in

cordance with the resolution . This action cite the B . of R . T . to extend their jurisdic

applied vigorously to restricting the park tion to include certain electric railway em

and amusement traffic, otherwise it was ployes. To effect some understanding with

abortive. This renewed attack brought re the Association upon the question of juris

ports that the company would re-employ the diction , Grand Master P . J . Morrisey of the

strikers and permit the reorganization of the B . of R . T . appeared before the General Ex

road if the strike should be declared off . ecutive Board at the afternoon session of

This, supplemented by appeals from certain October 7 , 1903. After some discussion the

Dayton trade unionists , prompted the Board conference closed with the assurance on the

to recommend to the local to call the strike part of Grand Master Morrisey that he would

off, providing proper assurance existed that later suþmit his jurisdiction position in writ

the company would re-employ the members ing. In connection with this matter the In

and permit the reorganization of the line. ternational President had reported to the

Later the strike was accordingly declared off Board at some length , and had asked instruc

and the company taken from the unfair list. tions as to the course to pursue in connec

Division No. 86 , Waco , Texas, went on tion with the organizing of the L . and W .
strike September 26 , 1904. An appeal from V . Railway employes. This question was

that local was received . The evidence was rendered more acute by a letter and appli

conclusive that the strike was provoked by cation for a charter from Organizer S . J .

the disruptive tactics of the Waco Company, Connors of Wilkesbarre, Pa ., for the institu

in summarily discharging the officers and . tion of a local Division on the L . and W . V .

members and absolutely ignoring the organ system , known as the " Laurel Line." Upon

ization . The strike was endorsed and the this matter the General Executive Board in

membership of the local were placed upon structed the International President to seek

the benefit list. the advice of the Scranton C . L . U . upon the

Galesburg, Ill., Division No. 372, went on question of the application for the charter,

strike September 24 , 1903. An appeal was and notify Organizer Connors to the effect

made by the local for strike benefits. This that the organizing of the Laurel Line was

was a newly instituted local, to the organ- a matter in the hands of the Scranton C .
ization of which the employing company ob - L . U .

jected . Active members were discharged The International President was author

for the apparent purpose of disrupting the ized to meet the question of jurisdiction
Division . The strike was endorsed and the with the B . of R . T .

members of the Division were placed upon A system of issuing a monthly button be

the benefit list. came quite generally projected by " Open
A few days previous to the convening of Road" organizations, as a method of distin

the Board, San Antonio, Tex., Division No. guishing members. A desire was expressed

100 , had presented to the employing com by many locals to issue the buttons of the

pany an approved agreement embodying a same color as the monthly working card. As

proposition for a 20 per cent increase in the color of the cards were reserved to the

wage and a union road clause . The agree protection of the bona-fide members , and a

ment was not only rejected by the company, knowledge of the same had hitherto been re

but preparations were already under way to stricted to the month of issue, yet in view

he road . Carloads of scabs were im of the beneficial results reported from the

ported from northern cities and placed upon use of the button , the President was instruct

the cars. The officers and many members ed to furnish colors to reliable button man

of the local were discharged to make room ufacturers with whom locals should wish to

for the new arrivals. The crucial period ex deal, three months in advance .

tended into the meeting of the General Ex Regarding the official Association emblem ,
ecutive Board . Board Member Cornelius President Mahon reported that in conse
had been on the ground and exhausted every quence of the change of name, he had se
effort to mollify the situation , but without cured a new design incorporating the neces
success . The General Executive Board placed

sary change. Also in consequence of our
itself in direct communication with the lo

past designs having been infringed ' upon by
cal. After exhausting every effort to honor. different manufacturers, and thereby many
ably avoid a clash , and with the assurancu of our locals had been imposed upon by the
of the approval of the General Executive

spurious production , to protect against fu
Board, at a meeting held October 10 the ture impositions of like nature , he had se .
membership voted to discontinue work . The

cured an agreement with the H . W . Steere
action of the local was approved , as the sit. Jewelry Company by which proper protecnation appeared to the General Executive

tion would be afforded. This agreement pro
Board as being a practical lockout. vided for the manufacture and supply of the

In the San Antonio situation the hand of emblems and the protection of the Associa
the Citizens' Alliance was visibly prominent. tion and its members by patent. The design

Upon the details and results of these and agreement were subject to the approval
strikes the International President has dwelt of the General Executive Board . The em

in his report. blem as designed was adopted and the con

The extension of the electric motor to op

erate terminals of steam roads, and an ef Communications from an A . F . of L . or

fort on the part of the Scranton C . L . U . to ganizer and some of our own membership ,

hthscab.

tract was approved .
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bearing upon the exploiting of a " Brother- strike at San Antonio and the indorsed
hood of Electric Motormen ," and a like strikes at Waco and Galesburg. Added to
" Brotherhood of Conductors," were before these the threatening attitude of the Chi
the Board. Evidence pointed to the launch cago situation , and the rapidly thickening
ing of such a rival movement at Lorain , O ., clouds of adversity casting despairing shad

.and that it had been encouraged by the com - ows over the general industrial field , caused
pany. It had not gained any considerable the General Executive Board to direct that

membership, and from the character of its at the close of the meeting a member of the
formation and its outline of procedure, there Board be sent to Pittsburg , to advise and
was no occasion for serious apprehension of assist the officials of Division No. 85 to hold
its permanent encroachment upon the terri the matter of presenting a contract in abey
tory of our jurisdiction . However, a reso ance until spring. At the close of the meet
lution of a general character was adopted , ing Chairman Dilworth went to Pittsburg

embodying assurance that the General Exto carry out this injunction of the Board .
ecutive Board should use its every influence Another agreement submitted to the ad
to suppress rivalry and antagonism to the visement of the Board was that of El Paso ,

A . F . of L . and her affiliated unions. Tex., in which the local incorporated a de

An appeal from Andrew Stader of Chicago mand for 30 cents per hour. The wage set

for financial restoration came before the forth in this agreement, in the judgment of

meeting. The appeal was addressed to the the Board , was beyond any reasonable ex

General Executive Board, and set forth al pectancy . This from the known local con

leged relations of Brother Stader to the or- ditions in El Paso and the overshadowed in

ganization of Division 308 , of which he was dustrial conditions generally . The Board

first president. Later he was discharged , declined to indorse the 30 cents per hour

the company alleged , in consequence of an rate ; thus the agreement was not approved .

accident which occurred December 8 , 1902. An appeal from the Trades and Labor As

After his discharge the local gave him em sembly of Denver , Colo ., set forth that cer

ployment as an organizer for some days, tain locals of international and national

when , through the recommendation of Pres- unions were ignoring the principles of inter

ident Buckingham , on April 3 , 1903 , he en national trades unions by supporting an in

tered the service of the City Railway. The dependent trades assembly. The appeal

petition set forth that during the period sought the intercession of this Association

from the date of discharge to when he en - with the national and international unions,

tered service with the City Company, he had the Denver locals of which were offending.

received but $55 from No. 308 and a $ 25 loan A resolution was adopted complying with

from President Buckingham , and that, from the appeal, and the Secretary of the Board

loss of time and contingent expense , he was was instructed to impart the pleasure of this

at a loss of some $ 300. Stader had made a Association to the said national and interna

like appeal to Division No. 308 and received tional officers. It may be stated here that

a reply from that local that he had been upon this matter the Secretary received

paid for all service rendered . Evidence was courteous letters from the secretaries of the

before the Board that the local officials of Musicians', Typographical and Brewery

Division No. 308 had protected the interest Workers' unions, stating that their good of

of Brother Stader. In view of these facts , fices would be asserted to attain the desired

associated with the fact that Brother Stader end.

had never been in the employ of the Inter On September 10, 1903, Division No. 337, oi

national, the claim was disallowed . Seattle, Wash ., went on strike, in conse
Reports bearing upon the relations be quence of the refusal of the employing com

tween Division No. 260 of Chicago and the pany to correct grievances or arbitrate . The
employing company pointed to the inevita situation was placed in the hands of Board
ble. From the arbitrary attitude of the Member Cornelius, who found that the strike
management of the company in maintaining was ineffective, from the fact that only a
an intolerable condition of employment, and part of the men struck , while others repudi
a vexatious disposition toward the local, her ated the strike and continued in the service .
officers and membership , in fact, toward her The grievances, he found, were sufficient to
very existence , came ominous forebodings of warrant correction , and unless the company

what must come. The purpose and efforts could have been prevailed upon to correct
of the local were approved . them - which was altogether doubtful- a

Further action of the Board awaited de strike was warranted . But the situation pre
velopments in the situation . cluded any possible success to the local, and

A proposed agreement to be submitted to Board Member Cornelius advised the dis
the Pittsburg Railways Company of Pitts continuance of the unequal contest, which
burg, Pa., and which had been compiled and was done. The course pursued by Board
submitted to the International President for Member Cornelius was approved .
his approval, was submitted to the consider- A resolution prevailed at this meeting in
ation and advisement of the General Execu - structing the delegates representing this As
tive Board. The conditions of the proposed sociation in the A . F . of L . convention , to be
agreement, together with communications at held at Boston , Mass., during the month of
hand bearing upon the expected methods of November, to support " Closed Shop " legis
securing its acceptance at the time by the lation . The delegates selected to attend the
employing company, together with the al- A . F . of L . convention were President W . D .
ready involved circumstances of the Inter- Mahon , Chairman D . L . Dilworth and Gen
national, made the approval of the agree- eral Executive Board Member C . 0 . Pratt ;
ment a matter of serious concern . The As- alternates, Board Members W . B . Fitzger

sociation was involved in the approved ald, Fred Fay and Magnus Sinclair .
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During the period of this audit there were

paid in strike and lockout benefits , $ 3 ,210.

There were paid in death claims, $ 2,775.

The audit proved the office accounts to be

correct. The receipts from April 1 , 1903, to

October 1 , 1903 , were $41,293 .84. Balance on

hand April 1 , 1903, $ 14 ,834.33. Total $56 ,

128.17. Expenditures for the period , $30 ,-

070.87 . Balance on hand October 1 , 1903,

$ 26 ,057.30. The itemized audit statement

was compiled for publication , and later, for-

warded to all locals.

During the six months' audit term , there
were instituted 38 new locals. Four lapsed

locals were reorganized, four locals disband.

ed , and 17 had lapsed into bad standing.
The net gain of locals in good standing was

21. There had occurred from the close of

the convention to the close of this General

Executive Board meeting 10 strikes. At the
close of the Pittsburg convention there were
5 strikes on . At the close of the Board

meeting there existed 6 strikes and lockouts,

there had been effected 29 written agreb

ments and 10 verbal wage agreements.

This audit period has been one of unpre
cedented success to the Association and

membership in general. A vigorous exten

sion of the organization had taken place ,

and the lower paid locals had advanced in

wage rates . The industrial standing of thetes The industrial standing of the

Association had been advanced . and her

financial standing had been promoted to a

defensive she had never before enjoyed.

However, the Board adjourned under a most

threatening industrial sky. The darkening
clouds of oppression were clearly visible ,

and the industrial atmosphere was already

disturbed by a panicky tremor . To your of

ficers and Board members, who had carefuls, who had careful

ly observed the trend of events , there rested

the assurance that there was but little to be

gained to the membership of industrial or
ganizations, and, possibly, much to be lost,

until the backward surge should have ex

hausted its fury . Undeniable precursory
conditions told of one, and only one grand

achievement for organized labor during the

period of advancing depression , and that, to

so direct her forces to maintain the ground

already gained . With this determination to

apply to our own Association , the second

session of the General Executive Board ad

journed on the 9th of October, 1903 .

Third Meeting.

The third meeting of the General Execu

tive Board was called to order by Chairman

D . L . Dilworth , at headquarters, 45 Hodges

Building, Detroit, Mich ., at 9 : 30 a . m ., May

31, 1904 . From the President' s report were

received the following death and disability
claims, viz . :

Claim for death benefit upon the death
of Wm . Novick , member of Division No.

260 of Chicago , Ill .; the evidence showed
the term of membership to be 11 months

and 22 days. Payment of the claim was

clearly unconstitutional, and it was disal
lowed .

Claim for death benefit upon the death

of Chas. W . Schones, member of Divi-

sion 260, of Chicago, Ill. The evidence in

this case showed a term of membership of

11 5 -6 months. The claim was rejected .

Claim for death benefit upon the death of
Wm . Bauer , member of Division 288, Omaha,

Neb . The evidence showed a term of mem

bership of 11 2 - 3 months. The claim was

disallowed .

Claim for death benefit upon the death of

Thomas Renick , member of Division No. 307 ,

Stillwater, N . Y . Term of membership in

Division No. 307, 1142 months. However, in

this case the evidence was to the effect that
deceased became a member of Troy, N . Y .,
Division No. 132, more than two years prior

to his death , and that he passed from mem

bership in 132 to membership in 307 while

in good standing in the Association . The

Board ruled this evidence relevant to

case, approved the claim , and ordered it paid .

Claim for death benefit upon the death of

Wm . J. Kelsey , member of Division No. 163 ,
Meriden , Conn . This , according to evidence,

was a case of suicide. It was ruled by the

Board that payment of this claim would be
a violation of section 83 of the constitution .

The claim was accordingly disallowed .

Claim for death benefit upon the death of

M . J . Barrett, alleged member of Division

No. 281, New Haven , Conn . The Interna

tional office membership record , as well as

prior official reports of Division No. 281, dis
covered that no such person was ever regis

tered as a member in the general office, nor

was he ever reported to the general office as

a member by the local division , prior to his
death . The claim was rejected .

An appeal from Wilkesbarre, Pa ., Division

No. 164, based upon financial relief of the

family of deceased member, George Hebling,

of the Wilkesbarre local, was referred to
the International President.

Disability claim upon the total disability

of member John E . Moline, member Chicago

Division No. 260. Character of disability,

paralysis of the right hand. To the Board ,

the evidence was sufficient to establish the
claim , and it was allowed .

Disability claim upon the disability of

James Rubedew , member of Division No.

266 , Chicago, III. Nature of disability, in
jury of spine, by accident while at regular
occupation . Action of the Board was de

ferred to await further physical develop

ments in the case .

An appeal for remuneration for services

rendered was submitted to the Board by

Bro . G . H . Smith , former member and Pres
ident of Omaha Division No. 288. The ap.

peal set forth that the appellant, after being

discharged by the company, had devoted

nearly three months to the building up of

Division No. 288. The appeal was indefinite
in character. However, the Board held that

as ex -President Smith had been in no way

employed by the International, as a business

proposition , there was no authority to grant

payment on the appeal, and it was not al
lowed .

An appeal for personal financial aid made
to the Board by ex-Secretary Frank Holcomb

of San Antonio Division No. 100 , was dis

allowed . Upon a former appeal of the same

nature, which was submitted by communica
tion to the several Board members $ 100 had
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been appropriated to the personal relief of should the two companies later consolidate ,

Brother Holcomb. This , in consequence of they would voluntarily return to Division

his having become, apparently , a special vic- No. 52. Permission to grant the charter was
tim of persecution by the San Antonio Trac- given to the President.

tion Company. By insubordinate conduct on part of Iron

An appeal for financial relief from Chica- ton , Ohio, Division No. 286, Huntington , W .

go Division No. 260 was submitted to the Va., Division No. 225, became involved in it

consideration of the Board by Business disruptive strike, March 24 , 1904 . The two

Agent L . D . Bland. This appeal was neces locals were employed by the same company,

sitated by the serious expense effects of a and prior to March 1 , had been working un

recent strike which had been forced upon der a joint agreement. Instead of again

the local. The ultimate result involved the uniting to secure a mutually satisfactory

Division in burdensome litigations in de agreement, Division No. 286 accepted of an

fense of several of her members. This came agreement prepared by the company , and

as a supplemental strike expense after the| strike expense after the which contained a clause reading that the

strike was settled, and was involved as a company " shall employ men and discharge

contingent of the settlement. The appeal men whenever, in the opinion of the officers

received the consideration of the Board , and of the said party of the first part, the good
an appropriation of $ 1 ,060.75 was made to of the service requires such employment or
the Division . discharge, and such discharge or employ

Submitted to the Board was the matter of ment shall not be the subject of arbitra

payment of a loan from Division No. 241, of tion ." The agreement also contained an

Chicago, to Division No. 290 , of Blooming. “ open shop " clause. Under the old agree

ton, Ill. The loan was granted to Division ment, Division No. 225 secured an arbitra

No. 290 to pay a contingent expense for au : tion upon the question of using stools. At

tomobiles to be used in the interest of Di the hearing in this case the Secretary and

vision No. 290 , then on strike. The indebt an Executive Board member of Division No.

edness was incurred upon representations of 286 gave evidence against the use of stools,

A . F . of L . Organizer A . C . Catermul, who and used their influence to defeat the secur

had charge of the Bloomington strike, in the ing of the same. When the joint agreement

interest of the International at the time. was violated by the company, which refused

The Board ruled that the indebtedness right to enter another agreement without dictat

fully belonged with the International, and ing the terms, Division No. 225 protested ,

appropriated $ 200 to refund Division No. buti n violation of faith and the principles

241. of the Association , Division No. 286 accept
A bill for organizing work was submitted ed the company's dictated agreement, and

by S. B . Lawrence of Denver, Colo ., in the sided with the company in an effort to en :

sum of $80. By act of the Board the bill force the conditions of said agreement upon
was ordered paid . the membership of Division No. 225 . TO

Beacher & Beacher, attorneys of Newark , reject the conditions of the objectionable
N . J ., rendered a bill to the International agreement, and defend her membership , Di

for $60, for alleged services before the New vision No. 225 resorted to a strike. The
Jersey Police Commission . The litigation strike was repudiated by Division No. 286 .

was instituted at the instigation of members In consequence of her succession of insubor

of the Newark local, to depose an objection - dinate acts , the Board revoked the charter

able policeman , but was in no way encour- of Division No. 286 .

aged by the International, neither was the Pertaining to the strike of Division No.
alleged indebtedness incurred by an Inter 17 , Terre Haute, Ind ., there were several

national officer. The claim was rejected. communications on file from organizers fa

Upon the jurisdiction contention of the miliar wtih the situation , indicating that the

Electrical Workers' Organization , wherein strike had become ineffective. It had con
they had filed a complaint against this As tinued for more than two years, and through

sociation at the Boston A . F . of L . conven the efforts of the International, the company

tion , and urged their complaint before the was placed on the unfair list. The C . L . U .
A . F . of L . Executive Council, the Board , by of Terre Haute refused to observe the boy

resolution , directed the President to investi cott, and this brought about a contention
gate their charges , if possible, by visiting between our local officers and the C . L . U .

their Executive Board meeting, or attending that caused Division No. 17 to continue the

their convention , and report upon the same, fight largely as a retaliative measure against

and if possible arrange some common ground their subordinate Central Labor Union . Our

of fair understanding with that organiza members had secured employment elsewhere.
tion . A continuance of the contest appeared use

An appeal from the Chester, W . Va ., mem less. Communications from our local offi

bers of East Liverpool, Ohio, Division No. cers showed that the A . F . of L . boycott was

52, was made to the Board to grant permis not being observed . The Board instructed
sion to them to institute a separate local. the secretary to notify the local that, in the

The membership of Division No. 52 was com - opinion of the Board , the strike should be
posed of the employes of two separate com - declared off .

panies, and the South Side, or Chester mem At the session of June 2 , a telegram was

bers, gave, as a reason for the new local, received from Second Vice-President Ben

that they would be enabled to secure better Commons, who was in charge of a situation

wage and conditions by being separated in Houston , Texas. The Board was notified
from the employes of the East Liverpool that Division No. 84 , of that city, had de
Company. They also gave assurance that clared a strike against the Houston Railway
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Company. The facts prompting this action shadowed them . With their office doors be

of the Houston local were, that the company sieged by numberless applicants, a most

violated an existing agreement. The com - tempting opportunity to economize in labor

pany was taking aggressive measures against expense presented itself to our employers.

the local by discharging the members and To modify schedules without increasing the

officers, ignoring the agreement, and refus day wage is the generally accepted method

ing to arbitrate any differences. In fact, the of labor squeezing, applied , as an expense

management of the company had allied it - economy, to our craft. There are a few

self with the Citizens' Alliance to destroy other rules convenient to the policy . With
the organization . Vice-President Commons these we are familiar. But there was a bar

had exhausted every honorable means to rier in the way. The Amalgamated Associa

preserve peace, but his overtures had been tion was the craft bulwark . Our more logi

rejected by the company. The Board in cal employers declined the experiment, but

dorsed the action of the local. there were those who took to the task of

A summary of the audit of the general of overriding labor' s defense . Inspired by a

fice accounts for the six months ending April merciless greed , and abetted by that com
1 , 1904 , was as follows: Balance on hand pact of knavery known as the Citizens' Alli

October 1 , 1903, $ 26 ,057.30. Receipts from ance, they assailed the various locals with
October 1 to April 1, 1904, $ 36 ,063.25 . Total, the combined force and ingenuity of the nig

$62,120 .55 . Expenses from October 1 to April gard and knave . It stands without question

1 , $33,898.99. Balance in treasury April 1 , that they underrated the task . That invited

1904 , $ 28,221. 56 . The itemized statement of contests were prolonged to inflict serious

the audit was duly compiled , printed, and financial losses upon the engaging companies

copies forwarded to the various locals . is due to two causes : First, our affiliation
During the period of this audit, from Oc- through the A . F . of L . with the great army

tober 1 , 1903, to April 1 , 1904 , six months, of organized labor, from which we received
inclusive, there were paid from the defense most generous moral support; second, the

fund in strikes and lockout benefits, $ 11, ability , through the defense fund , to assure

160.85 . For death and disability benefits to our membership liberal financial supportto our me

$ 6 .250. During this audit period, there were during enforced idleness . The amount paid

instituted six new Divisions. Eleven locals from the defense fund was sufficient to sus

disbanded . This notes a loss of five locals tain more than eighty men in idleness, con
to the Association , as against a gain of 21 tinuously , during the entire six months. The

locals during the preceding audit period . effect of the vigor with which these battles

The Association had been involved in 12 were fought is a matter for conjecture. If

strikes during the six months, six of which any were victories to the company they were

were 'on at the close of the October Board dearly bought.

meeting. One lockout was registered during Withal, the Board reviewed the audit per

this meeting. At the close of the Board iod with not a little pride . For the most

meeting, June 3 , 1904 , there were four part, the policy to hold what had been gain

strikes in progress, as follows : Division ed had proved a salutary one. Old agree

No. 17, Terre Haute, Ind .; Division No. 84, ments were renewed without changes, other

Houston , Tex . ; Division No. 290, Blooming than for the better. In the better paid lo

ton , Ill., and Division No. 317, South Bend. cals , better conditions, rather than increased

Ind.
wage, were sought and obtained. With the

A significance may be attached to the fact Association surrounded by an industrial de.

that during the preceding audit period there pression surfeited by an army of idle work

were paid in strike benefits, $ 4 ,690, while ers, and a renewed determination to stand

during the six months of this audit the unyielding to any retrograding influences,

strike benefit payments reached $ 11,160.85 . the General Executive Board adjourned its

Nearly 242 times as many dollars were paid third meeting, June 3, 1904 .

out from the defense fund during the latter
Fourth Meeting.

six months as there were during the former

period, to defend our Association against The fourth meeting of the General Execu

the incursions of selfish greed. This fact tive Board was called to order at headquar

serves to expose the adroitness, characteris- ters, in Detroit, Mich ., at 10 : 30 a . m ., Feb

tic of human nature, in appropriating an ad.cure , ill appropriating an ad ruary 14 , 1905 .

vantage arising from industrial depression Referred to the Board from the President's
by unscrupulous employers. Advanced wage report were the following death an

and conditions were being enjoyed by the bility claims. viz. :

organized element of our craft . The inevi. Claim for death benefit upon the death of

table , as foreseen and discussed at the Oc Samuel Hayward , member of Division No.
tober meeting, had overtaken the wage 148 , Albany, N . Y . The general office rec
earner. Various other crafts suffered by the ords show that in May, 1904 , deceased was
gradual return to long-hour service on the marked withdrawn. The evidence submit

part of many, which brought enforced idle . ' ted by the local was to the effect that his

ness to others. The idlers, whose ranks dead body was discovered and taken from
were rapidly swelling, bestirred themselves the Hudson river the last of June, 1904 . The

to seek employment to keep the wolf from claim was disallowed .

the door. Our occupation stood in alluring Claim for death benefit upon the death of

prominence before the enlarging army of Patrick Sherrick , member of Division No.
employment seekers . The traction employ 332, New York , N . Y . The evidence upon

ment office was before them , and the gaunt this case established the fact that deceased
figure of that dread spectre , hunger, over came to his death by suicide. As per ruling
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upon the Wm . J . Kelsey claim , the Sherrick

claim was disallowed .
Claim for death benefit upon the death of

Warren Harper, member of Division No.
212 , Burlington , Ia. The deceased came to

his death by suicide. The claim was disal
lowed .

Claim for death benefit upon the death of

E . G . Burke, of Division No. 22 , Worcester,

Mass. The evidence of death and prior

membership was satisfactory to the Board

in this case, and the claim was approved
and directed to be paid .

Claim for disability benefit upon the disa
bility of member J . C . Berlin . Injury was
sustained by claimant while engaged in his

regular occupation , by in some way having

his arm caught by the grip lever of a grip

car. Claimant was a member of Division

No. 241, Chicago , Ill. The evidence was

such that the Board determined that there

existed a question as to the permanency of

the disability . Final action upon the case

was thus deferred to the next succeeding

Board meeting to await developments in the

inquiry .

An appeal from Secretary J . C . Hart for

the refunding of $100 was an incidental to

the Bloomington (Ill. ) strike. A circular

declaring the Bloomington Traction Com

pany unfair was issued , and at the instance
of the Citizens' Alliance, the editor of the

Bloomington labor paper and Secretary Hart

were arrested for the crime. Each paid an

attorney $ 100 to defend them , and, by some

mysterious process, both were released from

further prosecution . Payment of the $ 100

for the relief of Secretary Hart had beer
previously agreed upon through communi.

cation by the Board , and this prior action

was confirmed .

Referred to the Board by the President's

report was an appeal from the Waterbury

(Conn. ) Central Labor Union . This appeal

was for assistance to pay an alleged indebt

edness held against the said Central Labor

Union for attorneys' fees for the defense of

members of Division No. 193 , and others,

when prosecuted for offenses assumed to

have been committed during the Waterbury

strike. Board Member C . 0 . Pratt made a

thorough investigation of the contended in

debtedness and submitted a detailed report

of the same, in writing, for the benefit of

the Board. It was discovered that the pay

able outstanding bills amounted to only

$565 . This , in the face of the fact that the

Central Labor Union had already received

$ 6 ,674.67 paid by the International Associa -

tion , and which was applied to the payment

of indebtedness contracted by the Central
Labor Union in prosecuting the strike and

defending the cases in court. The bills were

also contracted without consulting the In .

ternational officers of this Association . Pay

ment on the appeal was refused.

An appeal from the Canadian Trades and

Labor Congress for financial aid in prosecut

ing labor and labor legislation before the

Canadian parliament. The efforts of the

Canadian Labor Congress were most com -

mendable, and an appropriation of $ 25 was

made for her assistance .

Upon the Electrical Workers' jurisdiction

contention , President Mahon reported that a

mutual understanding had been brought
about between the two organizations.

A preamble and resolution bearing upon

the establishment of a local publication for

the benefit of the Chicago membership con

tained the following substance :

February 14 , 1905 .

To the Members of the National Executive

Board of the Amalgamated Association of

Street & Electric Railway Employes of
America :
Brothers : - As a member of this Board

and one interested in the general welfare of
our organization , especially in the district

where I come from , I take this means of

calling your attention to the conditions in

the City of Chicago, and will ask by resolu

tion your support in bringing about what I

consider the proper regulations in that city .

You are well aware that our Association

has in the City of Chicago something over
9 ,000 members divided in some eight locals

and distributed among as many different
companies, but indications now point to this

fact, that within a very short time the street

railway employes of Chicago, at least those

working for the large companies, will be

amalgamated and brought together, for the

indications now are that the leading com

panies will soon be combined into one gi
gantic combination . This will show you the

need of something to bring closer together

and establish a thorough understanding be

tween these our fellow -workers.

Second. You are well aware that we are

spread over a great territory and thatmany

of our lines operate continually night and

day, and thus many of our members are de

prived of the opportunities of attending the
meetings of their Divisions and therefore

do not become thoroughly acquainted nor

educated as to what the object and aims of

our Association and the Trade Union means

to them .
Now . to meet the conditions that I have

pointed out above, I believe it necessaary

that our National Organization throw this

Executive Board take some action to thor
oughly unionize and solidify our movement

in this city , and I think the first step to

bring this about would be the establishing

of a weekly journal of our Association, to

be absolutely the property and under the

direction of our Association ; one that would

express, first, the principles and policies of

this Association and the wants and wishes

of the Chicago men . It should be so ar

ranged that every one of these Divisions

will have a representative on a committee

or board that shall be arranged to assist in
directing the publishing of such a journal.

It is true we have a weekly paper in Chi

cago, but this is owned by private parties,
and as to its editorial directions we have

nothing to say, and there are differences of

opinion concerning the same. In my opin .

ion there should be an editor responsible to

this Association , and every utterance of this

paper should be under the supervision of the
Amalgamated Association and along such
lines as would promote and advance the best

interests of the Chicago men. I think there

should be selected from each Division in
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Chicago a committee, at least of one, to co . It was enacted by the Board that a repre

operate and assist the editor in having this sentative should be sent to Terre Haute, as

paper properly published and reach the en - ' sist the local in bringing about the best set
tire membership of Chicago . I know this tlement possible and declare off the strike.

may be considered a new proposition , but let An appeal to the General Executive Board

us make the experiment in Chicago , where came from member Patrick Shea , of Troy,

it is now absolutely necessary , and if the N . Y ., Division No. 132. The appeal set

experiment is successful, it can be carried forth that Division No. 132 was violating
to other fields , and in order to meet the sit the constitutional provision for seniority of

uation along this line, I hereby offer the service in the selection of runs, and urged

following resolution : injunction from the General Executive

Resolved, That this Executive Board does Board restraining Division No. 132 from
hereby instruct the International President such violations. The Shea appeal was sus
to open negotiations looking to the pur- tained and the International President was
chase, if possible, of the “ Union Leader," instructed to require the observance of the
which is now being subscribed to by several seniority law by Division No. 132.
of the Divisions in Chicago , and if possible U pon the matter of vestibule legislation
to purchase this paper ; he be further em as referred to the Board by the President's
powered to proceed to have the same pub- report, the Board directed that the Presi.
lished under the following regulations: dent should give special attention , either in

First. There shall be selected an editor, person or by deputy , to the vestibule legisla

who shall hold his position subject to the tion being sought in the interest of our New

approval of the International Executive York state fellow craftsmen , and prosecuted

Board . This editor to take charge, manage with persistency by Brooklyn Division No.

and edit the paper. 283 .

Second. He shall formulate plans for a A letter from the Switchmen 's Union
committee composed of one officer from each urged the co -operation of this Association to

of the local Divisions in the City of Chicago , defeat the Lewis railway employment bill,
who shall act as an advisory board for the then before the New York state legislature.

purpose of assisting and aiding the editor This bill provided that every operative em
in placing this journal in the hands of each plove of steam and street railways in the

and every one of our members in Chicago . state of New York , when applying for posi
Third . He shall be further empowered to tions, must enter an individual contract with

arrange a board of auditors, who shall at
the employing company by which they could

least every two months audit the books and
not leave the employment of the company

bills in connection wtih this paper, and to without giving a specified time notice. Bypublish their report and submit the same to
action of the Board the substance of the

the International Executive Board ; it being communication was concurred in .
understood that all monies over and above

By the report of the President the atten
the expense of the operation of this paper

tion of the General Executive Board was
shall go into the death and disability fund of

called to the importance of rulings upon theour organization , to be used for the purpose
following matters :

of relieving those who are suffering from
Withdrawing by card and re-entering sergeneral disability and meeting the death

vice where local Divisions exist.
claimsof the same. He shall also make such

Upon this matter the Board ruled that aother regulations as are necessary to the
member who, by legitimate means, securessuccessful operation of this journal, and re
a withdrawal card , and later re -enters the

pc * the same to the next meeting of this
service where local Divisions exist, and fails

Board .
to immediately deposit the withdrawal card

Yours fraternally,

D . J. REID ,
with said Division , when at some subsequent

Member General Executive Board.
time he may deposit his withdrawal card, he

- shall be charged dues from the date of re
The Board approved of the experiment, entering the service .

authorized the purchase of the “ Chicago Eligibility to membership : Upon this
Leader," and appropriated $ 2 ,000 for thepur

question the Board ruled that eligibility to
chase of the same.

membership must embrace " active employ
A communication from President Samuel

ment in street or electric railway service."
Gompers bearing upon the Terre Haute

Pertaining to arrangements for the con
(Ind.) strike was received . The letter set

vention to be held in Chicago , Ill., begin
forth statements made by Secretary W . S .

Dragod , of the Terre Haute Central Labor
ning with October 2 , 1905, the Board ap

Union , to the effect that our local had only
pointed a Convention Committee , composed

7 members, and that the boycott was keeping
of President W . D . Mahon, Third Vice-Presi

12 or 15 members of the Electrical Workers
dent J . C . Colgan and General Executive
Board Member D . J . Reid , to act for the In

from securing good jobs, etc. President

Gompers requested consideration upon the ternational upon said arrangements, and the

Terre Haute situation . committee was empowered to co -operate

At the prior Board meeting the General with such committee of the Chicago locals

Executive Board had secretly requested Di as might be selected by those bodies for

vision No. 17 to declare the strike off. This convention arrangement purposes.

request had not been complied with . Vari. The work of the audit at this meeting

ous letters and other evidence was before covered a period of ten months, from April
the Board bearing upon the situation which 1 , 1904 , to February 1 , 1905 . This extension

accorded with the President Gompers lotter of the audit term was previously decided
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upon by the Board members as a matter of Fifth Meet

economy, as it eliminated the expense nec The fifth regular meeting of the General
essarily attendant to one Board meeting. Executive Board was called to order at

The audit recapitulation for the ten headquarters , Detroit , Mich ., Sept. 25 , 1905 .
months was as follows: The President' s report covering the office

Balance on hand April 1 , 1905 . . . . $ 28,221.56 work for the audit period , and containing

Receipts from Apr, 1 to Feb . 1 . . . . 63,670. 95 reference to matters referred to the General

Executive Board , was received . The report
Total . . . $91,892.51 was supplemented by a complete statement

Expenditures from Apr. 1, 1904, to of the receipts and expenditures of the de

Feb. 1, 1905. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 152.41 fense fund during the fiscal term .
In his report to the Board the President

Balance in treasury Feb . 1 , 1905 . $41,740.10 made a statement bearing upon the Inter

An itemized statement of the audit was borough strike of New York city. The

compiled for publication, and later submit President set forth the part he took in at

ted to the various locals. tempting to secure a compliance with the

During the ten months there had been laws of our Association by the local Divis

paid on death and disability claims $ 12,900 . ion . This strike was one in which the joint

In the death and disability fund, as set committee of the locals of the Brotherhood

by the constitution there had devel. of Locomotive Firemen , the Brotherhood of

oped a deficit of over $ 5 ,000 . Upon the mat Locomotive Engineers and Division No. 332

ter of this deficit, and the future payment of
had leagued together to establish an inde

death and disability claims, the President pendent movement and ignore the general

was authorized to meet the benefit obliga officers and laws of their organizations.

tions from the funds of the Association at The strike was in direct violation of an

hand, until the matter could be placed be agreement made by the Brotherhood of Lo

fore the succeeding convention ; and that the comotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of

deficit upon this item be placed before our Locomotive Fremen with the Interborough

membership by publication of the Board Company, and which had been brought

proceedings, and in the audit report. about by the intervention of our Interna

From the defense fund there had been
tional President.

In so far as Division No. 332 was con
paid during the audit period the sum of

$ 9,435 in strike and lockout benefits.
cerned , there had been submitted to the

company an agreement covering conditions
In contrast with the several strikes of for the membership of the local. This

the preceding audit period , during this ten agreement was under advisement and under
months there had occurred but one strike. going negotiations, when , in direct viola
It lasted but two days when a satisfactory

tion of the laws and usages of our Associa
agreement was effected . However, at the

tion , the local, in league with the other two
close of the former Board meeting , as has organizations employed, presented an ulti

been stated , there existed four strikes that matum to the company 's general manager
extended far into the present audit term . covering conditions applying to the employ

At the close of the fourth meeting of the ment of motormen , the conditions of employ.

General Executive Board there existed two ment of whom had been entered into

strikes, that of Division No. 17 , Terre through an existing agreement between the

Haute, Ind., and Division No. 317, South three organizations representing the motor

Bend, Ind . ; these strikes were of long dura men and the company. This existing agree.

tion , and had reverted into practical sieges. ment by this act was repudiated by the par

During the ten months there had been ties thereto , the officers of our Division No.

granted 18 charters for new locals. Agree - 332 aiding in the violation of the agreement.

ments were reported effected by 34 local Di There was every reason to believe that

visions. had the laws of our Association been com

The panic seemed to have reached its plied with pertaining to the agreement di

limit, and the tide of depression appeared rectly applying to our Division , and in

to be receding. Yet there existed no occa which we were interested, it would have
sion for festivity over prospects of immedi. . either been obtained , or such parts of the
ate return to anything like prosperity for same as could not have been agreed upon

wage earners . would have been submitted to arbitration .

The course pursued by President Mahon
With the appearance of spring there in connection with the strike was approved

would come an expected enlivening in our by the Board . '

particular industry , but not sufficient to war Upon the New England situation the Pres

rant any aggressive policy . As compared ident reported that the New England branch
with other organizations, we had quite well had been dissolved , and that an advisory
escaped the drenching of the hard times, but committee had been created composed of
progress had been slow , yet, as not with representatives from locals of the employes
many other organizations, we could really of the Boston & Northern and Old Colony
report progress . system . Upon this an appropriation of $50

With renewed assurances for the future, to assist the advisory Committee was ap

on the 18th of February , 1905 , the fourth proved .

meeting of the General Executive Board ad Local Division No. 176 is composed of the

journed to the call of the chairman. employes of the Sharon and Youngstown
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system . Of the membership, a part are em - Claim for benefit upon the death of de

ployed upon the Sharon and Sharpsville ceased member Harry Mickle of Division

lines and a part on the Sharon , Youngstown No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa. Deceased came to his

and New Castle interurban lines. Applica - death May 5 , 1905 , by a gunshot wound. The

tion was made by the interurban men for a widow of the deceased was tried in the

separate charter. Information rested with Criminal Court of Allegheny Co., Pa ., for the

the Board that since the application for murder of her husband, and was acquitted .

charter was filed there has been , or was be- No evidence was before the Board as to the

ing effected a consolidation of this system cause, nor by whom the gun was discharged .

of railway with the Mahoning Valley sys Decision upon the case was deferred to

tem . Consent for the institution of a separ a wait knowledge of the evidence before the

ate local was denied . coroner, or evidence bearing upon the char

Application for a charter made by the acter of the shooting .

operatives of the Elm Grove Railway, of Claim for benefit upon the death of de.

Wheeling , W . Va., was placed before the ceased member J. P . Cohan, of Division No.

Board. At Wheeling there exists Division 283. Deceased became a member of Brook

No. 103, and with which it is evidently con lyn Division No. 283, August 22, 1902 , was

sistent for the Elm Grove employes to affil suspended December 28 , 1903, and died June

iate. Also evidence was before the Board 11, 1905 . He was never reported reinstated .
that Division No. 103 is agreeable to accept Also Division No. 283 was in bad standing

ing them into membership. Consent for at the time of the death of member Cohan .

granting the charter was denied . The claim was disallowed.

An appropriation of $ 25 to aid the desti Claim upon the death of deceased member

tute widow of deceased member McDonald, Joseph Cunningham , of Brooklyn , N . Y ., Di

of New York Division No. 332, was ap vision No. 283. Deceased became a member

proved . This was an extreme case, conse of Division No. 283 June 1 , 1903 , was sus

quent to the Interborough strike, and an ap pended for non-payment of dues January 5 ,

propriation was made upon investigation of 1905, and died May 8, 1905 . The claim was
American Federation of Labor Organizer disallowed .

Herman Robinson . Claim for benefit upon the death of de

Upon the matter of the purchase of three ceased member J . J. Seymour, of New York

automobiles which were used in the city of Division No. 332. Deceased came to his
Saginaw , Mich ., during the latter part of the death March 27, 1905 , and after Division No.

Saginaw Valley strike, to purchase the same 332 ceased to pay per capita tax to the In

the vote of the Board was given upon anternational Association . The claim was dis

appeal from the Saginaw Valley locals . allowed .

The autos purchased are of gasoline mo Upon the claims for benefit upon the

tive power, and have a carrying capacity of death of deceased members W . E . Rabb ,

twelve passengers. They are the Olds ma. who died April 5 , 1905 , and Walter S . Kelly,

chine and warranted . Their cost was $ 6 ,270 , who died March 28 , 1905, both of Division
and they are a marketable machine. How No. 332. The same ruling applied , and the

ever, it is the opinion of this Board that claims were disallowed .

they should be retained by the Association , In the claim for benefit upon the death of

and be subject to strike service, and such deceased member W . S . McMillan , of Divi

other use as the General Executive Board sion No. 110 , Louisville , Ky., the evidence

may direct. was to the effect that deceased was in bad

In the matter of the purchase and publica - standing at the time of death . The claim

tion of the Chicago Union Leader by the was disallowed .

Association , your Board would recommend Claim for benefit upon the death of de

its continuance under its present lines and ceased member John Hablett, of Wilkes

purposes. barre, Pa., Division No. 164 . Deceased be
Bearing upon the decision of the Board at came a member of Division No, 164 January

its last meeting in the Shea appeal, Presi. 3 , 1901, was suspended September 14 , 1901,

dent Mahon reported that he had person - reinstated October 15 , 1904 , and died April

ally advised Division No. 132 of Troy , N . Y ., 10 , 1905 . Under section 73 of the constitu

to observe the law of the Association in the tion the claim was disallowed .
matter of seniority in selecting runs. Claim for benefit upon the death of de

Upon this the Board would recommend to ceased member James P . McDonald , of Di
the convention that section No. 109 of the vision No. 260 , who committed suicide by

constitution be so amended as to embrace gunshot and died February 26 , 1905 , was dis

the following clause : “ All schedules of allowed .

runs on the respective lines upon which our Claim for benefit upon the death of de

members are employed shall be open at ceased member Eben Golder , of Division No .

least once each three months, commencing 317, South Bend, Ind. Deceased died May

with the month of January each year, in ad- 19, 1905 . Division No. 317 paid first per
dition to that, as often as the schedules may capita tax for the month of July, 1905 .

be changed; the runs to be hung up with Claim was disallowed .

a list of the names and terms of service of Claim for benefit upon the suicide of de
the employes, and each employe shall then ceased member Michael P . O 'Connor, Divi

select his run in accordance with the pro sion No. 241, Chicago , Ill., who died May 28,

visions of this section " 1905, was disallowed .
The following death claims taken from the No new evidence was before the Board up

report of the President were acted upon : on the J. C . Berlin disability claim , which
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was deferred from the previousmeeting, and

it was again deferred to await developments.

In the matter of automobiles it was deter-

mined to present the following to the con -

vention :

" In the opinion of your Board the automo

bile is one of the strongest defenses that the

organization can have, and we would recom

mend that this convention empowers the in

coming International Executive Board with

power to purchase and have on hand auto

mobiles to defend such organizations as may

become involved in strikes in accordance

with our constitution and laws in the future.

That they be empowered to use at once $ 20 -,

000 of themoney now in the defense fund to

pay for such automobiles as they may pur

chase ; that they also be empowered to use

their discretion and to use from the defense

fund in the future such amounts as are nec

essary to purchase more automobiles to be
used in the defense of the Association .

Conclusion .

In concluding our report we may refer to

the fact that our craft has much for con

gratulation . When we refer to the craft we

do not confine ourselves to only those with
in our Association, but those without as

well. Our Association has reached such

magnitude that its beneficial influence ex -

tends, in no little degree , to the unorgan-

ized , thus we are within the right when we

say the whole craft have much for congrat
ulation .

Two and one-half years ago we stood upon

the verge of an industrial crisis . Gradually
it crept upon us until at the beginning of

1904 the peril symptoms shaded those of any

previous panic. There can be no disputing
the fact that intelligent organization of

labor was the element that met and stayed

the current of depression . Had it not been

for organized labor, in advanced intelli

gence , the hand of destitution would have

wrought misery throughout the land in ex -

cess of the last preceding panic. However

well we have fought the battle, poverty and
wretchedness has followed in its wake.

When we consider the statistical fact that

26 per cent of the total population of the

state of New York are not only in poverty

but in absolute destitution , and that other

states, even this grand state of Illinois, is
but slightly less afflicted, we may calculate

something of the measure of what our self -

congratulation ought to be.

Our employment is peculiar in that the
work is steady, and elimination from service

is less noticeable. From this reason we are,

as a craft, out of touch with poverty , and

incidentally feel business depressions only

through financial fluctuation in our rate of

wage, and the sense of insecurity in our posi-

tions by the intensity of competition in the

labor market. Hence our knowledge of true

conditions among the wage earners gener

ally must come from close observation .

However, to the close observer , with the in -

dividual employe , our craft is as susceptible

to the influence of the times as most any

other. An illustration of this fact comes to

us in the course of strikes. When times are

dull it is an easy matter for our employers

to hastily gather experienced men . When

President Mahon warned President Pepper,

of New York Division No. 332, that the com

pany were prepared to place experienced

men in the places of our members and they

would lose the strike if undertaken , Presi

dent Pepper showed a lack of ordinary bus

iness observation when he ignored the warn

ing, and expressed self-assurance that air

brake operatives could not be obtained .

From a knowledge of the fact that the Bro
therhood of Locomotive Engineers were

about to repudiate the action of the motor

men ,and that from violation of the agree

ment the sympathy of the public would be

divided in the interest of the company, Pres

ident Mahon knew that success to the strik

ers depended absolutely upon the inability

of the company to supply experienced men .

His close observation of the effect of the

times upon our craft put him in a position

to know that experienced air brake motor

men were plentiful in the market. The

event proved that our New York brothers

were not good students in the labor move

ment even pertaining to their own craft . In

contradistinction to this case we may well
mention that for the same reason Detroit

Division No. 26 refused even to open their

agreement to arbitration . Her prudence

cannot be questioned , and it showed that her

officers and members were well schooled in

the movement, and close observers of the

conditions controlling the labor market.

They also had the advice of our Interna

tional President. There are other illustra

tions in our experience, but these are

enough to show the importance of careful

study and observation of labor conditions

by our membership .

That we have had nearly 40 per cent less

strikes during the last two and one-hall

years than occurred during the two years

preceding may be attributed , perhaps , to

several influences, but prominent among

them is the increased respect for our Asso

ciation on the part of our employers. We

have gained such proportions, as an organi

zation , that they recognize the fact that we

are here to stay , and that the Association

is here to do business in a business way.

They recognize the integrity with which our

agreements are observed , and they respect

the force of our defense fund and the com

pact strength of our organization . As we

grow stronger strikes will become numer

ically less.
As the strike has receded , the principle

and practice of arbitration has extended .
During the past term many differences that

formerly led to strikes have been settled by
arbitration . Both parties seem to have real

ized that arbitration is much cheaper than

the strike, and the result is eminently more

satisfactory to both .

Among the arbitration cases, two are sig.

nalized by their importance. The San Fran

cisco arbitration was agreed upon in June

of 1903, and the arbitration took place in

New York in the following October. The

Association was represented on the commis .

sion by President Mahon , and the company
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by Mr. Calhoun ; the arbiter was the Hon . her constant guiding spirit. Had she
Oscar S . Straus. Volumes of pertinent evi. proved a failure, it would have been his
dence were filed, and Hon . E . J. Livernash failure. She has been a monumental suc
and Judge Moore, two of the most able law - cess . Can we well deny that the rule works
yers from the west, were employed upon the both ways ? This Association has an emi.
case by the respective parties. The arbitra nent right to feel proud of her pilot, and as
tion brought to the San Francisco employes men have identified thernselves in the build
an annual increase in wages of nearly $ 200, ing of nations, so has our standard bearer
000 in the aggregate . While the expense to identified himself in the building of this

the Association was some $ 4 ,000 , it cost giant industrial organization .
neither party a sum equal to the loss of one In other organizations associated with us
day' s strike . through the American Federation of Labor

The second case to which we refer is the we recognize important allies. We also rec
Albany and Troy , N . Y ., arbitration , reports ognize the cheerful assistance and earnest
of which are fresh in your mind. This arbi- work of the American Federation of Labor

tration cost neither party the expense of a and her army of organizers, in our behalf.
three-hour strike, and resulted in an aggre. As your Executive Board , we wish to ex
gate wage distribution of over $50.000 for press our appreciation for the cheerful sup
the year. This case was handled by our · port of our local officers and membership ,

International President in the interest of and congratulate the Association upon the
our Association . The high standing of the zeal and effectiveness of their efforts in pro
arbitrators in both of these cases shows the moting the purposes of trades unionism , andascendancy of labor through organization , their watchfulness of the interests of our

and promotes a confidence in the arbitration particular craft.
method of settling industrial disputes. To the wisdom of this convention is com

The hard times that have prevailed dur. mitted the shaping of our future .
ing the last two years have been a test to The character of the laws and changes of
labor organizations, and ours has signalized laws enacted by the delegates herein as
itself as having stood the test. She stands sembled will enter seriously into the com
today in the front rank . Not a little of our ing period of which the convention is the
strength , dignity and importance may be at.

epoch mark . Careful, dispassionate and un
tributed to the never-tiring energy and rip selfish must be our efforts. Here local inter
ened wisdom of our standard bearer, Presi.

ests must yield to the general interest. The
dent W . D . Mahon .

report of our chief organizer and director
Even in our older locals, where tenure to embodies studied recommendations. You

occupation is less subject to the caprice of have the advantage of that in shaping our

self -conceited petty company officials , a con future policies.
siderable voluntary element come and go . Let our work here be such that as tiine
Where our craft is unorganized the tran rolls on we may obesrve the course of our

sient element becomes involuntarily con grand Association with a full consciousness
spicuous. In this latter instance the tran

that the working out of the wisdom of the
sient character of our occupation is accepted ninth convention is clearly identified in her
by the workman as a matter of fact. It is continued progress and development.
sentiment kindled by this understanding

In conclusion we would urge that our inthat must be met in the work of organizing .

Thus the economic extension of our move
terests are common. The past has been one

of vigorous development. Increased wagement depends upon a knowledge of the
and improved conditions of employment to

character of this created sentiment upon

every unorganized system . Equally so , does
our menibership and unselfish contribution

the maintaining of organizations depend to the development of society in general is

upon a full knowledge of the character the language of our past history. By the
prudence of this convention let our laws and

of employment upon the various sys
policies be so shaped that our future history

tems where the locals have been estab

lished , and the elements that control those
may be written down in the same language.

conditions. Our craft , through the efforts Thanking you, and through you our gen

of this Association , has passed the defiles eral membership , for the generous and

of common labor, and the methods of prog cheerful assistance we have received in the

ress have been reduced to a science , and a course of our work as officers of this Asso

knowledge of conditions of employment, not ciation , we are, Fraternally yours ,

only of our craft , but generally . A compar D . L . DILWORTH , Chairman .

ison of the conditions of employment of our C . 0 . PRATT,

craft today with the conditions prevailing WM . JACOBS ,

thirteen years ago marks the influence of WM . B . FITZGERALD,

our Association . Our present standing RICHARD CORNELIUS,

marks the energy and care in the work of MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

our development. Our organization was not FRED FAY,
an accident, but she is a towering monu D . J . REN ,
ment to her builders. Synonymous with her

R . L , REEVES , Secretary ,
name and importance is that of our Interna

tional President. The tribulations of her General Executive Board .

early history were his tribulations. Her The report was referred to the Committee

successes were his successes. He has been on General Executive Board ' s Report.
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" To the Officers and Delegates of Ninth Con .

vention of the A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A . :
" Fellow Unionists - The Journeyman Bar

bers' Union of this city takes this opporu

nity of seeking the moral assistance and

co -operation of your delegates while in this

"We would request that your delegates de
mand the shop card of the Journeymen Bar
bers' Union whenever they have any w

done. By so doing you will be doing us a
world of good just at this time, and we as

sure you that your kindness will be remem
bered and appreciated .

“ We are the only organization of barbers

recognized by the A . F . of L . , and would like

to call your attention to not be misled by the
employers' shop card, which has been taken

for ours very often .

" Trusting that you will grant this favor.
and thanking you in advance, we also wish

to extend our sincere thanks for the moral

support which has already been given us by

the members of your association in this city .
“ With cordial good wishes for the success

of your convention and the cause of labor,

we remain , yours fraternally ,
“ H . ENGELHARDT, Pres.

" A . C . MENDELL , Sec' y ."
Moved by Del. Seyberlick , supported by

Del. Gauthier, that the communication be
received and concurred in by the delegates.
Carried .

Committee Appointments.

The Chair appointed as a Committee on
Constitution and Laws, Delegates Fred Fay,
Richard Cornelius, Charles Kontnier, J. J .
Thorpe , M . C . Buckley, W . F . Welch , J. H .
Pickles, T . M . Cooney, J. H . Larkin , T . W .
Cunningham and W . C . Downing.

The Chair appointed as a Committee on

the General Executive Board' s Report, Dele
gates M . J . Barrett, George A . Rose, T .
Sweeney , J . B . Fitzgerald , Ernest Water
man, E . H . Clarke, F . F . O 'Brien , D . S . Fitz
gerald , J. V . Thomas .

Del. Skerrett - "Mr. Chairman , I desire to
present to the Convention a resolution . It
embodies a matter for the immediate con .

sideration of the Convention .”

Consent was granted and Del. Skerrett
read a resolution to grant the privilege of
the Convention to Miss Eva Marshall Shonts
to address the delegates upon the saloon
question .
Moved by Del. Buckley, supported by Del.

Skerrett, that the lady be granted the floor

for forty-five minutes at Wednesday's ses-
sion .

Moved to amend by Del. Burnstedt, sup
ported by Del. Johnson, that the time be
made twenty minutes.

Del. Lela Scott suggested twenty minutes
at the noon hour on Wednesday. The sug
gestion was accepted in the motion to
amend, and the motion as amended carried .

Del. Lela Scott , of Div . No. 308 , was ap
pointed by the Chair as a committee to an
nounce the privilege granted to the speaker
and to receive her at the appointed hour
at Wednesday's session :

Sergeant-at-Arms Dissette suggested to the
Convention that a card system of reporting
attendance of delegates be adopted in place
of the roll call.
Moved by Del. D . S . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. Dissette, that a card system be pru

vided by which delegates may announce
their presence and that all cards presented
before 10 a . m . shall mark the delegate
present, no cards to be issued after 10 a . m .,
and that absentees be marked by the abb -

sence of report cards bearing their names.
Motion was adopted .
Moved by Del. Landrigan , supported by

Del. Buckley , that the Convention adjourn
to re -convene at 9 a . m . Wednesday, October
4 . - Carried .

In accordance with the above motion the

Convention adjourned at 12 :20 p. m .

THIRD DAY .

· Morning Session ,

Shoenhofen's Hall, October 4, 1905.
Convention was called to order at 9 : 30

o 'clock a , m ., President W . D . Mahon in the
chair.

Minutes of the sessions of October 2d and

3d were read and approved as read.

Communications as follows were read to
the Convention :

From Local No. 548 of the Barbers' Inter
national Union :

From the Toronto District Labor Council:
“ Toronto, Sept. 30th , 1905.

"Wm . D . Mahon , President Amalgamated As
sociation of Street Railway Employes,
Schoenhofen Hall, Chicago, Ill. :

" Dear Sir and Brother - I am instructed by

the Toronto District Labor Council to extend

to your body in convention assembled a most

hearty invitation to hold their next conven

tion in the city of Toronto , now being con

ceded as the great convention city of the

North American continent. It is needless for

our Council to point out that several of the

great international trade unions have lately

held their conventions in our city. Some of
the most important being the Structural and

Architectural Iron Workers, International

Typographical Union , International Steam

Enginers and Trades and Labor Congress of

Canada . For 1906 , the U . G . W . of A . and the

P . and S . F . Unions are already booked.

" Besides being a city with the extra fine

public buildings of a legislative, municipal,
educational and religious nature, we have

one of the finest labor temples owned exclu

sively by organized labor on the American
continent.

" The assembly hall in our Labor Temple
will accommodate a convention of 350 dele

gates. Then the gallery will seat 250 visitors.

You may depend upon every word of praise

uttered for our city and our Labor Temple

by the Toronto delegates attending the con

vention .

" I would again urge your convention to
remember Toronto as the popular convention
city.

“ Trusting that a curiosity to investigate
will lead the delegates to declare in favor of

the Queen City of Canada , and wishing all

success to your deliberations, I remain ,

" Fraternally ,

" D . W . KENNEDY, Secretary." .

Moved by Del. Burgo, supported by Del.

Halleen , that the communication be received

and placed on file . Carried .

Communication from the Detroit Board of
Commerce :commer

" September 22, 1905 .
" To the Amalgamated Street Railway Em
ployes' Association :

" Gentlemen The DetroitBoard of Com

merce and Convention Bureau unites with

the local members in extending to your or

ganization a hearty invitation to honor our
city by coming here with your important
convention in 1907. Detroit ' s location is a
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central one, with ample transportation facili
ties. Facilities for the comfort, convenience
and pleasure of visitors are complete. The

city ' s natural beauty has been increased by

attractive building, boulevards and parks. Å
cordial welcome is always given to visitors

Cordially yours ,

C . F . BIELMAN . President."

Moved by Del. Brennan , supported by Del.

Preece, that the communication be received

and filed . Carried .

Communication from Mayor George P .
Codd, of Detroit, Mich .:

" September 22, 1905 .
Amalgamated Association Street Railway

Employes:

On behalf of the city of Detroit, I extend to
you a cordial invitation to hold your next
Convention in this city .

On account of its location and natural

beauty , Detroit has in the past been selected

as a place of meeting by a greater number
of conventions than any other American city ,
and all conventions have been hospitably en

tertained. I am sure I can speak with empha
sis when I say that Detroit will welcome the

Amalgamated Street Railway Employes'

Association most heartily and will leave

nothing undone which will make their visit
to this city enjoyable .

Very truly yours ,

GEORGE P . CODD, Mayor."
Moved by Del. Preece, supported by Del.

Lee , that the communication be received and

placed on file. Carried .

The Chair _ " Organizer Herman Robinson

is in the room . He has been sent to this

Convention as a fraternal delegate to repre

sent President Gompers and to extend the

greetings of the A . F . of L . I would request
that Bro . Robinson be seated on the plat.

form ."
Organizer Robinson responded to the re

quest of the chair .

Resolutions were presented to the Conven
tion as follows:

Resolution No. 5 , by Del. J. D . Landrigan
“ To strike out entirely Section 109 of the

General Laws and substitute therefor the

following : 'Whenever a Division is called

upon to adjust the question of runs, it shall

be settled by a majority vote of the whole

membership of said. Division .' "
Referred to Committee on Laws..

Resolution No. 6 , by Del. Larkin — 'Re

solved, That Section 1 of the Constitution

be changed to read : “ This organization

shall be known as the Amalgamated Asso-
ciation of Street and Electric Railway Em
ployes of America and shall consist of Divi.
sion Associations composed of employes of

street and electric railways.' ”
Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 7 , by Del. Commons - " Be

it Resolved , That the Ninth Biennial Con -
vention of the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A .

place itself on record as being opposed to a
graded scale of wages ; that a copy of this
resolution be sent to the different locals ."

Referred to Committee on Laws.
Resolution No. 8 , by Del. J . T . McIntosh -

To amend Section 19. After the word “ quali

fied " insert " they shall furnish to each Local

Division for discussion a printed report coy-

ering their term of office thirty days previ

ous to International conventions."

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 9 , by Delegates Corliss,
Walsh , of Div . No. 253. Burke . P . F . Shee

han , Shepard , Reardon , Cunningham and G .

A . Rose - - " Whereas, The delegates to this

Convention representing the several Divi
sions in New England , believing the field

in that section is unlimited in so far as

organization is concerned ; and,

" Whereas, We believe it is now ripe for
organization among the street car men in

New England, particularly in the city of

Boston , Mass ., where over 7 ,000 men who

are eligible to membership in our organiza - .
tion are employed ; therefore , be it

" Resolved , That the International Presi

dent be instructed to send representatives
to that section for the purpose of forming

Divisions of the A . A . of S . and E . R . E , of

A . in that section , particularly in the city

of Boston ,

" Resolved, That the Secretary of the G .
E . B . communicate with the Secretary of the
Massachusetts Branch of the A . F . of L . re

questing co-operation and assistance in this

work of organization .”

Referred to the Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 10 , by Delegates W . D .

Haight, James Ashford , J . T . McIntosh and

J. D . Green - " In view of the fact of the

rapid growth of our Association , embracing

as it does, surface, elevated and subway em

ployes , it becomes necessary to change the

name of our Association , so as to embrace

all branches of our craft and simplify it at

the same time, therefore we would suggest
that the name be changed to read 'Amalga

mated Railway Employés.' '

There was submitted a design for a pin ,

badge or button to be adopted in the event

that the name of the Association should be

changed to conform to the resolutiou.

Resolution was referred to Committee on

Laws.

Resolution No. 11, by Del. Burgo — “ Re

solved , That in respect to the monthly bul

ton, it be left entirely to the local divisions,

for the reason that they are located in sev .

eral cities , and it is a desire that the button

be uniform with buttons worn by other

unions.”

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 12, by Del. Burgo-- " Re

solved , That all funds of this Association be

received by the International Treasurer, and

he account for the same to the International

President and General Executive Board , the

International Treasurer to give proper bonds

to be approved by the International Prest

dent and General Executive Board, the In

ternational Treasurer to give receipt for all
monies that come into his hands, counter

signed by the International President."

Referred to the Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 13, by Del. Burgo — " Re
solved , That Sertion 109 should be so
changed as to read . “Whenever the Associa

tion is called upon to adjust the question
of runs, they shall be settled according to
priority ; the preference of runs should al

ways belong to the oldest man in the ser
vice, except where there is a rule in force

whereby a man lost his place by said rules ;
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he shall remain where he stands on the
list at time of adjustment.' "

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 14 , by Del. McIntosh - " In

Section 24 , after the word 'Constitution ,' in

sert : 'When in his or the General Executive

Board 's opinion a local division is being

misled by their officers or otherwise, it shall

be his duty to proceed at once to the affected

division and use his influence, first with the

officers, and failing to influence said officers ,

he shall place his views before the local

members by calling a generalmeeting of the
same.' "

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 15 , by Del. Burgo - " Re
solved . That all funds of this Association

shall be deposited in some safe bank or

banks selected by the International Presi

dent and General Executive Board , and all

interest on such funds shall be for the Asso

ciation . "

Referred to the Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 16 , by Del. Burgo — “ Re

solved , That the headquarters of this Asso

ciation be located at Chicago , Ill., for the

next two years. "

The Chair ruled that as the place for

headquarters was elective, the resolution

was out of order .

Resolution No. 17, by Delegates Pickles

and Colgan — " That, whereas, the primary

object of the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A .

is that of promoting the material welfare

of its members by securing for them , from

time to time, an increase in wage; and,

“ Whereas, One of the chief obstacles con

fronting the Association in this respect is
the overbonding and overissuing of stock by

the respective companies, issuing stock of
no intrinsic value, but which must be paid
out of the earnings of labor, and which

rightfully belongs to labor ; therefore be it

" Resolved , That this Association severely

condemns this ingenious system of watering
stock and pledges itself to use every influ

ence with state and provincial legislatures,

when granting or renewing franchised , to

effectually stop this commercial evil which

is robbing labor of its rightful earnings ."

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 18, by Del. W . F . Welch

" That Section 37 of the Constitution be

changed to read : 'No new charters shall be

granted in cities where a Division in affilia .

tion with this organization already exists,

except with the consent of the local already

existing in such cities.' ”

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 19 , by Del. Stadler

" Whereas, Some of our local Divisions now
have a ten , eleven and twelve-hour workday,
therefore be it

" Resolved , That all local Divisions be in

structed to insist on a nine-hour workday
wherever possible , in making new agree-
ments ; and

" Resolved, That a copy of this resolutiou

be sent to all local Divisions."

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 20, by Del. Landrigan -

" Whereas, The Cluett, Peabody & Co ., of

Troy, N . Y ., manufacturers of the Arrow
brand and Crown collars, and the Monarch

shirt, in attempting to reduce the wage of

their employes and introducing other un

fair conditions of employment, forced their

employes to strike, the said firm is unfair

to, and open enemies of organized labor ;
therefore be it

“ Resolved , That this Convention con
demns the attitude of the Cluett-Peabody

Co ., and urges upon our membership the im

portance of giving to the striking Troy Col.

lar Workers, Starchers' Union No. 2 , of the

Shirtwaist and Laundry Workers' National
Union, undivided moral support by avoiding

the purchase of the Cluett-Peabody Co.'s
products .”

Referred to the Committee on Appeals and

Grievances.

Report of Committee on President' s Report.

Chairman P . F . Sheehan of the Commit

tee on President' s Report read in full the
report of the committee, as follows:

We, your Committee on President' s Re

port, desire to submit the following report :

We concur in the report of the President

to page 10 , to Sick and Death Benefits.

Sick and Death Benefits .

• We strongly concur in the report of the

President making it optional with the locals .

Strikes.

We absolutely concur in the statement and

recommendation of the President and further

recommend when a local does not observe

the Constitutional requirements in this re

gard the General Executive Board has the

right to revoke their charter .

Subway Strike.

We concur in the report of the President

and highly commend his action .
Divisions Visited .

Under this head the President gives us a

statement of facts .

Arbitration.

Under this head your committee report

that our President' s report has stated what

he believe to be the fundamental principles

of trade unions and we concur entirely in

his report.

Agreements.

We concur in the President's report and

recommendations and would further recom

mend that the perpetual agreement be Con

stitutionally prohibited .

Defense Fund.

We agree on the recommendation of the
President.

Motorman and Conductor.

We concur in the report and recommenda

tion of the President.

Chicago Weekly Pub.

We concur in the report and recommenda

tions of the President and recommend the

present editor be employed for the next

term .

Monthly Button .

We concur in the report and recommenda

tions of the President and recommend the

size be left with the Convention .
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Automobiles.

We concur in the report of the President.

Funds of the Association .

We concur in the recommendations of the

President and recommend the words " or

other safe securities” be stricken out.

Vestibule Laws.

We concur in the report of the President.

A . F . of L .

We concur in the report of the President.

Ritual.

We concur in the report of the President.

Death and Old Age Fund.

We concur in the report and recommenda

tions of the President.

Laws and Changes. ,

We recommend that it be referred to the
Committee on Constitution and Laws.

E . J. Livernash.

We concur in the recommendations of the

President.

P . F . SHEEHAN .

JAMES MCDONALD ,

GEORGE B . MCHALE,

E . E . HAYES,

BEN COMMONS,

H . SHIRLEY,

C . W . MILLS,

JOHN DOOLEY,

Committee .

Moved by Del. Burgo , supported by Del.

Frank H . Rose, that the report of the Com .

mittee on President's Report be laid on the

table and the same be taken up as referred

to in the future.
Del. Mills — " I don 't understand the intent

of the motion . The report should be acted

on as it is received ."

Motion to table was withdrawn .

Moved by Del, J . B . Fitzgerald, supported

by Del. Lais, that the report upon the Presi.

dent' s report be received and filed .

Del. McMorrow - " The report should be

taken up and acted upon in sections, that we

may have an opportunity to act upon any ob

jectionable features."

Moved by Del. Seyberlick , supported by

Del. Brennan , to amend, that the report upon

the President' s report be taken up and acted

upon by sections. Carried .

Chairman Sheehan proceeded to read the

report by sections.
Chairman Sheehan — " Your committee con

curs in the President' s report that whenever

locals are taking up agreements upon the

adjustment of wage and changing of condi

tions, they aim to secure the shorter work

day.”

Moved by Del. Gauthier, supported by Del.

Shirley , that the Convention concur in the

report. Carried .

Moved by Del. Skerrett, supported by Del.
Landrigan , that the Convention pass to

pages 10 to 13 of the President' s report.

Carried .

Chairman Sheehan — " Your committee con
curs in the recommendation that local divi-
sions extend and build up permanent funds
for the protection and care of sick and needy
members."

Moved by Cel. Preece, supported by Del.
Bowman , that the report of the committee
be concurred in . Carried .

Chairman Sheehan — " Your committee ap

proves the course of the action of the In

ternational President upon the New York

Interborough strike."

Moved by Del. Skerrett, supported by Del.

Reardon , that the report of the committee

upon the matter of the President' s report

from page 10 to 13 (on subway strike) be

accepted and approved .

Del. Mills — " The New York Subway strike

has been a subject of much comment. It is

now before the representative body of our

Association . Our action upon this report

must either approve or condemn the course

of our International President and Officers.

All information bearing upon this subject

and in the possession of any of our dele

gates should be given to the Convention ,

and then , as the subject is passed upon ,

it should be forever settled as the attitude

of this Association ."

Del. Commons spoke at length in support

of the motion .

Del. Burke— " The Division I represent is

the New Haven , Conn.; local, not many

miles from New York , and we were much

interested in the cause and result of that

strike. We are satisfied no other course

could have been honorably pursued by Pres.
Mahon . However, Organizer Robinson, who

is with us, can , if he desires, give full in
formation on the event.”

Pres. Mahon — " Organizer Rabinson is not

with us to discuss the Subway strike. How
ever, it is a matter for the convention to

pass upon , whether he is invited to speak
upon it .”

Del. Colgan — " It occurs to me that this

matter should be dealt with by the dele .

gates of this convention .”

Del.'s Shirley, Stadler, McMorrow , S . B .

Fitzgerald, Halleen , Burnstedt and Clark
spoke at length upon the motion .

Del. Barnett rose to a point of order, stat

ing that no charges had been made to the

convention against the course pursued by

the President in the Subway strike.

The Chair ruled the matter under discus

sion in order.

Del. Seyberlick spoke upon the subject
and moved the previous question .

The Chair ruled that a delegate can not

speak upon a motion and conclude by mov

ing the previous question .

Del McIntosh - " I visited New York

shortly after the Subway strike and talked

to severalmen who had lost their jobs from

the strike, and they made no complaint

against Pres . Mahon , but blamed the local

officers . I shall, later, offer a resolution

which , if adopted , will not permit local offi

cers to call a strike without first permitting

International officers to appear before the

membership."
orship . "

Del. Landrigan moved the previous ques .

tion - carried - and the motion to concur in .

the report of the committee was carried
without a dissenting vote .

Chairman Sheehan - " Your committee con
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curs in the President's report that we

strengthen our laws upon the subject of ar-
bitration , and maintain our old policy ,

" always ready to arbitrate."

Moved by Del. Skerritt, supported by Del.

Behner, that the recommendation on arbitra .

tion be concurred in . Carried .

Chairman Sheehan — " The committee con

cur in the President' s report, recommending
that in future contracts the arbitration pro

vision be inserted , that the policy of secur.
ing written agreements be continued and
that the perpetual agreement be abolished.”

Moved by Del. Burgo, supported by Del.

Gauthier, to concur in the report. — Carried .
Chairman Sheehan - " The committee con

cur in the recommendation of the President' s

report that the defense fund and its arrange
ments be continued, with the hope that dur-
ing the next term we may reach the $100 ,000

mark , and then to be discontinued .”

Moved by Del. J. B . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. Welch , to concur in the report of

the committee . Carried.

Chairman Sheehan — " Your committee con .

cur in the recommendation of the President
that the correspondent of the journal - the

Motorman and Conductor - be made an elec
tive officer of the Association , to be elected
with the other officers, and that there be
inserted in the ritual another clause pre
scribing and outlining the duties of the cor

respondent. This would place the respon
sibility upon a special officer in each Di
vision , and in that way bring each Division
directly in touch with the official journal,

and assist, on the one hand in extending its
circulation , and on the other hand in edu

cating our entire membership as to the

policy and benefits of our Association .”

Moved by Del. J. B . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. Lais , to concur in the report of the

committee. Carried.

Chairman Sheehan -- " Your committee con

curs in the report of the President recom

mending that the publication known as the
Chicago Union Leader be continued, and
that the G . E . B . be empowered to establish

such other weekly publications as they find

necessary, and that the field in which they
are established will financially support them ,

- - that the present editor of the Union

Leader be continued.

Moved by Del. Gauthier, supported by Del.

Johnson , that the report of the committee

be concurred in . Carried .

Chairman Sheehan — " The committee con -

cur in the recommendation of the President

that the convention adopt a uniform monthly

button , and instruct the officers to make

arrangements with some responsible button

company to furnish the same to such divi

sions as desire to use them .

Moved by Del. Kruger, supported by Del.

Eddie Sheehan, to non-concur in the report
of the committee.

Chairman D . L . Dilworth in the chair.

The motion brought forth vigorous dis -

cussion by Delegates Kavanaugh, Mills,

Preece , Larkin , McIntosh , Walker, Landri-

gan , Downing, Colgan , Skerrett, McHale,

McMorrow , Hillis, Barratt, Halleen , Shirley

and Burnstedt.
Del. Enwright moved the previous ques

tion - carried - and the motion to nonconcur

was adopted .

President Mahon in the chair .

Del. Lela Scott announced the presence

of Miss Eva Marshall Shonts, and intro

duced her to the convention .

Miss Shonts delivered an address upon the

saloon question . Her appeal for temperance

was stirring and vigorous, and it was inter
rupted at intervals by spirited applause.

She urged the assistance of the delegates

in the suppression of saloon vices.

Moved by Del. Burnstedt, supported by

Del. Skerrett, that an appropriate resolution

be prepared to express to Miss Shonts the

sense of the convention upon her address,

and that a rising vote and three cheers be

tendered the speaker. Carried .

The vote and cheers were unanimously

given , and the Chair appointed Dels . Burn .

stedt and Barrett to prepare and publish the

resolution .

The Chair handed down the following

committee appointments:

Ritual Committee - Dels . Reardon , Hope,
Robinson, Theaker, Aldridge, Flannigan ,

Struck , Rinehart and Ahlstedt,

On Automobiles - Dels . Ewing, Monks,

Marshall, Lockwood,' Wm . Walsh , Johnson ,

Behner , Branigan and John Williamson.

Moved by Del. George A . Rose, supported

by Del. Johnson , to adjourn . Carried .

Del. Downing made an announcement for

the afternoon program for the entertain

ment of delegates not engaged on committee

work for the afternoon , after which , at 12 : 40

o 'clock p . m . the convention adjourned to

Thursday morning, October 5th , at 9 o 'clock .

FOURTH DAY.

Morning Session.

Schoenhofen Hall, Oct. 5th , 1905 .
The convention was called to order at 9

a . m ., President W . D . Mahon in the chair.
The minutes of October 4 were read and
approved .
Moved by Del. Preece, supported by Del.

Gauthier, that the part of the record allud

ing to a newspaper clipping be stricken from

the minutes. Carried .

The following telegram was received and

filed :

" Toronto , Ont., Oct. 4 , 1905 .

" W . D . Mahon, President, and Convention of
Street Railway Employes.

" The corporation of the City of Toronto

cordially invites your Association to hold

their next convention in the City of Toronto ,

trusting this invitation may be accepted ."

" THOMAS URQUHART, Mayor."

The following communication was re

ceived , read and filed :
" City Hall, New Orleans, La.,

" Sept. 28 , 1905.

" To the Officers and Members of the A . A . of

S . & E . R . E . of A ., in Convention assem

bled , Chicago, Ill.
“Gentlemen : - New Orleans extends to
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your splendid organization an earnest, ur
gent, and most cordial invitation to come to

this city in 1907.

"New Orleans has won for herself a most

enviable reputation as the place ideal for

the holding of conventions. The accommo

dations and facilities afforded for the undis

turbed work of large, deliberative bodies
are unequalled, and the entertainment

accorded visitors has never failed to cause
them to carry away most pleasant memories

of their meeting our hospitable people. The

attractive details to urge your fixing upon
New Orleans as the place for holding your

convention in 1907 will be presented to you

in person by the able delegation New Or

leans has selected to represent her in your

Chicago convention . As the chief execu

tive of the great city of New Orleans I do

hereby bespeak for you a most warm and

hearty welcome from all our people.

" Most respectfully ,

"MARTIN BEHRMAN , Mayor."

Moved by Del. Barnett, supported by Del.

Burgo, that all communications read shall
be received and filed without motion . Car

ried .

sas, North Carolina , South Carolina,

Georgia , Alabama, Florida , Mississippi,

Louisiana, Kansas, one ( 1 ) member.

“ District No. four ( 4 ) — Ohio, Indiana , Ill

inois, Michigan , Minnesota , Wisconsin , Iowa,

Idaho , Wyoming, Arizona, Indian Territory ,

Nebraska, Nevada , Montana, North Dakota ,

South Dakota , Utah, Colorado, Oklahoma,
New Mexico , three ( 3 ) members.

" District No. five (5 ) — Texas, California ,

Oregon , Washington , British Columbia, one,

( 1 ) member.

“ District No. six (6 ) - Dominion of Can

ada one ( 1) member.”

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 23. By Del. Watkins

“ That the words 'ballot' and 'majority' in

Sec . 30 be stricken out, and the words

'Referendum vote ' and 'plurality ' be in
serted .

Sec. 31 be stricken out, and the following
inserted : " In case of a tie vote another

vote will have to be taken , and if more

than two are candidates for the same office,

all receiving less votes than the highest

(who are tied ) will be dropped .

" Sec . 32. Strike out ' either general or

local' and insert in the first sentence before

the word officers ' general'.

“ Sec. 33. Strike out ' R . S .' and insert

'G . S .'

" Sec. 35 . Stricken out.

Laws to Govern Local Divisions.

" Sec. 2 . Stricken out and the following
sul
gubmitted .

Del. Mills — "Mr. Chairman , what right

have we to strike from the minutes such

portion of the proceedings as was referred
to in the minutes of yesterday's proceedings

as a 'newspaper clipping ' ? "
The Chair — “ The convention makes the

minutes and has a right to strike out, or

expunge any part."

The Chair - " Unless objections are made,
permission will be granted delegates to pre

sent further resolutions at this time."

There being no objections, the following

resolutions were presented :

Resolution No. 21. By Del. Pickles

“ That owing to the transient nature of our

occupation a great number of men remain

in our divisions for a short period of time

before requesting their withdrawal card , and

before the true character of the person con

cerned can possibly be known; therefore,

be it

“ Resolved, That this Convention do so

amend the constitution as to either make

it impossible for any person to become a

member of this Association prior to 60 days'

employment on any street railway , or that

he be not granted a withdrawal card prior

to 90 days ' membership in any division , for

the purpose of protecting our divisions from
unprincipled men ."

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 22. By Del. Landrigan
" To amend Section 28 of the General

Laws, as follows : 'Insert after the word

(Convention ) on line two ( 2 ) the following

words ; (From the following districts ) :

" District No, one ( 11 - -Maine, New Hamp

shire , Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

Rhode Island, one ( 1 ) member.

“ District No. two ( 2 ) - New York , New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Deleware, Maryland,

Virginia , West Virginia, District of Colum

bia , Kentucky, Tennessee , two ( 2 ) members.

" District No. three ( 3 ) — Missouri, Arkan -

" The nomination of officers shall take

place one month before election and the

election to take place on the date of the last

meeting in June and December, and the in

stallation at the meeting following, except

in Divisions that elect their officers yearly

in this case the election shall take place the

last meeting in December .

" Sec. 3. Stricken out and the following

inserted :

“ The names of the candidates nominated

shall be posted in the barns and halls where

election shall take place as soon after the

nominations take place as possible The

president shall appoint two tellers and a

clerk who shall receive the votes. The tell

ers shall canvass the votes and the clerk

shall report the same to the president, by

whom it shall be reported to the Division .

It shall require a plurality to elect. If more

than two candidates are nominated and the
two receiving the highest votes are tied ,

the others shall be dropped and another vote

be taken , until one candidate receives the

necessary votes." .

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 24 . By Dels. Commons,

Gauthier, John Williamson , Stadler , Murphy,

Lais , Cooney, Carruth

" Whereas, the field of organization is

practically unlimited , and whereas the large

cities of St. Louis, St. Paul and Minneapolis

are without organizations affiliated with the

A . A . of S . and E . K . E . of A ., therefore be it

" Resolved by the A , A . of S . and E . R . E .
of A . in convention assembled , that the

President be instructed to send a special
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organizer to these cities for the purpose of tion shall be fined , suspended or expelled . "

organizing Divisions of the A . A . of S . and Referred to Committee on Laws.
E . R . E . of A .” Report of Pres. Report com . - Continued .
Referred to Committee on Laws.

• Resolution No. 25. By Del. Brennan
Chairman P . F . Sheehan , of Committee on

" That there be incorporated in future
President' s report, continued the report of

agreements a clause providing for one day
that committee.

Chairman Sheehan — " On automobiles,
off each week for employes, and that double

your committee concur in the recommenda
time be paid for Sunday work ."

tion of the President."
Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 26 . By communication
The report of the committee was referred

from the Japanese and Corean Exclusion
to the Committee on Automobiles.

League
Chairman Sheehan — " Your committee con

“ Resolved, That the terms of the Chinese curs in the recommendation of the President

Exclusive Act should be enlarged and ex in the matter of investing funds of the

tended so as to permanently exclude from Association with the exceptions of the words

the United States and its insular territory , for other safe securities'."

all classes of Japanese and Coreans other Moved by Del. Williamson , of New Or

than those exempted by the present terms
leans, supported by Del. Landrigan , that the

of that act; further,
report of the committee be concurred in .

"Resolves, That these resolutions be sub
Carried .

mitted through the proper avenues, to the Chairman Sheehan - " Your committee con

Congress of the United States, with a re curs in the recommendation of the President
quest for favorable consideration and action pertaining to vestibule laws."

of that body. " Moved by Del. Branigan , supported by

Referred to Committee on Appeals andpeals and Del. Gauthier, to concur in the report of the

Grievances. committee. Carried .

Resolution No. 27. By Dels . Haight and Chairman Sheehan -- " Your committee con

J . D . Green curs in the recommendation of the President

" That the Union Leader be made a weekly pertaining to amendments of the ritual."pert
official paper of this organization , to be de Moved by Del. Behner, supported by Del.
voted to the welfare of this organization and Lais, to concur in the report. Carried.

not to politics ; that it be for the variousthe various . Chairman Sheehan — " Your committee con

reports of the different locals and such mat curs in the recommendation of the President

ter that has a tendency to uplift and build upon the old age pension provisions, and

up union principles and union interests ."
the payment of death and disability claims."

Referred to Committee on Laws. Moved by Del. Gauthier, supported by Del.

Resolution No. 28. By Dels. Haight and Eby, that the report of the committee be

J. D . Green concurred in , and that the recommendation

“ That Sec. 66, referring to charges pre be referred to the Committee on Laws.

ferred against members shall read : “That Carried .

all charges are to be preferred to the Execu Moved by Del. Shirley, supported by Del.
tive Board in writing such board to inves . Reardon , that the report of the committee

tigate said charges, and if in their opinion as adopted wherein the laws of the Associa

well grounded they will bring same before tion will be modined, be referred to the Com
the local at its regular meeting. who will mittee on Laws. Carried .

then either appoint a trial board of 5 , or
Chairman Sheehan - " Your committee con

appoint the Executive Board to act in that curs in the recommendation of the President

capacity, etc., as provided for in Sec. 66 . in the matter of expressing the appreciation

This will prevent publicity in case of inno of this Association upon the services ren

cence ." dered by Hon . E . J. Livernash to this Asso

Referred to Committee on Laws. ciation , and we would recommend that the

The Chair announced that the agents of incoming G . E . B . prepare appropriate reso

railroad transportation would be present on lutions embodying the sense of this Conven

the following day - October 6 - to counter tion , in accordance with the provisions of

sign railway tickets for the delegates. the recommendation ."

Resolution No. 29. By Del. Pickles Moved by Del. Cornelius , supported by

" That the words 'ordering' and 'order' oc Del. McHale , to concur in the report. Car

curring in the last two lines of Sec. 92 , page ried .

25 , of our General Laws, be changed to read Moved by Del. Commons, supported by

'indorsing' and 'indorse' in order to destroy Del. Burgo, that we adjourn until 1 o 'clock

the criticism of Canadian railway officials , p . m .

who complain of the authority invested in Moved by Del. Mills, supported by Del.

our I. P . to order strikes.” Skerrett, to amend , to adjourn to the call of
Referred to Committee on Laws. the Chair.

Resolution No. 30 . By Del. Cornelius - The question of adjournment time was

" Sec . 70 . Amend to read, all business of discussed by Dels. Lockwood, Frank H . Rose

Local Divisions must be strictly private and McMorrow .
from persons outside of the Association , un Moved by Del. Landrigan , supported by

less publication be authorized by the Local Del. Burke, to amend , to adjourn until 11

Division , and members who are found guilty o 'clock a . m . The motion to amend until
of any act that is injurious to the best inter- 11 o 'clock was carried , and the Convention

ests of the Local or International Associa - adjourned from 10 : 20 to 11 o 'clock .
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Adjourned Morning Session . that, too , by ignoring good advice . I tried

At 11 a . m . the Chair called the Conven to advise then myself, but they thought

tion to order, and announced the presence they knew more of the labor movement than

anyone else , and they plunged headlong into
of President S . J . Stern , of the Garment

a hopeless struggle. Your International
Workers ' Union . He was granted the privi

President and those associated with him did
lege of the floor. Upon being introduced

President Sterns made an eloquent appeal in everything possible to avoid the strike, and

the interest of the Garment Workers' Union
· after it was precipitated did everything pos

sible to save the organization there.
Label and requested that the Convention

urge upon the membership the purchase of
“ I am sure the time will present itself

when New York will again become organUnion Labeled garments.
Moved by Del. Commons, supported by

ized."

Del. P . F . Sheehan, that we render the Gar
Organizer Robinson expressed his pleas

ment Workers' Union assistance in urging ure at being at the Convention, congratu

the purchase of garments bearing the Union lated the organization upon its successes ,

Label. Carried . and the delegates upon the work they were

The Chair - " Fraternal Del. Herman Rob accomplishing .

inson , representing the American Federa
President Mahon responded to Delegate

tion of Labor, informsme that on account of Robinson, assuring him of the pleasure of

business requiring his attention he cannot
the Convention at his presence, and ex

tended through him to President Gompers
remain with us longer than today .”
Moved by Del. Landrigan, supported by

and the A . F . of L , the thanks of the Con

Del. P . F . Sheehan , that Bro. Robinson , of
vention for their good will. He touched

the A . E . of L ., be requested to address the upon the early movement of our Association

setting forth some of the ideas that had
Convention at this time. Carried .

missed in calculation , and pictured the slow ,
Organizer Robinson , upon being intro

duced by the Chair , extended to the Conven
hard work that had been undergone, to

bring the Association to its present standing.
tion the greetings and well wishes of Presi

Moved by Del. Enright, supported by Del.
dent Gompers and the A . F . of L .

Bennett, that a rising vote of thanks be
Organizer Robinson's address was an in

extended to Organizer Robinson, and through
structive one and full of interest to the

him to the A . F . of L . Carried .
delegates. He said in part, “ I have had

Report of Committee on G . E . B . Report.
something to do directly with your Associa

The committee reported per Secretary D .
tion . Some years ago I was in Albany

S . Fitzgerald .
where your Association was making a fight

· Secretary Fitzgerald — “ Your committee
for organized labor, and I had an opportun

recommends, that the position of 'Editor of
ity to witness the character of the opposition

that some of your divisions have met with
the M . and C .' be made an elective position ;

the term of office to be 2 years, and that the
in the past. Two men were shot in that

present Convention shall elect the Editor of
contest.

the M . and C . for the next 2 years succeed
" I was present in this Convention during

ing this Convention .'
your discussion upon the Subway strike. I
have full knowledge of that affair.

Moved by Del. Frank H . Hose , supported
I

associated with President Mahon in planning
by Del. Barrett, to concur in the report.

to organize the New York men . I under Del. Behner - " It is an important position

took the task of organizing them , and after and should be left to the General Executive

Board. I favor leaving the matter as it is."
much hard work on the part of President

Mahon and myself, and at considerable ex Del. Shirley — “ It is a position to which

selection should be made outside of the Con
pense on part of your Association the
Metropolitan Elevated employes were or

vention . The editor of the Motorman and

Conductor should be in full accord with , and
ganized and they were put in shape so that

responsible to the International President.
their future bid fair that they would become

We cannot afford to elect an editor to be
one of the strongest and largest bodies of

independent of the administration ."
organized labor, of a single local, in the

country. Their course was directed success
Del. Clark — " The Convention is intelligent

fully by your International President until enough to elect an editor.”

they had gained much in wage and condi Del. Barrett - " The Convention is fully

tions. They had not reached the limit as qualified to elect an editor.

there was more for them to accomplish , had Del. Mills - " We had better let good

their course been directed as in the past. enough alone."

But the local officers evidently got the big Moved by Del. Reardon , supported by Del.

head, and purposed to take matters in their Gehrken , to refer the recommendation to

own hands. I do not wish to condemn men the Committee on Laws. Carried .

too severely for making mistakes. I live in Del. Bland made announcement of the

New York , and there, in conversation with evening entertainment of delegates.

a very nice young lady some years ago , in Moved by Del. Shirley , supported by Del.

speaking ofmatrimony, she told me she was Geo . A . Rose , to adjourn to 2 o 'clock p . m .

going to wait until she found a perfect man M oved by Del. Burgo , supported by Del.

before she should marry. I saw her a few Landrigan , to amend to make the hour 1

weeks ago and she was still on the waiting o 'clock p . m .

list. However, the local officers of the New Amendment lost, and the original motion

York Division made a great mistake, and carried .
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TIMOTHY SWEENEY, 304,
ERNEST WATERMAN , 379,

J . B . FITZGERALD , 98 ,

J. V . THOMAS, 186 ,

GEO . A . ROSE , 238,

T . F . O 'BRIEN , 308,

D . S . FITZGERALD , Sec 'y ., 281,

Committee on G . E . B . Report.

Moved by Del. Burgo, supported by Del.

Larkin , that the recommendation be con

curred in . Carried .

From the Retail Clerks' Protective Asso

ciation the following telegram was received ,

read and filed :
Denver, Colo ., Oct. 5 , 1905 .

W . D . Mahon , President St. and El. Ry. Em

ployes, Convention Hall, Chicago .
Retail Clerks' I. P . A . enters to your Asso

ciation congratulations upon your splendid

progress during the past year, and best

wishes for a successful convention .

MAX MORRIS .

Moved by Del. Hillis, supported by Del.
Frank H . Rose , that the report of the G . E .

B . be printed and copies be given to the

delegates. Carried.

At 12 : 10 o 'clock p . m . the Convention ad

journed to 2 p . m .

Afternoon Session .

The Convention re-convened at 2 p . m .,

with President W . D . Mahon in the chair.

The Chair announced that Rev . Malcom

McNeil desired to address the Convention .

Moved by Del. P . F . Sheehan , supported

by Del. Russell, that Rev. McNeil be granted

the floor for 10 minutes. Carried .

Rev. McNeil was introduced by the Chair

and urged the support of the delegates in

soliciting their various congressmen to sup
port the passage of a bill to aid in estab

lishing a home for aged and crippled
sailors, their widows and orphans.

Moved by Del. Russell, supported by Del.

Landrigan, to grant the request of the

speaker. Carried .

Com . on G . E . B . Report - Continued .
Secretary Fitzgerald - " Your committee

recommend, pertaining to the B . of R . T .

controversy , that the Committee on Laws

be required to bring in a proper law plainly

defining our position on the question of

jurisdiction '."

Moved by Del. W . B . Fitzgerald, supported

by Del. Geo . A . Rose, that the recommenda

tion be referred to the Committee on Laws.

Carried .

Secretary Fitzgerald - " Your committee

has voted to concur in the action of the G .

E . B . in connection with the New York Sub

way strike."

Moved by Del. Landrigan , supported by

Del. Shirley , to concur in the report. Car

ried .

Secretary Fitzgerald — “Upon the recom

mendation of the G . E . B ., pertaining to

amending Sec. 109 in the matter of seniority

of service in selecting runs. Your commit

tee has voted that we do not concur. This
point has been fully deliberated upon under

the International President's report and the

result of the deliberation has been accepted .

Moved by Del. Burgo, supported by Del.

Frank H . Rose, to concur in committee 's re

port. Carried.

Secretary Fitzgerald - " Your committee
has voted to concur in the recommendations
of the G . E . B . on the question of automo

biles and to refer the matter to the Special

Committee on Automobiles."

Moved by Del. Gehrken , supported by Del.

Burgo, to refer to Special Committee on

Automobiles. Carried .

Secretary Fitzgerald — " In presenting their

report your committee find , after a very

thorough examination of the report of the

G . E . B ., that they have performed their sev.

eral duties in an able and conscientious man

ner, as is evidenced by the comparatively

few recommendations which he have found

it necessary to make, and to commend them

for the prudence and wisdom exemplified,

and that we would further recommend that

the Convention tender to the outgoing G . E .

B a rising vote of thanks ."

Respectfully submitted ,

M . J. BARRETT, Chairman , 168 ,

E . H . CLARK , 355 ,

The following communication from the

Wheeling, W . Va., Board of Trade was re

ceived , read and filed :

“Wheeling , W : Va ., Sept. 30, 1905 .

" Amalgamated Association of Street Rail

way Employes, in Convention at Chicago,

Ill.

“Gentlemen : - Wheeling is a candidate for

the next Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway Employes and

the Wheeling Board of Trade, composed of

the solid and substantial business men of

the town, wishes to add its invitation to

that which will be extended by Mr. W . F .

Welch and other Wheeling delegates from

Local No. 103.

" As the metropolis of West Virginia, a

state of boundless resources and wonderful

future, Wheeling is one of the leading indus

trial centers of the country and a most
interesting place to visit. It is centrally

located , and its transportation facilities of 8

railroads, including the B . & O ., Pennsyl

vania and Wabash make it easily accessible

from every part of the country. Thousands

of your members are within easy distance of

Wheeling, which , with its suburbs, has a

trolley system of 80 miles. .

" Wheeling has mills and factories galore,

including great plants of the United States

Steel Corporation , and stands high in the

output of glass , pottery , and other wares , to

say nothing of the Wheeling stogie, of

which 100 ,000 ,000 are sold annually .

"We have excellent hotels whose rates

are always reasonable and do not rise when

a convention comes to town. We have many

halls, amply large enough to accommodate

the convention , and the commodious rooms

of the Wheeling Board of Trade will be at

your disposal free of charge for committee

meetings and other work .

" We know the convention would feel at
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home in this great industrial community and the United States and Canada, places to be

would receive a cordial welcome. designated by the G . E . B .

" Hoping you may give our invitation your Signed

earnest and favorabie consideration , I am , W . H . EWING ,
" Yours very truly , R . JOHNSON ,

“ R . B , NAYLOR , C . L . MONKS,

" Secretary.” J. W . WILLIAMSON ,

Of Div. No. 113,
Report of Committee on Appeals and Griev R . E . LOCKWOOD,

ances. JOHN T . BRANIGAN ,

The Committee on Appeals and Griev. A . L . BEHNER ,

ances, per Secretary Hillis , reported as fol W . J. WALSH ,

lows: Of Div . No. 253,

Secretary Hillis — " Upon Resolution No. 17 Committee."

your committee recommends that the same Moved by Del, Sheehan, supported by Del.

be concurred in by the Convention . “Re McHale , that the Convention adopt the re

solved that this Association severely con port of the committee as the action of the

demn the iniquitous system of watering Convention .

stock , and that the Association use its influ . This brought about vigorous discussion of

ence before provisional and state legisla the general question of automobiles.

tures to stop this commercial evil'. " Moved by Del. Branigan , supported by Del.

Moved by Del. Michelsen , supported by Behner, to take up the report by sections.
Del. P . F . Sheehan , to concur in the report Carried.

of the committee and adopt the resolution . Chairman Ewing - " The committee recom

Carrid . mends that the Association retain the three

Secretary Hillis — " Your committee recom automobiles now owned.”

mends that the Convention adopt Resolution Moved by Del. Shirley, supported by Del.

No. 20 . "Resolved that this Convention con- Landrigan , to concur in the recommenda

demn the attitude of the Cluett, Peabody & tion .

Co., manufacturers of the Arrow brand and Del. Larkin - " I am opposed to the motion ,

Crown collars and the Monarch shirt, and as I do not think it a wise time to invest in

urge upon our membership undivided moral automobiles. They will get cheaper and we

support by avoiding the purchase of the might better have our money in the Defense

Cluett , Peabody & Co.' s products'." Fund.”

Moved by Del. Burgo, supported by Del. Del Hillis - " I am opposed to the purchase

Colgan , to concur in the recommendation of of more automobiles."

the committee and adopt Resolution No. 20. Del. Buckley — " This Association stands

Carried . upon the principle of defense for its mem
Secretary Hillis – " Your committee con bership . There can be no question but that

curs in Resolution No. 9 , pertaining to the the matter of transportation when a Division

organization of New England." is on strike is an important, as well as costly
Moved by Del. Burgo, supported by Dele one. I believe in investing our money in

gates Scott of No. 285 , to concur in the re- anything that will look to the defense of our

port of the committee. Association and its membership . We have

A vigorous discussion took place upon the had strikes in the past and we will have

above resolution , indulged in by Delegates them in the future . The first question in
Clarke, Larkin , Reardon , P . F . Sheehan , such cases is , 'how shall we take care of the

Skerrett. The Chair explained the work people in the matter of transportation ?'

done in the east showing that the eastern The automobile comes nearest to solving the

situation had not been neglected . problem . I know a few automobiles would
Del. Skerrett moved the previous question, be of but little account to our big Divisions

and the motion to concur was carried . in Chicago, but there are places where they

Report of Special Committee on Auto
may be used effectually, and I consider a

defense lies in them . We should not only

mobiles. retain the three we now have, but we should

The Committee on Automobiles reported adopt the report of the committee as a

by Del. W . H . Ewing , chairman of the com whole ."

mittee . Del. P . F . Sheehan urged the purchase of

Chairman Ewing — “We, your Committee more automobiles.

on Automobiles, recommend as follows: Del. Reardon - “We cannot well do other

First - That this Association retain the wise than retain the machines we now have.

three automobiles already purchased. Upon the matter of further investment, we

Second - That the G . E . B . be empowered may deal with that when we reach it."

to invest $ 20 ,000 .00 , the same to be taken Del. McMorrow - " Automobiles will be

from the Defense Fund, in the purchase of cheaper as time passes and we have no right

automobiles; the same to be bought at any to tie up our defense fund in such property .

time and place that the occasion demands. We should sell the ones we have on hand ."

We further recommend that said auto- Del. Kavanaugh - " The entire report and

mobiles shall seat not less than twenty pas recommendations should be adopted . Auto

sengers . mobiles would be a material defense for our

Third - That the said automobiles be dis craft in second class and smaller cities and

tributed throughout the different sections of towns. They will prove no burden to the
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Association , and if care is taken in the se- supply itself with suitable means of trans
lection of the niachines when purchased , portation , if within the power of the Asso
they will prove of great value.” ciation to do so . The automobile is the best

Vice -President Thorpe in the chair . means.'

President Mahon -- " The automobile ques Del McIntosh offered an amendment to

tion is one that arises in every strike. It the report of the committee to strike out

came up in the Saginaw Valley strike and it all but the first clause. Supported by Del.

was the appeal of those men for automobiles Frank H . Rose. The amendments were

that was submitted to the G . E . B . The lost and the original motion to retain the
first appeal was voted down. Upon a second three automobiles already purchased was

proposition from those Divisions the Board adopted.

instructed me to buy the machines, and the Chairman Ewing continued with the other

three now being considered were purchased . recommendations in the report.

The Buffalo Convention had this matter up Moved by Del. Watkins, supported by Del.

and the G . E . B . was there instructed in re- Barnett, to adopt the complete report of the

gard to automobiles . However , on account committee . Carried .

of the crude condition of the machines at Moved by Del. P . F . Sheehan , supported by

that time the Board felt that it was unsafe Del. Morrison , that election of officers be
to make an investment. If the Convention made a special order of business to take

instructs the Board to purchase automobiles place at 3 p . m . October 6 .

from the Defense Fund a thorough system Delegates Frank H . Rose, Dissette and D .

of operation should be outlined whereby S . Fitzgerald opposed the motion . Motion

their operation shall be directly under the was lost.

advisement of the Board , and some indi. Committee on ritual report :

vidual responsible to the G . E . B . to have The committee recommended that in

charge of the same, whenever their use is initiations the preliminary instruction of the

necessary in any strike. The present ma- President shall read ~ " The Financial Secre

chines were purchased from the General tary will retire to the ante-room and ascer

Fund and not from the Defense Fund. It tain if there be any candidates in waiting
is up to the Convention to deal with this and if so make the preliminary examination

question and deal with it intelligently ." . and report their names, their occupation and

Del McIntosh - " I favor retaining the where and by whom employed. Please be

three machines now owned, but I might sug- prompt in your report."

gest that several teams and wagons could “ The F . S . retires, ascertains and reports."
have been purchased with the price of Also the committee recommends transpos

them ." ing of two clauses for rearrangement of the
President Mahon in the chair . ritual as indicated in the report.

Delegates Commons, George A . Rose , Cor- The committee recommends that in the

nelius, Sheehan , Brennan favored the report installation of officers changes be made in

of the committee in debate. the obligation as indicated in the report,

Del. Preece moved to amend , supported by also a prepared charge be inserted to apply

Del. Burgo, that the recommendation be re to the correspondent, that the correspondent

ferred to a referendum vote of the member- be installed with other officers.

ship . The report was signed , John H . Reardon ,

Secretary Reeves - " As a point of order John J . Hope , Patrick Robinson , John
upon the amendment to refer, I would call Theaker, R . R . Aldridge, Thomas Flanigan ,

attention to the fact that only a part of the Stephen Struck , W . S . Rinehart, Charles

report is at present before the Convention." Ahlstedt, committee .

The Chair ruled that the point of order Moved by Del. Barnett, supported by Del.

was not well taken . Welch , to adopt the changes as read with

Secretary Reeves - " From the eighth Con the exception of the President's address,
vention , among other resolutions referred to which shall be left as now in the ritual, also

the G . E . B . were those bearing upon the pur- to insert Financial Secretary in the “ duties

chase of automobiles. Had there been a of the Secretary."
lack of authority, otherwise , for the Board to Del. J . D . Green , of Div. No. 308 , called

make an investment in those already pur attention to the fact that the Association

chased, sufficient authority could have been embraced ladies in its membership, and sug

found in those resolutions. There is no ques- gested that the distinctive pronouns, “ he

tion as to authority . The three machines and she" be inserted .

are salable at a slight sacrifice . They are The report of the Committee was adopted .

guaranteed to the Association and their oper - Moved by Del. Watkins, supported by Del.

in Saginaw was successful. Should Rinehart, to appoint a committee to draft

the Convention go on record as withdrawing laws to govern the operation of automobiles

authority from the G . E . B . to purchase in strikes. Carried .

means of transportation in times of strike , Del. Behner suggested that the committee

an effective force of the Association will be be selected from the G . E . B .

fettered. Do not let it go out that this Del. Kavanaugh favored such selection .

Convention has legislated against the pur- Moved by Del. Lockwood , supported by

chase of automobiles." Del. Gauthier, that the committee be com

Del. Brennan - " I supported resolutions in posed of five members of the G . E . B .

the Pittsburg Convention for the purchase Del. Gehrken moved to amend, supported

of automobiles. I have not changed my by Del, Fitzgerald to refer to the Committee

mind, and yet believe the Association should on Laws.

atio
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Del. Mills opposed the amendment.

Delegates Watkins, Shirley, Burnstedt and

Barnett supported the originalmotion .

The motion to refer to a committee of five

of the G . E . B . was carried .

Moved by Del. Dissett, supported by Del.
Burgo , that a press committee be appointed .

Moved to amend by Del. Landrigan , sup

ported by Del. Shirley, that the I. P . act as
press committee.

Moved by Del. Michelsen , supported by

Del, Gauthier, that as a substitute for the
motion as amended, the Secretaries act as

press committee . Carried.

The Chair handed down the following

committee to draft laws upon the operation

of automobiles: - G . E . B . Members Dil

worth , Fitzgerald , Pratt, Fay and Reeves.

At 5 : 20 p . m . the Convention adjourned to

9 a . m . October 6th .

FIFTH DAY.

Morning Session.

Shoenhofen Hall, October 6 , 1905 .

Convention was called to order at 9 : 00

o 'clock a . m . with President W . D . Mahon

in the chair

The minutes of the sessions of October

5th were read.

Moved by Del. Preece, supported by Del.

Gauthier, to reconsider the vote striking out
the portion relative to the newspaper clip -

ping. Carried - and the minutes were ap

proved.

Sergeant-at-Arms Dissett announced that

the transportation agent was in the hall and

would like to have the railway certificates of

the delegates.

Moved by Del. J . B . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. Colgan , that the Chair appoint a

committee to take up the certificates. Car
ried and the Chair appointed Delegates

Enright and Barnett to collect the return

railway receipts.

The Committee on Audit and Finance Re

view reported as follows :

“ Chicago, Ill., Oct. 6, 1905.
" To the Delegates of the A . A . of S . & E . R .

E . of A , in the Ninth General Convention

assembled :

“We, the Committee on Inspection of

Books and Audits, after having thoroughly
examined the stubs, cash books, ledgers, etc.,
used in recording the financial transactions

of our International Association , hereby sub

mit the result of our findings as follows:

Cash on hand April 1, 1903 . . . . . . $ 14,834 33

Receipts April 1, 1903, to August
31, 1905 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180,323 10

organization on having a thoroughly efficient

office staff .

" Fraternally submitted ,

P . J . SKERRETT,
Chairman,

LEONCE GAUTHIER,

Secretary,
H . T . B . GREY,

Committee.
Moved by Del. Commons, supported by

Del. Landrigan , that the report be approved.

Del. Lockwood asked the numerical

strength of the Association . The Chair re.

plied that there were between forty thou
sand and fifty thousand members represent

ed by the various Locals .

The Chair then gave an explanation of the

system of keeping the books and accounts

in the General Office.

The motion to approve was carried .

Report of Committee on Laws to Govern

Operation of Automobiles was presented by
Chairman Dilworth as follows :

Chicago, Ills ., Oct . 6th , 1905.

We, your special committee, selected from
your General Executive Board, to draft laws

to govern the operation of automobiles, beg

leave to submit the following :

1st. The automobiles shall be under the

direction and control of the General Execu

tive Board at all times, and the person

designated by them to look after their oper

ation shall have absolute direction of their
use , without interference on the part of any

local division or any member thereof, but

should any dissatisfaction arise concerning

the operation of the automobiles the com

plaint shall be submitted to the General Ex

ecutive Board , who shall determine the mat

ter. The person in charge shall keep an

accurate account of all receipts and expendi

tures and make an itemized weekly state

ment of the same, and a special account

shall be kept at the General Office and sub

mitted to the General Executive Board at

their regular audit.

2d. In order for any local division to se

cure the use of the automobiles, they must
be in good standing and fully comply with

the Constitution and Laws governing this

Association,

3d . The General Executive Board is em

powered to adopt such rules and regulations

to govern the operation and use of the auto

mobiles as in their judgment may be found

necessary to meet the different conditions

that may arise from time to time.

4th . All profits that may accrue from the

operation of the automobiles shall be placed
to the credit of the defense fund.

Signed ,

D . L . DILWORTH .

C . 0 . PRATT,

FRED FAY,

WM . B . FITZGERALD ,

R . L . REEVES.

Moved by Delegate Enright, supported by

Delegate McMorrow , that the first rule be

amended to read . " itemized daily state

ments," instead of, " itemized weekly state

ments," and that the report of the Commit

tee so amended be adopted . Carried .

Total . . . . . . .: ::. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 195 ,157 43

Expenditures during term . . . . . 160 ,489 62

Leaving a balance on haad

August 31, 1905 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 34,667 81

"We find the books and accounts and sys-

tem adopted in our International Office in a

perfect condition and would compliment our
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The Resolutions Committee per Chairman

Williamson continued their report as fol-

lows:

“ Upon Resolution No. 7 , to the effect that

the Convention place itself on record as

opposing the graded scale of wage, etc. The

Committee report to concur.”
Moved by Delegate Branigan , supported by

Delegate Ed. Hayes, that the report of the
Committee be adopted .

The motion was supported in debate by
Delegates. Shirley , Clarke, Michelsen , Mills ,

Landrigan and Thomas.

The motion was carried adopting the reso
lution .

Chairman Williamson : “ The Committee

report non -concurs in Resolution No. 24 ,"
Moved by Delegate Shirley , supported by

Delegate Behner, that the report of the

Committee be concurred in .
The motion was supported by Delegates

Shirley, Kavanaugh , Reardon, and opposed

by Delegate Burgo .

The Chair explained that the resolution

was unnecessary, as earnest efforts were
constantly being made to organize where

fields were favorable.

The motion carried adopting the report

of the committee.

Delegate Haight called to the attention
of the Convention that several business men

and concerns had contributed liberally to

the entertainment of the delegates, a fact
that it would be appropriate for the Conven

tion to recognize.

Moved by Delegate Haight, supported by
Delegate Skerrett, that a committee be ap.
pointed to draft suitable resolutions ex

pressing the sense of the Convention to
wards those friends who have interested

themselves in assisting in the entertain
ment of the delegates. Carried.

Upon the above motion, the Chair ap

pointed as a committee on resolutions, Dele .

gates Haight, Alex . S . Scott, Lela Scott,

Waterman and Enright.

Sergeant-at-Arms Dissett announced that

the Committee on Constitution and Laws

would be prepared to report at 2 o 'clock

p . m .

Moved by Delegate Landrigan , supported

by Delegate Branigan , to adjourn until 2

p . m .

Moved by Delegate Walker, supported by

Delegate P . F . Sheehan , to amend to ad

journ until 1 o 'clock p . m .

The amendment was lost and the original

motion carried .

At 11: 30 a . m . the Convention adjourned

to 2 p . m .

AFTERNOON SESSION .

The Convention reconvened in afternoon

session at 2 p . m ., President W . D . Mahon

in the chair .

The Committee on Constitution and Laws
reported by sections by Committee 's Secre

tary Downing.

Secretary Downing: " Your Committee

would recommend that Section No. 109 be

made to read :

" Each member of this Association shall be
entitled to and hold his run in accordance

with his age in the service of the company

with which he may be employed , and when

ever the International Association is called

upon to adjust the question of runs, they
shall be settled in accordance to priority .

The preference of runs shall always belong

to the oldest man in continuous service ."

Moved by Delegate Clarke, supported by

Delegate Rinehart, that the report of the

committee be concurred in . : '
Moved to amend by Delegate Mills , sup

ported by Delegate Skerret, to add the
words, " In traction systems where the pen

alty for missing has been permanent loss
of run or position on the promotion list,
priority of service shall date from last miss."
Moved by Delegate Landrigan, supported

by Delegate Johnson, that Resolution No. 5
be substituted for the Committee's report.

Delegate Branigan offered as a substitute
for the whole , “ that all conductors and
motormen shall have their respective places

on the respective lines on the board in ac
cordance with the time they were hired , and

that the board be marked up at the time the
first day run gets off , it being understood

that this is to have effect on all men to be
hired in the future .” Supported by Delegate

Gehrken .

Delegate P . F . Sheehan “moved for the
previous question .

Upon the vote the Chair declared the pre
vious question carried .

Delegate Skerrett called for a standing

vote , which resulted 56 for, 46 against.

The previous question was carried .

The substitute motions were lost and the
report of the committee as amended by the

Mills amendment was adopted .

Secretary Downing: " Your Committee

recommends that Sections 30 and 31 of the

Constitution be stricken out and that the

Australian ballot system be used in the elec

tion of officers in local divisions, and that

to be elected , a candidate for office in the

Association must receive a majority of all

votes cast. That the section may read :

" The election of all local officers shall be

by the Australian ballot system with such

modifications as local conditions demand,

and it shall require a majority of all votes

cast to constitute an election ."

Moved by Delegate Murphy, supported by

Delegate Alex, Scott , to concur in the com
mittee' s report.

Moved to amend by Delegate Frank H .
Rose, supported by Delegate Enright, to

amend , by striking out the word “ majority "

and inserting therefor the word " plurality."
Delegates Frank H . Rose, Colgan, Haight,

Burgo favored the amendment in debate.

Delegate Gehrken described the election

methods of Division No. 26, Detroit , and

favored the majority rule.

Delegate Skerrett moved to amend, to let
the recommendation of the committee read ,

" that the mode of election shall be left to
local divisions." Supported by Delegate Col

gan .

Delegates Fay, Larkin , Shirley , Halleen

and Michelsen favored the majority vote.
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Delegates Lee and McIntosh favored the

plurality vote.

Upon being placed before the Convention ,

the Skerrett amendment was lost by a stand

ing vote of 58 for, 64 against.

The Rose amendment was lost, and the

original motion to adopt the report of the

committee was carried .

Secretary Downing : “ The Committee rec

ommends that in Section 92 the words " or

der" and "ordering " be stricken out and the

" words " endorse" and " endorsing" be sub

stituted therefor.

The recommendation of the committee was
adopted without motion .

Secretary Downing : “ The Committee rec

ommends under the head of School of In

struction that this Convention instruct the

Divisions to set aside at least one meeting

night a month for this purpose. They can

arrange to have lectures given by experts,

papers - read on the various departments of

street and electrical railways, and then fol-

low these lectures and papers with a gen

eral discussion of the membership upon the

propositions outlined as to the best methods

of operating and conducting their cars and
such other questions as are necessary to the

success of the occupation .”

Moved by Del. Reardon , supported by Del.

Eby, to accept the report of the Committee.

Carried .

Secretary Downing : " The Committee

recommends that Section 29 be made to read

as follows: " Section 29. In case of a va

cancy on the G . E . B ., the Second Vice-Pres

ident shall become a member of the G . E .

B The members of the G . E . B . shall be

paid $ 6 per day while in actual service of

the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A ., which

shall be for wages and hotel expenses. In

addition to this they shall be allowed their

traveling expenses, for which itemized bills

shall be rendered."

The recommendation was concurred in .

Secretary Downing : " Your Committee

would recommend that there be added to

Section 41 the following : " That moneys

from disbanded Divisions shall be held in

trust for a period of one ( 1 ) year, and at

the end of that time, if the Division has not

been re-organized , the money shall be trans

ferred to either the Death or Defense Fund

of the Association as the Executive Board

may decide.' '

The recommendation was adopted .

Secretary Downing : " Your Committee
would recommend that Section 56 be

changed to read : 'Section 56 . A candidate
to be admitted to membership in any Local

Division of the Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electrical Railway Employes of
America , must be of good moral character,

and a competent workman in his line of
work , and shall be working at the occu

pation in some capacity in which he is elig

ible to membership at the time he has ap
plied and is initiated into the Association . ”
The section was adopted as read. .

Secretary Downing: “ Your Committee

would recommend that Section No. 83 be

changed to read : 'Section 83. No death

claim will be allowed or paid to a member

who has taken his own life or whose death

has been due to intemperance or caused by

accident in following any other line of occu

pation except that of a street and electrical

railway worker, or while on duty as a volun

teer militia man or by exposing himself to

risks to which men in the occupation are

not usually liable. Neither he nor any per

son for him shall have any claim to the

funds of this Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America.' ”

Moved by Del. Mills, supported by Del.

Clarke, to strike out the words “ death by
suicide." Motion lost.

Moved by Del. Walker, supported by Del.

Burgo, to add the words "and policeman "

after the words "militia man " and adopt

the report of the committee so amended.

Motion carried .

Secretary Downing : " Your Committee

would recommend that Section 104 be
amended to read as follows: ‘Section 104 .
Members desiring to submit their withdraw

al cards and becomemembers of any Local
Division of this Association shall do so by
submitting the withdrawal card as an appli

cation Members holding withdrawal cards
and depositing them within six (6 ) months
after the date of the issuance of the same

with any Local Division , shall, upon the ac
reptance of the same by the Local Division ,
be placed in good standing so far as their

death , disability and other benefits are con
cerned . On submitting a withdrawal card
of this kind to the Local Division the de
positor shall pay One Dollar ( $ 1 .00 ) as a re
instatement fee and his dues for the month

in which he deposits his card , and the Fi.
nancial Secretary in forwarding his name to

the general office shall forward a sufficient
amount of money to pay the member' s per
capita and assessments for the time which
his card was withdrawn, thus placing the
member in good standing up to date. Mem
bers holding withdrawal cards that have

been issued over six (6 ) months and desir

ing to become a member of a Local Division
again , shall deposit their card as an appli
cation and pay the full amount of the initia
tion charged by the Local Division , and in

so far as death and disability benefits they
will commence as new members. The Secre
tary in reporting them to the International
office will merely report the name and the

Division from which the withdrawn member

had come, so that the change of the enroll
ment in the International office can be proper

ly made. The Secretary of the Local to which

the withdrawal card is submitted on receipt
of the same, shall communicate with the

Secretary of the Local Division from which

the card was issued , notifying the Secre
tary of the fact that the holder of the card

desires to become a member of his Division ,

and secure from the Secretary of the Divi

sion from which the member has withdrawn

his reputation . If after twenty (20 ) days
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no answer be received , the Division shall portion sufficient to allow it, money to this

then pass upon the application .' " . fund, and when this fund has reached ten
Moved by Del. Clarke, supported by Del. thousand dollars the Old Age Pension Fund

Burnstedt, to adopt the section as reau . shall become operative as follows:

Carried. " Section - Any member of this Associa
Secretary Downing : " Your Committee tion who has been a member for seven and

would recommend that Section 105 be adopt up to ten consecutive years, remaining con
ed to read as follows: 'Section 105. Where tinuously in good standing, and has reached
a member holding a withdrawal card enters the age of sixty - five or over, and whom be
the service of any street or electrical rail cause of his age is prevented from following

way company where there is a Local Divi. the occupation of a street and electric rail
sion of this Association , he shall deposit his way employe , and is unable to fulfill any

withdrawal card with the said Local Divi other position at which he will receive a liv .
sion within thirty (30 ) days after having ing wage, he shall receive the sum of one
entered the service. A failure to comply dollar ( $ 1 .00 ) per week , payable monthly,
with this provision will cause the card to from the funds provided for that purpose.

be annulled.' ' " Sec. - Any member who has been a
The section was adopted as read . continuous member from ten and up to fif

Secretary Downing: “ Your Committee teen years, and has reached the same condi

would recommend that Section 106 be . tions as provided for in the last section, he

amended to read as follows: 'Section 106 . shall receive from this fund one dollar and

Where members desire to transfer from one fifty cents ( $ 1 .50 ) per week.

Division to another, they shall secure a " Sec. - Any member who has been tit .

withdrawal card from the Division that they teen and up to twenty years a member of

are a member in , and deposit the same with this Association , and has reached the same

the Division that they desire to be trans conditions as above provided for, he shall

ferred to , and when a withdrawal card is receive two dollars ( $ 2 .00 ) a week .

issued as a transfer card no additional " Sec. — Any member who has been
charges shall be made to the member de twenty -five years and over a continuous
positing the same. The Secretary shall no member of this Association , and has reached
tify the International office of the fact that the age and conditions as above prescribed ,
the card has been issued as a transfer.' ” shall receive the sum of three dollars

The recommendation of the Committee ( $ 3 .00 ) per week .
was adopted . “ Their claims to be established first as 10

Secretary Downing : " Your Committee their membership in the organization by
would recommend that Section 113 be their records in the International office ;
amended to read as follows: 'Section 113. their age to be established satisfactory to

It shall be the duty of regularly appointed the International Executive Board ; provi

organizers to follow out such instructions sions also to be made that where men be

as the Constitution and International Presi cause of a failure in their mind or inability

dent have given them in the establishing of to take care of the money paid them , there

new Divisions and carrying forth the work shall be selected either by the Local or In

of organization . They shall receive as a ternational organization , guardians to care

remuneration for their labors six ( 6 ) dol for and see that the money is used to sup

lars a day to cover their wages and hotel port and care for them , with such other

expenses. In addition to this they shall be regulations as the Convention may deem

allowed their regular railway fare and trav. advisable to protect a fund of this kind

eling incidentals that are necessary to the with ."

performance of their work . They shall be Del. Mills eloquently supported the recom
required to work six ( 6 ) days in the week , mendation of the Committee .
and to make their reports weekly upon the Moved by Del. McMorrow , supported by
blanks provided for by this Association .' ” Del. Skerrett, to strike out that part " pro

The section was adopted as read . viding for the selection of a guardian " and

Secretary Downing: “ The Committee substitute therefor " the General Executive

recommends that the San Francisco hospital Committee." The amendment was carried

plan be investigated by the incoming Gen and the report of the Committee as amended

eral Executive Board and the result of the was adopted .

investigation be submitted to the Local Di The Committee recommended that Section
vision . " 89 be made to read as follows: " Section 89.

ed by Del. Dissette , supported by Del. All death and disability claimsmust be sub

Behner, that the report of the committee be mitted through the Financial Secretary of

adopted. Carried . the Local Division of which the applicant is

Secretary Downing : " Your Committee a member on the regular application blanks
would recommend upon the Death and old provided for by the Association , with the ex

Age Pension Fund as reported by the Inter ception of cases where the membership is

national President that the Convention in - held in the general office . In that case the

crease the per capita tax to fifteen cents per application blank will be filled out by the

month , and that at least five cents per mem claimant. There shall also accompany the

ber a month be set aside to meet the death application blanks for death and disability

and disability claims as now outlined. Then claims the doctor' s certificate with the last
the International Executive Board be em month ' s working card of the applicant.

powered from time to time to transfer from Should the International office desire further

other funds, when they have reached a pro- information, the same shall be forwarded

NA
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by the Secretary of the Division or others Recommendation of the Committee was
seeking the claim . A member to be en - concurred in .

titled to death or disability claim must be Secretary Downing : “ Your Committee

in good standing and have all dues and as recommends that the Convention concur in

sessments paid up to and including the the report of the International President in

month in which such death or disability oc acknowledgment of the assistance received

curred , provided it was after the 10th day from the A . F . of L . by this Association , and

of the month , in that case he must have that Local Divisions be urged to affiliate

the working card for the previous month . with central bodies of the A . F . of L , and

If the International President approves of have their delegates attend their meetings.”

the claim he shall at once forward to the Recommendation of the Committee was

Financial Secretary of the Local filing the concurred in .
claim , a bank check or draft, to the amount Secretary Downing : " Your Committee

of the benefits due the applicant. The Fi- would recommend that the amended Consti

nancial Secretary of the LocalDivision shall tution and Laws go into effect January 1st,

then pay to the person entitled to receive 1906 , and that the officers who compile the

the same and return a receipt signed by the Constitution for publication be instructed to

receiver attested with the seal of his local make all sections not amended to conform

Division , and his own signature , to the In - with the laws and amendments adopted by

ternational President." this Convention .”

The section was adopted as read. Moved by Del. Behner, supported by Del.

Halleen , that the recommendation of the
Secretary Downing : “ Your Committee

Committee be concurred in . Carried.
would recommend that Section 84 be

Del. Downing : “ This completes the re
changed to read as follows: ‘Section 84. port of your Committee.”
Any member legally in benefits in this Asso

Del. Landrigan : " I would ask what action
ciation in accordance with the Constitution has been taken upon Resolution No. 22, per
and Laws of the same, suffering the loss of

taining to dividing the jurisdiction of offi
a hand at or above the wrist joint or the cers into districts."
loss. of a foot at or above the ankle joint Secretary Downing: " All resolutions not
or the loss of the sight of both eyes, while

reported were non -concurred in by the Com
in the service as an employe of some street mittee."

and electric railway company, shall re The Chair : “ The Committee should re
ceive the full amount of his disability claim

port the resolutions they have acted upon ,
that he whould be entitled to in accordance no matter what action the Committee has
with his membership in this Association ,

taken ."
upon the submission of the proper proof of Secretary Downing : " The Committee non
the same to the International President. concurred in Resolution No. 22."
Other claims for total disability shall be re

Moved by Del. Behner, supported by Del.
ferred to the International Executive Board Halleen , to concur in the report of the Com
at their regular meetings through the Inter mittee. Carried.
national President, who shall gather up in Secretary Downing : " Your Committee
formation in connection with the claim for non -concurs in Resolution No. 1 ."
the Board ' s consideration. The Board at

Moved by Del. P . F . Sheehan, supported
their regular meeting shall take up, consider

by Del. Shirley, to approve Committee' s re
and decide such claims. They shall decide

port. Carried .
as to whether or not the disability is of such Secretary Downing: " Your Committee
a nature as to totally incapacitate the claim .

non-concurs in Resolution No. 3 , pertaining
ant from the performance of duty from any to the mode of electing delegates to the In .
department of street and electric railway

ternational Convention ."
work , and if the claim is approved of by Moved by Del. Shirley , supported by Del.
the Board the claimant shall receive the Commons, to concur in the report. Carried .
full amount in accordance with his age in Secretary Downing: “ Your Committee
this Association , and this will relieve this non -concurs in Resolution No. 4 , upon the
Association from any further obligations to election of a Finance Committee."
said member. If the Board shall disallow Moved by Del. Shirley , supported by Del.
the claim the claimant still has an appeal P . F . Sheehan, to approve Committee's re

to the regular Convention of the Associa port.
tion ." Del. Dissette urged the adoption of the

Recommendation of the Committee was resolution.

concurred in . Del. Fay supported the recommendation of

Secretary Downing: “ Your Committee the Committee .

would recommend that the following section Del. Gehrken moved the previous question .

be added to the Constitution : 'Section Carried , and the motion to adopt the report

A member petitioning for a disability claim of the Committee was carried .

or any other claim to the organization, shall
Moved by Del. Halleen , supported by Del.

not be exempted from the dues and assess Eby, to adjourn .

Del. Bland announced that a banquet
ments of the Association . He shall keep

would be tendered the delegates in the evell
himself in good standing without intermis ing at Schoenhofen Hall.
sion with the Association . Otherwise the Del. D . S . Fitzgerald opposed the motion
beneficiary claim of the said brother will to adjourn , urging that it meant a Saturday

become null and void .' ” session for the Convention .
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Del. Halleen urged that the Convention

should avoid haste in its business and that

it was now adjournment time.

The motion to adjourn prevailed , and the

Convention adjourned at 6 o 'clock p . m ., to

meet at 9 o 'clock Saturday, October 7th .

SIXTH DAY.

Morning Session .

Shoenhofen Hall, October 7, 1905.

The Convention was called to order with

President W . D . Mahon in the chair.
The minutes of the sessions of October

6th were read and the following correction

made : Del. McMorrow asked the insertion

of "General Executive Board " where the

word " guardian ” is stricken out in the pro-

visions of the old Age Pension Fund. The

correction was made and the minutes ás

corrected were approved .

Report of the Committee on Resolutions

to express the sense of the Convention to

wards those contributing to the entertain -

ment was presented by Chairman Haight of

the Committee, as follows:

" Whereas, A number of courtesies have

been extended the delegates to this Conven

tions, and their friends, by certain Chicago
concerns;

"Resolved, That the officers and delegates
to the Ninth Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America in convention asser -

bled , in appreciation of the courtesies ex-

tended , hereby tender thanks to the follow -

ing : The Aurora Trades and Labor Coun -

cil, the Union Traction Co., Chicago City

Railway , Chicago General, the Calumet Rail

way, the Metropolitan Railway. Chicago &

Oak Park and Northwestern Elevated Rail

ways, the Chicago Subway Co., New Orleans

Band, Mr. W . H . Rath , Mr. Chas. Richter,

Mr. J. J. Geraghty ; also the Committee on

Arrangements and Entertainments – Mr.

Wm . Taber, Mr. L . D . Bland, Mr. W . C .

Downing and Mr. P . J . Skerrett .

(Signed ) " W . D . HAIGHT,

" ALEX. S . SCOTT,

"MRS. LELA SCOTT,

"ERNEST WATERMAN ,

" D . ENRIGHT,

" Committee.”
Moved by Del. P . F . Sheehan , supported

by Del. Landrigan , that the resolutions be

adopted.

Moved by Del. D . S . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. Rinehart, to amend that the Press

Committee be instructed to give the same

to the press for publication .

Moved by Del. Preece , supported by Del.

Barnett, to amend the amended motion by

instructing the Press Committee to send

copies of the resolutions to the various per
sons mentioned . The amendment to the

amendment was opposed by Del. Michelson

and lost.

The motion as amended by the Fitzgerald
amendment was adopted.

Secretary Downing of the Committee on

Constitution and Laws continued the report
of that Committee. .

Secretary Downing: “ The Committee re

ports to non -concur in Resolution No. 12."

Moved by Del. J. B . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del.Murphy, to accept the report of the

Committee and concur in the same.

Del. J. B . Fitzgerald spoke against the

resolution , stating that the substance of the

same was already provided for by the Con

stitution , and that the resolution was use

less .

Del. Burgo favored the resolution ,

The motion to accept and approve the
Committee ' s report carried .

Secretary Downing : " Your Committee

non -concurs in Resolution No. 15, pertaining

to depositing funds in banks."

Moved by Del. Michelsen , supported by

Del. Shirley, to adopt the report of the Com

mittee. Carried .
Secretary Downing : “ Your Committee

non -concurs in Resolution No . 8 , pertaining

to reporting to Local Divisions by Inter

national Officers thirty days prior to Conven

tion ."

Moved by Del. J. B . Fitzgerald, supported

by Del. Reardon , to approve the Committee's

report. Carried .
Secretary Downing: “ Your Committee

non -concurs in Resolution No. 19, pertaining

to instructing Divisions to insist on a nine

hour workday.”
Moved by Del. J. B . Fitzgerald , supported

by Del. D . S . Fitzgerald , to adopt the report

of the Committee. Carried .

Secretary Downing: “ Your Committee
reports to non -concur in Resolution No. 6 ,

providing for a change in the name of the

Association .”

Moved by Del. Michelsen , supported by

Del, P . F. Sheehan , to adopt the report of

the Committee . Carried .

Secretary Downing : “ Your Committee

non -concurs in Resolution No. 10, pertaining

to changing the name of the Association ."

Moved by Del. Skerrett, supported by Del.

Lockwood, to amend to adopt the name

" Amalgamated Traction Employes."

Delegates Haight and Lockwood favored
the resolution as amended.

Del. Cornelius and Chairman Mahon fa

vored the committee's report.

Del. Barnett moved the previous question .

Carried, and the committee's report was
adopted .

Secretary Downing: “ Your committee re
ports to non -concur in Resolution No. 23 ,

to change the wording of Sections 33, 35

and 2 .”

Moved by Del. J . B . Fitzgerald, supported

by Del. Prindle, to adopt the committee's
report. Carried .

Secretary Downing: “ Your committee

non -concurs in the recommendation of the

committee on G . E . B . report, to make the

position of editor of the "Motorman and

Conductor" an elective officer to be elected

by the Convention ,"

Moved by Del. Buckley , supported by Del.

Alex. Scott , to adopt the recommendation

of the law committee. Carried .

Secretary Downing: " Your committee rec

ommends to non -concur in Resolution No.
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27, pertaining to directing the policy of

" The Union Leader.”

Moved by Del. Buckley, supported by Del.

Branigan , to adopt the recommendation of

the committee . Carried .

Secretary Reeves made an announcement

that he had endeavored to get some consid

eration for the delegates in the matter of

return railroad rates , and that where parties

of ten or more were returning to the same

destination together, a rates of two cents

per mile could be secured .

Secretary Downing: “ Your committee non

concurs in a resolution , resolving that the

Association go on record for a nine-hour

work day.'

Moved by Del. Eby. supported by Del.

Michelsen . to non -concur in the committee's

report .

Moved by Del. George A . Rose, supported

by Del. P . F . Sheehan to amend by striking

out the word " nine ” and inserting the word

" shorter," and adopt the resolution thus

amended .

Motion , as amended , carried and the reso .

lution as amended was adopted.

Secretary Downing : " Your committee rec

ommends non -concurrence in Resolution No.
21."

Moved by Del. J . B . Fitzgerald, supported

by Del. George A . Rose, to adopt the recom

mendation of the committee. Carried.

This completed the work of the law com .

mittee. The report was submitted by “ Fred

Fay, Richard Cornelius, Charles Kontnier,

M . C . Buckley , J. H . Pickles, T . W . Cunning.

ham , J . J Thorpe, W . F . Welch , T . M . Coon .

ey, J. H . Larkin , W . C . Downing, commit.

11:20 the Convention adjourned until one

o 'clock p . m .

AFTERNOON SESSION .
The Convention was called to order at

one o ' clock p . m ., President W . D . Mahon

presiding.

Del. Williamson , of the appeals and griev .

ance committee, reported that he had in

his possession a resolution which he had

been unable to get his committee to act

upon .
Moved by Del. Cornelius, supported by

Del. John McDonald, that the resolution be

read by the Secretary.
Moved by Del. Barnett, supported by Del.

P . F . Sheehan , that the resolution be laid

on the table. Carried .

Del. Larkin announced that he desired to

present a resolution on priority of selecting
runs.

Moved by Del. Larkin , supported by Del.

R . Walsh , that the resolution be submitted .

Lost.

Moved by Del. Cunningham , supported by

Del. Corliss, that the Convention proceed

to the nomination and election of officers,

and that nominating and seconding speeches

be limited to three minutes. Carried.

The Chair declared nomination and elec

tion of officers in order and appointed as

tellers Delegates W . F . Welch and Wm . H .

Ewing.

The Chair appointed Del. Cunningham
clerk of elections. . .

Vice-President Commons in the chair .

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion for President.

Del. Richard Cornelius praced in nomina

tion W . D . Mahon .

Del. J. L . Lynch placed in nomination
Harry Burgo.

Del. P . J. Skerrett placed in nomination

John H . Larkin .

Del. J. C . Colgan seconded the nomina

tion of W . D . Mahon .

Del. Frank Rose seconded the nomination

of Harry Burgo .

Del. James D . Landrigan seconded the

nomination of W . D . Mahon .

Nominee John H . Larkin declined .

Moved by Del. Buckley , supported by Del.

Colgan , to close the nominations for Presi

dent. Carried .
The Convention proceeded to ballot for

President.
As a result of the ballot, W . D . Mahon re

ceived 114 votes , Harry Burgo received 16

votes .
W . D . Mahon having received a majority

of all votes cast was declared elected Presi.

dent for the ensuing term .

President Mahon addressed the Conven .

tion , thanking the delegates for their con

tinued confidence
President Mahon in the chair .

Nominations were declared open for First

Vice- President.
Del. John H . Larkin placed in nomination

J . C . Colgan .
Del. Ed. Hayes placed in nomination

James McDonald.

tee."

Delegate Downing in the chair .

President Mahon offered the following res.

olution :

" Resolved , That there shall be selected

by the G . E . B . an expert accountant to ex

amine the books and financial accounts ofncial accounts of
the Association at each regular audit , and
at such other periods as the G . E . B . may

deem such examination advisable. The
report of the accountant shall be published

in connection with the printed report made

to the Local Divisions.'

Moved by Del. Frank H . Rose, supported

by Del. W . F . Welch , that the resolution be

adopted . Carried.

Del. Buckley offered the following resolu .

tion :

" Resolved, That the official seal of the

Association shall be used for no purpose

other than business pertaining to our or

ganization ."

Moved by Del. Buckley, supported by Del.

Bland, that the resolution be adopted . Car-

ried .

Moved by Del. Corliss, supported by Del.

Gehrken , that the Convention proceed to

elect officers.

Moved by Del. McMorrow , supported by

Del. Landrigan , to amend to adjourn until

one o 'clock p . m ., and then take up the elec-

tion of officers.

Motion to adjourn was carried, and at
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The nominations were closed and the Con - Nominations were declared open for

vention proceeded to ballot. Seventh Vice -President.

As a result of the ballot J. C . Colgan re Del. Schmitz placed in nomination W . F .

ceived 87 votes, James McDonald received Welch .

41 votes. Del. Rinehart placed in nomination H . T .
J . C . Colgan having received a majority B . Grey.

of all votes cast was declared elected First W . F . Welch declined the nomination and
Vice-President. H . T . B . Grey was unanimously elected
Nominations were declared open for Sec. Seventh Vice-President.

ond Vice -President. Nominations were declared in order for

Del. Reardon placed in nomination. P . F . Treasurer.
Sheehan. Del. Skerrett placed in nomination Rezin

Del. McMorrow seconded the nomination Orr.
of P . F . Sheehan . There being no further nominations, Rezin

There being no further nominations, Nom Orr was unanimously elected Treasurer for

inee P . F . Sheehan was unanimously elected the ensuing term .

by the Secretary casting the vote of the Nominations were declared in order for
Convention . chairman of the G . E . B .

Nominations were declared open for Third G . E . B . member Sinclair nominated D . L .
Vice-President. Dilworth .

R . L . Reeves placed in nomination A . L .. Delegate Mills nominated C . 0 . Pratt.
Behner. Delegate J. B . Fitzgerald seconded the
Del. J. B . Fitzgerald seconded the nomina name of D . L . Dilworth .

tion of A . L . Behner.
Delegate Clark seconded the nomination

There being no further nominations, A .
of C . 0 . Pratt .

L . Behner was unanimously elocted Third
There being no further nominations the

Vice -President and was so declared .
convention proceeded to ballot for chairman

Nominations were declared open for
of the G . E . B .

Fourth Vice-President.
As a result of the ballot C . 0 . Pratt re

Del. Commons placed in nomination J . J.
ceived 82 votes , D . L . Dilworth received 47

Thorpe.
votes.

Del. Landrigan placed in nomination Rich C . 0 . Pratt receiving a majority of all
ard Johnson .

votes cast was declared duly elected Chair
Del. Gehrken placed in nomination Mrs.

man of the G . E . B .
Lela Scott .

Nominations were declared in order for
Nominees Lela Scott and Johnson with second member of the G . E . B .

drew their names, and J. J. Thorpe was Delegate Cavanaugh nominated R . L .
unanimously elected Fourth Vice -President. Reeves.
Nominations were declared open for Fifth Del. Landrigan seconded the nomination of

Vice-President.
R . L . Reeves.

Del. Clarke placed in nomination C . L . Delegate Barrett nominated P . J . Shea .
Monks.

Del. Behner seconded the nomination of
Del. Brennan placed in nomination Eddie RL Reeves

Sheehan .
There being no further nominations the

There being no further nominations, the
Convention proceeded to ballot.

nominations closed and the Convention pro
As a result of the ballot R . L . Reeves re

ceeded to the election of Fifth Vice- Presi
ceived 77 votes, P . J. Shea received 53 votes.

dent.

As a result of the ballot, C . L . Monks re
R . L . Reeves having received a majority

ceived 99 votes, Eddie Sheehan received 313 of the votes cast was declared elected .
Nominations were declared in order forvotes.

C . L . Monks having received a majority
third member of the G . E . B .

of all votes cast was declared elected Fifth Delegate Bland placed in nomination Ed

Vice -President.
ward McMorrow .

Nominations were declared open for Sixth The nomination was seconded by Dele

Vice -President. gates Buckley and George A . Rose.

Del. Dissette placed in nomination W . F . There being no further nominations Ed

Welch . ward McMorrow was unanimously elected

Del. Clarke placed in nomination A . E . third member of the G . E . B .

Schmitz . Nominations were declared in order for

In consequence of Teller Welch being a fourth member of the G . E . B .

nominee for Sixth Vice -President, the Chair Delegate James McDonald nominated

appointed Del. Landrigan acting teller for Magnus Sinclair.

the election of Sixth Vice-President. Delegate Landrigan nominated Wm . Kav.

There being no further nominations the anaugh ,

Convention proceeded to ballot for Sixth There being no further nominations the

Vice-President. Convention proceeded to ballot.

As a result of the ballot, W . F . Welch re As a result of the ballot Magnus Sinclair

ceived 41 votes, A . E . Schmitz received 88 received 103 votes, Wm . Kavanaugh received

votes . 25 votes.

A . E . Schmitz having received a majority Magnus Sinclair having receied a major

of all votes cast was declared elected Sixth ity of the votes cast was declared elected

Vice -President, fourth member of the G . E . B .
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La.

Nominations were declared in order for Nominations were declared in order for
fifth member of the G . E . B . convention city for the next Convention.

Delegate Seyberlick nominated Charles Moved by Delegate Hillis , supported by
Kontnier. Delegate Reardon , that nominating speeches
Delegate Larkin nominated John T . Mc- be limited to one minute . Carried .

Intosh . Nominations were made as follows :

Delegate McHale nominated Richard Cor. Delegate James McDonald nominated
nelius. Toronto , Ont.

The names of nominees Kontnier and Mc Delegate Gehrken nominated Detroit,
Intosh were withdrawn and Richard Cor. Mich .

nelius was unanimously elected fifth mem Delegate W . F . Welch nominated Wheel
ber of the G . E . B . , ing, W . Va .

Nominations were declared in order for Delegate Cooney nominated New Orleans,
sixth member of the G . E . B .

Delegate Reardon nominated Wm. B . Fitz Delegate Cornelius nominated San Fran

gerald . cisco, Cal.

There being no further nominations Wm . Delegates McHale and Burnstedt seconded

B . Fitzgerald was unanimously elected sixth the nomination of San Francisco

member of the G . E . B . Delegates Commons and Murphy seconded

Nominations were declared in order for the nomination of New Orleans
seventh member of the G . E . B . Moved by Delegate Eddie Sheehan, sup.

Delegate Buckley nominated Ben Com . by Delegate Johnson , that the nominations
mons. close. Carried .

Delegate Shirley nominated Wm .. Jacobs. The Convention proceeded to ballot for

Nominee Wm . Jacobs declined the nomi. convention city .

nation and seconded the nomination of Ben As a result of the ballot Toronto received
Commons. 21 votes, Detroit received 12 votes , New Or

There being no further nominations, Ben leans received 64 votes, San Francisco re

Commons was unanimously elected seventh ceived 16 votes, Wheeling received 17 votes .

member of the G . E . B . No city having received a majority, the

Nominations were declared in order for Convention proceeded to a second ballot.
eighth member of the G . E . B . Detroit, San Francisco and Wheeling were

Delegate Larkin nominated John T . MC withdrawn and as the result of the second

Intosh , ballot New Orleans received 80 votes, Toron

Delegate Burnstedt nominated Fred Fay. to received 48 votes.

Delegates Branigan, Halleen , Shirley, J. New Orleans having received a majority

B . Fitzgerald and Behner seconded the nomi. of the votes cast was declared elected con
nation of Fred Fay . vention city for the next regular Convention.

Delegate D . S . Fitzgerald seconded the Nominations were declared in order for

nomination of John T . McIntosh . location for headquarters.

There being no further nominations the Detroit was nominated and elected as

Convention proceeded to ballot for eighth headquarters for the ensuing term ,
member of the G . E . B . Delegate Barrett asked if delegates to the

As a result of the ballot Fred Fay received A . F . of L . convention were in order for

86 votes, John T . McIntosh received 42 election by the Convention .

votes. The Chair replied that the G . E . B . had

Fred Fay having received a majority of previously aitended to the election of dele
the votes cast was declared elected eighth gates to A . F . of L . conventions, but that the

member of the G , B . B . Convention could deal with the question as

Nominations were declared in order for it saw fit .

ninth member of the G . E . B . Moved by Delegate Buckley, sup. by Dele
Delegate Kavanaugh nominated D . S . gate Skerrett, that the election of delegates

Fitzgerald . to A . F . of L . conventions be left to the G .
G . E . B . member Sinclair nominated D . L . E . B . Carried .

Dilworth . Moved by Delegate Mills, sup, by Delegate

Delegate Landrigan seconded the nomina Buckley, that the officers of this Convention

tion of D . S . Fitzgerald . be paid the same as at the Pittsburg Con
Delegate Wm . B . Fitzgerald nominated D . vention . Carried .

J . Reid . Moved by Delegate Landrigan , sup. by
Delegate Skerrett seconded the nomina Delegate Halleen , that the minutes of this

tion of D . J. Reid. day's proceedings be referred to the incom

Nominee D . J . Reid declined the nomina. ing G . E . B . for approval. Carried .

tion and seconded the nomination of D . S . The newly elected officers were installed

Fitzgerald . by President W . D . Mahon .

There being no further nominations the First Vice-President J. C . Colgan installed

Convention proceeded to eiect the ninth the President-elect.

member of the G . E . B . The International officers installed ior the

As a result of the ballot, D . S . Fitzgerald ensuing term are as follows:
received 68 votes, D . L . Dilworth received W . D . Mahon , President, Detroit, Mich .

55 votes. J . C . Colgan, First Vice-President, Chi
D . S . Fitzgerald having received a major- cago , Ill., Division No. 241.

ity of the votes cast was declared elected P . F . Sheehan , Second Vice-President,
ninth member of the G . E . B . Brockton , Mass., Division No. 235 .
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Mr. Secretary :

A . L . Behner, Third Vice-President, Wel. ceipts to be countersigned by a Railroad

lington , Ohio , Elyria Division No. 380 . Association agent in Chicago , and the Secre

J . J . Thorpe, Fourth Vice-President, Pitts- tary of the G . E . B ., and that " there must

búrg, Pa ., Division No. 85. be at least 100 persons holding properly ex

C . L . Monks, Fifth Vice-President, Mun. ecuted certificates of standard form in at

cie , Ind., Division No. 81. tendance at the convention ."

A . E . Schmitz, Sixth Vice-President, Pen All delegates did not secure receipts from

sacola , Fla ., Division No. 234. the selling agent, and as a result, only 73

H . T . B . Grey, Seventh Vice-President, certificates were turned in to the agent, be

Salt Lake City , Utah , Division No. 382. . ing 27 short of the required 100. Thus, the

Rezin Orr, Treasurer, Detroit, Mich , reduced rate to even those who held certifi

C . 0 . Pratt, Chairman G . E . B ., Cleve cates was unobtainable.

land, Ohio . The provisional concessions of the ar

R . L . Reeves, second member G . E . B ., rangement were secured by considerable ef

Pittsburg, Pa., Division No. 85 . fort on part of President Mahon ; and it was

Ed. McMorrow , third member G . E . B ., confidently believed thatmore than 100 dele

Chicago , Ill., Division No. 260. gates and members would be present, provid

Magnus Sinclair , fourth member G . E . B ., ed with properly receipted certificates, when

Toronto , Ont., Division No. 113. the convention call was issued .

Richard Cornelius, fifth member G . E . B ., The failure of many members present to

San Francisco , Cal., Division No. 205. secure the required receipt from the selling

Wm . B . Fitzgerald, sixth member G . E . B , agent resulted in the inability to secure the

Troy, N . Y ., Division No. 132 . reduced rate . It was one of those regret

Ben Commons, seventh member G . E . B ., table events sometimes produced by una

New Orleans, La., Division No. 194. voidable circumstances.

Fred Fay, eighth member G . E . B ., Ypsi
lanti, Mich ., Division No. 111.

D . S . Fitzgerald , ninth member G . E . B .,

New Haven , Conn ., Division No. 281.

Convention city for 1907, New Orleans,
La.

Headquarters for ensuing term , Detroit,
Mich .

Moved by Del. Cornelius, supported by

Del. Clarke , that a vote of thanks be ten . .

dered the street railway employes of Chi

cago for their many courtesies to and splen . Some Local Divisions are having.
did entertainment of the delegates during

their Local By-lawsand Constitu
the convention . Carried.

Moved by Del. Barrett, supported by Del. tion and General Laws of the In

Burgo , that the convention proceedings, in ternational Association bound in
full, from day to day, be published . Carried . one book . You can readily see
Moved by Del. Welch , supported by Del. the advantage of this arrange

Barnett, that in view of the fact that mem

bers of the convention did not receive their ment. Don't you think it would

reduction in railroad rates, that the fact be pay to have it done for your Lo
entered in the minutes of the convention , calat once ?
and made a part of the published records,

together with an explanation . Carried . Send for sample copy
Moved by Del. Landrigan , supported by and price.

Del. Shirley, that the convention adjourn

sine die. Carried.

At 6 : 10 o 'clock p . m ., Oct. 7 , 1905 , the

Ninth Convention closed, the delegates join

ing in singing " Auld Lang Syne," led by
Del. Richard Cornelius.

W . D . MAHON,
Chairman .

WM . KAVANAUGH ,

R . L . REEVES,

Secretaries.

APPENDED REPORT.

Prior to the convention President W . D .

Mahon , in an endeavor to favor local Divi
V AND R . R . ACCOUNTING . $ 50

sions in the expense of delegates, secured
TO $ 100 permonth sal

arrangements with the various passenger as ary assured our graduates under boud . You don ' t pay

sociations by which the round trip rate would us until you have a position . Largest system of tele

graph schools in America Endorsed by all railway ol
be one and one-third single fare. The re ficials . OPERATORS ALWAYS IN DEMAND . Ladies also

quirements on part of the passenger asso admitted. Write for catalogue .

ciations were that delegates should secure MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY,

certificates from ticket agents of whom they Cincinnati, O ., Buffalo , N . Y ., Atlanta, Ga., LaCrosse,

Wis ., Texarkana , Tex., San Francisco, Cal.
purchased tickets to Chicago, tickets or re

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT , MICH .
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LEONARD'S CASINO Codecaton Place

Hotels.

888 Franklin Ave .

The Veil of Wealth Cor. Carroll St.
Borougb of Brooklyn

RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. New York
000000000000000000000000000000

In the meantime the proposition was Coney Island

brought by him to the attention of two other and Caton Place
OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

men , one of whom was a councilman of some JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .

following, and the other a prominent busi

ness man and friend of Banks. . . . .

Cole Smith was flushed with the thought Telephone Main 2064 or address
that his scheme should enlist a conference of

such import, and was promptly on hand. He 45-47 Hodges Building, Detroit, for
brought his sister and cousin along, as the Advertising rates in
invitation was so intended .

The Motor

It was the important conference incident man and Conductor. .

of Cole Smith 's life. A company was formed

as a result, with Cole Smith as president. He Circulation 'Way Up.
was selected as the mask behind which the

others were to operate in the promotion of

the Baxter Electric Traction Co . .

The new company, was capitalized at five Advertisers in this journal re
hundred thousand dollars, and the president

was given one-tenth of the stock for his first new their contracts . TheMo
year' s service. Young Banks, a Mr. Ryan torman and Conductor is a
and a Mr. Bartlett took the lion ' s share,

business getter . '
while John Cole , Wm . Dowd and three

others each took small blocks of the stock .

Mr. Dowd, being an attorney, was selected no one that Smith the driver , was Smtih the
as the legal advisor.

promoter.
Proper franchise grants were drawn up

and placed in the hands of Councilman
' The Getrox people held the bonds on the

Banks , who introduced them .
old plant and owned 60 per cent of the stock .

It was given out in the papers that Mr.
Injunctions against the new company were

Smith represented a large company com
of no avail. As the new company completed

its lines the stock and bonds of the old
posed of wealthy capitalists from Mining.

ton , Baxter and elsewhere. .
company depreciated until its value was

Ten per cent of the capital stock was
practically destroyed . The entire affair was

paid in and Mr. Dowd, Ryan and Bartlett ,
ultimately sold for but barely enough to pay

taking Smith into custody, introducing him
the floating debts , and thus Cole Smith in

as the Minington . capitalist, made a rapid.
cidentally struck the first hard blow at the

Getrox riches.
canvas of all to -be-influenced councilmen , and

gained converts enough so they knew their Affluence was again with the Smith fam
Minington friend was safe . It may be pre ily . Stock in the new company rapidly de
sumed that many councilmen saw no reason veloped in value and Cole Smith , as Presi.

to doubt the money end of the Minington dent of The Baxter Electric Traction Co.,

capital story , as, when the men had com ascended to wealth with its development.

pleted their conversion of councilmen , they In the course of time Mrs. Smith saw her

had left fully one-half of the paid in ten per son and daughter married into the Banks

cent and some stock behind them and in family , as Cole Smith found a genial and

easy reach of many of the said councilmen . trusted life companion in the elder sister of

Neither did they ever return for it. Royal Banks.

The franchise grants went through with During his life in Minington Cole Smith

such precision that the mayor appeared not became well acquainted with the town , and

a little shocked . However, the Senior Banks soon set his mind upon constructing an elec

had said it was a good thing, and he had tric system over inviting streets there, AC

more than fifty votes working in his shop cordingly , associated with Royal Banks, he

who controlled five times that many, and, as promoted an electric railway company in

the mayor: was candidate for another termi, that city. By the usual methods he secured

he had to disposition to question the judg grants upon important streets. He forced

ment of Mr. Banks, thus the franchises were the depletion of the richest horse line in the

duly signed by him . city , and formed a combination with another,

In those days wild scenes were being en . by which valuable rights were acquired .

acted in the general office of the Baxter Again was the Getrox Bank caught by the

Passenger Railway Co. Representatives of depreciation of value in bonds of the de

the Getrox interest came on from Minington . funct road. It was a hard blow , and com

They had made full inquiry as to the iden ing , as it did, just at the time of a couple

tity of C . Smith at Minington , but were un - of unwise mining ventures, the bank yielded
able to locate him . The thought occurred to under the force of its losses. A serious
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period of depression swept the country and

theGetrox estate was cne of those that never

recovered .

Andrew Getrox , Sr., never knew of the

failure, as at the time, he was in his last

illness from which he soon passed away , be

lieving he was leaving behind one of the

most wealthy estates in Minington .

Ex-Congressman Getrox struggled for a

few years trying to retrieve his shattered

finances, and finally gave up in despair. One

morning the daily papers came out with

sensational headlines announcing the sud -

den death of a once prominent figure in na-

tional politics and Minington finances . Ex

Congressman Andrew Getrox, Jr ., was dead .

His financial affairs were badly mixed and

nothing would be realized to the widow and

children .

The Getrox family now consisted of Mrs.

Mary Hotchkiss Getrox, three daughters and

one son , all of whom were married . The

girls were substantially married, but their

homes were no place for the mother, and

shebecame a member of her son 's household .

The now Andrew Getrox was the young
man who had been forced , by order of his

father, to close outt he former Smith home
stead , and after his father had built the
Baxter Passenger Railway he had remained
there to conduct that end of his father's in
terest. He married there and that was his

home. At the downfall of the Getrox estate
he was forced to give up his Baxter City

home and move out on a small plot of
ground inherited by his wife from her
father 's estate. It was here that he brought

his mother , and it was here he was destined

to eke out a lowly existence while he was
striving and prospecting to gain another

business footing. Every effort in this direc

tion failed , and it was here that the now
Andrew Getrox died , broken in spirit and
purse. He left behind his mother , wife, two

daughters and one son .

Near the close of our story we find Mrs.

Mary Hotchkiss Getrox to have reached a

ripe old age in life . She is living in hum

ble circumstances, with her daughter- in - law
and grandchildren . The best period of her
life was spent in wealth and luxury. She

is now in poverty . There has just left the

house a young man by the name of Patsey
Smith . He was there to see about the pay.

ment of some interest due on the little farm

mortgage. Her granddaughter, Mary, had

seemed to interest him . She was not feel
ing well, and he had promised to return the

following day to take her for a drive. He
had told them not to be alarmed about the

interest money . He had also told the son

to apply for work at the electric railway
office. There was something about the young

man that carried her memory back to her
child life . She thought of Lola Cole and

the familiarity of her features with those of

the young man . She knew Lola married a
Smith , but she had lost all knowledge of

her when the family was forced from their

farm . She shuddered at the thought of iden

tifying the handsome young man as con-
nected with her former schoolmate.

“What do you think of him ? " she finally
asked of Mary .

" I like him very much ,” replied Mary,

" but I wish he were not coming back to

morrow . He is rich , you know , and could

not possibly think much of me. It is good

in him , however, to come and take me driv

ing, and I hope he'll appreciate my enjoy .
ment of the opportunity . He was so kind

to us, too, about the interest money, and the

getting of work for Frank.”

Early on the following day Frank Getrox

was at the office of the railway company

where he made application for a position

as conductor .

"What is that applicant's name?" quickly

asked a voice from the rear of the office,

and addressed to the superintendent.

Frank Getrox looked in the direction from

whence came the voice, and beheld a large

fine-looking man, just past, mfine- looking man , just past, middle age.

" Frank Getrox," was the laconic reply .

"Getrox - Getrox," slowly repeated the gen

tleman. “ Who was your father ?" was a

question directed to the young man .

“ Andrew Getrox ," came the reply .

" Formerly a Congressman ?” he was asked .
“ My grandfather was a Congressman," re

plied Frank, evincing some degree of pride.

" Reject his application ," came the order .

" But he gives your son as reference,” in .

sisted the superintendent.
" Confound that boy ! Don 't he know it to

have been this very family of Getrox that

drove my mother and her family from the

old farm , and took from them every dollar

in property they had ; turned them out into

the highway in poverty ? "

At this juncture Patsey Smith entered the

office .

" What interest have you in this young

man that you should recommend him for a

position here, Patseyº” he was asked .

" Because I want him to have employment,

father," replied Patsey . "His people are in
need of his assistance. The family live a

short distance out from the city line, and I

found them in very poor circumstances."

“How came you to be out there ?” asked

his father.

“ Among the securities turned over to you

on the Yarder account,” said Patsey, " was a

mortgage on the little home of these people.

The interest is past due, and as you told me

to investigate and collect on the Yarder pa

pers, among other obligations I investigated

the Getrox property mortgage. I went out

there to see , personally , about the collection .

I found a refined family in poverty."

( To be continued .)

office. "There was something about the young Agents Wanted in the United States

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making
change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 . 00 . Liberal commissions to agents. Write for
descriptive pamphlet, testimonials , Terms, etc .

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Blad. Toledo, I.
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Bausch & Lomb
Union Throughout

rOptical Co.

Monthly Buttons

Manufacturers of

Microscopes , Microtomes, Projection

Apparatus, Laboratory Supplies, Photo

graphic Lenses and Shutters , Eyeglass
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the Sheet Metal Workers on
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only button that is union

throughout
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EMBLEM and MONTHLY
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n meta and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc . METAL and RIBBON
BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

LOW & RIDER
BUTTON and BADGE MANUFACTURERS

334 Dearborn St., Chicago

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES .
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25
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Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . .
Traveling cards, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . . 2 .50

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . 4 .25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 .50

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .04

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .50

DI101000

ONLARLA

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Gilt seals , per 100 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .50

42 PUBLIC SQUARE, All orders must be accompanied with ex

CLEVELAND ,
press , postoffice money orders , or draft. No

- OHIO . i | personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor
NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St CHICAGO

Motormen and Conductors ***
UNIFORMS
GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

On purchasing your stoves

The

Only and Best line in the City

Right in Price, Superior in Quality

Mich . Stove Co., Art Stove Co.,

Art Garlands, Art Laurels.

Entire new line this fall

Now to be selected from

Can be seen and

Orders left for future delivery

Nogoods sold not fully guaranteed

Donot let others say

U

Can purchase cheaper and beter stoves else

The above makes stand where

Ontheir merits and the

Results of years they have been

Standard bearers of stoves on the Market.

For sale by

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $12.50 Motorman's $13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered .

CHAS. W . NOAH Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

CLAYTON Clothier

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

1222 Gratıct Avenue

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

Builders' Hardware, House Furnishings, etc .

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY. Royal
ton

WoolenRoyal

CA

S SpecialManufacturers of Superior

Dolice, Firemans & Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHSE
CHARLES L . BOWLER

Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus save

the consumer the middleman 's profit

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE. CARPETS. RUGS.

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 - 416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT , MICH .

Ale
tabs Wiertn56 NEW YORK

Standard Throughout he United States

for Street Railway Service.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

F NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.
We are exclusive manufactuters of Uniforms - Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF

CARMEN
ORO

|UNITED RESCARMENT|2| James H . Hirsch & Co.APRIL 12
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MERICAKEN
1891

BOARD
212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO, - ILLS.
REGISTERED
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BARLY RISER ' S

FRIEND,

Every Street Car
Man should have

one.

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

68 Woodward Ave., Detroit
Goods Sold on Weekly Payments.

17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
Are Guaranteed Time Pieces.

When in need of a Watch Chain , Charm , Diamond ,
Silverware, Clock , Scarf Pin , or anything in the line of H . T. SCHNEIDER , City Agent.
Jawolry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Blectric Alarm Clock rings until stopped . Length 12 in ., Width 6 in ., Height 8 % in .

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable.

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents .wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland , O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

= DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,

Vice- Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr .
Vice -Presideot

STATE SAVINSS RAM

•

R . S . Mason ,

Cashier

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell

Jas, H . Eckels

C . L . Freer

R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

Thos. H Hubbard

H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Geo H . Russell

Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

A . E . Wing ,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman .

Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin,
Auditor

CAPITAL . . .

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS -

$ 1 ,000 ,000 .00

850 ,000 .00

15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

POR

Uniform Clothing i

Wealso carry the Largest

Stock of -

FRANK BREDERICK & CO Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA .

Write us for Samples and Self Measwa

mentguide.

die

113 .KING ST.WEST
FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .
THL LAROEST TAILORINO

MOUSE IN CANADA 115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO
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Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

L
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Good for what ails you---Relieves the jar and noise

of the car. Recommended by all doctors as the ideal

tonic-stimulant. At all druggists and dealers, or direct
$ 1 per bottle . DUFFY MALT WHISKEY COMPANY,

Rochester, N . Y.

Medicine for all Mankind
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Monthly

Buttons

Union

ThroughoutiS
U
S
T
E
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U
T

3
0

.

Our Buttons are made for

Union Men . They carry three

labels representing ALL the

work that enters into their

manufacture . The Sheet Met

al workers stamped in back

for the metal back ; the Allied

Printing Trades on front for

the printing, and the Novelty

Workers on front for assem

bling.

Union Men should wear a button that is

ALL UNION .- Ours is .

Low & Rider
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO .

Button and BadgeManufacturers

334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO

“ BUY A WATCH OF RATH .”

W . H . RATH & COMPANY

SAVE MONEY for you on

WATCHES

Write for Catalogue. Select your watch and

order it. Satisfaction is guaranteed .

WRITE :CHCH2 Illinois Star

W . H . RATH & COMPANY,
48 -50-52 AND 54 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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THROUCH ORC Bastian Bros .
MAYU

E ROCHESTER, N. Y.F
R
E
E
D
O
M

UNION

DIVISION 282

Z EMBLEM and MONTHLY

PRE DEL ButtonsS. & E. R .ES

R . E. OF A .

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.

Dr.Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

CURES !

Kidney Trouble

100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 .50

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . . . .

Rituals , each

Withdrawal cards, each . . . . . .05

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . .

Division financial book, 100 pages. .. . . 50

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . .

Division financial book, 400 pages . . . . .

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .04

Financial secretary' s order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . ..

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . .

4 . 25

Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don ' t

experiment, get
2000000

OUW

I

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of .official seal for use on printed

matter , oach . . . . .

Gilt seals, por 100 . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft . No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun ' s Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

I got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Cheno St., Detroit, Mich

Our Label is No . 38.

GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chloago .
pop
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W . D . MAHON ,

Serving his eighth term as International President, re - elected at Chicago Convention .

A . F . OF L . CONVENTION.

The American Federation of Labor as

sembled in her twenty - fifth annual conven

tion at Old City Hall, Pittsburg , Pa., on the
13th inst.

Not more important than past conven

tions of the A , F . of L ., perhaps, as each in

its turn has been all important; but the

time and present environments , tensions in

terest in the Pittsburg convention .

The gradual ascendancy of labor, made

possible by the amalgamation of all wage

earners through the A . F . of L . has forced

all opposing elements to train their batter

ies upon the central body. As long as the A .

F . of L . stands, so long will trades and labor

unions maintain as the propelling force in

the progress of human society. The A . F .

of L . affords such discipline, and means of

society development, as the combined intel

ligence of her membership is able to apply

in the shaping of her policies.

That she has developed enormous strength

and extended her influence to the promotion

of gigantic reforms, is unquestioned evidence

that she is a growing, material factor, po
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litically , socially and industrially , in the
shaping and reshaping of modern society ,

and that she will be the most active force

in moulding future society. This being true,

it is well and naturally an alarming insti.

tution to those few abstract in social and
accumulative interests.

The growth of the A , F . of L . is the nat.
ural measure of the development of her con

stituent parts, her affiliated unions. The
purpose is an honest one, and earnest. The

cause is a common one, and just. The mem
bership , real and sympathetic, represents the

multitudes. There is no selfish ambition to

gratify , as each member rises with the tide,
and it is frankly before us that the com

mon level, in a general way, is above any

expectancy of the individual wage earner ,
as, who can deny that the wage and condi
tions of union men , and the social relations
attained , are in advance of those conditions
that would naturally come under a non-union
regime? This query may well be answered
by the slightest observation . The union

stands for the very things the union man en
joys above the non -union man . In a lesser
degree, perhaps, but by tne same compari
son, we are able to discover the superior

force of federated unions over that of the
independent union . In this, we have the se
cret of the American Federation of Labor.

If progressive , and a promoter of society ,

then we naturally ask , why such strenuous

opposition ? But before proceeding to an

swer, let us determine from whence the op

position . In this may come the reply . Not

far back in the history of several states, leg

islation was enacted placing school books

in the hand of every child . There was no

lobyists from corporations among the leg .

islators seeking the free school book legis

lation . It was a measure to the advantage

of the multitude, but it remained for the la
bor unions to demand it as a law . No wage

earner but is thankful for the free school

book law , but he can thank no employing

corporation , or corporation lawyer for it . It
came by the force of the trade union . So

with factory laws, child labor laws, and all
other general society promotive measures.

But the expense of these measures comes

most severe upon the few , while the ad

vantages inure to the many.

The local union brings the wage earners
together in thoughtful consideration of such

measures as are promotive of the individual
craft. These measures, perhaps, if relying
upon the force of the local union , would

remain in embroyo ; but the local has a di.

rect, and if need be, a secret avenue, lead

ing to the proper department of the giant

organization where the whole force of the
A . F . of L . is brought into requisition , and
desired results eventually attain .

Again , the local union demands and re .

ceives better wage and more congeniai con

ditions under which to labor. The individ .
ual may demand, but he will be told to seek

elsewhere. Perhaps the individual union

would be told the same, but we employer
has before him the force of federated unions

and he is more thoughtful in shaping his re -

ply. The individual union is of but little

consequence were it not for the wall of pro
tection afforded by the array of force in the

federated unions.

The A . F . of L . is a giant amalgamation of

unions of all crafts. It is a systematic and

sympathetic combination through which the

affiliated union becomes, tacitly, a part of all

unions,

That institution which directly promotes

the interest of the multitudes, and distrib

utes more equally to all, the products of a

common effort, destroys, to the measure of

the distribution , the force of centralizing to

the accumulation of the few . Thus the

strenuous opposition of the few against the
A . F . of L .

While the 25th convention is in session ,

there is going on one of the most impor

tant industrial contests ever 'waged in the

interest of labor. This contest, and its ulti

hate success, is made possible by the A .
F . of L .

The printers' effort for an eight-hour day
is the one to which is referred. The Typo
graphical Union eight-hour movement was
endorsed by the 24th A . F . of L . convention ,
and provisions were then designed to finance
the contest. Thus, every individual trade
unionist has the pleasurable staisfaction of
knowing that he is contributing financially ,
as well as morally, to the establishment of
the eight-hour day for the printers.

By virtue of the system of the A . F . of L .,

the international, national and federal uuions

will supply the funds to maintain the print

ers and it is thus not materially felt by the

individual member. There is no question as

to the result, yet every move of the A . F .
of L . convention will be watched , and any

act inaugurated that may tend to minimize
the effective force of the A . F . of L . will be

hailed with delight by the interests counter

to the labor movement.

Every selfish interest, every liberty de

stroying influence , every pauperizing force,

every law -violating purpose, every ungener
ous intent, prompted by lust and greed, ev .

ery unpatriotic act, all these are found in
alliance as a common foe to the American

Federation of Labor and her affiliated

unions,

In past conventions threatening dissentions

have been provoked by trade jurisdiction

disputes. As important as these questions

may be , they are abstract from the common

interest, and should not lead to extreme.

Unity of resistance force and unity of pro

gressive effort, are the safety essentials nec

essary to the American labor movement, and

the American labor movement is the pro

tective essential to American citizenship .

These maxims have dominated past conven

tions, and they will prove the guiding spirit

of the Pittsburg convention .

The opposition will find that the A . F . of

L . will come forth stronger than ever, by

virtue of the advanced wisdom of the twen

ty - fifth convention .
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In the matter of payment of the death
claim upon the death of deceased member
Harry Mickle, Secretary S . V . Reeves of Di.
vision No. 85 was unable, at the time, to sup
ply the desired particulars pertaining to the

death of the deceased , and the G . E . B . with
held payment of the claim until constitution

al authority for payment could be more fully

established . The only positive evidence be
fore the board bearing upon this case was to

the effect that the deceased member camo

to his death by a revolver shot. Evidence

as to circumstances and intent of the shoot
ing was absent.

There being no further business at the

time, the board adjourned at 9 o 'clock p . m .

to meet at the call of the chairman .

Second Session ,

At 10 o 'clock a . m ., October 8 , the G . E . B .
reconvened at the Briggs House , Chicago,

Chairman D . L . Dilworth presiding . All
members were present.

The minutes of the sessions of September

30 and October 4 were approved . This com

pleted the work of the uotgoing. G . E . B .

The secretary was required to turn over the

records of the term to the newly installed
officers, and the board adjourned sine die .

D . L . DILWORTH , Chairman .

Pr R . L . Reeves, Sec' y .

J . C . COLGAN , Chicago, Ill.

First International Vice -President.

G . E . B . REPORT.

FIRST MEETING OF NEWLY ELECTED

BOARD .

The report of the General Executive Board

rendered to the ninth convention , and pub.
lished in the convention proceedings of the
October issue of the M . & C ., embodied the

proceedings of the board in its variousmeet
ings, exclusive of the sessions of the Afth
meeting held during and at the close of the
convention .

The report herein made is that of the con

vention sessions and the proceedings of the

first meeting of the newly installed board .

At the Briggs House, Chicago , Ill., October

4 , 1905, the board was called into session at

8 o ' clock p . m . by Chairman D , L , Dilworth .

There were present Chairman D . L . Dil

worth , G . E . B . Members C. 0 . Pratt, Wm .

Jacobs, Magnus Sinclair , Wm . B . Fitzgerald,

Richard Cornelius, Fred Fay , D . J. Reid , and

Secretary R . L . Reeves. The session was

attended by Treasurer Rezin Orr.

The purpose of the session was to permit

a hearing of Secretary Albert R . Bernhardt

of Division No. 317, South Bend, Ind., upon

an appeal in the interest of the widow of a

deceased member, Eben Golder ; also to re

ceive a statement from Secretary S . V .

Reeves of Division No. 85 . Pittsburg , Pa.,

upon the benefit claim upon the death of de

ceased member Harry Mickle .

Claim for benefit upon the death of de-

ceased member Eben Golder had been dis
approved by the board at a previous session .

The personal statement of Secretary Bern -

hardt bore out the conditions set forth in the

appeal for aid of the widow , and the G . E . B .

appropriated $50 for temporary relief of Mrs.
Golder and her two children .

October 8, 1905 , the General Executive
Board elected from the ninth convention as

sembled at the Briggs House at 11 o 'clock a .
m ., with Chairman C . 0 . Pratt presiding.
There were present Chairman C . 0 . Pratt,

G . E . B . Members R . L . Reeves, Edward Mc
Morrow , Magnus Sinclair, Richard Cornel
ius, Wm . B . Fitzgerald , Ben Commons, Fred
Fay and Dennis S . Fitzgerald. There were
also present President W . D . Mahon , First
Vice -President J . C . Colgan , Treasurer Rezin

Orr and the retiring G . E . B . members,

Chairman D , L . Dilworth , Wm , Jacobs and

D . J. Reid .

The retiring members addressed the board ,

remarking their confidence in the future of

the Association , and bid the newly constitut

ed board of officers Godspeed in the work of
the coming two years. Responses were

made by President W . D .Mahon , Chairman C .

0 . Pratt and G . E . B . Member Magnus Sin

clair, in which they expressed the gratitude

of the board for the mindly expressions of
good-will of the retiring officers, and thank
ed them for their guaranteed continued in

terest in the welfare of the Association .

Chairman Pratt then formally called the G .

E . B . to order ,
The organization of the board was com

pleted by the election of R . L . Reeves as

secretary for the ensuing term .

At the afternoon session the board granted

a hearing to some of the convention dele

gates who were seeking special considera

tion for their locals. These appeals were

acted upon and the delegates advised of the

action of the board .
The matter of electing delegates to the
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. P . F . SHEEHAN , Campello, Mass.

Second International Vice -President.

coming American Federation of Labor con
vention was taken up and it was decided
that the Association should be represented
by three delegates. President W . D . Moban ,
Board Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald and Bro.
D . J . Reid , of Division No. 241, Chicago ,were
elected delegates, and G . E . B . Members
McMorrow , Sinclair and Fay were elected
alternates.

The question of investment in automobiles
as authorized by the convention was given
consideration . After much discussion the
board arranged to secure the most full
knowledge possible of the character and
durability of the different makes of ma

chines, and left the matter of plans for their
purchase and operation in the hands of the
International President for investigation .
The matter of investment was deferred to
await his report, or circumstances requiring
immediate purchase.
At the session of October 9th the board

passed upon the minutes of the sixth day of
the convention .
Outlines for future work of organizing

were considered and determined .

The G . E . B . continued the employment of
R . L . Reeves as editor of the Motorman and
Conductor.

The work of the first meeting of the G . E .
B . being completed , at 11 : 30 o 'clock a . m .
October 9th , adjournment was taken to the
call of the chairman,

C . 0 . PRATT, Chairman .
Pr R . L . Reeves, Sec'y .

PRESIDENT GOMPER'S REPORT.
Pittsburg , Pa., Nov. 13, 1905.

To the Officers and Delegates to the Twenty
Firth Annual Convention of the American
Federation of Labor :

Fellow Trade Unionists : In this great his

toric city , where in 1881 was laid the ground

work of our great Federation, fellow dele
gates and friends, representatives of the or
ganized workers of America , I bid you wel
come. Turning back our mental gaze to these
years of work , and pain , and travail, the

hardships endured , the sacrifices made, and
the burdens borne, the advantages secured ,

the proud position attained , despite the luke
warmness of friends and the antagonism of

foes, must cause us the deepest gratification
and the keenest pride.

Here was made the effort to bring into
some general, comprehensive form of organi,
zation or federation the fragmentary branches
of what then constituted the isolated and di

vergent factions of the labor movement of
America . All of those then assembled wero
not friends or advocates of federation . In

deed , some there were who prayed, hoped and
worked for its failure. No tongue can tell,

no pen portray, the hardships borne and the
sacrifices made by the few who devoted their

energies and abilities to uphold , maintain ,
and work for its success. Lest we forget, I
may be pardoned if I mention the names of

William H . Foster, Robert Howard, Samuel
Leffingwell. Lyman A . Bryant, and a few oth

ers, to whom the merest appreciation com
pels me to pay the meed of honor and praise
due them for securing for that effort tho

veriest recognition and type of a federated
trade union movement.

The mere statement that there were 114
delegates at the Pittsburg convention when
our Federation was formed , and that thero
were but 17 delegates at the succeeding con

vention at Cleveland, Ohio , in 1882, will con
vey to all the conditions of the labor move
ment which then obtained . But be it said
that at least those 17 men there assembled

were true trade unionists and friends of led

eration , and unhampered they proceeded to
their task .

It is not my purpose here to become remi
niscent of historic events in the labor move
ment of that day. The fact of our meeting
in great industrial Pittsburg impelled me to
recall what I have. for we are now in the
home of our friends and our fellow trade
unionists. Their hearts now beat in unison ,

their hopes and aspirations are one, with the
great movement of the workers of our entire
continent, upon the broad platform and un
der that benign banner of the American Fed
eration of Labor , our Federation whose
watchword is " Onward and Upward , " whose

hope and work are for humanity, whose in
centive is labor omnia vincit.

As time goes on , more and more is ex

pected from the deliberations and results of
our work ; heavier and greater become the

responsibilities which rest upon us; more
and more do the toiling masses look to you ,
yearning and praying that their hopes for

relief, for right, and for justice may be fully
realized .

The labor movement represents in concrete
form the discontent of the masses of labor
with the unjust burdens they are compelled
to bear ; and though we must all be more
concerned in those who participate with us
in the duties and responsibilities of our move

ment, as well as the advantages accruing
from our associated effort, yet we dare not
and do not fail to appreciate our duty to our
fellow workers, even though they manifest
indifference to their own welfare and the
welfare of their fellows.

To the American Federation of Labor is

conceded the hegemony of the American labor

movement. Wemust prove true to our trust,
true to the confidence, the hope, and the good

will reposed in us.
With pride and love for our own land, we

may yet assume for ourselves the declaration

that the world is our country ; to do good,
our religion ,

From my experience of the growing intelli
gence and intense, faithful devotion of the
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A . L . BEHNER , Wellington, 0 .

Third International Vice- President.

men of previous conventions of our Federa
tion , I am justified in expressing the convic
tion that the delegates to this convention will
prove themselves equal to every requirement,
and at the close of our proceedings shall have
earned and deserved well from their fellows
now and hereafter.

Custom and law provide that your presi
dent shall submit to you a report of his work ,
the standing and condition of our movement,
the progress which has been made, and such
other matters which may be deemed to affect
labor in all its phases. How insufficient such
a report necessarily must be, and how utterly
inadequate is this one which I shall submit
to you , I am as fully conscious as anyone can
be. In this report I have, however, endeav
ored to present to you a fair reflex of the
labor movement of our continent, its work , its
achievements, and its aims, and have made
such recommendations as , after mature de
liberation and the best judgment of which I

capable, I feel should receive your careful
consideration and action .
Our Federation , Its Component Parts and

Mission .
From October 1, 1904 , to September 30 , 1905 ,

we issued from the American Federation of
Labor the following charters :
International Unions
State Federations . . .
Central Labor Unions . .
Local Trade and Federal Labor Unions. . .216

approximately, 27,000 local unions of their
respective trades and callings.
My last report stated that "we shall no

doubt be confronted with the keenest opposl
tion in the near future. " This prediction has
been fully verified . Despite the more general
understanding that the trade union organiza
tion of the working people is essentially nec
essary to them and is of general advantage
to all our people in the great work for the
betterment of their material, moral, and so
cial condition , yet we can not but deplore
the fact that ignorant, vicious, and bitter an
tagonism has been leveled against our hu
manizing movement by a number of so - called
employers' associations and citizens' alli
ances. These men, for their own immediate
and temporary greed of gain , associate them
selves in organization for the purpose of de
priving workmen of that right and benefit.
We should all devote ourselves more thor

oughly than ever before to organizing the yet
unorganized workers, and endeavor to bring

them within the beneficent fold of union labor
and organized effort .
We should aim to bring the unaffiliated or

ganizations within the sphere of influence of
our Federation , the best general organization
or federated effort that has ever existed on
our continent; our Federation which , insti
tuted in this city in 1881, has continued its
uninterrupted path , progress, advancement,
and success to this day ; our Federation ,
which has not only helped to organize SO
large a number of our fellow workers into
unions ; which has not only secured econo
mic and material improvement in their con
dition , but has obtained legislative and ad
ministrative action, national, state and mu
nicipal; our Federation , which has sown the
seed of unity , fraternity and solidarity , by
and through which the workers have a bet
ter sense of their duty to help them bear
each other' s burdens; to realize that in the
advancement of their brother' s good they
themselves are largely interested and ad
vanced for their own good. We are proud,
too, of the fact of having 80 nurtured and
cultivated the general public mind that it
has a better and higher conception of the
rights and interests of the toilers.
The movement of labor as expressed and

typified by our trade unions and by the
American Federation of Labor, is construct
ive, not destructive, in character and achieve
ment. It aims and works to build up char
acter and manhood, and instils a higher con
ception of the duty of man to man . It pro
claims as a cardinal principle, and acts upon
it. that in this world of ours man can not
live for himself alone, but that in fact and
in truth it is the duty of man to be his
brother' s keeper and helpmeet. To make man ,
woman and child more noble, beautiful, and
expectant of brighter and better days to
come; to work on and give their effort to the
attainment of these high ideals, so that to
day may be better than the day that has gone
before, that tomorrow , tomorrow and to
morrow ' s tomorrow may each witness the
inauguration of a better day in a word , to
continually make life better worth living, is
the work and the mission of our enobling
trade union movement, the American Federa

tion of Labor.
State and Central Bodies .

In their respective localites our local cen
tral labor unions, assemblies, and federations
are accomplishing a vast amount of good
in the interests of labor and the people gen
erally . These local central bodies are, to
their respective local jurisdictions, what our
American Federation of Labor is to all Amer
ica , a parliament of the wage - earners, where
the needs of the hour and the work and hopes
of the morrow are recounted and formulated :

where the best methods are devised for mak
ing the burdens of the toilers lighter , their
homes and lives better, and for the uplift of
the common weal. And this is equally true
of our state federations. Recognizing this
fact, our constitution makes it the duty of
the officers of all international unions to in
struct their delegates to become attached to

chartered central labor bodies and state fed

3
. . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287

Two of these international unions were or
ganized by us during the past year from for
merly affiliated chartered local unions. Sev
eral other international unions became amal
gamated with their kindred trades. At the
end of this fiscal year, September 30 , 1905 ,
there were affiliated to the American Federa
tion of Labor :
International Unions . •118

State Federations . . . . 33
Central Labor Unions . . .
Local Trade and Federal 046

• 599

Total . 1 ,796

* These 118 International unions consist of,
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A . E . SCHMITZ, Pensacola , Fla .
Sixth International Vice - President.

H . T . B . GREY, Salt Lake City, Utah .
Seventh International Vice- President.

erations where such exist. While this is very
generally enforced , yet there are numerous

causes for complaint by both local and state
bodies. In such instances compliance with
the policy and the law should be more than a

mere perfunctory performance. Internation
al officers should insist upon compliance,

thus giving the opportunity to their
respective local unions to receive from
and contribute toward the mutual advantages
that must necessarily accrue. So far as con
cerns the directly affiliated local unions and
federal labor unions, a failure to comply with
instructions to become attached to central or
state bodies should subject them to a revo

cation of their charters. If such locals fail
to appreciate their duty and prefer severance
and isolation , a period of complete isolation
would soon convince them of the folly of such
a course .
At the same time it may not be amiss to

call attention that here and there a central
body , by the pursuit of a course wholly re
pugnant and foreign to the interests, the pol
icy, and the purposes of the trade union move
ment, may shape its course to its own deci
mation .

In connection with this subject, it is recom
mended that our local central labor bodies
should adopt a constitutional provision spe
cifically setting forth the time when adjourn
ment of the meeting must take place , and
also that no special meeting of the body
shall be held within twenty - four hours from
the time of any regular meeting . Such a pro
vision would relieve them of the complaint
sometimes indulged in , whether justifiedly or

not, that meetings are sometimes prolonged
beyond a seemly hour, when a large num
ber of members or delegates are forced by
circumstances to leave the meeting room , and
at which time, it is alleged , some of the most
important legislation is transacted.

A provision of the character suggested in
the laws of our central bodies would go far
to remove such cause of complaint, if it ex
ists, and in any event would prove generally

and wholly helpful and advantageous.

Directly Affiliated Local Unions.
The local trade unions and federal unions

directly affiliated have been given every at
tention and assistance. As is known, they
come directly under the administration of

our office, and, so far as their trade disputes
are concerned , they require the immediate
attention of your president. It is true that
we have not expended a large sum from our
defense fund for strikes and lockouts, but
this is no indication of the number of dis
putes and contentions which have arisen , and
which were approved and endorsed , thus en
titling the members to benefits from the de
fense fund, but which have been averted and
adjusted without the necessity of strike, and
yet the rights and interests of the men fully
safeguarded .

It is a fact worthy of statement and repe
tition that the establishment of the defense
fund and its availability to be concentrated
at any given point to sustain our men in
the defense and promotion of their rights
and interests, has had a wholesome influence
to secure them , without the necessity of re
sort to a strike.
Employers have learned to hesitate to pro

voke a strike, conscious of the fact that their
workmen are organized and have the re
sources to maintain themselves, or to be
maintained by the Federations' defence fund .
This fact in itself should be a valuable les
son to all our unions, local, national and in
ternational.

As already stated we have chartered two
international unions from formerly directly
affiliated local unions. Then again , quite a
large number of other local trade unions
were directed to become affiliated with and
transferred to international unions of kin
dred trades. Federal labor unions have done
splendid work also in organizing where there
are too few to organize a trade union , and
wherever it has been shown to be advan
tageous to the workmen therein , they have
been transferred to a local trade union . Fed
eral labor unions largely partake of the

character of a recruiting station for the trade
union movement, and they have been helpful
to their own members as well as to all labor.
We are much concerned in and are devoting

the larger part of our energies to the or
ganization of our fellow workers. In that
effort we expended the sum of $61,694 .29 dur
ing the past year, exclusive of printed mat
ter, postage, and other expenditures involved
in that work .
With us it has not been the question 80

much of the issuance of charters as that when

is subject

that our
should
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ORG . HERMAN ROBINSON , A . F . of L . Fra .
ternal Delegate to Chicago Convention , and

who has many times rendered appreciative
service to our Association .

G . E . B . CHAIRMAN C . O . PRATT.

a charter is issued it shall be an insignia
of potency and ability to protect and pro

mote the interests and well -being of the

men themselves and of all labor. An organi

zation of labor, brought into existence lack

Ing some degree of assurance of inherent
strength and permanency and which is likely

to be swept out of existence by the first and

merest wave of oposition , would better not

be instituted . Such an effort is calculated

to arouse the antagonism of employers who

thereafter cruelly and mercilessly attack

the previously temporarily organized , but

then unorganized workers, and in their indi
vidual capacity , impose upon them worse con
ditions than theretofore they were required

to endure . It is in recognition of these facts,
demonstrated by the history of the labor

movement, that we established our interna

tional unions for the better and more common
protection , and that we have in view the in
terests of the local trade unions and federal
labor unions in their affiliation to the Amer

ican Federation of Labor with its defense

fund to safeguard it .

Labor Movement in Canada.

The condition of the labor movement of
the Dominion of Canada is constantly grow

ing and becoming of a more satisfactory

character, not only to our movement in the

United Staes, but to the workers of the Do

minion themselves. Its officers are pleased

to note the steady advancement which has
been made despite the fact that they have

the same contention and opposition to meet

as confronts us. They also have similar prob

lems confronting them such as citizens' alli

ances, employers' associations. In the recent
past they had in addition thereto an element

which advocated a labor movement isolated

from that of the rest of the American conti

nent. The officers of the Canadian Trades

and Labor Congress call attention to the fact

that this movement is now practically con

fined to but one person who finds time to tour

the Dominion as an agent for the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association . The officers con
fidently expect that in the near future this

division will be entirely eliminated by rea

son of the growing intelligence of the work

men , who, in the beginning, attempted to en
roll themselves in such an isolated body, but

(Continued on page 26. )

Bro. C . 0 . Pratt, who, at the Chicago con
vention , succeeded to the chairmanship of

the General Executive Board, has served

upon the Board , continuously, since May,

1901. He began street railway life as a mo
torman on the Cedar avenue line, Cleveland ,

Ohio, in April, 1893. In 1898, he changed

from motorman to conductor.
Chairman Pratt became identified with the

Association at the formation of Cleveland

Division No. 106 , which was instituted March

19, 1899, and of which Chairman Pratt was

elected Business Agent. With President H .

A . Bryan , he represented the Cleveland local

in the Louisville convention , held in May

following the formation of the Division . In
May. 1901. he attended the Buffalo conven .

tion as a delegate, and was there elected to

the General Executive Board . Since then ,

nearly his whole time has been devoted to

the work of the Association. His second
election to the Board occurred at the Pitts

burg convention , in May, 1903.

TOBACCO WORKER 'S LABEL REACHES

REMOTE PARTS OF THE WORLD.

The Japan and Russian war and the ex

cursion of the English army into the far

off parts of Asia have not been without

their effect to the cause of unionism . The
other day the Hong Kong, China , agent of

a Detroit union tobacco company received

an order for five cases of union labeled

smoking tobacco , to be shipped to Thibet.

This is the first consignment of any kind

of goods in the world that Thibet has ever

opened her doors to receive . This should

be an example to the union workers nearer
home.
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Motorman and Conductor

plainly ask each member to subscribe for It .

If there is any question as to the disposi
tion of your members about having the local
subscribe for the full membership , submit
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The establishment of the Defense Fund
proved the legislative event of the Pittsburg
convention . The establishment of the Pen
sion Fund was the event of the Chicago
convention . The Defense Fund has been a
promotive essential during the past term .
So, the benefit of the Pension Fund will be
demonstrated during the coming term . This
Association is the first American organiza
tion to adopt the pension system .
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SOFA

ME

onclal Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

clation of Street and Electric Railway
Employes of America.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES ,
baltor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Por annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 cents

. . ne
Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The report of President Samuel Gom
pers to the twenty -fifth A . F . of L . conven .

tion is a masterful synopsis upon the work
and purposes of organized labor, its advan

tages to society and its direct meaning to
the wage earner. It emphatically predicates

the importance of the A . F . of L , as the es
sential to social advancement. It is a brief
and lucid textbook upon trades unionism ,

and it is only to be regretted that it is not
placed in the hands of every out-of-the-union
wage earner in America . It is an eloquent

and convincing defense of the cause of la
bor, and a glowing tribute to the growing
irtelligence of the American workingman.

Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J . C . COLGAN . . .. . First Vice - Presidont

P . F . SHEEHAN . . . Second Vice - President
BEHNER . . . Third Vice - President
THORPE . . . . . Fourth Vice - Presidont

MONKS. . . . Firth Vice - President
A . E . SCHMITZ . . . . . Sixth Vice - President

A . T . B . GREY . . . . Seventh Vice -President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
O . PRATT . . . . Chairman
L . REEVES . . . . . . . . . . Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW .
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.

WM . B . FITZGERALD

BEN COMMONS.

FRED FAY.
D . S . FITZGERALD .

The Standard Sewing Machine Co., of
Cleveland, O ., evidently thinks the patron

age of union men and women in the sewing
machine business is not worth the sacrifice
of a " patriotic" economy in the employment
of labor. The management of that concern
has taken an open and avowed stand
against the employment of union men in the
manufacture of the Standard Sewing M &
chine . This position of the company may
well be borne in mind when purchasing sew
ing machines, as the Standard Co. don 't want
any money earned by trades unionists. The
company should be rigidly obliged . There
are other machines " just as good," if not a
little better that are made by manufactur.
ers that employ labor under fair conditions.

Antored the Detroit P. O ., as second-class
matter.

TheThorlour

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence , efficiency and skill ; to

oncourage the formation in Division Associa

tlong of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

In issuing the assessment upon National,
International and Federal unions in accord
ance with the pledge of the San Francisco
convention , to aid the fight of the printers
for the eight-hour day, the Executive Council
of the A . F . of L . concludes the call as fol
lows:

" It might not be amiss to call attention
to the fact that the three-cent assessment
levied by the San Francisco convention se
cured for the Textile Workers of Fall River,
not only an honorable adjustment of their
last strike, but an increase of 9 per cent in
their wage."

The same expression will be applicable to
the result of the printers' strike, and exposes
the fallacy of independent effort in organ

ization. The Typographical Union will win
the eight-hour day , but without the assist.
ance of the A . F . of L , it would be impos
sible.

Do you take the Motorman and Conductor,

and if not, why not ?
If your local has not a regular correspond-

ent, elect one, then help him along .
A good way to build up the circulation of

the M . & C . among your membership is to
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The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

is represented in the A . F . of L . convention ,

now in session at Pittsburg, Pa., by three
delegates. The Association is entitled to

five delegates. However, the three will have

the full voting power of the Association , un

der the rules of the A . F . of L . The dele-

gates are International President W . D .

Mahon , of Detroit; G . E . B . Member Wm .
B . Fitzgerald , Division No. 132 , Troy, N . Y .,

and ex -G . E . B . Member D . J. Reid, of Di

vision No. 241, Chicago, Ill.

President Gus Haas, of Div. No. 61, Day.

ton , O ., was an agreeable caller at head

quarters on the 10th inst. Bro . Haas is a

general organizer of the A . F . of L . He

looks forward to the coming year to be

one of the most successful in the growth

and development of organized labor in its

history . This, he attributes to the dispo

sition of workingmen as displayed by a

most unusual interest in the study of labor

problems and the promised return of indus.

trial activity . He is of the opeinion that

the isthmian canal will have something to

do in strengthening business generally.

"Megrail & Patterson " is the firm name of

a general merchandise establishment in

Urichsville, O ., of which Bro. L . H . Megrall
is the Megrail end of the firm . Bro . Megrail

was for years president of Div . No. 244 of

our association , and was known to the In

ternational officers as one of our most earn

est workers and able advisors. Div . 244 is

composed of the employes upon the Canal

Dover, New Philadelphia and Urichsville end

of the Canton , O ., electric railway system .

While regretable that we lose Bro . Megrail

from our immediate ranks, the best wishes

of the association are with him in his new

venture, and it is a pleasing feature that he

is where at least some of our membership

are able to show their material appreciation

of his past services by directing patronage

to the new firm . Success to Megrail & Pat

terson .

for assistance. He directed Chairman C . O .

Pratt to report at Paducah, and try to ef

fect some understanding by which men

should not be discharged for membership in
the union.

Chairman Pratt exhausted every effort to

effect some understanding, but was frank

ly told by the managers that the new own.

ers would not tolerate the continued em .

ployment of members of the union .
The summary of the affair is that the em .

ployes were underpaid , and required to work

long hours. The regular wage to motormen

and conductors averaged less than $ 1.50 per

day. Long hours service per day was

scheduled . The men rightfully sought or.
ganization to remedy these conditions. To

maintain cheap labor, and cheap labor con

ditions, the company put into effect a rigid
lockout against unionism . Thirty men who

refused to relinquish their membership aro

the direct victims of the lockout.
The local oficials of the company were

frank in telling the men of their position ,

as is evidenced by more than a score of al

fidavits forwarded to the general office by

Chairman Pratt.

However, it may well be assumed that the

under officials miscalculated the effect, as

when the citizens and Central Labor Union

protested, the company immediately de

clared for " open shop," but refused to re
instate any man who would not renounce

his organization .

The people of Paducah are pronounced in
their opposition to the tactics of the com

pany.

On the 19th of October, after exhausting
every effort for an honorable adjustment,

Chairman Pratt declared the situation to

the public , and the fight is on . The men

are receiving lockout benefits from the As.

sociation Defense Fund, and so far as they

are concerned , will be able to keep up the

fight indefinitely .

All throughout the South , aside from a few

cities that have been affected by the Asso

ciation , beggarly wages and conditions pre
vail in our craft, wages being, in many cities ,

as low as 8 and 10 cents per hour. Organiza

tion means to the operating companies of
those cities a vigorous additional labor ex
pense, and it may be assumed that the Padu.
cah situation is only a forerunner of what is
to follow every attempt to organize in those
districts. However, the Association was
never in better shape to push the work than
now , and it is of material importance to

organized cities that vigorous work shall be
done throughout the South . It is to be hoped
that the Paducah local may be established

and maintained .

PADUCAH LOCKOUT.

In the month of August the employes of

the traction company operating in Paducah ,

Ky., petitioned this association for a char

ter of affiliation , which was granted, and D1

vision No. 415 was formed .

It seems that some time early in October

the major part of the stock of the company

changed hands, and a new management was

the result . At least, whether by change of

heart or not, the members of the local were

notified that in order to retain their posi.

tions they must retire from the union , and

each man who hesitated to violate his obli

gation of membership was given a few hours

to think it over. At the end of these two

hours, those who had neglected to " think "

themselves out of the organization were no

tified that they were no longer desirable

employes of the company. This process was
continued until several men were discharge

ed, and President Mahon received an appeal

A most fitting tribute to the untiring en

ergy and efficient leadership of President

Henry Fischer, of the Tobacco Workers ' In

ternational Union , is his unanimous re

election . He has applied long years of

earnest work to the building up of his or

ganization. He has also contributed much

to the general movement, aside from the
work done for his own organization, and has

proved a special friend to our Association .
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There is a most significant lesson in the

“ Detroit Digest," as appearing in another

column. It contains a volume of argument

in facts that cannot be refuted , and is well

worth passing along to the out-of-the-union

man .

per capita tax is one-third of one cent per

month , per member. Secretary Michael

Goldsmith , 14 Middle street, Cleveland, O .,

will gladly furnish all information on appli

cation , and forward membership application

blanks to secretaries of locals. The Ohio

Federation is looking for legislation upon

some of the following laws: Eight-hour bill,

child labor, free school books, heating vesti.

bules of street cars , convict labor, and sev

eral other bills which will be a benefit to

employes in every walk of life.

Division officers and members should bear
in mind that the constitution as revised and
adopted at the Chicago convention takes ef-

fect January 1st, 1906 . The per capita tax

for the month of January, according to the
new constitution will be 15 cents per mem

ber. Until that time it will remain at 10
cents.

FAKE UNION LABEL ON BROOMS TO

DECEIVE UNIONISTS.

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass., gave

her twelfth annual concert and ball the

evening of November 10th , at Mechanics'

hall, Worcester. This annual event of old

22 is one looked forward to and well at

tended by a host of friends of the Worces

ter railway men . A beautifully designed

and illustrated program was isued by the

Local as a souvenir of the occasion .

The Pittsburg Dispatch , the foremost of

reliable daily newspapers of the state of

Pennsylvania , in editorially commenting

upon the A . F . of L . Convention , says :

" From an humble beginning the American

Federation of Labor has grown until the

500 delegates represent a membership of

quite two millions of workmen , and its

achievements have been in accordance with

its growth and principles."

The Merkle-Wiley Broom Co., of Paris , Ill.,

are placing a small round label on the

brooms they manufacture , about the same

size of the Broom Makers' Union Label,

bearing the inscription “ Not Prison Made."

This firm has two factories, one at Paris ,
Ill., run under the name of the Merkle

Wiley Broom Co., and another at Charles

ton , Ill., known as the Charleston Broom

Co.

These factories heretofore were Union
factories, and used the Broom Makers' Union

Label, but are now using a fake label to mis
lead and fool the unsuspecting public.

This firm locked their employes out in the

month of November, 1904, on account of

them refusing to submit to an open shop

proposition and a reduction in wages. At

the beginning of the lockout, they filled or

ders with prison made brooms, purchased

from prison contractors, who employ none
but convict labor.

This firm is the largest of its kind in the
middle west, and ships brooms into every

State in the Union . The Broom Makers

have been waging an unceasing boycott
against this firm , and they have reduced

their output fully one-half, and have inter

ested the American Federation of Labor in
their struggle , and have had the firm placed

on the “ We Don 't Patronize" list.

In a letter recently received from the Gen

eral Secretary of the Broom Makers, he says
this firm , in connection with the fake label,

are having the words " Union Made" placed

in good size letters in the corner of their

business label. Unionists should not be de

ceived by thet ricks of these tricksters, but

should insist on having the Broom Makers'

Blue Label. It isplaced under the wire at

the finish of every broom .

Here are the names of the firms manu

facturing collars and shirts, placing them on

the market, asking good union men and

women to buy them and use a goodly part
of the profit to fight labor. The firm names

are :

Cluett, Peabody & Co.

United Shirt and Collar Co.

Van Zandt Jacobs Co.

(The above three firms have been on the

unfair list of the A . F . of w . since 1901. )

Geo . P . Ide & Co.
Searle Mfg . Co.

International Shirt and Collar Co .

Tim & Co.

Hall, Hartwell Co .

Bear in mind the Landrigan resolution
passed by the Chicago convention and the
Cluett, Peabody & Co. products will find no

lodgment about the neck or upon the back
of any union street or electric railway man.
Also, by avoiding products bearing the other
names upon the list, it is said that you will

not be supporting a fight against union girls

and women .

The Ohio State Federation of Labor will

make an earnest effort to centralize the force

of every local union in the state of Ohio .

While the Ohio Federation is a powerful

body , there are an array of locals on the

outside. It is to enlist these locals that

the secretary is sending letters. The ex -

pense of membership of locals is very mod

est, and enables the smallest to maintain

membership. Initiation fee for locals is $ 2 ,

" A sweeping victory for the Union Labor
Municipal ticket in San Francisco , Calif .,

from Mayor to the bottom ," came as tidings

from G . E . B . member Richard Cornelius.

The municipal affairs of San Francisco

passed under the control of the spirit of

trades unionism some four years ago. We

know that during this period the wage in .

crease to our own craft has been increased

30 per cent, and that San Francisco is to

day the most prosperous city in America .

How can our union smashing " friends"

reconcile the San Francisco situation with

their " open shop " doctrine .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS Division are to the effect that no friction

exists between the company and the local.

Fifth Vice-President C . L . Monks, of Mun

cie, Ind ., associated with President Mahon

during his tour of the Indiana Gas Belt.

The International Treasurer was directed

to respond to calls in eastern Pennsylvania ,

where he took up the work of organization

and the assisting of eastern Pennsylvania

locals . His reports indicate progress.

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt , of the G . E . B .,

has in charge a situation which was occa

sioned by a lock -out of union members in

Paducah, Ky.

G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow , of

Chicago , is engaged with stuations in the

vicinity of that city, upon which his reports
are very favorable, and there is no ques

tion but what his efforts will lead to ma

terial acquisitions to the strength of the
membership in northern Illinois .

Since the Chicago Convention the Asso
ciation has taken on a spirit of activity

again and the officers have been very busy

in the various fields requiring their atten
tion .

International President W . D . Mahon , af

ter taking up and disposing of the accumu

lated work of the office , which had accrued

during the convention , went to Chicago ,

where he advised upon various local situa

tions with the officers and members in that

section . From Chicago he went to the Gas
Belt section of Indiana , where he addressed

several vigorous meetings of our Divisions

in that locality, which had not been visited

for many months, and from which urgent

appeals had been received for his personal

attention . His work in that section devel

oped renewed interest and left the move

ment there in a thoroughly healthy condi.

tion .

Upon returning to the office he shaped

the work of the other officers and prepared

to attend the A . F . of L . Convention . On

the 9th inst. he left for Pittsburg , where

he, in company with ex-Board Member D . J .

Reid and Board Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald ,

are representing this Association in the A .

F . of L . Convention now in progress. The

Convention is expected to continue until

about the 25th of November, during which

time President Mahon will remain in Pitts

burg and vicinity. He hopes to be able to

visit Beaver Valley, Division No. 105 , and

Wheeling, Division No. 103 , before return .

ing to the office ; there being a situation in

Wheeling pertaining to the organization of

the Elm Grove company employes which
requires his attention at his earliest con

venience.. There are urgent appeals for his

presence in the south and east, one of

which situations he will very likely give his

attention immediately after the adjourn .

ment of the A . F . of L . Convention .

* * *

Immediately upon the adjournment of the

Convention First Vice-President Joseph C .

Colgan was directed to respond to a call

from Division No. 199, of Ottumwa, Iowa,

which Division was negotiating a renewal of

agreement. Vice-President Colgan respond

ed to the call and aided the Division in

bringing about their agreement with the

company by which an increase in wage was

established . Vice-President Colgan reports

the Ottumwa Division to be in excellent

shape.

G . E . B . Member Wm. B . Fitzgerald re

ports progress from the Brooklyn situation ,

where he held conferences tending to
an adjustment of grievances in the interest
of Division No. 283. He is now in attend.

ance at the A . F . of L . convention .

G . E , B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald reports

progress in his work of establishing the or
ganization in Portland, Me. It seems that
he has arived at a point where permanent

establishment of the division is an actual
assurance to the Association , and it means
a membership, in Portland alone, of near

600 members , and in other towns an encour

agement for organization. Bro . Fitzgerald

is working in virgin territory , and his ef
fort is an extension of jurisdiction where
organization has never before ventured in

our craft.

G . E . B . Member Ben Commons has been

directed to take up the work of the organ

ization in sections of the south , and visit

the Indian Territory locals , which are new

ly organized , and aid them in getting into

working condition .

CONVENTION NOTES.

Seventh Vice-President H . T . B . Grey,

upon his return home found an outside agi

tation at work encouraging the idea of a

strike on part of Division No. 382. Vice

President Grey immediately set about to

investigate the cause of the publication in

the daily newspapers of inflammatory ar.

ticles bearing upon this matter, and upon

discovering that there was no foundation

for the published statements, he promptly

refuted the same, and reports from that

Delegates presenting resolutions thatwere
adopted by the Chicago convention , and the
respective resolutions adopted were as fol
lows:

By Del. Ben Commons, New Orleans Di

vision No. 194 :

Resolved , That the Ninth Biennial Con

vention of the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A .

place itself on record as being opposed to a

graded scale of wages ; that a copy of this

resolution be sent to the different locals."

By Dels . A . H . Corless, Division No. 240

Chelsea , Mass. ; John L . Shepard, 262, Nor..

wich , Conn. ; Wm . J . Walsh , 253, Quincy ,.

Mass.; James W . Burke, 281, New Haven ,

Conn.; P . F . Sheehan , 235 , Brockton , Mass.;
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death or disability results from accident sus

tained while on duty as a policeman .
Del. M . C . Buckley, Chicago , that the of

ficial seal of the Association shall be used

for no purpose other than business pertain

ing to the organization .
By President Mahon : That there shall be

selected by the G . E . B . an expert account

ant to examine the books and financial ac

counts of the Association at each regular
audit, and at such other periods as the G . E .

B . may deem such examination adviable .

The report of the accountant shall be pub

lished in connection with the printed report

made to the Local Divisions. .
Many resolutions were before the conven

tion which were concurrent with the exist
ing laws and principles of the Association ,

and required no action ,

OLD AGE PENSION FUND.

John H . Reardon , 22 , Worcester, Mass. ;

Thos. W . Cunningham , 280, vowell, Mass. ;

Geo . A . Rose , 238, Lynn, Mass. :

" Whereas, We believe the time is now ripe

for organization among the street car men

in New England, particularly in the city of

Boston , Mass., where over 7 ,000 men who

are eligible to membership in our organiza

tion are employed ; therefore, be it

" Resolved , That the International Presi.

dent be instructed to send representatives

to that section for the purpose of forming

Divisions of the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of

A ., particularly in the city of Boston .
Resolved, That the Secretary of the G . E .

B . communicate with the Secretary of the

Massachusetts Branch of the A . F . of L . re-

questing co-operation and assistance in this

work of organization. ”

By Dels. J. H . Pickles, 113, Toronto, Ont. ;

J . C . Colgan , 241, Chicago, Ill.:

" Whereas, The primary object of the A . A .

of S . and E . R . E . of A . is that of promoting

the material welfare of its members by se

curing for them , from time to time, an in

crease in wage; and,

"Whereas, One of the chief obstacles con

fronting the Association in this respect is

the overbonding and overissuing of stock by
the respective companies, issuing stock of

no intrinsic value, but which must be paid

out of the earnings of labor, and which

rightfully belongs to labor ; therefore , be it

" Resolved , That this Association severely

condemns this ingenious system of watering

stock and pledges itself to use every influ

ence with state and provincial legislatures ,

when granting or renewing franchises, to

effectually stop this commercial evil which

is robbing labor of its rightful earnings.”

By Del. James D . Landrigan , 132, Troy,

N . Y .:

" Whereas, The Cluett, Peabody & Co ., of
Troy, N . Y ., manufacturers of the Arrow

brand and Crown collars, and the Monarch
shirt, in attempting to reduce the wage of

their employes and introducing other un

fair conditions of employment, forced their

empoleys to strike, the said firm is unfair

to, and open enemies of organized labor ;

therefore, be it

" Resolved , That this Convention con

demns the attitude of the Cluett-Peabody
Co., and urges upon our membership the im .

portance of giving to the striking Troy Col.

lar Workers' Starchers' Union No. 2 , of the

Shirtwaist and Laundry Workers' National

Union , undivided moral support by avoiding
the purchase of the Cluett-Peabody Co.' s

products."

Delegates who were lucky enough to have

the text of their resolutions bearing upon
laws incorporated in the new constitution

were Del. J . H . Pickles, Toronto , Ont., to

change the wording of old Section 92 .

Del. J. H . Larkin , Chicago , Ill., to retain

the present name to the Association .

Del. C . W . Mills, Chicago, to change the

wording of old Section 109 providing for

seniority of service in selection of runs.

Del. Sam Walker, Chicago , to bar mem -

bers from death or disability claims when

By act of the Chicago convention, the per

capita tax was increased from ten to fifteen

cents per month , to become operative from
January 1, 1906 . Five cents per member of

this fund must be set aside to meet the

death and disability claims, and when this

fund reaches $ 10,000 in the International

treasury , there shall be put in operation the

old age pension, as follows :

Section - Any member of this Associa

tion who has been a member for seven and

up to ten consecutive years, remaining con .

tinuously in good standing, and has reacued

the age of sixty- five or over, and whom be

cause of his age is prevented from following

the occupation of a street and electric rall

way employe, and is unable to fulfill any

other position at which he will receive a

living wage, he shall receive the sum of One

Dollar ( $ 1.00 ) per week , payable monthly,

from the funds provided for that purpose .

Sec. - Any member who has been a

continuous member from ten up to fifteen

years, and has reached the same conditions

as provided for in the last section , he shall

receive from this fund One Dollar and Fifty

Cents ( $ 1.50) per week .

Sec. — Any member who has been fifteen

and up to twenty years a member of this

Association , and has reached the same con

ditions as above provided for, he shall re
ceive Two Dollars ( $ 2.00) per week ,

Sec . Any member who has been twen

ty- five years and over a continuous member
of this Association , and has reached the age

and conditions as above prescribed , shall re
ceive the sum of Three Dollars ( $ 3 .00 ) per

week .

In line with the above , the Interantional
Executive Board is instructed to prepare &

blank for the application of the old age pen
sion fund, specifying the conditions and
rules under which the same shall be paid .

These blanks will be forwarded to the Di.

visions upon their request after this fund be."
comes operative.
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CAR VENTILATION , each trip to answer the purpose, with but

little trouble. Not so with the extra. He

In the President's report to the ninth con encounters the crowded loads unexpetcedly,

vention, it may be seen that this Associa and hesitates in giving proper attention to

tion paid 293 death claims and 11 disability
ventilation through fear of annoying possible

claims. The total loss from the member impatient passengers, or neglecting some

ship by death is not confined to those upon other duty . The average passenger will

whom death benefits were paid . One year overlook being jostled , and gladly so , if he

membership is required to become benefici.
is to be recompensed by fresh air . To the

ary, during which period several are report
conductor, the matter of ventilation is one

ed as having died. Others are in bad stand
of health preservation , even more than to

ing at the time of death. From these two the passenger, who is but a temporary occu .

classes fully 100 may be aded to the death pant of the car.

list, which would approximate 400 deaths Again , the conductor who gives proper at

from our membership during the official tention to the ventilation of his car, express

term . The relation that this appalling death es an important qualification for the position

list has to ventilation of cars lies in the he occupies, and the one that neglects this

alarming proportion of deaths caused by
duty has a monumental fault to bury by an

consumption and lung diseases. Thirty -eight excess of other good qualities .

per cent of the deaths reported are of this

character.

There seems to be no more death -dealing CONGRATULATION OF PRES, GOMPERS.
feature of our occupation than the tendency

to engender cousumption and lung diseases,

and this relates most particularly to con
Washington , D . C ., October 11, 1905 ,

ductors. Thus, it becomes self-evident that, Mr. Rezin Orr Secretary Amalgamated Ass'n

speaking generally, the conductor is subject of Street and Electric Railway Employes,
to conditions that either overpower or im .

45 Hodges Block, Detroit, Mich .
pair natural physical resistance of disease.

Dear Sir and Brother: - Your telegram
In contemplating the disease inviting con .

ditions which may prevail to the conductor, came duly to hand and contents noted . I

and they are not only two or thre , a most feared that a telegram would neither reach
threatening one is the improperly ventilated

you nor Brother Mahon , otherwise I would
car. At best, in closed winter cars, disease

lurks in every nook penetrated by human
have sent it to Chicago. I was under the

breath . Not alone are disease germs depos impression that you had already left for

ited by expectoration. In a car loaded with headquarters at Detroit.

people , as it is necessitated at periods of the Permit me to take advantage of the op

day, unless the most perfect ventilation is

afforded , the confined air becomes laden
portunity for congratulating you and Pres

with baneful infection , and not only is the ident Mahon, and particularly the Amalga

infection contemporary with the trip, but mated Association of Street and Electric

the impurities that proper ventilation would Railway Employes on the splendid action

permit to be carried away and assimilated , of its recent convention.

deposit themselves about the interior of the I know Brother Mahon and his splendid

car and remain there in deathly defiance un work in the interest of the railway men of

til their poisonous vaporings cease from nat. the country and for all labor. He has been

ural decay. While inside the car among the painstaking and self -sacrificing and no ef

passengers, collecting fares and performing fort has been left untried which could in any

other necessary duties, the conductor sub way redound to the advantage of the men .

mits himself a voluntary victim to slow poi No man in the labor movement of this or

soning, and frequently it is not so slow . any other country has been called upon to

While on the platform and as he opens the face more difficult problems or more criti

door at the approach of streets, or to allow cal situations than Brother Mahon , and he

the exit of passengers, millions of minute has manfully stood for them , and ably em

impurities rush for the only avenue of es erged from them all, carrying the organiza

cape, and myriads find lodgment in the cel tion to a higher plane of living, and im

lular recesses of the conductor' s lungs. proved the condition of the men immeas

There can be only one ultimate result - the urably.

door is opened to disease and physical re The Convention , in unanimously declaring

sistance is lessened . Consumption is not for true trade union principles, as declared

the only affliction invited . Resistance against by the American Federation of Labor, and

the elements is removed, and colds, bilious by overwhelmingly re-electing Brother Ma

ness, la grippe, pneumonia, etc., are common hon to the presidency has honored itself and

results. given prooi of its stability, permanence, pro

The matter of crowded , or even over gress and success.

crowded cars, is beyond the province of the With kindest regards and best wishes, and

conductor, but the matter of proper ventila congratulating you also on your re-election ,
tion is generally under his direct control. I am

The regular conductor knows the trips upon Fraternally yours,

which he encounters crowded loads and is SAML. GOMPERS.

able to adjust the ventilation of his car for President American Federation of Labor,
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMYLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W . D . Mahon .

Chapter XI.

The Milwaukee convention had decided

that a permanent headquarters for the as
sociation should be located in the City of

Detroit , and in following out this instruc

tion , the writer, at the close of the conven

tion , visited Detroit for the purpose of mak
ing arrangements for the location of the
headquarters. On arriving in that city he

was welcomed by the officers and members

of Division No. 26 , and an arrangement was

made by which joint headquarters were

opened with the Division at room 14 Kan .

ter building. Joint headquarters were main .

tained for several years, until the Interna

ternational organization becameso large that

more room was required, and then they were

separated . During all the years that the

headquarters of the International and local

were together, perfect harmony prevailed ,

and the aid and assistance given to the In

ternational officers by the members and of
ficers of Division No. 26 aided greatly in ad

vancing the work and establishing the Inter
national movement.

The first important work of the term was

to take up and push the vestibule law in

the states outlined by the convention , it

having been decided that the bills should be

introduced , and if possible, pushed through

the Legislatures of Michigan, Wisconsin 'and

Indiana . In accordance with these instruc

tions the measures were prepared and ar-

rangements made to push the work .

International Secretary Miller G Moore,

who was also at that time secretary of Di-
vision 26 , was selected to push the work in

Michigan , and it was decided by the officers

of Division No. 26 , to , if possible, have

Moore elected to the State Legislature, and

in this they were successful. They

first secured his nomination on the labor
ticket and later he secured the endorsement

of the Republican convention , and was elect

ed a member of the State Legislature from

the City of Detroit . In pushing the work of

securing the vestibule bill, Moore was ably

assisted by the officers and executive com -

mittee of Division 26 , and early in the ses-

sion secured the passage of tne law in
Michigan .

The work of securing the passage of this
law in Indiana was left in the hands of

First Vice-President Rezin Orr. Orr was

assisted by the Ft. Wayne local and the

other labor organizations of the state, and
after a hard campaign succeeded in having

the measure passed in the State of Indiana .

The writer took up the work in Wiscon

sin , and here the companies put up a hard

contest to prevent vestibule legislation. The

companies' forces were led by the late
Postmaster -General Henry C . Payne, who

was at that time President of the Milwau

kee Street Railway Company. Payne was

a skilled lobbyist, having won his political

reputation , and it is said his wealth , as a

lobbyist . He organized the companies'

forces of the state and took the field against

us. The writer first took up the work in

the City of Milwaukee. Aided by a com

mittee from Division No. 15 , we interviewed

the different political leaders and finally

secured the support and co -operation of

Gov. Upman and his administration . We

had the measure introduced by one of the

leading administration men , Mr. Stilman of

Milwaukee. The measure once introduced

before the Legislature, the battle opened.

Payne rallied his forces, and every street

railway company in the state came to his

assistance and it is needless to say they

fought the measure with all the power at

their command .

The writer represented the organizations

before the legislative committee, assist

ed by Ex-Commanding General of the

Grand Army of the Republic, Gen . Wie

sart. The first hearing before the legislative

committee brought forth every force in the
state against us. It is said that this hearing

was one of the most interesting that was

ever heard in Madison, the capital of the

state. So much interest was displayed in

the hearing that the members of both the

House and Senate left their seats and came

to the committee room to hear the argu

ments. Both sides presented lengthy argu

ments before the committee, and after its

adjournment the fight was carried to the

House and Senate . The battle continued

for something like six weeks. In this con

test we were greatly assisted by the State

Federation of Labor and the various labor

organizations throughout the entire state.

Resolutions, letters and petitions were for

warded from tne various organizauons to the

Legislature, and in the different cities com

mittees were appointed by the Central
Bodies to wait upon the Senators and Repre.

sentatives whenever they returned home

and urge them to vote for the measure.

It was without question one of the cold

est winters ever experienced in Wisconsin ,

and in the midst of the battle for the vesti
bule, Second Vice -President John Kennedy

of Milwaukee ran through one of the draw

bridges with his car, killing himself and

three passengers. The investigation of the

coroner 's jury pronounced that the man

was frozen at his post of duty , and that had

he been protected by the vestibule the acci

dent would not have occurred. This acci

dent had great effect upon the Legislature.

However, it was made light of by the other

side, who claimed that it was an accident,

and no one could tell what caused it . It

had the effect, nevertheless , and the writer

firmly believes that the decision of the cor.
oner's jury was correct. It was something

like eighteen degrees below zero upon this

morning . Kennedy was sick when he re

ported for work , but there was no relief and

he had to go ahead. When he was found,

he was at the bottom of his car, several
feet under water, yet his face and hands

were frozen , and in the opinion of experts

they were frozen before he went into the

water, claiming that it could not have hap
pened afterwards.
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IN MEMORIAM ,This sad accident, while it cost us the life
of one of the most valuable and ardent work
ers that our Association ever had , had its
effect in assisting us in securing the protec
tion for other men in that state since that
day . After six weeks of hard fighting the
measure was passed , and the Association
was victorious in each of its contests that
had been outlined by the convention .

In pushing the work during this winter we
were greatly handicapped for the lack of
funds. The organizations that were in good

standing at this time were indifferent about
making their reports and many times we
were forced to borrow from our friends or
go without, as the case might be . Never
theless the work was pushed with deter -

mination , and I doubt if ever since , in
the history of the organization more has
been accomplished than was accomplished
during that memorable winter. The result
of that battle for vestibules has been the

protection of the thousands of street car
men in those three states from that day on .

( To be Continued.)

Toronto, Ont., Div. No. 113.
Whereas, We, the members of Div . No. 113,

in meeting assembled , deplore the sad loss
to ourselves, his parents and friends, of our

late brother - in - arms, H . Taylor ; therefore
be it

Resolved, That this Division drape its
charter for a period of thirty days, in mem

ory of our deceased brother , that a copy of

thege resolutions be forwarded to the rela

ves of our deceased brother, and that they

be published in our Association journal.

Attest: F . H . PICKLES, Pres.
JOHN GRIFFIN , Rec. Sec.

New Haven, Conn., Div, No. 281.

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
his infinite wisdom to call from our midst our
beloved Brother John Moran , therefore, be it

Resolved . That we, the members of Division

281, of the A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A . , in meet
ing assembled , express our sorrow to the be

reaved family on the death of our brother
and that our charter be draped for a period
of thirty days in respect to his memory .

Resolved . That these resolutions be en
tered upon our minutes and a copy of the
same sent to the bereaved family and pub
lished in the official journal.

D . S . FITZGERALD, Rec. Sec.

BENEFITS PAID

From the Death and Disability Fund for the
month of September were on the deaths of
the following members :

B . Rouse, Div. No. 194, New Orleans,
La., Nephritis . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100

Phil. Stoddard , Div. No. 241, Chicago,
III., Apoplexy, Hputitis Nephritis . . . . 100

Richard Barrett, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg ,
Pa., Consumption . . . . . .

Jno . McCarthy, Div . No. 148, Albany,
N . Y ., Acute Peritonitis . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

James Murphy , Div. No. 205 , San Fran
cosco . Cal., Accident, fracture of skull 100

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500

Death benefits paid in October

Chas. Turner, Div . No. 318 , Chicago, Ill.,

Carcinoma of Stomach . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100

Fred Heintz, Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.,
Shock and injuries wy accident . . . . . . 100

Conrad Reibold, Div . No. 241, Chicago,
Ill., Asthenia Cordis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

John Haystead, Div. No. 107, Hamilton,

Ont., Asthma and Heart Failure . . . . . . 100
H . Wosch , Div. No. 272, Youngstown, O .,
Accident . . . . . . . . 100

Lowell, Mass ., Div. No. 289.
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in

His wisdom to remove from our midst our
beloved brother , Henry Lashua, therefore, it
is ,

Resolved . That we, the members of Div .

230 . express that in the death of Brother
Lashua the Brotherhood has lost one of its

most honorable members, and the craft an
efficient workman .
Resolved . That as a tribute of respect for

our beloved Brother our charter be draped

in mourning for a period of thirty days, that
these resolutions be entered on the records of
our division , a copy sent to the bereaved fam

ily and they be published in the " Motorman
and Conductor."

T . W . CUNNINGHAM , Pres.,
ROLLO E . LEWIS, Vice- Pres.,
JOHN GRIFFIN , Řec. Sec .,

Committee.

Hamilton, Ont., Division, No. 107.
At its regular meeting held in Trades and

Labor Hall, Saturday night, October 21, 1905 ,

Division No. 107, Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes of
America , adopted the following resolution :
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in

His infinite wisdom to remove from our midst

our friend and comrade, Brother John Hay
stead.
Resolved, That we herewith place on rec

ord our sense of the loss we have sustained
and of his character as we knew him .
He was one of the originalmembers of this

organization , and during more than twenty
five years' service on the Hamilton Street

Railway System was ever faithful to his du
ties in that regard . Personally , he enjoyed
our highest respect, and indeed he was en
deared to us by his qualities as a congenial

friend and companion . To his bereaved
widow we desire to convey our heartfelt sym
pathy , commending her to the compassion

and protection of Him "who doeth all things
well. "

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect for
our deceased brother the Charter of this Di

vision be draped in mourning for a period
of thirty days, that these resolutions be in

serted in the minutes of this meeting ; that
a copy be forwarded to the bereaved widow ,
and that a copy be transmitted to the official

journal of our association , " The Motorman

and Conductor,, " for publication .

JOHN THEAKER, President.
ALEX , LAMOND , Secretary .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . $500

MINE WORKERS' COMMENT.

It was with great pleasure that The Jour
nal noted that W . D . Mahon was re -elected

president of the street car men . Not with

standing the avalanche of villification
launched at him because he stood manfully
up for the sacredness of a trade contract,

he was unanimously chosen . En passant

It may be said that those who hurled the

" thunderbolts" at him are not and never
were members of his organization , and his

manly stand in the face of villainous vitu
peration makes his vindication the more

pleasing . The day of the chronic character
assassin has gone. - United Mine Workers'

Journal.
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

CHICAGO CONVENTION ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.
Reading from left to right- Bus. Agt. W . C . Downing, Div , 308 ; Bus. Agt. Wm . Taber ,

Div. 241; Bus. Agt. P . J . Skerrett, Div . 260 ; Editor L . D . Bland , Union Leader, mem
ber Div. 260 .

AUTUMN.

The Autumn leaves are falling,
The summer days are gone,

To the southland, birds are flying ,
For the southland bids them come.

Soon the snowflakes will be falling,

Falling softly through the air ,
Enfolding the earth in a snowy mantle
Covering the ground so cold and bare.

Then again the world will awaken ,
To the gentle voice of spring ,

Oh ! how many it will gladden ,
Oh ! what happiness it will bring.

- Jennie Smith Allen , Rochester, N . Y .

DETROIT DIGEST,

where more than two nominations stand for
the same office . If there are three or more

nominees for the same office the vote deter
mines the candidates for election , the two

receiving the highest number of votes are

declared the candidates. One week later, or
the first Monday of December, the election

takes place. The ballot then used in voting
contains not more than two names for each

office , and the one elected must receive a

majority of all votes cast for the particular
office.

The nominations for offices in Div. No. 26
are as follows:

For President - Charles E . Aley , J . W . Daly .
For Vice - President - Wert McLeod, J. J .

Hayes, R . Dawson,
For Sergeant-at-Arms- Garrett F . Burns.

Wm . Pierson , Archie Black , David Caldwell.

For Secretary - Treasurer - C . H . Johnson ,
Wm. Sherwood, D . D . Cady, G . A . Mitchell,
Wm . Walsh, R . O . Starkey, A . H . Kay, R . J .
Burns, E . M . Rippon .

For Business Agent- Chas. Duryee, H . A .

Meeker, F . A . Garnsey, J. A . Rhoades, John
Sanders,
For Executive Board Members - Brush St.

line, James Adams; Third St. line, Charles
Richardson ; Trumbull Ave. line, Charles Hart;
Baker St. line, John Branigan , W . J . Proc

tor ; Crosstown east, John MacManamy; Cross
town west, Charles Gateclift . James Duffen

bach , George Fowler, J . Steffler, Frank Curry :
Fort St. east, Newton Allen , Al. Garnsey ; Fort

St. west, C . O . Willard, J . Kenyon , Adam Mil
ler ; Sherman , east, John Conwell, M . C . Stow

ard , D . L . Dilworth : Sherman , west, James
Harens, John Sprague; Gratiot line, R . H .
Sunderland, Charles Livingston ; Michigan
Ave., Hamilton Shirley ; Woodward Ave ., John
May , Andrew McLelland. J . A . McLeod : 14th
line, Timothy Sullivan , Hugh McClintock ,

John Harrison , Elijah Eby, Ed. Mashier; Jer .
ferson Ave ., conductors, W . L . Ford, D . Camp
bell, Dennis McGraw : Jefferson Ave., motor

men , J . Bertram , Thos . Tupper, C . Lehman ;

The system of electing officers in vogue
with Division No. 26 . and which was explain

ed by the Detroit delegates to the Chicago
convention , is , perhaps, one of the most eco

nomically fair methods used by any of the
large locals. The system is really a double
election . Nominations for offices may be

made to the local Executive Board at the first
meeting of the Board in November. On the
fourth Monday of November an election is
held to vote upon the nominees to determine
who shall be candidates. The votes are re

ceived at the local office in the Buhl block ,
except that to afford members at remote sta
tions a chance to vote, two tellers are ap

pointed at each of such stations to receive

the votes and return them to the office. The

polling places are held open all day to give
every member a chance to vote. No nominees

are voted upon at this primary election only
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Bro. Ed. McNiel, who had been for some
time afflicted with consumption , died in the
West, on the 3rd inst. His remains were
returned to Detroit for interment. He was a
conductor on the Third street line.

The benefits upon the deaths 01 Bros.
Pierson and O 'Niel will be paid by two as
sessments of $ 1 .00 each upon the membership
for the months of November and December,
and will net a death benefit of about $ 1 . 280
in each case . There will also be $ 100 each
from the International.

NOT AFTER UNION .

Orchard Lake, Perry Prindle; Pontiac, L .
Harnack , D . McLelland ; Flint, R . E . Wil
liams, D . Purvis ; Wyandotte, Erwin Betwee,
J . Boyce, W . Hufr.
The primary election , which takes place on

the 27th , will be to elect candidates for Vice
President Sargeant-at- Arms, Secretary ,
Treasurer, Business Agent and Board Mem

bers upon lines where there are more than
two candidates.

There being no other nominees upon their
respective lines, those who are sure to serve
upon the incoming Board are : Bros. James
Adams, Charles Richardson , Charles Hart,

John MacManamy, Hamilton Shirley and Per
ry Prindle.

An interesting feature of the Detroit Di
vision is that between June 1st and Novem
ber 1st, 1905 , there were 108 members of the
association discharged from the service of
the company, or an average of 21 3 / 5 members
per month . This would be a rate equal to
260 discharges per year. Counting a mem
bership of 1 , 300 , which will equal that of the
Detroit local, it means the discharge of one
out of every five , per year, or, that from dis
charges alone, by prerogative of the manage
ment of the company , the average tenure of
position , or in other words, the life of an
electric railwayman in Detroit , as such , as a
rule , is limited to five years. It must be un
derstood , also that this calculation is biased
by the fact that members of the local pass
through a 60 - day probation before they are
admitted to membership , during the service
of which the discharge ratio is in excess of
the average from among the membership ,
a fact which would reduce the average term
of service below the 5 - year estimate.

True, there are those who have been in

the service for a longer term than five years,
but if the number is above a slim minority ,

It is by some force other than the preroga
tion of company officials .
However, of the 108 discharged, there have

been reinstated , through the efforts of the
Association , 79 discharged members, and 13
cases are reported pending adjustment. Six
cases were dropped by the officers of the local
as hopeless, and 10 accepted discharge with
out seeking the intercession of the local.
Passing by the 13 cases pending as subject
to the same ratio of reinstatement as the
cases already dealt with by the local we find
that the average number eliminated from the
service by discharge is at the rate of 3 2 / 3
per month , or 40 members per year. Count
ing upon the membership of 1 , 300 we find that
one per year of every 3242 members are drop
ped from the service , and that the average
life of a Detroit electric railway man , so far
as the matter of losing position from dis
charge is concerned, is 3272 years. Taking
these figures as an indicator, there is 643
times the security of position in unionism
that there is in non -unionism . If this is true
in Detroit , what would be the advantage to
men working under non -union conditions in
cities where there is a less magnanimous
management, who exercise the prerogative of

discharge more freely , several fold , than
here ?

On Oct. 28th , a most cowardly attack was
made upon Bro. Reuben Braidwood, conduc
tor on the Wyandotte line, by a couple of
thugs who refused to pay their fares. So
serious was the assault that Bro . Braidwood

laid unconscious for two days at the Red
Cross Hospital, and his life was despaired of.
He is now reported improving and out of
danger . Both the company and local will
spare no effort to apprehend the miscreants

who committed the assault.
The sympathy of the membership is ex

tended to Bro. Harry Marshall. of the Cross
town line, upon the sad death of his wife .

Mrs. Marshall was a sufferer from consump
tion and passed away on the 2nd inst.
On Sept. 23d Bro . Charles Pearson died

suddenly, of heart failure, at his home in
Fairview . Bro . Pearson was a motorman on

Jefferson avenue and the members of that

line sent a beautiful floral tribute to hi
home. The memorial was a floral car. com

plete in every detail.

Kalamazoo, Mich .- Div. No. 343 held three
meetings within one week , as the result of
the discharge of her secretary , Bro. Scott
Bullinger, who is secretary of the Kalamazoo
local, attended the Chicago convention , and
about three days after his return was noti
fied of his discharge . There were circum
stances existing in the apparent attitude of
the company that led to the conclusion that
his discharge was an attack upon the or

ganization . The presence of an International
officer was requested and a meeting was call
ed for Saturday night, October 28th . At this
meeting there were present President Parent,
of the C . L . U . . and C . L . U Delegates King .
Creegley, Granger, Walker and Stevens. Also
one of our International officers. These broth
ers gave the membership some good advice
and we would be pleased to have them with
us again . It was concluded , at the meeting ,
to have the case of Secretary Bollinger in
vestigated and for that purpose it was turn
ed over to a committee composed of our gen

eral officer, President Parent, of the C . L U .,
and Pres. Stevens, of the Cigar Makers'
Union .

October 30th the committee met Mr. R . W .
Harris, superintendent of the company, and
in the conference he assured the committee
that he had discharged Secretary Bollinger
for cause, and that he was not after the
union , that no man would be discharged for
affiliation therewith . He also gave assur
ance that committees would be received and
any matters taken up with them for adjust
ment. At two meetings, one held October
31st and another November 1st, the commit
tee reported the result of the conference ,
The report was received and as Bro . Bullin
ger made the statement that he did not de
sire to return to the service permanently , his
case was dropped , ag a matter of dispute as
to facts, between himself and Mr. Harris .

The sense of the meetings upon the two
turn system was taken , and favored by those
present. This matter will be given further
consideration , and it is very likely that it
will be taken up with Mr. Harris, and a trial
asked for.

Div . 343 is at present in a flourishing con
dition . " Celery City."

GLOUCESTER , MASS., NOTES.

On August 3d occurred the death of Bro .
James J . Murry, one of our staunch members,

who took an active interest in the meetings
of the local. The cause of death was typhoid
fever. He was 28 years of age, single, but
the support of a widowed sister and her two
children . His body was sent to Port Mul
grave , N . S . , for burial. A goodly collection

was taken up among our membership and do
nated to the bereaved sister.

Our members are well pleased with our
new headquarters, and as the weather sharp
ens toward the winter temperature the at
tendance at meetings strengthens.

Much to the chagrin of the many of Glou
cester ' s " fair ones," there are but few single
men left among our membership ; Bro. A . A .
Campbell, one of the best " hits, " was cap
tured a couple of months since by Miss Mc
Kay. There are two or three more yet dodg
ing darts, but it is only a question of time.

The union button takes well with the mem
bers here. They are showy and attract much
attention and respect.
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regulahamehadave
Spare men here, this summer, have had an

abundance of work , and regular men have
worked much extra time

There is not a member of this local behind
in dues , which speaks well for the timber
of which we are composed.

President Poole has served as park police

at Long Beach Park for the past two seasons
and fills the bill to perfection . He takes his

car at the end of the season .
Bro . Melancon very narrowly escaped a

severe running board accident, on Aug. 30.
While collecting fares he was struck by a
team and hurled from the car into the street.
Fortunately , he received no serious injury .

11270 . "

members of the Division made him a present
of a fine signet ring at the last meeting on
Saturday, November 4th . An enjoyable time
was had at this seeting . Several new mem
bers were initiated and after the business
had all been transacted a fine luncheon was
served.

Bro . G . W . Shimel has returned to work
after six weeks' of sickness. Bro . Shimel is
the first one to profit by our sick benefit
fund . He was granted an order for five
weeks' benefits at the last meeting , and the
members are beginning to appreciate the
benefits of our organization in that respect,
as delinquents are almost a thing of the past
in this Division , all but one or two being
paid up to date.
Bro . W . S . Johnston has been called to

Ohio by the serious illness of his mother.
" V ),

UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT.
Norwich , Conn . Div . No. 262 held her sec

ond annual social, October 18th , 1905 , in the
Auditorium . The committee to whom much
of the success of the event was due, was com
posed of Bros. Jno. S . Shepard, master of cere
monies ; Cortland F . Brown , floor director : M .
J . Spottswood , Annie Gordon , Jas. J . Bowker ,
Irving Cuethers, Elwood Stanton and Fred
Halyburton , aides ; Wm . Ryan, Ed. St. Peters,
Arthur Gordon , E . H . Christman , Thos . K .
Gavitt and H . T . Ladd, reception Committee ;
Geo. W . Leonard , W . B . Barwell, C . E . Lau
genn , C . T . Morgan , R . F . Cullin , W . H . Sweet,
C . H . Raynes and H . W . Smith , arrangement
committee.
The pleasures of the evening were digress

ed by an unfortunate accident that befell Bro.
Charles Ladd. Due to a slippery rail an
extra open car slid back on a steep grade and
crashed into a closed cab box car which
Bro . Ladd was operating. He was caught in
the crash and his left leg was severed below
the knee. I am pleased to report that he is
recovering rapidly .
We are also pleased to report Bro . Groves

back with us again , after some six weeks'
illness . " I See. "

VACANCIES FILLED .
Mt. Clemens, Mich . - At a meeting of Div .

No. 90, held at Marine City , October 12th , the
local declared the offices of President and
Secretary vacant, and elected to fill the va
cancies, as President, Bro. Wm . Peters ; as

financial secretary , Bro . Wm . Aemke.
Treasurer Aemke, who was delegate to the

convention , rendered a lengthy and very ex
plicit report, which was well received .

Bro . Bert Norton , who was seriously injur
ed in a collision with the construction train

and the car upon which he was conductor,
is recovering from his injuries and will soon
return to work .

Secretary - Treasurer Wm . Aemke is again
about, after some days' illness from a severe
attach of La Grippe.

The next meeting of the Local will occur
on the 16th inst. , when nominations for offi

cers for the coming year will be made. The
election of officers will take place at a meet

ing to be held in December. "Austin ,"

NEW HAVEN WAGE RATE .
NOTES FROM 197 .

Eleven stevidentl
y

it hund his door

Meadville , Pa . - -Since our last letter appear
ed a great many things of interest to the
local division have occurred . Among them

the resignation of our worthy president, H .
A . Williams. Bro . Williams has purchased
an interest in the hay and coal business of
the S . Merrell Co. , and has severed his con
nection with the Traction Company after sey
eral years' service as motorman . At the last
meeting at which Bro . Williams presided he
was presented with a rocker, as a slight
token of the regard and esteem in which he
is held by the members of Div . , 197.

A great many new men have been added

to the list of motormen and conductors in
the last few months and it is a noteworthy

fact that all the experienced men who came
here and remained any length of time were
members of the Amangamated . A number

who came here in response to advertisements

in the city papers turned out to be grafters
and incompetents and soon received their
walking papers.

V . A . Reichard returned from the inter

national convention at Chicago very well
pleased with the work of the gathering , and
the fine treatment received at the hands of
the Chicago brothers, Undoubtedly the peo
ple of Chicago will not soon forget the Pitts

burg bunch of " bell ringers, " nor will the
latter soon forget their visit to Heiniegu

bubeler' s place - " whatever that is, " espe
cially Bro . “ Soho." That golden week in
Chicago will not fade from the memory of
the delegates as long as life remains, and
the happy events that transpired there will

always be loked back upon as bright spots
in the life of every man who was fortunate
enough to be in attendance at one of the
greatest labor conventions ever held .

V . A . Reichard has resigned his position
as conductor on the M . & C . S . line and will
leave in a few days for Los Angeles, Cal. , a
step made necessary by the failing of his
wife' s health . He has served as recording
secretary and correspondent for the Motor
man and Conductor for over three years . The

New Haven , Conn . - We have just emerged
from a harmless shindy with " the company "
over a readjustment. The request of Divi
sion 281 (although it took several foolscap
pages to express it ) , boiled down, asked for
25 cents per hour and 50 cents per hour for
overtime. A previous request to the gen
eral manager, verbally delivered , resulted in
a frost several degrees below Zero
Then followed the formal request to the

President of the road. We found his door

knob quite warm ; evidently it had been used
before. Eleven stalwart men in blue marched
in as if they had been going there for years.

The " conflab " was quite cordial and at times

humorous. Burke, our president, carried
enough dignity for ten ordinary mortals and
Charlie Minnix was the embodiment of hu

mor. The other nine did the filling in . We

have had committees with bile enough and
others again not entirely guileless ; we have

had men who covered themselves with glory ,
of a kind, and honor, but for persistence ,

good sense and manly dignity which appeals

not only to the men on the " running board "
but to the man in the revolving chair , we
think the committee of August and Septem

ber. 1905 , takes the palm . We think it was

the best aggregation we have ever sent to
the State House-- I mean the Office Building.
" By a stroke of the pen , " said the man with

the long head , " I could give you what you
ask for, but where would I be ? "

He took a week to think it over and the
committee " sawed wood." The papers talked
" strike," and the dear public looked on and
awaited developments . Tuesday afternoon .

September 5 , the committee got the answer
a sliding scale of 2012 cents per hour for
men under one year, 2114 for those of two

years, and for those of three years service
and over 22 42 .

This indicates that we are creeping up to
the standard . We have gotten a spoke of
the wheel and the thing to do is to keep it

revolving our way. The men in the smaller
towns and cities were dumbfounded when they
found that the company had, without the
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usual union force, advanced their wages.
Brother Mellen , the President of the com
pany, had the awful temerity to say : " The
men of the New Haven system would have
received a voluntary raise also if they had
waited." WHERE DOES HE EXPECT TO

DIE WHEN HE GOES TO ?
On the evening of the fifth of September

Dan Dillworth came and the committee had
a sort of seance with him until the wee sma'
hours o ' th ' morn . Dan attended the meet
ing at 2 a . m . and the boys enjoyed his time
ly address immensely . We are all prepared

to vote unanimously that Dan is all right.
We have mapped out some work for the

winter which will be quite new for the
Union . We have appointed a press commit
tee and already the public has had a chance
to meditate on the color of his pen . It is red .
Henceforth the union side of the questions,
as they come up , will be treated by him .

" FRA ALEXIS. ”

The by -laws of our Division have been
revised by a committee appointed for that

purpose ; read at one of the regular meet
ings and will be read once more, and then
adopted, when properly approved .

It has been decided to hold an afternoon
session the second Tuesday afternoon of each
month for the benefit of the men that are
working night runs. This is a new feature
with us, and consequently an experiment.

Bro . Joe Gooding , one of the oldest motor
men in the employ of the company, has left
the service , and with his family has moved
to Los Angeles, California , where he has

secured a position as motorman with the
company there .

Brother $. 0 . King , who was recently as
signed to a daylight run , was married Nov .

2nd to Miss Nellie Stafford. They have the
best wishes of the members of Division 326 .

Bro. W . H . Easterbrook is operating the
car on the Lake Division .
Our business agent, Bro . S . E . Campbell,

has experienced no trouble in getting the

new employes into our organization , many of
them coming in long before their time limit

expires, FRANK CHANEY,
Official Correspondent.

NOTES FROM NO . 99 .

FITTING HONOR TO MGR. THOMPSON.

Winnipeg , Man. - It is with painful regret
that your correspondent records the loss by
death of two of our late comrades.

rom the step of a St.
Johns car which was standing. he having
lost his balance , and fell through the door,
hitting his head on the pavement with great
force which fractured his skull. He was
taken to the St. Boniface hospital, but died
about eight hours later on the morning of
September 16 , at 1 : 30 o 'clock . The late
Brother was a nice, quiet young man and
had been in the service almost a year, and
we regret to learn that he has no relatives in
this country, his parents living in England .

The death of our late Brother Dixon was
caused by a severe attack of typhoid fever,
He was a young man in the service, but was
well liked by all who knew him , and like our
late Brother Wadham was here without rela

tives, who also live in England . The mem
bers were at the funerals in large numbers
to pay their last respects to our departed
comrades.

" Say ! it' s getting cold up here ! What about
having the vestibules heated this winter.
Be up and doing now . ”
Congratulations to Brother Bubbs. We all

join in wishing him a long life of happiness .
There are several members of No. 99 in

the hospital with typhoid fever. Among
those who are there at present are Brothers
Thomson , Sinclair, Nicol and Paterson .
No. 99 has sent forward their first delegate

to the convention this year. The Brother to
receive the honor of representing our mem
bers for the first time is John J . Hope, and
we all feel he is the right man in the right
place .

"ROG .”

Beaver Falls, Pa. - A number of changes
have occurred here since the Pittsburg Rail

ways Company obtained control of the Beav

er Valley Traction Co.
Mr. Gaylord Thompson has resigned as gen

eral manager, and Mr. M . J . Maxwell, for

merly superintendent of the Allegheny divi

sion of the Pittsburg Railways Co., has been

appointed superintendent. Mr. James Max

well has been appointed assistant dispatcher .

New fast schedules have been put on and
various new rules are in force.

Cars now stop at the near crossings of
streets , instead of the farther crossing , as
formerly, occasioning considerable confusion
and delay , until the public become educated

to the new idea . Some amusing stunts and

sidestepping is indulged in , and more growl
ing at the conductor , as if he were to blame!

Such is the life of a trolley conductor.

" I want to be an angel,
And with the angels stand ,

A badge upon my forehead
And a ticket punch in hand. "

Maybe we will attain our desires in the
time to come, who knows? We certainly are
entitled to wear crowns, instead of badges
and caps, in the great hereafter, and sit
around the great white throne, " for I feel

sure we will not be sent to " shoal," as we
get enough of it here on earth . " Such is
life."

Mr. Thompson left to accept a position with
the Cincinnati Traction Co., and before leav
ing here the employes gave him a rousing
farewell reception and banquet, and he left
with the good will of the boys here. The
affair occurred in Junction Park pavilion .

For an hour before the formal exercises be
gan those present were entertained by Sepp ' s
Orchestra , which rendered a number of popu
lar selections in such a manner as to call
forth repeated expressions of appreciation .
A little after 1 o 'clock Mr. Thompson , John
M . Buchanan , Esq . , Arthur E . Barnett, Esq. ,
attorneys for the company ; Dr. T . P . Simp
son , of Beaver Falls, a director, and J . C .
Lightfoot, assistant secretary, made their ap
pearance and were escorted to seats by Dis
patcher Harry Lytle and others, on the danc
ing floor of the pavilion .
When the time came for speeches , Harry

Lytle acted as master of ceremonies and
called upon the following persons, who re
onded by speaking in the highest terms of

praise of the successful management of the
traction company by Mr. Thompson during
the three years he had held the position , of
the cordial relations existing between him
and the officials and employes of the com
pany, and of the regret of all that he was
so soon to retire from the service of the

company.

MONTHLY BUTTON ADOPTED .

St. Joseph , Mo. As we have not been
heard from through the columns of the
Motorman and Conductor for several months,
we'll send you a few notes.
Our Division is progressing nicely . We

meet once each week . Attendance has been

good , and we are enjoying an era of prog
perity.
Bro. Richard Johnson , who was our dele

gate to the convention at Chicago, has had
much to tell us about the convention and
the information he received while there has
been a great benefit to Division 326 . Through
his recommendation the monthly button has
been adopted. November is the first month
they have been worn , and the promptness in
which the boys have taken out their cards
has been very noticeable . A button the size
of a half dollar is being worn .

The company has put on the winter
schedule , which did not effect any regular

men in the way of putting them back on the
extra list .

The convention number of the Motorman
and Conductor was well appreciated by mem
bers of this Division ,
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undergoing an operation, and is again on
duty .

Bro. McCreery, who is interested in oil
wells in West Virginia , has received intelli
gence of a lucky strike, having struck a
good well. Perhaps the brother will out

rival John D ., the oll magnate, in time. Hope
so . All rejoice in his good luck .

Bro. McDowell, who, after years of ab
sence, visited the home of his early days, near
Altoona, Pa., did not remain long. " Things
had changed about the place." The boys of
his youth had nearly all gone or got mar

ried, and things were not as he had it pic
tured in the mind of his early manhood, and
alas ! he got home- gick for the old Beaver
Valley and its up - to - date attractions.

Our president, Bro. Marshall , who was del
egate , reports having an elegant time at the
Chicago convention . He thinks Chicago is
O . K . and has nothing but unstinted praise

for the international officers, delegates and

all attending . He thinks a convention should
be held each month .

Bro. John Zimmer, who quit the line some
months ago , is again back with us, on the
" front end. "

The annual nomination of officers for the
ensuing year occurs at our November meet
ing. “ 105 . "

A STRENUOUS LIFE.

DETPHOTONG

J . J . THORPE , Pittsburg , Pa .

Fourth International Vice- President.

D . C . Cameron and W . E . Kemp, of the
Conductors and Motormen 's local unton ;
John M . Buchanan and Arthur E . Barnett, at
torneys of the company : Dr. T . P . Simpson ,

of Beaver Falls, a director, and Rev. M .
Sloan , of Beaver , who spoke on behalf o

the press and the general public, made short
speeches.
GeneralManager Thompson was then called

out and responded by expressing his high ap

preciation of the good will of the employes
of the company, and assured them that they
were as much entitled to credit for the suc

cess of the company under his management
as he was.

Lunch was then served under the direction
of Mrs. Teressa Watterson , of Beaver, fur
nished by the employes, and soon afterwards

all present were sent home on four special
cars.

Although it is rather late to report Labor
Day proceedings, I will state that it was cele

brated with the usual ardor generally shown
in the Beaver Valley . The pleasnt weather
added much to the occasion , and the day was
Attingly and fully observed . The program
was carried out without a hitch or incident

to mar the occasion . Thousands of people

visited the park during the day and nearly

the entire Beaver Valley was on the street
cars, the company having hauled forty thou
sand people - a record breaker . All the
amusements and features of entertainment

were well patronized .

P . M . Strayer, of Beaver Falls, who had
charge of the police at the parks of the com
pany during the summer, has severed his
connection with the same, his time having
expired. Mr. Strayer made a very efficient
officer and better order was never preserved

at the parks than during the past season un .
der his supervision ,
Bros. Joe and Tom Cochran took an ex

tended trip this fall to Niagara , and report a
good time,

Brcy. Weikert and Wickline lately joined
the benedicts' union , and cigars are being
consumed in large quantities by the boys, ag
the natural sequence . All the boys wish

them good luck in the new venture .
Bro. Hartman was off duty for some time

Albany, N . Y . - Div. No. 148 has a member
who deserves special mention for continued
service, and it is believed that he is entitled
to enrollment at the head of the list of long
term service men . Bro. H . Brown , a motor
man in the city of Albany, has been at his
post for 38 years. We think he is the old

est in service of any man in active duty in
the world . If there 's another , let's hear from
him .
Bro. Brown has seen traction presidents,

general managers, superintendents and other
officials appear upon the scene, speak their

little piece and fade away, never to return ,
and he still remains.

The traction company presidents under

whom he has worked are Messrs. John A .
Griswold , Albert E . Powers , Wm . Kemp,

Charles Cleminshaw , Robert C . Pruyn and

Judge John W . McNamara , Judge McNamara
being the present encumbent.

During the course of his 38 years ' service,
Bro . Brown has traveled 947 ,701 miles by rail.

From Aug. 17, 1904 , to Aug. 24, 1905 , he made,
in time, 373 days , and traveled 29, 798 miles.

During the 38 years, he has averaged the

loss of one day in 19, or 19 14 days per year.

This record, we believe, stands out against
all comers.
Bro . Wm . Kavanaugh has returned from

the Chicago convention , none the worse for
the trip . He rendered a very satisfactory
report, and Albany was pleased to have the
privilege of suplying one of the secretaries
at least, but would have been better pleased
to have landed a little higher.
Our members look upon the old age pension

fund legislation as a step in the right direc
tion .
The new wage scale her is being apprecia

ated by the goys, generally , and while we

can use more in our business, the present rato
will serve quite well as a balm to carry 08
over to next year.

At our next meeting we will try and dis

up a regular correspondent who will give the
boys a chance to subscribe for the Motorman
and Conductor, as 90 per cent of our mem
bers are anxious to take it. I would suggest
that President Coughlin place before the next
meeting a proposition to add 5 cents to the

monthly dues and have the division subscribe

for the entire membership for a year, and try
1t that way.

Bro . Kavanaugh has many kind things to
say of the treatment of the delegates by our
Chicago sisters and brothers, as he says we
have sisters there . Well. Kava isn ' t the lad
that wouldn ' t find out.

" ACCIDENTAL "
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DIV . NO. 313 REPORTS PROGRESS. Conductor should be preserved for future
reference, as you will find something of in
terest in the excellent report of the conven
tion .

I wish to remind the brothers that next
month the election of our officers for the
year 1906 will take place, and it ' s up to you
to place good men , unselfish men , and not
figure heads, and when you do elect them ,
encourage them by coming to the meetings.
Take an interest yourself and by so doing
you will know whether those you have elect .
ed are carrying out their promises. Read
Article 10 of the By -Laws on elections.

J . W . G .

ITEMS FROM 265 .

Rock Island, m .- We suppose the readers
of this journal will think Div . 313 is dead
or dropped out of existence , but we assure
you we are a very lively corpse, and still in

the ring . wide awake for business.
At our last regular meeting two new

members were taken in . The attendance was

small, but however, all business was trans
acted with dispatch and everything is mov
ing along nicely .
Bro. Archie Hart, our esteemed president,

attended the international convention at Chi
cago, as a delegate from this local.

It is with sadness we announce that death
has entered our Division for the first time,
and taken from our circle Bro. John Crouch ,
His sudden death was deeply felt. Although
he was with us but a short time.
By his death three motherless orphans are

left to mourn his loss , his wife having died
two years ago. We extend our heartfelt

sympathy to his bereaved children and pa
rents .
We extend our heartfelt sympathy to Bro .

Stanley at the sad death of his infant son .
Bro. C . Johnson has left us again to accept

a position at Spokane, Wash ., as sawyer in
a sash and door works.
Bro . John Passmore has resigned his posi

tion as conductor here , to accept a position
as time- keeper for the Phoenix Bridge Co.,

at Washington .
Bro . Young and wife are now located in

their new home on Eighth avenue. A num
ber of the brothers and their families gave
them a hearty house warming , to show them
there is no ill feeling.
Bro. Skinner has bought a farm of 260

acres in Dakota . We expect he will be leav
ing us to go " farming . "
We are pleased to report Bro . Sanders the

happy father of a 11 - 1b . girl.
Say what means that broad smile on Bro .

Steele 's face ? Oh ! A7 lb . girl. He says it
is the finest in the state. Papa Steele !
Sounds well. Congratulations

Bro . Oleson is back on duty after a few

days with a " friend" in the country. Keep
your eyes open , boys, something doing , may

be.
Div . No. 313 is giving a series of five dances.

Two have been given with success. Three
more to follow - Nov. 16 . Dec . 14. Jan . 18.

GASPER .

BRO. DEAN ' S ACQUITTAL .

San Jose , Cal. Since our last writing one

of our brothers, James Healey , has received

an appointment to the police force. The boys
regret to lose Bro . Healey , " Big Jim , " as he

is better known with us. He was a good
motorman and a royal good member. While

the company loses a good motorman, the city

gains an efficient officer. Bro . Healey is the
second of our members recently appointed
to the force .

Bro . Fred E . Filmore, a conductor, has
been appointed superintendent of one of the
local lines. He is the right man in the
right place. We trust he may please the
boys under him . He has served the company
many years as conductor in a manner satis

factory to those with whom he associated .
Bro . J . R . Hillis , our past president, also

fourth vice - president of the California State

A . F . of L ., whom we elected to represent

us at the Chicago Convention , was given a
God -speed at our last meeting. In the next
issue I will have something about his visit

to the Windy City . P . T . B .

317 STILL THERE .

Toronto , Ont. The many accidents that
will unavoidably happen on such a large
system as Toronto has, will sooner or later
bring some unfortunate motorman before the
court, and such was the case with Bro .
Dean . Today he is a free man , adjudged

not guilty in any sense of the word. Yet
the unfortunate part of it is that the for
mality of the law has to be followed , and a
man put to all the expense, all the hardship
and everything else that tends to humiliate
him , when the poor fellow who lost his life
could , by one little turn to right or left
have avoided it all. That Bro . Dean was
honorably acquitted the boys were all glad

to hear and we felt all along that such
would be the result .

While every precaution should be made
for the protection of society against even

the negligence of the individual member of
society , and while the functions of the law

ghould be applied in every detail, the un

necessary prosecution of an individual im
poses upon individual rights.

It would seem that in the case of Bro

Dean, and like cases, where there is not a
semblance of negligence, to say nothing of
guilty intent, a proper preliminary investi
gation should satisfy the law , without car
rying the matter to the extreme, and where
prosecution results , the only possible ex
cuse lles in a desire on the part of those re
sponsible for the execution of the law to
vindicate the law to a temporary clamor of
inconsiderate passion . Such an application
of criminal law is extremely unjust.

The October issue of the Motorman and

South Bend, Ind. This is a note from
Division 317 by its newly elected correspond
ent, and I hope that all mistakes will be
overlooked . The subject of my writing will
be :

OUR ORGANIZATION .
The members of the A . A . of S . and E . R .

E . of A . will no doubt be surprised to again
see in print in our most valuable journal
the name of A . R . Bernhardt of 317. But the
dead will come to life . A tree loses its
leaves in the fall and is dead until spring,
when it buds forth , and again shows signs
of life . It is the same with 317. She took
on her death - like appearance some two and
one - half years ago , but the heart of the
Division has always had life and blood, and
no matter what the outside looked like, the
inside has been full of life.

At this writing everything has a dull look

from those who do not know , but to me,
dear readers, the outlook for our organiza
tion in general is very bright. Division 317
will, after the long winter months are over,
bloom into a strong little Division , and make
South Bend, instead of a hotbed of scabs,
a royal union town. We are all at work
trying to keep our organization on the top ,
and , I think , with good luck being with us,
we will have the strongest organization in
the State of Indiana. Division 317 has been
(as you all know ) on strike for nearly three
years and to date not one man has went back
to work for the company. We have stood
knocks that few unions in the United States
an say they have stood , still we are fighting

for that noble cause - justice to all.
Stick to the banner, brothers , and let no

man, or corporation , trample it with their
smudgy feet. Lift it higher as you go, until
it reaches hope ' s highest notch , then keep
it there. Stick to the cause for which we
fought, and in time we will all profit by it.
We will try, through the M . & c ., to keep

you posted , and when you hear from us, it
is a rejoinder that we are still among the
living .
with best wishes, I beg to remain ,

Fraternally yours,
ALBERT R . BERNHARDT,

LICS .
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should be, high in the esteem of religious
people . They believe too, that the increase
of wages will introduce into a multitude of
homes in Brooklyn the possibilities of re
ligion and of righteousness . They believe
that the shortening of hours in trades like
that of the bakers, who today toil for eleven
hours or twelve in overheated quarters, who
recently in many cases had to sleep by the
side of their ovens, will tend to the restora
tion of these men to their families and will
be the beginning of religious and moral life
for a multitude of persons.

" I am frank to say that in these things I
agree with them . "

CORRECTED ADDRESS.
Victorin . B . In the new ligt op officers

for the ensuing term , which appeared in the

August issue of the Motorman and Conductor,
President R . A . Ritchie ' s address should have
read 35 Yates street, instead of 55 Yates
street.

What might have been a serious accident
occurred on the Esquimalt branch of the B .
C . Electric Railway on the 12th inst. It
apepars that through some misunderstand
ing of special orders, observation car No. 20
and car No. 13 crashed into each other with

great force while rounding a very sharp
curve. No. 20 was in charge of Conductor
D . Dewar and Motorman Robert Dewar. The
later saved his life by leaping from his car.
Bro . David Dewar was less fortunate , being
badly cut about the head and face by broken
glass. No 13 was in charge of Bros. Cole and
Lorimer. Bro. Cole, of the front end, being
unable to escape by jumping , was thrown
with great force through the front door of
his car, receiving serious injury . Conductor

Lorimer escaped without injury, as did also
all passengers.
Bro. A . G . Oaks has been elected to fill the

office of recording secretary for the re
mainder of the ensuing term , Bro . R . C . Wil
son having resigned , owing to his acceptance

of a position with the C . P . Ry. Co. as elec
trical engineer.

As for Division No. 109 everything is moy
ing along smoothly .

" PIONEER.”

PRESIDENT GOMPERS' REPORT.

(Continued from page 11.)

THE LABOR LEADER - A PREACHER ' S
TRIBUTE.

By Charles Stelzle.
" It opens the eyes to come into personal

contact with the leaders of labor. It robs
one forever of the vision of the labor leader
which pictures a hulking bully , thick -necked ,

hard - fisted, arrogant, preferring a fight to a
job, an agitator."

So wrote my friend, the Rev. Warren H .
Wilson , who for a year has been the frater
nal delegate in the Brooklyn Central Labor
Union , representing the Presbyterian minis
ters of that city .

" The members of the Central Labor Union
of Brooklyn are not trouble -makers, neither

are they bullies. They are a cordially ira
ternal company of thinking men , among
whom , aside from the other considerations,
it is for a thinking man an honor to be num
bered. From the writer' s first appointment
as a fraternal delegate to the Central Labor

Union , he was met with intelligent and
thoughtful cordiality . The labor men wel

comed the appointment, and one after the
other , although it was a new departure , they
assented to it ; until in a meeting of the union
it was greeted with a surprising unanimity

and emphasis .
" The meetings of the union have been to

me experiences of surpassing interest. They
open up a new world to a Christian minister .
The more is the pity that it is a world from
which a Christian minister should be shut
out. Here are discussed matters of vital in
terest to the poor of this borough , and those
of meager means — the very people for whom
the Master had the most direct message and
with a finely intelligent grasp of principles ,
mutual forbearance and sincere brotherliness .
The word 'brother as a term of address lives
here with the full force of John Wesley ' s
days. So far as one can observe , the leaders
of labor in Brooklyn are religiously trained
men , more than a majority of them members
of churches. They apreciate , too , an essen
tial agreement in the fundamentals underly
ing the faiths of the various churches of this
city . And they conceive that their union ,
being a purely advisory body , a forum of dis
cussion of interests common to those who
toil with their hands, is an agency for the
carrying out of a religious purpose.

" That is , they believe that the war on the
sweatshop , the crusade against child labor ,
and the agitation for a better place for the
laboring woman , are interests which are , or

who have become convinced of its folly and
have joined the international trade union
movement.

I can do no better than to quote a part of a
statement from Secretary Draper. It will
give a more adequate idea of the attitude of
the Canadian labor movement. He says :

" In view of the active consolidation and
aggressiveness of organized capital every
where, every possible effort should be put
forth to secure harmony and unity of action
in the ranks of organized labor, for in pro
portion to the extent that these characteris
tics prevail and are recognized, so will be
the strength and effectiveness of the inter
national trade union labor movement on the
North American continent. "

Porto Rican Labor Situation .
Some improvement has come to a number

of workmen in Porto Rico. Particularly is .
this true of a number of those working on
the sugar plantations. This is due to a strike
inaugurated, resulting in an increase in
wages of more than 15 per cent. Though this

may not seem a large advance, yet when the
wages heretofore paid is known, it can have
no comparative importance when such an ad
vance is considered as applying to the wages
of our workmen in the United States proper.
That a forward movement has been made
may, however, be viewed with satisfaction .
We hope that with application and persist
ency more and better organization will be
brought into existence and by every assist
ance which we may be enabled to render
them , that they may emerge from their too
long continued poverty and enervated condi
tion to greater material advancement with
its attendant economic , social, and moral in
fluences and advantages.

That we may realize the impoverished con
dition of Porto Rico ' s workmen , it may be
related that when the American Federation
of Labor declared that in the construction

of the Panama Canal America ' s workmen
should be employed , I had interviews with
Secretary of War Taft and Governor Win

throp, with a view to the employment of
Porto Ricans of whom so large a number

were and still are unemployed. Governor
Winthrop approved the suggestion and rec
ommended it to Secretary Taft. Mr. Taft ag
gured me that the proposition met with his
hearty approval, and that he would cause an
investigation to be made with a view of car
rying it into effect. Inasmuch as nothing
had been done in this direction for quite a
period of time, I wrote a lettter to the Sec
retary to ascertain the cause thereof. To
my utter astonishment I receievd from him

the following letter :
War Department,

Washington , October 12, 1905 .
My Dear Sir :

I looked into the matter of the employment
of Porto Ricans and found that so many of
them were afflicted with anemia of a con
tagious character that we could not very
well run the risk of employing them on the
canal. Very sincerely yours,

( Signed ) WM . H . TAFT.
Samuel Gompers, Esq . , President American

Federation of Labor , Washington , D . C .
When I returned from Porto Rico and re

ported to our people the poverty and hun

cause thereor Dec
the followston

ishment
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ger from which I observed the people there
are suffering, interested parties , desirous of
hiding the true state of affairs existing
among the people on the island, undertook
to discredit my statements ; and yet, more
than a year and a half later, we have it from
the highest official sources, definitely de
clared, that after due investigation and ex
amination , so large a portion of Porto Rican
workmen are so enervated from hunger , for
anemia is but another name for paucity of
blood, occasioned by a lack of sufficient and
nourishing food , that they can not be con
sidered in the employment upon a great pub
lic undertaking . Indeed , a sad comemntary

upon the benevolence of our assimilation
Desirous of aiding our fellow workmen of

Porto Rico, so that they may be in a better
position to protect themselves, the work of
organization has been continued and in
creased , and it is recommended that this work
be continued ; that every other assistance
within our power be rendered the working
people and all the people of the island.

In connection with this subject of Porto

Rico 's people, it should be stated that a peti
tion was practically unanimously adopted
at a general assembly of duly -accredited rep
resentatives, and that this petition will be
presented to our Federal Congress. The main
features of that petition are for a larger
share of self -government and a fairer recog
nition of the principle that Porto Ricans be

placed upon a more nearly equal plane with
all other Americans; that the insular govern .
ment become more of a self -government, in
full sympathy with and under control of our
American government ; that as largely as pos
sible the apointive administrative officers
may be Porto Ricans or those who have made
Porto Rico their permanent home; who are
Americans in all things, and yet interested
in and sympathetic with the Porto Rican peo
ple ; who understand them and their needs.
I am strongly convinced that we should give
their earnest, respectful petition our hearty

endorsement and suport.

Our Movement Extended .
On the continent of America our labor

movement is expanding and extending to all,
its beneficent influences. We have not only
our international trade unions, with their
nearly twenty -seven thousand local trade
unions, but we also have our state, domin
ion , insular and territorial federations, our
601 central labor unions, trades assemblies .
and local federations. Our limits are no long
er from Maine to California , from the Lakes
to the Gulf, but we include the whole of the
United States, Canada , Hawaii, Cuba , Porto
Rico , Mexico , the Philippines , and British Co
lumbia . It is superfluous here to refer to
the vast advantages secured by our interna
tional unions for the members of their re
spective crafts and callings- they have been
more than thrice told . They will bear telling
again and again , and it is strongly urged
that our international unions, as a further il
lustration of the greater possibilities for good
in the future by trade union unity under the
banner of international trade unionism ,
should gather the material and data so that
they may put their achievements before the
world and demonstrate to the indifferent and
to the scoffers and the unthinking , as well as
to the friends, the vast good already accom

plished.

Industrial Stagnation Averted.

When we met in Boston two years ago
the old - school political economists and think
ers foresaw a cloud threatening the indus
trial horizon . Basing their premise upon
existing conditions and the pursuit of poli
cies of the past, they foretold that an indus
trial reaction, stagnation , or crisis was then
impending . They assumed that employers
would be " compelled" to reduce wages, and
advised labor to accept the situation and thus,
as they urged, " help tó tide over the un
happy period . "

They who reasoned thus reckoned without
their hosts . They did not consider the ad
vance position which labor would take, but
ignored it as an equation in the determina

tion of their wage- cutting policy. They could
not see that it would act as a check to pre
vent the diminution of labors consuming
power.
Labor' s declaration and action has been

demonstrated to be the wiser plan . It proved
that it is better to resist the inauguration
of a period of industrial stagnation and there
by prevent it , than to blindly accept it and

then try to devise a means to emerge from it .
By organized labor ' s attitude we have main

tained a better parity between production
and consumption .

The unprecedented and firm stand taken by
the representatives of the hosts of labor at
the Boston convention in declaring that wage
reductions would be resisted and the very
general adoption of that policy by our fel
low workers, saved the day, and beyond per
adventure of a doubt, prevented an indus
trial crisis with all its attendant suffering ,
poverty and misery.

The service which the Boston convention of
the American Federation of Labor rendered
to the working people , to the employers, aye,
to all the people of our country, is not yet
fully appreciated , and to it has not yet been

given the encomium of wisdom , foresight,
courage, honor , and the benefit to man . Con
sistency and persistency on our part, coupled
with time, will accord to our fellow union
ists the high distinction and credit to which
they are so justly entitled .

In my report to the San Francisco conven

tion last year attention was called to the

advantages resulting from our previous

year' s declaration of policy, and it was indi
cated that we were then not yet " out of the
woods" ; that the advice and watchword
should go forth from that convention to the

toilers of our country to resist by every hon
orable and lawful means at their command ,
any and every attempt to reduce wages.
Firmly and boldly and wisely the San Fran

cisco convention reiterated and emphasized

the declaration of organized labor ' s policy
and polity, and it a ffords me the keenest

gratification to record the fact that at no

time in the history of our country have the
people been more generally employed at gain

ful occupations and in the production of

wealth or have been larger consumers of
their products than at this hour and this day.

Recently , one of the greatmagnates of high
finace in our country predicted that in a few
years from now we shall witness a financial
and industrial panic unparalleled in the his
tory of the United States. This forecast was
unquestionably predicted upon the power
which finace formerly wielded in industrial
affairs, and based upon the policy of the
former omnipotent power of financiers , and
greedy, short - sighted , antagonistlu employ

ers, and entirely ignored the working men ,
the wealth - producers, in their organized ca
pacity as a new and potent factor.

If the hosts of organized labor persistently
pursue the policy of resistance to wage cut
ting : if we shall continue to press onward
our movement to become continually larger
sharers in the product of our labor ; if we
but prove true to ourselves and to each oth
er, we shall continually gain the confidence ,

the respect, and co - operation of the fairer
minded and more intelligent employers, con
found the old conceptions of political econ
omy, establish a new philosophy of life, la

bor, industry, and humanity , put to rout the
seers of calamity , and prove their predictions

to be false prophesies.

Labor, Industry, Finance.
Already it is discerned that finance has

been largely dethroned from its all - controll
ing power over labor and industry . Up to

a decade ago, if exposures had been made as
have been made in the recent past, of pecu
lation as well as speculation and of the cor
rupting influences of “ high finance , " a fian
cial panic , involving an industrial crisis and
stagnation , with all its attendant evils, would
undoubtedly have been inevitable.

The time is happily passing wher: purely
speculative finace can hold the dominating
power to endow or undo industry . With more
compact organization of labor, with anore en
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lightened employers, finance is taking and them suficient cause to lose faith and confi
will take its proper place and perform its dence in organized effort.
proper functions, that of serving the purpose It is a notable fact that unions which make
of real industry and trade, of being a real least provision for benefits are those which
measure of value, a medium of exchange . sufler most through reduced membership re
Thus the relative position of importance is sulting from either a trade decline or the
being transposed , and industry and com loss of a strike, are the last to recover , and
merce are coming to control and regulate consequently the least effective in protecting
finance the interests of their craftsmen .

It is labor and industry which create val It is gratifying to be enabled to state that

ues , money included. In finance, as in all much progress has been made by our inter
things, the created thing should never be national unions in the establishment of gen
greater than its creator. The Frankenstein , eral beneficial features, the accumulation of
the power of finance which the people in the funds, and the requirement of the payment
past created , has been given its proper limi of higher dues by their membership ; but the
tations and power , and with intelligenceli advance is not satisfactory ; it is not general:
will no longer threaten death or destruction it is the duty of all to make it so , and thus

to those who gave it the breath of life. insure the success, permanency , and continu
ity of our movement, make it of constant in

Labor 's Key to Growth , Permanency and creasing advantage to our fellow workers,
and a still greater benefit to all mankind .Success.

Again I feel it encumbent upon me to im International Progress and Brotherhood of
press upon the minds of trade unionists the Labor.

necessity of making the unions of greater
Nor can we be indifferent to the movement

benefit and advantage to workmen , not only and the struggles of the people of all coun
in the direct effort to maintain and advance

tries for justice and for right. Throughout
their material condition in the matter of

the world the leavening process for the dis
wages, hours, and conditions of employment, enthrallment of man goes on . In countries
but also by providing a system of benefits where the natural rights of man are respectfor the membership and protecting thein in

ed , we find the great trade union movement
all their vicissitudes of life , and to provide gradually yet surely making for the eco
these, the necessity of establishing the pay

womic , political, and social uplift. In all the
ment of higher dues in the unions.

world there is an awakening among men to
There is no good reason why our unions

assert and achieve the divine right to life,
should not, apart from their protective , trade

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. As
and labor features, become the guarantee to coming events cast their shadows before, 80
our members for the payment of benefits by is that movement the forerunner of the doom
reason of illness, unemployment, loss of tools ,

of tyranny and autocracy in all forms.
superannuation , traveling , death , etc., etc .

The centuries of tyranny and debasement
Surely , recent investigations have demon - .

endured in czar - ridden Russia are making
strated beyond question how largely the way for a better time. It is indeed a com
wage earners of our country are mulcted by mentary which all trade union opponents may
excessive premiums paid to so - called insur

take to themselves that when all else falled
ance companies and societies. Our unions, to accomplish any tangible result for the
by their very economy of administration , by people ' s rights, the much -abused , little - un
their experience, as well as by their mutual

derstood strike - the strike of the Russian
interests do, and can, give greater returns workmen - achieved in short order , not only
for dues paid than any other institution on large material improvements in their condi
earth .

tion , but politcal reform and regeneration ,
As against the objection of some who as Due to the bona fide labor movement of

sert that these features are not the functions the world , we are living in the time when
of unions, is the answer that the functions there is disapearing , and soon will be elim
of the trade union movement in the interests inated, the last vestige of that type " the man
of the working people are without limit.

with the hoe, " and taking his place as the
As against the aspersions of opponents, we intelligent worker, standing erect, looking

fearlessly assert, and can easily demonstrate , his fellow man in the face , demanding for
that, man for man , or association for asso himself, and according to all, the full rights
ciation , the officer and the great rank and of disenthralled manhood . In no country
file in our movement, are as honorable , high have the workers done more than those of
minded, faithful, and honest as any of our Great Britain and our own ; and to cement
critics or opponents , either in their individ further the bond of unity and fraternity and
ual or associated life.

jointly to be helpful to our fellow workers
As against any notion that the accumula of the world , the labor parliament of Great

tion of large funds for the payment of bene Britain - the British trade unions in their
fits as well as for protective features would congress - send their ambassadors of peace
prove temptations to dishonesty, the unions to this convention of the American Federa
which have already established these features tion of Labor in the persons of Mr. William
manifestly disprove . Mosses and Mr. David Gilmour. We extend to

tI may appear paradoxical, but it is nev them a thousand welcomes.
ertheless true, that there has been less dis
honesty or maladministration in unions hav Labor and International Peace .ing accumulated large funds than in those in
which large funds have been conspicuous by True to our traditions as well as to our
their absence. feelings for humanity, we all deplored the
Unions having the foresight and wisdom terrible war in the far east, and expressed

to provide themselves with accumulated our earnest hope that peace might come be
funds have also devised systems to check tween the contending nations. Our sense of
and prevent dishonesty . There appears to be right and justice, our feeling of humanity ,
no good reason for a union with small funds are outraged at the awful consequences of
to devise such protection and checks. Pau modern warfare, whereby hundreds of thou
pers do not find it necessary to provide them . sands of men are maimed for life or slaught
selves with burglar -proof safes. ered . Our feelings are not lessened by the
Organized wage - earners are not averse to knowledge that the great sum total of men

the payment of reasonably higher dues to so destroyed or made useless comes from the
their unions, providing they can be guaran ranks of the masses, the workers, and that
teed and feel assured that their interests as thereafter the burdens and consequences of
workmen will not only be protected and pro debts, and taxes to pay them , are drawn
moted , but that they may lean upon their from the wealth produced by the toilers.
fellow workmen in union to stand by them As we are not loath to place the blame of
in all the ills of life ; lean upon them and re responsibility upon those who are indifer
ceive their support, not as a charity doled ent or antagonistic to the cause of labor, to
out to them , but as a right received and to the cause of humanity . So , I am sure , we
ward which they themselves have contrib are in hearty accord with the sentiment of
uted. The failure of a union to be of such gratitude and keen sense of appreciation for
substantial support to the workmen , is to the act of the President of the United States

the unions
manifestl

y
dioseady establish

ed
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who found the heart of the world akin to no means as fully developed as wemay hope
him in bringing to an end the frightful car - for, is sufficiently well established and forti
nage and war between Russia and Japan . fied . has earned and deserved the confidence
May we not look forward to the time, have and goodwill of our fellow workers, has

we not the right to hope, that, all other done so much for the material, moral and
means failing , the wage - earners of the world social advancement of the toiling masses, is
will be so thoroughly organized , and will un so thoroughly respected by all the people
derstand their interests and their rights 80 generally , that it can look with disdain and
well, that they will refuse to permit them - defiance at the pronunciamentoes of antagon
selves to be arayed against their brother ism uttered, whether by the Parrys, the Posts
workmen of another country for the purpose or by the palpably false political prophets
of serving the machinations of tyrants , and propagandiste .
whether political or commercial? The trade union movement, which has been
Organized labor stands for peace , indus assailed as no other institution on earth ,

trial as well as international, carping crit which has withstood capitalistic opposition
ics to the contrary notwithstanding. We as well as governmental tyranny, which has
want international peace. All mankind grown great and strong numerically and is
yearns for it; humanity demands it. an important influence for good ; the trade

In our day there is no reason why inter union movement, which has increased wages,
national disputes should not be adjusted by shortened hours of labor , and made condi
a policy of conciliation and arbitration . We tions of empluynicnt far superior to those
should and shall throw the weight of our in which have obtained in any period in the his
fluence in the effort to establish these means tory of man ; our movement, which has com
to avoid armed conflict , but if those in auto pelled a better conception and a more en
cratic power wantonly seek to plunge their lightened public opinion regarding the
people into war, then the voice of the masses wrongs from which labor has suffered and
must be heard in emphatic and determining the rights to which the toilers are entitled ;
protest. that movement which has given our fellow

Enmity, Where Friendship and Sympathy workers the opportunity , the right, and the
power to stand erect and look the whole

Should Abound . world in the face and declare themselves

The natural organization of the wage-earn men , with all the attributes of manhood ; the

ers; the historic development of associated labor movement, which has taken millions of

efort of the toiling masses, the work of years children from the factory and workshop, the

and years ; the only concentrated movement mill and the mine, and placed them in the
of the working people of our time that has home, the school room , and upon the play

brought the toiling masses out of the slough ground: that movement which has done so

of misery and despondency , the organization much and whose mission it is to accomplish

that forms the only barrier for their protec more in the interests of the workers and of

tion against modern greed and avarice , and the human family - -that movement can not

which has placed us in the splendid position and will not be successfully assailed or its

of vantage we now enjoy the trade uniong existence seriously threatened . It has a high

these have been decried and denounced by purpose and mission to fulfill, which , bey

men who, hiding their villiany and hypocrisy peradventure of a doubt, will triupmh.
under the cloak of friendship for labor, bom The Union Shop Demand Just.
bastically declared and now boast that our
unions must be disrupted, divided and de We sometimes still hear the demagogic
stroyed . claim put forth by organized labor ' s oppon
And what the reason ? Becouse the Ameri ents that the union shop , with its agreement

can trade union movement declines to per with employers, is improper and unjust. Our
mit itself to become committed to a specu opponents pretend that they stand for the
lative . theoretical doctrine ; declines the domi liberty and the right of workmen. That, as
nation of our movement by fantastical doc a rule, " open shop" declarations were accom
trinaires ; declines to be made a tail to the panied or immediately followed by wage re
kite of a political party , the head and front ductions or the imposition of poorer condi
of which are out of touch and out of real tions upon employes, is a fact patent to all
sympathy with the struggles , the hopes, the who have given the subject thought and in
real aspirations of the toiling masses in their vestigation .
effort to attain practical, tangible results in It is not a noval position for the worst
a rational and natural movement. antagonists to labor' s interests to assume
And what the purpose ? That in the de that they are the advocates and defenders of

struction of the only genuinely protective or the rights and the liberties of workmen ? The
ganization of the working people they may mere statement of such a position demon
become abjectly powerless , either to protect strates its hypocrisy and absurdity .
or promote their economic interests . The
tool hope is entertained that in their desper Organized labors' insistance upon the work

ation the impoverished workmen will inaug for, not the " closed shop, " as our opponents

urate a physical force revolution and confis term it , but the union shop , in agreement with
employers, mutually entered into for the ad

cate all property. In another way it is a
repetition of the appeal and advice to the vantage of both and the maintenance of in

workers to "be content with their lot" here dustrial peace with equity and justice for

and now , and postpone their effort for ma both , is to the economic, social and moral ad
vancement of all our people .

terial improvement to the sweet bye and bye
The union shop, in agreement with em

of the hereafter . Quite apart from the con
sideration of either the unsoundness or im ployers, is the application of the principle
practicability of their philosophy and doc that those who enjoy the benefits and ad

trines , the whole history of man testifies to vantages resulting from an agreement shall
this one fact, that the more impoverished a also equally bear the moral and financial re

people are, or become, the less capable and sponsibilities involved .
the less inclined are they to defend thir in In my reports to previous conventions and
terests and their rights ; the less qualified are in editorials in our official magazine , I have

they to conceive them , defend them , or, if often dealt with this subject definitely and
necessary , contend and fight for them . fully. Our Federation has approached this
Some years ago we declared it superfluous question intelligently and manfully . There

and unnecessary to defend the trade union should be no recession from our logical and
movement. Time has proven this a mis just position . It should be reiterated and
taken course . Men under all circumstances emphasized. At the same time we should di
must defend the faith that is in them , the rect our effort still further and better to or
cause which they espouse , and particularly ganize our fellow - wage -earners ; to instil
is this true of the trade union movement, in them the principles of duty well done
which has aroused bitter . relentless , and ig the principles of fraternity, solidarity, and
norant antagonism , and has been assailed on justice to make our organizations of still
every hand by sordid greed , by the driftwood greater benefit to them than is even now the
of professionalism , and the scuttling of pir - case, and that by reason of greater advan
ates and buccaneers. Fortunately , the trade tages the unions will be more deserving of
union movement of our country , though by their good -will, respect and confidence. Thus
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will the still lingering opposition to the
union shop be eliminated from the field of
industrial controversy.

Elght Hour Workday.
There is no field of action upon which we

concentrate our greatest activity where there

will result so great advantages to all, with
the least possible injury to any, as the move
ment to reduce the hours of daily labor , the

establishment of a normal workday of eight
hours.
From the inception of our Federation we

have voiced the demand of labor for a

shorter workday. In 1884 we called upon and
urged all labor to endeavor to establish the

eight-hour workday, if possible, by agree
ment with the employers. We have been
helpful to many crafts in establishing the

eight- hour day ; the hours of toil for all have
been reduced .
With the wonderful improvement in ma

chinery and the application of steam and

electric power, our workers are producing
wealth surpassing even the imagination , much

less the expectation , of a decade or two ago.
Living in a land fertile and bountiful as

ours, with its ingenious and industrious peo
ple , there can not be any good reason as
signed why in our day the toilers should be
expected or required to give to labor more

than eight hours in a day.

It is untrue to say, as our opponents assert,
that wealth production would diminish with
the enforcement of eight hours as a normal
working day. In the report of the Secretary
of Commerce and Labor to the House Com
mittee on Labor is incorporated testimony of
employers who for a series of years had

tested the practicability of the eight hour
day. In no instance where a fair test has
been given do employers vary in their favor

able attestation of its economy, wisdom and
practicability .

In the construction of the battleship Con
necticut under the eight hour plan , and the
battleship Louisiana on the ten hour basis,
the advantage has been to the former. In
the industries in which the eight hour day
has been introduced, it has resulted in the
greater productivity of labor per man, per
day , per year. This has not only been dem

onstrated in our own country, but in every
other wherever it has been introduced. In

truth , it is easily demonstrable that a reduc
tion of the hours of labor to eight does not
decrease production , but on the contrary in
creases it ; that the power of consumption and
use of the products of labor are thereby in
creased ; which in turn will give to industry
and production a greater impetus than they
can receive in any other way. It out rivals
by far the other markets of the world , te
which so much attention has been given , Op .

portunity for leisure and rest after a normal
day' s work develops a higher physical, intel
ligent and moral manhood and makes for the
social welfare.

It is strongly urged upon all fellow - union

ists , fellow workers, and friends everywhere
to concentrate and devote their energies to
the establishment of the eight hour workday.

I recommend that the general introduction
of the eight hour workday be made the chief

subject for general discussion in our unions,
centralbodies, national and international con

ventions; that employers be approached with
a view of their agreement thereto , and should
that fail. that preparation in the meantime
and thereafter be made to enforce the eight
hour day by the demand of the workers. It
is our bounden duty by every means within
our power to be helpful to our fellow work
ers in its enforcement.

Printers ' Eight Hour Movement.
The International Typographical Union is

in the midst of a great contest to establish
the eight hour workday in the book and job

offices of the trade , it having achieved the
seven -hour workday in practically all news
paer offices where machine composition ob

tains. The International Typographical
Union sought to avoid the strike in which it

is now engaged by every honorable means at
Its command . It has been provoked and an
ticipated by four months, owing to the auto

cratic attitude by the employers in that trade
associated under the title of the United Ty
pothetae of America .
The printers have already largely gained

the day ; they can and must be crowned with
absolute victory , and it becomes our solemn

and binding duty to help them achieve it.

The Union Label.
The issuance of a label by our unions is

at once a declaration of our earnest desire
to serve all our people best, and a guarantee
that the article it adorns is the product of

labor under the most sanitary and compar
atively fairer conditions than otherwise ob

tained . It is an appeal to the sympathy and
the co -operation of our fellows to be helpful
in the work for material, moral and social

improvement of all our people . In no more

tangible way can a sympathetic public ren
der effective service to their brothers and

sisters of toil than by demanding the union
label.

Women 's Auxillaries, Union Label Leagues,
Recognizing the valuable aid of the wives,

daughters, sisters and friends of union men
in being organized into auxiliary bodies and

union label leagues in every city and town
throughout the country, we should organize
and aid and encourage these organizations to
the fullest. Wherever such auxiliary bodies
or women ' s label leagues have been formed
they have proven of inestimable advantage
in furthering the work of organization among
wage - earners , and have materially contrib
uted toward improvement in labor conditions.

Woman Workers Organized and Organizing.

You will be much gratified to know that
during the past year there was formed an

international league for the organization of
women into trade unions, and that its work

has been attended with considerable success,
It has been not only my duty , but a pleasure ,

to aid its officers and members in the fur
therance of that work .

If more men and women . imbued with a

desire to help the workers, men and women ,

out of the mire and misery of poverty and

its attendant evil influences and tendencies,

were to devote some of their consideration to
be helpful in the organization of the wage

earners, both men and women , into trade
unions, that in them and through them they

may materially, morally , and socially im .

prove themselves and their surroundings,
more practical and tangible results for the

betterment of all would be attested and re

corded than in the provision for either mis
sionaries abroad or for books for the work

less or overworked workers here.
Though known to us, it is not generally

understood , that in our movement we accord

fair and equal treatment to all wage - earn
ers in any trade, craft or calling , and that
membership is accorded in our unions to .

women upon an exact, equal and impartial
footing with men .

Trade Union Schools .

Education is regarded by all as the essen
tial to progress and success, and this fact is
equally applicable to the trade union move
ment. Much as has been said and done re
garding the trade unions and the trade union
movement, it is , nevertheless , true that there

is not as wide or general a knowledge and
understanding of the history , the struggles,
the methods, and the work of our movement

as should be. The misinformation upon trade
union life , activity, and purposes is still too
general and profound. And to this is largely

due the unfair criticism and opposition of
opponets, as well as the inability of a num
ber of our trade unionists often to defend

themselves, the organizations with which they

are connected , and the faith that is within
them . Their confidence in and their judgment
of trade union work and objects is , there
fore, sometimes weakened or perverted , and
they become easy victims to antagonists or

sophists.
I would recommend that our central bod

ies establish in their respective localities
trade union schools where at least the ele
mentary principles of the trade union move .
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The Veil of Wealth

ment may be taught; where a correct under: sure he had changed his father 's order about
standing of trade union history, struggles,

rejecting his application .
and achievements may be demonstrated and

impressed upon students ; where the condi " Grandma, I want you to take a ride with

tions of the workers of the past may be made me this afternoon , and make a short call

known, and what marvelous changes and im upon some new acquaintances of mine," said
provements have been gradually , yet effect

ively , wrought in the life of labor, and Patsey at the dinner table that day. His
where may be instilled the knowledge that father usually came home to dinner also, but
only by associated efforts, the honorable per. on this day he was detained , and lunched in
formance of duty , and by constant applica

tion and persistency can labor work out its town.

salvation day by day in the natural develop . " I shall be delighted to do so ," replied
ment and evolution toward a better life ; that Grandmother Smith , as she was more than
progress is made, not by leaps and jumps

delighted to follow most any suggestion ofbut by the natural, the rational process of
associated effort. her favorite grandchild .

Coupled with such schools and as a part “ Here comes Mr. Smith , mamma," ex
of their instruction , the young boys and girls

claimed Mary Getrox, as she saw a carriageof our fellow workmen would have the op .

portunity of coming to an understanding of drive up, attached to which were a couple
the ennobling work and aspirations to which of spirited bay horses. " He has a dear old
their elders are devoting their energies.

lady with him , too, and she' s coming in ."
Public School Rooms and Union Meetings. Her younger sister and grandmother
In my last report attention was called to flocked to the windows, while she and her

the dearth of ample and satisfactory meet

ing rooms for the constantly growing organi mother went out to meet the company.
tions of the working people of our country . Young Smith had told his grandmother
It was pointed out that the tendency of our

whom she was about to meet, and about the
union men is to have their meeting places
disconnected from the saloons. The recom circumstances of his acquaintance with
mendation was made and adopted that the them . The old lady was only surprised in

school rooms in our various localities should the fact that her former child friend lived
be utilized in the evenings for our unions. In

but few places has this subject been taken in or near Baxter, as she was well aware

up by our unions and central bodies. of the downfall of the Getrox riches, but
The subject is again commended to your thought they yet resided in Minington. In

favorable consideration so that it may be im
fact, since the fatality to their estate, shepressed upon our fellow workers everywhere,

and by them made a public demand , that our had given no attention to them .
public school of workmen in our public “My dear Mrs. Smith ,” said Mrs. Getrox ,
schoolrooms can have but one effect, that is ,

as Patsey introduced his grandmother to her,the improvement in the morale of all, and

without detriment to any. " we are delighted to see you ."

“ This is Miss Getrox , Mary, of whom I
spoke to you , Grandma," said Patsey .

Mary placed her arms about the old lady' s
neck and kissed her. Tears rained down her

cheeks.

“ You are ill, my boy tells me," said Mrs .

Smith , as she and Mary released each other
from their embrace, and noted the moisture

Cole Smith then called his son into a still gathering in her eyes.

private room and told him the story of the
“ I am weak from a recent severe illness,

aviction of his own mother and her family but am thankful I am rapidly recovering,"

by Congressman Getrox and the father of
said Mary . “ But Mr. Smith is so kind and

Frank. Patsey Smith stood for some time good ," she continued , aside from him .

in deep study. Mrs. Smith again scanned the frank beau .

" Father, " be finally said , " you have a tiful face of the young lady, and took her

good opportunity for revenge, now . You can arm to be escorted to the house.

turn that family out into the street in pov. “Mother, " said Mrs. Getrox , Jr., " this is

erty and shame, if you so choose. But I Mr. Smith 's grandmother, Mrs. Smith ."

don ' t believe my father is made of that kind The two old ladies formally greeted each

of material. I don 't believe your conscience other, but their eyes spoke louder than their

will permít you to do it. Besides, in the voices.

Getrox family we see the ultimate of such " Mother has had so much trouble during

conduct. Revenge may be sweet, tempor her late years that she is easily overcome,”

arily, but the satisfaction is not lasting." explained Mrs. Getrox , Jr ., as she noted the

Cole Smith picked up his hat and turned distressed expression of her aged mother-in

abruptly from his son , but as he passed
law .

out of the office Patsey heard him say to the " Perhaps she would prefer to be alone with

superintendent, “Give the young man a job .” me, for a time," suggested Mrs. Smith . “ You

" You ' ll have to join the Union," said the know old people sometimes enjoy exclusive

superintendent as he entered Frank's name company.”

on the list. " The Smiths keep no one in Mary was at the time arranging for the
their employ that object to join the union." drive, and soon she and Patsey departed.

Mrs . Ge

Frank Getrox felt a sting from his experi.
gay ation

ence that morning, but he had gotten a job , with the younger child left the room .

and he felt too well pleased over that to be Mary Hotchkiss and Lola Cole - childhood

altogether unhappy about the unpleasant re friends - were again alone, face to face. Long

flection upon his ancestry . years and varied sorrows and happiness had

He well knew he had met a most friendly intervened, but there was no mistaken iden
act at the hand of Patsey Smith , as he was tity on either side - Lola Cole with the same

and
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strong, sympathetic character of her early

life; Mary Hotchkiss, the same emotional,
all-confiding nature that marked her pioneer

days at Hotchkiss. As in those days, so at

present, Lola was the stronger, both physi.
cally and in character.

Mrs. Getrox was too filled with emotion

to utter a word , but her tears were full of

meaning.

"We'll sit where we shall be closer to

gether, Mary,” said Lola, and she lead her

to a well-worn sofa .

“ I regret to find you in such unfortunate
circumstances, Mary," continued Lola, as she

softly kissed her one-time friend, “ but I am

glad I am in a position to soften your de
clining years. My grandson told your

daughter-in - law that she should not be an
noyed by the mortgage. With your permis

sion I shall go a step further and provide a

life assurance for you ."
Mingled convulsions of alternate grief,

gratitude and happiness on the part of her

companion prohibited Lola from speaking
more for some time. She permitted Mary 's

head to rest upon her shoulder, until she

had , to a degree, regained composure.

" Your granddaughter is a counterpart of

yourself, Mary , and is very beautiful,” sug .

gested Lola .

“ A very beautiful character, too,” respond
ed Mrs. Getrox . “ She is kindness itself to

me, and I trust she may escape the life of
torture I have endured ."

" You have really met with serious mis
fortune in the loss of your wealth ," erringly

suggested Lola .

“ Indeed , Lola ," quickly corrected Mary,

" in the love of my granddaughter I have
more wealth today than I have ever had

since the death of my parents. My hus
band's father had wealth , and with his was

united the gatherings of my husband. Also,
by intrigue, and through my heirship , they se

cured the lion 's share of my father's estate.

In this last deal they estranged my own
brother from me, and I have never seen nor

heard from him since the settlement of the

estate.

“ I importuned them to return the Cole

homestead to your mother. This they re

fused to do, after inducing my brother to
sign over to my husband his share for that

purpose. Through various intrigues they

secured every cent I had in my own right.

They encouraged my daughters, in after

years, to disrespect me. My son was not a

strong-willed man , but he was as good as

he was permitted to be to me. When they

sold your farm , I knew a part of their mis

sion here was to do so , I urged my son to at

least leave to you the buildings and enough

for a home. His father would not permit

him to do so , telling him it was another of

my crazy charity imuplses, and that such

foolishness would ruin their prospects . I

then sent to my son some valuable diamonds

I had , and requested him to give them to
you , upon which to raise money to help you

Some months later he returned them , stat

ing you had left Baxter, and he had not lo

cated you elsewhere.
“ During the early part of our married

life my husband was proud of my appear.

ance, and I was supplied with the best of

clothing of the latest and most attractive
patterns. His father was also proud of me

and bought me, from time to time, several

hundred dollars worth of jewels. They did

those things for effect; I do not wish to
assume to their own advantage, but I know ,

“ My father -in - law would frequently say
that 'money paid for diamonds was merely

a non -dividend paying investment. The

value would always remain , and worn in
society by beautiful women , it would fre
quently make the road to fame and good
deals much easier for the husband.'

“ If an abundance of fine clothes, sparkling
diamonds. formal society events and the flat.

tery of affected friendship , associated with

the life companionship of a husband who
blunts human kindness and casts soul love

aside to worship a golden image; if all that

is wealth , I had an abundance. Yes, my
husband was in Congress and it cost more
than his salary to get there and back , but

I have often heard his father say it was a
good investment. I regret it. He lost noth

ing, but gained much , by being in Congress.

However, it is all over now .

“ I only trust my granddaughter, Mary ,

may enjoy a soul' s love, and be able to exer.

cise her heart's human kindness in life, if

she ever marries, and it will be all the

wealth I shall ever pray for her to possess.

“My deep sympathy is with my daughter

in -law . The crash came at an untimely

period for her. She was well supplied, be

fore the failure, enjoyed herself as a social

leader , and lived a life to her own taste.

She now often complains to me that she was

mislead by the glare of apparent wealth to

marry a weakling, and that through catering

to snobbery her husband and his family have

practically used up her own inheritance."

" Have you ever told your life' s story and

its association with my family to your chil

dren ?" asked Lola .

" I never have, and never will," was the
quick reply . " I do not wish to burden them

with the possibility of any reflections upon

my real soul's sorrows. I have talked

frankly with you, Lola , because it seems that
we are confidential child friends again , back

by the old mill stream in Hotchkiss. I know

you will treat it confidential."

" I shall tell my son parts of your story

unknown to him , but it will end there," re

plied Lola . “ I shall buy a little cottage home

for you , down in the city , where I may visit

you often. The mortgage shall be surren

dered to your daughter-in -law , that she may

again possess her full inheritance. I see the

carriage is approaching , and we' ll close our

visit for this time, Mary. See ! They've been
to the woods. Patsey has decorated Mary

with trailing arbutus and forget-me-nots !

Isn 't she beautiful!"
" And he so frank and manly ! " exclaimed

Mrs. Getrox. " How well they appear to
gether !” .

As Mary lead the way into the little sit

ting room , she rushed to first one and then
the other of the old ladies, giving each &

kiss and a boquet of flowers.

The two grandmothers were delighted and
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Mr. Secretary :

much enjoyed Mary's short, effulgent story
of her ride

The others of the household entered the

room , and with appropriate courtesies Patsey
and Mrs. Smith entered the carriage.

On the way home, Mrs. Smith made known

to Patsey her plans. He was wonderfully

pleased with her interest. He suggested that

the old lady should have a companion , and

urged a provision for Mary to live with her .
Some Local Divisions are havingThis she would also undertake.

At least twice each week thereafter, Patsey their Local By-laws and Constitu

visited the little Getrox home. tion and General Laws of the In
* * * * .

ternational Association .bound in
The boys on the road knew Patsey well,

and he was a great favorite among them .
one book . You can readily see

They also got next to his acquaintance in the advantage of this arrange

the Getrox family. ment. Don 't you think it would

" Patsey, ” said Joe Manning, one day as pay to have it done for your Lo
Patsey boarded the car. “ I wish you'd tell cal at once ?

that intended brother- in -law of yours to take

a tumble to himself and get into the union . Send for sample copy
He has overrun his probation already, and

and price.
still refuses to show up. I've talked to him

three times now , and some of the committee

have explained to him . He seems to have Houghton - Jacobson
some grievance against unions, because he

said some fellows tried to organize when Printing Co.
working on the old horse car line, and the

company objected. They helped your people 80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .
to get this road started . I guess he means

my father and the gang they fired about the

time these franchises were granted . . The old

man Billman told me about it the other day .

I've told Getrox he's got to get in Tuesday

night or never . He said he was put to work

by order of the president, and he didn 't have

to join . "
LEARN TELEGRAPHY AND R. R. ACCOUNTING. $50

M TO $ 100 per month sal
" I'll see him , Joe,” said Patsey , as he ary assured our graduates under bond . You don ' t pay

us until you have a position . Largest system of tele
passed into the car. graph schools in America . Endorsed by all railway of

That day, as Frank Getrox was relieved , ficials. OPERATORS ALWAYS IN DEMAND. Ladies also

Patsey was present, and called him into the admitted . Write for catalogue .

ofice . MORSE SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY,

" Frank,” said Patsey , "why don 't you enter Cincinnati, O., Buffalo , N . Y., Atlanta , Ga., LaCrosse ,

the union ? "
Wis., Texarkana, Tex ., San Francisco , Cal.

" They can 't force a man into the union .

can they ? " was the reply . Hoteis .

"No," said Patsey, " but they won 't let you

work here unless you join . Now , our men
Cor. Carroll St

are all good fellows, and they all belong to Borough of Brooklya
the union . As union men we are obliged to RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. New York

pay them a little better wages , but they give

better service and help one another along .
I FONARD 'S CASINO and Caton PlaceConey Island

We prefer union men . ”

" These fellows want me to pay them two OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

dollars, then they want seventy-five cents JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .
every month from my wages. I' m going to

see your father about it. I can ' t see the

good of it,” urged Frank. Telephone Main 2064 or address

( To be continued.) 45 -47 Hodges Building, Detroit, for
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If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

DU
Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St CHICAGO

Motormen and Conductors

UNIFORMS
GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

We carry a full line of strictly

* Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

On purchasing your stoves

The

Only and Best line in the City

Right in Price , Superior in Quality

Mich . Stove Co ., Art Stove Co.,

Art Garlands, Art Laurels.

Entire new line this fall

Now to be selected from

Can be seen and

Orders left for future delivery

No goods sold not fully guaranteed

Do not let others say

U

Can purchase cheaper and beter stoves else

The above makes stand where

On their merits and the

Results of years they have been

Standard bearers of stoveson the Market.

For sale by

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman 's $ 13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

* only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered .

CLAYTON Chaihter

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

CHAS . W . NOAH
Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher1222 Gratiot Avenue

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

Builders' Hardware, House Furnishings, etc .

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

on RoyalienWestene iSpecialManufacturers of Superior

Dolice Firemans & Railroad

UNIFORM CLOTHS.

CHARLES L . BOWLER

Having our own factories we manufacture most

d tbe goods sold in our large store, and thus save

the consumer the middleman 's profit

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE , CARPETS , RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

do wysworn NEW YORK

Standard Throughout he United States

for Street Railway Service.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES .

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

NİTEDESCARMENT 1 James H . Hirsch & Co.
OR

APRIL 12

G
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D

WORKERS

U
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E

AMERICA I

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

1891 212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO, . - ILLS.
REGISTERED

XACENSO

HORACE W . STEERE
Don't Forget the BEST

STEERE'S is

JEWELER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ,

place to buy anything in the line of 68 Woodward Ave ., Dotroit

Goods Sold on Weekly .Payments,

Holiday Presents
17- Jeweled

DEUBER-HAMPDEN WATCHES
When in need of a Watch Chain, Charm , Diamond,

Bilverwaro, Clock, Scarl Pin , or anything in the line of Aro Guaranteed Time Piecos.

Jewelry, it would pay you to call on us or get prices.

Blectric Alarm Clock rings untilstopped. Length 12 in ., Width 6 in.,Height8 % in .

The Bellamy Vestlette

For Srake van a concerte no me abouter Sort

PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentabla

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MEG . CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH . =

SE STATE SAVINGS AT TH
13

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice- Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice - Presideot

R . S . Mason ,
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,

Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin.
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bixby

H . M , Campbell

Jas. H . Eckelo

C . L . Freer

R . W . Gillett
F . J . Hecker

Thos. H .Hubbard

H . B . Led yard
W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr .

Geo . H . Russell

Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer
Peter Wbito

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS •

$ 1 ,000 ,000 .00

850 ,000.00

15 ,000,000. 00

PINTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE
whatchambre

U
C
H

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

FON

PANK BREDERICK & CO

We also carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.
Write us for Samples and Self Maaswa

ment guide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST

HOUSE IN CANADAPANTALONINO
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Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
Good for what ails you---Relieves the jar and noise
of the car. Recommended by all doctors as the ideal
tonic-stimulant. At all druggists and dealers, or direct
$ 1 per bottle . DUFFY MALT WHISKEY COMPANY.

Rochester, N . Y.

Medicine for all Mankind
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Monthly

Buttons
.

Union

Throughout

E
Z
U
E
L
A

m
o

Our Buttons are made for

Union Men . They carry three

labels representing ALL the

work that enters into their

manufacture. The Sheet Met

al workers stamped in back

for the metal back ; the Allied

Printing Trades on front for

the printing , and the Novelty

Workers on front for assem

bling .
URLU

Union Men should wear a button that is

ALL UNION . - Ours is .

Low & Rider
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND , оніо .

Button and Badge Manufacturers

334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO

“ BUY A WATCH OF RATH .”

W . H. RATH & COMPANY

SAVE MONEY for you on

WATCHES

Write for Catalogue. Select your watch and

order it. Satisfaction is guaranteed .

WRITE Illinois Star

W . H . RATH & COMPANY.

48-50 -52 AND 54 STATE STREET, CHICAGO , ILLINOIS.
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MOTORMAN

Your especial attention is called to cut below , a

Motormen's Spring Cushion

Illuminated Watch Holder.

Dr.Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

CURES

Kidney Trouble

Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men, testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get

Beware of infringements . All rights controlled by

the Detroit Electrical Novelty Company .

Guaranteed not to affect the most

delicate watch movement. By push

ing a button you can ILLUMINATE

your watch at night without taking

your hand from the controller or

brake. Can be attached to any car

in 5 seconds. Can be detached and

folded up in less time, and handily

carried in your pocket or placed in

locker at terminal station . This is

positively the only illuminated watch

case holder in the world .

PRICE $ 3 .00 , PREPAID .

Send money by draft or post office

order.

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

#

THE DETROIT ELECTRICAL

NOVELTY COMPANY

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't %

got it have him get it for you , If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

Detroit, Mich

99 CASS ST,, DETROIT, MICH .

Send for one and get the agency .

" No mctorman should be without the

Illuminating Holder. - Geo. Maxwell, motor

man 3rd Ave., Detroit.
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A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE.

By Charles Stelzle.

This is the era of the " common ” man.

During the past month the world has wit

nessed the passing of a power which for gen

erations thought that its right to do as it

pleased was absolute. Russia will never

again be what it was a month ago . Crude

and cruel have been some of the methods

which accompanied the redemption of the

masses in that country , but such is the

harvest of hatred among men .
Happily the conditions in our own country

are such that the people have it in their own

hands to change whatever there is of evil or

of injustice. These changes are rapidly be

ing wrought. Impatient as the impetuous

man may be, he must see signs of progress .

When Christ was born into the world the

philosophers declared that “ a purchased la

borer is better than a hired one." They in

sisted that " labor is incompatible with no

bility ." But with the advent of Jesus, stand

ards changed . He discovered the individual,

He showed the world how highly God values

a human soul. Out of that teaching have

sprung the great world movements which

have ushered in the larger liberty and the

fuller life which He came to proclaim . The

message which the angels sang on the hills

of Bethlehem on the first Christmas morn

ing, is being taught more widely than ever

before. At this Christmas-tide may it ring

out more clearly : " Peace on earth ; good

will among men .”

Whatever the method , may that be themo

tive. And so the labor movement, squarely

meeting its tremendous problems, is help

ing to bring about the day when men shall
feel the force of the Christ spirit, which

seeks to truly make all men brothers.

INTERNATIONAL TREAS. REZIN ORR,

Re - Elected at Ninth Convention .

NEW YEAR SOLILOQUY.

INTERDEPENDENCE OF STREET AND ELEC .

TRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES .

The old year is fast fading away ;

A few more days and the end will come;

New Year' s morn is now streaked with gray,

Our past year's task seems only begun .

But if we carry the double load

Things undone with the tasks that are new

Others will pass us by on the road,

So let us solve what is best to do.

Live not the past. Let it be forgot;

But with each new morn ' begin the day

Anew , and direct every thought

To meet the present as it comes our way.

Then " let the dead past bury its dead."
The future for us can hold no fear

If we weave each day into a golden thread
That shall not be broken throughout the year

Live to - day without thought of the morrow ,

For a perfect life each day will take

Us that much farther away from sorrow ,

As we sail life's ship o 'er the crystal lake.

The present alone is all that we own;
The future by us has never been tread ;

Then let us invest each day as we're shown,

And our whole life' s line will be one golden
thread. - C . 0 . Pratt.

In association work officers of our or.

ganization meet sentiments peculiar only

to our craft . There is no other labor or

ganization where organizers are forced to

explain away prejudices with which they

meet among electric railway employes.
Even among those who have already obli.

gated themselves, entered the association,

and have experienced the benefits to be de.
rived by united effort, these peculiar pre

judices are disruptively flaunted .

Any sentiment for separation into classes

of organization predicates a lack of proper
study of the relation of one employe to

another in the electric railway service .

Most marked does unwarranted self- import

ance appear between those who classify

themselves as railroad men , in interurban
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service, and city street car men . Often are

the officers of this association approached

with the argument that interurban railway
service is a distinct craft work from that
of the street railway service , and that a

separate organization should exist to them ,
of a higher tone than it is possible to ele.

vate street railway men . No matter how

much in error this sentiment may be, it ac

tually exists, and is used as an excuse by

some interurban men for not affiliating with
the Amalgamated Association .

It would be well for men in interurban

service to look carefully to the actual ex
isting conditions. It does not require close

study of the electric railway service to de

termine the intermingled interests of in .

terurban and city men , and the excess of

dependence of interurban men upon the

support of city employes.

The first to be considered is the ques.
tion as to what effect organization has upon

the conditions of employment? If organ .

ization has no effect upon the conditions of

employment, neither separate nor Amal.

gamated organization would be of any ad

vantage to the employe ; but there are too

forceful illustrations of the benefits of or

ganization to deny the importance of it , con

sequently , fair-minded and free-spirited

wage earners look to organization for the
benefits which they know may be derived.
It stands an undisputed fact that organiza

tion has forced wages beyond any possible

expectation that might prevail from a

non -union standpoint. A handy illustration

of this lies in the fact that Detroit railway
employes organized receive 23142 cents per

hour, while those of Grand Rapids, Buffalo
and Indianapolis , unorganized , receive a

much less rate ; the wage prevailing in In .

dianapolis being 17, 18 and 19 cents per
hour, and the same rate prevails in Grand

Rapids. In the city of Pittsburg, where the

influence of organization has had to do
with the fixing of the wage scale , the em .

ployes enjoy a rate of from ten to twenty

per cent in excess of that paid in Philadel

phia or Cincinnati, in which cities non

union conditions of employment exist.

Going farther South , we find a wage rate in

New Orleans, where union conditions pre

vail, more than 30 per cent higher than the

wage scale enjoyed in the non -union city of

Baltimore. Like comparisons will follow in
the matter of wage of union and non-union

cities throughout the entire country . In

smaller towns the difference between union
and non -union conditions is far more

marked . This settles the question as to the
effect of organization upon the condition of

employment, and is a most emphatic argu

ment in favor of organization.

Now the question lies as to what our as

sociation means to any particular class of
street and electric railway employes ? This

reaches a point where it is pardonable to
make comparison of interurban and city

service. In the city of Detroit we find that
the city service men have forced the wage

rate of the interurban men up to a level

with the city rate, and above what could

have been attained by any independent ef-

fort of the interurban employes. The De

troit and Toledo line is the only system

leading out of the city of Detroit which is

yet unorganized . It is a strictly interurban

system upon which the employes are paid

22 cents per hour, and even this rate was

prompted by fear on part of the manage.

ment that an effort to organize among the

men would materialize. It is safe to as

sume that, had not the spirit of organiza
tion manifested itself, motormen and con .

ductors of the Detroit and Toledo road
would have yet been receiving 20 cents per

hour. However, in this, we are dealing with

an assumption. It is desired to deal with
facts. The fact that exists in this compari.
son is that the Detroit and Toledo Short

Line employes are receiving but 22 cents

per hour, whereas the Detroit , city em

ployes are receiving 2342 cents per hour.

There are instances, however, where a

discrimination has been made by employ
ing corporations in favor of either one or

the other class of employes. For illustra .

tions, we have the city of Cleveland paying

a much better rate than paid to any inter

urban employes, except the Cleveland and
Southwestern employes, who have forced

their wage rate, by virtue of their member
ship in this association , to slightly better

than the city rate, considering overtime pro
visions of their agreement. In and about

Indianapolis the discrimination is slightly

favorable to the interurban service, and so
it goes.

The two classes of employes thus far
cited are really one, and of one common

interest, and this is particularly so when
both interurban and city employes are

working for the same company where there
are always a number of city men wholly

familiar with both systems, and often many

men upon the interurban system who have
served upon the city lines. Such a condi

tion brings both classes of men into a close

knowledge of mutual interests, and there

can exist no classification in the matter of
rating as between service upon the two sys

tems. It is true that the city men , particu
larly in cities where air brakes have never
been in use, would require some instruc
tion upon interurban air brake cars, and in

remote cases where a city service man

could not be made proficient in interurban

service ; but we are now living in a day

where the highest improvements in opera

tive machinery are becoming common in

both instances. In Detroit, Cleveland and
many other cities, air brakes are being

used , and the employes would require but

little experience and only to become

familiarized , to operate over interurban

roads. The same experience would be

necessary to operatives should they seek

service in another city .

Another measure of comparison lies in

the experience of divisions of our associa

tion , composed entirely of interurban ser

vice men , and working for exclusive inter

urban companies. Our Division associations

have absolute autonomy in their local al

fairs, and the majority rules. Thus it may

be understood that where interurban men
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are organized, and separate from city men ,
no influence on the part of city men can be

brought to bear that will in any way destroy

the possibilities of progressive effort on part

of such interurban employes. However, on

the other hand , by affiliation through the

International body, such interurban organ.
izations have as their allies, in the way of

support, the full strength of all city locals,

and thus, rather than deter effort they en

courage the progress of the membership and

place ' a force behind the exclusively inter

urban local by which such employes are

enabled to attain greater results than they

could possibly reach without the financial

support and alliance of the city locals. In
terurban locals of this association have

advanced in wages and conditions parallel

with city locals , and far beyond the possi.
bility of independent effort.

Some employes upon interurban roads
style themselves as in a class with steam

railway men . True, there is some similar

ity in the matter of train orders, but this
similarity is submerged by the vast differ

ence in the methods and machinery of

transportation . · It is unnecessary here to

enter into detail as to the difference in the
two systems. The plain facts exist and can

not be denied . The apprenticeship required

to become acceptable in the service of the

two classes is sufficient to warrant the
above deduction . It is not the question so

much as to what may be wanted , as that of

what may be attained under actual existing

conditions. For comparison , if a steam

railway company is in need of an engineer ,

nothing short of an engineer will fill the

bill. It is not a motorman that is wanted,

neither will a motorman be accepted to

the vacancy. If an electric railway com

pany is in need of the services of a motor

man , if an interurban motorman is not to

be had, a city motorman will quite well fill

the bill. This rule will also reverse if the

man is wanted for city service. If this is

true, it should readily be admitted that the

various classes of electric railway service

are more closely in common and more inter

dependent than any class of electric rail

way service and steam road employes.

Now , if there exists a common interde

pendence between the various classes of

electric railway employes, there can be no

reasonable argument why they should not

pool their united force for mutual protec

tion and advancement.

Those who would be pleased to regard
interurban service as distinct from common

influences with city service should take in
to serious consideration the question as to

what force is to be lost or gained by such
classification . It must stand undisputed ,

that, all other things being equal, the great

est body is possessed of the greatest force

of resistance or progress. In our craft the

balance of power must admittedly lie with

the city men, as they several times out

number all others. Proportionately , then ,

that which is to be gained by amalgama. .

tion is far to the advantage of the inter

urban class. However, there is no possible

method of classification , so far as the inter

est of organization and its purpose is con
cerned .

T he matter of separating conductor and

motorman into two distinct organizations is

equally as farcial as any other disorganiz

ing proposition .

The result of any alienating influence to

the amalgamated policy of organization

among street and electric railway employes

would be none other than retrogression ,

That we can not well afford. No matter

how we may regard our social individuality,

or rate the particular branch in which we

are occupied , whether motorman or con .

ductor, city or interurban , there exists an

Interdependence, a brotherhood of interests
which cannot well be ignored .

Upon the Cleveland, Lorain , Sandusky

and Toledo system , some three years ago ,

a rivalry to the Amalgamated system of

organization sprung up in the shape of two
distinct “ Brotherhoods," styled , one the

" Brotherhood of Electric Railway Motor

men ," the other the " Brotherhood of Elec

tric Railway Conductors." These organiza

tions, particularly upon that system , were

outside of any direct influence of the

Amalgamated Association , and were under

no restricting influence of any other or.

ganization , or any city men . The member

ship were free to attain all that could como

of independent organization . Upon a par
allel system exists Division 380 of our as

sociation . Conditions and wages have been

advanced by the membership of Division

380 , while the conditions to the membership

of the independent " Brotherhoods" have

drifted at the will of the employing com

pany, and do not even reach the standard of

the Cleveland city employes. However, it

is a most practical test of the comparative

benefits of the two policies of organization.

The interdependence of street and elec

tric railway employes is a tacit recognition

in the amalgamated policy of organization .

It is the vital force of organization upon

which the Amalgamated ' Association de

pends, and the exploiting of any policy of

organization, looking to classification , is a

disruptive movement and can exert no other

than an influence of retrogression upon the
interests of street and electric railway em

ployes

Members of the Travelers' Goods and

Leather Novelty Workers' International

Union of America pay weekly dues of 25

cents per week , and the International Union

revenue is two-thirds of all dues and initia

tions. One-third of the funds received by

the International is set aside for sick and

death benefits, and two-thirds are retained

for defense and general purposes .

Dues in the International Association of

Machinists are $ 1 .00 per month , of which

55 cents per month is paid to the Interna

tional as per capita for defense and general

fund purposes.
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EDWARD McMORROW , Chicago, Ill.,

Member General Executive Board .

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA.

By W . D . Mahon .

CHAPTER XII.

. While the vestibule agitation during the

winter of 1894 and 1895 was on , matters be

tween our organization and the various com

panies were quiet with the exception of Fort

Wayne, Ind ., where a strike took place on

the 11th of January. The company at this

point had consolidated their barns, dis
charged one foreman and several of the

members, and placed all of the men under a

foreman who was very tyrannical, and op.
posed to the organization . The grievances

were taken up by a committee of the Dio

vision , headed by Vice -President Orr, who,

in several conferences with the board of di

rectors, attempted to have matters adjusted
and the members reinstated , but the board

of directors refused, and in turn discharged

Vice -President Orr and another member of

the Executive Committee for their efforts .

This brought matters to a crisis and on the

11th of January , 1895 , a strike was de-

clared. Some forty -two of the men respond

ed to the strike order and the balance re -

mained at work , thus causing a division in

the ranks of the organization . The strike

was fought out by the men , assisted by the

Trades and Labor Council, and carried on

into the early summer, when the contest was

given up.

Early in January , Secretary Moore , be

cause of his legislative work , resigned as

International Secretary, and James G . Grant,

acting Secretary of Division No. 26 , was

appointed by the Executive Board to act in

nis place. Grant served some three months,

when he resigned to accept a position as

foreman of the Detroit Railway Co., and

Vice-President Rezin Orr was appointed by

the Board to fill the unexpired term .

One of the important acts of this year was

the establishing of the “Motorman and Con

ductor." The Milwaukee convention had en
dorsed the Street Railway Times, a weekly

publication at Cleveland, O ., which was

owned by members of the Association . A

number of subscriptions had been secured

from different Divisions, when the manage

ment of this paper announced that they
were unable to continue and suspended pub

lication of the paper. Immediately upon the

suspension of the publication of that paper,

the writer decided it was time for the or

ganization to adopt and publish an organ

of its own, and acting upon that decision

immediately placed in the field the " Motor

man and Conductor." The first issue of the

paper was a twelve-page pamphlet form .

After the issue of the first copy , the matter

was submitted to the International Execu

tive Board , who endorsed the President's

position and the "Motorman and Conductor "
has since been continued as the official

organ of the Association .

Early in the spring we again took up the

matter of organization , and Philadelphia was

decided upon as the city to make the first

attempt. This decision was due to the fact

that there was a spirit of organization in

that city . During the winter the street rail.

way men of Philadelphia had attempted to

get together and form an organization . They

were ignorant, however, as to the mode of

procedure, which was shown by the man

ner in which they proceeded . They had

called an open meeting and had present a

notary public for the purpose of swearing

the men into membership. The result of

the meeting was to form a temporary organ
ization with Charles N . Smith , a motorman ,

as president. A number of the men were
discharged for attending the meeting, and

this had a demoralizing effect upon the rest.

However, those who had interested them .
selves communicated with the general office

and the writer went on to take up the work

of organizing . After getting the men who
had been discharged at this first meeting

together, Terrence E . Clark , a conductor of

Philadelphia , was selected to act as secre
tary and organizer, and the organization

was chartered as Divison No. 45 . A num .

ber of meetings were held throughout the

city and quite a few men were interested

and brought into the organization . While

the writer remained in the field, active in

the work , there was no hostility shown by

the company, but as soon as he was out of

the field the company would show hostility

by discharging someof the active members.

This condition of affairs continued through .

out the entire summer, the writer from

time to time visiting the city , encouraging

and getting a number of the men in line,

and as soon as a way the company would at

tack them . However, Clark and a few of

the braver spirits held together and

the movement alive , and the work con

tinued and was still in progress when the

next convention met in Detroit , where the

Philadelphia men were represented by Bro .
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RICHARD CORNELIUS, San Francisco , Cal.,

Member General Executive Board .

CHAS. V . DURYEE ,

Re- elected Business Agent Div. No. 26 ,

Detroit, Mich ,

Clark as their delegate, and the situation of

that city was brought before the conven

tion , a further account of which will be

given later

Th first Division to take up their agree.
ment for the coming year was Division No.

26 , of Detroit, Mich . The agreement this

year was negotiated by representatives of
the Local Division , Mr. Alex . Dill, President

of the Division , and James G . Grant, Sec

retary-Treasurer. After considerable nego

tiation the agreement was agreed upon and
accepted by the Division .

At Milwaukee the Division again took up

their yearly agreement, assisted by the

writer. After a number of days of serious
contention , an agreement was finally reach

ed. The company at first had declared that
they would not make any further agree
ments, and began to hire new men , but after
a conference they agreed to cease their hos.
tilities and conferred with the committee
loo to a settlement, and after several

days of negotiation a settlement covering
the wage conditions for the coming year was

reached and signed by the representatives

of the company and the committee.
The agitation was carried on in other

parts of the country as well. The "Motor

man and Conductor” was made a medium of

agitation , and copies of it were forwarded ,

through organizers of the American Federa

tion of Labor, to the street and electric car

workers throughout the entire United States

and Canada, and the results were beneficial.

There is no question but what the “Motor

man and Conductor,” in those days, did as

much to agitate the question and to bring

about the organization of the street and elec

tric railway workers of the country as any

other medium , if not more. As soon as the

paper began to be distributed and the work

ers realized that there was a movement of

this kind, communications began to roll into

the general office from the remote parts of

the country and from that time on an agita

tion was continued through the medium of

the journal and by communications which

brought a number of organizations into the

fold .

The conditions of labor during this year

were not very encouraging to the formation

of organizations. The panic of 1893 had not

yet passed away. However, there were im

provements in the idustrial conditions of the
country and as those improvements showed

themselves the spirit of organization fol

lowed in line and the general labor move

ment began to improve and build up. This
had its beneficial results upon our organiza

tion , as well as upon all other branches of
labor, and by the time our convention met

in the fall of 1895 there was a considerable

spirit of organization throughout the entire

country .

( To be continued . )

The employer who joins the Citizens' All1

ance may well be put down as looking for

cheap labor . His purpose is, not to employ

a union man if he can avoid it. Not that he

has anything against the union , he wants

the union to keep up so the other fellow will

have to pay union wages, and he wants

union men to make union goods, and buy

scab.
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A most thrilling and impressive illustra

tion of the eventual results of capitalistic
oppression is being portrayed in Russia

just at the present time. It does not re
quire an apt student to discern the cause
of the turbulent disrest in that country , and

although thousands of miles away the flam

ing letters of the handwriting on the wall
stand boldly out through nations of space .

Even the illusory and temporary paliatives

of Witte appear too late to mollify the un
shackled spirit of the autocratic ridden and

long suffering serfs of Russia .
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Bearing upon the increase in per capita
tax to 15 cents per member, which is to take
effect with the month of January, 1906 , and
from which is to be set aside a special old
age pension fund, there can be no more

forceful comment as to its benefit than that
contained in President Mahon 's report to
the ninth convention , from which is quoted
as follows : “ We know that it takes all the

average man can earn , at the wage re
ceived , to meet the battles of life from day
to day, leaving nothing for old age. Now
if this man is to be provided for in old age
outside of the almshouse, his trade union is
the institution that will have to make the
provision . There are some who claim that
the proper provision to make is to increase
our death benefit . In my opinion, this propo
sition is not correct. The mission of the

trade union is to protect its loyal members,
not to leave legacies for others, and that
protection should extend not only to the
time he works, but should continue down
through the winter of life to the gates of
death , including a respectful burial. There
are others who say, let' s establish an old

age home and place our worn out members
in that. With that proposition I disagree .
I want to assist the old , aged member to

maintain his individual home, a home where
he and those whom are dear to him , prob
ably an old wife who has journeyed by his

side down the rough road of time, can spend
their declining years and last days around
their own hearthstone, be it ever so humble,
free from any interference , rules and regu

lations, save those made for and by them .
selves.

Intered the Detroit P. O ., as second -class
mattor.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Soction 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Soc. 2 . To placo our occupation upon a high
pleao of intelligence, enciency and skill : to

oncouraso the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Bonent Funds ; to establlah

school, of instruction and examination for

Imparting a practical knowledgo of modern
and improved mothods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To

oncourse tho settlement of all disputes bo

twoon employes and employers by arbitra .
tion , to socuro employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduco tho hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to
olevato our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

" Therefore I would recommend to this
convention that we increase our per capita
tax to fifteen cents per month , and that at

least five cents per member a month be set

aside to meet the death , disability and pen
sion claims. "

The pension rate fixed by the Chicago
convention and payable weekly , amounts to

from $52 to $ 156 per year, increasing in ac
cordance with the term of membership.

With the enactment of this law , the pen

sion feature becomes a permanent fixture in
the functions of the organization .

This Association is the first of American

labor organizations to adopt the pension

plan of caring for aged and disabled mem .

bers, although it is a successful and highly

appreciated feature of the strongest trades
unions in Great Britain .

A merry Christmas and a happy New

Year is the greeting of The Motorman and

Conductor to our members and many read

ers.
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Correspondent E . R . Henderson, of

Brockton , Mass., has been elected to mem

bership in the New England Civic Federa

tion as a labor representative upon that

body. Bro . Henderson is one of the able

members of our association , and his posi

tion on the civic body will be of no little

advantage to labor's interest.

The Pattern Makers ' League of North

America , at its recent convention raised the

assessment of its members from 25 to 50

cents a week . It is proposed to use the

money, which is paid in dues, in strengthen

ing and building up the organization and

pay for placing organizers in the field in

this country and Canada. It is estimated

that there are 9,000 members in the league,

and there are only about 9 ,550 pattern

makers in the country .

committee, and will apply such time to the

work as he may be able to spare from his

regular duties, as the question is one in

which our membership are exceptionally in

terested. The committee as appointed is

composed of M . E . Ingalls , chairman di

rectors Big Four Railroad, Cincinnati , O . ;

Dr. Albert Shaw , editor Review of Reviews,

New York City ; Talcott Williams, editorial

writer the Press, Philadelphia, Pa. ; W . D .

Mahon , President Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Em .

ployes, Detroit, Mich . ; Frank J. Good

new , Columbia University, New York

City ; Walton Clark , United Gas Im

provement Co., Philadelphia, Pa. ; Edward

W . Bemis, superintendent Water Works,

Cleveland, O . ; John H . Gray, Northwestern

University , Chicago, Ill. ; Walter L . Fisher,

Municipal Voters' League, Chicago, Ill. ; Tim

othy Healy, International President Sta

tionary Firemen , New York City ; William

J . Clark , General Electric Co ., New York

City ; H . B . F . McFarland, President Board

of Commissioners, District of Columbia,
Washington , D . C . ; Daniel J , Keefe, Presi

dent International Longshoremen 's Associa
tion , Detroit , Mich . ; Frank Parsons, Presi

dent National Public Ownership League,

Boston, Mass.; John R . Commons, Univer

sity of Wisconsin , Madison , Wis. ; J. W . Sul.

livan , editor Garment Workers' Bulletin ,

New York City ; Leo S . Rowe, University of

Pennsylvania , Philadelphia , Pa; F . J. MC

Nulty, President International Brothrrhood

Electrical Workers, Washington , D . C . ; Al

bert E . Winchester, general superintendent

City of South Norwalk Electric Works,

South Norwalk , Conn.; Charles L . Edgar,

President Edison Electric and Illuminating

Co., Boston , Mass. ; Milo R . Maltbie, fran

chise expert and former editor Municipal Al

fairs, New York City .

The general office is in receipt of a copy

of “ Trades Unionism and Labor Problems,"
by Prof. John R . Commons, of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin . It is one of the most

comprehensive works of its kind , and will
prove of extreme value and profit to all

interested in Labor Problems, who may be

fortunte enough to secure a copy . It

gives an accurate history of various labor

troubles , and from its fairness and lack of

prejudice it is a work that will be eagerly

sought by both employer and employe. It
embraces 28 chapters, over 600 pages, and
treats upon trade agreements, the Miners'

Union , the Teamsters of Chicago , and vari.
ous labor organizations, upon the Sweat-

ing System , and the state of employment in
various crafts, working women , building
trades, labor laws, and constitutes a valu
able treatise upon the subjects under pres-

ent day discussion . If the book cannot be

had at your book store, those desiring the
same should address Ginn & Co., Publishers,
29 Beacon street, Boston , Mass.

No greater inconsistency is shown by the

exploiters of the " Open Shop ," than lies in

their argument that Trades' Unions restrict

output, when the truth is that the only re-

striction of production , or output, lies in con

tracting the purchase power of consumers.

The Trust or Monopoly that increases the

price of products necessarily restricts pro

duction, unless the power of purchase is cor.

respondingly increased to the consumer .

-

BENEFITS PAID

WILL INVESTIGATE PUBLIC OWNER

SHIP .

From the death and disability fund for

the month of November were on deaths of

the following members :

Charles Pearson, Div. No. 26 De

troit, Mich ., heart disease . . . . . . . . $ 100 00

Henry Hogan , Div. No. 304 , Glens

Falls, N . Y ., appendicitis. . . . . .. . 100 00

Patrick McAvoy, Div . No. 241, Chi.

cago, carcinoma of stomach . . . . . . 100 00

Andrew Johnson , Div. No. 241, Chi

cago, Ill., apoplexy -hemiptegia
cerebritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hugh Taylor, Div . No. 113, Toronto,

Ont., inflammation of the cords . .

Ed. W . Pelham , Div . No. 235 , Brock

ton, Mass., chronic cystitis . . . . . . . 100 00

J. Weitzel, Div . No. 194 , New Or

leans, La., apoplexy - cerebral em
bolism ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

Carroll W . Wright, Div . No. 235,

Brockton , Mass., tuberculosis men
ingitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

Andy Elsasser, Div . No. 85 , Pitts

burg , Pa., tuberculosis . . . . . . .. . . . 100 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 900 00

An international public owenrship investi

gating committee has been appointed by the

Civic Federation to investigate and report

upon public owenrship and operation of pub -

lic utilities, such as gas, lighting , water,

street railway, etc . This action of the Civic
Federation is prompted by the growing in

terest in public and municipal ownership

and operation of public utilities .
International President W . D . Mahon has

been instructed by the General Executive

Board to accept an appointment upon the
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The printers' union is gaining in the con
test for the eight-hour day , and nearly 300

locals have secured the eight-hour agree.
ment to take effect on January 1st.

Auditor George W . Briggs , of the Team

Drivers ' International, was a recent caller
at headquarters. Auditor Briggs is meet.

ing with much success in the city of Detroit

in reviving the spirit of unioinsm among

Detroit teamsters.

A remarkably convenient device in the
shape of a watch holder for the use of mot
ormen is advertised in this issue of the

M . & C . The contrivance is a firm safe

holder of convenient size , and supplied with

a small electric battery . By touching a but

ton a brilliant light is thrown upon the

face of the watch . The Detroit Electric

Novelty Company has concluded to supply

the holder through agents that may be en

gaged from among motormen on various

systems, and will allow a liberal commis

sion .

Newly elected correspondents are re

quested to forward their names and address

to the M . & C . at the earliest convenience
after installation . Also it is desired that

the names of officers elected may be for

warded that a roster may appear in the
January number. The address of the presi.

dent and secretary should be given .

The advent of the Industrial Workers of

the World into the city of Detroit came to

light in the works of the Detroit Cap Co.

This company practically forced its union
capmakers on strike by attempting to en .

force unendurable and non -union conditions

of employment, and demanding financial de

posits. If there was ever a righteous con

tention on the side of labor it is that of the

Detroit Capmakers' Union . As soon as the

trouble was precipitated the Detroit Cap

Company' s institution became a rendezvous

for the Industrial Workers of the World.

Thus, this new saviour of the laboring

classes has identified its purpose in a most

emphatic manner. An institution which

has for its method of building up, the tear

ing down of the trades' union movement,

even to the extent of scabbing strikers' jobs,

cannot appeal very seriously to the progres
sive wage earner for membership .

By action of the Chicago conven

tion upon the Pickles-Colgan resolution
the Association stands committed to the

principle of protesting against the granting

of franchises in the Dominion and United

States without legal provisions prohibiting

the watering of stock , and against the bond

ing of street and electric railway proper.
ties beyond their actual cost. If the pur

port of this resolution could be carried out

- and it could be by the powers granting

franchises - it would go farther towards
solving the street and electric railway

problem than any other course within the

legal rights and authority of public con
trol. It is a fair and honest proposition

and would place transportation utilities in

a position whereby absolute justice would

enure to all concerned . Such a restriction

would bring forth improved service to the

public, better wages to the employes and

a suitable reward in the way of profits to

corporations, upon actual money invested .

While the air is full of insurance scan .
dal the moral wave seems to be pushing

itself forward and unearthing the corporate

trickery of other institutions. It seems now
to have been disclosed that the Detroit City

Gas Co, has been playing a hold-up game

upon the citizens of the city of Detroit in
the way of extorting illegal rates for gas.

This company, it is alleged , went so far as
to instruct book -keepers in its employ to

juggle the reports that were being made to
the City Controller, and upon which gas

rates to consumers depended . It will be

interesting to watch the ultimate result of

the disclosure of this alleged thievery and

note what degree of punishment may be

meted out to the guilty . This company

would never allow its employes to organize
for mutual protection , and it is presumed
that it would overthrow municipal restric
tions when it means dollars to do so .

The Court of Appeals of the State of New
York has decided that the " closed shop "

agreement is legal. The case upon which
the decision was rendered was that of

Jacobs vs. Cohen , and involved the validity

of a union shop agreement between the em

ployer and the Tailors' Union , the Cohens

being the employers. The decision furnishes

food for reflection for those who have here

tofore exploited argument that such agree

ments were contrary to the New York State

constitution . Judge Gray, in his opinion as

written , says :

" It would seem as though an employer
should be unquestionably free to enter into

such a contract with his workmen for the
conduct of the business without its being

deemed obnoxious upon any ground of pub -

lic policy. If it might operate to prevent
some persons from being employed by the

firm , or, possibly , from remaining in the
firm ' s employment, that is but an incidental

feature. Its restrictions were not of an op
pressive nature , operating generally in the

community to prevent such craftsmen from

obtaining employment and from earning

their livelihood .

The advantage of state laws in the inter
est of street railway employes is exempli.

fied in the method pursued and results at
tained by the Divisions of our Association

upon the Boston & Northern Railway lines
in the State of Massachusetts. The com

pany there extended the time service of
employes so that men were required to put

in twelve and fifteen hours of service in a
day. The State law provides that electric

railway employes shall not be required to

work more than ten hours in twenty -four,

and that twelve consecutive hours shall be
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the limit in which said ten hours' service speaks not a little for the earnestness and
may be exacted . The committees represent. zeal of our new Board Member. Bro . Mc

ing the Locals approached the management Morrow is now engaged upon several other
upon the matter of violating the law , but situations which have been placed under

got very little satisfaction at first. Reports his and visement and upon which progress is
were current that a strike was imminent, reported .

but the committees of the Association re. G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald is meet

futed those reports and gave the people to ing with success in his work of organizing
understand that they were only desirous in Portland, Maine, and has fully establish
that the employing company should comply ed Division No. 414 in that city .

with the State law , and that it was the de- Board Member Ban Commons, who is ad

termination of the Locals to look to the law vising with the Indian Territory Locals, has

for redress. This course was pursued, and effected an agreement between the Local at

as soon as the company officials were im South McAlister, I. T., and the employing

pressed that Local officers of the Associa company, which embodies a twenty per cent
tion were in earnest the objectionable increase in wage and a clause providing that
schedules were withdrawn and the company the agreement shall continue for two and

immediately complied with the ten -hour one-half years. Many concessions have

law . been gained to the employers.
G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald re

cently instituted Division No. 417, at Hud
INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. son , N . Y . The Local is composed of the

employes of the Hudson and Albany third

International President W . D . Mahon is at rail system , and extends along the Hudson
present on an extended trip through the River Irom Hudson to Albany.

Southern States, visiting Locals and unor

ganized cities from which appeals have PADUCAH SITUATION NOT NEW .
come to him urging his personal attention
for some time past. Upon this trip he is From some of the intimations of the Padu.
accompanied by Mrs. Mahon , whose health cah street railway officials it might be false
has been broken for a long time. It is ly assumed that the drawing of the line
hoped that much good may result from her against the employment of union men on
visit through the South . the electric railway lines in Paducah , Ky.,

International Vice-President H . T . B . is a new feature, making its advent with
Grey , of Salt Lake City, Utah, has insti. the management of a new ownership .
tuted Division No. 418, at Ogden , Utah. Rather , it looks like an old policy con

The new Division in Utah starts out with tinued . Div. No. 415 , the membership of

every promise of success, every man in the which is now locked out of employment, was
employ of the company being enrolled in instituted about the 1st of September, 1905 .
membership. The new ownership took control about that

International Treasurer Rezin Orr has re time, or, as known to the outside, but a few
turned to the office from a trip through days later. However, as early as March 18 ,
Eastern Pennsylvania , West Virginia and 1904, some 18 months prior to the present
Southern Ohio . He was unable to complete lockout, under the caption , " What About the
his work in Eastern Pennsylvania in con Motorman ' s Union ," there appeared in the

sequence of his presence being required in Paducah Labor Journal the following ar
Southern Ohio and West Virginia , where he ticle :
was successful in straightening out affairs " Some months ago the motormen of the Padu

in connection with Locals in those sections. cah Street Railway Co., were organized into a

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt is at present look union , and the next day " locked out, " but

later an agreement whereby part of their
ing after the interest of the Locals in the number were put to work again under a

Gas Belt district of Indiana , where negotia promise that all would be replaced as speed

tions are pending for renewal of agreement. ily as possible .

Then came the " weeding" until now only a
The memvership there are looking to an few of those who were members remain in their
increase in wage. employ.

G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow has Does the Paducah City Railway Co. object to
their men organizing ?

succeeded in establishing a Local, composed We would be glad to have their official answer.
of the employes of the Peoria , Ill., Company. There are about thirty to thirty -five motor
The success of Bro . McMorrow 's work is men and fourteen to eighteen conductors here

signified by the fact that a most acceptable
now . The motormen average from $ 8 . 25 to $ 8 . 75

for 11 to 1142 hours ' work and seven days, part
agreement has been entered into by the of which is night work . None make over $ 11 .50

newly established Local and the employing a week on " big weeks' run ." The conductors

company, providing for arbitration of griev have an eleven and twelve hours' run and aver
age about $ 7 a week ,

ances and recognition of the organization , Do these conditions with the motormen and
He reports that a spirit of co -operation ex conductors tend to better the interests of the
ists between the association and manage business men of Paducah ?

ment which cannot result other than to the
When these men are denied the right to or

ganize they are denied the right of a free Amer
advantage of both employe and employer. ican citizen . "

The complete and thorough manner in It is now pertinent to say that the
which Board Member McMorrow conducted Journal has " their official answer." Why
the work of organizing the Peoria men , and should not the Paducah City Railway Co, ob
the friendly relations established between ject to their men organizing , when , with
the Local and the employing company their men unorganized, they are able to se
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being taken , and he was joined in this by

Mr. John M . Godfrey, who represented

Owen ,

“ You are honorably discharged," said the

judge to Cooney . " You only obeyed the

company's rule , but I think that the rule

should be rescinded, and every man who

cannot pay his fare with less than a $ 5 bill
put off the car. It would save trouble."

JAPANESE EXCLUSION ,

cure their services at from seven to four

teen cents per hour ?
The position of the Paducah City Railway

Co . is now , and has been , at least for more

than a year and a half, favorable to å con
dition of cheap wage to their own employes,

but seriously anxious that all other employ.

ers shall pay even better than a union scale.
It may be admitted that the street rail.

way employes, working at a wage of from
seven to fourteen cents an hour cannot en

ter very seriously into the betterment of the
general business interests of Paducah, but

the company would enjoy no very great in .
crease from the passengerage of their own

employes, even though they were to grant

them a desirable wage .
In the matter of profit from increase of

wage, the management of the company rea

sons that their profit is best conserved when

the increase is granted by other employers,

and to this they have no serious objection .

The more money received by employes

other than their own, the more money will

the traction company receive in the way of

increased patronage . It only helps the mer

chants and other business interests of

Paducah for the street car company to in

crease the wage of their own employes, and

such a course would be as foolhardy for the

company to pursue as it is for the Paducah

merchant to unite with the company to help

them keep the wages down.

SHARP REBUKE FROM JUDGE MOR

GAN .

Sec'y Cooney Honorably Discharged — Was

Victim of Passenger's Spleen .

“ This charge is unfounded , untenable,

and the information never should have

been accepted,” said Judge Morgan this

morning, in dealing with the charge of

theft against George Cooney . “ There was

a curious absurdity in bringing this man

up at all. I am at a loss to understand

how any Crown officer accepted such an

information and issued a warrant. There

must have been some friction or else the

charge never would have been laid ."

Cooney is a street railway condutcor. He

took a $ 5 bill from William Owen , a passen

ger, and, being unable to change it, placed

it in his fare box and gave Owen an order

upon the company for $ 4 .95 .

Owen did not get his money the first

time he visited the company's office, because

Cooney did not pass there with his car.

Cooney, however, turned the bill in at the

first opportunity .

When the matter came before Magistrate

Denison he wanted to let Cooney go on

suspended sentence, but Mr. E . A . Forster,

his counsel, objected to any such stigma,

and he and the Magistrate had such warm

words that his Worship threatened to com -

mit the lawyer for contempt. The upshot

was that the case was taken to the county

judge.

Mr. H . L . Drayton, the Crown prosecutor,

agreed to a dismissal without the evidence

At a meeting of the Japanese Exclusion

League, held in San Francisco during the

summer of 1905 , State Senator E . I. Wolfe

made the following remarks :

" If the prosperity of the nation depends

upon the prosperity of the working classes,

and I think there are none who will dis

pute that fact, then this (Japanese Ex
clusion ) is not a question for San Francisco

or California alone, but for the people of

the United States. This convention repre

sents no particular creed nor class, nor

locality . It stands for the people of the

whole country.
“God never made this land for the use of

the Japanese. Here should be the home of

the white people, a land of public schools

and domestic happiness, not a place for

miserable coolies, and the moral infamies

of the Mongolians who are coming here
to -day.

" I was in Watsonville , California , last

week , and found that there were 2 ,000 Japs

there and in the neighboring valley. I

learned , too , that there was a postal money.

order business in Watsonville amounting to

from $ 75 ,000 to $ 80 ,000 a year, 75 per cent

of which was due to the Japanese . That

means that 75 per cent of all the money is

sent out of the State and back to Japan,
where it can never be of any use to Amer

ica . Now , that is the very money we want

to keep here for the benefit of the white

laboring man .

" Some say that the Japanese is only to

be feared as a laborer, but I hold in my

hand the card of a Japanese architect who
bids for business as a contractor and

builder. Soon the Orientals will be open .

ing machine shops in our midst. So let us

organize this opposition ; let us go with our

words of warning from one end of the State

to the other. Then the time will not be far

distant when the Japanese will cease to

come here and American wages will be

secure for the American workingman.

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

" For the purpose of securing information ,

Dr. Carl Saalfield had submitted plans for

a house to the Japanese architect and con
tractors with the following result :

" I found that the Japanese have entered

into all the thirty -four trades connected
with or represented in the building of a

modern American house ? I had plans for a

house I contemplated building and on which

I had received bids from American contrac
tors. From curiosity I submitted plans to

the Japanese and found that they would

L
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build the house for $ 2 ,000 less than the low

est bid from an American. That bid was

$ 5 ,800 , and the Japanese offered to build

it for $3 ,800 . The Japs would do every

thing from the excavating to the plumbing

and gas fitting , plastering and painting,

turning over the keys to the finished house.

Thinking there had been some mistake, I

went over the plans with them , even to the

tile laying, but they stood by their figures .

They pay their carpenters $ 1 .50 per day ,

and their laborers about 60 per cent less

than a white man receives. The item for

common labor the American contractor had

figured at $ 700 ; the Japanese figured it at

$ 250. Is it not time to call a halt ? This

movement is bound to succeed for every

body is with us. It affects not only labor,

but the capitalist and capital.

Third : The first party agrees to receive

and consider the application for reinstate
ment of all former employes discharged by
it since Oct. 21, 1905 , and to reinstate all

such former employes as in its judgment

are worthy to be reinstated .
Fourth : The regularly accredited off

cers of the company agree to meet and treat

with the regularly accredited officers and

committees of this association for the pur

pose of adjusting all differences and griev

ances that may arise in the future ; only

that of hours and wages which shall re

main as now fixed until the 4th day of

March , 1906 .

Fifth : It is hereby agreed that any

grievances that may arise in the future that
cannot be amicably adjusted between the

properly accredited officers of the company
and the properly accredited officers of the

association shall be submitted to a tem

porary board of arbitration to be selected in

the following manner :
One arbitrator shall be chosen by the

company and one by the representatives of

the association The two arbitrators SO

chosen shall meet daily to select a third .

The three arbitrators so chosen shall like

wise meet daily for the purpose of adjusting

said grievances. The decision of the ma

jority of said board submitted in writing to

the company and the association shall be

binding upon both parties.

Sixth : This agreement shall be binding

and in force upon both parties until the 4th

day of March , 1906 .

The agreement is signed by the officers

of the respective parties – Central Railway

Company of Peoria ; Division No. 416 ,

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America .

Division No. 415 , Paducah, Ky., with a

membership of about thirty , is the only
Local in the Association at present draw

ing benefits from the defense fund. The

situation there, as reported by Chairman

Pratt, has reached a practical state of siege,
settling down to a contest between the peo -

ple on the one hand and the traction com

pany on the other. The citizens of Paducah

refuse to patronize the cars and are stand

ing steadfast against the arrogance of the

officials. This is an instance of where a
strike was agitated and unnecessarily pro

voked by the local management of the com
pany, and many features indicate that it

was against the intended policy of the own

ers of the major portion of the stock . How

ever , every effort was resorted to by Chair

man Pratt to effect an honorable settlement

before radical action was taken . Vigorous

mass meetings and demonstrations are being

held by the citizens in protest of the will

ful, overbearing attitude of the company.

Everything tends to indicate ultimate suc

cess for the local.

NOTICE ISSUED BY PADUCAH C . L . U .

PEORIA , ILL., AGREEMENT.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT, exe-

cuted in duplicate this 4th day of December,
1905 , between the CENTRAL RAILWAY

COMPANY, of Peoria , Ill., party of the first

part, and Division No. 416 , Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Em -

ployes of America , party of the second part.

WITNESSETH . - First: The party of

the first part hereby agrees to offer no op

position to its employes joining the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Rai y Employes of America, if they see

fit to do so, and both parties agree that
neither party shall use any unjust interfer

ence with any employe of the party of the

first party , whether such employe be a

member of such association or not.

Second : The company fully recognizes

the association and will not directly or in

directly interfere with or prevent the join .

ing of the association by any man employ

ed by the company, and it will be entirely

satisfactory to the company if he should

so join .

Brothers : — We beg to call your most

serious attention to a fight that is being

made against organized labor in the City

of Paducah .

Thirty street car men have been locked

out solely because they belonged to a trades
union .

No demands were ever made upon the

street car company of any nature whatso
ever, and the company told them they were

discharged because they belonged to a

union .
Every effort has been made to get this

company to agree to allow a man to b4.

long to a union without fear of discrimina

tion . The Central Labor Union have ex

hausted their efforts in this direction , and

the Mayor, the Common Council and the

business people of Paducah have likewise

failed in their efforts to secure an amicable

adjustment upon this basis.

Now , Mr. Joseph L . Friedman , of the firm

of Friedman , Keiler & Co., whiskey distill
ers, is president of this unfair street rail.

road concern , and he has denied the right

of a street car employe to belong to a union

and work upon their lines, and we urge
that your honorable body pledge every dele.
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gate to use his influence to prevent the use
of their unfair goods.
We would further ask that this communi.

cation be read at least once a month until
this fight is won , and we ask that you ap
point a committee to wait upon the dealers
in your city and urge them to refuse to
handle goods put upon the market by Fried -
man, Keiler & Co .

They have been placed upon the unfair
list by the Street Car Men ' s Union, Division

415 , of the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A .,
and by the Central Labor Union of this city.

A noble fight is being made and with your
efforts we can surely win .
Remember there are no unreasonable de.

mands made by these men for you to defend.
It is solely a question of the right of an em .
ploye to belong to a union without fear of
beingdischarged on account of said member
ship .

This company denies the right even of an
" open shop, " but stands absolutely for a
non -union shop .

Thanking you in advance for the support
which we feel warranted in expecting from
you , we beg to remain ,

Fraternally yours,
P . M . MARTIN ,

(Seal.) Sec. Central Labor Union ,
222 Broadway , Paducah , Kentucky.

THE PERSONAL ELEMENT IN A . F . OF
L . CONVENTION .

BY THE REV . CHARLES STI'LZLE .
It was my privilege to aitend practically every

session of the American Federation of Labor

Convention , which was recently held in Pitts
burg . The Convention was remarkable for many

things, but I want to confine myself to the per
sonal side of the meeting, principally because
the average delegate will hardly report upon
this phase of the Convention .

The first impression that an outsider got as

he looked upon the four hundred delegates was

their seriousness of purpose. It was an audi
ence that would not be trified with . They had
evidently come there for business. Throughout
the Convention there seemed to be a keen ap
preciation of what was involved in the action

of the delegates with reference to a particular
resolution .

They were nearly all young men , but they
were wise beyond their years in the practical
things of life. " Executive ability " was plainly

written upon their faces. Put to commercial
uses, there is little doubt that their talents

would have brought them incomes which
would have exceeded their present rewards. It
was surprising at first to note that the un

skilled workingmen had sent as delegates
some of the best orators that were listened
to on the floor of the Convention . But prac

tically every international sent a strong
team , among whom there was found at least

one man who could ably champion the in
terests of his union .
Few questions could have been presented

which would not have had an intelligent
consideration. The breadth of information
of these delegates was a source of con
stant surprise. Not only problems that
had to do directly with the labor ques

tion , but such as had only the remotest
bearing upon it , were discussed with evident

clearness and comprehension . There was a dis
position to be absolutely fair , no matter how
unpopular the speaker or the subject under con
sideration . Not once was a man howled down.
It seemed to me that the delegates at times
were really too patient. Never have I seen
such a desire to give the other fellow a square
deal. The man who produced the best argument
won his case. It was quite apparent that poli
ics had little to do with the decision of the

delegates .

There wasn 't a single so -called Anarchistic
appeal, nor was there anything that could be

called un -American. The Convention was not
composed of " agitators of unrest. " Most of the

men were bona fide workingmen .

The hearty response to Mr. Gompers' message

with reference to universal peace and the
portant part which organized labor must play
in its consummation , indicated the feeling of

brotherhood which lies deep in the hearts of
the toilers.

SEEKS C . L . U . FOR PROTECTION TO
CHILDREN ,

The railway employes of Rome, Italy , have
inaugurated a novel strike. They have de
cided not to leave work but to pursue a
policy of observing to the letter the regula
tions of the railways. All sorts of delays
are brought about by following theminutest
detail in routine.

THE IDEAL CONDUCTOR.

(By Josephine Casey, in Union Leader .)
An ideal conductor is a subject that in

volves a multiplicity of thought, and pre
sents an endless range of interpretation . As
a preliminary the requisite traits that should
characterize an ideal conductor can be sum
med up in the words : sterling honesty , cour
tesy , self - esteem , and a marked deference
for the feelings of others ; determination
combined with an indomitable perseverance
that will brook no obstacle in the way of

progress, and above all cleanness of body and
neatness of person . In a word, a man who
should hold himself as a king in whatever
sposition he may be placed and dignify the
work alloted him . It is not enough to be a
conductor simply . but a model conductor ,
whose conduct will bear the most searching

scrutiny. A man whose distinguished good
manners would prevent an employer, as well
as a passenger, from taking an undue lib
erty . Again , let me say, a man who holds

the reins of self- control firmly under all re
straints and can be amiable in dealing with
the most unreasonable traveler, not only
civil in settling their grievances, but gentle ,
kind -hearted and sympathetic with passen
gers who have suffered inconvenience
through accidents , whether their complaints
be grave or petty . He should be ever ready
to render what assistance he can toward the
association , of which he is a member, real
izing that we are placed on this earth to
develop the good that is in us, and while on

account of certain handicaps we may never
reach the ideal, we will be all the better for
trying to be perfect.

A correspondent from Cshkosh , Wis., relates
an incident which occurred in that city , where

a good preacher interested in the welfare of his

charge, approached delegates to the Central body

and urged them to insist on the enforcement of
the child labor law of Wisconsin . This minister

said that in his congregation two boys had be.

come maimed by injuries received while run

ning machinery in woodworking factories, and

a girl of the same family had lost a finger while

lately working in the Pain Veneer factory .

Lately the Pain Lumber Company had to ap
pear in court to answer charges of employing
a boy under 14 years of age . The case was set
tled without coming to trial. The trades coun .
cil of Oshkish and its vigilant officers are to be

commended for their activity in assisting the
officers of the state in the enforcements of this

necessary law against the employment of chil .

dren in factories and especially ir hazardou3 oC
cupations such as the operation of wcodworking
machinery . This is a class of employment that
requires an alert person of mature years if the
number of accidents would be reduced to a min
imur . - The International Wood -Worker.
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Every member of a trade union should keep
posted on the financial system of his own and

other organizations. There is no effect without

a cause , and no money can be disbursed without

first being paid in . This ought to be well known ,

out the trouble is , most men never give it a

thought until they wait assistance themselves,
then they insist money should be on hand, no

matter whether it was collected or not, because

they need it . - Painter and Decorator .

St. Joseph, Mo., Div. 326.
Whereas, we, the members of Division No.

326 , in meeting assembled , deplore the sad
death , to ourselves, his family and friends of

our late Brother J . B . Carmitchell, therefore
be it

Resolved, That this Division drape its char

ter for a period of thirty days in memory of
our deceased brother.
Resolved . That these resolutions be en

tered upon our minutes, a copy sent to the
bereaved family , and published in our official

Journal, the Motorman and Conductor.
CHAS. FREDRICKS.
J . T . TRUEX ,
FRANK CHANEY,

Committee.

During the coming session of Congress matters
ul grave importance to the railroads will be con

sidered , among the most important of which is

governmental regulation of freight rates . Dis .

charging employes from the service for exer

cising their prerogatives as American citizens in

being members of any organization or associa

tion which they desire , is not doing much to

attract public sentiment to the side of the
railroad corporations. The Railway Clerk .

The special policemen , deputies and other
guards emploved during the teamsters' strike in

Chicago have formed an organization which they

call the " Independent Wo:kers of the World . "

and active steps should be taken to bring about

tbe amalgamation of that body with the Indus .
trial Workers of the World , and Debs' New

World Labor Moveinent to insure an organiza

tion that will give numbers if not tone to the

ner idea . - The Blacksmiths' Journal,

The section fixing dues as appearing in the
General Constitution of the United Brotherhood

of Leather Workers on Horse Goods reads as
follows:

" The regular dues of each member shall be 25
cents per week , and a semi-annual per capita

assessment, to be paid on or before the 1st of

June and December of each year No member

shall be exempt from payment of this semi-an

nual assessment."
Through the force of the financial foundation

of the Leather Workers' organization the mem

bership are enabled to well control their wage

and conditions of employment, which presents

a glowing argument in favor of substantial dues.

Div. No. 313, Rock Island, III.
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in His

wisdom to remove from our midst our late
brother, John E . Crouch ; therefore be it
Resolved, by Local Division No. 313 , A , A . of

S . & E . R . E . of A . , in regular meeting as
sembled . That we express our sorrow at thu
death of our late Brother Crouch , by whose
death Division 313 lost a worthy n ember and
his family a kind and loving father .
Resolved . That this association extend its

heartfelt sympathy to his bereaved family .
Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions ap

pear upon our minutes, that a copy be forward
ed to the sorrowing family and that they be
published in our official journal. " The Motor
man and Conductor, " and that the charter be
draped in mourning for a period of thirty days.

GEO . CROMPTON ,
J . MILLER ,
E . C . CLEVENSTINE , Sec' y ,

Committee.
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in His

wisdom to remove from cur midst our late
brother. Vernon C . Barnes : therefore be it
Resolved , by Local Division No. 313, A . A , of

S . & E . R . E . of A ., in regular meeting as .
sembled , That we express our sorrow at the
death of our late Brother Barnes, by whose
death Division 313 has lost a faithful member
and co -worker, and his family a kind and loving
husband and father.
Resolved , That this association extend its

heartfelt sympathy to his bereaved family and
relatives.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions ap

pear upon the minutes of this association , that
a copy be forwarded to the bereaved family and
Lhat they be published in our official journal,
The Motorrnan and Conductor , " and that the

charter be draped in mourning for a period of
thirty days.

GEO . BARKER ,
E . J . SIEMSEN .

C . STONE ,

Committee .

IN MEMORIAM .

Div. No. 280 , Lowell, Mass .
Whereas. It was pleased Almighty God in His

Infinite wisdom to take unto Himself our be
loved friend and brother, Daniel J. Cullinan ,
and
Whereas, By the death of Brother Cullinan we,

the members of Division 280 Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Street and Electric Railway Employes
of America , lose not alone an adviser, but a
firm and devoted friend, who labored diligently
and faithfully for our mutual good ; and
Whereas, To us who have known him , with

whom . and for whom he toiled in sincere and
una flected modesty at all times ; and
Whereas, God , who searches all hearts , knows

cur merits and demerits, our virtues and our
frailties, has called our beloved brother to Him .
sell, we pray that to him may be vouchsafed the
reward promised to those who strive here below
for the benefit of all mankind ; therefore be it
Resolved . That the members of this Division

extend our haertfelt sympathy to the sorrowing
trothers and sisters and mary friends that are

mourning his loss ; and be it further
Resolved . That as a tribute of respect for our

Brother, the charter of this Division be draped
in mourning for a period of sixty days. that
these resolutions be spread on the minutes of
our meeting , a copy forwarded to the bereaved
brothers and sisters of our Jamented Brother .
and that they be published in our official journal,

" Thc Motorman and Conductor."
T . W . CUNNINGHAM ,
T. A . MACK ,
THOS. J. MCDERMOTT,

Committee .

Div . No. 133, Toronto, Ont.
H . Walker, 159 Pearson avenue, city :
Dear Sir and Bro - At a regular meeting

of Division 113, a resolution of condolence

was tendered you by the members there as
sembled , upon the sad loss to you of your
dearly beloved wife . I can assure you , broth
er, that the members sincerely and deeply
deplore the loss to you , and that God in His
mercy will comfort you is the heartfelt wish
of all the members. Believe me,

Fraternally yours ,
JOHN W . GRIFFIN , Sec'y .

F . Wood, 1742 Bell street, city :
Dear Sir and Bro. : - At a regular meeting of
the Division a resolution of condolence was
passed, expressing the sincere sorrow and
sympathy of the brothers upon hearing of
the sad loss to you of your dear mother. I
can assure you , brother , that the members

deeply sympathize with you. I am requested
to convey these expressions to you. Believe

me. Fraternally yours ,
JOHN W . GRIFFIN , Sec' y .
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DETROIT DIGEST .

Division No. 26 held her annual election on
the 4th inst. There were 999 votes cast, of

a total membership of 1 , 300. There were

some 300 members who did not vote ; some

being away from the city, some unable to
reach the polling place on account of sick

ness, and otherwise, but it may be assumed

that more than 100 expressed their lack of

interest, or an indifference, by their absence

from the voting place, as an opportunity pre

vailed for those not having a reasonable ex
cuse to votecuse to vote. The result of the election was

as follows :

For President - Chas. Aley was elected by

a vote of 633 to 348 cast for John W . Daly.
President Aley succeeds himself.

The vote for vice -president was: J. J.

Hayes, elected , 515 votes ; Wert McCloud, 444
votes.

For Sergeant at Arms— Archie Black elect
ed. received 507 votes; Garrett Burns re

ceived 401 votes.
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Secretary - Treasurer - W . J . B . Sherwood . DEFENSE FUND NECESSITY.
elected , received 515 votes; C . H . Johnson
received 472 votes .

For Business Agent - Chas. V . Duryee, Akron , Ohio. - I heard a brother of Dlyi
sion No. 98 protesting against the threeelected, received 627 votes ; H . A . Meeker re

ceived 362 votes.
months, or quarterly , assessment of 25 cents

for the defense fund, stating that he thought
The result of the election for Executive it too high . I wondered what this brother

Board member from the various lines where would say if he belonged to some of our
contests were on , were as follows: Cross unions where dues and assessments amount
Town West, Chas. Gatecliff received 23 to from two to six dollars per month , and
votes : Frank Perry , 12 votes. Fort Stree other cheaper organizations where dues are
East, Newton Allen received 19 votes; Al. from twenty to fifty cents per week , when
Garasey , 13 votes. Fort Street West, S . the dues of this association are but seven
Willard received 29 votes ; J. Kenyon, 28 dollars per year, including assessments . Per
votes. Sherman East, John Conwell received taining to the Defense Fund, I do not be
23 votes ; D . L . Dilworth , 22 votes. Sherman lieve one should feel more liberal in the pay
West, John Sprague received 23 votes ; James ment of any feature of the dues of our
Havens, 24 votes. Woodward Avenue, John association than that. It is the resistance
Nay received 56 votes ; Andrew McClelland, 41 force of our movement; it is that which stays
votes; Fourteenth Avenue, Hugh McClintock the hand of the union wrecker, and it is the
received 66 votes ; Timothy Sullivan , 42 votes. sinews of war from which those of our craftJefferson Avenue, conductors, David Camp
bell received 72 votes ; Dennis McGraw , 65 who fight our battles are supplied with sus

tinance. This fund is established by equal
votes, Motormen , Thos. Tupper received 73 contribution from all of our members, where
votes ; C . Lehnan , 64 votes. as, prior to the Defense Fund legislation ,

The Executive Board as elected , including appeals were submitted for this purpose upon
those who were elected without opposition , which some paid most liberally while others
is composed of Brothers Chas. Aley, James who received an equal benefit from the con
Adams, Chas. Richardson , Chas. Hart, W . J . test, refused to contribute at all.
Proctor , A . McManamay, Chas. Gatecliff, New Again , the law provides for an economic
ton Allen , c . O . Willard, John Conwell, John expenditure of the Defense Fund benefits so
Sprague, R . H . Sunderland, H . Shirley, John that each member of a local on strike, or
Nay, Hugh McClintock , David Campbell, locked out, receives his rightful share of
Thos. Tupper, Perry Prindle, David McClel the appropriation , which could not have ex
land, David Pervis, and Erwin Bettwee. isted under the donation plan , neither were
Among those defeated for re - election was payments at that time regular in occurence .

Secretary - Treasurer C . H . Johnson. Secre The Defense Fund is an important resist
tary Johnson had held the position for seven ance feature of our association, and any
years. The Detroit Local makes the position member who understands its nature and the
a salaried office, paying $ 25 per week , and natural functions of a labor organization
has fixed certain functions as the duties of not otherwise than generously commend
the Secretary - Treasurer, and elect a member the assessment method of maintaining it .
to the position with the tacit understanding Division No. 98 is in progressive condition
that he is to apply his whole working time to and new members are regularly taken in .
the work of the association . Secretary John Our next meeting will be for the election
son , more than a year ago , was admitted to of officers, and the writer trusts that a com
the bar as an attorney and counselor at law . plete new board of officers may be elected ,
Naturally , there came to him more or less and that some of those who have proved the
business in his profession and to which it most active critics in the past may be put
was necessary for him to apply some energy. in as wheel horses. The experiment may
This furnished plausible argument for others be an advantage in giving them a little of
aspiring to the position of secretary -treas the actual experience of association work .
urer, hence the contest was spirited , even Bro. J . W . Shane is again greeting his
warm friends of Secretary Johnson taking old friends after a two weeks' visit at his
issue against his re -election from the fact former home.
that they had established the position with We regret to report that no improvement
intended satisfactory remuneration for ser in the condition of Bro . Geese may be noted .
vices, and that it should be occupied by Bro. Whitney is in Knox County , where
someone whose whole time and energies for the past four or five weeks he has been
should be devoted to association work . a sufferer from rheumatism .

Secretary Johnson leaves the office with a Bro . Adrian Faust, who some three weeks
clean record and with the well wishes of the since was taken with hemorrhage of the
entire membership for his future success. noge , and very nearly bled to death , is im
Division No. 26 will hold a general meeting proving from his weakened condition. Mrs.

at midnight, December 19, at Knights of Faust, who has also been seriously 111, is
Columbushall, Michigan avenue, at which reported as slowly improving

matters of importance will be submitted for Bro. Rockwood is serving the county on
action . the petit jury .

The Executive Board at its last meeting , We regret to miss the smiles of Bro. Laud
as a means of assisting the Typographical enslager from our meetings, and we trust

Union in their eight -hour strike, passed a that he may again express his old -time in
resolution which provides for the payment terest in our gatherings.
by the membership of ten cents per member Bro. R . J . Baum reports a very satisfactory
upon the dues card for this month . business in fire, life and accident insurance ;
Brother Kirby, of the Trumbul avenue line, however, he is not the man to lose interest

is reported improving from a serious attack in our movement. O . K .
of pneumonia .

Brother Tom Lawler, motorman of Michi
gan avenue, is now out of the hospital and MONTHLY ENTERTAINMENT FOR SICK
will soon be at work . BENEFIT.
Conductor Al, Shaening, of the Fourteenth

avenue line, got his finger entangled in the
trolley rope at a time when the trolley Salt Lake City , Utah . — Division No. 382 was
jumped the wire, with such force as to tear pleased with the recognition received by the
the finger off at the middle joint, making a election of her delegate on the state of In
most painful injury . Brother Shaening ternational officers as one of the Internation
picked up the dismembered part of his finger, al Vice -Presidents. Delegate H . T . B . Grey,
wraped it in a paper and, after sustaining who represented the local at the Chicago
the injury, conducted his car several blocks convention , expresses the sincere pleasure
before he could get relief, operating his car, he experienced in mingling with the dele

collecting fares, and receiving passengers gates from all parts of our grand country

with extreme fortitude. However , at the and Canada . He states that he met with
earliest convenience , he was relieved and the many charming personalities, with whom he
injured hand received surgical attention , and formed lasting ties that are registered in
it is expected that it will be but a few days memory . Our boys sincerely appreciate the

before he will again be pulling the bell strap. courtesies extended to him by our eastern
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brothers, and through him to Division No.
382. They feel that the people of the east

realize that Salt Lake City is on the map.
However, with all the pleasures and pleasant
acquaintances met in the Windy City , he
was pleased to get back to his beautiful
mountain home.

The boys have been getting busy . The
sick committee gave a ball in Russell' s hall
on the 14th , and cleared up over fifty dol

lars, the proceeds to go in the sick and bene
fit fund. They propose to have one enter
tainment each month to raise means for this
laudable purpose.
The Division has decided to elect officers

after this by a referendum vote, using the
Australian ballot system . Nominations were
made on the night of the 16th of November,
and left open for the early meeting on the
night of the 2nd of December. There are
more candidates in the field than ever before .
The boys are awakening from their slumbers,
and showing increased interest in the affairs
of the Division . The successful organizing
of the Ogden boys has stimulated them to
renewed activity . I am delighted with the

prospects. May God speed the good work .
" Cor. Div. No. 382."

blem which we should all rally around and re
ligiously support.

Let us turn the searchlight on our present
conditions as compared with what they were
previous to the inception of our organization .
Here , in Victoria , Westminster and Vancouver

(representing three divisions working jointly un
der agreement with the same company ) our
financial increase amounts to over $ 20 , 000 per
year ,to say nothing of the hundred and one
concessions which we have the privilege of en
joying, and which we never could have secured
except through the medium of our organization .
Of course I do not infer that we are respon

sible, locally , for all these good things, but I
do say that our present conditions are the up
shot of the influence of our organization
throughout the United States and Canada . Then,
again , let us turn to President Mahon ' s report
submitted to the recent Chicago Convention .
He tells that in round numbers the increase in
wages to our membership in the United States
and Canada the past two years amounts to

$ 2 ,000 ,000 , and the amount paid to our member
ship during the same period in sick , death and
disability benefits amounts to $74, 786 .87 . These
few facts and figures most clearly and forcibly
demonstrate how much we, as street railway
employes, are indebted to the amalgamated for
our present standard of conditions and wages.

If this should catch the eye of any delinquent

member, whether he be in the United States
or Canada , or right here in Victoria , my advice
is . GO TO YOUR SECRETARY AND PAY UP
LIKE A MAN .

If you have a grievance attend your division
meetings and bring it forward at the proper

time. Do not be ashamed to accept your medi
cine if the majority is against you . Be a man

as you know your obligation provides that you
should . " 137. "

STILL REMEMBER CHICAGO .

New Orleans, La .- The delegates who attend
ed the Chicago Convention are still entertain
ing the boys around the barns in the evenings
by telling them of the many good things they

enjoyed and of the hospitality shown them by
the Chicago Brothers.

A few weeks ago Bro . George Quave, of the
Tchoupitoulas line, was stabbed and badly
wounded by a negro who raised a disturbance

in the car, but we are glad to see him back at
his post again

There has been no business of importance be

fore our local for the past month , and for that

reason we have had very poor attendance at
meetings, but next meeting will be for the nom

ination of officers for the ensuing year, and I

think they will all wake up again .
Cold weather has reached us at last, there

being a little ice this morning for the first time
this winter.

This month is going to be a very busy one
for us , so I think you may reserve a large
space in the Journal next month for our new
correspondent, and I hope that the boys who

elect him will subscribe for the Journal and see
to it that he attends to his duties .

" CARRUTH ."

BE A MAN .

Victoria , B . C . - It has been said that the
Junior members in our Association are noted
for causing, in a great many instances, much
trouble and annoyance which is most detrimen .
tal to the best interests and welfare of our
craft. Any member or members who think
lightly of disturbing the peace and harmony of
their Division by making themselves conspicious
as trouble breeders instead of upholding the
banner of their organization , which has done so
much for the street railway employes of Amer
ica , is nothing but a wolf in sheep ' s clothing .
There is no doubt but what most Divisions

are pested with one or more who might be class

ined in the above category. In this respect No.

109 is no exception to the rule , and it seems
most unfortunate that men can forget their

obligation so soon and are so narrow minded

and shortsighted as to view things only from

the point of their own selfishness .

Fancy a member refusing to pay dues simply
because " a motion carries contrary to his

views," and allows himself to become suspended
for non -payment of dues, thereby acting in the
capacity of a scab .
Here, in Victoria , absolute harmony exists be

tween our company and the employes, who are
thoroughly organized , and it is an unfortunate
and a remarkable fact that three men on the
extra list should make themselves unworthy of
the respect of their fellow craftsmen by throw
ing down the flag of their organization - - the em

ORGANIZE , EDUCATE.
Brocton , Mass. - It has been several months

since any news has been sent to the " Jour
nal" regarding the progress of Brocton Divi

sion . I was hoping that the President,
who has been elected as a correspondent,
would furnish us with a few lines before his
term had expired , but, as yet, I have failed
to see anything in the Journal from him .

A committee composed of President P . F .

Sheehan as chairman , E . W . Hayward as
treasurer , E . R . Henderson as secretary , C . F .

Farrington , Chas. H . Hunt, F . C . Kimball,

Geo . O . Bowman , D . C . Fraser , John O ' Con

nell, Thomas Sculley and Alphonse Lavigne

were appointed to make full arangements for
the fifth annual ball of the Division , and the

same will be held in Canton hall, Brocton ,

Friday evening . January 19th , 1906 . The
committee are working hard to make this

a ffair more successful than in the past, the
proceeds of which will be turned into the

treasury of the Relief Association . One of

the best orchestras in this section of New

England has been engaged to furnish music

for the occasion . Secretary Henderson is a
member of the orchestra and will assist them

on the evening of the ball with his traps .

A handsome souvenir book is being prepared
by the committee.
At our meeting of November 27th , a dele

gation from the Hyde Park Division made us
a visit, and were present in time to see how
Brocton Division conducted their business

and initiated candidates. Another visitor was
Second Grand Vice President Everett T . Mal
lory , of the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers.
At 2 a . m . the meeting adjourned to the

banquet hall, where a collation was served
by the Entertainment Committee, F . C . Kim
ball. E . W . Hayward , Felix Durand, Wm .
Mortimer and Thomas Sculley . They were
ably assisted by the " cher" of the Division ,

Charles O ' Brien , who certainly deserves

credit for the way the oyster supper was
served.
An address of welcome was made by Presi.

dent Sheehan , who introduced Mr. Mallory .

who addressed the members on the trade

union movement, and along the lines of his

craft.
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President O 'Neil, of the Hyde Park Divi-
sion , was given a rousing reception when he
spoke, and although a new man in the posi
tion . I find him an earnest and conscientious
trade unionist, willing to learn . He will be
heard from . I hope. in a short time.

Secretary Henderson then introduced , as
the next speaker, President Sheehan , of Local
No. 235 , Second International Vice President,
who briefly stated what organization had
done for the car men in this section of the
country , reviewed the past history of Local
No. 235 and gave the members a good lecture
on the trade union movement in general.
On account of the lateness of the hour he
was obliged to draw an interesting address
to ' a close , and other members " slated" to
speak were obliged to wait until some future
time.

I wish it might be convenient so that the
different locals might arrange to visit each
other oftener. It brings the members in
close touch with each other and has a tend
ency to draw out the good men , the best
talent we have among us.
At the time this will be to press, we will

have nominated our officers for the coming
six months. The nominations will take place
December 11th , the election the last meeting
of the month . President Sheehan has stated
he will not be a candidate for president. At
first the men did not take the matter serious
ly , but since then they are beginning to take
stock in what he said , but they hope they

can prevail upon him to again accept the
position , though many of them realize his
111 health .

Secretary Henderson has informed the
members that he wishes to " take a back

seat" for a time, and will not stand for re
election . He has held the position as record

ing secretary for over three years, and the

work has increased steadily with the growth

of the Division . Many of the members do not
stop to consider the amount of work that has
been done by him ; some of the old conserva

tive “ stand -by's " hope to prevail on him to
reconsider the matter.

Financial Secretary and Treasurer John
Sherman will be elected , without a doubt,
without any opposition ; a good man for the
position and well liked by the members and
the public in general.
Before closing , I would like to say a word

to the members in general:
It should be the aim of every workman , no

matter what his craft, to get the best living
he can ; to do that, he must ever be on the
alert to improve his conditions, and the only
way to improve is to organize . When you
organize, don ' t stand still. The world owes
you a living ; go and get that living , and it

things don ' t come your way go after them .
You can command higher wages, shorter
hours and better sanitary conditions, acting
as an organization and as a whole , than you
can acting as individuals . Organize, educate

tion our conditions are improved and bet
tered and the trades union today stands be
tween the American worker and industrial
slavery ."

We must either knuckle under and submit
to the demands of the money kings, or join
the bona fide trades unions and be prepared
to meet our selfish foes with right and jus
tice. Let every member act as a committee
of one to have a quiet talk with your fellow
workmen who refuse to join hands with you
and see if you cannot point out the benefits
of your organization : attend your meetings
and assist the officers you have appointed to
carry on your business by showing them you
appreciate what they are doing for you .
Don ' t put all the work on a few members'
shoulders, just because they are willing :
shoulder a little of the committee work your
self and see if you can lighten their load in
stead of making it heavier . Give me a man
who does things with his hands and with his
brains, instead of with his mouth , and that

man I will follow to the end of the earth , if
need be,

" Right wrongs no man.” Be just
And to thyself be true.

I believe I have written more than I in
tended when I started . If I have tired you ,
brother , I hope you will excuse me this time.
I did forget to mention , though , that we
have had a big surprise by our Division
superintendent, James P . Skehan , severing
his connections with the company. We hope
our new superintendent, Mr. Walter B . Hall,
will co -operate with us for the betterment

of the conditions of the men and the com
pany.

In closing, I wish you all a very merry
Christmas and a happy and prosperous New
Year' s .

Fraternally,
DIVISION NO. 235 .

INTERESTING MEETING .
Gloucester, Mass . - At the meeting of Divi

sion No. 270 , held in November, a good at

tendance was present. It was one of the
best meeting this Division has held for some
time. Much business of importance came up
before the meeting . At 8 : 30 pm. an inter
mission was taken , when all members par
took of a delicious oyster stew supper, and

as it was a very cold night, everyone enjoyed
it imeasurably.

After the supper the meeting was again
called to order by President Poole.

President Poole has Alled his duties as
president to perfection , and it is the inten
tion of the union to keep him another term ,
and all hope he will accept.
Another brother decided on matrimony and

was married early in the month of Novem

ber. This brother' s maiden name was J . M .

Wilkins, and we all wish him a good, long
married life.
Around about Christmas we are to lose

another, who is thinking the way of Brother
Wilkins. This Division has very few single

men left , and we would advise prospective
maidens to look for a while, to greener
fields.
Quite a few new members will be initiated

at the next union meeting or Division No. 270.

Hoping this will be in the December isue, I

remain as ever,
" P. O ."

DESPONDENT AND COMMITS SUICIDE .

every workman. Work quietly and steadily

for the upbuilding of your organization ; be
lieve in doing things. If you have a work

man who is not a member of your Local,
and refuses to join you , don ' t scowl at him
every time you meet him ; get up close to
him ; have a good, quiet talk with him ; point
out the benefits that he will derive by CO
operating with you and joining your organi

zation . He may be stuborn and obstinate,

but give him to understand that you want his

assistance, and if you can , by moral suasion ,

prevail upon him to join you in the good

work , you have gained more than if you se

cured the applications of a dozen of the milk
and water kind. Again , do not neglect any

of these applicants after you have received

their initiation fee ; give him a chance to his
views on any and all matters that may
come up , and be ever ready to show him that

you appreciate his help . Impress on his mind

that the trade union movement is a business
proposition , and if the union makes a con
tract with the employer, he, as an individual
member, must live up to that contract ; if the
employer breaks the contract, that will not
be his fault.

As J. O . Carson says: “ Through organiza

St. Joseph, Mo.- At the regular meeting of
Division No. 326 , held Tuesday night, Novem
ber 28th , much interest was taken by the
members in the nomination of officers for the
ensuing year. The following were placed in
nomination , and the regular election will be
held December 26th : For president, Tom
Smith and George Cook : for vice president,
B . F . Karns and George Venable ; for finan
cial secretary , E . L . Thomas and Frank
Chaney ; for recording secretary, Frank Cra
ven and Chas. Amos; for conductor, J . T .
Truex and T . E . Roberson ; for warden , Chas.

Squires and C . S . Brown ; for busines agent,
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FLASHES FROM DIV. 99.S . E . Campbell and Albert Venable; for off
cial correspondent, C . S . Brown and Frank
Chaney ; for piano player, H . Brewster; ex
ecutive board, Richard Johnson , B . F . Karns,
Lee Hill, S . E . Campbell, Frank Craven , Sam
Byers, É . L . Thomas, John Evalson , W . H .
Easterbrook and J . T . Truex .

The first afternoon session for the benefit

of the night men , was held November 14th ,
and resulted in a very enthusiastic meeting .

The attendance was better than at the night
meeting . Much interest was displayed , and

the new feature will no doubt prove a suc
cess. With the exception of president and
financial secretary , a different set of officers
will be elected to preside at these meetings,

which wil be held the second Tuesday of each
month .

Brother Sam Byers, one of the oldest con
ductors in the service , is making the race
for the nomination of constable of Washing
ton township on the Democratic ticket.
Brother Byers is popular with the patrons or
the road and has many Republican and Dem
ocratic friends that will support him . His
union principles are above reproach , and if
he receives the nomination the union vote of
St. Joseph will help elect him to the office .
It would be safe to say that he will receive
a vote from every member of Division No. 326 .

There seems to be an epidemic of mar
riage amongst our members. Brothers Cecil

James, Frank Dougherty and L . C . Flint
have each taken unto himself a wife, within
the last few weeks. Let the good work
go on ,
Brother John Moeck , an old daylight con

ductor . has left the service and is working
for the Burlington railroad.

Brother J . B . Carmitchell, who lose his po
sition as motorman a few weeks ago, be
came despondant and committed suicide, No
vember 17th , by shooting himself through the
brain . He had been a member of our organi
zation but a short time. A committee assist
ed in the funeral arrangements, and the local
donated a wreath of flowers . Resolutions of
respect were passed at a regular meeting . a
copy sent to his family and one to the Motor

man and Conductor for publication .
The regular monthly change went into

effect December 2nd, and some of the boys
were advanced from night runs to splits and
daylights .

Brother J. L . Norman , who was hurt in an
accident on the Wyatt Park and Jule street
line , is much improved and will be on his

run again before long .

FRANK CHANEY.

Winnipeg , Man .- We, the members of Divi.
sion No. 99, were more than pleased to learn
that our international president, Mr. W . D .

Mahon , intends paying us a visit during the
month of January . He is assured of a
hearty welcome. Our members are looking
forward to the coming of the president, and our

hall will be crowded during meetings while he
is with us.

We are having real winter up here. It has
made a good start and intends to stay , as it

has done in former years. Who said we were
to have an open winter ? Better back up .

What about having the rails sanded now ? It ' s

certainly needed more than ever at this season
of the year. Get busy .
Our motormen are looking forward to having

heated vestibules as a Xmas hox from the com

pany about the year 1910 . Only five more years,
boys.
Bro. Jack Wales is now entitled to be called

papa , It' s a boy . Next.
There are several of our members on the sick

list. Among them being Bros. Webb , Stenhouse
and Parrish .

Wemade an addition of twelve new members

to our rank last meeting. We are over 200 tsrong
now . Nothing like it. " ROG . "

MEETINGS SUSPENDED DURING

WINTER.

REPORT FROM DIV . NO. 313.

Rock Island, Ill.- At our last regular meet
ing the attendance was fair and the following
otficers were elected : President, A . Hart ; vice .
president, F . Roudig : secretary , E . C . Cleven
stine ; treasurer , F Widen ; conductor, C . G .
Widen ; warden, w . Cook ; sentinel, J . F . Mc
Closkey ; correspondent, E . Siemsen ; executive
committee, A . Hart, P . Walker, Géo Barker,
Jas. Smith , C . Berquist.
We are pleased to report Bro . C . Nelson back

on duty after his recent illness .

Death has again entered our Division and
taken another esteemed member, Bro . Vernon

C . Barnes, after a short illness of pneumonia .

We extend our heartfelt sympathy to his be
reaved wife and infant son .
Bro . C . Skinner has left us to take up life on

a farm in Dakota
Bro . J . Hale is visiting friends in Springfield ,

Mo., for a few weeks.
Bro . Young is confined to his bed with pleurisy .
It seems as though one of our boys must be

more careful in the future and keep posted upon

his lady love , and the times of her coming to
town, and not spend the afternoon in the pool
room when she is in quest of him , or there

might be trouble and no wedding .
At our next meeting we hope to see all the

boys turn out, for we are for union and right,
and don ' t be ashamed of it , boys, but come
out in full colors and with flying banners to
keep the spirit light and the camp fire burning.
Wish you all a Merry Xmas and a Happy New

" GOSPER ."

Girardville, Pa .- At our last regular meeting
by a unanimous vote of the members as

sembled, Div . No. 165 suspended midnight meet
ings for the wnter months and elected our ofi
cers for the ensuing year. There was a large,

harmonious gathering to enjoy the last meet

ing of the year and show their appreciation of
the work done during the year terminating .

The retiring officers were unanimously elected
for another year. They are as follows:
President, Lawrence Coleman ; vice -president,
Owen Douherty : treasurer, John Richards :
financial secretary , Thomas Williams; re

cording secretary , Thos. J . Kenney ; conductor,
Thomas Gibbons ; warden , Thomas Canfield :
executive board , Robert Greene, John McLaugh
lin , Robert Kleese, Owen Douherty and S . B .
Horan .

The board , with the officers , will transact all
business of the organization during the winter
months. unless some occasion may arise that
will call for a meeting of the entire body .
After the election there was quite a few com

plimentary sentiments expressed by the different
officers to the members in relation to their ac
tions and interest taken in their local organiza

tion. The president, in his characteristic style,
thanked the members for their appreciation of

his services, and admonished them against radi

cal measures, intimating that with good , con
servative deliberations we are on the right road

with no fear of rupture in our ranks. He as

sured them that during his presidency every
matter before the board would be dealt with

justly and impartially . We concluded with the
following entertainment :

Debate- Resolved , That the Conductors Aro
Deficient in the Discharge of Their Duties.
Affirmative - Greene, Gaughan and Williams.
Negative Coleman, Gibbong and Walsh .
The affirmative side won . Judges , Bros. Kleese ,

Amour and Douherty .
Song - Bro , Studemeier .
Recitation - Bro . Williams.
Humorous- Bro , McLaughlin .
Song - Bro . Horan .

Comedy sketch - Bros. Gaughan and Kerschner,
Song - Bro. Richards.
Song - Bro . Covany.
Recitation - Bro. Walsh .
Talk - Bros. Kenney and Kehoe .
Final- Two three-minute round bouts . First,

Bros. Brennan and McDonald ; second. Bros.
O 'Brien and Owen Douherty .

R . E . PORTER .Year.
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CANDIDATES NOMINATED , Wyatt; delegates to State Federation of L &
bor, J . H . Bowling, R . Cornelius, Wm . H .

Toronto , Ont. - Div . No. 113 has placed in Ewing , F . G . Shallenberger, E . J . Hart, Harry
nomination for officers the following candi A . Knox ; members of the executive board , R .
dates : President, John W . Williamson ; vice Cornelius, P . M . Belknap, J . H . Bowling, F .
president, Frank Smith ; recording secretary, G . Shallenberger, W . H . Buckley, J . T . Ben
John W . Griffin ; financial secretary , W . T . nett, F . G . Veatch, F . E . Davidson , Wm . H .
Thomson , Geo . Coney ; treasurer, D .' Shelly ; Ewing, J. H . Euday, K . Fisher, P . L . Francis,
business agent, Jas. McDonald ; conductor, H . T . Haverty, C . Heck , P . E . Johnson , J . Mc
Lord ; warden , H . C . Johnson medical oficer, Kenna, G . B . Huggins, Geo. W . Lane, W . C .
Dr. Norman Allan ; executive board member Leffingwell, J. Lopp, Wm . McMann, W . J .
for Dundas street barn , Bro . Wm . Murray ; McCarthy, John Sinex , H . Mote, J . Millward,
Romisoalles barn , Bro . R . East : Yorkville C . A . Preist, L . Peterson , H . I. Porter, Sam .
barn , Bro. Joe. Gibbons; King E . barn , Bros. Quinn, T . Leach , J. Shields, P . Slattery, J .
A . S . Fuller and W . D . Robbins; trustee, Bro. Morris.
H . J . Lowes.

The old officers have the confidence of their
With the exception of the office of financial fellow workers , and the few new members

secretary and King East board representa of the executive board are first - class men

tive all other officers were filled by accla and will do credit to the men who elected
mation . On the third Monday and Tuesday them .
in December the office will be open from 9 During the past there has been a great

A . M . to 9 P . M . so that you can vote for your
deal of unnecessary work put on the execu

candidate . See section 65 of the by-laws. tive board members by some of the boys who
The smoker gotten up by the brothers of make them call on them several times in or

the Dundas barn for Bros. Quackenbush and der to get their dues. This is wrong : if the
Ryan was quite a success and reflects credit union is a good thing , and no sensible man
on the committee who had it in hand. What can deny it ; why not do everything possible
was done in the way of entertainment was to strengthen it instead of treating it as
above the average of smoking concerts. The though it were of no consequence ? Some of
hall was well filled and no doubt a nice the best men on the roads will not serve on
tidy sum will be realized for the two broth the executive board on this account. The
ers . The affair broke up about 2 : 30 A . M . great majority of the men are all right, and

In concluding my letter for this month I never have to be asked twice for their dues.

just wish to mention that it is my last. I But a few on every line make all the trouble.

have been correspondent for over three years
This must stop, for organized labor is con

and I feel there is a necessity for me to
fronted by organized capital, and the former

drop out and give the opportunity to abler
cannot succeed without financial support.

hands to handle this part of the work of our In the language of our chief, W . D .
Division . I thank the brothers for the as

Mahon , " The Union is the Workingman ' s

sistance rendered me during my term in this Board of Trade" and it must be kept up .
office and trust that my successors will re " A . O . T ."
ceive from you the same hearty support.
Wishing you all a Merry Xmas and bright
and Happy New Year, I am , VOTE ON MOTORMAN AND CONDUC

Yours fraternally

J. W . G . TOR.

. . Elyria, 0 . — Div. No. 380 will determine the
LABOR 'S POLITICAL VICTORY. matter of subscribing for The Motorman and

San Francisco, Calll.- Since last writing,
Conductor by a vote of yes or no, upon the

San Francisco city has held a municipal elec
regular election ballot. The majority vote
will determine how subscriptions shall be

tion and the Union LaborParty elected its
entire ticket.

paid . The proposition is submitted upon the
It was a clear - cut fight be

tween the Citizens' Alliance (organized cap
election ticket as follows:

" It is for the interest of every union man
ital) , and the organized workers of this city .

Truly , “ We have met the enemy, and they
to keep posted on the workings of his craft

are ours . "
throughout its jurisdiction . The only way

We have had a Labor Union mayor four
to do this is to read the official journal. There
has been a number of requests to supply the

years, but all other offices were filled by membership of our division with the Motor
men who were opposed to him and his pol man and Conductor, the official journal of
icy . They did everything to belittle his ad .
ministration in the eyes of the people . Early

our craft, at the expense of the local treas
ury . This will be possible by making the

in the campaign they raised the cry of " Down
with the grafters, " and, mind you , those

dues 550 per month . Will you have the
journal ? Vote yes or no . "

people who made this issue were the people The ballot contains the names of candi
who have robbed the citizens of San Fran dates for office , as follows: For president, A .
cisco for years. They were backed by every L . Behner, C . E . Solthem ; for first vice -pres
corporation who wants to be left alone in

their exploitations of the common people ,
ident, B . A . Perkins, H . Peak ; for second vice

by the subsidized press , and by the ministers
financial and recording secretary, R . H . Fine

of the gospel, who were looking out for the
gan , A . A . Eberly ; for treasurer, C . E . Solt
hem , B . Lord ; for correspondent to Motor

material interests of their rich deacons and man and Conductor, B . A . Perkins, A . M . Par
elders. However , organized labor stood " pat"
and gave the " Associated Villanies " such a

ker ; for conductor, Robert Jeenson , F . S .

defeat that, if they are wise, will cause them
Cook ; for sentinel, E . Stankard, W . Blakes
lee ; for warden , J . Smith , W . Shultz ; for ex

to change their tactics,
Organized labor , with the assistance of all

ecutive board lineman, J . Smith , Geo. Lord ;

fair -minded citizens, will give San Francisco
for executive board shopman , Wm . Shultz , B .
Lord . J . McMullen ; for executive board pow

such a government as it has never seen be

fore .
er houseman, C . Dunford, F . Owen , L . Wel

May God speed the day when every city in
fare ; for executive board - Southern division ,

vote for two, W . Allis, J. Crawford , W . A .
the country shall go and do likewise .

Div. No. 205 has also had her annual elec
Brown, E . Manger ; for executive board

tion . There was practically no opposition
Western division , vote for two, B . A , Per

except for delegates to the State A . F . of
kins, C . E . Solthem , F . S . Cook, c . Nash,

L . The officerg elected were as follows: Pres
Div. 380 was never in better condition , and

Ident. R . Cornelius : vice - president. P . M . Bel - . .
the best of relations exist. “ SID . "

knap ; secretary - treasurer, J . H . Bowling : re

cording secretary, F . G . Shallenberger ; senti
nel, James Rowe ; warden , Jas. Snelling : con

Local Union No 254 Cotton Teametare aCotton Teamsters , of New

ductor, J . J . O 'Brien ; directors, Hospital As Orleans, after a hard struggle, have been suc
sociation , W . C . Leffingwell, W . R . Doran, cessful in their contention with the employers ,
Frank Nelson ; delegates to Labor Council, and won that for which they struck , viz . . $ 3
J . H . Bowling, P . M . Belknap, R . Cornelius, per day for ten hours ' work and the right to

J . N . Douglas, H . Ellken , W . J . C . Goldkuhl, take their dinner hour at 12 o'clock . - Team
E . J . Hart, J . J . O 'Brien , w . S . Shafer, D . S . sters Magazine.
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WM. B . FITZGERALD , Troy, N . Y .,
Member General Executive Board .

BEN COMMONS, New Orleans, La.,
Member General Executive Board.

VESTIBULES COMING .

Mary. The boys all wish them a happy and
successful trip through life , and trust the

voyage may prove a long one.
Dame Rumor has it that Bros. Regan and

McWerney are making exciting inquiries as
to rents, etc. Means something. if true.
Query - To whom are Mul and Jerry the lucky

ones ?
" Silverstein ."

DANBURY , CONN., DOINGS.

Meriden , Conn. - At last, there are smiling
countenances in Meriden . The new wage rate
has taken effect; not all we would like, but
every little helps. The new rate is 19c per
hour for the first year, and 200 thereafter .

The old rate was 18c for first year men , 18 42 C
for the second year men , 19c after three years'
service , and 200 after five years. The new
order of things, to some extent, shatters the

discrimination and adds to the pleasure and
comfort of all under five years in the service.
The cost to the company is $ 5 ,000 per year,
but that will be made up in better service.

I am told , and I trust it may be so, that the
Wallingford line will have completely vesti
buled cars this winter, and that next winter
all cars will be vestibuled. This will be good
news to those who suffer from cold feet, pro
viding the affliction is caused by the incle
ment weather . In our business there are , at
times, other causes for cold feet, but the ves

tibules will be appreciated . Our company is
constructing a line to one of our popular
cemeteries. I don ' t know how many cars
will be operated upon it, but I notice a smile
on Bros. Patzkie and Beatty, as they come
next for nights ofl. No one can blame them ,
as, after drilling on night runs for three

years or over, even a day run on a cemetery
express is acceptable.
At the last meeting of 163 there was not

much doing. beyond the regular routine of
business. The boys have got about what they
want, I guess, and are again getting that
tired feeling . Those who got the best end of
the " raise " are the most conspicuous by their
absence. Get next, boys, and attend the

meetings and learn what' s going on . Besides ,

you will get a little brain food , of which
none of us can assimilate too much .

Bros. Amidon and Light have resigned to

enter other business. Success to them .

Bro . King is feeling a little indisposed . Too

much clam ? We hope to see him back again ,
soon .

Bro . Patzkie couldn ' t resist " Cupid ' s darts"
so after a two weeks' vacation he has return
ed with a beautiful life partner , and all is

Bro . Thomas Keane, who has been in poor
health for some time, has returned to his old
home in Ireland, in hopes of regaining health
and strength . The good wishes of the mem
bers of this division go with him .

A little motorman arrived at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Klinzing . Congratula
tions.

Bro . Silvernail and family spent their an
nual vacation at his former home in Albany,
N . Y .

Bros. Miller and Gillette are off on a hunt
ing trip .
At our last meeting the boys were presented

with a box of fine cigars by Druggist F . A .
Sheppard , the mascot of 269.
Bro . Michael Fitzpatrick has left the road.
Bro . Geo . Drume has accepted a position

as bookkeeper in a hat factory , but remains
with us a call man .

Bro. John Fitzpatrick spent a week in New
York and Washington , D . C ., calling on
friends. He is quite prominent in lodge cir

cles, being a member of the A . O . H and
Foresters of America .

Div. 269 is in a flourishing condition .
" 269."

For a great number of years the S. F . Hess
Tobacco Company, of Rochester, N . Y ., have
been on the unfair list, having had trouble
with the cigarmakers in their cigar factory ,

refusing to recognize the union . We are
pleased to be able to report that the negotia
tions recently opened have resulted in a fav .
orable decision by the firm , and now both the
cigar and tobacco factory have been organ

ized, and their products are now being put
on the market with the Blue Label attached .
- The Tobacco Worker.
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D . S . FITZGERALD , New Haven, Conn .,
Member General Executive Board .FRED FAY, Ypsilanti, Mich.,

Member General Executive Board .

COLORADO SITUATION AND CHINESE
EXCLUSION ,

(From President Gomper's Report at the
A . F . of L . Convention .)

Colorado Situation Western Metal Miners .
The Western Federation of Miners has not

alone been ungrateful to the trade unions

and the American Federation of Labor , but

its officers have taken the position of bitter

hostility toward us. From the then meagre
funds the Boston convention , as an expres
sion of good will, appropriated $ 1 ,000 , and

later , by authority of the Executive Council,
I drafted and issued an appeal to all the

trade unions, trade unionists and friends,

throughout the country , for financial assist

ance to be transmitted directly to Secretary
Moyer.

Civil rights and constitutional guarantees
were trampled under foot by the State au

thorities of Colorado. We felt a realizing

sense that it was our duty to render every

moral and financial assistance within our
power, not only that the wrong , injury and

injustice complained of might be righted, but
that still further action should be taken to

prevent a recurrence of such infamous ty

ranny and invasion of the lawful and human

rights of Colorado ' s people as was experi

of the official printed proceedings of our San
Francisco convention .

Up to this moment there is not a scintilla
of evidence indicating the fulfillment of the
expressed intention to carry any of the cases
involved to the higher tribunals. As for the
then pending election , it practically resulted
as was desired - that is . Governor Peabody' s
elimination . The conclusion forces itself
upon the dullest as well as the most discern
ing mind that the lawful incidents which oc
curred in Colorado, and which should have
prompted every real liberty - loving man to
avail himself of every opportunity for re
dress and reform , instead of being used as a
means for securing better conditions for the
workers, were indifferently and contemptu
ously disregarded and allowed to pass by in
manifestations of impotent shrieks of hys
teria , thus not only manifesting their bitter
hostility to the general cause of labor, but
also to the utter detriment of the metallifer
ous miners, the men to defend whose inter
ests the organization was formed .
American trade unionists and their friends

have reason to complain and feel keenly dis
appointed that their contributions of thou .
sands upon thousands of dollars have not
only failed to be used for the purpose for
which they were contributed (the important
questions involved left hanging in the bal
ance ) , but as asserted by many and not de
nied , that these funds have been perverted
from their proper source and iverted to
" financing " a hostile movement, a movement
having for its avowed purpose the destruc
tion of the trade unions, the organizations
and men who furnished the funds.
We have the right to insist that the West

ern Federation of Miners shall prosecute, and
if necessary , appeal the cases to the highest
court of last resort, or give an accounting of
the disposition of the moneys contributed .

The affairs of our organizations must be
honestly administered and the funds devoted
to the purposes for which they are paid , if
we hope to maintain , and to earn to a still
larger extent, the confidence and good will
of our fellow workers. If , in response to ap
peals, our membership contributes voluntar
ily money for any purpose, and there be any
misgivings or cause for apprehension as to
the proper disposition thereof, we may soon
find our appeals made in vain . From various
sources complaints reach us asserting and in

Western Federation of Miners,
Our apeal for financial aid and the finan

cial contributions of our trade unionists were
made for the specific purpose and with the
clear understanding that they should be de
voted particularly to the legal defense of the
rights of the men to test the legal and con
stituional questions involved , not only before

the courts of Colorado, but, if necessary , the
highest tribunal of our country, the United

States Supreme Court. This purpose was

plainly stated in our appeal; that it was so
regarded by the officers of the Western Fed
eration of Miners is clearly manifest by the
editorial in the miners' official journal in
which our appeal was republished with the
caption , " American Federation of Labor to
the Rescue, " and also by Mr. Moyer' s letter

to me of Oct. 22, 1904, published on page 81
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sinuating that the funds received by the
Western Federation of Miners have been per
vertd to other purposes than that for which
they were contributed , quite apart from the
instance to which I have already referred.

In the interest of our fellow workers, be
cause of the good name of organized labor
which is involved , and still further , so that
no injustice may be done any organization ,
friendly or otherwise , I repeat, we have the
right to insist upon an accounting .

In referring to the situation of the labor
movement of Colorado, it may not be unin .
teresting to say that unity has been estab
lished in the labor movement at Denver, un
der the Trades and Labor Assembly of that
city ; that the same condition generally pre
vails in the central bodies of the state , and
that at its last convention three months ago

the Colorado State Federation of Labor be
came affiliated to the American Federation of
Labor, and is now in possession of its char
ter.

No one has the right to assume or to infer
that the American Federation of Labor is
hostile or unfriendly to the Western Federa
tion of Miners or to any bona fide trade union .
We have nothing but the most friendly

feeling for and interest in the metalliferous
miners and their splendid manhood : we have
nothing but the kindest and most fraternal
regard for the welfare of their organiza .
tion . the Western Federation of Miners ; but
we have the right to assert that those en
trusted with its affairs shall not render im
potent or dismember the metalliferous min
ers' organization , or make it odious to the
conscience of the union men of America .

Chinese Exclusion from all America .

Perhaps one of the most momentous ques
tions which will confront the American peo
ple , and of which this convention must take
cognizance and deal with earnestly , intelli
gently , and emphatically, is the campaign
inaugurated in several quarters for what is
called a modification of the law excluding
Chinese from entry into the United States
or its possesions. Within the past year mani
fest efforts have been made in this direction ,
particularly inaugurated and stimulated by

antagonistic employers and some of their as
sociations.

Information of an authentic character and
from various sources has been communicated
to our office showing that a carefully devised
policy has been agreed upon and is being
carried out. Labor ' s antagonists realize the
fact that American public opinion and senti
ment are fully expressed in the existing Chi
nese exclusion law . They also realize that
if the application of the law was sought to
be modified so far as it applies to our main
land, it would arouse the opposition of the
American people, and the effort is therefore
subtly screened by arrangement with the su
gar planters of Hawaii, placing them in the
position of agitating for a modification of

the law so as to permit the immigration of
Chinese to that island.

It is seldom that a bold front attack is

made in any effort of human activity , and
our opponents, through the pretense of the
necessity for Chinese laborers to work upon
the sugar plantations of Hawaii, entertain
the belief that once the law is successfully
attacked by so - called modification its entire
structure may be eliminated .
An agitation involving the expenditure or

vast sums of money has been set on foot by
the sugar planters of Hawaii, to which our
antagonists on the mainland have largely
contributed , all for the purpose of impress
ing the people of the United States, and par
ticularly the members of Congress, with the
supposed necessity for a change in the law
so as to allow the immigration of Chinese to
the Sandwich Islands. Not a fraction ofmon
ey has been contributed or expended by the
government of Hawaii toward the immense
amounts that have been and are involved in
the propagation of thought favorable to Chi
nese immigration . In their desperation , tho
sugar planters have endeavered even to Su
born some resperesentatives of labor.

There can be no question but that Japanese

immigration into Hawail has had a most
baneful influence and result ; but it is a queez
notion that will seek relief from the evils re
sulting from Japanese immigration and work
by turning to the Chinese, and it shows a
perverted conception of real economy, justice
and Americanism ,

The information also reaches us that, in
carrying out our opponents' policy , the sugar
planters have sent an agent to visit various
countries for the ostensible purpose of secur
ing immigrants to work on the Hawalia .
plantations. The word " ostensible" is used
advisedly , for the instructions are given that

few , if any, laborers are to be so secured
so that the claim may be made that no work
men can be obtained from either the United
State or Europe, thereby making it appeai
that the only recourse is to the Chinese . A
part of the plan of action is to maintain at

the capitol in Washington a lobby coming
from Hawaii for that purpose .

That there is no dearth of workmen in Ha .
waii is plainly evident from the figures con
tained in the census reports and from enum
erations of the population made. The difi
culty which presents itself is the fact that
the sugar planters, when deprived by law
from securing Chinese laborers, turned their
attention to the Japanese and imported them
by shiploads. These are now found to be un
desirable and destructive to the interests of
labor , business, as well as the social well
being of Hawaii, its natives and residente
No serious, honest effort has thus far been

made to Caucasianize , to Americanize, Ha.
waii.

If Hawaii is to remain American , and there

are few who now doubt that this is to be for
at least some long period of time, then it
must become American indeed sharing in
whatever progress and civilization are en
joyed by our people on the mainland , as well
as bearing whatever burdens may thereby be
entailed in the process of the attainment of

a higher , our common , goal.

Today the great preponderance of Hawaiian
inhabitants is Japanese and Chinese , a small
number of Europeans, with a small minority
of Americans. With its position in the Pa .
cific Ocean , it is the outpost to our American
continent. In its economic and political ag .
pects it must be made the barrier to Mon
golian deterioration of the people of the isl
and itself as well as the barrier to protect
America 's workers, America 's people , and
America ' s civilization .

Another feature of the plan of campaign
of our opponents is to make it appear that
the Chinese are discriminating against the
American products by a so - called boycott.
That this scheme was disingenuously de
vised between the agents of labors ' oppon
ents here and a former representative of the
Chinese government to this country and who
is now in his own, for the effect it might
have in influencing the judgment of our peo
ple and Congress, is now generally recognized
by the well informed .

The recent announcement in China that
" the boycott will be suspended until after
the American Congress shall have had an op
portunity to make the required changes in
and modifications of the Chinese exclusion
law , " clearly proves that the so - called boy .
cott was declared by a few and existed in
their minds alone and had no foundation in
fact or enforcement, and was intended to bo
used as a threatening bugaboo for the weak
minded who may be led to believe that our
trade with China would be injured or de
stroyed unless the United States does tho
joint bidding of our antagonistic employers ,
the Chinese Six Companies of the United
States, and Wu Ting Fang , the Celestial art
ful dodger.
No one claiming to have any knowledge

or experience of human affairs can seriously
pretend to believe that a real boycott can
be enforced at one particular period , and
immediately , upon a simple assertion , be sus
pended or discontinued for a specific period of
time. It is a fact patent to any observer
that any attempt on the part of the Chinese
to discriminate against American products
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or to cease trade relations with us would be

the greatest possible detriment to themselves ,

We all want the fullest and freest oppor

tunity of trade with China , but it ought not
and must not be either secured or maintained

at the cost of the protection and safety of

American life and American standard of civ
ilization .

At this late day it is scarcely necessary or
profitable to present the reasons for Chinese

exclusion . Surely , they are not appropriate

here ; but we can not stand idly by and with

out protest permit the machinations of some

who, lost to all conscious responsibility to

their fellows and for an apparent immediate
greed of gain , scheme to inaugurate a vicious
policy which would inevitably lead to the

deterioration of our race, undermine our civ

ilization , and destroy our very lives.

We make no pretense that the exclusion
of Chinese can be defended upon a high
ideal, ethical ground , but we insist that it is

our essential duty to maintain and preserve

our physical condition and standard of life

and civilization , and thus to assure us the

opportunity for the development of our in

tellectual and moral character. Self - preser

vation has always been regarded as the first

law of nature. It is a principle and a neces

sity from which we ought not and must not

depart.

Surely , America's workmen have enough
to contend with , have sufficient obstacles con

fronting them in their struggle to maintain
themselves in their humanizing movement

for a higher and a better life, without being
required to meet the enervating , killing , un

derselling , and underliving competition of

that nerveless, wantless people, the Chineso .

The Veil of Wealth

the men . He knew at the time, I believe, of
this other company, because he went right

to work for them , and all the rest of the
union men . Now I' m here in poverty . Don't

go near them , Frank.”

" Mother, I think you shouldn 't say those

ill-natured things to grandma. She can ' t re

store your inheritance, and we're getting on
very well with Frank working. I think it

better for him to go to the meeting tonight.
Those railway men are not so bad. They are

always kind to me, and gentlemanly," inter
jected Mary .

" You always side against your mother," re

torted Agnes. “ It's too bad you and your

grandmother couldn 't go somewhere and
live together. You are really the most un.
grateful people I ever saw . You 're both will

ing to have poor Frank slave for you, then

you turn against him and try to drive him

into a labor union , with a lot of coarse

characters. I won't stand for it, even if I
have lost my inheritance."

“Now , Agnes," said Mrs. Getrox , Sr., “by

the kindness of my old friend, I am able to

restore your inheritance," and she drew

forth the mortgage and passed it to her

daughter-in - law . “ I assured Mrs. Smith that

you would acknowledge receipt of it. You

note there has been an acknowledgement of

payment of the mortgage filed in the county

office. So your property is clear and your

inheritance restored ."

Agnes unfolded the document, and after

studying it for a moment apparently to de

termine its identity, she laid it aside.

" Well," she finally said, “ I' ll acknowledge

receipt of it , and that's all. I have no one
to thank for it. The Smith ' s destroyed our

business, and the mortgage was placed for

the benefit of your people, so you both have

done less than you should by cancelling the

debt."

"Mother, you can 't mean to be so ungrate

ful for this kindness. You know the mort
gage was given to Mr. Yarder. Had it fallen

into other hands we might have lost our

home. We certainly could not pay for it.

I know you can ' t mean to be so ungrateful,"
pleaded Mary .

“ You would do better to attend to your

own affairs , rather than criticize your
mother," sneered Frank

“ True enough,” said Agnes. “ One would

think it was her inheritance that was mort

gaged . Her father didn' t leave her a cent,

but he left the whole family to live off my

inheritance and what Frank can earn ."

“My friend has secured and furnished the

cottage for me of which she has told us , and

it is now ready for me to occupy," said Mrs.

Getrox, Sr. " I am to take possession to

morrow . Thus I'll be no further expense

here, Agnes."
Agnes felt guilty of insolence, and she

didn' t like the idea of her mother-in -law

living alone. She had really learned to love

the patient old lady , but her selfish , petulent
disposition , inflamed by irritating poverty ,
checked any expression of her true feeling ,

so to avoid exposing her sense of kindliness

she crustily remarked that it was too bad
that Mary wasn 't going, also .

“ I've tried to explain that they get &

better wage, and give better service. Be
sides, it makes them more of a power in
social advancement. In other words, it adds

dignity and manhood to the wage earner.

However, if you are to see father, you bet
ter see him before Tuesday night."

" All right,” said Frank , “ but I don 't in
tend to street car all my life.”

" You can do worse," was Patsey's rejoin
der, and he cut the interview short by leav
ing the office.

Frank didn 't get an audience with Presi.

dent Smith , and Tuesday night, while at the
supper table , he told his mother Joe Man -

ning had given him " tonight as the last
chance to join the union ."

" Don't go near them , Frank,” his mother
enjoined . “ Your father would be ashamed of

you if you should , and he were alive. Don ' t
be driven by anybody, much less a gang of

rough street car men . I' m sorry you are

obliged to be among them .”
" I wouldn 't advise him against his inter

est, Agnes,” said Mrs. Getrox, Sr.
" It is your people that brought all my

troubles upon me," retored Mrs. Getrox, Jr.,
whom the other had addressed as Agnes .

"My own inheritance is now at the mercy

of those Smiths, and now , when I stick up
for liberty and the Getrox principle of em .

ployment, you side against me. You know

the union didn't help us any . It was this
same Joe Manning' s father that had the im -
pudence to ask your son for more wages for
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" I shall be delighted to have Mary live

with me, by your consent, Agnes," said the
old lady.

"Well, she has my consent,” said Agnes.
" Mine, too , and I hope she stays,” was

Frank 's arrogant rejoinder.

It was agreed that Mary should go with
her grandmother, and happily so , too , to

Mary and her grandmother.

Thenext morning as Frank Getrox went to

his work , he discovered that his name was

not on the list.

“ Am I not to work today ?” he asked .

"No, sir," snapped Dispatcher Stack .

"Why " was asked .

" Because you have no working card from

the union ,” crustily explained Stack . " Presi.
dent Manning of the union says you have

been here already three weeks past your
period of probation , and refuse to join . Looks

as though you'll have to fix things up with

him before you work here any more. "

" I'll show Joe Manning I'll work here

without being drove around by him ," snarled

Frank.
"Well," sarcastically suggested Stack , “ if

you think you are more important to this

company than all of the other four hundred

men , you better get to work and show him .

You needn't stand around here arguing the

question , for it' s none of my business."

Frank started for the Exchange Bank, to

see President Smith . Instead, he was con

fronted by Patsey .

" Father gives no attention to such cases,”

explained Patsey . " I ' m sorry for you. I

could not call my father to see you upon

this case. You told me you would see him

before the meeting. Then he would have

advised you to join , but now he can do noth -

ing for you . The only man that can help

you is Joe Manning. If the union won ' t give

you another show , the only thing you can
do is to settle up. You might seek the ad

vice of the superintendent. Father never

interferes with the transportation depart

ment, only to receive union committees on
grievances, and then , only when the com

mittee and superintendent have failed in
some adjustment."

Frank next appeared before the superin
tendent.

" I told you , sir, when I hired you , that you

were to join the union . If you haven 't done

so , it 's all your own fault. You are now

down and out, if you can ' t fix up with the

men , ” explained the superintendent.

" It's very singular that a man can 't be a

little independent in this world ,” urged
Frank.

"Well," said the official, " practical life has

shown me that no man is independent. The

very fact that you are here, begging me to

intercede for you , shows your dependence.

The trouble with such men as you is that

you prefer to be dependent on the boss. I

want to tell you that it' s the poorest kind of

dependence, and you are the least manly

and most dependent creatures on earth . I
pity you . As an individual, the wage earner

is absolutely dependent. As a class, wage

earners may be less dependent by systematic
organization to protect the wage and con-

ditions of employment. You have been very

imprudent, and instead of showing your in

dependence, you have exposed a most pal
pable dependence."

Although it was a bitter task , Frank await .

ed Joe Manning' s car, and begged his inter

cession .

" Your case can now receive no attention

until the next regular meeting , and I can

give you no assurance then ," explained Joe.

" In the meantime you had better see the

boys and make yourself right with them . So

far as I am concerned I' ll do what I can to

have the union rescind its action and take

you in . You can 't work here, now , until
you 're in . "

Late in the afternoon Frank returned

home. His grandmother and oldest sister

were not there. The old home seemed rather

lonely. His mother, weighted by the distress

of her misfortunes, as she was , by nature,

one to whom every event in life was a mis

fortune, and she never forgot any of them ,

but nursed them all, new and old , every day,

was anything but sympathetic. Neverthe

less , up against a volume of dejection , shat

tered hopes and wasted ambitions, that he

had been taught to call mother, Frank poured

forth a recital of the wrongs he had suf

fered.

" You have lost your situation through

your Getrox disposition . To avoid paying

seventy- five cents each month from your

wage, you have lost the opportunity to earn
seventy - five dollars a month ; just a stupid

Getrox trick ," came from his mother , much

to Frank 's chagrin .

" Mother," said Frank, in a tone of in

jured feeling, “ you told me to be independ

ent and not go to the meeting last night."

"Of course , Getrox-like, you come home

and lay your misfortunes to my making. You
should be able to use a little judgment of

your own . Now you can look up another job
and have sense enough to keep it ."

Frank was crestfallen . Still morose, un

der a satisfactory pretext to his mother, he
left the house in the evening to go to the
city.

The next morning a body, later identified
as Frank Getrox , was picked up beside the

steam railway track Accidental death was

the coroner' s verdict. Whether suicide or

accident, it registered another misfortune to

the life record of his mother, and a most

salutary one, at that. Her after life seemed

to be guided by a better influence .

Although young Getrox had been an an

noyance to his fellow workmen , upon inves

tigation by President Manning a collection

was taken up, netting sufficient funds to pay

the funeral expenses for which Agnes Getrox

submitted to the union a most touching let

ter of gratitude.

With Lola Cole and Mary Hotchkiss, who

are known as Grandma Smith and Grandma

Getrox, respectively , there passed many a

quiet, happy tea party, at which the incl.

dents of their child life in Hotchkiss were
not a few times recited . However, a most

sweet morsel of gossip between them was

the prediction of the future for Patsey and
Mary None were happier moments to the
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old ladies than when the four were together, who fails to respond to that duty, either rich

and it may well be added that these happy or poor, presents a life failure. Although

moments were fully appreciated by Patseyrich , I believe I comprehend the purpose of

and Mary. life. The man who fulfills the purpose of

In this little cottage resided not the only life departs in wealth - a wealth of good

participants of Patsey' s affection . In his deeds, whether rich in material things or not.

own mother was one of the beautiful charac “ Miss Van Borden is an estimable lady.

ters of Baxter, and in this was a special pride She is the daughter of a motorman who met

of Patsey, Mrs. Royal Banks, a most estim his death upon our lines, some twenty years

able lady, was his aunt and close confident. ago . My mother and Aunt Lola Banks gave

He had two charming sisters in his own the widow money to start a little store in

household , and an interesting cousin in Miss which she was quite successful. The daugh

Grace Banks, all of whom came in for their ter was successful at school, and some five

s are of his generous and affable nature. years ago took a position as teacher in one

But with all of these, Mary was a special of the city schools. Two years ago the

favorite , and with none more than the mother sold her business at a good figure,

mother and aunt. At the magnificent homes and they are now living in good circum

of these two ladies occurred many evening stances. Miss Van Borden knows no more of

parties of select young people. you than you knew of her. However, Mary ,

It was an evening after one of those de I am going to ask you to overlook the wealth
lightful occasions that Patsey called at the qualification , and frankly confess that I have

cottage. loved you from the day of our first drive to

“ How did you enjoy the party last even . the Barnett grove.”

ing, Mary ?” he asked , as they were alone All through his recital Mary listened with
in the best room of the cottage . an interest spiced with penitence ; but when

" It was a delightful occasion ," she re the last sentence was uttered it seemed that

plied , "but do you know , I am beginning to the fervent breathing of every word had

think it not quite the right thing for me to burned its way into her very soul. The tears

take part in those parties.” gathered in her eyes and chased each other

"And why ?" urged Patsey, with an air of as they fell like liquid pearls upon the un

surprise. stained pages of the open book she uncon

“ Those people are wealthy, and not of my sciously held in her lap .

class. They give me every attention , and I Patsey bent and kissed her. She arose and

am sure the overattention springs of sym passed to the window , where she looked out

pathy. They also regard me as especially into the darkness. He followed . She turned

favored by you, and I fear it restrains closer toward him and saw the mingled suspense

acquaintance with you on the part of some and disappointment betrayed by the expres .

most desirable ladies. I noticed Miss Van sion of his eyes . His heart was too full . He

Borden last evening observing you very close clasped her to him , and she could feel their
ly, as though she were anxious to especially hearts throb together. It was one of those

engage your attention ; then she would sublime moments when two souls are united
glance at me as though I were in her way, in the glow of divine radiance.

and as though there were other than friend " I cannot speak tonight, Patsy," she final
ship ties between us. I must confess it isly sobbed .

embarrassing to me, and it must be so to " I shall not urge you to speak more to

them . I trust, Patsey , that you may not night," said Patsey , “ but I request that I may

insist that I attend them so often in the call again when we may talk upon this, to

future, and I shall explain my feelings in me, life important subject."

the matter to your sisters, as they have been Shortly after Patsey left that night Mary

80 kind and companionable to me." was called to the bedside of her grandmother.

“ I don 't quite understand you , Mary,” said " Mary," said Mrs.Getrox, “ I feel unusually
Patsey. “ Do you mean that wealth classifies faint and weak tonight, and I have severe

people, and from that you are of one class pains in my side .

and I of another " Her face was colorless and her limbs were

" Exactly so . Or, rather , those with whom cold . Mary was at once concerned and called

I associate at those gatherings are of a dif- a neighbor to get the doctor.

ferent class than myself, by virtue of their In less than forty -eight hours Grand

wealth and resultant advantages," she seri- mother Getrox passed away.

ously replied . Grandmother Smith , Mary' s mother and

"Mabel," he said, as he laid his hand upon Mary were present at the time, and Mary

her shoulder, and with a look more forceful Hotchkiss passed from this earth while her

than words gazed into her very soul, " for hand rested in that of her old childhood

tunately or unfortunately , in the material friend.

things of this world , I am a man of wealth , The next few days the little cottage was

but it is through the unusual good fortune burdened with doleful funeral preparations;

of my father, added to, perhaps, by a snug then the obsequies, burial and the languish

inheritaance by my mother. But were I bying of the death -like pall that had overhung

birth poor, my mission on earth would be the whole affair . First and last were the

the same, to make the most of my life to condolences, affected and otherwise.

the advantage of others. The true mourner was Mary. Grandmother

" It is the duty of each , no matter of what Smith was grieved , but the death of her

walk in life, to commit their every energy friend came to her as a matter of fact.

to making the world better, happier. He Patsey was a daily caller during the try
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ing ordeal. Mary was too agrieved for a re

opening of the subject in which he was most

interested and he humanely allowed the mat.

ter to rest.

On the third day after the funeral he
called at the little cottage, but was told by

Mrs. Getrox , who was there to straighten up
the affairs of her deceased mother-in -law , and

learn the extent of another inheritance, that
Mary had left to look for employment and
would not be able to tell her whereabouts

until she became located . When he returned

home he was handed a letter he well knew

was from her. He eagerly broke the seal

and read :

"My Dear Friend

" I have ever tried to regard you as only
a true and indulgent friend. From our first
acquaintance the effort has proved an un
solvable task . With our acquaintance came

a new life to me. I breathed a different air
that has nourished me to womanhood . It is
my love for you , love that I tried at all times
to convert into mere friendship , and the dis

covery that you believe you love me, that
has caused me to leave Baxter and seek my.
own living. You know my sensibilities. I
may be wrong, but I trust you will soon

forget. You must realize that we are of two
distint classes. I love you too sincerely to

burden your life. In your sphere of life you
are above me. Your wealth attains to you

a realm of pleasurable experiences that

coaches you in a grandeur of social excel

lence in which you are worthy of a cultured

queen to preside. Those of my class are
incomprehensive to such excellence. I could
not make you happy. It must not be.

" For your noble kindness to me and mine

I am sincerely grateful. I shall try to do

good to others, and if I succeed , to you is
the credit. Believe me, my prayers shall

be that you may attain the true object of

life - human happiness, divine blessing. I

must earnestly confess my soul's love for

you. Sincerely ,

'MARY GETROX."

Patsey bore his disappointment alone and
secretly . It was a heavy blow , but he was

a man of methodic turn .

“ She lives," he thought, “ and as I live, I

shall find her, and teach her that we are

both made from like material. Social condi.

tions that set up barriers of wealth to clas

sify people as rich and poor, are wrong.
However, the barrier does exist, but I pledge

my power in the direction of destroying it."

" Whoever lives true life will love true

attracted unusual attention from the village

idlers that always form a fair complement

of such sleepy habiitations.

“ Whew ! ” exclaimed one. " She's a peach !

Bet she's after the school."

“ Looks like a school marm ,” suggested an .
other.

" Hope she gits it," observed a small, rage

ged urchin , as he peered at her with eyes
gleaming from a sunburnt and dirt-begrimed
countenance.

After making herself satisfactorily pre
sentable , Mary inquired the way to the resi

dence of Mr. Cross, whom she had learned

was the director authorized to employ the
village teachers.

The " landlord" - a portly , good-natured

appearing old gentleman - volunteered to ac

company her. The name, Getrox, as appear.

ing upon his register, was familiar to him ,

but he did not think his beautiful lady guest

could be connected with the Getrox of Hotch

kiss fame.

Mary was too eagerly taking in the scenes
of her new surroundings, and meditating up

on her prospects of success with Mr. Cross,

to engage in conversation upon her pedigree,
so the time to the Cross residence was taken
up by asking and answering questions re

garding the objects of observation .

Mary , upon being introduced ' to Mr. Cross ,

found him to be a frank , affable gentleman ,

who had evidently been elected to his posi

tion upon his merits as a progressive young

man , naturally interested in the school, from

the fact that he was the father of three

children , one of whom was a young daughter

of eight years.

Mr. Cross asked a great many questions as
to Mary' s qualifications - some embarrassing

and finally retired to talk the matter over
with his wife and Mr. Burr, the landlord .

" I regret her inexeprience," said Mr. Cross.

Mr. Burr expressed himself very freely in
Mary' s favor, and Mrs. Cross admitted that

she was pleased with the sincerity and mod

esty of the applicant.

The straw that won the case to Mary was

the abrupt appearance into the conference

of little Sylva Cross who urged upon her

father that she “ loved that teacher," and

plainly asked him to give her the school.

Mr. Cross was a very exact business man .

He went to his desk and drew up an agree

ment, then requested his wife to call the ap
plicant.

" You may read that over," he said to Mary ,

handing her a form of agreement, " and if

you will sign it, you are engaged ."

Mary read the instrument, but was unable

to tell its conditions, from the confusion of

joy and thankfulness that passed en mass

through her weary mind, at the idea of her

success. However, the conditions called for

nine months' service, interspersed , in terms,

through a whole year, and a rate of forty
dollars per month

After the signing of the agreement it oc

curred to Mary that she must arrange with
some one for home conveniences. She

brought this to the attention of Mrs. Cross,
who suggested that she would take her to a

love."

Hotchkiss was established by her fore
fathers - Judge Hotchkiss and Andrew Get

rox - she had been told, were the prime

builders of the town . Why should she not

be recognized as a rightful heir to some

consideration of its habitants. They would

recognize her, as by the early history of the
town they must know her rights. They were

advertising for a teacher for their school.

She would apply.

As the stage coach rolled into Hotchkiss,

from Jarvis , the nearest railway station , it
brought with it a strange young lady who
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widow lady , near by, with whom , heretofore,
other teachers had boarded .

Suiting the action to the word, Mrs. Cross,
after Mary had extended thanks to and ex

changed courtesies with Mr. Cross and Mr.

Burr, took her to Mrs. Dell, who lived in a

pretty little five-room cottage, where the

necessary arrangements were entered into

for her future home. She had assigned to

her a neat little front room , together with

board and the privilege of the sitting-room

and piano, for twelve dollars per month.

Mary found her new home to be very ac

ceptable, and Mrs. Dell to be a genial, com

panionable old lady.

The excitement attending the change to

her new life, although a great relief to her,
in no way destroyed her love for Patsey . It
was his kindness that constantly pressed
upon her mind ; his frank , open confession
of love that ever mingled in the very voices

of nature with which she oft associated .
By the time several weeks had passed , she

became most popular with the school patrons
and children .

She was invited to attend a social party
at the Grout farm residence, and, in com .
pany with Mrs. Dell , she attended.
During the course of the evening she was

engaged in conversation by Farmer Grout.
who told her much of the history of Hotch

kiss.

" This ," said he, “ is the old Cole farm .” He

continued the story until he told her the full
history of the primitive owner and his fam .

ily . “ Of course," said he, at the finale , “ that

Getrox was a very rich man . Your family

couldn 't have been any connection of his . "

Then , in this very village , Patsey ' s grand

mother was born , and later taught school.

His great grandfather was driven to suicide
by a robber conspiracy of her own ancestors.
Mary guarded the secret of her birth more

closely than ever . She was not proud of her

rich ancestry, and she saw , in her own pov.

erty , an atonement for the wrongs of those
gone before her. As soon as her school year
should end she would leave for ever , what
now , to her, were the ugly haunts of the

awful crimes prompted by the greed of the
early Getrox .

Fall sped and winter, with its chilly blasts,

came and went. It was drawing close to the

end of the school year in late spring time.

It was a beautiful Saturday afternoon . It

found Mary sitting under one of nature's en
twined bower shades, in the border wood of

" Dead Man's Gulch ." It was an interesting

spot to her, and its history added , awe in .

spiring, to the natural interest.
She held a book in her hand, one that had

been presented to her by Patsy. She had
sat in that very shade just one week pre

vious, with Truman Grout. There she had
told Truman Grout that she could never

love him , because her love went out to an
other .

He had grown very attentive to her dur

ing the last few months. She saw his in
fatuation and frankly told himthat their re-
lations could never be other than friends.

She liked him very much , as a friend . His
father owned the Cole farm , and he was

studying to become a lawyer. Mary had
encouraged him in his studies and aided him
in Latin . He had appreciated her frankness .
He returned to Baxter, where he was attend .

ing law school, and wrote Mary a letter. She
replied as soon as it was received, writing
him encouragingly , but only as a friend .

She had received a second letter in which he

told her he would return homeno more until
he had graduated in his course. This letter
was in her book. She had read it, admired
its friendliness , and was pondering over his

good qualities, his devotion to her, and what
it might all mean , should they ever meet
again . He had lightened many an hour to

her during her Hotchkiss life. He was not
like Patsey, in that he had told her of her
beauty and complimented her accomplish
ments. He was not rich . His father owned
the farm , but he had mortgaged it to send

his boy through college. There were other
children , also , and Truman could not be

called, in any degree, rich .

She wondered if Patsey yet thought of her

as he did the night he told her of his love.

She was awakened from her revery by the

sudden sound of horses upon the highway
above . She could see the country road for

some distance in the direction of the sound. -

The carriage, she could see, had two occu
pants. It stopped opposite her .

" There is the place," said one, " where

tradition marks the spot. In that valley is

where he was found suspended from a tree.”
“ Just allow your team to stand here a

moment," said the other. “ I wish to take a

look at this place ."

The carriage stopped and one of the gen

tlemen alighted and proceeded down the

hillside directly toward her . She did not

purpose to be caught observing him , so she

applied her attention to her book . The steps

sounded closer , until about opposite her ,

when they ceased .

She looked out from her covering. Her
heart seemed to leap and bound like a fright
ened fawn . She sat like one transfixed . The
book fell from her hand to the ground. The
leaves rattled in the stillness. The sound
of the falling book attracted his attention.

" Mary !” he exclaimed , and entering the
little evergreen canopy he knelt by her side ,

and tenderly kissed her .

" Thank God ! The lost is found ! And to

come to you in this lonely spot."

He felt the hot tears moisten his cheek as

she laid her head upon his shoulder .

"Mary , you nust, and will, return with me

to Baxter, and as mine. We'll fight this bat

tle of life together. It has been a maturing

year to me, and I know I have the same old

dear spot in your heart.
" Do you walk here from your home?" he

asked , as he thought of the man and team .
" It's only a pleasant walk ," she replied .

He then left her for a moment, paid the

liveryman , and sent him back to Jarvis Sta .

tion .

" Why are you here ?” asked Mary, as he
returned .

" For you , and you only," was the reply .

" Do you know the history of this dreadful

gulchº” she asked.
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" I do," he replied , laughingly . " I paid good-natured inn -keeper, who found his guest

nothing for it either. It was tasty gossip for to be a most acceptably lavish spender. A
my driver, and he seemed well informed . He happy week it was to the whole village.

was delighted that it was news to me. You On the Sunday following the closing exer.

know , my grandmother must regard it a deep cises of the village school, there was a happy

secret , as she had never mentioned it. I am gathering at the old Cole Homestead, in
now glad I was enough interested to stop Hotchkiss, and none seemed to enter the

and study the old traditional spot. However, spirit of the occasion more joyously than

it is to us only an incident. I trust you will Truman Grout.

not allow this ugly gulch to stand between Presents and tokens of esteem for the de
us. Mary, there must be no excuse. You parting teacher came from every household .

have refused your love to one, and told him Even " Dead Man 's Gulch " seemed to echo

it belonged to another. That other is I.” well wishes to the twain .

" But, Patsey, you know the difference.” The next day Patsey Smith taxed to the

He picked up the book that had fallen from utmost the capacity and supplies of Hotch

her hand. He was familiar with it . He kiss Inn with a sumptuous spread to which

turned to a page and read : all villagers, young and old , high and low ,

. . . " Of one clay God made us all, were invited, and at which Attorneys Tru

And though men push and poke and paddle man Grout and Tom Smith were toast

in 't , masters.

(As children play at fashioning dirt pies ) , "No class distinction shall be our motto,"

And call their fancies by the name of facts , said Patsey . And it was the first example
Assuming difference, lordship , privilege, of the doctrine ever exhibited in Hotchkiss.

Where all' s plain dirt, they come back to it The benediction of Hotchkiss went with

at last, the bridal party as they drove from the lit

The first grave-digger proves it with a spade, tle historic village to take the train at

And pats all even . Need we wait for this ? Jarvis, for Baxter. The brothers , sisters and

. . . " I, being born cousins of Patsey were of the party .

What men call wealthy, and you issued from Upon their home coming a vigorous recep

The wealthy people — though the tyrannous tion was tendered the party by the four

sword hundred railway men of Baxter, associated

Which pierced Christ's heart, has cleft the with whom were the officers of the com

world in twain pany and their families . The railway mon

" Twixt class and class, opposing rich to poor,class, opposing rich to poor, were accompanied by their wives and best

Shall we keep parted ? Not so . Let us lean girls . The party was met at the depot and

And strain together rather, each to each , escorted to the union hall, where refresh

Compress the red lips of this gaping wound ments to suit the tastes of all were enjoyed .

As far as two souls can - ay , lean and league, President Joe Manning of the union and

I from my superabundance - from your want President Cole Smith of the company were

You - joining in a protest 'gainst the wrong toastmasters at this event.
on both sides.” The expression of good will was mutual at

" I have read these words to apply especi. this gathering.
ally to you and me," he said , " and my only Guided by their motto , "No class distinc

reply can be, that you will not longer stand tion ," Patsey and his devoted wife passed

upon your untenable objection ." out into life' s seas with the blessings of the

She yielded . It was her book ; her mark multitude. So far as they are concerned

ed passage . their lives are, no doubt, happily lived .

"One week , yet, I have to remain in Hotch Their happiness comes to them through

kiss , Patsey, " she ourged . their efforts to promote the happiness of

clasped souls. others, without regard to class . They teach
" And a happy week it shall be to us both ," their children along the same line. They are

he replied . doing what they can to destroy the crushing

There were embraces and kisses, and an force of greed and selfishness, and it is not

entwining of two happy souls ; a taking leave their fault that robber systems are encour

of " Dead Man ' s Gulch ; " a pleasant walk to aged by legislative and judicial malfeasence.

the village. By the death of Frank Getrox and the
" I learned where you were,” said Patsey, marriage of the widow and her daughters,

as they were leisurely approaching the vil the particular Getrox family of our story

lage, " through our friend, Truman Grout, passes to history. But there are other and

who is a chum of my brother Tom , at the innumerable Getrox families that are con .

law school. Tom discovered that he was cor stantly developing and disappearing , and 'so

responding with you and brought him to me. must it be so long as there are legislatures

He thinks well of you , and he insists that to bribe and judiciaries to buy. So long as

the event shall take place at his father' s there are Caesars to satiate and Neroes to
house, and that he may be best man . To revel.
this I consented , subject to your approval,

and with your consent I'll send him a mes

Advertisers in this journal reThe arrangement was approved .

That evening Mary took Patsey to the new their contracts. TheMo
village inn and introduced him to her old

friend Burr. torman and Conductor is a
A happy week that ran too short was the

last of Mary's school, too short even to the business getter

sage."
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Mr. Secretary :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By- laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

Will be at

116 Woodward
DETROIT

After December 16th

Louis Schneider

THROUGH ORC Bastian Bros.

E ROCHESTER , N . Y.

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.
MAY

ON DIOS .
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N

UNION

DIVISION 282

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

073.& E.R.E.OP Buttons

1 . E . OF A .

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc . METAL and RIBBON
BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,
per 100 . . . . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . . . . . . . . . .05

Traveling cards, each . . .. . . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . . 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages. . . . . 2 .50

Division financial book , 400 pages. . . . . 4 .25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . 3.50
Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

treasurer, each .

Treasurer's receipt book . . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .50

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market . A big seller . Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials, Terms, etc .

. . . . . .

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

Hotels.

The Prospect House 888 Franklin Are.
Cor. Carroll St.

Borough of Brooklyn

w YorRICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop.

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, och . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Gult seals, por 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .
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If you don 't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

StrictlyHighGrade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Bvesy Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St CHICAGO

Motormen and Conductors

UNIFORMS
GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

On purchasing your stoves

The

Only and Best line in the City

Right in Price, Superior in Quality

Mich. Stove Co., Art Stove Co .,

Art Garlands, Art Laurels

Entire new line this fall

Now to be selected from

Can be seen and

Orders left for future delivery

No goods sold not fully guaranteed

Do not let others say

U

Can purchase cheaper and beter stoves else

The abovemakes stand where

On their merits and the

Results of years they have been

Standard bearers of stoves on the Market.

For sale by

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you wbat

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman 's $13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered .

CLAYTON Charter
Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

CHAS . W . NOAH

1222 Gratiot Avenue

Gelephone E . 064 R .

Builders' Hardware, House Furnishings, etc

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

Having our own factories we manufacture most

the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer themiddleman ' s profit

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS.

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

de POSUELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -418 Gratiot Aronus, DETROIT, MICN.

BUTTONS and BADGES

Our Label is No. 38.

GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chicago.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms - Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

|UNITEDRES CARMENT 7 James H . Hirsch & Co.
OR
GG

U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

NITEPAT EXEO,GARMENT
12Jure APRIL

MFRICA

APRILTARS1812 %
Heness

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO, . . ILLS .
REGISTERED

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE , DETROIT, MICH .

.

I

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

We ONLY make a difference of 10 por cont for goods sold
on timo to roliablo parties,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentabla.

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG. CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

STATE SAVINGS BANK

VERBE
SSERT

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice- Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice-President

R . S . Mason,
Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin.
Auditor

T
I
T
L
E
T
I
H
Z
I
T
E
T
I
T

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby
H . M . Campbell

Jas, H . Eckels

C . L . Freer

R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

Thos. H .Hubbard
H . B . Led yard

W . C . McMillan

. S . Mason

T . H . Newberry
H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo . H . Russell

Henry Russell
Hugo Scherer
Peter Wbito

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS . - -

$ 1 ,000 ,000. 0 .0

850 ,000 . 00

15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

TRANK BRIDERICK & CO

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
POR

Uniform Clothing
Wealso carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measura

mentguide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO

TREATEDE

113 .KING ST.WEST.

THE LAROEST TAILORINO
HOUSE IN CANADA
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Monthly

Buttons

Union

Throughout

Our Buttons are made for

Union Men . They carry three

labels representing ALL the

work that enters into their

manufacture. The Sheet Met

al workers stamped in back

for the metal back ; the Allied

Printing Trades on front for

the printing, and the Novelty

Workers on front for assem

bling.

Union Men should wear a button that is

ALL UNION . - Ours is .

Low & Rider
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND, • OHIO .

Button and Badge Manufacturers

334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO

“ BUY A WATCH OF RATH . ”

W . H . RATH & COMPANY

SAVE MONEY for you on

WATCHES

Write for Catalogue. Select your watch and

order it. Satisfaction is guaranteed .

WRITE - Illinois Star

W . H . RATH & COMPANY,

48 -50 -52 AND 54 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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ALPHABETICAL

FACTS

ddd

A stands for " Admirable," what our patrons say M stands for "Money ;" this keeps many away,

When the work is completed in our nicest way. But one dollar a week is all you need pay.

B stands for “ Best Dentists,” as has often been N stands for “ Neglect,” which you never should

shown,
do

They have proven themselves the " best" ever With your teeth , or your pocketbook will suffer

known. too .

C stands for " Competent,” as our workmen all
O stands for " Octor,” for an offensive breath ,

are ; Which often is caused by defects in the teeth .

None others will suit a good customer. P stands for " Prices” which some cannot pay,

D stands for " Durable," only assured
But we do not charge in the " Prince Louis "

Where good work and material are always se
way.

cured . Q stands for " Quick," the way our work is done,

E stands for "Eloquent;" beauty or speech For suffering for weeks is surely no fun.

Is what both our work and our prices willR stands for " Risk ,” but there's none of it here
teach . In prices nor quality, so do not fear.

F stands for " Finest” and refers not alone S stands for " Sensible," which you will be

To our work, but also to where it is done. In coming to us for your dentistry.

G stands for "Guarantee ;" those who have fears T stands for " Trust," not arranged for the few ,

May be sure that our work will last twenty But you trust us, and we trust you .

years.
U stands for "Utilize.” We utilize care

H stands for "Hospitality," which we will show
That no patron is treated other than fair .

To all who come to us, be they high , be they

V stands for “ Very Good," as our work will well
show ;

I stands for " Iron ," an index of skill
· Comeonce and you surely will say so , too .

Which many may use, but which " Best Den

tist" will. W stands for "Wisdom ;" now your own display

J stands for " Joy," which you've all felt, no doubt,
And have your teeth fixed without any delay.

When quickly and painlessly the old tooth is X stands for "eXperience,” which we all buy.

out. But poor work in dentistry makes it come high.

K stands for " Knowledge” that comes with the Y stands for " You ;” in whatever condition your

years ; teeth ,

Over twenty in practice have banished our Have them looked at at once, and experience

fears. relief.

L stands for "Languish ,” the feeling that comes Z stands for " Zacharias," who never was slow ;

o 'er us
We took his teeth out and he never said " Oh !''

When dentists incompetent painfully bore us.

low .

BEST DENTISTS COMPANY
(INCORPORATED )

54 Grand River Ave.
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4 % 20 -Year

Mortgage-Bonds

Secured by First Mortgages on

City Real Estate, deposited with

the Collateral Deposit Company,

Limited, Trustee .

Issued and for sale by

Wnion Trust Company

Detroit, (Dichigan

Dr.Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

ICURES !

Kidney Trouble

Wm . T. SimpsonD
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

.

Hundreds of people, especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don ' t

experiment, get

W
M

. T.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

Manufacturer of

Foster's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS
112 AND 114 BATIS STREET

DETROIT ,MICH ,

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

forgovernmentorders for Limbs

and Transportation or Commu

tation therefor sent free on

application .

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

M . 2148

MEMILIAS Sun Loan Co.

Money Loaned to Salarled People

and on Furniture and other security

RATES EASY

Office : 29 STATE ST. Room 10 .

Salary Loans a Specialty .

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun's Kindey Specific is

I supposed to be for sale at all Drug *

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you . If

he will not do so, sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c ( stamps ) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

Benoit, Mich . ?
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MAGNUS SINCLAIR , TORONTO, ONT., '

Re- elected to the General Executive Board at
the recent Chicago Convention .

A FEW MOMENTS OF REFLECTION .

operatives, which carried with it a corre

sponding increase to other employes. The

prior rate was 20 cents per hour, thus a

10 per cent increase was gained , which

aggregated $52,000 .
The Detroit and Jackson arbitration re

sulted from failure of Division No. 111 and

the officers of the D ., Y ., A . A . & J . Ry., to

reach an agreement upon the wage rate for

the motormen and conductors upon the in

terurban system operated by that company.

The local, the membership of which were

receiving a graded scale of from 21 to 2312

cents per hour, asked for 25 cents, and 30

cents for overtime. The arbitrators wiped
out the discriminating scale , and fixed the

rate at 2342 cents per hour, flat, and 30 cents

per hour for overtime. The officers of the
association and company mutually agreed

upon a one cent per hour increase for the

Jackson city employes, which , together with

the action of the arbitrators, brought to

members of Division No. 111 an aggregate

increase approximating $ 1,500 per year.

Strikes and Lockouts .

The year 1905 was characterized by one

strike and two lockouts. The strike was

that of the Saginaw Valley , in which three
local divisions, Nos. 32 , 94 and 96 , embrac

ing 169 men , were involved. Division No. 32

embraced a membership of 99 Saginaw
city service men ; Division No. 94 was com

posed of 58 Bay City men , and Division No.

96 had a membership of 12 motormen and
conductors who operated the interurban line

between Bay City and Saginaw . The locals

jointly demanded a rate of 21 cents per

hour for employes in the cities of Saginaw

and Bay City, and 23 cents per hour for the

interurban men . The rate prevailing was

19 cents in Saginaw , 17, 18 and 19 in Bay

City , and 21 cents per hour on the inter

urban line. The increase asked by the locals

would aggregate approximately six thousand
dollars per year .

After the demand was made by the locals,

the management of the company entered

into a conspiracy with the officers of rival

organizations known as the " Brotherhood of

Motormen ” and the “ Brotherhood of Con

ductors," by which the proposed increase

was to be defeated, and the local divisions

of this association were to be disrupted and

supplanted by locals of the “ Brotherhoods."

The agreement was drawn by the manager

of the company and approved by Brown and

Rutledge , two “ officers” of the " Brother

hoods," and embodied an aggregate reduc

tion of wage, although it increased the wage
to three -year men one-half cent per hour.

The local membership of the " Brotherhoods"

was composed of some thirty men in the

Saginaw city service , the most of whom de

serted as soon as they discovered the perfidy

Mirror of 1905 — Wage Adjustments.

During the year 1905 an increase in wage

was secured to 53 local Divisions of this

Association. The wage increase affected ,

directly , over eleven thousand members,

and aggregated approximately three hundred

thousand dollars.

In several instances the success of the

Association extended to workmen other than

the Division members, which would add, in -
directly , to the aggregate increase of wage

above stated , as well as to the number of
men benefited .

The wage adjustments and agreements of

1905 were effected by conferences between

Association officers and employing company

officials, with the exception of two instances

where an agreeemnt could not be reached

upon the wage rate, and the contentions

were submitted to arbitration - one the Al

bany and Troy, N . Y ., case , and the other ,

that of the Detroit and Jackson , Mich ., case.

In the first instance, Divisions Nos. 132 and

148 had embodied in their agreement a rate

for motormen and conductors, of 2212 cents

per hour, and a proportionate increase to

all other employes. This proposition was

refused by the company, and the wage rate

was submitted to a board of arbitrators who

fixed the rate at 22 cents per hour for car
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of the “Grand Officers.” Armed by the

“ Brotherhood ” agreement and the assurance

that " Brotherhood" men would man the cars

in the event of a strike, the management

of the company assumed a defiant attitude,

and forced conclusions with the local di

visions. The strike was declared June 4 ,

and continued with vigor into the month of

August, when , without knowledge of the In

ternational office , a compromise was effected

by the Bay City local which led to the strike

being declared off. The terms of the com

promise were not acceptable to a consider -

able minority of the membership , who re

fused to re-enter the service under the con

ditions of the settlement.
At a time when every sign indicated com -

plete success to the striking locals , the com

promise was brought about by a self-ap-

pointed committee of citizens, who either

wilfully deceived the Bay City and inter

urban membership , or else they were unable

to prevail upon the company to live within

the verbally guaranteed conditions of re-em -

ployment, for, as soon as the men returned

to the service , practically the same condi

tions were put into effect as had prevailed

before the strike.

A feature of this strike was the failure of

the " Brotherhoods” to make good their end
of the conspiracy. Brown and Rutledge
were unable to muster any considerable

force of scabs , and the company was left

practically single -handed in the matter of

securing scabs, and was obliged to resort to

the usual expensive tactics , and filled their
barns with imports from Grand Rapids and
Chicago. However, nine " Brotherhood"

members were secured , locally and from

Ohio , by the "Grand Officers," and put to

work in Saginaw , and a "Grand Officer" con -

tinued a " Brotherhoods” recruiting station
in the Saginaw car barn where the member
ship of those movements was swelled by

acquisitions from the imported scabs.

This strike so exposed and identified the

desperate policies and purposes of Brown
and his vice -regents that practical disinte -

gration of the “ Brotherhoods" followed .

To save an item of $ 0 ,000 additional ex
pense required to meet the wage condition

asked by the employes - and no doubt a

compromise at $ 4 ,000 per year could have

been effected by negotiations before the

strike - the company lost more than $80 ,000,
as the strike cost the company more than

that amount, according to known figures.

Besides , the management of the company

engendered a bitterness in the minds of its

one-time passively generous patrons which
will be effective in many ways and take
years to overcome. The loss to the em

ployes embraced any profit that might have
accrued to them by excess of wages above

living expenses, which , in a vast majority

of instances , would have been nothing . The

members received regular weekly strike

benefits, which , with voluntary contribu-

tions from other trades and sources, well

supplied the loss in wages. There is but

little doubt that the false representations of

the " Brotherhoods" leaders encouraged the
management of the company to provoke the

strike which proved to them so unexpectedly

expensive.

in the month of February an attempt to

organize was made by the employes of the

Houton County Street Railway Company in

Northern Michigan. The attempt was met

by the management of the company with a

determined lockout, scabs being brought

from Chicago to take the places of the

locked out men . An appeal was made to the

International for assistance and the 76

locked out men were placed upon the pay
roll of the Defense Fund and were so con

tinued until they secured employment. The

act of the company provoked the indignation

of the citizens of Houghton and Hancock and
a vigorous boycott resulted , causing abso

lute loss of patronage to the company,

which , toghether with the extravagance of

securing and harboring scabs , amounted to

over $ 70,000. In a lesser degree the com

pany still continues to lose in patronage

and inexperience of operatives as an after

effect of the ruthless attempt to subvert the

rights of its employes .

In Paducah , Ky., several of the employes

formed a union in the month of September,

and were approached individually by the

officials of the company, who told them they

must abandon their organization . Thirty of
the members refused to violate their obli

gations, whereupon the company began a

systematic lockout, and denied employment

to known union men . Upon an appeal to the

International, Chairman C . 0 . Pratt made a

thorough investigation , with the result that

the locked out members, thirty in number,

were placed upon the Defense Fund pay roll.

The despicable and over-riding conduct of

the company officials was resented by the

citizens of Paducah, and patronage was with

drawn from the cars. The company has

already lost thousands of dollars in patron

age and extra expense , and has engendered

the bitter enmity of all self-respecting citi
zens of Paducah .

The Houghton, Mich ., and Paducah situa

tions were brought about by ruthless en

deavors on the part of the employing com

panies to suppress the efforts of the em
ployes to organize . In these contentions, as

well as in the Saginaw Valley strike, the

Association received the loyal sympathy and

support of the trade and labor organizations

of the respective localities, and the invalu

able co -operation of the central labor coun

cils .

Death and Disability Payments .

Little could we comprehend, as we ven

tured into the morning rays of 1905 , that we
were approaching the yawning graves which

were to mark the destiny of so many dear

to us by the loyal ties of our common cause .

But the course of the year has compiled

a saddening record, appalling in numbers,

that stands a written testimonial to an im

portant work of our Association . Tenderly

our departed ones have been laid to rest,

and tearfully and prayerfully has been be.

stowed upon our organization the deep grat

itude of their beneficiaries .

Are there any so unnatural to deny that
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the earnest prayers of those grief-stricken

widows lend much to the shaping for suc-

cess the pursuit of our noble purposes ?

Are there any so depraved to regret the re

lief to which he, as a member, has contrib .

uted in those moments of heart-rending

anguish ? Can the carping critic with his

cynical contentions against unionism ex

pect to demolish a barrier of protection

which embodies in its structure the ever-

lasting gratitude of bleeding hearts ? Is

there not a gem of sublime satisfaction rest

ing with each and every member of our

Association who knows he has cheerfully

contributed to this noble relief, and with

whom is the consciousness of knowing that

he is one of the number who have made

possible this lightening of affliction ' s bur

den ? Let the dues-dodging, half-hearted

member, or the nonunionist who is grovel

ing in villification of his craft organization,

observe the rebuke of his own conscience as

his eye rests upon the solemn but practical

evidence portrayed by the list of DEATH

BENEFITS hereto supplemented .

The amount paid upon death claims dur

ing the year 1905 was $ 12,900 , or an average

of $ 1,075 per month ; $400 was paid upon
disability claims, making a total for death

and disability claims of $ 13,300 , represent
ing 129 deaths and 4 total disabilities of

members who were in full benefits. The

benefits paid were as follows:

Division No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo.

S . W . Barrick (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00
Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass.

E . G . Burke (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

John L . Shea (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.

Alex. Smith (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00
Charles Pearson (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100.00

Alex . McNeil (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 52, East Liverpool, 0 ,

Franklin McGee (deceased ) . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa.

J. A . Gilmore (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

John Ruppel (deceased ) .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Oscar McKinley (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00

Richard Barrett (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00

Andy Elsasses (deceased ) . . . . 100.00
Division No. 99 , Winnipeg , Man.

J . Rugger (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.

John Haystead (deceased ) .. . . . . . . .$ 100.00

Division No. 109, Victoria , B . C .

Victor Ground (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Fred Peters (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

B . W . Barton (deceased) . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

Robert Hammond (deceased ) . . . . . . $ 100.00

James Galvin (deceased ) . . .. . . . . . . 100.00
Richard B . Platford (deceased ) . . . . 100.00

Hugh Taylor (deceased) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 118 , Pottsville, Pa .

John Bowes ( deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

P . J . McKenna (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 125, Belleville , Ill. —

Richard Brierly (deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Division No. 128, Asheville , N . C .

C . Y . Mitchell (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Division No. 132, Troy , N . Y . - .

J . H . O 'Brien (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Henry Weiss (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 148, Albany, N . Y .

Harold Flanagan (deceased) . . . . .. . $ 100 .00

Patrick S . McMahon (deceased ) . . . 100.00

Frank Duffy (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

John McCarthy (deceased) . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 164 , Wilkesbarre, Pa .

John J. Meehan (deceased ) . . . . . . . $ 100.00

John F . McDonald (deceased ) . . . . . 100 .00

James Judge (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 169, Easton , Pa.

Charles H . Smith (deceased ) . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 177, Roanoke, Va.

R . M . Sperry (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 192, Oakland, Cal.

L . A . Critchlow (deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Hiram B . Gay (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 194 , New Orleans, La.

H . A . Downing (deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

G . Schutlenhelm (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00

D . Kelleher (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J . C . Pernollet (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J. Warren Williams (deceased ) . . . . 100.00

Mike Leehans (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00

F . Stein (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Joseph Schmaltz (deceased ) . . . . . . 100 .00

C . Metzger (deceased ) . . 100 .00

J . A . Boss (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 .00

B . Rouse (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J . Weitzel (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00

L . A . DuMontier (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00

E . Demange (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . 100,00

Division No. 199, Ottumwa, Ia .

C . E . Morgan (disability ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00
Division No. 201, Ithaca , N . Y .

Seth Stanford (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 205 , San Francisco , Cal.

Wm . N . Spearman (deceased ) . . . . . $ 100.00

W . C . Taylor (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Al. Anderson (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Fred H . Smith (deceased) . . . . . . . . . 100.00

James Murphy (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Division No. 211, Canton , 0 .

Wm. H . Young ( deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 212, Burlington , Ia .

Axel Larson (deceased ) . .. . . . . . . . .$ 100.00

Division No. 223, Butler, Pa. - .

Charles Bauer (deceased ) . . .. . . . . . $100.00
Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

Thomas C . Malloy (deceased ) . . . . . $ 100. 00

Ed. W . Peham (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Carroll W . Wright (deceased ) . . . . . 100.00

Division No. 238, Lynn , Mass.

Patrick Cull (deceased) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.

Joseph P . Ferry (deceased ) . . . . . . . $ 100.00

Division No. 241, Chicago , Ill.
James Hanrahan (deceased ) . . . . . . $ 100 .Cu

Gus Schroeder (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . 100 .00100 .

F . A . Barcal ( disability ) . . 100 .00

Allen Visser (deceased ) . . . . . . 100.00

Fred Fisher (deceased ) . . . . . 100 .00

M . L . Parker (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Earnest Reedstrom (deceased ) . . . . 100 .00

Emil Anderson (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J. A . Johnson (deceased ) . . . . . 100.00

W . H . Kuhlman (deceased ) . 100.00

Joe Cuci (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

John Reed (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

C . M . Gustaveson (deceased ) . . . . . . 100 .00

Fred Kener (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 .00

L . B . Raymond (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100.00

Phil. Stoddard (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100.00

2
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Fred Heintz (deceased ) . . . . .. . . . . . 100.00 allowed themselves to become non-beneficial
Conrad Reebold (deceased) . . . . . . . 100 .00 by arrearage.

Patrick McAvoy (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00 Of the 129 deaths herein listed , 25 were

Andrew Johnson (deceased ) . . . . . . 100.00 from different forms of consumption , 18 re

Joseph Messenie (deceased ) . . . . . 100 .00 sulted from accidents and 3 were murdered .

L . Schweitzer (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00 From the full membership there were 232
Thomas Riley (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00 deaths reported to the general office .

P . F . Johnson (deceased ) . . . . 100 .00 The $ 13,300 paid upon death and disability

E . A . Tompkins (deceased ) . . . . . . . 100 .00 claims includes the amount paid under the

E . A . Swan (deceased ) . . . . 100. 00 death and disability laws of the Associa
Division No. 260, Chicago , Ill. tion , and does not include special relief

J. Pratt (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 appropriations made by the General Execu
Mathias Annen (deceased ) . 100 .00 tive Board for the relief of destitute widows

Timothy Riordan (deceased ) . . . . . . 100 .00 whose husbands were non -beneficial at the
M . A . Vary (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00 time of death .

Peter Falsburt (deceased) . . . . . . . . 100.00 During the year 1905 the per capita tax
Robert Morrissey (deceased ) . . . . . . 100 .00 was 10 cents per month per member, or

F . W . Kelley (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . 100.00 $ 1 .20 per year, and it required the full year's
Division No. 272 , Youngstown , 0 , per capita tax on 11,083 members to meet

H . Wosch (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00 the $ 13,300 death and disability payments

Division No. 280, Lowell, Mass. alone.

Henry Lashna (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 Defense Fund Disbursements.

Daniel Cullinan (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100.00 The Defense Fund was established by the
Division No. 281, New Haven , Conn. eighth convention of the Association , held

John F . Moran ( deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 in May, 1903, and it is supported by the pay
Acheson O 'Brien (deceased) . . . . . . . 100.00 ment of quarterly assessments, or $ 1 per

Division No. 282, Rochester, N . Y . year per member. This fund is permitted
W . C . Murk (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 to be used only as a benefit for striking

Lorenzo Larwood (deceased ) . . . . . . 100 .00 and locked -out members, and is disbursed

Division No. 283, Brooklyn , N . Y . in payments of $ 5 per week per member ,

Louis F . Tombine (deceased ) . . . . . $ 100 .00 during the period of enforced idleness re

Division No. 304, Glens Falls, N . Y . sulting from strikes and lockouts. The fund

Oscar Durkee (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 is an assurance of sustenance to members
Henry Hogan (deceased) . . . . . . . . . 100.00 thus involved . Its direct effect is to pro

Division No. 307, Stillwater, N . Y. long the period of endurance of members

Charles Denton (deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00 involved in strike situations and to aid fu

John Holleran (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . 100.00 sustaining locked -out members until employ
Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill. ment may be obtained.

A . R . Hammond (deceased ) . . . . . . . $ 100 .00 The prolonging of strikes resulting from

A . Byrne (deceased) . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00 strike benefits has had a salutary effect upon

Luke Flannery (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100.00 the disposition of employing corporations
Wm. Dowle (disability ) . . . . . . . . . 100 .00 and there is no question that it is an effec

T . M . Giblin (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00 tive modifier in the interest of conciliation

T . H . Borthwick (deceased) . . . . . . . 100.00 of differences.
Division No. 313, Rock Island, Ill. It would be presumptuous to cast any re

V . C . Barnes (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00 flections upon the good intentions of those
Division No. 318 , Chicago, Ill. who make up the managements of the vari
Charles Turner (deceased ) . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 ous employing corporations, as the local and

Division No. 325 , Conneaut, 0 . international officers and members of our

K . A . McNulty (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 Association can testify to the good-fellow

Division No. 332, New York , N . Y. ship and spirit of fairness of many of them ;
Robert Purcell (deceased ) . . . . . . . but they may as well tell us that they are
Daniel Williams (deceased ) . . . . . . 100 .00 in the street railway business for the chari

E . N . Seymour (deceased ) . . . . . . 100.00 table purpose of accommodating the public

T . J . McGarry (deceased ) . . 100 .00 only, as to tell us that they generously and

Wm . Daxter (deceased ) . . . . 100.00 gratuitously grant an increase in wage, or

Michael Kilroy (deceased) . 100 .00 grant us any other condition expensive tu
H . Sleight (disability ) . . . . . . 100 . 00 the corporation . The undeniable fact re
H . Bartz (deceased ) . . . . . . . . 100 . 00 mains that they are in business for gain ,

P . J. Lennon (deceased) . . . . . . . . . . 100.00 money . Every franchise is secured , every

Division No. 356 , Chicago , Ill. rail is laid , every car and equipment is pur
A . W . Crawford (deceased) . . . . . . . $ 100 .00 chased and every man is employed for the

Division No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass. prime purpose of gain , - $ ! $ ! $ !

Irving Estey (deceased ) . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00 We hear of Carnegie' s library donations,
Division No. 394, Lipton, Ind. Rockefeller' s college endowments, etc., but

Charles A . Mourey (deceased) . . . . . $ 100.00 we have yet to hear of the man who builds

a railroad or buys railway stocks and bonds
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 13 ,30. . . . . . . $ 13,300.00 for any other purpose than an investment

The above is a list of only those in bene, for individual gain . He does not build or
fits at the time of death or disability , and purchase to give away, but for speculation
does not embrace those who died prior to or to operate for profit , and to that end he
a one-year term of membership , or deceased unites with his associates in bending every ,
members who had, at the time of death , energy.
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In the matter of economy in operation the

labor problem is the greatest. An increase

in wage means a reduction in gain , and so

far detracts from the very purpose of the

investment. It is a simple problem , and
every employing corporation exerts its full

est force of resistance against reduction of

profit ; hence against any increase in wage.

No increase in wage will be yielded by any

corporation management only so far as the

resistance may be overcome. Resistance of

expense is limited only by necessity . Some

power must determine the limit, and the em
ploying management naturally assumes to

possess or be that power. The measure of

consideration for the employe is meted out
in proportion to his uncontrolable dissatis

faction . There is no disputing his dissatis

faction . Every wage earner is necessarily

dissatisfied with any wage providing a pur

chase power insufficient to gratify his social

ambition Society makes a demand upon

every individual, and he who is unable to

meet that demand lives in constant irrita .
tion .

Whenever the purchase power of wages

drops below actual necessaries of life, the
dissatisfaction of the wage earner reaches

a stage of desperation dangerous to society .

This line marks the limit of economy to the
employer . It is where the possibility of se

curing the service of employes ceases. How
ever, when the economy of the employer
drives the wage earner below the line of
natural social ambitions there are two nat

urally contending forces, capital and labor,
- capital captained by the astuteness of an
employing management, labor directed by

the force of organization . The object of
capital is gain , - profit. The purpose of
labor is compensation , and both may be
supplied only from a common creation .

Ethically, labor has the first right, from the
point of being the creator. Modern indus

trial conditions are so arranged that both

are controlled by necessities and limited by
possibilities. Necessities are cold facts.
Possibilities exist to be discovered and de
veloped . The strategy of war is a code of
demonstration. ' Moral obligation is blighted
by greed, selfishness and ambition . The
elastic morals of capital throw th : onus of
demonstration upon the wage earner. Such
is the condition that is ever present with the

wage earner, and the pressing problem is
how best to demonstrate. It must be shown

to the employing management that the in
terest of capital will be best conserved by

granting desired concessions to labor ; that

it will be a less tax upon capital to grant a
requested increase in wage than to refuse it.

The success of labor in gaining conces

sions from capital lies in the recognized
power of labor to suspend or destroy profit

making, or otherwise impair the maintain

ing or accruing properties of capital. The
only method within the power of labor by

which capital may be disciplined is suspen

sion of work . When labor quits, profit to

capital stops . Not only does profit cease ,

but capital's value depletes. Then , will the
loss of profit and decrease in value be

greater or less than the cost of granting con

FIFTH INT. VICE - PRES. C . L . MONKS,

Member of Muncie, Ind., Div . No. 81.

cessions ? That is the question which is up

to the management of capital, and the an

swer depends most directly upon endurence

of the wage earner. If the wage earner is

fortified by sufficient means of endurence to

carry a suspension of work beyond the cost

known to the employer, the concessions will

be granted to labor if within the accumula
tive power of capital. There is no denying

the fact; it is a purely financial question .

There is no spite work about it. It is a cold

business proposition .

The matter of employment upon the part

of an employing corporation ent rtains no

spite, no charity. The manager is usually

a good fellow , possessed of all the attributes

of the average sood citizen , but he is there

to accumulate money for the company ; there

to effect every known economy ; there to

make the best bargains possible, even with

labor . Economy and shrewd management

is his constant study. No horse- jockey ever

watched more closely for a victim .

It's the manager 's business. One manager
follows another , each in succession under

injunction to develop the earning power

more acutely than his predecessor. In all

this economic pressure labor is constantly

between the mill-stones. It is the most

prominent feature of expense. There can be

no voluntary increase in wage. Such a thing
is inconsistent with the natural purpose of

capital and never granted unless there ex

isted a real or imaginary condition which

(Continued on page 29 .)
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The .

Motorman and Conductor

Prior to the presentation of prepared
agreements to employing companies, the
constitution requires that they must first be
submitted to the International President for

approval before they are submitted to the
officials of the company. This law should
be strictly observed by local disvisions, and

by so doing much may be gained , and un
necessary complications may be avoided .
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TES OF AN

Oncial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Stroot and Electric Rallway

employes of America .

The Typographical Union is rapidly gain .

ing in the eight-hour-day contest. The re
lief furnished by the A . F . of L . 4 -cent as
sesment will afford abundance of endurance

and wil carry the fight to the finish . Re

ports show that the printers' union has
gained materially in membership since the
contest began , which shows a less force of

non -unionists to draw from than prior to the
strike.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Cortospondents will pleaso addross all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,
saitor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payablo to W . D . Mabon, Pros .

SUBSCRIPTION .

Por annum . . . . . . . . . . .60 сonts
Blaglo copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 conto

The Arkansas State A . F . of L . is pre

paring to vigorously push the union label
during the year in that state. There are

several thousands of wage earners who
mark their product by a union label, and a

most effective way to strengthen the labor
movement is to purchase the union labeled
article. The union labeled article can be
purchased, and no dealer can honorably tell

you the scab goods are the best.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
W . D . MAHON . . . . International President
J . C . COLGAN . . . . . . First Vice - Presidont

P . F . SHEIHAN . . . Second Vice -President
A L BEHNER . . . . . Third Vice - President

J. J. THORPE . . . .Fourth Vice - Presidont
MONKS . . . . . . Firth Vice - President

À E . SCHMITZ . . . . Sixth Vico - President

H . T . B . GREY. . . Seventh Vice - President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasuror

General Executive Board
C . 0 . PRATT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chalrman

R . L . REEVES . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW ."
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.

WM . B . FITZGERALD .
BEN COMMONS.
FRED FAY.

D . S . FITZGERALD .

International President Con Shea, of the
Team Drivers' Union , was a recent pleasant
caller at headquarters . A singular fact,

which is not generally understood , is that
the teamsters of Chicago have a member.
ship of some 3 ,000 more than at the time
of the Chicago strike. President Shea re
ports incouragingly upon the progress of
the teamers' organization .

Entered the Detroit P. O., as second-class
matter.

Div . No. 308 , of Chicago, surprised Bro .

Thomas I. Kidd , of the Woodworkers' or

ganization, by presenting him with a valu.
able diamond ring for a New Year' s present.
The remembrance was well merited, as the

recipient is among the best friends of this
Association , and served as arbitrator for

Div . 308 in the early life of that local when
a substantial increase in wage to the mem .
bers was fixed by arbitration .

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Soc. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plano of intelligence , efficiency and skill ; to

odcourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for

Imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To
oncourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper meang to

olevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

Late agreements which have been recent
ly consumated by and between local Divi.

sions and employing companies, and report
ed to the general office, are those of the In .

diana Gas Belt and North Fort Worth , Tex.

The former embraces the Muncie , Anderson ,
Tipton and Logansport locals, and was ne

gotiated under the advisement of Chairman

C . 0 . Pratt. The latter is between Div . No.
408 and the employing company, wherein
the local was assisted by G . E . B . Member
Ben Commons, and embraces an increase in

wage of 12 per cent. The Gas Belt agree.
ment brought some concesions to the em
ployes, but no direct increase in wage, as
the wage prevailing upon that system is

some 20 per cent in advance of that being
paid to any other employes in and about
Indianapolis.

Be sure your cap bears the label of the
United Cloth Hat and Cap Makers of North
America . Don 't be deceived by any other
label. Car men can help the cap makers'
union by ,demanding the proper label.
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Mrs . W . D . Mahon , wife of our Interna Two charters have ben issued thus far

tional President, has the full sympathy of during the month of January, the last being

our Association in her bereavement at the No. 420. Not a bad start for the new year.
loss of her aged mother, who recently died

at her home, near Columbus, Ohio . The "Motorman and Conductor" is the
property of the Amalgamated Association .

The new laws of the Association went into Every member has a property interest in it

effect January 1st. There are some material and should make an effort to see that it is

changes in the new constitution , prominent generally subscribed for . Every division is

among which is the admission of members required to elect a correspondent for the

by card. Divisions should supply themselves “Motorman and Conductor," and the mem
with new constitution , that every memberbers should bear in mind that where the
may familiarize himself with the laws of division does not subscribe in a body for

the Association . every member, it is the duty of the member
ship to assist the correspondent to the end

Members of our Association should be on that every member becomes a subscriber.

the lookout for any atempt at imposition on This should be one of the functions of the

part of men who presume to represent " The . duties of members to the Association . First,
Brotherhood of Inter-urban Trainmen ." In - subscribe to the " Motorman and Conductor"

formation has come to this office that anme to this office that an yourself , and then advise your fellow work

attmept is being made to revive the " Broth - men to subscribe. Again , there is no better

erhoods" of electric railway motormen and way to acquaint the public with the import

electric railway conductors under the title ance of our Association than to give out

of " Brotherhood of Inter-urban Trainmen ." siders an opportunity to subscribe. Every

This is the same institution that attempted correspondent should immediately notify the

to scab the Saginaw Valley strike. None of editor of his correct adress.

our members should be deceived by any rep

resentations of this fake movement under An article appears in this issue of the

a new name.
"Motorman and Conductor” which is a par

tial review of the work done by our Asso

The Amalgamted Association has entered ciation during 1905. It is interspersed with

the year 1906 with brilliant prospects for
mater intended to show the importance of

the future and no over-hanging cloud . There
the Association , the reason why it exists ,

is every indication that it will be one of
of and the advantage of organization to those

the most prosperous years experienced by
engaged in the street and electric railway

the Association . The field for organizing
service. The building up of this Association

is a wide one, there being at present em
has cost a great deal of hard work on the

ployed in the street and electric railway ser
part of many of our membership , but in

vice in the United States and Canada over
comparing the advantages gained by organ

100 ,000 men who are eligible to membership
ization with the conditions that previously

in our Association . Of this number about prevailed it must be admited that ample

one-half are enrolled in membership , which compensation has come to our craft for the

leaves a work eqaul to that already accom
efforts that have been put forth , but it

plished by the Association yet to do before
should be borne in mind that the limit has

all eligibles become members. However, not yet been reached and that every effort

in the future that may be put forth guardedthe Association starts out with the founda

tion work of over thirteen years' accumula
with prudence will bring forth additional

tion. It further has the advantage of an
results . There is not a street railway man

array of experienced officers and members, in America to-day who is receiving a de

who are ever watchful for acquisitions. Add
sired compensation for his service, neither

to this the increased organizing force of the
has there one attained a social status to

American Federation of Labor, and with the
meet his ambition . Our motto should be

demonstrations of the value of organiza
“ onward and upward until we reach the de

tion to our craft we have every reason to be
sired goal.”

lieve that the Amalgamated Association will

strengthen her force by the acquisition of a NOTICE TO FINANCIAL SECRETARIES.

greater number than have ever before been

affiliated in any one preceding year. The Financial Secretaries of the Local Di.
We do not expect that every employe who visions will please take notice that the
becomes a member of the Association , or amendments to the constitution as outlined
who is at present a member, will grasp the by the Chicago convention will go into effect
full meaning of their relation to their or and become law on and after the 1st of
ganization or exert very great effort in its January, 1906 . After that date, commencing
future development but there are a large for the month of January, they will forward

number who fully comprehend the meaning to the General Office fifteen cents per month
of organization and the duties of its mem - for each member in good standing, as the
bership and who will go forth into 1906 with per capita tax , in order to meet the in
a full detemination to assert every effort creased expense and for the purpose of es
within the limit of prudence to assist in tablishing the old age pension fund, and
gaining membership and building up the As- other benefits of the Association .

sociation . The work of such men proves as Yours fraternally,

effective as the work of officers who devote W . D . MAHON ,

their whole time and energy. International President.
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NOTICE .

To the Secretaries of Local Divisions :

There has been forwarded to your ad
dress the statistic blank asking for the

wage, hours of labor, amounts of sick and

death benefits, and so on , for the year of

1905 . You will please fill out these statis

tics at once and forward them to the Gen

eral Office, so that we can get out the Year

Book in time to reach yours and other

Divisions in the early spring.

Yours fraternally ,
W . D . MAHON ,

International President.

Division 288, of Omaha, Neb ., and Divi

sion 334, of Bone, Iowa, were the first two

divisions to respond to the call for the as

sessment for the striking printers. Both for

warded their assessment to the General Of

fice within forty -eight hours after the call

had gone out. Division 184 , of Williamsport,

Pa., was also early to reply, and not only

sent their assesment, but donated an equal

amount for the cause of the striking print

ers. This shows the sentiment of our or

ganization towards their sister organizations

in the hour of trouble.

Are you a street and electric railway em

ploye , and if so, do you belong to the Amal

gamated Association ? If you do not, can
you give any good reason why you should

not become a member? Is it because you
are afraid you will lose your job ? If this

is true, it is some reason, providing you are

dependent upon it . In this case, you no

doubt wish to become a member , and would

do so were it not for the coercion of your
employer. However, there is a possibility

of your membership being secretly guarded

until all of your fellow workmen may be

prevailed upon to join , when by force of

numbers you will have established a divi
sion of your Association, which , if anything,

will turn the keen edge of the instrument

of coercion upon your employer.

Do you withhold your membership from

the organization of your craft because it is

not run right ? If so , ask yourself if greater

advantages are not secured to your craft

through organization than without it. If bet

ter pay and better conditions are gained by

the force of organization , is not that the

purpose of organization ?

Do you withhold your membership because

you do not wish to affiliate in an organiza

tion with some particular individuals ? Is

such an excuse worth the sacrifice of the

better wages and conditions organization

may attain for you . You don 't quit your

job because of some individual you don 't

like.

Do you withhold your membership be

cause you get the increased rate of wage
organization has secured ? If so , do you not

think this rather a selfish position for a man

to take, and what can you expect your fellow

workmen may think of you as a man , and do

you think such an objection identifies a man

with the integrity that should be charac-
teristic of our craft.

Do you object to being a member because

a portion of the money you would be re

quired to pay as dues may go to pay the

salary and expense of officers of your Asso
ciation ? If so , did you ever take into con

sideration the fact that no organization of

whatever character was ever formed but

what necessitated the selection of men to

do the work of the organization , and do you

realize that the officers of your craft organ

ization were elected or appointed to perform

some service for your craft ? Such must be

the case or you would not elect them . Can

you ask those men who are dependent upon

time compensation for a living to perform

the work of your Association for nothing

and live on charity ? You say that would

be unreasonable . The officers of your craft

organization from your local officers to your

international officers, are elected from their

cars to perform certain work your Associa

tion has marked out for them . Does it con

stitute a legitimate objection to become a

member of an organization because it does

not seek charity work from its necessary

officers, but pays them for their work and

holds them strictly accountable to perform

the tasks set for them ?

Do you refrain from becoming a member

of your organization because you are listen

ing to the silly arguments against unionism ,

which is common with the inferior boss of

your employing company, such as “ that or

ganization is no good .” “ You will be better

off out of it.” “ You won 't get any promo
tion ." " The company will throw it into you

every chance they get.” “ You won 't be able

to get a job .” “ You will go through life a

marked man." " You lose your independ

ence.” “ You want to interfere with the

business of the company.” “ Some one will

sell you out.” “ You can ' t depend upon your

fellow workmen ," etc., etc. Don 't you know

that such criticism is all rot ? If your or

ganization did not amount to anything, your

company would make no effort to keep you

from joining it. If the man who tells you

such stuff was not a company sucker he

would not use such silly arguments. If he

had any respect for your intelligence, he

would permit you to act according to the

dictates of your own conscience and he

would not insult you by presuming to know
more about your business and your interest

than you do yourself.

Now , my friend, the fact exists that your
organization was formed by members of your

craft for a reasonable purpose. Much has

been gained to your craft by it , both directly

to the membership and to those on the out

side. It has been strongly promotive of

prosperity generally . Union men enjoy
wages and conditions in advance of what

they could have enjoyed had the Associa

tion never been formed . It has been demon.

strated that promotion is not denied mem

bers of the union . Myriads of instances ex

ist where men have been promoted from the
ranks of the union to official positions with

companies, and to political positions. These

men , many of them have ben discovered by
their activity in the organization where their
ability was first known to their fellow work
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Another year is opening before us and I

wish to thank you in advance for your con

tinued co -operation . Let us work together

and mark the progress of our development

in efficiency and development of circulation

of this impiortant branch of our Association .

The local correspondent will be recognized

as press committee and local editor. Mem

bers of locals desiring matter to appear

should submit it to the local correspondent.

BENEFITS SMALL .

men , wbo selected them as officers or com

mitteemen . In this way they were discov
ered by the management.

That men forfeit any possibility of secur

ing employment elsewhere because of being

union men is not true. There are more com

panies employing men in the street railway

service who prefer experienced union men

than there are which bar men from employ.

ment on account of unionism . This fact is

known to the officers of our Association ,

who have assited many of our members to

employment. With many companies the em

ploye engages with the full understanding

that he must become a member of the Asso
ciation .

That a man loses his independence through

affiliation with his trade union is absolutely

false. On the contrary , he establishes an in

dependence, a manhood which becomes re.

spected even by the employer himself.

My friend, don't you think you would feel
better on becoming a member of our Asso -

ciation than you do by remaining on the

outside ?

Mistakes or no mistakes, you know well

that the labor orzganization is the most
progressive institution in existence to -day.

Every member has a just right to be proud
of his membership , and true union men are

ready at any time to compare their mistakes
or their right doings with those of their

critics . Are you waiting for someone to

come and urge you to join the union ? Is it

not your duty as a man to voluntarity assist
in the promotion of prosperity ? Then seek
affiliation with your craft organization .

As editor of the "Motorman and Conduc-

tor" I desire to tender my sincere thanks to

the various local correspondents for the un
divided and loyal assistance they have ren

dered me in preparing and compiling the

Association magazine, and in that way ren

dering an invaluable service to our grand,

yet rapidly increasing organization . It is

from the “Motorman and Conductor" that

not only thousands of our own members

glean a knowledge of the strength , import
ance and workings of the Association , but

also a vast army of yet unorganized make

their first real acquaintance with us by an

occasional number that may fall into their
hands. Every local Division Association rep

resented by correspondence in any issue
falling into the hands of the yet uninitiated

adds to the impression that is created of

the true magnitude of our force and num

bers. The strong incentive that appeals to

the non -union man lies in the force of pro

tection he may gain by joining the union .

The most general method that such an in
centive may be placed before him is through

the columns of this magazine. Then one of

the chief features of the “Motorman and

Conductor," as an organizer, rests in the

number of regular local correspondents.

Thus their importance.

Every correspondent should report his

name and address. Names will be withheld

by request. Write on only one side of the
paper.

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund for the month of December

were on the deaths of the following mem

bers :

Joseph Messenie , Div . No. 241. Chi

cago, Ill., murdered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

A . W . Crawford, Div . No. 356 , Chi
cago, Ill., carcinoma of stomach . . . 100. 00

T . M . Giblin , Div. No. 308, Chicago ,

Ill., accident on car. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

Daniel Cullinan , Div. No. 280, Lowell,
Mass., carcinoma of liver . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Irving Estey , Div. No. 373 , Hyde Park ,

Mass ., apoplexy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Joseph P . Ferry, Jr., Div. No. 240,
Chelsea ,Mass., cerebral hemorrhage 100.00

L . Schweitzer, Div. No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill., rheumatism and heart failure . . 100.00

Thos. Riley, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.,

pneumonia and typhoid fever . . . . . . 100.00

Acheson O 'Brien , Div . No. 281, New
Haven , Conn ., natural causes . . . . . . 100.00

V . C . Barnes, Div . No. 313, Rock
Island, ill., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

R . M . Sperry, Div . No. 177, Roanoke,
Va., accident . . . . . . . . 100.00

Robert Morrissey, Div . No. 260, Chi

cago , Ill., pericantitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Wm . H . Young, Div . No. 211, Canton ,

Ohio , inflamation of bowels . . . . . . . . 100.00
Alex . McNeil, Div . No. 26 , Detroit ,

Mich ., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Victor Ground, Div. No. 109, Victoria ,

B . C ., cerebral abscess . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

F . W . Kelley , Div. No. 260, Chicago,
Ill., hemorrhage of stomach . . . . . . . 100 .00

Charles H . Smith , Div . No. 169, Eas
ton , Pa ., angina pectoris . . . . 100.00

P . F . Johnson, Div. No. 241 Chicago ,
Ill., consumption . . . 100 .00

E . A . Tompkins, Div . No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill., apoplexy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
E . A . Swan, Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.,
heart disease and rheumatism . . . . . 100.00

B . W . Barton , Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti,

Mich ., accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.

K . A . McNulty, Div . No. 325 , Con
neaut, Ohio , accident. . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Franklin McGee, Div. No. 52, East
Liverpool, Ohio , typhoid fever . . . . . 100.00

L . A . DuMontier, Div. No. 194, New

Orleans, La., cordiac disease . . . . . . 100 .00

E . Demange, Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans, La., consumption . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

T . H . Borthwick , Div. No. 308. Chi

cago, Ill., paresis-- paralysis. . . . . . . 100.00

1
0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 ,001. . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 ,600.00
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U . S . MAIL TRANSPORTATION . as the Postmaster -General may impose , in

view of the gravity of the delinquency, and
will be deducted from the contractor ' s pay

for the service on the route on which the
delinquency occurred .

Sec. 1336 . In addition to the foregoing

general causes, fines will be imposed for

the following delinquencies in the different

classes of service , to -wit :

( a .) Leaving mail which arrives at the

station before the departure of the train or

car for which it is intended .

(b .) Failure to use the first practicable

means of forwarding mail which is delayed

en route.

DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

Sections from Laws and Regulations Rela
tive to Transportation of Mails on

Electric and Cable Car Lines.

Sec . 1208 . Any person employed by an
electric or cable car company and desig -

nated by such company to handle ' tre mail

is an agent of the company and not an em .
ployee of the postal service and need not be

sworn as an employee of the postal service .
Sec. 1213. Electric and cable car com

panies transporting the mails will be ex

pected to carry all mail, whatever its size,
weight, or character, on the trip by which it
is ordered by the proper officers of the

postal service to be carried .
Sec. 1214. Every electric or cable car

company on whose line mail service is au

thorized is held responsible for the safety

and security of the mail while in the care

of its employees .

Sec. 1215. For the purpose of securing a
safe exchange of the mails, electric or cable

cars carrying mail will be required to stop

at such points as may be designated by the
Postoffice Department.

Sec. 1216 . The use of the sign “ U . S .
Mail” or “United States Mail” will be per

mitted on cars only when they are actually

carrying the mails . Such sign may be

painted on cars used exclusively in the

transportation of the mails. Portable signs

bearing the words “ United States Mail,”

or letters or characters of like import, may

be displayed on cars only when United

States mail is being actually transported
therein .

Sec. 1217. The use of letter boxes and the

carriage of mails therein on electric or

cable cars can not be considered such mail

transportation as is contemplated by the

law providing for mail service on electric

and cable car lines .

Sec . 1335 . Fines will be imposed, unless

satisfactory excuse be made in due time, for

each of the following delinquencies on the

part of a contractor , to -wit :

(a . ) Failure to take the mail, or any part

of it, from a postoffice, or to deliver it
thereto , or to deliver it immediately upon

arrival. (Note exceptions in Sec. 606 .)

( b .) Suffering the mail, or any part of

it, to become wet, lost, injured , or destroyed ,

or conveying or keeping it in a place or

manner that exposes it to depredation , loss,

or injury .

( c .) Refusing, after deniand, to trans

port mail by any coach , car, boat, or other

conveyance which the contractor runs or is

concerned in running on the route .

( d .) Leaving or putting aside the mail ,

or any part of it , for the accommodation of

rassengers, baggage, express, freight, or

other matter.

( e .) Habitual failures to observe sched

ule .
( f.) Other delinquencies or violations of

the terms of the contract, or the require.
ments or regulations of the Postoffice De-

partment.

2 . The fine will in each case be such sum

International President W . D . Mahon, who

has been commissioned by the A . F . of L .

to act as commissioner in accordance with

the resolution passed by the recent Pitts

burg A . F . of L . convention , to investigate

and, if possible, adjust differences arising

from internal contentions in the Buffalo Cen

tral Trades and Labor Council , took up the

work of the commission on the 10th inst.

in the city of Buffalo . He will give a hear.

ing to the parties concerned in the contro

versy, and after completing his duties there

he has been requested to meet with Div. No.

107, Hamilton , Ont. Prior to reaching Buf

falo he visited Rochetser , Div . No. 282, and

Albany, N . Y ., Div . No. 148.

Reports from "Motorman and Conductor"
correspondents are to the effect that the

meetings addressed by the President in
these two cities were characterized by a full

attendance of both locals and were expres

sive of vigorous enthusiasm , showing an

earnest appreciation of the President's visit.

Upon his return from the east the President

will likely visit Winnipeg , Man ., where he

has been urged to give his personal atten .
tion to the local affairs of Div , No. 99. He
reports favorably from his southern trip .

International Treasurer Rezin Orr is en

gaged in advising with Divisions at Alton ,

Venice, Belleville and East St. Louis. He

reports a healthy condition of these Divi.

sions, and his work is meeting with success .

G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow is as

siting various locals in and about the city
of Chicago. His reports are most encour

aging. He has effected a consolidation of

Div . No. 318 with Div. No. 241, whereby the

membership of Div. No. 318 have become
members of Div . No. 241. This will greatly

facilitate the work of the two divisions and

do away with the expense of maintaining

Div . 318 as a separate local.

G , E . B . Member Fred Fay is engaged in
assisting southern Ohio locals requiring the

attention of an international officer. He re

ports progress.

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt is now at Omaha,

Neb ., in the interest of the Asociation .
Information has arrived at the general

office from Paducah , Ky., to the effect that
the lockout in that city has been declared
off. Practically all members of the Associa
tion who were locked out by the company
have secured employment elsewhere and
the contention has exhausted itself.
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NORTH FORT WORTH , TEX., AGREE
MENT.

be final and binding upon all parties con
cerned , and pending the settlement there

shall be no strike, lockout or boycott. This

arbitration board shall be appointed within

five days from the time the Fort Worth &

Rosen Heights Street Railway Company

and the Local Division No. 410 decide that

same is necessary to adjust said agreement.

8th . It is expressly agreed and under
stood that when an employe is incompetent

or dishonest the Fort Worth & Rosen

Heights Street Railway Company shall have

the privilege to discharge said employe
without any notice whatever.

9th . It is further understood and agreed

that members of said Division No. 410 , em

ployes of the Fort Worth & Rosen Heights

Street Railway Company, shall observe all

rules and regulations of the said company

not in conflict with this agreement.
10th . Any employe suspended , but upon

investigation found not guilty of the charge,

for which said employe was suspended, shall
be reinstated to his former position and
paid the wages he would have earned dur
ing such suspension .

This contract shall go into effect Decem

ber 31st, 1905 , and shall remain in full force

and effect for the period of two years from

the first day of January, 1906 , and , if during

the year, either party of this agreement de

sires any change for the year following the

same shall be submited in writing at least

sixty day prior to expiration of the above

agreement.

The agreement is signed by the officials

of the respective parties thereto .

Memorandum of agreement made and en

tered into by and between the Fort Worth

& Rosen Heights Street Railway Company

and Local Division No. 410, of the A . A . of

S . & E . R . E . of America :

1st. All motormen and conductors who

are at present employed by the Fort Worth

& Rosen Heights Street Railway Company

shall be members of the above Association ,

shall remain members in good standing , ac-

cording to the laws of the Association . The

Fort Worth & Rosen Heights Street Railway

Company further insist that all new em

ployes shall become members of this Asso

ciation within sixty days after being em

ployed.

2nd. The Fort Worth & Rosen Heights

Railway Company shall be sole judges of

who are competent men .

3rd . Twelve hours shall constitute a day 's

work , and all the time worked over twelve

hours during any one day shall be paid for
at the rate of time and one-half .

4th . Scale of wages for motormen and

conductors shall be for the year 1906 , seven

teen ( 17 ) cents for the first twelve months

and eighteen (18 ) cents for the second

twelve months in the service of the com

pany, and for the year 1907 the wages shall

be seventeen and one-half (1742 ) cents for
the first twelve months and eighteen and

one -half ( 1842 ) cents for the second twelve

months in the service of the company.

5th . The oldest man in the employ of the

Fort Worth & Rosen Heights Street Railway

Company shall have the preference of the

runs ; but this is not to be interpreted as

meaning that any man shall have the privil

ege of designating as to whether he shall

be conductor or motorman .

6th . It is further understood and agreed

that in case of an accident to a car that

does not necessitate its being taken to the

shops for repair , the conductor and motor

man shall receive pay for the delayed time,

but whenever the accident necessitates tak -

ing the said car to the shops for repair, and

it is impossible to furnish another car to

take its place on the same run , then the men

shall not receive pay for loss of time, unless

held at sheds,

7th . It is furthermore agreed and under -

stood that should a disagreement occur at

any time between the Fort Worth & Rosen

Heights Street Railway Company and said

Union which , after affect, either or all of

Section 3 , 4 , 5 and 6 of this agreement, then

in case such dispute cannot be adjusted be
tween the Fort Worth & Rosen Heights

Street Railway Company and Division No.
410 , of the A . A . of St. & E . R . E . of A ., said

dispute shall be submitted to a board to be

composed of five disinterested parties, two

of said parties shall be selected by the Divi

sion No. 410 , two to be selected by the Fort

Worth & Rosen Heights Street Railway Com -

pany, and the four shall select the fifth , and

the decision of the board shall be rendered

within ten days from appointment unless

otherwise agreed upon, and its decision shall

POSITION OF THE NON -UNIONIST.

Can a wage-earner be a non-unionist by

unselfish and unshackled preference ?

A reply to this question is easily reasoned.

The non -unionist is the wage-worker whose

craft has a recognized trade or labor union
of which he has an opportunity to be a

member, and declines to do so. Let the
luon -unionist ask of himself what advantages

he enjoys from his labor that is denied the
unionist ?

Recompense, - or , by another term , wages,

- is the only incentive for labor , and most

directly is it so with the wage earner. It

is a desire for recompense that causes one
to seek or accept of service with an em

ployer, or employing corporation , and very

often it is absolute necessity that prompts

the desire. With the wage-earner, recom

pense is the only direct benefit from his

labor, and it is all that he can or does ex

pect. Then the only advantage the non
unionist can expect by remaining a non

unionist rather than become a member of
the union , is, that non -unionism will bring

to him a higher wage rate than can result

from unionism . Can the non -unionist truth

fully say that by virtue of non -unionism he

is receiving a higher rate of wages ? If he

must answer this question in the negative,

then he admits that non-unionism is not

productive of his particular interest. The

question has never been answered in the

affirmative.
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Not a Scab .

Can the non -unionist point to an illustra

tion of unionism lowering wages below a
non -union standard ? If he cannot, then he
has no real grievance against the union .
Has the non-unionist ever observed an in

stance where the wage rate has been ac

vanced to union men beyond that which he

is receiving , or beyond that which was be
ing received prior to an effort or request
by the union . If so , it is practical evidence
tbat unionism is promotive of the personal
interest of the member.

The average non -unionist is well aware of

the myriads of instances where union men

have advanced the wage rate for services,

and well knows by comparison that men

working under union conditions are reciev.

ing a better compensation for labor.

Considering these points, the position of

the non-unionist is one of extreme embar

rassment. Ulterior arguments count noth

ing in destroying his self consciousness of

the fact. He is a unionist from the most

1.atural interesi. He is receiving less than

a satisfactory return for his labor, and he
knows that the only means of securing a

more satisfactory compensation is by unit
ing his interest with that of other wage

earners in a common effort. By doing so

he becomes a part of a trade union , as such

uniting of effort is simply and purely union

ism , by which , in the measure of the
strength of the union, competition is de

stroyed , and just so far as competition may

be counteracted , exactions may be made

upon the employer for additional recom

pense .

The position of the non -unionist is that of

a competitor against his own direct inter

est. He is not only lowering the standard

of wage to others, but he is a direct con

tributor to the influence that forces upon

bimself an unsatisfactory recompense . Thus,

from the point of his own personal interest,

the wage -worker cannot be a non-unionist

by preference. He realizes he is receiving

an under rate of wage . He knows he is

receiving a rate of wage not proportionate

with the possibility of the employer to pay.

He knows he cannot ask his employer an

increase single handed with any expectancy

of getting it . He knows that, notwithstand

ing every argument used against organized

labor, the only means through which he can

possibly attain a higher rate of wage than

voluntarily paid by the employer is the

trade union . He knows that as organization

has pushed the wage rate up , it has even

fixed a higher standard of voluntary wage

to the non -unionist, although less than the

union scale. Knowing all these facts, the

non -unionist knows himself to be a unionist

at heart, and he knows that, despite of any

possible arguments to the contrary and

even though the benefit to be derived should

lie in the matter of wage compensation

only, his place is within the union of his

craft ; and his certificate of sound business

sense should be a certificate of membership

in his trade union .

" Wanted - Men for service as motormen

and conductors. Call Thursday morning at

Room 400, Bender Building, Crawford street,
city ."

The eye of Dan Strobridge wearily traced

the "HelpWanted ” column of the Daily

Dredge until the above ad. fell under his

scrutiny.

Thursday morning would be the morning

of the following day. Dan carefully noted

the place and immediately concluded to
make it the one more and last effort to
secure employment in the big city . Lan

guidly he turned his steps in the direction

of a cheap lodging house, where, the Monday

previous, he had engaged a small, dingy
room for the full week . by the payment, in

advance, of one of the seven dollars he had

in his possession upon his arrival in the city.

For more than two full days he had
worked overtime through the industrial sec

tions of the great, strange metropolis seek

ing employment, only to meet the various

forms of disappointment familiar to the job

hunter at a dull season in a big manufactur

ing town , the fame of which , as a working

man 's Mecca had reached the farmost rural

districts, with possibilities enlarged with the
distance ,

It was a late hour when Dan reached his
lodgment, and he was truly too glad to witn .
draw from the chaos of the street and retire.

For some time before he reached dream

land he lay absorbed in thoughts of his beau
tiful wife , mother and sister, and not the

least was the little infant daughter he had
left far back upon the old farm , which was

no longer in the family name. It was for

them and their future that he had hoped for
the fulfilment of his dream of prosperous

employment in the ever inviting , but not to

be realized by him , equally ensnaring city.
At the advertised hour Dan Strobridge

was at “ Room 400, Bender Building .” Hope
fully he had met all embarrassments and
found the place .

“ Hello Strobridge ! I thought you' d come

to it in time. After a job , hey ! After a job ?

Well, glad to see you . How 's Edna ? Trust
she 's well and happy."

Strobridge drew back toward the entrance
to the little office room .

" If you infer that I have come to the point
of seeking service in your employ , Mart Con
roy,” said Dan, " you are mistaken . I could

not accept of such humiliation. I saw the

ad. in the Daily Dredge. However, I was not

aware you were the employer."

Conroy hesitated for a moment, then , with

a curling smile he assured : “ Don 't be dis

turbed , Dan, I' m not the employer. I'll not

deceive you . I' m just filing applications for
a large traction concern . The men engaged

here are in no way in my employ, so, if you
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want a good job you may file your applica
tion with full knowledge that you are in no
way obligated to me.'

“What's all this discussion about ? ” gruffly
asked a big, brutish looking fellow , as he
ushered a newcomer into the little room .

“ This is an old acquaintance of mine,"
replied Conroy, " and he desires employ
ment."

" Ever work on street cars ?” asked the
brutish looking fellow , as he turned to Dan.

"Never did ,” replied Dan. " Always
worked on the farm ."

“ Looks as though he could learn very
easy ," was the suggestive remark directed
to Conroy. “ Take his application , and here' s
another man. Don 't waste time visiting
with your old friends. You know these
men are to go out tonight.

This was evidence enough to Dan Stro
bridge that he was not engaging to work
for Martin Conroy, and he hastily filed his
application . For where. he knew not, but
he must have work , and a job on the street
car, in his judgment, was about as good as
any going , especially to a man without a
trade.

(To be Continued.)

Div . No. 52, East Liverpool, 0 .

Whereas, Almighty God has been pleased to
visit us and remove from our midst Brother
Frank McGee.
Resolved . That Division No. 52 extends sincere

sympathy and condolence to the grief-stricken
wife and parents, and commend them to the
mercy and goodness of Him who has promised
to " temper the winds to the shorn lamb, " and
Who looks down with infinite compassion on
those whose hearts are so sorely troubled in this,
their sad hour of bereavement.

Resolved . That these resolutions be placed

upon the minutes and a copy be sent the be

reaved family , and that they appear in our of
ficial journal; that our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days in respect to the memory
of our deceased brother.

JAS. L . MORGAN ,
HUGH THERN ,
L . R . COTTLE ,

Committee .

IN MEMORIAM .

Div . No. 312, Davenport, Ia .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His infinite wisdom to remove from our
midst to His heavenly home the dearly be

loved father and child of our brother and
fellow Worker , Fred Miller ; therefore be it

Resolved, By Local Division 312 of the A .

A . of St. and E . R . E . of A ., in regular meet
ing assembled , that we express our heartfelt

sympathy and sorrow , in this , the double be
reavement of our brother, Fred Miller , and

his family , in the loss of his father and

child ; be it further

Resolved , That the members of this Asso

ciation , Division No. 312, extend their heart
felt sympathies to our brother and relatives,
and

That a copy of these resolutions appear on
our minutes, a copy be forwarded to the be
reaved family , and that they be published

in our official journal, “ The Motorman and
Conductor ."

P . J. DONOHOE ,
T . M . WATKINS,
H . F . BOWKER,

Committee.

Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His infinite wisdom to remove from our

midst our late brother Benjamin W . Barton ;
therefore, be it
Resolved, by Local Division No. 111, A , A .

of S . & E . R . E . of A ., in regular meeting
assembled , that we deplore the sad death of
our late Bro . Barton , by whose death Divi
sion 111 lost a worthy and loyal member,

and his family a kind and loving husband
and father.
Resolved, That this division drapeits

charter in mourning for a period of thirty
days in memory of our deceased brother.

Resolved , That these resolutions be entered
upon our minutes, that a copy be sent to the

bereaved family , and that they be published
in our official journal, The Motorman and
Conductor.

C . P . RILEY,
R . H . COLLIN ,
0 . J . BUSY, Sec.,

Committee.

The Late Victor Ground of Division 109 ,

Victoria , B . C .
The above is a faithful photo of the late

Victor Ground, of Division No. 109, whose

death occurred at the Royal Provincial Jubi

lee Hospital on Dec. 6th , after a most painful
illness of some six weeks duration .

The late brother Ground was the youngest
son of the late Rev. Josua Ground , M . A . ,

and was born at Surrey, England, 33 years

ago. He came to Manitoba in 1881, and in
company with his brother, purchased a farm
near Brandon , leaving there for Victoria , B .
C .. in 1891. He had been in the employ of the

B . C . Electric Railway Co. since 1891 and
was highly respected by the company as one
of the most faithful employes in the service ,

The deceased had been a member of Division
109 for several years and had many friends

who deeply regret his untimely end.

ALBERT G . OAKS,
Recording Secretary .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

DETROIT DIGEST.

etary
Sherwodabor

organization the position

SEC’ Y . - TREAS. W . J. B . SHERWOOD ,

Detroit Div. No. 26 .

Unusual activity has characterized the life of
Div . No. 26 since the first of the year, in con
sequence of the fortunes and misfortunes of life .
Upon the assumption that matters beyond the
control of human intervention are strictly with
in the dutiful powers of motormen , the news
papers make delightful libelous morsels of gos
sip out of the recent unfortunate deaths of a
city fireman and policeman . Fortunately , that
is as far as the conviction goes , but it is not
the fault of some of the papers that innocence
does not suffer. The Detroit railway service
is remarkably immune from fatalities , and much
credit, rather than criticism , is due the em
ployes that such is true.
Upon perfecting the organization of the newly

elected officers the business of old 26 has as
sumed its usual routine.
The newly installed secretary reaches the re

quirements of the office with unusual taot, and

is rapidly taking to his official work . While Sec
retary Sherwood is short of direct experience as
an officer of a labor organization , his life ' s ex

perience has been a fitting one for the position

he now holds. Although a Californian , he re

ceived much of his early education at Adrian
and Ann Arbor, Mich . , later engaging as a pub
lic school instructor. A few years since he came

to Detroit and engaged as a conductor in the

street railway service on the Baker line.
While not having been officially identified as

a member, he has taken a studious interest in
the Association and its purposes, attended the
general meeting and united in earnest support
of the Association officers. His modest but de
cided tendencies ultimately attracted attention
and led to his election to his present important
post of duty.
The special assessment of 10 cents per member

in the interest of the printers, netted to the
local printers some $80 , besides meeting the A .
F . of L . assessment for the international print
ers ' relief fund , making in all about $ 130 for the
eight-hour day .

Bro . John Hanlon , conductor on Fort street
west, is at his home, very low with dropsy .

The death benefit upon the death of deceased
member, Alex . McNiel, amounting to nearly
$ 1 . 300 .00 . will be paid in trust of a guardian to

his son, James R ., some 12 years nf age.
Merited Resolutions.
Michigan , December 19, 1905.

Whereas, In years nast there came into this
Local Division No. 26 . A . A . of S . & E . R . E .
of A ., of Detroit, Michigan , a man who, by
his habits, his demeanor, his manners, his
ability and example , proved himself to be a
man among men ; and,
Whereas. On account of these many quali

ties he was selected by this Association to fill
a position of great trust; and,
Whereas, By his absolute honesty , his un

questioned integrity , his strict attention to ,
and his never ceasing and careful watchful
ness and painstaking care of the interests
intrusted to him , his wise counsel and advice

on questions concerning the general welfare
of this organization , and his unfailing cour
teous treatment of those with whom he came
in contact, he has been continued in that po
sition , year after year, for eight years, and
until the present time, be it,
Resolved. That this meeting , representing

the entire membership of Division No. 26,
Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec
tric Railway Employes of America , of De
troit, Michigan , extend to this man , our
Brother , Charles H . Johnson , our most earn
est and sincere thanks for what he has done
for us ; and, be it further ,
Resolved , That we are satisfied that he has

done his part toward the strengthening and

building up of our organization , and toward

the strengthening and building up the cause

of labor in general; and , be it further,
Resolved . That in whatever walks of life

THE WOODMERE PLUG .

The motorman sits on his stool, asleep,
The conductor is trying to read,

As the little car jogs o 'er the moss -grown

track
At its own unwearied speed ;

The Michigan Central tracks are reached ,

The motorman half awakes
And , finding his storage tanks are caked,

Applies the reverse for brakes.

The conductor, laying his paper down,
Prepares for a weary walk ,

With only a chance for a little rest
While he and the flagman talk ;

The car starts up for a little ways,
Crossing a track or two,

The motorman , slumbering peacefully ,
Awaits for the signal through .

At last it comes, with a jerk we're off
And soon we are safe across,

Humming away down the pike again
To make up the time we've lost.

And when at last the end is reached ,
Far frightened more than hurt

The passengers, one by one, alight,
Garments covered with dust and dirt.

And so those little Woodmere plugs
Are running every day,

Jogging over the track so rough ,

In their own contented way ;
And though they 're not quite up - to - date ,

The center of jokes and fun ,

They fill a gap that' s sorely felt
Whenever they fail to run .

FRANK VERT.
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ADOPTED MONTHLY BUTTON .his steps may wander we always extend to
him the hand of Fraternal Love and Friend
ship , and our assistance in any way it may be
required ; and, be it further,
Resolved . That the President of this Asso

ciation be instructed to present to our retir
ing Secretary - Treasurer, Brother Charles H .
Johnson , a copy of these resolutions engross
ed on parchment that these resolutions be
made a part of the minutes of this meeting
and be entered in full therein , and that a
copy of these resolutions be printed in the
Official Organ of this Association , " The Mo

torman and Conductor,” and in the "Michi
gan Union Advocate."

CHARLES ALEY, President.

A MERITED TRIBUTE .

Lynn, Mass. Street and Electric Railway
Employees' Union , No. 238, followed the meeting
Tuesday evening with a rousing reception to G .
A . Rose, the president and business agent in
recognition of the services he has performed for
the men , and for organized labor. As a mark
of appreciation and esteem the members pre
sented President Rose with a purse of $50 , and
a heavy gold banded ring. It was a genuine
surprise to him , yet he responded appropriately
and warmly expressed his thanks.
The meeting was the largest the union has

held for two years . The Spanish War Veterans'
rooms were thronged with his fellow employees.
Mr. Rose presided, but not aware of what was

coming, failed to comprehend the significance
of such a large gathering until the presentation

took place , when the meeting concluded and Mo
torman William French began a speech . He
told of the appreciation and esteem in which

the railroad employees held their president for
his zealous efforts , and enumerated some of the
work he has done for the boys. He said that
they were gathered together to demonstrate
their gratitude to one of their number whom
all recognized as near the standard article , an

ideal man in business , in labor circles, among
his associates, in his home and in every walk
of life . The men are proud to have at their
head a man of such ability and exceptionally
good qualities. He believes that organized labor
is the salvation of the workingman , and he firm -
ly stands for the motto , " Right is right, and no
wrong can come under the name of right. ”
Mr. Rose in his easy and frank manner

thanked them for such a maifestation of their
regard towards him . He gave assurance ti
his services were always at their command. In
the reception that followed was fully expressed
the kindly feeling that the members have for

Mr. Rose. Congratulations and good wishes
were profuse .

Oswego, N . Y . As it has been sometime
since you have heard from Division No. 92,
it seems about time that we were heard
from , even if we have not much to say. At
our last regular meeting a committee was
appointed to make arrangements for our
sixth annual ball which is to be held in
Condley' s dancing academy, on Thursday
evening, January 18, 1906 . G . Wright, W . H .
Hallady and E . G . Putnam were appointed ,
and we are looking for it to be a big suc
cess, as our balls have alawys been .
We are in hopes that this year the boys

will shake themselves up and attend the
meetings a little more regular. It seems of
late, that it is always the same faces , and
then after our meetings those who do not
attend have considerable to say in regard
to what was done. So now boys wake up
and let us give our new president a good
send -off by attending the meetings.
We are glad to report Bro . R . S . McCad

den back to work after a siege of typhoid
fever . And that leaves us without a man
on our sick list.
Our division has had quite a loss in losing

Bro . M . Gallagher, who resigned to accept a
position as trainman for the New York Cen
tral railroad . Bro . Gallagher was a very
hard worker in the union , always ready to
put his shoulder to the wheel, and help . We
wish him success in his new position .

Also a word for our president. Bro . Potter ,
who is deeply interested in our union , and
is ready and willing to do all he can . Bro .
Jas. Wallace, financial secretary and treas
urer, has served us faithfully for the last
year, in this same office and was re - elected
by a unanimous vote.
We are anticipating a great pleasure in

having our international president with us,
sometime this month . We are making prep
arations to give him a royal good time, and
hope when I write again that we will not
have been disappointed .
One more word , and that is , if any member

of this association is thinking of raising

bees , if they will correspond with Bros.

Caton and Gannon , they will tell you of the

latest way to hive a swarm of bees. Hey,
Spike !

We have also adopted the monthly button .

WILL DINE ON MUSKRAT.

BROCKTON BROTHERS INVITED,

Taunton , Mass . It is with great pleasure
that I mention the visit of Mr. Patrick Sheehan ,
who so kindly attended our last meeting. I have
heard speakers before that were thoroughbred
college students, but I will say without any
doubt that I never before heard such a plain
and elegant speaker as Mr. Sheehan . He spoke
on the duties of the employee to employer, and
also the necessity of thorough organization . His
witticism was great. The members that have
heard him I hope will be benefitted . A short
time ago I saw three men coming from a cer
tain place that sells the stuff that makes one
stagger, and noticed that they wore uniforms
of street railway men . It does not look well,

boys. If you must have it , take off your cap
and coat.

There was something doing at the bowling al
ley a short time ago . Rositer made a strike
and C . Avery went down and out. I do not
know for how long . but trust it may be but a
short time. A lesson , boys. to learn to keep
the mouth closed , and when you do that you
will find things will run more smoothly.
We are running a dance the 2nd of February

in Odd Fellows' hall . We would be pleased to
have a large number of Brockton brothers at.
tend. We will run a special for their benefit,
as also for other patrons, " COR . . "

Windsor, Ont. Not to be out of style Di
vision No. 231 is planning to lunch her
friends at a muskrat barbecue. At our last

meeting a muskrat dinner committee was
appointed consisting of Brs . James Leather
dale , Frank Mott and F . E . Brown , whose

duty it is to provide and supervise the reast
ing of our membership and friends upon a
muskrat meal. The occasion will be of a

cial character and appropriate entertain
ment will be provided . The committee are
well, acquainted with the muskrat habits,
and a bountiful repast is looked forward to .
We are pleased to report that Bro . Dan

iels , who has been seriously afflicted with
inflammation of the eyes, is speedily recover

ing .
Matters are running smoothly with Divi

sion 231. We have our old time president
back in harness again .

The winter here is the most favorable ex

perienced for some time.
We trust that our international president

may be with us on the occasion of our bar

becue, and the boys hope circumstances may

favor us with his attendance. " FEB.

DOINGS OF NO. 265.

San Jose , Cal. Local Division No. 265 , A .
A . of S . and E . R . E . of A . , held its semi
annual meeting , Dec. 28 , 1905 , for the purpose
of electing officers for the ensuing term , and
for the benefit of those brothers whose du

ties would not permit them to be present at
an early session it was decided to hold a
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midnight meeting, which was handsomely
attended by the enthusiastic day and night
men of the three local car lines.

The meeting was called to order at 12 m .

sharp , by our worthy president, J . E . Byers.

Calling the roll of officers showed all pres
ent.

The minutes of the previous meeting were
read and approved .
Much important business came up before

the meeting , during which some fine points

of our constitution were referred to .
Bro . C . M . Edmonds was elected delegate

to represent this division at the California

State Federation , to be held at Oakland, Cal. ,

a warrant was drawn on the treasurer in his
favor for the sum of $ 25 to defray his ex
penses.
After a short intermission the meeting was

again called to order, and the nomination

and election of officers were announced . A
very interesting contest followed , resulting

in the election of some new men,
The outgoing officers all leave with a

highly polished record. The entire division

wishes them much future success.

After a favorable report of the secretary
and treasurer , the session closed in due form .

“ L . C . "

inflicted injuries and imaginary grievancey
there to be properly analyzed in their pres
ence and cast in the waste basket where
they justly belong
Readers of the M . and C ., a brief descrip

tion of this type of men is the one who
scowls at the sight of the financial secre

tary when requested to get his monthly but
ton , and who, after he receives it. then , in a
swaggering way, dons it on his lapel, as
sumes the role of a hero and continues to
vilify the rules and regulations laid down
by his organization . Unfortunately this hap
pens, usually , in the presence of our new
members, or those about to join our ranks.

I would suggest that all good union read
ers of the Motorman and Conductor would
study and determine a method to eliminate
eternally such VI Ars from the ranks of the
Amalgamated . '

JNO. J. COUGHLIN .

ESTABLISH SICK AND DEATH FUND.

MERIDEN , CONN., JOTS.

only 18 stained by sick and dead known.'

Since last writing Meriden has the best
knowing conductor and motorman through
out the states.
Bro. Shade Sorenson the champion ice

skater who never fails to lose a stroke.
Bro . Kennie , who never loses the smile 011

his face . Tom is a great boy , but he don ' t

say much ; thinks a great deal.

We also have Bro. Davie Hall, the hot air
merchant, the champion pool player.

The new Cook avenue line is now in oper

ation . The cars are running every half hour.
In the summer they will run on the fifteen
minute time.
Who is on the extra list for a week ? Be

careful boys, and read the rules.
Some of the conductors and motormen had

their numbers changed ; thirteen is unlucky ,
but Bro . Allen said that it was all the same

to him
Brothers, we beg to call your most serious

attention to our meetings. Do not be satis

fied with one attendance per year, but come
to every meeting. CLEVENSTINE .

Salt Lake City , Utah . On the night of De
cember 21st, the returns of the election of
Division No. 382, of officers elected for the
ensuing six months were made known.

Proposition for sick and death benefit fund
was sustained by an overwhelming majority ,
only 13 votes being cast against it, out of a
total of 126 .

Too much credit can not be given Finan
cial Secretary A . H . Burt for the able way
he conducted the proceedings of the recent
election , it being the first effort to elect by

referendum using the Australian ballot sys
tem .
Bro . Burt is a hustler, and his popuiarity

was best shown by being re - elected to the
office of financial secretary, without op vosi
tion , for the fourth term .

Bro . Jas. H . Lamont was re - elected to the
office of president for the fifth term , his pop
ularity goes without saying . Bro . C . E .
Wilcox was elected as first vice -president.
after a rest of six months. Bro . Wilcox' s
election was conceded before election , there
is no more popular boy than " Charlie " in the
division . Bro. S . M . Read was returned to
the office of treasurer. Bro. Read' s books
are always open for inspection, and the boys
know the value of his services. Bros. Harry
Young , J . O . Anderson , H . J . Bruning . Wm .
Cocking . J . D . McCarty , P . C . Dykes and

John Jones were very properly elected to
succeed themselves. All of them are very
efficient and popular officers.

The newly elected members are considered
very popular acquisitions to the official
stan .

We are having a long , cold, snowy spell.
There is more snow on the ground now than

there has been at any one time for several
years. Excellent sleighing, and the youth
and older people of Zion , too , are having a
merry time.

Division 382 sends Christmas and New
Year' s greetings to the international officers
of the Amalgamated , and wish you all a

happy and prosperous New Year.
COR . DIV . 382 .

A FEW TART POINTERS.

PRESIDENT MAHON AT NEW ORLEANS.

Albany, N . Y . The correspondent - elect of
Division No. 148, having asked a little time
to fill his fountain pen , I have been re
quested to send in the names of our newly

elected officers for publication in the Janu
ary issue of the M . and C . In complying
with the request, I can safely say that Di
vision No. 148 has elected a set of officers

ably qualified to carry on the workings of
the division in a manner that will not orly
reflect credit on their own organization , but

their sister organizations throughout the
country .
However, let us hope that the other 350

members of Division 148, as well as all other
members of the amalgamated , will not take
it for granted that by electing a good set of
officers it will justify them in remaining

away from their regular meetings during the
year.
How strange it seems that a number of

the members of our locals scarcely ever find

time to attend the regular meetings. While,

on the other hand, it is equally true that
those same members always manage to find

time to criticise and unjustly attack the ef
forts that their officers are making to bet
ter their condition . It is also true that those

unprincipled objects lack the courage to
go to the meeting hall, there give vent to
their diabolical denunciation of their associ
ation .

The meeting hall is the place for such so
called men to sing out their usually sel

New Orleans, La. On Saturday evening,
December 9th , Division 194 gave her annual
ball at the Washington Artillery hall, which
proved to be a grand success in every re
spect, as usual. Prof. Boahler' s band was
employed for the occasion and the music
furnished was excellent. We had Guite 1
number of honored guests with us , among
whom were President Foster, of the Rail
ways Co ., and Mrs. Sophie Baker, one of Chi
cago' s prominent lady organizers of labor,
who is spending the winter months in our
city . We were glad to notice that Mrs.
Baker wears one of our A . A . of S . & E . R .
E . of A , pins , which fully demonstrates that
she feels interested in our organization . We
were very much disappointed when Bro.
Mahon did not reach our city in time for the
ball, as we had expected that he would .
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The little daughter of Treasurer Aemke.
having been very sick for some time, is re
ported slowly improving
The stork has been here and as a result Bro .

John Peters and wife will have the pleasant
care of two bright little girls . Bro . Peter
Schulte seems satisfied with one, and Bro . Tim
Adams strikes the line with a young motorman ,
Of course these lucky members are the victims
of congratulations and the Cigarmakers ' Union .
From the present outlook for business the

coming season , double tracks will be an immi
nent requisite between Detroit and Mt. Clemens.

SNUG .

MERGER NOT YET.

Sharon , Pa . Some time since there were
what appearded to be authentic reports that the
Sharon Valley railway system was to be put
together with New Castle , Youngstown and
Niles, and lumped off to the Belmont people , but
thus far the move remains, to the public . at
least, only a rumor. The consolidation has not ,

as yet, taken place.
There have been some changes in the service .

President T . J . Duke and Bro . Shaw have taken
runs on the interurban , and Bros. Lydle , Simons
and McDonald have retired from the service.

Some new men have been taken on , but Div . 176
takes them in as fast as they come.
Our election left many of the old officers at

their respective posts . This indicates a general
satisfaction with past conduct.

The company has bought a new sweeper, but
there has been no particular use for it thus far.

HOLD AFTERNOON MEETINGS.

On December 13th we held a meeting for

the purpose of nominating officers for the
ensuing year, and it was a lively meeting ,
however the evening passed off as usual
without any blood shed , and on Monday
following this meeting our election was held .
We had a good set of candidates on the
ticket, and that made the election a very
warm and interesting one. There were 1215
votes cast.

The boys seem to be fairly well satisfied
with the election , and we hope to see the
coming year another prosperous one for our
division . President Mahon was present at
our nomination , but we were too busy on
that night to listen to a talk from him , but
a special meeting was called on the evening
of the 16th , and a very interesting and im
pressive speech was made by him ; one that
our members will not forget soon . Bro .
Mahon ' s speeches before 194 always "hits
the nail on the head, " and the effects of them
are everlasting. We wish he could visit us
more frequent, for he always puts new life
in our local.
On December 28th , a special meeting was

called and our newly elected officers were
installed . Bro . Stadler seems to realize the
responsibility placed upon him as our new
president, and we believe he is going to do
his utmost for the welfare of our division .
He is thoroughly versed in the work of the

association and we know no reason why he
would or should not make us one of the best
presidents we have ever had.
We have not elected a correspondent for

the Motorman and Conductor Journal yet,

but will elect one at our next regular meet
ing .
On December 16th the Almighty God in

His infinite wisdom saw fit to remove from
our midst Bro. L . DuMontier, conductor on
the South Peters line, who was one of the
oldest employes of the company and who has
been one of our best union brothers.
At the time of his funeral, the carriage

drivers were on a strike, therefore we were
prevented from securing carriages as usual,

so we decided to use a special car to attend

the funeral. The company gladly furnished

us with a large, new , air -brake car, free of
charge ; we draped the car and carried our

brother members and a large number of

friends of the family to the cemetery. This
was the first car that was ever draped in

this city , and with it beautifully draped and

wothm otormen , conductors and pall -bearers
clad in white gloves, it attracted the atten

tion of everybody.
Had not the carriage drivers strike been

settled . funeral cars would soon have been
a common scene in our streets.
Brother DuMontier leaves a sister and sey

eral children to mourn his loss and to them

we extend our heartfelt sympathy in their
bereavement.
Again the death angel has knocked at the

door of Division 194 and called from us Bro .
J . C . Koenig . conductor of the South
Peters line, another one of the company ' s

oldest and best men , and one who was true
and loyal to our association . Bro . Koenig

had been ill for about six months, and was
only relieved of his suffering when God , in
His infinite love and mercy, called him to his

last resting place, there to sleep in sweet
peace until the resurrection morn when he
shall hear a voice triumphantly proclaim ,

“ Well done, good and faithful servant, enter

thou in my name.”
May the ever true and living God comfort,

guide and protect his widow , brothers and
sisters in the hour of their bereavement.

CARRUTH .

St. Joseph , Mo. Division No. 326 has been
holding an afternoon session the second Tues
day of each month , for the benefit of men

that are on night runs. These meetings have

been a great success. It was during the time
that Bro. Richard Johnson was president of
the organization that this new feature was
adopted , and through his efforts much credit

is due him for the good that these meetings

have accomplished.
We are all glad to see Bro . Scott Bideman

with us again . Bro. Bideman was a charter
member of Div . 326 , left the service , and was
later employed at Springfield , Mo. , and was re
admitted to our local Jan . 2nd on a withdrawal

· card from Springfield .

The service to the Union Depot has been great
ly improved by running the Frederick avenue
cars to that point. The change necessitated the

addition of one more car on that line and
has given four extra men regular runs.
Bro . B . F . Karns was married Dec. 27th to

Miss Price Harris, at Plattsburg . Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Karns have many friends that

join in wishing them a long, prosperous and
happy life .

" FRANK CLANCY."

ROCK ISLAND, ILL., ITEMS.

NOTES FROM NO . 90.

It is with tenrderest sorrow that we record

the death of Bro . Lovell' s wife . She had suf
fered a long time from consumption . We wish
to extend our heartfelt sympathy to the be
reaved husband and motherless children .
Bro . G . Crompton is the happiest motorman

in the Tri- Cities. Christmas old Santa left him
twins- a boy and girl - each weighing 812 pounds.
Bro . Brace is back on duty after a few days'

struggle with old man grippe. It seems all the
boys have their share of sickness.
Bro. Joe Hale returned to duty after a visit

with home folks at Springfield , Mo.

It has been reported that Thursday afternoons
are special to Bro . Pratt. We wonder why ?
The boys received from the company as a

Christmas present, a nice fat turkey . Many
thanks.

Bro . Hoffman has resigned his position as con
ductor with the Tri- City .

Bro . R . L . Fogel, a former motorman here, is

Mt. Clemens, Mich . The open winter has
been favorable to Rapid Railway traffic , and , of
course , brings less annoyance to the operatives.
both of the Rapid and in the service of the
three city lines.
Div . No. 90 has elected a new set of officers

and will hold regular monthly meetings at
Marine City .
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now in Los Angeles. eating oranges. The last
report is that he is dissatisfied and homesick .
Bro . Al. Studer, for over 22 years on duty here

on the street cars , still stands his old post.

There is not a man, woman or child who does
not know Bro . Studer , and all have a pleasant
smile for him .

Bro . P . Walker wishes to extend his thanks
to the boys for the nice rocking chair they pre
sented to him a few weeks ago . Although he is
not housekeeping at present, he feels justly
proud of the chair , and enjoys many happy
hours within its arms.

At our regular meeting this month we expect
to add a few more names to our roll of mem
bers. We have lost several of our old men , but

the new ones are anxious to join and be one of
th eboys , and we are glad to welcome them .

We wish you all a very Happy New Year .
"GASPER ."

Last year $ 35 was paid , and for this year the
amount is $ 40. The aggregate sum distrib
uted by the company among its 425 men was
$ 17,000 . It might be stated for the informa
tion of those opposed to the above system ,
that the plan has been found to work most
successfully , both from the company' s stand
point and also that of the employe . It has
been found to stimulate a spirit of honesty
and faithfulness of duty , and causes the true
union man to reciprocate in every possible
way for the benefit and advantage of his
company.

At a recent meeting of division 109, it was
unanimously moved and carried that our
charter be draped for the usual period, also
that a letter of condolence and sympathy be
sent to Mrs. Ground, the bereaved mother of
our deceased brother, Victor Ground. The
funeral of our late brother occurred on Dec.
8th , from the family residence, Rock Bay
avenue, and later from Christ Church Cathe
dral. Division No. 109 was represented by
every member who could possibly get off
duty for the occasion . The late brother hav
ing been a member of the Fifth Regiment,
was buried with military honors ; the band
was in attendance and headed the long fun
eral procession .

SHOCKING FATALITY.

" - 37 "

ITEMS FROM 105 .

Ypsilanti, Mich . Among the membership of
Ypsilanti branch of Div . No. 111 , were none more

popular with his fellow -workmen , the traveling
public and the employing company than was
Bro . Benjamin W . Barton ; popular with his

fellow -workmen because of his earnestness in
membership of the association ; popular with the

public because of his uncomplaining tolerance
and obliging service ; popular with the manage

ment of the employing company because of his
reliability and efficiency as a motorman ; popular

with all because of his genial good fellowship
and sympathetic nature. On Dec. 16th his life
less body was discovered by his associate rail
way men lying alongside the D ., Y ., A . A . & J.
tracks. The features were irrecognizable, and
he was identified only by the discovery of his
pay check stub found in his pocket.

It is presumed that Bro . Barton , who was un
usually athletic , undertook to board a rapidly

moving car, and fell in such a way that he was
hit by the journal box of the car, and in that
way met his death . However, just how the
unfortunate accident occurred will never be
known. His body was picked up by the crew

of the car following, and carried to the nearby
town of Dearborn .
The Association did everything possible to

aid the family in their bereavement, which was

sincerely appreciated by his grief -stricken
widow .

The body was taken to Middleville, where his
father resides, for burial.

Six members of Div . 111 accompanied the re
mains and acted as pall-bearers. They were
Bros. I. Fay , R . E . Smalley , J . Schaible , R . H .
Collier, W . E . Whitnor and 0 . J . Bury .
Bro . Barton had always enjoyed the best of

health and was the jolly one of the crowd. It
was a great shock to every one who knew him
when they heard of his untimely death . He was
insured in the Foyal Arcanum , Argis Council.
No. 117 , for $ 2 ,000 .

Div. 111 lost a loyal member and one who was
always in good standing.
At the time of his death he was living at

Westwood , having moved there only four weeks

before, from Ypsilanti. He remarked to his wife
just before he left home that fatal evening that

he never felt better in his life . He was com

pelied to sleep at Dearborn in order to take
out his run at 5 :30 a . m .

Mrs. Barton and the little daughter have the
sincere sympathy of our entire membership , the
officers of the company and the host of friends
of her departed husband . " O . J . BURY. "

Beaver Valley , Pa . At our January meet
ing the new officers were installed, and Pres
ident Cameron outlined his policy and asked
for the support of every member. Needless
to say it will be given , and heartily , too.

I might add that Bro . V . V . Hyre was ap
pointed correspondent to the Motorman and
Conductor , and as Bro . Hyre is our retiring
recording secretary , no doubt some good iet
ters will result.

Jan . 1 . the Pittsburg Railways Co. opened
another link in their great lines, by starting
a car between Ambridge and Economy, be
tween here and Pittsburg . Bros. Hornickel
and Regan are the men in charge , and report
good business.

Bro . Stiles recently took a week ' s visit to
Cleveland , O .
Mr. Slattery . who has been our chief line

man for several years, has resigned on ac
count of rheumatism , and Mr. Myres who has
had a good schooling under Mr. Slattery , is
in charge.
Bro . Lewis has left the service.
Bro , Braden has given up his post on the

front and is now on the police force in Bea
ver Falls.

Bro . Edwards has quit the service , claim
ing the life was too strenuous for him .

Bro . Roland. who slipped quietly away to

Youngstown and got married , furnished the

cigars for the boys recently .
Conductor Stuck has quit the service .
Bro. Boak was presented by his wife with

a young motorman during December.

Everything is moving smoothly the
weather is beautiful, and life in the Beaver
Valley is very enjoyable at present.

HAMILTON , ONT., JOTS .

DIVISION OF PROFITS.

The grim reaper paid an early New Year' s
visit to Division No. 107 , taking from our
ranks one of our youngest members. Bro .
Herbert Worlack was taken ill with pneu
monia the day before Christmas, when he
was removed to the City Hospital where he
died on January 2d. He had been a member
of Division No. 107 only two months. and
not having any relatives in this country ,
President Theaker set about in his usual
energetic way to arrange for giving our de
ceased comrade respectable burial, the de

tails of which were carried out in a most
satisfactory manner. A beautiful floral em

blem from the division was on his coffin ,
and about fifty of our members attended the
funeral, which took place from Dodsworth ' s
undertaking parlors on the 4th inst. to Ham
ilton cemetery . The pall - bearers were mem
bers of Division No. 107 , also officials repre

Victoria , B . C . The B . C . Electric Ry. Co.
paid another annual dividend to its employes

a short time ago in accordance with the
profit sharling system inaugurated by the
company three years ago , which provides
that every man in the service for a period

of one year continuously shall receive one
third of the annual dividend in excess of the

regular 4 per cent. The first bonus was paid
in 1903, and amounted to $ 25 for each man .
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senting the street railway company attended
the funeral.
Bro. Warlock , who is survived by his

mother, brother and sister who live in Bris
tol, England, his former home, was a South
African veteran , and had served there in the
Prince of Wales Light Horse . He had a
three - bar medal, showing that he had served

in the Transvaal, Orange Free State and in

Cape Colony. A particularly sad feature in
connection with his death is that his fiance
was to have come from England to Canada
early next spring, when they were to have
been married.
At the regular meeting of the division ,

held on the 16th of December, the annual
election of officers was held , there was a

large attendance of members, about 80 be
ing present, and considerable interest was
shown in the electing of members of the

executive committee, vice - president and re
cording secretary. The other officers having
been elected by acclamation .
Mayor S . D . Biggar visited the division

meeting held in November and addressed the
members assembled . explaining the object of

his visit which was to appeal to our mem
bership for financial assistance for the new
sanitarium . This institution which is being

erected on the mountain brow , the cost of
which is to be defrayed by public and pri
vate subscription , will be for the consump

tive poor of the city . The result of the may
or' s appeal was the passing around of a sub
scription amongst our members when $ 25
was speedily raised , which was turned over
to the sanitarium committee.
Brother James Hawikns has been sick at

his home, North Bay street, for the last two

months, but is recovering .

Bro . Roy Carpenter, while attempting to
board a moving car one dark morning about
the first of December, missed his footing and

received a painful fracture of the knee. He
is back to work again .
The Cataract Power Co. made its annual

donation of one day' s pay to each of its
army of employes on the Saturday before
Christmas (this included all the members of

Division No. 107 ) , for which we are heartily
thankful.

A letter was received a few weeks ago by
one of our members from Brothers M . J .
Macdonald and B . Pelton , who are now in
far away Los Angeles, Cal. They are still
engaged at electric railway work , and speak
highly of the climate, the orange groves and

fig trees . " CON . "

ORGANIZE THE SOUTH .

Asheville , N . 0 . — On the night of January
1st Division No. 128 met in C . L . U . hall at
8 o ' clock and proceeded to business,
An agreement had been made whereby all

cars were to stop at 8 :30, so that every mem
ber might be able to attend. After the
usual business and election of officers, dur
ing which time many helpful things were
said the boys repaired to a nearby cafe ,
where an oyster supper was served . At the
entrance to the cafe we were joined by our
general manager, Mr. H . W . Plummer, and
our superintendent of transportation , Mr.
E . P . White. Quite a nice spread greeted
us, and I think everyone present thoroughly
enjoyed it .

The toastmaster for the occasion was our
retiring president, C . M . Thompson .

A number of toasts were responded to by
our newly elected president, Bro . A . P . Lyda ,
the re -elected vice -president, the financial
secretary , Bro . R . L . Williams, and others .
This called on Mr. White, who made a short,

but pointed talk ; and Mr. Plummer , who said
many things that will long linger in the
minds of every one present. He compli
mented the boys on the high class of ser
vice they had rendered and assured them
that they could always find in him a friend .
The supper was voted a success by every

one present, and we hope to have many such

in the future.
I inclose herewith a photo of our retirino

president, C . M . Thompson , who has served

PAST PRES. C . M . THOMPSON ,
Div. No. 128, Asheville, N . C .

our division for three years in that capacity .

During this time our division has prospered
and grown to be quite a factor in the up
building of our men generally .
Since the incipiency of our organization we

have been able to do many things that have
benefited us greatly . We have reduced our
working hours from 13 or 14 to 10, and had
our wages raised from 100 to 17c per hour.
with bright prospects for a further increase
in the near future.

This , of course, is only a few of the many
good things we have accomplished and I
hope we may continue to move onward and
upward until we have placed our occupa

tion on a high plane of intelligence and
skill, where we will be respected and recog
nized as the class of workmen that we

should be.
I wish our international officers could be

impressed with the necessity of trying to
organize the south . It is true the south is
not so far advanced in street railway work
as other portions of the country , but still it
presents a field where much good could be
accomplished by united effort. The fact that
our division has not kept a pace with our sis

ter unions, is due to the surrounding towns
and cities being unorganized and conse

quently paying a very small rate of wages.
In conclusion , allow me to extend a cor

dial invitation to any brother who may
happen to come this way, to visit us and
come assured that you will be accorded a
hearty reception and feel the effects of good

old Southern hospitality. Au revoir.
" SKYLAND."

NO. 280 WILL GIVE CONCERT.

Lowell, Mass. Division No. 280, of Lowell,
held its semi-annual election of officers at

the last meeting in December. The meeting

was the most spirited in the history of the
division . While in the past it was often

hard to get anyone to stand for office , at
this election there were more than one can
didate for almost every office , and some lively

contests resulted .
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It is gratifying to see such interest shown,
and goes to show that our local is in a
healthy condition . We wish our new officers
the best of luck for the coming term , and
we will do all in our power to help theni
along in their work .
We have arranged to have a concert by

the Irish Lady ' s Choir, of Dublin , in Lowell ,
on Feb . 18 , in aid of our treasury, in order

that we may continue to pay our sick ben
efits . While it is a big undertaking , we
hope to make a big success of the venture .

" SLYBACON ."

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE M . AND C .

Norwich , Conn . At the meeting of Divi
sion No. 262, held in December, officers were
elected and among whom was Bro. W . W .
Groves as correspondent. Now , a part of
the duty we impose upon him is that of so
liciting subscriptions for the Motorman and
Conductor. We have elected a set of offi

cers in whom we have every confidence.
They are first class men , and we have elected
them for a purpose . We expect them to ac

complish certain things, and it is our duty
to help them . It will cost 60 cents from
each one of us to help the correspondent
carry out his duties, and unless we come up
with it when asked, we neglect to give hiin
the support we should . It is his duty to ask

us for the 60 cents, and it is our duty to
have it ready. When his term expires, he
will be able to tell who of us have given
him royal support. Let it be all of us. Then
he will have time to pick up a few on the
outside. It will be an advantage to any sub
scriber, whether he be a railroad man or
not. The circulation of our labor papers
should reach farther than our membership .
They should reach the public at large. Let

our new correspondent be known by his
work . J. C . L .

Yates ; recording secretary, Jas. A . Smith ; finan
cial secretary , W . K . Hawley ; treasurer,
Tracy ; conductor, R . M . Snodgrass ; warden ,

D . Oquist ; sentinel, P . Ader ; correspondent, T .
P . Keiglier : executive board . G . E . Brereton .
S . Mooney, W . F . Sower , E . Allen , W . S . Haw
ley : delegates to Central Trades Council, M .
Johnston and J . Gleason as hold -over delegates ,
J . Weber and T . P . Keigher for term of two
years and J . C . Munch for term of one year.
After installation of officers the members par
ticipated in refreshments consisting of coffee.
sandwiches and cigars, which were served by
a committee of three members, while Masters
Gleason and Stroble entertained with music and
songs till a late hour.

The members of Div . 228 seemed to exercise
excellent judgment in selecting their choicest
members to discharge the duties of the local
for the coming year.
President Brereton has held the chair for the

past two years and has proved to be one of ex

cellent judgment and very considerate and al
ways ready and willing to do all in his power
to place our local toward the front.
Mr. Tracy , who has held the office of treas

urer in our local for a number of years , and

has proven very satisfactory , is the oldest em
ployee of our road , and the members consider
him as a splendid adviser owing to his long
experience in the street railway business.
Financial Secretary W . S . Hawley, who has

been in office more than a year, is one who
is very systematic and accurate in his ac
counts.
Our executive board are chosen men, who are

highly prized as being talented members of
our local and will stand very able to discuss
any business which may come before them .

J . W . Wylie has been on the sick list for some
time, and the division is doing their duty to
help him in his hour of trouble .

Bro . Totters has had a bad spell o : diphtheria
for the past five weeks, and is reported doing
fairly at present.
Bdro . J . Allott has been off watch for about

three weeks, as he and W . S . Hawley and
C . S . Mooney have been on jury for about two
weeks. Mr. Allott contemplates being able
to work next week .

Division No. 228 is in a flourishing condition
and has an excellent attendace at its meetings.

S . P . K ., Cor.

NEW OFFICERS ELECTED .

el. William hoard : Geoană Samps TORONTO TOPICS.

Stenbenville , 0 . Division No. 285 held their
regular monthly meeting Jan . 6th , at midnight
and installed the following named officers
President, William Ralston ; vice -president, Jo
seph Maley ; financial secretary , Walter C . Ben
dure ; recording secretary , G . H . Austin : treas

urer, Leonard Briceland ; warden , Sherd. Baker ;
sentinel. William Scott ; conductor, Chas. Cutt
ler : executive board : George Ward, Harvey

Sheets, Leonard Briceland and Sampson Jenk
ins; trustees : Eugene Burriss, Tim Kennedy
and William Stull ; delegates to Trades and La
bor Assembly : G . H . Austin , A . S . Scott and
Bert Wells : committee on candidates : Eugene
Burriss , A . S . Scott and Pole Bucy . There was
no correspondent elected as it is so difficult to
get some one that will write ; nevertheless we
will endeavor to get a report in the Journal
every month . There was not a very good at
tendance at the last meeting. Come out to
every meeting, boys , and show your union spir
it. Don 't let a few have all the say ; you have
a part there as well as any one else . We are
pleased to report Bro . Albert Jackman back on
duty after a long illness. Albert, those whiskers
look very becoming .
Bro . Leonard Briceland is doing time for

sharks. They are coming pretty regular of
late. Oh ! that girl.
We are sorry to report Bro . John Bayliss on

the sick l'st, and now just a word in regard to
our retiring financial secretary . For three years
Bro . John Doer has faithfully performed the
duties pertaining to this office and retires. I
might say, with the regrets of every member of
this division . The writer hopes that his suc

cessor may prove to be just as good if it be
possible . W . C . B .

The city of Toronto is at the present time
building . what has for a long time been
sadly needed , public conveniences or lavator
ies . The lack of these in our city has been
a crying shame, for a long time the execu
tive board of Division 113 and sub - commit
tees from same have made it their business
to interview the city council, the board of
control, the board of works, and others
prominent in the city ' s affairs, and have from
time to time impressed upon them the abso
lute necessity of providing something of this
nature for the citizens and more especially
for the street railway men , as they, from the
very nature of their occupation and the rules
of the company, were so circumscribed that
they had not the same advantages as the
ordinary citizen . They could not avail them
selves of the opportunity of going into an
hotel, as they would be breaking one of the
rules , though their intentions would be
honest, appearances were against them . The
result would be suspension or dismissal.
Hence the unflagging zeal of the officers of
Division 113 has brought forth good results
for which the members , I am sure, are grate
ful, and the citizens are surely indebted to
the members of Division 113 for the lava
tories as now provided .

The general committee, upon its last inter
view with the manager, were very strongly
impressed with the stand the company is
taking in regard to the chewing of tobacco
whilst on duty . Several complaints were in
the hands of the manager, both as regards
this and drinking . Therefore, it is the re

DOINGS OF 228 .

Joliet. m . December 21 1905 Division 928
of Joliet. Ill. . held their last meeting of the year
and elected and installed the following officers :
President, G . E . Brereton : vice - president, F . S .
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quest of the committee that you will abstain
from both while on duty and endeavor to up -

hold your organization and officers.
The assessment committee have about com

pleted their work on the by - laws, re the

death benefit, and some time in the near
future you will be called upon to attend a
gpecial meeting to ratify these by - laws.

Members who have complaints to make of
any nature whatever should do so at the

business agent' s office in the Labor Temple ;
and in regard to your case, don ' t you think
it is but fair that you should let him know

being off for a couple ofmonths with typhoid
fever.

Bro. John Geris is back at his work after
being sick for some time.

Bro. Marcuson is nursing a boil on his
neck . He does not look at his friends unless

they are “ right straight ahead, sir ."

Bro. O . F . Slater has promised to give us
a speech on unionism at our next meeting ,

Jan . 20, and we are all looking forward to a
great treat, for Bro. Slater is quite a talker,
and, like myself, rather enjoys talking. Now

then , old boy, is your chance, so give the
boys their money ' s worth .

G . W . McG .intendent or manager. The business agent

is anxious to know how you got along so
that he in turn can report to the executive

board . If you can ' t get down to the office,
phone him . His number is 4727 Main . Just
try this the next time, will you , and see how

pleased you will be with yourself at having
done something in a business way ?

In the letter for February will be given

the complete returns of the elections of offi
cers and delegates for 1906 .

" That's a nice button you have there."

NOTES FROM 312.

PRESIDENT JOHN STADLER ,

Davenport, Ia . On account of convention
matter crowding space in the M . and C ., I
have refrained from sending in my regular
communication for the last two months, but
will report in this issue some of our past
happenings.
At the meeting held Dec. 23, the election

of officers took place, among whom was the
entertaining committee appointed for the en

suing year as follows: Oscar Carstensen ,

chairman ; H . F . Bowker, O . F . Slater , Martin
Marcuson and G . W . McGill, regular commit

tee ; sub - committee , Bros. Beelefeldt, Frost
Meyer. Cannon Marath , A . Jacobs and Knuth .

Delegates to the Trades and Labor Assem
bly : J . N . Coleman Martin Marcuson and

Benedix Deidrichs.
Delegates to the Industrial Home: Pete

Donahue, G . W . McGill and Geo . F . Baker.

Our entertaining committee is pretty busy

now getting things in shape for our mas
querade dance, which we will give Jan . 27 ,
at Turner hall. We have both halls engaged
and 12 pieces of music , and if possible. we
expect to get all of our friends out that

night, and give all a royal good time. The

dance is given to raise money for our sick
relief fund.

We extend an invitation to all brothers to
be present that night, and don 't forget your
paper faces.

There has been a wildcat story in one of
the leading papers of the city printed the
last day or so, to the effect that all of the
street car lines, all the gas plants, and elec

tric lighting and power plants in the three

cities had been merged into one company,
but at present we do not know whether
there is anything to it or not, but we all
take it as an April fool joke sprung ahead
of time.
Brother Fred Miller lost his father and one

of his children since my last communication ,
and has had diphtheria in his family besides.

Bro. Miller has the deep sympathy of all of
the boys of this local.

Bro. Putzier's father died Dec. 29, and he,
also . has our heartfelt sympathy .

Bro. John Hamdorf is at present on the
sick list. Bro. Hamdorf has been in poor
health for some time past, but has been try
ing to keep at work and finally had to give

it up. We hope he may be out with us again

in a few days.
Bro . Brown has a couple of children sick

for a couple of weeks.

Bro . Irwin is laid up on account of an acci
dent which will keep him off his feet for
some time. He started to go from a motor
car to the trailer and in climbing across

from one to the other slipped and fell and
had one of his feet run over by the wheels

of the trailer. The toes on one foot were
pretty badly mashed.

Bro. J . O . Schultz is back to work after

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La.
The newly elected President of Div. No.

194, New Orleans, La., whose representation
appears above, is not a new man in the in
dustrial movement. Bro . Stadler was instru
mental in organizing Div . No. 194, by carry
ing a list for Organizer Caldwell, and se
cured quite a number of signatures of the
men that would join the union and was
chairman of the strike committee in the
Holdakowski strike on the Carrollton road,
which was won . He was elected as member

of the Executive Board in its second term ,
served as First Vice-President during the
first two terms of office and from that time

until elected President he served on the
Executive Board . He was also chairman
of the committee sent before the Louisiana

Legislature and Senate in the interest of the
vestibule law and was instrumental in hav
ing the bill passed . He served as chairman
of our Executive Board for the past year
and was a delegate to the Chicago Conven

tion . CARRUTH .
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DIVISION OFFICERS.

Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .
President, Chas. Aley ; vice - president, J . J .

Hayes ; sergeant-at-arms, Archie Black ;
secretary - treasurer, W . J . B . Sherwood ;
business agent, Charles V . Duryea ; executive
board , Chas. Aley, James Adams, Chas. Rich
ardson , Chas . Hart, W . J . Proctor , A . Mc

Manamay, Chas. Gatecliff , Newton Allen , C .
O . Willard , John Conwell, John Sprague, R
H . Sunderland . H . Shirley, John Nay, Hugh
McClintock , David Campbell, Thos. Tupper,

Perry Prindle , David McClelland , David

Pervis and Erwin Bettwee .

treasurer, H . M . Frain ; conductor ( Ypsilanti
branch ) , J . Schaible , conductor ( Jackson
branch ) , Fred Goodall ; warden (Ypsilanti
branch ), John Daly , warden ( Jackson
branch ) , H . B . Evans : executive board mem
bers : ( Ypsilanti branch ) C . P . Riley, H . M .
Frain , I . Fay, Wm . H . Koon , R . H . Collis,

Fred Brosamle ; ( Jackson branch ) Clarence
Challender, Fred Hamlin . Fred Goodall. Ad
dison Smith , Warren Zimmerman.

Div . No. 52, East Liverpool, 0 .
President, Charles Kontnier ; vice -president, T .

R . Williams; recording secretary , Geo . Poe :

financial secretary, Herbert Congrove; treasurer,
L . W . Donivan .

Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.
President, John W . Williamson ; vice - presi.

dent, Frank Smith ; recording secretary, John
W . Griffin ; financial secretary, Geo. Coney ;
treasurer, D , Shelly ; business agent, Jas. Mc
Donald ; conductor, H . Lord ; warden , H . C .

Johnson ; medical officer, Dr. Norman Allan :
executive board member for Dundas barn ,
Bro . Wm . Murray ; Romisoalles barn , Bro . R .
East ; Yorkville barn , Bro . Jos. Gibbons;
King E . barn , Bros. A . S . Fuller and W . D .
Robbins; trustee , Bro . H . J . Lowes .

Aridge, A . C Dennis ,
Elleville TradSt. Louis

Div . No. 81 , Muncie, Ind.
President, J . R . Gibson ; vice-president, C .

Quick ; recording secretary , J . V . Lynn ; fiinan
cial secretary , C . Knott ; treasurer, G . W . Vin
son ; warden , 0 . W . Myers ; conductor, C . E .
Hallinger ; sentinel, A . Black .

Div. No. 89, New Castle , Pa.
_ President. C . C . Coulthard ; vice -president,
F . O . McFarlin ; recording secretary , A . B .
Wilkerson ; financial secretary , W . W . Walls ;
treasurer, J . C . Sergeant; conductor, H . E .
Corban ; warden , W . F . Shipe ; sentinel. Fred

Gere ; executive board , C . C . Coulthard , J . P .
Strayer, J . I. Gallagher, Fred Gere; central
committee, C . C . Coulthard , J . H . Moore ; cor
respondent to Motorman and Conductor, J. L .
McCracken .

Div . No. 125 , Belleville, nii.
President, R . R . Aldridge; vice -president, A .

C . Brown ; financial secretary and treasurer,
H . P . Paule ; recording secretary, C . A . White ;

correspondent Motorman and Conductor, C .
A . White ; executive committee, R . R . Al
dridge, A . C . Brown, Geo. Schaaí, Sep . Glan
ville , J . W . Dennis, E . F . Freese and Len .

Modglin ; delegate to Belleville Trades Coun
cil. Jos. G . Bailey ; delegate to East St. Louis
Trades Council, M . W halen ; delegate to Col
linsville Trades Council, Fred Bauer ; conduc

tor, E . L . Randolph ; warden , Lu. Edwards:
sentinel, John Brown.

Div. No. 128, Asheville, N . C .
President, A . P . Lyda ; vice - president, V . C .

Fisher; recording secretary , G . C . Anders;
financial secretary , R . M , Grant; treasurer,
R . L . Worley ; correspondent, C . W . Thomp

son ; conductor, T . C . Beacham ; sentinel, P . C .
Stroup .

Div. No. 92, Oswego , N . Y .
President, S . H . Potter; vice -president, W .

H . Halladay ; financial secretary and treas
urer. Jas. Wallace ; recording secretary, 1
Leanor ; conductor, S . Larkin ; warden , H .
Matott ; executive board , A . Loughrey , W
Drury , J . Washburn , E . Putnam ; correspond

ing secretary , E . G . Putnam .

Div. No. 105 , Beaver Valley , Pa .
President, D . C . Cameron : vice -president,

C . Alexander , recording secretary , J . L .

Webb ; financial secretary, C . McMahon ;
treasurer, Thomas McGahan ; business agent,

Harry Thomas; conductor, H . Nicely ; warden ,
W . R . Smith ; sentinel. W . T . Byres ; executive

committee , C . Alexander , W . M . Mehaffy , F .
McGahan ; trustee , Geo . Chambers ; delegates
to Central Labor Council. T . McGahan , J .

Molter, J. Marshall.

Division No. 148 , Albany, N . Y .
President, James M . Sheehan ; vice - presi

dent, Fred Girvin : treasurer, Chas. C . Gor
man ; financial secretary , D . J . Creegan ; as
sistant financial secretary , Thos. Sivers ; re

cording secretary, Harry Newburg ; corre
spondent for the M . and C . , Ed. Garrity : con
ductor, David Best; warden , Joseph Patzig :
sentinel, H . Fowler ; executive board mem
bers, Frank McGaughan , Agusta Malone,
Jno. J . Lawler, Joseph Burns, Andrew Ro
gan , Isiac J . Boyd, William Stevens, William
O ' Brien . James Brannigan , John McNally .

Div. No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.
President, John Theaker : vice -president. Thos.

P . Fagan ; recording secretary , Geo . Goring ;
financial secretary , Alexander Lamond : warden ,
C . E . Theaker ; conductor, W . J . Shaw : sentinel,

William Nugent; executive committee, M . Ma
loney , W . C . Coon , George Cairns and Alex . La

mond; delegates to Trades and Labor Council.
John Theaker, John T . Burrows, Leo Cherrier,

W . J. Shaw and M . Maloney.

Division No. 163, Meridan, Conn.
President, Mark Dabill ; vice - president,

Frank C . Pickhardt ; treasurer, Fred C . Pen
field ; financial and recording secretary , John

J. O 'Brien ; warden , Lotty C. Payment; dele
gates Central Labor Union , Joseph Heck , F .
C . Penfield , J . Regan , J . Beatty , J . J . O 'Brien ,
executive board and sick comimttee , J . J .

O ' Brien , F . Penfield , J . Reagen .

Div . No. 109 , Victoria , B . C .
President, R . A . Ritchie , 35 Yates street ;

vice -president, M . Brinkman ; recording sec
retary, A . G . Oaks, 35 Yates street : financial

secretary, David Dewar, 34 Frederick street :
treasurer. H . Allnutt ; conductor, Ran . Barr :
warden , H . Higgins ; sentinel, A . Harris ; ex
ecutive committee, V . Dempsey, M . Brinkman ,
A . W . Clayton and A . G . Oaks; correspondent

to Motorman and Conductor, A . W . Clayton ,
32 Second street.

Div. No. 164 , Wilkes Barre, Pa.
President, Thos. McGroarty ; vice- president,
Fred Adams; recording secretary, P . J.
Lyons; financial secretary , T . Hatch ; treas
urer , Thos. Edgell ; conductor , Thos . Navey :
warden , Patrick Mulhearne; sentinel. Robt.
Pritchard ; executive committee , David Mere

dith , James Conway, Phillip Rowley, Patrick
Robinson : relief committee, Patrick Mooney,

Thos. Russell, Thos. Hatch ; trustees, Thos.
Russell, Patrick Robinson , Jas, Conway .

Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich .
President, Fred Fay : vice - president ( Ypsi

lanti branch ) , D . D . Sullivan ; vice - president
( Jackson branch ) , Clarence Challender : busi
ness agent ( Ypsilanti branch ) , Fred Fay :
business agent ( Jackson branch ) . Fred Ham

lin ; recording and financial secretary. O . J .
Bury assistant secretary . Addison Smith :

Div . No. 165 , Girardville, Pa .
President, Lawrence Coleman ; vice -presi

dent, Owen Douherty : treasurer, John Rich

ards; financial secretary , Thomas Williams
recording secretary, Thos. J . Kenney : con
ductor, Thomas Gibbons; warden , Thomas
Canfield ; executive board , Robert Greene,
John McLaughlin , Robert Kleese, Owen Dou

herty and S . B . Horan.
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Div. No. 169, Easton , Pa.
President, James Carr; vice- president,

Harry J. Snyder; warden , Géo. H . Huber; con
ductor, John Donecker ; sentinel, E . E . Hop
kins.

Div . No. 176, Sharon, Pa.
President, T . J . Duke; vice -president, Chas.

Hazen ; secretary , Frank McKnight; treas
urer, Thos. Flanagan ; conductor, Chas.

Fisher ; warden , Wm . Brunson ; sentinel, Bud.
Burnett; executive board , T . J . Duke, Thos.
Smith . Thos. Flanagan . Frank McKnight and

Chas. Neal; special committee, Thos. Flana
gan and Frank McKnight; delegate to Trades

and Labor Council, Wm . Brunson ; corre

spondent, Wm . Brunson .

Div. No. 184 , Williamsport, Pa.
President, C . H . Wolf ; first vice - president,

F . A . Waltz ; second vice -president, N . P .

Hill ; third vice -president, Harry Heyler ; re
cording secretary , B . F . O ' Donnell ; assistant

recording secretary , Wm . Kahle ; financial

secretary , A . H . Shuler ; sentinel, John Heis

ley ; treasurer, A . Henderson ; correspondent

to Motorman and Conductor, W . H . William
son .

Div . No. 231, Windsor, Ont.
President, Abe McKee; vice -president,

James Daniels; recording secretary , P . Smith ;
financial secretary , F . E . Brown ; conductor,

F . Fitzsimmons; sentinel, Wm . Turner ; war

den , J . Kenney ; executive board , Abe McKee,
M . Cody, J . Kenney, Wm . Cotter, James Mor

rell, F . E . Brown ; delegates to Trades Coun

cil, F . E . Brown, W . Cotter, Abe McKee. .

Div. No. 238, Lynn, Mass.
President, Geo. A . Rose ; vice - president, Wm ,

French ; recording secretary, Jerry Davis ;
financial secretary , Lee K . Griffin ; treasurer,

L . T . Holder ; conductor, Samuel J. Smith ;
executive board , Frank B . Casey , Ed. A .

Perry, Jno . A . McAuliffe, Wm . French and
Michael Donovan .

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .
J. Stadler, president; S . J. Ashby, first vice

president; C . B . Sanders, second vice- presi
dent; Leonce Gauthier, secretary ; L . H .
Kreutz , treasurer ; J . M . Drexel, conductor ;
R . Donnell, warden ; Geo. Holdakowski, sen
tinel: T . Pareti, grand marshal; T . M . Coo
ney , J . F . Smyth and Fred Stadler, delegates

to the council.

Div. No . 199, Ottumwa, Ia .
President, Geo. A . Hill; vice -president.

Thos. Grant; recording secretary , T . E . Curry ;
financial secretary , Edw . Carlson , Woodland

avenue; warden , Geo. Gessley ; sentinel, Chas.
Carlson ; executive board , Geo . A . Hill, Thos.
Grant, H . Daniels , J . E . Mallance , J . E . Har

mony and Frank Law .

Div , No. 241. Chicago , Ill.
President. J . H . Larkin ; first vice -president,

Wm . Quinlan : second vice -president, D . Bresna
han : third vice -president, M . J . Cunningham ;

recording secretary, C . W . Mills ; financial sec
retary and business agent, Wm . Taber ; treas
urer. Harry Durr : warden , H . Weber ; conduct

or, P . Cronin ; sentinel, D . W . Murphy; corre
spondent Mortorman and Conductor , J . J . Lark
in . , Executive board , President J. H . Larkih ,
Secretary C . W . Mills , T . G . Engel. A . Martin ,

F . Scheidacker , J. Borrowman, Robt. Harrison ,
R . E . Lockwood, Peter Norman . B . Cunning
ham , Fred Hayes, O . Enright, W . Moore, B .

Roll J. Spink, J. Hayes, Phil Proesel, P . Stew
art, J . Elligan , E . A . Spiegel, M . E . Arnold .

H . Burgo, Louis, Shield , F . Murphy, Ben White,
P . Cronin , M . McLaughlin , M . C . O ' Brien , Wm .
Quinlan , F . Boehl, A . Sahling, J . Knapp, M .
Hilger , C . Butler, A . Granthan, J . J. Larkin ,
T . J . Ahern, F . H . Rose .

Div. No. 243, Taunton , Mass .
President, James A . Reiley ; vice-president,

James Curren ; recording secretary, James
Smith ; financial secretary - treasurer, William
Kennedy : warden , Edward Rositer : sentinel,

Henry Leonard .

Div . No. 204, Rome, Ga.
President, W . W . Huffman ; vice -president, H .

T . Potts ; recording and corresponding secretary ,
H . D . Climer : financial secretary and treasurer ,
L . G . Reece : warden , H . B . Lumpkin ; executive

board and C . L . U . delegates, W . W . Huffman ,

J . D , Potts, A S . Dodds, J . L . Burroughs, A . R .
Drummond .

Div. No. 260 , Chicago, Ill.
President, J. L . Perry ; first vice-president,

John Broderick ; second vice -president, T . 0 . Da
vis ; recording secretary , J . T . Sullivan : finan

cial secretary and business agent, J . L , Lynch :
treasurer, J . P . Mullen : conductor. William Glea

son : warden , John McCourt : sentinel. M . Har

rington ; executive board members : M . O ' Brien ,

J . J . McMahon , M . J . Barnicle , Chas. Blagbone.

Wm . Byfield , J . Fitzsimmons, E . Jones, Herman
Sielofr . Jas. H . Keegan , Jos. O 'Connell, M . F .

Rascher , John Massoth , F . W . Meyers, Frank
Rowe; delegates to the C . F . of L . : Wm . Col
lins, J . E . Browning. J . Breen . M . C . Buckley . T .

White . Jas. Grassick , J . O ' Brien , J . McLain .

Gus Grazinos, M . Cleary , J . Reynolds , R . Fen

ton , S . Hirsch , M . P . McDonald , J . H . Warnken ,
T . Cammack , H . Schumacher, Chas. Miller.

Div. No. 203 , San Francisco , Calif.
President, R . Cornelius ; vice- president, P .

M . Belknap ; secretary -treasurer, J . H . Bówl.
ing ; recording secretary , F . G . Shallenberger :

sentinel, James Rowe; warden , Jas. Snelling :
conductor, J . J . O 'Brien : directors, Hospit
Association , W . C . Leffingwell, W . R . Doran ,

Frank Nelson ; delegates to Labor Council, J .
H . Bowling, P . M . Belknap, R . Cornelius, J. N .
Douglas, 6 . Eilken , W . J. C . Goldkuhl, E . J .
Hart, J . J. O 'Brien , W . S . Shafer, D . S . Wyatt;
delegates to State Federation of Labor, J . H

Bowling , R . Cornelius, Wm . H . Ewing, F . G .
Shallenberger , E . J . Hart, Harry A . Knox
members of the executive board , R . Cor
nelius, P . M . Belknap, J . H . Bowling . F G
Shallenberger, W . H . Buckley , J . T . Bennett;
F . G . Veatch , F . E . Davidson , Wm . H . Ewing

J. H . Euday, K . Fisher, P . L . Francis, T
Haverty , C . Heck , P . E . Johnson , J . McKenna ,
G . B . Huggins, Geo. W . Lane, W . C . Leffing
well, J . Lopp , Wm . McMann, W . J . McCarthy,
John Sinex , H . Mote, J . Millward , C . A . Preist.

L . Peterson , H . I. Porter, Sam . Quinn, T .
Leach , J. Shields, P . Slattery, J . Morris.

Division No. 262, Norwich , Conn .
President, Geo . W . Leonard. No. 459 Main

street; vice -president, W . T . Ladd ; recording
secretary, W . W . Groves, No. 39 Thirteenth
street ; financial secretary, J . C . Leonard , No ,

3 Clay avenue : treasurer, Wr. R . Barwell;

warden . Wm . A . Card ; conductor . A . W . Cas

sell : sentinel, Ed. St. Peter ; correspondent,
W . W . Groves; executive committee, Geo. W .
Leonard , J . L . Shepard . Wm . B . Barwell, W .

A . Lewis , E . H . Christman, James Bowker,
E . L . Stanton ; delegates to C . L . U ., J . C .
Leonard , W . T . Ladd, Aime Gordon , W . W .
Groves, Wm . Sweet, C . W . Ravnes ; sick com

mittee. W . T . Ladd, Aime Gordon, A . W . Cas
sell, W . A . Lewis , E . L . Stanton , E . W .
Christman ; auditing committee, E . W . Christ
man , Wm . Sweet, Aime Gordon .Div. No. 223 , Butler, Pa.

President, P . R . Starr; vice - president, Frank
Cannon ; recording secretary , John K . Wal
dron ; financial secretary , Lee M . Keely ; treas

urer, A . L , Beaver ; warden , O . Lackey ; sen

tinel, F . McNamee ; conductor, M . Shawkey ;
correspondent to Motorman and Conductora

Henry Behl; delegates to Trades Council, P

R . Starr , A . L . Beaur, L . P . Beaur.

Div. No. 264, Chicago, Ill.
President, H . E . Martin ; first vice - president,

Chas. Rambo ; second vice-president. Oscar

Johnson ; recording secretary , P . J . Peterson ;
financial secretary , F . L . Merriam . Executive

board : Hammond barn - B . A . Carter, C . C .
Smith : South Chicago barn : R . E . Justice , O .
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Moe, F . L . Meriam . Delegate to C . F . of L ., O .
P . Moe; delegates Trade and Labor Assembly,
South Chicago : F . L . Meriam , P . J . Peterson ,
R . E . Justice ; warden , Charles Olson ; conductor,
Jas. Canty ; sentinel, John Knoth ; correspondent

Motorman and Conductor, H . E . Martin .

Div . No. 326, St. Joseph , Mo.
President, Tom Smith , 2904 Dearborn street ;

vice -president, B . F . Karns; financal secretary ,
Frank Chaney, 2305 St. Joe avenue ; recording
secretary , Frank Craven ; conductor, T . E . Robt
ertson ; warden , Carl Brown ; sentinel, Wm .
Cook : business agent, S . E . Campbell official
correspondent, Frank Chaney : piano player, H .

Brewster ; executive board , Richard Johnson , B .

F . Karns, S . E . Campbell, S . M . Byers and
John Evalson . Topreside at afternoon meet
ings, second Tuesday of each month , vice - presi

dent, J . E . Baker ; recording secretary, L . D .
Oaks; conductor , R . N . Carter ; warden , O . N .
Humphrey ; sentinel, Frank Moss.

Division No. 263 , San Jose, Cal.
President, R . F . Edmonds ; vice- president,

C . E . Holmes ; recording secretary, M . F .

Murry ; secretary - treasurer, A . Trowbridge ;

conductor, J. E . Byers; sentinel, C . T . Mon
toya ; warden , P . T . Bayard ; correspondent,
T . Oehrlin ; executive board, Thos. Spellman ,
M . Hollinshead, M . T . Murry, J. E . Byers.

Div . No. 267, Chicago, Ni.
President, Wm . Zinkan ; vice -president,

Herman Kanning ; recording secretary , Mau -
rice Lynch ; financial secretary, Charles
Starr ; treasurer, Edward Younger ; C . L . U .

delegate, Edw . Gannon .

Div . No. 355, Eaton , Ind.
President, L . E . Ball ; vice - president, A . B .

Goudy; secretary , D . B . Ult; treasurer, Chas.
Schweinforth ; correspondent, E . H . Clark ;
warden , T . E . Braley ; conductor, Tom Dud
derar.

Div. No. 273, Chicago , Ill.
President, J. C . Reimer; vice -president, C .

H . Beyer ; recording secretary, William
Rock ; financial secretary and treasurer, D .
B . Turner ; correspondent, C . H . Beyer; con
ductor, M . Rauch ; warden , C . C . Beyer ; sen
tinel, L . Melcher ; executive board, J. C .
Reimer, Luther Hull, C . H . Beyer, F . P .
Young, Chas. Black and Marion Cooper.

Div. No. 379, Nilen , 0 .
President, C . W . Turner, 408 Seneca street;

vice - president, E . C . Betts ; executive board ,
F . Lott, E . C . Betts, E . C . Waterman, F . Hill
man ; recording and corresponding secre
tary, E . C . Waterman, 408 Vienna avenue;
financial secretary and treasurer , F . B . Corey,

204 Chestnut Street; conductor, Ira Culp ;
warden , L . A . Yonker : sentinel, G . W . Stine

beck ; correspondent, G . W . Stinebeck .

Division No. 280, Lowell, Mass.
President, William E . Sproule ; vice- presi

dent, Philip Harley ; financial secretary, John

McElroy ; recording secretary , Timothy A .

Mack ; executive committee, Thos. W . Cun
ningham , Thomas Powers, Melvin O . Sweet,
Arthur Curren , Michael O 'Brien ; board of
trustees, Edward Cunningham , Thomas Mc
Afee, Joseph Moore; wardens, Arthur Cur
ren , Frank J . Toohey conductors , Michael
Reagan , George Fellows; correspondent to

M . and c . Journal, T . W . Cunningham ; dele
gate to the general committee, W . E .
Sproule.

Div. No. 380, Elyria , 0 .
President, A . L . Behner ; first vice - president,

B . A . Perkins; second vice -president, J . Craw .
ford ; secretary, R . H . Finegan ; treasurer, C .
E . Southam ; correspondent, A . M . Parker ;
conductor, Robt. Jeenson ; sentinels, E . Stan
kard, W . Shultz ; executive board, A . L , Beh
ner, J. Smith , Wm . Shultz, , C . Dunford, J .
Crawford, W . A . Brown, B . A . Perkins and C .
E . Southam .

Div. No. 282, Rochester, N . Y .
President, Joseph F . McCabe ; vice - presi

dent, Charles Moessner ; recording secretary ,

Edward Near; treasurer, P . H . Arthur: finan
cial secretary and business agent. Geo.

Keenan ; conductor, Chas. W . Cole ; warden ,
John McVeigh ; sentinel, Thomas Potts ; mem

bers of executive board. C . H . McCrossin , P .

H . Arthur, Wm . T . Kelley (from barn ) , Wm .
Ebner, Chas. W . Cole, D . J. Ryan , John Han
ratty, Thomas Waldock (from Sodus Bay) ,
Wm . J . Whalen , Edward Near: board of trus

tees, F . K . Smalling , P . Keating , Chas. Kin
ney, Geo. Keenan .

Division No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah .

President, Jas. H . Lamont; first vice - pres
ident, C . E . Wilcox ; second vice- president,
Harry Young : recording secretary , H . T . B .

Grey : financial secretary , A . H . Burt ; treas

urer, S . M . Read ; conductors, J . 0 . Anderson

and J. L . Butler ; wardens, J. A . Pearson and
F . E . Stark ; sentinels, H . J . Bruning and
Reese Jones ; journal agent, Wm . H . Linck ;
executive board members, W . B . Randall,

Wm . Cocking, J . D . McCarty, P . C . Dykes,
Fred Hilton, John Jones and H . W . Schuet .
ter.

Div. No. 408, South McAlester, I. T .
President. A . B . Goodner ; vice - president, C . ]

Hills ; financial and corresponding secretary, J .
E . Adair ; assistant secretary, Fred Moore ;
treasurer , Omer Laws; conductor , Wm . Fergu

son ; warden , H . E . Powell ; executive commit

tee, A . B . Goodner, C . F . Hills, J. E . Adair .Div. No. 298, Streator, ni.
President, Wm. Cox ; vice-president, O . S .

Hardgrove ; recording secretary , A . J . Hard
grove ; financial secretary , Her Reihl; treas
urer. Wm . Barnwell; conductor, Wm . Mas

kers; warden , R . W . Pool; sentinel, John Mul
cahy.

Div . No. 310 , Beaumont, Tex .
President, H . F . McCawley : vice - president,

L . M . Coy ; secretary - treasurer, W . A . Turner ;
warden , J . A . Davis ; sentinel, Arthur Leon
ard ; executive board , H . F . McCawley, W . J .

Lyle , J. M . Lindley, W . A . Turner , J. A . Davis .

Div. No. 418 , Ogden , Utah .
President, H . C . Petersen ; vice-president,

Chris. Christiansen ; recording secretary ,
Walter Storer ; financial secretary , A . Ramd
sen : treasurer , J . P . Petersen ; conductor , H .
O 'Gorman ; warden , Jos . Hughes; sentinel,
Samuel Richards ; executive board, I . P .
Richards, J . P . Petersen , J . Jensen , W . Moore ,
O . Loveland. Chris. Christiansen and W .
Payne : auditing committee . H . E . Driver and

Walter Moore; correspondent, Frances Shaw .

Div . No. 312, Davenport, Ia .
President, Jas. N . Coleman ; vice - president,

O . F . Slater ; treasurer , Oscar Carstensen ;
secretary , H . F . Bowker ; conductors , G . W .
McGill and Dave Frost ; wardens, Andy Muller

Advertisers in this journal re

new their contracts. TheMo

torman and Conductor is aand J. T. O'Dea; sentinel, T. A . Prosser; ex
ecutive board , Jas. W . Coleman , Ira Ham
mond , O . Carstensen , G W . McGill, Wm . R .

Balcom and J. W . Rosenbaum ; correspondent,
G . W . McGill,
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A FEW MOMENTS OF REFLECTION .

(Continued from page 9 .)

exacted it. The heart-throbs.of philanthropy

or the benign emotions of charity may move
the individual employer, but the employing

corporation never.

The most exacting demonstration the

wage earner can place before an employing
corporation is the power of endurance under
suspension of work . So impressive is it that
it is a most common means of discipline
used by the average superintendent or man

ager . Five, ten or twenty days ' suspension
is often given the individual wage-earner

as a sort of reminder that he, as an indi-

vidual, is not to any great degree a neces -

sary fixture to the business , and as a con
venient and effective measure of discipline.

The company declares a lockout against
him for a few days just to call his attention
to the fact that he hasn 't very much endur

ence aside from the contents of his pa ”

envelope, to secure which he must submit

to the exacting rules of the company. As
soon as the suspension has expired he goes

back to work without any particular rancor

but usually congratulating himself that the
strike against him was not of longer dura
tion . If he objects, the company may make
the lockout or strike indefinite. The com

pany has the power to do so ; the company

will endure without his individual services
without loss. After returning to work he
will yield more freely to the exacting rules
of the company. He has suffered a suspen -

sion of employment, a loss of income, and
from the black mark against him his capi:

tal is depleted , all because of the ability of

the company to endure , at no loss, without

his individual service , - a practical demon
stration .

In these temporary strikes and lockouts

against individual employes the company

provides for endurance, and there is no sus

pension of service or loss of profit. An

extra man is on the list who temporarly

takes the place of the suspended employe.

There is a serious punishment in all this

It is a fierce and effective method of dis -

cipline, because it is a financial affliction.

Were it not, and could the suspended em -

ploye otherwise make ten dollars during a
two-day suspension , the company would not

suspend him . There would be no punish

ment. The employe would come back only

to submit to less exactions than before.

Now , any sensible man knows well that

this means of discipline, this means of finan -

cial affliction , is as applicable against the
company as against the individual employe,

and can be used just as affectively if the

employe is as careful in protecting himseif

with proper endurance to carry out a verdict

of suspension of the employing company.

He can 't do it alone, because, if he stops,
the business will continue, but if he unites

with all other employes and suspends work ,

the employing company is suspended and its
business stops.

The fact that the single employe cannot

alone exact from the employing company

brings forth the importance of organization ,

- - systematic united effort.

However, the term of suspension depends

upon means for endurance. But this is one

of the features of organization .

The organization of labor is based upon

the principle of the common interest of
those who form the organization . The ob
jeot is to effect a condition that will exac .

more for labor than can otherwise be ob
tained ; to so fortify the wage earner that

the possibility of such exaction is known to

the employer. The best preparation lies in
the possession of ready money , from which

may be drawn a substitute for wage during

a period of suspension of work .
The Amalgamated Association members

have established a defense fund for the

above purpose. Its effect is to extend the

period of suspension of work on part of em

ployes, or, in other words, strengthen the

force of a legitimate strike, and provide for

men who may be locked out by an employing

company as a means of opposition to organ
ization .

Every use of money from the defense fund
is a serious demonstration to employing

corporations, and much to the advantage of

labor. Every strike demonstration carries

with it a lesson in economics. The lesson

is not particularly to the company involved,

but it is rigidly observed by the economic

control of all other corporations. An injury

inflicted upon one is known and avoided by

another.
The force of the defense fund given to em

ployes in a strike against any one company
has a highly moderating effect upon all
others, and they look to some other and

less expensive way to meet the requests of

labor. No corporation will expend ten
thousand dollars to save five thousand. It

isn 't business. However, any company will
expend ten thousand dollars to save fifteen
thousand dollars. In this lies the sequel of

inviting or avoiding strikes. In this lies the
sequel of attempts to defeat the organization

of labor and its purposes. The importance
of the defense fund to labor lies in its force

to extend the endurance of strikers so that

the strike will cost capital $ 10,000 to save
$ 5 ,000 . This establishes the importance of

a defense fund and expresses its influence
for industrial peace in the interest of labor.

In the year just passed this association
has paid from the defense fund $ 12,005 in

strike and lockout benefits. As the defense

fund is created by quarterly assessments

amounting to $ 1.00 per year, the amount dis
bursed equals the contribution of twelve

thousand and five members. The sum paid
represents 2 ,401 weeks aggregate time of

strikes and lockouts , upon which benefits

were paid . It also demonstrates that bene

fits paid were equal to the maintenance of

44 members an entire year at $ 5 .00 per week .

Legislation.

Organization opens a way for labor to

secure advantages in other ways than from

the employer. Our association has not been

slow to take advantage of every means of

promoting the welfare of the membership .
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Early in the beginning of the career of our

presidentas chief director he began to direct

the force of the association along lines

which would secure some acceptable protec

tion to motormen . Vestibule bills were pre

pared and presented to state legislatures .

The importance of organization in this mat

ter is no better shown than by the strenu

ous antagonism of these measures on part

of the railway representatives. In every in

stance attorneys in the employ of railway

companies, and even railway officials, ap

peared before the legislatures to defeat these

measures. In states where our craft were

not sufficiently organized they defeated ves

tibule legislation year after year. Where the

organization became strong enough to dem

onstrate a united political independence

vestibule legislation was secured . Opposi

tion of employing companies, however , has

contested every inch of ground gained by

the association along this line. It was a

money question with them , a question of ex

pense , or opposition would not have devel

oped . We do not behold railway interests

spending hundreds of dollars just for the

amusement of defeating legislation . It is

for protection against the expense such leg

islation will bring to them . No one indi

vidual could secure vestibule legislation . It

required organized force skillfully directed

to overcome the opposition . It is organized

labor , directly the Amalgamated Associa

tion , that secures legislation for the em
ployes.

Among the efforts that were successful in

1905 legislation were the vestibule laws en

acted by the legislatures of the states of

Louisiana and New York . In the former

state the law is general, and was secured

through the immediate effort of New Or

leans Division No. 194 . In the latter state

the legislation extended vestibule protection

to the motorment of New York , Brooklyn and

outlying districts .

A most vigorous and persistent effort on

part of Brooklyn Division No. 283, assisted

by G . E . B . member Wm . B . Fitzgerald and

the Troy and Albany locals, was finally

crowned with success by the enactment of

this measure. This work will be continued

until the inhuman economy of forcing men

to work without proper vestibule protection

will have been a thing of the past.

The importance of discontinuing the col

lection of fares from open car running

boards has been forcibly called to the atten

tion of officers and members of our associa

tion by the numerous accidents resulting in

many deaths and disabilities which have

been reported to the general office. Some

locals have succeeded in prevailing upon

their employing companies to cut center

aisles through the seats for the convenience

of conductors, and other companies have

discontinued the purchase of cars equipped

with running-boards. However, there will

be no general relief from this danger until

a vigorous attempt is made to secure proper

legislation . The first step in this direction

was taken by G . E . B . member M . Sinclair

and the Canadian representatives of the as-

sociation in the Dominion Labor Congress

at the 1905 session . As a result a bill for

the protection of conductors will be taken

before the Dominion Parliament.

Extension of Shorter Work Day.

With our Association the shorter work

day and increase in wage have been twin

objects . In the street railway service the

patronage is generally of a character to re

quire continued day service of approximately

18 to 19 hours for the greater number of

cars. However, the morning and night rush

of passengerage requires a special service ,

which is usually met by tripper cars . Thus

the car hour service affords the company a

convenient opportunity to economize in the

cost of labor by arranging schedules to pro

vide for approximate 12-hour runs. These

12 -hour runs often extend to 13 hours or

more, and many of them are not completed

within less than from 17 to 18 consecutive

hours.

The economy of this character of sched

ules lies in the fact that the average unpro

tected employe is held in the service at a

rate of $ 2 .00 per day, even though he re

ceives it at the rate of sixteen cents per

hour. In many cities the public will look

upon $ 2 .00 per day as being a fair day wage .

Taking, for illustration , an average ad

vanced wage under non -union employment

of 20 cents per hour-- and the vast majority

of non -union car operatives receive much

less than 20 cents - and these long 12 -hour

schedules afford the employe a day wage of

$ 2 .40, and some runs extending to 1242 or 13

hours net a wage of $ 2 .50 and $ 2 .66 per

day. As long as employes will endure such

schedules the company appears to the pub

lic as being most generous in the matter of

wages, and the day rate is an allurement

to the uninitiated to apply for the job , and

the company is well able to keep up the ser

vice from the army of unemployed , in spite

of the fact that rapid changes in the per

sonnel of employes is constant.

These long hour schedules are maintained

until the employes awake to the importance

of a change. The economy of the long hour

schedule to the company rests in the saving

in the hour rate of wage. The convenient

short hour day is the two turn system ,

which fixes the hours of service from 9 to 10

hours , which requires at least a 24 -cent per

hour rate to equal the long hour day rate.

But the 9 -hour day at 20 cents yields a day

wage of less than $ 2 .00, which appears small

to the public, the moral effect of which aids

the employes in gaining a better rate per

hour and a proportionate increase in the

rate per hour always follows reduction in

hours. This shows an economy of 4 cents

per hour in wage in long-hour schedules to

the company. The only deduction exists in

loss by excess of accidents resultant from

exhaustion of energy in the employe from

burdensome hours ' service , but this detracts

much less than the saving .

Four cents per hour per man amounts to

8 cents per car hour per day, which , count.

ing an average of 18 hours per car day,

equals 1 .44 per day, and for 365 days, or one

year, amounts to a wage saving of $525 per

ear. It will be seen that in the operation of

1.
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100 car per year, the long -hour day nets an

addition to profits of over $50,000.

The short-hour day affords work for a

greater number of employes, and in that

measure lessens labor competition . These

arguments cannot be refuted . The import

ance of the short-hour day to labor is open

ly apparent. The long-hour day is a fearful

weapon in the hands of the employer, ap

plied to the subjecting of employes.

It is gratifying to note that during 1905
gains were made in the short-hour work day.

Along this line may be mentioned one in

stance of a newly instituted local where

the organizer discovered that the car crews

were required to continue the car service

day by cleaning their cars. In this case an

agreement was secured to the new Division

which relieved the motormen and conductors

of this work and created positions for 10

men as car cleaners. This, of course, caused

the company to add ten men to the payroll
from the unemployed, thereby shortening

the hours to the car crews without reduction

in their day wage. This is only a minor

instance of the work of the Association ,
but serves as an ilustration of the imme

diate benefit of organization .

Nearly all of the locals of the Association
have secured benefits from reduction in

hours, and in every instance an increase in
wage was either secured at the same time
or soon followed .

Arbitration .

Arbitration of differences between the em
ploying companies and local Divisions

where agreements could not be reached be

tween the officers of contending parties, has
shown a decided ascendancy during 1905 .

The lessons from experience greatly com -

mend arbitration in industrial disputes. This
has been so recognized by our Association

and employing companies that by mutual

pleasure of both parties the majority of
written agreements made during 1905 con

tain a specific arbitration clause.

A singular function of the arbitration

clause is its evident promotion of concilia
tion . The experience of the Association is

to the effect that cases are generally dis-

posed of upon their merits by a third party

arbitrator . No mater how biased an arbi-

trator may apear in the interest of one or

the other party there seems to be a prevail

ing sense of honor that prohibits the aver

age arbitrator from allowing his prejudice

to interfere with his judgment, and as a

result equity reigns. This fact alone ap

peals to the acute judgment of both parties

to the agreement, and as a result but few

cases are arbitrated , and but few unreason

able contentions arise between the parties

to an arbitration agreement. Again , arbi

tration is popular with a fair -minded public ,

and the party who refuses to arbitrate sac

rifices the support of public opinion , which

is an important power to be sought by both .

In reviewing the various arbitration cases

of 1905 only two of which the matter of

wage was the question , and the greater

number were those of discharge and minor

issues, the fairness of the decisions, both

pro and con cannot well be denied . In all,

it must be accepted that the arbitration

agreement is the most effectual barrier

against serious industrial disturbances, and

it is ardently supported by public opinion .

Voluntary Wage increases.

At the Chicago convention a resolution

was presented , which , had it passed , would

have openly forced the Association to under

take the organization of Milwaukee, St. Paul,

Minneapolis and other unorganized western

cities where low rates of wage prevail. After

deliberate discussion of the prudence of

such open legislation the matter was re

ferred without definite action to the Inter

national President. However, it sounded the

warning to the employing companies of

those cities , and what it pleases to term

“ voluntary ” increases have been granted in
those cities . While the grants have been

made, the new rates are yet below the wage

existing in like organized cities , and it re

mains to be seen whether the paliation con

tained in the meagre " voluntary ” raise will
serve to temporarily defeat the intention of
the employes to organize . The increase in

Milwaukee effects nearly 20 per cent of the

employes and establishes a rate of from 18

to 23 cents per hour, the increase being

given to only those in the service 10 years.

However, this may effect a split among the

men fatal to immediate organization .

Agitation also effected an increase in In

dinapolis of 1 cent per hour, which took ef

fect in December. The wage in that city is

now 17, 18 and 19 cents.

Discriminating Wage .

In every instance of wage adjustment the
Association has observed the policy of les

sening the discrimination of wage rates to

men employed on the same system . Of
course the employer presumes to reward

continued service by a wage discrimination ,

but in no instance , even , is the highest rate

paid by such companies acceptable , with the

exceptions of rare instances where the time

limit is extended to 10 and 15 -year men , as

in the case of Los Angeles, where but very
few men of the required time limit are to

be found. In that city the wage is fixed

at from 22 to 30 cents per hour, the later

rate being paid to men who have served

15 years and upward .

T
H

GET A TRANSFER .

(Union Leader.)
If you are on the gloomy line

Get a transfer .

If you're inclined to fret and pine
Get a transfer .

Get off the track of doubt and gloom .
Get on the sunshine train , there's room

Get a transfer,

If you are on the worry train
Get a transfer.

You must not stay there and complain
Get a transfer

The cheerful cars are passing through

And there is lots of room for you
Get a transfer.

If you are on the grouchy track
Get a transfer.

Just take the happy special back

Get a transfer.

Jump on the train and pull the rope

That lands you at the station Hope

Get a transfer,
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Mr. Secretary :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By- lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see
the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy
and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.
80 -84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

FIRST VICE-PRES. C . E , WILCOX ,

Div . No . 382, Salt Lake City, Utah .

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.
Lady (traveling on an electric railway

for the first time) — Conductor, please ,

which door do I get out by ?

Conductor — Whichever you like mum .

The car stops at both ends. — London

Sketch .

205

.05A story is told of a man in an automobile

who , having run down a pedestrian, clapped

on his brakes, and, looking over his shoul

der, shouted : “ Hey, there, get out of the

way! ” The man who had been knocked

over, yelled back : “Great heavens, you 're

not coming back , are you ?”

2.50

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,
per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . ..

Traveling cards, each . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages. . . . .

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . . 4 . 25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 .50

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary' s order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Treasurer 's receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each ..

. . . .04

THROUCH ORC Bastian Bros.

ROCHESTER , N . Y.

N
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N

UNION

DIVISION 282

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

4. OF S . &* S. & E. R.E. O

R. E. OF A .

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made. Samo

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1 .00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

mattor , oach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Gilt goals, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.
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The

WAYNE COUNTY SAVINGS BANK

32-34 W . CONGRESS ST. DETROIT

Exclusively a Bank for Savings.

CAPITAL . . . . . . . . . $ 400 ,000

SURPLUS FUND . . . . . . . 600 ,000

UNDIVIDED PROFITS 300 ,000

SAVINGS DEPOSITS OVER . . . . . 11,000 ,000

Boxes to Rent in Fire and Burglar Proof Safe Deposit Vaults.

DIRECTORS— Wm . A . Moore, D . M . Ferry , Wm . S . Green , H . Kirke White, J . B .

Book , F . H . Croul, Frank W . Eddy , E . H . Flinn , Stephen Y . Seyburn , Charles

F . Collins, Albert L. Stephens.

OFFICERS - Charles F . Collins, President ; D . M . Ferry , 1st Vice- President ; Wm .

S . Green , 20 Vice- President ; Alfred K . Kiefer , Secretary and Treasurer ;

Edward H . Collins. Asst. See . and Treas. ; Wm . A Moore, Attorney .

ESTABLISHED 1871.

PRUKING 10

Direct

Photography

S
pecialty

NGRAVING
DEPT o 721-78STÅTE SI

COR PARK PLACE

ope DAY ;NIGHTO DETROIT MICH .

PHONE MAIN 1491.

Hotels .

The Prospect House B88 Franklin Am . Agents Wanted in the United States

Cor. Carroll SL

– Borough of Brooklya To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER
RICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop. Now York

LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y . The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials, Terms, etc .
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BRUNSWICK ' S

EASYBRIGHT

TANEOUS

STROCLEANER

CLEANS EVERYTHING .

TRADE MARK

THE most perfect, universal, in

stantaneous Cleaner and Polisher

for Brass, Copper, Steel, Gold,

Silver and allothermetals. Alsowood

work and furniture. Contains no acid ,

lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

10 cents .

The Brunswick -Balke -Collender Co . 100 Randolph St., Detroit

Motormen and Conduc
UNIFORMS
GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

On purchasing your stoves

The

Only and Best line in the City

Right in Price , Superior in Quality

Mich . Stove Co., Art Stove Co .,

Art Garlands, Art Laurels

Entire new line this fall

Now to be selected from

Can be seen and

Orders left for future delivery

No goods sold not fully guaranteed

Do not let others say

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

> Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman 's $ 13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

Can purchase cheaper and beter stoves else

The above makes stand where

On their merits and the

Results of years they have been

Standard bearers ofstoves on the Market.

For sale by

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered .

CHAS. W . NOAH Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher
CLAYTON Cather

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

1222 Gratıct Avenue

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

Builders' Hardware, House Furnishings, etc

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and U N I O N

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.

BUTTONS and BADGES

Our Label is No. 38.

GERAGHTY & CO.
A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

Having our own factories we manufacture most

d the goods sold in our large store, and thussave

ibe consumer the middleman 's profit

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE , CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

414 -416 -418 Gratlot Avenue, DETROIT , MICN. 61 La Salle St., Chicago .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

: IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms- Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF

EPEN EXCO CARMEN

JNITED

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

APRIL CARMENT || James H . Hirsch & Co.a

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

1891

D OAR of Xem CENSES
212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , - . ILLS.
REGISTERED

HORACE W . STEERE

. Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

c
h THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

W . ONLY make a differonce of 10 por cent for goods sold
on time toʻrollablo partios ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always presentable

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

STATE SAVINGS BLAK

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russell,
President

R . W . Gillett,

Vice- Presiden

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice-President

R . S . Mason ,

Cashier

A . E . Wing,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin,
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M , Campbell

Jas. H . Eckels

C . L . Freer
R . W . Gillett

F . J. Hecker
Thos. H .Hubbard

H . B . Ledyard

W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

T . H . Newberry

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo . H . Russell

Henry Russell

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS - -

$ 1 ,000 ,000.00

850 ,000.00

15 ,000,000 .00

PINTEREST PAID ON SAVINCS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

1 : 1331

ON

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

Wealso carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA .

TRANK BRODERICK & C

Write us for Samples and Self Mensura

ment gwide .

(13 .KING ST.WEST.
FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .
THE LAROEST TAILORINO

NOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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PHOENIX PREFERRED

Accidente usarance

2.Gompany )

OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN .

You insure your house or household

goods because if they were to burn your

family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape

if you were disabled by injury or

sickness and could not buy food , cloth

ing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the

year you will be disabled ?

If not cover them all by a policy in the

« PHOENIX ”

Wehave

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLLARS

Deposited with the State Treasurer to

guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice - President and Agency

Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.
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Special to Motormen , Conductors and their families

WIFE , I AM 60 TO -DAY. All cars lead to BEST DENTISTS '. You

can stamp on their teeth and they won 't

break .Yet the world moves along

Much in the same old way ,

Trouble and pain must come to all
And none can say them nay.

Infant, or man in his prime,

Fair maiden , or stalwart youth ,

What pain is more hard to be borne

Than that of an aching tooth .

But why should one suffer thus,

Hear what " Best Dentists” say,

" If you will only come to us,

You , happy, will go away."

“ A painful thing ? Nay , forsooth !

One minute, to be exact,

And you may carry away the tooth

Which we painlessly extract.'

“ Fillings, Bridge Work and Crowns,

(The prices you see beneath ) ,
Weare never outdone and we make them all,

Even to full sets of teeth .”

BEST DENTISTS ' CO .,

54 Grand River Ave.

EVERY BRANCH HARMLESS .

There is no question but what the BEST

DENTISTS' are the BEST.

They extract without gas, ether, chloro-

form or cocaine. Wide-awake and no pain .

Our prices you can depend upon it are

lower than the lowest.

We are specialists in crown and bridge

work , $ 2 .50 to $5 a tooth .

We only use the very best materials.

Our Pt. Suction flexible plate is the best

made. They won't drop in the mouth .

We will prove to you that we are your

friends. And you will be ours.

We stand by our word and advertisement.

We repair broken plates, 50 cts., make

over misfitting plates made by others, $ 1 .

Our 20 years' guarantee is bona fide.

During the year 1905 we removed painless,

9 ,086 bad teeth . All going away singing our

praises and saying they would send their

friends. It is sure they are doing so from

the way the people are coming from all parts

of the state.

Send postal. Car fare paid.

You won 't carry them in your pocket,

Nor they won 't fall and break ,

But on their style and perfect fit

Your Bank-book you can stake

We give to the long life, good health

Which is worth more than riches of
wealth

Call on the Best, they're here to stay,

For 21 years have paved the way.

If there is even one dissatisfied patient in

all these 21 years. Come to our parlors. We

will please you .

$ 1 down is all you need pay.

BEST DENTISTS' Co. are specialists in

every branch of painless dental surgery .

Poor health is caused by bad teeth.

Our patients all smile with the satisfac

tion we give them .

Prices reduced 12 for 60 days.

$ 15 set of Teeth for. .

$ 10 set of Teeth for. . . . . . . .

$ 8 set of Teeth for . . . . $ 4 . 00

$ 8 solid Gold Crown. . . . . $ 4 . 00

$ 5 porcelain Crown . . . . . . . $ 2 .50

$ 5 bridge work . . . . . .. . . . $ 2 .50

Gold fillings . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 . 00

BEST DENTISTS' CO .,

54 Grand River .

Hours 8 to 8 : Sunday, 9 to 6 .

Main 4437.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7 . 50
. . . . . . . . $ 5 . 00
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT, MICH .

-CAPITAL ,

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000 .00

1,000 ,000 .00-

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary .

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

IMPORTANT ! IDR . ROGERS

Cut- Rate Specialist

Consult

ation

Free

To Street Car Conductors, Motormen and

Employes.

We will place on the market March 1st

our Cottage Grove Avenue Subdivision , run .

ning from Woodward avenue east to Oak

land avenue, and adjoining Currey's Wood

ward Avenue Subdivision , Highland Park ,

close to city limits, where we sold last fall

over $ 200 ,000 of vacant property Cottage

Grove avenue we place on market for nice

cottage homes for United R . R . employes.

$ 10 .00 in Gold .

We want 25 employes to act as our agents

and will pay you $ 10 .00 in gold for every lot

you sell for us. Come and see us. We are

going to give the conductors, motormen and

employes a chance to make some money .

All you have to do is to be registered as one

of our agents and hand us or mail a list of

likely buyers. We do the rest, and every

one we sell to we will give you $ 10.00 gold.

The lots 50 feet frontage will sell as low as

$ 375 .00 . Just think of it ! A 50 foot lot

between Woodward and Oakland, with stone

sidewalks, sewers , gas, water and electric

light and shade trees, all paid for by owner

of the property . Come or write us at once

for an agency .

ROTHWELL & CO .
Subdivisions and General Real Estate,

501-2 Chamber of Commerce, Detroit, Mich .

Phone Main 799.

163

Griswold

Street

Opposite
Whitney

Theatre

I cure Chronic, Nervous, Blood , Skin and Pelvic Dis

eases of Men and Women . I can cure you at cut rate

prices because I advertise moderately , have no paid phy .

sician to do my work , no partner to share in profits .

You see and receive treatment from no one but ine. A

cut-rate price, expert treatment and a guaranteed cure .

Myhome treatment is a winner.

Send for question blank
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BRUNSWICK 'S

EASYBRIGHT

PATTANEOUS .
STANUCLEANED

CLEANS EVERYTHING .
TRADE MARK

THE most perfect, universal, in

I stantaneousCleaner and Polisher

for Brass, Copper, Steel, Gold ,

Silver and all othermetals. Also wood

work and furniture. Contains no acid,

lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

10 cents.

The Brunswick -Balke-Collender Co. 100 Randolph St.,Detroit

TRADE

Che Flove

Homer Warren

& Company

Real Estate

and Loans

PAIE GRO

Warren Brown

& Company

Rentals, Collections

and Insurance

NO RIVETS,BUTSEAMS,WHEYFILLS

HEAT ANDWATERPROOF.

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT MICHIGAN

TEK

202 CHAMBER OFCOMMERCE

C. E . LOCKE, President E . P . SNYDER, Vice-President w . c. STOPEL , Sec-Treas.

Michigan Shoe Company
WHOLESALE

SHOES AND RUBBERS

146 - 148 Jefferson Avenue

Long Distance Telephone No. 428 . DETROIT , MICH .
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4 % 20 -Year

Mortgage-Bonds

Secured by First Mortgages on

City Real Estate, deposited with

the Collateral Deposit Company,

Limited, Trustee .

Issued and for sale by

Wnion Trust Company

Detroit,Aichigan

Dr.Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

ICURES !

Kidney Trouble
D

O

Wm. T. SimpsonD
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

.

Hundreds of people, especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don' t

experiment, get"E
r
o

Manufacturer of

Foster 's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBSW
M

. T.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

DETROIT , MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

for governmentorders for Limbs

and Transportation or Commu.

tation therefor, sent free on

application .

Dr. Navaun's

|Kidney Specific

M . 2148

Sun Loan Co.

Money Loaned to Salarled People

and on Furniture and other security

RATES EASY

Office : 29 STATE ST. Room 10 .

Salary Loans a Specialty.

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun 's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so, sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

Detroit, Mich .
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PRES. JAMES H , LAMONT,

Div . No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah.
President James Hunter Lamont was born

February 25 , 1866, near Falkirk , Stirling.
shire, Scotland. He left his native land for

the United States April 6 , 1888 , settling in

Carbondale, Kansas. In the spring of 1890

he left Carbondale for the west, making his

future home in Salt Lake City, Utah, where

he has since resided Shortly after arriving
in Salt Lake President Lamont commenced

to work for the street car company in dif
ferent capacities until December 10 , 1892,

when he worked his first shift on the cars .

From that time on until today he has been a

steady, industrious worker, always at his

post unless prevented by sickness.

President Lamont has been a hard worker

all his life. In Scotland he worked in the

coalmines, and again in the State of Kansas

did he follow the same work . The first year

and a half in Salt Lake we again find him

engaged in different laborious work . All of

this has given him an idea of the laboring

man ' s actual condition . Now he may be

found as a conductor well spoken of by his

fellow man , well thought of by the passen
gers, and last but not least, well liked by

the railway officials .

When the division was organized by Exec

utive Board Member C . 0 . Pratt, President
Lamont was the choice of the boys as pres

ident. Since that time he has served well

as president continuously .

EFFECT OF PRINTERS' 8-HOUR DAY.
At first sight we ask, Why concern our

selves in the printers' effort to reduce their
hours ? Then we ask , How will an eight

hour work day to the printers affect us ?

In the reply to this question we discover
our direct interest.

Even now , among the street and electric
railway employes we find men who have

been crowded from the printer' s machine

or case by an over-supply of labor in the

printers' craft. There are few occupations

so inviting to the overflow of a crowded

craft as that of electric car operative , and

few occupations are thus more flooded with

transients. They come to us from the over

flow of unskilled and skilled alike. They

come to us from the printers' crafts. How

ever, few come from the skilled crafts at

times of prosperity with their own trade.

What of it ? It shows that when occupation

is open in the trade, the tradesman with

draws his competition from us. That com

petition is what largely fortifies the em

ployer in his resistance against better wage

and conditions asked for by us.

Enter any large traction office and we

find an accumulation of applications of men

who never ask if they are taking the place

of a discharged man , when they are sent

for to fill a vacancy . They are likely to be

tradesmen , too . The competition rests

there in that list of applications, and it

lessens the tenure to position of the man

already in the job . That list of applications

is the most effective instrument of subjec

tion in the hands of our employer. You

are on the defensive, your employing cor

poration is on the aggressive.

How change this ? Destroy the list of

competitors , destroy the list of applications

in the office of the employing company by

encouraging conditions that will promote

the chance for the tradesman to secure em

ployment at his own trade. Thus our own

selfish interest, to say nothing of our sym :

pathy, is with the printers in their effort to

shorten their hours.

We don 't want the printer to regard our

discharge as promoting his possibility for

employment. As we ask an increase in

wage, we don' t want the manager to be in

position to reflect upon the fact that he has

at hand two applicants for every position

he has on his roster of employment, and

thus be able to tell us that while he, him

self, would not work under our conditions,

yet he has two men applying for every po

sition we hold , and anxious to work under

the very conditions we want him to modify .

Certainly, we are selfishly interested in

the success of the printers' strike. We are

selfishly interested in the reduction of the

hours of work to every craft, until we reach

a limit where compulsory idleness shall
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ine

cease, and that means a much shorter day

than eight hours. We do not wish to limit
production but make a greater production

necessary. That cannot follow reduced

wages and increased hours, as that means

more idleness, less demand for production

and a fierce competition for labor.

Few crafts can be more selfishly interested

in the shorter workday than ours. So

numerous are the applications for our pos :

tions that our employing companies are able

to establish an age limit in employment,

and exact a rigid medical examination .

They can select from the great army of idle

printers, painters, machinists, carpenters

and, in fact, all crafts, because , today, labor

is the victim of long-hour service .

The only remedy is the shorter hour work

day, and the only institution headed that

way is the labor union .

When every idle tradesman is absorbed

by employment at his craft , it will break

down the resistance power of the employer

and prosperity, in accordance with the

pleasure of labor, will prevail.
But they will tell you it won 't do to

allow labor to gain such an ascendancy .

Why ? Is it because labor would prove tyr.

ranical? That is what they tell us. But

who is Labor, that he should be such a

tyrant ? Is he not the slave ? Then who,

now , is the tyrant? The tyrant is , and to

day he is the man who is contributing to

idleness by withholding employment and

thus enforcing a loss of energy, or limiting

the demand for production .

How ? By maintaining the long hour

work day.

If Labor may prove a tyrant, it only re

verses the situation , and as labor is most
numerous, there will be less victims to tyr

anny.

However, Labor is the most reasonable ,

and we resent the assertion that we are not

men of reason , and lovers of law and order.

Labor demands justice to all, and will stand

for no victimizing. Labor will prove a bet.

ter protector of society than the selfish

power that stands for long-hour workdays

and enforced idleness. Give us the shorter

workday.

either feared , or were too poor, to send their

delegates, but would abide by the actions of
those who were present.

At this convention there were also repre

sentatives of the Ladies' Auxiliary. The

wives, daughters, sisters and mothers of the

street car men of Saginaw , Mich ., had form

ed an auxiliary and were desirous of ex

tending the jurisdiction of the auxiliary ,

bringing in the wives, daughters and sisters

of the members throughout the entire conti

nent, and in accordance with that desire the

Ladies' Auxiliary of Saginaw sent Mrs. Wil

lard and Mrs. Cline of that city , as repre

sentatives, to the convention to appeal for

our indorsement and to ask the organiza

tion to assist in extending the auxiliary to

the other cities. Their requests were com

plied with and a general constitution and

laws for the Auxiliary were outlined and

adopted, and the two ladies were given seats

in the convention during the entire proceed

ings.

The reports of the officers for this year

showed that there had been charters grant.

ed as follows: Division 45 , at Philadelphia ;

Division 47, at Hartford , Conn. ; Division 48 ,
at New Britain , Conn .; Division 49, at To

ledo, Ohio ; Division 50, at Scranton , Pa .;

and Division 51, at Dayton, Ohio . of this

number, 47 and 48 had failed to perfect their

organizations and had gone to pieces, and

Division 50 had not reported after the form

ation . The other divisions were in good
working order.

There was but one strike reported for this

year, an account of which was given in the

last chapter, being the strike at Fort Wayne,
Ind.

The secretary 's report showed that the

financial income had been something like

$ 3 ,000 .

The reports also showed that every effort

had been made to extend the jurisdiction of

the Association with the limited finances

which the organization had to go upon ,

This convention made a great number of

changes in the constitution , cut down the

sick and death benefit fund and put it in a

more practicable position , and spent a great

portion of the time discussing plans for ex

tending the jurisdiction of the organization .

Among the cities discussed was that of

Philadelphia. The delegate from that city

had reported the conditions of the street
car men to be in a deplorable state , and ap

pealed for assistance in perfecting the or

ganization . The convention strongly recom

mended the incoming Executive Board to

make every effort to perfect the ograniza

tion at Philadelphia , and the board follow

ing this instruction arranged for and placed

a man in Philadelphia to continue the work
of building up and perfecting the organiza

tion in that city , a further report of which

will be given in a later chapter .

Among other things brought before the

convention was the action of the officers in

establishing the "Motorman & Conductor,"

the official journal. Their position was in

dorsed and the incoming officers were in

structed to make every effort to build up

and enlarge the size of the "Motorman &

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA ,

By W , D , Mahon .

Chapter XIII. (Continued from December.)

The fourth annual convention of the or

ganization opened in Detroit on October 14 ,

1895. While industrial conditions had some.

what improved , the divisions were rather

timid in sending delegates to the fourth an

nual convention. The only cities represent

ed at this convention were Milwaukee, Phil.

adelphia, Toledo , Worcester, Saginaw and

Detroit. A number of the other divisions in

responding to the call for the convention

had notified the General Office that they
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acts sent a telegram of congratulation to

Eugene V . Debs, who was at that time sery

ing sentence in the Woodstock jail because

of his connection with the American Rail.

way Union 's strike.

The convention remained in session some

four days, a careful consideration being

given to every question coming before it,

and at the end of that time elected the fol.
lowing officers for the ensuing year : W . D .

Mahon, International President; Rezin Orr,
Secretary - Treasurer ; R . K . Curtis , of Mil

waukee, First Vice -President ; J. H . Karr, of

Toledo, Second Vice-President; Daniel MC

Quarrie, of Milwaukee, Wis ., John Murphy,

of Worcester, Mass., and S. L . Clark , of De

troit, as members of the General Executive

Board. The convention also decided to
change the time of the meeting from Octo

ber to May, and decided that the next con

vention should take place in Wocrester,

Mass., on the first Monday in May of 1897.

The headquarters were again located in De

troit for the ensuing term . Following this

the convention adjourned sine die , and the

Executive Board arranged to meet upon the

following day to take up such matters as

the convention had referred to them and

outline their plans for the future.

( To be continued .)

HOW TO ORGANIZE.

Conductor," as well as to extend its circu.
lation .

The reports of tiic oflicers also showed

that the vestibule law had passed through

the legislatures of Wisconsin , Indiana and
Michigan .

Among other things that had come up

during the past year to interfere with and

impede the progress of the organization had
been the religious question, reference to

which was made in former chapters. This

contention was known as the A , P . A . move.

ment, and during the time that it was before

the country did more to disrupt and disturb

the harmony of the trade unions than any

other question that has ever effected them .

Upon this subject, the president in his re

port to the convention , said : “ There have,
in several of the divisions, discussions, ill.
feelings and dissensions arisen , emanating
from sources entirely foreign to the objects
and aims of this Association . In most cases

they arose from a difference in creed or re
ligious belief. Each sect entertained a prej
udice against the other; each was suspicious

of the other ; each assumed an attitude an
tagonistic to the other ; each refused to co
operate and work in harmony with the oth
er ; each party seemed blinded to the fact
that what injured one must injure the other ;

each sank his business interests in the As.
sociation and devoted his time to quarreling
about matters which injured not only the
Association but also the cause, which they

were disrupting; and each felt themselves to
be acting unwisely, but were too prejudiced
against each other to admit it, I think too

much stress cannot be placed upon the fact
that this is strictly a business enterprise,

with the objects in view of bettering your
conditions. I would remind you that true

unionists care nothing about the color of the
blood which courses through the veins of

the child 's ancestors, nor do they seek to
part the veil of the future and peer into un
seen places beyond the portals of the tomb.

Their mission is to better the conditions
under which unionists have no time to study

heraldry . They are too busy to speculate ,

like Socrates , upon what man suffers in this

sphere, with its short span of life ; but it is
the unionist' s mission to drive care from
the brow of toil; to keep bright the light in

the eye of hope; to curtain with a smile
the features of despair ; to feed the hunger

of the mind and stomach ; to quench the
thirst for knowledge and love ; to whip

wants from this land of poverty ; to destroy
despotism and place liberty above greed; to
make the world what nature intended it to

be an abiding place for man , that man ,

himself, may be the brother of his fellow
man - to have hopes, of which fruition lies

this side the grave, and aspirations whose

day of success looms high above the clouds;

to enjoy the beautiful gifts of our common
mother earth without paying usury to those
whose only claim is possesion , and whose
possessions are maintained by a purchasa
ble law . And to accomplish this we must

know no creed, no color, no nationality but
the brotherhood of man ."

The convention among other things in its

If you are desirous of organizing a divis

ion write to the General Office of the Amal.

gamated Association of Street & Electric

Railway Employes, 45 Hodges Bldg., De

troit, Mich ., and get full information . It

takes ten members to apply for a charter .

Charter and outfit costs $ 10. 00 . Initiation

fee per member is $ 1 .00 and dues are 50

cents a month . This carries with it all the

benefits of the Association , such as death ,

disability and old age pension .

On the night of the 12th Bro . G . T . Boyce,

conductor on a Delray car of the Detroit

system , upon requesting some disorderly

passengers to desist in a disturbance, was

set upon and brutally assaulted . The inci

dent reached the ear of Sheriff James Burns,

and as a result the thugs are now in the

Wayne county jail. Deputy Sheriff Sam

Goldwater ran them down and, with the as

sistance of other deputies, soon placed them

behind the bars. Bro. Boyce was painfully

though not seriously injured .

Suppose that every street and electric car

oan of America were members of the Asso

ciation , what would the results be ? The

past history and struggles of the few give us

some idea of what could be accomplished .

Whose fault is it that all men are not in

the unions ? It rests with each individual

and no one else . The organization spends

hundreds of dollars in its effort to unite all

men , and the fault lies with each individual

himself.
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The ....

Motorman and Conductor

Pursuant to the call of Chairman C . O .
Pratt, the General Executive Board will
meet in regular semi-annual session at the

general office, Detroit , Mich ., March 5th ,
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Late bulletin issued by Pres. James M .
Lynch , of the Typographical Union, states
that over 75 per cent of the membership
are now working the eight-hour day and
that the organization is now safe in the
eight-hour column.
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Oncial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
olation of Stroot and Electric Railway

Employes of America.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month .
ly . W . D . MAHON , President

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,

baltor, Dotroit, Mich .
Subscriptions payablo to W . D . Mahon , Pros.

The third charter issued by the Interna.
tional President thus far in 1906 establishes
Division No. 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa. The new
local was instituted by President J . P . Bal.
ser, of Shamokin , Pa., Div . No. 162. The
Mt. Carmel local starts off with a member
ship of 24 employes of the Shamokin & Mt.
Carmel Electric Railway Co .

It is with deep regret that we note in our
Brockton , Mass., correspondence the serious
illness of Secretary E . R . Henderson , of Div.
No. 235 . The readers of this magazine well
know Bro . Henderson and the effort he has
put forth in spreading the gospel of our
movement as a valuable contributor to these
columns. We sincerely wish his speedy re
covery.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Por annum . . . .
singlo copy . . .

. . . . . . . . . .60 conto
. . . . . . . . . 6 conto

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J. C . COLGAN . . . . . . First Vico - Prosident

SHEEHAN . . Second Vice -President
BEHNER . . . . . . . Third Vice -Prosident

THORPE . . . . . . Fourth Vice - Prosidont
MONKS. . . . . .Fith Vice - President

A . E . SCHMITZ . . . . . . . Sixth Vice - President

A . T . B . GREY . . . Seventh Vice - President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Troasurer

Genoral Executive Board

C . 0 . PRATT. . . Chairman
REEVES . . . . .Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW ." "
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.
WM . B . FITZGERALD.
BEN COMMONS.
FRED FAY.

D . S . FITZGERALD .

Entored the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter .

Delegates to the ninth convention will re.
gret to learn from our St. Joseph correspon

dent that the health of Bro. Richard John

son , of Division 326 is not of the best, and
that he is , of necessity, at Excelsior Springs
for treatment. None at the convention crept

more closely into the hearts of his associate
delegates than did the big, good -natured and
ever attentive delegate from St. Joe. Every

one who became acquainted with him in

Chicago will join with 326 in wishing for the
speedy recovery of Bro . Johnson to his form .

er good health under his present treatment.

MOON1145

NOTICE .
OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION.

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Bec, 2 . To place our occupation upon a tigh
plano of intelligence, efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trang

portation and trade matters generally. To

oncourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

I take this means of calling the attention
of the Financial Secretaries of Local Divi.
sions to the necessity of being specific in
stating the exact date in which members are
initiated, suspended or expelled from the or
ganization . This is necessary under the new

laws as adopted at the last convention , for
under that law an old age pension will be
come operative , in time, with all of our mem
bership , and the correct date of their initia
tion and admission into the organization ,
with suspension and withdrawal, are abso
lutely necessary in order to protect the gen
eral membership. Blanks have been pre
pared and forwarded to the Secretaries of
each Division , so that they can make out the
exact dates, easily , the record of each and
every member, and you will be particular in
seeing that these reports are properly made
out and forwarded with each month 's report,
to keep your membership in good standing
and protect them in their old age and death
benefits.

A late message from G . E . B . Member Ed

McMorrow states that the new agreement
between the Peoria, Ill., local and the em .
ploying company has been signed and all

matters of difference there have been set

tled by conciliation ,
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Division No. 132 , of Troy, N . Y ., is looking

forward to an air brake ordinance. Themove

will be encouraged by the Central Labor

Union of that city , the president, of which

body is also president of the local division

of our Association.

President Wm. F . Welch , of Wheeling lo

cal No. 103, is now president of the Ohio

Valley Trades and Labor Assembly .

Secretary J. H . Bowling, of Division No.

205, San Francisco, Cal., was elected to the

position of secretary -treasurer of the Cali

fornia State Federation of Labor, at its re

cent convention held in Oakland.

Division No. 380, of Elyria , Ohio, embrac

ing the employes of the Cleveland & South-

western System , are the incipients of a
move to establish a Central Labor Union
among the organizations of the various
crafts of Elyria and vicinity. The move is

under the supervision of Third Vice-Presi-

dent A . L . Behner, and will prove a success .

Our Ohio Divisions, through the Ohio

State A . F . of L ., have secured the passage

of a bill by the state legislature at Columbus

providing for heaters to be placed in the

vestibules of electric cars.

General Executive Board Member Richard The American Federation of Labor as

Cornelius, who is also president and busi- sessment in the interest of the printers has

ness agent of San Francisco Division No. had its effect in the way of strengthening

205 , has accepted the position of civil ser the sinews of war, and as a result, the

vice commissioner in the city government employers are weakening. Another feature

of San Francisco. The position is one of the to the advantage of the strikers lies in the

most important in connection with the mu fact that the work taken from the "open"

nicipal government, and reflects no little shops and placed with union concerns has

credit upon our Association in that city , given employment to a large number of

However , we are satisfied that the city has strikers. Every week concerns are desert

nothing to lose in the selection of Bro . Cor. ing the employers' compact and signing the

nelius to this position. The position is with eight-hour agreement. Small concerns that

out compensation , being an honoraryone, were unwittingly drawn into the contest by

and we feel that no more honorable man the Employers' Alliance have been forced

could have been chosen . It will not inter out of business. This , of course, is a nat

fere with his duties to the Association . ural result , and one of the objects of the big

companies. It will lessen competition after

The Steubenvill Light, Power & Traction the final settlement is effected. With the

Co, is seeking a 25 -year extension franchise assistance of the A . F . of L , the Typograph

which will permit the company to place a ical Union is enabled to continue the con

network system upon the heights about the test to a complete success .

town. There are two locals of the Associa

tion in that city and they will make an ef
BENEFITS PAID ,

fort to secure the incorporation of an arbi
tration clause in any further franchises Disbursements from the death and disabil
granted by the city . The citizens there look ity fund for the month of January were on

with much favor upon such a provision , as the deaths of the following members:

they are of the opinion that it will eliminate George Young, Div. No. 132, Troy,

any future possibility of disturbance of traf N . Y ., Fatty degeneration of the

fic from labor troubles. Such a provision heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . $ 100.00

could not fail to mitigate to the advantage W . J. Quinn, Div . No. 205 , San Fran

of all concerned .
cisco , Cal., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J . C . Koenig, Div . No. 194, New Or

NOTICE.
leans, La., bright's disease . . . . . . 100. 00

H . Waldridge, Div . No, 194, New Or

leans, La., bright' s disease . . . . . . . 100.00
To the Financial Secretaries of Local Divi. Byron Merritt, Div . No. 310 , Beau

sions: mont, Texas, assassinated . . . . . . . 100.00
Your attention is hereby called to the F . H . Pike, Div . No. 205 , San Fran

changes in the constitution as adopted at the cisco , Cal., acute dilatation of the

Chicago convention concerning the accept- heart. 100.00

ance of withdrawal cards. You will read Harry S . Ward , Div . No. 109, Vic

carefully Sections 116 and 117 and be guided toria, B . C ., electric shock . . . . . . . 100.00

in accepting withdrawal cards as those sec- James L . Morrow , Div . No. 241, Chi

tions specify . A card under six months old cago, Ill., heart disease . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

you will make the collections upon as these S . R . Tanner, Div. 260 , Chicago, Ill.,

sections specify , and forward per capita tax rheumatism . . . . . 100 .00

for the months which he was out to theGen - George Cleveland, Div . No. 132 ,

eral Office . Cards that are over six months Troy, N . Y ., apoplexy . . . . . 100 .00

are accepted and the member goes in as a James Cox, Div. No. 132, Troy, N .

new member. Remember this and be care- Y ., accident . . . . .. 100 .00

ful to comply with the same, so as to keep Michael J . Barrett, Div. No. 168,

the members' records in the General Office Scranton, Pa., typhoid pneumonia . 100 .00

correct. J. R . Wilkins, Diy. No. 125 , Belle

Yours fraternally, ville , Ill., phthisis pulmonalis . .. . . 100.00

W . D . MAHON ,

International President. Total . . . .. . . . . $ 1 ,300.00
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. Division No. 113 of our Association , and of
which Board Member Sinclair is a member ,

President W . D . Mahon is at present at is the largest stockholder in the Labor Tem
the General Office and is giving personal at. ple, and owns a considerable amount of
tention to the direction of the affairs of the stock . This rather threw the choice of care
Association , its officers and organizers. taker upon our Toronto Division , and Board
There are being submitted to him many Member Sinclair was selected to look after
written agreements for his approval, by local the property, keep it in repair , act as rental
divisions that have heretofore been working agent, and look after the property in gen
under verbal understandings, and perhaps eral. To better observe his duties in this
many under no understanding at all in the capacity he had living rooms fitted up in the
past. This would give rise to the assump- property, into which he moved his family,
tion that the written agreement is receiving and where he now resides.
more general favor among our employers as On the night of January 25th he was awak
a means of mapping out codes of conditions

ened by his wife, who called his attention to
which bear more forcibly in the direction of an unusual noise in one part of the building.
industrial peace than does the constant an . The location from whence the sounds came

tagonism against formal recognition of the caused suspicion on the part of Bro . Sinclair
rights of employes to do business collective that the building had been entered by bur

ly as an organization . Of course it is no glars, who were yet inside. He cautiously
ticeable that the manager or employer holds investigated the disturbance and discovered
to the best possible conditions for the com . that his suspicions were true, two men hav .
pany when it comes to the final making up ing' entered the building by forcing their
of the agreements, but none of them as yet way through a rear window into a section
have been closed up in such a way but that where was stored that which would make
they have borne material advantages to the desirable plunder. The men became aware
employes. that they were detected and retreated
On account of the immediate pressure of through the window . Board Member Sin

work throughout the entire field , President clair, in an effort to apprehend, and if possi.
Mahon has been obliged to cancel an exten ble , capture them , rushed out a side door

sive northwest trip for the present. and grappled with one of the men just as he

dropped to the ground from the building.
Treasurer Rezin Orr has returned from a It was an unfortunate situation where he

trip in western Illinois, where he was advis was single-handed against two desperate
ing with Divisions Nos. 236 , of Alton , and characters , one of whom struck him a mur
248 , of Venice, Ill., pertaining to a joint derous blow on the head with a bottle , or
agreement as between the employing com billy, felling him to the ground. They then
pany and the two locals . The agreement kicked and beat him into insensibility . His
was secured , and carries with it improved wife gave the alarm immediately , and upon
conditions and an increase in wage to the

the arrival of assistance , medical attendance
membership of the two locals . The old rate was quickly procured and he was taken to
of wage was a minimum and maximum of the hospital, where he regained conscious
20 and 2242 cents per hour. The new rate ness. He was able to give a full and com
tends to destroy the discrimination and is plete description of his assailants . Aided

established at 2242 and 23 cents per hour. with this description the police were fortu
Under the present arrangement extras only nate in apprehending the two men , and they
receive 2242 cents and all regular run men are at present awaiting trial,
receive 23 cents per hour, thus making a For a few days the life of Board Member
very satisfactory increase, and the agree Sinclair was despaired of, but at last reports
ment proves eminently satisfactory to both he had passed beyond the danger point, and
the employing company and the membership his friends are pleased to receive the assurhis f

of the Association. ance from the hosuital that he will recover.

Besides the savage injury on the head,
Chairman C . 0 . Pratt is at present en Bro. Sinclair sustained a broken arm and

gaged with a situation in Omaha, from which
several vicious body bruises .

place his reports are very favorable . Recent reports from Business Agent James

McDonald , of the Toronto Division, state
G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow is at that Board Member Sinclair has sufficiently

present engaged in advising with the Peoria recovered so that upon being confronted
Division and aiding other situations in north

with the captured men he has identified
ern Illinois, which are requiring the personal them beyond question . Their object was
attention of an International officer. His re .

robbery. Business Agent McDonald has
ports are of progress. been directed by the Division to allow no ef

fort to escape in the prosecution of the vil
G . E . B . MEMBER MAGNUS SINCLAIR lains and he is aiding the prosecutor in

VICTIM OF BRUTAL ASSAULT. completing the case against them .

The Toronto Trades and labor organiza

tions purchased and converted into a Labor

Temple a property at 167 Lurch street, To

ronto , Ont. The property is a large one, and

necessitated the employment of a caretaker.

Advertisers in this Magazine are
absolut iable business concerns
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THE BREWERY WORKERS RESENT THE ways been there with substantial assistance,

SLANDER . These rough-and-ready Germans don 't know

much about writing world -saving resolutions,
but they do know how to fight for shorter

During the past few weeks there has been
hours, increased pay, and how to assist other

circulated through the press a slanderous
unions to fight for the same. Instead of

story concerning the union brewery work
a beautiful-sounding resolution , they pass a

men of Cincinnati, Ohio . This story , like
motion donating so much money to assist

many others, was, without question , sent out the struggling union . A sample of this was
by the employers to slander and injure the

seen during the street railway men ' s strug.
Union of the United Brewery Workers, and

gle in St. Louis, when the brewery workmen
we regret to say that it was published even

gave $ 1 .00 a week from every one of their
by some of the labor papers who have a

members to assist the striking street car
habit of copying from the Associated Press

men . That merely shows their disposition ,
such stories without verifying them .

for in every strike of any magnitude or im
The story was to this effect, — that the

portance the same has been their history ,
brewery workers of Cincinnati had asked

and then to think or attempt to make people
for an eight-hour workday ; that the bosses

believe that this determined body of men
had made the proposition that they would would sacrifice the eight-hour workday for
give them an eight-hour workday with the

free beer is too ridiculous to be thought
same rate of pay they were now receiving

about by those who knew them and know
if the brewery workers would give up their their history .
free beer, or they would continue the nine The trouble is that stories of this kind cir

hour workday with the free beer . The story culate among people who don 't know these
was sent out that the brewery workers ac

men and the history of their organization
cepted the nine-hour workday with the free

and in that way injures them , but let me in
beer.

form you , dear reader, that the brewery
Now free beer to the brewery workers is

workmen resented this insult in Cincinnati.
like free transportation to the railroad men.

They presented their demands for the eight
It was something that has been given since

hour workday and laughed at that silly
time immemorial and is never seriously con

proposition of the bosses on the question of
sidered in a discussion of the wage question,

free beer and went right on with their de.
but is looked upon as something that belongs

mands, set the time when they must be con :
to the men by the right of the occupation.

ceded and we are happy to relate that
Now , the truth of the matter is that the

the eight-hour workday has been conceded
brewery workmen 's union had made their

to the Cincinnati brewery workmen and they
demands for the eight-hour workday. The

will drink as much free beer in the future
companies did offer such a proposition as

as they have in the past.
this , but the brewery workmen only laughed

at it. They paid no attention to any such
proposition , and anyone who knows the TELL YOUR WIFE, MOTHER AND

brewery workers' organization and its his SISTER

tory knows that would be their attitude .

If you please, a minute, go back some The Woman's Home Companion , publish
three years ago into Cincinnati where there ed by the Crowell Publishing Company, of
was a test of loyalty of the brewery work

Springfield , Ohio , has been placed on the
men to their organization and its demands.

Unfair List, unfair to Labor, by the Spring
The companies at that time called the brew . field Trades and Labor Assembly , of Spring
ery workmen in and told them that they field, and by the Carpenters and Joiners
would have to give up the working cards of Union , No. 660 , The Crowell company seems
the union and withdraw from it , or else to think their patronage lies above the
cease their employment from the company, strata of common working people.
not only cease receiving free beer but cease It would seem by this that they wish it
their employment entirely and be out of a understood that the Woman' s Home Com
job . Did the brewery workmen falter at

panion is intended as a class publication
that hour ? Not by any means. They walked and has no place in a working man 's home.
out in a body and stayed out without beer, Very well! The wives, mothers, sisters and
work , or anything else until the bosses con friends of working men will very likely ob
ceded them their rights and the rights of lige the Crowell company by allowing their
their union. publication to remain on the shelves of

To those who know the brewery work their distributors. We will cut it out.
men , such a statement, I again repeat, is

ridiculous. While there have been disputes
on the question of jurisdiction between the Remember this , as a lone and individual

brewery workmen and other organizations man, when it comes to the question of saying

and times when we did not agree with the what your labor is worth, or what hours

brewery workmen ' s position on that ques. you will work , you are absolutely hopeless .

tion , there has never been a time when any Your only hope is to unite with your fellow

one who knew them would question the loy - men in the union . If there is no union of

alty of the brewery workmen to the trade your occupation in your city, set about to

union movement. It matters not what union form one at once and combine your strength

has been engaged in a fight for improved to advance and secure the proper conditions

conditions, the brewery workmen have al. that you should have .
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Not a Scab.

had

" Grave regard for your friends," came
from Dave Huff, as he was checking off the

file of applications which resulted from the

day' s enrollment.

Martin Conroy and David Huff had reach

ed the limit of their time for receiving ap

plications, had locked the doors of their tem

porary employment office, and were care

fully passing upon and making special notes
of each appiicant.

The applications were simple, each bear

ing the name, age, residence and former oc

cupation of the applicant, a guarantee that
the applicant would undertake to work for

the employing company at least thirty days ,
would give a full week 's notice to the em -

ployer prior to retiring from the service ,

would work the first thirty days for the set

wage of $ 2 .50 per day, and at the end of
thirty days would continue in the service at

such rate of wage as might be mutually

agreed upon , or fixed by the employing comcom

pany. A printed clause was embodied in

which the company, in consideration of the

foregoing undertaking, would provide the

keep of each applicant for thirty days, and

until other arrangements should be fixed , or

agreed upon, thereafter , and would defray

traveling expenses to the place of employ

ment. Such were the conditions to which

each applicant subscribed .

The applications were being carefully ex

amined by the chief agent and his assistant,

the substance of each was being transferred

to an enrollment book, together with such
comment as the observing minds of the two

men might agree upon. When a disagree.

ment would occur, the comment was dic

tated by the sole mind of Dave Huff, and

accordingly recorded by Mart Conroy.

"Grave regard," repeated Huff, as he held
the application of Dan Strobridge indicative

ly before him that Conroy should well un

derstand to whom was referred . “ It would

be a most selfish motive that would prompt
me to encourage a friend of mine to con

vert himself into a scab . How shall we re

cord him ? "

" I think my conscience will well compare

with yours, Dave," said Conroy. “ That fel

low beat my pace with one of the prettiest

country school teachers upon whom you

ever set your eyes. I swore I'd get even ,

and I think my chance is at hand. It' s a

long story, Dave, but the substance of it is

this : The father of Dan Strobridge lived on

a large farm , which , from its location and

fertility, was known as Grass Bottom . It

was near Gabber' s Corners, and the old man

Strobridge was supposed to have owned the

farm , and was famed as the Croesus of that

section of the country. The old man was

liberally disposed in favoring the others of

the community by loaning them money and

endorsing obligations to help the less for.
tunate along.

" John Brace lived in Gaskill City and was

a carpenter by trade. He bought a house

and lot early in life, and in the course of

time paid for it. During this time the prop

erty increased in value until the taxes were
much more than an ordinary mechanic

could afford as rent. However, as business

houses had sprung up about it which made

it undesirable to high rent payers, and hav .

ing no means to fit it up for business, the

only thing left for him to do was to sell it.

My father saw the advantage of the property

for a business site and made a deal with

Brace by which he bought it for fifteen thou

sand dollars, inducing Brace to take a half
interest in some mining property for ten
thousand dollars, gave him notes for three

thousand and paid him two thousand in
cash .

" Brace bought a cheaper home for four
thousand dollars, upon which he endorsed
and turned over the three thousand dollar

notes of my father .

“ In the course of my father' s transactions

with Brace I made the acquaintance of Edna

Brace, the daughter. She was the most

beautiful woman I had ever met. Sh

never been in society , as the old man had

kept her in school. After she passed the

public school he sent her to a normal school

in Brampton , a small town from which Gab

ber' s Corners was but a few miles. It was

during the vacation that I met and made

her acquaintance .

" I soon found she was ambitious and I

gave her all the society life she wanted . I

took her to the first dance she ever attended .

Her old man didn't like it very well, but

his financial relations with father lessened

his objections.

" Near the end of her vacation Mass Vallie

Strobridge and her brother , Dan , came to
visit her and see the city . She had become

acquainted with them at the Brampton

school, where they also attended . They

were green enough , and in their ruralistic
innocence were not live company for Edna.
I soon discovered that Dan had more than

friendly feelings for Edna, but he wasn 't in
it with me, and upon the pretense that Vallie
was too ill to continue the visit , they re

turned home in two or three days. This

gave me an opportunity to escort Edna to

Brampton when she returned to her school.
Dan Strobridge and his sister came to

Brampton about the same time and I re
mained in the little town for some days , of

course in close association with Edna and

her friends, as I soon discovered that the

Strobridges, riding upon the reputed wealth
of their old man , were an important key

to Brampton society . In this way I became

quite a take with Vallie Strobridge, even

against her brother's expressed displeasure .

" A singular coincidence was the purchase

of a part of the Grass Bottom farm by the
party who had received my father's notes

from Brace . This man was William Tinker,

who had left Gaskill City to engage in farm
ing. I am of the opinion the purchase was
made easier for Tinker by the academy ac
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quaintance of Edna and the Strobridges. which mingled with his jealous contempt, as

The possession of these notes by the elder he stood on the old country corner store

Strobridge stimulated my desire to get on steps watching the departure of the rickety

friendly terms with the old man , and the old combination mail and passenger service
easiest means of accomplishing this was by vehicle . It was then I swore I'd get even .

developing my friendship with Miss Stro "Well, Dan married the girl when her

bridge. All this was made necessary by the school closed for that term . They went to

fact that my father was becoming financially living with his people on the old farm , and

embarrassed . Thus I was forced to play my for some months things went quite well

hand with both girls. with them until the old gent died, after

" I intended to interest Miss Strobridge which , it was found that the farm was sorely

until father could get out of the pinch , but encumbered . Late last summer the Stro

I realized the danger of playing the girls bridge property was closed out by the sher

double very long , as the infatuation of Dan iff. Tinker now owns the entire Grass Bot

for Edna and his increasing hatred toward tom property , and it was he who secured

me towered strong in the path of such a control of the first mortgage and forced sale

game. At last, the climax came, when my after the death of the old man . Dan made

father failed and made the assignment to my some arrangement for temporary possession

mother of all he could save out of the wreck . of the old farm house. In the meantime he

“ Well, Strobridge had signed papers for a
is hustling for a job. He'll never satisfy his

friend who failed , and transferred the notes
darling wife on a laboring man ' s salary , and

I don't envy the poor fellow his future happi.to a banking firm to meet the obligation .

The bank sued on the notes, and as Brace
ness ; besides his wife and child he has his
mother and little sister that look to him forwas mixed up in the failure of my father ,
support. However, he is a capable fellow ,the old man Strobridge had the notes to pay,
absolutely ignorant of the labor question andand was forced to mortgage what he had
will no doubt make a good scab long enoughleft of Grass Bottom farm . Of course Brace
to be of some service in breaking the strike.lost everything, and was fool enough to

commit suicide. His wife became sick and
That's all we want of him .”

in the course of a few months she died . “ Quite a story," rejoined Huff, as he gave

Edna traced all her misfortunes to my instructions to Conroy to enter Strobridge

father. I had no further object in continu as a likely man . “ Your style of relating it

ing my friendship with Miss Strobridge, who rather indicates that there will be some sat

had grown to think me the only one. She isfaction to you when Strobridge awakens to

was not a strong girl, and although the old the sensibility of being a scab ."

man Strobridge added another mortgage to “ Rather, when his would -be high roller

his farm to get money to send her away wife awakens to the fact that her husband

for her health , she grew worse and when is a scab . Her father was a union carpenter,

they brought her home it was only to bury and she knows the social consequence," cor
her. rected Conroy.

All these events gave Dan Strobridge his “ Let' s see,” mused Huff , " Your father rob

inning. Edna Brace saved nothing from her bed her father of his property , caused him

parents' effects, but Dan secured for her the to commit suicide, issued paper that robbed
position of teacher in the Gabber' s Corners the old man Strobridge of three thousand
public school. dollars and ultimately caused the family to

" After the death of Miss Strobridge I took lose the farm ; you caused the sister of Dan

a trip over there to see Edna and renew old Strobridge to go to her grave with a broken

friendship , but I found rather of a cold wel heart, and even now you are looking to a

come. She had survived her successive mis vindictive gratification of your lustful in

fortunes and grown more beautiful. I had a fatuation upon the victim of your father' s

talk with her and tried to explain to her treachery . You 're a peach , Conroy. Were

that my mother was in position to refund to it not for the business end of his employ.

her what her father had lost, providing ment, I' d put Strobridge next, but it's none

she would marry me. She seemed to want of my affair ; all I want's the man ."

the money, but because I couldn 't arrange to “ You mean , all you want is the twenty -five

get it for her before the marriage, she turn dollar fee and the two-fifty per for 30 days.
ed me down. She seemed to think old Stro There's no danger of your throwing that
bridge would pull through all right in paying away to clear your remorse caloused con
his debts, and that Dan would prove a great science by putting Dan Strobridge next to

hit . anything," tartly replied Conroy . “ What
“ I hadn 't been there long before all Gab. about this man Gray ?"

ber 's Corners was familiar with my relation " Reject his application . He's here for no
to the misfortunes of their beautiful school good to us," quickly replied Huff. "He' s
teacher, and one night an entertainment here to get information for the union . How
committee , peculiar to such places, called many are 0 . K ' d ? ”
upon me at the little country tavern and in " Thirty-two," replied Conroy as he closed
vited me to move out of town. Wisdom as the book and placed the applications in two
serted itself and I 'moved .' separate files - a file each of rejected and

" Dan Strobridge, although not a member accepted .
of the 'committee ,' was present when I took “ Thirty -two hundred dollars if they all
the old stage coach for Brampton that night, make good ," said Huff , with an air of satis
and I can yet see the triumphant expression faction . “Well, you go to Brampton and I' ll
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take this bunch through to Graftmore my.
self, as I fear that man Grey may makemis
chief for us." As he completed this com
ment he drew forth a couple of cigars,

passed one to Conroy, lighted the other for
his own gratification , and the two men left
the office rooms, going in an indirect way
to a moderate hotel, where they had supper

and such refreshments as their appetites
suggested .

As was anticipated by Huff, Grey was a

local labor official, secretary of the central
labor council of the city, whose suspicions
were aroused by the advertisement, and
who had undertaken to ascertain the cause
of eniployment and destination of the men
employed. With the assistance of a couple
of newspaper reporters he was successful,
learned they were for Graftmore, the num
per of the train upon which they departed
for that place, and telegraphed the informa
tion on to Secretary Smith of the Graft
more Central Labor Council. However, Huff
lost but two of his men in getting them
aboard the train . Dan Strobridge was
among the 30 to accompany him to Graft
more. Martin Conroy took a train going in
the opposite direction .

( To be Continued . )

ALTON , GRANITE , VENICE & ST. LOUIS

AGREEMENT.

THIS MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.

executed in duplicate , this 15th day of January,
A . D . 1906 , by and between the Alton , Granite &

St. Louis Traction Company, party of the first
part , and the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America , Div .

No. 236 and Div . No. 248, party of the second
part, witnesseth :

SECTION I .
That for the purpose of having a correct and

definite understanding between the party of the
first part and the party of the second part, a
committee consisting of three members, elected
from each of Divisions No. 236 and No. 248 , of

the Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes of America , shall
meet with properly accredited officers of the

party of the first part, with power to adjust any
differences which may arise .

SECTION II.
That any motorman or conductor, now in the

employ of the party of the first part, or who
may be employed during the period covered by

this agreement, may become, when properly
elected , a member of the party of the second
part, and when once a member of said party ,

shall be bound by this agreement and subject

to its conditions.

SECTION III.

The party of the first part shall have the right
to assign and transfer motormen and conductors

at will. In case of a permanent vacancy on any

local run , such vacancy shall be filled from men

entitled to work in the same class on the divis

ion in which said vacancy occurs. Men for

interurban runs shall be chosen from the whole

body of employes on the basis of competency

and merit without reference to division or sen
iority . although preference shall be given in line

of seniority and if not placed in that basis rea .

son stated .

SECTION IV .

Any members of the association , under this
agreement, laid off for punishment or discharged

and after investigation proven not guilty of the

offense for which he was punished, shall be im
mediately reinstated under this contract to his
former position .

SECTION V .
Should any members of this association discov

er that any of their members are drinking,.

gambling or misappropriating the funds of the
company they shall, through their grievance

committee, inform the party of the first part of
the fact.

SECTION VI.
Candidates for the position of motorman and

conductor shall be assigned for break - in under
the instructions of the members of the party

of the second part, and shall not be employed
until turned in as competent and satisfactory

by at least two men having regular runs. Em

ployes not having been in the service of the
party of the first part sixty (60) days shall

be considered as on trial, and subject to remov.
al at any time.

Employes having been in the service of the
company sixty (60) days or more may be dis

charged for drunkeness, gambling, dishonesty,
breaking the rules or for any other good cause .

SECTION VII.

The nine hours schedule (as near as schedule
will permit ) shall constitute a day ' s work for

motormen and conductors, but men having
worked full time may be required to work extra

time on occasions when there are not enough

extra men to operate all cars required. No one
shall be called upon to work for less than one

hour' s pay, which shall be the same per hour

as regular pay. The morning runs on the Gran
ite City Division shall for the present remain

ten hours.

After January 1st, 1906, motormen and con
ductors shall receive the following pay :

Extra men and short runs. . . . . .2242C per hour
Employes on regular runs. . . . . . 23c per hour
Employes on Interurban runs . . 230 per hour

Seven hours or over shall constitute a regular

run ,
SECTION VIII.

It is further understood and agreed between

the Alton , Granite & St. Louis Traction Com

pany and Divisions No. 236 and No. 248, of the
Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec
tric Railway Employes of America , that the
members of the second part will, to the best of
their ability conduct themselves as gentlemen ,
be courteous to passengers and the traveling

public, and work at all times to the best interest
of the said Alton . Granite & St. Louis Traction

Company. That they will keep a strict compli
ance with all rules and regulations of the said
company and cheerfully obey all orders from the

officers of the same. They further agree at all
times to protect the patrons as well as the prop
erty of the company from injury , at their hands
or the hands of others, when in their power to

do so .

SECTION IX .
That the properly accredited officers of both

parties shall have full power to adjust any dif
ference that may arise between the parties here
to : but should they fail to effect a settlement
the case shall be submitted to a board of arbi
tration to consist of three disinterested persons ;

each party shall select one member, and the two
thus chosen shall select a third . And the find
ing of a majority of this board shall be final.
That there shall be no strike during the period
of this contract.

SECTION X .
This agreement and the provisions thereof

shall remain in full force until January 1st, 1907.
Attest :

ALTON GRANITE & ST. LOUIS TRACTION
COMPANY,

By JOSEPH F . PORTER ,
President.

For Association :

HARRY T . COULTER , Chairman .
PAYTON ᎻᎪᎡᎢ,
JOS. LACHANCE ,
TOM McCORMICK ,
J . C . BURTON ,

ED. HAGENAUER,
Committee for No. 236 and No, 248.
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Resolved, That in the death of our beloved
brother, Div. No. 111 , A , A , of S . and E . R . E . of
A . , has lost one of its most honorable members
and the craft an efficient workman .

Resolved , That we, the members of this asso
ciation ,express to the widowed mother and sor
rowing relatives of our deceased brother, our
heartfelt sympathy and tender them all assist
ance possible .
Resolved. That as a tribute of respect to his

memory we drape our charter for a period of
thirty days, and that these resolutions be en
tered upon our minutes , that a copy be sent to
the bereaved mother and that they be published

in our official journal, “ The Motorman and Con
ductor."

BERT SMITH ,
J. E . KOON ,
O . J. BURY, Secy.,

Committee .

A CARD .

SHIRT AND COLLAR MAKERS' APPEAL.

Troy, N . Y ., Feb. 4, 1906 .
To Organized Labor, Greeting :
The LOCKOUT of the 700 Starchers of the

Shirt, Waist and Laundry Workers' Interna
tional Union is now in the TNETH MONTH .
Every effort has been made by us to effect an

adjustment of this difficulty , and the Shirt and

Collar Manufacturers' Association has refused
to meet a committee from the American Feder

ation of Labor, with President Gompers as
Chairman .

All of our locked -out members are GIRLS ,
and during this long struggle to resist a reduc

tion of 50 PER CENT in wages, 99 PER CENT
of the members have remained loyal to the
Union and steadfast in their stand to resist
this reduction
We are in urgent need of funds, and if these

girls are to win this struggle for LIVING
WAGES, it is up to Organized Labor to render

all the assistance possible, both morally and
financially .
We therefore appeal to you , to AT ONCE

contribute to this worthy cause , and we ask

you to remember that " ARROW BRAND "

COLLARS and " MONARCH " SHIRTS, made
by CLUETT, PEABODY & CO . are UNFAIR .
Thanking you in advance for any assistance

rendered , we are ,
Fraternally yours,

JOHN J. MANNING ,

General Sec .- Treas.
J. W . SMILEY, General President,
Shirt Waist and Laundry Work
ers' International Union .

Donations may be sent to John J . Manning,

General Secretary , Box 11 , Station 1, Troy , N . Y .

Office of the
American Federation of Labor.

Washington , D . C ., Feb . 7 , 1906 .
To Organized Labor of America :

The statements made in the above appeal are
founded upon fact, and merit the sympathy
and earnest co -operation and financial support
of all trade unions and sympathizers with our
cause. The unions are earnestly requested to
promptly comply with the appeal, and to make
as generous donation as possible, but in any
event to make some donation , and to do so

promptly . Fraternally yours,

SAMUEL GOMPERS,

President American Federation of Labor.
Attest:
FRANK MORRISON , Secretary.

Ann Arbor Feb 10 1906 .
Mr. W . D . Mahon, 45 Hodges Bldg., Detroit,
Mich . :

Dear Sir and Bro . - Mrs. M . Wallace wishes
me to express her sincere thanks to you and the
association for the prompt manner in which you
settled the death claim of her son , Harry 0 .

Wallace, who died at Geyser, Montana , Jan , 23 ,

1906 . and also to the members of Div . 111 for the

kindness shown her at the time of the funeral.
Fraternally yours,

0 . J. BURY, Fin . Sec. Div. 111.

MERKLE-WILEY BROOMS.

Washington , D . C ., Feb. 7, 1906 .
Dear Sir and Brother :

The American Federation of Labor has placed
the Merkle -Wiley Broom Co., of Paris , Ill., on
the “ We Don ' t Patronize " list.

This firm is the largest concern manufactur
ing brooms in the United States, and covers a
territory from the Atlantic to Pacific coast.
They are very antagonistic toward their em

ployees, who have been engaged in a struggle
with them since the 18th of last November ,
and we are determined to use all honorable
efforts to systematically bring these and other
employers to the realization that they must be
fair to Organized Labor .

Thanking you in advance for your co -opera
tion and assistance, I am ,

Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL COMPERS,

President American Federation of Labor.

THE LATE HARRY S. WARD, OF DIVI
SION NO. 19 , VICTORIA , B , C .

IN MEMORIAM .

Division 111, Ypsilanti, Mich . — Wheres, The
Great and Supreme Ruler of the universe has, in

His divine wisdom deemed it best to remove
from our midst by death , our beloved and es
teemed brother. Harry O . Wallace , and
Whereas, In the sad departure of our brother

we recognize the loss of one ever faithful to the
interests of our association, and
Whereas, We, the members of Local Div . 111 ,

wish to express our sympathy to the sorrowing
relatives : therefore , be it

The above is a faithful photo of our late
Bro . Harry S . Ward , whose tragic death
occurred at Goldstream , B . C . ,on January 5 ,
1906 . At the coroner's inquest a verdict of
accidental death was returned by the jury.
The deceased brother was instantly electro
cuted at the company' s power house at Gold
stream , by making the fatal mistake of
touching switches, from which he received
700 volts .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

There's the Petersens and Shaws, the Richards
and Hughes,

And Storer, and Ramsden , and Moore,
Payne, Maddock and Loveland and O 'Gorman,

the "muse, "
And good boys you 'll find by the score.

These boys are true blue, and other boys, too ,
Of Division 418 we are proud ;

In Ogden they dwell, I tell you they're swell ,

A jolly and good natured crowd.

Then all hail to dear Utah , the land of the
Saints,

Where principles of Union obtain :
May she always be free and without any com

plaints ,

And swell organized labor 's glad refrain .

And hail to Bill Mahon , the captain of the hosts
Of Amalgamated workers ' grand array,

In United States and Canada they ' ll be found

at their posts,

Ever ready and willing for the fray.

May we always be loyal to our chieftain 's kind
command,

For labor's wrongs and sorrows we bewail;
May his timely words of wisdom be heard

throughout the land,

And wisdom , peace and truth will sure prevail.
H . T . B . G .

THE GOLDEN WEST.

FIN . SEC. A . H . BURT,

Re-elected for Third Term by Div . No. 382,
Salt Lake City , Utah .

Secretary A . H . Burt was born January

14, 1879 , in Salt Lake City , Utah. He was
educated in the public school, and at the age
of 15 years commenced as a boy conductor

on the Salt Lake City street car lines. At

that time there were a few boy conductors,

but a few years later they were done away
with . Bro . Burt, however, continued in ser

vice and is now a motorman. He is serving
his third term as financial secretary , and is

an active spirit in the general labor move

ment of this city.

Knocker Knocks No More, Scab Beats Re.
treat, Unionism Embraces City Govern .
ment, Traitorous Alliance Fails , Cornelius

Takes a Hand in Honest Government,
Bowling State A . F . of L . Officer,

San Francisco , Cal., Division 205 is still
infused with the spirit of progress. A few

employes of the United Railroads, who
through some secret and evil influence in

the past persistently refused to join with us

in promoting and maintaining improved con .
ditions, have seen the error of their ways

and filed applications. That they will never

regret throwing aside the hammer of the

“ knocker" and becoming boosters instead is
a moral certainty .

The professional scabs with which the
company, about two years ago, endeavored
to pack their various car barns have become
beautifully less, one by one. The company

has evidently seen the futility of employing
this spew from the sewers of humanity and

replaced them with honest men who have
made haste to join our noble association .

Their scab colony must have cost the United
Railroads very dearly , as the appalling list of

accidents credited to them will show ; and

the inability of the scab Conductor to reach

the register cord is notorious.

Our Hospital Association is on a good

financial basis , with $ 3 ,400 to the good. Dr.
Kirk , our ear , eye and throat specialist. has

been particularly successful in his work .
Conductor Flook , formerly of Omaha, Ne

braska, but now employed on the High street
line, has again returned to work after an
operation for appendicitis. Bro. Flook had
neglected his ailment until the " jaws of
death " literally " yawned for him , " and that

he is now at work , sound and healthy, is

due to the splendid skill of Dr. L . L . Men
inger, the Hospital Association ' s surgeon for

the third district, and the tender care he re

ceived at Mount Zion Hospital.

It is to be hoped that every member of the
division will soon be enrolled in this splendid

association as an insurance against distress
and neglect in the trying time of sickness.
Monday, January 8 , was installation day

for all officers of the municipal government,
and probably for the first time in the history

UTAH'S TRIBUTE TO ORGANIZATION .

I've roamed over mountain , I've crossed over
flood ,

I've traversed the wave - rolling sand ,

Though the fields were as green and the moon
shone as bright,

Yet it was not dear Utah 's fair land .

The right hand of friendship , how oft have I
grasped,

And bright eyes have smiled and looked bland,
Yet happier far were the hours I passed

In the west, in dear Utah 's fair land.
Then hail to the mountains, the home of the

boys

That work on the cars, and look bland;
In Salt Lake and Ogden , the towns of joys,
Where union of hearts takes command .

Where Lamont, Wilcox and Burt all worked
with their might

To make 382 a grand stand ;

For all of the boys take joy and delight

To unite in a strong union band.
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We are pleased to report Bro. P . Walker
on duty after a siege with pneumonia .
Bro. J . Kinsley is again on duty after a

two weeks' illness. Glad to see you back ,
Jim .
Bro . Len Washburn , who underwent an

operation for a tumor, is getting along very
nicely .
Bro. Fred Burquist, who is sick at the

hospital with Bright's disease, is reported not
improving
Bro. Nelson is back on duty from a five

days' vacation ,
Bro . Billy Beckwith , who had the misfor

tune to sprain his arm Jan . 16 , is not yet
able to work .
Our next regular meeting will be a mid

night meeting , and let us hope that all tho
boys will be there to help things along . It
will make work lighter for our worthy
officials

E . J. S .

281 ELECTS OFFICERS.

New Haven , Conn - The following officers
were elected at the December meeting of
Div . No. 281 for the ensuing term : Charles
Minnix , President; James J . White, Vice
Prezident; James J . Flynn , Financial Secre
tary . 255 Grand ave . ; Jos. J . Lynch , Treas
urer , 450 Chapel st. : Florent D . Jodon , Re .
cording Secretary, 155 Meadow st. ; John Til
ley, Guard ; A . F . Irvine, Correspondent for
the M . & C . ; Executive Board, Jas W . Burke,
J . J . Flynn , Jas. J . White , J . J . White No. 2 ,

J. J . Lynch , F . D . Jodon , Wm . Butler and Mike
Norton

There are two vacancies in the Executive
Board, which will be filled at the February

meeting

of any large city in the United States,
EVERY MAN installed into office either car
ries a working card in a union affiliated with
the A . F . of L . or is pledged to the organized
toilers. San Francisco expects great things
from her new Union Labor government, and
the members of this division feel sure that
they will not be disappointed . We feel par

ticularly elated becaused our well - loved
president, Richard Cornelius , was appointed
a civil service commissioner. We feel that
the sound business judgment and sterling
integrity he has always shown as an officer
of Division 205 will be shown in this posi

tion of great honor to splendid purpose.
The Citizens' Alliance may, with their

money and sneaking ways, bring about a
fusion of the Republican and Democratic
parties , as they did here, to enchain the
working people ; but the organized workers
of the city and nation have the remedy in
the ballot for this and all other evils. When
will they awaken to an intelligent and coll
certed use of it ? Think of the good that
would accrue to our movement if sturdy W .
D . Mahon or Samuel Gompers were occupy .
ing the presidential chair at Washington
instead of " Open Shop" Teddy.
The convention of the California State Fed

eration of Labor, held in Oakland, has just
adjourned after a very stirring session . The
representativeg of the street railway service
were Bros. Tuke and Shally, of Sacramento
Division ; Bro . Owens, of Stockton Division ,
the silver -tongued orator of the Slough City :
Bro . Edmonds, of San Jose Division ; Bros.
Pierce and Smart, of Oakland Division , and
Bros. Cornelius, Bowling, Ewing, Hart, Knox
and Shallenberger, of Division 205 . Bro. Ed
monds was appointed on the Constitution
and Laws Committee ; Bro , Shally on the
Resolutions Committee , and Bro . Cornelius
on the Law and Legislation Committee. It
would be putting it mildly indeed were I to

say that they acquitted themselves with
credit to the association and their respective
divisions. Bro . Ewing , whom the delegates
to the Chicago convention of our associa
tion will remember as a representative of
Division 205 , was actively and continuously
at work securing support for various meas
ures , particularly in that section devoted to
the lady delegate. His phenomenal success
showed the wisdom of our division in elect
ing him a delegate , Bro . Hart was a close
and fascinating second , proving that the
Twenty - fourth street barn has a good team .
Bros. Tuke of Sacramento and Bowling of

205 divided the honor of being the most hand
some men in the convention . The result of
Bro . Bowling ' s clear - cut, Napoleonic fea
tures , coupled with his oratorical powers ,
undoubtedly elected him Secretary - Treasurer
of the State Federation , a most wise choice .
Bro . Edmonds, of San Jose , was elected
Fourth Vice - President, and it is a foregone
conclusion that he will make an exceptionally
intelligent and painstaking official. Bro .
Knox. one of the old - time members of 205 ,
who had just completed his second term as
President of the State Federation , declined
a renomination ; otherwise his re -election
would have been certain . Bro . Knox made
an exceptionally clever presiding officer. The
reports of officers and the different commit
tees showed splendid improvement in the
condition , both moral and financial, of the
Federation . Districts hitherto unorganized
now show numerous active unions, and the
general welding of organizations formerly
out of touch with sister unions into an har
monious and systematic whole speaks vol
umes for the retiring officers and the future
of the California State Federation of Labor.

" 205 . "

WILL HOLD WEEKLY MEETINGS.

Akron , O . Officers elected at the annual
election meeting of Div . No. 98 were as fol
lows: R . H . Williams, President: L . L . Ish ,
Vice -President; C . Wise, Financial Secre
tary ; F Goodenberger, Corresponding Secre
tary ; J . B . Fitzgerald , Correspondent; Jasper
Stewart, Warden ; G . France , Conductor : F .
Hartenstein , Sentinel: J . Failor , Treasurer ;
Executive Board , M . Fouts, B . Rockwood , F .
E . Welton . J . B . Fitzgerald , F . Goodenberger.
Div . 98 has changed its meeting place from

Coventry Block to the Labor Temple , The
Walsh Block , on South Main st. Meetings
will be held on Thursday nights of each
week .

" J. B . F ."

ANNUAL CONCERT FEB. 24.
Toron Saturdomises

arogram ,

procuremera
Toronto, Ont.-- Our annual concert, to be

held on Saturday, February 24 , 1906 , in
Massey Hall, promises to be the event of
the season . A varied program , composed of
the best talent that money can procure, has
been engaged , and with the hearty Co -opera
tion of the individual members working in
conjunction with a very able management
committee , should make this a record
breaker. All members of the Association not
members of Div . 113 will be admitted by
card .
The by - laws in connection with our death

benefit have been sent to President Mahon
for approval, and we expect they will be
submitted to the members at two special
meetings in the near future

Bro . Michael Murray , of Dundas shed, who
was injured last November by being thrown
off an open car, is still in bed and at present
his chances of working for some time are
very slight. Bro. Gibbs, of King East shed ,
another unfortunate victim of the death
trap open car, is still in a very serious con
dition and his physician reports it will be
some time yet before he will be able to fol
low his usual occupation . May the time soon
come when the collection of fares from the
side steps of open cars will be a thing of the
past.
Bro . Magnus Sinclair, International officer

and member of Div . 113, was the victim ol

MASQUERADE BALL.

Rock Island , Ill . - Division No. 313 reports
usual progress . At our last regular meeting
two new members were taken in and several
applications filed .
Our division is very busy getting ready for

a masquerade ball to be given Feb . 24 at R .
I . Turner Hall for the benefit of our sick
brothers.
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al assault by two toughs last week . being a part of a general progressive move
As caretaker of the Labor Temple , he was ment.
trying to collect the price of a broken win Our next contribution will likely come from
dow , when he was hit on the head with a the pen of our newly - elected correspondent,
beer bottle, and in falling broke his arm . consequently this effort may rightfully be
Besides being severely injured about the head considered my valedictory .
he was badly shaken up , and even at the " BUNTIN ”
present writing is not altogether out of
danger . AGE OF REPARATION .
Bro . J . Brooks, of Yorkville, who has been

in the hospital for some time suffering from
typhoid fever , is around once more and his Troy. N . Y . - At the last meeting of Div. No.

132 officers were installed as follows: Presfriends hope to see him at work again ere
long . ident, P . Shea ; First Vice- President, P , Ken

A recent decision of Justice Street, in de nedy ; Second Vice - President, J . Waugh :

ciding that the city engineer has the power Third Vice - President, A . Grobecker ; Record

to order at what streets cars shall stop, is ing Secretary , T . Daly : Financial Secretary ,

another of those obstacles with which motor J . McKeon ; Treasurer . H . Hutchins ; Con .
men and conductors have to contend . We ductor, T . Snyder : Warden , M . Blow : Sentinel,

hear so much about the long suffering ( ? ) H . Brown : Delegates to C . F . of L . , P . Shea ,

public and the money - grasping corporation , M . Fisher and N , Delaney : Executive Board ,

but no matter what changes in the system J . Moore, J. McGlynn , J. Shanley, J . Harring .
are inaugurated those to suffer most are the ton , P . McKeon , J. Day, W . Robinson , A
motormen and conductors. Last spring , when Grobecker. P . Leonard and J . Roach .

This is the second time Bro . Shea has beenthe stops were cut out, they had to take the
abuse of the public , and now when we have elected president. He is one of our charter

to stop at any man 's door who cares to ask , members, and I am sure his administration

who is it that has to suffer ? - not the coin will compare with the best of them . He
pany, to be sure, as we still have to make the possesses that rare executive ability and
same time, and have not, as the public be brain power that is needed in dealing with
lieve, been allowed extra time for the extra the many questions that confront a man in

stops, the position , is a thorough trade unionist,
Our new president, Bro. John Williamson , giving his best thoughts and a great deal

has taken to his new office very readily , and of his time to better the conditions of his
in his inaugural speech made a good impres. fellow man . The best testimony to his worth
sion on those present. While not a great and aid to the movement here is the fact that
orator, he has by constant attention to in he is now serving his third term as presi
terests of the Association acquired a good dent of the Troy C . F . of L . One of the first
insight into the workings of the Division , problems he will have is the priority ques
besides gaining the confidence of the indi tion , but we feel he is equal to it .
vidual members , which is something every The new management is now in control,
man must have in order to make a successful and the first question they have brought up
president. is an interpretation of section 1 of our agree
Boys. if you don 't soon get the button on ment, relating to arbitration . We have no

those overcoats it will be spring again . And fear of the outcome, as it is the solution of
just think of itgoing all winter without all matters of contention . " By the law of
a button . Why , I am surprised at you . arbitration we educate the people into the

D . K . gospel of sunshine and happiness, thus dis
placing the elements of doubt, falsity. re
venge and remorse. This is the age of repar

FAY AT MANSFIELD . ation , not the age of repentance ; let every
man cover a bad deed with a good deed , don ' t
wait to commence tomorrow or next week ,

Mansfield , 0 . - At a recent visit of G . E . B . for he who proscrastinates is as one who is
member Fred Fay to this city he had occasion dead . The more we study the blessed gospel
to meet with Div . 389. Prior to the meeting of arbitration the nearer we come to the
Bro . Fay made himself known to many of true science of man . The nearer we come to
the craft here , and as a result a general re man , the nearer we come to God ; and the
vival of what appeared to be a dead local nearer we come to God the quicker all dir
took place . The situation here was that of ferences cease ; for who can stand in the
a ship without a rudder . The spirit was here presence of his beloved with anger in his
but it needed someone to gather up the heart and idle words upon his tongue ? Come
fragments and reconstruct. We found our together ! Come together ! and in His name
Ypsilanti visitor to be the proper kind of an let all differences cease. Lawyers and lay
architect. Today we stand reconstructed . men , the opportunity is here and now . Are
The maintaining of this local depends most you ready to do for arbitration and the law
largely upon the temperament of the mem what others have done for theology and med .
bership , and time only will prove or disprove icine ?"
my prediction that 389 will be an effective The angel of death paid us a visit last
unit of the great progressive institution of month and took three of our brothers. The
America - Organized Labor. first to go was Bro, G . Cleveland, who was
With 1906 the local starts out with the fol in the service about twenty - five years as

lowing officers: President, G . L . Grau : Vice driver motorman and flagman : the next was
President, J . W . Reynolds : Recording Secre Bro . G . Young, who was in the service as
tary , Frank L . Reed ; Financial Secretary, conductorand motorman about thirty - five
Chas. Cowan ; Treasurer, C . W . White : Cor years : the last one was Bro . James D . Cox ,

respondent, G . C . Hagerman ; Conductor, W . a conductor for twenty - three years, killed
A . Richie ; Warden, Will Bowie ; Sentinel, Geo. while at his post of duty . Bro. Cox was
Butts ; Executive Board , F . L . Reed , C . W . running on the White Line, which makes the
White . J . W . Reynolds and Chas. Cowan ; worst steam road crossing on our system .
Delegates to Central Labor Union , F . L . It is a double crossing , and while making
Reid, Chas. Cowan. P . M . Hoover , P .' J. Hel. the second part of it a train going about
mer, M . A . Fleming. thirty - five miles an hour strurk his car and

This local is confronted with the most carried it about 150 feet. His skull was
serious proposition against which the life fractured , and he died in a few minutes.
of a new organization may be pitted. This There were about ten passengers on the ill

proposition is embraced in the fact that fated car, who were more or less injured . A
there is no opposition on the part of the singular thing annut it was the fact that
company, a situation which enervates drv rot. the motorman did not receive a scratch ,
which was our former real affliction . How - though the car was smashed to pieces. The
ever, having once experienced the ailment, inquest is still on , and thus the blame for
we should be prepared with a proper remedy. the accident is not yet placed . Div . 132 sent
While we purpose to seek nothing but a large floral Dillow upon the occasion of
friendly relations with our employers, yet all three deaths, and annointed a committee
our organization is broad enough to engage to draft suitable resolutions, Ahout 100 of
progressive effort, which will be of value to the members viewed the remains and the
ourselves, besides having the satisfaction of bearers were also members. Bro. Cox was
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PAINFUL ACCIDENT.

one of the best liked conductors on our Treasurer Charles Gorman has been a faith
system and also one of our best members and ful guard over the funds of the Division and
a regular attendant at meetings. He is has been rewarded by a third term .
sadly missed by the patrons of the White The position of recording secretary is
Line who had grown to like the kind and vacant on account of the resignation of the
courteous Jimmy. He was a loving husband brother elected to that position .
and a kind father, and is survived by a wife Nothing can be said of the correspondent;
and two daughters, who sadly mourn his he will have to prove his guilt. .
loss. The conductor, warden and sentinel - David
The division held its annual concert and Best, Joseph Patzig and Horace Fowler re

ball in December , and , as in the past, it was spectively - are all charter members of the
a success, due in a great measure to the Division and have been tried and not found
committee of arrangements, of which Bro. wanting .
Harrington was chairman . The Executive Board is composed of some

“ JAY DEE ELL ” of the best men in our division - - inen who
have taken an active part in our organiza

BUTTON AN ORGANIZER . tion since its birth , and are thoughtful and

conservative, and the members have the ut

St. Joseph , Mo.- Arrangements for the an - .senh . Mo. - Arrangements for the an - • most confidence in them to do the right thing
nual banquet and smoker are being completed at the proper time. Such are John J . Litwlor,

will be held Feb . 13 . Bro . C . 0 . Pratt. Andrew Rogan , Howard Cox , Wm . Stepher
chairman of the Executive Board , who is Frank J . McGaughan, James Beannigare , Wm .

now in Omaha , Neb . , has been communicated O 'Brien , Joseph Burns, Isaac J . Boyd and
with and will be present. The first banquet Augustus J . Malone. This closes the list of
was given a year ago, and the Division has officers. .
since decided to make it an annual affair. Our Division is in a healthy condition, all
Division 326 is progressing nicely. We are our members paying their dues, which is one

taking in the new employes before their time of the best points of a healthy division , and

limit is up . On Jan . 10 every employe on the with but one exception everything is running
road and in the shops had a paid -up working smoothly with us.
card and monthly button , with the exception THE CORRESPONDENT.
of a few new employes, and they were fur
nished with a button until such time as they
could come into the organization .
Enough praise can not be given the button Danbury , Conn . At our January meeting

as it is instrumental in causing the members the following elected officers were installed
to take out their cards promptly . It is also by Past President Clarence Hopkins : Presi
an injunction to other crafts to get in line . dent, Samuel Everett : Vice - President, Howard
We are very sorry to report Bro. Richard Jones ; Recording Secretary , Herman Hirsch ;

Johnson in poor health . He is at present Financial Secretary , Milton A . Wright: Treas
receiving medical treatment at Excelsior urer, Geo . W . Hodges : Conductor, 0 . P . Gil
Springs, Mo., and it will be several weeks be lette ; Warden , A . Miller ; Sentinel, John Fer
fore he will be on his run again .

ris ; Correspondent to M . & C ., HermanBro. Geo . Winzer, who has been in the ser Hirsch ; Executive Board , Russel C . Smith , H .
vice of the street railway in St. Joseph the Jones , H . Beaupain , G . Hodges, O . P . Gillette .
past twenty - one years, has resigned his posi Bro . Michael Keane, who was married re
tion .

cently , presented the members of this DivisBro. Wm . Bettis , who has been working on
ion with a box of cigars.

the Union Line for several years, has been Bro . Grant Silvernail, who has been in theassigned to the Twenty -second street run , to employ of the company for eight years, has
fill the vacancy caused by Bro . Winzer leav

resigned his position and is now emploved in
ing the service , a typewriting factory in Stamford, Conn. The

This winter has been an ideal one for the boys wish him success.
car men . Up to the present time there has Two ladies, members of the striking laun :
been very little cold weather. dry workers of Troy, N . Y ., visited us during
Bro. Chas. Fredricks, who is a daylight con ing our January meeting and gave us a short

ductor on the Grand avenue line, has just story of the cause of their trouble. The DI
celebrated his 62nd birthday. He is the old vision donated the sum of $ 25 to their relief.estman employed by the company and he has We also purpose to avoid "Arrow " brand cola host of friends among the patrons and

lars.
street railway employes. There are rumors that this company isFRANK CHANEY.. going to extend its lines this coming spring ,

which means more day runs for someone.

PERSONNEL OF OFFICERS. Bro . Louis Klinzing is very busy at present

with his moving picture machine at the For

Albany , N . Y . - Last month there appeared esters' fair. The fair is a grand success.

in our journal a list of our officers for the Nearly all members of our Division are also

term commencing January 1. It is my idea members of the F of A .
On Jan . 8 Bro . John Carrick was painfullyto give a description of the make-up of these

injured by a collision between the car he was
officers as we have found them .
President James D . Sheehan has been elect motoring and the work car. The cab of his

car was completely demolished and he wased to the office he now fills a number of
caught in the wreckage. Two fingers of theterms. He is one of the most popular men
left hand were crushed and he sustained

in our Division . He was our strike president
other bruises and a severe cut on the face

about five years ago, and anyone that has
caused by broken glass.read through the columns of this journal The physician re
ports that his condition is not serious, and

cannot help knowing his worth at that time.
that he will recover.

The same thoughtful, conservative spirit pre The accident seems to
have been the result of not properly obsery

vails in him still, always willing to listen to
ing the signals on the part of the work trainthe aggrieved , to advise if they are wrong ,
crew . However, in our work such accidentsto fight if they are right.

The first second and third vice - presidents, will happen , and particularly so on single
track systems.namely , Fred Girvin , Richard O 'Hare and

John McMahon , are unknown quantities in " 269."
official duties, but are sober, industrious and

WILL EXTEND SERVICE .good union men , with the welfare of our or
ganization at heart, and there is no doubt but
that they will make good officers. Mt. Clemens, Mich . - The usual dullness of
Financial Secretary Dennis J. Cregan was winter prevails in the railway business upon

re - elected by a very flattering majority over the Rapid line, but every indication points to
two other candidates, which proclaims him activity in the early spring. The company has
an efficient and satisfactory officer, provided for eight additional cars for the
Assistant Financial Secretary Thomas Rapid system , of a large size , 112 h . m . power ,

Sivers has given a good account of himself with Baldwin truck , and complete, up - to - date
and has been re -elected for the third term . equipment. This will prove of much advantage
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in handling the ever increasing summer traffic.
Bro . Fred Downs, who has been ill for some

two years , but of whom Division No. 90 has
continued a watchful interest, is reported on
the decline, and his renewal of service on the
line is now despaired of. He was formerly a
conductor, and the boys much regret his in
curability .
Vice -President Inman evidently held the

lucky number in the Baltimore matrimonial
market, as the cards are out for Feb . 14 . Miss
Amy Rose will then become Mrs. Inman , and
the twain will receive the hearty congratula
tions and best wishes of those in this niche of
the woods. It is understood that the Rapid
will suspend business during the eventful day.
Bro . Inman is our vice -president, and among
those of our members who enjoys the best will
of his associates. Long life and happy results
is the worst your writer can wish them .
At our last meeting , at Marine City , Jan . 23 ,

the following officers were installed : President.

Art - Fairbrother ; Vice -President, E . Inman ;

Secretary , Frank Armstrong ; Treasurer, Wm .
Aemke ; Conductor, Henry Smith ; Warden ,

Wm . Fistler : Sentinel, Frank Wood : Executive

Board , Art Fairbrother. M . Larabee , 0 . Robin

son , Wm . Furton , Nathan Slontenburg and

Chas. Zeigler . " BUZZ .”

FIFTH ANNUAL BALL OF DIVISION 235 .

Brockton , Mass . - The knights of the con
troller and bell cord who guide the merry
trolley on its way and collect fares
from the people of this district laid aside
their cares on the evening of January
19 and joined in making their annual ball the
most brilliant social affair in all their list of
successes. The decorations were beautiful, the
attendance was large , the music was excellent,
the ladies were fair and richly gowned , in fact
every feature was of the best at this annual
of the Amalgamated Association of Street Rail
way Employes of America , Division 235 . The
a flair was held in Canton Hall, and fully 1 ,500
people were in attendance, coming by special
cars, regular cars and all sorts of conveyance
from all over the district.
Soon after the charter of Division 235, A . A .

of S . and E . R . E . of A . , was hung on the wall,
a committee was appointed to arrange for a
ball to be known as the first annual ball of

Division 235 , A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A . ,
the proceeds to start a relief fund for the bene

fit of sick and disabled brothers . The commit

tee that had charge of the affair right there

and then laid the foundation on rocks that in

only five years has grown to be a brilliant suc
cess and has set the committee to thinking

what is going to be done in the near future, as
our fifth annual showed us that even next
year will hardly do to allow for the sale of the

large number of tickets that will be in demand .
At our first ball. in 1901, International Treas

urer Rezin Orr was with us. He spoke of the
good time, etc ., many times, but I guess if
Brother Orr had been with us Jan . 19 . 1906 , he

would have thought there had been some
changes , for that year there was less than one

third present to this year.
Never before were the decorations so exten

sive , beautiful and original. which I will not

explain as I know the Journal is limited for
room .
Riordon ' s orchestra of eight pieces. almost

hidden from view by palms, ferns and other
plants of this specie . gave a concert from 8 to
9 . and also played for the dancing .
Promptly at 9 , the grand march was started.

President Patrick F . Sheehan , as marshal. led

the line . The first couple was Vice - President

and Mrs. E . W . Hayward . followed by First

Assistant John O ' Connell and Mrs . George L .

Brown , Secretary and Treasurer and Mrs , John
S . Sherman and Alphonse Lavigne and Miss
White. The first circle about the hall (the floor
space was filled ) . President Sheehan leading to

the centre of the hall, turned about face, and
it was up to Vice -President E . W . Hayward ,
as floor director, and Mrs. E . W . Hayward and
their assistants to lead , and as the figures were

formed , men in evening clothes and ladies in
pretty gowng- the effect was a brilliant and im

nressive sight. After the march , the first num

her on the program being a waltz then it was
found there was no room on the floor for any -

one weighing over 200 pounds, so your humble
servant retired to the background and tried to

assist others to enjoy themselves. From that
time until the supper march was formed , each
one was looking for some other to retire from
the hall to make the allotted space for a com

fortable speed , but the last number on the
order at 3 o 'clock found the floor space occu

pied as during the evening.
There was a large number of the officials of

the company present, among whom were George
G . Anderson , of Boston , who represented P . F .
Sullivan, President of the Massachusetts Elec
tric Company, (the President himself not being
able to be present) , Mr. Anderson being accom
panied by his wife ; H . E . Reynolds, Assistant
General Manager of the Boston & Northern

Street Railway Company, Mr. Reynolds being
accompanied by Mrs . Reynolds : George F .
Seibel, of Taunton , General Superintendent of
the Old Colony Street Railway : John T . Con
way, Assistant Superintendent of the Old Col.
ony Street Railway, of this city ; Division Sup
erintendent W . B . Hall and Division Foreman
Chester L . Bisbee , of Campbello ; S . H . Stuart.
foreman of the Milton Division , and James H .

Murphy, Superintendent of the Taunton Divi
sion .

Among some of the labor leaders present were
J . A . Reilly , President of Division 243 , of Taun
ton : President O 'Neil, of the Hyde Park Local,
and Emmet T . Walls, of the C . L . U . , of this
city , and others.
On the cover of the dance orders were pic

tures of the car men as they are seen about

their daily labors. Every dance on the order
was dedicated to something or someone. Among
some of them were the following : " Welcome
to Our Fifth ;" " Step Forward , Please ; " " Look
for the Button ;" " No Coppers, Please ; " " Look
for the Union Label;" " Union Forever ," and
" Report in the Morning . "
During an intermission at midnight. supper

was served in the banquet hall. On the menu

were : Lobster, chicken and potato salad , roast
turkey. ham , cold tongue, cranberry sauce,
escalloped oysters, banana fritters and wine
sauce , ice cream , sherbets, cake, rolls and
coffee .

The floor marshal was Patrick F , Sheehan :
assistants, John O 'Connell and Alphonse
Levigne ; aids, Felix Durand, Wyman H . Briggs .
Thomas J . Fox , William J . Slater, Thomas
Sculley , George O . Bowman, Thomas Chisholm ,
Thomas Canaan, Edward Welch , Charles H .
Hunt, John A . Belden : reception committee,
Charles F . Farrington (chairman ) , F . C . Kim
ball. John S . Sherman , Charles Sears , John
Noonan , E . V . Ames, E . R . Henderson , J .
Frank Doyle and Fred Fuller : ball committee.
Thomas Sculley . Frank C . Kimball, George 0 .
Bowman, Charles F . Farrington , Edward W .
Hayward treasurer, Charles H . Hunt, John
O 'Connell, Patrick J . Sheehan (chairman ) , Al
phonse Levigne, Edward R . Henderson secre
tary : committee of arrangements, Patrick F .
Sheehan (chairman ) , Edward R . Henderson

secretary, Edward W . Hayward treasurer,
Charles F . Farrington , George O . Bowman ,
John O 'Connell, Frank C . Kimball, Thomas
Sculley. Alphonse Levigne, Charles H . Hunt
and John A . Belden .

Brother E . R . Henderson , recording secretary
of Division 235 and secretary of the ball com
mittee, lay at his home in Campbello seriously
ill. having been taken down with a bad cold
that developed into a high fever on January 18 ,
after feeling much better and making plans
to attend the ball. He was taken with hemor
rhages that have left him in a very critical

condition , and our members all feel as if one of
our own family was in his place .
Although being provided with the best medi

cal treatment and nurses, one or two of our
members is at his bedside night and day to offer

what assistance to him and his that they can
render.

Brother Henderson came to this city about
four years ago , and hired as a conductor. His
first thought, after being turned in , was to
send in his application to our union . Soon after
becoming a member he was elected as record
ing secretary , which position he has held up to
the present time, and he has proven to be one
of the smartest men for the position that
stands in the same position to -day. He has
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not only worked as recording secretary , but Il pleasantries do not wholly hang upon
has stood ready at all times to work for any the disposition of the " boss,' and while such
thing that is for the interests of organized as Mr. Bristol are appreciated , it matters little
labor . as to the peculiarities of those selected for such
We ask that all members of the Amalgamated places, as they are really much more mechani

Associations of Street and Electric Railway cal than the sub -employe. In other words, the
Employes of America join us in our prayers managing superintendent may come and go
that the Almighty God will spare him and re in an endless chain , but the business stops only
store him to his former health , that he may when the car wheels cease to roll. In this lies
continue in the good work in the future as he the sequel. However, that's business. I pur
has in the past. pose to diverge,

Three years ago the veteran President Patrick Upon learning that our respected superin
F . Sheehan , of Division 235 , was supposed to tendent was about to leave us , Division No. 163
be on his death - bed . also the writer of this called an open meeting, at which Bro . Ames
article , who at that time was vice - president of presided , and Bro . McWeeney took notes. Em
Division 235 , was in Rutland Sanatarium , tak ployes of other departments were accepted as
ing open air treatment for his lungs. Thanks members pro tem and, temporarily , we had a
to the Almighty God, we are both enjoying the vigorous union , in numbers and enthusiasm .

best of health to -day. It was not called to take action to stop the
At the present writing . Brother Henderson wheels , but to prepare a method by which a

has taken some nourishment and the attending substantial token of our regard for Mr. Bristol

physicians feel hopes for him . could be presented to him . In true union
GEORGE L . BROWN. spirit , we gave those not affiliated with us

otherwise than in spirit, a chance to unite with
us.

FATAL MISFORTUNE. It was concluded that a nice watch would
be appropriate, and the meeting adjourned ,
with the appointment of Messrs. Bunville ,

Victoria , B . C . - A particularly sad and fatal Bailey , Gagnon , McWeeney and Clarence
accident occurred at Goldstream power house Symunds as a committee to purchase the token .
of the B . C . Electric Railway Company, on The watch was purchased from our old friend
Jan . 5th , by which Harry S . Ward , of Division and brother , Hill, who, although now in the
No. 109, ' lost his life by electrocution . jewelry business, still retains his membership .

It appears that the deceased brother acci Early Monday morning , Jan . 29 , all prepara
dentally came in contact with the switches , tions having been completed , another meeting
thereby causing instant death was called to order in the employes' room ,
Bro . Ward had been in the employ of the where Mr. Clarence Simons, acting as spokes

company since 1903 , and had been a faithful man, in the name of the united employes , pre
member of this Division , No. 109, for three sented the watch to Mr. Bristol. Addresses were
years . He was an Englishman by birth , and made by Bro . Ames and others, and a feeling

was 29 years of age. It is a fact worthy of response came from Mr. Bristol. Mayor Reilly
note , that for length of service , no employee was present and enjoyed the occasion . After
in the company' s service received more rapid the presentation a lunch was served which
promotion than the late Bro . Ward. seemed to fit the event very favorably.
The funeral took place on the 8th inst., under Our new superintendent is from Pittsfield .

the auspices of Local Division , No. 109, and Mass. As yet we have no reason to believe
the Masonic order. The very large attendance otherwise than that he will prove equally asof friends and the many beautiful floral de acceptable as his predecessor.
signs testified to the esteem in which the de Bro . Osborne, who has been suffering from
ceased was held . a severe attack of the measles, is again on
At a recent meeting of the Division the secre- . duty .

tary was instructed to forward a letter of con - The Local reports progress

dolence to the relatives of the deceased . ° *" CLEVANDSTINE."- 37 ."

327 REPORTS PROGRESS . CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP .

Ogdensburg, N . Y . - The officers installed to
conduct the official affairs of Division No. 327
for the year 1906 are as follows: President,
Lester Baker ; Vice - President, N . Mesaw ; Fin
ancial and Recording Secretary , Albert Cord
well, Jr . ; Treasurer , Henry Perry . Conductor :
F . Lesperance ; Warden , John Pollard ; Sentinel,
Wm . Lochren ; Executive Board, Lester Baker,
R . J . Henry , N , Mesaw , Wm . Lochran , J . L .
Pollard : Delegates to Trades and Labor Coun
cil, Lester Baker, R . J . Henry , J . H . Fox ,
Henry Perry . The Local will elect a regular
correspondent to the M . and C . at our next
meeting, which will complete our roster of offi
cers ,

The Local reports progress.
" SAVOR ."

Seranton , Pa . - As you are aware, the mem
bers of our organization have never heard
much from Division No. 168 , but for the future
they will hear from us every month , as I will

make an effort to contribute something to our
valuable journal every issue.
No. 168 is in a flourishing condition at the

present time. We have about 97 per cent of all
the men employed by the company in our or
ganization .
We are now getting our agreement ready for

April 1st, and it looks as if everything would
be amicably adjusted .
The road changed hands Jan . 5th . It is now

in the hands of the American Railways Com
pany.
The following officers were elected to care

for Division No. 168 for the year 1906 : Presi
dent, M . J . Barrett : Vice - President, J . J . Ryan :
Recording Secretary , A . F . Healy : Secretary
Treasurer , W . H . Evans: Journal Agent. P . J .
Shea ; Conductor, J . J . Burke ; Warden . W . H .
Davis : Executive Board , M . J . Barrett, J . .

Ryan, A . F . Healy , J . H . Powell, F . Fromwell,
G . O . Kagler, Geo . Englebrake, P . J . Keegan ,
Thos Quinn . P . J. SHEA.

REMINDER TO SUPT. BRISTOL .

MEMBERS FLOCK TO NEW ROAD .

Meriden , Conn . - Short notice came to us of
Division No. 163. that our superintendent, Mr.
Warren P . Bristol, had received a promotion
to the Hartford section of the Consolidated
Company, and that he was about to leave us
to take up the duties of his new position . We
didn ' t like to lose him ; as, withal, he has been
a fair -minded man to work under and it
creates a sort of tremor when you are about
to change to a new " boss." I suppose this is

· akin to the feelings of the slave in chattel
slavery times , when the man was sold from
one to another as a chattel property . I imagine
the slave may have been a little suspicious as
to whett r the old features of pleasantry
would be continued under the new owner.
However, when the employes are in a posi

tion not to be regarded as slaves or depend

Steubenville , O ., Division No. 285 held their
regular monthly meeting Tuesday night, Feb . 6 ,
at midnight. Nineteen members present, not a
very good attendance for a membership of
forty . Spunk up , boys ; your presence is needed
at these meetings more than your fifty cents .
Bros . A . S . Scott. Burriss and Summers have

resigned their positions with the S . T . & L .

Co. and joined the " snake hunters " over the
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river. We are sorry to lose them , but wish
them much success.
We are pleased to report Bro . John Bayliss

back on duty after a sick spell.

We wish to thank Bro. Reeves, through the
columns of this journal for his excellent work
here in securing the reinstatement of Bro . Scott.
Bro. Bert Wells has a swing run now . No

more Markle Garden , Bert.
" W . C . B ."

AGREEMENT TAKEN UP.

New Castle , Pa . - The last regular meeting
of Division No. 89 was held as a smoker. The
regular order of business was dispensed with
and lunch was served , followed by cigars. Later,
the agreement was taken up and discussed .
Every member present was requested to give
his views on this , the most important business
the lodge has to transact with the company .
Several Sharon boys were present, and they
gave their opinions. The agreement for the
following year will include four Divisions. viz . :
Sharon Division No. 176 , Youngstown No. 272 ,
Niles No. 379 , and New Castle No. 89 .
Bro . Jos. Dodds is oft work on account of

sickness ; as is also Bro . E . E . Williams.
Bros . Straub and Johnson have been passing

around the cigars. Straub has a daughter and

Johnson a son . Bro . Mershner also comes in
on the list with a daughter.
Bro . Wilkerson ' s wife met with a sad and

painful accident a few days since. She went
to the bath - room , and in a faint fell upon a

gas stove, and was severely burned about the
arms.

Bros. Chas. Brown and A . G . McClure have
gain taken positions on the register end of

the cars.

Business Agent - John M . Negley ; office, 302
Ferguson Building .
Financial and Corresponding Secretary and

Treasurer - s . V . Reeves; office, 302 Ferguson
Building.

Warden - Leopold Grieble.
Conductor- R . Stentz .
Sergeant-at- Arms- John Doyle.
Executive Board - Wm . T . Hanna (chairman) ,

John Dooley . Wm . Weir . Frank Dilla , Thomp
son Smith , Harry Sutton , M . J . Murray , Geo.
Bannon , J . J . Macnamara , Robt. Watson , W .
H . Coslett, Leopold Grieble , John J . Holihan ,

C . H . Young, Fred Netzel, Frank Mertz , E . B .
Schafer, S . V . Reeves (secretary ) .
Everything is running smoothly at present.

Our division is in better shape than it has ever
been in its history. The relation between com
pany and association is of the most friendly
nature. Fewer members left the service in
1905 than in previous years .

We do not have one - fifth the cases to con
tend with that we had in 1903 and 1904.
Brother Harry Sutton, of Charleroi, has been

confined to his room for three months with
lung trouble .

Bro . Schafer, of Rankin Barn , has been on
the sick list for two weeks. At present he is
improving. Bro . Schafer has worked the Ran
kin barn to the front rank on unionism .

If the weather continues so nice and warm ,
we can ' t keep Geo , Warren from getting out

a picnic souvenir for February. Ring your
bells.

Bro. Frank Mertz, of Glenwood barn , has
decided to accept a place on the executive
board . Bro . Mertz has proven to be a very
valuable man to Division 85 , in placing it on
the good standing it has at his barn . The
Glenwood men were a unit in saying, " Mertz,

Mertz for Executive Board . Man in That Dis
trict. "
Our new president, Wm . T. Hanna, is a good

presiding officer and a man who is not afraid
to exert himself for the good of Div. 85 . Bro.
Hanna spent many nights for the good of our
association when he was not an officer, and he
can be relied in for good, careful management
of affairs while he is in the chair . He has the
confidence as well as the well wishes of all
the members of Div . 85 . Right here I want to
say that in retiring from president to the ranks ,
of our old friend John J . Thorpe, we do not
wish to lose sight of the many hours he spent
for the cause of unionism in our city. Bro .
Thorpe has worked hard ever since he became
a member of Div . 85 . He has placed more ap
plications for membership into Div . 85 than any
other member. We don ' t expect a man like
this to retire inactive, but, as an international
vice - president we think he will continue to be
one of the leading members of our grand old
ship , Div . 85 .
Bro . W . H . Coslett, better known as Bloom

field Bill. has been doing very effective work at
Bunker Hill barn , and as a result it stands first
among our barns for total membership .

" BELL RINGER . "

A FINANCIAL SUCCESS.

D

Davenport, Ia . - On January 27 occurred our
masquerade, for the benefit of our sick relief,
and it was a grand success. We cleared up
$ 319 . 20 . The boys were all pleased with this .
and the patronage in attendance . We have
beaten all previous records and increased our
treasury with a nice snug little sum .
Some of our boys worked hard to make it a

success, and have earned a vote of thanks from

our Local. The ones to whom the most credit
is due are Bros. Oscar Carstens, chairman of
the entertaining committee , who spent a great

deal of time on the arrangements ; Andy Miller ,
who did his share with a vengeance in the

number of tickets he sold , amounting to $ 54 . 75 ;
Bro . Slater, who sold $ 18 .00 worth ; Bro . Marath ,

$ 12.50 : Bro . Henry $ 9 .50 ; Bros. O 'Dea and
Razen , $ 5 .00 each , and many of the members
who lent further assistance. Neither was this
all , as our patrons were well pleased .

Our regular meeting was held Feb . 1st. We
had a fair attendance and routine business was
transacted .
Since my last communication , Bro . Kirk

patrick and Bro . Becker have quit us to go to
farming, and Bro . Slater has entered the ser
vice of Uncle Sam , on the arsenal, and the
best wishes of all of our men go with them
Bro . Harry Stone is back at work again ,

after being out of town for a month . He took
his wife to the country on account of poor

health , and reports that she came back much
improved .
The boys were all smoking to - day , on Chris .

Manson , who has taken unto himself a wife .

We wish them much joy, and every year a new
boy.

There has been quite a number of our bovs
sick during the last month , but they are get
ting along 0 . K . at present.

G . W . MCGILL.

DIVISION NO. 273.

Chicago, Ill ., Div. No. 273 has been some
what of a silent division , but occasionally
comes to the front. A word in behalf of the
officers and members of this division is not
to be overlooked . President J . C . Reimer

is an old war horse that can be relied upon
at all times. He has had the honor of having
been president and executive board member
of this Div . before and was elected unani
mously. He has shown his ability on past
occasions. His motto is , “ Where there is a
will there is a way .” In fact the entire offi
cers of this Division are men upon whom a
great responsibility can be placed , and with
the assistance of every other member I can
safely say that 1907 will find our Division
ranking with the best.

A short time ago Division 266 of the Calu
met Electric Street Railway tendered us a
special invitation to attend their meeting
and installation of officers. Arrangements

were made with Mr. Conrad, our manager,
who ordered that the “ Virginia " be decor
ated , and also made arrangements with the

DIV . 85 , PITTSBURG, PA.

The following officers were elected for year
1906 :

OFFICERS.
President -Wm . T . Hanna .
Vice -President- Edw . Bauldauf.

Secretary - L . J . Selzer .
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other company to run the special car over
their tracks to the door of the hall where
Division 266 meets. The " Virginia " was
manned by the train master and claim agent,
who. on this occasion , performed actual ser
vice. When the special was brought to a
stand before the hall, the Calumet boys stood
amazed upon seeing the members of Division
273 fall in line in military style and march
into the hall. We were cheerfully greeted
by the members of Division 266 and invited
to take off our coats and make ourselves at
home, which we willingly did . Lunch and
refreshments were highly appreciated. Two
flashlight pictures were taken of the entire
gathering . Division 273 had present their
toastmaster " Big Otto . " and mingled with

Calumet our talent and an enjoyable even
ing was spent.

Archie Patnow , belonging to No. 266, joined
us on our trip home.

He leaves a devoted mother, a brother and a
sister, besides numerous friends, to mourn his
loss .
Bro. Wallace was born in Lodi. near Ann Ar

bor , on Sept. 17 , 1881 , being a little over 24 years

of age, and with the exception of seven years,
which he spent in the vicinity of Pontiac, he

had spent all his life in and around Ann Arbor.
Since his father' s death , seven years next May,
he had devoted all his time to his mother and

his home, being the head of the family .

The future was very bright before him , as he
had lived an exceptionally pure life, never hav

ing acquired the habits that so many young
men of today have and no truer words could

have been spoken than those of the minister ,
who said , " That the world was better for his
having lived in it and we for having known

him ." There was no task , no matter how
trifling or how large, but what he would cheer
fully undertake, and Div . 111 lost a stanch and
loyal member that can never be replaced .
Div . No. 111 had charge of the funeral and the

members did everything they possibly could to
aid the family in their bereavement and show
their respect to a departed brother .

The beautiful floral offerings showed the es
teem in which he was held by all who knew

him , the floral design sent by the division was a
broken wheel.

The pall-bearers were members of Div . 111,
being Bros. Chas. Allmand, J . Schaible , R . H .
Collier, R . E . Smalley , J. E . Koon and O . J .
Bury

When Bro . Wallace left for the west the
members of the division presented him with $ 75
in cash to pay his car fare and incidental ex
penses enroute .

P . S . Bro . Wallace was insured in the Ameri
can Insurance Union of Columbus, Ohio , for
$ 1 . 000 . 0 . J . BURY.

If all who hate would love us

And all our love were true

The stars that swing above us
Would brighten in the blue.

If carnal word were kisses ,
And every scowl a smile .

A better world then this is
Would hardly be worth while .

If purses would untighten
To meet a brother ' s need ,

The load we bear 'would lighten
Above tme grave of greed .

C . H . BEYER.

EX-SEC' Y WALLACE DIES IN FAR WEST

Ann Arbor, Mich . It is with sadness that HAMILTON , ONT., NOTES.
I record the death of another brother of our di
vision , this being the second one to pass to the Division No. 107 held a very successful con
land beyond since Dec . 16 . 1905 . cert in Association hall on the evening of Jan .
On the even 'ng of Jan . 24 We were greatly 26th . The proceeds are to be applied to the di

shocked to receive word that Bro . Harry 0 . vision sick benefit fund and netted up a good

Wallace had passed away at Geyser , Montana , sum . The program , which was a lengthy one,

where he had gone in hopes of regaining his consisting of vocal and instrumental music and

health . His death occurred at 9 : 30 p . m . Jan . moving pictures, was much enjoyed by the large

23, being caused by a tubercular abscess of the audience that filled the hall. Much credit is due
lung. the committee in charge for having made the
Bro . Wallace entered the service of the D . , Y ., affair a success , considering the little encour

A . A . & J Ry. in Sept. , 1899 , as assistant agent agement and assistance received from a portion

in the waiting room at Ann Arbor, remaining in of our membership . The thanks of the commit
that capacity until the spring of 1900 , when he tee, however, are due to those who exerted

accepted a position as conductor on the city themselves in the matter of disposing of tickets
cars, and afterward changed to that of motor to whose efforts is due the financial success of
man , which position he still held at the time of the entertainment.
his death . When tenders were called for by the execu
He became a member of Div. 111 in June, 1900, tive committee for the supplying of uniforms to

and immediately became an ardent worker in our membership many samples of cloth were
the cause of organized labor , thereby gaining supbmitted by the various firms throughout the
the confidence of all his fellow -workers and city . Gerald P . Mullins, the enterprising King

every one with whom he came in contact. street merchant tallor, who furnished the uni
In May , 1904 , he was elected to the office of forms last year, was again awarded the con

recording and financial secretary , which office tract , the cost to be $ 15 .50 each for 120 suits , on

he very ably filled until he decided to go west which amount the Street Railway Company
for his health . agrees to pay $3 on each suit , the men to pay

A little over a year ago Bro . Wallace had a · the balance on delivery. When completed the
heavy sickness, which left his lungs in a weak clothes will bear the Custom Tailors ' Union

ened condition , so much so that in June, 1905 , he Label.
was compelled to give up work on the cars. On During the past year the Cataract Power Co .
July 10th , he left for Casper, Wyoming, where have made considerable additions to their trac
he remained until fall, going from there to tion department : the Radial extension from

Geyser, Montana . Burlington to Oakville is about completed , and
It was hoped by all that he would regain his when the summer season is on instead of cars

health so he could return and again take his turning at the beach will have a run of twelve

accustomed place among us, but such was not miles farther north . The company have also
the case . The last word received from him was built an extension of the street railway from
very encouraging , as he said he was feeling bet Sherman avenue and Main street to the village

ter and was gaining in flesh , and it was a great of Bartonville , a distance of three miles . Ong

shock to every one to receive word a few days car is run on this line making haif -hour trips.
later that he had suddenly passed away . and is operated by Bros. Dan Fletcher, George
Being situated on a ranch six miles from Geys Hughson and Tom Wilson .

er, Mont., and several miles from any railroad, After filling the position of superintendent of

it was rather a difficult matter to obtain the the Hamilton Street Railway for the last ten

services of a physician at once, but everything years. F . B . Griffith has resigned to accepta
was done for him that possibly could be done by more important position in the head office of

friends and relatives in his last sickness. the Cataract Power Co. No appointment has
The remains arrived at Ann Arbor on the vet been made to fill the vacancy caused by this

morning of Jan . 29, accompanied by a cousin , change, but it goes without saving that Fr .
Wm . H . Lee . of Geyser . Mont. , and the funeral marries with him the best wishes nf the man .

took place the following day . bers of this division in his new undertaking,

In.
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Much regret is felt for Bro . James Hawkins,
an old member of the executive committee, who
is still unable to leave his house. He has been
on the sick list three months.
The junior partner of the firm of Taylor Bros. ,

grocers, has retired from the firm to accept a
position with the Canadian Westinghouse Co.
This thriving business, however, will be carried
on as usual by Brother Frank Taylor at the old

stand, South John Street, opposite the court
house, where he will be pleased to have a

iendly call from members of Division No. 107 .

Bart Hunt happened to be holding the lucky
number , and he, too , had a similar appointment,
which takes him also from his official position
with the Local.
The Local passed suitable resolutions, recog

nizing his past unceasing service, and presented
them to the retiring treasurer.
While the two brothers have resigned their

positions with the Coney Island and Brooklyn
Ry. Co., they will continue as members of the
association .
At the meeting of Dec. 27, 1905, the Local

elected the following members as officers for

the ensuing year: President, J . J . Durgin ;
Vice -President, Phil, Glennon ; Rec. Sec., Nick
Rabinovitz , 378 Seventh avenue ; Cor, Sec., Chas.
Kessick , 945 Franklin avenue; Fin . Sec., Wm .
Rommell; Treasurer, Peter Gillen ; Warden ,
John Brown, " KASH ."

SCALE NOT SATISFACTORY .

LOOK TO PRESENT AND FUTURE .

Oakland , Cal., Division 192, as usual, is in
healthy and harmonious working condition : the
membership constantly increasing and the busi
ness methods of the Division ever improving.
Our motto is to keep abreast of the great econ
omic movement of the wage earners, and a
goodly share of success seems to have crowned
our efforts . To discipline and develope into a
working unit has been the work of the past.
To say this has been a success is a gratifying
pleasure. Our ranks show in times of intensely
difficult arguments and debates that a united
and cool conclusion can be arrived at and in
dorsed , which signifies that the members real
ize the strength of organization and the futil

ity of difference of opinion to a point of dis
ruption and division .
Our election of officers for the present term

was interesting - quite a lot of red -hot politics
and all that goes with a good -natured election .
The results were generally satisfactory , our
president re - elected for the fourth term , no op
position , which speaks for itself .

The list of officers elected is : President, W .
H . Ellison : Vice - President, C . A . Pearce ; Rec .
Sec. . J . F . Anderson ; Fin . Sec. , Jas. Wood ;

Treas., S . H . Pettit ; Cond., W . Coates ; Warden ,
B . Bowbeer; Sentinel, Thos . Coyne; Correspond
ent M . and C . , D . C . Grierson .
The state labor convention was held in this

city the first week of January . About four hun
dred delegates were here from the various
counties in the state . This Division was ably
represented by Bros. J . Smart and C . A . Pearce .
The streets and public buildings were decorated
for the occasion ,
On the 13th of this month the general mana

ger of the O . T . Con . posted a graduating wage
scale . We have been accustomed to the flat
rate of 250 per hour, and the following raise
was given : First year, 25c ; second year, 26c ;
third year, 27c per hour. It is needless to say
that a scale was looked on with considerable
displeasure by the men . But we have mem
bers who think that the company will not in
sist on giving us a raise after that fashion,
when they realize that it is so distasteful. We
hope they are justified in their confidence .

Yours for organization , D . C . G .

Boone, la . - This Division has installed the
following officers for the year 1906 : President,
Ed. Latham ; Vice - President, Chas. Otto ; Rec .
Sec. , Roy Zimmerman ; Fin . Sec . and Treas. , Ed.

Kemmerer ; Conductor, Conrad Olson ; Warden ,
Chas. Chenny ; Sentinel, Olif Olson ; Correspond
ent, Chas. Humphrey ; Executive Board , Chas.
Humphrey, R . B . Boyd, Chas. Otto , Ed. Kem
merer, Chas, Chenny.

It is to the present and future that we should
pay attention . We should forget the past.
And if we enter with enthusiasm into making
the new year one of the great achievements ,
to forget will not be difficult.

This is a good time for us to look back over
the year and see if by Sodoing we cannot

gather from mistakes knowledge that will serve
to evade them during 1906 .

It is with pleasure that I shall fill the ap
pointment as correspondent of Division 334,
Boone. Ia . I will try , to the utmost of my
ability , to make the news column of this Divi
sion in the M . and C . a success .
One night of late , it is rumored that a fair

damsel, standing on a street corner, gave Bro .
Chas. Otto the wink ; then came a hustle for
an " extra ." The brother was informed that an
extra man had just entered an up - street notion
store . He rushed into the store, upsetting a
number of sample baskets and cuspidors, and
upon bringing up against a counter , explained
to the proprietor : " I am on the run for an
extra !" After a short delay, the brother
secured the extra and then proceeded on his
way to a suburban district, known as the sixth
ward . The sympathy of the Division went with

Bro. Otto , as it was a very sloppy night under
foot. " C . H . H ."

RENEWED SUBSCRIPTION TO M . & C .

GRANNAN ON SHERIFF' S STAFF .

Brooklyn , N . Y . - From the beginning of Di
vision No. 283, the pioneer Brooklyn Local has
had no more earnest worker in her ranks than
her outgoing treasurer, Bro . James Grannan .
No detail of the association escaped his watch

ful care , and none were more prompt in com
ing to her rescue in those threatening times
that sometimes appear in the history of labor
unions as well as other progressive movements.
His efforts have not been confined to our Local,
but his voice has entered the councils of the
movement in general. Always comprehensive
in his views, he has stood by the Amalgamated
from her true principle , that in union there is
strength , and in discrimination there is weak
ness. From his faithfulness to the cause and
his fidelity to his fellowman , it was both a
cause of rejoicing and regret to us when he
accepted an appointment under the newly
elected sheriff. We rejoice in his promotion ,

and regret to lose him as an officer of our
Local. We feel that Sheriff M . J . Flaherty
will find a valuable aid in Bro . Grannan . Mr.
Flaherty is the newly -elected municipal owner
ship sherife , and with this new turn of affairs ,

our membership seemed to be on the right side
of the fence. With Treas. Grannan , Rec. Sec.

San Jose, Cal., Division , No. 265 , held its
eighty -sixth regular business meeting Thursday

evening. Jan . 11 , 1906 . With the usual large
attendance the meeting was called to order at
7 .55 p . m . by President J . E . Byers. The roll
call of officers told all present : minutes of
previous meeting read and approved .
The application of Mr. Lewis Wade was read.

and after the appointed investigation commit
tee reported favorably upon the applicant, he
was duly elected to become one of our flock .
As it is to the interest of every union man

to keep posted in the workings of his craft
within its limits . this Division decided to sub
scribe for the Motorman and Conductor for a
period of one year.
Much other interesting business came up

before the meeting. during which the following
newly - elected officers were installed : C . F . Ed
wards, president : C . E . Holmes, vice - president;
M . K . Murry , recording secretary : A . Trow
bridge financial secretary and treasurer : J . E .
Byers , conductor : P . F . Bayard warden : C .
Montoya , sentinel: F . Occhelin , correspondent;
Executivo Board , Thos. Spellman, M . Hollins
head , M . T . Murry , J . E . Byers.
After piany interesting remarks from the new

officers, the meeting closed in due form .
At the 87th regular meeting . I am pleased to

say that all the brothers whose duties would
permit were on deck . It would be hard to as
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semble a more jolly crowd than was present
at our hall Thursday evening , Jan . 25 , 1906 . At
8 p . m . the gavel, in the hands of President
Edmonds, wrapped for silence and the meet
ing was called to order.
All the officers were present, and we must

say they looked fine in their new positions .
Some very important topics were discussed

at this meeting. One candidate , Mr. Louis
Wade , was made familiar with the workings
of our craft. Two applications were read
Mr. G . H . Martin and H . McCutcheon - and
after being acted upon in regular form , they
were elected to become members .
Brother Chas. Plomto , who has been confined

to his bed for the past month , is still in a very
feeble condition . It is hoped that in the near
future his smiling face will be seen on the
First street cars again .
After the late hour the session closed in the

usual manner. " L . C ."

ket has fitted him to sympathize with those who
toil for a measured stipend, measured by the
employer with the shortest stick the times will
permit. He has learned that the only way the
wage earner can have anything to do with the
measuring stick is by and through organiza
tion . He is also a man that believes the union
label should mean something to the purchaser
as well as the producer . He believes in offer
ing good goods, no shoddy, and then he' ll not

be ashamed to act as agent and ask the price
for the goods. Such is the kind of an officer
we want for president, and such is the kind
we believe we have in Bro . Sullivan .

* 302. "

OLD HOME WEEK .

NOT ALL SUNSHINE.

Vincennes , Ind . - In this town is the head
quarters of Division No. 251 of the A . A . of
S . & E . R . E . of A . Our membership read
with interest the agreements that are from
time to time published in the M . and C . , as
well as the conditions indicated by the officers'
reports and various Division letters. We note
that there seems to be a minimum wage cling
ing close to 20 cents per hour, and a maximum
wage reaching some 40 per cent higher, between
which appears the universal stretch of wage
to our craft, with a decided tendency to in
crease. The reported hours are from 9 to 12

per day, with a tendency to diminish . But
here our association has a loyal membership
that work 15 hours per day for $ 2 .00 . Well,
this indicates that there is room for improve

ment. Our agreement expires on the first of
May, when , I think , we will seek the favor of

our company to fix more congenial hours and
wages.

At a recent meeting we elected as officers:
President, Bro . Wm . R . Frederick ; Vice- Presi
dent, Frank Moor ; Rec. and Fin . Sec., Wm . H .
Bunting ; Treasurer, George Wilson ; Conductor,
Charles Bunting ; Warden , John Hollingworth ;
Sentinel, Carl Moor. MIX .

Oswego, N . Y . On January 6th we held our
installation and also had a special meeting

in which we transacted considerable business.
Through the efforts of Bro . Loughrey our

al manager was invited to attend and
at the close of our business session , in a very
neat speech , Bro . Loughrey, on behalf of Div .
No. 92 , presented him with an elegant gold

ring with lion ' s head on top and a neat little
diamond set in lion ' s mouth . Manager Ar
nold was completely taken back , for he was

informed that he was wanted to help
straighten out some matters before the new

officers went in . Cigars were passed and
Manager Arnold made a very neat speech in
accepting the gift. We anticipated having

our International President with us on this
occasion and had also prepared to have a
banquet. But a letter was received from him
saying he would be unable to attend and
would try to be with us later in the month ,

but he has failed to appear, and to say we
are disappointed is putting it mildly , though

we hope he will soon be able to come to Os
wego.

On Thursday evening , January 18, we held
our sixth annual ball at Condley ' s Dancing
Academy. It was a big success ; the biggest
success financially that the organization ever
held , as we cleaned a little over $50. Fav
reau ' s orchestra furnished the music , which
was very fine. We gave our patrons free
transportation home, through the courtesy of
our general manager, who gave us the use
of the cars.

Our financial secretary 's report at our last
regular meeting showed a balance of over

$ 100 in the treasury, which is a good show
ing for an organization of 32 members.
Oswego is going to celebrate with an " Old

Home Week ” on the week of July 2 . They
expect to make it the biggest celebration
ever held in Oswego. Now , if there are any
members of the organization that lay any
claim on Oswego as their old home or birth
place , if they will send their names to E . G .
Putnam , 145 West Bridge street. Oswego, N .
Y ., we will see that they receive all informa

tion and also have an invitation extended to
them explaining it all. Now boys, please
answer this and help by your presence to
make it a big success, and we will guarantee
that you will not regret coming here .
We wish to extend through the Journal to

Mrs . W . D . Mahon , the syin pathy of this Di

vision in her bereavement in the death of
her mother.
Would urge again upon the members of

this Division the necessity of attending meet
ings, so , boys , let us see if this month we
can surpass all previous records of attend
ance . We have had several good meetings
lately , and let us see if we cannot make them
more so . " P "

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Youngstown, O ., Division No. 272 , at a recent
meeting, placed in command the following offl

cers : President, John Harvey ; Vice -President,
John Clappor; Financial Secretary, A . Mayhorn ;
Recording Secretary . H . Shoemaker : Business

Agent, E . Darling ; Executive Board, John Har
vey , Geo . Bowen , A . M . Stratton , John Clappor,
H . Shoemaker.
The Local reports usual progress .

LOOKING TO A NEW AGREEMENT.

Menominee, Mich... Division No. 302, desiring
some changes , which the membership believe
to the interest of all concerned, is preparing a
schedule of conditions which will soon be in
shape to present to our superintendent. While
conditions here are very favorable , there is
always room for improvement, and unless the
situation is studied and presented along that
line, the improvement seldom comes. There

is every reason to believe that some advantages
will come to our membership this spring.
At our meeting of Jan . 3d , which was held

at midnight, for the convenience of all, the
Local elected officers for the ensuing term .
Bro . Michael Sullivan succeeded Bro. Jerry
Barnard as president. Bro . Chas. Wiederhold
was elected financial secretary , and Bro . John

Hercheid was the choice for recording secretary
and treasurer.

I believe the brothers have made no mistake
in the selection of Bro . Michael Sullivan for
president. He is an able man, of good charac
ter, and the oldest employe of the M . & M .
Light and Traction Co. His experience as a
wage earner and his association with those
whose joys and sorrows fluctuate with the rela

tive bearing of the times upon the labor mar

OFFICIAL ROSTER .

Nashua , N . H . - - The officers of the Nashua

Local are as follows: President, W . S . Bryant;
Vice - President, A . D . Towne : Fin . and Rec .

Sec . , J . C . Ohare : Sentinel, Geo . Bodwell :
Treasurer , J . M . Sullivan : Journal Correspond

ent, R . McLenan ; Conductor, Geo. Kimball;
Warden , John Nichols .

The Local is in good condition .
" PHIZ . "
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304 REPORTS PROGRESS.

Glens Falls, N . Y . - Div . No. 304 has in
stalled the following officers for the ensuing
term : President, Lester Brownell ; Vice - Presi
dent, John O 'Learey ; Rec. and Fin . Sec . , Timo
thy Sweeney : Warden , Henry Kelley : Conduc

tor, Byron Folmsbee ; Sentinel, Howard Ross ;
Executive Board , Lester Brownell, Timothy

Sweeney, Lewis La Valley, John Malan , Michael
Murphy. Correspondent to be elected at the
next meeting .

Our membership are looking forward to im
proved conditions with the opening of spring ,

as it is believed that the company may then
be prevailed upon to favorably modify the wage
rate .

" MOUNTAINEER.”

INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS.

When this was referred to the men in a gen

eral meeting, it was approved by Division 248,
of Venice, and rejected by a majority of the
members of 236 , of Alton ,

Division 248 sent a request for an International
officer to help in straightening out the difficulty .
and International Treasurer Regin Orr was
sent to assist us. The joint committee request
ed him to rewrite the agreement, which he did ,
and when he submitted it to each Local the
same was approved , and then submitted to the
company . After two conferences , a good agree
ment was secured, providing for a nine -hour
day, seniority , 2212 cents for all extra men , and
23 cents for all regular men , thus giving some
of our brothers more money than they had
asked for.

While we did not get the 25 cents for all
regular men , we feel that for two Locals, con
sisting of less than 100 members in all, the re

sult of our efforts will compare favorably with
the best of our sister Divisions.

" TWENTY- THREE CENTS."

OFFICERS OF DIV . 381.

Newburg , N . Y . - The recently installed
officers of Division No. 388 for 1906 are : Presi

dent, W . H . Martin : Vice - President. Lester

Kaune ; Rec. Sec., Benjamin Penny, 35 Benkard
avenue; Fin . Sec., Willis Sherrer, 35 Benkard

avenue ; Treasurer, Cornelius Mack ; Conductor ,

Frank Wiley ; Warden , Joseph Donlin ; Execu
tive Committee, W . H . Martin , Gilbert Hal
stead, Lester Kaune, Samuel Boyd, Willis Sher
rer ; Delegates to Central Labor Union , Gilbert
Halstead, Samuel Boyd, Geo. Garrison .

“ JNO . DOE."

Butte, Mont. – At a regular meeting of the
Division , held Dec. 20, 1905 , the following offi
cers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi
dent, A . W . McNeil, 1242 E . Second street ; Vice
President, Jas. Rutledge, 732 Colorado street ;

Secretary , E , A . Law , 223 E . Front street;
Treasurer, J . H . Snell, 413 First street; Conduc
tor, J . J . Connors, 748 Utah avenue; Warden ,
Mike Kilvanick , 309 Clark Block ; Trustees, A .
W . McNeil, E . A . Law , Fred , Kohl, Geo. H .
Scott, F . C . McDonald ; Delegatesto Butte
Labor Council, E . A . Law , J . Emory Rheim .

A . M . McBride.

HAS COME TO STAY.

DETROIT DIGEST.

Ogden. Utah . - Div . No. 418 was organized
by International Vice - President H . T . B . Grey .
of Salt Lake City , on Nov. 25 , 1905 . He is yet
keeping a watchful eye upon us that we main
tain successfully , and I believe that some day
we will be counted a first- class Local.
We now have some 35 members, and the best

wishes of about 18 different unions of this city .
The Trades' Assembly is also keeping a moth

er' s watch over us, and it will be difficult for

us to go wrong without someone being able
to guide us back into the right. We are cer

tainly well supported by our friends.
I regret to record that three of our men were

recently discharged . Our executive board in

vestigated the cases and report that two were
discharged for indulging too freely in red -eye
while on duty , and the other was let out, leav
ing his car in the street to go to dinner while
the power was off . Under the circumstances,

the committee determined that the company
was justified , and the cases were dropped .

A report became current that Mr. George
Welsh , engineer at the power house , had de
termined to give trouble to the organization ,

and so emphatic became the report that our

committee interviewed him upon the subject,
and we were agreeably informed that the report

was without foundation , Mr. Welsh denied

any intention of fomenting trouble or antagon
izing a spirit of fairness between man and man.

I am here led by the editor to say that in my
next I will give our readers a short description
of Ogden , and some of her enterprises, which
will lead to a later description of our railway
system and our wage and working conditions.

W . W . S .

The executive board of Local No. 26 met on
Wednesday , Feb . 7 , in regular session . All
members were present, with Pres. Chas. Aley in
the chair . Various business features contained

in the report of Bus. Agt. C . V . Duryea were
taken up and disposed of.
The matter of overtime arose from different

sections of the system , and after some discus
sion it appeared to the satisfaction of the com
mittee that it was no policy of the company to
withhold pay for overtime from those entitled to
it , but rather a disposition on the part of some

under officials . The business agent was instruct
ed to call the attention of Gen . Mgr. Brooks
to the irregularity , that he may see that proper
instructions are given which will insure the
payment for such time. The trouble seems
mostly to lie with the misapprehension on the

part of the lower officials in the matter of de
lays. Such a condition exists that it is beyond
human control to avoid lateness upon certain
trips. This fact has escaped the proper consid
eration of the immediate officials in charge, and
the time thus put in should be paid for.
Several cases of more than usual importance

were before the board , which continued the

session to the following day. The session of the
8th was called to order by the chair , and the

unfinished work of the previous day was taken
up .

Bros. Chas. Aley, Perry Prindle, Alex. Mc
Leod, Thos . Tupper and Chas. Gatecliffe, the
ball committee . reported progress. Every ar
rangement will have been completed , and the
event will take place on the evening of Feb , 21st,
at the Light Infantry Armory , at No. 42 Con
gress street. Preparation has been made to care
for all comers.
The board gave some consideration to the

coming summer excursion and picnic , and Sec.
Sherwood was instructed to ascertain the open
dates for Bois Blanc and report the same at a
following meeting.
The resolutions of appreciation conferred upon

Past Sec. C . H . Johnson were presented to him

before this session of the board . Board Mem
ber Hamilton Shirley made a very touching ad

dress, to which a feeling response was made by
the ex - secretary
During the year 1905 there were five assess

ments made under the death benefit law of the
local. The average death benefit in each case

AGREEMENT REACHED .

Alton , Ill. Since last appearing before the
readers of our association journal, we have
secured some material concessions from our
employing company . We constitute Divisions
Nos. 236 and 248, and comprise the electric rail
way men of Alton , Venice and Granite City , Ill.
Formerly there were two companies, and each

Division negotiated and made separate agree
ments with the respective companies , but a con

solidation took place and We have all became
employes of the Alton , Granite & St. Louis

Traction Company. In order to prepare an
agreement, a joint committee was selected , con
sisting of three members from each Local. The

agreement was drawn, asking for a nine-hour
day, 21 cents for extra men , 25 cents for regu
lar men and 27 cents for all interurban men .
Seniority to prevail in the assignment of runs.
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was $ 1 ,280. The death benefit law provides for
an assessment of $ 1 . 00 per member upon each
death . An insurance of $ 1 , 300 for $ 5 . 00 per year

creates an insurance rate that beats any known
method of insurance in existence, and leaves all
reserve in the pockets of the membership . It is

better than any fund accruing system of which
we have yet learned . The system has proved
eminently satisfactory , and the results to bene
ficiaries have been abundantly gratifying.

hile late reports indicate improvement, Bro.
John Hanlon continues upon the sick list .
Bro . Allen Torey continues very low with lung

trouble , but his friends hope for improvement.
Bro . Tom McMullen , who met with a serious

accident some time since, is yet unable to as
sume his duties upon the car.

Bro . Geo. Howcroft is reported confined to his
bed from an unfortunate accident.
The D . U . R . has now enlarged her posses

sions by the purchase of the Detroit & Toledo
Short Line. This , of course , will tend to enlarge
the membership of Div . No, 26 , as her wings are
large and generous enough to shelter our new
acquisition . There are but few of them , but
they cover several miles of territory , and are
just as welcome as though they were a multi
tude.

Bro . Rositer entertained the members of the
local in an interesting lecture which lasted for
one hour and fifty minutes, on the subject of
immigration , which contained points worthy of
note .

The public in general are in praise, for the
best men for bad weather are in Taunton . A
test of endurance was taken the other day with
the mercury 15 below zero , when these two men
went a distance of 40 miles on a flat car. The
honors are divided between Motormen Toley and
Conley . Toley arrived in the pink of condition ,

while Conley had to be carried to the lobby to
be thawed out.

The Palmer -Leonard debate on Saturday last
was won by Ed Palmer arguing the suprem

acy of the air brake. The hand brake has no
friend in Taunton .
There was a strong game played for the short

line. Mack held three kings. but Jack found
four aces somewhere.
About fifteen members of the local attended

a whist party in Somerset and enjoyed the hos
pitality of one of our Prov. conductors.

ENJOYED MUSKRAT SUPPER ,

OFFICERS O FDIVISION 288 .

Omaha, Neb . - Many of the old officers were
returned at our recent election . The roster
stands as follows: President, P . J . Lenihan ;
vice -pres., W . H . Poncelow ; sec.-treas. and
cor., C . F . Michelsen , 922 N . 29th st. ; conductor,
W . Gillan ; warden , A . Johnson ; executive board ,
P . J . Lenihan, E . M . Deuel, H . S . Leary , E . F .
Cheney , E . I. Morrow , E . Carmichael, H . Jes
person, W . Wakehouse ; dels .to Union Label and
Home Industry League, P . J . Lenihan and C . F .
Michelsen .

qurk still taons on tapople thaten th

Windsor, Ont. - Everything is running
smoothly in our Div , No. 231, since the muskrat
supper , which was attended by about twenty
five , composed mostly of late run men . Those
who did not have to rise early the following
morning were there. Every one enjoyed them
selves immensely . One or two complained of
the rats being soaked too long in marsh water.
but they managed to live through it. Bert and
Jack still take their trips down the river, Bert
to take lessons on raising radishes and Jack is
just showing some people that even if he has
left the berg he has not forgotten them .
We are pleased to see our superintendent, Mr. .

Brockleband, around again after a severe at
tack of liver complaint.
Our former brother, A . Smith , has an applica

tion in for a position on the police force in

Windsor. Here' s luck and hoping you will get
the appointment. " F . E . B .

223 TO THE FRONT.

NOTES FROM WINNIPEG .

Butler, Pa . - Here , in Butler , Pa., one of the
most flourishing little cities in America , is lo
cated a branch of the Amalgamated family . Our
No. is 223 . and our local is in a thriving condi
tion , as is all other concerns of Butler .

This city is situated in the midst of oil der
ricks, beneath which flows the nectar of vigor
ous prosperity . However, this nectar is care

fully guarded by the divine agency of the Stand
ard Oil Company.

The traction business is good here , and a con
stant improvement is experienced
Div . 223 feels deeply in sympathy woth Bro .

S . F . Smith and family in the loss of their little
child .

TAUNTON , MISS.

Taunton , Mass . Div 243 held their 4th annu
al ball in Odd Fellows' Hall, on Feb . 2 . It was

attended by about 600 couples. Among those
present were Pres. Sheehan of the Brockton
Div . and two cars of the Brockton boys and
their friends. The cars were tastily decorated.
With them came Asst. Supt. Conway and Div .
Supt. Hall.
Cars arrived from Fall River. thronged with

patrons of the street car men , among whom
was Mavor Coughlin , president of the Fall Riv
er Local.
Cars came with crowds from all suburban

towns, including a party of forty car men from
Interstate Company , of Pawtucket.

A musical concert by a musical organization ,
the best to be had in this part of the state , was
enioved by those present for an hour and a half .
Dancing started at 9 : 15 p . m . and was enjoyed

until 2 p . m . . when cars left for all points
Among those present were Mayor Tracy , of

Taunton , and members of the city government,
Gen . Supt. Siebel and Dis . Supt. Murphy.
Supper was served from 12 to 1 and enjoyed by

about 75 couples. The hall and stage were very
tastily decorated and in all it was voted to be
the nicest time held in Taunton for the past few
years. The floor was in chasse of President J .
A . Reilly . assisted by J . Hvland and J . Car
berry and 15 aids all proficient in catering to
the wants of the dancers.

At our January meeting our new officers were
duly installed . Bro . Robbins, our new president,
has taken a keen interest in the affairs of Div .
99 during the past four years . He served our
division as financial and corresponding secre
tary for a period of one year, several terms
as a member of our executive board and dele
gate to the Winnipeg Trades and Labor Council.
He acted on our grievance committee in the
summer of 1905 . In all the various positions he

has filled he has given entire satisfaction to our
members.
Our membership showed their confidence in

our worthy secretary , Bro . G . McKay, by re
electing him for another term . Bro . J . R . Mc

Dougall, our worthy past president, was elected
to the office of vice - president.
Our monthly meetings are not as largely at

tended as they ought to be ; therefore , brother
members of Div 99 , I urge you in your own in
terests and in the interests of your fellow em
ploves to attend the meetings of your organizi
tion , and keep in touch with all business that
may come before your local division . You elect
your officers and you expect them to attend
every meeting ; then , I say. the least you , as a
member, can do is to attend the meetings regu
larly and encourage and lighten the work of
said officers.
Bro . Geo . Madill is a patient in St. Baniface

Hospital, suffering from an attack of typhoid
fever . He is recovering.
Bro. W . G . Squire, who recently got married ,

furnished the cigars for the boys.

We are looking forward to a visit froin our
international president. W . D . Mahon , in the
very near future, and we expect to see every
member of Div . 99 present at the meeting which
will be called to receive an address from him .
Bro . F . N . Smith , our late correspondent, has

taken a withdrawal card . He will be greatly
missed at our meetings, as he was an active
worker, and had something to say in every de .
bate . DIV . 99 .
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must submit to an immediate absence of her

husband for some unknown period . But the
surprise came when Mrs . Kidd learned that for
this once a labor committee had laid aside
their own family holiday pleasures to do honor
to the one who, together with herself , had

made a life sacrifice for the cause of oppressed
toilers.

It was not until Sister Tate began to unfold
the beautiful silver set of six pieces, and still
further unfold the beautiful words making
the set of silver an acknowledgment gift, that
the pearly beads of gratitude escaped from
their hiding and coursed in glowing rapidity
down the care -furrowed cheek of the one whose

life prayer has been for the success of the
noble cause espoused by her honored husband.

This counter message of gratitude was borne
back to the gratuitous donors of 308 in the
radiance of their committee' s report.

I quote Sister Tate in the presentation of the
token , as she addressed Bro . Thos. I . and Mrs.

Kidd upon this occasion :

" This committee , who has honored me, by
making me spokesman , were sent by Division
308 , A . A . of S. and E . R . E . of A ., to present
to you and your wife a slight token in acknowl

edgment of their appreciation of your efforts
in arbitrating their cause, and also of your
assistance to our International President W . D .

Mahon in organizing the union .

Gifts of silver we now offer
To the hearts that are of gold ;

May your clouds be lined with silver
Ere your story has been told .

When you drink the flowing nectar

From these gems of polished ware,
May your dreams be sweet, untarnished ,
As these gifts of silver are .

TRIBUTE TO SECRETARY JOSEPHINE
CASEY

May bliss surround each cherished cup,
Poured out by fairest hands

And love abide beneath your roof,

More dear than gold or lands.

And when Time' s restless fingers
Thread the silver o ' er your brow ,

May these urns then furnish nectar

For your dreams as well as now .

All blessings life can give you
We wish you this new year,

Many years of love and pleasure,
Unclouded by a tear. "

The committee who served the Local upon
this most pleasant mission were Sister Alice

E . Tate , Bro . W . Tricket and yours fraternally ,
W . C . DOWNING .

Chicago, Ill . — The regular meeting of Di
vision 308 . Jan . 13 , 1906 , was enlivened by a

slight diversion . Immediately after the instal

lation ceremonies, as the retiring officers were
leaving their seats, Miss Josephine Casey , the

retiring recording secretary , was intercepted

upon the rostrum by Mrs. Alice E . Tate , pre

senting to her, on behalf of the Local, a beau

tiful gold watch and pin . On presenting the

well -earned token , Mrs. Tate expressed the sen

timent of the Local in the following words :

" A very pleasant duty has been delegated to
me this evening, that of presenting to Miss
Josephine Casey this gold watch and pin from

the union employes of the C . & O . P . E . R . R .,

as a testimonial of their esteem , and also , for

the faithful manner in which she has served
the union since its incipiency .

" Those who know her best, know she has

never missed a meeting, but thrown her whole
soul into the work .

" May every hour ticked upon this watch
bring pleasant memories of Division 308, its
officers and fellow -members . "

Miss Casey , almost overcome, responded : " I
cannot thank you as I should . I never could
talk , and now , I can only say I thank you from

my heart. " Her Trembling tones and tear

filled eyes spoke volumns, as the present was
a complete surprise .

APPRECIATIVE TRIBUTE TO MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR.

A BEAUTIFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF
APPRECIATION .

Recently , by order of the international presi

dent, I had occasion to visit Div . No. 285 , A . A .
of S . & E . R . E of A . , of Steubenville , Ohio .
Steubenville is a manufacturing town extend

ing some distance along the Ohio bank of the

Ohio river, and recently . from the over crowded

habitation of the narrow strip along the river,
the town has begun to creep the lofty heights
in the rear, until that section now a ffords a lib

eral traffic to an arm of the traction system
that has been extended in a circuitous route

until it reaches a most desirable building table
land on top of the heights.
Withal Steubenville is a fascinating town of

some 20 .000 inhabitants. With spirited suburban

towns it supports three distinct and important
traction systems. Two live locals of our asso

ciation embrace the electric railway employes,
and the membershir is rather equally divided

between Locals Nos. 252 and 285 , the greater
number being in the latter local.

I attended a business meeting of Div. 252 and
was impressed with the earnestness of the
membership . Pres. Wm . Moore and Sec. J . W .
Hutton , who have served the local in their re
spective positions for several terms, are both
able officers, and the membership seem to ap
preciate the fact. An interesting discussion
arose from the desire to man an express car

with a regular motorman , and suggestions were

Chicago, Ill . - On January 1 of the present
year, the day that big -hearted Thomas I.
Kidd . past vice - president of the A . F . of L . .

laid down his official responsibility to the great
American Federation of Labor, a committee of

Chicago Local No. 308, of which Sister Alice
E . Tate was spokesman , appeared at his resi

dence, and surprised Mrs. Kidd and the old
veteran with a most unusual greeting.

Tom has received committees from labor or
ganizations galore, and the mere appearance of
a committee from our Local caused no unusual
ruffle in the little household . The common
meaning to him is to get on his hat and coat
and get out and hustle ; to Mrs. Kidd , that she
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brought out which showed that the pleasure of to the character of labor leaders and as to the

the local would be a financial advantage to the
nature of the business transacted by the labor

company . The committee was instructed to pre union ,

pare the suggestions in writing and personally The delegate from the Central Labor body has

place the proposition in the hands of the gen
discovered that the average preacher is a

eral manager.
warmly sympathetic leader whose mistake with

Later , I attended a meeting of Div . 285. Nearly regard to the labor question have been very

all members were present, as, also , were some largely due to ignorance.
members of 252 . Evidence existed showing that The Rev . Edgar P . Hill, of Portland, Oregon ,

I was expected to be present. What savored of after having served three months as fraternal

this was the fragrant aroma of hot coffee, delegate in that city , wrote me as follows:

The meeting was called to order by President " These three months have given me some of

Wm . Ralston . After roll call President Ralston the richest experience of my ministry . It has
submitted a report of the executive board upon been at no little sacrifice that I have been able
the case of the reinstatement of a brother , who to attend every meetin g for three months. But

had been discharged . The report showed that I wanted the men to know that I appreciated
the committee and managing officials , after the honor and valued the privilege of being with

three or four successive conferences, had suc them . I have not preached to them . I have
ceeded in amicably adjusting the difference, and not tried to get them to come to my church .
as a result the brother was reinstated . Vice I have not posed in print as a " friend of the
Pres. Joseph Maley supplemented the report by laboring men .” I have simply gone to the coun
offering some good advice along the craft work . cil as a delegate to help in any possible way.
After the work of the meeting was completed I have found the labor leaders here intelli

Vice - Pres. Maley recognized Pres. Ralston . Then gent, fair -minded and dead in earnest. The
it was that one of those cheering sunbeams that ministerial delegate who will go to them with
makes man better camemy way. a modest, genuine desire to help , will get from

" It is a pleasant duty , " began Pres . Ralston , them more than he can give . "
" that the brothers have imposed upon me at The editor of the Portland Labor Press has
this time. Pleasant. not that I can present the this to say with regard to his estimate of the
sentiment we wish in words, but that it is an preacher :
occasion I appreciate . We have with us the " He has not missed a meeting since he ac
editor of our publication , The Motrman and cepted the office , and has won the confidence
Conductor. We all take the magazine, and read and esteem of all the members of the council.
it with increasing interest. We glean from it He is frequently called upon for advice , and
an idea of the ever - swelling ranks of our asso gives it as a delegate of the council. Not once
ciation . In its columns we learn of the trials has he interjected the customs of his profession
and pleasures of our sister divisions throughout into his deliberations as a delegate . The council
the entire association . We become familiar with has been greatly benefited by the acquisition of
the wage and conditions of employment else Dr. Hill, and there is no doubt that the doctor
where , and we gain some idea of the magnitude has had revealed a different conception of the
of our movement. We read the fraternal senti primary principles and objects of organized la
ment that binds us together. bor. Of course, the doctor appreciates the prac

I now wish to express to our editor that we tical and material side of the movement, with
appreciate the ever increasing value of the pub an aim for the ideal, as we all should do, but
lication , and that we attribute much of its neat what has made him particularly agreeable to
ly arranged and studied thought to his increasing the delegates is his manifest interest in the
devotion to its development. The many and in work , the conscientious application of his energy
creasing division contributions show an appre towards uplifting the cause , and his democratic
ciative solicitude. It also shows a marvelous habit. Our experience in Portland with the
building up of the general subscription . It shows ministry , through Dr. Hill as their delegate, has
an especial awakening of interest on part of our been wholly satisfactory and profitable."
membership of the numerous locals, in this par This is but one of many instances which
ticular and most important feature of our asso might be cited , showing the value of this plan .
ciation , I repeat that we appreciate our pub The labor union and the ministers' associa
lication , and look upon it as one of the most im tion have too much in common in the matter ofportant promoters of our now gigantic move improving the conditions of the toilers to remain
ment. estranged . Working together, they may bring
As a substantialmark of our appreciation , and about many municipal reforms. Indeed, united .as a reminder to you that you have our good there are few things in this direction whichwill and God speed in your work , Bro . Editor. I they may not accomplish in the cause of goodhave the pleasure of presenting to you , as com

citizenship , independent of partisan politics. Es
ing from this division , this slight golden token ." pecially in those matters which involve moralWith his cloging remark , Pres . Ralston hand

issues - such as the saloon , gambling, the socialed me a beautiful gold watch fob and charm .
evil. Sunday work , child labor, sanitary condiI felt grateful. In words. I expressed it. In my
tions in tenement houses and factories , andearnestness in the development of the circula
everything else that influences the moral life of

tion of the Motorman and Conductor . I trust I
the community - may these organizations co

may show my gratitude in the future . I will

say that would all locals give the magazine the operate ,

support that my friends of 285 and 252 have its

volume would be immediately enlarged . If I How long will your health last working
have not quoted all Pres. Ralston said in his twelve hours a day, seven days in the week ?
eloquent presentation . I know he will forgive

There is no harder work upon the mind andme, for his tribute to me was much stronger ,
and I would prefer to enjoy it alone. nerves of man than that of following the
Bros. Maley , Jackman , Brown and others occupation of an electric railway employe.

passed around the edibles, to which we all did

justice , and thus ended . to me, a memorable A man who has followed the occupation for
meeting of one of the most lively little locals of three or four years under these long hours
our association , EDITOR . and trying conditions begins to feel a break

HOW THE CHURCH AND LABOR MAY in his health . This is true in ninety -nine out

CO -OPERATE .
of one hundred cases. Why should not this

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle . occupation be made one at which we can
live all through life, down into a healthy

Most of the bitterness in the world is due to and hearty old age ? It is not because we do
misunderstanding. And usually the misunder not create wealth enough . We create as
standing is not all on one side . Getting together
and " talking it out" has often resulted in a much, if not more, wealth for our employers
better feeling on the part of former enemies . than any other class of workingmen in this
Important, then , is the plan of the exchange of

country in the same length of time. These
fraternal delegates between Central Labor bod
ies and Ministerial Associations, which is now conditions can be changed. They have been
in operation in nearly one hundred cities . changed by thousands of electric railway
The ministers have come to learn that the ,men and they can be changed by you and

general public has a grossly erroneous idea as .
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your fellows, if you will only do so. Organ
PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP

ization is the hope. The labor movement, not
PLIES .

only to the electric railway workers , but to

all men who toil, has brought shorter hours
and better conditions. Look around you in Oficial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3.50

all directions. Examine the results of each . Propositions for membership blanks,

and every craft and calling where organiza per 100

tion prevails and you see improved condi Rituals, each . . . . . . . .

tions. It now rests with you to say whether Withdrawal cards, each . . . .
you will establish the conditions that should

exist in connection with your labor or not. Traveling cards, each .

If you desire to improve them and thus Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . . 1 .50

elevate and better your own position , Division financial book, 200 pages. . . . . 2 .50

lengthen your life, bring more light and
Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . . 4 .25

happiness into it, organize, and organize
Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

at once.
Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 . . . . . 1.00

Wages. Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . .

The records of the Amalgamated Associa Financial secretary' s order book on
tion show that thousands and thousands of

treasurer, each . . . . . . . . . . .
street railway employes have received the Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

blessing of a higher wage through its efforts.
Association Badges, rolled gold, each . .

The records of the oragnization show , for

instance, that our members in Colorado

Springs, Colo., when organized were working
for 15 cents an hour. At the present time

they are receiving 20 cents for the first
year, 2272 for the second year, and 25 cents Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1.00

an hour after that period . Cuts of official seal for use on printed

Detroit , Mich ., at the time of organizing mattor, oach . . . .

were receiving 14 cents an hour. At the Gut seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

present time they are receiving 2342 cents All orders must be accompanied with ex

an hour. press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

East Liverpool, O ., at the time of organiz personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

ing were receiving 1242 cents an hour. At Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

the present time they are receiving 23 cents

an hour.

Pittsburg , Pa ., at the time of organizing

were receiving 1642 cents an hour. . At the
present time they are receiving 22, 23 , and

24 cents an hour.

New Castle, a small city in Pennsylvania ,

at the time of organizing were receiving

1242 cents an hour. At the present time they

are receiving 22 cents an hour.

New Orleans, La., at the time of organiz

ing four years ago were receiving 13 cents Our Label is No. 38 .
an hour. At the present time they are re
ceiving 21 cents, with an agreement grant

ing them half a cent increase a year for the

next four years .

Belleville , Ill., were receiving at the time
of organizing about 1242 cents an hour. At 61 La Salle St., Chicago.
the present time they are receiving $ 2 .15 for

a nine-hour workday. N . E . BACHNER F . W . ROWLES

Troy, N . Y ., were receiving 164 cents an

hour at the time of organiizng. At the

present time they are receiving 22 cents an

hour.

Oakland, Cal., were receiving less than RAIROAD AND MOTORMENS' GLOVES OF ALL
20 cents an hour at the time of organizing. DESCRIPTION , Special Discountto Railway Trade

After less than four years of organization Manufacturers, Importers, Wholesale

they are receiving 25 cents an hour.
and Retail

San Francisco , Cal., were receiving 20 GLOVES and MITTENS
cents an hour. After less than four years

For Men , Women and Children
of organization they are receiving 2712 cents
an hour, and so on the record goes down Gloves MADE TO ORDER

through the list, showing the improvements
that have come to the street and electric Wetherbee Building
railway men of America through the efforts DETROIT , MICH .

of the organization .

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

GERAGHTY & CO .

THE GLOVE HOUSE
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Monthly

Buttons

Union

Throughout

I
O

Our Buttons are made for

Union Men . They carry three

labels representing ALL the

work that enters into their

manufacture. The Sheet Met

al workers stamped in back

for the metal back ; the Allied

Printing Trades on front for

the printing , and the Novelty

Workers on front for assem

bling.

ta

SUNG

FRUTTI

NO

Union Men should wear a button that is

ALL UNION . - Ours is .

Low & Rider
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND, OHIO .

Button and Badge Manufacturers

334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO

PARIN
G

PRELETOM"
Ingrove

Direet

Photography,

NGRAVING
DEPT DAY

ONI

Specialty
72-78STÅTE SI

COR PARK PLACE

ope ) DAY NIGHT DETROIT MICH .

PHONE MAIN 1491.

Hotels.
Agents Wanted in the United States

The Prospect House 888 Franklin Ave.
To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

Cor. Carroll SL

Borough of Brooklyn

New YorkRICHARD H . DIEARS, Prop.

LEONARD 'S CASINO Coney Island

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials , Terms, etc .

and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .
The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.
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Motormen and Conducto
UNIFORMS
GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

On purchasing your stoves

The

Only and Best line in the City

Rght in Price, Superior in Quality

Mich . Stove Co., Art Stove Co.,

Art Garlands, Art Laurels

Entire new line this fall

Now to be selected from

Can be seen and

Orders left for future delivery

No goods sold not fully guaranteed

Do not let others say

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman's $13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

Can purchase cheaper and beter stoves else

The above makes stand where

On their merits and the

Results of years they have been

Standard bearers of stoves on theMarket.

For sale by

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $10 Winter Weight $13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered.

CHAS. W . NO
CLAYTON Counter

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

1222 Gratiot Avenue

Gelephone E . 1064 R .

Builders' Hardware, House Furnishings, etc

THROUCH ORC
MAY

Bastian Bros.

ROCHESTER , N . Y.

W
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N

RA

Mr. Secretary : UNION

DIVISION 282

4 . A .
O
F

OF S & E . R . L

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

Buttons

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made .

· R. E. OF
Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

d the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer themiddleman 's profit,

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF

UITEP. AL EXEC GARMENT

INITED CARMENT7 James H . Hirsch & Co.
ORG

APRIL 12 "

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

APRIL 12

ORKERS

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

1891 ZAMERICABOARF
VICENSE

212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO, · ILLS.
REGISTERED

VEBER

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH .

1
1

.
I

I

I

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

Wo ONLY mako a differonco or 10 por cent for goods sold
on time to rollablo parties.

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE .

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always prescatabla

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland , O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK
DETROIT, MICH.

H
A

OLAR

L
E

WHGSTATE SAVINGS BAN

ERF
EES

EEN

I
L

OFFICERS

Geo . H . Russel,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice- President

H . C . Pottor, Jr.
Vice-President

R . S . Mason ,
Cashier

A . E , Wing ,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman,
Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin ,
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K , Bixby
H . M . Campbell
C . L . Freer
Haley Fiske

R . W . Gillett

P . J . Hecker

H . B . Led yard

W , C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo . H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer
Peter Whito

LEN

UHOU

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS - - -

$ 1 ,000,000.00

900,000 .00

15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE
waaminen

HEADQUARTERS
POR

.

PANK BREDERICK & C

Uniform Clothing

Wealso carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measura
ment guide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREETWEST TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST.

THE LAROEST TAILORINO
NOUSE IN CANADA
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To gain strength to the end of

desired purposes is the object

in joining a labor organization.

Investigate the strength of the

Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes, and you will find assur

ances warranting membership.

MARCH 1906



DHOENIX PREFERRED

Accidente nsarance ,

Gompany )

meOFDETROIT, MICHIGAN,

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX "

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice-President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

– THE

TAYLOR , WOOLFENDEN CO.,

Fine Dry Goods and Furnishings.

Woodward Ave. and State St.,

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

W ecarry an inmense stock

of Mens' Furnishings

and Ready to Wear Goods

at popular prices. : ; :

I GUARANTEE absolute permanent cure of all facial

defects and blemishes such as deformed nose no mat

ter how caused; adherent and unsightly scars, birth

marks, tatoo and powder marks, moles, warts, liver

spots, " red veins." wrinkles and all eruptions of the

skin . Superfluous hair, so it never returns; eyebrows

and forehead perfectly shaped . My method is paiu

less and leaves no marks or scars. Disease of the hair

cured by an absolute new , original and certain method

Consultation fred . Don 't trust anybody but an experi

enced medical expert with important treatment of

yonr face.YOUR TRADE IS .

SOLICITED . L . P . ANDERSON. M . D .
313 Woodward Avenue. Suite , 63 Valpey

Building ,
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BEST DENTISTS CO ., Incorporated.

met cotton. ust bathe tha without bad.
This is Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kipp, 50 Na

tional ave., Detroit . He had 30 bad teeth
extracted at one sitting without saying a
word . We just bathe the gum with a little
wet cotton , then remove the teeth pain
less . No other dentists have our formula .
We have a standing offer of $ 1 , 000 for it .
Write or ask him . He is now wearing a
full upper and lower set with the Pt. Suc
tion .

Read our mid -winter cut in % prices :
$ 15 Set of Teeth for . . . . . . . . . $ 7 .50 Best Dentists just took out 11 ; does ho
$ 10 Set of Teeth for . . . . . . . . $ 6 . 0000 look as though it hurt him ? Really , he
& 8 Set of Teeth for . . . . . . . $ 4 . 00 did not know the lower ones were all out
$ 8 Solid Gold Crown for . . . . . . . $ 4 . 00 until we told him to close .
$ 5 Porcelain Crown for . $ 2 .50 We extract without gas, ether , chloro
$ 5 Bridge W ork . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 . 00 form or cocaine unless you wish it , wideGold Fillings . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 . 00 awake and no pain . Rember our prices
Silver Fillings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50c are nearly one -hall legs others ' charge. No
Our 20 years' guarantee is bona fide. better dental work done. Up in every
We live up to every word of our adver - branch .

tisements , Send postal, Car fare paid .

1 ,000 ,000 TEETH

WE HAVE BOUGHT A BIG BUY
Thewhole state

realizes it. We
have made the
price so low that

we are ashamed
to name it . Will
assure you it is
less than one -half

We put Pt. Suo
tion in Guaran
teed for 20 years
Coming? I should
say they are ; not
in ones and twos,
but in fives and
sixes . Every day
is a cracker jack
from early morn
until 9 p . m . $ 1

down is plenty ,
balance any time.
Pontiac, Oxford ,

Sibley, Troy and
Port Huron were
all in . This is the

biggest bargain
deal ever record ,
ed . Don ' t you
forget it. No
time to write ads.
now . We please
a 11. Painless

extracting free.

Best Dentists Co., 54 GRAND RIVER AVE. Detroit.(INCORPORITED )
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT,MICH.

-CAPITAL , -

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000 .00 }

50 ,000 .00 {

1,000,000 .00-

D . E. THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

o - - - - - --- -- -

KIDNEY and BLADDER

TROUBLES CURED.
Richter's

Cafe

11 State Street

Test it Yourself .

Dr. Gossom ' s Kidney and Bladder Cure,

which was discovered by Dr. Gossom only

a few years ago , has already cured thous

ands who suffered with these dreadful kid

ney and bladder diseases, perhaps even

worse than you are suffering now Dr.

Gossom 's great cure has done so much for

so many others that no sufferer should lose

a single day in beginning the treatment,

and the quickest way to satisfy yourself as

to what it will do in your case is to try it

Send us your name and address and five

2-ct. stamps to cover cost of mailing and

we will send you, Free, a trial package of

Dr. Gossom 's Kidney and Bladder Cure,

put up in tablet ferm and easy to take .

Attend to this to -day and receive the trial

pakage at once. From experience we do

not believe there is one case in a thousand

in which this great remedy will not bring

almost immediate relief and ultimately a

perfect cure . Write for trial treatment

today. Address

Dr. Gossom Drug Company,

1046Washing Blvd. Desk 8. Chicago, Illinois.

Phone MAIN 4790 . A . C . AMES, Pres. and Mngr.

Michigan andealtan Company
Realty

and Loan

REAL ESTATE, LOANS,RENTING AGENTS, FIRE

INSURANCE,MODERNHOMEBUILDING.

101 Griswold Street

Cor. Congress. Detroit, Mich .
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BRUNSWICK 'S

EASYBRIGHT

TANEOUS

AMSTANO CLEANER

CLEANS EVERYTHING.

P HE most perfect, universal, in

stantaneous Cleaner and Polisher

for Brass, Copper, Steel, Gold ,

Silver and allothermetals. Also wood

work and furniture . Contains no acid ,

lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

10 cents.TRADE MARK

The Brunswick- Balke-Collender Co.100 Randolph St.,Detroit

RADE

Che Glove

Homer Warren

& Company

Real Estate

and Loans

RALE

ko

COPA

KROEGGY

Warren Brown

& Company

Rentals. Collections

and Insurance

NORIVES.DUI SEAMS.THEYFIS

HEAT AND WATERPROOF

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT , MICHIGAN

202 CHAMBER of COMMERCE

C . E . LOCKE, President E . P . SNYDER, Vice- President w . c . STOPEL, Sec-Treas.

Michigan Shoe Company
WHOLESALE

SHOES AND RUBBERS

146 - 148 Jefferson Avenue

DETROIT, MICH .Long Distance Telephone No. 428
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Union Trust

Company
Capital, - - $500,000

Surplus and Profits, $400 ,000

$ 100 BONDS

secured by first mortgages on

improved city real estate.

Interest payable semi-annu

ally at 4 % per annum .

Send for Particulars.

Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

CURES

Kidney Trouble

w

Wm. I. SimpsonD
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

.

Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men, testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy .

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get

T
O

Manufacturer of

Foster's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

W
M

.T.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

DETROIT, MICH . -

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

for government orders for Limbs

and Transportation or Commu .

tation therefor , sent free on

application ,

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

M . 2148

Sun Loan Co.

Money Loaned to Salarled People

and on Furniture and other security

RATES EASY

Office : 29 STATE ST. Room 10 .

Salary Loans a Specialty .

AT ONCE .

Dr. Navaun 's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yont druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps ) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

Detroit, Mich .
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PROGENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

CEEDINGS.

Meeting Held March 5-10, '06 .

TheGeneral Executive Board convened in

its second regular meeting at headquarters,

rooms 45 and 47 Hodges building , Detroit,

Mich ., on the 5th inst., at 10 o 'clock a . m .

Roll call of the board members showed to

be present: Chairman , C . 0 . Pratt, Welsh

field , O .; Board Members, Edward McMor

row , Chicago , Ill. ; Magnus Sinclair, Toronto ,

Ont.; Wm . B . Fitzgerald , Troy , N . Y . ; Ben

Commons, New Orleans, La .; Fred Fay,

Ypsilanti, Mich. ; D . S . Fitzgerald , New

Haven , Conn., and R . L . Reeves. There was

also present International President W . D .

Mahon and International Treasurer Rezin

Orr. Absentee , G . E . B . Member Richard

Cornelius , San Francisco .
The occasion of the absence of Board

Member Richard Cornelius was the fact that

he was detained in advisement with the offi .
cers of Division No. 99. at Winnipeg. Man ..

where that Division is negotiating for a new

agreement. A telegram was received from

Board Member Cornelius notifying the board

that he would be able to reach Detroit in

time for the session of the board on Wed

nesday, the 7th .

President's Report.

Prior to taking up the work of auditing

the accounts of the general office, the board
received the semi-annual report of the Inter

national President. The report covers the
work of the general office. the International

officers and organizers of the Association
for the period from September 1st, 1905 , to
March 1st. 1906 . six months inclusive. It

embraced details upon the various features

of the work , under separate headings. Un
der the head of " Organizing." the report

shows that much energy has been put forth

during the six months to extend the juris

diction of the organization , and that as a

result, nine charters have been granted to

new divisions, embracing an acquired mem

bership of 680 street and electric railway

employes. However, three of the divisions

are not in working shape, which reduces the

net gain to the Association to an increase

of six divisions. The three divisions which

have for the time being, at least, lapsed,

embrace a membership of 71, making the

net gain in the number ofmembers by these

new divisions, but a little more than 600 .

During the period there were five lapsed

divisions reorganized . These divisions

brought to the Association nearly 1,000 mem
bers, making an actual gain in organized

and reorganized divisions of about 1 ,500

members. To this may be added a constant
increase in membership, by extension of

service, to all divisions of the Association,

which has brought a greater additionalmem .
bership to the Association than has come

by the acquisition of new and lapsed divi
sions.

Strikes.

Under the head of " Strikes ” the President

cites to the fact that the Association had
but one strike during the entire six months.
This strike occurred at Paducah , Ky., and
was caused by the discharge of men who

attempted to form a local division of the
Association among the electric railway em
ployes of that city. The situation was that
of a practical lock -out. The locked -out men
received defense fund benefits from the de

fense fund to the extent of $790 , which car

ried them to a time when they secured em
ployment at other occupations. In conse

quence of the defense fund payments the
members who were discharger' were enabled
to severely retaliate 'by declaring a strike
which placed the company upon the unfair
list for a period of some ten weeks, making
the disruption of the effort to institute the

local an enormously expensive experiment.

The President points to varied instances

where troubles have been amicably adjusted

during the term , and instances where adjust

ments could not be arrived at as between

the employing company and the Association ,

arbitration has been resorted to , which has

prevented strikes . These troubles , in most

instances , were of a character that in the

earlier and weaker days of the Association

would have proved effective in causing

strikes. The President attributes this to
the strong entrenchment of the Association

through the defense fund, and the years of

vigorous development which has added pres
tige and magnitude to the Association ; also

to the presumption that a better understand

ing exists as between the Association and
its various divisions on the one side, and the

employing companies and directing officials
on t

Agreements.

During the audit period fourteen division

associations secured written working agree

ments with employing companies, and this,

in the face of the fact that most agreements

are made at a time of year which is not
included within the six months mentioned

by the report. These agreements, for the

most part, effect small divisions, and in all
embrace a membership of but 930 employes.

Twelve of the fourteen agreements embrace

strictly union road clauses. Two of the
agreements are upon systems where the

employes ', membership to the organization

is not insisted upon by the conditions of the

agreement. All except one embrace the

usual arbitration clause for the adjustment
of grievances where agreements cannot be
reached by the parties to the agreement.
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: . . . . 100.00

Pa . . . . . . . . .

. . . . 100.00

. . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Eight of the agreements made embraced an
increase in wage of from two to three and

one-half cents per hour. In six of them
indirect and discriminate advantages in

wages were secured by which fully three

fourths of the membership of the locals in

terested received an advanced wage of from
one-half to two cents per hour , and advan

tages which were of a financial character, in
the way of transportation and increased

wages for overtime. Reduction in hours

embodied in some of the agreements

brought employment to over 100 additional

men .

Aside from the advantages set forth by

conditions secured by locals of the Associa

tion , in five cities where the craft is unor

ganized and attempts were being made to

organize, the companies, for the purpose of

heading off the completing of the organiza

tions, granted increase in wages to a part,

and in some instances to the whole of their

employes. Prominent among this character
of grants was that of St. Paul and Minne

apolis, where the company granted an in -

crease of two cents per hour, and our Presi-

dent points to the fact that it was given out

in the daily newspapers that the move was
made to anticipate the organization and thus

silence " carping critics who are attempting

to organize their men.”

Death Claims.

During the six months audit period there

were paid in death and disability claims

$ 6 ,300 upon claims filed upon the deaths of

sixty -three deceased members . The amount

paid out in death benefits amounted to $ 1,050

per month .

The following death claims have been re

ceived and paid during the six months:

B . Rouse , Div. No, 194 , New Orleans,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Phil. Stoddard, Div. No. 241, Chicago ,
. . . . . 100.00

Richard Barrett, Div. No. 85, Pitts
burg , Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Jno. McCarthy, Div . No. 148, Albany,

N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

James Murphy, Div . No, 205 , San
Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,00

Chas. Turner, Div. No. 318, Chicago ,
Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Fred Heintz, Div. No, 241, Chicago , Ill. 100.00
Conrad Reibold , Div. No. 241, Chicago ,

' Ill. . . . . . . .

John Haystead , Div . No. 107, Hamil.
COD:: : : : : : : : . . . . . . . . 100.00

ton , Ont. . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

H . Wosch, Div. No. 272, Youngstown ,
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Charles Pearson, Div . No. 26, Detroit ,

Mich . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Henry Hogan , Div. No. 304, Glens
Falls, N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 .00

Patrick McAvoy, Div. No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . . . . . . . ..

Andrew Johnson , Div . No. 241, Chi
cago, Ill. . . .

Hugh Taylor, Div. No. 113, Toronto,
Ont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

Ed. W . Pelham , Div. No. 235 , Brock

ton , Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J. Weitzel, Div . No. 194, New Orleans,
La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00100 . 00

Carroll W . Wright, Div. No . 235 ,

Brockton , Mass . . . .

Andy Elsasser, Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg ,

100.00
Joseph Messenie, Division No. 241,
Chicago , Ill. . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

A . W . Crawford , Div . No. 356. Chi

cago , Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

T . M . Giblin , Div. No. 308 , Chicago,
Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Daniel Cullinan, Div . No. 280, Lowell,
Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Irving Estey , Div. No. 373 , Hyde Park ,

Mass. . . . . . . .

Joseph P . Ferry, Jr., Div . No. 240 ,

Chelsea , Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

L . Schweitzer, Div. No. 241, Chicago ,
111. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Thos. Riley, Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill. 100 .00

Acheson O 'Brien , Div . No. 281, New

• Haven , Conn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

V : C . Barnes , Div. No. 313 , Rock

Island , Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
R . M . Sperry, Div. No, 177 , Roanoke,

Va . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Robert Morrissey, Div. No. 260, Chi

cago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Wm . H . Young, Div. No. 211, Canton,
Ohio . . . . . . 100.00

Alex . McNeil, Div . No. 26 , Detroit ,
Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Victor Ground, Div . No. 109 , Victoria ,
B . C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

F . W . Kelley, Div. No. 260, Chicago,
Ill. . . . . . . . . 100.00

Charles H . Smith, Div . No. 169,
Easton , Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

P . F . Johnson , Div . No. 241, Chicago ,
Ill . . . . . . . . 100 .00

E . A . Tompkins, Div . No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

E . A . Swan, Div . No. 241, Chicago ,
Ill. . . . . . . . . . . .

B . W . Barton , Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti,
Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

K . A . McNulty, Div. No. 325, Con
neaut, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Franklin McGee, Div. No. 52, East
Liverpool, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00

L . A . DuMontier, Div . No. 194 , New

Orleans, La. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
E . Demange , Div. No. 194 , New Or
leans, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

T . H . Borthwick , Div . No. 308. Chi
cago , Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

George Young , Div . No. 132, Troy ,
N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

W . J. Quinn . Div . No. 205, San Fran
cisco , Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

J. C . Koenig , Div. No. 194, New Or
leans, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

H . Waldridge, Div. No. 194, New Or
leans, La . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Byron Merritt, Div No. 310, Beau

mont, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

F . H . Pike, Div . No. 205, San Fran .
cisco , Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Harry S . Ward , Div . No. 109, Victoria ,

B . C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

James L . Morrow , Div . No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

S . R . Tanner, Div . No. 260 , Chicago,
III . . . . . . . . 100.00

La. . . . :
. : : . . . . 100.00

Ill . . . . . . . . .

i . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

. . . . . . . . 100.00
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John Clinton , Div. No. 174, Fall River,

Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

George Cleveland, Div. No. 132 , Troy,
N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

James Cox , Div. No. 132, Troy , N . Y .. 100.00

Michael J. Barrett, Div. No. 168,
Scranton , Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J. R . Wilkins, Div . No. 125, Belle
ville , Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

H . O . Wallace, Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti,
Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 100.00

J. W . Cody, Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill.. 100.00
Stanley Marciszewski, Div. No. 241,

Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

W . A . Peterson , Div . No . 283, Brook
lyn , N . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Total . . . . . . . . . . $ 6 ,300.00
The president submitted the following re

port pertaining to the matter of his appoint

ment upon the municipal ownership and op

eration of public utilities committee :
Committee on Municipal Ownership .

In accordance with the instructions of

your board I attended the meeting of the
committee of twenty -one, who were ap
pointed by the National Civic Federation , to

investigate the questions of municipal own
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ership and operation of public utilities ,

which was held on November 27th . This
committee was appointed as the result of a

conference held in New York on October

4th under the auspices of the National Civic

Federation. This meeting was presided over

by Samuel Gompers and attended by a num .

ber of person 's both for and against munici

pal ownership , and it was from the outcome

of this discussion that a committee of twen-

ty -one was selected and invited to make such

an investigation both in America and Eu-

rope .

The committee selected and invited to

take up this matter was as follows:
M . E . Ingalls , chairman directors Big

Four Railroad, Cincinnati, o .

Dr. Albert Shaw , editor Review of Re-
views, New York City.

Talcott Williams, editorial writer the

Press, Philadelphia , Pa .

W . D Mahon , president Amalgamated As
sociation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes, Detroit, Mich .

Frank J. Goodnew , Columbia University,
New York City .

Walton Clark , United Gas Improvement

Co ., Philadelphia , Pa .
Edward W . Bemis, superintendent Water

Works, Cleveland, O .

John H . Gray, Northwestern University,
Chicago , Ill.

, Walter L . Fisher, Municipal Voters'

League, Chicago , Ill.
Timothy Healy, international president

Stationary Firemen , New York City .
William J. Clark , General Electric Co.,

New York City.

H . B . F . McFarland, president Board of
Commissioners, District of Columbia , Wash

ington , D . C .

Daniel J . Keefe, president International
Longshoremen ' s Association , Detroit, Mich .

Frank Parsons, president National Pub

lic Ownership League, Boston , Mass.

John R . Commons, University of Wiscon

sin , Madison , Wis.

J . W . Sullivan , editor Garment Workers'

Bulletin , New York City.
Leo S . Rowe, University of Pennsylvania ,

Philadelphia , Pa.

F . J. McNulty , president International
Brotherhood Electrical Workers, Washing

ton , D . C .

Albert E . Winchester, general superin

tednent City of South Norwalk Electric

Works, South Norwalk , Conn.
Charles L . Edgar, president Edison Elec

tric & Illuminating Co ., Boston, Mass.
Milo R . Maltbie, franchise expert and for-

mer editor Municipal Affairs, New York

City .

After receiving my invitation to take part

with this committee , I submitted the matter

to your board and received instructions to

take part in the investigation , and in ac

cordance with that instruction I attended the

meeting held in New York on November

27th , this being the second meeting of the
committee. The committee was in session

one day. The entire time was taken up with

a discussion of the subjects to be considered
and the time and place for such a considera

tion . The plans outlined for investigation

are very broad and cover every phase of

the subject, including wages and hours, the

conditions of labor, collective bargaining ,

costs and character of service , political con .

ditions, civil service , spoils system , mu

nicipal corruption , financial results , taxa

tion , and so on . The committee at this

meeting decided to investigate the subject

both in America and in Great Britain and

then adjourned to meet in London on the

first day of June, 1906 .

There has been one meeting of the com

mittee since this one, but on account of the

work of our own association I was unable

to attend it . My participating in this work
with the work of this association now on my

hands is impossible. You are well aware
that the greater number of our agreements

expire in the months of May and June and

the volume of work of our association so

far as its international officers are con

cerned , falls upon them during that period ,

and knowing this situation I informed the

committee that it would be impossible for

me to participate and take part in the in

vestigation . However, they insisted that I

remain and give such time to the investiga

tion in America as was possible, but I find

that I have no time that can be devoted to

this work and keep up with my work in con

nection with out own organization . I there .

fore submit this situation to you and leave it

for your board to determnie what policy I

shall pursue in connection with the work of

this committee. •

Vestibule Legislation .

Under this head the president reported to

some length , indicating that local divisions

in various states were watching the advance

ment of the association along legislative

lines. In Massachusetts , Board Member

Wm . B . Fitzgerald appeared before the

Massachusetts State Legislature in conjunc

tion with local officers of the divisions in

the interest of amending the ten -hour-day

bill to make it conform to nine within eleven

hours per day for a day' s work instead of

ten within twelve hours as the law now

specifies.

In the State of Ohio, he reported that the

Reynolds bill had passed the Legislature of

that state. This bill was introduced at the

former session of the Ohio Legislature, at

Columbus, O ., but remained in committee

until the Legislature adjourned . The atten .
tion of local officers of the State of Ohio was

directed to this bill, and Organizer Charles
Kontnier, of Division No. 52, East Liverpool,

and others brought the matter forcibly to the

attention of various Ohio legislators, and as

a result at this session of the Legislature

the bill was brought forward with greater in .

terest, and passed . The bill is an amend
ment of the vestibule law which was pre

pared and gotten through in the Legislature

of 1893, at Columbus, by President Mahon

while an active member of the then Colum

bus local. The amendment provides that
vestibules shall not only be enclosed but

shall be heated to a temperature of at least

sixty degrees during the winter months.
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The report of the president states that F . of L . convention to such a commission .

labor 's interest before the Ohio Legislature This work was conducted by the Interna
is being looked after by representatives of tional President in Buffalo , N . Y . While

the Ohio State Federation of Labor, the upon this mission he addressed a meeting

Central Bodies of Cleveland, Cincinnati, and of the Central Labor Union at Buffalo . Aside

Columbus, representatives of the Coal from the work herein enumerated and in .

Miners ' Union, and the steam railroad ferred , he directed the movement of the

brotherhoods. other international officers and organizers,

The president attended meetings of the and conducted the supervision of the office

committees of the Legislature , associated affairs of the Association .

with the committees representing the above Aside from the work of the International
named organization , in the interest of child President the report showed that officials

labor legislation and other measures. In and organizers of the Association have been

the interest of this legislation a permanent active in the work of looking after the in

committee was selected from among the rep terest of the membership of various locals ,

resentatives of labor to remain at Columbus the securing of agreements, the adjusting

to watch labor legislation and assist in de- of disputes, and the institution of new locals

feating bills to the detriment of the interest and organizing work as follows :

they represent, and securing the passage First Vice -President J . C . Colgan visited

of such measures as will be conducive to the Ottumwa, Iowa , where he assisted Division

purposes of organized labor. By approval of No. 199 in securing an agreement with the

the board an appropriation of $ 100.00 was employing company.

made to carry on this work . Second Vice-President P . F . Sheehan vis

The president in his report commends the ited Lawrence , Mass., Division No. 261 and

personnel of the present Ohio State Legis. Taunton , Mass., Division No.: 243 in conse
lature. I quence of contentions regarding the dis
The president's report embodied a com charge of members of those two institutions .

plete detail of the work done by the various Third Vice -President A . L . Behner official

association officers and organizers. ly visited Ft. Wayne, New Castle, Greenfield ,

This feature of the report showed that the Indianapolis, Greenwood , Franklin , Martins

president himself, during the six months, ville and Richmond, Ind., and was instru

visited Divisions No. 132, Troy, N . Y .; No. mental in organizing a Central Union at

148, Albany, N . Y . ; Chicago , Ill. ; Marion, Elyria , Ohio .

Ind., and various sections of the gas belt Fourth Vice-President J. J . Thorpe did

systems upon which are located several di special work at organizing in Pittsburg .

vision associations, addressing meetings at Fifth Vice-President C . L . Monks officially

Muncie, Tipton , Anderson , Marion , Indian visited Tipton , Anderson , Marion , Indiana

apolis and Ft. Wayne, Ind. He attended polis , Ft. Wayne, New Castle , Greenfield ,
the convention of the American Federation Knightstown, Greenwood , Franklin , Moores

of Labor in Pittsburg , met with Division No. ville , Martinsville , Lebanon , Huntington and

85 , Pittsburg , Pa. ; addressed a mass meet. Peru , Ind ., and did effective organizing work .
ing at Steuben ville , O ., where he advised Seventh Vice- President H . T . B . Grey in

with the officers of the Steubenville division , stituted Division No. 418, Ogden , Utah, and

also at Washington , Pa. later officially visited that city in the inter

He visited New York City, where he at est of the local.

tended the session of the committee to in Ex-Chairman D . L . Dilworth visited New

vestigate municipal ownership appointed by Haven , Conn., in the interest of the adjust

the Civic Federation , ment of the wage scale.

Upon a southern trip he visited Cincin Ex-Board Member Wm. Jacobs attended

nati, O ., Louisville, Ky., Chattanooga , Tenn., the Board Meeting in Detroit, Mich .

and New Orleans, La., and upon this trip ad Ex-Board Member D . J . Reid officially vis

dressed the Kentucky State Federation of ited Divisions at Chicago, Ill., attended

Labor convention . Board Meeting in Detroit, Mich ., and served

He addressed a meeting of the Rochester, as delegate to the Pittsburg Convention of
N . Y ., Division , No. 282 . the A . F . of L .

Aside from the official visits to these vari. International Treasurer Rezin Orr official

ous cities in many of which his presence ly visited 23 cities, aided in the securing

was required more than once , he attended of agreements for two local divisions, ad

the convention of this association , the work dressed 12 local divisions, assisted in the

of which required his presence in Chicago adjustment of various grievances, did ex
for some ten days. tensive organizing work in unorganized sec

Aside from the cities mentioned , he vis. tions, and reorganized one local.

ited other localities in the interest of pro Chairman C . 0 . Pratt officially visited 15

moting the efforts of our craft to organize . cities, addressed 7 local divisions, conducted

Much of the work of this character has al. the Paducah, Ky., strike , aided in the secur.

ready borne fruit in the institution of local ing of agreements for four local divisions ,

divisions, besides effecting conditions which assisted in the securing of adjustment of var

give promise of immediate future additional ious grievances, and contributed to organiz

locals . ing work .

He also acted as a commission of the Am G . E . B . Member R . L . Reeves officially
erican Federation of Labor upon the Klinkvisited six cities, addressed 5 local divisions,

and O 'Brien cases, of Buffalo , N . Y ., which and assisted local divisions in the adjust
were referred by action of the recentA m ent of grievances .
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G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow of- Balance in the treasury , Sept. 1st,

ficially visited 6 cities, instituted one new di 1905 . . . . $ 34.667.81

vision , addressed 8 local divisions, and ren - Receipts from Sept. 1st, 1905, to

dered assistance to the various locals in mat Feb . 28, 1906 , inclusive . . . . . . . . . . 37,275 .76

ters of controversy .

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair attend Total . . . . . . . . . . $71,943.57
ed the former Board Meeting at Detroit , Disbursements from Sept. 1st, 1905 ,

Mich . to Feb. 28, 1906 , inclusive. . . . . . . 25 ,199.05
G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius offi .

cially visited 6 cities, addressed three local Balance on hand March 1 , 1906 . . $ 46 ,744.52

divisions, and aided local divisions in the The report as compiled by the committee ,
adjustment of grievances.

in detail, was prepared for publication forG . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald offi distribution to the various local Financial
cially visited 13 cities, instituted one new

Secretaries.
local division , addressed 5 local divisions,

The committee then engaged the services
assisted local divisions in the adjustment of of F . H . MacPherson & Co., chartered ac
trouble , and attended the American Federa countants, to investigate the audit for veri
tion of Labor Convention as a delegate of fication . The books, accounts and reports
this Association .

of the office were then turned over to the
G . E . B . Member Ben Commons officially

accountant, as prescribed by Section 132 of
visited 11 cities, addressed six local divis the constitution .
ions, instituted one new division, assisted The Board then took up the routine work
in securing written agreements for two lo of disposing of the matters coming from
cals , and did organizing work .

the President' s report and the various di
G . E . B . Member Fred Fay officially vis

vision and membership appeals .
ited 22 cities, addressed 5 local divisions,

The question of mapping out the future
re-organized one division , and did organiz course of organization work occupied the at
ing work .

tention of the Board for the most part dur
G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald officially ing the sessions of Wednesday, March 7th .

visited 6 cities, addressed 3 local divisions,
G . E . B . Member Cornelius joined the ses .

aided in securing one written agreement and sion Wednesday morning.
did organizing work .

Aside from the work herein enumerated , Board Visits Divisions 90 and 26 .

the various officers mentioned attended the During the Wednesday session an invita
Association Convention during its session tion was extended to the Board Members

in Chicago in October last. by President A . W . Fairbrother and Secre
'Added to the extensive work of organizing tary F . E . Armstrong of Division No. 90,

credited to these officials the president's re - of the Rapid Railway to attend a meeting
port shows that he commissioned six mem - of that local to be held at Marine City , Mich .,
bers of the Association in various localities Wednesday night. The invitation was ac
who have contributed to the work of organic cepted and Board Members McMorrow , D .
zation in the particular sections in which s . ' Fitzgerald . Magnus Sinclair and Ben
they were located ; besides the Association Commons were delegated to represent the
has been rendered considerable service on Board at the Marine City meeting. An in

the part of various American Federation of vitation was also received from Business
Labor Organizers, who, under the direction Agent Charles Duryee, of Division No. 26 ,
of President Mahon , have rendered valu for a joint meeting of the General Executive
able assistance bringing about the insti- Board with the Executive Board of Division
tution of new divisions and extending a No. 26 during the afternoon . This invita
knowledge of the Association and its work . tion was accepted by the Board and at three

Automobiles. o 'clock p . m . the joint meeting of the two

The report of the President called to the Boards occurred at the local headquarters,

attention of the Board the legislation of the in the Buhl Block . At this meeting, which

last Convention upon the purchase and op was of a fraternal character, addresses

eration of automobiles and requested the were made by the various Board Members ,

Board to take some action upon that legisla dilating upon the general work of the or.

tion . ganization and its future purposes. Respon

The President referred several matters, ses were made by President Charles Aley,

together with unpaid disability claims, to of local Division No. 26 , and other members

the Board for the action of that body. of the local Board . A prominent topic of

discussion at this meeting was the method
The report was received , and such fea

tures as required the ruling of the Board
of best dispensing of the gospel of trades

were deferred until after the audit. unionism to the general membership , and

regular division meetings were highly com
Audit Report.

mended by all speakers.
The Board proceeded with the audit of G . E . B . Member Magnus Cinclair very

the financial books and accounts of the Gen - forcibly illustrated the influence of the repu .
eral Office , which work carried the meeting · tation of Detroit Division No. 26 as being

to the afternoon session of the following selected for emulation by the other locals

day. of the Association :
At the p . m . session of March 6 , the Board Member Sinclair : "We of Divis

Board completed the work of the audit , a ion No. 113, Toronto, Ont., have been led

recapitulation of which is as follows: forward by emulating the work and policies
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of Division No. 26 . When we wanted new tion strengthens the belief in an improve

by-laws, we consulted the by- laws of Divisment of his condition , which position was

ion No. 26 , and formulated the by-laws of verified by the statement of a practicing phy.

Division No. 113 very much after them . sician . The claim was deferred for future
When we were drawing up an agreement to developments.

submit to our employing company, we se Upon the claim for benefit upon the per

cured a copy of the agreement of Division manent disability of Member John G . Sch

No. 26 and used it for our guide. When neider of Division No. 260 , Chicago, Ill., the

Division No. 26 adopted the assessment in records of the local, as submitted , together
surance plan, by which , when a member dies, with the statement of the examining physi

every member of the local is assessed one cian was to the effect that Bro. Schneider
dollar to create a substantial benefit for is permanently disabled from being afflicted

the widow , or dependents of the deceased with locomoter ataxia , resultant from an ac

member, Division No. 113 followed in line cident sustained while in active service, on

with the Detroit Division and adopted the the third of September, 1905 . The claim
same method of caring for the dependent, was allowed .

widows and orphans of deceased members ; Upon the disability claim of Member F .

but when we come to consider the proposi- F . McCloud , of Divison No. 273, Chicago, Ill.,
tion of following Detroit in doing away with the evidence was to the effect that Member

the generalmeeting of the division , we could McCloud sustained a serious injury , by acci

not agree with our Detroit Brothers , and we dent, on November 6 , 1905 . The claim was

still maintain our regular membership meet unaccompanied by the required physican ' s

ings . I believe, and our membership seems certificate, which left the matter of perma

to agree with me, that it is the best method nent disability in question , and final action

of spreading the gospel of unionism and upon the claim was, in consequence, defer
maintaining the interest of our membership red .

in the organization ." Advice upon the presentation of a claim

for disability benefit in favor of a with .
Death and Disability Claims. drawn member of Division No. 266 , Chi

The sessions of Thursday, March 8th , were cago, Ill., was requested from the Board .

taken up by the consideration of death and The case submitted was one where disability

disability claims and matters referred to occurred immediately after a withdrawal

the Board by the President's report. card to the disabled member had been grant

The death claim upon the death of deceas- ed by the local division . The Board render

ed Member Harry Mickle, of Division No. ed a decision that the claim was not a valid

85 , Pittsburg , Pa ., which was held by the one to present.

September, 1905 , meeting of the G . E . B .,
Automobiles .

for further evidence as to the character of

death , was taken up for consideration . The The question of automobiles as referred

Board decided that the information at hand to the General Executive Board by the Chi

did not warrant the payment of the claim cago convention , and again by the Presi

and the same was rejected . dent' s report, brought forth much animated
Upon a claim for permanent disability discussion . Communications from the Olds

benefit for disabled Member Fred Downs, of Mobile Co., of Lansing, Mich ., The Auto

Division No. 90, ·Mt. Clemens, Mich ., the Equipment Co ., of Buffalo , N . Y . ; The Union

President and Secretary of the said Divis. Terminal Co., of New York City , and other

ion No. 90 appeared before the Board and like concerns entertained the attention of

made verbal statements supporting the the Board Members. As a result, by reso

claim . The claimant was alleged to be per lution the Board appointed Board Member

manently disabled in consequence of dia Fred Fay as a special agent, or committee ,

betes melitis. The claim was substantiated to take charge of the automobiles at present
by certificates of permanent disability from owned by the Association , and to take

two practicing physicians. The claim was charge of future investigation looking to the

allowed. purchase of other machines alopg the line

Upon the permanent disability claim in of the constitutional requirements.

the interest of disabled Member David Var Chicago Situation.
ner, of Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill., suf

fering from diabetes melitis , the question At the p . m . session local Board Member

depended upon the permanency of the dis Dennis Enright, of Division No. 241, Chicago ,
ability . The evidence placed before the Ill ., addressed the Board to some length

Board consisted of the records of the local upon conditions bearing upon the Chicago

division and general office , together with situation resultant from the agitation for

positive statement of two practicing physi- municipal ownership now much in favor

cians to the effect that the Brother is fatally in that city . The trend of his address tend

afflicted . The claim was allowed. ed to enlighten the general officers upon the

Upon the claim for permanent disability importance of watching the interests of the

of Member Robert Hunter, of Division No. Association to the end of safe-guarding the

107 , Hamilton , Ont., the evidence was to the interest of the Chicago membership . His

effect that upon August 31, 1905 , Bro . Hun address was well received by the General

ter sustained a serious fracture of the skull Executive Board and afforded much enlight.

and other injuries of a critical character enment to the Board Members upon the Chi

which rendered his recovery doubtful. How cago municipal ownership situation .

ever , more recent development in his situa ( Continued on page 27. )
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The.. Pittsburg, Pa., Division No. 85, has secur
ed an increase of one cent per hour in wages,
making the rate 23, 24 and 25 cents per hour.Motorman and Conductor
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The founder of Labor Day, Peter J . Mc
Guire, passed from this life at Camden , N .

J ., on Feb . 18 . At one time he was general

secretary of the Brotherhood of Carpenters.
A soul-stirring trades unionist and a man of

great value to the American labor move
ment, and as founder of Labor Day he will

be immortalized. In this one act he leaves
a legacy to organized labor of immeasurable

value.
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Oncial Journal of the Amalgamated A880
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month
ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please addross all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,

Editor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon, Pres.

Every man working a full year at 12 hours
per day is forcing four months of idleness
upon another man , and thus contributes to

the restriction of production by destroying
the purchasing possibilities of the idle man .
The idle man also stands an eager applicant
for the workingman ' s job, and thus the 12

hour man is contributing to the very force
that enables the employer tɔ resist any de
mand for an increase in his own wage.

SUBSCRIPTION .

Por annum . . . .
Single copy . .

. . .60 cents

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 cents
DIUDIO COPY

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J. C . COLGAN . . . . . . First Vice -President

SHEEHAN . . . .Second Vice - President
A L BEHNER . . . . . . . . . Tbird Vice -President

THORPE . . . . . .Fourth Vice - President

C . L MONKS . . . . . Firth Vice - President
A E . SCHMITZ . . . . . Sixth Vice -President
H . T . B . GREY . . . Seventh Vice - Presidont
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
0 . PRATT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chairman

R . L . REEVES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Secretary
EDWARD MCMORROW .
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.
WM . B . FITZGERALD

BEN COMMONS.
FRED FAY.

D . S . FITZGERALD .

Mr. McDonald , of McDonald & Co., a Cin

cinnati printing establishment, is president
of the combination of employers that is
trying to disrupt the Printers' Union of that

city , and the reason that the publication
known as “Men and Women " is printed by

this non-union firm , it is said , is because Mr.
McDonald owns a controlling interest in it .
This non -union product has the affrontery

to announce itself as “ The National Catholic
Home Journal," and pretends to its readers

to be very fair to organized labor.

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second-class
matter.

The la conna 44

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution.

doction 1 . The objects of this Association
shall be to , organize Division Associations.
Boc. 2 . To place our occupation upon a tigh

plano of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to
Oncourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Beneat Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern
uod improved methods and systems of trang

portation and trade matters generally . To
oncourage the settlement of all disputes be
tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con .
dition .

Edward A . Moffett, for seven years editor
of " The Bricklayer and Mason ," the official
organ of the B . & M . International Union ,
has resigned from that publication and has

accepted the secretaryship of the Municipal
Ownership and Operation of Public Utili
ties Investigation Committee. As editor of
The Bricklayer and Mason he has been one
of the most able contributors to the trades .
union movement. As secretary of the Mu
nicipal Ownership Commission, Editor Mof
fett will be in a position to gain the fullest
advantage for labor that the work of the
commission may discover.

Disbursements from the death and disa

bility fund for the month of February were
on the deaths of the following members:
H . O . Wallace, Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti,

Mich , tubercular abscess of lung. . . $ 100.00
J. W . Cody, Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill.,
pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

Stanley Marciszewski, Div. No. 241,
Chicago, Ill., accident.. . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Wm A . Peterson, Div . No, 283, Brook .
lyn , N . Y ., typhoid fever . . . . . . . .. 100.00

John Clinton , Div . No. 174, Fall

River, Mass., cancer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Correspondents will kindly observe the

rule to write upon only one side of the paper.

This will help the printer, as well as avoid

the omission from publication of that part of

the letter contained on the back of the sheet.sheet. Total .. . . .. . . . . $500.00
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SOME REASONS FOR ORGANIZING.

This association has over fifty thousand

members enrolled .

This association has the advantage of 18
International officers, hundreds of local offi

cers, thousands of members, and an army
of diligent American Federation of Labor

organizers, all of whom are ever watchful

and active in acquiring new members and

assisting in the formation of new locals .

This association is the only powerful labor

organization with which street and electric

railway men can affiliate.

This association is the only recognized

labor organization for street and electric

railway employes in America .

A death benefit is paid by the Amalgam

ated Association to the beneficiary of de

ceased members. The death benefit fund by

the International Association is one hun

dred dollars. This benefit continues during

your membership , and you can retain your

membership as long as you live , even though

you withdraw from railway service .

This association has the moral and finan
cial support of three million members of

other labor organizations behind it .

This association has created and main

tains a substantial defense benefit fund

abundant to pay all strike and lockout bene

fits .

This association has the advantage of the

work of Federation of Labor legislative

committees at the capital of every state in

the U . S . and the legislative committee of

the Dominion Trades and Labor Congress

before the Parliaments of British America

to work for and promote such legislative

measures as may be of advantage to our

craft ,

This association will use every effort
within the power of general and local offi

cers to secure lucrative employment for idle

members.

The Amalgamated Association pays an old

age disability pension . It is the only organ
ization in America that guarantees an old

age pension to its members.

One of the prime purposes of the Amal

gamated Association is to support its mem

bership in advancing wages and securing a

workday of tolerable endurance.

This association is pledged to arbitrate all

differences between the membership and the

employing company. No strike can occur

unless the employer refuses to arbitrate an
honorable claim . Discharged employes are

given the benefit of a fair investigation by

a committee of their fellow -workmen , and if

it is found that the discharge is not war

ranted the association insists upon his hay.

ing a “ square deal.”

If members are locked out of employment

by an employer, they will receive a relief
benefit of $ 5 .00 per week from the defense

fund until employment may be secured.

This association pays a disability benefit

of $ 100 should you become disabled by acci

dent or otherwise. This benefit continues

with membership , whether in or out of ser
vice .

The advertisers ir: this magazine are hon

orable business men and institutions, and

are patrons of this association . Local Divi

sions and members interested in accident
insurance will do well to write to the

Phoenix and to the National as advertised .

Either of these companies will be pleased

to arrange for the appointment of live reli

able men as agents in any locality from

among our membership.
The membership of this association em

braces the city, suburban and interurban

railway employes of more than two hun.

dred railway systems throughout the U . S .

and Canada .

If found necessary to strike to protect the

interest of the membership the association

will pay a strike benefit to striking mem

bers, while out of employment, of $ 5 .00 per

week from the Association defense fund.

All local Divisions of this association have

full autonomy in the conduct of their local

affairs. However, this association insists

that all written agreements must be ob

served after being ratified by the member

ship .

The Motorman and Conductor is the prop

erty of the Amalgamated Association . If

you desire to become a subscriber, send in

your name, address and sixty cents , or hand

the same to the local correspondent, if there

is one in your town.

The Amalgamated Association is affiliated

with the American Federation of Labor and
puts you in touch with every progressive

work of union labor. By this affiliation the

membership are a part of a labor organiza

tion of over three million wage-earners of
America . Our members have the sympathy

and support of a giant army of three million

workingmen and women in any honorable

undertaking in which they may ever em

bark .

This association accords all benefits enum

erated to the members at a cost of seven

dollars per year. Of this sum two dollars

and eighty cents per year per member must
be forwarded to the International Associa

tion , and four dollars and twenty cents is

retained in the local treasury to pay the run

ning expenses of the local. Charter of affili.

ation from new locals is $ 10 .00 . When you

read this , if you desire further information

in lieu of forming a local, write to W . 1) .
Mahon, Hodges building, Detroit , Mich .
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Resolutions demanding municipal owner
ship of every public utility were unanimously

adopted at the meeting of the Chicago Feder

ation of Labo rlast Sunday. The document

requires a pledge from each aldermanic can
didate for election next month that he will

do everything in his power toward the mu
nicipalization of the street railways and gas
and electric lighting plants.

It also provides that he shall vote against

the granting of a franchise to any telephone

mpany pending the passage of an enabling

act for the municipalization of telephone

plants. - Union Leader .

OHIO VESTIBULE LEGISLATION .

SED SHOP AGREEMENT SUSTAINED

Three non-union employes of the United

most part, effect small divisions, and in all

States Printing Company of Brooklyn, N . Y .,

recently brought suit to secure an injunction

against the enforcement of an agreement

entered into by the Stereotypers and Electro

typers' unions and the printing company,

making the establishment which had hither

to been an open shop a closed one. The non

union men were given an opportunity to join

the union , but refused .

In his opinion , Justice Marean says:

" No plaintiff can invoke the aid of the

court for any purpose unless he has sus

tained or is threatened with injury . All that

the defendant unions have alleged and

proved in no wise damages the plaintiffs,

except so far as it may have tended to bring

about their discharge by the defendant print

ing company.

" It is not pretended that the plaintiffs

have or had any contract with the printing

company for continued employment, or that

their discharge for any reason violates any

right on their part of any sort or kind .

" It is a plain case of damnum absque in -

juria (loss without injury ) so far as the

printing company is concerned . If the pres .

sure brought to bear by the unions upon the

printing company , no matter by whatmeans,

was such as to deprive the printing company

of its free will to continue the plaintiffs'
further services or discharge them , such as

amounted to compulsion , so that the pres-
sure could be regarded by the law as the

approximate cause of their discharge, then
the acts of the unions constituting the pres

sure or wrong to the printing company

would by the same token constitute a wrong.

to the plaintiffs.
" Judgment for the defendants, with costs

to the unions."
The fact that the plaintiffs were given an

opportunity to join the union deprived them

of cause for complaint against being dis

charged.

In 1893, while yet a resident of Columbus,
O ., President W . D . Mahon secured the pre

sentation and enactment of the Ohio ves

tibule law . It was of the first legislative

protection for the benefit of persons sta

tioned upon the forward end of cars for the

purpose of " guiding and directing the motor

power by which they are propelled .” How

ever, this class of legislation has been se
cured by our Association and local divisions,

and through the assistance of State and

Central Labor Union committees, until now ,

several states have a vestibule law upon the

statute .

The act passed in Ohio, April 20 , 1893, con

sists of two sections, and reads as follows:

“ An Act requiring persons, associations and

corporations owning or operating street

cars to provide for the wellbeing of em .

ployes."

" Section 1. Every electric street car oth

er than trail cars which are attached to mo

tor cars, shall be provided during the months

of November, December, January, February

and March of each year, at the forward end
with a screen constructed of glass or other

material which shall fully and completely

protect the driver. or motorman , or gripman ,

or other person stationed on such forward

end and guiding and directing the motor

power by which they are propelled , from
wind and storm .

“ Section 2 . Any person, agent or officer

of any association or corporation violating

the provisions of this act shall, upon con

viction , be fined in any sum not less than

$ 25 nor more than $ 100 for each day each

car belonging to and used by any such per
son , association or corporation is directed or

permitted to remain inprovided with the

screen required in section one of this act ;

and it is hereby made the duty of the prose

cuting attorney of each county in this state

to institute the necessary proceedings to en

force the provisions of this act."

The Seventy-seventh General Assembly, in

session, has been prevailed upon to amend

the original act by repealing section 1 and

enacting therefor the following :

'Section 1. That section 1 of an act en

titled, 'An act requiring persons, associa

tions and corporations owning or operating

street cars to provide for the well-being of
employes," passed April 20 , 1893 , be amend

ed to read as follows :

Sec. 1. That every electric street car

other than trail cars, which are attached to

The Phoenix Preferred Accident Insurance

Company embraces sick and accident bene

fits which appeal, perhaps, more especially

to our craft, than most other lines of insur

ance . The character of our service is such

that it is a matter of prudence to be econ

omically protected against financial embar

rassment at times of injury and sickness,

and such economic protection is afforded by

the Phoenix of Detroit. They are solid and

reliable. This statement comes from thor

ough investigation in consequence of in

quiries made from members pertaining to

institutions of this character having head

quarters in Detroit,
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TO THE MEMBERSHIP .

Fall River, Mass ., Feb . 26 , 1906 .

Mr. W . D . Mahon , International President:
Sir and Bro . - Mrs. Clinton , widow of our

late Bro . John Clinton , wishes of me to extend

to you , and through you ; to the Amalgamated

membership her most sincere thanks for the

prompt and timely payment to her of the death
benefit upon the death of her late husband.

Yours fraternally ,
M . P . GALVIN .

Secretary of Div . No. 174.

motor cars, shall be provided , during the
months of November, December, January ,

February and March of each year at the for

ward end with a screen constructed of glass
or other material, which shall fully and com

pletely protect the driver or motorman or
gripman or other person stationed on such

forward end, and guiding and directing the
motor power by which they are propelled ,
from wind and storm , and the space pro

vided on such car for such person shall dur
ing the said months be provided with a suffi
cient heating device to maintain a tempera

ture at all times not below 60 degrees Fahr
enheit."
Thus the Ohio vestibule law is now the

same as the two original sections with the
addition to section 1 of the words: “And
the space provided on such car for such per

son shall during the said months be pro

vided with a sufficient heating device to
maintain a temperature at all times not be.

low 60 degrees Fahrenheit ."
The vestibule heating amendment was in

troduced in the last legislature by Represen
tative James A . Reynolds, of Cleveland, a

member of the Machinists' Union , but in
spite of the efforts of Mr. Reynolds and the

efforts of the State Federation of Labor

Legislative Committee , it failed to pass at
that session . During the interval of adjourn
ment the attention of Organizer Charles

Kontnier and other representatives of our
Ohio locals was called to the Reynolds bill,
and the interest of certain legislators was
enlisted in the cause of its enactment. Thus
when Mr. Reynolds returned to Columbus as

a representative of the present legislative

session , he found several ready-made friends
of his measure, and had but little trouble in

securing its enactment.

IN MEMORIAM .
Division No. 379, Niles, o .

Whereas, Almighty God has been pleased to
visit us and remove from our ranks Brother

T . W . Allen ; therefore, be it
Resolved . That Division 379 extends heartfelt

sympathy and condolence to the grief - stricken

family of our deceased brother in their hour
of sorrow and bereavement.

Resolved , That this Division shall drape its
charter in mourning for a period of thirty days
in memory of our deceased brother.
Pesolved . That these resolutions be entered

upon our minutes and that a copy be sent to
the bereaved family and that they be pub

lished in our official paper, The Motorman and
Conductor.

C . W . TURNER ,
F . A . LOTT.
E C . BETTS.
F . HILLMAN .
E . C . WATERMAN .

Committee.

East St. Louis, ul., Division No. 125 , Feb . 9,
1906 .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His infinite wisdom to remove from ourmidst

to his heavenly home, our dearly beloved

brother . J . R . Wilkins; therefore be it

Resolved , by Local Division No. 125 of the

Amalgamated Association of Street & Elec
tric Railway Employes of America , East St.
Louis, in regular meeting assembled , That we
express our heartfelt sympathy and sorrow in

this bereavement to the family of our de

ceased brother.
Resolved , That a cony of these resolutions

appear on our minutes, a copy be forwarded

to the bereaved family , and that they be pub
lished in our official journal. the MOTORMAN

AND CONDUCTOR .

W . H . BELLEVILLE

H . C . RUFFIN ,
FRED STEINKOFF ,

Committee on Resolutions.

Chicago , III., Division No. 273.
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in

His wisdom to remove from the home of our
brother , M . J . Henning , his infant son ; there

fore be it
Resolved , by Local Division No. 273, A , A .

of S . & E . R . E . of A . in regular session as

sembled , That we express our sympathy for

our brother and his family in this their hour

of trouble ; and be it further
Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions

appear upon the minutes of this Association ,

that a copy be forwarded to the bereaved

family , and that they be published in our of

ficial journals , the Motorman and Conductor ,

and the Union Leader .

WM . ROCK , Secretary.

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His wisdom to remove from the home of our

brother, Chas. Schillo , his infant daughter ;
therefore be it
Resolved. by Local Division No. 273. A . A .

of S . & E . R . E . of A . in regular session as
sembled . That we express our sympathy for
our brother and his family in this their hour
of trouble ; and be it further

Regolved , That a copy of these resolutions
appear upon the minutes of this Association .

that a copy be forwarded to the bereaved
family , and that they be published in our of

ficial journals, the Motorman and Conductor,

and the Union Leader.

WM. ROCK , Secretary.

PRES. CHARLES KONTNIER ,
Div . No. 52, East Liverpool, o .
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San Francisco membership is shown by his
successive re-elections to the position he

has held since the institution of the local.

Not alone is he secretary of the local, but

secretary of the state branch of the A . F .
of L ., to which position he was elected at

the late state convention of that body.

Secretary Bowling is a recognized advisor
in the labor movement upon the coast, where

labor has fought and won her hardest bat
tles,

EXTRACTS FROM BAKER (D , U . R .) .

Everything is working lovely
On the old banana line,

Where the cars arrive in bunches,
Little droves of eight or nine.

Where the overworked inspectors

Are forever in the din ,
Keeping cars enough in order

For to push the cripples in ;

Where the plug is ever ready
To be jumping off the track ,

And the men are full of scientific
Schemes to get her back ;

Where the motormen on Sherman
Who are on the extra list.

With a daily Baker tripper

SECRETARY J. H . BOWLING, Are expected to exist ;

Division No. 205, San Francisco, Cal. Where our foreman gets excited

Should a car arrive when due,
The rapid ascendancy of Division No. 205 , And the other fellows gather

San Francisco , Cal., in a short period of
And congratulate the crew ;

existence, and the fact that the local em Where the author killed a passenger

braces the street and electric railway men And got himself in jail.

So if this is ever printed
of the coast metropolis , has attracted the He'll have lived to tell the tale.
attention of our entire craft . In fact, the F . VERT.
famous San Francisco wage arbitration ,

where the fixing of the wage for nearly three MAXIMUM WAGE OF DISCRIMINATE
thousand men was taken across the contin
cnt to New York city , made the local doubly

SCALE.

renowned.

In the employment of a gigantic syndicate, Admired by Many, Realized by Few .

many of the larger stockholders of which Eaton . Ind - If the editor will kindly give
were at the time hostile to the organization l' s a little space , will try and tell you what

Division 355 has been doing this winter .
of their employes, Division 205 kept sturdily

We began negotiations with our company for
reaching forward, until now , by Hopkins' a new agreement, early in December, 1905 , and
choice, the company has an entire car ser after much discussion and sidestepping we

signed a contract for one year.vice of strictly union men . However, it is
We asked for several things which we did

now safe to infer that the management and not get, the most essential one being a revision
organization are upon mutual terms, and of the wage scale now in force in the Gas Beli.
much to the advantage of both employer and Our petitions and arguments were of no avail,

and as our sister Divisions had signed the
employe . same old scale that has been in force on the

It has been arduous labor to bring about union roads here for the last three years, and

as we were numerically weak . We were forced
this transformation, and it required men of to sign as discriminating and unfair a wage
strong hearts to take the initiative. Not the scale as street railway men ever had to labor

under.least among those who have so directed the
Their scale hangs about our necks like Sincourse of events for our San Francisco mem bad ' s proverbial " Old man of the sea ," and I

bership is one who, personally , is known but want to say and make it plain , that it is one
little , if any, to our general membership or of the greatest tools in the hands of an em

ploying company to hold the wages of the
the outside world . We have felt the influ

trainmen down, as few men reach the maxi
ence of his directing mind, but the man has mum rate , and the older a man gets with his
remained hidden in our admiration for his company the more incentive they have for let

ting him out. Then , if a man changes roads, it
work . It is only by means, as yet unknown

makes no difference what his experience and
to him that the M . and C . is able to ac- qualifications are, if the graded scale is in

quaint the reader with our western worker force, he must begin at the bottom rung of the
in the picture of Secretary J. H . Bowling. ladder as an apprentice again , look pleasant

and toil upward for the highest notch , which
That he is known and appreciated by the sits supinely beckoning like a phantom - a
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grand social success, and some money was
accumulated to the treasury . Sheriff Burns,
Labor Copassioner McLeod and other nota

ble friends if the Association were present.
The annual excursion and picnic will take

place July 10th .

One case of arbitration is at present en

gaging the atttention of the officers of the

Local. The case is that of the discharge of

Conductor J . Toles of the Flint division , who

was discharged for alleged neglect of duty in

the matter of a collision . Two arbitrators
have been selected , and those two are now
searching for a third . The arbitrators select

ed are : By the Local. Attorney C . H . Johnson ,

former secretary of the Division ; by the com

pany. Attorney L . Storeman . The date of

trial is yet undecided .

thing to be desired by many but realized by
few . To you who have not adopted the graded
scale I would say, don ' t be talked into it by
any slick -tongued employer.
Our Division is in good shape and in harmony

with our company. “Good work and harmony
among ourselves and with our employer " is our
motto .

Several of our boys have quit the road during
the last few months and have taken up other

pursuits more conducive to health and finance.
The transient part of this work is one that is

hard on the employer and employe , and could

be greatly relieved if better conditions as to
wages and work were granted . Will some good

• brother tell me why some men take pleasure
in seeing how unpleasant they can make the

life and work of the men whom they employ ?
And why a lot of rules so odious and exacting
are laid down and if you DO break and if you
DON ' T break it is the same thing ?

The words of that once loved and priceless
document for which our forefathers fought

sound like hollow mockery today. For instance,
this : " We believe that all men are created

equal, " etc . “ When will we have industrial
peace ? ' ' is the one question that is uppermost
today. Will it be when Perry and Post and
their henchmen have disrupted the trade union
movement and scattered the adherents thereof

to the four winds of the earth Or will it be
when all laboring men have banded themselves

together in defense of their labor, their homes
and I might well add their country ? I think
the latter . What say you ?

I don 't want to get this article into politics,
but union men , I want to ask you why you
advocate . by your union card and devotion to
your union principle, one thing . and then on
election day you go to the ballot box and vote
against your interest ? You don ' t do it ! Well,
you must live in San Francisco , then . Mark
the men who are up for office as members of
your state legislatures and the congressmen of
your district and see if they are not being
coached and groomed by special interests . which
are always for the laboring man when his
vote is wanted . but, alas ! when he gets safely
landed say, " Depart from me ye workers of
iniquity : I never knew ye . "
How much labor legislation have we got out

of congress in the past fifteen years ? Watch
the anti- injunction bill which was introduced in
the Lower House by a representative froni
Indiana ( I am proud to say) . and see what be
comes of it . Wake up, brothers, and use your
ballot for you and yours.
How many Divisions have adopted the school

of instruction ? I would like to hear from all

the correspondents on this question as to
methods, etc.
Could we not have space set apart in the

M . and C . for this work and ask all who wish

to contribute ? What do you think . Brother
Editor ? I believe that the skilled man is the
coming man , and we can help one another in
this .

Would it not be a good thing to have a want
column in the Journal, and any union road
that is in need of men could so adverse the
fact free of cost It would help many union
men to secure employment and aid our cause .
We are thinking of adopting the button . as

all the boys think it a good thi.. .
I will close this by extendin . . all sister

Divisions the right hand of feil . . ship , and
wishing you the best of success for the com
ing summer . " AMMETER . ' .

HON . E . W . HILL.

East Liverpool, 0 . - I hereby present to our
readers a fair picture of Hon . E . W . Hill, one

of the representatives of Columbiana County in

the Ohio state legislature. Mr. Hill, immediate

ly after the close of the previous session of the

legislature , upon being visited by the editor of

The Motorman and Conductor in company wit

myself, at his office in our city in the interest

of the side tracked Reynolds vestibule heating

bill, was easily impressed with the iportance

and humanity of the measure and promised us
that he would render every assistance possible
to bring the bill before this present session of

the legislature and secure its enactment. Thus ,
prominent among his strongest supporters Rep
resentative Reynolds, of Cleveland, found Rep
resentative Hill, of East Liverpool, Mr. Hill

is one of the many examples of the personnel

of our present state legislature whose sincerity

of purpose predicates the value of the spirit of

trades unionism in our legislative bodies and

our readers may rest assured that East Liver

pool may be counted upon along that line. As

an example , I may add that the last franchise

granted by this city to a street railway com
pany embraced a clause providing for compul

sarv arbitration of differences as between em

piover and employes.
Mr. Hill, while now at the head of the largest

reaity company in this city , was formerly a
member of the Clerks' t 'nion , and for two years
president of tice East Liverpool Trades and

Labor Council. " C . K . "

DETROIT DIGEST .

Death has entered the ranks of Div . No. 26 .
Bro. John Hanlon nassed away at the resi

dence of his mother in Detroit. Bro. Hanlon
had been seriously ill for some months with
dropsy .
Bro . Allen Torrey . conductor on Jefferson

avenue line, died March 18th from consump
tion , Burial will take place in Flint, Mich . ,
and the funeral will be under the direction
of the Local.
Bro . Robt. Copeland is just returning to

work after six weeks' affliction from kidney
and stomach trouble. Pleased to see him back .

The recent ball given by the Local was a
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OFFICERS OF 394, TIPTON , IND .
President, J . C . Mohler ; vice -president, J .

Baker; treasurer, W . Cunningham ; financial
secretary , E . Harrison ; recording secretary ,
C . Wilcox ; sentinel, W . C . Dimit ; warden , S .
Foster ; conductor. H . Embry . Executive
board - J . C . Mohler, J. Baker, E . Harrison ,
C . Hancher and C . Smay.

We hereby challenge all Division base ball
teams in our reach for the coming season . Any
teams wishing games with us, address Thos.
McGahan , Beaver Pa .

DIV , 105 .

252 SECURES BAGGAGE CAR RUN .

NOW MEET IN E . ST. LOUIS .
East St. Louis , Ill. - Diy . No. 125 elected

her old officers, with few exceptions, at a re
cent meeting . Bro. Roy Aldridge, our presi
dent, was re -elected by acclamation , having
no opposition , and we fell proud to have men

of the sterling qualities of Bro. Aldridge in
our midst.
We have just finished a series of debates

on the subject of moving our Local from
Belleville , Ill.. to East St. Louis, Ill. , the final
result terminaitng in a unanimous vote for
East St. Louis . Bro . Rezin Our, our Interna
tional Treasurer , was in Alton , Ill., during
the argument of the moving of the Local, and
was called to East St. Louis to give us some
advice as to the moving of the charter, etc .
Bro . Orr addressed three meetings, and with

his able advice and efforts a final decision
was made.

We are getting along smoothly in our new
quarters and having good meetings.

AMERICAN BOTTOMS. "

SAD DEATH OF J . L . FURROW .

A sad accident resulting in the death of
Brother J . L . Furrow , member of Division No.
220 . Chicago, and conductor at Archer depot.
occurred on the Twenty -sixth street line Sat
urday, the 10th inst.

The cause of the accident, it is stated , was
the slipping of a psuh nole , used to remove a
coal wagon from the track . Furrow , it seems,
was endeavoring to adjsut the pole when it
slipped. The car and wagon came together,
crushing his head and causing instant death .
An inquest was held Saturday evening at 6
o 'clock and the remains shipped to New Paris,
Ohio , Sunday at 8 a . m .
Furrow was married and worked for the

City Railway Company about three years. His
wife accompanied the remains to Ohio . A
large delegation of car men from Archer de
pot escorted the body to the depot. - Union
Leader.

Steubensville, 0 .- While not often appear .
ing in the columns of the M . and C ., there is
such a local as Division No. 252, and she is
very much in evidence as being one of the
strongest little locals on the pike.
However, the point that may be of interest

to others is our latest feature of progress. The
company employing the membership of Divi
sion 252 operates a baggage car over our lines,
but the business has been such that but about
six hours' service per day, for the car was all
that was required . In order to meet this ser
vice in the past, the trips were allotted to the
most convenient motorman at hand , and quite
frequently the convenience of the company in
making the allotment proved an irksome in
convenience to the motorman selected . The
company, of course , regarded the car hours per
day as too few to be economically given out
as a regular run , as it was cheaper to pay 21
cents per hour for six hours than to place the
car as a regular run at a full day' s pay . It is
quite likely that the membership of some other
locals have a like experience ,
Well, our membership concluded that the car

could well be given out as a regular run at
$ 2 .00 per day. Some few weeks ago our com
mittee presented such a proposition to the sup
erintendent, but he said it was not agreeable.
Later, it was presented by the committee to
the general manager. Then during all the time
that elapsed the subject was not allowed to
cool off , and , as the old saying goes, " Constant
pecking wears the stone, " and at last the con
cession has been gained . The baggage car is
now a regular run , and much to the satisfac

tion of the membership , and particularly to the
motorman,

Division 252 is about to lose some of her good

members, but as same have secured other posi
tions, while others have gone into business,
while we regret to lose them , our best wishes
go with them . Other men came to take their
places, and we only trust they may prove as
loyal and efficient as the old .

In consequence of the newcomers. We will
have about one-half dozen for initiation at our
next meeting , as they seem anxious to become

members. We have secured some new side
degrees for the floor at future initiations , and

we expect to make it quite interesting for the

boys when they ride the goat,

There is much more I would like to say, but
will continue in the next. " ZÜG ."

WILL ENTER BASEBALL ARENA.

FLASHES FROM 379.

New Brighton , Pa. - Division No. 105 reports
progress . At our last meeting there was a very
good attendance, and business was transacted
with dispatch . In fact, everything is moving
along nicely .
Bro . Frank Eckels has just received a severe

injury . In alighting from a moving car he dis
located his ankle joint, which will disable him ,
perhaps, several weeks. Frank is so missed
by his many friends that it has became annoy
ing to conductors to answer the many inquir
ies about his sudden disappearance from his
run . The peculiarity of the case is that nearly
all inquiries come from the “ ladies. " and of
course , we conductors get tired answering them .
We were all sorry to lose Bro . Cornell from

our Division when he decided to leave the em
ployment of the company ; but after a week he

came back and secured a position in the car

barn . He makes a good repairer, as he was
an old experienced motorman and knows how

to place a car in good road condition .

Bro . Geo . Stanley , an old employe, who for

some time had been employed as engineer for
The American Sewer Pipe Co ., of New Brigh
ton . Pa ., has deposited his withdrawal card .
and the members were all glad to see him in
their midst again .
Division No. 103 will be in the field with a

base ball team this year, as the members met

Thursday evening. Feb . 22nd, and organized by
electing the following officers : T . McGahan ,
manager ; H . Thomas, treasurer : L . Webb,
secretary , and T . Linnenbrink . captain . Also
committees were appointed to promote a euchre
and dance as a benefit for the same.

Niles, 0 . - As our valuable Motorman and
Conductor arrives to us monthly , we gaze
through it and peruse the columns in search
of a word respecting Division No. 379 , but, lo ,
the officially appointed correspondent, like his
predecessors . non est. Thus, we deem it fit
ting to take advantage of long silence .
On the 27th day of February . 1906 , there died

in Niles, Ohio . T . W . Allen , a member in good
standing of Division 379, and a brother liked
by all . Typhoid pneumonia beckoned the Reap
er and sent a wave of bereavement through
he hearts of his many friends and relatives.
Bro . Allen was born in Trumbull County ,
Ohio , in a locality not far from the village of
Hubbard , called Chestnut Ridge, 38 years ago

this coming June. He was reared on the farm
and always made the farm his home until a
few years past he chose Niles as his home and
entered into the employ of the P & M . V .
Street Railway Company as a conductor. His
decorum was beyond reproach and controlled

a pleasing attitude in holding his new -made
friends.

Aside from Bro . Allen being a member of 379,
he was a member of the Woodmen , which
Order joined with us and took part in the bur
ial services. Three pall -bearers from each Or
der were chosen . The pall-bearers from Divi
sion 379 were Bros. L . A . Yonkers. M . Baer, F .
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Welsh , and from the Woodmen were H . Dren -
nen , Chas, Decker and D . Job. Resolutions of
respect and condolence were passed upon by the
last regular meeting of Division 379 .
President C . W . Turner, who had conducted

the arrangements and the movements of Divi
sion 379, is in receipt of the following letter
from our deceased brother' s wife . The langu
age of the letter to Bro. Turner shows the high

appreciation in which she holds our Division :
" Niles, O ., March 7, 1906 .

" Mr. Turner :
Dear Sir : I wish to extend to you and ,

through you to the A . A . of S . and E . R . E .
of A . my sincere thanks for the consideration
shown me and my family by the members of
the association upon my bereavement, and the
respect and honor paid my dear husband in
his last sickness and at his funeral. I assure
you that your benevolent action and kind at
tention has been a consolation and solace to
me and mine in these my hours of sorrow .

" I hope the association will continue in the
noble practice of brotherly love and fidelity .
Will you also extend to the brothers at Youngs
town my sincere thanks for their kind remem
brance . I have not words to express my grati
tude to all our friends . . Sincerely,

MRS. NELLIE ALLEN ."

As to the general manoeuvring of work with
379, everything seems to be all right and all
satisfied .
Our Division of late has been visited by a

great deal of sickness, if not directly affecting
the members it has brought some of their fam
illes under the doctor' s care. Bro . C . W . Tur

ner ' s wife and youngest child have came
through a siege of sickness, and are convales
cing .

Bro . Wm . Rice' s daughter is also slowly re
cuperating after fighting a severe case of fever
for nine weeks.

Bro . 0 . Owens is off duty with a two weeks'
case of sickness .

Bro . L . A . Yonkers is absent from duty ,
taken down with a fever . His speedy recovery
is anxiously awaited
Bro . E . Williams, in conversation , is a ffable

and pleasing. but when he strikes a story -tell

ing attitude he certainly is the limit

Bros. F . A . Lott and J . F . Kennedy, mem
bers of the Central Committee , are deeply in
dulged in the work of bringing about a satis
factory adjustment of affairs as they now
stand ; likewise to produce an amelioration of
the present agreement to the entire satisfac
tion of all concerned .

Bro. Carey is quite reminiscent at times in
speaking of the past. To challenge his memory
of things that had been gone through with ,
the old -time swing run was mentioned . It did
not take him long to warble out the limit of
his vocabulary and finally run down with a
frazzle dazzle spray of wa-hides,
Some prognostic scribe down the valley has

been filling the secular press with trouble that
was imminent between the employes and the

employers of the several divisions of the street
car lines . He quoted that if the company did

not comply with our wishes the street car ment
would go out on March 1st. This date is far
past, nothing done, nothing said . The com
pany is quiet and we serene. One would natur
ally think that promulgator of events had
swallowed a chapter or two of Dante ' s Dream .

NOW AND THEN .

through to Victoria , B . C . , and be sure that
you start in time to take in our big show in
April. I might also add that we have one of
the finest climates in the world , and the pret
tiest girls are to be seen right here in Victoria ,
where roses and viole : s bloom in our balmy
atmosphere throughout the year.

The following members have been appointed
to the various committees on entertainment

and dance by President R , A , Ritchie .
Floor marshal, Dan Arnason ; assistants. T .

Fraser and Oliver Snaith ; refreshment and
menu committee , A . J . Bird (chairman ) , T .

Roberts, G . Gardner ; committee of arrange
ments , David Dewar (chairman ). A . W . Clay
ton , D . Arnason , A . J . Bird and A . G . Oaks ;
programme committee A . W . Clayton (chair

man ), Harry Allnutt, C . Aston and H . Mills ;
finance committee, David Dewar (chairman ),
L . Cates and C . Thornton ; reception commit

tee, A . G . Oakes (chairman ), A , W . Bayliss, V .
Dempsey and H . Higgins.
Local Manager A . T . Goward has taken a trip

to Southern California for the benefit of his
health . It is the general wish of the members

of 109 that Mr. Goward will soon be completely
restored .

Sorry to report upon the sick list : Bros. Vice
President M . Brinkman , L . Long , V . Dempsey,

Richard Creech and MacCloud.

Quite a number of extras have entered the
service since the first of the year, and all have
joined the Local Division ; in fact, we experience
no difficulty in bringing them up for initiation ,
as they seem glad to avail themselves of the
privilege and realize that it is truly an acquisi

tion of inestimable value to belong to the great
procession of Amalgamated workers .

* 37. "

NOTES FROM 113.

tot
department in

Hamilton , was a estayed

come visia ker, of Hon standing our sick

Toronto, Ont. - The ninth annual concert of
Division 113 took place in Massey Hall, Satur
day evening , Feb . 24 . It was a huge success

in every way, every available seat in the hall
being taken , while not a few had to stand.
Fully 3 , 800 people were in the hall, and the com

mittee in charge are certainly to be congratu
lated on their ability to handle successfully
such a high -class entertainment. The pro
gramme was all that could be desired , and was

of such a variety as to suit almost every taste.
The returns from the sale of tickets not being
all in prevents me from giving the net profit,
but presume it will be quite a nice sum , which
is always needed in order to keep our sick bene

fit department in good standing. .
Bro . Thaker, of Hamilton , was a very wel

come visitor at our concert, and also stayed

over for our regular meeting on the following
Sunday. . .
Bro . John McNally, of Yorkville Shed , who

underwent a serious operation a few weeks
ago , is still in the hospital. He is improving
daily , and his many friends of the belt line are
hoping to soon see him coming down the line
once more,

Bro . J. Coborn , of Yorkville, who has been
off for some time with a slight paralytic stroke,

is around again and his many friends are hop
ing to see him working ere long.
The many friends of Bro . Chas. Hall will be

pleased to hear that he is going into business
for himself, and will open a bakery about

March 5th , from which will be produced only
high - class union -made bread . Now , boys. don ' t

forget to give Bro . Hall a trial.
If any of the members who are not regularly

receiving the Motorman and Conductor would
just drop a line to the Business Agent' s office ,
Labor Temple , or notify the dues collector at
their shed , it will be immediately attended to ,
as it is the executive board ' s wish that every
man should get this journal, and if you don ' t
get it it ' s no fault of theirs .

" FARMER ."

N

ANNUAL ENTERTAINMENT IN APRIL .

Victoria , B . C . At a regular meeting of
Division No. 109, it was unanimously decided to
hold our second annual entertainment and
dance on or about April 10th . The entertain
ment and dance given by the boys last year
was the great drawing card of the season , and
this coming event will certainly be a cracker
jack . We also wish to note that visiting broth
ers of the Amalgamated will receive a most
cordial welcome.

Through the medium of our valuable journal,
the Motorman and Conductor , this item will
catch the eye of thousands of brothers from
New Orleans to Winnipeg and Rhode Island to
San Francisco ; so , reader , if you purpose tak

ing a vacation trip , just purchase your ticket

BUTTON PROMOTES INTEREST.
Steubenville, 0 . - Division No. 285 held their

regular monthly meeting Tuesday night, March
6 , with President Ralston in the chair. The

meeting was called to order promptly at twelve

o ' clock , although there was not many members
present at that time, they not knowing that it
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SPYING ON A UNION MEETING ,

would be started so soon , as it never had been
before .

Brothers, President Ralston is endeavoring to
make these meetings less burdensome by get
ting through with the business as early as
possible , and the only way to do this is to
start the meetings promptly on time. All the

members can be at the lodge room before twelve
o 'clock except the last two Toronto runs. Now

President Ralston makes a special request, that
the brothers help him to make the meetings
consume less time by every member being pres
ent to answer roll call at twelve o 'clock , then

the business can be taken up and acted on
with dispatch , and the men who have to take
out early runs will be able to get two or three
hours sleep before going to work . President

Ralston also requests me to state through the
Journal that any member who cannot possibly
be present at the meeting must send a written

reasonable excuse, otherwise they will have to
pay a fine of 50c , according to the by -laws of
the association . The by - laws also read, that

any officer missing two regular meetings shall
be fined one dollar. I think some brothers had

better read their by -laws.
Bros. Sherd Baker, Noah Adams and Wm .

Lucas were appointed as delegates to the Jef

ferson County Trades and Labor Assembly .
These men , together with G . H . Austin , who

was formally appointed making four delegates .

all have early runs and can attend the meet

ings better than men who have late runs, ought

to make a good representation of Division No.
285 .

Two more applications, namely, James Brind
ly, motorman , and Chester Custer, conductor,
were presented for membership . These men
will be initiated at the next regular meeting,

and then Division 285 an boast of having in its
membership the entire force of trainmen work
ing for the S . T . & L . Co Credit for this is

partly due to the monthly button that we wear
on our coat, and a greater part to our com
mitteeman on candidates, Bro . Pole Bucey, for

just as 'he stated at the meeting , they no soon
er get a cap on until he is after them .

Well, I think this is about all the report I
have for this month .

By the way. Bro. William Scott took his best
girl to see the “ Bizzy Izzy " show the other
night. Say ! Bill' s girl isn ' t red -headed ! Oh,
no ! W . C . B .

BRO . CHEENEY INJURED .

Boone, Ia . Bro . Chas, Cheeney of Div. No.
334 received rainful injuries by making an al

tempt to board a moving car at Sixth and
Marion streets, on Saturday, March 3 . The
car was moving at a higher rate of speed thall
he judged and he was thrown violently to the
ground , alighting on the head and right shoul

der. The shoulder was badly bruised and his
head slightly , and in consequence he has been
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unable to fill his duties as motorman for the
past week .

The brothers of the Division and his many
friends wish him a speedy recovery .

C . H . H .

DIVISION NO. 162 ELECTS OFFICERS.

Treasurer, G . A . Eneas; Correspondent, W E .
Roberts ; Conductor, A . L . Albury ; Sentinel,
H . T . Achanderina .
Our system of railway is small, the popula

tion of our town being but about 18 ,000 .
In a later issue our regular correspondent

will give the readers of the M . and C . some
knowledge of our industries, the conditions of
labor and our meiro As of electric railroading .

I say , in a later issue, as we intend to remain
a member of the Amalgamated family , and as
we have elected a correspondent. there is every
reason to believe this work will hereafter be
taken up by him and continued .

" ICE BREAKER. "

Shamokin , Pa - In consequence of losing some
officers to the newly instituted Division No . 421,
Division No. 162, at a stated meeting held
March 2 , elected the following : President, John
Balsar : Vice - President. E . E . Erdman : Record
ing Seretary. E . O . Zuern ; Treasurer, John

Burns ; Financial Secretary , Charles Chifford ;
Conductor . A . W . Ross ; Sentinel, Chas. Thomp

son ; Correspondent to M . and C ., E . E . Erd
man : Executive Committee, Ray Waters , Chas.

Clifford , John Leffler , Frank Hale and A . W .
Ross, ZEB . "

CONDUCTOR FLURY VICTIM OF HOLD.
UP

WAGE INCREASED 40 PER CENT.

New Local Subscribes for Motorman and
Conductor.

Mt. Carmel, Pa - Division No. 421 was insti
tuted by President J . P . Balser. of Division

No. 162, Shamokin , Pa., March 1, 1906 . Division
No, 421 is a new division , but its members are
by no means new to the Amalgamated Associ

ation . The members were at one time affili
ated with Division 162, but the Mt. Carmel boys .

deeming themselves strong enough to stand
alone. formed the new division . We organized
with twenty - four members , and have already
admitted four new members,

The following officers were elected to guide
us in the straight and narrow path for the en
suing year:
President, George Wark : Vice - President. Thos .

Dooley : Financial and Recording Secretary . C .
W . Persing : Treasurer, Alfred Edwards ; Cor
respondent. John Lyons : Conductor, John Hav
erty ; Warden , John O 'Gara ; Sentinel. Wm .
Acornley : Executive Committee , Jas. O ' Toole ,
Jas. Delaney , Stephen Dunleavy, John Demp
sey . Stanley Sandlers .
The Division , without one dissenting vote , de

cided to subscribe for the Motorman and Con
ductor. The Amalgamated Association has

done much for our members. Before we were
organized we were reeiving our monthly pay at
the rate of 1214 cents per hour. Within two
years we were receiving 15 cents per hour and
a two -week pay. After a threatened strike in
1903, the members secured an advance of ten
per cent, and at the last Christmas time our
genial manager forestalled our wage commit
tee by giving us a voluntary semi-annual in
crease of six per cent. making our present
wages 1722 cents per hour .
On Jan . 25 Brother Mentzer was injured for

the third time, while on duty , within the last
year. In the last accident, a head - on collision

with the work car, he was painfully injured

about the lower limbs and body , but is at the

present writing on a fair road to complete re

covery . The accident was the result of wild
cating on the part of the work crew , the mot
orman of which claims he had his attention

drawn from the track ahead by a game rooster ,
which he feared the car would decapitate .
The regular meeting night of 421 is the second

Thursday of every month in the P . O . S . of A .

hall. corner of Oak and Thrid streets , Mt. Car

mel, Pa , COR.

Omaha. Neb -- Lying in St. Joseph 's Hospital
at the point of death is Bro . Edward Flury , of
Division No. 288 . Omaha , Neb . Bro . Flury was
the victim of one of the most contemptible and
cowardly assaults tha
nation of the good peorie of Omaha for many
a day.
On the night of the 7th inst., Bro. Flury was

set upon by three villainous scoundreis at the
end of the Albright street car line, in South
Omaha. The purpose was robbery. Bro . Flury,
instead of " delivering . " as commanded, at
tempted to defend himself and protect the re
ceipts of the company from falling into the
hands of the robbers . Upon observing that his
resistance was determined , and that they had
run up against an unexpectedlv hard proposi
tion , one of the bandits shot Bro . Fiury , and
before the motorman could comprehend the sit
uation , the three hold ups made good their
escare .

Upon the character of the wound we ciip
from the Omaha Daily News the following :

" Conductor Edward Flury , who was shot and
seriously wounded while resisting three hold
up men Wednesday night, is still in a critical
condition at St. Joseph ' s hospital and is not
expected to survive .

" Internal hemorrhages, which are free and
severe , are causing the attending surgeons no
little anxiety , as one of them may carry the

patient off at any moment,
" Flury ' s condition is so critical that the off

cers cannot question him regarding a descrip
tion of his assailants , and the motorman did
not see the robbers until they were running
away."

This statement was published on the 9th , and

an announcement made by the hospital doctors

and appearing in the daily papers of March 11
reads :

" The condition of Edward Flury . the wounded

condutor, was reported last night to be un
changed . He was resting easily , but for all
that the doctors given
covery . "
Upon the 10th it was announced that the

South Omaha police had rounded up three sus

pects , and from the reports it would seem that

they have the right parties . They are all co :

ored men , and one of them gives the name of
Tom Johnson , and claims former residence in
Springfield . Ill. Division 288 will contribute
whatever she can to the apprehension and

prosecution of the culprit.

Bro. Flury is one of the popular members of
our association .

At a special meeting of Division No. 288 of
the Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes of America , held
March 10th , 1906 , a reward of $ 150. 00 was of

fered for the capture and conviction of the par
ties who shot and seriously wounded one o :
our brothers. E . Flury . on the night of March
7th , 1906 . A reward of $50 .00 was offered for the

capture and conviction of each of the three
parties to the shooting .

At the same meeting the following resolution
was unanimously passed :
Whereas. There have been numerous robber

ies and holdups in Omaha , South Omaha and
Council Bluffs of late ; and
Whereas. One of the members of our Division ,

Brother E . Flury , was shot and seriously
wounded while defending the property of his
employers ; and

INFANT DIVISION STARTS WELL .

Key West, Fla - With the beginning of 1906,
Division No. 420 comes to light. The local was
instituted by Organizer T . J . Russell, of the
Carpenters ' Union . We are few in numbers,
but we purpose to build strong in spirit . We
have established our dues at 80 cents per
month per member . We have also affiliated
with the Central Labor Assembly of this city ,

and purpose to be recognized as a progressive
unit of the organized family of wage workers.
The Local has selected as officers : For Pres

ident, S . B . Pinder : Vice -President. H . W .
Sweeting : Recording Secretary , Thos. Kirr :

Financial Secretary. Sullivan Achandarena ;
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selves to know , will retort with " the union is
no good anyway." They seem to have forgotten
the fact that a little over three years ago, be
fore we organized, that we were working the
three - turn system and from 11 to 13 hours a day
at 17 cents per hour.
Brothers the success of our meeting depends

upon our attendance and hearty co - operation .
We are sorry to note the illness of Bro . F .

Taylor, who is confined to his bed with pneu
monia .
Bros. R . A . Sauce and J . Clapper at our last

meeting were elected to represent us in the
Central Labor Union , and, it goes without say
ing , that they are two of the best men of our
local and not afraid to be heard .

I must confess we have been rather slow , and
perhaps negligent, in not heretofore taking our

tor, but now that we have started , I assure
you Div . 272 shall be heard from every month .

" REX .

NEW LOCAL MOVES FORWARD.

Whereas. We do not consider the beforemen
tioned cities being properly policed , the police
departments being short of men and funds;
therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of the local
Division of Amalgamated Association of Street
and Electric Employers of America , in special
meeting assembled , hereby ask the press of the
above mentioned cities to use their influence
for better police protection immediately .
Well, we have certainly had a time here in

Omaha lately . Division No. 288 has had meet

ing on top of meeting here, there and every

where , morning , noon , night and midnight. at

meeting halls , ar barns and pool halls, and all

of Pratt. Bro . C . 0 . Pratt blew in
on us rather unexpected from the east Sunday,
Jan . 7th , and was with us for four weeks, and
maybe you think we didn ' t keep him busy .
Ask him when you see him , although I think
he will tell you without asking , if he has any

life in him yet.
Our meetings , at first, were not very well at

tended , but the number grew with each meet
in . And say ! Talk about enthusiasm ! Well
those of our boys attending Bro . Pratt' s meet

ings certainly displayed it .
After spending four weeks among us, Bro .

Pratt took a short trip south , and wherever we
went the boys would ask : Where is Pratt ?
When did Pratt leave ? When is Pratt coming
back ? Won ' t Pratt be back soon ? Why didn ' t
Pratt stay longer ? Well it was Pratt every
where ; he has won a big place in the heart of
our membership . and he deserves it . We look
up to him , we like him and we long for him .
He is an ardent and earnest worker in his call

ing and an able exponent of trades unionism .
The street car company had their timers and

foremen stationed around our meeting places ,
wherever we met, and while they probably kept
some of the men away that would otherwise

have attended the meetings, still we believe

they did more good than harm , as any man
who dare not go to a lawful meeting of trades
unionists, because his employers, or their re

presentatives, are apt to see him doing so , can
not be worth much to any organization .

Division 288 is gaining ground and it is the

hope of every one of us, that we, at all times ,
may be a benefit to employe and employer

alike, a pride to our city , and a spoke in the

wheel of progress for the betterment of the
working class.

Vork. ing theirMorro
r

288. "

Peoria , III. -- -Diy . No. 416 will now come to
the front for the first time. We constitute a

good active local and feel up to date with the
best of them .
Weare just entering upon our new agreement

which took place the 4th of March . I think
the agreement is giving very good satisfaction
to all concerned . If the boys keep up in inter

est by another year even better results will
come.
General Executive Board Member Edward

McMorrow was with us while we were nego
tiating for the agreement, and much credit is
due him for the way he directed our end of the
controversy . When the agreement was effected
and accepted the boys gave Bro . McMorrow
an appreciable ovation , expressing their appre

ciation for his effective work. He is the right
man for the place .

To show you dear brother, of what stuff 416
is composed , I would refer to our recent ball,
We gave a ball on the 24th of February and we
find we have a net profit, after paying all bills ,
in the snug little sum of $ 383 to the good . Not
bad for a baby social.
Your correspondent' s natural modesty will not

permit him to tell what he did as chairman to
make the ball a success , but I can speak of the
other brothers, who worked like beavers. TO
Bro . Wm . Whalen must be given all due credit.
He never let up night or day, and as a stren
uous man I would willingly back him against
President Roosevelt. He is all wool and a yard
wide.
I could keep on naming the brothers who de

serve special mention , such as Walter Brown,

President Armstrong, Ben Summers, Jack Os
walt, Harny. Houchin , Coogan , Babcock , Casey
Holdenman . Marshall, Tommy Smith , Louis
Myers and Nichol, who won the prize for sell
ing the most tickets. In fact I would have to
name them all.

Bro. Jack Oswalt and his charming wife led
the grand march ,
Bro. John Ettringen and Bro . Tommy Smith

were the two handsomest men at the ball .

Supt. Brady and wife honored us with their
presence.

The office force was represented by Messrs.
Johnson , Goldstein and Billy Eckhard
The management gave us the cars to run

after the regular hours for the benefit of our
patrons.

Everybody went home voting the ball a great
success . " CORRESPONDENT."

· JOINT EXECUTIVE COUNCIL FORMED .

Youngstown , 0 . -- The last meeting of Div .
272 (February 28 ) was the most enthusiastic

re had for over a year. There being
present 90 members out of a total enrollment
of 143.
While there is always room for improvement,

We are proud of the fact that every motorman
and conductor employed by the “ Mahoning Val
ley ' is a member of the association .

In view of the fact that the M , V . and Y . and
S . have merged their interests Youngstown ,
Div . 272 : Niles. Div . 379 : Sharon . Div . 176 . and

NewCastle, Div . 89 , deemed it best to elect a
joint executive committee composed of two

members from each local they to meet with
the management to confer with and manage
all wage scales and working agreements for
each local interested . They are also to have
charge of all matters that may arise that shall
be of joint interest to each or all divisions rep
resented .
Our local made no mistake when they elected

Bros, Harvey and Bowen to represent us in
this committee, as was attested when they pre
sented to us for our approval, before it goes
to the management, the wage agreement they
formulated at their last meeting. It was taken
up by sections and with but few exceptions was
approved by the local.
While the management may not accede to all

our demands we have no apprehensions as to
the outsome, as they have always been fair and
friendly toward organized labor,

I would like to say a word right here to a few
of our members who never attend the meetings ,
but who, the next day, will ask someone who
has been there what business was transacted ,
and when told to attend the meetings them -

OFFICERS OF DIVISION 154.

Washington , Pa . - The present term officers
of Diy . No. 154 are mentioned as follows: Pres
ident, R . V . Noble 127 Hall avenue ; vice - pres
ident, C . L . Lacock ; recording secretary , George
T . Hallam , Jr . , 203 N . College street ; financial
secretary , Clyde M . Carson ; treasurer , O . J .

Parker ; conductor Z . C . Brownlee; warden , J.
V . Patterson : sentinal, W . W . Mitchell : execu
tive board . Thomas Dacy . R . N . Markley . W .
G . Anderson , O . J . Parker ; delegates to Trades

Assembly , R . V Noble, Jas. H . Lighter, Clyde
M . Carson ,
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A NEW OWNERSHIP .

Rock Island , 111. - We are pleased to report
a large attendance present at our last regular
meeting, and a lively , wideawake meeting it was
and three new members were taken in
On February 25 occurred our first annualbene

fit masquerade ball Wemet with great success

and cleared $268.25 . All the boys were well
pleased with this and the patronage in attend
ance .

Some of our boys worked hard to make the
ball a success , and have earned a vote of
thanks. The ones to whom the most credit is
given are Bro . Siebert. who sold 235 tickets ,
and Bro . Beckwith , who sold 109 tickets .
Bro . J . Kinsley was greatly surprised on last

Friday evening when a crowd of the Brothers

their families gathered at his home to re

mind him of his birthday. The evening was
very pleasantly spent in progressive cinch and
then refreshments were served , after which all
returned to their homes pronouncing it a good
time, Bro . Kinsley was the recipient of a
beautiful large rocking chair .

Bro. E . Wendell and Bro . H . Weaver are on
the sick list.
Bro . Freddy Burquist, who has been sick for

some time, is improving and is around some.
We hope to see him able for work in a short
time.
Bro . H . Nelson has resigned his position as

conductor and gone farming . Our good wishes
go with him .
Bros. Temple and Morach have resigned their

positions as conductor .
The Tri-City S . R . W . Co. has sold out to a

St. Louis Co. and will change hands the 15th .
We hope that between us and the new company
there will be as mutual success as with their
predecessors ,

many members who met with discharge. In
fact, there was sufficient force , apparent or im

plied . to divert the destructive intent of the
autocratic manager, and to enlist the respect,
though sometimes cold , of the more favorably
inclined . In the course of our history we have
had experience with them all. In the course of
her life Diy No. 85 has dealt with , flourished
and gained concessions from five different man
aging officials , every one of them representing
a character peculiar to himself. Of these men ,
for the benefit of newly established and strug
gling locals I shall speak most clearly upon in
successive numbers of the M , & C . As I was in
close touch with the leading spirit of our move
ment throughout the periods of these various

managements I am in a position to dilate upon
the attitude of everyone of them toward organ
ized labor I will do this because you may be

able to see the same qualities in your own man
ager and I may drop something that you may
take advantage of in meeting his peculiarities.
In this series of letters I shall . by permission
of the editor dwell to some extent upon the
peculiarities of our successive local officials , or
those of them who particularly characterized
themselves as lending to the shaping of the

policies of the local. I shall also picture the
varied character and peculiarities of enough of
our membership to afford the less experienced

“ open shop " divisions with a knowledge of men
who come and go, and with whom they may
have to deal.

I formerly wrote an occasional letter for the
readers of The Motorman and Conductor long
before this local furnished the editor . I shall
now use the pen to complete a series of letters,
if they are given space , and I shall try to make
them , at ieast, interesting . I shall call my
next letter No. 1 . I have used this only as
preface, not a chapter . Pertaining to the pres
ent, as I shall very likely not touch upon that
again for some time. I may say that the
local has installed Mr. Wm . T . Hanna as presi
dent. By virtue of the office he becomes chief
director of one of the largest, if not the largest,
labor organization in Greater Pittsburg. AS
our business agent we have Mr. John Negley .
Neither of these men are fire - eaters. They are
just good , honest, sensible men . From my size
up of the officials of the company they will ac
cord them that standing . I am also of the opin
ion that with these two men at the helm Div .
No. 85 has a progressive pilotage. At the end
of their term I am of the opinion that the re
sults will emphasize the prudence of the local
in their selection . President Hanna is new as
an officer , but he is a practical man , of broad
views. Well acquainted with men and their pe
culiarities, and without casting reflections I
believe he is one of the most all around able
men that could have been selected .

Our business agent is a practical man also ,
and an old time veteran in the movement. He

is all right.
Among the board members are some old times ,

Of equal prominence with the others is Thomp
son Smith , whom I shall characterize in my
letters to come.

The present negotiations with the company
indicate the prudence of our directorate , and I
predict will result in appreciative concessions.
Of course there is no fire eating , but results will
come and no sore spots will be uncovered .

" OLD TIMER . "

DIV . 85 SEEKING WAGE INCREASE . . .

Pittsburg, Pa .- Brother M . J . Murray, of
Carnegie , is on the sick list. He 'has been suf
fering from a bad cold .

Bros. Sutton and Schafer , reported sick last
month , are better and able to work their runs
at present.
Bros. Negley and Reeves visited Div. 154 at

Washington , Pa. . on March 6th . They are both
loud in their praise of the good work and broth
erly feeling that exist in the ranks of our Wash
ington brothers . They also took ' in the " ban
quet" held by 154 on the same night. Which ,
judging from their report, was second to none
ever held by any division of our Association .
We are hard at work preparing a new agree

ment to present to the Pittsburg Railway Co .
Weare striving to get an advance in wages and
some changes in conditions. The extentions
made by the Pittsburg Railway Co. and the
ones now in construction will make our system
one of the largest in the country . extending
from Butler to Washington and down the Ohio
river as far as Beaver Falls ,

" BELL RINGER .”

ENLIVENMENT BY NEW DIRECTORS.

. CORNELIUS VISITS WINNIPEG .

Pitsburg , Pa . - After three years of chaotic
strife hope, depression , apprehension and prom
ise . Div . No. 85 seems to have at last reached

the chord of harmony which well pays the bill
of contentions.

In her early history the progress of the local
was borne upon the patients and persistance of
her leaders. However, progress it was, and it
accorded an inspiration which held the move
ment in a condition of vigorous life,
By successions of carefully planned diplomacy,

sometimes verging upon the strenuous . conces
sions were secured , until the financial advant
age could be measured by the difference between

163 cents per hour and the rate which has pre
vailed for the last three years of 22, 23 and 24
cents per hour..
Other working conditions were correspond

ingly improved , and, somehow , such relations
were conserved between the association officials
and the managements of the successive com -
panies that much consideration was given to

Winnipeg , Man.- Local Div . No. 99 held a
special meeting on March 7th . As our members
had been notified that Bro . Richard Cornelius
was to address the meeting a record attendance
was the result. Div . 99 has been organized since
1898 and this is the first occasion an interna

tional officer has visited us, but we hope to
have thme to see us more frequently in the
future .
Bro Cornelius addressed the meeting at length

dealing with the necessity and advantages of
organization . He impressed upon us the fact
that we belong to a large family which is scat
tered throughout the United States and Canada .
He told us of the progress made by organized
labor at the Pacific coast, how at San Francisco .
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by proper use of the ballot, they had elected
their own representatives to fill all offices in
their civic government
Bro . Cornelius remained in Winnipeg but a

little more than 24 hours, but he won the confi
dence of every street car man with whom he
came in contact.
The membership thoroughly appreciated his

forcible address and they all expressed the hope
that they would have the pleasure of hearing
him again at some future date .
We have a committee negotiating with our

employers for improved working conditions and
the adjustment of certain grievances, We ex
pect an amicable settlement will be reached in a
few day' s .
Our company has adopted a system of ap

pointing a motorman on each line to an official
positior. , to be known as roadmaster , who will
opertie his car, as usual. and have authority
to ini ! e into any irregularities in the service .
Se il motormen were promoted to these posi
i on February 1st . They are : H . Warren ,

Alley , Tom Collines, R . Corry , J . Laing. J . J .
Hope and J . R . McDougall all members of Div .
99. At our special meeting our membership de
cided by unanimous vote that these men retain
their membership in our association .
Bro . Frank Hammell lately joined the bene

dicts' union and as the natural sequence Frank
supplied the cigars to the iboys . All the boys
wish them good luck in their new venture .
Bro Madill, after a long illness with typhoid

fever, is visiting his home in Ontario.
"DV. 99."

we offer , briefly, an outline of what we would
like to accomplish , and our idea of how to do it .
First, we would like to make our meetings so
interesting that it would bring out such a large
crowd of members that we would have to hire
a larger hall in which to hold our meetings.
Second, We would like to create a harmony

among our members without even a shadow of
a discord .
Third . We would like to better our finances.
Fourth . We would like to make better union

men of our members,
To make our meetings more interesting is for

every member to attend and take an active
part in them , which will create a strife that
will give each member an interest to outdo his
brother member

To create a harmony among the members
is for every member to become interested in
each other' s welfare , avoid jealousy do unto
other members as you would have other mem
ber do unto you ; in fact, to live up to our vows
we have all taken , always have a kind word

and mean it . So when you say, or do an act,
your brother members will know it is the truth .
To better our finances a very brief solution

is necessary - be economical,
To make better union men of our members is

for each and every member to remember his
obligation , attend the meetings, see that every
thing you purchase bears the union stamp,
every act you perform bears the stamp that a
union workman should have, encourage lift up
each other , be sober , industrious and honest;
each day let your acts outdo the previous day.
By doing these things you cannot helf becoming
better union men, .

The stock of the United Traction company
has been sold and we are now working under
an entirely new Set of officers and directors
and we hope our conditions will be for the bet
ter. We are led to believe that such will be
the case by the experience of the Delaware &
Hudson Railroad Company employes, in which

our management is interested
Bro . Frank Atchison is still on the sick list.

148 for the loss of his young daughter, Cath
erine, who died February 27th .

Another Brother has suffered a severe loss.
Bro . Daniel Finnigan since the last issue of

this journal has lost his wife and young son .
Bro . Dan shares the sympathy of Div . 148 .

Bro. Frank Atchimon is still on the sick list.
Bro . George Calkins, March 1st, was operated

upon at St. Peter ' s hospital for gallstones, and
is now in a favorable condition . We wish him a
full and speedy recovery .

“ THE CORRESPONDENT."

Sauperintendents he rolling

Gist the me

MANAGERS ATTEND MEETING

SUPERINTENDENTS COME AND GO .
Ogden , Utah Superintendents may come

and superintendents may go , but like the poetic
brook , we seem to be rolling right along day
in and day out. Since January 31st the mem
bership of Div . 418 has served under three differ
ent assistant superintendents. Among these,
and the second was our president, Bro. H , C .
Peterson . President Peterson took the position
at noon February 1 , but on March 5th he re
turned to his car. The boys were a little sore
about this , but after some explanations from
Bro . Peterson things quited down . I believe

there is an understanding that he filled the
place temporarily. However, the company
would not have done badly to have retained
him , as they could have done no better. Bro .
Peterson took a withdrawal March 4th and re
turned it March 5th and will resume the office
of president.

Mr. Joseph W . Bailey is now assistant super
intendent, and I believe he will prove himself

a good man for the place . He was formerly
sheriff of Weber county and was with the com
pany some years ago. He says he is geing to
run things " strict, " so , conductors, keep on the
back platform , and motormen will please look
straight ahead. However, we are the people
who move the cars, and as long as we are
unitedly conscious of that fact we have the

mutual pleasure of knowing we are of some
importance. The horse moves the load , and if
the driver wishes to get his grist to the mill it
is poor business to kill the horse. We are not
exactly a horse but in this business we take
the load and We return with the dough . So
don ' t draw the rein too tightly .
One improvement that has come with Mr.

Bailey is the fixing of regular stops, Stops will

now be made at the street corners and in the
center of the block only . In the past stops

were required to be made at any number on

the street designated by passengers . The new
rule will allow the making of better time.

If the Transit company makes all the im
provements they are talking about we will have
a nice car system in Ogden in a few years .
One thing I wish to state is that the boys are

very slow in subscribing for The Motorman and
Conductor. The official journal of the union is
only 60 cents a year. Subscribe now , boys: don ' t
wait. " 418 . "

many other duty , and

short time

at which

Galion , 0 . - Just a word from No. 353. It
is a long time since we sent anything in the
journal, but now we have appointed a corre
spondent.

Div. 353 is in fairly good condition , having
some good workers and staunch union men .
Our president is always at his post and full of

business ; our secretary neglects no duty , and
the same may be said of many others.
We had a short time ago , a pleasant meeting

at which General Manager T , C . Cherry was
present and testified to the value of the ser
vices rendered by our boys. A splendid supper
followed and although it was 2 :30 in the morn
ing, all seemed to have enjoyed themselves .
Now , while we have a most appreciative man

agement to work for and not much reason for
complaint yet a most substantial appreciation
of our survice might be made by advancing the
wage rate. We could use more money .
By the way. there will be orange blossoms

worn very soon for the visits are growing very
frequent now . Let it be soon . The poet is
making up some verses for it ,

I must not forget to tell of a pretty arrival at
the home of our financial secretary . A bright
eyed little girl came there in January , and he is

as proud as Dicken ' s Micawber
Bro . Horning has fully recovered from his

serious accident of last spring and is on his
old run , * ENGLISH ."

LIVE SUGGESTIONS,
Albany , N . Y . - In the February issue a de

seription of our officers was given . This month
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THE LITTLE MASCOT.

(Respectfully dedicated to Miss Verna Camp
bell, 21712 Collins St., Joliet, III .)

But six years old ! Yet all the gold
And diamonds, and riches rare ,

Could never replace the worth and grace
Molded in the beautiful face

Of this dainty maiden fair .

numerous friends by wearing this emblem
of a progressive principle. So may you. She
has arrayed about her the protection of the
honest, loving hearts of a band of strong
men. So may you. Now , I wish to say ,

brothers, that we may well folow the exam .
ple and ideas of our little sister, and feel a
pride in wearing the Union button and
carrying the Union card in the same true

spirit that does she.
T . P . K . Cor . 228 .

But six years old ! Yet she has told
A story of love divine

Beyond her years. Wise men and seers

Would spend their wealth to be her peers
Her soul shall ever shine.

But six years old ! Just from the mold
Where angels watch and wait

She stands for right, 'gainst wrong and might,

With her union badge and card in sight

A pass through the golden gate,

But six years old ! This maiden bola
Is braver far than men ;

For jests and sneers she never fears

It' s smiles for her' s and never tears .
Because she loves the union .

- C . 0 . Pratt.

283 FORGES TO THE FRONT.

Brooklyn , N , Y . - Three hundred strong , and
growing is the message of Div . 283 . We

have had some changes in our official staff
recently. We have elected Bro. James Burns

as president, and we believe he will re - shape
some of our policies to a material advantage.

Treasurer Rezin Orr paid us a recent visit ,

and I believe he left us with some degree of
satisfaction . We are pleased that he came.
Our Local seems to feel a thrill of new life.

We are beginning to look out into the sur
rounding field , and I think we may be able

to repotr favorably upon outside work soon .
Our membership is generally made up of the

right metal, and what they want is to have
the way pointed out and results will follow .

There are three hundred of us, and I believe
we may be able, as mssionaries, to extend a
knowledge of our Association to the multi

tudea waiting us. We are represented in the

Central Labor Union , where we will urge as
sistance in reaching the unorganized lines.

A good effect may be had by visiting Locals
of other crafts, night after night, and urge
upon their members to assist as they ride
upon the cars. I notice that, in another city ,
wher this is done. In the city I mention the
trades unionists , both men and women, when

they find a man who is inclined to hold out,
pay their fares in pennies. The conductor
soon learns the cause , and falls in line . Here,

the trade union patrons on some lines could
actually bring the company to terms by this

process, as it could be so conducted as to

carry the annoyance into the offices. Other
obstructive tactics could be used to retaliate

upon a non -union management. I would be
all fair in war, because every obstructive tac
tic is being used by the non -union manage
ment to obstruct organization . These sug
gestions may be tried here, if everything else
fails. " KASH . "

Not a Scab.Pride of 228 .

The above is a reproduction of our little

6 -year-old sister, Miss Verna Campbell, of
21742 Collins street, Joliet, Ill. She wears
the monthly button of the Amalgamated As As the train moved from the station Dan
sociation of Street and Electric Railway Em carefully observed the appearance of his
ployes with the pride of a true, open -hearted companions. Most of them were hard ,

unionist. This pretty little sister of ours tough looking fello ws whose features flag.
wears the button for a purpose . She knows rantly betrayed lives of reckless dissipation ,
that it means something , for she recognizes and bore no marks of consciousness of any
that it attracts a pleasing attention . It purpose in life beyond a vicious animal ex
commands a certain respect that she appre istence. Some bore the expression of fugi
ciates. She could wear other ornaments , tives escaping punishment; the very fact of
but they would be of but passing notice . their existence appearing to them a huge

She has conceived the meaning of the Union crime from the awful penalty of which they
button , and with it the like meaning of were receiving mitigation at last, at the

Unionism . It means more of the purpose of hand of a benevolent employer. To these

life, more satisfaction and happiness. The poor fellows Huff was a ministering benefac

button represents as much to her. Mytor and the recipient of their deepest grati
brother workmen , Unionism represents the tude for at least a promised temporary ref

same to you . This little girl has gained uge from the cruel hand of fate governed by
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some, to them , unknown but unalterable
force of society .

They were in the world, not by their own

choice or election , but they were here, and

there was no alternative but to face the pun

ishment of the crime, subject only to such

alleviation as periodical employment at the
hand of a merciful employer provided .

A third class of the aggregation , and they
were less numerous than the second men

tioned , and proportionately abstract, were
identified by a cunning expression of self

interest. They guarded well their belong
ings, appropriated every possible comfort to
themselves, had nothing to give but lost no
opportunity to take. As Huff passed
around a box of cigars , each of these gents

were very profuse in expressionless thanks ,

and each took not only one cigar, but a con .
venient grab of three and four cigars each ,
at the same time suggesting to Huff, by way
of apology, that the boys were likely to run

short and it was well to have a supply on

hand. However, this generous impulse ex
isted only in pretense, as, later, when an
other asked for one of these " supply " cigars,
he was told that he should have supplied
himself as they had done, when the box
went around.

A fourth class observed by Dan were

rather of his own kind. They were few in
number and seemed rather embarrassed by

their new environments. They were not
above the third class in the measure of intel.

ligence , perhaps , although they identified

themselves as of a more thoughtful purpose.

They were evidently unfamiliar with indus
trial life as applied to collective employ.

ment. They were from the country , where

they had been taught that they were jaint

heirs in the great multitude of free born

American children , to a heritage of unshack

eled liberty irrevocably perpetuated by a pa

triotic sacrifice on part of a heroic colonial

parentage. They had been taught that this

American liberty was perfectly safeguarded
by such a constitutional code as to guarantee

to every American citizen absolute security
of life, property rights and an unrestricted

pursuit of happiness. The volume of ethics
from which they had been fed at school, in

the church , by newspapers and periodical
mentors , had taught them that what is is

right by virtue of an irretrievable govern
ment authority , and no power tending to
change what is should be tolerated . Thieves,

highwaymen , murderers, and swindlers were
lined up in a category with anarchists as

against the public good. They had heard

of labor strikes , where a combination of in
dividuals would neither work , nor, if po's

sible to prevent it , would they allow others

to work . Such individuals, they had been

taught, were anarchists trying to destroy
what is by a direct and traitorous attack

upon their liberty supplying government.

Such was the aggregation that David Huff

- the modern slave dealer - had undertaken
to deliver into the labor market of Graftmore

and such was the aggregation the make up

of which was Dan Strobridge and his twen

ty -nine companions.

Five long, dreary days had wearily passed .
The sixth was slowly creeping behind the

veil from the old Strobridge homestead

since Dan hopefully assured those left behind

that he would soon be prepared to place

them in a comfortable workingman 's home.

He would easily find work beyond the taunts

of Gabber's Corners gossip . For Gabber' s

Corners people , while they had been life
long recipients of the generous favors of the

Strobridges, now realized that there could
be no further patronage from that open

hearted family , and set their trifting tongues

to wagging.
They sympathized with Edna, and Widow

Gram told her she was sorry she had ever

married into the Strobridge family , as Dan

had been poorly reared and would never

amount to much . She wasn 't sorry for
Dan ' s mother, however, because she had al

ways been too proud of her fanily . This ,

Mrs. Gram had told her on five consecutive

days as she visited the postoffice , and where ,

by singular coincidence, they had met.

" It would have been better for you , Edna,"
she would say, “ had you married that city
chap who was run out of town by those

jealous men . He had money and brains,

and could well have cared for you . I wish

our Miranda could have such a chance ."
At the same time she wished in her heart

that her Miranda could have married Dan ,

or anything else in the shape of a man that
would happen along the pike, because Mi

randa was not attractive and was fast going

into years .

The old farm house had lost much of its
former activity and assumed an air of mys

terious eagerness and melancholy . There

was life within , but of varied spirit . The full

confidence of the elder Mrs. Strobridge in

her son was expressed in mild criticisms

of the delay indicated by daily letters in se

curing a position . “ I wish he' d come back

and rent the Bowers farm ," she would say,

and when Edna would reply that they were
not in a position to pay the first installment

of rent, to say nothing of equipment with
which to operate the farm , she would reply

that she well knew Dan could find a way.

( To be continued .)

A UNION MAN .

An Irishman applied for a position as por
ter in a publishing house . He walked into the

store and the first thing that met his gaze

was a sign , " Dickens' works, all this week for

$ 4 . ” The Irishman scratched his head and

finally edged to the door. When asked by a
clerk what he wanted, replied : " Divil take

your job . Dickens can worruk all the week

f ' r foor dollars, but I' m a union man . I 'll not

touch it. Ye' d better kape Dickens. "

Everybody works but Parry :

He's full of Postum slop .
Stomach full of Grape Nuts ,

Talking of " Open Shop . "

Post is making sawdust,
And other kinds of dope

Everybody works but Parry ,

And he' s lost hope .
- Metal Polishers' Journal.
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MUNCIE , HARTFORD AND FT. WAYNE
AGREEMENT.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT, exe

cuted in duplicate, made and entered into

this 8th day of February , 1906 , by and be
tween the MUNCIE , HARTFORD & FT.
WAYNE RAILROAD COMPANY, its succes

sors , heirs or assigns, party of the first art,

and the AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA , Division 355 , of Eat

on , Indiana , party of the second part, here

inafter known as the Association .
in the operation of its

street and interurban lines, the party of the
first part agrees that all trains operated by
party of second part as per contract through

its properly accredited officers , do hereby

mutually agree to treat with the party of
the second part through their proper ofii

and to abide by the following conditions:
Sec. 1 . All motormen and conductors em

ployed on the system of first party shall be
members in good standing of said Associa
tion , and any person or member of said

Company or Association , who by word or act
interferes with or disturbs the course of the
negotiations, or creates agitation from the
results of such negotiations, upon any sub
ject whatever , or interferes with or disturbs
the service in any manner contrary to the
conditions and spirit of this agreement, upon
mutual satisfactory proof of the same, the

party of the first part agrees to dismiss from
its service said person or persons.
Sec . 2 . That new men when employed, and

before entering upon the discharge of their
duty shall take out a permit card from the
Association and shall pay the Association
the sum of one dollar, on receiving such
card , which shall be credited upon his initia
tion fee . Such employe shall make applica
tion for membership to the Association with

in thirty days from the time he is em
ployed .

In order to facilitate the employment of
new men it is agreed that a number of per
mit cards properly executed shall be placed
in the hands of the operating superintend

ent of the first party , he having authority
to issue them to new men when employed ,
boarding -houses and saloons. Union men

making proper receipt to the secretary of the
Association of party of second part.
Sec . 3 . All disputes and grievances aris

ing between the parties hereunto , other than
the employment. suspension or discharge of

employes , shall first be taken up by the re
spective officers of the Association , with the
superintendent.

Within five days after said grievance is
Aled with the superintendent. he shall render

his decision on the question or matter in dis

pute, and in the event a satisfactory adjust
ment cannot be made with the superintend
ent, the Association shall have the right to

appeal the point in dispute to the General
Manager. who shall take up and give a de

cision of the same within ten days from the
time the Association filed the appeal with
him .

In case no satisfactory adjustment is
reached with the General Manager , the case
at the request of either party shall be sub

mitted to arbitration . The Board for hear
ing and determining such cases shall be com

posed of three disinterested parties, one to
be chosen by the party of the first part, one
to be chosen by the party of the second part,

and the two thus selected shall choose the
third .

Either party demanding arbitration shall

make said demand in writing and name their
arbitrator. The other party shall name their
arbitrator within five days after said demand
is filed with the General Manager of the
Company or President of the Division . The
arbitrators shall name the time and place
for the hearings. Said time not to exceed
30 days from appeal of General Manager' s or
Association ' s decision ,
The decision of the majority of the Board

of Arbitration shall be binding on the parties
hereunto . Each party shall pay the arbitra
tor of its own selection , and the parties here
unto shall jointly pay the third arbitrator .

Sec. 4 . It is further agreed that any regu
lar motorman or conductor being called upon
to work longer hours than their regular run .
such motorman or conductor shall be consid
ered working over -time, and for all such
over - time, such motorman or conductor shall
receive time and one- half.

Sec. 5 . It is further agreed that all con
struction work , express, freight and mail
trains, boosting and transfer of cars, oper
ated by party at the first part, shall be con

sidered interurban work , and shall receive
interurban wages as per contract.

Sec. 6 . It is further agreed that wages of
motormen and conductors employed on the
lines of party of first part shall be governed
by the duration of time of service with party
of first part and shall be as follows:
Employment on interurban , including pas

senger work , construction , express, freight
and mail trains, boosting and transferring

of cars, dead -heading and lay over -time, shall
be paid as follows:

Class A - During first six months of ser
vice, 18 cents per hour.

Class B - During second six months of
service, 19 cents per hour.

Class C - During second year of service, 20
cents per hour.

Class D - During third year of service, 21
cents per hour.

Class E - During fourth year of service, 22
cents per hour.

Class F - During fifth year of service, 23
cents per hour.

class G - During sixth year of service and
thereafter, 25 cents par hour.

In accordance with the understanding here
tofore in force , it is agreed that the original

motormen and conductors who began the
operation of the road. February 11. 1903, shall
be classified in the future as follows:

They shall be considered on the said date

of beginning of operation , namely February
11. 1903. as having been in the employ of the

Company for a period of six months, and shall
be entitled to advance to each successive

class the same as though this service had
actually been given . The time or service
shall begin on the date of employment: in

case of men transferred from other depart
ments, the time of service shall begin on the

date of transfer. In advancing from class to
class the new rate per hour shall take effect
on the first day of the month followino the
expiration of the period of the previous class.

Sec. 7 . It is further agreed that this con
tract shall be binding and in force from the
first day of January , 1906 , to the thirty - first
day of December. 1906 , inclusive .

Executed in duplicate, this 8th day of Feb
ruary, 1906 .
THE MUNCIE ,HARTFORD & FORT WAYNE
RAILWAY COMPANY,

By L . J. SHLESINGER ,
Superintendent.

Attest : . . . : : : : : : : : : : :

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF
STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM
PLOYES OF AMERICA . DIVISION NO .
355 . EATON , INDIANA.

By L . E . BALL,
President.

Attest: BENJ. UTT, Sec’y .

GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD PRO
CEEDINGS.

(Continued from page 11. )
Board Member McMorrow followed Bro.

Enright in a lengthy argument bearing upon
the municipal ownership problem , and the
importance of the International President
keeping in touch with the Chicago situation ,
that he might at any time called upon, lend
his advice and assistance to the division offi
cers of that city .
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| Board Member Cornelius urged upon the to the convention . As a result a resolu

Board the importance of the presence of the tion was adopted by the convention to the

International President upon the Pacific end that a complete report of the workings

Coast at an early date . In accordance with of the Association should be placed before

the advice and arguments of Representative our membership through the official papers.

Enright and Board Member McMorrow the The Board passed a resolution requesting

Board approved a motion directing President Board Member Cornelius to prepare a de

Mahon to respond to the appeal from the tailed report upon the Hospital Association ,

Coast immediately after the adjournment of for the benefit of the membership , to be

the Board. presented by publication in the Association

Equal Suffrage Society Appeal. papers .

The session of Friday, March 9 , was large Municipal Ownership Investigation Commit.

ly taken up in shaping the policies of the tee.

Association in the furtherance of organiza Upon that part of the president's report

tion and the establishment of new divisions. referring to his service upon the Municipal
The reports of various officers together with Ownership Investigation Committee as ap

a prosperous outlook for the season bore pointed by the Civic Federation , the Board

marks of encouragement to stimulate the recommended to the President that he notify

fullest energy of the Association in efforts the Investigation Committee that in con .
to bring into membership various unorgan sequence of the pressure of work of this As.

ized cities and sections. The determination sociation it will be necessary for him to

of the President to put forth every effort withdraw and thus permit the appointment

along this line was supported by the Board , of another to the place who may be able to
and policies were shaped in accordance. give time to the work designed for the Com

During this day' s session there appeared mittee .

before the Board Dr. Gertrude S . Banks and Chinese Immigration .
Mrs. Pond , as a committee representing the

Upon the matter of labor legislation
Equal Suffrage Society . Both ladies made

Board Member Cornelius addressed the
eloquent appeals for the endorsement of

Board to some length upon the effect of
their cause by this Association , requesting

Chinese employment in coast sectionsthe Board to take such action as would
where many of the yellow race are now

bring the matter before the next Associa
employed in various occupations. He bore

tion Convention , and also to extend an invi
particularly upon the activity of certain em

tation to the Equal Suffrage Society to send
ployers in the interest of the yellow race ,

a representative to the said convention .
dealing to some extent with the duplicity

In response to the appeal of the commit.
by which individuals, under the cloak of a

tee, President Mahon assured the ladies that
false patriotism and philanthropy, are en

the Association , by virtue of being affiliated
deavoring to prevail upon the United States

with the American Federation of Labor, is
legislature to liberally modify the Chinese

already committed to the cause of equal
restriction law . Upon this question thesuffrage , and that our membership may be
Board adopted the following resolutions:depended upon to work in harmony with the

“ Whereas, There has been introduced into
Equal Suffrage Society in the attempt to

the Congress of the United States a bill,
secure for the women of America a higher

known as House Bill No. 12,973, which pro
wage in the fields of labor, and to accom

poses a virtual repeal of the Chinese Ex
plish for them a condition by which they

clusion Act now operative, and thus prac
shall have an equal right to vote and assert

tically open the doors of this governmentcitizenship in the management of the af
to Chinese immigration , which means that,

fairs of the government in which they live .

He called attention to the important work as a nation , we shall be confronted with the

question of cheap labor, and all the degrad
being done by the trades unions of the coun

ed conditions of the Oriental race . There
try in safeguarding the children of Ameri.

can homes by child labor laws, and compul.
fore, be it .

" Resolved . That we demand that the pres
sory school laws, and invited the co -opera

ent Chinese Exclusion Law be maintained ,
tion of the Equal Suffrage Society along

and that the law as now specified be abso
these lines as an important step towards the

lutely enforced against the admission of thisenfranchisement of women ,
class of people into our country .

A resolution was adopted by the Board
“ Resolved , That the secretary be instruct.

committing the Members of the Board to the ed to forward a copy of these resolutions to

support of universal suffrage , and extending
the President of the United States, the

to the Equal Suffrage Association an invi. House of Representatives and the United
tation to have a representative attend our States Senate .

next convention , Final Session .
San Francisco Hospital Association . At the session of March 10 , the F . H . Mac

At the recent convention of our Associa Pherson Co . reported that the accountant
tion a report was submitted by the San company had completed their audit and ex
Francisco delegates embracing statistics amounation of the financial books and ac
upon the benefits and importance of the counts of the General Office, and submitted
San Francisco Hospital Association of their report.
Street Railway Employes, an auxiliary to The report as submitted by the account.
Division No. 205 . The matter was also ants was accepted for publication and the
dwelt upon in the report of the President same will be published with the regular
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audit report which will be submitted to the

various Division Financial Secretaries. The

report as submitted agreed with the audit

of the Executive Board in the matter of re

ceipts and expenditures, but showed an ex

cess of 20 cents in the amount of cash on

hand. The accuracy of the statement of

receipts and expenditures was certified to by

the accountants , the statement of which is

the same as published elsewhere in this re-

port as the recapitulation of the audit of
the General Executive Board .
By action of the Board the Financial

Surety Bond was increased $20,000 .

In order that the sense of our local mem -
bership may be expressed directly upon

House Bill No. 12,973, known as the Foster

Bill, which proposes to modify the Chinese

Exclusion Act , the secretary was instructed

to communicate the local divisions, urging

them to advise their Representatives in

Congress, directly , of their sentiment upon
the matter of Chinese Immigration .

Livernash Resolutions.

The recent Chicago convention adopted

resolutions of appreciation of the services

of the Hon . E . J . Livernash , of San Fran

cisco , Cal., in consequence of the invaluable
service rendered by him in the interest of
Organized Labor, his unceasing interest in

our Association , and most especially the
munificent work he rendered in the inter

est of Division No. 205 , San Francisco , Cal.,
in the arbitration of their wage two years

ago. In this particular case Mr. Livernash
compiled and conducted the most effective

arbitration case known in the history of or

ganized labor , and which resulted in an in

crease in wage , which brought thousands of

dollars to our craft on the coast . It has

also served as a stimulant to the wage rate

of every member of our craft throughout

the t 'nited States and Canada. These reso

lutions were committed to the General Exe.

cutive Board with instructions to have them

properly engrossed and presented. The en

grossed resolutions were submitted to the

Board at this session , and the work receiv .

ed the enthusiastic approval of the Board

Members. The Board appointed as a com
mittee to represent the association in pre.

senting the resolutions to the Hon . E . J .

Livernash , President W . D . Mahon , G . E . B .

Member Richard Cornelius and Div. No, 205
of San Francisco .

Rulings.

During this meeting of the G . E . B ., sev .

eral important questions bearing upon the

laws of the Association were submitted to

the Board for definite rulings. Most of

these decisions pertained to the approval
or disapproval of sections of local by-laws

submitted by local divisions to the Interna

tional President. · Prominent among these

rulings was one bearing upon the legibility
of a member to hold office in a local divis

ion when not in active service. The Board

ruled that a member, although out of active

railway service, is eligible to any office to

which the membership may elect him when

otherwise qualified. This was a case where

a local division had compiled local by -laws

with a section providing that a member ,

to hold certain offices within the gift of the

local division , must be a member in active

railway service. To approve of this law , it
was the sense of the Board , would be plac

ing a division association absolutely subject

to the mercy of the employer, as the em

ployer would have the power to eliminate

an aggressive officer from the service of

the local division by discharging him from

the service of the company . Such a law
would prove a menace to the effectiveness

of the Association .

Other rulings of the Board most gener

ally applied to respective local divisions,

and such divisions will be duly notified of

the action upon their respective cases .

In closing , it may be added that our Asso

ciation is in a position to congratulate itself

upon the showing of the audit statement,

and the progress which has characterized

the audit period .
The funds of the Association have increas

ed $ 12,076.71, and the cash balance is the

largest ever known in the history of the or

ganization . This alone indicates a financial

' fortification which is indeed gratifying . The

language of this fund speaks most loudly

in the fact that but one strike has been ex

perienced during the entire six months.

the period covered by this audit is one

which has been heretofore regarded as the

depressing period , or that period of the

year when progress is made most slowly . In

the face of this fact the period has been

marked as the most progressive during the

past three years. New divisions have been

acquired , the membership has materially in .

creased, and the number of written agree.

ments under which local divisions are oper

ating are in excess of any former period,

The general trend of the industrial current

is upward , and there are various indications

which warrant a feeling on the part of the

Board members that a fairly prosperous sea
son stands out before the Association , and

that the six months to come will be marked

by appreciative progress.

The work of the Board having been com

pleted an adjournment was taken at 4 p . m .,

March 10th , to the next regular meeting,

which will take place in September .

In compiling these proceedings care has

been taken to economize the time and pati
ence of the reader, and the report of the

President and the minutes of the proceed

ings have been abbreviated. However, the

purpose has been to give to our members

details of that part of the report and pro

ceeding that may be presented to the pub

lic as of general interest to our membership .

The itemized financial statement will be

forwarded to local secretaries as soon as

out of the hands of the printer,

In reviewing the active field covered by

this last audit period, the vigorous health
of our Association stands out as a signifi

cant mark of the forceful determination of

our entire membership . Nothing but the
energy of a united and intelligent force

could have gained the ascendency in the
industrial world today enjoyed by the memº

bership of our Association . Much credit is
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SUP.PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION

PLIES.

.50

due to the masterly leadership of our Inter-

national President, but a volume of credit

is due to the earnest, united effort of the

thousands of our members who see the pur

pose of unionism and are unselfishly work

ing their organization to meet that purpose.

None recognize this more thoroughly than

the members of the General Executive Board

and the Board desires to express sincere ap -

preciation to the entire membership for the

undivided , unqualified support and encour

agement the officers have received in the

official work of the Association.

Fraternally submitted ,

C . 0 . PRATT,

Chairman ,

Per R . L . Reeves, Secretary .

.05

.05

0

Offic . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . .. .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each .

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Division financial book, 100 pages. . . . .

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2 .50

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . . . 4 . 25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,
per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . .05

Financial secretary' s order ' book on

- treasurer, each . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .50

DIADO

onu .

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00
Cuts of official seal for use on printed
matter, oach . . . . . . .

Gult seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES
TREASURER SAMUEL M . READ.

Our Label is No. 38 .

in GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chicago.

N . E . BACHNER F . W . ROWLES

Division 382, Salt Lake City .

Among those who were early effective in

establishing the Salt Lake City local of the

Amalgamated Association is Treasurer Sam

uel M . Read. Treasurer Read is a native of

Salt Lake City and after acquiring a public

school education he engaged as a driver

with the Salt Lake City Street Railway
Company. After the system was converted

to electric , he served as conductor for some

four years , when he gave up his position

and indulged in travel and the experience of

life in the eastern cities. In March , 1900, he

returned to Salt Lake City and entered the

service as a motorman , which position he

has since held . In January , 1904 , he was

elected to the Executive Board . In Decem

ber, 1904, he was elected Treasurer of the

local, which position he now holds. He is

regarded as one of the able directors of the

affairs of the Division .

RAIROAD AND MOTORMENS' GLOVES OF ALL

DESCRIPTION , Special Discount to Railway Trade

Manufacturers, Importers, Wholesale
and Retail

GLOVES and MITTENS
for Men , Women and Children

GLOVES MADE TO ORDBR

Wetberbee Building

DETROIT , MICH .
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Monthly

Buttons

es 3

Union

Throughout
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Our Buttons are made for

Union Men . They carry three

labels representing ALL the

work that enters into their

manufacture. The Sheet Met

al workers stamped in back

for the metalback ; the Allied

Printing Trades on front for

the printing , and the Novelty

Workers on front for assem

bling.

I
N
G

3

G
E

Union Men should wear a button that is

ALL UNION . - Ours is .

Low & Rider
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND, OHIO .

Button and Badge Manufacturers

334 Dearborn St., CHICAGO

If you don 't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly HighGrade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor
NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

Agents Wanted in the United States D . B .BANCROFT
To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 . 00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials , Terms, etc . WATCHES and

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

WATCH REPAIRING
I FONARD'S CASINO and Caton PlaceConey Island

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y. 26 Lafayette ·Ave., Detroit, Mich

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND
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Coming of spring will find me

UNIFORMSHaving a complete line of

GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

Au Builders' Hardware, Tools,

Sporting Goods, Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what- >

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

W ash Machines, Garden Tools,

Nails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty ,

A11 sizes of Poultry Netting,

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $12.50 Motorman's $ 13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered. 3

House Furnishings, Etc.

1222 Gratiot Avenue ,

DETROIT, MICH . CLAYTON Canhter

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

Clothier
Hatter

Furnisher

Telephone East 1710.

HROUCH OR

MAY
Bastian Bros.

ROCHESTER , N . Y.

A
N
I
Z
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T
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O

Mr. Secretary : UNION

DIVISION 282
EMBLEM and MONTHLY

FS & FR.E . Buttons

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

R . E. OF A .
Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion andGeneral Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don ' t you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus save

cabe consumer the middleman 's profit

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc.

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416-418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

· F NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms- Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

EDSA OFTE,GARMENT
UNITED GE CARMENT 4 James H . Hirsch & Co.

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

APRIL 12

anales

1891

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

OOARTAAL
SOAF

212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO, . ILLS.
REGISTERED Henry CeNsery

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH .

I

I

I

.

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

Wo ONLY make a differonco of 10 por cent for goods sold

on time to reliablo parties ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE .

Saves the price of a coat yearly , Conductor's uniform always presentable

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG. CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

STATE SAVINGS BASK

OFFICERS

Geo. H . Russel,
President

R . W . Gillett,

Vice -President

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice - President

R . S . Mason,

Cashier

A . E . Wing ,

Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin.

Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M , Campbell

C . L . Freer

Haley Fiske

R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan

R . S . Mason

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Geo . H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS - -- -

$ 1 ,000,000 .00

900 ,000. 00

15 , 000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

MOR

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

TRANK BR DERICK & CO

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measura

ment guide .

113 .KING ST.WEST) FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO
THE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADAGORINO
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PHOENIX PREFERRED

Accidente losarance

( 2Gompany e
SVAR

OF DETROIT,MICHIGAN,

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX "

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice - President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

- - THE

TAYLOR, WOOLFENDEN CO.,

Fine Dry Goods and Furnishings.

Woodward Ave. and State St.,

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

Wecarry an immense stock

V of Mens' Furnishings

and Ready to Wear Goods

at popular prices. : ; :

YOUR TRADE IS

SOLICITED.

I GUARANTEE absolute permanent cure of all facial

defects and blemishes such as deformed nose no mat

ter how caused ; adherent and unsightly scars, birth

marks, tatoo and powder marks, moles, warts, liver

spots, " red veins." wrinkles and all eruptions of the

skin , Superfluous hair, so it never returns; eyebrows

and forehead perfectly shaped . My method is paio

less and leaves no marks or scars. Disease of the hair

cured by an absolute new , original and certain method .

Consultation free. Don 't trust anybody but an experi*

enced medical expert with important treatment of

your face.

L . P .ANDERSON.M .D .
213 Woodward Avenue. Suite, 63 Valpey

Building
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BEST DENTISTS CO . LEAD
Crown and bridgework we have done has never been excelled,
In spite of many obstacles, our fillings ail have held .
Our plates are made to stay where put: It is not on our docket

To manufacture teeth for you to carry in your pocket.

7
4

CMT

HT

BEST DENTISTSS

K

Wo
w

Twenty years experience a good teacher,
Wehave done, as we still shall do, JUST AS WE ADVERTISE .
80 when you come to count the cost, as everybody should ,
A rule that' s safe to follow 18 - the " Best" le none too good for you ,
Remember Our prices are low ,
Every branch painless .

Twenty years' guarantee. We plea se all.

BEST DENTISTS CO ., 54 Grand River Ave.

BEST DENTISTS CO., Incorporated

This is Mr. and Mrs. Frank Klop , 50 Na
tional ave ., Detroit . He had 30 bad teeth
extracted at one sitting without saying &
word . We just bathe the gum with a littlo
wet cotton , then remove the teeth pain
less . No other dentists have our formula .
Wo have a standing offer of $ 1 ,000 for it .
Write or ask him . He is now wearing a
full upper and lower set with the Pt. Suc
tion .

Read our mid -winter cut in a prices :
$ 13 Set of Teeth for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7 .50 Best Dentists just took out 11 : does he
$ 10 Set of Teeth for . . . . $ 5 . 00 look as though it hurt him ? Really , he

8 Set of Teeth for . . . . 34. 00 did not know the lower ones were all out
$ 8 Solid Gold Crown for $ 4 . 00

until we told him to close .
$ 5 Porcelain Crown for . $ 2 . 50 e extract without gas , ether, chloro
$ 5 Bridge Work . . . . . . . . $ 3 .00 form or cocaine unless you wish it, wide
Gold Fillings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $ 1 . 00 awake and no pain Rember our prices

Bilver Fillings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 500 are nearly one-half less others' charge. No

Our 20 years' guarantee is bona nde . better dental work done. Up in every
Wo live up to every word of our adver - branch .

tisements . Send postal. Car fare paid ,
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT, MICH .

CAPITAL , -

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

-

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000 .00

1,000 ,000 .00

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

Range Thrift

Richter's

Cafe

No fuel is better than GAS

for use in household cooking .

Any of the variousmakers of Det

roit Ranges are good-- but itdon't

pay to buy too cheap a

11 State Street
Gas Range

PHONEMAIN 4790 . A . C . AMES, Pres. and Mngr.

Michiganmydll and Loan Company
Realty Cor

Buy a good onc. Use it asdir

ected by our demonstrators and

you will have the best and cheap

est cooking appliance.

REAL ESTATE,LOANS,RENTING AGENTS,FIRE

INSURANCE,MODERNHOMEBUILDING .
Detroit City Gas Co.,

230 Woodward Ave.

101 Griswold Street

Cor. Congress. Detroit, Mich .
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BRUNSWICK'S

EASYBRIGHT

MTANEOUS

COCLEANER

CLEANS EVERYTHING .

TRADE MARK

HE mɔst perfect, universal, in

stantaneous Cleanerand Polisher

for Brass , Copper , Steel, Gold,

Silver and allothermetals . Also wood

work and furniture . Containsno acid ,

lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

10 cents.

The Brunswick-Balke -Collender Co. 100 Randolph St.,Detroit

TRADE

Che Flove

Homer Warren

& Company

Real Estate

and Loans

ANO

ALU

RARE GROOS

Warren Brown

& Company

Rentals, Collections

and Insurance

NO RIVETS.OUTSEAMS.THEYFITAS
MEAT ANDWATERPROOF

BRONS

DETROIT LEATHER SPECIALTY COMPANY

DETROIT : MICHIGAN

ASEG OMTHE

202 CHAMBER Of COMMERCE

C . E . LOCKE, President E . P. SNYDER, Vice- President w . c . STOPEL, Sec- Treas.

Michigan Shoe Company
WHOLESALE

SHOES AND RUBBERS

146 -148 Jefferson Avenue

DETROIT, MICH.Long Distance Telephone No. 428
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Do You Need Money ?

CALL AND SEE US.

WeAdvance Money

for Salaries

To male or female employees, who have

no security to offer but their honesty and

integrity of character, on a fair com

mercialbasis.

Easy weekly or monthly payments.

Strictly confidential.

Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

CURES

Kidney Trouble

CENTURY SECURITY CO.

ROOM 302

Wayne County Savings Bank Bldg.

Phone M . 3366 .
o
d
e

Wm. T. SimpsonD
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

.

Hundreds of people, especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get" €
7
2

Manufacturer of

Foster' s Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBSW
M

.T .S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

DETROIT , MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks formaking applications

forgovernmentorders for Limbs

and Transportation or Commu.

tation therefor, sent free on

application .

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

M . 2148

Sun Loan Co.

Money Loaned to Salarled People

and on Furniture and other security

RATES EASY

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun 's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn't

got it have him get it for you . If

he will not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,Office : 29 STATE ST. Room 10 .

Salary Loans a Specialty.
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BRO . E . R , HENDERSON (Died April 9 , 1906 ) .

It was with sincere sadness that the Inter

national officers learned of the death of Bro .

E . R . Henderson , of the Brockton , Mass., Di.

vision of this Association . His serious ill-

ness was chronicled in a recent issue of the

Motorman & Conductor. He has been a

long sufferer from consumption , and his

death came as no surprise to his many

friends. Bro. Henderson is well known to

the readers of the M . & C ., as for a long

time prior to his sickness he was one of the

most instructive writers in the promotion

of unionism among the M . & C . staff of cor

respondents. His articles were not only

newsy , but carried a vein of consciousness

of purpose showing an unselfishness of na

ture peculiar to a life devoted to the good of

his fellow -man . He was a fearless advocate

of right and justice. In his death may be

recognized the departing of one of the most

forceful spirits of the labor movement in

eastern Massachusetts.
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MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP AND OPERA

TION .

The result of the vote upon the proposi

tions of municipal ownership and operation
of street and electric railways taken at the

recent Chicago city election should bear an

impressive lesson to those interested in such

properties. A study of the causes which may
result in municipal ownership and operation

of traction facilities should be an interesting

one, most particularly to traction magnates.

Municipal as well as government owner

ship , in the past, it would seem , has resulted

from necessity of the utility and the lack of
private capital for investment in such under

takings. As, for instance, in the matter of

water supp ' y , the early experiments in mu

nicipal ownership would appear to have come

from necessity , as more recent history indi

cates that whenever a public utility is needed

private capital is at hand in abundance to

make bids for the supplying of the utility .

However, the experiment of municipal own

ership and operation of water supply is also

at hand, and tends to reduce privileges in

that line, and thus we find private capital

most generally involved in utilities such as
the supply of light and transportation .

The most effective and convenient illus

tration of government operation of a public

utility is afforded by the United States mail
service. The Post Office Department came

from the mind of Benjamin Franklin at a
time when necessity demanded a mail ser

vice, in detail, too colossal to be undertaken

by any possible combination of private cap

ital available at that time. The fact that

the system was promoted by one of the

wealthiest men of his time emphasizes the

fact that government operation was pro

moted from necessity and lack of private

capital. While the mail service has by no

means escaped the torture of conniving sup
ply and transportation contractors, it has

been an economic success, and instead of

paying 25 cents, or more, to deliver a com

munication through the mails, the corre

spondent has the advantage of a two-cent
postage, and employes are well paid . In the

matter of other public utilities , it would

seem that as rapidly as the necessity devel

oped there came to hand individual promo

ters with sufficient private capital to under

take the operation of each utility . However,

in most of these instances the government

has heavily subsidized many of them , and
some steam roads have received subsidies

equal to two and three times the entire cost

of construction . But the vital fact remains

that these public utilities are owned and

operated by private persons and concerns.

That private concerns are engaged in

these enterprises, both municipal and goy.

ernment, exhibits one of two facts - first,

that the people have been satisfied with the

private operation of their utilities , in that

they have been conducted on a plan suffi -

ciently economic to the patron as not to

excite any general disposition to change to

government ownership ; or, second , that the

people have been led to accept, as a sort of

matter of fact, the idea that these particular

utilities are somewhat outside of the latitude

of anything else but private ownership and
operation, and that the concerns and indi.
viduals operating these utilities have a vest

ed and undisputed right to the properties

they are operating. However it may be, the

fact remains that there is not a single in
stance as a precedent of government or
municipal ownership and operation of a
transportation utility in the United States,

and the only instances in Canada are where
small concerns are operated from necessity ,

in consequence of the lack of proper incen
tive for private investment.

In the present industrial era it seems that

the advantage to be gained to private capital

in the operation of public utilities is such

that capital is so sedulous in seeking invest

ment that it acquires privileges of supply.

ing these utilities in advance of necessities.

Such , in abundance, are the instances in the

construction and extension of municipal

utilities. This serves to support the conten

tion that municipal ownership and operation

is no longer a necessity , insofar as the exist

ence of these utilities to the people is con

cerned . But it does not serve the contention

that their existence depends upon private

ownership and operation . No one would pre

sume that should private concerns cease to

operate these public utilities they would go

out of existence . This fact, and the very

nature of the utilities , would infer that the

people have some right in these utilities

which may be ethically asserted insofar as

necessity demands, at least.

The American people are tolerant by na

ture, generous, and sincere respecters of the

rights of others. They have no disposition

to trespass in any way , and will even yield
to inconvenience to avoid unpleasant con

tentions. This disposition leads to a neglect

of rights in severalty, and opens the way for

those rights to be imposed upon by designing

individuals . In this way we see multi-mil

lionaires created in a short time through the

profits accruing by the promotion and opera

tion of street railways. From its character

this utility stands out the most prominent

of all. It is protected in the hands of pri

vate corporations by the most repelling

shroud of pretentions within the realm of

profit-making intrigue to construct. Juggled

reports of value, receipts and expenses of
operation are handed out, so elastic that

they serve, one and at the same time, to

overawe the people, and invite the patronage

of investors . Astounded are the people that

the corporation exists under such heavy

losses , or surprised at the meager return
for investment. Dazzled is the prospective

investor at such rapid developments in profit

and value. It works admirably, both ways.

The average citizen gives but little con

cern to all this. He may mutter, at times,

at some unavoidable irregularity in the ser

vice ; he may feel a tinge of remorse at the

end of the year when he estimates that he

has paid a tax of from forty to one hundred

dollars, or more, during the twelve months.

as his contribution in fares to the traction

service, but the feverish feeling recedes as

he realizes that thousands of others of his
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city underwent the same experience. Again , The recent strike in Winnipeg, although

occasionally , as some traction magnate dies , of short duration, and at all times decisively

the people note that he left behind millions in favor of the strikers, brought the munici

of dollars accrued from a few years of par- pal ownership idea to the front. Even in

ticipation in street railway business. Some the short time of the strike it reached suffi

remark that he was a lucky fellow , others cient importance to engage the serious atten

that he was a man of remarkable business tion of prominent and influential citizens .

tact. There are those, however , that point In the Winnipeg Tribune of April 6th it may

to the pile as evidence of a betrayed privi- be seen that no less a personage than Mr.

lege. No matter which may be correct, the C . R . Wilkes is quoted as saying, “ The peo

accumulation is there, and in it lies the only ple must rule ; if the street railway com

incentive for private ownership ; in it lies pany will not run its cars, now is the time

the only proteetive force of private owner for the city to buy them out. I believe the

ship ; lies a force that will never be over city could run the street railways as effi

comeby a mere passive interest on the part ciently as the company can . The matter

of the public . should be brought before a public meeting

The value of holdings of traction magnates by the mayor. I believe a great majority of
does not represent the original investment. rate payers would favor municipal owner
It is accumulated value from traction busi ship . The profits would be used to reduce
ness. A prominent reason given in support the rates, and all such wage disputes as we
of municipal ownership by some is to secure have at present would be avoided. I am sat
a reversion to the people of this accumu isfied the proposition could be worked out."
lating value. This, it is contended , would Now , Mr. Wilkes is a man of large prop

come in reduced fares and improved service , erty interests, whose opinion as expressed
and the profit would accrue to the patrons will take hold of thousands of the citizens
in proportion to their patronage. Another of Winnipeg and excite an interest in mu
reason advanced is that the profit accruing nicipal ownership that never before pre
from operation may be applied to reduced vailed in that city . His remarks were

taxes. The former reason seems the more brought forth and published as a conse
popular, as the latter, it is urged , would quence of the obdurate conduct of what he
only be a modification of the present system , pleased to call a " recalcitrant corporation ."
whereby property owners would be placed Had not the strike taken place these remarks
in the light of the present stockholders. would not have come from Mr. Wilkes to

So rich is this particular utility to private be pub ished to the citizens of Winnipeg .

interests, and so convenient of promotion , It may be that some traction magnates

that it attracts attention , but so varied and may presume that they can safely defy the

passive that, without special agitation , prin honest opinion of an entire community from
vate concerns may rest in comparative ease whom they are receiving patronage. It may

in possession of this wonderful wealth -devel be that they may presume to defy public

oping property . Chicago is an illustration clamor for what the people think is just and

of this fact. Had the recent election been right, but it is a false presumption , and the
held immediately following or during the people will not stand for it. It is an easy

South Side strike, the municipal operation matter for some few traction magnates, or

proposition would have carried by an over - officials, to sit comfortably in a luxuriant

whelming majority , and who would dare office , smoke twenty - five-cent cigars and en

presume that it is not the lingering effect joy every comfort in life, and accept of an

of that strike that brought the vote up to a accumulation of gigantic wealth , and feel

point where the municipal ownership propo - that their interests will be protected to the

sition actually did carry by a small major extent of the very life's blood of the citizens

ity ? Had this election been held a year of a municipality from which they are draw

remote from the present it may be presumed, ing tribute, when the contention is a trivial

in consideration of the lagging sentiment, matter and the disposition of modern times
that even a municipal ownership proposition demands that not only trivial industrial

would have lost sufficiently in interest to contentions shall be settled by arbitration ,

have fallen by the wayside. It cannot be but that even nations must resort to the

denied that the Chicago street car strike same means to avoid a clash of arms. The

brought on more municipal ownership agi- traction magnate who presumes that a city
tation than all other agencies. It may also of one hundred thousand or more people are

be presumed that had the traction com - going to entertain any great degree of pa

panies, prior to the recent elections, signed tience over an inconvenience which is im

a reasonable agreement with the various posed upon them by the inconsideration of

street railway employes' local unions, they arrogant pride, or from a spirit of dogmatic

would have excited sufficient good will on tyranny, is underestimating the spirit of the

the part of the people to have defeated the times. Organized labor has come to the un

municipal ownership proposition. derstanding that, right or wrong, the voice

In every city or town throughout the coun of the people is the ruling spirit . The people

try where the municipal ownership of street demand arbitration, and organized labor is

railways idea has gained any great degree obedient to that demand .

of prominence, sufficient to alarm or aggra - Organized labor has no more love for arbi

vate the private concerns, it is a significant tration than the average employer. Organ

fact that there has been a street railway ized labor believes that it is right when it

strike. Such is the case, not only with Chi- makes a demand upon an employer. It be

cago, but in Cleveland , San Francisco , De- lieves that it has a just and proper cause.
troit, Toronto , etc. Believeing this, if the employer does not ac
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cede, organized labor believes the employer to the United States Government the inter

obstinately wrong, and would prefer to fightests of the wage-workers in the following

until right prevails ; but in due deference to appeal:
public opinion , against which it wishes to Washington , D . C ., March 21, 1906.
evade any warfare, it stands ready to arbi Honorable Theodore Roosevelt,

trate, knowing full well that it will get no President of the United States.

more than right, and possibly much less. Honorable Wm . P . Frye,

The employer who refuses to arbitrate either
President Pro Tempore, U . S . Senate.

Honorable Joseph G . Cannon ,

knows he is wrong, or else he is influenced Speaker, House of Representatives, U . S .

by an arrogance intolerable to public opin Gentlemen : The undersigned Executive
Council of the American Federation of Labor,

ion . If he continues , and provokes the and those accompanying us in the presenta
strike, he may defeat his employes, stock his tion of this document, submit to you the sub
road with non-unionists, and presume he has ject matter of the grievances which the

won a great victory . But not so . He has workmen of our country feel by reason of the
indifferent position which the Congress of

merely defied public opinion , and temporari the United States has manifested toward the
ly evaded its demands. In doing so he has just, reasonable andnecessary measures

provoked that giant power to a disposition which have been before it these past several

years, and which particularly affect the in
of retaliation , and he has provoked a war terests of the working people , as well as by

fare that will continue so long as he is the reason of the administrative acts of the

ruling power of his concern , and very likely executive branches of this government and

the legislation of the Congress relating to
as long as the concern exists . these interests. For convenience the matters

In this lies much food for consideration of which we complain are briefly stated , and

in the matter of causes for the agitation of are as follows:

public ownership . There can be no denying
The law commonly known as the Eight

Hour Law has been found ineffective and in
the fact that by accepting and exploiting sufficient to accomplish the purpose of its
the policy of arbitration of industrial dis designers and framers. Labor has, since 1894 ,

putes , traction managements would build up
urged the passage of a law So as to remedy

the defects, and for its extension to all work
a reputation for fairness which would over done for or on behalf of the government
come a vast amount of the agitation for Our efforts have been in vain .

municipal ownership.
Without hearing of any kind granted to

In Winnipeg we have a repetition of the
those who are the advocates of the Eight

Hour Law and principle , Congress passed ,

illustration of a company management and the President signed an appropriation

squandering a goodly sum from the profits bill containing a rider nullifying the Eight

of the subsidies gathered from the citizens
Hour Law and principle in its application to

the greatest public work ever undertaken by

of the city to fight against the principal of our government, the construction of the
arbitration . The amount squandered amount Panama Canal.

ed to enough to pay the difference tenfold ;
The Eight-Hour Law in terms provides

that those entrusted with the supervision of

without arbitration . To save the small sum government work shall neither require nor

of five thousand dollars the management permit any violations thereof. The law has

squandered twenty thousand dollars, turned
been grievously and frequently violated ; the

violations have been reported to the heads

a gang of Thiel cut-throats loose among the of several departments , who have refused

citizens, aroused indignation to a riot pitch , to take the necessary steps for its enforce

and while police and citizens were victims ment,

of violence, the cause of it all was well forti
While recognizing the necessity for the

employment of inmates of our penal institu

fied in safety in luxuriant homes , or hilari. tions, so that they may be self -supporting,

ous revelry .
labor has urged in vain the enactment of a

If these rich properties are taken over by
law that shall safeguard it from the com

petition of the labor of convicts.

municipalities, the losers may have their In the interest of all of our people , and in

own greedy imprudence to curse for their consonance with their almost general de

loss.
mand, we have urged Congress for some tan

gible relief from the constantly growing evil

Open shop , non -unionism , official bigotry, of induced and undesirable immigration , but

tyranny over employes , and insolent disre . without result.
gard for public opinon will be the chief ef Recognizing the danger of Chinese immi

gration , and responsive to the demands of

fects to bring about municipal ownership the people , Congress years ago enacted an

and operation , the power of wealth and court effective Chinese exclusion law ; yet, despite

rulings notwithstanding.
the experience of the people of our own
country, as well as those of other countries,
the present law is flagrantly violated , and

Throughout the south -east Board Member
now , by act of Congress , it is seriously pro

posed to invalidate that law and reverse the
Commons finds the conditions of our craft policy.
far below the prevailing conditions in the The partial relief secured by the laws of

south -west, where organization in all crafts
1895 and 1898. providing that seamen shall

not be compelled to endure involuntary ser

is becoming strong, and labor , thereby, has vitude, has been seriously threatened at each

gained a dignity which fortifies its position gucceeding Congress. The petitions to secure

in securing reasonable demands.
for the seamen equal right with all others
have been denied , and a disposition shown

kmen the system of

compulsory labor.
LABOR DEMANDS LEGISLATION , Under the guise of a bill to subsidize the

shipping industry , a provision is incorpor
On March 21st the American Federation ated, and has already passed the Senate , pro

viding for a form of conscription , which

of Labor, represented by President Samuel would make compulsory naval service a con

Gompers and the A . F . of L . Executive Coun dition precedent to employment on privately

cil, associated with whom was a representa owned vessels .
Having in mind the terrible and unneces

tive from each of some one hundred interna sary loss of life attending the burning of the

tional and national organizations, presented Slocum in the harbor of New York , the wreck
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of the Rio de Janeiro at the entrance to the
bay of San Francisco , and other disasters
on the waters too numerous to mention , in

nearly every case the great loss of life was
due to the undermanning and the unskilled

manning of such vessels, we presented to
Congress measures that would , if enacted , so
far as human law could do , make impossible
the awful loss of life . We have sought this

remedy more in the interests of the travel

ing public than in that of the seamen , but
in vain .

Having in mind the constantly increasing
evil growing out of the parsimony of corpor
ations, of towing several undermanned and
unequipped vessels called barges on the high

seas, where, in case of storm or stress, they
are cut loose to drift or sink , and their
crews to perish , we have urged the passage
of a law that shall forbid the towing of more
than one such vessel unless they shall have
an equipment and a crew sufficient to man

age them when cut loose and sent adrift, but
in vain .
The Anti - Trust and Interstate Commerce

Laws enacted to protect the people against
monopolyin the products of labor, and

against discrimination in the transportation

thereof, have been perverted , so far as the

laborers are concerned , so as to invade and
violate their personal liberty as guaranteed

by the Constitution . Our repeated efforts to

obtain redress from Congress have been in
vain .

The beneficent writ of injunction intended
to protect property rights has, as used in
labor disputes, been perverted so as to attack
and destroy personal freedom , and in a man
ner to hold that the employer has some prop
erty rights in the labor of the workmen .

Instead of obtaining the relief which labor
has sought, it is seriously threatened with

statutory authority of existing judicial
usurpation .

The Committee on Labor of the House of
Representatives was instituted at the de

mand of labor to voice its sentiments, to
advocate its rights, and to protect its inter
ests. In the past two Congresses this com

mittee has been so organized as to make

ineffectual any attempt labor has made for
redress. This being the fact, in the last
Congress, labor requested the Speaker to ap

point on the Committee on Labor members

who, from their experience, knowledge, and

sympathy, would render in this Congress
such service as the committee was origin
ally designed to perform . Not only was
labor' s request ignored , but the hostile
make -up of the committee was accentuated.
Recently the President issued an order for

bidding any and all government employes,
upon the pain of instant dismissal from the
government service, to petition Congress for
any redress of grievances or for any im
provement in their condition . Thus the con
stitutional right of citizens to petition must

be surrendered by the government employe
in order that he may obtain or retain his
employment.

We present these grievances to your atten

tion because we have long, patiently , and in

vain waited for redress. There is not any

matter of which we have complained but for

which we have in an honorable and lawful

manner submitted remedies. The remedies

for these grievances proposed by labor are in
line with fundamental law , and with the

progress and development made necessary by
changed industrial conditions.

Labor brings these, its grievances, to your
attention , because you are the representa

tives responsible for legislation and for fail
ure of legislation . The toilers come to you

as your fellow -citizens, who, by reason of
their position in life , have not only with all

other citizens an equal interest in our coun
try , but the further interest of being the

burden - bearers , the wage - earners of

America . As labor' s representatives we

ask you to redress these grievances, for it is

in your power so to do.

Labor now appeals to you , and we trust

that it may not be in vain . But if perchance

you may not heed us, we shall appeal to the

conscience and the support of our fellow
citizens.

Very respectfully,
(Signed) SAMUEL GOMPERS,

JAMES DUNCAN ,

JAMES O 'CONNE
MAX MORRIS ,
D . A . HAYES,
DANIEL J . KEEFE ,
WM . D . HUBER ,

JOSEPH F VALENTINE ,
JOHN B . LENNON ,
FRANK MORRISON ,

Executive Council, American Federation of
Labor.

The Amalgamated Association was repre
sented on the body of petitioners by Chair

man C . 0 . Pratt. President Samuel Gompers
acted as spokesman for the army of labor' s
representatives.

The hosts of labor, and most particularly
the three millions of organized men and
women , most of whom are voters, should
watch closely the course the United States
legislature pursues in the way of compliance
or non -compliance in regard to each of the
propositions submitted . If necessary, labor
should not be slow in supporting the infer
ence of the last clause of the appeal, wherein
it says, " But if , perchance, you may not heed
us, we shall appeal to the conscience and
support of our fellow -citizens.” .

Should it be necessary that an appeal
should be made to the " conscience and sup
port of our fellow -citizens," then to the
measure of the response of that appeal from
the membership of organized labor will ap
pear the interest recognized by labor in these
most important propositions. It may well
be believed that every American wage-earn .
er, and in fact every individual citizen , can
recognize the general relief embodied in the
securing of these measures, and the assump
tion that some politicians take the liberty
to express, that organized labor has no con . . ,
siderable influence in the matter of elec
tions, should be manfully refuted . No mat. ,
ter whether organized labor is equal to a
concerted political action or not, the propo
sitions should enlist the united support of
every wage-earner, regardless of the temper
ament towards unionism . This fact alone
should appeal to the average legislator. Or
ganized labor may be relied upon to take the
lead, and the committee did not speak with
out first counting their host.

The absorbing of the Monroe & Toledo
Short Line. Railway increases the Detroit
United Railway to a system of 600 miles of
track , and extends the Detroit electric rail.
way service, under the D . U . R ., into the
city of Toledo, O . The D . U . R . purposes
to put limiited cars upon the new line that
will make the distance between the two
cities in two hours .

Open shop means the absolute control of
the individual employe by the employer in
all matters, even to religion and politics.

This cannot be denied , as examples of it are

before our eyes every day.
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should meet the men and reach a settlement,
and was informed that the directors would
reach an agreement which would probably
settle the strike within twenty -four hours. ”

This telegram indicates that Prince Arthur

of Connaught will have been of some service
to organized labor during his lifetime.
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The majority given at the recent Chicago

election in favor of municipal ownership

of the street railway lines was lamentably
small, and it might be suggested that had
there never been a street railway strike in

Chicago the result would have been much

less satisfactory to the municipal ownership
advocates. As it is , when the City Railway
Company provoked a strike with Division

No. 260 they placed themselves in their
present predicament. If the city succeeds

in securing the ownership of the street rail

way lines it is a dead certainty that the
time will not be far distant when municipal
operation will follow . However, it is a good

risk that the company will yet spend more

money in fighting the ownership proposition
through the courts than it would have cost
them to have granted a wage rate and con

ditions to the employes in excess of any
possible way the city will ever pay for sim

ilar service, and they would have still had
their property and speculative privileges left

unthreatened by any serious development in

municipal agitation .
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OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a tigh

plane of Intelligence, efficiency and skill : to

oncourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benent Funds ; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for

Imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trang
portation and trade matters generally. To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be
tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

One of the possible discrepancies prevail
ing to new divisions, and sometimes to older
divisions, lies in the neglect of working the
Association to the fullest advantage possible
for the membership . A division is formed

for a purpose. Nearly every member really
understands the purpose, but the question
as to getting at the work of attaining the
purpose is usually the complexed proposi
tion . It looks to the new officer or member
like a disagreeable action to approach a

management for some modification which is
contrary, possibly, to the established rule
of the company, or, perhaps, of a nature

outside of any established rule. Now this
should not be so . Grievances presented by

members to a meeting of the local, or to
the proper officers, should be given careful
consideration and investigation . After the
ground has been thoroughly gone over and
it should be determined that a grievance ex

ists , a conference should be sought with the
proper official of the company, and the sub

ject taken up with him in a dispassionate,

business-like way. Then both sides of the
case are thoroughly brought out and dis
cussed and if a remedy is discovered , or

suggests itself, it then can be applied , and
the average manager will be glad to modify
any situation that provokes an offense to
his employes. Very often grievances are
brought forward , discussed , and well-inten
tioned officers of the company are roundly
criticezed by some member or members of
the local when really the manager does not
know that a grievance exists, nor will he
know it until apprised of it by the commit
tee. No temerity should characterize the

A telegram was sent from the Hon , Robert
Rogers, at Toronto , to Mayor Sharpe, of
Winnipeg , during the recent strike, which
read : " In view of the visit of Prince Arthur
to Manitoba, I made a demand upon the
president of the street railway that he
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work of division officials. Neither should ploits the individual agreement. The only

they go about their work with any vicious merit that the individual agreement may

vindictiveness, but it should be a business have lies in the interest of the employer in

proposition , pure and simple . Grievances his effort to avoid the organization of his

reported at meetings should be referred to employes by which a collective agreeinent

the executive committee, who should investi. may be formed . The Winnipeg strike oc

gate each and every grievance after the curred after the exhaustion of every feature

meeting, and those grievances which war of the laws and usages of our Association

rant action should be immediately taken to in the effort to avoid it. It was a legal strike

the managing officials. It would be far bet. and was endorsed by the General Executive

ter to have them written down, together Board of our Association . It was a strike

with a brief statement of the cause and in which the strikers had a confidence in the

effect. This would facilitate conferences support of their entire Association . They

and bring imminent satisfaction to the mem knew they would come under the protective

bership . Labor organizations should be laws of the Defense Fund. They knew they

worked to the fullest advantage of the mem . could not suffer seriously in a financial way,

bership , and if such is not the case, there is because they had a legal right to the sup

something wrong requiring an immediate port of over 50 ,000 street and electric rail

righting. way employes throughout the United tSates

and Canada. It was a case where every

caution was exercised and no undue haste
A bill providing for center aisles through or inconsideration marked the course of the

summer cars for the convenience of con membership of the Winnipeg local. They
ductors was defeated by one majority in the were after more money ; they believed they
British Columbia Parliament. The vote were entitled to it; they submitted to every
upon the question was a tie , and the presid ruling and law of our Association , and they

ing officer voted against the aisle. It would struck as a business proposition . They had
seem that it is a difficult problem to get some no spirit of animosity towards the manage
legislators to vote for humanity and the pro . ment of the company, but entertained the
tection of life when the question of an ex most respectful feeling for them ; but to get
pense to a corporation is involved . How what they thought was right and just they
ever, reports indicate that the bill will come had to use the reserve weapon of organized

before the next Parliament, when it will re labor. It was the only way to inflict dis
ceive sufficient support to become a law . It cipline upon the company. The strike .cost

should not be the purpose of employes to in the company, according to a mild estimate ,

any way fetter the possibilities of money $ 20,000. The men do not glory in this , and

making to an employer when such possibili are no doubt sorry they were obliged to ad

ties in no way infringe upon the rights and minister the discipline, but it seemed neces

safety of others , but it cannot be other than sary. The local offered the solution in the

an admitted fact that the running board has shape of arbitration and the company reject
caused more cracked heads, bruised bodies ed it . It may be well presumed that, as
and broken limbs than any other contrivance arbitration generally accords a compromised

in connection with the street railway service. adjustment, the results have been eventually

about the same in the matter of fixing the
wage scale as could have been expected had

As much as the strike at Winnipeg may the company first submitted to arbitration .

have been regretted , it is now past history , The records of the company show it to be

and serves as a lesson . Winnipeg is the first well able to pay the advance gained.

place where, for a long time, an old and well

estab'ished local of our Association has taken

an issue to a strike. The strike is the offen More or less complaints are noted by
sive and defensive weapon of organized la correspondents in regard to a laxity of at

bor. It must not be denied that the principle tendance on part of the membership of locals

must be maintained by labor organizations to regular meetings when nothing of unusual

as a matter of defense. It is the only thing importance is up for consideration . It is

that labor has with which to contend for its a lamentable fact in labor organizations, as

rights . It is the means by which labor is well as all other organizations, that there

enabled to inflict severe discipline upon an are many who become affiliated with the As

employer. The employer dreads it on the sociation that seem to assume that their

same ground that the individual employeduty to the movement does not include close

fears suspuspension from employment. Suspen - attendance at meetings . This was always

sion stops the employes' financial possibili the fault in all organizations and societies ,

ties. The strike shuts down the employers' and is likely to continue with but slow im

financial possibilities. The strike can occur provement. Such members deal with their

where there is no other provision made to labor organization on the same principle

avoid it. The suspension of the individual, that they would deal with an insurance com

or his discharge, may occur at the pleasure pany, or in the matter of paying taxes upon

of the employer. The only provision which property. They regard that they pay for

may be made that will insure against a pos the protection and benefits of the Associa

sible strike is the collective agreement. tion by paying their dues, and expect the

There has never yet been known a strike but returns without any further effort, the same

what individual agreements existed between as they would expect police or fire protec

the striking employe and the employer . This tion . These members are impressed with

is a significant fact to the employer who ex the importance of their organization and
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Fred Downs, Div. No. 90, Mt. Clemens,
Mich ., diabetes mellitus . . . . . . . 100

D . Varner, Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.,
diabetes . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,500

. . . . . . . . .

their membership therein , but they are either
confident of the direction of the affairs of

their Association by the officers, or lose

sight of the fact that the member, though
perhaps not an official, is a direct legislator

of the Association , and that there is a neg.

lect of real official duty on his part by not

being in his seat to conduct the work of

legislation at the meetings.

100

The printers have practically won out.
Most of them are working the eight-hour

day , throughout the entire country. But

few concerns are holding out, and the num

ber is lessening every day, in nearly every

city .

If there was ever a demonstration of the

importance of a labor organization to the

wage-earner, it lies in the systematic effort

of the coal miners in forcing a more satis

factory wage scale. There is nothing but

success awaiting their effort. Some may

say it will advance the price of coal and

thus squeeze the public . The price of coal

has advanced without consideration of the

miners. However, even though a better

wage forced from the operators should influ .

ence the price of coal, that does not destroy

the fact that organization is a good thing

to the miner. The same rule applies to

other crafts.

Bishop McCabe will have earned his high

salary if he succeeds in lining up the Meth -

odist Church as an institution against union

ism . In fact, he will have some big trans

forming to do within . His utterances show

a lack of knowledge of his subject not

wholly in keeping with good generalship.

There is a general tendency towards an

increase in wage to our membership
throughout the entire jurisdiction of the

Association . Not much resistance is being

met with from the various companies

as against propositions embracing a more
favorable wage scale. ' This would exhibit

a confidence in enlivened prosperity .

Several agreements have come to the

office within the last month as signed up

between various divisions of our Associa

tion and employing companies. Most of

these agreements have been secured without

any special assistance on part of the In

ternational Officers further than the approv.

al and preliminary advice of the Interna

tional President. This fact should be grati

fying to those favoring the collective agree

ment and they exhibit an increased disposi

tion of mutual conciliation on part of the
parties interested . We should be pleased
to publish in The Motorman and Conductor

every agreement, but this is impossible on
account of the limited space.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

100

Disbursements from the death and dis
ability fund for the month of March were

on the deaths and disabilities of the follow

ing members :

DEATHS.

John Moore, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.,

fracture of the skull, accident. . . . . . $

F . Bowman, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.,

organic heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wm . J . O ' Brien , Diy. No. 281, New Ha

ven , Conn., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
A . J. Woodley , Div. No. 101, Vancou

ver, B . C ., accident. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
T . O 'Callaghan, Div. No. 205, San Fran.

cisco , Cal., accidental asphyxiation . .

T . W . Allen , Div . No. 379, Niles, Ohio ,

typhoid pneumonia . . . . . . .

Thos. Evans, Div. No, 162, Shamokin ,

Pa., hemorrhage from lungs due to
asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J . L . Furrow , Div. No. 260 , Chicago , Ill.,

accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

Henry M . Adams, Div. No. 174, Fall

River, Mass., tuberculosis of the

prostate and bladder . . . . . . . . . . . .

Edward Phillips, Div . No. 184 , Wil

liamsport, Pa., arterio sclerosis . . . . . 100
Edw . Flury, Div . No. 288, Omaha, Neb .,
shot by robbers . . . . . . . .

John H . Ziegel, Div . No. 194 , New Or

leans, La ., phthisis pulmonalis . . . . . . 100
DISABILITIES .

John G . Schneider, Div . No. 260, Chi

cago, Ill., locomotor ataxia . . . . . . . . . 100

100

100

President W . D . Mahon arrived on the Pa

cific Coast on the 27th of March and imme
diately took up the situation at Oakland.
At a meeting held on the 28th the members
of Division No. 192 voted to support the ef

forts of their officers in negotiating for a
working agreement or understanding with
the company. The situation had become

seriously critical and imports were being
shipped in by the company from Chicago,
St. Louis and northern towns, and housed
in the company' s barns. The aggregation of
imports numbered some 300 men , and more
were coming. The indications forbode a

most perfect preparation on the part of the
company to destroy the union and repel any
efforts for its recognition . This was the

growing situation which the Oakland men

had to meet, and it was the situation with

which President Mahon was forced to con
tend. However, he succeeded in securing a
conference with the management of the

company, which was followed by further

conferences, which eventually resulted in an
amicable agreement whereby all concessions
of the employes were granted with the ex
ception of the wage scale, which was com

promised by the company agreeing to pay
for over -time at a rate of time and one-half,

25 cents a day additional to employes while

TI

. . . . . . 100

100
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International Treasurer Rezin Orr is at ,

present in Pittsburg looking to the adjust

ment of the wage scale for Washington , Pa .,
Division No. 154. He reports that the agree

ment at Sharon as between Division No. 176

and the employing company has been signed .
The wage scale embodied in the agreement

is an increase to the city men operating in

Sharon and Sharpsville , Pa ., of one cent per

hour. The men employed on the Sharon and

Youngstown system receive no advance. The

agreement calls for a strictly union road.

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt is at present in east
ern Pennsylvania , where he is directing ne

gotiations for a new agreement as between
Division No. 168, of Scranton, Pa., and the
employing company. This local is seeking
an increase in wage. Chairman Pratt has

also advised with Division No. 169, of East
on , Pa ., which division is also preparing new

working propositions to submit to the com
pany .

o submit t

engaged in instructing new men , and to

pay for a full hour of time for any fractional

part thereof outside of regular scheduled

runs. The agreement carries with it a work

ing clause for the Association by which the

business and contentions between the em -

ployes and the company shall be dealt with

by the officials of the company and the ex .

ecutive committee of Division No. 192. It

also provides that the company will offer

no further interference with the affairs of

the Association and that officers of the Asso -

ciation who may be employes of the com

pany shall have full time to perform the

functions of their official position in their

Association .

The conditions as finally compiled by the
company and President Mahon , and the local
officials associated with him , were presented
to a meeting of the membership and the offi
cers were instructed to agree to the settle
ment, waiving the wage scale for one year.

In the face of all of the circumstances the

settlement was a complete victory, and it

may be added that nothing was lost to the

company. Had a strike been provoked it
would have cost them thousands of dollars
and would have very likely resulted in the
present agreement. Oakland is strongly or
ganized , and even with the importations the

company would have been forced to a favor.

able compromise, As it is, Division No. 192,
after existing for years in a desultory way,
has at last effectually established itself as
one of the larger working locals of the Asso
ciation . Upon the settlement being effected
the imports were turned loose to get out of
the country the best way they could .

The culminating of the Oakland situation

with advantages to the local division is an
other one of the appreciable successes with

which President Mahon has met since the

first of the year.
For the past two months, although most

of the time not in the best of health, he has

succeeded in personally directing an effective
settlement of a situation in Pittsburg , Pa.,

which brought to the employes one cent per

hour increase in wage and harmonious work

ing relations between Division No. 85 and

the employing company; personally adjusted
grievances pertaining to discharged men in

Wheeling, W . Va. ; attended the session of
the Board meeting at headquarters ; returned

to Wheeling, where he personally affected

the organization of the Elm Grove men into

Division No. 103, from where he proceeded

to the coast in response to the appeal of

Division No. 192. On the way to Oakland
he personally met and advised with various

locals and local officers at points between
Chicago and Oakland. Aside from this he

has directed the course of other internation

al officers and organizers to the end that a

general report of progress is given through

out the entire jurisdiction of the Associa

tion .

On Saturday , April 7th , President Mahon

visited Stockton Division No. 276 ; on Tues

day , April 10, he visited San Jose Local
No. 265 , and on Thursday Sacramento Local

No. 256. On his return east there are two

or three important situations, one or more

of which will be given his personal attention .

G . E . B . Member Fred Fay has reported

from Winnipeg, Manitoba, that the conten
tions between the employing company and
Division No. 99, which led to the strike of
that division , have been adjusted , that a

satisfactory agreement has been reached ,
and that the strike has been declared off.
The contention in Winnipeg was the matter
of an increase in wage of three cents per
hour. This contention led the company to

post a wage scale granting an increase of
one cent per hour, and to assume a disposi
tion to disrupt the organization . The in
crease of one cent per hour was not accepted
by the men , who persisted in the demand

for three cents, thus establishing a new dif
ference in the matter of a wage scale of

two cents per hour. The agreement, which
resulted in a peaceful termination of the
strike, was a compromise upon one cent ad.
ditional per hour, making the maximum

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair , who has
been assisting a committee composed of rep

resentatives of our Canadian locals before

the Ontario parliament, reports that a bill
which has been introduced in the interest

of employers to provide for making police

officers of conductors has been defeated .

Other measures will be reported upon as

soon as the action ofthe legislature has been

determined . Board Member Sinclair is at

present assisting in the interests of Division

No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.

G . E . B . Member Ben Commons assisted

Division No. 204, Rome, Ga., in the securing

of a renewal of agreement between that local

and the employing company. The agree

ment includes a closed road proposition and

brings salutary advantages to the employes.
After the signing of the agreement at

Rome, he visited Division No. 128, Asheville,
N . C ., and reports that local in vigorous con

dition . Division No. 128 is one of the oldest

locals of the Association . Located as it is

in North Carolina, it stands out as an exam .
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ple for emulation to those of our craft in spect and confidence on the part of the em .

other Southern sections. The membership maintained in the past a high degree of re .

of the Asheville local receive a wage some ployes in both cities. In Toronto , his com

50 per cent in advance of those unorganized pany has had agreeable dealings with our

in the South . Their conditions are also pro Association , and mutual reliance upon agree

portionately in advance of other cities, ments made with the company and Division

No. 113 has characterized the street railway

Vice-President A . L . Behner is at present
service of that city ; yet this era of good

active in looking to the work of organiza
feeling and mutual conciliation of grievances

dates from a sharp and decisive strike which
tion throughout northern Ohio .

was summarily forced upon Division 113

some five years ago. Since the settlement

CONDITIONS OF THE OAKLAND AGREE. of that strike, which was largely on the

MENT. lines of the settlement of the Winnipeg

strike, no soreness in consequence of the

The terms of the agreement between Divis strike was ever indicated by either themem

ion No. 192, of Oakland, Cal., and the Oak bership or company. The strike in Toronto

land Consolidated Company, as secured was very much like the one in Winipeg. The
through the intervention of President W . D . president and some active members of the

Mahon , are as follows: local were discharged . Upon the settlement

First- - Practical recognition of the union . all discharged men were reinstated with the

Second – The right of appeal to the Board exception of Bro . James McDonald , who

of Directors of the company by the commit was elected Business Agent of the local,

tee for a hearing for discharged men , where which position he has since held , and whose

an adjustment cannot be secured with the business methods have won for him not only

operative officials. the respect of his fellow employes, but the

Third - Payment for lost time in the mat officials of the company, including Mr. Mc
ter of discharge or suspension where rein Kenzie as well.

statements are effected . The Winnipeg Company has always been
Fourth - Officers of the Association shall choice in the selection of its employes and

be granted leave of absence of thirty days they were highly appreciated by the man

at a time when such leave is necessary to agement. However, the wage was not sat.

conduct official work of the Association . isfactory to the employes and the demand

Fifth - Free transportation to all employes. for an increase was not accepted by the com

Sixth - The merit register list must not pany. In this lay the original contention.

be made public. Naturally , the discharge of President T . F .

Seventh - All runs must be made within Robbins and his associates excited a spirit

fifteen hours. of retaliation on the part of the men , who

Eighth - Straight runs must be made with coupled the grievance with their wage prop

in twelve consecutive hours. osition and temporarily discharged the com

Ninth - A full hour's pay for any fraction pany.
of an hour of service aside from regular The strike was fast and furious, attended

scheduled run . by the usual attributes excited by the coming

Tenth - Regular men shall have the right of strike-breaking agencies. However, in no

of one day off in ten . instance was a member of the Association

Eleventh - Bulletin boards for the use of in any way involved in any of the disturb
the Association will be placed in all car ances .

houses. International Board Member Fred Fay
Twelfth - Motormen instructing students - conducted the strike in person in the inter

shall be paid 25 cents additional per day . est of the Association , and was successful
Thirteenth - Uniforms may be purchased in so directing the affairs of the local that

in the open market. not the least reflection can be cast upon a

Fourteenth - Wage scale to prevail until solitary member. He also conducted the

January 1st, 1907 ; 25 cents per hour for the Association end of the negotiations which

first year, 26 cents for the second year, and led to the agreement. The strike had been

thereafter 27 cents per hour." not long in progress when the Winnipeg

This is the first mutual agreement ever ministers of the various churches held a

secured by the Oakland local. conference and appointed a committee of

Drs. Patrick and Sparling as a commission
to undertake the bringing about of an hon

WINNIPEG STRIKE SETTLED . orable settlement. These gentlemen worked
hard , night and day, first with the officers

Division No. 99, of Winnipeg , Manitoba, of the company, then with the officers of

has passed through the experience of a vigor the Association , gaining a point at a time

ous nine days' strike, at the end of which in the way of compromises. Every confer

has dawned what appears to be a long era ence brought the contending parties nearer

of peace. A remarkable sentiment of per together, until Saturday , April 7th , after

sonal good will was cherished on part of nine days of strike, a complete and mutual

the membership and the managing officials agreement was reached ; and it must be said

of the company during the entire contention that the credit of the settlement is largely

President Wm . McKenzie, of the Winnipeg due to the unflinching confidence on part of

Company, is also President of the Toronto both the company and our membership in

Street Railway System , and while regarded the sterling integrity of the ministerial com

as a man of decisive personality , yet he has mission . These gentlemen say, however,
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that they were greatly assisted by the con - April, 1906 , and will remain in force for a

ciliatory spirit pervading both sides to the period of one year."

dispute, and an evident respect that each had Immediately upon the settlement, and the

for the other. The employes exhibited full approval of the terms by a meeting of the

confidence in any pledges the ministers se- - Association , the cars were called to the

cured from the company, and the officials of barns preparatory to being manned by the

the company expressed a confiding disposi old employes. The strike-breakers, for the

tion towards their striking employes. This most part, left the city on the 8th of April,

showed that the contention bore with it no to various points unknown.

personal malice from either side. The Win - During the course of the strike the Asso

nipeg Tribune, the leading daily paper of ciation had the able assistance of the Winni.

Manitoba, also exercised a great influence peg Central Labor Union . President W . H .

in bringing the strike to an early termina- Reeves of that body was a constant and val

tion . From this paper we quote as follows : uable adviser. Board Member Fay reports

“ Material concessions were made on both that the Association is deeply indebted to the

sides and a satisfactory conclusion has been trades unions and general public of the City

reached. In our negotiation we have profited of Winnipeg for a most loyal and unwaver

much by the experience, moderation and ing support during the entire struggle . He
good judgment of Mr. Fay , the international states that the support given to our member

officer of the Street Railway Employes' As- ship should exact the most obliging and
sociation." courteous treatment for the patrons of the

The terms of the agreement which brought traction company for the future, as an ex

the strike to an end are as follows: pression of appreciation.

First - The reinstatement of all striking There will be no sore spots left as a result

employes to their respective places on the of the strike as between the membership of

list of service . the Association and the managing officials
Second -- All regular runs to be made to of the company. It is believed that hence

conform as nearly as possible to ten hours forth the officers representing both parties
service per day, prepared on the two-turn will be able to get together on all griev
system . ances that may arise and that amicable ad

Third - All cars to be swept and cleaned justments will come from mutual concilia .

by barnmen before leaving the shed for their tion , and that it will be a long day before

respective runs. Winnipeg will again experience a traction
Fourth - Seniority of service shall prevail strike situation .

in the a 'lotment of runs. The principal advantages gained by the

Fifth - Employes shall receive their wages Association through the strike lie in Sec

semi-monthly . tions 4 , 6 , 7, 10, 11 and 12 of the agreement.
Sixth - Conductors shall be supplied with In Section 12 the membership gain one cent

tickets and change to the amount of $ 25 by per hour in wages over the rate posted by

the company. the company at the beginning of negotia

Seventh --- Free transportation will be tions, and it establishes a rate two cents per

granted all employes upon all lines of the hour in advance of the rate which has pre

company. vailed during the last year .

Eighth - No discrimination shall be made The Winnipeg strike identifies itself as

against employes in consequence of their the first strike in connection with the history

membership with the Amalgamated Asso of our Association for the year 1906 . Let

ciation . us hope it may be the only one.

Ninth - The Company will treat with any

committees employed by the Association of The Home Telephone Company of Detroit,

their employes upon any subject in the in which has recently begun operations in this

terest of the company or its employés. city , in competition with the local plant of
Tenth - Complaints or grievances will be the Bell Telephone Company, proposes to

heard by the proper officers of the company; spend three and a half million dollars to

and employes or committees failing to get give Detroit the most modern and efficient

satisfaction from the officers of the company telephone plant in the United States. The

will have the right to appeal at any time to management of the Home Telephone Com

the Board of Directors. pany say this is very easy to do , owing to

Eleventh - All regular men required to the recent very important inventions, etc .,

work overtime on any or all public holidays, in the manufacture of telephone switch

viz., New Year 's Day, 24th of May, Dominon boards and instruments. The plant is to be

Day, Civic Ho 'iday, Labor Day, Thanksgiv a complete underground and aerial cable

ing Day and Christmas Day, will be paid at distribution , with the latest type of switch

the rate of time and one-half for such over boards and instruments, the best that money

time. can buy.

Twelfth - From and including April 7th , The work of construction will commence

1906 , the following scale of wage shall be in within the next week or so and will be

force : 21 cents to men of the first six pushed rapidly to completion. The company

months' service, 22 cents per hour for the will give employment to a great many De

second six months, 23 cents per hour for the troit people during the construction period

second year, 26 cents per hour for the third and will furnish permanent employment to

and succeeding years' continuous service 700 or 800 Detroit men and women after the

with the company. These regulations em operation of the company is commenced .

braced will become effective on the 7th of A great deal of local capital has been in
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terested with the people who will do the

actual construction work , and the policy of

the company will be directed by the Detroit

men whose money is interested in the prop

osition . The company expects to arrange

for an ultimate installation of 30,000 tele .

phones, with an immediate installation of

20,000. Over three million feet of tile will
be used in the underground construction

alone.

The company will erect its own building
down -town for the Central exchange, and will
have at least four sub-exchanges and build

ings owned by the company.

ADVERTISING THE TRADES UNION .

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle,

Mike Dolan once said : “ It is not what

you say, so long as you keep saying it." That

may go with some people, but a greater than
Mike once remarked : " You can fool some
of the people some of the time, but you can 't

fool all of the people all of the time." I' d
rather take Abraham Lincoln ' s maxim as a
guide-post.

In advertising the trades union , your

argument must be based upon undisputable
facts. These facts are readily obtainable.
Sound talking points for organized labor
should be furnished every trades unionist

by his local or his international, for use

among non-unionists. Some " Facts in a nut
shell," presenting a few clear, telling truths
as to why a man should belong to the labor
union , printed in attractive form , would be a
good investment for most labor unions. You

cannot successfully " bluff " many men into
seeing things as you see them , or as you

think you see them . Did you ever stop to
think out the advantages of the trades union ,
and have you ever attempted to present
them in logical form ? Try it. If it does
nothing else , it will prove to you how much
you have been missing by failing to read
your trade journal or your labor paper.

“ But," somebody may ask , " why advertise

the trades union ?” For this reason : What

ever else the trades union may be, it is

largely a business proposition . The same

business methods must be applied to the

management of a labor union that is applied

to the selling of legitimate life insurance ,

for instance. Some of you know what that

means, because of the methods employed by

the agent who persuaded you to take out a

policy in his company.

Labor union success does not come un

solicited . It comes because somebody

hustles for it. And this hustling should not
be limited to the business agent. If he is

doing one-half the things that his office de
mands, he is doing twice as much as you

think he is.

The advertising agent of the successful

business enterprise tries, first of all, to

" create an atmosphere," in which he can
work . This is done in several ways, and

with several purposes in view . He seeks to
associate his business with certain familiar
objects, so that when one thinks of these
objects, one immediately thinks of the goods

that he wants to sell. The "Rock of Gibral

tar," " 37 Varieties," and " See that Hump ?"

each suggests only one thing to the mind of

the reader. But if the results of this adver

tising are to be permanent, the reputation of

the business must be good.

Trades unionism needs no particular ad.

vertising as a fact or as a factor in our so

cial life. It is already quite in evidence .

But what is the first impression of the men
who has occasion to think of trades union

ism ? Is it that the trades unionism which

he knows about is conspicuous because of
lawlessness, of grafting, of unreasonable de

mands ? Or is it because of its influence as

a child saver, as a benevolent organization ,

as a factor for the Americanization of the

immigrant, as a force for the bettering of the

social, the intellectual and the moral con

ditions of working people ?

All this will count on an occasion when
the trades union needs the sympathy of the

public . It is the atmosphere which it has

been creating. And the character of the

sentiment of the public towards the union

at such a time will depend largely upon the
reputation or the atmosphere which it has

developed .

Advertising is largely an investment from

which the advertiser may secure no imme

diate benefit . The labor union must be con

tent to work for the good will of the people ,

even though there is nothing to be imme

diately gained through the propaganda meth

od which may be adopted. In other words,

an educational campaign should be entered

upon before the necessity arises for the re

questing of public support in a particular

controversy . Unreasonable prejudices must

be overcome. Common misunderstandings

should be eliminated . Bitter antagonism

must be shown to be unfair.

It is not the purpose of this article to pre

sent an advertising scheme. That must be

worked out, each union , or each city, for

itself . I desire simply to point out the neces

sity of giving trades unionism the widest

pul·licity, and the importance of having that

publicity of such a character as to invite

the non -unionist to become identified with

organized labor, and to secure intelligent,

sympathetic interest of the public at large.

PROTEST TO YOUR CONGRESSMAN .

A bill , introduced in Congress on January

24, by Representative Foster, of Vermont,

and known as ' H . R . 12973 ," purposes the

practical repeal of the Chinese Exclusion

Act, besides placing the United States in the

position of granting to the Chinese govern .
ment the absolute and exclusive authority to

direct the admission to the United States

of all Chinese persons.

We are opposed to the passage of the Fos.
ter bill upon the following grounds:

1. It reverses the present policy of Chi

nese exclusion by admitting " all Chinese
persons other than laborers ."

2 . It defines the words " laborer" or " la .

borers" in such a way as to embrace only

certain classes of labor, thus admitting all

other classes of labor.
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3 . It provides that “all persons other
than laborers shall be entitled to entrance
into and residence in the United States upon
the presentation of a passport or certificate
issued by the officer duly authorized there
for by the government of China."

4 . It provides for appeals to the courts
and releases on bail, with the consequent
certainty that many ineligible Chinese will
escape deportation .

5 . It provides for the issuance by the
Secretary of Commerce and Labor of per
mits to land upon a mere oral statement on
the part of the Chinese person seeking ad
mittance to the United States.

6 . It is a distinct relinquishment of the
sovereignty of the United States, thus humil.
iating the nation in the eyes of its own peo
ple and of the whole world .

Respectfully ,

JAPANESE AND KOREAN EXCLU .
SION LEAGUE .

San Francisco, Cal.

have sustained, for we realized in him a true
and earnest brother, always ready and will
ing to forward the best interests of this
association and his brother members.

Resolved , That in this hour of their sad

affliction we extend to the bereaved family

our most heartfelt sympathy, and commend

them for true comfort and consolation to the
Saviour of all.

Resolved, That as a token of esteem for
our departed brother, the charter of our Di

vision be draped in mourning for a period

of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes, and also sent to
the Motorman and Conductor for publication ,
and a copy presented to the bereaved family .

JOHN W . BURNS, :

AMBROSE W . ROSS,
FRANK L . HALE .

Committee.

PEORIA , ILL ., DIV , NO. 416.

" The time has come when every man who
works should belong to the union of his
craft.” — Judge Wm . E . Porter, of New Castle ,
Pa., in a recent address.

Local No. 416 , Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes, of
America , March 26 , 1906 :
Whereas. It has pleased our Heavenly

Father to take from our midst our beloved

brother, Henry Veach , and we bow to His
infinite wisdom ;
Whereas, Local No. 416 has lost a valued

and respected brother, and the company a
faithful and conscientious employe; therefore
be it

Resolved , That we tender to his family our
heartfelt sympathy in their hour of trouble ;

Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days as a mark of re
spect, and a copy of these resolutions be sent
to the family of the deceased , expressing our
deep regret and sympathy, and that they be
published in the Motorman and Conductor.

WILLIAM WHALLEN .
EDWARD CASHMAN .

MAURICE FLYNN .

Committee.

and sued. That ou days as intions be sent-

IN MEMORIAM .

Lowell, Mass., Division No. 280.

OMAHA, NEB., DIV. NO. 288.

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His infinite wisdom to take unto himself our

beloved friend and brother, Edward J . Camp

bell, and
Whereas, By the death of Edward J. Camp

bell we, the members of Division No. 230 .

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America, lose

not alone an adviser, but a firm and devoted

friend who labored diligently and faithfully

for our mutual good . And,
Whereas. To us. with whom and for whom

he toiled in sincere and uneffected modesty
at all times, his worth was known as a fel
low employee and a citizen . And
Whereas, As God, who searches all hearts,

who knows our merits and our demerits, our

virtues and our frailties, has called our be
loved brother to Himself, we pray that to him
may be vouchsafed the reward promised to

those who strive here below for the benefit

of all mankind. Therefore , be it ,

Resolved, That the members of this Divig

ion extend our heartfelt sympathy to his sor
rowing wife and family and many friends
who are mourning his loss, and be it further .

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect for
our late brother , the charter of this Division

be draped in mourning for a period of sixty

days, that these resolutions be inscribed upon
the minutes of our meeting , that a copy be

forwarded to the wife and family of our la
mented brother, and that they be published
in our official journal, “ The Motorman and
Conductor."

T . W . CUNNINGHAM ,
THOMAS FLYNN ,
TIMOTHY A . MACK
Committee on Resolutions.

Shamokin , Pa., Div . No. 162.
Whereas, it has pleased Almighty God to

remove from our midst our co - laborer and

brother Thomas L . Evans, and while we

greatly miss him and mourn our loss,

yet our sorrow cannot express the grief of

those nearest and dearest to him ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved, That while we bow in humble

submission to His divine will, we can but
feebly express our sorrow for the loss we

At a regular meeting of Div. 288 of the A .
A . of S . & E . R . E . of A ., held March 20, 1906 ,

the following resolution was adopted
Whereas, It has pleased the Supreme Ruler

and Preserver of the universe to remove from
our ranks, for reasons unknown to us, one of

our worthy brothers, E . Flury, who was shot
and fatally wounded on the night of March

7 , 1906 , by three outlaws whose intent was
robbery ; and

Whereas, Our deceased brother received the
deadly bullet fired by a cowardly assassin

while bravely defending himself and his em

ployers' property ; therefore be it
Resolved. That we, while admiring his man

hood and courage, denounce his cowardly as
sailants. We deeply deplore his seeming
untimely death , and we mourn for him as a
faithful member of our organization ; and be
it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be presented to the relatives of deceased, to
whom we offer our most heartfelt sympathies

in their sad bereavement. That a copy be
sent to our official journal and a copy be
spread upon the minutes, and that our charter
be draped for a period of thirty days.
Attest. C . F . MICHELSEN ,

Sec. Treas. Division No. 288.

CARD OF THANKS.

Fall River, Mass., March 25, 1906.
Mr. W . D . Mahon ,

International President.
Dear Sir and Bro. . Enclosed please find re

ceipt for H . M . Adams' benefit. Mrs. Adams

wishes me to express her most sincere
thanks to you and the Association for the
prompt payment of the death claim .

Yours fraternally ,

M . P . GALVIN ,
Sec. Div. 174 .
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BRO . MORONI W . WAGSTAFF.

gave their services to make the meeting a
success. By 8 p . m . the hall was full, every
seat being taken . Local Secretary H . T . B .
Grey (who is also Seventh International
Vice - President) had charge of the meeting.

In a few well chosen words he welcomed all
present. Then he gave notice that we would
now be favored by a selection by the band
of our own division , which announcement

was received with tremendous applause.
The first speaker of the evening was the

President of the Federation of Labor , Wm .

Spalding , who made an interesting talk on
unionism . Another selection by the band fol
lowed . Then the chairman introduced R .
Cornelius.
Bro . Cornelius, in his convincing argument

and his witty phrases, created no end of in
terest. He having the practical experience

in organizing and establishing the union in
his home city , San Francisco , it was indeed
a treat to hear him .

A song by our genial friend and brother .
W . Adams, was next, and created no end of
laughter. His song was entitled “ Simnle
Simon . " For an encore he sang ' The Little
German Band, " and he certainly did himself
crenit .

The next speaker was President W . D .
Manon In his fearless way he dealt blow
after blow to the capitalists, the enemy of

labor organization . The arguments ad
vanced in defense of trades unionism were
pronounced simply grand , even by men who
had heretofore been the greatest enemies to
labor organization .

It can be safely said that no such grand
speech was ever before made to the carmen
of Salt Lake, or in fact to any other organi
zation . His attacks upon capitalist was fair
in every respect. All he said was pure gos
pel truth , which was made manifest by the
applause that was continually forthcoming
from his listeners. Truthfull to a fault , were
contrasts upon contrasts given of existing
conditions between employer and employe.
It would take up too much space to rehearse
one -hundredth part of the plain explanation
brought out in the benefits of the trade
union movement, that have already been ac
complished .
President Mahon did not feel well at the

time he spoke, but he delighted us with his
presence, and he no doubt felt amply repaid
for the extra effort made that evening.
Each one was satisfied that great good had

been brought about by their visit to us, for
all pronounced it the best time they had ever
had in such a meeting .
We have seen the fruits of their visit , as

several men have identified themselves with
us since then .
The outlook for the division is bright. We

are going along slowly , but surely .
The band deserve our heartiest surnort for

their good work . Boys, let us help them
along !
Let us take the advice of Bro. Cornelius

to be good to them , said he " you certainly
have reasons to be proud of them . "
Let us all he good union men, live up to

everv rule . Conductors stav on the back end,
be kind to the aged . the infirm , help women
with babies on and off cars, and assist chil .
dren . Don ' t forget to flag railroad crossing.
Motormen, let us also do our full duty in
steering the bout, as it were , safely through
the throng and masses of people , that we
may all have a first -class record . " 382 .

Div . 382, Salt Lake City.
Bro . Moroni W . Wagstaff, of Division 382,

Salt Lake City, Utah , 1: in his 50th year
and has been just one-half his life in the
street railway service. From mule car
driver, by change of the character of the
service, he became an electric car con
ductor. He is the oldest man in the street
railway service in the State of Utah , was
one of the first to join Division 382, and a
devoted union man. He is an able advisor ,
and a careful student of the purposes of life.

MAHON AND CORNELIUS WITH NO. 382.

Salt Lake City, Utah . - A few words from
this section will perhaps not be amiss.
On March 19 President W . D . Mahon and

G . E . B . Member R . Cornelius, of San Fran
cisco, unexpectedly dropped into Salt Lake.
It was soon noised around , however, and
many of our boys made their way to the
Kenyon Hotel to see and welcome them . Ar
rangements were at once made to hold meet
ings. On Thursday afternoon , March 22 . a
meeting was held at the Federation of Labor
Hall for the night shift men . Not a large
number were in attendance at this meeting
as the time was so limited between shifts,
but those forty men certainly were amply
rewarded for going to hear our worthy Pres.
Mahon and Bro . Cornelius. All felt well paid .
even though some strained a point in this
or that way to be at this meeting . Principles
of unionism were brought out clearly and
forcefully, and consequently , beautifully, to
the understanding of all present.
In the evening , at 8 p . m ., in the same

building, a second successful meeting was
held . Our band. consisting of 15 pieces ( I

wish to state that some of the band boys
were unable to attend) was in attendance on

this occasion . Early in the evening they

HAMILTON, ONT., NOTES.

Division No. 107 held a regular meeting on
April 7th , and to judge by the unusually
large attendance, together with the enthusi
asm displayed , it would not seem as though
the division was in any way lagging , or its
membership losing interest in the Amalga

mated Association .

ed, it wouder with theunusual
ly
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As had previously been announced, G . E . B .
Member Magnus Sinclair, accompanied by
President John Williamson and Bro . J . N
Griffin , recording secretary of Div . No. 113,
came over from Toronto on the evening train ,
to be in attendance. When the midnight
hour arrived over a hundred members were
seated in Trades and Labor Hall. When it
is remembered that only two years ago the
total membership was only a hundred , the
fact that we can now have an attendance of
that number at a meeting , with between 40
and 50 at home taking their sleep , all goes
to show that we are able to report progress
along the line of increase in membership .
After Bro . Sinclair had initiated seven can

didates, he was called upon by the president
to address the meeting , and as our worthy
board member is in touch with Div. No. 107
and its membership by his previous visits, he
was in a position to hand out some timely
advice . Bros. Williamson and Griffin also
addressed the meeting . both making a good

impression on those who had the pleasure of
hearing them .
Light refreshments were served during the

night, and the various orders of business
were interspersed with music furnished by
an orchestra provided for the occasion . Bro .
Alex Mackie , one of the newly - initiated mem
bers, delighted the members by singing a
couple of Irish songs, and telling some good
stories which created much merriment. Bro.
Mack is a good entertainer, and we hope to
hear from him again . Songs by Bro . Alex.
Anderson were also much appreciated .
Shortly after the meeting opened a tele

gram was received by President Theaker
from Winnipeg , and signed Jim Macdonald ,
bearing the brief but gratifying announce .

ment: " Strike declared off , great victory for
men ." Needless to say that the reading of
the dispatch brought forth loud cheers .

The meeting adjourned at 4 . a . m .
Word was received here early in March of

the death in Flint. Michigan , of Joseph
Franklin , at one time employed by the Ham
ilton Street Railway Company , and a mem
ber of Div. No. 107 . He went to Flint last
summer , where he had worked , up to the
time he was taken ill with pneumonia .
While in this city Bro . Franklin became a
member of the Independent Order of Fores

ters, and the consoling news comes that he
received the kindest attendance from mem
bers of the Order in Flint during his illness .
The burial took place in Port Huron .
Sickness has been prevalent to an unusually

large extent among our membership , during
the winter. Bro . Frank Warren is in a criti
cal condition , suffering from pneumonia , but
his physician has hopes for his recovery .
Bro. William Grey has returned to work ,

having fully recovered from the effects of a
painful Operation .

Bro. s James Connors and George Hart are
also back on their cars after six weeks ill
ness.
Bro. Thomas Randall is able to walk

around again , having been laid up for two

months with a broken ankle, the result of
an accident he met with while repairing a
trolley wire . The horse attached to the
tower wagon on which he was standing took
fright, throwing Bro . Randall about 25 feet.
with results as above stated .

at first, but each one is putting his shoulder
to the wheel, and good is the result .
Debates sometimes become very warm at

the meetings, and that is the way I like to
see it . But they drop it the moment the
business is finished . Our meetings are
largely attended and it has been a surprise
to visiting brothers to see such a large at
tendance.
Brother Harry Hauch , our treasurer, is one

of our most energetic workers , and in his
zeal for the good of theLocal he is tireless.
The same must be said of our committee
Otto Leben , rumor says, will take unto him
self a bride ere long . May his posterity in
crease . He is building his home now , and
will sit under his own vine and fig tree.
At the monroe street barn we have the

Appolo Belvidere, Orville Spitley. He is built
on Roman Gladiator place , and is a perfect
specimen of physical manhood ; and with
such debaters as Summers , Dan Gorman and
Pres. Wm . Armstrong and others too numer
ous to mention , the Monroe street barn is an
important factor in Local 416 .
At the South Adams street barn the boys

are doing good work. Geo . Nichols, the con
ductor on Gordon street, who won the prize
for selling the most tickets to the ball, is
the idol of the shop girls who ride on his
car. Many a female heart flutters when
George pulls in the fares. He is not married
yet, and that accounts for it.
Our dear Brother Draper, sometimes called

"Good Boy John " or " how much does a silk
dress cost. " is still doing business at the old
stand.

I can ' t quit without speaking of the Main
stret barn . Some of our best workers are at
this barn ; men who have the good of the
Local at heart.
Brothers Culver, Chase , our financial sec

retary , Bro. Lewis , John Attringer, Frank
Halderman , and I almots forgot the noblest
Roman of them all, our own William
Whalen , who is always working for the good
of the Local, all these men , and a great many
others whom space will not allow me to men
tion, are the backbone of this Local
Before closing I wish to state that the man

ager , Mr. Finley , has treated our committee
as gentlemen , and has always been willing
to adjust any difference that arise in a fair
and honest manner.

I had the pleasure of meeting Brother Ben
Gorton , International Organizer of the Bar
tenders. I found him to be a man of pleas
ing address and a good conversationalist. I
judge that he is a keen observer, and well up
up. The Bartenders are to be congratulated
in having such a man in charge of their af
fairs. M . F .

RUNNING BOARD SHOULD GO .

Butler, Pa ., Div. 223, reports progress, and
our membership is looking forward to good
business for the summer. The company is
making important improvements at Alameda
Park , and will make it a very inviting resort
for the patrons. Also there will be exten
sions of lines in different parts of the town.
As spring approaches we are looking ahead

for the day when the sides and windows

must go up on our summer cars, and the
fateful running board come down . When
will it be done away with . I note our official
journal has given this question sufficient air
ing to create some agitation . * 223. "

NOTES FROM NO. 416 .

Peoria , Ill . - Things in general are progress

ing very nicely with Local 416 . The boys . MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP PROPOSITION .
seem to be settling down to business, and
there is comparatively very little trouble .

The company seems to want to live up to Oakland , Cal. We have always a number

their part of the agreement, and when both of things doing in Div . No, 192, but the mem

sides want to do right, there is not a great bers seem to have made the mistake of se
deal of trouble to be expected. lecting the wrong correspondent to write it
Our Local is in a good condition in a finan un , hence the lack of full details from this

cial way, and our officers are doing good division . But perhaps time and practice will
work . President Armstrong is a good , level overcome the deficiencies .
headed man , and is fast becoming an ideal About the most vital issue before the mem
chairman . The same can be said of all the bers at the present time is the preparation
officers. They were a little new to the work of an agreement to be presented to the offi
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cials of the 0 . T . Con . and St. O . and S. J. Ry.
The private desire of ninety per cent of the
members is to have the agreement. So I feel
safe in saying that with such a conservative
agreement as ours, and so badly needed and

wanted, the considerate management of the
company and the officers of the union will
have very little trouble in agreeing to an
agreement.

The presentation of the agreement will
probably be postponed for some time, as we
are desirous of doing business properly , and
proper time is one of the things to be taken
into consideration . We don ' t want to over
tax our officers, nor those of the company, at
a busy season of the year. We have learned
to be considerate of others as well as our
selves, as you can see.
Our organization is developing the idea of

having a business agent, having an office
down town, and doing things up in first - class

business - like shape, which is another sign of
the growing idea among our members to do

business in up - to - date style. Good results

can always be relied upon from such organ
ization .

In view of the coming city ownership of
one of the street car lines in our neighboring
city . San Francisco , I will give, in this copy,
one of the pet ideas held in common by a
large number of the members of Division 192 .

I would call attention to the fact that with
the exception of a few , the men holding offi
cial positions as inspectors, division superin
tendents , superintendent, manager, and even
including those in the accounting and con
struction departments, were men that at one
time worked as platform men . They go on
to say how easy and natural it would seem
for the men that do the work in this or any
other city (where the roads are ag at present
under private ownership , and the benefits
and profits are absorbed by a few share
holders ) to do the same work on the same
roads, in the event of those roads becoming
collectively owned .
Men would be elected from their own ranks

to take charge of the different branches of
the business , the profits would be used for
the raising of wages, shortening of hours ,
extension of the service, lowering of the rate
of transportation , and a certain part set aside
for the paying off of the indebtedness that
might be incurred in the acquiring of the
roads.

" They make special mention that none
of the profits should be used for the lowering
of the taxation on other property , but should
be used for the amelioration of the condition
of the men in the service , and for the paying
off of the indebtedness ."
They prophesy that were each of the so

called public utilities acquired and handled

in this manner, it would only be a matter of
time when all industries that are collectively

used , would be collectively owned . In the

meantime a standard would be set for all
employers of labor, that would mean much

for the worker, for we are sorry to say that
the standards set by employers at the present
time are always measured by the other fel .

lows who are in still worse condition . They

never take better conditions for comparison .

Some employers, of course, believe in fair
play and a " square deal, " but it happens to

be for themselves, and not for the other fel .
low .

We realize that a betterment of conditions
must be worked out by the wage- earners
themselves. It must be done in intelligent
ways and by intelligent means. The work
ers have within their own ranks sufficient
for this, and a bright future seems inevit

able.
Yours for organization ,

D . C . G .

next meetings. We are having no trouble
to get the new men to join our force .

I guess we have a genuine merger in our
vicinity at last. Iowa and the D . & S . Co .
and the Mississippi Traction Co. and the
People' s Power Co. of Davenport, the Peo
ple ' s Power & Light Co. of Moline and the
Davenport Electric Co. of Davenport are all
supposed to be sold to eastern men . Three
or four months ago it was supposed to be to
St. Louis men , but now they have got it sold
to eastern men , and the St. Louis part of the
business is forgotten .
The new company is to take charge about

June 15 , and as our year runs out June 1, il
we do not wish to continue for a second year
on our old contract we will have to open
negotiations with our manager right away .
but we cannot do anything till after the new
men take hold , so it may be several months
yet before we will know just what we are
going to do. We would all take a little more
money and intended to try for an increase
the first of June. Now that the companies
have changed hands it puts a different face
on the matter, and we hardly know whether
it would be best for us to try for more at
once, or let the matter rest for another year.
I suppose it would be real nice of us if we
would let it rest, but whether we can afford
it or not is another thing

I can not notice that living expenses are
getting any cheaper and we can not see that
the selling of the stock is going to reduce
dividends any for the company, so I think
that we had better try for a bit more.
Our boys are taking a great deal of interest

in the business, and we are having some
rousing old meetings. We had a special
meeting March 31, and met with 313 of Rock
Island, and had an attendance of over 150
members, which is more than half of the
membership of the three cities. It has been
the same way with the regular meetings.
They are all well attended and talk of inter
est shown in them .

G . E . B . Member McMorrow was through
here last month and met with us at a special
meeting called for his benefit, and gave the
boys a good talk and made the acquaintance
of a good many of us. We were all sorry
that he did not have time to stay longer.
We held our early meeting the fifth of April
and had a bunch of company, and among the
bunch was the mayor and a committeeman
from Bellendorf who called to tell us the
condition of Brother Schultz , who, they say ,
is not in fit health to stand on a car and

work . Now this was all news to us, for we
thought that he was getting along all right.
He was down with typhoid fever several
months ago , but he recovered and got back
to work again , and we have not heard of
his complaining since, and consequently did
not know that the brother was sick till
Mayor Robison came down to tell us. He
also told us that the people of his town had
started a subscription list to raise money to
send Brother Schultz to another climate for
his health , and wanted to know if we could
lend any assistance . We voted $50 and ap
pointed a committee of seven to confer with
the Bellendorff committee and pass a paper
among our membership to see if we could
not raise a little more that way. We then
decided , if more was needed , we would get
un a benefit dance and raise some that way.

I think that we will be able to raise about
$ 100 by subscription , and if they get $50 from
the Bettendorff committee we will soon have
him on the road to regain his health .
Bro . P . Lind is back to work after a couple

of months' sickness with pneumonia .
Bro . John Hamdorf has also recovered and

returned to work ,
Bro. O . W . Smith laid off the other day and

took a young lady by the name of Miss
Goldie Shaw to Clinton , Iowa, and when they
came back that eve the firm name was Mr.
O . W . Smith and wife . The boys have all
smoked on Bro . Smith , and all join in wish
ing them a prosperous, happy and long mar
ried life .
Our boys are all in pretty good health at

present and I hope that they will continue
So . " 312."

We held did not have time were all sorry

NOTES FROM LOCAL NO , 312 .

Well, we are going to have a few lines in
this month ' s journal. if we did miss out in

last issue. Our boys are all moying along the

line slowly and can say that we are progress
ing . Since the first of the year we have
taken in about 25 or 26 new members and

still have a few applications on file for our
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AN APPRECIATIVE SECRETARY.

San Jose , Cal., Div . No. 265 held her 92d
regular business meeting Thursday evening ,
March 22 , 1906 .

With the usual large and enthusiastic
attendance the meeting was called to order

· at 8 P . m . sharp . As other important mat

ters required the attention of President Ed
monds it was impossible for him to attend ,

therefore our efficient vice, C . E . Holmes,
presided .

The roll call of officers and absentees
noted , and the minutes of previous meeting
read and approved. One application was pre
sented for membership, after being duly

acted upon , Mr. Joseph Vierra was elected
to become one of our flock . Two new mem
bers were initiated at this meeting, and as
we expect several more before long it is
plain to be seen that we are bidding fair to

rise.
Some very important business came up and

was disposed of at this session , much of
which brings us in contact with other labor
organizations in this vicinity .

Brother Chas. Ploweto, who has been con
fined to his bed for the past four months
with a serious attack of rheumatism , is re

ported improving slow but sure , and we all

hope to see him taking an active part on the
cars before long : this is all the sickness we

have among us at present.
No. 265 is now in excellent condition , for

which the officers have much credit due them ,
especially our financial secretary and treas

urer, A . Trowbridge, who devotes just about

two -thirds of his leisure time working for

the good of the order . He is always " Archie
on the spot" with the little colored card when

the dough is due, and stays on the spot until
he gets it. He is a good man in the right
place , and we know it.
Brother Chas. Wicho is now boasting over

a ten - pound bright-eyed baby girl which vis

ited his home a few days ago. Charlie

always said he was a good man and would
prove it some day.
Of the many pretty weddings which have

taken place in our city lately there were two
which involved members of our ranks, Bros .

Geo. Hillis and Walter Howard , who united

in marriage with two pretty blossmos of the
Garden City.
Louis Long . the smiling kid , has also an

nounced his engagement with one of the
popular local young ladies. Louis says,

"never mind, the date you'll all know when
it happens. "
These brothers have their hands full ac .

cepting the congratulations of their many

friends and acquaintances. All the boys wish
their life ' s paths strewn with the fragrant

blossoms of success and happiness. And if
in after years they prove to be as good men
and citizens as in the past, we feel sure that

they will enjoy all our good wishes. L . C .

When running the wheel of fortune " There
are no cars running , don ' t go home now for

you will have to walk , as we are all here, "
was what greeted the " early to bed ones."

Bro. Charles Pender, shortly before the fair
took place, announced that this would be his
last social function ; that when it was over

he would retire from society , but he was so
well pleased with the success of this fair that
he has reconsidered his determination , and
will remain in society in order to lend his
valuable services to the next fair committee.

Pender acted as chairman and as floor man

ager. Too much can not be said to his credit.
The other seven members of the committee

were hustling so much that it was next to im
possible to keep track of them .
Breen and Pender handled the fortune tell

ing contract- - " 'Nough sed."
Bros. Jack Legrand and Jack Regan patron

ized " Clancy ' s Soda " booth frequently
Nathan Simon has a permanent assignment

on all committees where a door keeper is
necessary . He turned back many to the box
office for 15 cent tickets.

Bro. " Andy" Hennessey has been christened
" the ticket man . " A sale of seventeen books
at two- fifty a book is down on the ledger ,
on the credit side under his name. Andy won
the ten spot for the biggest sale of tickets.

The souvenir program was a corker. It can
be found on file in many public and private
libraries.

One year from now we intend to double the
profits.

All is not pleasure here, as "business be
fore , " is our motto .

The executive committee has been busily
engaged revising the by - laws, and have com
pleted their work and will submit a complete
report to the next regular meeting . They will
recommend some changes in the present by
laws.
At the regular meetings held March 8th and

9th , this division , on recommendation of the
executive committee, adopted the monthly
button . The first issue will be a bright red

with a white center for the month of April.
The entire board were staunch supporters of

the monthly button .
On the 14th of February , Bro . Courtney

Piggott, of this division , was stricken blind
while on duty . He was able to find his way
to his home, where he has since been , under
the able and loving care of his wife and
daughter. The boys visit him frequently and
such visits have a tendency to lighten the
burden of his terible affliction . Some hopes
are held for the complete recovery of his
sight. At the last regular meeting a weekly
assessment was levied on each member for
Bro . Piggott. This assessment is to remain
a continuous one.
March 18, the following editorial appeared

in the New Haven Sunday Register :

A SIGNIFICANT LESSON .

HELD THREE DAY FAIR .

New Haven , Conn . - January 19, 20 and 22 .
1906 . will always be looked back to with the
pleasantest of recollections. On those three
days Div . 281, New Haven , held its First

Annual Fair , in Music Hall, on Court street.
To say that it was a social as well as a finan
cial success would be putting it very mildly .

Four hundred and fifty dollars added to our
treasury does not sound so bad when you
repeat it, and an attendance estimated at
4 .000 for the three nights is no small crowd.

Music Hall was taxed each night to its utmost

capacity . The hall was elaborately decorated

in pale blue and white bunting and United

States flags, said to be the swellest decora

tion ever seen in the hall. The band of ten

pieces , under the leadership of Fred Holt, did

some very creditable work . Not one unpleas

ant incident happened to mar the sociable

and fraternal feeling that existed in every

move and act of those who enjoyed either
night.
Rev. James W . Burke was to be found any .

where and everywhere at the same time.

" The newspapers of the city told a few

days ago of the pitiful condition of a faithful
employe of the Consolidated Electric Rail
road company , who was obliged to resign his
position because of failing eyesight, which
finally developed into total blindness. It
made the most hardened of us sick at heart

to see a faithful worker fall in his tracks
from such a cause.

It was but a few days before the picture
was relieved and made beautiful, which is not
a bit too extravagant term to use in this
connection , by the reported action of his com
rades enrolled in the trolleymens union . At
their first meeting they voted to give from
their pay each week a stipulated amount of
Inoney for the care and maintenance of the
blind operator. It was not a large amount,
one will say, but we regret to say that it is
a larger amount, by far, than many give to
charity , whose incomes are princely . It was
enough to secure the comfort of the fallen
comrade.
We have had it in mind to comment upon

this action for several days, but we have re
frained until now in the fear that we might
over -estimate the kindliness of it . We speak
of it now , not alone because it shows the
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side of union labor that is in the highest de
world what has not always been willing mba
world what the world has not always been
willing to see , that at the bottom of organized
labor is a genuine spirit of brotherhood . It
takes care of its members when they fall and
it offers them a steady hand at other times.
It would be hypocrisy of the worst kind to
conceal the real significance of such an act.

It is not at all to the point that at times
the unions employ their strength in a mis
guided manner or that there are workingmen
not enrolled in their organization who are
equal to a similar apeal to their charity . It
is altogether the point that here in a distinct
case the members of a local union have taken
upon their not over -broad shoulders the bur

dens of a comrade, and in doing so, they have
taught the entire community a significant
lesson . We do not expect that this single act
will convert everybody at once to the cause
of organized labor. That is too much to ex
pect, but it must make the most skeptical ask
himself, if he has not, in his hard criticism
of organized labor , overlooked its gentler side
which is so full of possibilities. "

This division is progressing nicely a nd do
ing a great deal of good generally .

The sick list has been light so far this
year.

Twenty -three initiations at the March meet
and as many more applications read. Ex

pect about 50 new ones at the April meeting ,
as that many men are now breaking in

F . D . J .

We also believe in keeping the men lined up.

When a new man enters the employ of the
company the first thing he meets is an appli
cation to join the organization . We some
times experience a slight difficulty with some
of the under officials , as they seem to become
possessed with a feeling of greatness, but a
conference with the manager on our part will
tone them down to their natural size, for a
time at least.
We have organized classes of instruction ;

one meets at 7 :45 p . m . for the benefit of day
men , the other at 1 : 15 p . m . for the benefit
of late and swing men . We are moving along
nicely in this work .
About one year ago the management gave

permission that each member having been in
the employ of the company for a period of
five years could wear a gold band around his
coat sleeve, and one for each additional five
years. A few months ago the manager con
sented to the motormen adopting the engi
neers ' uniform - the jacket and overalls
putting the question to a vote of the mem

was found that a majority favored
the uniform .

That a feeling of brotherly love exists
among union men was demonstrated in the
case of Bro . G . M . Heart, who had been in
the employ of our comuny only some two
months, when he met with a severe accident,
causing the loss of the best part of his left
hand, and rendering him unfit for street car
service . Members of Div. No. 264, realizing
his situation , immediately contributed to his
support, and as soon as Bro . Hart was able
to be out again , there was a contribution
gotten up in the way of a loan from the
members of Div . No. 264, which enabled Bro.
Hart to purchase a Cretor' s $ 425 popcorn and
peanut machine, with which , despite his dis
abled condition , he is earning a good living
for himself and family . He still retains his

membership in Div . No. 264. H . E . M .

BOARD MEMBERS VISIT DIV . 243. con enabled Bra

peanut machina
se a Cretor'

NEW HEADLIGHTS.

Taunton , Mass. On Saturday evening ,
March 27, was held the regular meeting of
Local No. 243. Three new members were ad
mitted. The two Fitzgeralds, members of the
International Board , were present, who ad
vised the local on a few points, which , I
think , was most beneficial to some of our
members and stirred up a little of that true
feeling which is needed so much in this lo
cality . A social session was spoken of, and
it was deemed necessary to have a new sign
for the door to be put on during the social
sessions only , which will read S . R . O .
We are about to lose one of our " popular

Blondes. " A Fall River heiress is the lucky
one.

The Lonley Quartet, headed by Jimmie Cur
ren , Taunton ' s favorite tenor, has been billed
to appear at the Savoy theater. Fall River ,
Easter Sunday.
Mr. P . Walsh has accepted a position as

chief of police of Raynham to succeed H .

Leonard , who was removed during the recent
graft investigation .
Edward Rositer has asked " off" for the

summer season . He has signed to play with

the St. Louis team at a good salary .

FIX DUES AT 75 CENTS.

Sonth Chicago, Ill. Div . No. 264 has been
silent for some time, but not idle . Some time
ago it became necessary for the appointment
of a judge in this district. By reason of a
motion passed at our regular meeting and
carried to the Trades and Labor Assembly
of South Chicago, a committee was appointed
with Bro . F . S . Meriam , chairman , who is
financial secretary and treasurer of Div . No.
264 and president of the Trades and Labor
Assembly at that time, representing several
hundred locals of different crafts, to await
upon Mayor Dunne in behalf of Judge Foster.
This committee was successful in securing
the appointment of Judge Foster, who has
shown himself favorable to union labor for
many years. Also at the April election a
labor alderman was elected for the eighth

• ward. The only way in which labor can hope
to gain materially is to have all offices filled
with men who are in favor of the labor
movement.

We feel that in time of peace we should
prepare for war. We have fixed our dues at
seventy - five cents per month as the surest
backing in time of need is a fat treasury .

Beaver Valley , Pa. - The boys of Division
105 welcome the merry springtime, realizing
that picnic time is fast approaching , when ,
as a matter of fact they will get busy .

The Pittsburg Railway Co. has purchased
the borough of Baden , thereby obtaining
control of the connecting link between the
Beaver Valley and Ambridge, which means
long runs for the boys of Division 105 in

the near future. Also, they are making it
more comfortable in searching out the dark
places along the road by equipping their
cars with powerful arc headlights, which
enables the motorman to see an object at
the distance of one hundred yards or more .
We are pleased to state that the euchre

and reception held under the auspices of the

employes of the Beaver Valley Traction Com
pany, on March 30, as mentioned in the last
number of the M . and C . , was a financial, as

well as a social, success, establishing a fund
sufficient to equip the B . V . T . Co. base ball

team with a first - class outfit .
We are pleased to report that Bro . Frank

Eckles , who was suffering at the last writ
ing , with a sprained ankle , has recovered .

Also a word for our worthy president, Bro .
Cameron . He has just returned to work ,
after spending a short vacation at his quiet
home in Groveland , where he could get plenty
of good literature and eat three square meals
every day. Did you satisfy your appetite ,
Dock ?
We are anticipating a great pleasure in

having our International Treasurer with us
at our next meeting . and hope that we have
not been misinformed.
Our Division has had quite a loss since

the last writing by losing Brothers Harry
Thomas, John Warrick and Wilber Kemp,
who have resigned to accept other positions.
Each of them have our best wishes for suc
cess in their chosen pursuits.

In conclusion , will extend a cordial invita
tion to any brother who may happen in the
Beaver Valley to visit us and you will be
accorded a hearty reception bv

" DIVISION 105."
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ONLY A DREAM . vancement we have been able to make with
out one, and also without the direct assist
ance of any of our International officers.

Bro. Commons was much pleased with our
nttie mountain city , and assured us that he

would be glad to return at some future time.
In com any with your humune Scribe, he
went up on the side of one of our mountains,
and was shown the clouds, hanging far be
low the tops of the tallest peaks, and ex
pressed himself as never having Stel aliy

thing so beautiful before.
We anticipate an early visit from President

Mahon , when we expect to be able to stop
all our cars, as we have done on other occa
sions, and have a jolly good time.

I am glad to see that the different cor

responding secretaries seem to take more
interest in writing up their Locals than for
maily . This is the way to help wulsu up te

Motorman and Conductor, and for that matter
the whole organization is benefitted by keep

ing in closer touch with its different branches .
Not wishing to tax your patience, I shall

stop here. " SKYLAND. "

BUTTON PROMOTES INTEREST.

Albany, N . Y . - It is Sunday night. I sit
down to write a communication to the editor.
I write , " Our organization is prospering , and
with the exception of the small attendance
at our meetings, everything is lovely . ” At
this point I falter ; my stock of material is
exhausted ; I fill and hit my pipe to smoke up
something ; I feel hazy ; I fall asieeni I dream .
Graduaily forms gather and drop listlessly
into chairs. At a regular meeting . President
Sheehan appoints a committee to take charge
of the good and welfare order of business
Bros. Duff and Sivers, of tne Quail street
division , and Bros. Creegan and Rogan , of
the North Albany division . They notify the
president that they will give a surprise pic
nic party . The committee takes charge.
Brother Duff , the master of coremonies, heads
the program with a brief speech , stating that
the committee have done their best to ar
range a program for the evening, and that if
the members will only be patient, after a
little speech -making and songs, the commit
tee will spring the surprise ,
Next comes Brother Cunningham with a

song , entitled " How the River Raises When
Willie Burns Takes a Bath , ' to the air of
" Every Little Bit Helps. "
Bro . Kavanaugh spoke on " How much will

coal be by the piece when the one hundred
thousand population of Albany uses up the
seven thousand tons on hand ? " He elabor
ated well upon the continuance of the coal

strike as his eloquence touched the point.
After several other speeches and songs of

various interest by Bros . Coughlin and Gor

man . the surprise came like a bolt from

Juiter' s forge. A large number of saw

horses and boards appeared as from the
land of Genii, and all looked in wonder at

the phenomena.
Some guessed that Bros. Brown and Gillan

were going to play see - saw .
Bros. John J . Lawlor, Tom Kennan and

Joe Welsh started selling pools, thinking
there was to be a horse race . However, they
were arranged into a large banquet table .
mysteriously laden with liver and onions,
Irish stew , sauerkraut, liverwurst, frank
furters with no dog collars , limburger and
switzer cheese and spec and other Irish
dishes. Such eating was never seen before .

Shamokin , Pa. - Division No. 162 has pro
vided her members with monthiy buttons,
and they seem to promote interest in the
Local. At present we have 23 members, with
another in sight, and all are progressive in
the pur ose of organized labor. Our com
mittees are a little slow at times , but there
is always room for improvement. At present

e are getting along very nicely , and hope

soon to be in a good healthy condition .
our members are grieved at the loss of

Bro . Evans. His malady had lingered with
him for a long time, and during the past year

he has been a severe , though patient, suf
ferer. Cur members all sympathize with the
bereaved family and the Local adopted ap

propriate resolutions.
Bro . Burns, some day since, slipped upon

the icy pavement and seriously sprained one
of his knees. The accident confined him to
his home for a couple of weeks.

The young ladies of Shamokin will miss
the beaming countenance of Bro . Beard , who
is now doing time for the P . R . R . Oh , that
girl! King of men .

Bro . Waters gave the boys something to
talk about a short time ago. One late Sun
day. while riding past a parsonage with a

young lady he proposed that they form a
union . She called the bluff and they entered
the house , where they cou , led u We all

congratulate him , and are awaiting the
smokes. May their biggest troubles in life
be little ones is our worst wish .

" BULLMOUSLKI. "

dishesnody fell to
a ring was bouts wereAfter the repast a ring was formed and

a number of three - round boxing bouts were

engaged in to help out our digestive organs.
Bros. Pete Miller and Phil Dwyer, Bros. Wm .
Neaton and Frank Smith , and Bros. Wm . Ebel

and Frank Hughes were the principles,
Everybody gratefully acknowledged the

wisdom of the appointment of a " good and

welfare committee. I heard the sound of the
gavel, saw the tall, sinewy form of our presi

dent disanpear behind the curtain , noted the
intermingled joy and disappointment of the
prosnective pool sellers, heard Bro . Lawler

mutter something about doing a brokerage

business with the editor' s money. I awoke
to find my faithful clay in a thousand pieces

at my feet. And my dream ! I wonder if the

committee will really be appointed , or shall
it continue a dream .

CORRESPONDENT,

COMMONS VISITS 128 .

Sec' y W . W . Walls .

PIONEERS OF TWO TURN SYSTEM .

Asheville , N . C . On the night of March
19th Division No. 128 was visited by General
Executive Board Member Ben Commons, who
addressed two bodies of our men ; first, the
early men at 9 o 'clock p . m . , then the late
men at midnight. This was the first visit
we have ever had from an International of -
ficer , and, of course, all were very much
pleased with this one.

Bro . Commons spoke at some length , giy
ing much valuable advice to our boys, all of
which was thoroughly enjoyed. He out
lined. briefly , the policies adopted by the
larger Locals , and warned us of the danger
of failing to obtain a working agreement.
He seemed agreeably surprised at the ad

New Castle, Pa . - Among the pioneer Locals
of the Amalgamated Association is Division
No. 89. of New Castle , Pa . Early in the strug

gles of the association Division No. 89 fought

one of the sharp little engagements that were
so characteristic of the establishment or sup
pression of the earlier - formed Locals. It

was at a time when to form a Local usually
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meant to fight for an existence, and the New of the persistent and aggressive fighting , for
Castle men were not found wanting in cour many years, of Division 113 .
age for the contest. In those times the Two special meetings of our Division were

Locals were not so numerous as now , and held on Saturday , March 10th , for the pur

most of the furious little engagements were pose of endorsing by - laws prepared by a

generalized by our International President in special committee to establish a death benefit .

person . It was then that he, too , was fight The by - laws, as submitted . were passe
ing and struggling for our international ex unanimously , and take effect April 15th .
istence . Owing to the very mild winter, our Division

In New Castle he found the craft working has been fortunate in having very few mem
for a 12 - cent hour, but with the right spirit bers on the sick list, and when we get the
to make the job a better one. The strike protection for motormen that we should have.
was a short, spirited affair , bloodless , how men will be able to go to work in comfort
ever , and when President Mahon left the field and perform their duties much better than
the Amalgamated banner was firmly planted when it is necessary , in order to keep warm ,
and old No. 89 has ever since borne the palm to put on so much clothing as to look like a
of a " closed shop " union . Year after year, stuffed turkey and feel like a stiff one.
since that strike, have our agreements been Now , that the time is drawing near for
signed with the most agreeable mutuality the members to discard their overcoats, I
between employer and employes, and we have hope, and will ask all members to be a little
edged along the upward scale , until we now more particular about wearing their buttons.
have a maximum rate of 22 cents per hour, Remember, it is our union label, and has
and the end is not yet. done grand work for us in the past. Brother

Another feature of our progress was the members look for it and the public look for
complete winter vestibule, and it is safe to it , so don ' t forget the most important part
say that we were the first of our craft who of your uniform , for surely no man wishes
secured such protection for motormen in the o be classed with those who do not wear
State of Pennsylvania , and we got the vesti “ the badge of freedom ."
bules without any state law to assist us. "FARMER."
We were also the first in the state to secure

the two-turn system , or shorter hour work
day. In fact, so far as I have been able to WILL REQUEST MORE MONEY,
learn , we were the first electric railway men
who ever worked the two - turn system in the Mansfield , 0 , - Division 389 has been pro
history of street railroading. We hold the gressing in a manner highly satisfactory to
honor of being the actual pioneers of the its members since its reorganization by G . E .
two -turn system . B . Member Fay. The last one of the old
Neither have we confined our efforts to our employes was initiated at our last meeting.

own welfare alone. Our International Presi All the motormen and conductors carry cards

dent will bear us out when we say we never now with the exception of three , who have
turned a deaf ear to the pleadings of a sister not yet been in the employ of the company
Local. In those early days President Mahon for thirty days.
needed our support and he always got it . We have lost three members since organ
We have the honor of going with him in izing - Bro . U . S . Henry , who accepted a posi
spirit , and coming to his rescue to the extent tion as guard at the Ohio State reformatory ;
of our financial ability when he was fighting Bro. Wm . Balllet, who has gone into the
our battles with no other defense fund than dairy business, and our president, Bro. Grau ,
the good -will and the voluntary financial who has resumed the study of law . They
support of a bare handful of loyal Locals. were all good men and will be sadly missed .
Strikers were supported by appeals, and it both on the line and at the meetings of the

wasn ' t a question of one dollar per year Division . We gave them their withdrawal
to a defense fund, but a question of con cards with regret, and the very best wishes
science and available cash to donate, and the for their success in their new fields of en
loyal member would count results and won - ' deavor.
der at the lessening of strikes if he had not, Very few of the older men having been
either through the Local or personally, con present at our organization , and it appearing
tributed at least ten dollars during the year to be the general opinion that the wisest
to the fighting end of our association . heads were among them , the Executive Board

The fact that one of our members, ex - Sec. elected at that time resigned later on , and
C . H . Weekley , was a member of the general Bros. Ben Wigton , Daniel Campbell, Elsie
executive board enters not a little into the Ritchie and G . C . Hagerman were elected in
special interest of No. 89 in the early his their stead .
tory of our general movement. We have At the last meeting March 24 ) the presi
seen sister Divisions come and go, and we dent, Bro . Grani, resigned , on account of with
have helped others to come and stay. Today, drawing from the division , and G . C . Hager
there are many Divisions standing shoulder to man was elected in his stead. Bro . Ed Moser
shoulder with us, and if they mark their was chosen by an overwhelming majority ,
future with the loyalty that has character to fill the vacancy on the Executive Board .
ized this little Eastern Pennsylvania Local, We have recently acquired a new general
there can be no concern as to the future manager and a new sueprintendent. One of
greatness of the Amalgamated Association , the things that they did was to make a uni
and but little limit to her ultimate achieve versal change in runs. Only one man on the
ments for good. works was left on his old run . The change

In this number we introduce to our read has caused general dissatisfaction , not only
ers one of the active spirits of a banner among the men but also among that class of
Local, in the picture of Secretary W . W . patrons that you overhear telling his neigh

Walls, of Division No. 89. " MAC. " bor that " the conductor always knows where
I want to get off. "
We are figuring on what we can do for

PARLIAMENT MAY ENFORCE CENTER ourselves in the matter of wages, and expect

AISLES, to soon be in a position to make a proposi

tion to the company.
March brought us more snow than any

Toronto , Ont. - Business Agent James Mc month of the winter, and as a result several
Donald and President J . W . Williamson have fiat wheels could have been heard thumping
been very busy during the present session of down our 45 - degree hills . The people who
the Ontario Legislature interviewing the dif like cold weather" are getting pretty scarce

ferent representatives in connection with a now , and the rest of us all hope it is over.

bill which will come before the house , one " 389. "

feature of which will be of special interest
to all street car men in Canada . It provides WILL PRESENT AN AGREEMENT.
among other things an aisle in all open cars.
This is something for which we have long
fought, and while the result of our labor is Lowell, Mass. -- We had G . E . B . Member
not yet known, should anything favorable Dennis Fitzgerald with us at our last meet
pass the Legislature, it will be on account ing, held March 23. He gave us a good talk
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this prones,

The Central Labor Council of St. Joseph
has created what they term the " Label Com
mittee , ” whose duty is to report to the vari

ous locals throughout the city the names of
their members that patronize unfair places,
or buy goods without the label. This propo
sition has been endorsed by the unions. The
result has been that there is now , in St.
Joseph, a greater demand for the label than
ever before . Our merchants have become
wise. They are carrying more goods with
the label than ever before, and to those who
are interested in the labor movement the
prospects along these lines are very gratify -
ing
The summer cars are being painted and

put in condition for the summer, which means
to the boys here that we will soon be col
lecting fares from the running board once
more . FRANK CHANEY.

ever be a greater that in by the

along general lines and also spoke on the

question that is now confronting us, namely ,
the presenting of an agreement to the com
pany which includes a clause looking for
higher wages and shorter hours . Bro . Fitz

gerald made a very favorable impression .
We were in hopes of having Bro . W . B .

Fitzgerald at our meeting also , but he had to
attend a meeting in Lynn on the same day .
However, we expect to have the “ heavenly
twins" with us at our next meeting .

The men on this system are quite enthu
siastic over the proposed agreement. Now
boys, let us get out and work for this cause
and back up our committee in good shape .

It is with sincere sorrow that we chronicle
the death of our late Brother Edward Camp
bell. " Eddie " was one of our oldest members
and had been a good and faithful worker
ever since the division was organized . He
is greatly missed by the street car men of
Lowell, as well as by his passengers, as his
genial disposition had made him a great
favorite with every one.
But, if we have sad news, we also have

happy news. Did you notice that " AI" Killoy

is wearing a smile that wont' s come off ?
It is a girl. Congratulations, Al.
And “ Barney " Judge is going to try travel

ing in double harness. We admire your

spunk, Barney , and wish you joy. Who is
next ?

We hope to have good news for the May
number of the "Motorman and Conductor."

" SLYBACON ."

wise. Thay: Our mere for the

DETROIT DIGEST.

NOVEL METHOD TO PROMOTE LABEL.
St. Joseph , Mo. - As there was nothing in

the "Motorman and Conductor " from Division
326 in the last issue, we will let you hear
from us once again .
As usual our local is progressing . Some

have left the employ of the company, but the
recruits that have taken their places soon
becomemembers.
On February 13th we held our second an

nuel banquet, which was a decided success
in every respect. As this was the date for
the regular monthly afternoon meeting , a
good attendance was present at both meet
ings. Brother C . 0 . Pratt, chairman of the
General Executive Board , was the guest of
honor, and addressed the members at both
sessions. His remarks to the members were
confined principaly to the history and growth
of the organization , and we feel as though
his short visit with us was beneficial to our

cause and that it can be truly said that Di
vision 326 is proud of the chairman of the
General Executive Board.

Brother Charles Meadows, who left the
service several months ago, has returned and
is working as extra motorman .
The blank forms pertaining to the Chinese

exclusion act sent out by the International
office , with a request that our Division adopt
resolutions asking our members in congress
to oppose the Foster bill was unanimously
adopted and copies forwarded as was re
quested . We have received a communication
from Senator W . J . Stone stating that our
resolutions will be brought before the senate
and that he would give the matter his per
sonal attention . The three daily papers of
St. Joseph copied our resolutions and gave
our Division a very nice write -up as to the
action we had taken .
George Cole, for many years in the street

railway service in St. Joseph , died at his
home on the Savannah road , north of the city ,
March 6th . He was a charter member of
Division 326 , but at the time of his death
had left the service and was no longer a
member of the organization .

The Division has empowered the President
to appoint, each month , a " sick committee."
While our local does not pay a sick benefit,
our aim is to look after our sick and see that
they want for nothing . The members ap

pointed report those who are sick at each
meeting .

Bro . O . N . Humphrey is off duty on account
of a badly sprained ankle , and will be unable
to work for several weeks.

The agreement of Division No. 26 with the
Detroit United Railway Co. provides that if
modifications of any conditions are desired such
modifications must be taken up by mutual con
sent. It has been the practice to take up any

changes annually , at about this time of the
year. There is a firm and decided sentiment
on part of our membership that the wage clause
should be opened . It seems that the company
is agreeable , providing the opening of some

other sections may receive the approval of the
local. Just how the situation may shape up
later, it is now impossible to predict. The
present rate is 2312 cents per hour. This rate
has prevailed since it was fixed by arbitration ,
in July , 1903. A meeting was held on the night
of the 14th , and the enthusiasm that permeated
the entire throng was ominously expressive. It
is quite likely , however, that a satisfactory
end will be reached , as there is an air of con
ciliation surrounding the situation .
The company is placing new men on the line ,

quite plentiful, to meet the usual demand of the
summer traffic . The local issued 103 permits
during the month of March . For the first half
of April there were issued 53 permits to newly

employed men .
The local base ball club met at the local head

quarters on the 10th inst, and arranged to or
ganize for the season ' s work . Brother R . E .
Edwards was selected as manager, and H .
Mitchell as secretary . Two nines were selected
for practice games , and from these two nines
will be selected the club which will meet all
comers. Practice games will begin immediately .
The arbitration of the Toles case is yet linger

ing . The third arbitrator has not as yet been

selected .
Brother A . C . Smith , of Gratiot Division , who

has been afficted with stomach trouble for
some time, is reported slightly improving .

Brother Clinton Crocker is off sick , as is
also Brother Boldenbogon . '

WAITE TILL THE CAR STOPS, PLEASE .

Today as I stood watching an electric car
go by,

A well -dressed man ran out and tried to catch
it on the fly .

He missed one of the handles and landed in
the street,

And I assure you, reader, he didnt Tana on
his feet.

His hat flew off , his clothes were all dust, his
coat and pants were tore ,

And a little girl that was passing by said :

“ Mamma, that man swore."

Slowly he untangled himself and painfully
arose ;

He tried to hold his temper as a tear rolled
off his nose.

The conductor picked up his hat, and while
brushing off the dirt,

Said , "Give me your name, Mister, please ; I
hope you are not hurt. ”

The man said , “ You thick - headed idiot, you

make me tired ;
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I've got your number and I am going to have committees or other officers of the Associa
you fired . " tion wanting off on business of the Associa

tion , they shall have preference when proper
The people on the street and the passengers ly registered . Said book shall be dated seven

on the car days ahead of day on which employe desires
Gave their names to the conductor, but before , to be off .

they ventured far 3 . Sharking time shall be five minutes at all
A lady said , “ I hope it will not be the cause car- houses.

of your discharge. " 4 . All cars shall be properly equipped and
The conductor politely answered , “ Those cleaned by barn men before leaving the barn .

chances are not large . 5 . All men shall serev two days when miss

I belong to a union that guarantees fair play ing a report, except a miss on Saturday or
to all. Sunday, when he shall serve three days. When

And we don ' t get fired every time a passenger night cars are delayed by accident or block
gets a fall." ade so that men necessarily riding on same

cannot reach their place of reporting on time.
Asked she, 'What is the union ? Please tell no miss shall be charged to them , but they

me, if you can .” miss their own run for that day if not in time
The conductor quickly answered, “ It' s the to take their own run out on schedule .

brotherhood of man. " 6 . The company shall endeavor to at all

Said he, “ In it we all stands united for equal times maintain an adequate extra list . No

rights and fair play, man shall be compelled to do any extra work
And through it shorten our hours and also when a competent extra man is available.

increase our pay: 7 . All men shall be placed on a list as to
And if one of our members is taken sick , or seniority of hire at the car -house where they

injured by a fall. report.
We take him fruits and flowers, and money, 8 . The hours of service will be made as

too, when we call." near as possible equal on the basis of a max
imum of eleven hours and a minimum of

She asked, " Don 't these unions strike and eight hours, with ten percent leeway ; and

cause an awful strife ? all runs completed as near as possible within

Cause want and hunger in many homes and sixteen hours. All men shall have reasonable

sometimes loss of life ? ' time to eat.
He said , " I have heard of some strikes that 9 . The men shall have the privilege of put

cause just what you say ; ting in the men ' s room at each car -house , a
The union was not all to blame, the coropor bulletin board where notices of the Amalga

ation had its say." mated Association can be posted .
Said he, "Look at any big concern where eni 10. All regular runs on Sunday working less

ployer and employe agree, than week - day schedule shall be paid week

And in that concern prosperity , contentment day schedule .

and happiness you 'll see." 11. All regular men who are required to

make extra trips after their regular day' s

Said she, “ Young man , I thank you , and I'll work is done, shall be paid their regular

think it o ' er : rates from the time they have finished their
After what you said I see it different from day ' s work until the completion of such ex

what I did before . " tra trips.
Said she, “ There is one thing more, that's the 12 . All trippers and trailers working less

button on your breast ? " than five hours in the movement of cars, to

Said he, " That shows my dues are paid ; I be paid one dollar when worked by an extra

think you know the rest. " man who has not worked any during that
She asked, " Why don 't they all wear them ? day.

they don ' t , it ' s very true. " . 13. The superintendent shall give to each

But he answered , “ Because they see it as it employe suspended or discharged a hearing

was first seen by you ." once a week when possible , at an hour set by
him , except when an employe is discharged

Meanwhile the man who had fallen got to the for incompetency. Aftre investigation , any

office in a rage, employe found to have been unjustly suspend

And said , ' I want the Superintendent," to the ed or discharged, shall be paid for lost time

clerk behind the cage. and be reinstated in former position .

Said he, " Discharge the conductor. I caught 14. Men serving a shark shall only receive

his car and it swung me off my feet, regular platform time for all work performed

And he went along to the next while pole and during term of shark . Such term shall be as

left me in the street. " indicated in Section 5 .

The Superintendent looked at the number he 15 . The working -board of the following day
gave him , then said with ease : to be marked up not later than three o 'clock

" The next time you board a car heed the Con b . m . each day when practicable .

ductor. Wait till the car stops, please ."
16 . The president will hear, at ten o 'clock

" P . F . S . " a . m . on the first and third Tuesday of each
month , such individual cases as have been
appealed from the decision of the superin

PITTSBURG AGREEMENT. tendent. A mémorandum of such cases and

the party ' s testimony thereon must be sub

Pittsburg Railways Company. mitted in the forenoon of the preceding Sat

General Order No. 165 . urday. When necessary, thei ndividual will

be notified to appear at the hearing in person .
Pittsburg , Pa., March 15 , 1906 . 17 . Night cars on all divisions of the com

To Employes of Pittburg Railways Company : pany shall be considered as a special service.

I . Employes of this company are forbidden The superintendent of each division will se
to solicit on the company' s premises or in the lect such employes as deemed by him to be
streets in front of car - houses or offices , con best fitted for such service. Preference to be
tributions to benefits, balls , individuals or any given to oldest employes in seniority of ser
other object ; nor shall they endeavor to carry vice, should he desire to serve such .
on the barter or sale of tickets for watches, 18. The wage rate of motormen and con
suits, raffles of different articles, or of any ductors shall be as follows:
kind for any purpose whatsoever. Collection First two years . . . . . . .23 cents per hour

of dues shall be permitted at car barns, pro Third year . . . . . . . . . . . 24 cents per hour
vided no coercion or threats are used ; nor Over three vears . . . . . . 25 cents per hour
shall there be any discrimination between 19. This General Order shall continue in
union and non - union men . All will be treated force from April 1st , 1906, until April 1st,
as employes of the company. 1907 .

2 . Inere shall be placed in the office of each JOHN MURPHY,
car - house of the respective lines, an open Approved : General Sueprintendent.
book in which the man can register the par J . D . CALLERY.
ticular day or days on which they want to President.
get off ; and the men so registered first for Approved by Div . No. 85 , A . A . of S . & E .
any particular day or days shall have first R . E . of A . , in meeting assembled , March 16 ,

preference, excepting in cases of members of 1906 .

employe sushen possible , atais discharged

decisionof such , et be
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Not a Scab.

ECCEEEEEEEEEEE

|Monthly

Buttons

Union

Throughout

Our Buttons are made for

Union Men . They carry three

labels representing ALL the

work that enters into their

manufacture . The Sheet Met

al workers stamped in back

for the metalback ; the Allied

Printing Trades on front for

the printing, and the Novelty

Workers on front for assem

bling.

Union Men should wear a button that is

ALL UNION . Ours is .

Low & Rider
Button and Badge Manufacturers

334 Learborn St., CHICAGO

3

Vivian Strobridge, the twelve-year-old sis.

ter of Dan , was the spirit of the household .

She looked upon things in a matter-of-fact

way. She realized the full meaning of the

misfortune that had overtaken them , but she

confided herself and the others with im

plicit faith to the keeping of her big -hearted

brother. He was her ideal of a man , since

her father died, and in her mind he was

equal to anything , and could not go far

astray. Her confidence was dampened by

no delays nor displaced by any misgivings of

the others. She could not understand the

fretful criticisms of her mother, and won

dered why she should not leave the problem

of their future to Dan . It may be that she

was slightly influenced by anticipated pleas

ures of life in a great city . As Vivian loved

Dan so she also loved little two-year-old

Edith , his pretty infant daughter. It was

her love for Dan and little Edith that im

pelled from her due respect for Edna, al

though she could not say that she loved her.

She hated the memory of Martin Conroy.

She remembered the deception he had prac

ticed upon her dead sister, and she well re

membered his visit to the Gabbers Corners

school and the long walks and confidential

talks Edna had indulged him with during

that visit. She also well understood that

at the time Edna was enjoying her occupa

tion through the kindly intercession of her

brother. However, since little Edith had

come to the household she had deported

herself with the most cordial respect for

Edna.

Whether from the consciousness that Viv

ian' s sentiment was true , to a degree of em

barrassment, or from the fact that she was

the devoted sister of her husband, Edna

avoided affronting the little Miss, and cul

tivated her good will in every reasonable

way. She also encouraged her devotion to

little Edith .

Late in the afternoon of the sixth day of

Dan 's absence , as Edna returned from her

daily trip to the postoffice, and incidentally

her sixth successive sympathetic lecture

from Widow Gram , she found Mrs . Stro

bridge , Vivian and little Edith a waiting her

in the large front room of the gloomy old

farm house.

" What does Dan write today , dear ?” eager

ly queried Mrs Strobridge.

" He has secured a position upon the

Graftmore street cars ," replied Edna, as she

handed the letter to her mother-in -law . " Hle

states that he was to start for that city last

night, and that he will next write us from

Graftmore. Also I have a letter from Martin

Conroy , in which he states were he had the

pleasure of recommending r ausband for

the position he has securea and that as he

NOT IN THECOMBINE

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Family use

Phone E . 1047. 24 Mitchell Ave.
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C . PFEIFFER

BREWING CO.

BREWERS AND

BOTTLERS OF

High Grade Beers

908 -940 BEAUFAIT AVE .

DETROIT , - MICH .

Tel. 987 East.

will be in this vicinity tomorrow he will

call upon me to see if he can be of further
service . I shall neither thank him for, nor

accept any offers he may make. I think he

has nerve to presume I would entertain
him , or accept from him any proffer of as

sistance. I have no patience with Dan for

accepting reference from him . I don 't wish
to see him and I shall not be at home when

he calls ."

As Edna relieved herself of her feelings

upon the prospective visit of Conroy she laid

aside her wraps , settled into an inviting

rocker and unfolded the county paper,

which had been a welcome visitor to the

Strobridge home 52 times each year for the

past quarter of a century . Due casually

glanced at the headlines in the different

columns until her attention was arrested by

a short item . Under the caption :

“ IN THE GRIP OF ANARCHY. STREET

CAR SERVICE OF GRAFTMORE TIED

UP BY STRIKERS,”

she read : " The employes of the Graftmore

Traction Company went out on strike Tues .

day morning, causing great inconvenience
to the citizens. The company was able to

man a few cars with under officials , but in

defiance of the law the labor unions ob

structed the way and the cars were taken

back to the barns, practically wrecks from

the effect of shooting and stone throwing in

dulged in by mobs of anarchistic unionists .

The company has demanded police protec

tion and expect to have all cars under oper

ation soon. Men are being employed in

other cities and taken to Grafmore to fill

the places of the strikers. The strike was

caused by the discharge of lawless agitators

who were attempting to form a labor union

with the ultimate purpose of extorting ex

horbitant wages from the company. Should

the union succeed in coercing the company

it will be a serious blow to farmers , as the

car men will insist upon shorter hours ,

which will make a demand for more men

and establish an incentive for farm hands to

flock to the city . This would make a scarc

ity of help in the country and put farm

hands in a position to demand high wages

from the farmers, which will lead to a re

striction of production . Many farms are

now groaning under burdensome mortgages,

and when such industrial disturbances in the

city destroy the fertility of the soil there is

nothing but bankruptcy staring the farmer

in the face. Every sympathy should be ex
tended to the Graftmore Traction Company

and they should be properly protected by

the strong arm of the law in the rightful

pursuit of their business .”

" Perhaps Mr. Conroy recognizes the in

debtedness of his people and is really of a

disposition to do what he can to repair for.

mer wrong. It may be important to us for

you to receive him , Edna," urged Mrs. Stro
bridge, thoughtfully . " You can see by his

letter that he has already assisted Dan to a

position , and some way, I feel grateful."

Edna laid aside the paper, and as she

arose and went to the window , Vivian ob

served that she was in tears.

" You needn't meet Conroy, Edna ," she

c
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SANCE ENTE
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nan

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND, OHIO .
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP

PLIES.
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said , as she approached her sister-in - law , and

placed her arms lovingly about her. '

Vivian was in full accord with Edna' s ex

pression in regard to Conroy, and it was the

first time Edna ever experienced the an

nealing balm of the girl' s soul enveloping
sympathy. It came opportune, as she was

undergoing a struggle to disabuse her mind

that Widow Gram had possibly told the

truth in regard to her husband.
She had been told by the widow so often

that Dan could not amount to much that she

had actually debated the question in her own

mind. Now , she had strengthening evidence

that Widow Gram was quite right.

" Vivian ,” she said, “ Dan has engaged to

go to Graftmore to scab. I shall see Con .

roy , and I shall go to Graftmore tomorrow . "

(To be continued.)

.06

1 .50

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages. . . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . . 2. 50

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . . 4 .25

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary' s order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . . . .

Treasurer's receipt book . .

Association Badges, rolled gold, each . .

HUMAN MOTIVE FORCE,

According to the researches of Fischer , the

latent calorific energy stored in the food ab

sorbed by an adult man a day is 3 ,000 to 3 ,500

calories of heat. A notable part of this en

ergy is used within the body for determining

animal activity , respiration , digestion , elim

ination , etc . The excess may be expended in

mechanical work . A day of eight hours and

average and continuous work is equivalent
to a work of 127,000 kilogramme-meters, or

300 calorics, or al ittle less than one -hall

horse -power. Under these conditions the cost

price of 100 horse - power may be thus calcu -

lated . Man , 250 workmen at 3 francs per day ,

750 francs ; horse - power, 10 horse -power, all

expenses included, 60 francs ; engine, steam , 6
francs ; engine, gas, 3 .50 francs. Human mo

tive force is therefore , ten hundred times

dearer than mechanical motive force. - Scien -

tific American .

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1 .00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

mattor, oach . . . . .. .30

Git seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .
Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor
NOT THB CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

| A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St CHICAGO

Agents Wanted in theUnited States U N I O N
To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

B BUTTONS and BADGES
The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

Our Label is No. 38.

LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island
SINO and Caton Place GERAGHTY & CO.

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y. 61 La Salle St., Chicago.

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials , Terms, etc .

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND
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Schroeder Paint

& Glass Co.

CENTRAL

PAINT

Sanda

PAINTS,

OILS ,

COLORS,

VARNISHES

GLASS

COMPANY

DISTRIBUTORSPOLISHED PLATE AND

WINDOW GLASS

ACME QUALITY PAINT
DISTRIBUTORS OF

The Heath & Milligan

PRODUCTS FOR EASTERN MICH .

- --

JOBBERS AND DEALERS

IN ALL KINDS OFPhone Main 5365.

39 and 41 Congress St. E .

44 and 46 Cadillac Sq .

GLASS, BRUSHES, Etc .

CUT RATE LOANS

On SALARY, FURNITURE,

PIANOS AND DIAMONDS

Union Trust

Company

Cut rate means thatwe cut all other Co .

rates on loans. Call, write or phone 4590

and our agentwill call on you.

• Business confidential.

CUT RATE LOAN COMPANY

Room 12 , 60 Monroe Ave .

Capital, $500 ,000

Surplus and Profits , $400 ,000

$ 100 BONDS

secured by first mortgages on

improved city real estate.

Interest payable semi-annu

ally at 4 % per annum .

Send for Particulars.

D . B .BANCROFT

WATCHES and

WATCH REPAIRING

| 26 Lafayette Ave., Detroit,Mich.
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New York City and The Bell

The Board of Aldermen in New York recently passed a resolution calling

for an investigation of the New York (Bell) Telephone Company, its charges

and ways of doing business. The resolution in substance is as follows:

" Whereas, The telephone system in

the city of New York is operated and

controlled by one corporation , without

competition and under circumstances

that enable said corporation to charge

exorbitant rates and impose arbitrary

conditions for furnishing such service,

whereby not only our citizens but also

our city government is made to suffer

financially ; therefore be it

" Resolved , That our committee on

laws and legislation be instructed to

hold a public hearing on these charges

and to investigate and report on the

condition of the telephone service in

this city ; the method of charging sub

scribers for calls and the reasonable

ness of the rates charged for such ser

vice, and also to report on the powers

of this board to control said matters,

with a view to the betterment thereof,

and for the purpose of relieving this

city and its citizens from the effects of

a monopolized control of such telephone

service, and all other matters relating

thereto ; and be it further

“ Resolved , That said committee re

port to this board thereon with all con

venient speed ."

THE INVESTIGATORS WILL DISCOVER

THAT THE NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO .

HAS BEEN CHARGING EXORBITANT

PRICES FOR ITS SERVICES. IT WILL

FURTHER DISCOVER THAT THE SOLU

TION OF THE TELEPHONE PROBLEM IN

NEW YORK CITY IS COMPETITION , AND

THE SOONER AN INDEPENDENT COM

PANY IS PERMITTED TO FURNISH SER

VICE ON MANHATTAN ISLAND THE BET

TER THE TELEPHONE USERS OF NEW

YORK CITY WILL BE SERVED.

“ Competition is the Life of Trade" / applies to Telephones as well as any

other business .

Our proposed three and one-half million dollar plant will be the most

modern and efficient in the world.

HOME TELEPHONE COMPANY, 149 Griswold Street.
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Coming of spring will find me

UNIFORMS
GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

Having a complete line of

A11 Builders' Hardware, Tools,

Sporting Goods,Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

W ash Machines, Garden Tools,

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you wbat

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman 's $13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

Nails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty,

A11 sizes of Poultry Netting ,

House Furnishings, Etc.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered .1222 Gratiot Avenue ,

DETROIT, MICH . CLAYTON Center

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

Telephone East 1710 .

THROUGH ORC
MAYIS

Bastian Bros .

ROCHESTER , N . Y.

Mr. Secretary :

Z
A
T
I
O
N

UNION

DIVISION 282

4. OF S . &
S. & E. R .E.

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

Buttons

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman ' s profit.

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc . ,

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICN.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready -made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

ITEDA EXEO CARMENT

UNİTED CARPENT 7 James H . Hirsch & Co.
OR O

APRIL 12

G
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1891
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ARO
212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO, . ILLS.
REGISTERED

ch
e

CENSE
S

WEBERI

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH .

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

Wo ONLY mako a differonco of 10 por cont for goods sold

on timo to rollablo partios ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE .

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor 's uniform always presentable

Adopted as a part of the uniforma by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG. CO., Cleveland , O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .=

PHITE STATESTATE SAYANSSEN

OFFICERS

Goo. H . Russel,
President

R . W . Gillett,
Vice-President

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice-President

R . S.Mason .
Cashier

A . E . Wing ,
Asst. Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

E. A . Sunderlin,
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bizby

H . M . Campbell
C . L . Freer
Haley Fiske
R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker
H . B . Led yard

W . C . McMillan

R . S . Mason
H . C . Potter, Jr.
Geo . H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer
Peter White

T
I

3
5

1
1

$ 1 ,000 ,000 .00CAPITAL . .

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS • 15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
POR

Uniform Clothing
We also carry the Largest

Stock of

TRANK BRIDERICK &

U
N
L
U

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings
IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measura
ment guide.BLUE

13 .KING ST.WEST
FRANK

BRODERICK
& CO .

THE LAROEST TAILORINO
HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KINO STREET WEST TORONTO
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PHOENIX PREFERRED

coideni osarances

Gompany i

OFDETROIT, MICHIGAN ,

cuvue

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX "

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice-President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

= = = THE

TAYLOR, WOOLFENDEN CO.,

Fine Dry Goods and Furnishings.

Woodward Ave. and State St.,

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

Wecarry an immense stock

W of Mens' Furnishings

and Ready to Wear Goods

at popular prices. : ; :

IIGUARANTEE absolute permanent cure of all facial

defects and blemishes such as deformed nose no mat.

ter how caused ; adherent and unsightly scars, birth

marks, tatoo and powder marks, moles, warts, liver

spots, " red veins." wrinkles and all eruptions of the

skin . Superfluous hair, so it never returns; eyebrows

and forehead perfectly shaped. My method is pain .

lessand leaves no marks or scars. Disease of the hair

cured by an absolute new , originaland certain method .

Consultation free . Don 't trust anybody but an experi

enced medical expert with important treatment of

your face .YOUR TRADE IS

SOLICITED.

L . P .ANDERSON. M . D .
213 Woodward Avenue. Sulte, 63 Valpey

Building .
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QUITE RIGHT.
Our teeth are necessary things - God made them to be used

To masticate the food we eat, but not to be abused .
Decayed and broken, they become a menace to our health .

But well preserved , are more to us than mere material wealth .

The crown and bridgework we have done has never been excelled ;

In spite of many obstacles, our fillings all have held .

Our plates are made to stay where put; it is not on our docket
To manufacture teeth for you to carry in your pocket.

Full set teeth , $ 4 to $ 8 ; 20 years' guarantee.

READ OUR NEW PRICE LIST :
Infant, or man in his prime,
Fair maiden , or stalwart youth ,

What pain is more hard to be borne

Than that of an aching tooth ?

But why should one suffer thus,
Hear what the " Best Dentists" say,

" If you will only come to us,

You, happy, will go away."

" A painful thing ? Nay, forsooth !
One minute, to be exact,

And you may carry away the tooth ,
Which we painlessly extract."

3 00

$ 10 Set of Teeth for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 5 00

$ 8 Set of Teeth for . . . . 4 00

$ 6 Set of Teeth for . . . . . . . . 3 00

$ 6 Solid Gold Crown . 3 00

$ 5 Porcelain Crown . . . 3 00

$ 5 Bridge Work . . . . .
Gold Fillings . . . . . 1 00
Silver Fillings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hours, 8 to 8 ; Sundays, 8:30 to 5.

Three lady attendants .

If there is even one dissatisfied patient in all these
years . Do come to our parlors. We will please you .

25

“ Fillings, Bridge Work and Crowns,
( The prices you see beneath ),

We are never outdone and wemake them

all

Even to full sets of teeth ."

Better than 300 stockholders; can 't fail or move away ; solid as a rock . More joining

every day; paying 10 per cent dividend and an extra 10 per cent on all stockholders' dental

work. Could you ask anything better .

Best Dentists Co.
( INCORPORATED ), 54 GRAND RIVER AVE.
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT , MICH.

-CAPITAL, -

$ SURPLUS , Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000.00

1,000 ,000 .00-

D . E . THOMAS, President and GeneralManager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

Two Bells

Richter's

Cafe

Start now to investigate the

right kind of

11 State Street Gas Range

PAONE MAIN 4790 . A . C. AMES, Pres. and Mngr.
Everyting well cooked and

Michionn

Michigan and Loan Company
Realty Company

on time.

REAL ESTATE,LOANS,RENTING AGENTS, FIRE

INSURANCE,MODERNHOMEBUILDING .
Detroit City Gas Co.,

230 Woodward Ave.

101 Griswold Street

Cor. Congress. Detroit, Mich .
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Boulevard Sanitarium Bath House

Telephone West 294

251 Twenty-Fifth St.
UTAKE SHERMAN CAR WEST)

Russian

Sulphur

Salt-Glow

Baths

Massage Expert Attendent

DR . E . B . SMITH ,
The Only Porcelain Tubs for Mineral

Baths in DetroitSURGEON

E most perfect, universal, in

BRUNSWICK 'S
stantaneous Cleanerand Polisher

EASYBRIGHT for Brass, Copper, Steel, Gold ,

Silver and all othermetals. Alsowood
LANEOUS

USTAM CLEANER work and furniture. Contains no acid,

CLEANS EVERYTHING .
lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

TRADC HARK 10 cents .

The Brunswick -Balke-Collender Co . 100 Randolph St.,Detroit

If you don 't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO .173175 E.Adams St. CHICAGO
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Do You Need Money ?

CALL AND SEE US .

We Advance Money

for Salaries
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To male or female employees, who have

no security to offer but their honesty and

integrity of character, on a fair com

mercial basis.

Easy weekly or monthly payments.

Strictly confidential.
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Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get
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.

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

DETROIT ,MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks formaking applications

for government orders for Limbs

and Transportation or Commu.

tation therefor, sent free on

application .

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

AT ONCE.

Dr. Navaun 's Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn 't

got it have him get it for you. If

hewill not do so , sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c (stamps) and it will

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

284 Chene St. Detroit, Mich .

Our Label is'No. 38.

GERAGHTY & Co .

61 La Salle St., Chlcago .
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REV. J. W . SPARLING ,

Winnipeg, Manitoba,

REV. DR . WM . PATRICK ,

Winnipeg , Manitoba.

Just to what end the Winnipeg strike

would have led ultimately, had not forces

intervened of a conciliatory nature between

the contending parties, it would be difficult

to presume. However, after a nine days'

struggle, during which these conciliatory

forces mitigated to the holding in restraint

the contending parties, an agreement was

reached which was in no way discreditable

to either party and which was vastly to the

credit of the conciliatory forces which brought

it about. In the interest of the Association

affairs were directed personally by Board

Member Fred Fay, associated with whom

was the executive committee of the local

division. But there was a spirit of control

to the good of the order of the city of Win -

nipeg, which has leaders which might well

be emulated by the same factors in other

communities. That spirit was embodied in

the ministerial association of Winnipeg, from

which body was immediately appointed a

committee composed of the Rev . Dr. J . W .

Sparling, principal of Wesley College, and

the Rev . Dr. Wm . Patrick , principal of the

Manitoba College. To these two gentlemen

was delegated the duty to investigate and

if possible conciliate the differences be

tween the contending factions.

According to the report of Board Member

Fay these two gentlemen undertook their

task in no half-hearted way, but with a sin -

cerity which demanded the confidence of

both parties to the contest, and it may be

added that the respect for the conciliators

had much to do in holding in abeyance the

common features of street car strikes, and

while the contest lasted nine days, a condi

tion of peace prevailed in the city of Winni.

peg to the extent that no discredit as a law

abiding community can be reflected upon

the city . Drs. Patrick and Sparling first de

termined upon what they concluded should

be fair terms to both parties , and worked

faithfully to the end of that conclusion.

The result was a settlement eminently sat

isfactory to all concerned. Their greatest

victory rests in the fact that they demon

strated that right and justice are natural

ruling forces to which people will submit

without disorder. The candor, sincerity and

intelligence of the two conciliators was far

more respected than could have been any

politically made authorities. Their effort

goes down in the history of our Association

as another evidence that even labor may

rely for justice and right upon honest, schol

arly intelligence , that kind which is in no

way influenced by avarice or egotism . These

two gentlemen have well won the gratitude

of the citizens of Winnipeg and their spirit

of fairness and sincerity of purpose to be

of advantage to humanity, is an example for

emulation by all promoters of society.
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REINSTATEMENTS. San Francisco , while a goodly part of his

employer lives in New York or Newport.

The question of how far a labor organiza It matters not how much the manager or

tion should go to enforce the reinstatement superintendent may assume to him that the
of a discharged member comes often as a employer is socially interested in him , it

serious problem to the local union . Among is not so . It can 't be so. The operative

the incipient purposes of the organization official may be a good fellow , but he consid

of labor was that of aiding the member in erately lies if he tells the employe that the
securing employment. In the formation of employer even knows of him individually,

the union we find every member employed. much less to be interested in him socially .

From this we assume that the part of the This brings forward a different phase of
obligation which binds us to aid a member the discharge question . It cements the

in securing employment requires such joint social interests of the employes. It war

legislation as will be most effective in con - rants a consideration of the question of dis .

tinuing the membership in employment. It charge. The member is discharged by an
seems, also , that the provision anticipates a official who is himself an employe.

possible condition that will require a divi It is the duty of the union to study the

sion of employment among the membership . purpose of the employer - the company - and

For instance , in a temporary reduction of so direct the efforts of the membership to
service, without sacrifice on part of the attain that purpose. That is for what the

whole membership , the reduction would re members are employed. When a member is

quire the suspension of some members , or, discharged the first question of interest is

perhaps, their discharge. In such case the whether the reinstatement of the member
membership could mutually agree to tem and his future service with the company

porarily divide the work at hand. Again , will meet the purpose of employment. If

once a member, always a member, insofar this question is decided in the affirmative ,

as the requirements of the obligation , and the official discharging him has committed

in time a member may become idle , and by an error, and there can be no reasonable

the aid of the union , or some member, be argument against his reinstatement. It
enabled to secure employment more im can't be said that the employer doesn 't want

mediate than without such aid . In such his service. He is a competent man. His
case it is the duty of one member to assist service is just as much in demand by the

another. But these instances do not refer company as is the service of the discharg .

to the question at hand, ing official. He cannot be objected to in

It is a common argument that a man dividually because he is not know individ

should not reasonably desire employment ually . There can be no sentimentality in

with those who do not prefer his services, the matter of his reinstatement. The em

and should naturally accept his discharge as ployer - the company - cannot afford to up

evidence that his service is not preferred . hold the like or dislike of the superintend

That is sound logic when the employe is ent. He is not permitted to bestow favorit

discharged directly by the employer. In ism . He is required to treat every man
such cases many unions do not look to the with the same degree of fairness. The pur

reinstatement of the member, but care for pose of the company requires it. If the man
him where his employment is acceptable. is incompetent the purpose of the company

In modern collective employment dis cannot well permit his reinstatement. The

charges are not made by the employer , but union cannot stand for his reinstatement.

by another employe, the employer being a But, if incompetent, why a member of
collection of individuals comprising a com - the union ? This question requires a double
pany whose business is wholly in the hands reply . If the job is strictly , union , both the
of employes, from a general manager down . employer and the union are at fault , and
It is this class of employers that forces to guilty of making an error detrimental to
the front the question of protecting and the incompetent man - the company having
maintaining a member in employment. employed him and the union having ap

With this class of employment there is no proved of his employment, when both , dur.

social intercourse between the employer and ing the period of probation , or apprentice

employe. A business relation only exists ship , should have become familiar with the

between them . The employer cares nothingman ' s incompetency.

for the individual employe , don 't know him If the job is open , then the employment

personally , don 't care to know him . He is and efficiency of the man is determined

employed to perform certain work which is solely by the employer. The union is

necessary to produce the designed business powerless, and not a party to the prudence

results of the concern . It matters not or imprudence of his employment, but must

whetherer his name be Richard Roe or John accept the fact that he is given a responsi

Doe; he is socially of no consequence to · bility by the company as evidence of his
the employer. His wife cannot sit in the competency, and for common protection
same pew with the wife of his employer. must accept him as a member. In this case

He will never receive an invitation to make the company has forced an incompetent man

a social call with his family at the palacial under the protection of the union , and forced

residence of his employer. Their children the union under obligations to the man .

will not be permitted to play in the same The union , under " open shop ” employ
yard . These things are not expected. There ment, must give double energy in protecting

is a class distinction , and socially the line the members, as the very fact that " open

is sharply drawn. He may be working in shop” employment exists is bona fide evi.
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dence that there is some opposition to the which to select needed employes under an
union and to lose a member is to run the age limitation of 35 years. Ninety per cent

risk that there may be a non -union man of those favored by employment are not

employed to fill the vacancy . This how over 25 years of age- a good thing, perhaps,

ever is the selfish view though necessary to for the young man, but the menace lies in
the protection of the union . the fact that the young man is approaching

Again the loss of employment by dis - older age, and will soon be beyond the dead
charge means much to the member. No line of employment. However , over 25 per
matter how slight the discharge brings a re- cent of wage earners are idle at all times
flection upon the member. Under more or under existing conditions, and over 25 per

less restriction it places him upon the black cent are destitute. According to New York
list and it becomes more difficult to secure state statistics , over 25 per cent of the en
employment elsewhere. tire inhabitants of that state are poverty

It is an easy matter for an official to tell stricken . The discharged man takes his
a man he is discharged. It is an easy mat place at the foot of this list of idle appli
ter for one man to murder another by cants. This pitiable circumstance is modi
shooting him in the back . Both victims fied only by variance in local conditions,
are equally helpless , individually . The but the situation is an even menace to all,
executor has an undue advantage. One Thus the importance of the retention of
victim loses his life , the other loses, tempo employment, and thus the bond of immedi
raily at least, the opportunity to earn sus- ate fellowship is tensioned in the interest

tenance for life. Without just cause for of the discharged co -workers.
the act, the official who causes the dis The employing company and the higher
charge of an employe is on the samemoral managing officials recognize the importance
strata with the murderer. He has com of retaining experienced employes. Dis

mitted a moral crime. charges are usually ordered by or upon the

The employer assumes to marvel at the reports of under-officials. Frequently such

acceptance of an inefficient workman as a officials are actuated by petty prejudice or

member by the union . He also hesitates emotional promptings. Few of them take

to accept any of the responsibility . The into consideration the importance to the

union did not employ the incompetent work company of experience, and seldom temper
man , and, while the competency of the man their judgment with any sympathy for the

may be passed upon by both the union and discharged , but discard him as they would

employer, where the employment is strictly relegate to the scrap pile a wornout brake

union , and he may be rejected by either shoe. Not infrequently is the discharge the
during a usual period of probation , yet result of uncontrolled passion , and at times

where employment is upon the open shop solely as a purpose of discipline. However,

plan he must be accepted to membership there are cases of discharge that are not
or the union becomes impaired in force by only justifiable , but necessary , and with

that measure of non -unionism , and non - which , further than an investigation , the

unionism is a resisting force against the union should not interfere.

progress and purposes of unionism . Dishonesty cannot be upheld. The union
The open shop employer holds that he has should be in no way responsible for main

the right to employ and discharge whom he taining incompetency. Willful negligence

may please , and without question . To no cannot be encouraged. Unfitting intemper

one will he yield the right to question his ance forfeits the protection of the union .

judgment as to the competency of whom he When a member is discharged in conse

may employ . While there are forces which quence of an act which may be inadvert
modify this privilege in employing, the ently committed by any employe of average

union is but a small factor. However, in efficiency , an act of provoked insubordina

the modification of the right to discharge, tion , or the violation of a commonly disre
the union , from its very nature, becomes an garded , rule , the union is justified in re
important factor. questing reinstatement. In case where

Very often , under the existing industrial judgment is prompted by good intentions,

system , the discharge of an employe means and from unusual conditions an accident re

to him either a change of occupation or the sults, which , had exact conditions been

embarrassment of seeking employment in known to the workman , could have been

another locality, and not infrequently both . avoided , even though the company becomes
Did such a political, or even industrial, con - liable, there is nothing to be gained to the

dition exist under which one could pass service by the discharge of the employe .

from one employment to another at pleas More than likely the incident especially fits
ure, to be discharged would be but a minor the employe to meet another such emer

event to the discharged , and would prove no gency effectively , and makes his service

problem to the union . The member would more valuable.

yet be employed , only by another employer. The missing of fares by a conductor is

However, the peculiar situation exists, not a justifiable cause for discharge, unless

and it is fortified by political privileges, by resultant from habitual neglect or inatten .
which from 20 to 40 per cent of the wage tion . The failure to register collected fares

earners are at all times idle . One circum - may result inadvertently , and in no way be

stance substantiating this statement is the accepted as proof of dishonesty . A loss to

fact that street and electric railway com - . the company by missed or unregistered fares

panies have an abundance of applicaions where the employe is conscientious cannot

for employment on hand at all times from be made good by the discharge of the em

W !
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portant subordinate interest lies in the per
petuation of employment to each individual

member. So long as conditions exist which

threaten members with indefinite idleness

in case of being discharged, perpetuation of

employment may well be promoted by exer

cising prompt and spirited effort in the

interest of securing reinstatement.

Bearing upon this subject, it may well be

cautioned that the individual is not war.
ranted in placing his own individual interest

above that of his organization , by selfishly

and passionately imposing himself as a

menace to the interests of the entire mem

bership. An individual selfish interest can

not well be presumed to rightfully involve

the collective interests of all.

PUBLIC SAYINGS AND WRITINGS OF W .

D . MAHON .

"My observation teaches me that the bet

ter the unionist, the better the workman . ”

" In organizing, I often meet the individual

who asks, 'What good is a labor union , any.

how ?' I would reply to that man by asking

him what he amounts to, acting as an indi

vidual, in the way of fixing wages, shorten

ing hours of service or gaining better con :
ditions ? "

ploye, neither will that feature of the ser
vice be corrected by such a course. It is

much better to inspire the employe by an

expression of confidence in his honesty. No

oonductor ever worked any considerable

time at the business without missing or

failing to register fares . Again , he will

have inadvertently registered faces in excess

of his collections. However, repeated fail.

ure to register collections under ordinary

circumstances is expressive of intent and

brings strong reflection upon the honesty of
the employe.

It may be presumed that all operative

rules are directed to the end of efficient

service , but many of them are subject to

the judgment of the employe, who must

suit his obedience to the circumstanoes.

This afford's the operative official almost

unlimited opportunity to avail himself of an

excuse for the discharge of any employe.

This discriminating privilege is usually ap

plied in the case of old men in the service.

They are plucked out, and buried under a

volume of charges of violations of rules

gathered for the purpose through years of

faithful service. It is revolting to the aver

age manager or superintendent to charge

them with having worn out, and line them

up in a bunch for slaughter. They are care.

fully watched and slipped off one at a time,

with the least commotion . Sympathy is

overcome by the rule-breaking record and

the old man passes out of the service under

the charge of insubordination .

In more recent years traction manage.

ments have adopted a method of employ.

ment by which the old age problem is of

much reduced annoyance. It has been

learned that the personnel of the service

may be systematically changed in the course
of from 8 to 12 years and at all times main

tain a comparatively experienced service.
Upon this basis, by drawing an age limit

line of employment at 30 or 35 years, but

very few motormen or conductors pass

above 50 years of age, and the company has

the advantage of the best service years of

the employe' s life. The employe is thus out

of the service before he reaches an age

which excites sympathy.

The only special force that has any tend.

ency to extend the age limit of service is

the labor organization . This is demon-

strated by the fact that where the influence
of this association has been asserted for any

number of years, there will be found the

greatest proportion of old service men yet
in employment.

While it should be the purpose of a labor

organization to elevate the standard of ser

vice, and it must be confessed that the

elimination of dishonesty and incompetency
is directly in line with that purpose, yet

there should be no relaxation in efforts to

promote security of employment to the gen
eral membership .

It may be frankly confessed that the

prime purpose of organized labor is to in

crease wages and modify working condi

tions, and watchful effort along that line

ordinarily discharges the obligation of one

member to another. However, a most im -

" The manager who sits in his easy chair

in a comfortable office, with every conven .
ience of life at his beck or call, may think

he is contributing wholesome discipline by

issuing unendurable rules to control the

man on the car, and providing vicious pen .

alties for violations , but instead , I can as

sure him he is a breeder of sullen anarchy

of the deepest hue."

" When our great political battles are on

the wage-earners spend day and night 'mak

ing Romehowl' for their respective political

parties and candidates ; they march , carry

torchlights and have the grease running

down their backs to soil their garments ,

wear roosters and carry coons, shout them .

selves hoarse, and, after all, when the cam

paign is over, they find cold comfort in poli

tics. Would it not be more to the point to

do your shouting for your labor organiza

tion ?"

" The exploitation of 'open shop ' is bosh.
The exaction of the closed shop is that none

can work among us unless they become

members of the union . I want to ask , whose

liberty and right to work is that exaction

imposing upon ? Does it interfere with any

man 's right to work ? It protects him in

that right. You have saved him from the

vultures. It is not a question with the

'Citizens' " open shop " Allianoe ' whether any

particular individual has a right to work as

he pleases ? They don 't care a continental
who does the work , only so they can control

the wage and production . They are not

philanthropists, as they would have us be

lieve, but they are the disturbers, and their

society cannot maintain in this age of the

world .
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EAST ST. LOUIS AGREEMENT.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE COMPANY

East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Com
pany, Their Successors, or Assigns.
EMPLOYES

Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes of America , Di
vision No. 125 .

First. - This agreement shall be in force and
effect for and during the term of two (2 ) years
from May 1st, 1906 .
Second. - The Company may lay off Employes

for any good cause until the Grievance Com
mittee and the Company shall meet to investi
gate the fairness of such discharge or lay- off of
Employes, and such meetings shall take place

within a reasonable time not exceeding twelve
hours after the Company has been notified in
writing by such Committee at its office, of the
time of such meeting. Should the Company
fail to meet the Committee at such specified
time, then the party so laid off shall be rein

stated immediately to his regular work , and in
case said employe is found not guilty , the Com
pany agrees to pay said Employe for full time

lost. All meetings shall be at the office of the
Company.

Any Employe may be discharged or subject to
discharge for dishonesty , drunkenness, drinking

intoxicating liquor while on duty, or any other
good cause .

Third. - The Company shall pay semi-monthly
on regular days.

Fourth . - The passenger and express cars of
the Company shall be in charge of a motorman
and conductor for each car, excepting the ex
press cars, the cars of the Belleville City Lines.
or extension cars in East St. Louis , where no
collection of fares is made, which cars may be
operated by motorman only .

Fifth . - All passenger cars of the Company
shall have vestibules closed for winter by Octo

ber 15th , 1906 , or as rapidly as said cars are put
through the paint shop.
Sixth - Conductor' s and motormen ' s pay shall

be two ( 2 ) dollars and twenty - five (25 ) cents per
day for all regular runs of nine and one- half
(91 ) hours or less, and overtime shall be paid at
the rate of twenty - five cents (250 ) an hour. All
special and extra runs shall be paid at the rate
of twenty - five cents (250 ) an hour, minimum
two (2 ) hours. Tripper runs twenty - five cents
( 250 ) per hour, minimum seven ( 7) hours . Super
intendents shall have authority to fairly adjust
compensation for extra runs where circum

stances are such that crews are unavoidably
delayed in getting to or from starting point of
such extra runs.

Seventh . - All cars shall be relieved at the
sheds, excepting the Edwardsville and Edge
mont- Collinsville cars, which shall be relieved
at the office at the “ Y ” in Collinsville, and the
East St. Louis City cars , which shall be relieved

at the places now relieved .
Eighth . When a car in regular service is dis

abled and there is no car to take its place, the
motorman and conductor are to receive full pay
up to a maximum of one- half (12 ) day of such
idleness . Crews reporting for work when cars

do not go out, but crews are held , shall receive
pay for actual time held .

Ninth . - The Emploves through their Grievance
Committee have the right to complain against
any employe of the Company. Such complaint
shall be made in writing and shall be given full
and fair consideration by the Company, and if
well founded the said employe shall be dis

missed from service.

Tenth . - If any Employe of the Company shall
hold an office in the Amalgamated Association
of Street and Electric Railway Employes of
America , either Local or International, and
while holding such office shall resign his posi
tion with the Company, he shall be entitled to
reinstatement to such position at the expiration
of his term of office .

Eleventh . - All shop men in carpenter, paint
and machine shops, also car washers and clean
ers , and all other classes of labor in the shops,
to be paid wages equal to the rate of wages paid
during the month of May, 1903 , plus an increase
equal to the percentage of increase given to
conductors and motormen under the Sixth
clause of this agreement. No present employe,
emploved in shops or shed , shall have his rate

of pay reduced during the life of this agree
ment.

Twelfth . - Conductors and Motormen shall
have the right when wearing badges properly
displayed to ride free on any part of the present

system , and on any new lines built by the com
pany during the period of this agreement, pro

vided no objection is raised by the Terminal

Railroad Association as to their riding free on
the Bridge.
Employes in shops after having been in the

employ of the Company one year or more shall
have the same transportation privileges as are
above accorded to conductors and motormen .
Any Employe making or allowing use of his

badge or tickets for free transportation of any
other person shall be subject to discharge .
Thirteenth . - The Company shall continue pres

ent custom as to allowing Employes to use cars
in going to and from sheds when necessary and
for attendance on special and joint meetings
of the Local, but crews of such cars shall be
responsible for any avoidable accident or dam

age done to or by the cars or to individuals.

Fourteenth . - - The Company agrees to provide
cars with sand and keep same in good working
order, cars to be sanded at the sheds by men
provided by the Company to do the same, and
the supply of sand in cars to be replenished
when necessary by motorman at sand supply
stations along the line. Motormen will not be
held responsible for accidents arising from de
fective brakes or sand boxes which have prev
usly been reported to road officer or shed fore

man as unsafe to run and not repaired .
Fifteenth - The Company agrees to provide in

Belleville, and also in East St. Louis and at the
Maryville and O ' Fallon sheds, suitable retiring
rooms for men in charge of the cars, with toilet
facilities and drinking water.

Sixteenth . - When block signals are out of
order and crews get orders to enter blocks.
they shall be exempt from responsibility pro
vided they handle their cars with reasonable
care .
Seventeenth . - The Company agrees that it

errors or shortages of one day' s pay or more are
short on pay day, that the said shortage shall
be rectified and paid immediately and not car
ried over to the following pay day , provided ,
however, that Employe having such shortage
shall have filed with the Company a statement

of his time on tue second or sixteenth day of
the month .

Eighteenth . - Shop and shed men shall be paid
overtime for any portion of their regular noon
hour in which they shall be called out for work ,
provided they complete their full day' s work
outside of the noon hour,

The present form of uniforms shall continue
in use during the period of this agreement un
less changed by mutual agreement between the
Company and Employes.
The Company agrees that in case a regular

man misses, the first extra man entitled to the
run shall receive same, it being the duty of ex
tra men to watch the signing book and promptly
report open runs.
Nineteenth . - The Company agrees to maintain

a fifteen -minute schedule between the Cities of
East St. Louis and Belleville , barring accidents
or other causes beyond its control.

EAST ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN RAIL
WAY COMPANY,

By L . C . HAYNES,
Vice-President.

The above is hereby accepted by
Division No. 125 of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric
Railway Employes of America , this

7th day of May, 1906 .

R . R . ALDRIDGE ,
President.

C . A . WHITE
Secretary
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tribution , are coming forward with sub

scriptions for the full membership , in rapid
succession , and the publication today enjoys
the largest paid circulation ever enrolled

upon the Association subscription books. It
may well be presumed that not a little of
this prosperity is due to the active efforts
of local correspondents. In fact, the editor

is in position to know the truth of this pre

sumption .
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Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month .
ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,

Editor, Detroit, Mich .

Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

Thus far the year 1906 has been marked
by but one strike, being that of Division No.

99, Winnipeg, Man . Considering the num
ber of applications for increased wage by
various divisions this is a remarkable rec
ord for our Association . It is to be hoped
that the only strike to mark this year' s his

tory has already been had.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . . . . . . 60 cents

Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

The new agreement of Division No. 260,
Chicago , Ill., has been signed by the com
pany and the Association officials The
agreement embodies an increase of one cent
per hour for all electric car men over one

year in the service , and an arbitration
clause. The rate of wage established is 25

cents per hour for electric car men . The

wage for cable men remains unchanegd.
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J . C . COLGAN . . . . . . . First Vice - President

F . SHEEHAN . . Second Vice - President
A . L . BEHNER . . . . Third Vice -President

J . J. THORPE . . . . . .Fourth Vice - President
C . L . MONKS. . . . . . . . Fifth Vice -President

• SCHMITZ . . . . . . Sixth Vice - President
T . B . GREY . . . . Seventh Vice -President

REZIN ORR . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
c . 0 . PRATT. . . . . . . . . . . Chairman

R . L . REEVES. . . . . . Secretary
EDWARD MCMORROW .
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.

WM . B . FITZGERALD.

BEN COMMONS.

FRED FAY.

D . S . FITZGERALD.

An expression of progress on the part of
our Association and its memebrship rests

in the fact that since the first of the year
there have been reported to this office twen

ty agreements which have been signed up
by the same number of divisions of our As

sociation and employing companies, in which
an increase of from one to two cents per
hour has been secured . There are at pres

ent several agreements under advisement at
the present time, and every indication
points to peaceful adjustments throughout.
There are three or four instances of threat
ened arbitration , but it is believed that mu

tual agreements will be reached even in
these cases .

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION.

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds ; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally. To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be
tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition ,

Let any wage-earner be placed in the po
sition of the San Francisco wage-earner and
he will experience a distress of conditions
absolutely unknown to the men who are
able to lose thousands of dollars in prop
erty . There is a certain satisfaction to

every member of our Association in the
realization of the fact that our San Fran .
cisco members, each and every one of them ,
individually and collectively , recognize a
friend in every one of us, who is feeling for

and substantially sympathizing with them .

While we have never met, yet there is a

bond of sympathy through our organization

that wipes away the possibility of our being
strangers . We are doing no more for our

San Francisco brothers than they would do
for us were circumstances reversed. We

may go a step farther and ask of the non
unionist if he has any means by which he
may afford special relief to the non -union
ists of his craft in San Francisco. Of course
he has no possible opportunity to do so.

There is no such thing as a union of non
unionists, and there is no avenue by which

It is especially gratifying to note the de
velopment in the circulation of the official
journal among our membership . Divisions

where no regular subscription existed , but
where the only circulation was by free dis -
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special relief may be afforded to the non - you a union card you may rest assured that

unionist wage-earner in the fire-stricken you will have a botch job when your work

city . It would occur that here is an exam - man gets through . The same pride in craft

ple that should prove a strong appeal to the work may be taken by those of our mem

non -unionists that there is a virtue in union bership . The motorman or conductor can

ism that warrants his membership . make himself indispensable from the effic

iency of his work , and there is no class of

It should be borne in mind by our mem wage-earners who perform their tasks under

bership that the advertisers in this maga - the scrutiny of so many eyes and critics as

zine are friends and contributors to our As does the street car man , and there is no

sociation . Our members should familiarize workman that can establish his efficiency

themselves with our advertisers so that with greater results to himself and his

when the opportunity presents itself wemay craft.

aid in making their patronage bring to them

the best of results. Of course, advertising Among the several signed agreements that
is a business proposition , but it should be have come to the general office within the
the aim of our membership to prove to the last few days is that forwarded by Div. No.

advertiser that our magazine is among the 423, of Charleston, S . C .. No. 423 was or.

best of business propositions as an adver ganized just prior to the late General Ex
tising medium . ecutive Board meeting, by G . E . B . Member

Ben Commons, of New Orleans, La. Bro .
Organizer Kelly, of the Hat Workers' In Commons was obliged to leave the infant

ternational Union , was a recent agreeable local to its own salvation , at a time when
caller at headquarters. Organizer Kelly but 17 members were enrolled . Those 17
states that industrial conditions as applying men , however, purposed to investigate the
to his craft are better today than ever be virtues of unionism to their own satisfac
fore. He states that there is a general tion , and as a result of their careful but
moving upward in industrial conditions and united effort, they organized the entire sys
that wage-earners should be watchful that

tem . Later, when Bro. Commons returned
they do not get left in the matter of secur to that city he found a good working or
ing their share . He further states that he ganization and found members with a pur
finds the trades very generally well organ pose. The result was that with his assist
ized through sections where he has trav ance a good agreement was secured , embrac

eled , chiefly in the central states. ing an increase in wage of 2 cents per hour.

The agreement is for two years. One of

" The Year Book,” edited annually by Pres- the clauses contained therein reads :

ident W . D . Mahon, is now out and being “ If a motorman or conductor is dismissed

distributed. Should any secretary of the from the Association , the company, upon

local divisions fail to receive one in due notification of the fact, will drop him from

time they should immediately notify the of the service ."

fice . The book is one of the most valuable It is needless to say that the most har

yet published, and especially so to the of. monious relations will prevail between the

ficers of our division associations. The re local and the management of the company

port shows that 79 divisions of our Associa- when such a spirit of fairness is volunteered

tion were working under written agree by the company. The new local is entitled

ments. It also shows the wage being re - to congratulations.

ceived by all divisions reporting at the be.

ginning of the year 1906 . Copies of agree. The “ St. Joseph Union ," in commenting

ments and special instructions to officers upon Division No. 326 , gives the local ex
are embraced in the volume, as well as ad ceeding credit as a promoter of trades un.
denda giving statistical information ofmuch ionism in that city. In fact, this same com
value and interest pertaining to the work pliment is due every effective working divi
ings of other organization . sion of our Association in every city through

out our jursdiction , as facts have developed

It should be the purpose of every member showing that our various locals, officers and

of our Association to exercise such effort as membership are not slow in putting their

will at all times tend to promote the stand shoulder to the wheel in every progressive

ard of service in our craft work . Such a movement. Again , we have an advantage

course places the Association in a strong over any other craft where we are organized

position to gain greater advantages in and have the right to promote our opinions.

wages and hours. The union men of other We are next to the people of our commun

crafts endeavor to so establish the efficiency ity from the fact that we are in touch with

of the union man over that of the non them every day in the course of our busi

union man that the working card may be a ness. We are not locked up in a shop
proficiency certificate for the workman . In with an inscription on the door " no admit

this they have succeeded , as in nine cases tance," but we are out with the people. We

out of ten if you desire to engage a carpen - are also in touch with every progressive

ter or bricklayer to do a piece of mechanical movment being promoted by the general

work , if he can show you his union card body of organized labor. In this way we

you may rest assured the job will be well are conversant with subjects which we may

done, while, on the other hand, in nine cases advance in our associations with the people.

out of ten of your mechanics cannot show For instance , we can promote the union la
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bel to an advantage beyond any other craft lamity, but the lingerering effects will prove

because we are never without a rear-end the greater.

audience. We can promote child labor laws. But, thanks to the brotherhood of common
We can promote the organization of the un - interests, there is a power that looks to the

organized. In fact, in many towns where individual. We have read how the bankers

we are organized the facts exist to show of the nation rushed to the assistance of

that our membership are unusually active the bankers of the fallen city . It was a

in the organizing of other crafts . A prom gratifying example, and commendable. It

inent official of a labor organization , the was an example of the sympathy of com
product of the membership of which is mon interests . Other illustrations might

marked by the union label, made the re be used . Merchants will be given credit by

mark that were all organizations composed merchants. But the wage -earner, he who

of a membership of the character and tem - suffers most, he who lost the furnishings of
perament of the membership of our Asso - his little home, he who has seen even his

ciation it would be unnecessary for his as employment annihilated , and not to be re

sociation to spend thousands of dollars each stored , perhaps, for months to come, he it is

year in the promotion of their union label who suffers most. In this is where again

and the organization of their craft, " for," we see the benefit of the brotherhood of in

said he, “ every man working at my trade terests assert itself. However, there is only
would have to get into the union , or get an one institution by which this brotherhood

other job where union labels are not used ." of interests may effectively demonstrate,

The compliment is one worthy of note and and that is the labor organization. Fortu

it may be added that it is one that our mem nately for the multitude of San Francisco 's

bership will endeavor to merit. wage-earners, they were union men . Thus

we not only see the banker rush to the
Appaling to the world was the news that relief of the banker, etc ., but we see the

flashed over the wires on the 18th of April laborer transmitting substantial succor
announcing that one of the vast centralized across the continent to his fellow -unionist in
communities of enlightened people had met the quake-shaken and fire-swept city.
with and had been overcome by one of the Information came to this office from Pres
most terrifying calamities that has ever ident Richard Cornelius, of Division No. 205
befallen the human family . San Francisco , of this Association , that the quake and fire
the metropolis of the Pacific coast; San had made homeless and destitute over three
Francisco , one of the jewel cities of Amer hundred families of members of our Asso
ica and the mecca of thousands of annual ciation and that 1,600 members were thrown
tourists, the home of more than four hun out of work as a consequence of the de
dred thousand people , in the bare space of struction of the car systems, and that these
a few seconds, and while, for the most part, men were in need of help . “ It is a sad sit
her multitude of souls were sleeping in uation ," said he, " for our membership, but
peaceful confidence of security , had been I know that in this , our hour of distress,
shaken from her foundation and plunged our brothers in the east will not forget us."
into a seething burning furnace . The happy What a grand expression of confidence in
people were converted into homeless fugi. unionism this message bears to our mem
tives. Such was the story that came over bership . That confidence is not being be
the wire, and such was the story that set trayed . The San Francisco membership can
to beating the concordant heart of human never forget the substantial benefits of un
sympathy. ionism that is being discovered to them by

The story has been told and read. There the distressing experience they are now
are many who had friends in that golden passing through . However sad, it is a grand
city , and they will continue to tell and and noble demonstration , and one of lasting

read. But reaction has taken place, and credit to our Association . The fact that the
Cold Business is stalking over the ruins of same course is being pursued by other un
that once happy city . Cold Business even ions of labor extends the credit to unionism
now has its grip upon the throat of Human in general.

Kindness, and public charity is ceasing its

interest in the welfare of the afflicted peo Disbursements from the death and disability

ple of the once prosperous city . Cold Busi fund for the month of April were on the deaths

and disabilities of the following members :
ness was early upon the scene of devasta

DEATHS.

tion . So early that the great money inter E . R . Henderson , Div. No. 235 , Brockton ,
ests were in our national congress to land a . Mass., consumption .

knockout blow upon any measure of per - Edwd. J. Campbell, Div . No. 280, Lowell,

manent relief, as was seen in the defeat of
Mass ., heart disease .. .
Wm . J. Crickard , Div. No. 282, Rochester,

the Hearst bill to loan money to the re N . Y ., diphtheria . . . .

building of the city , at a nominal interest, P . Clancy, Div . No. 260, Chicago, Ill.,
pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . .

by the government. Cold Business has F A . Boffman , Div . No. 260, Chicago, Ill.,
money to loan , and no competition is de chronic nephritis . .

sired from the government. Jno. Smith , Div. No. 241, Chicago, Illi.,
Those who have able friends to turn to

heart disease . . .

Patrick Fennell, Div . No. 241, Chicago,
will receive favor. The multitude who do 11 ., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

not, will, in the distant future, mark the DISABILITY.

date of their sufferings from the San Fran- C . V . Wright, Div. No. 78 , Galveston ,
Texas, chronic sciatica and nephritis . . . . 100 00

cisco earthquake . The lone individual suf

ferer will fare hard. It was a terrible ca $800 00

. . . . . $ 100 00

. . . . . . . . 100 00
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SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION RELIEF
FUND

In response to the call issued by the In -

ternational President for relief for our San

Francisco Division No. 205 , the following ap

propriations have been reported to this of

fice to date of publication :

International Office . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,000.00

Div. No. 282, Rochester, N . Y . . . . .. 100 .00

Div. No. 266 , Chicago , Ill . . . . . . . . . . 63, 00

Div. No. 312, Davenport, Ia . . . . . . . . 25.00

Div. No. 272, Youngstown, O . 25 .00

Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass 200 .00

Div . No. 114 , Youngstown, 0 . . . . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 125 , Belleville , Ill . . 100 .00

Div . No. 326, St. Joseph , Mo. . ... . . 100 .00

Div. No. 81, Muncie, Ind. . . . 45 .00

Div. No. 128, Asheville , N . C . 50 .00

Div. No. 329, Dubuque. Ia . . . . 25 .00

Div. No. 288, Omaha, Neb . . . . 100. 00

Div . No. 78, Galveston , Tex . 70 .00

Div. No. 177, Roanoke, Va . . . . . . . . 10 .00

Div. No. 235 , Brockton , Mass . . . .. . 25 .00

Div . No. 394, Tipton , Ind. . . . 70 .00

Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich . . . . . . 64 .50

Div. No. 423, Charleston , S . C . . . . . 20.00

Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah . 201.00

Div . No. 304 , Glens Falls, N . Y . . . . . 20.00

Div . No. 186, Anderson , Ind . .. . . . . 30 .00

Div . No. 162, Shamokin , Pa . . . . . . . 15 .00

Div . No. 165, Girardsville, Pa . . .. . . 10 .00

Div . No. 199, Ottumwa, la . . . 42.00

Div . No. 389, Mansfield , 0 . . . . . . . . . 10 .00

Div. No. 338, Springfield , Mo. . . . .. . 23 .00

Div. No. 243, Taunton , Mass . . . . . . . 25 .00
Div . No. 184, Williamsport, Pa . . . . 5 .00

Div. No. 99, Winnipeg, Man . . 50. 00

Div . No. 273, Chicago, Ill . . . . 23 .00

Div. No. 355 , Eaton , Ind . . . . . . 10 .00

Div . No. 298 , Streator, ill . . . . 5 .00

Div . No. 252, Steubenville , o 10 .00

Div . No. 242 ; Montpelier , Vt. . . . . . . 5 .00

Div . No. 169, Easton, Pa . . . . . 10.00

Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa . . . 104. 25

Div . No. 228, Joliet, Ill . . . . . . 50 .00

Div . No. 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa . . . . . 10. 00

Div. No. 19, Colorado Springs, Col. 20 .50

Div. No. 285 , Steubenville, 0 . . . . . . 15 .00

Div . No. 109, Victoria , B . C . . . . . . . . 25 .00

Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa . . . . 500.00

Div . No. 92, Oswego, N . Y . . . . 30.50

Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich . .. . . .. . 300 . 00
Div. No. 379, Niles, 0 . . . . . . . 17.50

Div. No. 134, New Westminster, B . C . 25 .00

Francisco on the evening of 14th of April,
fully three and one-half days prior to the

fatal 18th of April, and was safe in his office

at headquarters on the morning of the day

following the shocking San Francisco calam

ity .

Since returning to the office he has had

under his immediate advisement several sit

uations which at times were seriously threat

ening. Various officers were directed in
handling these respective situations to the

end that several important settlements and

wage adjustments have been consummated ,

and four lapsed locals, which had practically

been out of existence, two of them for years,

have been re-established and are now live,
substantial organizations of the Association .

The last local to which a charter was grant

ed by the International President is that of

423, Charleston , S . C . Among the most im

portant lapsed locals reinstituted is that of

Battle Creek , Mich ., the reinstitution of

which completes the connection of our As

sociation by local divisions to Kalamazoo,

Mich ., a distance of 144 miles west from De

troit, with good organizations at both ends

of the distance. The Battle Creek member

ship will assume business under old charter

No. 333.

The affairs of Division No. 26 , Detroit,

Mich ., required the personal attention of

President Mahon so that he continued at the

General Office until an adjournment of ne

gotiations with the D . U . R . Company was

made to the 24th of May. Upon this ad

journment he left the office to personally

advise upon the course of our various locals

operating upon the Old Colony Systems in

eastern Massachusetts , where he has been

assisting the various local divisions in that

section through personal advisement of G .

E . B . Members Wm . B . and D . S . Fitzgerald .

However, he will be obliged to return to the

General Office to be present on the 24th

inst. in a conference by appointment to take

place at that time between the agreement
committee of Division No. 26 , and the man

agement of the D . U . R . System , of eastern
Michigan . This conference is designed to

reach some definite conclusion upon the fu

ture wage scale.

When President Mahon left the office up

on his trip which led to the Pacific coast, he

was suffering from rheumatism and a severe

cold . His condition grew worse and after

the Oakland settlement he suffered severely

and was confined for a few days to his room

under a physician's treatment, in San Fran

cisco . As soon as he had sufficiently recoy

ered to undertake the trip, under the advice

of a local physician , he left San Francisco

for his home. However, at this time it may

be reported that he has well recovered .

Vice-President J . C . Colgan has been con

fined to the hospital in Chicago for some

weeks from a disability resultant from an

injury to one of his legs. It is reported that

he will be able to be out of the hospital in

a few days, but that it will be some time

before he will fully recover and be able to

take up active work .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 ,711.75

Later reports will appear next month .

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

In the April issue of the “Motorman &

Conductor" our readers were told of the

presence of International President W . D .

Mahon on the Pacific coast. This informa
tion was no doubt the cause of several tele

grams coming to this office making inquiry

as to his safety when the news of the San

Francisco earthquake came to our member

ship. It is pleasing, however, to make the
statement that President Mahon left San
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Vice-President P . F . Sheehan has been as-

sociated with Board Members Fitzgeralds

upon the eastern Massachusetts situation .

summer cars. They were also successful in

defeating the bill providing for making po

lice officers of conductors. Since his work
before the legislature, Board Member Sin

clair has reinstituted one division ,Vice -President A . L . Behner has been suc

cessful in re-establishing two locals in north

ern Ohio , and has assisted Divisions Nos.

287 , of Chagrin Falls, O ., and 390 of Chardon ,

O ., in securing an adjustment of wages and
working conditions by which increased

wages have come to themembership of both
of those divisions. He at present has fur

ther work in western Ohio, from which fav

orable reports are at hand.

G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius, who

was associated with President Mahon in his

work upon the coast, is now engaged in di

recting the relief of the unfortunate mem

bers of Division No. 205 , fully 1,500 of whom

are reported as yet out of employment and

many of them in distressed circumstances.
Board Member Cornelius will make a com

plete and interesting report of the situation

there in the next issue of this magazine.G . E . B . Member Ben Commons has been

actively engaged in southern sections,where

he has succeeded in directing the affairs of

the new Charleston , S . C ., local, Division
No. 423 , to the end that a very good work

ing agreement was secured for the member

ship in that city.

Vice -President H . T . B . Grey recently vis

ited Division No. 418 , of Ogden , Utah , in

comtany with President W . D . Mahon and

Board Member Cornelius. He reports the

situation of the Association in Utah as pro -
gressive.

G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald has

been for several weeks personally directing

the affairs of eastern Massachusetts locals ,

who have been preparing to jointly submit

desired conditions to the management of the

employing company. There are several lo

cals employed by the company and it has

been a difficult and perplexing task to shape

an agreement acceptable to all, and secure

united effort upon part of all locals in pre

senting the same. Associated with him in
this work has been G . E . B . Member D . S .

Fitzgerald and Vice-President P . F . Sheehan .

Vice-President J . J . Thorpe has been en

gaged in assisting Division No. 85 , of Pitts

burg, Pa .

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt was called from

Scranton to Chicago to advise with the of
ficers of Division No. 308 , who are at pres
ent negotiating with the various companies

by which the membership are employed,
looking to an increase in wage. Later he
was sent to Omaha , Neb ., where a most

serious situation had arisen by a provoking
attitude assumed by the management of the
company towards the officials and member
ship of Division No. 288. With the assist-

ance of Chairman Pratt, an adjustment was

secured by which the wage question will be

taken up in the near future and properly
considered , without prejudice , by the officers

of our Association and the directorate of the
company. This settlement evaded a threat
ened strike.

G . E . B . Member Fred Fay , upon his re
turn from Winnipeg, associated with the of

ficers of Division No. 298. Streator. w .. and

aided them in taking up their proposition
for an increase in wage with the company,
and so directed the affairs of that local that

an increase of one cent per hour was em
bodied in their renewed agreement. The

next situation under his advisement was
that of Division No. 125, East St. Louis, Ill.,
where he was successful in assisting the

local to secure a 25 -cent rate per hour, the

matter of wage being the only contention .

From there he was dispatched to Ft. Wayne,
Ind., where a contention has arisen pertain

ing to the nine-hour workday. He is at pres
ent with that situation .

After securing the adjustment in Omaha ,

Chairman Pratt went direct to New Castle ,

Pa., where he is advising with the officers of

the divisions, the memebrship of which is

employed by the Mahoning Valley Traction
Co. The contention there is in the matter
of reaching a satisfactory wage adjustment.

G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow is at

present advising with Division No. 103 , of

Wheeling. W . Va., where the contention be

tween the membership and company is that

of signing an agreement and increasing the

wage.

G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald , aside

from associating with W . B . Fitzgerald in
his work in eastern Massachusetts, has also

under his advisement the matter of separat
ing the membership of Division No. 262,
Norwich , Conn., into two locals by the es
tablishment of a division among the New

London membership .

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair is ac

tively engaged in organizing work in Can
ada . The efforts of the Canadian locals be-

fore the Ontario Parliament, and with whom
Board Member Sinclair was associated in

looking after legislative interests of our

membership , were successful in securing a

center aisle law compelling center aisles in

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, who
associated with the officers of Division No.

168, Scranton , Pa ., during the final days of
their negotiation upon a new agreement,

reports that an agreement was reached be

tween the local and the management of the
company which embodies a clause providing

that the agreement shall continue in effect

for ten years. However, the agreement con

tains a further provision that all matters of
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difference between the employing company tory . Nevertheless , this was true, for this
and the Association which may bear upon a term , commencing in October, 1895 , and

change of any of the working conditions of ending in May, 1897, was the most stormy

the employes shall be subject to adjustment period that the Association has ever passed

every three years, and in the event that through . It was during this term that the

mutual agreement connot be reached , all great strikes of Philadelphia and Milwau

matters in difference must be submitted to kee took place , a struggle that will ever

arbitration . An effort will be made to pub mark the pages of the industrial history of

lish this agreement in next month 's issue of America , and a struggle that marks the

the official journal that our membership may turning point in the working conditions of

know the exact conditions therein con the street railway employes of the country .

tained , as it has been the subject of much This battle put up by the determined men

comment in consequence of its long term . of Philadelphia and Milwaukee was a pro

During the period of negotiations in test, and one that rang around the country,

Scranton, Treasurer Orr visited various lo
and showed to the companies that in the

cals in eastern Pennsylvania . He is at pres
future they must give some consideration

to their employes and that the employes
ent in East Liverpol, O ., where contentions

had certain rights that must be respected .
have arisen over matters of conditions being

While in these strikes the conditions
sought in a new agreement submitted by

sought were not obtained on the spot, yet
Division No. 52 to the employing company, in a short time they were obtained and still
and in which is incorporated an increase in better ones secured , and the Association
wage. , The present rate is 21, 22 and 23 that inaugurated them still lives to see the
cents per hour. men who opposed them , and declared for

the destruction of their organization , pass
APPEAL FOR SAN FRANCISCO . away. John Loberwelch , the president and

director of the Philadelphia company at
Dear Sir and Brother: this time, and Henry C . Payne, the director

I take this means of calling upon your of the Milwaukee situation , today sleep in
disvision to aid our brothers in San Fran their almost forgotten graves, while the

cisco . It is unnecessary for me to call your Amalgamated Association , which they

attention to the horrible calamity that has sought to destroy , still lives to assist the

overtaken that city , for the press has fully street and electric car workers of this coun

informed you of that, but I would inform try to higher and better conditions.

you that over 1 ,200 street car men in that The International Executive Board at
city are homeless. Executive Board Mem - this meeting decided to make a special

ber Cornelius in a communication states effort to organize Philadelphia , and the In

that hundreds of their men are destitute , ternational President was instructed to se

their homes destroyed , and they have neith - cure the service of Mr. Frank Weber, of
er food , clothing, or furniture , and appeals Milwaukee, as an organizer, and send him

for aid at once . So if your division has not to Philadelphia with instructions to remain
already taken action , call a meeting at once on the ground and push the work of organ

and take action upon this matter, and such ization . Bro . Weber responded to the re

funds as you donate forward them at once quest and took up the work in Philadelphia

to Richard Cornelius, 432 Walnut St., San in the early part of November. He found

Francisco, Cal., and then notify the general the situation discouraging, for the men who
office as to the amount that you have con - had already taken hold of the matter had

tributed. A full account of the same will be either been discharged or coerced into

published in the official journal and a full silence .

report made to the membership through the The following will show the attitude of
organization . Act upon this matter at once, the company towards the organization :

for it is of vital importance to the member “ Philadelphia , October 14th , 1895 .

ship of the Amalgamated Association in San Mr. Thomas Kennedy, Division Supt., Fair
Francisco. You can forward funds by Postal mount Ave., Philadelphia :
Telegraph or by mail. If by mail, register. Dear Sir - Conductor John Douglass is

Yours fraternally , hereby discharged for pretending to take

. W . D . MAHON, an interest in his work with the company

International President. and in secretly exerting his influence and

· taking an active interest in the affairs of
HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG the Amalgamated Association of Street

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL Railway Employes.

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA .
( Signed ) J. R . BEDDAM ,

General Manager. "
BY W . D . MAHON .

This notice was bulletined on the bulletin
(Continued from February .) board and had the effect, of course , of mak

ing the men timid and fearful. However ,
CHAPTER XIV . Bro . Weber succeeded in securing the co

Immediately on the close of the Detroit operation of some of the men upon each of
Convention the International Executive the various lines and pushed the work of

Board met at the General Office to outline organization the best he could until the lat
their policies and work for the future . ter part of the month , wlien the writer was

Little did they think that they would be the called to Philadelphia to consult with them
Officers who should pilot the Association over the situation .

through the most stormy year of its his. It was decided at that time that they
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the

would appoint a committee of the men al during the year the work of organization
ready organized and have them wait upon had been pushed from time to time, and
Mr. Welsh , the president of the company, something over one thousand men at dif
to see if a better understanding could not ferent times had been obligated. While
be secured . these men had fallen away, their sympathy

As the American Federation of Labor was and interests were still with the Associa

then assembled in New Yorn City , the tion . Again , there was a general dissatis
writer went on to New York to attend that faction because of the deplorable working

convention . The committee in Philadelphia conditions and insignificant wage that the

took up their work , waited upon President men were receiving that made all the men

Welsh , but without any results, he flatly re ready to respond to any determined action

fusing to consider any of their requests. So that would be taken . They feared to come

before the close of the convention in New out openly and join the union , but had from
York , the writer was called upon , and re- time to time assured us that they stood
turned to Philadelphia on Sunday morning ready when any action was called for to

of December 15th , 1895 . take up and stand firmly with us . This fact
The committee were already assembled we knew . The company did not. Because

at Bro . Weber' s room and after a thorough the men were remaining silent, the com

discussion of the situation it was decided pany thought there were buu a few of us
to again attempt to reach Mr. Welsh , the and that our effort would not amount to

president of the company, and in accord anything. However, the committee , know .

ance with this decision a committee of two ing this condition of affairs, went on with
was sent to Mr. Welsh with the following the work of polling the men upon ti

communication : ferent lines and getting their sentiment so
“ Philadelphia , December 15th , 1895 . as to present it at the mass meeting upon

" Dear Sir : - I have just arrived in the Monday evening .

city and am informed by the Executive Monday evening found us assembled at
Committee of Division 45 , of the A . A . of S . the Academy of Music . The meeting was
R . E . of A ., of which body I have the honor an open one. The press and public were
to be President, that they have presented all free to enter and there were many from
certain grievances to you. At that time the outside who did enter . At about the
you positively refused to hear them . As the time the meeting was to open a committee

representative of the Association , I again ask of citizens headed by ex -Gov. Pattison and
you to meet us and to hear the grievances Mr. Thomas Martindale, one of the leading
and see if we cannot arrive at a satisfac merchants of the city, waited upon us, rep
tory conclusion . I assure you on behalf of resenting the Municipal League of that city ,

my Association that we desire nothing but to see if there was not some way to bring

what is just and right and upon receiving about a settlement of the dispute, but they

this communication I would ask you to had nothing to offer from the company,
answer me immediately what position you were in the same position of our commit
will take. tee , because the company would not grant

Respectfully, any concessions to them tnat they would
W . D . MAHON , not grant to us . So, after presenting to

President. them our side of the case, the committee
N . B . - Please answer by bearer.” decided to present the situation to the
This letter was carried by the members meeting with the recommendation that a

of the committee to Mr. Welsh 's house , but strike be ordered , and in accordance with

he was not at home. Later , however, they this sentiment resolutions were offered to

found him on the street and presented the the meeting and the meeting by unanimous

communication to him . He received the vote declared the strike to take place at

letter, but made no reply . 5 o 'clock the next morning.
On Monday morning a second communi In accordance with this arrangement,

cation was sent to him calling his attention committees were selected for each barn and
to the situation then prevailing and request sent there to inform the men that the strike
ing either a conference , or that the entire was ordered and to ask them to put their
matter in dispute be submitted to arbitra cars into the barn to remain there until
tion . To this communication Mr. Welsh a settlement satisfactory to the union could
made the reply that , he had nothing to be secured . While there were hundreds of

answer.” men who had not been members of the

After this reply on Monday morning, the union , nor attended our meetings, yet their

committee again took up the situation, de sentiment was shown when the strike order

cided to quietly take a poll of the sentiment reached the different barns. It had been

of the men by visiting the different cars and believed by the committee that it would

also to call a general mass meeting to take take them at least the next twenty-four

place in the evening. hours to suspend the operation of the entire

There was no doubt but what the com system , but instead of that the men re

pany believed they knew the strength of sponded to the call and inside of three or
the organization . Through their opposition four hours the entire system , with the ex

they had reduced our membership to some ception of Willow Grove, was suspended .
thing like 137 members in good standing, The Willow Grove men's barn was some

and they had spotters and secret men who eight or ten miles out and they knew noth:

were close to our officers and pretty welling of the strike order and continued to
informed of the situation , there is no doubt, operate their cars until the delegation of

but they failed to reckon with the fact that the strikers reached their barn and inform
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Not a Scab.

ed them of the situation, when they sus- stop there to advise with him on my way

pended work and joined the general sus. to Graftmore. I shall get such informa

pension . The result was that within less tion as I can from Conroy tomorrow , that
than eight hours the entire street car ser- may serve my purpose."
vice of Philadelphia was suspended and the ( To be continued . )
men were lined up .

Of course, it was no solid organization .

At some of the barns the men had no con IN MEMORIAM .

ception of an organization and matters were Rochester, N . Y ., Div . No. 282.
in a chaotic state for some time. The com

Whereas, It has pleased God in His infinite
mittee and writer were busy visiting the wisdom to remove from our midst our lato
different barns, addressing the men and out brother, Geo . Schrank , therefore, be it ; and

lining the policies of the organization and Whereas, We deplore the sad death of our late

brother by whose death Division 282 lost it
getting them in something like working worthy and loyal member and his family a kind

shape. As to the sentiment of the public and loving son , therefore be it

there was no question but what the great Resolved . That we drape our charter in

mass of the citizens of Philadelphia were
mourning for a period of thirty days in memory

of our deceased brother.
in sympathy with the movements of the Resolved , That these resolutions be entered

men , for when the strike was undertaken upon our minutes, that a copy be sent to the

there was no money in the treasury either bereaved family , and that they be published in

of the local or International Union , but our official journal, The Motorman and Con
ductor.

quickly arrangements were made , donations Vated May 1st, 1906 .
were received, and on one Sunday nearly J . F . McCABE ,

$ 10 ,000 were raised to assist the trikers
W . EBNER,
C . W . COLE,

in carrying on their fight. Committee .

( To be continued. )
Rochester, N . Y ., Div . No. 282.

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly Father
to take from our midst our beloved brother, W .

J . Arickard , and we bow to His infinite wisdom ;
and

Whereas, Local 282 has lost a valued and re
cted brother and the company a faithful and

conscientious employe; therefore , be it
Resolved . That we tender to his family our

heartfelt sympathy in their hour of trouble, and

that our charter be draped in mourning for 30
days as a mark of respect, and
Resolved . That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the family of the deceased expressing
Vivian Strobridge noted an earnestness our deep regret and sympathy, and that they be

in Edna's manner quite foreign to her published in the Motorman and Conductor.
Dated May 1 , 1906 .

former temperament. Her tears had ceaseul C . H . McCRASSON ,
and there rested upon the baby face a W . J . WHALEN ,
frank , studious expression . Vivian experi J . HEMRITTY ,

enced a thrill of pride for her beautiful Committee.

sister-in -law for the first time. She looked
Norwich , Conn ., Dly . No. 262.

more beautiful than ever. Vivian had al.
Whereas, It has pleased the Divine Father to

ways recognized the attractiveness of Ede remove from our midst our brother and fellow

na's pretty , girlish face , and her well-mould worker, Mm . J . McKee, in whose death our

ed figure , but she had associated with these division has lost a good and faithful member,

an aimless vanity and restless dependence
Resolved , That Division 262 tender heartfelt

sympathy to the mother and relatives of our

peculiar to repulsive selfishness which re deceased brother ; that these resolutions be en

buked any possible adrniration her beauty tered upon our minutes and that they be pub

might excite.
lished in two daily papers, the Journal, and a

"Tregard it presumptuous for you to copy sent to the bereaved family .
JOHN L . SHEPARD

think of going to Graftmore before again CHAS. H . RAYNES,

hearing from Dan ," urged Mrs. Strobridge , JAMES BROOKER .

not having noted the demeanor of self-reli
Committee . .

ance which Edna had assumed ; " though
you may change your mind, after meeting

Chicago, Ill., Div . No. 273.

Mr. Conroy."
At a regular meeting of Div. 273, A . A . of S .

& E . F . E . of A ., held May 2nd, 1906 , the follow

"My meeting with Mr. Conroy will have ing resolutions were adopted :
nothing to do with my going to Graftmore," Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly Father

explained Edna. " Father Strobridge, just
to move from our ranks one of our worthy

crothers, James J . Sullivan , who met with an

prior to his death , told me that, should he accident on April 20th , 1906 , and died April 23rd ,

recover from his illness, he would investi 1906 :

gate the transaction by which the Conroys Whereas, Local No. 273 has lost a valued and
respected brother ; therefore be it

obtained possession of my father's prop Rezolved , That we tender to his family our

erty . He told me he believed there was heartfelt sympathy in this their hour of trou
fraud in the stock transfer. I know Con ble ; and be it further

roy's mother holds the property by transfer
Resolved , That our charter be draped in

inourning for thirty days, as a mark of respect

• made before her husband died . I am ac and a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to

quainted with a young attorney who has no the family of the deceased and that they be pub

love for Mart Conroy, and I' m going to lished in the Motorman and Conductor and the

Union Leader .
consult him about the matter. He resides ) . B . TURNER ,

in Milport, my old home town, and I shall Secretary:
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

בבררבבושו

STRIKE SCENE IN WINNIPEG , MAN .

WAIT FO ' DE TU 'N OB DE TIDE.

W 'en you ' s hopelessly battlin ' de outflowin '
stream ,

An ' de sweat stan ' s in beads on you ' brow ,
El in spite ob yo ' strenk you ' s a -driftin ' ' t 'ould

seem ,
Wile de foam ' s hissin ' white at de bow

Dew yo ' bes' to steah straight fo ' de sheltahin '
shoh

Dat looms up froo de mist at yo ' side

Kase dah ' s no use to blistah yo ' han' s at de
oah

Bettah wait fo ' de tu ' n ob de tide .

Bettah res' till de sto ' m ob contention done cease
Dough it grin ' s you to helplessly wait

An ' contentedly 'bide in de eddy of peace,
Dan to wrassel de billers ob fate ;

Kase de v ' yage ob life am obleeged to go wrong
Wen de will ob de Lawd am defied.
But success'll be crownin ' de weak wid de

strong
Ef dey wait fo ' de tu 'n ob de tide.

H . T . B . G .

400 FAMILIES OF STREET CAR MEN

RENDERED DESTITUTE .

You' s a sloddin ' erlong froo de dus' an ' de heat,
Wid de sun blazin ' hot in de skies,

An' de grabel so hot dat it blistahs yo ' feet .

W ' ile de win ' blows de san ' in yo ' eyes ,

W en Sam Johnsing comes dribin ' a -pas' wid
his mool.

In his sassy an ' inserlent pride,
But it ' s no use to ack like a neuvious fool

Jes' you ' wait fo ' de tu 'n ob de tide.

As coming direct from the President of

our San Francisco Division, the following let

ter will be of unusual interest, and is given

by publication to our membership . It will

be noted that President Mahon left the strick
en city but three days before the awful con

vulsion .

" 43 Walnut street,

San Francisco , Cal., May 4, 1906 .

R . L . Reeves, Editor M . & C .

Dear Sir and Bro .: I , along with all the other
members of Division 205 , have had somewhat of

a strenuous time. In fact, as I sit writing these
few lines the earth is shaking under me. It
(the earth ) don ' t seem to be able to " steady

itself on its legs, or get down to business since

it went on its little haking -up ' expedition
April 18th

When , with President W . D . Mahon , I reached
San Francisco , the Oakland situation confronted

him , and instead of a period of rest and recup

Ef de ga ! w 'at yo ' s tendin ' to wed in de fall

Runs erway wid some lop -sided chap ,

W ' y dah ' s no use to sulk an ' to blustah at all,
Let 'er know dat yo ' don ' t keer a snap ;

Show de people yo' feelin ' s hab önebah been
teched ,

An ' look out fo ' a hansomah bride.
Fo' dahs' fish in de sea good as ebah was

ketched

Ef yo'll wait fo ' de tu 'n ob de tide.
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In conclusion , I would say that, while we
have lost dear old San Francisco , we loved her

so much, that we are going to do credit to our
ancestors, the grand old pioneers who taught
us to love California , by building a city that
will stand for all time a monument to them
and tneirs. "

Fraternally yours ,
ORNELIUS.

WATER CONVEYORS FOR SUMMER
CARS.

at of thei
r

effla
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eration , his strength and energy was taxed to
the utmost. However, he settled the very diffi
cult situation in such a remarkably short time
that organized labor on the Pacific Coast stood
amazed at the feat. Thus, another victory was
won for the Amalgamated by its leader and
friena .
After the trying days and nights in Oakland

and side trips to Stockton and San Jose, Presi
dent Mahon was taken seriously ill and his
many friends feared for his life. As soon as
he was able to leave his bed we entreated him
to take a rest at some of our health resorts .
However, he insisted on going home. So on
April 14th a few of his friends saw him off. A
feeling of deep sadness came over me to think
he would undertake such a journey in such a
condition of health . But, on April 18th , after
San Francisco had been shook to its very foun
dation , and was being devoured by flames, we
all thanked God , that he was safely on the road.
On Tuesday, April 17th , the board of directors

of our hospital association department met and
were delighted at the favorable report made by
Secretary Bowling . We discussed plans for our
coming outing (by the way, most of us have
had an outing, alright, that we never figured

upon ) ; that was the last meeting held in ou :
headquarters.
San Francisco was awakened about 5 :13 a . m .

on Wednesday , the 18th , by such a violent earth
quake, that scarcely a chimney remained stand
ing . Thousands of homes were shook off their
foundations. The writer ' s front steps were
thrown down and , a rough ladder has served
since . The water mains were broken in hun
dreds of places, and when fires began to break
out there was no water with which to fight it.
To add to this, our veteran fire - fighter , the late
Chief Sullivan , was fatally injured by the
earthquake, thus, depriving the city of his
valuable service in her hour of greatest need .
However, the fire department fought like heroes
against insurmountable obstacles, and when ail
hope had fled and the entire city seemed
doomed to destruction , they made a last desper
ate stand and fought back the flames and saved

some of the best residence portion of the city .
The members of our Division , on the whole ,

suffered less, perhaps, than any body of men in
San Francisco owing to the fact that a large
majority of them lived outside of the burnt dis
trict. But tnere are between three and four
hundred of them burnt out of their homes, and
several hundred that cannot take their posi
tions on the cars for several months, as the
power houses of the cable roads have all been
destroyed . It is those families who have lost
everything that we must help to regain a foot
hold . and, we believe that our brothers all over
the country will help us in this , our hour of
distress.
As a surety that we were not forgotten we

have already received one thousand dollars
( 1 . 000 ) from President Mahon , one hundred dol
alrs ( $ 100 ) from Division 326 . St. Joseph , Mo. ;
one hundred dollars ($ 100 ) from Division 282,
Rochester, N . Y . ; and twenty - five dollars ($ 25 )
from Division No. 98 , Akron , O . Several tele

grams from others stating that assistance is
coming.
Our Division has gone through some rather

hard times in the past , anu she will come forth

from her present difficulties stronger and better
for having gone through the fire .
Mr. Editor, earthquakes are great equalizers

and teachers, and absolutely democratic . 11
any one thinks that he or she really amounted
to anything in this great universe , let them go
up against a real good earthquake, and I ' ll
guarantee that they will realize their insigni

ficance. Individualism is lost and unionism has
no disputants .
The wage -earners of California have stood to

gether in the past and will do so in the future .
Wehave demonstrated to the world that within
our ranks are men capable of meeting and
overcrowding seemingly insurmountable condi.
tions. Mayor E . E . Schmitz , who has been
elected three times by the workers, has won
the respect of his most bitter opponents by the
manner in which he has conducted a ffairs dur
ing and since the dreaunul calamity . His worth
was tested as that of but few men in the his
tory of the world and he stood the test to the
admiration of all classes.

Hamilton , Ont - There is little of interest
to report from Division No. 101 at this writing .
A few changes among the company ' s officials
took effect on May 1st , which are as follows:
Division Superintendent D . N . Millar to be
superintendent; Inspector J . Pearson to be as
sistant superintendent; Brother M . Maloney to
be inspector.
Brother Maloney has been in the employ of

the Street Railway Co. for about 15 years and
his promotion at this time meets with the ap
proval of our membership , especially among
the older employes with whom he has associated

for so long a time.
Bro . James McDonald , Business Agent of

Division No. 113 . Toronto , favored us with a

visit on his return from Winnipeg . and ad

dressed our meeting on the 21st of April, which

was largely attended . This was to be expected ,

as it had been previously announced that Jim
would be present. In the course of his remarks

Bro . McDonald told us all about the big strike,
together with the grievances that led up to it ,
not overlooking the fact that he did not go to

Winnipeg for the purpose of covering himseif
wiu glory , but simply on a mission of sym
pathy for the brothers of Division No. 99 . Bro .
McDonald was loud in his praise for the mem

bers of the Ministerial Association , who were
untiring in their efforts to bring about a settle

ment of the trouble between the company and

the men . He also gave unstinted credit to Bro.
ray of the general executive board for the able

manner in which he conducted the strike during
the nine days which the battle raged , and , in

conclusion , he paid a high compliment to the
officers and members of Division No. 99 for

their good conduct through all the trouble .

Several questions of local interest were brought
before the meeting on which Bro . McDonald ' s

advice was timely and acceptable.
At our last regular meeting Bro . James Haw

kins, an ex -member of the executive committee ,

was re - elected to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Bro . M . Maloney
The street railway management has fitted out

an open car with eaves, and if it proves success
ful all open cars will be provided with eaves.
This is something that has been contended for
for some time, and it is to be hoped it will turn
out successful, in which event they will be a

pour of rain the eaves will carry off the water
instead of the conductor getting it in the neck .
It will, no doubt, also be much appreciated by
the patrons of the cars .

Bro . James McIlwraith has been transferred
to the Hamilton , Burlington and Oakville Elec
tric Railway. There are only two cars running
through from the city to Oakville yet, and Jim

is conductor on one of them .
Bro. E . N . Coon is on the sick list at his home

on Lock street .
The ceremony that made Bro . Ed Sisler and

Miss Charlotte Moffat partners for the remain
der of their days was performed by the Rev .
Canon Forneret in All Saints' church on the 3d
of April. After returning from a week ' s wed
ding tour the happy couple settled in their new
home on North John street, where they received
congratulations from their many friends and ac
quaintances.
Bro. J . A . Masson is the latest of our mem

bership to join the Ancient Brotherhood of
Benedicts . The fair one in this happy event
being Miss Janet Dick , a highly esteemed young
lauy of the north side . As Bro. Masson is a
conductor on the Hamilton and Dundas Elec
tric Railway his home will be in Dundas.

" A . L ."
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TO APPLY FOR INCREASE. IMPORTANT LEGISLATION SECURED .
Ogden , Utah . - If the editor can find a small

space in the Motorman and Conductor I will
tell you about 418. We are pleased to report
that we met with our International President,
W . D . Mahon , Executive Board Member R . Cor
nelius of San Francisco, and Vice- President H .
T . B . Grey of Salt Lake City on March 23 , 1906 .
We did not give them as warm a reception as
we should have done, but we are all so new in
the union that I am positive they will overlook
our stupidness .
Bro. Sam H . Richards is back in the union

and I think Wallis Blackinton will be soon .
It is the expectation of Division 418 to ask for

a raise in pay . Now , boys, keep a stiff upper
lip and we will be making more money soon , if
we have to work for Bamberger to get it.

The Rapid Transit Co . began laying rails to
Ogden Canyon , March 8th old heads will
please keep straight and some of you will have
a nice run soon , providing seniority rules.
We must keep our eyes open and take off our

uniforms when we are through or there will be

trouble .
Bro . Francis Shaw got five days for passing

a passenger that was standing on the sidewalk
counting his week ' s pay which was probably
$ 9 . The man did not look at the car until it
had passed , but Shaw should have known he
wanted to ride.
Bro. Cazier got five days off for being in a

saloon with his uniform on , playing pool, when
our assistant superintendent came in to get a
drink . Cazier should keep out. Nevertheless ,
the boys must be good or come up on the car
pet.
Bro . Geo. W . Gibson has left the car service

and opened the Riverside Park saloon . Hesays
he is making good money. We hope he is , but

street car men - don ' t drink . “ 418. "

6 1 -4 PER CENT INCREASE . at the It was innat was

Streator. Ill. - Much credit is due our Inter
national Executive Board Member Fred Fay, of
Ypsilanti, Mich . , for his prudence in advising
the interests of the membership of Division No.
298 to the end that a very appreciable increase
in wages has been secured . While Bro . Fay
visited our city recently the storm clouds had
gathered , and it seemed that nothing could be
gained without force . There was no enmity
existing between the management and employes,
but we had asked for 2 cents per hour, and the
company refused anything. When he left town
a condition of affairs had been established
which resulted in a complete settlement by
which we have gained one cent per hour, or 614
per cent, and much satisfaction comes with it.
Another company has secured a franchise in

this city and it is expected they will begin con
struction soon .

A peculiar feature of franchises here is that

companies are at liberty to run cars or not, and
can shut down their lines for six months, if
they desire, and not lose their rights.

Rochester, N . Y After one of the hardest
legislative fights of the winter the steam and
electric railroad employees of New York state
have won a nota ble victory in securing the pass

age of Senator Barnes's bill, amending the rail
road law so as to increase the liability of rail
roads to their employees for personal injuries .

The bill applies to both steam and electric rail
roads. It modifies the fellow servant rule . by

making railroad companies liable in damages
for injuries to employees caused through the

negligence of an employee having “ physical
control or direction of the movement of a sis

nal, switch , locomotive engine, car, train , or
telegraph office . "
The passage of the bill was strenuously op

posed by the railroads of the state . Extended
hearings were had before the legislative com .
mittees and every conceivable argument and
technicality was raised by the railroad attor.
neys in their efforts to beat the bill, but they

were defeated at every point.
The great salient fact that the bill was just

and equitable, stood out clearly in the fight not
withstanding the efforts of the railroad attor
neys to befog the issue. It was this fact that
the opposition could not get away from , and
they were driven to technicallties and subter
fuge in their efforts to defeat it . In fact, they
abandoned all attempts to discuss the bill on
its merits.
The result of this fight is calculated to in

crease our optimism and make us feel tha :
whenever we take a just and reasonable meas
ure to the legislature and then back it up with
an intelligent and organized effort to present
its merits and answer the technicalities of the
opposition , we are bound to win . As to how
far this deduction will hold good in the future ,
time only will tell.

It may profit us in future campaigns to con
sider the thorough organized effort that was
made in behalf of this bill. It was introduced
by Senator Barnes at the request of Mr.
Thomas E . Ryan , chairman of the legislative
committee of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen , on the first day of the legislative ses
sion . And from that day until the day it went
to the governor Mr. Ryan was engaged in
fighting for the bill . He was in constant com
munication with the supporters of the bili
throughout the state . He kept them informed
of every move that was made and they re
sponded to every appeal for help .
The interests of the Electric Railway em

ployees was looked after by members of the
various divisions of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Street & Electric Railway Employees
of America . Brothers Shea , Landigan , and
Fitzgerald of Division No. 132 of Troy, Brother
Kavanaugh of Division No. 148 of Albany , and
Brother George Keenan of Division No. 282 of

Rochester , appeared before the legislative com
mittees in favor of the bill. James O . Spelman
of Rochester of Division No. 8 Railway Con
ductors also appeared before the committees.
The arguments in favor of the measure were
presented at the legislative hearings by Judge
John T . McDonough of Albany, and Attorneys

George Wellington of Troy and Cyrus W .
Phillips of Rochester.
The disinterested efforts of Mr. Phillips in be

half of the measure, won the approval and
gratitude of the labor leaders and shows that
the cause of labor is finding supporters among
people who are not strictly speaking, wage
earners. Mr. Phillips, who is an attorney, has
been engaged for several years in an effort to
secure the passage of a law similar to the
Barnes bill. He has written articles for maga
zines and newspapers. During the fight over
the Barnes bill , he attended the legislative hear .
ings, wrote newspaper articles for the news
papers of nearly every city in the state , be
sides visiting different cities and securing news

paper aid .
His efforts were actuated solely by a feeling

that the present law is unjust and cruel ani
ought to be amended as provided in the Barnes
bill. His disinterested attitude gave an addi
tional weight to his arguments before the leg
islature in opposition to the arguments of rail

AWAITING ACTION ON AGREEMENT.

Mt. Clemens, Mich - Div . No. 90 now has a
remodelled agreement in the hands of the man
agement in which we are asking for 27 cents
per hour. However , it is likely negotiations will
be deferred until some definite action may be
taken upon the Detroit city propositions. Both
companies are under the same managements,
and it may be presumed that both propositions
will receive the same wage consideration .
At our recent meeting Bro . J . E . Reed was

elected secretary to succeed Bro. Armstrong ,
who resigned to enter Division No. 26 .

Bro. Billy True, of Mt. Clemens, has joined
the benedicts, as also has Bro . Geo. Crackel, of
Port Huron .
Bro . Fred Downs, a long sufferer from dia

betes, has passed from among us. His recent
death , although anticipated , has left many sor
rowing hearts. His people have the sympathy
of our membership .
We are pleased to report Bro . Cuas. Yearns,

of Marine City, again at the motor. He has
sufficiently recovered to again be on duty , but
he is looking not too strong at that. " JOE . "
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road attorneys who opposed the bill solely be- of our employers, and I hope that intermediate
cause they were paid for so doing influences don ' t develope to poison the minds
Mr. Phillips says that he is amply rewarded of those officers whose desire it apparently is to

for the time and money which he has spent in have harmonious relations with the members of
the fight by the satisfaction that he gets from this union as there is always a class that con
the passage of the bill and the thought that the vey wrong sentiment to those whom they think
body of the law is thereby advanced and made are not familiar with matters in detail.
more just. He says that it is the duty of I might again boast of the cool, deliberate
every man to do all that he can toward the membership of this division . In a former article
promotion of justice . " I spoke of how red hot issues could be dis
Division 282 has been active during the past cussed pro and con and a final conclusion ar

winter in behalf of general labor measures at rived at in unanmity . Our membership con
Washington and Albany such as the Eight hour sists of a praiseworthy lot of men with good
law , Chinese exclusion act, and kindred meas judgment and the courage of their convictions.
ures . It has also been active in regard to local I am simply judging them from their words and

asures which are of benefit to the labor or actions under trying circumstances. We have
ganizations and the people generally of the city in the past month found a few in our ranks
of Rochester who are not worthy of being classed as men .
The Division extends to our brothers of Divi Some of them have been affiliated with us for

sion 205 in San Francisco, the most heartfeli years and during that time we treated them as
sympathies. brothers, but, all they wanted was a chance to
We are again called upon to mourn the loss become traitors and they immediately done so ,

by death of two staunch members , Brother W . but they are few , and have neither ability nor
J . Arickard and Brother Geo . Schrank . Appro courage . They are weaklings. So I guess they
priate resolutions were adopted . are their own enemies and not ours, Christ

GEO . KEENAN , found one in his small following, so we might
expect to find a few in 600 of a membership .

WERE NOT JOKING . We feel greatly indebted to the international
head for the able assistance rendered during

Oakland, Cal.- Since last writing this Divis the conference, and also to Division 205 for the
ion has presented the agreement spoken of in interest they manifest in our troubles. I might
that article of March , and I can with a sense of

say that all the various union in Alameda
pleasure and satisfaction inform the " Brothers county (which is the county this city is in ) , sent
of the Amalgamated " that while we did not gel

resolutions assuring us of their sympathy and
everything we asked , our efforts were by no

moral and financial support. With best wishes
means barren of results . As we today have

for W . D . Mahon and the International, Iposted in every car-house a " Bulletin Agree
remain , Yours for organization .

ment" signed by the general manager of the

0 . T . Co. covering many demands, fully recog
D , C . G ., Division 192.

nizing our union without discrimination , etc .
All this has been accomplished as the results of NOTES FROM DIVISION 148.
a conference between a committee of the mem

Albany , N . Y . The last regular meeting in
bers of this division and W . D . Mahon on one

April of Division 148 : held in its old accustomed
side , the directors and general manager of the

quarters , the Loventall building, was largely
company on the other. Strange, but true, that

attended and was marked with much interest,
we had to resort to a " strike vote " of the mem

and it is safe to say that at its close , all left
bers of this Division 192 , before we could make

well satisfied , and with a determination to be
the company understand that we were not jok on hand at the next meeting. We had as our
ing . 565 of our members were present at 2 a . guests the ingenious president, and many other
m . at the dead of night to cast their vote for

prominent members of our sister local, 132, that
or against the strike. 510 voted to strike if our

belongs just across the Hudson in that sleepydemands were not conceded while 55 voted
hamlet known in its home county as " Troy, "

otherwise . I might say that this vote was
N . Y . Let it be known that Brother Shea hay

brought about by the refusal of the general
filled the distinguished post as Chief Legislamanager of the company to meet the " Agree
tive Agent during the last session of the legis

ment Committee " from the union . Our presi
lature in the Empire State .dent in the person of W . T . Ellison , having
Shortly after the meeting opened the Secretarycalled on the general manager (according to in

read a summunication from Bro . F . Y . Lansing .
structions) , for the purpose of arranging 2 our correspondent, tendering his resignation asmeeting between the committee of the union

such , which was reluctantly acceptea .
and the above mentioned official of the com

Bro .
Lansing having recently been appointed aspany was plainly told that an " agreement would
storekeeper or the company and whose newnot be considered in any shape nor form and
duties for the present at least, would preventthat if the committee wished to meet him for
him from giving the office the attention he has

that purpose it would be useless , as he knew
been wont to do. His appointment by suchnothing in that line could be considered , and
careful management as the United Traction Co . .

desired that our president would convey his
to such a responsible position , is sufficient evi

sentiments back to the men , which was done.
dende of his ability , and while the boys of Divi

We again made an attempt to reach the general sion 148 regret to lose him as their correspon
manager , but without success. Hence what fol

dent they unanimously join in wishing Lance
lowed . We were ably assisted by International

success in his new station .
President W . D . Mahon , and in the fruitless It was also the request of the same meeting
attempt to find the general manager of the com - . . that your humble scribe fill the unexpired term
pany we got communication with the president of Bro . Lansing. I think the correspondent
of the R . R . Co . , stating he would meet our should be appointed monthly by the President,
committee . Thenceforth matters developed into as in that way we would get the different views
a conference between the committee of the and suggestions of the many members , and
union and the directors of the company with

good results to Division 192 and needless to say,
would therefore make more interesting reading

financially advantageous to the company in
for our locals as it is not always the elected

consideration of the tremendous loss a strike
or permanently appointed members that are
most eligible to fill the bill . At the same time

would have resulted in .The committee were unanimous in their praise we don ' t forget the report of our last Interna

of the gentlemanly and corteous treatment ac tional Convention held at Chicago , 1905 , which

corded them by the directors of the company says correspondents hereafter shall be elected
by ballot.during the conference . There is nothing like a It is gratifying to note the activity and inmutual understanding between those directlyconcerned on both sides of a disputed issue , terest the members are taking in their organi

results are invariably good . We, the union zation at the present time; this may be due
employes of the Traction Co . have always felt to the fact that our present agreement ex
as though we were a legal organization entitled pires in about a month . However, at its ex
to full consideration as an industrial craft and piration no dimculty whatsoever is anticipated
felt also that our organization and members in procuring an agreement that will be satis
owed certain co - operation to the company . We factory to the men and to the company. At
will continue to do so in a true and manly spirit . this writing it is only conjectural as to what
as long as such a spirit is manifest on the part changes may be made in the present one, but I

attempt to na D : Mahonsis
ted

by In
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hear, and while we men shall never miss it,
just think of the joy it will bring this suffer
ing brother.
And now , boys , remember the “ Button. "

Perhaps it is not necessary for me to say any.
thing more after the way Bro . Jim gave it to
you , but in case you might forget, remember

no uniform is complete without that one little
button . " FARMER. "

can safely write that any new clauses or condi
tions that may be asked for, will be carefully
considered and passed upon by our oldest and
most conservative members, and when presented
to the company the management will see clearly
that the members of Division 148 are appre
ciative, and are only desirous of securing a con
tinuation of their affairs with the company in
a business manner.
Many prominent members of both Division 148

and Division 132 are discussing with favor the
Amalgamation of the two locals, contending
that one large division could be run much
cheaper than the present expense of the two .
Both divisions are employed by the same com
pany, and are working under the same condi
tions and rules, and are subject to discipline
from the same superintendent. Should this
proposition materialize, it would make a divi
sion of upwards of one thousand members, and
would take in the membership of five cities .
Albany, Troy, Cohos, Watervliet, Renssalaer,

as well as a number of surrounding towns and
villages. At the present it is one of the prob
lems that time only can solve. The unbiased
opinion of the writer is that a referendum vote
of both locals will bury the proposition indefi.
nately. J . J . C .

STRIKE BREAKERS CAUSE TROUBLE.

Toronto , Ont. - Since last writing our Divis ,
ion has been in a state of unrest due to the
action of the company putting back on the cars
some of those men who acted the part of strike
breakers in the late Winnipeg strike. This ar

tion was strongly resented , which led to the
strike -breakers being somewhat roughly

handled , and in turn , the manager of the com

pany discharged fifteen men who it is alleged
had participated in the treatment in a ways
well, not nearly so bad as they deserved .
Our Grievance Committee then took thc

matter up , but after several conferences with

the company were unable to arrange anything
satisfactory to the men . To then follow out the

letter of our agreement it was necessary to call
a mass meeting of the men to appoint a con
ciliation committee of three to represent the
men , the same number of officers of the coni
pany to represent the company. Accordingly
a mass meeting was held in the Labor Temple
at midnight, April 19th , and was attended by
over 900 members. The meeting was one of the
best ever held by this division , every man being
of one opinion , which was that the company
must remove all strike-breakers from the cars
and reinstate all men who have been discharged
with pay for all lost time. The conciliation
committee was then appointed to meet the com
pany and acquaint them with the sentiments of
the meeting and to try and arrange a peaceful
settlement. This they were unable to do , after
several long conferences, and to further follow
out the agreement the matter now goes to ar
bitration ,
The arbitrators who have been selected to

represent Division 113 are : James Simpson and
David Carey.

It seems ridiculous to think that the company
would be so short- sighted as to put strike
breakers on the cars and expect union men to
work along side by side with them and not re
sent it. It is not natural, besides being humil
iating to be classed with such characters as
comrades and I don ' t think that the officers of
the company themselves, were they in our posi
tions , would accept it with any better grace
than we have done.
Another inconsistency of the company is the

fact that they will accept the word of strike
breakers and secret service men , in preference
to that of our own men . Such action would
almost drive one to think that they were look
ing for trouble and wanting to get it . Such ,
however, I hope , is not the case .

A very pleasing incident in connection with
the mass meeting was the appeal of Business
Agent Jas. McDonald on behalf of one of our
sick members, Bro . G . ( rane, who has not
worked any this year and is yet in very poor
health . A resolution that the hat be passed
around carried unanimously , and upon this be
ing done the nice little sum of $78. 85 was ob
tained , which was very gratifying to all to

THE PROGRESS OF 423.

Charleston, S . C . - At a meeting held on
Wednesday, Feb . 21st, 1906 . was launched Divi
sion No. 423. Amalgamated Association of Street
and Electric Railway Employes of America ,
Thus we come before the readers of our of
ficial journal as a factor of a promotive move.
ment. At our initiatory meeting 16 motormen
and conductors each laid down one dollar and
took the obligation . Ten faithful workers vol

unteered their names as charter members
Our progress in development is interestingly

marked . A second meeting was Held March 16 .
At this meeting 12 were added to the former
number and at a later meeting held April 4th

15 new volunteers were enrolled . On april 6th
at an early and late meeting 19 were added , and

aga .n on April 11th we received 18 more. April
17th 5 others became a ffiliated , and on the 28th

7 joined with us. On the first of the current
month 6 applicants were taken in . Within 2
weeks of the time of writing this it is safe to
predict that every man in the service here will
be enrolled .
We are rather free to express the progress of

the Association here . Since organizing the local
has secured a signed working agreement with
the company which will continue for a term of

2 years , and embraces a clause which provides
for an increase in wage of 2 cents per hour.

It is productive of some surprise to the people
here to become familiar with the fact that the
car men of this city have formed a labor organ
ization and have thus soon taken a position in
the front rank of organized wage workers of
the community , and we should be pardoned if
we express a degree of pride in the progress

we have made.
In closing. your correspondent would urge

that General Executive Board Member Ben
Commons of New Orleans came to us with this

union proposition and greatly assisted us in the
bringing about our present organization , and
aiding us in attaining the working agreement.

Each and every member are expressive of

gratitude to Brother Commons. I may appear
a little out of place in making personal refer
ence in a communication of this kind , but we

must acknowledge that it was good for us that
our New Orleans brother was sent this way.

" SHINING LIGHTS."

SUGGESTIONS FROM REFLECTION .

New York , N . Y - It is now over a year
since the great Interborough strike and I pre

sume that every reader of the Motorman and
Conductor has read President Mahon 's report
on that disastrous affair . Now if there is any

member of the Amalgamated who doubts any

part of President Mahon ' s report I wish to

say to that member, forget it. I was a member
of 332 composed of the L . and Subway men of

New York City and will say truthfully that our

local leaders were responsible for our defeat.
Their one and only desire was to gain national
fame. And they began to think out a plan to
order a strike. But when the battle was on
they could think out no plan to win it . There

fore six thousand union men went down in de

feat.

Now , here is a very important matter that I
wish every member of the Amalgamated to fully
understand . Late in the fall of 1904 President
Belmont was about to open the Subway and of
course our local officers and the officers of the
brotherhoods went to see him about a working
agreement. After discussing the matter for a
week neither side could yield to any fixed agree
ment. The majority of the motormen who
were going to run the trains in the Subway

were Brotherhood and Amalgamated men. The
terms offered motormen was three dollars a
day of ten hours. They were paying three dol
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For lack of quorum did not have our regular
meeting last Wednesday evening , but hope that
our next meeting will be largely attended
We are glad to see Bro . Chas. Ladd out agail.

and hope that he will soon be able to take hi:,
place among is . Bro . Ladd has been confined
in hospital since last September as result of
an accident.
Brothers Christman and O ' Clair are receiving

congratulations upon the arrival of daughters
into their respective homes .

The blank forms pertaining to the Chinese
Exclusion Act sent out by the International •
office with a request that our division adopt
resolutions asking our members in Congress to
oppose the Foster bill were unanimiously
adopted , and copies forwarded as requested .

The Central Labor Unioil of Norwich has run
quested all locals to appoint a label committee .
Division 262 has complied with the request and
Brother J . C . Leonard was appointed on the
same. We expect good results and trust the
committee may enervate the demand for the
union label in this city . " W . W . G . "

FITZGERALD VISITS 270 .

lars and fifty cents for nine hours on the L
roads. The Brotherhood men would not stand
for the reduction , neither would Division 332 .
Grand Chief Stone of the B . L . E . exhausteil
all his talent on behalf of the Brotherhood men
and the other National and Local officers were
completely outflanked by the able lawyers and

counsel that was on the company' s side. The
company absolutely refused to give the motor

men the nine-hour day and the three - fifty , and
the men would accept nothing less. At
that point all negotiations closed . At that time
the company never had a better chance of win
ning a strike. Any one who thinks I am wrong .

let him ask me through the Motorman and Con
ductor and I will be glad to answer.
At that time President Mahon was hurrying to

New York City from the far west. When he
arrived here he found all negotiations closed
and the prospects very dark , indeed , on oui

side. At his instance Mr. Belmont consented
to open the case again . and notified all the
oficials of the company and also all the legal

talent in the service of the Interborough to at
tend a special meeting at the company ' s office
the following day. Promptly did all the officials
and legal talent respond to the call. Now all

the National and Local officers of the Brother
hoods and the Local officers of the Amalga
mated were already heard . At that meeting
there was only one man to be heard on behalt

of the men, and that man was President W . D .
Mahon . I believe no other advocate of labor
ever faced such a combination of men who
were so well equipped and drilled in legal lore .
And behold the results. President Mahon , by
his cool, wise and logical argument knocked the
whole combination out and won the victory .
And why ? President Mahon got a working
agreement signed by a railroad that never
earned a dollar and never carried a passenger,
a railroad that was said to be a failure by many
of the best business men of New York City .
The agreement contained almost everything the
men asked for together with the increase of the
fifty cents a day for motormen , an increase
that was never known to have been given in the
history of our craft and if President Mahon ' s
good judgment and advice had only been fol.

lowed by the men of New York City we would
have in this city , today, one of the strongest
labor organizations in the world and we could

hold our heads up and not be as we are, a lot
of crawling slaves .
Here are a few words of advice that I wisa

each and every member of the Amalgamated
may follow : Whenever you meet a brother
member , if at the end of your trip , in or around

toe depot, going or coming from your work , or
after you finish your day' s work , or wherever
it may be and if in the presence of brother

members, or outsiders , or both , always salute
and address your brother member in a respect
ful manner. Alas ! too often I have seen it
otherwise ! Always try and live up to the rules
of the company. Don 't be a swaggering bravado
because you have a strong organization at your
back , and when you get into trouble go beggins
to the committee and using them for a buffer
to get you fixed up again . There never was a
man of that kind a good union man . In select
ing candidates for office in your divisions don ' t
select what we call " the good fellows. " Cut
that out. Select and elect men of ability in
preference to " good fellows. " Don ' t pay any
autention to the men you hear talking strike,
Be a conservative as far as possible . From long
and past experience in strikes I have always

seen the man who was first to say strike and
vote for it would be the first to crawl. I h

never yet seen him on the firing line when the
battle was on . And for the sake of unionism .
don ' t discuss the affairs of the organization in

a liquor store. I remain ,
Yours fraternally

CON . PATRICUS.
From the Shades of 332.

Gloucester, Mass.-- Division No. 270 had a
rousing good meeting on April 30 . Many able
speakers were present, among whom was Wm .
B . Fitzgerald , who always draws a big attend
ance every time he comes to Gloucester. D . S .
Fitzgerald was also present and gave an inter
esting speech which was enjoyed . President

Rose , of the Lynn Division , was present, it
being his first attendance at Local 270 . He held
the close attention of the members while speak
ing .

There were two meetings on April 30, one in
the afternoon at 1 : 30 and another at 8 p . m . ,

both of which had a goo attendance .

Another speaker who spoke at the evening
meeting was A . A . Silva , president of the local

Team Drivers ' Union . He gave an interesting
talk which the boys won 't forget for some time.
Eight new members have been taken in , and

only a few are left who do not wear the union
button .

The following officers were elected for the
coming term : F . F . Silva , president: F . H .
Macomber, vice - president; R . E . McKay. finan
cial secretary : R . C . Bragdon , recording secre
tary ; h . J . Melancon , treasurer ; P . O . Lane,
correspondent. F . H . Macomber was also

elected temporary collector,
The meeting adojurned at 11 p . m . . after whichi

refreshments were served in honor of the guests.
" P . 0 ."

ONTARIO LAW REQUIRING CENTER
AISLES .

Windsor, Ont.- - Things in general with Di
vision 231 are progressing as well as can be
expected .
Four of our old comrades are working on the

new line that is being built from Windsor to
Kingsville , which will be one of the most up -to

date electric roads on the continent.
As the sun shines on both sides of the fence

the men begin to think of the beautiful open

cars with their dangerous running boards, I

understand there has been a law passed in
Canada compelling street railway companies to
do away with them . Here ' s hoping the law will

be enforced .
Bro . Mac Cody has returned to work after a

long illness.
We are still waiting for invitations for that

triple wedding - Jos. K ., Al. L . and Frank C .
" 231. "

$ 30.50 FOR SAN FRANCISCO .

WILL PUSH THE LABEL .

Oswego, N . Y . - As I have been silent for
the past two months I thought I would let the

readers know we are still alive and doing busi
ness. During the last month we have granted
four or five withdrawal cards, but hope before
long to take in as many to keep our membership

full.
We are expecting a very busy time this sum

mer on account of the opening of a new summer
resort, and then we are going to have an Old

Norwich , Conn . - Division No. 262 has been
silent for a few issues but will try and let you
hear from us regularly . We can ' t report ans
unusual progress at the pres
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Bro. F Druckmiller is building a new house
in South Rock Island.
Our open cars are new in use , but the last

few days of chilly weather makes it a little bit
too breezy to be comfortable .
We are well pleased to hear of so many new

locais being organized and we extend our well
wishes for their success.
• Wewish to extend our thanks to Bro . McMor
row for the interesting talk he gave us when
was here and hope to see him among us again .

I hope to see a large attendance at our next
regular meeting, for it may mean much to
all. E . J . S .

MAHON AND CORNELIUS VISIT 265 .

Home Week celebration , of which I have stated
before in these columns, and by the way have

not received a reply from one single member of
this organization who can lay any claim on
Oswego as his home or birthplace. We would
like to hear from some, as we would like to have
as many of the boys that can come and cele

brate witn us and we will guarantee them a
good time.
Our management is making considerable im

provement this spring. They are laying a large

amount of new heavy rail, and fixing up the

. rest of the road . They are building a new
barn , and we are to have two new cars, expected

before July .
We expect the summer runs will be put on

by the last of May. We generally do have them
put on for Decoration day. Toe executive board
meets the general manager Thursday evening ,

May 3d , as they have a few little matters to
fix up .
Last month we were quite busy getting sign

ers for a petition and interviewing our State
Representative in Albany, and corresponding
with the Assemblymen to aid us in securing the
passage of the Employer' s Liability Bill.
On Saturday evening , April 28th , we held our

regular meeting , and we took immediate action
on the appeal to help relieve our brothers out in
' Frisco. We passed a resolution to take $ 10 from
our treasury , and then we took up a subscrip
tion and got $ 20 .50 , making a total of $ 30 .50 .
which is a good showing for such a small or
ganization , and hope that every Local Division
will respond immediately
Our monthly meetings have not been very well

It does seem as though there ought
to be more there.
On account of Bro . McCadden taking a with

drawal card yours truly was appointed in his

place as delegate to the Trades' Council .
Bro . Gallagher is with us again for a short

time, having charge of a gang of men on the
construcuon work .
One of our boys the other night, after getting

off his run , while waiting for the car that takes
the men home fell asleep and had to walk home,
so now he is going to have an order put up com
pelling conductors to be on their platformsmore
and keep their eyes and ears open . It was too
bad , for Fred is such a frail man . HOWE is
that ? Ask Caton . " P "

San Jose, Cal. Division No. 265 enjoyed a
grand treat on Tuesday evening , April 10 , by a
visit from Bros. W . D . Mahon and R . Cornelius
who dropped in to spend a day among us. A
committee met the anxiously awaited brothers
at the depot, and together they spent a pleasant
afternoon taking in the sights and scenery of
our city and its beautiful surroundings.

It did not take long for the interested ones to

learn that the visitors had arrived , and they

prepared themselves to partake of the verbai
feast which they knew was in store for all those

to be present at the San Jose Labor Hall that

evening .
At the designated time the hall was filled to its

full capacity by enthusiastic union men , not only
of our craft but of many others. Amidst hearty
cneers of welcome Brother Mahon arose and
addressed the attendance . He seemed much
pleased with the crowd and it must be said that
they were well repaid with his many interesting
remarks, among which he told how he, with the

I an able committee, won the demands of
the Oakland car boys.
With as many cheers Brotner Cornelius took

the platform . His remarks were fluent and
forceable . His suwject was deep , but he made
daylight penetrate each thought. He held to
view the brotherly love which prevails among us
t . .roughout tne country, and he spoke of a
golden future which he sees ahead of us and
if things turn to be as he predicts , it certainly
will be golden .
Many addresses were rendered by officers of

265 , and after a faithful promise from Bros.
Mahon and Cornelius that they would be with
us again in the near future the assemblage ad
journed to an elaborate dinner.
Thursday evening. April 12 , we held our

ninety - third regular business session , the usual
large attendance being on deck . All officers
were on hand, much business came up and many
interesting discussions followed . Brother Plomto
was reported improving , this being the only
case of sickness we have at present.
Of the recent changes made by the local com

panies there was one of which we all feel proud .
Through the resignation of Supt. Daugnarty,
of the S . J . & S . C . Ry. Co. Brother Geo.
Hohen was appointed his successor. This move
was rather sudden , therefore surprising. We
are proud of George because he is one of the
best workers we have in 265, in fact a good
worker in general, and one who knows his busi
ness. We must congratulate the manager for
his good taste and judgment in selecting Brother
hohen , as he is capable and a man with ster
ling qualities. We, as well as the traveling pub
lic. will greatly miss him from the cars, also
miss the familiar musical voice calling " Fares,
please. "

NOTES FROM 105 .

Beaver Valley , Pa . - The most that can be
said for Division 105 at this communication is
that she is , as usual, in harmonious working
condition

Bro . Floyd Carpenter is reported ill of typhoid
efver.

We are sorry to report the loss of Bros. John
Weaver and Ed. Lane, who have secured other
positions and ask for their withdrawal cards.
We wish each of them success in their chosen
pursuics .
As a result of being promoted to an early run ,

Bro . Tom Cochran gave a general treat to
cigars. Would like to see you get another pro
motion " Tommy. "
Our baseball team is equipped with its outfit,

but haven ' t opened the season yet; the first date
having been cancelled . They will play Butler
street division of the Pittsburg Railways May
10 at home. Watch for the result . " 105 . "

ROCK ISLAND, ILL., ITEMS.

ESTABLISHED DUES AT 75 CENTS.Division 313 reports progress . At our last
regular meeting there was a large attendance
and a very lively time was had. Fourteen appli
cants were initiated and several applications
filed .

Our division has surely had its share of sick
ness and deaths in the past year, and we still
have several sick brothers.
Bro . Loonow is very sick with rheumatism .
Bro. J . Miller is improving and expects soon

to return to his old duty as motorman .
Bro. Freddy Burguist is back to work after

about fourteen weeks' sickness. The boys were
all glad to see him at nis old post.
Bro. Billy Siefert is off for a few weeks and is

building a new addition to his house.

Key West, Fla . — Division No. 420 now
measures seventeen members strong . We are
small in numbers, but we are pleased that
are a member of the Amalgamated family and
being a factor of this Association we are en

titled to say that while we as a local division
are few in numbers as an association we are
strong in numbers, as we note that we are a
member of a very large association .
We place our dues at 75 cents per member per

month and in that way it may be seen that we
are determined to be fairly well financed . In
my next communication I shall endeavor to give
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the readers of the " Motorman & Conductor"
some ideas of the conditions of labor down in
the lower end of this peninsula . W . E . R .

COMPANY MAKING IMPROVEMENTS.
Shamokin , Pa . – At a regular meeting held

April 10th we decided to punish all members
who fall asleep during the session . The first
fine was imposed upon a brother who jumped
over the stove, thinking he was in a wreck and
making his attempt to escape.
We shall next inaugurate fines for absentees .
Bro. Burns, who recently fell and injured his

knee, will soon be at work at his old stand.
The management of the S . & E . S . E . R . Co.

are equipping Edgewood Park with a large sum
mertheater, at which the Frank Melville
amusement Co. will entertain all comers during
the summer months. The seating capacity of
the theater is over 1,000. It will be completed
before the first of June.
The Company is making extensive improve

ments and extensions, among which will be a
car barn of considerable dimensions, in which
win be provided seven switch -tracks .

vur membership is being adorned with new
uniforms and brass buttons, which it is supposed
during the summer months will be an attraction
for the fair sex to take rides to the park .
At our recent meeting we took in one new

member, who is now known as Bro . Colton .
We will hereafter meet on the first of each

month .

With apologies to the Grange Magazine, I
submit the following poem , entitled " Brother

hoou :
ine crest and crowning of all good,
Life ' s final Star, is Brotherhood ;
For it will bring again to earth
Her long - lost Poesy and Mirth ;
Will send new light on every face,
A kindly power upon the race.

And till it come, we men are slaves
And travel downward to the dust of graves.
Come, clear the way, then , clear the way ; .
Blind creeds and kings have had their day ;
Break the dead branches from the path ,
Our hope is in the aftermath
Our hope is in heroic men ,
Star -led to build the world again .
To this event the ages ran ,
Make way for Brotherhood - make way for Man .

by the members at the afternoon meeting , and
not approved by the members of the night ses
sion , either party have a right to call for a yote
of the road, on a petition signed by 10 mem
bers and presented to the Executive Board .
We have never experienced any trouble along

tnis line, and both branches are working har
moniously with each other.
The afternoon meetings have been a great suc

cess . They might be termed a training school

for the new members, whose only opportunities

are to attend these meetings, and to other Di

visions that are anticipating a move of this kind ,

the members of Division 326 most heartily recom
mend this plan .
On April 10th a general vote of the road was

taken on the proposiion of placing a 5 - cent ex
tra assessment each month for the purpose of
suoscribing for the Motorman and Conductor

Journal in a body. There were only eight votes
cast against the proposition . Commencing with
this issue our membership will each receive a
copy of Motorman and Conductor.

In accordance to a call issued by the Inter
national office , asking that our division make a

donation to our brothers in San Francisco, a
special meeting was held and $ 100 donated and

forwarded by Postal Telegraph to Bro . Richard

Cornelius at San Francisco . The members of

Division 326 most sincerely sympathize with our
stricken brothers that were in the ill- fated city .

and we join with the members of the Amalga

mated Association throughout our land in wish
ing them a speedy recovery to their former state

of affairs.
Our president, Bro. Thos. Smith , has been ap

pointed night foreman at the car barns and has

ithdrawn from the Association . We have lost

a good worker, but all are well pleased to see
him promoted . Bro . S . E . Campbell, who has
been our business agent the past year, has been

elected to fill the office of president caused by
Bro . Smith ' s resigning. Bro. Geo . Cook was ap
pointed business agent to fill Bro. Campbell' s
place .

The season opens up at Lake Contrary May
12 . and the service on the Union Line will be

continued through to this beautiful resort at

that time. There will be several new runs put

on . FRANK CHANEY.

AFTER BETTER TERMS.

FROM DIVISION 326 .

St. Joseph , Mo.-- On the front cover page of
this issue of the Motorman and Conductor will
be found a reproduction of a photograph taken

of the membership in attendance at the regular
monthly afternoon meeting April 10th . In the
second row sitting are some of the officers .
Reading from right to left are Frank Craven ,
recording secretary : Frank Chaney , financial
secretary and treasurer : Thos. Smith president:
Richard Johnson , past president; J . E . Baker ,
vice -president of afternoon meetings ; L . D .
Oakes, recording secretary of afternoon meet
ings : S . E . Campbell, business agent.

Division 326 meets regularly each Tuesday
night. The attendance is always good , and a
keen interest is taken at all of the meetings.
During the month of November, 1905 , the mem

bers and officers decided to adopt the plan of
holding one afternoon meeting, the second Tues
day of each month , for the benefit of members
that are working night runs. At every meeting
the attendance has been exceptionally good .
Division 326 has at present a membership of

214. In the photograph are seventy -three faces.
Considering the fact that all cars were being
operated , some members that were sick , and
quite a few that their runs were arranged so
that it was impossible for the mto be present,
one can readily see that, taking all this into

consideration , our afternoon meetings are a
great success. The president and financial sec
retary are the same for both afternoon and
night meetings. With this exception there are
two different sets of officers. Any action taken
by the afternoon body must meet with the ap
proval of the members of the night meeting . In

case of any laws, resolutions, etc., being adopted

Kalamazoo , Mich . - That which most inter
ests the membership of Division 343 just at the
present time is the question of wages. Propo
sitions embracing a rate of 23 cents per hour for
Kalamazoo and Battle Creek city men and 27
cents per hour for the Jackson and Kalamazoo
interurban men have been submitted to the oper
ating company, and it may be added that the
rate is little enough . The present rate is 17 , 18
and 19 cents upon the city lines, 19 cents upon
the Battle Creek and Kalamazoo interurban and
21 and 23 cents upon the Jackson and Battle
Creek third -rail system .

The negotiations for an increase involve the
membership of Division 343, composed of Kala
mazoo and Battle Creek city men , and Division
362 , composed of the Jackson and Kalamazoo in

terurban men and known as the Albion division .
It had been the determination of these locals

to approach the company for an increase in
wages this year , but a circumstance arose
which brought the matter to the front earlier
than was at first designed . This company is
what seems to be known as the Moore - Elliott
Mills Syndicate, and has brought about a con
solidation of the various lines upon which the
membership of Divisions 343 and 362 are em
ployed . Among new .orders issued by the man
agement was one requiring the men to purchase

new uniforms of the Hendyerson & Ames Man
ufacturing Co. , at a stipulated price of $ 18 . 00 per
suit. Not only were these suits to cost from $ 3
to $ 6 more than many of the men were in the
habit of paying . but the Henderson & Ames Co.
are avowedly non -union . Six dollars was to be
paid upon each suit as purchased , and the bal
ance was to be collected by deductions of $ 3. 00
from each pay until liquidated . The order was
not received with satisfaction . In fact , it ap

peared as an affront. Immediate resistance of
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and the Inter Bro. J . T . Shawler has resigned his position

with the Company and entered t . . e restaurant
at 158 Randolph street. He starts out with vig
orous patronage and seems to be well pleased
with the new business .

wherethe woman
the order was determined upon and the Inter

national office was notified .
President Mahon sent an officer to investigate

the situation . The result was that spirited meet
ings were held all along the line and it was de

termined that as it was necessary to approach
the company upon the uniform proposition we
may as well associate therewith our proposi
tions for an increase in wage and an under
standing with the company. One of the import
ant features of our effort will be the restoring
of the old Battle Creek Division , No. 333, several
of the members of 343 being from thit city, will
be better able to look after their local interests
under their old charter. Our propositions are
now before the company, from whom we expect
a reply in the near future ,

BILL PROVIDING FOR CENTER AISLES
DEFEATED .

FAY RECEIVES APPRECIATIVE TOKEN .

East St. Louis, Mo. - $ 2 .25 per day and not
to exceel 942 hours per day, is what the member
ship of Division No. 125 have left to them as
G . E . B . Member Fred Fay leaves us to return

to his Ypsilanti home. If other Divisions know
him as we now do , he will not remain long at
home until all settlements for the year are off
the docket.
We were after more wages , and it looked very

much as though we were up against the real
thing, and we notified the general office . Presi
dent Mahon sent among us a man we had read
about some in our official journal as having the

credit of accomplishing considerable when sent
out and we had just read of his success in Win
nipeg , but otherwise he was an unknown quan

tity to us. Now we are in position to know him ,
and can say our scribe at the head office has
never spread salve in the interest of Brother
Fay. He is strictly the goods and we can recom
mend him to any local of our Association that
has use for a good head.
We have practically established a 25 - cent hour.

flat rate , as most of our runs are practically

nine hours , give or take to the half hour. All
time in excess of 912 hours is to be paid at the
regular rate of 25 cents per hour.
The advance effects the Q ' Fallon Division by

promoting the wage from $64.50 to $ 71 .25 per
month .

The shop and shed men get a proportionate
increase .

Everything is moving along nicely now , and
the best of feeling exists between the local and
the employing company

At the last meeting Bro. Fay attended the
local presented him with a beautiful signet ring
in which was two valuable diamond sets, and
the boys were gratified to know that he appreci
ated the token . We shall cherish the kindest
feelings for him .
We furnish our agreement for publication

and I expect it may appear in the same number

as this letter.
The wage increase brings to our membership

an approximate gain of $12,000 for the year.
" CAW . "

Victoria , B . C . - The bill which provided for
the abolition of the fatal running boards and
the construction of aisles in the center of all
open cars in the province of B . C . was defeated
at the recent session of the Provincial Legisla

ture, the vote being 15 for and 16 against.

• NINE -HOUR DAY INAUGURATED .
On and after May 1st the cars of the Victoria

branch of the B . C . Electric Company will be
run on a nine-hour schedule instead of ten .
Previous to 1904 an eight and ten -hour day was
in operation . This proved a most unfair propo
sition to the night crews and junior men , as the
latter crews received two hours ' less per day,
as well as being on the last notches of the slid
ing wage scale and as a consequence many de
termined efforts had been made during the early
history of Division 109 by the junior members for
me inauguration of a nine -hour day, but on

each occasion their efforts were stubbornly op
posed by the day crews, and with the sympathy
of the local company on the side of the senior
men , the junior men were easily snowed under
from time to time.
Finally in 1904 the night men took a deter

mined stand and although they did not get ex
actly what they wanted they accepted a 10 -hour

schedule as an alternative , thus equalizing the
time for all men . This was considered a strat
eg . c move on the part of the nine-hour advo .
cates, knowing as they did at the time of the
acceptance of the 10 -hour schedule that for nu
merous substantial reasons it would never work
successfully on the Victoria system and that
ultimately it would result in the inauguration of
anine -hour day and it is a fact worthy of note
that many who formerly were most bitter in
opposing the nine -hour question were the chief
promoters in recently bringing the proposition
to a successful issue . Although the measure
was opposed by a minority it is needless to say

that their reasons for voting on the negative
side were simply a question of diplomacy , the
action being considered as a little premature, in
view of the fact that the time for the renewal
of our agreement with our company is not very
far distant.

ANJUAL CONCERT AND BALL A GREAT
SUCCESS.

With regards to our annual concert and ball,

which was brought to a most successful issue
on April 27th , I quote the following from the

Victoria Daily Colonist of April 28th ;
" Although the tramway boys are very often

on the cars from morning till night, and have
very littleopportunity to enjoy themselves, they

showed last evening that they are equal to the
best when it comes to entertaining. The second
annual concert and dance, which was given un
der their auspices at the A . O . U . W . hall last

evening, was an unqualified success. No better
arranged affair has ever been held in that hall
than took place last evening, and the boys are
to be congratulated on their efforts to provide
an entertainment for their guests. The decorat
ing committe had done its work well and the

hall presented a handsome appearance . The
general arrangement of the decorations was of
a Japanese character. With flags and Japanese

bunting the boys had done themselves proud,
and already many are looking forward to the
affair for next season . If the main hall was

elaborately arranged the dining room was more
so . Seating accommodations had been arranged

for about 250, and it was taxed to the utmost.
The decorations of this part of the hall were far
ahead of anything that has ever been seen in
this city , and this can be said without fear of
contradiction .

" The following committee had charge of the
arrangements : President. R . A . Ritchie : pro
gram committee , A . Clayton , C . Aston . H . Al

DETROIT DIGEST.

Division No. 26 is now in the midst of negoti
ations with the Detroit l 'nited Railway for an

in wage, and it now looks as though a
fairly satisfactory wage will be fixed by mutual
agreement. However , the furtherance of this is

now awaiting the return of President Hutchins
The committee having in charge the interest of
tne Association are Pres. Chas. Aley, Secretary
W . J . B . Sherwood, business Agent Charles

Duryea, Wm . Henry , Edward Summers and R .

J . Burns. Associated with the local committee

is President W . D . Mahon . This committee is

pushing the work at hand to the utmost, as
there is a feverish tremor throughout the mem
bership that gives evidence of an impressive

positiveness.
Two vigorous meetings have been held , the

last one being attended by some 1 , 300 members.
Our ball team has been playing a few prac

tice games. The boys look well in their new uni

forms, which were furnished them as a com
pliment by the Company , and they are now pre

pared to meet all comers .
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NOT IN THE COMBINE

nutt and H . Mills ; supper, A . Bird , G . Gardner ,
and T . Roberts : finance , D . Wewar, L . Cates

and C . Thornton ; floor and hall, D . Arnason , M .

Brinkman , T . Fraser ; reception , A . G . Oakes , A .
Bayliss, H . Higgins and V . Dempsey.

" The following was the program for the con
cert :

Chairman ' s Address . . . . . . . . . . R . A . Ritchie

Opening Overture . . . . . . . . . . Frank Dresser

Recitation .. . . . . . . . . R . C . Wilson

Banjo Solo . . . . . . S . Roberts

Vocal Solo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Mr. Kennedy

Selection . . . . . . . Fifth Regiment Orchestra

Vocal Solo . . . . . . . . . .Fred Richardson

Piccolo Solo , . . . . . . . . . . . .Geo . Gardner

Vocal Solo . . . . . . . . . . . . T . Goward

Bagpipe Selection . . . . . Jas. McArthur

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer

BROTHERHOOD .

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

“ Brotherhood ' is a word that men conjure

with . It opens the heart and makes the mind

alert. Originally , the church was a brotherhood .

Including all classes and conditions, it became

a factor in the lives of men that caused them

to suffer and to sacrifice as nothing else has

ever done. It opened the way to revolution .

For christianity literally turned the world up

side down . It brought in a new standard of

ethics. It freed the slave . However it may have

failed because of human limitations, no his

torian will dare deny that Christianity has dono

more to usher in freedom than all other agen

cies combined . The charities of the early church

signified that a religion of brotherhood and

mutual helpfulness had arisen among men ,

Modern missions indicate that the most high

blooded peoples on earth recognize their kin

ship to the most savage and debased .

But " Brotherhood' has in many instances be

come simply an appeal to selfishness . Fre

quently , it means only the development of the

few to the demoralization of the many. There

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Pamily use

Phone E. 1047 . 24 Mitchell Ave.

The

Packard Shoe for Men
(Union Made)

$ 3 .50, $ 4 and $ 5
C
C

Every Pair

Made to Wear

Always

Up- to - Date

All sizes and widths in

twenty-six styles carried in

stock . Every pair fits. Every

pair yields satisfactory ser

vice. Every pair is full value.

If you can 't find a PACKARD

Agency in your locality ,write

the factory, and we'll send

you a pair direct postpaid
upon receipt of money order

covering price .

M . A . Packard

Company

583 Warren Ave.

Brockton ,

Mass.
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can be no real brotherhood without a love as
wide as the world . The Fatherhood of God im

plies a care for every one of His children . He

sends His rain upon the just and upon the un

just. His provision is for all. Cursed be the

man wino dares withhold it from God' s children

- whether he be a monopolist by virtue of his

wealtn or by reason of his temporary power .

The most beneficent influence of trades union

ism is not so much in its helpfulness in secur

ing better pay and shorter hours for those who

are already in fairly good circumstances, but in

the brave fight that it is making for the woman

and the child who suffer because of man ' s

avarice and greed . It is in its efforts to secure

better things for the man who toils away,

almost forgotten , because his place has been so

low that few have heard his cry. May the arm

of organized labor be made strong in its de

fense of those who need its help . And in its

efforts in behalf of these, it should have the

co-operation of every real " Brotherhood ."

" For he today that sheds his blood with me

Shall be my brother, "

C . PFEIFFER

BREWING CO .

BREWERS AND

BOTTLERS OF

Agents Wanted in the United States
High Grade Beers

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making
change in the market. A big seller . Retails at

$ 2 .00. Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials, Terms, etc .

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.
908 -940 BEAUFAIT AVE .

DETROIT, · MICH .

Tel. 987 East.
LEONARD 'S CASINO Coney Island

and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .

MOTORMEN AND

CONDUCTORS Read this

Wehave for sale on McArthur place,

near Vinewood , two blocks from Warren ,

two beautiful new cottages, six rooms,

bath , gas, etc . $ 1675 .

C
U
C
U

W
W

Also

Two nice little homes on Reed - Place.

$ 1750 and $ 2000 .

Also

On Wilbur, between Holden and

Baltimore, seven room new house, four

rooms down, three up, nice cellar. For

$ 1900 .

Come and see us. We will give you

satisfaction.

J. W . DePuy & Co.
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND , OHIO .
1210 Chamber of Commerce. DETROIT , MICH .
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP .
PLIES.

Johnson — Is it really true that you wife
has left you ?

Jameson - Yes, and that's not the worst.

"Why, what do you mean ?”

“ I've just had a letter saying she' s com .

ing back .”

. . . . 26

50

One night recently a rather seedy-looking

man stepped up to the bar in a saloon and

said to the bartender :

“ You wouldn't take a man's last cent for

a drink of whiskey , would you ?”

" Anybody who gets a drink here pays for

it,” said the bartender.

" You 'd take a man 's last cent ?” he asked.
" You bet I would."

The other sighed : “ Well, I've got to have

the whiskey," he said . He was served with

the drink . “ You meant it when you said

you' d take a man 's last cent?” he asked .

" Sure ,” said the bartender.

The other pitched a penny onto the bar.

"Well, there it is ," he said, and out he went.

Who shall decide when scientists dis

agree ? This week Sir Archibald Geikie

has warned us that decay of the land is

going on so rapidly that in comparatively

short period we shall be in danger of a uni

versal flood . But before betaking yourself

Professor Martel, a French scientist, de
clares just as emphatically that in a few

hundred years the world will dry up and

the human race will die of thirst.

I am a little tempted to wish that certain

scientists would imitate the world, and dry

up.

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,
per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . . .06

Traveling cards, each . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .08

Division financial book, 100 pages. . . .
Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . .

Division financial book, 400 pages. . . . . 4 .26

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro,

per 100 . . 4 .00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Treasurer's receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . .

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1 .00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each . . . . . . 30

Gut soals , por 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft . No

personal, local checks, or postage , accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded

The Cause of Rheumatism , Asthma,URIC ACIN .
Partial Paralysis , Rickets, Neuralgia ,

Failing Eyesight, Weak Kidneys,

Rheumatic Gout, Eczema, Salt Rheum , Swollen Limbs, Many Forms of

Stomach Trouble , and that tired feeling complained of by so many, easily

and Cheaply Removed from the System by Hyatt' s Uric Acid Eliminators.

( Formerly known as S . E . C . Rings.) By removing the cause ( eliminating

the poisonous uric acid ) the trouble disappears. Price $ 2 .00 each . Every
Eliminator sold on a guarantee to eliminate . Beware of imitations. Call or

write ,

H . S . HYATT, Suite 107, Buhl Block, 33 and 35 West Congress St., Detroit,Mich .
(Formerly Swiss American Ring Co.)

Connoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'SBEER
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Schroeder Paint

& Glass Co.

CENTRAL

PAINT

= anda

PAINTS,

OILS,

COLORS,

VARNISHES

GLASS

COMPANY

DISTRIBUTORS
POLISHED PLATE AND

WINDOW GLASS

ACME QUALITY PAINT
DISTRIBUTORS OF

The Heath & Milligan

PRODUCTS FOR EASTERN MICH .

JOBBERS AND DEALERS

IN ALL KINDS OF
PhoneMain 5365.

39 and 41 Congress St. E .

44 and 46 Cadillac Sq.

GLASS , BRUSHES, Etc.

CUT RATE LOANS

On SALARY, FURNITURE,

PIANOS AND DIAMONDS

Union Trast

Company

Cutrate means that we cut all other Co .

rates on loans. Call, write or phone 4590

and our agent will call on you .

Business confidential.

CUT RATE LOAN COMPANY

Room 12, 60 Monroe Ave.

Capital, - . $ 500,000

Surplus and Profits, $400,000

$ 100 BONDS

secured by first mortgages on

improved city real estate.

Interest payable semi-annu

ally at 4 '; per annum .

Send for Particulars.

D . B .BANCROFT

WATCHES and

WATCH REPAIRING

26 Lafayette Ave., Detroit, Mich .
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D . U . Employees,Woodward Ave. Subdivision

Wehave placed on themarket a subdivision of 100 lots, fifty foot frontage

each . Especially for cottages and medium priced houses. The lots will have

Sewers, Cement Walks, Gas and Water free to lot buyers and this subdivision has

been especially put on the market to meet the demands we had last year from

conductors and motormen and employees of the Detroit United R R and has

been named

COTTAGE GROVE AVENUE

Now for the STARTLING ANNOUNCEMENT of the prices. Just think
this over .

In the first block off Woodward $ 10 .00 per foot ; second block $ 9 .00 per foot,

and in the third block , between Brush and Oakland, $ 7 .00 and $ 8 00 per foot,

with all improvements. This subdivision is on the east side of Woodward Ave.,

between Currystone and Gerald Avenues.

Sale starts Monday, April 23rd and continues until every lot is sold $ 10 00

or more down ; $ 5 00 per month , 5 per cent interest. Wehave the exclusive sale

of this subdivision from the owners, Curry & Co. Don 't delay Just think

of it, lots in North Woodward Avenue district at from $ 7 .00 to $ 10 00 per foot.

Come quick or you will be too late.

ROTHWELL & CO .

SUBDIVIDERS AND GENERAL REAL ESTATE .

501- 2 Chamber of Commerce. Phone M . 799, Subdivision Phone North.

WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

OPENS IN MAY

Finzel' s Full Orchestra . Free Concerts Daily.

Wolff' s Park and Cafe
(Formerly Beller ' s Garden )

1472- 1474 -1476 - 1478-1480-1482- 1484 JEFFERSON AVE. Half Block from Belle Isle Bridge.

Detroit' s Largest Amusement Park

WOLFF & SON , Proprietors

Motormen , Conductors and Street Car Employes

When in need ofMoney , call upon us, and you will be convinced

that we are the people to patronize.

Commercial Investment Co.

201 WHITNEY BUILDING .

172 GRISWOLD STREET.

Tel. Main 1387. Office Hours : 8 A . M . to 6 P . M .
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Coming of spring will find me

UNIFORMS
Having a complete line of

GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

A11 Builders' Hardware , Tools,

Sporting Goods, Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

* We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes .

W ash Machines, Garden Tools,

Nails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty,

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman's $ 13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

A11 sizes of Poultry Netting,

House Furnishings, Etc.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered.1222 Gratiot Avenue ,

DETROIT , MICH. CLAYTON Clientes

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

Telephone East 1710 .
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Mr. Secretary :
UNION

DIVISION 282

HROUCH ORC Bastian Bros.
MAY

E ROCHESTER, N . Y.

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

OFS. & E.R .E . Buttons

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in
one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don ' t you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH .

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY .
Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store , and thus save

de consumer the middleman 's profit,

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd.

| 414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICI.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms - Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

UITEPAAL EXECAR

TES CARMENT 21 James . Hirsch & Co.
OR

APRIL IT
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anal AS

1891

BARI
212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO , . - ILLS.
REGISTERED Xentycense

QUEBER

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail
68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches
SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

W . ONLY make a differonco or 10 por cont for goods sold

on timo to rollablo partios,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE .

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always prescatabla
Adopted as a part of the uniform by maay Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MEG. CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

DIRECTORS

STATE SAYINGS BANK

OFFICERS

Goo. H . Russel,
President

R . W . Gillett,

Vice-Presideot

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Vice -President

R . S . Mason ,
Casbier

A . E . Wing ,
Asst. Cashier .

H . P . Borgman,
Asst. Cashier

E . A . Sunderlin,
Auditor

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bizby

H . M . Campbell

C . L . Freer

Haley Fisko

R . W . Gillett

P . J . Hecker

K . B . Ledyard

W . C , McMillan
R . S . Mason

H . C . Potter, Ji .

Geo . H . Russel

Hoory Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter Wbito

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS :

$ 1 ,000,000. 00

900,000.00

15 ,000,000. 00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
2

IRANK BREDERICK & C

Uniform Clothing

Wealso carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measura

meni gwide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KINGISTREET WEST TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST.

THE LALOLST TAILONNO

HOUSE IN CANADA
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PHOENIX PREFERRED

Accident Insurance

2Gompany
om

PA

OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn
your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX ”

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice -President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

ses

- The

Taylor-Woolfenden

Company

HEADQUARTERS FOR

SUMMER GOODS

Dress Fabrics for

Confirmation and

Graduating Gowns.

Ready to Wear

Goods. Furnish

ings of All Kinds at

Popular Prices

I GUARANTEE absolute permanent cure of all facial

defects and blemishes such as deformed dose no mat

ter how caused ; adherent and unsightly scars, birth

marks, tatoo and powder marks, moles, warts , liver

spots, " red veins," wrinkles and all eruptions of the

skin . Superfluous hair , so it never returns; eyebrows

and forehead perfectly shaped. My method is pain

less and leaves no marks or scars. Disease of the hair

cured by an absolute new , originaland certain method.

Consultation free. Don't trust anybody but an experi

enced medical expert with important treatment of

your face.

WOODWARD AVENUE AND STATE ST.

L . P .ANDERSON, M . D .Detroit

213 Woodward Avenue . Suite, 63 Valpey
Building
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Best Dentists Are Doing The Business

This is G . H . Brown. Wetook 20 out for him . He remarked :

" Well done ! I hardly felt it; nor would I have believed it could

be done so easily . I have put it off for seven years.”

Saveze

D .

1990092

We truly do extract painlessly . Our Pt Suction Plate is the bestmade. You

can eat corn off the cobb with them . $ 4 to $ 8

Our Seamless 22- K . Solid Gold Crown and Bridge Work can't be beat. $ 2.50

to $ 3 .50 .

Our fillings stay, every branch is painless; our prices are nearly one-half less

than others charge; our patients smile with satisfaction and recommend them to

their friends. Send postal; car fair paid .

Six doctors, two lady attendents. First floor. Our 20 years' guarantee is

bona fide. Hours 8 to 8 . Sundays 8 to 9.

BEST DENTISTS CO., Incorporated 54 Grand River Ave.
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT , MICH .

CAPITAL ,

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000.00

50 ,000 .00

1,000,000.00-

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

Guaranteed

Full

SpeedTalking

Parrots

When you are behind

time you do everything

to make it up .

When your wife is be

hind time, won 't you

help her to catch up

with a
$ 3 .98

GAS RANGE?Written guarantee with every bird .

Can be shipped with safety anywhere.

Send for Special Offer on Birds

and Cages ; and beautiful Illustrated

Catalogue.

Mention this paper.

It' s the way to cook the

year around and you

willadd to thehappiness

in your home.

Detroit City Gas Co.
Edwards Bird Store

129 Michigan Ave .

230 Woodward Ave.

Phono Main 5144

DETROIT MICH. 1
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Boulevard Sanitarium Bath House

Telephone West 294

251 Twenty-Fifth St.
( TAKE SHERMAN OAR WEST)

Russian

Sulphur

Salt-Glow

Baths

Massage Expert Attendent

The Only Porcelain Tubs for Mineral

Baths in Detroit

DR . E . B . SMITH ,

SURGEON

BRUNSWICK' S

EASYBRIGHT

BATANEOUS
AKSTAN CLEANER

CLEANS EVERYTHING .

TRADE MARK

THE müst perfect, universal, in

s tantaneous Cleanerand Polisher

for Brass , Copper, Steel, Gold ,

Silver and all othermetals. Also wood

work and furniture. Contains no acid,

lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

10 cents .

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender CO. 100 Randolph St.,Detroit

If you don't wear A SINGER UNIFORM you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO . 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO
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Do You Need Money?

CALL AND SEE US.

WeAdvance Money

for Salaries

To male or female employees, who have

no security to offer but their honesty and

integrity of character, on a fair com

mercial basis.

Easy weekly or monthly payments.

Strictly confidential.

I Dr. Navaun's

Kidney

Specific

ICURES
!

|Kidney Trouble

CENTURY SECURITY CO.

ROOM 302

Wayne County Savings Bank Bldg.

Phone M . 3366 .

Wm. T. SimpsonD
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

Hundreds of people , especially

Railroad men , testify as to its ex

cellency as a kidney remedy.

If your kidneys are weak don 't

experiment, get .

D
E
T

W
M

.T.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

Manufacturer of

Foster's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS
112 AND 114 BATUS STREET

DETROIT,MICH .

Descriptive Cataloguos and

Blanks formakingapplications

forgovernment orders forLimbs

and Transportation or Comma.

tation therefor, sent free on

application .

Dr. Navaun's

Kidney Specific

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

AT ONCE .

Dr. Navaun ' s Kindey Specific is

supposed to be for sale at all Drug

Stores. If yonr druggist hasn't

got it have him get it for you. If

he will not do so, sent direct to us,

inclosing 50c ( stamps ) and it will 3

reach you by return mail.

BOTANIC DRUG CO .,

$ 284 Chene St. Detroit, Mich.

Our Label is 'No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO.

61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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WM . B . FITSGERALD , Troy , N . Y . D . S . FITSGERALD, New Haven , Conn .

Above are pictures of the two Board Members, wbomade possible a joint agreement for
thirteen Massachusetts Divisions of this Association .

UNIONISM VS. NON -UNIONISM .

If there has been set before the unorgan .

ized of our craft a recent special object les

son from which both unionism and non

uninism may be observed in their true and

contradictory forces, it would seem to have

appeared in the recent perplexing Omaha

situation .

During the year 1902, when conditions

were fairly favorable, Div. No. 288 was insti

tuted, and embraced a membership from

among the car operatives of Omaha, Neb .,

and Council Bluffs, Ia .

At that time conditions of employment
were taken up and such adjustments made

in the way of wages and otherwise that

were so generally acceptable that efforts to
secure a full and working recognition for the

organization were discontinued . Later, as

time wore on , a disintegration set in , as the

local had no means of taking up special

cases of individual grievances. This elicited

activity on part of the local officers to main
tan a membership and brought the weakness

of the local to the attention of the manage.

ment of the company, who put in operation

the usual tactics to destroy the local. Oppo

sition continued until, together with internal

disruptive influences and inducing outside

agencies , the organization remained only in

the spirit of earnest officers and a few loyal

members. This situation brought an appeal

to President Mahon for assistance to save
the local and develop the membership. Chair
man C . 0 . Pratt was directed to respond to
the appeal.

Chairman Pratt took up the work there in

the early part of this year. He found a few

determined members and officers whom , in

his reports, he gave great credit for rescuing

a depleting organization from a most vicious

stream of opposition . Chairman Pratt spent
some days in assisting these few loyalists ,

and his work there was marked by a revival

which left 288 with an increased membership

again numbering more than one-half the em

ployes in the service .
During the years of alternate passive and

active existence of the local, industrial af

fairs had assumed that forced a demand to

gain more liberal conditions of employment.

Actuated by the necessities of the times,

Div . No. 288 prepared an agreement embrac.

ing a better wage scale and the committee

presented it to the superintendent of the

company. The conditions of the agreement

were of a character that, if granted , would

have been gratefully accepted. It is a poor
excuse of a wage-earner who will not accept

of an increase in wage with some degree of

satisfaction , or encourage an honest effort

to secure such increase by, at least, non

interference, if not by open expression .

The wage asked was 25 cents per hour for

all. The operating officials refused to give
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the matter consideration, and the committee
sought a conference with the president and
directors of the system . While this was be

ing arranged , a committe of non -union men

went into consultation with the operating
official, after which a new wage scale was

posted which gave one cent per hour increase

to those five years in the service of the com
pany and left the others to enjoy the old

wage rate. Barely one-fourth of the men re

ceived anything by this . However, an arti.
cle appeared in , the papers which inferred

that the advance was given at the instance

of a visit from the non -unionists to the su .
perintendent.

How came this non -union committee to

wait upon the official of the company when

they knew the regularly appointed commit.

tee of the local union were attempting to

reach the ear of higher company officials

having authority to grant the most liberal

wage to be obtained ? The idea of increased
wage was prompted by union men , and the

conditions in the agreement had been care .

fully prepared and adopted by a meeting of
the union embracing more than one-half of

the employes. The committee of the union

was the only agent authorized by any con
siderable number of the employes. The non -

unionists had no authority to represent any

but themselves individually. It could not

be presumed that the company would listen

to them as bearing the expressed wishes of

the other employes. The only conclusion

that may be accepted is that they were pres

ent with the operative official because they

had been made familiar with the fact that it

was to his pleasure. True it is that they

were not inspired by any desire to be of ser
vice to their fellow workers . They are not

addicted to charitable or missionary work .

Intentionally or inadvertantly , they loaned

themselves as instruments to defeat the pos

sibilities of their fellow workmen . It may be

well to credit them with a lack of wisdom .
The only other explanation must rest in the

assumption that they knowingly and selfishly

associated themselves as opponents to the

interests of their craftsmen for real or an.
ticipated reward .

The advance posted by the company did

not give satisfaction . But could the non

unionists return and appeal for greater sat
isfaction ? It may only be added that they

did not.

Could not this official have told the union

committee that he would grant the wage

rate he later posted ? He could , but he knew

well they were not acting as individuals, and
that they would be obliged to submit the

scale to a meeting of the employes , who,

without question , would have rejected it.

Now the Omaha situation at this time,

relative to the interest of the employes, was
this : Conditions had assumed which taxed

the earnings of the employes to the utmost

for living expenses. The employes who were

members of the union took the initiative in

applying to the company in a systematic

way, through a regularly selected committee,

for an increase in the wage rate that would

have been beneficial, and the fixing of which

could have been subject to the joint approv.

al of a majority . A few non -unionists, wheth

er from honest motive or otherwise - and for

the sake of argument we may give them

credit for the former- - to apprehend failure

of results from the union , entered an inde
pendent appeal, and, giving them credit for
the result, secured an increase to 25 per cent

of the present employes at the expense of all
other present employes, and those to be em

ployed in the future. This , without consid
eration of the majority approval or dis
approval. Also, to destroy any possible or

ganized reflection , the company took active
measures to check or destroy the union by
refusing to further treat with the union com

mittee , and by denying the right of newly
employed men to join , also by discouraging
the continuance of membership on part of

those who were already members . The next
step threatened was to systematically dis

charge those who maintained their mem
bership . This was the financial advantage

and protection of individual rights that
enured from the non -union effort to get con

ditions for the employes. This, also , was
where the non -unionist committee were

forced to stop, or, at least, did stop getting.

No matter how sincere in the interest of

their fellow -employes may have been these

few non -union men who composed this com
mittee , insofar as gaining conditions and

privileges their effort must be admitted to
have met with ignominious failure.

If there was that to be gained by the em

ployes through the effort of the union , the

action of the non -unionists, it must be ad
mited , could tend only to diminish results.

In fact, had it not been that Div. 288 was

officered by men of the very best in charac
ter and intelligence, the union would have

been completely demoralized , the destructive

purpose would have attained and the em

ployes would have been completely at the

mercy of the not too often generous disposi

tion of the operative officials of the com

pany.

As Chairman Pratt has reported , had it

not been for the aoumen of President P . J .

Lenihan , Sec' y C . F . Michelsen and their as

sociate local officers, backed by an intelli

gent membership , the non-union regime

would have been in full operation today in

Omaha.

In conclusion , it may be added that Chair
man Pratt, when he returned to Omaha,

found no rosy situation confronting him .

However, he mapped out a polioy which ,
with the able assistance of the local officers ,

he was able to make effective, and which

resulted in an agreement between the union

and the company by which a revision of the

wage rate will result , and which places Div .

288 in good working relations with the oper
ative officials. Also , the personal rights of

the employes are again restored . In the face

of the precluding effort of non -unionism , the

union has ultimately extended the increase

in wage, established the right of the employe

to belong to the union , secured the right of

special hearings in oase of discharge or dis

cipline and secured the right of conciliation

upon all matters of grievance thatmay arise,
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by the officers of the union and operating The history of Division No. 26 is insepar
officials , and any objectionable decisions may ably woven with that of our International

be carried to the president and directors of President. They have shared in each oth

the company. Chairman Pratt, the local offi - er' s burdens, and they have mingled their

cers and the membership of Div . No. 288 joys. In Division No. 26 , President Mahon

were eminently pleased with the results at. has beheld his most forceful illustration ; in

tained by the organization' in the face of the President Mahon , Division No. 26 has al

counteracting elements. ways beheld the ideal champion of her

Here wehave a plain , practical illustration rights and principles.
for unbiased consideration as to whether But Division No. 26 , this spring , reached

unionism or non-unionism is of the most ad.
a time when , to maintain her record, it was

vantage as an agency by which to gain
necessary to take a step forward . How

working conditions to employes.
could it be done ? That was the question .

Of course , it will be argued that in this She had passed through numerous unevent
case the failure was on the part of the of.

ful years and was enjoying a wage of 2342
ficial of the company, who hoped to demon .

cents per hour, a wage in excess of that
strate the uselessness of unionism , and that

paid in other cities of the class of Detroit,
the non -union men were coerced into taking

although too low to meet the times. They
although to

their part, but the illustration remains just had an agreement which was the most per
the same. Non -unionism is helpless, and fect known in working conditions, but there
necessarily submissive to all dictations of was one clause which stood in the way.
the boss, right or wrong. That clause was one which made the agree .

ment perpetual, and no change could be

DETROIT SETTLEMENT. made only by mutual consent of both par

ties. The company would not consent to

open or change the wage clause alone. The
Perhaps one of the most vigorous diplo

management would consent to opening the
matic contests ever entered by our asso

wage clause providing other cherished con
ciation was closed by the signing of the

ditions of employment would be jeopardized
new agreement between the Detroit United by the Association . The general laws were
Railways and Division No. 26 , of Detroit,

such that the local could not strike by con
Mich . This, from the peculiar circum

sent of the General Executive Board . In
stances which had gathered to fetter any

fact, no strike could take place so long as
aggressive effort.

the company complied with our laws and
For years Detroit Division No. 26 has

the existing agreement. However, nothing
been pointed out by our International offi .

could be gained without an effort, and an
cers as a special illustration . She has stood

increase in wage was needed .
forth as the monumental exemplification of
the results of intelligent organization among Such was the situation that Division No.

our craft. She has led the van in the mat
26 had to confront; such was the situation

ter of wage and conditions to her own mem
when the local appointed a special agree

bership , and has ever kept a watchful eye ment committee composed of President

upon the movements and attainments of Charles Aley, Business Agent Charles V .

other locals . In the early history of our Duryee, Secretary W . B . Sherwood, ex-Sec

general movement she actually furnished retary Robert Burns and Committeemen W .

the nucleus of support behind the Interna Henry and E . Summers ; such was the situa

tional officers in the building up of what is,
tion when President Mahon was called upon

today , one of the leading industrial organi to direct the course of negotiations to bring

zations of the American continent. This about the desired result .

may be said of Division No. 26 without the President Mahon and the committee had

suspicion of contradiction . True, upon her back of them a practically solid sentiment.

enrollment is a record of men who have They opened negotiations with Assistant

come and gone, but there are hundreds of General Manager Brooks, but without much
her old pioneer members yet within her encouragement further than that an adjourn

ranks who stood loyally behind President ment took place to await the homecoming

W . D . Mahon in his early tireless efforts to of President Hutchins, who was at the time

extend the power and numbers of the gen - in Europe. However, Mr. Brooks claimed to

eral movement. There was no defense fund be authorized to submit a scale of from 21

in those days, and as the ugly strikes came to 25 cents per hour, which would have been

thick and fast, the membership of Division a practical reduction in wage from the pres
No. 26 not only went into their treasury , ent rate,

but went deep into their pockets to help After twelve days' delay, Mr. Hutchins re

supply the larder of hungry, struggling strik turned , and negotiations were renewed and
ers. No body of men in the ranks of organ covered several conferences. The results of

ized labor today have as much to their these conferences were conveyed to various

credit. These facts are little appreciated , specialmeetings of the local, where the com
even by the younger members of the Detroit mittee repeatedly received the assurance of

Local, yet it is true. But few of our readers the membership to the purpose of the effort.

know that the older members of the local After careful approach , the ultimatum of

passed through one of the most vicious the company was reached without offering

strikes known to our association to estab an ultimatum from the Association . Such

lish themselves as an organization , but such was the policy of the committee , and it was

is true. carried out to final success.
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The success of the Association is prac. the wages such would be the case ; that
tically embodied in the closing report of the there must be a re-adjustment and a more
committee, which is as follows : satisfactory wage given to the men in their

Detroit, Mich ., June 2 , 1906 . employ.

To the Officers and Members of Division No.
After this position had been fully pre

26 of the Amalgamated Association of
sented by your committee, he asked for fur

Street and Electric Railway Employes
ther time to consider it upon the part of the

of America :
company. He wanted to again present it

to his people and see if it was possible toBrothers : - We, your Agreement Commit
get them to change their position . We then

tee , beg leave to submit the following re
agreed that if the company would give the

port :
matter a thorough consideration and would

Acting upon your instructions at the meet agree to give us something like a reasonable

ing held on Tuesday night, May 29th , we answer that we would wait until Saturday

sought and secured a conference with As night, and then if we thought their answer

sistant General Manager Brooks, of the De worth considering we would present it to

troit United Railways, on the afternoon of the organization . With that understanding

May 30th . We presented to him the action he again went back to his people, and we

of your meeting, informing him that the now come forth with the final proposition .

organization had accepted the agreement and this is their ultimatum , the limit to

proposed in its entirety, with the exception which the company will go , and if this basis
of the wage clause, and that the organiza of wage here proposed is not accepted, all
tion was willing to submit the wage clause negotiations are at an end. So , the question

to arbitration . This proposition he absolute before this organization tonight is, will we
ly rejected , and took the position that when accept the propositions here outlined ? If

the organization rejected any portion of not, it leaves us in the position either to

the agreement it was rejected in its entirety. accept the arbitration of the whole agree
He took the position that it was not an ment, or strike .

agreement until it had been ratified by both This should be thoroughly understood by
sides, and signed into the form of an agree. all. Now , in order to settle the matter, the

ment, contending that an understanding had wage offered is as follows : First, that all
been made at the outset that if it was not men now in the service shall receive from
accepted as an agreement we would return the date of the signing of this agreement,
to the conditions under the old agreement, 25 cents an hour; that new men hired in the
where we were at the beginning of the con future shall receive for the first year, 23
tention . We spent some time in the discus cents an hour ; for the second year, 24
sion of this matter and presented it in dif cents an hour, and thereafter 25 cents an
ferent forms, but were unable to get him hour. This, as we have stated, is the final
to agree , or to in any way change his posi offer on part of the company.
tion upon the question of arbitration , In view of all the conditions that surround

We again brought forward the wage ques us and our organization , in view of the fact

tion and told him that the wage offered by that this organization has been for fourteen

the company was absolutely unsatisfactory years struggling carefully, slowly but surely
and that the organization would not accept up the hill, advancing step by step towards

it. We asked him if the company could not a better wage, and in view of the fact that

reconsider the wage question and make an- the great majority of street railway men

other offer of wage in line with what was throughout the entire country have accepted

requested by the organization . He stated and are now working upon graded scales
that his power was limited , and that he was of a much longer period than this , and at

acting under the instruction from the board a much less rate of wage, and as this propo

of directors of his company, and asked us sition brings a rate of wage for all men now

for time to further consult with his people , in the service of 25 cents, or at about what

stating that after such a consultation he we expected we would receive at the outset,

would be able to give us a definite answer your committee recommends that this propo

upon the same. We agreed to this and sition be accepted rather than to submit to

adjourned to meet again on the evening of the question of arbitrating the entire agree.

May 31st to hear his reply . ment, or to engage in a strike, for in either

At the meeting of May 31st, he informed of them there is the opportunity of losing

us that the directors were still determined other conditions which are of as much im

that they would not increase or change the portance to us as is the wage question .

basis of wages from that which they had Again , by the accepting of this proposi

offered . We again took up the situation in tion, and settling upon this basis, it is done

its entirety and told him in no uncertain in peace and harmony, maintaining the rela

manner that the rate of wage offered could tions between us that have existed for years,

not, and would not, be accepted ; that there which is worth a great deal to any organi
must be a more fair basis of wage offered to zation, for though we win in a strike it

the organization , or trouble must follow . leaves a bitter feeling that takes years to

We spent some three hours in this discus - overcome. Accepting the agreemerit upon
sion , fully covering every phase of the situ . this basis our wage is raised , our position

ation . We expressed our regrets that the is strengthened and we are prepared with

conditions that had heretofore prevailed for our organization to move on in the future

years between us would have to be broken as we have in the past, steadily improving

off , but that without a reconsideration of and bringing about better conditions with
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they were wanted for a new line to be

opened up , thus showing the duplicity prac

ticed by such characters as Farley. Mr.

Scott says further, referring to the strike

breaker hero :

“ The strike-breaker is often regarded as a

hero, fighting upon principle against union
ism . There may be such strike-breakers, but
during my study of them , which la

through the strike, I failed to find one. There

was practically no strong anti-union feeling

among - the strike-breakers - even among

Farley 's regulars. "We're after the coin '

that was the common principle that made

them strike-breakers. * * * The ma

jority were very much ashamed of what

they were doing ; they regarded strike

breaking as low work ; they felt they had

sunk in undertaking it even temporarily. *

* * A number of the more respectable

looking of Farley' s regulars, with whom I

talked concerning the quality of the strike
breakers said that about half the men

one said 60 per cent- were a " tough outfit.'

* * I estimated that two-thirds of the

men engaged in breaking the strike were

undependable , incompetent or of bad charac

ter - utterly unfit for employment involving

the safety of human life.” — Labor Herald .

out sacrifice and without taking a chance at

losing all we have accomplished through a

strike that might, in the end, result disas-

trously to both . Now , in the light of all

these conditions, your committee recom -

mends that this proposition be accepted, and

that the agreement be closed and signed ."

This report was made to one of the larg.
est meetings ever held in the history of the

local. The recommendation of the commit

tee was backed up by arguments presented

by President Mahon, G . E . B . Member , Ed

McMorrow , of Chicago , who was present as

a special envoy of the General Executive

Board ; the members of the agreement com

mittee , and various members of the Divi.

sion , and ultimately by the almost unani.
mous vote of the membership

The chief points gained to the local are :

First, the wage rate of 25 cents per hour ;

second, the modification of the objectionable

continuous clause of the agreement,

President Mahon , the agreement commit

tee and the membership are entitled to the

united congratuiations of our entire Asso-

ciation . Without issuing an ultimatum to

the company the local has elevated the
standard of wage to our entire craft. This
cannot fail to wield an influence for a bet-

ter wage, not only to the membership of

other locals , but even to the unorganized of
our craft .

Congratulations for the fairness and con

sideration exercised by the directing author-

ity of the company is also due .

In fact, both the Association and the com

pany are to be commended for their honest

purpose to exhaust every effort to reach a
mutual adjustment.

The aggregate annual increase to the

membership will approximate fifty- five
thousand dollars. While this is a consider

able item to the company, it is less than
the proportionate net increase enjoyed bynet increase enjoyed by
the company in extended business as com -
pared with the time when the old rate was

fixed , and it will tend to strengthen the ties

of common interest as between employer

and employe. While there may be excep

tions, the general membership of the Detroit

Local fully appreciate the fact that the mat

ter of elevating the standard of workman-

ship is up to the members themselves, and

that the more they strive to perfect the
service, the more valuable they make them -

selves to the company and public, and thus
the more easily will they secure another

advance at some future time. The Detroit

local has now put herself in position to
reach for the 30 -cent hour.

At the final conference Committeeman

Henry was detained by a happy matrimonial

engagement, and ex -G . E . B . Chairman D .

L . Dilworth was substituted in his place

upon the committee.

The Gardener bill, extending the eight
hour day to all government contracts , was

favorably reported to Congress by the Com

mittee on Labor on May 29. Newspaper re.

ports convey the impression that Speaker

Cannon is using his influence to force the
committee to reconsider its favorable vote .

It is well at this time to closely watch the

actions of our representatives in Congress

and mark those who use their position to

the detriment of organized labor. The time

has arrived when a wholesome house -clean

ing is required at the Capital and we should

be prepared to take an active hand in this

work next November. - Iron Molders' Jour
nal.

There are too many trades unionists who

are willing to work not alone ten hours a

day , but fifteen if they had the chance. How
quickly some fall in with the idea of a boss

or foreman : “ Let us work three hours each

night so as not to have to put on more men .”

Little do they think that they are keeping
so many idle men out of employment, in ad

dition to sapping their own vitality, and

thereby shortening their days. It is a viola

tion of union principles, and it tends to set
back the general movement for the shorter

workday. - Broom -Maker.

THE HERO STRIKE-BREAKER.

It is clear that the working people of
the state (New York ) have reaped innumer

able benefits through the influence of the

associations devoted to their interests.

Wages have been increased ; working time

has been reduced ; the membership rolls

have been largely augmented ; distressed

members have received pecuniary relief;
general conditions have been improved and

labor has been elevated to a high position

in the social scale. - Commissioner Dowling

in Report from Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Leroy Scott, in World' s Work , has an artis

cle on the New York subway strike. He
joined Farley 's strike-breakers in order to
get information from the " inside " for his

article . He says Farley told his men that
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The.... The last charter issued by the Interna .
tional President was to the New Bedford ,

Motorman and Conductor Mass., Motormen and Conductors,who wereorganized by G . E . B . Member Wm . Fitzger
ald under charter No. 428 .* TION OF STA
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The Iron Molders' Journal reports that
during the past six weeks the Iron Molders'
Union has reached adjustments in various
cities in the United States and Canada
which have advanced wages and shortened
hours to over 17 ,500 members. The Mold
ers' Union is one of the strongest organiza
tions of the A . F . of L ., and consequently,
has been a special target for the assaults of
the open shop combination . Evidently the
molders thrive for all that.
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Omcial Journal of the Amalgamated A380
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month
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munications for publication to R . L . REEVES

Editor, Detroit, Mich .
Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon, Pres.
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Per annum . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 cents

Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

The Detroit United Railways, known as
the Everett-Moore-Hutchins syndicate, now
controlling continuous electric traction lines
from Ashtabula , O ., to Port Huron, Mich .,
is contemplating a limited service from
Cleveland to Port Huron , a distance of 250
miles. It is reported that a limited service

will soon be installed from Toledo to Port
Huron , the company having recently ac

quired the Detroit , Monroe & Toledo Short
Line. The length of continuous interurban
lines now controlled by the Detroit United
people extends a distance of over 300 miles
from Ashtabula to Port Huron .
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Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second- class
matter.

En6 l 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

As reported in The Municipal Journal,
Mr. A . Ellis, Cardiff (Eng. ) tramway man

ager, submitted in his statement to the Mu
nicipal Tramways Committee , that for the
year ending March 31, 1906 , traffic expenses
amounted to £38 ,176 3s 8d. Of this ex
pense £25,198 was the item of wage for
motormen and conductors. It will be noted
that as 68 per cent of the traffic expense
went as pay to motormen and conductors,

all other operating expense , including wage
and salaries to other employes, amounted to

but 32 per cent. It is reasonable to assume
that American traction properties are oper.
ated upon the same proportional expense.
If so, there must be some juggling of ex.

pense accounts upon this side of the pond .
The total traffic receipts reported is £104,
724 11s 9 d . Of traffio receipts the motor
men and conductors received above 24 per
cent.

TRADCSW COUNCL

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence , efficiency and skill ; to

encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be
tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

The Western Federation of Miners at
their recent convention re -elected President
Moyer and Secretary Haywood, thus con
firming their confidence in the accused lead
ers. In the matter of their trial for the
murder of ex -Governor Steunenberg, of Ida
ho, the proceeding , barring the individual
persecution of the men themselves , has been
nothing more nor less than a cheap farce.
At present there is every reason to believe

the prosecution will not dare undertake to
give the men a trial. However, in that
event, the only loss to justice will be the
absence of proper punishment for the con
spirators who tried to make political capi.
tal by persecution of the Western Mine
Workers' officials . It would seem the job

This issue of the M . & C . will reach its
readers several days behind time in conse
quence of the detention of the editor from
the office. The July number will be pub
lished on time, and communications should
reach the office on or before the 8th of the
month.
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was put up too early in the game, and is
now likely to strengthen the opposition.
The persistent and continual violation of
rightful process on part of those responsible

for the prosecution is unquestioned evi.
dence of bad faith ; also of an artful pur
pose to avoid giving the men arrested an
opportunity to establish innocence by trial,

The conduct of the prosecution has contin

ued up to the present time as showing a
lack of confidence in evidence for convic

tion . It also places beyond a doubt the dou-

ble purpose of victimizing Moyer, Haywood
and Pettibone, by dealing a knock -out blow
to the W . F . of M ., and, to strengthen the
possibility of the perpetuation of the state
government of

Mine Owners' Alliance , a branch of the
union smashing Citizens' Alliance .

a good one, as it might prove economical
from better results that would come from the

active assistance of one familiar with the

local situation . Every locality has one or

more local organizers, but they are obliged
to give much of their time and effort without
pay, unless paid by the particular craft or
ganized, which , in case of failure of purpose ,

often results in no pay at all. Local organ
izers are the men who, if they work their

positions, make the greatest sacrifice of any,

and without any assurance of even expense
money.

he theend
COLLIHdo in Id

s

The Chicago Progressive Alliance issues

the following announcement:
All members of Trades Unions, Turner

Societies, Single Tax Clubs, Henry George
Associations, Municipal Ownership and Ref-

erendum Leagues, not holding public office ,

who have been members of said organiza

tions for at least one year , are requested to

fill out the enclosed blank and forward to

F . W , Lee, secretary, Bush Temple of Music,

Several recently signed agreements have

been forwarded to the office, the last of
which was submitted from Rock Island, Ill .,
and Davenport, Iowa, Divisions Nos . 312 and

313 respectively . This agreement, affecting
as it does some two hundred men , was con
summated under the advisement of G . E . B .

Member Edw . McMorrow . The effort in se
curing this agreement was made more vigor

ous by the position taken by the company,
which made the problem a most difficult one,

However, the local officers were guided to
the attainment of a very satisfactory agree .

ment, which brought to the membership an
appreciable increase in wage.

Chicago.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. I am heartily in favor of the .

· purposes of The Chicago Pro - .

. gressive Alliance, and will join .

. their members in an honest effort .
. to control the next Democratic .

. Primaries in the interest of a Peo- .

. ple 's Democracy instead of a Poli- .

. ticians' Democracy .

. Name . . . . . . . . .

• Address . . . . . . . . . .

• Organization . . . . . . .

· Ward . . . . . .. . . . . Precinct. . .

The report of Secretary Bowling, of Div .

No. 105 , appears in the columns of this is

sue. It is interesting from the fact that it

shows an unusual expression of the value

of membership in this association . Another

feature exposed by the statement provides
an argument in the interest of our defense

fund. Before the defense fund was estab

lished the only means of securing benefits
for men locked out or on strike was byap

peal, as in this case. The divisions were

generally proportionately as liberal to re
spond. Had this been a strike, the situation

would have demanded no more earnest re

sponse than did the results of the earth

quake, The San Francisco division was de

moralized as the result of an unforeseen

event. A strike could have been no more
threatening to the life of the division . Suc

cor for Div. No. 205 came by appeal,

strengthened by sentiment naturally follow
ing disaster. Approximately $ 10 ,000 was

appropriated . We may infer that a strike

would have brought forth the same result .

This $ 10,000 was appropriated by less than

100 Division Associations, or, in other words,
less than one-half of the Division

tions affiliated with the International. It

may be liberally stated that this was pro

portionate support to the response to ap

peals for strike benefits wnich were issued

before the defense fund law went into ef

fect. Thus, some divisions responded liber

ally , while others, from inability or other

wise, contributed nothing more than their

proportionate share appropriated from the
general fund. For instance , Div . No. 114,

of Youngstown, O ., composed of 17 mem

bers, being a short, Park line, came forward
with $25 . Div. No. 281, New Haven , Conn.,

with a membership of less than 400, appro

priated $500 . Perhaps, of the scores of other

locals that are not reported as contributing

The Chicago Progressive Alliance , com

posed of representatives from the above

cited bodies, is organized for the purpose of

repealing all laws hostile to labor and lib -

erty : to establish an honest jury system ,

drive from bench and power all corporation

and injunction judges , as well as all execu

tive officers of city , county , state and nation ,

who have proved their unfitness for public

trust by subserviency to the interest of plu .

tocratic piracy.

The Central Labor Union , of Easton , Pa .,
is urging the petitioning of local unions to

the A . F . of L . to authorize general organ -
izers to make assistants of local organizers

to better effect organizing work in local dis-
tricts to which they are sent, and that such

local organizers be paid for their services by

the A . F . of L . The suggestion would seem
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anything. some were equally as well able as

the members of the divisions mentioned. In

this lies the fact which points to the justice

of a ready defense fund established by an

equitable assessment. There are some divi.

sions so circumstanced that it is a difficult

problem for them to finance themselves un -

der ordinary circumstances, but the general

cause why so many divisions are not men -

tioned as responding to appeals may well be

Attributed to no other cause than absolute

neglect to take action upon the appeal, from

oversight or otherwise. The will is good ,

the membership are as well-intentioned

as the membership of those divisions which

contribute, but action was just simply neg
lected , and the burden rested upon those

who did not neglect ; thus the importance of

the defense assessment law , which confers

a like burden upon all, and relieves the few

of a heavy one.

Mr. Upton Sinclair, the author of the “ Jun

gle ," in which work he pays his compliments

to the beef trust and has made the greatest

exposure of modern times of the methods

pursued by trusts in gathering the greatest

profits possible from their concerns, may

be accused of limiting the meat market by

his exposures and thus effecting an over

supply of meat. As the critics of Mr. Sin

clair would have us believe, he may be the

cause of limiting the consumption of meat

and thus destroy the market possibilities to

the cattle growers, but if such is the case.

who is to be blamed for the cause for the

increase in the price of meat. Meat has

materially advanced to the consumer since

the packing-house agitation began. Let
some of the adherents to the supply and de

mand regulation idea explain

Among the recent agreements which have

been forwarded to the office is that effected

between Division No. 380 and the Cleveland

& Southwestern Traction Co. This system

is one of the best in the State of Ohio and

employes some two hundred motormen and

conductors. The rate heretofore received

by virtue of the agreement made one year

ago was 20 . 22 and 23 cents per hour. The

company took a persistent stand against
any increase at this time, refusing all over

tures to arbitrate. The employes were

equally as determined that an increase

should be had. Serious trouble , however,

was averted by the prompt action of Mayor

Tom L . Johnson , of Cleveland, who called

into requisition the State Board of Arbitra

tion . In this act, Mayor Johnson was heart

ily seconded by Mayor Chapman, of Elyria .

At the instance of the State Board of Arbi.

tration , and a personal appeal from Mayor

Chapman , both parties submitted to concilia

tory efforts on part of the arbitrators, and

after earnest work embracing many confer

ences, an agreement, which had been

reached for recommendation by a represen

tative of the Association and the general

manager of the company, and had been re .

jected by the Board of Directors of the com
pany, was consummated . This agreement

brought an increase of one cent per hour. A
feature of the result is the good will that

followed as between the parties , both heart

ily thanking all members of the Arbitration

Board for the re -assurance of continued

peace. At a meeting of Division No. 380,

held in Elyria on the night of June 20th , a

standing vote of thanks of the local was

extended to Mayor Chapman , A . F . of L . Or

ganizer Harry Thomas, G . E . B . Member

Fred Fay , Vice President A . L . Behner and

the local committee for the excellent work

they had contributed to the bringing about

of the settlement. A special vote of thanks

was extended to Secretary Joseph Bishop,
of the Arbitration Board , who was present

and addressed the meeting. The agreement

will appear in the July number of the "Mo

torman & Conductor."

The recent adjustment of the wage scale

secured by Divisions Nos. 333 and 343, with

the assistance of Division No. 362, of Battle

Creek , Kalamazoo and Albion, Mich ., brings

to the employes in the cities of Battle Creek

and Kalamazoo from one to two cents per

hour , and establishes to our craft in those

cities a higher rate of wage than paid in

any other city in the State of Michigan out

side of the City of Detroit . The rate estab .

lished is 20 cents per hour. The member
ship of No. 362, operating between Battle

Creek and Kalamazoo, received an increase
of four cents per hour, and an overtime rate

of 25 cents per hour was established over

the entire system where the two-turn sys

tem of runs exists. The committee repre
senting the various divisions through the

negotiations which brought about this

change, as well as the locals themselves,

are entitled to great credit. Secretary

George E . Bouck , of Division No. 343, in re
porting upon the settlement there , speaks

well upon the fairness of the company as

shown in the concluding conferences and

gives the greatest assurance of future mu

tual relations between our locals and the

present management of the company.

A most stubborn error to correct in the

minds of our membership , and particularly

so where locals are newly organized as
among long hour workers, is the idea that

there is an advantage in the privilege to

work from eleven to thirteen puurs as a

regular work -day . Even where wage in

creases are attained somemen are loath to

change to a shorter work -day, feeling that

there is more for them in working twelve
hours than in working nine hours. In the

matter of immediate employment, if one

was to work but a short time upon a job ,

temporarily, perhaps, the employe does re
ceive a benefit in the shape of more money.

However , it is not an enduring benefit.

The man who gets 20 cents per hour to -day

and works twelve hours receives $ 2.40 per
day . The man who works nine hours and

gets 20 cents per hour receive $ 1 .80 a day,
or 60 cents less. No one will argue but

that all things being equal the nine-hour

man can work every day in the month and
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be less fatigued than the twelve-hour man 1906 .” The same is interesting and will ap

who lays off 742 days per month . In fact pear in the July number.

742 days' idleness per month will contrib

ute little enough in restoring the twelve At the coming congressional election , in

hour man from the effects of fatigue. He all congressional districts from which mem .

has worked beyond natural physical endur bers to congress will be elected , the oppor.

ance . He is getting $ 2 .40 a day . In ac tunity will be had for organized labor to

cordance with the day wage schedule gen look to the interest of the wage-earner, irre

erally prevailing to our craft his employerspective of party affiliation .

can well point to the fact that he is getting

a high day rate should he ask for an in It is reported by the Columbus, Ohio, La

crease in wage. In fact with the assurance bor Assembly that during the remodeling of

that he would continue upon the twelve the Park Hotel, of that city, the manage

hour day the company would actually ment took occasion to discriminate against

ignore any application he might make for a workmen who were members of labor

wage increase . unions. The compliment may well be re

The employe working nine hours at 20 turned by union men and their friends by

cents per hour has his day established as permitting the said hotel to enjoy exclusive

a nine-hour day and the employer cannot non -union patronage .

well say to him , “ Work a longer hour day,"

when asked for an increase of wage. Neith President W . D . Mahon has returned from

er can he say to him , you are getting the Washington , D . C ., to Chicago , where he is

running day wage, because he is not. He is advising with the officers of Div . No. 308 .

receiving but $ 1.80 per day. He has a sub The membership of No. 308 embraces em

tantial argument in favor of an increase ployes working for three or four different

per hour, which will bring to him a more companies, necessitating separate agree.

reasonable wage rate per day. This is rea - ments as applying to each company. It is

sonable argument. It has worked out in the final of these agreements that is engag

the history of our association and the high ing the attention of the local at the present

est wage enjoyed to -day by our craft is be time.

ing paid to those who have adopted the

two-turn shift, or shorter workday. True, In consequence of the numerous calls for

this argument can' t appeal to the man who watch charms and lockets bearing the em

presumes that he will quit his job next blem of our Association , President Mahon

week , or next month , as he wants to earn has secured the making of beautiful sam

all he can before he quits, but it should ples of each , and the office is now prepared

appeal to those who are engaged in our to supply orders for the same. Either the

craft as a craft work under the presumption charm or locket makes a most attractive

that they will be working at the business ornament, and the locket is securely made

one or two years hence . Then will come to hold photos or inscriptions without the

to them the profit of the snort hour day in possibility of loss or impairment.

the shape of increased wage and the great

er profit of conserving health and social
Disbursements from the death and dis

enjoyment will come in the working of the

shorter hour day during the waiting period
ability fund for the month of May were on

for the wage increase . the deaths and disability of the following

members.
Another argument, and an important one, DEATHS.

in the interest of the short-hour day is that

it employes more men , which is an advant
Julius Blưmenkron , Div . No. 241. Chi

age to the man who wants the job, and an cago , Ill., chronic nephritis and val.

advantage to the wage earners in general, vular heart disease . . . . . ... . .. . $ 100. 00

from absorbing a greater number from the Geo . Schrank, Div. No. 282, Roches

ranks of the unemployed , and thus competi ter , N . Y ., cholecystitis . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

tion is lessened in the labor market, which Patrick Dignan , Div . No. 253, Quincy,

is sure to elevate the rate of wage corre Mass., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . 100 . 00

spondingly . G . J. Eggstein , Div, No. 241, Chicago ,

There is no argument for the long-hour
Ili., acute septicaemia . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00

work day advocate. The only thing he will
Barth O . Sullivan , Div. No. 52, East

say against the shorter work day is that he
Liverpool, O ., spinalmeningitis . . . . 100 .00

A . L . Murphy, Div . No. 246 , Salem ,
cannot live upon the $ 1 .80 . The fact is

that if all employment should go on the Mass, pneumonia . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . 100 . 00

twelve-hour basis it would so flood the labor
Geo . Chapman, Div . No. 240, Chelsea ,

market that the men who are working Mass., accident. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

twelve hours a day, as well as those who
Daniel Hogan, Div . No. 281, New

would be reinstalled to the twelve-hour day, Haven , Conn., phthisis pulmonalis . 100 . 00

would find they would have to live and DISABILITY .
work twelve hours for much less than $ 1.50.

Joseph Dodd, Div. No. 89, New Castle,

Pa., due to amputation of right leg ,
The Motorman and Conductor is in receipt made necessary by consumption of

of an article from Board Member Sinclair bone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
descriptive of the advantages received by

our craft through the “ Ontario Railway Act, Total. . ....... ..... . . $900 .00
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The Hon . Charles A . Towne, member of more, it has certainly placed the Hon. Wm .

the House of Representatives, and a man Alden Smith in a position where no wage
who exercises the most exacting care that earner can question his attitude should be

he may honorably execute the duties im - ever be successful in reaching the United
posed upon him by his position , in a recent States senate,
speech upon the appropriations for the ser

vice of the postoffice department, took up If the unorganized of our craft could be
the various propositions submitted to con . present at some of the discussions which
gress in the interest of labor, and in the take place in conferences between officials

course of his remarks said : of our Association and the managements of
“ The right of labor to organize is nowhere employing conipanies, they would get some

now seriously questioned. That, on the remarkable evidence of the importance of

whole, the exercise of that right has been unionism in our craft. For instance, as in

greatly beneficial to the vast body of wage nearly every conference, in a recent one in
earners, and, hence, of benefit to the coun the State of Ohio , the company offe

try, whose welfare is so intimately depend justifying their position not to increase the

ent upon theirs , is likewise generally admit wage, a schedule of the wage paid upon all

ted . To say this, is not to deny that here of the traction systems of the State of Ohio

and there ambition and self-interest have and some fifteen or twenty systems outside

committed wrongs in the name of labor of that state , to show that they were paying
and, using the instrument of its organiza above what they called the standard or aver

tion for private purposes, have put in peril age wage. This wage schedule showed a

the credit of the cause itself; it is not even rate from 15 to 23 cents per hour. It also

to deny that trades unions and labor feder showed that but few systems were paying

ations, in the clash of interests that has at above 20 cents and every system paying be
tended the phenomenal industrial changes of low that rate is non -union , while the sys

recent times, may occasionally have exceed tems paying above that rate are nearly all

ed the limit prescribed by a just subordina organized lines . If organization has nothing

tion of class concern to the general welfare to do with the wage rate how can it be ex.

of society . But it is right to remember that plained that the unionized roads are getting

the organization of labor did not precede, the high wages while the unorganized roads,

but followed, the organization of capital; where no organization exists, are getting the

that its very origin was in defense, not in lowest rate of wage ? This is a question for

aggression ." those yet unorganized to answer. It cannot

In speaking of the recent petition submit
be held that their respective companies are

ted by the committee of organized labor, as
so cramped that they can't pay a reasonable

appearing in a recent issue of this maga
wage, because the figures which are usually

zine, Mr. Towne had this to say :
exhibited with this scale of wage by the

" No candid observer of recent history can
companies using it as an argument, also

fail to know that the political party now in
present the profit features of the respective

lines to which they cite , and in nearly every
power in this country is , as an organization ,

instance the net receipts are corresponding .
the agent of the dominant economic forces

ly larger on the low wage roads than upon
of the age. * * * The economic forces of

the high wage roads.
the age will impress themselves upon the

tendencies of legislation through the con .

trol of the dominant party, from time to The Civic Federation Municipal Owner

time, in all self-governing communities ; ship Investigating Committee is now in Eu

which fact only emphasizes the necessity of rope, where practical information will be

changing parties from time to time in the gained of the actual results of municipal

interest of corrective legislation . " ownership of street railways. The results
At this expression , Mr. Wm . Alden Smith , will be of much interest to our craft, from

a man who is seeking to champion capital. the fact that the methods of investigation

ism in the United States senate, subject to embrace a series of questions , the replies to

the approval of the votes of the State of which will give some knowledge of the ac

Michigan , interrupted the speaker with an tual effect of municipal ownership upon la

exclamation intended to discredit any possi. bor . These questions as forwarded by Sec

bility for the promotion of the interest of retary Moffett relate to the contentedness

labor through legislation . Continuing, Mr. of employes, and the answers are to indicate

Towne in referring to the interests repre in what manner and to what extent the em

sented by Mr. Smith , said : " It is also true ployes have a part in determining the con

that those economio forces tend to capital- ditions of employment. The questions are :

istic combination , and if unrestrained, they Were union rates observed ?

threaten the stability of the social order , If there were trade agreements, state

and the workingmen of the country may them .

justly feel an especial interest in curbing Was there any form of collective bargain

the rapacity of these organized appetites ing ?

which exists , either by the warrant or by Has there ever been any concerted action

the permission of the laws. In their peti- among employes to have wages raised or

tion labor becomes the ally of all members hours shortened ? Describe.
of society not immediately associated in Were the employes organized in unions ?

schemes of spoliation and plunder.” Was the " closed shop" or " open shop"
If Mr. Towne's speech promotes nothing policy in force ?
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Was the municipality or company opposed
to organized labor ?

Has there ever been a strike on the sys

tem ? If so , describe fully.

How were labor disputes settled ?

Were the laws relating to health , employ .
ers' liability, and contract labor observed ?

Were there any printed or written instruc

tions to employes ? If so , inclose copies.
The concluding questions of this division

of the subject require a statement of the

number of persons , employes and others,

killed during the past year ; also the statis .

tics with regard to persons injured, and the

record of law suits on this account.

REPORT OF AID RECEIVED BY SAN

FRANCISCO DIV . NO. 205 .

Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . . . . . .. .

Div . No. 184, Williamsport, Pa . . . .

Div. No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass. . . . .

Div . No. 304 , Glens Falls , N . Y . . . .

Div , No. 338, Springfield , Mo. . . . . .

Div. No. 99, Winnipeg, Man . . . . . .
Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa . . . . . . . .

Div. No. 252, Steubenville, O . . . . . .

Div . No. 169, Easton , Pa . . . . . . . . . .

Div . No. 212 , Burlington , la . . . . . . .

Div . No. 228, Joliet, Ill . . . . . . .

Div . No. 134, New Westminster, B . C .

Div . No. 234 , Pensacola , Fla . . . . . . .

Div . No. 243, Taunton , Mass. . .. . . . .

Div . No. 399, South Walpole , Mass .

Div . No. 298 , Streator, ill . . . . . .

Div. No. 388 , Newburgh, N . Y . . . . . .

Div. No. 285 , Steubenville, 0 . . . . . .

Div. No. 242, Montpelier, Vt. . . . . . . .

Div. No. 355 , Eaton , Ind . . . . . . . . .. .

Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa. . . . . . . .

Div . No. 265 , San Jose, Cal. . . . .

Div. No. 379, Niles, 0 . . . . . . . . . .

Div . No. 231, Windsor, Ont . . .

Div . No. 269, Danbury , Conn . . .

Div . No. 197, Meadville, Pa . . . . .

Div . No. 236 , Alton , ill . . . . . . . .

Div. No. 164, Wilkesbarre, Pa . . .

Div . No. 190 , Marion , Ind . . . . .

· Div. No. 105 , Rochester, Pa . . . . .

Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La . . . ..

Div. No. 246 , Danvers, Mass . . . . . .

Div . No. 261, Lawrence, Mass . . . . .

Div . No. 281, New Haven , Conn . . . .

Div . No. 356 , Chicago , Ill . . .

Div . No. 262, Norwich , Conn . . . . . . .

Div . No. 179 , Elmira , N , Y . . . . . . . . .

Div. No. 417, Hudson , N . Y . . .

Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont . . . . . . ..

300 .00

5 .00

50.00

20.00

25 .00

50 .00

104 ,.25

10.00

10 .00

25.00

50.00

25 .00

13.00

25 .00

5 .00

5 .00

50 .00

15 .00

5 .00

10 .00

500 .00

100. 00

17.50

10 .00

10 .00

25 .00

25 .00

50 .00

50 .00

50 .00

250 .00

25 .00

38.00

500.00

10 .00

10.00

26 .50

5 .00

100. 00

Secretary J. H . Dowling, of San Francisco ,

Cal., Division No. 205 , submits for publica

tion to the Association a statement of re

ceipts from the locals as contributed to as

sist the membership of Div. No. 205 , as

appropriated by the International and vari.

ous Division Association in response to the

appeal sent forth by the International Presi

dent immediately following the earthquake

and its resultant destructive fire :

International Association . . . . . . . . . $ 1 ,000.00$ 1.000,00

Div . No. 276 , Stockton , Cal. . . . . . . . 60 .00

Div . No. 192, Oakland, Cal. . . . . . 400.00

Div. No. 326, St. Joseph , Mo.. .. . . . 100.00
Div . No. 282, Rochester, N . Y . . . . . 100.00

Divisions of Chicago , Ill . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ,587.30
Div . No. 98 , Akron , 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 408 , South McAlister, I. T . 15 .0015 .00

Div. No. 288, Omaha, Neb . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

St. Ry, Employes, Los Angeles, Cal. 398.10

Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah . 201.00

Div . No. 312,' Davenport, Ia . . . . . . . . 25 . 00

Div . No. 114 , Youngstown, O . . . . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 132, Troy , N . Y . . . . . . . . 50.00

Div. No. 148, Albany, N . Y . . . . . 50 .00

Div . No. 89, New Castle, Pa . .. . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa .. . . 10.00

Div. No. 103 , Wheeling, W . Va . . . .. 100 .00

Div . No. 176 , Sharpsville, Pa . . . . . . 100 .00

Div . No. 92, Oswego , N . Y . . . . . . . 30 .50

Div . No. 78, Galveston, Tex . . . . 70 .00

Div No. 272, Youngstown, O . . . . . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 165 , Girardville, Pa . . . 10 .00

Div . No. 329, Dubuque, la . . . . . . . 25 .00

Div. No. 81, Muncie, Ind. . 45 .00

Div. No. 128, Asheville, N . C . . . . 50 .00

Div . No. 223, Butler, Pa . . . . . . . 10 .00

Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti and Jackson,
Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.50

Div . No. 125 , Belleville, Ill. . . . . . . . 100.00

Div . No. 22, Worcester , Mass . . . . . 200 .00

Div. No. 162, Shamokin , Pa .. . . . 15 .00

Div . No. 389, Mansfield , 0 . . . . . . . 10 .00

Div. No. 394, Tipton , Ind . . . . . . . . 70 .00

Div . No. 235, Brockton , Mass . . 25 .00

Div . No. 423 , Charleston , S . C . . 20 .00

Div . No. 186 , Anderson , Ind . . . . . 30,00

Div . No. 398 , Boise, Idaho . . . . . 10.00

Div. No. 136 , Ft. Wayne, Ind . . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 19, Colorado Springs, Col. 20.50

Div. No. 109, Victoria , B . C . . . . . . . . 25 .00

Div . No. 199, Ottumwa, la . . . . . . . . . 42.00

Div. No. 313 , Rock Island , Ill. . . . . 66 .25

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $ 8 ,964.40

The above list embraces remittances re

ceived by the San Francisco Division as re

ported for publication in the June number of

the M . & C . It undoubtedly includes remit

tances received up to the first of June. A

further statement will appear in the July

number of any receipts from Divisions

where their response reached the San Fran

cisco officials too late to be entered in this

list. The response to the appeal, however,

as hereby shown, is truly gratifying . In

making request for the publication of this

statement, Secretary J. H . Bowling feelingly

expresses the gratitude of the officers and

members of the unfortunate Division toward

the various locals that have so generously

come to their assistance in their hour of

unavoidable adversity . He wishes to ex

press the thanks of his membership to the

generalmembership , and to the contributing

Divisions.

Secretary Bowling states that Div. No. 205

is fast shaping itself to the new situation

of things, and that many of our members

are back upon the cars, the hours having

been reduced upon the roads already in op

eration to better divide the work . Other

members who remained in the stricken city

are getting preference in the work of recon

struction , so they are having their share of

such employment as is to be had at the
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present time. As rapidly as the service is

extended these men are again placed upon

the cars. The car men who remained in

the city seem to have fared better in the

matter of work than those of other crafts.
The devastation was so vast that thousands

of mill and factory hands, and those work .

ing in other departments who were thrown

their regular employment, are now
vainly seeking work of any kind. Resump-
tion of building work depends largely upon
insurance payment, which comes periodical

ly , after a slow process of adjustment of in -

dividual claims, consequently, even build-

ing trades crafts are as yet scantily em .
ployed , and it will be a long time before full

working conditions are established . This
means much suffering to continue to the

laboring classes for several months, at least.

While San Francisco has lost none of her

natural attractiveness for the edification of

tourists, it will be a long time before she
will again be able to extend encouragement

to wage-earners to enter her gates with as

surance of prosperous employment.

The money contributed to Div. No. 205 has

been carefully distributed to those to whom

it was most needed to palliate actual suffer

ing. It is a pleasure to know that it went a

long way to satisfy immediate necessity .

Many a kindly remembrance of this associa

tion will be long cherished among the mem

bers of Div . No, 205 , who have experienced

this most substantial benefit of membership

in one of the leading industrial organizations

in America . It has been a helping hand in

a trying moment, but it has aided in

strengthening the spirit of fraternity, and

Div . No. 205 will go on as before, one of

the strongest pillars of our progressive or

ganization .

The May Number of the Motorman &

Conductor reported President W . D . Mahon
as being in Massachusetts looking to the

consummation of an agreement between the
various Divisions, the membership of which
are employed by the Old Colony & Boston
and Northern Electric Railway Systems,

and the employing company. Embraced by
interest from being employed by this com
pany are Divisions Nos. 174 . Fall River :

235 , Brockton ; 238 , Lynn ; 240 , Chelsea ;

243, Taunton ; 246, Salem ; 249, Wakefield ;

253, Quincy ; 261, Lawrence, 270 , Glouces
ter ; 280 , Lowell, and 373, Hyde Park , all of
Massachusetts, and 284 , Nashua, N . H ., em

bracing a membership of over 2 ,000 men .

The company operates about 1,000 miles

of track with an equipment of 2 ,000 motor

cars and having 20 power stations.

The membership of these locals had never

before operated under a working agree

ment, and such conditions of employment

prevailed that, so far as the locals were

concerned , it kept the officers active in

keeping up the various divisions. A work

ing agreement had been looked forward to

for some three or four years, and various

International officers had given much time

to the assistance of the locals in years gone

by in order to effect mutual effort in the

interest of employment, and maintain and

strengthen the locals. It was a difficult

proposition to harmonize the locals in line

with united effort. This was due to the

extensive territory covered , the local con

ditions prevailing in each city, and the

weakness of many of the locals. Immedi

ately after the adjournment of the last meet

ing of the General Executive Board, Pres.
ident W . D . Mahon mapped out a course of

action in the interest of the various locals

employed by the management of the sys

tems, looking to the securing of a necessary

working agreement. He placed his plans
in the hands of G . E . B . Member Wm . B .

Fitzgerald , of Troy , N . Y ., intrusting to him

the direction of forces to bring about the

desired result. He then dispatched G . E . B .

Member D . S . Fitzgerald , of New Haven ,

Conn., to the assistance of Wm . B . The two

members of the board immediately took up

the work mapped out, and as the result

was speculative, but very little of their

movements were published in these col

umns. The two men had a giant undertak

ing upon their hands that had been repeat

edly attempted in former times by other

officers, the result of which was failure to

attain the desired end. After weeks of hard

work and intelligent and economic effort

the officers in charge succeeded in getting

the various locals together upon conditions

of an agreement, and enlisted the joint and

harmonious effort of the various locals in

terested. When they had reached this

point, the International President was noti

fied that the locals were prepared for nego

tiations with the company, the officials of

which had , up to this time, declined to coun

tenance any mutual effort to an agreement.

In response to the notice received from the

NOTICE,

The question of the collection and pay .

ment of dues is one that comes up very

often in a local division . There are some

members who seem to think that it' s the duty

of the financial secretary or collector of

dues to follow up and chase them down to

make them pay their dues. Now that is not

correct . In order to be in good standing in

this organization each member must pay

his dues regularly every month and then he

is entitled to the death , pension and other

benefits of the organization . It is his duty

himself to see that he is kept in good stand

ing and not the duty of the officers. It is

the duty of the officer or collector to have

the cards and have them at a convenient

place where they can be distributed to the

men , but it is not his business to coax and

beg the men to pay their dues. It is their

duty to keep themselves in good standing,

and if they do not do so they will not be

entitled to death , old age pension , disability

or sick benefits. This the membership

should thoroughly understand .

Fraternally ,

W . D . MAHON ,

International President.
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Fitzgeralds, President Mahon repaired to No. 235 of the Amalgamated Association of

Boston to take up the negotiations person Street and Electric Railway Employes of

ally, and the result was that an acceptable America , the following vote was passed : '
working agreement was secured , in which a Voted :

slight increase in wage came to the car That Patrick F . Sheehan is hereby au

men , the discrimination in wage was con thorized to execute for and on behalf of this

tracted one year, and a very acceptable Local Division the agreement dated May 22,

modification of the wage to pitmen , car 1906 , between the Old Colony Street Rail

cleaners and other crafts in the employ of way Company, of the first part, and the

the company was secured. Special rates Amalgamated Assocaition of Street and

were established for special work . Electric Railway Employes of America and
An important section of the agreement: its Local Divisions therein named , parties

provides that differences which may arise of the second part, which is hereby adopted

which cannot be adjusted mutually by the and approved , and that all acts of W . D .

immediate operating officials and local of Mahon , International President of said

ficers , shall be appealed to the higher of Amalgamated Association , in entering into
fioials of the company, where, if an agree said agreement, and in executing the same

ment cannot be reached, the subject matter or authorizing his deputy, William B . Fitz

shall be submitted to a special board of ar gerald , to execute the same, and the exe

bitration , said board to consist of three dis cution by either of them for and in behalf of

interested parties ; that notice for said ar said Amalgamated Association , be and the
bitration in the interest of the company same hereby are ratified and confirmed as
shall be served by the president of the proper acts and as a proper signature to

operating company, and where the Associa - , bind all employes , present and future, of

tions seek arbitration , proper notice must said Old Colony Street Railway Company,

be served upon specied officials of the com who are, or may become, members of said

pany by the International President. Amalgamated Association .

This agreement is signed in the interest A true copy from the records of said Lo
of the company by Mr, P . F . Sullivan , pres cal Division No. 235 .
ident, and in the interest of the Association Attest :

by President W . D . Mahon and the local • GEORGE L . BROWN,

presidents of the various division associa Secretary ."

tions to the agreement. A copy of this Like resolutions were passed by all of the

agreement will appear in the July number divisions effected , showing an appreciation

of the Motorman & Conductor. of the ultimate agreement secured .

In the compiling of the agreement and
Immediately upon reaching the agree

the securing of the indorsement of the var.
ment there, President Mahon returned to

the office, where, with the committee of Loious locals, Board Members Fitzgerald were
cal Division No. 26 , he took up the Detroitassisted in and about Boston by Vice-Pres

ident P . F . Sheehan . Too great credit can
negotiations, which resulted in a settle .

not be given to the Fitzgeralds for the con ment bringing an increase in wage to the

summation of this work in lining up such
Detroit membership , and still holding old

a large territory under a joint agreement.
No. 26 in line with the advanced locals of

Their work not only consisted in harmoniz
the Association in the matter of wages and
conditions,

ing the locals interested , but they found

some of the locals in a condition which re
At this writing President Mahon is again

quired much effort and encouragement to in the east, where his presence was re

build them up in membership to a respect
quired in New York and Washington , D . C .
in Washington he will unite the forces ofable representation of the employes em

ployed upon the respective local lines. How this Association with the A , F . of L . Execu

ever , many of the locals were in a flurish tive Council in the interest of labor legisla

ing condition , due to the fact that they were tion now being sught before the U . S . legis

well officered, and seemed more earnest in lature. It is the purpose of the A . F . of L .

the movement. The depleted locals had to shape policies which will bring to the
lost heart from inaction , believing that the next U . S . congress men who will not ob

giant task of bringing about effective work stinately ignore the appeals of labor.

ing union conditions over such an area of
territory was beyond the possibility of the International Treasurer Rezin Orr, after

Association . Even after Brothers Fitzger: the signing of the East Liverpool, O ., agree

ald had completed their work in shaping up ment, had matters pertaining to complica

the agreement and lining up the member tions growing out of the allotment of runs

ship, yet there remained the difficult task under the new agreement of Division No. 89

of negotiating the agreement to the satis- of New Castle, Pa., placed in his hands for

faction of the various locals . This task re. adjustment. He later was direoted to as.
verted to the personal direction of the In - sist Division No. 197, of Meadville , Pa., upon

ternational President. a new agreement being sought by that local.

As a confirmation of the indorsement of He is at present in Allentown, Pa., looking
the agreement, as secured by President Ma after the interest of Division No. 427.

hon , by the various local divisions, the fol

lowing is incorporated in this report of the Vice-President A . L . Behner has assisted

work : G . E . B . Member Fred Fay in the organiza
" At a meeting duly notified and held May tion of Newark , O ., and the reorganization

25 , 1906 , of the members of Local Division of Zanesville , 0 . Measures were taken
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looking to the securing of wages and condi. proceeded to London , Ont., where he suc
tions for these two divisions. He is now cessfully reorganized old Division No. 97 .
looking after matters of difference which The movement there secured an increase of
have arisen between Division No. 380 and one cent per hour. The work of Board
the C . & S . W . Co . He reports progress Member Sinclair is marked with vigorous
from the situation there. success , and shows a general revival in the

interest of our Association in Canadian cit

Vice -President C . L . Monks at present has
ies. He is at present looking after the in

under advisement a situation arising in Ft.
terest of Division No. 279, from which sit

Wayne, Ind ., where the membership of Di
uation he reports progress.

vision No. 136 are seeking the nine-hour

day . G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius, who ,

with the aid of the local officers of Division

Vice -President H . T . B . Grey is associ. No. 205 , has been successful in re-establish
ated with Chairman C . 0 . Pratt in conduct. ing progressive working conditions for the

ing negotiations for a new agreement be. San Francisco membership, is at present on

tween Division No. 382 and the employing an organizing expedition , from which pro
company in Salt Lake City, Utah ; also as gressive reports come to the office and upon
between Division No. 418 and the employ . which our readers will hear later.

ing company at Ogden , Utah .

G . E . B . Member Wm. B . Fitzgerald , since

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt, since securing the his brilliant success of which has been
adjustment of differences between Division spoken in connection with the work of Pres.

No. 288 , Omaha , Neb., and the employing ident Mahon in Massachusetts, has organ

company, assisted Divisions Nos. 89, 272 ized Division No. 428, New Bedford , Mass .
and 379, the membership of which are em Little has been said of the vigorous work
ployed in New Castle, Pa., Youngstown and which has engaged the efforts of Board

Niles, Ohio , and the interurban lines of that Member Fitzgerald since the last board

district, in securing a joint agreement whichTring a joint agreement which meeting, but the result of the work done

brought to the membership an increase of speaks volumes in his interest.

112 cents per hour. The agreement there

was signed for two years . After the sign G . E . B . Member Ben Commons, who has

ing of this agreement, Chairman Pratt re. under his advisement a complicated situa .

paired to Chicago , where he associated with tion at Chattanooga , Tenn., touching the in

the officers of Division No. 308 in promot terest of Division No. 115 , reports progress

ing their agreement with the emplying com . He has also been successful in adjusting a

panies. While at this work a situation arose difference which arose in Charleston , S . C .,

in Salt Lake City , Utah , which required his over the summary discharge of one of the

immediate attenton , and where he at the members of Division No. 423. The member

present time is ocoupied in the interest of has been reinstated.

Division No. 382. He also has under his

advisement the agreement being sought by

Division No. 418 at Ogden , Utah. Vice . G . E . B . Member Fred Fay, after advising

with the officers of Division No. 136, FortPresident H . T . B . Grey is associated with

him in this work .
Vayne, Ind., and holding a conference in

their interest with the general manager to

the end of establishing the nine-hour day ,
G . E . B . Member Edw . McMorrow , after

repaired to Muncie, Ind., where he advised
successfully conducting negotiations for an

with Vice-President C . L . Monks upon mat
agreement for Division No. 103, Wheeling,

ters touching the interest of the Association
W . Va., was directed to counsel with Divi.

in that section . Later he went to Newark ,
sion No. 358, Cumberland, Md., where he

O ., where he organized Division No. 424 . In
prepared a schedule of conditions which

further organization work hewas joined here
were presented to the employing company at

by Vice-President A . L . Behner. After com
that place . After advising with the officials

pleting the organization in Newark , the LTO
of the local, he returned from Maryland to

reorganized Zanesville, O ., and aided the
Detroit , where he was associated with Pres .

local divisions in preparing conditions
ident Mahon as special representative of

which were submitted to the employing
the General Executive Board to meet with

companies. From this work he was called
Division No. 26 at a special meeting called

to the assistance of Division No. 389, Mans.
to pass upon the agreement which was re .

field , O ., where an increase in wage was 5
cently secured from the Detroit United

cured to the membership ranging from one
Railway. From Detroit he returned to Chi

to three cents per hour , and doing away
cago , where he was associated with Chair

with the discrimination in wage as between
man Pratt in the work there until a situa

motormen and conductors. Conductors
tion arose at Rock Island, Ill., and Daven .

heretofore received a less rate of pay perport, Iowa, involving the interests of Divi.
hour than motormen .

sions Nos. 312 and 313. These divisions

are seeking new conditions in their agree

ment. G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald, who

has been associated with Board Member

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair, after Wm . B . Fitzgerald in his work in eastern

re-instituting Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont., Massachusetts, upon the settlement being
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reached in Massachusetts, was dispatched
to assist Divisions Nos. 304 and 307 ofGlens
Falls and Stillwaler, N . Y . The contention .
there is upon the matter of securing a new
agreement. The situation is a difficult one.
5oard Member Fitzgerald also attended the
institution meeting of Division No. 425 at
Hartford , Conn. This local was organized
by A . F . of L . Organizer D . A . Fitzpatrick ,
and gives promise of taking its place as one
of the foremost locals of the Association .
Much credit is due Organizer Fitzpatrick
for accomplishing what has been regarded
for a long time past to be a practical im
possibility.

Brocton , Mass. , Div . 235 .
Whereas, It has pleased the great and mer

ciful Creator to remove from our midst our
late brother, Edward R . Henderson, and
Whereas. It is but just that a fitting recog

nition of his many virtues should be had,
therefore be it

Resolved , by Division 235 , Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America , that while we bow
with humble submission to the will of the

ost High , we do not the less mourn for our
brother who has been taken from us.

Resolved, that in the death of Edward R .
Henderson this Division laments the loss of

a brother who was ever ready to proffer the

hand of aid and the voice of sympathy to the

needy and disheartened of the fraternity, an

active member of this Division whose utmost
endeavors were exerted for its welfare and

prosperity , our friend and fellow workman

who was dear to us all, a citizen whose up
right and noble life was a standard of emula

tion to his fellows.

Resolved , that the heartfelt sympathy of
this Division be extended to his family in
their affliction .
Resolved , that these resolutions be spread

upon the records of the Division and a copy
thereof be transmitted to the family of our
deceased brother, to the Motorman and Con
ductor Journal and to the Brocton Enterprise ,
Times and Diamond.

P . F . SHEEHAN ,
F . FARRINGTON ,

E . W . HAYWARD ,
G . L . BROWN,
F . C . KIMBALL ,

J . J . CROWLEY,
Committee.

that the relati no suspensioneartily glad that

It is a matter for general satisfaction that
the threatened strike of the lines of the Bos

ton & Northern and Old Colony Street Rail

way systems has been averted by an agree

ment reached last night, at the third confer
ence held between officials of the two com

panies and a committee of employes accom

panied by three national officers of the street.
railway men ' s organizations. While the

terms of the agreement are not yet made

public, it is announced that both parties are

satisfied and regard the outcome as mutually

fair. Naturally the large population served

by these important lines is heartily glad that

there is to be no suspension of service and

that the relations between the companies and

their employes will remain those of mutual
good will.
Thoughtful observers of the signs of the

times can hardly fail to notice the number

and importance of industrial disputes in this

section that have been settled through con
ference and negotiation in the last few

months. This method of adjustment is clear

lv making headway throughout the country .

but the instances close at hand naturally

impress us most. Recalling the settlement

reached in Fall River last October, avoiding

a second strike of perhaps 30, 000 operatives ;

the settlement in Brockton in December, 'on

the verge of a threatened “ tieup " of the shoe

industry of that city and perhaps of other

shoe manufacturing centers ; the teamsters'

settlement in Boston last March , averting a

strike which in the judgment of those famil
iar with the situation at the time threatened

as serious developments as the disastrous

contest of four years ago ; and bearing in

mind the street railway agreement reached
yesterday, not to mention several of less con

sequence during the same time, it is becoming

evident that methods of reason and direct,

businesslike dealing are steadily and surely
supplanting the senseless and brutal plan of

" gght in haste and repent at leisure. "

There are many notable exceptions to the
tendency, and will be for some time to come,
but the significant fact lies in the tendency
now observable. The power and practical
usefulness of enlightened methods are being
demonstrated, not merely in petty shop dis
putes, but in so many of these far - reaching
matters of large public concern . - H . Robbins.

in Boston Transcript .

St. Joseph , Mo., Div. No. 326 .
Whereas. It has pleased Almighty God in

His infinite mercy and wisdom to remove
from our midst our beloved brother, Howard
Fill, and

Whereas, by his death the members of
Div . 326 . A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A . have lost
a true friend , therefore be it

Resolved , That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of 30 days as a mark

of respect, and that these resolutions be
spread on the minutes, a copy of the same be
sent to the bereaved parents , and also to the
Motorman and Conductor for publication .

June 5 , 1906 .

J . E . BAKER ,
GEO . COOK ,
FRANK CHANEY,

Committee.

IN MEMORIAM .

Toronto, Ont., Div. 113.
Whereas, It has pleased our heavenly Father
to take from our midst Bro . George Crane,
and we bow to His infinite wisdom , and
Whereas, Local 113 has lost a valuable and

respected brother, and the company a faithful
and conscientious employe, therefore be it

Resolved. That we tender to his family our
heartfelt sympathy in their hour of trouble,
and that our charter be draped for 30 days
as a mark of respect ; and
Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the family of the deceased ex
pressing our deep sympathy, and that they

be published in the Motorman and Conductor.
June 2nd, 1906 . J . W . GRIFFIN , Secretary.

CARD .
Toronto, Ont., June 13, 1906 .

W . D . Mahon , Int. Pres. A . A . of S . & E . R . E .
of A ., Detroit, Mich .

Dear Sir and Bro . - The bereaved widow of
our late Bro R . G . Crane wishes me to ex
press her sincere gratitude to you and the
Amalgamated Association for the prompt
payment of the one hundred dollars ' benefit

upon the death of her late husband. She also
wishes to thank the members of Div. No. 113
for the many kind acts shown by them in a

practical way during the late illness of her
husband and wishes every success to the
local and association in general.

Fraternally yours.

GEO. CONEY, Sec. 113.

Card of Gratitude.

Quincy, Mass., May 18, 1906 .
W . D . Mahon , I. P . :
Dear Sir and Bro . Enclosed please find the

receipt for payment of death claim of $ 100. 00

upon the death of our late Bro. Patrick
Dignau.
Mrs. Dignau wishes me to extend her most

sincere thanks to you, and through you , to
the Amalgamated Association , for the prompt
nd timely payment to her of the death bene

fit upon the death of her late husband.
Yours ' fraternally .

J . B . MCCORMICK ,
Sec ' y Div . No. 253.
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SAN FRANCISCO GRADUALLY EXTEND
ING SERVICE .

President Calhoun Acknowledges Magnanim

ity of Our Membership .

CONDUCTOR JOHN CHARLES, DIV . 326 .

Bro . John Charles is a member of Div.
No. 326 , St. Joseph, Mo., and plies his busi
ness upon the Mersaine street line. He

makes a study of his job , and as a conse.
quence, while having worked several years
upon the line, has hit upon an idea that
looks favorable as a reward for his pains.
He has invented an " open trolley ring " de
vice . The new device has already met favor
with the St. Joseph company, and it is felt
sure it will soon be of general use. Bro .
Charles will later describe its advantages

in these columns.

San Francisco, Cal. — Our conditions here
are developing as well as may be expected .

It will take some time to re -arrange the

street car system on account of all cable

lines having been destroyed . Former cable
lines are being reconstructed into electric

roads as rapidly as possible under the cir

cumstances. Electric cars have been running

upon Market street, the main thoroughfare,

for some time, and the company expects to

have other lines in operation within a few

weeks.

The members of Div . 205 have shown .
remarkable degree of patience and courage

during the thrilling ordeal we have passed
through , and in the face of heart - sickening

conditions. That the company appreciates

the magnanimity of the employes is shown
by the fact that President Calhoun has issued
a letter of thanks to them for their faithful

ness to the interest of the company during
the conflagration and the trying days follow
ing .

Of course , from the necessary transforma
tion in reconstruction there will be many
questions to come before our association for

adjustment, and some will prove vexatious.
The question of seniority in the placing or

runs will be one of these, no doubt, as men
from various lines will run from one barn
now , who were formerly listed at different

barns. However, ir our members and the

management of the company take these
questions up in a proper spirit of fairness to

all concerned , there will be no just reason
for complaint.
Our Executive Board members with but

few exceptions, have been most faithful to
their duties, and have attended meetings of
the Board and Division with gratifying regu
larity . In fact, it makes one feel that Div .
205 is in good hands, and will come out of
her troubles right side up, and with the ut.
most care. To be true, there are several
hundred of our members who are earning

but very little money and this will continue
for some time to come.
Work in general, is being held in check by

the fact that the insurance companies are
holding back and taking advantage of every
technicality to avoid payment of claims. If

just insurance claims would be promptly
paid , there would be plenty of work , and the
cunning and malicious conduct of the insur

ance companies in attempting to evade legiti
mate responsibility here, ought to prove a

valuable lesson in the interest of the govern .
ment taking hold of and operating an insur

ance department.
Expressing the most sincere gratitude of

our membership to our sister locals through
out the American continent for their undi

vided generosity, and with the assurance that

we are reading of their gratifying success in
promoting the cause for which we are all
striving, I am

Fraternally yours,
R . CORNELIUS.

St. Peter is Last Extra on Sherman .
Do you feel a dark foreboding
With your future life in doubt ?

Brighten up and don ' t be gloomy,

For St. Peter' s working out.

Hurry up and take advantage,
There is danger in delay ;

Slipping through is mighty easy
When St. Peter is away.

Don ' t you hear his bell a - ringing ?

Down the Sherman line he goes
While the gate is swinging open ,

Unprotected, I suppose .

You will find his staff of office,
Also his official star;

But St. Peter' s in Detroit

Working for the D . U . R .

You will find his books and papers

Close beside a vacant chair .
Not a soul to ask a question

When you climb the golden stair .

While a steady stream of sinners
Take advantage every day

Oh , there will be something doing
If St. Peter stays away.

F . VERT.

" Now , Pat," said a magistrate to an old
offender, " what brought you here again ? "

“ Two policemin , sor," was the laconic re
ply .

"Drunk, I suppose ?" queried the magis.
trate .

“ Yes, sor," said Pat, "both av thim ." -
The Car Worker.
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RUNNING BOARD DEPLORED.

Muncle , Ind . We expect our brethren art
wondering what has become of Div . 81 of the
Gas Belt metropolis . Well, she' s still at her

post and enjoying this twentieth century

prosperity.

Everyone has a friendly feeling for
the weather man, that he was so judicious
in planning our winter that the sick list was

cut to a minimum , allowing us to start April

with $ 298.03 in the treasury.
The boys are eagerly awaiting the com

pletion of the new terminal station , which

will allord comfortable quarters in which

can be spent the leisure time before and

after runs. Club rooms are not a luxury , but

a modern necessity , and we hope the manage
ment will spare no pains to make them an

ideal place for their weary workers.
The great stork paid a visit to the homes

of Bros. Eubry , Eller, Lavis and Smith , and

now the arc headlight takes a back seat

while their radiant smiles illume the dark
ness.
At our last meeting held on Wednesday

night, April 11th , we unanimously adopted

the G . E . Board ' s resolution on the Chinese

question and forwarded copies to our sena
tors and representatives at Washington . We

hope these resolutions will have the desired

result and keep from our shores, forever, the

garbage dumps of China .
The greatest interest of the meeting was

centered on the nine -hour day , which was
discussed pro and con , resulting in a vote of

15 to 2 in favor of shorter hours.
At an early date the proposition will be

presented to the company for adopttion .

Many good points were brought out in the

discussion on the affirmative, while the re
buttal consisted of one or two points too

weak to stand. Should the nine -hour day be
adopted it will mark the greatest improve
ment since the organization of our local. Of

no less importance is the open car question ,

· which wili, no doubt, impress itself more
deeply upon us by the death of some of our

good brothers this summer.
It seems very inconsistent to have the

committee on resolutions to put up a docu
ment reading thus: “ Whereas, it has pleased
Almighty God to remove from our midst our

beloved brother." etc., and still let the open

car perform its murderous deeds. May the

day hasten when the heavy hammer of the

law will crush out of existence the curse of

modern railways- the " summer car. "

" ATIE -WUN .'

try to put up an excuse why they do not
wear them . Then , there are some who wear
them on their vests , and in order to find it, it

would be necessary for them to remove their
coat. Brothers, put the button on where all

can see it ; be a man or a mouse. If the
company would ask you to do something you
would have to do it, and surely we are en

titled to as much of your co - operation as the
company is , for I believe we have done as

much for your interests.
Our Business Agent, Bro . Jas. McDonald,

having decided to take unto himself a part

ner for life, the brother members presented
him with an address and purse of gold on
the eve of his marriage. The wedding took
place on Tuesday, June 5th . After a short

stay in Buffalo the happy couple will reside
on Logan avenue.

Div . 113 is in receipt of the following letter
from Div . No. 99 :

"Winnipeg , Man., Apr. 7 , 1906 .
To Div . No. 113 , Toronto , Ont. :

Brothers - We, the members of Div . No. 99,
of Winnipeg , Man., desire to tender to you
our sincere thanks for the valuable assist
ance you rendered us during our recent strike

by sending your Business Agent, Bro . Jas.
McDonald , to our aid , and for your offer of
unlimited moral and financial support. We,

therefore, present to you this token of our
gratitude,

United , we stand .
Fraternally yours ,

T . F . ROBBINS, Pres. ,
GEO . A . MCKAY, Sec ' y ,

Div . No. 99. "
" FARMER ."

RECOMMENDS AFTERNOON MEETINGS.

DISPLAY THE BUTTON .

Toronto, Ont. We are sorry to announce in
this issue the death of Bro . G . Crane, who
died May 31st after a lingering illness. Mrs .

Crane has the sympathy of all members of
Div . 113 in her very sad bereavement.

The Arbitration Board , which has been
adjourned for two weeks to allow Mr. D .
Carey to attend the convention of the Musical
Protective Association in Boston , will again
resume business in a few days, when it is
hoped that all matters pertaining to our

Division will be settled satisfactory to us.
Following an appeal from the International

President, our local Executive Board has de
cided that some time in the near future a
subscription will be taken up for the benefit
of brother members of the Association in

San Francisco who are left destitute by the
awful disaster which almost wiped out that

city .

Don 't forget, brothers. that the 90 days in
which to join the death benefit department
expires July 15th , 1906 , and get busy . Fill
out your card right now and help the good

cause along . Cards may be obtained from

the dues collectors or any officer of the
Division .

I notice there are still a number of mem
bers not wearing their " buttons, " and it

makes one feel sorry for them when they

St. Joseph , Mo. - It is with a feeling of deey
regret that we note the death ot Bro . Howard

Fill. Bro. Fill was sick only a few days,
suffering from an attack of apendicitis . He
underwent an operation at the St. Joseph
hospital May 5th , and died May 9th . Appar
ently his operation was a success in every
particular, and his death was least expected
by his friends. Bro . Fill had been in the

service less than a year and his membership
with the Association dated from Nov. 17.
1906 . He had not yet attained the age of 21.
Although he had been in the service but a

short time, he had , by his honest and con
scientious ways, won the admiration of all
who knew him . His remains were entered

at the Amity cemetery , Amity , Mo., and were

accompanied by Bros. S . E . Campbell and
Frank Chaney , on behalf of Division 326 .

The labor union movement in St. Joseph is
progressing nicely . The Central Labor Coun
cil is growing in strength , different organiza
tions have lately become affiliated with the
council, and the prospects are that 1907 will
be a banner year for the union people of this
city . Preparations are already being made
for a Labor Day parade, which , if carried out,
will far surpass any occasion of previous
years. The committee in charge are working
on a plan of interesting the business men of

the city to display floats , advertising union
made goods that are made and sold by fair
houses. They hope to make this a profitable
and interesting feature in behalf of the mer
chant that is fair , and at the same time boost
the union label.
The May number of the Motorman and

Conductor was very highly appreciated by
the members of Division 326 . The promin

ence given our photo of the membership in
attendance at the regular monthly afternoon
meeting was also appreciated , and the mem
bers of Div . 326 sincerely hope that this will
be as seed sown in rich soil, and that many
of our sister divisions will adopt the plan of
holding an afternoon meeting at least once
a month for the benefit of those who can not
attend the night meetings. It has certainly
been a great success in St. Joseph

The 12th day of June will be our next
afternoon and night meeting , at which time
the committee on entertainment has arranged
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to serve the members with ice cream and

cake, and all the good union -made cigars the
boys want to smoke.

FRANK CHANEY.

MERITED TRIBUTE TO BRO . HENDER.

SON .

and it
under bistri

p
on the

Brockton , Mass. - Edward Raymond Hen

derson , beloved by all who knew him as a

man , and more as an indefatiguable worke.
in the cause of bettering the conditions of

his fellow employes, by loyal activity in

Local No. 235 . of Brockton , Mass., a man
whose name has often appeared in these col
umns in connection with activity among

street railway employes in Massachusetts,
passed to his eternal reward April 9 , 1906 ,
after a battle for life which , though hopeless,

was waged with that indominatable persever
ance which marked his every action . Com

rade Henderson had many friends throughout
the country through the prominence her

tained in connection with articles published

in these columns. To these remote acquaint
ances the news of his untimely death came
as a sorrowful surprise , and it may be won
dered that no mention of his serious illness
was made by your correspondent in his re
cent communications to these columns. But

during his illness , Brother Henderson kept
closely in touch with union affairs through
the columns of the Journal, and for fear that

mention of his serious illness would come to
his knowledge and might have disturbed him
in his unrelenting , though futile struggle ,
your correspondent deemed it wiser to make

no mention of his sad condition .
Edward R . Henderson was born in Arling

ton in June, 1878, and there he spent his early

manhood , improving the educational facilities

accorded him to the best advantage, and

broadening his mind by wholesome reading
and study. His first employment was a clerk

ship in Boston . Here he proved himself a

competent employe but he decided to take up
railroading , and in 1902 came to Brockton and

entered the employ of the Old Colony Street

Railway Co. , in whose service he was when he

died. He was always a conductor, and his
work was almost entirely on the Milton line ,

where he made hosts of friends, and his ab
sence was a matter of most constant and

sympathetic inquiry.

Local 235 was then in its infancy, hardly
started toward the staunch condition it has

now attained . Being from infancy a firm be
liever in the rights of the working man ana
labor organization , provided it be conducted

on fair and honest lines, he immediately affil
iated himself with the union of his division .
Though there were some circumstances which

made his course of progress a difficult one, he

soon had the eyes of his fellow employes cen
tered upon him by his industry , energy, and
ability to do things. Within a year his loyalty

to the cause of the car men won for him the

election to the office of recording secretary of
the union , a responsible position which re
quired a man of the calibre of Brother Hen
derson to fill with credit . His work in that

capacity was a signal success , and he held it

with honor until his death .
But in spite of the arduous duties of secre

tary in addition to his regular work , Brother

Henderson did not confine his energy and
ability to his own local union.
His period of service as secretary covers a

most active part in the union ' s history, and
he was ever ready to bear the brunt of serv
ing on the conference committee. It was a
fulfillment of his ambition to be able to serve
his fellow men in this way. Taking time
from his work and other duties, he would join
hands with other officials and meet the of
ficers of the road .

In a broader scope he was a delegate to
the Brockton Central Labor Union , where his
presence was at all times greatly appreciated.
In a still larger field he represented his di
vision at the state branch convention at
Pittsfield , in September, and none played a

more active part in the proceedings than he.
He was a prime mover in advocating the

9 -hour bill for car men , which was adopted
as the sense of the meeting . To his efforts,
principally , was due the success of the button

system in his own local. It was he who i ..
troduced the resolution recommending its
general adoption , and this , too, was carried

Brother Henderson ' s broad -minded nature

carried him to still wider fields of activity in
other lines. He was a musician of ability

and had many tmes played with Brockion
orchestras. To pursue his favorite pastime
with honor, he affiliated himself with the
Brockton musician ' s union .
He was also a member of Mayflower Lodge,

N . E . O . P ., and Arlington Lodge, F . & A . M .
of Arlington . In addition to this he was an
active member of the relief association con
nected with his local and did much to de

velop it to its present membership .
Brother Henderson was never a rugged per

son and often times he forgot his personal
health in his enthusiasm in union work .

On Christmas day, 1905 , Brother Hender
son was obliged to give up work , and it
proved to be his last trip on the cars. He
bore up under his illness, deceiving even
his closest friends, until while at Milton he
was forced to give up while on duty , and his
car was returned by another man. For about
a month his condition , though serious, was
not critical. He desired greatly to attend

the annual Car Men 's ball, one of the leading
social functions of the city , which occurred
on the 19th of January . A few days previous
to this he considered himself well enough to

go out of doors for a short time. This action
proved to be the fatal turning point of his
illness, for he was immediately stricken with
terrible hemorages. While his comrades were
gathered at the gay ball room , in the midst
of all enjoyment, there were few there whose
thoughts and sympathies were not with
Brother Henderson .

It did not seem possible that he could live
from one day to another. Yet that endur
ance, persistency and " never say die " spirit
still clung to life, and he would frequently
remark , " I ' ll be out again in a few days. "
Friends from every walk of life inquired
daily for his welfare, but the reports were

not encouraging. A few days previous to his
death International Board Member D . S . Fitz
gerald, who was in the city on important
union matters, visited Brother Henderson ,
whose desire to be told every detail of prog
ress was as alive as ever .
But the end was inevitable, and Brother

Henderson breathed his last on April 9 , after

a wonderful battle against the unconquerable .

His passing was spoken of with sorrow by
all who had know him in health , and by those
who had learned to admire his character, as
seen in his patient forbearance of suffering .
On the day of the funeral. April 11, a sim

ple , yet impressive service of prayer was con
ducted at the house by Rev. A . F . Pierce , Ph .

D ., of Campello . In words that were from
the heart, Dr. Pierce upheld the character of
the deceased as an example to his comrades.
Sterling honesty , undying determination , and
correct views of justice , combined to make a

powerful character, who, although his pres
ence be removed , still leaves a monument
everlasting as an inspiration to those who

knew him in life . Never did a widow , who
had patiently and heroically cared for the
dying man in his illness, receive more heart
felt and widespread expressions of sympa
thy. And the little lad of 2142 years who
bore his father' s name. Raymond , sharea

these sentiments, Beautiful flowers bore si
linet, though expressive tribute to a noble
character. Over 100 men in uniform escort
ed the remains to the depot, where the train
was to bear the precious body to its final rest
ing place at Arlington Heading the proces
sion was Vice - President E . W . Hayward as
marshal, followed by Acting Secretary G . L .

Brown and G . E . B . member, D . S . Fitzgerald .
In the rear of these two were Merton Pitts
and " Bob " Wilcox, the veteran conductor and
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motorman in the employ of the road. The
bearers were P . F . Sheehan , James Wagner.

C . F . Farrington , Charles Sears, Alphonse La
vigne and John S . Sherman .

As the funeral cortege passed the car barn
at Campbello , work was momentarily sus

pended , and over 80 men , including foremen ,
superintendents and officials , but almost en
tirely workmen in their grimy clothes lined
the street on either side in respectful silence,

each wearing the union button , decorated
with crepe. At the station , when the train
pulled in the men bared their heads in
impressive silence while the remains were

placed tenderly on the car. Gracing the
casket were many floral tributes, most no
ticeable of which was a handsome floral panel
upon which was worked a floral book OL
roses bearing the inscription " Our Secretary. "

The honorary bearers who escorted the re
mains to their final resting place were Presi
dent P . F . Sheehan , ex - President Charles F .

Farrington , Executive Board Member Charles
H . Hunt, of Abington , and General Board
Member D . S . Fitzgerald .

Here the beautiful Masonic burial service
was read , and unto his final resting place

1 that was mortal of one of God 's noblest
sons was committed . Men there have been
whose names have been more widely known,
whose life work brought more prominence to

them , but there never was a man who more
cheerfully sacrificed everything of a personal

element to the cause of bettering the con
dition of workingmen . His presence is re
moved, and we shall no more see him , but
an inspiration that is as undying as faith it
self, remains to encourage his comrades in

the continuance of their work.
GEO. L . BROWN.

to say that the railroad employes for whose
benefit the statute has been enacted , will do

all that they can to prevent accidents.

Governor Higgins in his memorandum of
approval, in speaking of the effect of the
statute and the fellow servant rule, which ,
prior to the adoption of the statute, saved
the railroad company from liability for injury
to an employe said : " Where the rule is
strictly in force , practically no responsibility
exists for death or injury caused by the neg
ligence of a fellow servant. Such a rule is
not calculated to diminish the risk of acci
dents necessarily incurred in the hazardous
employment of operating railroads. The
modification thereof for the benefit of rail
road employes in other jurisdictions has not
resulted in undue hardship to the railroad
companies, but rather in the exercise of
greater care on their part to protect their
employes from injury ."

It is now up to the brothers in those states
which still adhere to the fellow servant rule,
to get busy and by co - operating with the
steam railroad employes of their state, bring
about the passage of a statute similar to this
one. It is time to call a halt in the loss of
life that is taking place among the men en

gaged in producing the wealth of this coun
try .
. Mr. C . W . Phillips may well be commended
for the efforts he took in behalf of this
measure .

GEO . KEENAN .

DISTURBER ELIMINATED .

MCMORROW AT CUMBERLAND,

Cumberland, Md. - On May 28, Div. No. 358
held one of the most successful meetings in
her history . The occasion was a visit from
G . E . B . Member Ed. McMorrow , of Chicago ,

Ill., and we wish to attest our appreciation
of his visit. As a result of his visit, Div . 358
has again renewed her vigor.
With the assistance of Bro . McMorrow we

prepared an agreement which we will have
submitted to the emnloying company, and
upon which a conference has been arranged
to take place in the near future, and it is
expected that very favorable conditions will
come without friction with our company
officials .

After the meeting at which the Interna
tional officer was in attendance , we adjourned

to Mr. Casey ' s , where we had a two -hour
social, which was enjoyed by all.

“ JUD."

New Orleans, La . - Division 194 is again un
fortunate enough to be forced to expell from
its ranks another brother member
For several months past, complaints have

been coming to the Executive Board against
Mr. C . A . McConaughy (who, at that time,
was a member of our organization ) for re
porting brother members to the barn foreman ,
and finally Bro. Geo. Howard made a charge
against him for reporting him for running
ahead of time. The charge was read in the
general meeting and referred to the Execu
tive Board for investigation . Consequently , a

copy of the charge, and a summons to appear
before the Board , was sent to Mr. McCon
aughy and upon receiving them , he went to
an Inspector of the company, showed him the
charge and summons and made known to him

what the organization was doing, but stated
that thematter did not worry him . However,
he appeared at the next Board meeting and
plead guilty of both reporting the brother
members to the foreman and revealing the
private transactions of the organization to an
Inspector of the company, and was fined $ 1 .00
for each offense , making a total of $ 2 .00 ,
which was placed on his next working card .
He refused to pay it and when he was three
months in arrear, he was notified that unless
he paid up by the next meeting night, he
would be dropped from the Association . On
the night of the meeting, instead of paying
up, he handed in a written communication in
which he stated that he was ready and will
ing to pay his just and legal dues, but would
refuse to pay the unjust and illegal fines that
had been placed upon his working card , and

warned the Association against taking any
rash action in the case , as they had no right
to interfere , in any way. with his personal
and constitutional rights.
However, when the case came up, he was

expelled from the organization by a unanim
ous vote , and , the railway company, in com
pliance with our agreement, discharged him .
We expect that he will take some legal action
in the matter, but we are ready and willing
to test the case .

Mr. McConaughy was very ugly and abrupt
in his manners before the Board . When he
was asked about reporting the brother mem
bers, he said yes he reported them and it was
not the first time he had reported the men on
his road and it would not be the last time.
He seemed to have entirely forgotten the
solemn and binding obligation that he had

TIME TO CALL A HALT.

Rochester, N . Y . - The Barnes liability bill,
referred to by us last month as having passed
the New York legislature in the face of the
opposition of the electric and steam railroad
companies of the state, has just been signed
by Governor Higgins and is now a part of
the law of this state.
Under the provisions of this statute, so far

as it applies to street railroads, the companies
operating such road are rendered liable in
damages to an employe injured through the
negligence of another employe having the
authority to direct or control other employes,
or who has physical control of signals ,
switches, cars , trains or telegraph offices. Of
course the injured employe does not come
within the provisions of this statute unless
he himself is free from negligence contribute
ing to the injury,
While the injured employe, or his heirs,

will receive compensation , the primary pur
pose of the statute is the lessening of acci
dents by placing a great responsibility on the
railroad Companies. It is hardly necessary
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taken when he became a member of the
Association . He said he had a right to report
the men on his line to protect his own inter
est and the interest of the company. We do
do not believe he was protecting his own
interest to any great extent and we are satis
fied that he does not hold a very large
amount of stock in the railway company, nor
de we believe that the company expected him
to protect their interest by peaching on the
other men . We are confident that the com
pany would have been well satisfied with his
giving them a conscientious day' s work onon
his own car, without interfering with other
people ' s business,
Our local is in a flourishing condition at

present and everything is working nicely . At
our last meeting, several important amend
ments were made in our local by - laws, one of
which raised our death benefit from $50.00 to
$ 100.00.

The boys of the Coliseum line are rejoicing
to see the new cars that have just arrived for
them . The company is equipping that line
with very fine cars, and in a few days it will
be one of the prettiest lines in our city.
Mr. E . C . Cantey. foreman of Arabella barn,

was recently suspended and the men of tha :
barn regret it very much . Mr. Cantey has
been foreman of that barn for several years
and was well liked by all the employes under
his supervision and they sincerely hope to see
him reinstated .

" CARRUTH .”

news in the near future . The boys seem to
have something upon their minds, and are
simply awaiting an opportune time to spring
it . There is certainly some room for im
provement in conditions, particularly in
wages.
We regret that a sad accident must be

chronicled as having occurred on the evening
of June 6th , upon the A . B . C . line, running
from Akron to Cleveland Motorman Jos.
Clark was killed , but the conductor escaped
with slight injury. The accident resulted
from the breaking of an axle , and while the
car was running at usual rapid speed .

It is regretable to report upon the death of

Mrs . Geese , wife of our Bro. Alonzo Geese.
Mrs. Geese passed away May 3rd, after a
lingering illness. More than a year ago Bro .
Geese took her to San Antonio , Tex. , for her
health , but she failed of permanent improve

ment, and was brought back . The sympathy

of our membership is with Bro . Geese , and his
little daughter Bertha .
Motormen Davis and Glass left the city

lines, and have taken positions upon the Kent
& Ravenna Division .

There is talk that the N . 0 . T . Co. has
secured control of the Canton line. However,
the report, as yet, stands unconfirmed to the
public.

Many of our extras are quitting to seek
work elsewhere. It is reported that some go

to Cleveland and others to Pittsburg . Wages
too low here.

It would seem that our regular correspond
ent to the M . & C . is either lost, strayed or

stolen . At least, we have not heard from him

for some little time.

R . J.

INTERESTING ENTERTAINMENT.

ADVANCED 1 /2c PER HOUR.

Salt Lake. - On April 13 (Friday ) the second
annual entertainment and ball was fittingly
celebrated at the A . O . U . W . Hall on Main
street. No. 158. A fine program had been
arranged , which went off lively and without
a hitch . The program consisted of music by
our Division band , songs, recitations, piano
solos and good speeches . It was encouraging
to hear our Bro . Financial Secretary A . H .
Burt explain the progress the Division is
making and the splendid account given of the
expenditure of the money in the Division , by
him , won him new laurels. It was shown by
this speaker (who by the way is getting
quite accustomed to public speaking ) that the
Division had paid out since its organization
between $400 and $ 500 for charitable pur
poses, such as sickness, death or disability
of members. Many other points of interest to
prove brotherhood in unionism were beauti
fully illustrated in Bro . Burt' s remarks, re
moving thereby that old silly cry that union
ism means " strike. " But on the contrary, he
( Burt) , showed its benevolent qualities to his
hearers to a good advantage.
We also had the great friend of the labor

ing man of this city, the Rev . Mr. Simpkins,
who, of course, always makes a hit with
union men , talk to us. Rev . Simpkins is very
logical and fair and can impress his audience
with the witty phrases to such an extent that
they forget the troubles of life for the time
being, and he puts new life in union men and
encouragement is given to non - union men .

A good time was had by all, and to make it
more pleasant, refreshments were served at
the close of the program . Thus the second
anniversary passed off in a most enjoyable
way. New members were made and alto
gether the outlook for our Division is bright.

In six weeks' time 36 new members have
been added to our ranks. We feel encour
aged. The boys have carried themselves man
fully thus far. Keep on , boys, and live up to
the rules. Let us set an example to our non
union boys in every way.

" 382."

New Castle, Pa.- By the aid of G . E . B .
Chairman Pratt our agreement for the next
two years , with the Mahoning Valley Railway
Co. has been settled , with an advance of one
and one -half cents per hour. There is some
dissatisfaction among the members of the
Division , as is always the case , but these
members never attend lodge only when some
thing personal happens; then they want the
union to take up the matter for them .
Bro . Joseph Dodds, the oldest motorman on

the M . & S . Division of the M . V . Co . , recently
had his right leg amputated at the Shenango

Valley hospital for tuberculosis of the bone.
Bro . Dodds has been taken to his home on
Harrison street and is getting along nicely .

Bro . W . C . Martin , conductor on the M . V .
H . line, has resigned his position . Bro. Màr
tin has not stated his intention for the future .

International Treasurer Orr has been in the

city , called here to straighten us out of the

tangle the new agreement has gotten us into .

There has been a good deal of misunderstand
ing in regards to the priority clause in the
agreement; some take it to mean that it shall

govern all vacancies in the future and some
want a readjustment of the runs. Bro . Orr

attended a specialmeeting of Division No. 89,
and enlightened us somewhat in the intent

of the priority clause in the constitution .
Bro . Orr went from New Castle to Youngs

town , where the same state of affairs exists.

There has been no settlement of the affair as
yet, and will not be until Bro , Orr returns

from Meadville , Pa ., where he has gone to
adjust a wage agreement.

Bro . Pratt called the attention of Division

No. 89 to the absence of the union label on

the majority of goods sold in New Castle. It' s

supposed to be one of the strongest union
towns in the country today . Now , brothers,
who is to blame ? the merchant, the manufac

turer, or the man who buys the goods - sup
posed to be a good union man ? Why ! The
UNION MAN , of course ; he never looks for
the label on any article he buys . How many
men buy union -made tobacco ? It' s up to the

unions to push the union label, not to the

employers of labor.
Bro . F . 0 . McFarlin has purchased himself

JOTS FROM NO. 98.

Akron , 0 .-- Div. No. 98 seems to be taking
on an air of recuperation . New members are
being added to the list every meeting , and
the attendance is gratifying . The signs of
the times indicate that I may have interesting
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road in this broad land of ours shall float the
Banner of Unionism ,

H . L . SHOEMAKER .

a driving horse, Mrs. McFarlin will have to
keep her eye on Frank this summer .
Bro . J . I . Fiscus, of the Sharon - Youngs

town - New Castle interurban cars , formerly a

motorman on the city lines of New Castle ,

has been granted a fifteen - day vacation . Dur

ing that time he is to marry a Miss Curran ,

of Mercer county . They will reside in Sharon .
Division No. 89 has moved into her new

hall, corner of Mercer and Washington streets .
We have a nice hall there and all members

should try and attend the meetings, at least

once a month . It will do you good and will

do the regular attenders good. If you attend

lodge regular you won ' t have to ask some

one the next day what they did the night
before .

Bro . H . E . Corban is running the tin type
concern at Cascade Park this summer.

"MAC."

MATERIAL INCREASE IN WAGE .

Youngstown, 0 .- In our last letter we
promised to be heard from at least once a
month , but we have been so busy the last
month with our agreement that we have had
little else to think of: hence the delay.

Although our present agreement was form
ulated and presented to the company over a
month ago, as our last agreement expired the
25th of April, it was not until the 19th of the
present month that we came to an amicable
settlement. During all this time propositions
and counter propositions were submitted , the
company holding out that they could not pay
us a wage rate of more than 21. 22 and 23
cents, and we were just as determined in our
demands of 22, 23 and 24 cents.

After our joint executive committee had
exhausted their every effort toward a settle
ment, and without the desired result , it was
deemed advisable to send for one of our
International officers, which was accordingly
done, and Chairman C . 0 . Pratt arrived here
the 14th inst.

International Chairman Pratt, with the
joint committee , reviewed the situation and
made further effort to effect a settlement, the
company still holding out that they would

not meet our demands on the wage question .
At this juncture Joseph Bishop, of the State
Board of Arbitration , happened to be in
Youngstown, and he at once proffered his
assistance in our behalf . A conference with
the officials of the company was arranged for
and held Friday morning, May 18, at which

General Manager McCaskey conceded within
a half cent of our demands.

A special meeting of each local was called
for Friday midnight. Chairman C . 0 . Pratt
and Mr. Bishop, who had been in attendance
at the Niles meeting earlier in the evening
arriving at our local at about 2 : 30 a . m . Both
of these gentlemen left a profound impres
sion by their able and eloquent addresses and
each was loudly applauded, again and again .

After everybody had expressed his opinion as
to whether we should accept the terms as
recommended by the committee , this local
voted unanimously to accept.

Although we were promised the support of
all organized labor in the event of a strike,
and I am sure we would have had the moral

support of the public at large, we are more
than pleased that a settlement was effected
with the company's good will toward its em
ployes.
We are sorry to note that Bro . John Har

vey . President of our local and also a mem

ber of the joint Executive Board , on last
Thursday was taken down with typhoid
fever. We all hope for his speedy recovery.
Vice - President J . Clapper offciated in his
stead on the joint Executive Board.
We would like to express , through these

columns, to our joint Executive Board , to
gether with Chairman C . 0 . Pratt and Joseph
Bishop , of the State Board of Arbitration , our

appreciation and sincere thanks for their
work which they so nobly and conscientiously
performed . God speed you in your work and

may we all see the day when every electric

WILL ASK FEW CHANGES.
. . Albany , N . Y . - The Albany bunch recently
adopted a new method of holding their meet

ings, and already it has demonstrated its
good effect. For some time the officers of
the Division have been studying some plan
that would appeal to the oldest of our mem

bers and make them feel as though they could
conveniently attend our regular meetings.
Now there remains no question of doubt, but
that they have hit the right, and only effec
tive solution . Hereafter all regular meetings
will close promptly at 10 p . m . , and no busi
ness of whatever importance will be trans
acted after President Sheehan announces the

arrival of that hour. We find this to be the
greatest inducement that can be offered to
the members as a means of having them at
tend the meetings. This was conclusively

proven by the large attendance that " showed
up " at our meetings during the month of
May. Indeed , some being present that had
heretofore been in the last stage of lethargy .
President Sheehan also intends to enforce the
constitution and by - laws from cover to cover,
and this will mean that our long -winded ora

tors will have to confine their remarks to the
subject under discussion and will be allowed
only the customary five minutes to give their
views on such subjects . This will be done so
that our less oratorically endowed members
may have a similar opportunity to give ex
pression to their ideas on the various sub
jects that come up before the meetings.
Briefly told : Hereafter, our meetings are to

be conducted under the heading of that good

old campaign motto , " Equal rights for all ;
special privileges for none. " I would suggest

to the officers of locals where the attendance
at the meetings is not up to the standard , to
not waste time on experimental propositions,
but to at once becomemethodical in the man

ner of holding your meetings; and the at
tendance will eventually take care of itself .
Another feature of the progress of Div . 148 ,

and one well worthy of note, is the large in
crease in the circulation of our official jour
nal, The Motorman and Conductor. During
the months of April and May the circulation
among our members was increased by one

hundred copies, and we expect, within a few
months our entire membership will be read

ers of our journal. The Division is beginning

to realize how important it is that all mem

bers should read their organization ' s journal,

and no member of the Amalgamated is com

plete in his outfit as a “ good union man " if
he is not a subscriber to the M . & C . Surely ,

it is not the paltry nickel per month that it
costs that prevents our members from read
ing it .

The members of our District Council, who
represents us during negotiations for our

agreements with the company have been
holding weekly meetings for some time, and
judging from their reports, few , if any
changes from our present agreement will be
asked. Heretofore, all clauses, and condi
tions that have entered into our agreements

have been made with the former president of
the United Traction Co. , the Hon . Jno. W .
McNamara , in conjunction with his superin
tendents and occasionally his executive com
mittee . In the future we expect the general

manager of the company, with the superin
tendent, will have full power to enter into
such agreements. Both these men have
served in the capacity as superintendent for
the old company, the new management not
only released them but honored them with
promotion , Mr. Fassett having been pro
moted from superintendent of the Albany
division to general manager of the company
and Mr. Smith from superintendent of the

Troy Division to general superintendent over
the entire lines. Both Mr. Fassett and Mr.

Smith have always dealt out " fairness" to
Div . 148 ; and no doubt will continue along
the same lines, while on the other hand Div .

148 will endeavor that their requests of the

and held at the company waszerenc
e with

a half cenanager Mccase: May 18,
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AGREEMENT GIVES SATISFACTION .company shall also be within the limits of
" fairness. "

The Financial Secretary recently reported
one or two delinquents among our members,
but we immediately detailed a committee of
our " diplomatic stock " on the cases and they
succeeded in returning our erring brothers to
the right path , and no doubt saved them from
the whirlpool of contempt, to whence they

were unconsciously drifting.
J. J. C .

NOTES FROM NO. 90.

Mt. Clemens, Mich. - Div . No. 90 , by virtue
of the new agreement, has reached the 25
cent mark .
Bro. Wm . Parker, by virtue of the griev

ance committee, is again plying his old busi
ness as motorman at Port Huron .
Our old - time honored friend, E . W . Gilles

pie , has again taken a permit card from No.
90 , and is " breaking in " as conductor on the
Rapid . He has traveled some since he left

us, having passed some time in the South .
He seems satisfied to again resume under the
old regime of the Amalgamated Association

Bro . Sam White , who recently returned

from the Northwest, is now to be seen con -
ducting in Port Huron .

June 25 , the Rapid service was extended by

the starting of three limited service cars both
ways between Detroit and Port Huron .

The new agreement fixes the wage for
Port Huron city men at 20 cents and for the

Rapid at 25 cents per hour. " JOE . "

Niles, 0 .- Since the agreement has been
signed Division 379 is no doubt the best sat
isfied division in the service of the company .
The bringing about of this agreement with
so satisfactory results was by no means a
pleasing or easy task . The company and our
central committee argued every point pro and
con without reaching full and decided results.
When the services of G . E . B . Member Bro .
Pratt and Mr. Joseph Bishop, secretary of
the Ohio State Board of Arbitration , loomed
up on the situation there seemed to be no
exhaustion to argument and no points reached
that Bro . Pratt could not materially master .
bringing about the present adopted agree

ment. The good feeling expressed by Divis
ion 379 on the agreement is no doubt due to
some extent to our members of the central
committee, Bro . F . J . Kennedy and the per
tinacious attitude exhibited in Bro . F . Lott
when dealing with such matters. They sin
cerely deserve credit.
On the night of May 18 there was a call

for a special meeting , wholly respecting the

situation on the new agreement then under

debate, and also to be addressed by Bro.
Pratt and Mr. Joseph Bishop. Mr. Bishop

spoke of the outcome of similar grievances of

the past and the result emenating from them
when radically handled. His views and dis
course on the present situation was emi

nently portrayed and convincing. Bro. Pratt
had but a limited time to address the meet

ing , as they were due in Youngstown . He

spoke briefly to the point respecting our sit

uation and cited similar ones and their out

come that he had been called upon to assis .

in their arrangements. His address was of
interest and logically spoken . The speaker' s
time was up, the meeting adjourned . After
many handshakes and good -byes, a special
car that stood waiting in front of the hall

whirled them to Youngstown to address Div .

No. 272.

present writing there is no brother
reported on the sick list.

It is by all a fair -minded way when one
brother sees something at fault in another
brother, and he deems it necessary to rebuke
him , to approach him in a chiding way in
the meeting hall and not choose his absence
on the outside to relegate him in language
which has never found place in any estab
lished system of etiquette,

NOW and THEN .

THEY ARE MISSED WHEN GONE.

NOTES FROM 163.

Peoria , Ill. From the enrollment of Div .
416 , has departed one of the oldest and best
known motormen of this city , when occurred
the death of Bro . Isaac Claugh , June 5th , 1906 ,
at his late residence at No. 2212 Perry avenue .
His death was due to apoplexy, with which

he was stricken on the 4th of June, and died
the day following .

His death is deeply regretted by all. He
was one of the original Fort Clark men , and
perhaps the only remaining one of the force
He came off his run Sunday night in the

best of spirits and remarking that next day
was his day off.. started for home. That was
his last time in the barn . The next day he
received the stroke which resulted in his
death in less than 24 hours.

Bro. Claugh was 15 consecutive years on the
Ft. Clark line, and his good natured smile
was familiar to all patrons of the line. Many
an old man and woman will bear testimony
to his kindness and consideration for them .

Many times I have seen him aid some hard
working woman deposit her basket of wash
ing on the platform of his car and doing his
best to lighten their burdens for them and
bring a little sunshine into their weary lives.
The little ones along the line would watch

for " Ike, ” as he was familiarly called , and

wave a happy salute. Ike would be sure to
make acknowledgment with a pleasant smile.

His funeral was held from his home. 2212

Pennsylvania avenue, and was very largely

attended . The pall -bearers were ' Brothers

Joe Brown, Joe Abbott, Wm . Cunefore, J . Bar
nett , Dan Gorman and L . Kohler. All the
members of 416 that could get off met at our

hall and attended the funeral in a body.
About 70 of them were in full uniform with

white gloves and crape on their coat sleeves.
They marched in front of the hearse to the

cemetery, presenting an impressive appear
ance, and did honor to the memory of a highly

respected brother and a citizen of whom they
were proud.
He leaves a wife and four children , two

sons and two daughters, to mourn his loss.
May he rest in peace.

MAURICE FLYNN .

Meriden , Conn. - The motormen and conduc
tors of Meriden and Wallingford Division of

the Consolidated Railway Co . have asked for
an increase in wages. They appointed a com
mittee of five to draw up a petition and to
get every man on the road to sign . After
this was done and presented to Supt. R . L .
Lee. it was taken to Gen . Manager Punder
ford, and after waiting a few days a letter
from Mr. Punderford stated that he would
like to see the committee. They accordingly
met him , and after a conference of two or
three hours were told by Mr. Pundeford that
he would give them another hearing in the
near future. They believe Mr. Pundefora
will do his best to return a favorable answer.

International Officer D . S . Fitzgerald was in
Meriden a few weeks ago and attended one
of our meetings. He gave a very interesting
talk on union matters , and what is happen

ing on the roads around us. Mr. Fitzgerald
is a fine speaker and a good fellow , and is
welcome at No. 163 any old time.

Bro . McWeeney is at last married and will

be seen at his post more regularly in the
future .

Bro. Regan is looking for a wife. Come on
boys, and help him out, as he is a good fel
low . He has a lady friend who comes up

from Wallingford , but she isn ' t out of school
yet, and Jerry wants some one who has a
dollar or two.
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Bro . Creed recently sustained a serious in
jury to one of his hands which took him from

work for a few days.
Our annual entertainment and dance, held

May 23 , netted the neat sum of $ 234, and was
otherwise a success.
Bro. Patzke is considering the convenience

of residing at the Winthrop Frank can
altord it as soon as his ship anchors.
Bro. Mike Griffin will spend his vacation in

Waterbury with the Spondolix girls.
" 163."

TEAM DRIVERS RESPECT UNIONISM .

vision . They never take into the sweep of

their horizon the really great and good

things. If they were to be shown a beautiful

painting , they would search for fly -specks

upon the frame. And because their outlook

is narrow , they become pessimistic and bitter
and censorious.

Unfortunately, the labor movement is
sometimes retarded by these unhappy indi

viduals. Occasionally they are found within
the ranks of the workers. They are the ones
who are dead weights to the really earnest
men who are bravely making a fight for bet
ter things. But they are also found outside
the labor movement. To them , the labor
movement consists of unreasonable strikes
and unscrupulous agitators. They do not see
the millions of children in the mills and the
factories who should be at home and in the
schools, and for whom organized laboris
making a strong fight, while the great mass
of even intelligent people are strongly indif
ferent to their struggles. They seem to be
ignorant of the terrible sweat shop in which
thousands of the toilers are wearing out their
lives in the hopelessness of abject poverty ,

and for whom the labor union almost single
handed is battling, in what is bound to be a
winning fight.
Who is doing more for the woman that

toils ? What institution stands more cour
ageously for a squarer deal for our sisters
and mothers ? Not in a weak , sickly , senti
mental way, but with a vigor and a red
bloodedness that is sometimes startling in its
persistency and in its effectiveness.
Look through your telescope for a little

while - - and forget the fly specks. Nobody
likes them . We can ' t get rid of them alto

gether, but there is something else on the
horizon .

Mass. The regular monthly
meeting of Div . 270 was held Friday, June
13 . A large attendance was present, and
several were added to our membership . But
three men are yet outside. They seem slow
to act to their own interest. Of course ,
some are built that way. During the even -
ing talks were given by Pres. A . A . Silva ,

of the Team Drivers; J. P . Melonson and Mr.
Gallagher.
Here unionism is money to the company.

The common brotherhood between our mem
bers and the team drivers is a time- saver to
the company. Union members have no trou
ble while running their cars. It doesn ' t
matter whether it is the busiest hour of the
day or not, when a team is in the way of the
car, the driver always will take a glance be
hind , and if he sees a button on the motor
man , he takes special interest in pulling to
one side to let the car proceed. The union
button for June is very showy, and the men
wear them on the outside of their coat, where
it shows up the most. Passengers on the cars
are attracted by them , and it keeps a con
ductor busy telling what they are worn for.
The union scored a good point in its favor

on May 30, and feel much pleased over what
happened . "Memorial Day " a car was char
tered by the Local Bartenders ' Union to carry
them to a grove where they were to spend

a day of enjoyment. They asked for union
men to mann the car. The car left the barn
with a non - union motorman. When it ar
rived at the place where the bartenders were

to meet, they inquired of the starter if the
motorman was a union man , and received the
reply that he did not belong to the union .
They told him they could not use a non - union

motorman . The car went back to the barn ,
and the bartenders went to their grove in
barges.
The men feel pleased that there was no

strike, and while they didn 't win all they
wanted , which would have been impossible .
they feel satisfied as a whole , that they got
some benefit.
Much credit is due H . J . Melancon who was

the delegate chosen to represent the Glouces
ter division in helping to bring about the
settlement. Brother Melancon has always
been a constant worker ever since a union of
car men was formed in this city. The men
put a great deal of confidence in what he says
and in his word is word as good as law .
Brother Poole, who acted as park policeman

at Long Beach last summer, commences his
duties again this summer , June 24 .
This union meets the second Friday of every

month . P . 0 .

SHARON , PA., AGREEMENT.
Entered into between the Youngstown &

Sharon Street Railway Company, Sharon &
New Castle Street Railway Company, Valley
Street Railway Company, and Sharon &
Wheatland Street Railway Company, their
successors, heirs and assigns, party of the
first part, hereinafter called Companies, and
the Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes of America , Divi
sion No. 176, of Sharon , Pennsylvania , party
of the second part, hereinafter called the As
sociation :
Witnesseth - That in the operation of the

lines of the party of the first part, both
parties hereunto agree mutually that for and
in consideration of the covenants and agree
ments hereinafter stated further, the party
of the first part hereby agrees with the party
of the second part as follows:

Section 1 . That the Companies through
their properly accredited officers will continue

to treat with its employes of the Association
through their properly accredited officers
upon any and all grievances that may arise .

Sec . 2 . That all differences between the
Companies and the Association shall be ad
justed as follows: All differences shall be
submitted to the General Superintendent of
the Companies (in writing when so request
ed ) by the properly accredited officers of the
Association , and if they cannot agree, the
General Manager shall be called into confer
ence. If, after such conference, there still re
mains a difference, the case shall be sub
mitted to a board of arbitration as soon as
possible . The board of arbitration shall be
constituted as follows: A temporary board of
three ( 3 ) disinterested persons, one to be
selected by the Companies, one by the Asso
ciation , and the two so chosen shall select
the third arbitrator. Each party shall pay

its own arbitrator. The parties shall jointly
pay the third arbitrator. A decision of the
board shall be final and binding on both par

ties hereto.
Sec. 3 . That any member of the Associa

tion suspended for any cause whatever and
after investigation is not found guilty of the
offense for which he was suspended , shall be
reinstated to his former position and be paid
for the time he had lost, and at the same rate
that he would have received had he been

TELESCOPIC VERSUS MICROSCOPIC

VIEWS.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle .
The microscope has its uses. But you can

not see the stars through a microscope. You
cannot get a broad view of nature - the riv
ers, the mountains, the green earth . You

cannot see even a single tree through a
microscope.

There are men who always look at life
through this little instrument. They seem to
take a peculiar delight in searching for the
small things in life - the petty , the mean
things in others' lives. They never have a
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operating his car. The Company reserves the
right to discharge the employes for cause at
all times, except for membership in the Un
ion and appeals from their decision will be
submitted immediately to a board of three
( 3 ) disinterested parties, constituted as in
section two ( 2 ) of this Agreement.

Sec . 4 . When any member of the Associa
tion is disciplined by the Companies, the na
ture of the charge shall, upon request, be
submitted to the Association in writing . Dis
cipline shall date from the time the employe
is suspended from duty .

Sec. 5 . That under such restrictions as
shall be required by the Companies, free
transportation shall be given to the members
of the Association over all the Companies '
lines. Such transportation to consist of an
nual pass cards.

Sec. 6 . That any member of the Associa
tion suspended from the Association shall be
suspended from the employment of the Com
panies, upon written request from the prop
erly accredited officers of the Association .

Sec . 7 . That any member of the Associa
tion elected or appointed to any office in the
Association which requires his absence from
his work shall, upon his retirement from such
office, be reinstated to his former place in
the Companies' service.

Sec. 8 . " That when a person enters the ser -
vice of the Companies, either as Conductor
or Motorman , he shall secure a permit from
the proper officers of the Association . All

employes acting as Conductor or Motorman
or Freight Conductor, shall become members

of the Association within thirty ( 30 ) days

from entering the service of the Companies.
New men will not be allowed on any car for

the purpose of learning the road without a

permit card from the Association
Sec. 9 . That in assigning runs they shall

be assigned according to seniority of the ser
vice as heretofore . Early and late rung shall

conform as nearly as possible to a ten -hour
day. All regular runs shall be completed in
twelve consecutive hours , and no regular run
shall pay less than nine hours. Swing runs
or short time runs shall be operated as extra
runs.

Sec . 10 . That all crews shall be relieved a
sufficient time for meals without reduction of
time; this time to be as near thirty minutes
as practicable .

Sec . 11. That all members of the Associa
tion shall have the right to purchase uni
forms in the open market : style, color and
finish to be subject to the Companies' ap
proval.

Sec. 12 . That all notices, rules and orders
not appearing in the book of rules, or supple
ments thereto , shall be posted in our car
barns or other reporting officers as there may
be, and when possible , forty -eight (48) hours
before becoming effective, and remain posted
as long as they are in force.

Sec. 13. That in reporting for duty. all
Motormen and Conductors failing to report
in time to take his run will lose his run for
that day, the second offense inside of a month
will lose three ( 3 ) days, and the third time
late in thirty ( 30 ) days. discipline shall not
exceed thirty ( 30 ) days. Failure to report
on account of cars being of time will not
count in this rule , but should the run be
filled by an extra man , the employe failing
to report will lose his run for that day. Also
when a man is to be off for fifteen ( 15 ) days,
or an indefinite period, there shall be a sign
up until such man returns.

Sec. 14 . That all regular crews shall be
paid from the time they have been instructed
to report until relieved or until their car is
housed . Extra men shall not be paid for
regular morning and afternoon reports. All
other reports will be considered as being
marked for a run and shall pay no less than
one ( 1 ) hour for the same. It is understood ,
however, that morning and afternoon reports
mentioned above are intended to cover all
runs.

Sec. 15 . That the work for extra men shall

be according to seniority of serivce : provided ,

however, that an extra man will not be given

more than ten ( 10 ) hours in each twenty - four

(24 ) hours, when there are additional extra

men idle. Work -car to have a Motorman and
Conductor, and whenever such work - car is
out for fourteen ( 14 ) days or less , it shall
be operated by extra men .

Sec. 18 . That during the continuance of
this Agreement, the wage scale shall be as
follows: For men working on all Divisions,
21c per hour for the first six months, after

six (6 ) months' service, 22c per hour, and af
ter twelve (12 ) months' service, 230 per hour.

Sec. 17 . It is further understood and agreed
between the party of the first part and the
party of the second part that in consideration
of the foregoing. said employes will, to the
best of their ability conduct themselves as
become gentlemen ; be courteous to passen
gers and to the traveling public and work at

all times to the best interest of the Com
panies ; that they will keep a strict compliance
with all rules and regulations of said Com
panies, and cheerfully obey all orders from
officers of the same, when not in conflict with
the rules and scale of wages entered into in

this Agreement.
They further agree at all times, to pro

tect the property of the Companies from in
jury at their own hands or at the hands
of others when in their power to do so . That
in the handling of cars at all times to use
their best judgment and use every effort to

prevent injury to property and person of the
traveling public .
Sec. 18 . That this Agreement shall be bind

ing and in force from the 1st day of April.
1906 , to the 1st day of April 1907.
THE YOUNGSTOWN & SHARON ST. RY.

COMPANY,

By P . Montgomerv
Gen . Manager.

E . B . WHITWORTH ,
Witness :

SHARON & NEW CASTLE STREET RAIL
WAY CO..

By R . Montgomery,

Gen . Manager.
E . B WHITWORTH ,

Witness.

VALLEY STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
By R Montgomery .

Gen . Manager .

E . B . WHITWORTH ,
Witness :

SHARON & WHEATLAND STREET RAIL

WAY CO .,
By R . Montgomery.

Gen . Manager.
E . B WHITWORTH ,

Witness :

FATHER' S SIDE OF IT.
There is a topical song greatly in vogue at

present which is rather rough on the head of

the family . It goes something like this :

" Everybody works but father .
He sits around all day :

Feet in front of the fire,
Smoking his pipe of clay .

Mother takes in washing ,
So does Sister Ann ;

Everybody works 'round our house,
But my old man."

But " father ' has yet to tell his side of the
story. It will be found in the reports of the
various factory inspectors, and it shows that
father deserves pity instead of ridicule. His

side of it may be also told in doggerel.

Mother works in a sweatshop.
Jenny goes out to spin ;

Kit is " cash " in a department store,
Gee whiz , how the money comes in .

Jimmy picks slate in a breaker ,
John is a " blower's dog " :

Everybody works but father .

A " chink 's " got his job .

This would hardly run the gauntlet of a
literary critic , but it is a mighty powerful
showing why father does not work , and if
the exclusion bars are let down, more and
more white fathers will " sit around all day. "
and " chinks" get father ' s job . - Mine Worker.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA .

By W . D . Mahon.

(Continued from May.)

Chapter XV.

The Philadelphia strike took place on the

morning of December 17th and continued
until December 24th , 1895 . During that peri

od there were many attempts at settlement

by outside influences, and one that almost

proved disastrous to our cause. There were

many persons on the outside , some very in

fluential, that had interested themselves in

conferring with both sides trying to bring
about a settlement. Among the prominent

of these parties was the Rev. George D . Bak -
er, President of the Christian League of Phil

adelphia , and Mr. George Griffeth , a promi.

nent manufacturer of the city and also a

director for the Christian League. These two

gentlemen had visited our headquarters a
number of times and had also waited upon

the company, seeking to bring about an un -

derstanding between us, and on the evening

of the third day of the strike they appeared
at our headquarters with the text of an

agreement which they claimed they were

authorized to offer us by certain officials of

the company. After a discussion of the pro

positions with our committee and our posi

tion being expressed they returned to con .
sult with the other side and came to us

again , later in the night, with the basis of a

settlement, which they claimed had the ap

proval of the company. The propositions

were in writing and they stated that they

were authorized to sign on behalf of the

company and would guarantee the carrying

out of the contract.
Coming from two prominent men like this ,

knowing their standing in the community,

there was no question on the part of our

committee but what they had full authority

to act. The committee agreed to the propo

sitions and they were signed jointly upon

our part by the committee and upon the part

of the company by Messrs . Baker and Griff

eth . It was some time aboutmidnight when

this proposed agreement was reached , and
it was decided to immediately notify the men

at the different barns to resume work . The

committee was divided up and sent to the

different barns, covering the entire system ,

to instruct the men to return to work in the

morning. The writer took the Germantown

barn , some eight or ten miles out, and ar

rived there at about half past two or three

in the morning. I succeeded in getting the

men rallied and at about five in the morning

we reported at the Germantown barn and

informed the foreman that under the agree.

ment reached the night before themen were

ready to go to work .

He stated that there must be some mis

understanding , that he had been instructed

by the company that if the men returned to

work they could only do so as individuals

and that there was no agreement reached

between us. It is unnecessary to say that

this situation alarmed us, for every one was

excited . We returned the men to their hall,

and I hastened to the headquarters at Eighth

and Calihill streets, where I found the hall

filled with excited men clamoring to know

the reasons for their order to return to work

when the company would not recognize or

treat with them , and it took some time to

get this excited crowd cooled down. After an

explanation ofmatters it was decided to send
a committee to find Dr. Baker and Mr. Griff
eth and ask an explanation from them . In

as much as there were none of the other offi

cers present a committee of three was picked
from among the men and instructed to wait

upon the gentlemen for the explanation

sought. On their way to find these gentle
men they met with severalmembers of their

executive committee, and Organizer Weber,

whom had already held a conference with Dr.
Baker and were returning with his explana
tion. They stated that Dr. Baker felt the

situation very keenly. He claimed that he

and Mr. Griffieth had been authorized by
certain directors to make this settlement, and

later on , the settlement had been repudiated

by President Welsh of the company. Things

were in a chaotic state after this , and it took

the committee and officers the entire day

and night to again get their men rounded up

and in line. The writer, accompanied by dif

ferent members of the committee , went from
barn to barn explaining the situation to the

men and getting matters straightened out

again . We spent the entire afternoon and

until five o'clock the next morning in this
work .

Returning again to headquarters at five

o 'clock , where all of the committees had

been instructed to report upon the situation ,

we found that our members had again been

put in line and the situation , so far as the

organization was concerned, was safe. Dr.

Baker made a brief statement in the press

regarding the proposed settlement, and

stated that after the strike was over and

matters had calmed down he intended to

make a thorough exposure and name the

directors who had authorized him to pro

ceed. Whether such a statement was ever

made or not, the writer is unable to say, but

there was no blame to be attached to either

Dr. Baker or Mr. Griffieth . The committee

was satisfied that what they did was done in

the best of faith , and that they had been

tricked by the other side. On the other hand,

while it was a dear lesson , it taught us that

in the future any settlement that came to

us must come with the signatures of the of

ficials of the company instead of through a

commission of this kind.

The strike continued on until the morning

of the 24th of December, when a settlement

was reached. The final settlement was

brought about between General Manager

Betam of the company and the executive

committee, after several conferences. How

ever, during the entire strike a number of

influential citizens interceded from time to

time with the hopes of bringing about a set

tlement. Among those interceding was Mr.
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John Wanamaker, the merchant prince of

Philadelphia , and asmuch has been said con

cerning Mr. Wanamaker and his attitude in

connection with this strike, the writer feels
that a thorough explanation should be made

here, as an injustice has been done Mr.

Wanamaker from time to time by his politi-
cal and other opponents.

Now the only connection Mr. Wanamaker

had with the settlement of the strike was as
follows: Early in the strike Mr. Wanamak

er sent for the writer and the president of

the local union , Mr. Lutz. He asked of us

our demands and said if we would place a

copy of them in his hands he would take
them up with the company and see what he

could do towards bringing about a settle

ment. He stated very plainly to us at that

time that he did not own any amount of

stock in the company, and was not influen

tial from a financial standpoint, but that he

believed he could use his influence with cer

tain of the directors to bring about a peace.

ful settlement. So, in accordance with his

request, we returned to our headquarters

and consulted with our committee and with
friends of our organization . Among those

were Mr. George Chance , President of the

Printers' Union ; Mr. P . J . McGuire, then

Secretary of the Brotherhood of Carpenters
and Joiners, and other citizens who had
shown themselves friendly to our cause. We

drafted out our propositions, and, with the

full executive committee, again met Mr.
Wanamaker at his store. We discussed the
whole proposition with him and he took the

propositions that we gave him and sought a

settlement. He asked us to give him until
the next day for his reply , which we did , and

on that day he visited our headquarters and
informed us that he was unable to bring

about any settlement upon that basis, but

that anything he could do from time to time

he would be pleased to do .

The next time Mr. Wanamaker visited our

headquarters was just after the proposition

of a settlement had been brought back by
the executive committee, who had held a

conference with Mr. Betam , and had the

basis of a settlement outlined between them ,

subject to the ratification of the executive

committee, and later, the ratification of the

meeting of the men . Mr. Wanamaker was

in the room while the settlement conditions
were discussed, as was a number of other

citizens, and members of our committee. He

stated very plainly at that time that he

feared the basis outlined would not bring a

setlement, but that he hoped that it might.

However, it was the opinion of the majority

present that the oasis outlined between the

committee and the general manager should

be accepted , and the propositions were of.

fered to a meeting of themen . The committee

was instructed to return andmeetMr. Betam

and have the propositions signed , subject to

the ratification of the men at a meeting that

night, and a meeting of the men was called.

Mr. Wanamaker remained for some little

time after the committee had returned to
headquarters and talked with the different

ones who were there, and among them the

writer. He asked if there would be any ob

jection to his attending our meeting that
night. He was told by the committee and

officers present that there would not, and

that they would be pleased to have him visit
the meeting. In accordance with this under

standing, Mr. Wanamaker, as well as several
other persons who had shown their sympathy
towards the organization during its fight, at
tended the meeting. Mr. Wanamaker made

some remarks to the men present. He told

them that the matter of settlement was in

their own hands, that they should be careful

in considering it , and realize just what it
meant before acceptance, but at no time did

he urge the acceptance of the propositions,

or in no way had he any connection with the

securing of the propositions from the com

pany, for the propositions were secured by

the executive committee of the men of Phil .

a delphia themselves, carried by them to the

meeting and ratified by a general meeting

of all the men that could be gotten into ses.

sion . The ratification took place on the

evening of December 23rd , and on the morn

ing of the 24th allmen returned to work and
all lines were soon in operation as though
nothing had ever taken place to interfere

with them . The result was that the organi
zation was established and put in operation.

There were some fourteen to sixteen divis

ions, as each of the big barns was placed
into a division , and then a central commit .

tee was formed with two delegates from

each division to represent the organization

as a whole.
In the next chapter we will explain the re

sult of this work and the further history of

the Philadelphia organizations.

( To be Continued. )

ta Scab .

" Nothing but an extravagant fancy,"

thought Mrs. Graftmore, as she later re

tired for the night. She hoped that Edna

would forego such a wild project after she
had slept for the night.

On the following day Conroy was met at
the front door of the old farm house by

Edna in person . She invited him to a

chair as the door entered directly into the

front room . Conroy extended his hand as

he was about to be seated , but Edna adroit.

ly evaded the courtesy and occupied a chair

near the window . Her unassuming manner

rather disconcerted Conroy and by way of

renewing acquaintance he resorted to inso

lent flatuery by expressing that, were it pos

sible, she had grown more beautiful as she

had advanced in age .
" Why do you come here at this time?"

asked Edna , as she apparently ignored his
introductory remark .

“ To learn if I may be of further service
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With this understanding Conroy took his

leave.
Shortly after this interview Bill Tinker,

son of the man who now owned the Stro

bridge farm , was driving Edna and little

Edith to the nearest railroad station , where

she took the train for Milport.

(To Be Continued. )

Everybody has the same chance in this

country ! Yes, I know the poor boy or girl

reared in the slums has just as good a

chance to get an education , learn good man

ners, become as intelligent as the child of

the rich ! I don 't think ! But if you do,

send your child to the slums, for it will be

just as well with it. - Appeal to Reason ,

NOT IN THE COMBINE

to you," he replied as he shifted uneasily

at her unexpected formality. He had hoped

for the old -time selfishly inquiring , depen .

dent nature. " You do not understand that

I would assist Dan Strobridge to employ

ment without regarding it a special favor

to you ? ” he asked.
" I could not be ungrateful for favors

shown to my husband, I assure you , but I

must first know that favor has been grant

ed , " replied Edna . " What interest have you

in the Graftmore Traction Company ?”

“ No financial interest,” he replied , “but I

am associated with and an intimate friend

of David Hufr , a special employer for the

company."

" I thought that perhaps you might be

part owner,” suggested Edna ; " and in that

event, as traction interests are extremely

profitable , you would see your way clear to

grant me a most appreciable favor by pay.

ing those three notes held by my father-in

law ' s estate . Such a course upon your part

would be a favor, indeed. I had hoped that

you had been successful in business, or that

your mother may have advanced you

money for an investment."

" I regret that such is not my situation ,”

said Conroy ; “ but I can assure you that

were it so I should not disappoint you . My

efforts in a business way have been rather

unsuccessful. My mother has but a few

thousand in property , and assists me only

sparingly from what is left of the rentals

after the living expenses of herseif and my

two sisters have absorbed the most of it ,

and, to be plain , I get but little , and as my

sisters grow older I get less , so I find my

self , now , obliged to shift more or less for

number one."

" How , then , did you expect to be of ser

vice to me?" asked Edna.

" Possibly, by intercession with my

friends, but I should desire to know that it

would be appreciated ,” he inquiringly re

plied.

“May I meet you in Graftmore tomor.
row ?" she asked .

" At the Chadwick . But may I rely upon

your presence ?" was the reply.

" I shall be there in the evening, and shall

be pleased to meet you . My appreciation

shall be measured by your favors,” replied

Edna.

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Pamily use

Phone E. 1047. 24 Mitchell Ave.

WATCH REPAIRING AND RAILROAD WATCHES A SPECIALTY

R . W . KERNS

RAILROAD WATCHES & DIAMONDS

324 West COLVIN STREET
REPRESENTED BY

J. H . NOBES

IN TROT. ALBANT, AND SCHENECTADT SYRACUSE , N . Y .
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CONDUCTORS Read this

Wehave for sale on McArthur place,

near Vinewood ,twoblocks from Warren,

two beautiful new cottages, six rooms,

bath , gas, etc . $ 1675 .

near Paneecore,theblocks from Wales BREWING CO.

Also

Two nice little homes on Reed Place.

$ 1750 and $ 2000 .

BREWERS AND

BOTTLERS OF

Also

and High GradeBeers
On Wilbur, between Holden and

Baltimore, seven room new house, four

rooms down, three up, nice cellar. For

$ 1900.

Come and see us. Wewill give you

satisfaction.
908-940 BEAUFAIT AVE .

DETROIT , - MICH .

Tel. 987 East.
J. W . DePuy & Co.

1210 Chamber of Commerce . DETROIT, MICH .

The

Packard Shoe for Men

$ 3.50, $ 4 and $ 5

(Union Made)

D
O
O
R

M
A
L
A
C
K

C

2012

Every Pair

Made to Wear

Always

Up- to - Date

a
c
e
r
c
a

All sizes and widths in

twenty - six styles carried in

stock . Every pair fits. Every

pair yields satisfactory ser

vice. Every pair is full value.

If you can 't find a PACKARD

Agency in your locality,write

the factory, and we'll send

you a pair direct postpaid

upon receipt ofmoney order

covering price.

M . A . Packard

Company

583 Warren Ave.

Brockton ,

Mass.
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.

. . . .08

1.50

2
2

Oficial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,
per 100 . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each .. . .

Traveling cards, each . .

Division financial book , 100 pages .. . . .

Division financial book , 200 pages .. . . . 2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages . . . . . 4.26

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro ,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .05

Financial secretary' s order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . .

4 . 00

i
t
a
n

. . .

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND, • OHIO .

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

mte , wah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

Got soals, por 100 . . . . . . .wu, por 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00

All orders must be accompanied with ex.

pre88, postofice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

CID
LIDIC A The Cause of Rheumatism , Asthma,

Partial Paralysis, Rickets, Neuralgia ,

Failing Eyesight, Weak Kidneys,

Rheumatic Gout, Eczema, Salt Rheum , Swollen Limbs, Many Forms of

Stomach Trouble , and that tired feeling complained of by so many, easily

and Cheaply Removed from the System by Hyatt' s Uric Acid Eliminators.

(Formerly known as S . E . C . Rings.) By removing the cause ( eliminating

the poisonous uric acid ) the trouble disappears. Price $ 2.00 each . Every

Eliminator sold on a guarantee to eliminate. Beware of imitations. Call or

write,

H . S . HYATT , Suite 107, Buhl Block, 33 and 35 West Congress St., Detroit,Mich .
(Formerly Swiss American Ring Co.)

Onnoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'SBEER
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Schroeder Paint

& Glass Co.

CENTRAL

PAINT

- Sand

PAINTS,

OILS,

COLORS,

VARNISHES

GLASS

COMPANY -
-

-

POLISHED PLATE AND

WINDOW GLASS

DISTRIBUTORS

ACME QUALITY PAINT
DISTRIBUTORS OF

The Heath & Milligan

PRODUCTS FOR EASTERN MICH .

JOBBERS AND DEALERS

IN ALL KINDS OF
Phone Main 5365.

39 and 41 Congress St. E .

44 and 46 Cadillac Sq . GLASS. BRUSHES, Etc.

A Real Trustee

Young Men

and Women

Are Wanted Now

S TRUSTEE under trust

Imortgages, theUnion Trust

Company acts for the mutual

benefit of the borrower and the

lender. The interests of both are

safeguarded. The duties imposed

on the trustee are faithfully car

ried out; and before accepting a

trusteeship this company satis

fies itself as to the good faith and

probable execution of the cove

nants contained in themortgage.

Thus the term “ Trustee" ismade

to stand for what the word

means.

More than ever before for business

positions at good salaries. We offer

excellent opportunities for these places

we are called upon to fill by the score

every week . Our doors never close ;

our work never ceases, but we provide

a special chance for seniors and high

school grads, during June, July and

August, to qualify by a short course

of special training to make money .

Call and see us about it .

Union Trust Company

Detroit Business University

11- 12 Wilcox St., City

W . F Jewel, Pres. R . J Bennett, Prin .

Capital - - -

Surpius and Profits

-

-

$500,000

- $400,000
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D.U.Employees,Woodward Ave.Subdivision
We have placed on the market a subdivision of 100 lots , fifty foot frontage

each . Especially for cottages and medium priced houses. The lots will have

Sewers, CementWalks, Gas and Water free to lot buyers and this subdivision has

been especially put on themarket to meet the demands we had last year from

conductors and motormen and employees of the Detroit United R . R . and has

been named

COTTAGE GROVE AVENUE

Now for the STARTLING ANNOUNCEMENT of the prices. Just think
this over ,

In the first block off Woodward $ 10 . 00 per foot ; second block $ 9 .00 per foot,

and in the third block , between Brush and Oakland, $ 7.00 and $ 8 .00 per foot,

with all improvements. This subdivision is on the east side of Woodward Ave.,

between Currystone and Gerald Avenues.

Sale startsMonday , April 23rd and continues until every lot is sold . $ 10 .00

or more down ; $ 5 .00 per month , 5 per cent interest. Wehave the exclusive sale

of this subdivision from the owners, Curry & Co . Don't delay. Just think

of it, lots in North Woodward Avenue district at from $ 7 .00 to $ 10.00 per foot.

Come quick or you will be too late.

ROTHWELL & CO .

SUBDIVIDERS AND GENERAL REAL ESTATE .

501- 2 Chamber of Commerce . Phone M . 799, Subdivision Phone North .

e stra ree Concerts

OPENS IN MAY

Finzel's Full Orchestra. Free Concerts Daily.

Wolff' s Park and Cafe
(Formerly Beller ' s Garden)

1472- 1474-1476 -1478 -1480- 1482-1484 JEFFERSON AVE. Half Block from Belle Isle Bridge.

Detroit's Largest Amusement Park
WOLFF & SON , Proprietors

Agents Wanted in the United States
Rugs For

Cozy Homes

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

Tho most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller . Retails at

$ 2.00. Liberal commissions to agents. Write for

descriptivo pamphlet, testimonials , Torms, etc .Wehavehundredsofcustomers who never

think of going elsewhere but to Berrys',

knowing that the satifaction to be had bere

is greater , and that prices are always low

er than elsewhere. We invite your in

spection .

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

Berry ' s 169 Mich.Au. JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor
BROOKLYN , N . Y.
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Coming of spring will find me

Having a complete line of
UNIFORMS

GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

A11 Builders' Hardware, Tools,

Sporting Goods, Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

* We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

Sever your figure for we carry all ?

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

ash Machines, Garden Tools,

ens a een DoorsNails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty,

A 11 sizes of Poultry Netting,

House Furnishings, Etc.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $12.50 Motorman's $13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM
Medium Weight $10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered.

CLAYTON centre

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

1222 Gratiot Avenue,

DETROIT , MICH .

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisber

Telephone East 1710 .

HROUGH ORC Bastian Bros.
• MAY

ROCHESTER , N . Y .

N
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N

Mr. Secretary: UNION

DIVISION 282
EMBLEM and MONTHLY

0* 8. & E.R .E.

in metaland Celluloid, for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc . METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made .

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By-lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacturo mort

d tbe goods sold in our large store, and thus uaro

be consumer the middleman 's profit.

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE , CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

| 414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue , DETROIT, MICU.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit . We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms — Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

NITED GEE CARMENT // James H . Hirsch & Co.
ITEPRALEX

ES CAR
ORO

APRIL 12 "

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

AMERIC

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

R 1891

BOARD
212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO, · ILLS.
REGISTERED

Xe
nu

Wh
it
e

JCENSE
S

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

Wo ONLY mak , a differonco of 10 por cont for goods sold
on timo to rollablo partios ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1887

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE
MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE .

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always pracntable.

Adopted as a part of the uniforma by many Street Railway

Companies Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MEG . CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS

STATE SAYINGS BAN

Geo. H . Russel,
President

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Vict-President

R . S .Mason ,
Vice-President

Austin . E . Wing,

Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Cashier

R . E . Mason ,
Asst. Cashier

Frank W . Blair.
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M , Campbell
C . L . Freer

Haley Fiske

R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

H . B . Led yard

W . C . McMillan

R . S . Mason

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Geo . H . Russel

Honry Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS - - -

$ 1 ,000,000. 00

900,000 .00

15 ,000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

MOR

Uniform Clothing

Wealso carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA .

TRANK BREDERICK & C .

Write us for Samples and Self Measura

ment guide .

13 .KING ST.WEST FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
The LALOLST TAILORNO

HOUSE IN CANADAMOLORINO
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RECORD FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1906 .

Paid in Death and Disability Benefits, $6 ,400 .

Increase in Wage per year to 23,400 Members, $800,000.

Written Agreements to 63 Locals have been secured .

Written Agreements existed to 114 locals July 1, 1906 .

Seventeen Locals added to the Association .

Beneficial Legislation has been secured .

Service day shortened to provide employment for 1,200 men.

Membership increased 4 ,000.

July 1st, no strikes exist.

JULY 1906



PHOENIX PREFERRED

Aceidenicnsurance

2Gompany )

OFDETROIT,MICHIGAN.

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice - President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

- - - - -

The

Taylor -Woolfenden

Company

HEADQUARTERS FOR

SUMMER GOODS

Dress Fabrics for

Confirmation and

Graduating Gowns.

Ready to Wear

Goods. Furnish

ings of All Kinds at

Popular Prices

| I GUARANTEE absolute permanent cure of all facial

defects and blemishes such as deformed nose no mat.

ter how caused ; adherent and unsightly scars, birth.

marks, tatoo and powder marks, moles, warts, liver

spots, " red veins," wrinkles and all eruptions of the

skin . Superfluous hair, so it never returns; eyebrows

and forehead perfectly shaped . My method is pain

less and leaves no marks or scars. Disease of the hair

cured by an absolute new , originaland certain method .

Consultation free. Don 't trust anybody but an experi

enced medical expert with important treatment of

your face.

WOODWARD AVENUE AND STATE ST.
L . P .ANDERSON.M . D .Detroit

213 Woodward Avenue. Sulte, 63 Valpey
Building.
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BEST DENTISTS CO .,

54 Grand River Ave., Detroit.

INCORPORATED.

A Single Fact is Worth a Cart

Load of Arguments.

OUR TWENTY YEARS' GUARANTEE

IS BONA FIDE.

We show facts - records ofmore than 18,000 patients for whom we did dental

work during the year 1905. Ask your neighbor, or anyone. Our aim and motto

is not to have even one dissatisfied patient. What better recommendation could

we have ? Truly painless extracting. Our Pt. Suction Plate is the best made.

Our fillings stay. Our prices are nearly one-half less others' charge. Welive up

to every word of our advertisements . Full set of teeth, $ 4 to $ 8 , no more no less,

Solid 22 -k gold crown and bridge work , $ 2 . 50 , $ 3. 50. Cement, silver, gold alloy

and gold fillings, 250, 500, $ 1. Could you ask more at

BEST DENTISTS CO.

54 Grand River Ave., Detroit

Ten per cent discount to all stockholders . Five per cent dividend semi-an

nually ; stock company of better than 300 interested people. Can 't fail or move

away. They must do good work , as it is guaranteed for 20 years, and there

would be no profit in having to do it over.
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT , MICH .

-CAPITAL , -

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000 .00

1,000 ,000 .00-

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary .

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

Guaranteed

Full

Speed

* Guaranteed

Talking

Parrots

$ 3 .98

When you are behind

time you do everything

to make it up.

When your wife is be

hind time, won't you

help her to catch up

with a

GAS RANGE ?Written guarantee with every bird .

Can be shipped with safety anywhere.

Send for Special Offer on Birds

and Cages ; and beautiful Illustrated

Catalogue.
Mention this paper.

It' s theway to cook the

year around and you

willadd to thehappiness

in your home.

Edwards Bird Store
Detroite words are

Detroit City Gas Co.

230 Woodward Ave.

PhoneMain 5144129 Michigan Ave .

DETROIT - - - MICH . 1
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Boulevard Sanitarium Bath House

Telephone West 294

251 Twenty-Fifth St.
(TAKE SHERMAN CAR WEST)

Russian

Sulphur

Salt-Glow

Baths

Massage Expert Attendent

DR . E . B . SMITH , The Only Porcelain Tubs for Mineral

Baths in DetroitSURGEON

The People's Savings Bank
DETROIT , - MICHIGAN

ESTABLISHED 1871

MAIN OFFICE

SOUTHWEST CORNER CRISWOLD AND FORT STREET

BRANCHES

CORNER GRATIOT AVE. AND RIOPELLE ST.

CORNER RUSSELL ST. AND LYMAN PLACE.

CORNER MICHIGAN AND JUNCTION AVES.

Capital, $500,000. Surplus and Proflts, $350,000 Deposits, $11,000,000
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The

Packard Shoe for Men
(Union Made)

$ 3 .50, $ 4 and A $ 5

D

E

R

M

A

A

C

C

O

3

CURTEA

SA

Every Pair

Made to Wear

Always

Up- to - Date

All sizes and widths in

twenty -six styles carried in

stock . Every pair fits. Every

pair yields satisfactory ser

vice. Every pair is full value.

If you can ' t find a PACKARD

Agency in your locality, write

the factory, and we' ll send

you a pair direct postpaid

upon receipt ofmoney order

covering price.

M . A . Packard

Company

583 Warren Ave.

Brockton ,

Mass .

Do You Need Money ?
Wm. T. SimpsonD

E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

.

CALL AND SEE US.

We Advance Money

for Salaries

W
M
T

.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

Manufacturer of

Foster' s Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS

112 AND 114 BATUS STREET

DETROIT, MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanka for making applications

forgovernmentorders for Limba

and Transportation or Comma.

tation therefor, sent free on

application .

To male or female employees, who have

no security to offer but their honesty and

integrity of character, on a fair com

mercial basis.

Easy weekly or monthly payments.

Strictly confidential.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES
CENTURY SECURITY CO.

ROOM 302

Wayne County Savings Bank Bldg.

Phone M . 3366 .

Our Label is No. 38.

GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chloago.
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INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT W . D . MAHON

Who has directed the forces of the Amalgamated Association to the end

that $800 ,000 per year increase in wage came to 23,400

members of the organization within the

first six months of 1906 .

LET SOMETHING GOOD BE SAID .

When over the fair fame of friend or foe

The shadow of disgrace shall fall; instead

of words of blame, or proof of thus and so ,

Let something good be said .

No generous heart may vainly turn aside

In ways of sympathy ; no soul so dead

Butmay awaken strong and glorified ,

If something good be said .

Forget not that no fellow being yet

May fall so low but love may lift his head,

Even the cheek of shame with tears is wet,

If something good be said .

And so I charge ye, by the thorny crown,

And by the cross on which the Savior bled ,

And by your own soul' s hope of fair renown,

Let something good be said !

- James Whitcomb Riley in The Reader.
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BENEFITS OF ORGANIZATION . 75 . Death benefits are paid only on those

whose death occurs after membership of
Expounders expound. exploiters exploit : one year.

and theorists theorize upon the advantages
Now , there is much food for thought in

of co -operation , or organization , but facts
this fact No. 1 . In the first place, an asso

are what convince. The organization of ciation that is provisioned to pay but $ 100

individuals into an association having a
death and disability benefit shows an en

common purpose is the effecting of co -op couraging strength in being wholly reliable ,

eration . None will enter into co -operation
when , without a financial jar or ripple, it

with others to attain a purpose without an
pays out cash in death and disability bene

individual interest in the purpose sought.
ills at the average rate of $ 1 ,066 2 - 3 per

Organization is simply systematic co -opera
month . The fact shows that to be a mem

tion . Thus, each organization, in its kind,
ber of this association one is to enjoy a

is the co-operation of those whose individ
death and disability assurance of $ 100 as

ual interests are to be served by attaining
long as he maintains his membership . A

the object of a co-operative effort. So we member may continue his membership

see many kinds of organizations'; organiza
whether he continues in the occupation or

tions representing almost every interest
not.

common to numbers of individuals. Trusts , Another feature of fact No. 1 is that an

companies and corporations, are co -opera
association having an average death rate

tive organizations in which there is an in of 1212 per month , or 150 yer year, em

terest, or purpose , common to the individ
braces a membership of no small num

uals composing them . Bankers ', mer bers. The members of this association

chants', lawyers', doctors', manufacturers' are, physically , a select body of men . Upon

associations, etc ., are all co -operative or most roads, medical examinations are ex

ganizations , the purpose of which , each in acted by companies, and the tendency is

itself, is to attain a common advantage to to employ healthy young men . Then the

the respective individual member. deduction of the reader must be that by be

Organization must exist in every co -op
ing a member of this association is to be

erative effort, or there can be no well di
associated with a numerically strong or

rected system of attainment.
ganization during life , and that he need

However, the individual must be con have no fear of poverty burial at death .

vinced that his individual interest will be Increased Wage.
better served by co -operation with others Fact No. 2 . - $ 800 ,000 increase in wages.
of a like interest, or he will not willingly During the period betwen the 1st of

join the organization representing the in Januaury, 1906 , and the 30th day of June,
terest of which his is common . Theory is

1906 , this association has secured to di
convincing to some, but facts should con visions embracing 23,400 members, over
vince all. Facts are the practical evidence $ 80,000 per year net increase in wage. This
of success or failure.

is one of the results of the co -operative

Amalgamated Association Facts. effort. No one man , no one lone division

Now , the Amalgamated Association of association, no handful of local or general

Street and Electric Railway Employes has officers ever accomplished this . They may

a few facts that are convincing. The facts have directed the force according to stud

that are given here, cover but the first half ied methods, but the force that accom

of the year 1906 . These facts are here
plished this gigantic wage advantage is the

given as a kind of historical recapitula combined masterful organization .

tion , or size up of the first half -year' s work .
President W . D . Mahon , or any one of

It contains a very appreciative report for
his associate officers, might enter Grand

our membership , and the membership of Rapids, Mich . ; Cincinnati, O ., or Birmng.

the general labor movement. Also , there ham , Ala., and say to the traction officials,

are hundreds of our craft, yet unorganized , " put into effect for your employes the De

who are warm friends of this organization , troit wage scale." The manager would say,

and who delight in , appreciate and enjoy
"my men are not a part of the co-operative

its every progress . force you represent, thus you can 't apply

Fact No. 1. - Paid from the Death and it here. We'll not do it.” It would be a

Disability Fund. $ 6 ,400. short, decisive conference in which Presi
The death and disability payments are dent Mahon would represent the wish of

divided as follows : every employe, but the wish would not be

58 death claims. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . $5 ,800 backed by systematic organization , and he

6 disability claims. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 would be obliged to admit the weakness of

his position .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . $6 ,400 Now , let us understand that this $800,000

Of the 58 deaths, it may be interesting was secured to men who, for the most part,

to know that nine were accidental and two were enjoying the highest wage paid be

of our brothers were murdered. Eight of fore the increase. For instance, the mem

the nine fatal accidents were sustained in bers of Division No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa ., were

the service . receiving more than 10 per cent higher

There were 17 deaths reported from wage than was paid in the unorganized city

among members less than one year in the of Philadelphia . Yet Division No. 85 se

Association . The total loss of member- cured an increase of more than $80,000 .

ship by death , during the six months, was Division 26 , Detroit, were receiving more
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than 20 per cent higher wage than is paid The two strikes were those of Winnipeg

in the unorganized city of Grand Rapids, and Allentown. Both were technically pre

yet they secured an advance of $55 ,000 percipitated by the discharge of organization of
year. Division No. 194, New Orleans, La., ficials . There was associated with this griev

on the 31st of December, 1905 , were re ance at Winnipeg , Man ., the dfficulty of

ving ov per cent nigner wage than was agreement upon the wage scale . In both er.
being paid in unorganized Birmingham , forts the men were reinstated and an in
Ala . No. 194 received an increase of $60 , crease of wage secured . This means that

000 per year. So the comparison goes the rights of labor to organize is established ,

throughout the entire organization . So, The people will not tolerate the denial of

we see that, even with the checking influ - one a right that another enjoys. Again ,

ence of the low wage standard of the un - the fact that but two short strikes have oc

organized, the organization is yet pushing curred in six months bears an appreciative

upward the wage of the membership . Neith significance. There is much truth in the

er is this all. Again , often agitation on saying that “ to maintain peace prepare for

the part of the organization 's officals and war. " The organization , while not invit

organizers prompts an increase in wage ing strikes, is prepared to financially care

for the unorganized . For instance, the ef for its membership while on strike. It has

fort of G . E . B . Member Ben Commons in a strong defense fund. It is prepared for

Birmingham , Ala., resulted in the company war. Employers generally have better sense

granting a " voluntary ” raise of 1 cent per than to go up against an expensive strike .

hour, to head off the movement. Thus, It don 't pay. So , the day of strikes with

the organization was directly the cause the Amalgamated Association, is passing

of the increase. St. Paul, Minneapolis and away. This is due, not a little, to the pre

two or three other places are like illustra paredness for them , to the strength of the
tions. organization by virtue of its numbers, its

Agreements. A . F . of L . affiliation , and by virtue of its

Fact No. 3 .– 63 divisions secured written defense fund.
agreements with employing companies dur Organization .
ing the first half of the year. 114 divisions

of this association , on the first day of this
Fact No. 6 . - A gain of 17 active local di

month , were working under written agree visions.

ments .
During the six months ending June 30th ,

Now , this fact means that by affiliation there have been 11 charters issued to new
with this association , there is a favorable local divisions. Two of these were unsuc

possibility to get together with the offi- cessful. Nine is the net gain from newly

cial f employing companies, and by mu- chartered locals, with an aggregate mem

tual agreement, fix conditions of employ. bership of 1,200 . Nine locals formerly char

ment. Without organizaton the employe tered and inactive January 1st, have been
accepts of all conditions fixed by the em reorganized with an aggregate membership

ployer. The special advantage of the writ of 990. One small local with less than 40
ten agreement is mutual, in the fact that it members, in good standing January 1st, has

brings the parties into conciliatory rela- since disbanded . Some of the members,
tions and the interests of both are better however, are paying dues direct, and are yet

conserved . However, several divisions and members of the association ,
employing companies have verbal agree Net gain in membership by organization

ments by which grievances are conciliated. and reorganization of locals, actual num

In such cases, though , the relations usually bers, 2 ,162.
exist upon official assurances, and often , The above statement does not include the
when the company changes operative offi reorganization of the membership of former
cials, assurances are modified and conten Division No. 102 as a part of Wheeling, W .
tions arise that a written agreement would Va ., Division No. 103. Other locals have

avert.
increased in membership by extension of

Now , these agreements, written or verbal, service , and the organization of adjacent

are evidence of the prestige of this asso systems. The material immediate loss in

ciation .
membership comes through the misfortune

Organization Opens Opportunities. to Division No. 205 , of San Francisco . When

Fact No. 4 . - 1 ,200 men have been given the service is settled from reconstruction ,

employment.
Division No. 205 may expect to be more than

This association has shortened the work 500 members short. Presuming this esti

day to the membership by the adoption of mate -to be correct, the approximate net in .

the two-turn system in some instances crease in membership during the six months

where it had not before existed. Also , is 4 ,000 .

where the work day was from 11 to 13 Legislation .

hours and more, a practical 10-hour day Fact No. 7. - Heated vestibules, center

was secured . This correspondingly in aisles for summer cars , etc .
creased the number of employes necessary

to the service .
Direct advantages have been gained by

the vestibule heating law of the state of
Strikes. Ohio , the New York liability law and the

Fact No. 5 . - During the six months railway laws of Ontario . In all labor legis .

there have been but two strikes, both of lation , the association has been co -operative

which were settled favorable to the associa with the general labor movement. It has
contributed financially and by official repretion .
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sentation . There are no laws enacted in
the interest of the wage earners, only those

that are promoted by organized labor. There

is no such thing as a labor law secured

through the agency of non -unionism .

There are a multitude of argumentative

facts included in the six months' history

of the Amalgamated Association which

want of space excludes. But there is a

warm invitation to the unitiated of our

craft , in the facts here recorded , and bear

in mind this covers but the brief period of
the first half of the year.

Now , each member of the organization has

been a contributor to the accomplishment of

these facts. There is another fact, how

ever, that may well receive attention . The

organization is stronger today than ever

before. As it increases in members the

more marvelous will be its accomplished

facts.

There are several thousand street and

electric railway employes throughout the

country whose individual interests would be

promoted by co -operation with their fellow

craftsmen . Such co -operation can be ef

fected only by joining the Amalgamated As

sociation . The facts here given seem a fair

justification for organization .

CHILD LABOR AND THE CLOSED SHOP.

Address delivered by Chairman c . 0 . Pratt,

'at a banquet held in his honor, at Fed.
eration Hall , Salt Lake City, Utah ,

June 23d , 1906 .

the trades union movement, organized

labor, though imperfect it may be, has done

more to protect the home from organized
greed and avarice, to gain and maintain the

rights of the honest working man , to abolish

child labor and secure sanitary laws and
compulsory education laws, to secure equal

rights for womankind, than all other agen

cies combined. Strongly arrayed against us

in the past have been the giant corporations

of wealth , whose influence has been effective
in municipal and governmental administra

tion , corrupting judges and bribing jurors ,

as well as lobbying and securing National

and State legislation against us, even using

the military forces, State and National, in

trying to crush the movement. The

churches and the press have been influenced

against us, but, be it said to their credit ,

there is now an occasional exception to the

rule. We sometimes find a newspaper that
has the courage to come out and defend us

so far as they believe we are in the right.

Too much recognition cannot be given to a

newspaper of this kind , for we must admit

that it is a great molder of public opinion ,

and, if it be honestly conducted , it carries

the voice of the people into the homes that
otherwise would never hear the cry of the

oppressed. We are not afraid of publicity,
neither do we object to honest criticism , for

it is beneficial; but we do object to misrepre

sentation , and demand a just presentation

of our side of the case.

The trades union movement is altogether
too great a subject to make any effort to

cover it in its entirety , tonight, for I would

be trespassing upon the time alloted for

other things ; so I will endeavor to confine

my talk to two subjects : child labor, and the

“ closed shop,” so called . I wish to espe.
cially interest the women present, and I
know of nothing that will appeal to the

mother's heart more than the distress, suf

fering and hardship of innocent babes.
First, I might quote the following state

ment taken from one of your daily papers a

day or two ago. It said : “ There are more

children under 15 years of age working in
the mills of free America than in Germany,

England -and Italy combined, said Secretary

A . J . McKelway, of the National Child Labor

Committee, in an address in Philadelphia

recently . There are more children under 16

in the mills of Pennsylvania than there are

in all the southern states put together. It is
estimated that 80,000 children are working
in the cotton mills in the south employed on

12 hour shifts . In the industrial states ,

there are over 1 ,700 ,000 children under 16

years of age at work . In the south , six times

as many children are working now as there

were twenty years ago. "

Three or four years ago I visited one of

the largest cotton mills of the south , near

Birmingham , Alabama. There I saw hun.

dreds of little children , from 7 or 8 years

old , and up, working at the machinery and

looms of that great plant. Their attention

was not taken from their work for an in

stant. Their fingers flew deftly over the
looms and about the machinery. Some of

My Friends, and Friends of our Cause :
I feel highly honored , indeed , and appre

ciate the spirit that is manifested by this

gathering, here , this evening. I would that

mine were the ability to intelligently and
interestingly express the high hope and the

great power for good that can come as a

result of occasions like this. But sincerity
must take the place of oratory , and the bril-

liancy of your own souls will contribute the

finishing touches that will make the picture

more beautiful.
This banquet and festival of good cheer

means something. Two years ago if you had

been told that a celebration of this kind

were to take place in Salt Lake City , and

that an " eastern agitator" who was a " paid

man " (and I use that expression advisedly )

was to be a participant, you would have

scorned the thought, believing such a thing

to be impossible. Wonders never cease , and

it is quite often the unexpected that hap
pens. So , tonight, while we have gathered

here for social advantages. I believe it not

inopportune to claim your attention for a

brief period , by discussing some of thé es
sential factors necessary to the permanency

and advancement of an institution , or an

organization , that has opened up the way for

the enlightenment and material improve.

ment of that portion of the great human

family who have so patiently borne with the

unequal conditions which have been forced

upon them .
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CHAIRMAN C . O . PRATT , G . E . B .

them had been maimed for life ; a finger

gone or an eye gouged out. They were bare

legged and bare armed and poorly clad , with
bright eyes but pinched faces, standing there

for 12 hours a day, and receiving a pittance

of from 10 to 20 cents a day, deprived of an
education , growing up into consumptive

young men and women , if, indeed , they live
to reach that age, then to be thrown out into

the world to try and eke out a further exist
ence, for other children take their places in

the mills. As I passed down one of the
aisles on the upper floor of that great plant,
I met a big fine looking, well groomed man ,

walking back and forth , watching those in
fants toil. In response to a question , I was
told that he was the manager of the plant

and that on Sundays he taught a class of

those little babes, told them , I suppose , of
the beauties of the hereafter if they were

faithful here and performed all of the duties
that a heartless , soulless corporation ex

acted of them . What mockery ! Six days in

the week committing wholesale murder by
slow degrees. Does it not seem strange that

an intelligent, supposedly Christian nation

would permit such conditions to exist ? Do
you wonder that our jails, penitentiaries,
and insane asylums are overcrowded ? If

the real criminals were the ones who are

punished it would not seem quite so bad .

Now , a word about the " closed" shop and
sympathetic strike. We do not claim any

such thing as a closed or open shop , but we

contend for a union shop. We believe that
it is only just and right when a man receives

the benefits secured by the union , that he

should share in the responsibilities, that he

ought to be a part of it, and use his influ

ence to have its affairs properly adminis

tered and its contracts lived up to .

Do you think the employers' objection to

the union shop is on account of his desire
to " protect the individual employe in his

rights as an American citizen ” ? That is
false on the face of it . If employers were
so conscientious in protecting employees in

their rights, why do they not protect the
union man in his rights to belong to the

union ? On the other hand, they form a

strong organization known as the Employ.
ers' Association for the sole purpose of fight
ing the union. They close their doors to
the union and maintain a sympathetic lock

is an illustration the Ox Breeches

Mfg. Co., of Louisville, Ky., joined the Em

ployers' Association . They had built up a
good business by the use of the Garment
Workers' union label, had always main

tained union conditions in their factory and
had grown rich at that, so the union had not
robbed them . Last April one year ago , fol.
lowing the convention of the Employers '

Association held at the Gault house, the Ox
Breeches people posted a notice , on the

evening of the 7th of April, that their em -
ployees must return to work on the follow -
ing morning as individuals , and at a reduc-

tion of 10 per cent in wages , and an increase

in the hours of labor from 9 to 10 hours a
day , or 60 hours per week instead of 54.

There were nearly 200 employes and the

highest salary paid women before this re

duction of wages was from $ 5 to $ 7 per

week . Of course they refused to return to

work under these conditions and they were

locked out. When they applied to other con

cerns for work they were told that they

could not give them employment unless they

brought a letter from the Ox Breeches peo

ple , so they were not only locked out but
blacklisted and forced to walk the streets

and starve or go back to the Ox Breeches

concern at the terms stipulated by the com

pany.

So we contend that the companies employ
a far more dangerous and degrading system

than that of which they try to accuse us.
Where the union shop and sympathetic

strike are used it is to better the wages and

shorten the hours of labor and elevate man

hood and womanhood . But the closed door

and sympathetic lockout used by the em

ployer is to reduce the wages, lengthen the

hours of labor and to degrade manhood and

womanhood. Their open shop, so called ,

means absolutely a non -union shop. . The
term " open shop " is a misnomer, and in

tended to deceive the general public .

I wish to express my sincere thanks to

these eminent gentlemen present, and as

sure them of our appreciation of the interest

they have taken in our behalf, and in the

cause of humanity. I am sure that their
influence for good will be felt in this com

munity, and their wise counsel will vastly

benefit us. Organized labor is a potent

factor that must be reckoned with in the

future . Through wise leadership and con

servative action we will continue to march
on and on to that goal of a higher, a grander

civilization .
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Motorman and Conductor

The membership of the Ottawa, Ont., Di.
vision, have received a substantial increase
in wage. The Local was reorganized by
Board Members Sinclair but a few weeks
since.
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Sunday car service was started in Winni

peg July 8 . The contention between Div .

No. 99 and the company as to Sunday wages

was compromised upon an 8 -hour day and

time and one-half for overtime.
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Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
clation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month
ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

The union electric railway or street car

man who does business in a uniform that
bears no union label, brands himself as a
man who asks his own employer to employ
him as a union man , and then uses the
money to employ scab labor to make his
own clothes.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,
Editor, Detroit , Mich .
Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

A most useful educational work upon la
bor and organization is the compiled letters
of the Rev. Charles Stelzle. The book
abounds in terse lucid arguments , making
it a most convenient and valuable reference
work for trades union officials and members.
It will be placed upon the market, or may

be procured by addressing 150 La Salle St.,

Chicago, Ill.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 cents

single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents
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Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter.

The work of organizers in Southern Ohio

has had the effect of forcing increases in
wages upon a few unorganized lines. AC

tivity in organizing work has also sent the
wages up on unorganized lines in Massa
chusetts . This shows that the meek sub

mission of non-unionism is fast making room
for the spirit of progressive unionism .
Where there is a " voluntary ” increase the
spirit of disrest is sure to be found.

WORD

The Cleveland traction situation is be
coming most seriously interesting. Mayor

Johnson seems to have a foretop hold , and
is working it not wholly to the interest of
the Cleveland Electric . The Municipal Trac
tion Company has already secured import

ant franchises, and is rapidly pushing con

struction work . Mr. A . B . DuPont, of De
troit, is president and manager of the new
company . Rights are being secured upon
the 3 -cent fare proposition , and the company
is meeting with the favor of the mayor and
people.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa

tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
Imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduco the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

" Astonishing,” say the capitalistic press,
that Samuel Gompers should be obliged to
go out to exhort his own members to vote
for men who will be " submissive" members
of Congress. Of course , the word " submis
sive " they intend to mean submissive to
labor. The fact is that a vast majority of
Congressmen are submissive. There are no
better specimens of submissiveness among

them than Dalzell, Littlefield and Cannon .

But, of course, they are " submissive" the
right way. Mr. Dalzell is the direct talking

machine of the U . S . Steel Co ., and has
been for years. There'll be no eight-hour
day labor employed in the manufacture of
armor plate as long as Mr. John Dalzell is

permitted to " submissively" paw Congres
sional air .

It was with sincere sorrow that the In -

ternational office learned of the sad be-
reavement of Secretary J. O . Bury , of Ypsi-
lanti & Jackson Division No. 111, through

the recent death of Mrs. Bury . This office

unites with Division 111 in extending to him
heartfelt sympathy.
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When you buy a hat, see that the label is

genuine. A counterfeit with the words, “ in -

dividual liberty," is being used for decep

tion . It is easily detected .

Union men and women who buy collars
and shirts for union men , and shirt waists

for women , can 't afford to employ cheap
labor and give their money to fight union

ism by buying the “ Arrow " brand collars,

G . E . B . Member Sinclair gives the assur

ance that the Ontario center aisle law ap

plies to all summer cars operated anywhere

in the limits of Ontario . The way to secure

enforcement of the law is to write the

“ Chairman Railway and Municipal Board,”

Parliament building , Toronto. They do the
rest.

made by the Cluett, Peabody Co. If your

dealer wishes to know where he can get
the union labeled article, tell him to send

to Ide Bros., Albany, N . Y ., or Graft Sus

pender Co ., 240 Fifth Ave., Chicago, Ill.

State Labor Commissioner Sherman , of

New York , in his report against unrestrict
ed immigration , says : 'Recent revelations

of the conditions in the meat packing indus-

try have served to emphasize the fact that

cheap labor and brutalized conditions are

found side by side, and the further fact that

a fair wage, as understood in this country ,

will bring into any occupation otherwise

unattractive a class of intelligent, clean and

efficient workmen , who will not tolerate un

sanitary conditions."

The figure submitted to the city of Chi

cago by the traction companies as their

selling price is $ 47,505 ,153. The Chicago

City Railway Co. would agree to sell to the
city for $ 20,103 ,935 , and the Union Traction

Co. for $27,401,218. Experts are investigat

ing the statements submitted . The figure

seems low , when compared with the capi

talization in other cities, yet it may be

assumed that it is a fancy price , at that.

The Workers' Advocate comes to the read
ing public, from 79 Dearborn street, Chicago ,

as an additional educator in the rapidly in

creasing school of economic and industrial

reform . The magazine comes laden with

rich food for a starter, and if its first ap-

pearance speaks in any way for its future

value, it will have served an appreciative

purpose, and will be regularly welcomed by
its patrons. There is yet a derth of labor

mentors, and the demand is growing as la -

bor progresses. The " Workers' Advocate"

has our well wishes.

Upon another page appears the M . A .

Packard & Co . advertisement. It is perti
nent to call the attention of our membership

to the assurance of Secretary Brown, of

Brockton, Mass., Div . No. 235 , that the M .

A . Packard Company is especially deserving

of the patronage of organized labor, and

that the company is placing a reliable qual

ity of shoes upon the market. All we can

say to Bro. Brown is that, as through him ,

the Packard Company has become a patron

of this association , dealers in over 300 cities

and towns in which our membership live
will be reminded of the fact that Packard

shoes are wanted.

In the death of Bro . Wm . H . Bunting, of

Div . No. 251, Vincennes, Ind., the Associa

tion loses one of our long experienced and

highly esteemed local officers. Bro. Bunting

has faithfully served the Association for sev.

eral successive terms, as secretary of Div.

No. 251. He was most popular, as a mem .

ber of the local, being one of its directing

spirits, and was well respected as a citizen .

His death occurred , of consumption, June

22, after an illness of some two months. He

leaves a wife and one child . Bro . Bunting

was a power-house engineer . The sympathy
of the Association is with the bereaved

widow .

A most distressing bereavement has be

fallen President and Mrs. James H . Lamont,

of Division No. 382, Salt Lake City , in the

untimely death of their little 10-year-old

son , James H ., Jr. On the 3d inst., little

Jimmie , with some young companions, was

playing near a deep pond of water , when

their attention was diverted to frog fishing .

While thus engaged , the boy accidentally

fell into deep water, where his companions

were unable to assist him . His body was

recovered some time later by Bro . P . C .

Dykes. The M . and C . unites with Division

No. 382 in extending earnest sympathy to

the saddened parents. . .

NOTICE .

The Initiative and Referendum would be

giving the people an opportunity to assert

direct legislative power. Legislatures have

not provided the people with such a privi

lege . Why? Is it because they dare not

trust the people, or is it because they don't

believe the people want it ? It would seem

that " submissive" legislators have pre-

vailed . As an excuse , they tell us that the

constitution must be amended. Perhaps.

Then elect no man to the legislature that

will not guarantee his support in the direc
tion of an amendment, and in the meantime,

respond to the popular will. Labor wants

no legislation other than what the people

want.

All Secretaries and Organizers are hereby

notified to be on the look -out for one 0 . H .

Kurtz , who puts himself off as an Organ.

izer of our Association . This gentleman has

no credentials without he has forged them ,

and is an impostor. His description as for

warded to the office is a man of medium

height, about 5 ft. 6 in . tall , weighing about
140 lbs., very dark complexion, almost sal.

low , black hair and smooth face. He speaks

with a very decided German accent, is a

smooth talker. Officers are warned to be

on the lookout for this gentleman, and any

information concerning him you will please

forward to the International Office .
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INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.The settlement of the Salt Lake City situ

ation brings to our membership there, the

first direct benefits secured from the com

pany since the institution of the local, some

more than two years ago . This fact speaks

volumes for the sincerity and conservatism

of the members, and shows a sensible cau.

tion and study of unionism , a lack of which

has led other large Divisions into trouble

and ultimate destruction . Div . No. 382 has

occupied her time in carefully preparing

to take advantage of the opportune time,

and she has safely attained what haste

would have lost. In their reports upon the

settlement, Chairman Pratt and Vice-Presi.

dent Grey both appreciably commend the

assistance rendered by Mr. B . H . Roberts,

of that city , whose chief interest seemed

to be in the welfare of our membership .

As the Division had carefully chosen the

time, so had she fixed her determination .

The agreement fixes the wage of trainmen

as follows: For the first six months, 20

cents per 'hour ; for the second six months,

2212 cents per hour ; for the next four years,

25 cents per hour ; after five years ' service ,

27 cents per hour. Ten hours, as near as

practicable, shall constitute a day 's work .

The other seven propositions provide for

working conditions and embody material
concessions. We may better appreciate the

wage scale secured , when we bear in mind

that it costs a wage -earner less to live in

Salt Lake City than the same standard of

living would cost in eastern cities.

The June Motorman and Conductor re

ported President W . D . Mahon as person
ally assisting Chicago Division No. 308

upon the remaining unsigned agreement of

that Local. This agreement applied to the

wages and conditions of the employes of

the Aurora , Elgin and Chicago Railway,

known as the " third rail” system . These
employes, for the most part, had applied

for, and been taken into membership by

Division 308, as a matter of convenience .
They had never before secured a collective
agreement. President John Doyle and his

committee , after the agreement was ready

to be taken up with General Manager

Faber, were apprised that the manager had

under advisement an agreement with an

other “ organization ," the terms of which

to the company were far more acceptable .

President Doyle and his associates then
understood that an attempt was being

made to intercept them by a spurious or
ganization . They were also of the opinion

that Mr. Faber himself was being deceived
by the spurious article .

In Aurora City, and working for the same

company, was the membership of Division

215. With this Local, and upon conditions

touching city conditions of employment

only, Mr. Faber was willing to make an

agreement. But he was under the errone

ous impression that the " Brotherhood"

could make good an agreement upon the

Aurora , Elgin & Chicago line, and as the

terms were of practically his own fixing ,
the company preferred that agreement.

As soon as the intercepting movement

was made ineffective, President Mahon

called Chairman C . 0 . Pratt to the situation

to aid in directing negotiations, and re

turned to headquarters to apply himself

more directly to culminating affairs in the

east. He dispatched Treas. Orr to the Al

lentown situation to assist Organizer Shea ,

and ultimately found it necessary to go

east personally to get closer in touch with

the situation there. At present, agree

ments are up with Divisions Nos. 304 and

307, embracing the membership operating

from Troy, N . Y ., to Glen Falls ; also , with

the new Local at New Bedford, Mass.
Since last reported , President Mahon

has issued charters Nos. 429 and 430 , to

Merrimack , Mass., and Maunch Chunk , Pa .,

respectively .

Disbursements from the death and disa

bility fund for the month of June were on

the deaths and disabilities of the following

members :

DEATHS.

T . C . Bell, Div. No. 244, New Phila

delphia , O ., cerebral meningitis . . . . $ 100.00

John Murry, Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg,
Pa., typhoid fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Robert G . Crane, Div. No. 113, Tor.
onto , Ont., cancer of the liver. . . . . 100.00

Walter Blakesley, Div. No. 380, Elyria ,

Ohio , electrocuted by accident. . . . . 100 .00

F . W . Staley , Div . No. 148, Albany, N .

Y ., hemorrhages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

J . Hanlon, Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .,
general anasarca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

David McDowell, Div. No. 238, Lynn ,
Mass., Bright's disease, rupture of

blood vessel in brain . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

E . Walsh , Div. No. 205 , San Fran .

cisco , Cal., pneumonia . . . .onia . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

M . D . Allen , Div. No. 205 , San Fran.

cisco , Cal., consumption . . . .n . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00
Oscar Coats, Div. No. 125, Belleville ,

Ill., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00

L . H . Williams, Div. No. 194, New Or.
leans, La., phthisis pulmonalis. . . . 100. 00

Lloyd E . Sturdy, Div. No. 136 , Fort

Wayne, Ind., heart trouble . . . . . . . 100.00

W . H . Bunting , Div. No. 251, Vin .

cennes, Ind., pulmonary-tuberculosis 100.00

DISABILITY.

Paul Martory , Div . No. 194 , New Or

leans, La., paralysis of left side. . . . 100.00

Vice-President J . C . Colgan , having suf
ficiently recovered from his recent disa

bility, is now at New Orleans, La., in the

interest of the association ,

Vice-President A . L . Behner was suc.

cessful in assisting in directing the affairs

of Division No. 380, upon the Cleveland &

S . W . system , to the end that an agreement

was secured with an increase in wage of

one cent per hour.

Total. . . $ 1,400 .00

Vice-President H . T . B . Gray reports a

settlement upon the agreement for Division
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No. 418, Ogden , Utah . An increase in wage

was secured . Also , he reports his work

with Ch. Pratt as successfully completed

in Salt Lake City .

Aurora , Elgin & Chicago situation until a

situation arose at St. Joseph , Mo., to which

he was dispatched . There he met with his

usual success.

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair is now

with a situation in London, Ont., where

trouble has arisen from the summary dis
charge of members of Division No. 97 .

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, who

found a strike unavoidable at Allentown,

Pa., reports the strike a success. His re

port upon this strike will be found in an

other column. Since the Allentown settle

ment, associated with Organizer P . J . Shea ,

he instituted Division No. 430 at Maunch

Chunk, Pa. He is still engaged in Eastern

Pennsylvania .

G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius re

cently associated in re-establishing the

Portland , Ore., Local, and the new reor.

ganized Local bids fair to take a place

among the leading Locals of the association .
From Portland, Board Member Cornelius

was dispatched to . San Jose , Cal., where dif

ferences in the service had arisen . After

securing an adjustment there, he returned

to San Francisco , from where he reports ,

that 900 members of Division No. 205 have

been returned to the car service .

G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald rz.

ports a wage scale agreement at Hudson ,

N . Y ., by which he secured to the member
ship an increase of one dollar per week
the wage there being weekly.

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt was successful in

aiding in securing an agreement to Division

382, Salt Lake City, Utah , in which a lib .

eral increase in wage was gained to the

membership . At the completion of his work

there, he was summoned to Chicago to re-

lieve President Mahon upon the Chicago ,

Elgin & Aurora situation . Upon this situa

tion is quoted the following editorial from

Editor L . D . Bland, of " The Union Leader : " .

“ The joint committee of the Aurora city

lines, the third rail system , and the Elgin

lines conferred with General Manager

Faber of the Aurora , Elgin & Chicago Rail

way last Monday and Tuesday. The result

of the conference was a promise by Mr.

Faber to sign a contract with the Amalga-
mated covering conditions for men upon all

three systems. A joint mass meeting of the

men was held at Aurora last Tuesday even

ing at which Board Member Pratt and

President Doyle of Division 308 were pres

ent. The proposed contract, as agreed to

by Mr. Faber, was presented to the meeting

and met with unanimous approval. The

agreement carries with it recognition of the

organization , an arbitration clause and

many advanced conditions. The company

agrees to meet and treat with all commit

tees upon matters of difference that may

arise in the future. An advance in wages

has been tendered men on the Aurora city

lines and on the interurban lines, in some

instances as high as 342 cents per hour.

The three year limit to receive the maxi

mum wage, which has always prevailed

upon this system , has been eliminated, and

after one year of service all men employed

upon the lines will receive the high rate of

pay . Negotiations on this system have been

pending for the past month , and the result

is an achievement of which the Amalga

mated may be proud . The attempt to

launch a fake organization upon the system

has proved a failure.”

After the Aurora settlement, Ch. Pratt

returned to his home in Ohio.

G . E . B . Member Ben Commons has under

his advisement the negotiation of an agree

ment for the Columbia , S . C . Division . His

reports are favorable upon the situation
there. .

G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald reports a

renewal of the agreement of the Brooklyn,

N . Y ., Division No. 283. The particulars

of the renewed agreement have not as yet

been reported to the office . Board Member

Fitzgerald is now upon the situations at

Glen Falls and Stillwater , N . Y . Locals are

seeking an agreement to embody an increase

of wages.

WORST ENEMIES OF STREET AND

ELECTRIC RAILWAY MEN .

An inquiry has been addressed to The

Motorman and Conductor from a gentleman

in Ohio in which he asks information as to

the position of the Amalgamated Association

toward what he styles the “ Brotherhood of

Interurban Trainmen ." The letter was

answered privately, and a full explanation

given . In fact, like inquiries have come to

the General Office at intervals, for the past

six months, and from points in Western

Ohio . Further than a warning sounded in

the January number, The Motorman and

Conductor has eliminated any reference ,

editorially , pertaining to the " Brotherhood ,"

believing our membership to be sufficiently

familiar with it and its deceptive practices.

However, recent disclosures to certain offi

cers of our Association impels the publish

ing of a letter from President Samuel Gom

pers, of the American Federation of Labor ,

that should explode any possible argument

that may be hereafter attempted in the

furtherance of the deception of the spurious

" Brotherhood .”

This letter was secured upon the personal

G . E . B . Member Ed. McMorrow , after

successfully directing the affairs of Divi

sions Nos. 312 and 313, Rock Island and

Davenport, respectively , from the shoals,

and securing for our membership there , a

very appreciable agreement, and a substan -

tial increase in wage, returned to Chicago .

Here he rendered valuable service upon the
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request of one of our members who was you are the honored head, is the only bona

confronted with the argument that "Grand fide organization of street and electric rail

Chief" Rutledge had assured some twenty way workmen , and so officially recognized by

men upon a small road in the state of Ohio , the labor movement of our continent, organ

that, as members of the “ Brotherhood ," they ized under the banner of the American Fed
would have the sympathetic support and en eration of Labor.
couragement of the general labor movement. “ I trust that your organization may con

Some of these men were unable to believe tinue to grow in numbers, power and the

they had posed as victims of such unwonted confidence of your fellow -workmen , tending

duplicity unless the proof came direct from always to the improvement of the men who

President Gompers. Hence, by request of work on the street and electric railways of
the member, President Mahon wrote Presi the American continent.

dent Gompers for his personal assurance as " With kind regards and best wishes , I

to the attitude of the A . F . of L . toward am ,

the “ Brotherhood of Interurban Trainmen .” " Fraternally yours,
The reply, which not only expresses the “ SAMUEL GOMPERS,

attitude of the A . F . of L ., but carries with " President American Federation of Labor.”

it the sentiment of this and every other
Letter Has Meaning .

organization affiliated with the A . F . of L .,
and which is written in no uncertain lan The letter of President Gompers is official,

guage, is as follows : and it is positively significant. It means

that there can be no recognized electric
Gompers's Letter. railway employes' union other than the

" Washington , D . C ., June 16 , 1906 . Amalgamated Association . It means that

" Mr. W . D . Mahon , President Amalgamated any rival to the Amalgamated Association

Association of Street and Electric Rail. will be looked upon by the general labor

way Employes, 45 Hodges Building , De movement as an enemy to organized labor,

troit, Mich . : and will be so treated by every affiliated

“ Dear Sir and Brother - Your favor of re union holding a charter from the A . F . of
cent date to hand and contents noted . Owing L . It means that the membership of the
to my having been absent upon an important so -called " Brotherhood of Interurban Train

mission in the interest of our movement, men " cannot be regarded otherwise than

which took me away from headquarters, I allied with “most dangerous enemies," by

could not have answered sooner . not only the A . F . of L . affiliated unions ,

“ I am glad you gave me the detailed in which include more than one hundred in
formation regarding the efforts which have ternational organizations, and the multi

been made by a number of pretended friends, of federal, state and central unions, and all

but most dangerous enemies, of the streetes of the street other labor organizations in fraternal sym

and electric railway employes. I refer to pathy with the American labor movement.

those who have acted under one name and As an illustration , let us conceive where

another in the recent past, and who now our sympathies would be in the event that

assume the title of 'Brotherhood of Interur some individuals would presume to estab

ban Trainmen .' More than likely , after the lish a rivalry to the Bricklayers' and Masons'

promoters of this schemehave fooled a few Union. Let us imagine what position we

railway employes, they will, tomorrow or would take in the event that some individu

some other day, assume another title ; any. als would undertake to start a rival organiza

thing that will best hide the real object of tion in the ranks of the Shoe Workers, or

their work . I say that they are the worst any other union . We would most certainly
enemies of the street and electric railway look upon such rivalry as a menace to the

men , because they come under the guise interests of the wage-earners directly affect
of friendliness when their only obiect is to ed, and we could regard it in no other light

prevent the organization of railway employes than a weakening influence to the general

uniting for their common protection and the movement. If this is true , how , then , must

advancement of their interests, whereas, our brother unionists of other organizations

from our open enemies we are always in a regard any rivalry to the Amalgamated

better position to defend our rights and in Association ? How , then , can the member

terests . ship of this spurious " Brotherhood" ever ex
" I wish I could reach all the men who pect to gain any standing as a labor organ

labor, so as to help in protecting them from ization within the ranks of industrial union

the machinations of those enemies who are ism ?
too cowardly to attack them openly . The Now let us see what this " Brotherhood of

'organization over which you preside has Interurban Trainmen ” actually is. In

done so much for the improvement of condi- the first place , we will size up the member

tions of the street and electric railway em ship . Upon the Lake Shore Electric , run
ployes that it is a standing monument and ning east from Cleveland , being the system

tribute to its history and excellent work . upon which the " Brotherhood " movement

Only those who know and remember the bit was incepted, may be found some fifty mem

ter past, the awful conditions of the railway bers ; this includes the membership as scat.

men , can have a proper appreciation of the tered over the entire system , and the per

uplifting work accomplished by your organ centage of those employed upon this system

ization . who are now paying members is very small.

“ The Amalgamated Association of Street Upon the A . B , C , line running from Cleve.

and Electric Railway Employes, of which land to Akron and upon the connecting in .
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terurban lines centering in Akron may be

foud nearly as many more. Upon two or

three small lines in Western Ohio may be
found nearly as many more . Upon two or

are those claiming to have been assured of

the sympathy of the general movement as

an inducement for their membership . Upon

two lines near Chicago , where at one time a
considerable percentage of the men were se

cured as members, a portion yet pay tribute .

In New York State, upon a line running

west from Batavia through Canandaugua,

are some twenty members. There are less

than fifty members otherwise scattered

throughout the country. There are less than
three hundred paying members in the

“ Brotherhood" today. This fact has been

secured through channels unquestionably au

thentic. Some more than a year ago the

“ Brotherhood" movement had a contributing

membership of more than double what it has

now . At that time it was being led by

“Grand Chief” Brown, a man of some ability

as a leader, and ingenuously cunning. While

the present " Grand Chief” served under the

tutorage of Brown, he is far from being his

equal, and as a result, the movement has

not only suffered a reduction in member

ship , but it has depleted in official talent.

As to the policies of the " Brotherhood,"

the only policies that have come to the sur

face, as exemplified by the known efforts

and positive acts of the leading officials,

and these efforts and acts are undeniable,

may be summed up as repeated attempts to

deplete the membership of the Amalgamated

Association , apprehend the efforts of the or

ganizers of this association and to enter ar

rangements to aid employers in an effort to

defeat the attempts of this association to

secure wages and conditions for electric rail.

way employes. For the benefit of those who

might say , " prove the statement,” the fol

lowing instances are cited : Messrs. Brown

and Rutledge attempted to disrupt Division

No. 90 of this association and secure the

membership to the " Brotherhood movement."

Several instances of like attempts are known

to our membership . Upon a small line in

Ohio the efforts of an organizer of this asso

ciation were apprehended by “ Chief” Rut.

ledge. Attempts to do the same thing in

other places are known to our members. In

Saginaw , the " Brotherhood ” movement en

tered into an agreement with the manage
ment of the company to man the cars in the

event that our divisions should strike for an

increase in wages. Attempts to make sim

ilar agreements with other companies are

known to the officers of this association . It
may be assumed that the reason other man

agements approached did not make the ar

rangement is because they had no confidence

that the " Brotherhood” could carry out the
undertaking . Recently, our Aurora and A .

E . & C . membership were up against the

same proposition .

Condemned by Chicago and Aurora

Unionists.

To authenticate the Aurora , Elgin and
Chicago situation , action of the Aurora

Trades and Labor Assembly is quoted as

follows:

" Whereas, Local Division No. 215 of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes has made a re

quest for a slight increase in wages and

bettering of conditions, and joined issue

with their brothers of the Aurora , Elgin and
Chicago Railway, and

“ Whereas, The manager of the Aurora ,

Elgin and Chicago Railway has seen fit, in
order to defeat the purposes of organized

labor to make an agreement with the body

known as the 'Brotherhood' of Motormen
and Conductors, and

“ Whereas, Said organization has not been

chartered by the American Federation of

Labor and stands condemned by President

Gompers ; therefore be it

“Resolved, That the Aurora Trades and

Labor Assembly does hereby condemn the

action of the aforementioned railway com

pany and so -called 'Brotherhood' organiza

tion , and tender our hearty and unqualified
support to the Amelgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes in

their just demands; and be it further

" Resolved, That a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the local press for publica

tion , to the Aurora , Elgin and Chicago Rail

way, and to Local Union No. 215 of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes.

“ F . R . MCDONALD, Pres.,

“ FRANK BARRINGER ,

" E . J . RAYMOND,

“ Committee."

Like fealty to our association and con

demnation of the “ Brotherhood” was enacted

by the Chicago Federation of Labor. Then
is it possible for any one of our craft to pre

sume that any security as to unionism at

taches to members in the " Brotherhood" ?

Just to what extent the assurance of the

" Brotherhood ” effected the effort of the

Amalgamated Association to secure advan

tages for the Aurora and A . E . & C . motor

men and conductors is a matter for con

jecture. Certain it is that possibilities were

not strengthened, and the avoidance of a

strike upon that system only marked , the

lack of confidence the management had in

the " Brotherhood” to carry out its under

takings. Significant, in a measure , of the

intent of Mr. Rutledge is the fact that he

was riding over the road upon free passes

issued by the company, while trying to in

duce our membership to let up on the effort

to secure improved wages and conditions.

Imagine the palpable effrontery of this of

ficious " Grand Chief” riding up to the presi

dent of one of our locals, upon a free pass,

and interceding in behalf of the employing

company. However , he was carrying out the

active policy of the movement he was repre

senting. Then try and imagine the em

ployer 's opinion of his movement as a labor

organization .

It is the purpose of this article to give to
our membership some enlightenment upon

this counterfeit movement parading as a

labor organization under the attractive title
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of " Brotherhood.” Not that it is any serious an honestly intentioned electric railway man

menace to our association , but that our mem - to apply for membership. The " Brother
bers may be armed with the facts, that they hood" stands upon no merit from its own ac.

may be prepared to warn the unorganized complishments.

of our craft against impositions from that Arguments .
source. It is known that honest men have

been induced to join the “ Brotherhood,” fully
The arguments used to promote the

believing that they were joining a recog .
" Brotherhood” are, first, that motormen and

nized, bona fide labor organization. Had conductors working upon an interurban road

these men known the deception used to se. are a different craft from those working

cure their membership they would never upon city lines. May as well say that those

have been identified with such a movement. working in one city are of a different craft

It is only fair to those men to say that as than those working in another . There is not

they discover the true nature of the a large city out of which interurban cars

“ Brotherhood” they are not slow to drop it. run but what many of the city men are fully

Even such is the case upon the Lake Sore qualified to operate interurban cars, and as

Electric system , where the movement origi. a matter of fact, interurban cars, while op

nated . The A . B . C . line is the only place
erated within the city limits are operated as

where any considerable percentage of thee of the city cars. Possibly a few exceptions. How

men continue their membership , and that isinne their membershin and that is ever that may be, the Amalgamated Asso

due to the fact that the petty company of. ciation has over forty locals composed of

ficials who are members, maintain affiliation nothing but interurban men . These locals

and use their company official positions to have the full support of the big city locals

intimidate the men , believing they are con in the enjoyment of all the rights and privi.

ferring a favor upon the company by main
leges of union men , and they have full au.

taining the " Brotherhood" to keep the men
tonomy in the matter of fixing their own

from organizing a bona fide labor organiza working conditions. In fact, this associa.

tion . tion is the only institution through which

The Incentive.
any interurban men ever secured conditions

beyond the voluntary wage and conditions

Incentive for membership in the “ Brother accorded to employment by the employing

hood" seems to rest in the name. For in company. Neither could this association

genious motives the word " Brotherhood” is have secured advanced wages and conditions

used as a drawing card from its effect as an to interurban men had it not had the array
imitation of the steam road brotherhoods. of support behind it accorded by the nu .
This assumption may well come from the merous membership of the city locals, and

apparent effort to ape the B . of L . F . in the the strong support of the general labor move

matter of the constitution and supplies. It ment. How , then , can the " Brotherhood"
serves to prevail upon the uninitiated that expect to get conditions or anything else be

by joining he actually associates himself yond the voluntary tender of the employer ?

with the steam road brotherhoods. Instances In fact, it may be put down that the leaders
have come to light where men were realy do not expect anything beyond that,

enjoying the imaginary idea that they were · A second argument is that of fraternal
a part and parcel of the steam road brother affiliation with the steam road brotherhoods.

hoods by virtue of their membership . In This is carried to the extent of assurance
fact, there have been instances where Brown of free rides upon steam trains. Just how

was successful in working members of the far or how long the cards of the spurious
steam road brotherhoods to a complete de “ Brotherhood ” will serve as a certificate of

ception, but as soon as the trick was dis imposition upon individual members of the

covered it was roundly denounced.
steam road brotherhoods it would not be

" The magic of the word " Brotherhood," safe to predict, but it may be presumed not

without question , comes from its associa very long. This argument has been supple

tion with the strong steam road and other mented by assurance that the time is com

industrial organizations. " Association," ing when the spurious " Brotherhood" will

" Fraternity ," etc., are words of a like mean be turned over to the steam road organiza

ing as applied to organizations, and the tions. It may be suggested that when the

membership are brothers in the purposesteam road brotherhoods do organizing work

of the organization . That for which the they do not employ such agencies. There is

word " Brotherhood" stands is the magnet absolutely no truth in this steam road affin

which draws individuals of a common inter - ity. The steam road organizations are old,

est together in all organizations of whatever established labor organizations, and are
character or name. It is the common inter fully recognized as important factors of the

est which attracts. The name most con - great American labor movement. They en

venient to express a common interest is the tertain no sympathy for disruptive rivalry

most effective instrument of deception . in any branch of the movement, and they

Thus, in selecting a name for his movement, work in absolute harmony with the Ameri.

Mr. Brown artfully chose the name " Brother can Federation of Labor.
hood" as the most effective delusion . The A third argument is that the “ Brother

name is naturally magical, and more so as hood " will gain advantages for the member

applied to our craft as a delusion indicating ship through legislation . In reply to this , it
sympathetic association with the strong may be suggested that an organization which

steam road brotherhoods. There would seem stands ostracized by the general labor move.

to be no other incentive that could attract ment will have no very great prestage with
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fair. The establishment of the eight-hour

day in the printing industry is mutually ad
vantageous to all classes of labor and your
discrimination against “Woman ' s Home

Companion ” willmean our success.

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

the legislator who desires to be friendly with

the labor movement. Isn 't it far more rea
sonable to presume that legislation can be

secured to a better advantage through the

united labor movement than through the
pitiable weakness of a petty, fawning coun
terfeit ?

Objects.

The prepared constitution of the " Brother
hood" is made to read that among the ob

jects is the promotion of the welfare of the

craft ; that is , to secure better wages and

better conditions of employment to the

worker. If that means anything, it means

that the " Brotherhood" must promote the

condition of its membership to a higher
standard of wages and working conditions

than could possibly have been attained
through any other organization in existence

at the time it was instituted . If it has not

done this, then it has utterly failed of its

purpose insofar as the labor organization

end of it is concerned . It has had three

years of existence in which to demonstrate

its ability to carry out this one object, and

if its membership is not enjoying better

wages and working conditions than would

have come to them through the Amalga

mated Association , then it stands self-con

demned . Again , unless by virtue of the

" Brotherhood ” the membership are enjoying

a better wage and better working conditions

than are being enjoyed by the highest paid

and best conditioned of a like craft in the

Amalgamated Association , then it is demon.

strated that it has proved a useless experi
ment, and a needlessly expensive one to the

contributing membership . It is needless to

make comparisons .

However, the object referred to is not in
keeping with the policies characteristic of

the acts and workings of the leaders. Inas

much as the members do not follow the

leaders, it would seem that even the policies

are a failure .
The only organized union home for elec

tric railway motormen and conductors is the

Amalgamated Association ,

BY W . D . MAHON .

(Continued from June.)

CHAPTER XVI.

The Philadelphia strike was settled on the

proposition that the committees represent

ing the Association were to be fully recog

nized in the future on all grievances and

questions that might arise between the or

ganization and the company ; and that all

men who had been discharged for joining

the organization were to be reinstated and

paid for the time they had lost .

The proposition of reinstating the dis

charged men for their connections with the

Association dated back for a period of some

thing more than a year, and in order to
properly present the claims for these men

the committee was obliged to spend much
time in collecting evidence and getting the

cases in proper shape. To the radicalmem

bers of the Association this delay was very

distasteful. They felt that all should be

accomplished at once. Added to this ele

ment, there were a number of outsiders who

had taken part in the strike and who had

not been consulted when the settlement was

made. They were disgruntled and dissatis

fied , and lost no opportunity to foment

trouble among the men , and they seized

upon what they considered an unnecessary

delay in the adjustment of the cases of the

discharged men . They did not take into

consideration that the strike was settled on

the day before Christmas, and that the

holiday week had interfered with the com

mittee in their work , and also their confer

ences, but they at once set to work using

the delay as a bone of contention , and on

the evening of New Year' s Day, one week
and one day after the settlement, this ele

ment called a meeting at the Labor Lyceum ,

and there took it into their own hands to

order another strike of the street railway

men of Philadelphia .

The writer, accompanied by Organizer

Weber, Secretarý McGuire of the Brother

hood of Carpenters and Joiners, and three

of the committee , visited the meeting. A

careful count showed about 480 persons pres

ent, but among this number there were only

about 200 of them street railway men , the

others being outsiders. Brothers Weber

and McGuire, and the writer, addressed the

meeting, pointed out to the men present the

actual conditions, and showed to them that

their committees were doing everything pos

sible, and as fast as they could , to adjust
and settle all disputes , and advised them to

move carefully and leave this matter within

their own organization to adjust. This had

no effect upon the element present and they

NEW COMPANY UNFAIR ,

A company of New York capitalists has

purchased the controlling interests of the

Crowell Pub . Co., publishers of Woman 's

Home Companion ,' and continue under the

old firm name, " Crowell Pub. Co."
While the new company may employ

union labor in New York City, they have

shown no disposition to do so in Springfield .

Advertisers and news-dealers over the coun .

try have been led to believe that the present

company has adjusted the differences which

exist between Typographical Union and the

Crowell Pub. Co. for the past six months,

but such is not the case, as the new owners

have given the local union to understand

that they are well satisfied with the present

non -union conditions and are continuing with

the force of " scabs" that was turned over to

them by the retiring company.
From the foregoing it can be seen that

“Woman 's Home Companion " remains un
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determined on ordering a strike . We warn

ed them that no such a proposition would be

recognized by the organization, but despite

all that we could say, this meeting declared

a strike upon all the street railways of Phil

adelphia and appointed committees from

those present to visit each of the barns

and order the men out.

The writer, with the members of the ex

ecutive committee present, took up the mat

ter, repaired to our headquarters, drafted a

bulletin , and as fast as possible sent copies

to the different barns. The bulletin issued

was as follows:
“ January 2nd, 1896 .

“ To the Street Car Men of Philadelphia ,

Greeting :

" Brothers — We call. upon you at this time

to give matters calm and cool thought and

return to your cars and give your committee

time to adjust your grievances. The mis-

fortune of last night is to be lamented , and

casts an odium upon the good name that we

have won ; not alone upon the citizens of

Philadelphia , but the entire country, but we

have yet an opportunity to redeem our

selves and show to the community at large
that our Association has laws and regula

tions that must and will be lived up to

We regard the meeting such as was held

in the Labor Lyceum last night, controlled

and influenced by outsiders who have no

thought in our welfare , or in the business

of our organization , as an insult to your

officers and committee, who have been labor

ing night and day for the last eighteen days

to bring about a satisfactory adjustment of

the grievances and the betterment of your

conditions. Again , we would appeal to you

to show your loyalty to your officers and

committee, and all fair -minded people of

Philadelphia, by returning to work , placing

your matters in the hands of your commit.

tee and awaiting their adjustment in accord

ance with the laws and regulations of your

Association . If, then , they are not properly

adjusted , you still have your Association ,

which will stand by you to the last.

(Signed ) "COMMITTEE.”

This was sent to the various barns, but

despite all that could be done, those who
had gone ahead from the meeting succeeded

in getting a number of the men at the dif

ferent barns to strike, and the result was
that on the morning of the 2nd of January

great confusion existed among the men.

The company was reached and they agreed

to give until noon for all men to return to

work , and those who did not would lose their

places. The committee and officers worked

hard and by appeal succeeded in getting all

of the men except 152 to return to work

These 152 remained out, and later on the

organization decided to take up their cases,

This was, no doubt, the greatest mistake,

and one of the things that in the end led

to the downfall of the organization in the

city of Philadelphia. The company stood

upon the position that they had given until

noon for these men to return and as they

had not done so they had voluntarily dis-

charged themselves. The committee natur-

ally had sympathy for these men , and know

ing that they had been misled , insisted upon
their reinstatement. This brought about

strained relations between the committee

and the company, as the company refused

to take up the cases. Then the organiza

tion took the matter up and another strike
was threatening. At this point the Peace

Society of Philadelphia took up the matter
and appointed a committee of citizens com

posed of Archbishop Ryan, Bishop 0 . S .

Whitaker, Bishop Cyrus D . Foss, Geo . Grif.

fiths, a business man, John E . Baird , a citi
zen , and John Sparhawk, an attorney. This
committee visited the company and secured

from them an understanding that they would
agree to the appointment of a commission

consisting of six of the railroad people , six

of the employes and the Peace Society com
mittee of six, and that this commission of
eighteen should hear all the grievances and

determine upon them . This proposition was
finally accepted by the men , and through
the commission a number of men were re

instated, and matters in this way were

straightened out, but not satisfactorily .

However, this situation was accepted, and
the work of putting the city into organizing

shape was then taken up by the committee .

It was deemed best to divide the men
up into different divisions and to give each

barn a local division , then to form a joint
council composed of two delegates from each

division to carry on the general work of the

Association , and to conduct all the negotia

tions with the company. In this act we

made the greatest mistake of the entire

movement. The executive committee in this

way was removed from the men and very

few knew of their doings. Company men

made themselves popular and got placed

upon this committee, which , in the end, led

to the downfall and destruction of the organ

ization in the Quaker City . However, the

work continued on until the following spring .

Several times serious grievances arose and

the writer was called back to consult with

the committee, and each time was success

ful in securing a settlement, until May of

the following spring, when the executive

committee decided upon a general strike of

all the men .

The writer was engaged in looking after
difficulties in the west at Dayton , Detroit,
Toledo, and other points and knew nothing

of the seriousness of the situation in Phila .

delphia until he received notice that a strike

had been called . It was impossible to go to

Philadelphia at that time, for following this

notice came the great Milwaukee strike.

The reports show , however, that very few

of the men knew that the strike was ordered .

On the other hand, the company was fully

informed and had the police notified to be

on hand at such barns as any demonstration

at all was made to suppress those who

might take part in the attempted strike,

and in this way completely demoralized the

organization . As I have stated before, the

great majority knew nothing of the ordered

strike, and thus the entire movement was

demoralized and destroyed , and the work
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by plodding al was fortuna and capablelocail
ong

as

ben weed of

of over a year on the part of our organiza “ Public sentiment was with the men from

tion , and the results of the strike, were all
start to finish .

" I wish to state here, in behalf of the citi
lost to the men of Philadelphia . This zens of Allentown and the city authorities,
brought to an end the movement in that as well as our own members, that law and

city , for the time being , so far as the Amal
order was maintained . This I state in con
sequence of the fact that the company pre

gamated Association was concerned . vailed upon the state to send the state con

( To be continued.)
stabulary here . It is my candid impression
that it doesn ' t take much 'prevailing , how
ever, to bring them out. They call them
Pennypacker' s Cossacks' here, and they're

ALLENTOWN STRIKE SETTLED . not amiss in that. They created all of the
disorder that developed , and they are equal
to it . You can imagine what they are. They

Allentown is one of the quiet industrial are a disgrace to the state , and no doubt,

communities of eastern Pennsylvania , sur the communities in which they live. So far

rounded by a wealthy farming section , and as this strike is concerned , they had no ef

has the advantage of a good traction system . fect, further than exciting the righteous in

There is also an electric line connecting the dignation of the citizens and city authorities.

city with Easton . In Easton , some years The outrageous shooting of a child was their

ago. was instituted Division No. 169. only laurel.

At that time it was regarded that the chances Mayor Scheffer succeeded in securing a

for improvement in wage, even in Easton , conference between President Trexler of the

would be strengthened by the organization company, and Secretary Miller of our asso

of the sister city, but the Allentown em ciation . From that time on negotiations

ployes didn ' t look with much favor upon an . were kept open until June 29, when a set
attempt, and 169 was left to make the best tlement was reached , and June 30 , at 8 o ' clock

of it by plodding along alone. a . m ., the men reported for duty, and the

The Easton local was fortunate in being Allentown strike was at an end. Thus has

composed of a good body o inen , and capable been established what will be, from now on ,

men were selected as officers. The result has one of the progressive locals of our associa
been that they made a success of the local, tion .

and repeatedly gained wage concessions. " The settlement secured to the men their
However, Allentown remained behind, and it full demands for wages and working con
was uphill business. ditions and the reinstatement of the dis

Treasurer Rezin Orr, when first visiting charged men . The wage took effect July 1 .
Easton , saw the importance of Allentown to All grievances, hereafter, will be settled by
the Easton situation and began a determined our committee and the officials of the com
effort to help the Allentown men to get to pany, with the privilege of appeal to the
gether. It was slow work to get a footing , president of the company, who appears to
but he soon discovered that the men were be an eminently fair man.
well disposed , and that it was only a matter
of time. At different times Treasurer Orr " In closing I desire to especially mention

renewed his efforts and finally succeeded in that our membership creditably deported
interesting local parties, and even some of themselves, and the intelligent work of Sec

the men . Later, Organizer P . J . Shea was retary Miller and the comiuittee would have
sent there by President Mahon to complete done credit to experienced unionists. Organ

the work . Pertaining to the strike, in quot izer P . J . Shea , of Scranton , was with me

ing from Treasurer Orr ' s report, he states as during the strike and rendered creditable as

follows: sistance. The unionists and citizens of the
" When I arrived in Allentown, June 18, I city were unqualifiedly loyal to the cause of

learned that Organizer Shea had 117 mem our members, and merit our unbounded grat

bers enroled in the new Diivsion No. 427 . itude. I believe that for this , a measure of

Seven had been discharged . One of the seven our appreciation will be extended by our Al
was Bro . Orlando Miller, financial secretary tentown membership , by their future loyalty

of the local, and a member who had been to the Allentown trades union movement, and

nine years in the serivce. Although he was their courteous treatment of the patrons of

one of the best employes in the service, and the company."

with a clean record , he was told that he was Fraternally submitted ,

incompetent. I never met a more conscien REZIN ORR , Int. Treas.

tious man . Unionism had made a wonderful
change in this man, in the eye of the oper IN MEMORIAM .
ative official. The fact is that so far as his

workmanship was concerned , the company
would be pleased if every man employed was

troubled with the same kind of incompetency,
but they didn ' t like his kind of unionism . Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in His di
He was as sincere in that as he was in his vine wisdom has seen fit to enter our midst

work . That was the real trouble . The dis - and take the beloved wife of our brother ,
charges continued rapidly until 15 men were Alonzo Geese ; therefore be it

sent to the wood . Resolved. That Division No. 98 deeply
" A proposition was before the company mourn her untimely death and extend to our

asking for a wage scale of 18 , 19, 20 and brother and family our deepest sympathy and

21 cents per hour; a cent increase for each assure them while they mourn the loss of a

year, from one to three - year service men . dear one, we mourn the loss of a worthy
This is the rate recently secured by the Eas friend ; and be it further
ton Division . Other working conditions were Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
asked for. as, also, the reinstatement of the be sent to the bereft family , to the official
discharged men . and local papers, and also be spread on the

" On June 22 the directors met in Allen records of our Division ,
town , and granted all concessions asked, ex R . H . WILLI
cept the reinstatement of the discharged F . GOODENBERGER ,
men . No conference, however could be se Committee.
cured by the committee , and on Saturday
night, June 23, a meeting of the local was

CARD .held . The committee, under instructions, re
quested of General Manager Hall, that the Ann Arbor, Mich., July 13, 1906.question of reinstatement of the men be left

Editor Motorman ' and Conductor :to arbitration before three citizens of Allen
town. This was ignord , and the men , hay I desire , through the Motorman and Con
ing the sanction of the general executive ductor, to express my deep gratitude to my
board . which had been previously obtained brother members of Div . No. 111 for their
provisional with refusal to arbitrate, voted sympathetic kindness tendered me by them
to leave the cars in the barn Sunday morn at the death of my beloved wife.
ing . Thus the strike commenced Sunday Sincerely and fraternally ,
morning . June 24 . J . O . BURY.

Akron , O ., Div . No. 98.
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unless there is a change in the schedules
on a great many of the lines, there will be
unpleasant dissatisfaction . There was no
complaint made after the fire, about the
methods of the car dispatchers and superin
tendents , but sufficient time has elapsed to
enable them to have some sort of system .
Instead of this , however, they are working

out their personal grudges against men who
have incurred their enmity . This must stop .

There are a great many obstacles to be
overcome in the next few months. They will
be made all the harder by a display of self

ishness on the part of those concerned .
Questions of seniority are always difficult to

settle, but if the same spirit is shown as
was manifested during the conflagration , we
shall come out alright.

The so - called " Citizens' Alliance" has come
out in its real colors, and thrown down the
gauntlet to organized labor by attacking the
Waterfront Federation . But they have made
a mistake. The organized workers of San
Francisco will not stand idly by and see the
sailors union of the Pacific defeated. We pre
dict that, unless this controversy is speedily
settled it will be the worst struggle San
Francisco have ever seen . Having absolute
faith in the justice of the sailors' demands.
we can look forward with confidence to a
complete victory for them , directly , and the
cause of organized labor indirectly .

Bro . Joseph F . Windling, Kentucky street,
who died on June 29th , was buried the 2d
inst., at Mount Olivet Cemetery by Division
205 . He has been under medical treatment
for a time, but to no avail. Bro . Windling
was a very quiet, lovable man and had the
respect of all who came in contact with him .
The boys of Kentucky street sent a beautiful
floral piece.

R . CORNELIUS.

CONDITIONS IMPROVED .

BRO . ALBERT COLLIS ,

of Division 109, Victoria, B . C .

The above photo represents Bro. Albert
Collis of Local Division No. 109, Victoria ,
B . C ., who has been appointed to the posi
tion of assistant superintendent of the Vic
toria Branch of the B . C . Electric Railway
Co.

Bro . Collis was born in Orilla , Ontario,
31 years ago , and has been in the service
of the B . C . Ry. Co. for nearly 12 years,
and for many years a member of Division
No. 109. The appointment of Bro . Collis
gives universal pleasure to Division 109 ,
and is another refutation of the argument
that there is no promotion for earnest union
men .

Salt Lake City , Utah . Within a short per
iod of two weeks we have had several
changes in Salt Lake. The newspapers said
there would be a street railway strike one
day, and the next day they predicted peace.
The third day it was to be a lockout, and
again , the fourth day, peace. So , for a few
days, the dailies were kept busy guessing
what eventually would come. To the read
ers of the Motorman and Conductor we will
relate the true story .

The members of Div . 382 were consider
ably wrought up during the early months of
the year by the action of the company of -
ficials. New men who were hired were told
not to , and even positively forbidden to join
the union . All kinds of threats were made
to them of what would happen if they did .
Complaints were lodged by members of the

Division against the action of the company' s
officials . The executive board held secret ses
sions and drafted an agreement to be pre
sented to the company. Everything worked
splendidly , and nobody knew what was going
on until meetings were called for both the
day and night shift men . Here the agree
ment was read. Section after section was
gone over carefully . The entire membership
voted to present the agreement to the com
pany.
on June 6th the executive board met the

superintendent at his office . The board was
kindly received and the agreement was read
by the superintendent in their presence. The
suprintendent then told the board members
that in a day or two an answer would be

forthcoming . True to his word , on the third
day the superintendent notified President La
mont that an answer was ready. The board
at once proceeded to the office , where Mr. R .
S . Campbell, general manager of the system ,
and Mr. W . P . Read, superintendent, met
them . The conference between them was of
short duration . They were told in a few
words that the company would not concede
to any of their demands. One of the board

WOULD-BE UNION SMASHERS A .

MENACE.

San Francisco , Cal. Division No. 205 is
still moving along. The members who have
been engaged in other occupations since the
fire are now gradually returning to the car
service. There are about 900 men employed
at present, and in the course of a few weeks
200 or 300 more will be back at their old
business. The company is badly handi
capped for want of cars, and the men are
doing more work than ever before. We are
of the opinion that if the company hired
more men to repair the cars the situation
would be greatly improved . Our boys have
been very patient and long suffering, but,
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be

members was about to argue, when he was new rate is 18c per hour for the first six
told there would be no argument. months' service men , 19c for the second six

The board then withdrew . At this time the months' men, and 20 c per hour for those
dailies got hold of the news, and things were more than a year in the service . The old
boiling for some days. President Mahon was rate was 17c for the first year, 18c for the
notified of what had happened . Of course , second year, and 19c for the third and there
the agreement was in the first place sanc after. This , of course, brings better satis
tioned by him . President Mahon appointed faction .
C . 0 . Pratt, chairman of the G . E . Board , to It would seem that the result would be, at

e . Upon Bro . Pratt' s least, a fair confirmation of the value of or
arrival, meetings were held and Bro . Pratt ganization , and for the most part, the men
advised , that since the company would not here so look at it . However, there are re
open the door to our committee they would mote instances that causes a man to shiver

certainly not open the door to him , therefore, at the weakness sometimes incorporated in
said he, " look around and see if some of the makeup of those you least expect to find
your own citizens will aid you. " it in . Well, there is always a cause for this ,
Two good men were recommended to Bro. so it must be expected . But the vast num

Pratt in the persons of the Hon . B . H . Rob bers are looking forward , so there is no dan
erts, who has many times in the past ex ger. No. 343 has come out of the excitement
pressed his belief in organization , and 0 . in good shape, and thanks to the good sense
W . Powers, an able attorney, also a friend of our officers, she will be found in good
to the laboring class. A committee was ap shape for the future,
pointed , being made up of Seventh Int. Vice We might suggest to sister locals, that a
Pres. and Local Cor. Sec. H . T . B . Grey, L . Mr. Geo . A . O 'Neal, who became a member of
Walker and W . H . Linck . They waited upon 343 before the settlement, as soon as matters
the gentlemen , who interceded in our behalf. were settled , sought other fields. Just a word
Especially did Mr. Roberts do great and good to the wise.
work . He also met our Bro . C . 0 . Pratt and It is rumored that in employing new men
it was agreed that Mr. Roberts , having of here , the company is securing pledges from
fered his good offices, would conduct a confer the successful applicants to not join the Di
ence between the management of the railway vision . We can hardly credit this , because
system and the men. Mr. Roberts was suc we don 't believe any newly employed man
cessful, and a conference was held on Satur here is of the kind to take a job with that
day, June 16 . kind of a string tied to him . Again , we are

Originally , our agreement consisted of 16 not going to believe Mr. Bramlett to be the

sections. The whole agreement was gone kind of a man to tolerate the employment
over and threshed considerable . It now con of such men . The man who circulates such
sists of eight sections. It would take too reports should have some substantial proof,

much space to go into further detail, there or else be choked off . Such agitation doesn ' t
fore , will state the main points we gained . tend to make harmony. If any man has

Wages have been 20c per hour one year, 2250 proof of any such thing , let him honorably

the second year, and 25c after the second . give it to our president. If he don ' t , put him

Now they are 200 per hour the first six down for a disturber.

months, 22 12 c the second six months, 250 We have a first - class financial secretary in

after one year, and 27c after five years' ser the person of Bro. Geo. Bouck , and we owe
vice . The shifts shall be, as much as possi much of the success of our organization to

ble, 10 hours, and shall be worked within 12 his untiring energy, but in the mixup, some

consecutive hours. Heretofore we have how , my name, evidently , has escaped the
shown up for runs 10 minutes before our · mailing list of the M . & C . " ROX."
time to go on . That is also changed . We
now get pay from the time we report. Other TORONTO NOTES .
ninor matters have been made more agree
able and we hope our brothers will now en
joy the better conditions and take pleasure Toronto, Ont. The arbitrators, re the Win
in giving the Division the credit. nipeg trouble, have not, as yet, given out

Too much credit cannot be given those ex their decision . We hope by the next issue
ecutive board members for their untiring la of the Motorman and Conductor we will be
bors in accomplishing so much good . They able to give a full account of the case .

worked hard . Neither must we forget our Our men have been idle since the first of
worthy Bro . C . 0 . Pratt, under whose immed May, and it seems to take a long time to
iate direction the whole thing was so well settle such a small matter. Under our sys

worked, planned and successfully carried out. tem of voluntary arbitration , when it is re
He worked night and day. The Hon . O . W . membered that there were 13 men discharged ,
Powers also used his good influence with the the large amount of evidence to be taken on
general manager in our behalf. Last but not both sides, takes time. Nothing has been
least, the Hon . B . H . Roberts, who took such left undone to make the case complete , and
pride in aiding us, really opened the doors unnecessary haste has been avoided .

of the company for our committee. His in Bro . George Blackmore is at present in the
fluence is felt everywhere for his manly and hospital suffering from blood poisoning. It
courtgeous conduct, doing what is right, has been necessary for him to have two of
never flinching nor shirking where he can do his toes amputated . At present writing he is
any good , fearing no one nor the outcome. doing well, and his many friends are hoping
We extend our hearty thanks to all who took to soon see him around again .
a part in settling our trouble with the com Keep your eye on the button , or, at least,

pany .
the fellow who don 't wear one; suppose he

On Saturday, June 23, our Division cele thinks no one will notice it only the dues
brated the victory by giving an entertain collector, etc ., but don ' t make a mistake,
ment in the Federation of Labor hall. A hundreds of passengers also notice it , and
good program was arranged , conisting of while they may not say much , they keep up
music by our Division Band , Songs, recita " a deuce of a thinkin ' . " A Word to the wise

tions, piano solos and speeches by Messrs. is sufficient. " FARMER."
Roberts and Pratt. Good feeling prevailed
throughout, and at the close refreshments BENEFIT BY WAGE ADJUSTMENT.
were served. Thus ended our first battle in
victory , and we all must keep on in doing our
part to further peace and harmony in our Akron , o . As the result of a little agita
Division . “ 382. " tion , Div . No. 98 is able to report a rather

favorable wage adjustment. The new scale

CAN ' T STAND ON RUMORS. is a benefit to the first , second and third year
service men . The first six months' men re
ceive an increase of 120 per hour; for the

Kalamazoo , Mich . Since the recent wage next 242 year service men , 1c increase. In

agitation here, affairs seem to have shape principle , this increase is in the right direc

themselves so we are able to size ourselves tion , as it tends to wipe out an unjust dis

up. The increase in this city was not what crimination . It also draws the men closer

was desired , but the members of 343 are cer together, that a more harmonious effort will

tainly getting some pay for their effort. The mark future progress.
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and in
evernditions come tonized . it is bei

these unruly passengers and each case met
with the approval of the company. The com
pany has prosecuted several cases and as
fines have been imposed the disturbances
are becoming less frequent.

These are busy days for the car men in
St. Joseph . The season is now at its best.
in St. Joseph the open summer cars with the
running board are in vogue.

Bro . John Charles, whose photo appeared
in last month ' s issue, is well pleased with
the success that has attained his efforts in
the open ring trolley rope holder. The com
pany here has adopted his invention , and are
equipping the cars with the device . The ring
holds the rope in place to the hood of the
car and can be easily fastened or unfastened
while standing on the ground.

June 12th the members of Div . No. 326 en
joyed a smoker, and ice cream and cake were
also served . The attendance was exception
ally good and all present had an enjoyable
time. FRANK CHANEY.

TWO-CENT INCREASE .

Since the wage adjustment there has been
noticeable an enlivening on part of the em -
ployes to get in line. It is to be hoped that
this sentiment may survive to another year.
When we read of what our sister locals are
doing in the way of getting better wages,
and in every instance we see that the best
wage and conditions come to those who are
best and most generally organized , it is be
yond my understanding that some will stand
about and say " Unionism is no good, " and
thus withhold their membership . The reason
why the employes of the N . 0 . T . are not
getting better results for their laboris be
cause they are not more harmonious in union
ism . Div . No. 98 will bring better results to
her membership iſ the members will give
united effort to do more for Div . No. 98. The
Akron local can be made much more progres
sive if the membership will attend the meet
ings and inaugurate attractive sessions. I ad
mit that just attending meetings and listening
to the routine of business is not so attractive
to the average member with out a special
grievance , but short lectures and debates up
on not only unionism direct, but upon our
craft work , would certainly be of advantage.
For intsance, arrange for a debate upon the
advantage or disadvantage to the service of
some rule of the company which looks ugly
upon its face, and perhaps we may discover
its object, and possible modifications. Such
discusions, by sides chosen pro and con ,
would certainly prove interesting and possi
bly instructive. Of course, rules are dis
cussed and cussed, quite often , but it is all
on one side. My suggestion would create a
systematic affirmative and negative discus
sion by members purposely selected . At least,
let us get out to our meetings and work our
Association for the best there is in it , then
we will be able to better judge of its actual
merits.

The union is the home for the workingman .
The man who is ashamed to show his work
ing card , is ashanged of the fact that he is a
workingman , and he is not fit to associate
with workingmen . Whatdo you think of a man
who works at your craft and is ashamed
because he is identified with it ? Those of
a craft are respected by society in accord
ance with the pride they take in elevating
the standard of the craft work . Those who
are shamed to be identified with their work
have no interest in elevating its standard,
and they add no luster to the. dignity of la
bor. The man who is in the Union of his
craft. if sincere in his unionism , is the man
who is lending some to the promotion of la
bor as an important unit of society . Div . No.
98 is the only institution in Akron in which
this advantage may be enjoyed by the elec

tric railway man . " R . J . "

Rock Island, III. Div . No. 313 is still alive
and progressing .

After several meetings with the company

our new agreement was signed and gives
much satisfaction . It includes a wage raise
of 2 cents per hour, and thanks are due G . E .
B . Member Ed. McMorrow for the aid he
rendered us.

Bro . P . Walker has taken unto himself a
bride. We wish to extend our best wishes
for a long and happy life , and that all their
troubles will be little ones .
How is this ? The fourth pair to members

of our local in less than two years. At the
home of Bro . Hampton , a boy and girl have
made their appearance at one and the same
time. This local accepts into membership
nothing but first - clas men , and we are proud
of the results ,

Bro . Erickson had the misfortune to mash
four fingers at the Tri - City barn , July 4 , by

a falling window . It will lay him up for
some time.

Bro. Fred Brewin is back on duty after
several weeks of sickness.
Bro . Fromme has resigned his position as

conductor to accept that of policeman in
Moline.

Div . No. 313 gives a moonlight excursion
on the steamer " J . S .." August 15 .

Bro . Pratt was on the sick list a few days.
Bro . Siebert has moved into his home in

the south part of the city . E . J . S .

PENSIONS DISCUSSED .

FINES FOR DISORDERLIES EFFECTIVE .

St. Joseph , Mo. General Executive Board

Member Edward McMorrow , of Chicago, was
present at our regular meeting . Tuesday

night, July 3 . Bro. McMorrow came to St.
Joseph in response to a request from our
local Division that an international officer be
sent here to assist in adjusting a grievance

that the local executive board had under ad

visement with the company. The matter was
again taken up and an understanding reach
ed. At the meeting Bro . McMorrow discussed

the work of the Association as is being car
ried on in general, and his remarks were
well received by the members in attendance .

At a recent meeting of delegates from the

various labor organizatians throughout the
city , for the purpose of completing arrange
ment for Labor Day festivities, Bro . Richard

Johnson , of Div . No. 326 , was unanimously

elected president. The success of the Labor
Day program is assured . Bro. Johnson has
the reputation of making good in undertak

ings along the labor union movements, and
we feel confident that his efforts in this case

will be no exception .
Several of our members have experienced

considerable trouble with a class of people
that have made it a point to catch the late

cars at night, and cause trouble for the car
men . The employes have repeatedly ejected

Victoria , B . C . At a general meeting of
Div . No. 109, held on June 19, the pension
scheme as outlined by Mr. J . Buntzen ( chair
man of the London board of directors ) , of the

B . C . Electric Railway Co ., was thoroughly
discussed and debated upon clause by clause ,
which resulted in a number of amendments

and the modifying of certain clauses. This

has been requested from the management,

when the question will be considered further
and some definite action taken .

The following officers have been installed

for the ensuing term : President. M . Brink

man ; vice -president, S . W . Lorimer ; finan
cial secretary , G . Gardner : recording secre

tary, David Dewar, 34 Frederick street, Vic
toria : treasurer, II. Allnutt : warden , J . Bas

ton ; conductor, Ran . Barr ; executive board ,

M . Brinkman , R . Dewar, D . Arnason, J . Eas
ton and Oliver Snaith ; correspondent to the
Motorman and Conductor, A . W . Clayton , 57

Second street.
We are pleased to note that the nine-hour

day which was inaugurated here some time
ago is proving a great success, as had been

previously anticipated .
Pleased to report splendid progress at our

meetings, which are held semi-monthly , first
and third Tuesdays. A very pleasant feature
with our extras here is that they all seem
to appreciate the benefit and great advantage
of our organization , and the result is no
difficulty in bringing them up to ride the
goat. We are proud to have this sentiment
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IN NEW YORK

WANT ORGANIZATION .

Interesting Experiences From the Pen of a
Surface Motorman - Some Young Man

Will Be the Moses.

so manifest with the new men , and we also
realize that some of our best working ma

terial is to be found on the extra list.
The promotion of Bro . Albert Collis to the

position of assistant superintendent of the
Victoria Branch of the B , C . Electric Railway
is much appreciated by our membership , and
reflects a well -merited credit on the charac
ter of a brother who has been faithful in the

discharge of his duty to the company. Here
we have another of the many instances where
the local company have knocked at the door
of the Amalgamated when they wanted a
good man to fill a responsible position .

Pleased to report Bro . R . Hawk off the sick

list. Glad to see you again , Dick ,
Past President R . Ritchie and Bro. Chas.

Thornton propose taking a visit to Ontario
in the near future. 37. "

I wish to say a few words to the railroad
employes, readers of the Motorman and Con
ductor, of the many great benefits our craft
obtains through organization . Always bear
in mind that good and true old maxim about
the "bundle of sticks. " Cemented in thebond
of union and harmony, we can accomplish
great things ; as individuals , nothing . This
has been demonstrated many times. Union
is strength , and a boon to our craft, provid
ing we use our strength in the proper way.
Fellow -workers , use it wisely ; never in a
hot - headed , rash way. " Hot -head " is a dis
ease. It has always been a failure and
caused many a sad disaster .

OPEN MEETINGS ENLIVENING .

Danger makes the brave man steady,
Rashness is the coward ' s crime.

For freedom ' s batte all be ready,

But till it comes you bide your time.

Omaha, Neb . - - Division 288 has been quite
busy of late. June 5th we held an open
meeting with speaking , singing , playing ,

dancing , ice cream and cake. We made a
special effort to bring out the ladies and suc
ceeded admirably . The affair was pronounced
one of the most successful of its kind of the
season .

June 26th we held our regular election of
officers.
June 30th we held a picnic in Krug ' s Park ,

to which we sold nearly 5 ,000 tickets , in spite
of the fact that Omaha is supposed to enjoy
the special attention of the National Manu
facturers' and the business men 's associa
tions. The picnic day started in with the
finest kind of weather, but early in the even
ing a terrific thunder and rain storm started
which entirely spoiled the day, as far as the
expected crowds were concerned. However,
We made a snug sum on our tickets, and are
satisfied with the result . At our meeting
June 26th our old standby, Bro . C . 0 . Pratt,
dropped in on us, unawares, with his smiling
face and jovial manners. Our boys at the
meeting came near going through the roof
in their delight over the sight of a man who
has won for himself a place among the street
car men in Omaha. The name, " Pratt,"
sounds good to us. We wish him success in
his work , God speed in his travels and hope
to see him again soon .
What is the matter with our June Journal?

You haven ' t gone on a strike Wienuul lollilim

us know ? We are all longing for it and hope
it will soon turn up .
Our members are all enthusiastic for the

welfare of the Amalgamated in general, and
Division 288 in particular. We send our best

wishes to everybody, hoping for the success

of our undertakings, and earnestly hope for

a closer relationship between all wagework
ers, as the interest of the workers must nec

essarily be identical, namely, to get the full
fruit of their toil.
Our new official roster is as follows: Presi

dent. W . Wakehouse ; vice -president. E . F .
Cheney , secretary - treasurer and correspond
ent. C . F . Michelsen ; conductor, W . Gillan ;
warden , A . Johnson ; delegates to C . L . U . , F .
A . Goodall, P . J . Lenihan . C . F . Michelsen ;
executive board , W . Wakehouse, H . S . Leary ,

E . F . Cheney, P . J . Lenihan , H . Jesperson , A .
Johnson , Geo. Schreiber, T . Yarwood .

I first became a street car conductor in
1885 on the old Broadway line, in New York
city . That was in the palmy days of the K .
of L . I cherished that organization in its
infancy, and saw it grow to be a great big
boy, and many a big bully I saw that boy
put over the ropes. After many successful
victories for the railroad men of New York
city , the K . of L . lost its head in many ways
and went down in defeat. January , 1889.
Then came the wild individual scramble by
the order . " Get back if you can . " Con . was
left out in the cold . I would not be taken
back . But if I was not taken back in 1889, I
was back four times since as a conductor,
and they didn ' t know it.

I will now make a confession of my past
life as a nickel snatcher. When I worked on
a union road I never stole a nickel. When I
worked upon a scab road I stole all I could
get. Now , from long experience , I know the
union man to be a pretty honest fellow . With
very few exceptions I always found the scab
to be a thief. You may ask me why the
union man is the more honest man ? It is
because the union man has a feeling deep
down in his heart that honesty stands for
his own individual benefit and the benefit of
his organization , and last but not least, he
wants to do what is right by the company
that uses him right and recognizes his organ
ization . . Well, since that sad day , in 1889, we
never could get organized on the surface
lines of New York city. There were many an
effort made, but always failed , and here we
remain , in bondage, the most perfect sample
of abject human slaves that crawl on this
terrestrial globe.

There are over fifty thousand men employ
ed on the surface lines of New York city , and
at the present time there are ten thousand
on the " L " and Subway lines. You may well
say that we are a lot of humble slaves when
two men can rule sixty thousand men with
an iron rod, and we submit.

Empires fell and tyrants passed away. The
old saying is true, " Every dog has his day . "

I will give a pen picture of the exploited
slaves of our craft in this big city of New
York . There is no other city in this country
where street car men have to work so hard ,
get so much abuse, and so little for their
labor as in New York city . There is no other
city in the world where rents and the neces
saries of life are so high . The price of ev
erything is high here , only the price of labor.
True, to a certain extent. we inherit the
benefits of the primeval curse, " In the sweat
of thy brow thou shalt eat bread ." We can
sweat all we want, but we can ' t get the
bread. You may ask why labor is so cheap
and how it is that over sixty thousand rail
road men are working long hours for starva
tion wages in high - priced New York , and
abused and ill- used by our masters ?
My reply is , we have no organization , and

** " 288.'

246 FLOURISHING .

Danvers, Mass. At the meeting of Div . No.
216 , held June 25 , the following officers for
the ensuing term were elected : President, E .
G . Foss ; vice -president, G . H . Estes ; treas
urer, L . F . Swain , recording secretary , M .
Shea ; financial secretary , H . E . Briggs ; con
ductor, S . A . Morgan , warden , J . H . Murphy ;
sentinel, F . J . White ; executive board , A , F .
Nimblett. J. C . Gorman, Edwin Green , J. C .
Kavanaugh , F . Cole .

Div . No. 246 is in a very flourishing condi
tion at present. We expect to have every
carman upon this division in our Association
before January 1st next. " 246. "
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have to stand for everything, right or wrong ;
there is no appeal. Then , again , the popula
tion here , in New York city , is far greater to

the square mile than in any other city in
this country . Traffic on our streets is some
thing enormous, and, last of all, our masters
well lash us into subjection . If the czar and
grand dukes of Russia are any worse, I say,

success to revolution !
The operative officials of the New York city

railroads were formerly motormen and con
ductors, but they were men of the Judas
class. The president of the company was
formerly a brakeman on a steam railroad .
He has a fatherly love for his employers,
and to protect them from wicked men and
labor organizations, he organized us into a
society, and called it the "Metropolitan Re
lief Association , " and made himself president.
The company will not tell us we have to join
the Relief, but the man who refuses might
as well get out. The dues are 50 cents a
month , and we are all members of it ; we
have to be, or lose the job . They call it the
" Relief. " It is not, in my belief. It relieves
fifty thousand railroad slaves of a half - dollar
a month for nothing . I have seen members
of the Amalgamated hiding on the collector
and trying to avoid paying their dues. But
in the " Relief" there is no kick - we've got
to pay, and pay promptly . Of course there
are hundreds of men that pay under silent
protest, but there are hundreds of suckers
who think the " Relief" is a fine organization
and take a very active interest in it. I say
to every Amalgamated man , be a union man,
be proud you are in the ranks of the Amal
gamated. Pay your dues promptly and be
thankful for the protection it gives you.

I will now tell you something about the
funny side of the " Relief." We have a fine
brass band and every man in it is a promoter
of the " Relief Association . It is a pretty
good band, too , and we are all very proud of
it, by the way. Now our " Relief" band took
a very prominent part in the St. Patrick ' s
Day parade last 17th of March , and as they
marched up Fifth avenue by the homes of
the Belmonts , the Whitneys and the Ryans
playing the " Star Spangled Banner" and the

"Wearing of the Green ," I must confess they
made a sorry looking show . I suppose it was
in honor of Thomas F . Ryan , the present
head of the New York city railroads. The
honorable Thomas is a half -harp himself, and
a big politician , understand . When I was a
boy in Ireland I read something in Irish his
tory about politicians of the Ryan class
men who sold their country and their God
for a few paltry pounds of British gold , and
there are many of our politicians here to
day would do the same if they only could
make the deal. These are the days that men
prefer the dollar to their God.

Since the Belmont and Ryan interests con
solidated they have no use for city men , no
matter from what city they come. Green
horns are all right. They grab them at once
and put them on the job . It is pretty hard
to organize that class of men . They are hir
ing the greenhorns in bunches and the re
sults are a long string of accidents on the
surface lines every day. To save Ryan and
Belmont, the motorman is now sent to jail.
One motorman got ten years in state ' s prison ,
and there are others held in $ 20 , 000 bond for
the grand jury. The company won' t bail
them , and I am sure nobody else will. What
of a lone motorman ? There are thousands
of them landing at this port every week .
Motormen and conductors are paid here by

the trip , and we have to make a certain num
ber of trips in twelve consecutive hours. On
account of the crowded Condition of our
streets, and the enormous amount of traffic ,
we find it impossible to do the number of
trips the time- table calls for in twelve hours .
So , at the end of the day we find ourselves
one or two trips short, and we only get paid
accordingly . The time inspectors keep roar
ing at the men , and pushing us on all the
time. The results are accident, and then,
prison .

The company owns and controls every pub
lic official from the governor down to the
mayor- all hangmen included. Pittsburg is a
motorman ' s paradise as compared with New

York . But, of course, the boys in Pittsburg
have their organization , and while I may not
have been any too good a member there, my
advice to them is to keep it up. Therl, too ,
they have a better management to work un
der. There they give a motorman some pro
tection in case of accidents . Here none. But
there is an under - quiver for organization ,
and it will soon come to the surface. The
younger men are galled , and it will be from
among them that the leader is sure to come.

I will not go into detail in describing the
class of men we have been electing to public
office in the state and city of New York . But
will say that we workingmen have about as
much chance of getting justice from the men
whom we have been electing to office as the
devil has of becoming a saint. As the saying
goes, " When the devil is sick a saint he' d
be; when the devil is well the devil he' d be. "
Now , the only safe and sane remedy is to
give the devils a dose of safe -and - sane med
icine that will keep them always sick . We
can give that dose in the ballot-box, and the
devils and their angels will never know who
gave it to them .
But, understand, we have got to give them

a big dose, and give it to them good. Our
medicine is the ballot. Why don ' t we use it ?
Workingmen of America , wake up and do as
the labor men of Great Britain did at the
last election - elect men of our own class .
At the last election the labor men of Great
Britain elected fifty - five real labor men
workingmen - to the British House of Par
liament, and today these workingmen sit in
the most coveted seats in the British Parlia
ment - seats that had been occupied for years
by dukes, lords and earls . We can do the
same thing here in America , and oust our
corrupt politicians and professional grafters.
What we want, and will have in this coun
try, in the very near future, is a united polit
ical labor party , pledged to support our own
class, and opposed to the present system of
class legislation in favor of the privileged
few . That is our only true salvation . I hope
to see it soon . Vote for no man unless he is
pledged to the Initiative and Referendum .
See, also , that he is pledged to trades union
ism . CON . PARTICUS,

From the Shades of 332.

KAVANAUGH AT THE HELM ,

Albany, N . Y . Since the last issue of the
M . & C . went to press, Div. No. 148 has suf
fered an irreparable loss in the death of
Bro. Frank Staley. We were scarcely aware
of his illness before we were shocked to
learn of his sudden death . He was a charter
member of our organization , a man of ex
emplary habits, a dutiful husband and a kind
and loving father. A large delegation of our
members paid a fitting tribute to his mem
ory . The company and public will both feel
the loss of so faithful an employe.

I know of no better medium than through
the columns of the M . & C . to correct the
false impression that the press have given
to the public in regard to the accident at
Orange, N . Y . In the selection of Bros. Sivers
and Marth as instructors in the operation of
the Flood emergency brake, the company

chose wisely and well. They are practical
men , of years of experience , and had the op
eration of the cars been left entirely to them
we venture to say the accident would not
have happened. The high esteem in which
the Orange management holds them is justly
proven by the letter of its superintendent ex
onorating them from all blame.

After the most exciting campaign in the
history of our local, we have succeeded in
electing to the several offices in our organ
ization men whose ability is unquestionably
of the highest standard,

In Candidates Kavanaugh and Duff , for the
office of president, the men had an opportun
ity in either candidate of casting a ballot for
a man whose sterling worth and qualifica
tions as a leader are unquestioned . The same
may be said of our executive board . The
members were very carefully selected , and
can be relied upon in all emergencies . Space
alone prevents me from speaking of the suc .
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cessful candidates individually . I may say,
in general, however, they are all known

quantities , and chosen from the very best
material the organization possesses.
We now feel assured that with ' President

Wm . Kavanaugh at the herm , and the sup
port of what promises to be so able an execu
tive board , the ensuing year is sure to be
one of peace, pleasure and prosperity for all
concerned .

" 148."

ELECT OFFICERS.

Norwich Conn . Local No. 262. at the regNorwich , Conn. .ular meeting of June 26 , elected officers for

the ensuing term as follows: President, Geo.
W . Leonard ; vice -president, H . T . Ladd ; re
cording secretary , E . H . Christman ; financial
secretary , J . C . Leonard ; treasurer, Mr. Bar
well; conductor, Aime Gordon , warden , Geo .

Hoxie ; sentinel, E . E . Mulkins; correspondent
M . & C . , Chas. Raynes.
Div. No. 262 reports progress. At our last

meeting one candidate was initiated and sev
eral applications have been received for fu .

ture action .
Vice - President H . T . Ladd has been on the
k list for several weeks, but am pleased to

report him again about.
We hope to have a large attendance at our

next regular meeting .
W . W . G .

APPRECIABLE AGREEMENT SECURED.

Davenport, Ia . Div . No. 312 is very much
in evidence just at present and moving along

at rapid strides toward that goal of which
you have all heard .
As I told a couple of months ago , we went

after more money and we have accomplished

our purpose. As a result, we have about 275

of the happiest trainmen in the country .
On March 27th our committee had a meet

ing with the general manager and told him
we wanted to open up the wage clause of
the agreement. His position was that the
company had just changed hands and he did
not know at that time who to notify of our

demands. He also gave an interpretation as
to the clause of the agreement permitting a
modification , which we regarded as wrong .
Corresponding with Int. Pres. W . D . Mahon
in regard to the technicality , we were ad
vised that we were correct in our opinion .
We then got instructions to go to the man
ager and notify him that we wanted an an
swer to our request for wages. This the

committee complied with .
Our demand at this time was 20 cents per

hour for new men and 22 12 cents per hour for

all who had been in the employ of the com
pany more than one year.
On the 22nd of May we were called into

conference with Manager Lardner and Presi
dent Porter . Mr. Porter made us a counter
proposition of 20 cents for new men , 21 cents
for all men over one year in the service for
this year, 22 cents for next year and 23 cents
for the third year, the contract to cover three

years.We called a mass meeting of the two lo
cals, 312 and 313, for the Saturday night fol
lowing, and put the proposition before the
members. It was turned down by a vote of

169 to 22, which showed the committee that
they had a big job on their hands. They were
instructed at this meeting to go back to the
company and tell them that if they wanted
a three -year agreement, it could be had if

they would pay us 22 cents for the first two
years and 23 cents for the third year, or, if
they would not accept this , we would sign

their proposition if they would add the
" closed shop " clause .
We took these two propositions to the com

pany the 28th of May, and President Porter

replied that he had gone the limit . When we
introduced the closed shop clause he did not

fancy it , and insisted on our going before the

men again with his former proposition .
We decided that would do no good , and as

the first of June was almost at hand and as
that was the time we wished a new contract
to take effect, we asked for our old condi
tions to hold good for 30 days more, with the
right to call for a hearing at any time. This

was granted . We then wrote the Interna
tional President, asking for a man to be
sent us, and on June 10th Executive Board

Member Ed. McMorrow came to our assist
ance. On the following day Mr. Lardner told
us that Mr. Porter would not be able to at
tend a conference until the middle of the
week , and that in his obsence he had no
power to act. Nothing accomplished, we had
to return to the men that night and report
a second time Mr. Porter' s proposition . After
voting it down the second time, the men de
cided at this meeting to take a strike vote
the following Saturday if we could not ac
complish anything . Following this meeting
no conference with the company could be se
cured . On Saturday the strike vote was
taken . Of some 279 or 280 , only 13 voted not
to strike. Bro . McMorrow looked up when
it was all over and said , "Well, isn ' t that the
limit ? "

Saturday Mr. Lardner made a date for a
meeting the following Monday . Monday
morning, at 9 o 'clock , we met the president
and manager, and at 10 :45 o ' clock , when the
conference adjourned , we had a proposition
to present to the men that we were sure
would be accepted. The proposition was 22
cents per hour for all men over one year in
the service for the next two years, and 23
cents for the two years following and 20
cents for all men under one year for their
first year, 21 cents for their second year, and
22 cents for the third year, after which 23

cents.
Besides , we knocked out the demerit sys

tem , which has been very obnoxious to our
ast three years. We also gained

minor concessions.
When we got the company to accept this

proposition we decided that we had some
thing that we could recommend to the men ,
and it was the first and only recommendation
that the committee made. Well, it went
through with a rush , for the men all realized
what a good proposition they had gained . not

only in wages but in strengthening our or
ganization .
When Bro . McMorrow came here, the out

look was pretty bad ; the situation was a
deadlock . After he got here it did not take
him long to put a different face on proceed
ings, and thanks to his good work in our
behalf, we have the best contract and condi
tions that could possibly be expected . He
has certainly made a host of friends in our
midst. in the short space of one week , and
you can bet that our boys were sorry to see
him leave us so soon . We will never be able
to pay the debt of gratitude we owe him ,
and the worst that we wish him is that he
always will meet with success and that he
may have a long life to devote to the good
work that he is doing for organized labor.
He paid our committee a glowing tribute

at our meeting on the night of the ratifica
tion of the contract, and told the boys that
of all the committees that he had ever worked

in conjunction with , he had never seen one
that was better. He pointed out President
Archie Hart, of Div . No. 313 , and President
Jos. Coleman , as two of the best workers

in the labor movement that it had ever
been his pleasure to meet. He said that he
hoped that if he, or any other member of the
International, were called here in four years
from now , that he or they would find the af
fairs of the locals in their hands, or men

equally as good.
We wish to thank Business Agent Hergis,

of the Tri - City Labor Congress, for the as
sistance and good counsel that he furnished
us during our negotiations, and would say
in behalf of the members of Div . No. 312 ,
that we think he is the right man in the

right place.Our company seems well pleased with the

outcome of the affair , and I think that Bra.
McMorrow leaves us with the best of feeling

existing between our union and the company .

We think that our manager is as fine a man
as there is in the three cities, and while

President Porter is a stranger to all of us,

we think we are fortunate in getting him as
chief executive of the Tri- City Railway Com
pany. All that I can say now is , that we all
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For lack of time we are obliged to make
this statement very brief, but we hope to
have good news to report each month from
Div . No. 428, New Bedford , Mass.

" 428. "

DETROIT DIGEST.

cleare
don , whice gave olany.

hope that the friendly relations will continue
in the future that have existed in the past.
Our members on both executive boards

have all worked hard and faithfully for the
interests of the members of our locals, and
I think that they are entitled to a great deal
of praise in what they have done in the per
formance of their duties as officers of the
Association . The other members who have
not been mentioned were Acting Members 0 .
Carstens and G . W . McGill, of Div. 312, and
Bro. Walker, of Div . 313, and Ira Hammond
and Bro . Balcom , of Div . 312, who were al
ways called in as advisers at our committee
meetings. The other members of Div. 313 I
do not know .

The D . & S . trainmen and the Mississippi
Valley Traction Co . trainmen receive the
same wages and conditions, as those lines are
a part of the merger and under the same
management as our company.
On June 8th we gave our annual steamboat

excursion , which was a grand success. We
cleared up $ 161.15 , which is the best we have
ever done on a boat excursion . Some of the
boys made great records as ticket sellers for
the occasion. Bro . Andy Muller was first,
with 131 tickets sold : Bro . Mathews second ,
with 104 sold ; Bro. T . M . Watkins sold 65 ,
McGill 22 . Hilmer 19, and a great many of
the brothers sold from that number down.
We all worked hard to make it the grand
success that it was.
Bro . J. O . Schultz writes us from El Paso ,

Texas, that his condition is improving, which
is most welcome news. We earnestly hope
that it will continue. With this one excep
tion , we have no one on our hands sick at
the present time that I know of.
At the present time we have not a man

working for our companies in the train ser
vice but what belongs to our local, except a
few extra men who have but recently went
to work , and have not had time to take the
obligations ; but most of them either have
their applications in , or have expressed their
willingness to join .

After all, boys, while individuals are enti
tled to credit, it is organization that brings
results. Let us not overlook that fact.

" G . W . Mc."

GREETINGS OF NEW LOCAL .

Monday, July 9, Div . No. 26 , together with
a host of friends, took the excursion boat
Columbia to Bois Blanc Park , where they
passed the day in sports and recreation . The
day was everything that could be wished ,
and every man that could get off duty was in
attendance , and had their wives and little
ones. Of course, there were those present
who have not as yet reached the matrimonial
compact, but there was no derth of compan
ions. The favorable weather added to the
enchantment of the famous old island, and
the occasion may be put down as one of the
memorable days of the Division .

The committee of arrangements was com
posed of Bros. Wm . J . Proctor, chairman ; R .
H . Sunderland , secretary - treasurer ; A . A .
MacManamy. David Purvis and Hugh Mc
Clintock . The unrufiled social enjoyment, the
appropriately arranged schedule of amusing
and healthful sports and the eventual finan
cial success of the affair all highly commend
the work of the committee.

The sports were as follows:
Ball game, D . U . R . VS. Monroe shops. The

game was generously given to the shop men .
The tug of war was won by Bro . Geo .

Brown and warriors, of the west side . Bro.
Tom Tupper, with his east side warriors were
vanquished .
Mrs. Bland won first prize in the married

ladies' race . The prize was a five - dollar gold
piece , contributed by Sheriff Burns.

Bro. Sidney Keller hooked the 100 -yard
dash race, also the running jump and hop,
step and jump.
Mrs. Proctor secured first prize in the egg

rolling race.
Master H . Allen , Miss A . Olive, Bro . Jno.

Sprague, Mrs. Geo . Brown and Miss Olive
Fournier won first prize in the 100 - yard boys'
race , 75 -yard girls ' race , fat man' s race, fat
ladies ' race and young ladies' race, respect

ively . Bros. Geo . Hawley and A . Campbell
came second and third in the fat man ' s race.
Of course, this race was run by motormen
exclusively . Conductors never get fat. They
have too much work .
Master Harold Sherwood pulled in the first

prize in the race of boys under 12 years, and
Miss Alice Coesins took first prize in the

girl' s race.
Ladies' long throw was won by Mrs. B .

Lawandry .
100 - yard dash by officers only, was led by

S . at A . Archie Black . Board members John
Sprague. Chas. Gateclifle . Wm . Allen and
Thos. Tupper came as named for second ,
third , fourth and fifth prizes.
An interesting feature of the return boat

ride was the drawing of prizes by ticket pur
chasers. Each ticket purchased gave the
purchaser a chance coupon upon prizes.
Bro . Jim Cunningham , chief deputy sheriff ,

contributed a fine prize to the success of the
occasion , and was on hand to extend his per
sonal greetings.
Withal, Bro . Proctor and his committee

have reason to congratulate themselves for
the success of the fifteenth annual. The com
mittee also feels grateful to the business men
and friends of Detroit who lent their unsel
fish aid by contributing generously to the
program and prizes.

On Ju , 9 , Bro . Henry Chall, Trumbull ave
nue motorman , died of consumption . He was
buried from the residence of his sister, 695
Livernois avenue, on the 11th inst., at Wood
mere Cemetery . The funeral was attended
by Business Agent Chas. Duryea , Secretary
Geo . Sherwood and Conductor Thorpe. Floral
tributes were sent by Division No. 26 and the
Trumbull avenue employes. The death ben
efit of over $ 1 ,400 will be paid to his sister .
Considerable confusion has emanated from

the adoption of the seniority system of al
lotting runs. A provision in the new agree

New Bedford , Mass. It is the desire of our
members that our Division shall be reported
in the official journal of the Association for
July . National Organizer Wm . B . Fitzgerald ,
of Troy, N . Y . , and President P . F . Sheehan ,
of Brockton, Mass., made their appearance in
New Bedford at a midnight meeting the
evening of the 31st of May. From the results
of their labors, Div . No . 428 of New Bedford
has come into existence.
On the morning of June 2nd two motormen

were discharged for no other reason except
for joining the organization , the intention of
our employers ' officials being to frighten our
members and disrupt our organization before
it were three days old . Contrary to their
expectations, it roused the fellow -workers,
and at a well attended meeting , held June 2 .
28 more workmen stood around the rostrum ,
were given the obligation and made brothers.
This had the effect of changing the attitude
of our superintendent from carrying out his
discharging plans. Through the good offices
and shrewd management of Brothers Fitz
gerald and Sheehan , both of the discharged
brothers were reinstated on their regular
cars, losing only three and four days' work
each .

The officers of our Division and as follows:
President. Wm . E . Cleary ; first vice -presi
dent. Edw . F . Harps ; second vice - president,
John P . Sheffield ; recording secretary , Chas.
C . Nourse financial secretary , Frank R .
Wood ; treasurer , Geo . E . Laneffi conductor,
Thos. Farley ; warden , W . B . Ellis ; sentinel.
Louis T . Borden ; executive board , James
Hutchinson , Alfred Ainsworth , Joseph Tay
lor. Arthur Lisson .
We have established our regular meetings

for the second and fourth Wednesdays of
each month , meetings to be called to order
at 8 :30 p . m . and 12 : 30 midnight.
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INTERESTING MEETING HALL.ment embodies this change. There has been
some dissatisfaction expressed, but the sys

tem has not as yet been given a fair trial.
If complied with in its true spirit, its fair
ness cannot fail to commend it. In our work ,
its character is such that a discrimination is
inevitable and has been exercised as long as

street cars have existed . If there must be a
discrimination it is only fair , and it is 'ac

cording to all past practice that the older
men shall be favored . If this is true, then
there can be no favor only by the seniority
rule. The system is purely simple. The
schedule is placed before the men and after
sufficient time is given for a study , then the
oldest man selects his run . The next oldest

then has the opportunity to select his run ,
and so on , until all runs are selected . Just
where anyone can get the worst of it is
hard to be seen . In fact if the system is
rigidly followed every man on the board will
be in his place and upon the run to which
he is entitled by reason of his seniority . Of
course, the question of right of seniority
upon lines by that in the service may cause

discontent, but such a question . would neces
sarily arise in the event of moving up to
open runs. It is believed that when the sys
tem is thoroughly tried its fairness will be
evident.

Montpelier, Vt.- On June 2 Division 242
met and elected the following officers : John
Doeherty , Pres.; E . Kiser, V . Pres.; F . Miles,
F . S . ; W . Perkins, Sec . and Treas. ; G . Coun
ter, W . ; J . Kerson , C . ; W . Laird , Sen .; J .
Doeherty, Corres.

Our division is in a flourishing condition ,
with a raise of from 18 to 19 cents per hour

for old men, and from 15 to 16 cents per hour
for new men , breaking in included .

We initiated two new members, with three
more for our next. We hold our meetings
in a box - car furnished by the company. They
also furnish lights. And better still, recog
nize our association , Much credit is due Bro .
D . S . Fitzgerald of the G . E . B . for the ad

vice and help received . Mr. Hoar, attorney
for the road, said Mr. Fitzgerald is the most

sensible labor man he ever met, which was,
we beieve, a great compliment to our able
brother. Like the Green Mountain State , we

are small but lively . " 242. "

VERMONT.

One night when all was silent as the grave ,
I thought of home, the near land of the

brave,
The state where Ethan Allen drew his blade.

Where from his lips those memorable words
he said :

WINDSOR JOTS .

" Surrender now this fortress, unto me,
In the Great Jehovah 's name, or you shall see
The Continental Congress has the power,
And you surrender unto me this very hour. "

Thy mountains green with rapture fills my
breast,

The maple, spruce and hemlock on thy crest,
Oft when a youth it caused my heart to

thump,
With expectation of a trip to the famous

Camel' s Hump.

Oh , Lake Champlain ! Upon thy placid waters,
Are wooed and won on moonlight nights,

some of thy fairest daughters.
Thy rivers and thy rippling streams,

Blest paradise of the sportman's dreams.

Thy gorgeous sunsets, none can equal thee ;

Thy beauty and thy loveliness is known on
land and sea ,

And when thy lovely form is wrapped in
beauteous snow ,

All these the wonders of the Great Creator
show .

JOHN DOEHERTY, of 242.

WORSE THAN RANDALL TODAY.

Windsor, Ont. Brother A . Higgins, motor
man on the Amherstburg line, has thrown
lonely moments to one side and hereafter

will pass his idle hours in company with Mrs.
A . Higgins, who, a few weeks ago, was Miss
Mary Reneaud.

Bro . Albert Langlois was recently married
to Miss Chloe Pare, of Petite Cote . He, also ,

has the congratulations and best wishes of
No. 231.

Bro. H . A . Hart, formerly correspondent
for No. 231. and who saw fit to move across

the pond and become a member of Div . No.
26 , continued to cast longing glances be
hind. He has succeeded in further depopu
lating Canada by impressing Miss Le Bouf
with the beauties of Detroit, and she has
now become Mrs. H . A . Hart. of Detroit .
Bro . Hart and wife have our best wishes.

Our Amhurstburg line is increasing in pop
ularity . This is denoted by the volume of
sight- seeing patrons. There is no more
beautiful ride than down the Canadian side
to the quaint old town of Amherstburg . The
diversified scenery is enchanting and the
cool breezes ladened with health -giving frag

rance of wild flowers, and the aroma from
domestic gardens is life - invigorating. Then ,
opposite Amherstberg . lies the beautiful isl
and , Bois Blanc. Aside from this , there is

no more interesting fishing ground than the
lake at the mouth of the Detroit river. In

all, these attractions are evidently becoming
known, as the service, particularly on Sun
day, is crowded to its utmost. The boys like
ta see this , for it seems to have a sort of
twenty -cent-per -hour ring to it.

FAIR SUPERINTENDENTS APPRECI.
ATED .

Niles. 0 . To our Division Superintendent.

Mr. McElligott, there is due much respect for
his kindly initiative move with the manage
ment at Youngstown in the Bro . Scott case ,
who had unfortunately been dismissed from
the company ' s service . Through Mr. McElli

gott' s assistance the management at Youngs
town granted an opportunity to the commit
tee for reconsideration of the case. Also , the
fairness of Mr. Sliter, superintendent of
transportation , in his reinstating Bro . Scott
should not be overlooked .

For the past two years, Bro . Bancroft has
been in the dog business. He says he is go
ing to give it up and try something else. In
one of his busy moments, not long ago, he
stopped the writer and tried to sell him a
Dutch cat with a very lengthy pedigree.

Bro. Gaston is taking a week off visiting
his old home at Cambridge, Ohio .
Nobody at present writing to be reported

on the sick list . " NOW AND THEN . "

During a famous deadlock fight in the
house at Washington over the civil rights

bill. Gen . Benjamin F . Butler favored a Sun

day session .

" Bad as I am , I have some respect for
God's day,” replied Sam Randall, of Penn
sylvania .

"Don 't the Bible say it is lawful to pull
your ox or ass out of a pit on the Sabbath ? "

asked Butler. " You have thirty - seven asses
on your side of the house and I want to get
them out of this ditch tomorrow . I think I

am engaged in holy work . "

"Don 't do it ," replied Randall. " I expect
some day to see you in a better world . "

" You'll be there, as you are here, a member
of the lower house . " flashed the general, with

telling effect.- Evening Wisconsin .

An old labor law in England in force in
1783 contained the following six clauses : Any
tailor who joined a union was to be sent to
jail for two months. Tailors must work from
6 o ' clock in the morning until 8 at night.
Wages were not to be higher than 48 cents a
day. Each tailor was to be allowed three
cents for breakfast. Any tailor who refused
to work was to be imprisoned for not more
than two months. If any employer paid
higher wages he was to be fined $ 25 and the
workmen who took the increase were to be
sent to jail for two months.
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CLEVELAND & SOUTHWESTERN
AGREEMENT.

Meorandum of agreement made and en
tered into this 8th day of April, 1906 , by and
between The Cleveland & South -Western
Traction Company, party of the first part,
hereinatfer called the Company, and the
Amalgamated Association of Street & Elec
tric Railway Employes of America , Division
No. 380 , of Elyria , Ohio , party of the second
part, hereinafter called the Association .

FIRST.
The Company through its proper officers

agrees to treat with any committee author
ized by the Association on any and all ques
tions of dispute, and on failure to reach a
satisfactory settlement with the operating
officers of the Company, the Association has
the right to appeal the case to the Executive
Committee of the Company, who will treat
with the committee of the Association and
render a decision.

SECOND .
Ten (10 ) hours shall constitute a day 's

work for all employes other than train ser
vice men , except where twenty - four (24 )
hours' continuous service is required ; then
the day shall be divided into three ( 3 ) shifts
of eight ( 8 ) hours each , with the exception
of sub - station attendants. The sub - station
attendants ' wages to be increased to an
amount equivalent to twelve (12 ) days per
annum .

THIRD.
Where machinists, blacksmiths, carpenters,

painters, armature winders, electricians, bab
bitters, linemen , etc ., other than necessary
inspectors, greasers and train service men ,
are required to work overtime or on Sunday
and holidays, they shall be paid at the rate
of time and one -half .

FOURTH .

For trainmen all runs shall conform to as
near a ten ( 10 ) hour work day as possible ,
and there shall no run exist that cannot be
completed inside of twelve ( 12 ) consecutive
hours, and any run that does not exceed
eight ( 8 ) hours shall be placed as an extra
run , unless some regular trainman desires
to choose such run .

In the train service , employes shall be paid
from the time they are required to report for
work until they are relieved from duty at
the scheduled starting point, except in cases
where a run is completed at a point where it
is necessary for the crew to lay over for the
night. In such cases the crew will be al
lowed the dead -head time only , and train
men when required to dead -head shall re
ceive full pay for such dead -head time. It
being understood that when an extra man is
compelled to dead -head over the road to re
lieve a regular man before he has completed
his run , the dead -head time shall be allowed
the extra man and deducted from the time of
the regular man so relieved .

FIFTH .
All members of the Association to be given

free transportation over the lines of the
Company. This transportation to be good on
any regularly scheduled local train at any
time. In case where they wish to travel on
Limited trains, they will be required to se
cure a special trip pass , which shall be given

them in reasonable numbers. Employes '

wives are to be given return trip passes good
on all regularly scheduled trains at any time.
Passes to be issued at the dispatcher' s , chief
engineer' s and master mechanic ' s offices, and
all shop employes living in the city are to be
given two ( 2 ) tickets a day for transporta

tion in the city.
SIXTH .

All members to have the privilege of liy
ing wherever they please so long as they can
reach their work on regular scheduled cars .
but the Company in no case shall be required
to pay time and one - half for overtime on ac
count of relief failing to arrive on time; it
being understood that the residence of the
linemen shall be such that it will not cause
unnecessary delay in taking care of emerg
ency work when the road or any division

thereof is out of operation by reason of a
break in the line.

SEVENTH .
Employes who turn into the offices of the

Company lost articles found in the cars or on
the Company' s property , shall attach to same
a tag provided for that purpose. The tag
shall bear a brief description of the article
and the time and place the article was found .
This tag shall have a coupon bearing the
same number as the tag. On presentation of
this coupon after the expiration of sixty (60 )
days, the article found shall be returned to
the party finding the same, unless it shall
have been returned to its owner. When the
article is returned to the owner, the tag shall
be removed from same and a report made on
the back of the tag giving the owner' s name
and address, and the date the article was re
turned to the owner .

EIGHTH .

At any time the Company wishes to change
the schedule it is agreed that there shall be
a list of runs posted on all bulletin boards
for a period of one ( 1 ) week previous to such
change, and all employes to have their re
spective places in accordance with their con
tinuous age in the service of the department.
Priority of service always to determine an
employe' s rights on the Division on which

he is employed ; it being understood that the
oldest employe has the first choice and others

in the order of their seniority .
NINTH .

Any member of this Association who holds
an office in the Association that requires his
absence from the Company ' s employ shall be
given such leave of absence as may be neces
sary for him to have to fulfill the duties of
his office, and he is to be placed in his regu
lar position with the Company on reporting
for duty the day before he desires to go to
work .

ΤΕΝΤΗ.
All employes of the Company shall be paid

by the usual form of bank check or in cash
or currency if the company desires to do so .

ELEVENTH .
It is further understood and agreed that

where an employe is suspended or discharged
from the service of the Company, and after a
thorough investiagtion it is found he is not
guilty of sufficient cause to warrant such ac
tion , he shall be reinstated and paid for all
lost time.

TWELFTH
Trainmen shall not be required to sweep

or grease cars.
* THIRTEENTH .

No employe to be suspended or discharged
without first being given a hearing before
the proper officer.

FOURTEENTH
On and after August 1st, 1906, conductors

and motormen to be paid by the hour on the
following basis .
For the first year, 21c per hour.
For the second year, 23c per hour.

For the third year and thereafter, 24c per
hour.

FIFTEENTH .
It is further agreed that all extra work

shall be done by extra men when available .
This agreement shall be in force and effect

for one ( 1 ) year from date, and any change
or alteration desired by either party to this
agreement must be submitted to the other at
least thirty (30 ) days previous to its expira
tion , otherwise this agreement shall continue
in force for two ( 2 ) years.
On the part of THE CLEVELAND & SOUTH

WESTERN TRACTION COMPANY,
F . L . Pomeroy. Pres.

E . F . Schneider , Secretary.
On the part of the ASSOCIATION ,

A . L . Behner, President Div . No. 380.
C . E . Southam , Secretary Div . No. 380.

Witness :
Selwyn N . Owen , President State Board
of Arbitration .

Jos. Bishop, Secretary State Board of Ar
bitration .
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NYBOSTON & NORTHERN & OLD CO
AGREEMENT.

Entered into by and between the Boston
& Northern Street Railway Company, its
successors and assigns, hereinafter called the
Company, party of the first part, and the
Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec
tric Railway Employes of America , and the
several Divisions thereof, numbered respect

ively 240, 238, 280 , 246 , 270 , 249, 261 and 284 ,
hereinafter called the Association , which

term shall include both the Amalgamated
Association of Street & Electric Railway
Employees of America and each of said sev
eral Divisions, party of the second part :
Witnesseth , that in the operation of the

railway of the Company , and respecting the
relations to exist during the term of this

contract between the Company and those of
its employes who for the time being shall be
members of said Association , both parties
hereunto mutually agree :

Section 1 . That the Company, through its
proper officers, shall treat when occasion
therefor may arise, with those of its em
ployes in their collective capacity who may
for the time being be membrs of said Asso
ciation , through the properly accredited of
ficers and the committees of said several Di
visions, and the officers of said Amalgamated
Association of Street & Electric Railway
Employes of America .

Sec . 2 . That the working hours for all
motormen and conductors shall be ten ( 10 )
hours per day , to be completed within twelve
( 12 ) consecutive hours.

Sec. 3 . That the wages to be paid by the
Company to its motormen and conductors
shall be as follows, all the periods of time
hereinafter stated to begin with the first
day of the calendar month following the day
of actual employment in the case of each
motorman or conductor, viz . :

During the first six (6 ) months of em
ployment, twenty (20 ) cents per hour.
During the second six ( 6 ) months of

employment, twenty -one (21) cents per
hour.

During the second , third and fourth
years of employment, twenty -two (22 )
cents per hour.
During the fifth , sixth and seventh

years of employment, twenty -three (23)
cents per hour.

During the eighth and ninth years of
employment, twenty -four (24 ) cents per
hour.
During the tenth , and all subsequent

years, of employment, twenty - five ( 25 )
cents per hour.
Sec. 4 . The hours now constituting a day's

work for pit -men , car -cleaners, track repair
men , and track -oilers, respectively , on the
different divisions of the Company' s railway,
shall remain as at present, and the wages at
present paid said classes of employes re
spectively , except in the case of apprentices ,
shall be increased five per cent over the
wages at present paid by the Company to
said employes respectively . All day car re
pair men who have worked all day and up to
midnight on any day, shall, whenever they
are required to work after midnight, receive
pay at the rate of time and one -half , for all
work performed between midnight and the
regular hour for beginning work in themorn

ing.
Sec. 5 . All conductors and motormen reg

ularly employed by the Company, shall,
when circumstances do not permit of their
doing regular and customary work , receive a
preference in assignment to snow -plow work ,
and such regular men when employed as fore -
men upon snow -plow work shall be paid at
the rate of thirty (30 ) cents per hour, and
when otherwise employed upon snow -plow
work , shall be paid at the rate of twenty - five
(25 ) cents per hour, and meals, when rend
ered necessary by the exigencies of the
work , shall be furnished or paid for by the
Company during such snow -plow work .

Sec. 6 . No motorman or conductor shall
be compelled to work overtime except in ex
treme cases , and in no case shall a motorman
or conductor be compelled to work overtime

on more than three ( 3 ) days in any one week .

Sec . 7 . That all men shall be paid from the
time they are marked up for duty , or when

asked to report for duty , and so reporting ,
until relieved from duty . All men running

regular cars and asked to run regular - extras,

after completion of regular- car run, shall be
paid continuous time.

Sec. 8 . That where conductors or motor
men are required to lose time in looking up .
evidence , or in making out reports in acci
dent cases, other than those required in the
regular practice of the Company by the Com
pany' s rules, they shall be paid for the time
so lost at the same rate or pay they would
have received for operating their cars.

Sec. 9 . That where any member of the As
sociation , employed by the Company, hasbeen
suspended or discharged and the Association
feels , after a careful investigation on its part,
that an injustice has been done him , the As
sociation shall have the right to take the

case up first with the Division Superintend
ent, and if it cannot reach a satisfactory ad
justment with the Division Superintendnt it
shall have the right to appeal the case to the
General Superintendent. and if it cannot
reach a satisfactory adjustment with the
General Superintendent it shall have the
right to appeal the case to the General Man
ager. If it is determined that such conductor,
motorman or employe was unjustly laid off
or discharged , he shall be reinstated in his
former position and paid for all time lost.

Sec. 10 . That all competent employes shall
have the choice of runs, according to their con
tinuous length of time in the service of the
Company. Choice of runs shall be given upon
any and all changes. This provision shall
not apply to the Highland Circuit line in
Lynn , [or to the line of the former Fall River

Street Railway Company in Fall River ) .
Sec. 11. That except in cases of emergency ,

where special schedules are arranged , ali
changes in schedules, or new schedules, shall
be posted at least forty - eight ( 48 ) hours be .

fore going into effect.
Sec. 12 . That all new service cars and

snow -plows hereafter built, purchased or
otherwise added to the Company's equipment
shall be vestibuled .
Sec. 13. That the Company shall provide

a book or card for the motormen and con

ductors in which to register their names and
the dates they respectively wish to be off
duty , first on the list to have the preference ,
All motormen and conductors shall be al
lowed one day off , if they so desire , at least

in every two weeks, at the convenience of
the Company.

Sec . 14 . That subject to the rules of the
Company, whenever any official, whether lo
cal or international, of the Association , is
called upon to carry on any business of the
above named Association , he shall be granted

a leave of absence .

Sec. 15. The party of the first part agrees
to furnish to each of its employes free
transportation over the division in which
such employes are respectively employed ;
and upon request will furnish transportation
to a reasonable extent over other parts of
the Company' s system .
Sec. 16 . That should any serious difficulty

arise between the parties hereto in respect of
matters not treated of in this agreement, or
in respect to the true intent and meaning of
any provision hereof, or in respect to any
readjustment of wages requested by either
party , as provided in Section 19 ( excepting
all questions of discipline which shall be goy
erned in the method provided in Section 9 ) ,
and after a consideration of the difficulty by
a joint committee of said several Local Divi
sions and a determination by said committee
that the difficulty is of sufficient seriousness
to be called to the attention of the Company,
and if the parties shall find that usch diffi
culty cannot be amicably adjusted between
themselves, the issue involved in such diff
culty between the parties shall be submitted .
upon the request of either party to the other
( it being agreed that a request by the Presi
dent of the Company to the International
President of the Association , or by the Inter
national President of the Association to the
President of the Company, shall be sufficient
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ly presented and received respectively ) to a proved or the success of the Company pro
special board of arbitration , to consist of moted .
three disinterested persons, who shall be se Sec. 19. That this agreement shall go into
letced as follows : eflect June first, 1906, and shall be binding

upon the Boston & Northern Street RailwayThe Company shall select one member of

Company, and upon said Association and thesaid board , the Association shall select one
said several Local Divisions, and upon allmember, and the two members so selected persons who are now , or may at any time

shall select a third member, and the finding hereafter during the continuance hereof be

or decision of such board , or of the majority come members of said Association , and shall
of the members thereof, shall be binding on remain in full force and effect respecting all
the Company and on the Association . All subject matters herein treated from and af
expenses of the board of arbitration shall be ter said date until the expiration of four
borne as follows: Each party shall pay the years from and after the first day of October
arbitrator of its own selection , and the par in the year 1906 ; provided , however, that on
ties hereto shall jointly pay the third arbi- . October 1 , 1908, or upon any subsequent Oc
trator. In case a matter is submitted to ar tober 1 , either party hereto may ask for a
bitration , the question to be determined by consideration and revision of the schedule of
the board of arbitration shall be specified in wages herein before in Section 3 fixed and

writing, and each party hereto shall select its agreed upon , if such party gives to the other
arbitrator within five days after such speci not less than thirty days' notice previous to
fication has been given by either party to the such October 1 of its wish to take up with
other, and the two arbitrators shall meet the other party said question . Any such no
daily until the third arbitrator has been by tice may be given and served in the manner
them selected , and the failure of either party provided in Section 16 hereof.

In Witness Whereof, said Boston & Northto so select its arbitrator within said five
ern Street Railway Company has caused thesedays, shall warrant a finding by the arbi

trator selected by the other party on the is presents to be signed in triplicate by its
President, and said Association has causedsue submitted in the written specification .
the same to be signed by its InternationalAny request, notice or written specification

under this section , from the Company to the President, and said Local Divisions have sey
Association , shall be held to be properly erally caused the same to be signed by their
served if addressed to the International Pres respective Presidents, all hereunto duly au

ident of the Association , and delivered to or thorized , this twenty - second day of May, 1906.
left at the residence of a President of one of BOSTIN & NORTHERN STREET RAILWAY
said Local Divisions, and any such request , COMPANY,

By P . F . Sullivan , President.notice or specification from the Association
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREETto the Company, shall be held to be properly

& ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OFserved if addressed to the President of the
AMERICA ,Company, and delivered to the President, a

Vice - President, or the Treasurer of the Com By W . D . Mahon , International President.
pany, at its principal office or place of busi LOCAL DIVISION 240, A . A . OF S . & E . R . R .
ness in the City of Boston . OF A .,

Sec. 17 . That the Company will do noth - By A . H . Corliss , President.LOCAL DIVISION 238, A . A . OF S . & E . R . E .ing to prevent or discourage any employe
OF A . ,from becoming or continuing to be a member

By Geo . A . Rose, President.of said Association , and shall in no way dis - LOCAL DIVISION 280 . A . A . OF S . & E . R . E .
criminate against a member thereof because

OF A .,of such membership , and that said Associa
By William E . Sproule, Presidenttion shall not discriminate against any per - ' LOCAL DIVISION 246 . A . A . OF S . & E . R . E .

son in the employ of said Company because

OF A .,of his refusal to join said Association or to
By E . G . Foss, President.continue a member thereof; but if any mem - LOCAL DIVISION 270. A . A . OF S . & E . R . E .

ber of said Association is expelled or sus
OF A .,pended from his membership therein , for vio

By Frank F . Silva, President.lation of any of the provisions of this agree- LOCAL DIVISION 249, A . A . OF S . & E . R . E .
ment, the Company, being satisfied that said

OF A .,expulsion or suspendment was for such rea
By P . S . Miller, President.son , and was justifiable , shall dismiss such

Te , shall dismiss such LOCAL DIVISION 261, A . A , OF S . & E . R . E .employe from its service : that if any member
OF A .,of said Association employed by the Company

© By Daniel F . Dwyer, President.shall neglect or refuse to pay to said AsSO - LOCAL DIVISION 284 . A . A . OF S . & E . R . E .
ciation any dues or assessments which have

OF A .,duly become a liability from him to said As
By Sumner W . Bryant, President.sociation during his membership thereof, and

The same conditions constitute the agreewhile such employe, and before notice in
ment as between the Old Colony Street Railwriting by him to the Secretary of the Local
way Company and the Association , the sevDivision of said Association of which he 19 a
eral Divisions thereof being numbered remember of his withdrawal therefrom and
spectively 174, 235 , 243, 253 and 373 . Thesurrender of his membership therein , and
agreement is signed, for the Old Colony Comshall continue such refusal to pay such sum
pany, by Mr. P . F . Sullivan , Pres. , and for theor sums as are so justly due from him to said
Association , by W . D . Mahon , Int. Pres. : JohnAssociation , after a determination by the
T . Coughlin . Pres. Div . No. 174 ; J . A . Reilly,Company of the justice of the claim of said
Pres. Div . No. 243 : P . F . Sheehan , Pres. Div .Association for such sums from such em
No. 235 ; Wm . J . Walsh , Pres. Div . No. 253 ;ploye, the Company will discharge such em
John J. O 'Neil, Pres. Div . No. 373.ploye from its service, or suspend him until

all such sums have been paid .

Sec. 18. It is further agreed that in con
sideration of the agreements of the Company
herein contained each and all of the employes
of said Company who are, or may hereafter
become, members of said Association , shall
conduct themselves to the best of their abil
ity as becomes gentlemen , be courteous to the
passengers of the Company , and to the trav
eling public desirous of using or using the
service furnished by said Company, and shall
work at all times and in all ways and in re
spect to all matters for the best interests of
said Company, and will be respectful, loyal

" Lyon & kenard, Lawyers," was theand faithful to said Company, and its officers ,

will support and defend its reputation and simple sign upon the entrance door of a
conduct, and endeavor in all ways to promote suite of rooms in a moderate-appearing of
its success and the quality and efficiency of

fice building of an acceptable business locaits service , and will report to its officers any
respects in which such service can be im tion in Milport. Lyon & Renard were a

Not a Scab.

"EEEEEEEEEEEEEE
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well-known and popular firm and when if successful, would place her in possession

other lawyers were languishing in suspense of the greater portion of the Conroy hold

for lack of business, the harvest with Lyon ings. In fact, Edna 's mind was in no way

& Renard continued unabating. The fame diverted from a determined purpose to res

of Lyon was of long standing. That of cue her husband from scabism , and compel

Renard , due to exceptional ability , had be. him to make a sacrifice to unionism that

come no less renowned . Fortunately for would be accepted as a credit by her father,

Edna, the junior partner, by press of busi- were he alive, and in some measure admin

ness, had been detained after office hours, ister a rebuke upon a discriminating sys

and was in , to answer her late afternoon tem of which scabism is a consequential

call. effect.

Attorney Renard had enjoyed the ac- Edna had been at the hotel but a couple
quaintance of Edna in her school days, and of hours and was but little rested from the

had experienced a keen disappointment at fatigue of her journey when a card was

her indulgence of the attentions of Mart passed in to her bearing the name of Mar

Conroy at a later period . tin Conroy ,

An early boyhood rivalry had sprung up “ Tell the gentleman that I'll meet him in
between Renard and Conroy, which , with the corridor directly," was the order she

Renard , as years passed , sharpened into a sent back .

bitter feeling of contempt. This came “ Are you in touch with the traction offi

through certain sinister acts on part of cials ? ” she asked of Conroy after formal

Conroy in certain relations he had had courtesies.
with him . " I am ," was the reply .

Renard was surprised at a visit from “ Then will you kindly arrange for my

Edna, whom he had known as Edna Brace, husband to meet me here at the earliest

and was much interested , after the for- moment, this evening ? " she asked .

malities of renewed acquaintance, when he “ I regret to inform you that I have learn

had listened to her complaint against the ed that your husband is not with the com

estate of the elder Conroy. pany at present, " replied Conroy, " and I

" I am not so sure that we may recover would be unable to make the arrangement."

upon the notes," advised Renard , “ but if “ Do you know where he is ? ” asked Edna

we can establish the fact of fraud in the in a tone of much concern .

purchase of your father' s property by the

elder Conroy in the matter of the mining
ONLY TOO TRUE.

concern stock , and there exists property in

the hand of Mrs. Conroy, possession of
" I want to tell our young men to stick

which or its value, resulted from such fraud,
to the soil, stick to agriculture and remain

we may recover. I'll secure all records and away from the city . There are too many of

proceed in the case at once by procuring our young men flocking to the cities. Every

an injunction restraining Mrs. Conroy fromConroy from profession , every trade is overcrowded . The

disposing of any property without bond, un country needs good workmen and offers in

til we can prove the case , or fail to estab - dependence to the thrifty . But the cities

lish a claim . No charges will be made inDaim No charges will be made in are overcrowded with unemployed and the

case of failure , and I assure you you shall opportunities are very limited.” - From

receive at least one-half of all that may be speech of President Roosevelt .

recovered .”

As Edna passed to the street through

the massive union station at Graftmore, CONDUCTORS AND

the evening of the day following her inter

view with Mr. Renard , she saw vehicles

of all kinds and subject to varied descrip

tion backed up to the street curbs, and most
of them were placarded " Union Wagon ,"

" Union Hack ," etc. Men were calling out WISSENT & GU , BROOKLYN , N . Y ,

the destination and service of each , but no

rivalry for patronage could be detected .

Men, women and children who appeared

to be residents of the city , were wearing Watch Repairing and Railroad

badges upon which were printed in large Watches a Specialty
letters the words, “We walk ."

Edna placed little Edith in a Chadwick

House cab , handed the driver the checks

for her baggage and entered the cab her

self. The Chadwick was not far distant

from the depot, and after an uneventful

drive of but a few minutes, the name “Mrs.
Railroad Watches and

D . Strobridge and child " appeared upon the

Chadwick register, and Edna was assigned Diamonds
to a comfortable room . She had but little

money , barely enough to pay a week at
324 W . Colvin St.the hotel, but she had a watch , rings and

jewelry of some value, and there was no

occasion for immediate alarm , besides she
In Troy , Albany, and Schenectadny, and Schenectady Syracuse, N . Y.

was greatly encouraged by her lawyer, who,

IWANTED CONDUCTORS AND

R . R . Mens' Supplies

WISSERT & CO . 28 ALABAMA AVENUE

R . W . Kerns

Representedbobes Westado Syracus
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C . PFEIFFER

BREWING CO.

BREWERS AND

BOTTLERS OF

High Grade Beers

NOT A SCAB .

(Continued from page 31.)

" Edna," explained Conroy in a manner of

affected seriousness, " this is a sad time for

you . I have always regretted your mar.

riage to Dan Strobridge . He is not worthy

of you. However, I long since determined

that when his worthlessness became known

to you , and you should be in need of a

friend, you shall find that friend in me. I

am well able to care for you , dear girl, and

I only await your permission . Your hus

band came to me and requested my recom

mendation to secure a scab job with this

company. I knew your father to have been

an honorable man and a strong unionist,

and I hesitated to give the recommendation ,

but fearing he would believe me to be

prompted by malice , and feeling that you

wished him to have employment, I aided

him to the position . Instead of confirming

my recommendation by living up to the em

ployment agreement, he has flung all honor

aside, has been convicted of crime since he

came here, and is now , to your disgrace,

serving a jail sentence. Edna, it is hard

for you , but I shall stand by you, with my

old time love . As I feared, I have already

told you too much , and it is too severe up

on you. I shall leave you now to permit

you to retire. Should you need assistance

or attention at any time, kindiy notify the

clerk to call me to your service, as I shall

stop here for a couple of days, and longer

if you wish ."

Had Conroy left immediately upon tell

ing Edna that her husband was in jail, he

would have escaped ejectment from the ho

tel. Edna would have been too overcome

with grief and indignation to have replied ,

or even risen from her seat. But his pre

tended condolence held him just long

enough for her agile mind to transpose her

heart of grief into a double force of indig

nation .

( To be continued)

908-940 BEAUFAIT AVE.

DETROIT , - MICH .

Tel. 987 East.

|MOTORMEN AND

CONDUCTORS Read this

Wehave for sale on McArthur place ,

near Vinewood , twoblocks from Warren ,

two beautiful new cottages, six rooms,

| bath , gas, etc . $ 1675 .
Considered as a body, the only free wage.

earners today are those who hold union

membership . The rest have , as a class or

individuals , nothing to say in the disposition

of the only commodity they have for sale

labor. - Thé Labor Leader.

Late Consulting Physician to the hospital for Skin add
Cancerous Diseasos , Leeds, England, and the

Medicaland Surgical Institute ,

Buffalo , N . Y .

Also

Two nice little homes on Reed Place.

$ 1750 and $ 2000 .

Also

On Wilbur, between Holden and

Baltimore, seven room new house, four

rooms down, three up , nice cellar. For

$1900 .

Come and see us. We will give you

satisfaction.

CANCER REMOVED WITHOUT THE KNIFE.

E .MATHER , M . D .

Skin , Cancer

and Chronic Diseases a Specialty

Office . 80 Park Place, East

DETROIT

J. W . DePuy & Co.
1120 Chamber of Commerce. DETROIT , MICH.

Between Grand River Ave .

rud Clifford St.
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.
PLIES.

W

Y

.06

O

2 .50

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

· per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . .

Traveling cards, each . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . . . . . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages. .. . .

Division financial book, 400 pages .. . . .

Triplicate report books, each . . .. . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on
treasurer, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . .

4.28

E
R
E
D

P
H
O
T
O
D
A

. . . . . 4 . 00

:: . . . .05

RUB

LI

1100110000

onda

.80
42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

CLEVELAND, OHIO .

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1 .00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

mattor, mach . . . . .30

Gut seals , per 100 . . . . . . .

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

The Cause of Rheumatism , Asthma,
Ο Α Partial Paralysis , Rickets, Neuralgia ,

Failing Eyesight, Weak Kidneys,

Rheumatic Gout, Eczema, Salt Rheum , Swollen Limbs, Many Forms of

Stomach Trouble, and that tired feeling complained of by so many , easily

and Cheaply Removed from the System by Hyatt 's Uric Acid Eliminators.

( Formerly known as S . E . C . Rings. ) By removing the cause ( eliminating

the poisonous uric acid ) the trouble disappears. Price $ 2 . 00 each . Every

Eliminator sold on a guarantee to eliminate . Beware of imitations. Call or

write,

H . S . HYATT, Suite 107, Buhl Block, 33 and 35 West Congress St., Detroit,Mich.
(Formerly Swiss American Ring Co.)

Connoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'S BEER
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NOT IN THE COMBINESchroeder Paint

& Glass Co.

PAINTS,

OILS,

COLORS,

VARNISHES

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer
POLISHED PLATE AND

WINDOW GLASS

DISTRIBUTORS OF

The Heath & Milligan

PRODUCTS FOR EASTERN MICA .

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Family use

Phone E. 1047. 24 Mitchell Ave.

Phone Main 5365 .

39 and 41 Congress St. E .

44 and 46 Cadillac Sq .

A Real Trustee

Young Men

and PIDomen

Are Wanted Now

A S TRUSTEE under trust

mortgages, theUnion Trust

Company acts for the mutual

benefit of the borrower and the

lender. The interests ofboth are

safeguarded. The duties imposed

on the trustee are faithfully car

ried out; and before accepting a

trusteeship this company satis

fies itself as to the good faith and

probable execution of the cove

nants contained in the mortgage.

Thus the term “ Trustee” ismade

to stand for what the word

means.

More than ever before for business

positions at good salaries. We offer

excellent opportunitiesforthese places

we are called upon to fill by the score

every week . Our doors never close ;

our work never ceases, but we provide

a special chance for seniors and high

school grads, during June July and

August, to qualify by a short course

of special training to make money .

Call and see us about it.

Union Trust Company

Detroit Business University

11-12 Wilcox St., City
Capital - -

Surplus and Profits

- -

-

$ 500,000

- $400 ,000 W . F . Jewel, Pres. R . J. Bennett, Prin
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D . U. Employees,Woodward Ave.Subdivision

We have placed on the market a subdivision of 100 lots, fifty foot frontage

each . Especially for cottages and medium priced houses. The lots will have

Sewers, Cement Walks, Gas and Water free to lot buyers and this subdivision has

been especially put on the market to meet the demands we had last year from

conductors and motormen and employees of the Detroit United R . R . and has

been named

COTTAGE GROVE AVENUE

Now for the STARTLING ANNOUNCEMENT of the prices. Just think
this over .

In the first block off Woodward $10.00 per foot ; second block $ 9 . 00 per foot,

and in the third block , between Brush and Oakland, $ 7 .00 and $ 8 00 per foot,

with all improvements. This subdivision is on the east side of Woodward Ave.,

between Currystone and Gerald Avenues.

Sale starts Monday, April 23rd and continues until every lot is sold. $ 10 .00

ormore down ; $ 5 . 00 per month , 5 per cent interest. We have the exclusive sale

of this subdivision from the owners, Curry & Co . Don' t delay. Just think

of it , lots in North Woodward Avenue district at from $ 7 .00 to $ 10.00 per foot.

Come quick or you will be too late.

ROTHWELL & CO .

SUBDIVIDERS AND GENERAL REAL ESTATE .

501- 2 Chamber of Commerce . Phone N . 799. Subdivision Phone North .

THE most perfect, universal, in

BRUNSWICK ' S
stantaneous Cleaner and Polisher

EASYBRIGHT for Brass, Copper, Steel, Gold,

Silver and all othermetals. Also wood
TANEOUS

AMSTAOCLEANER
work and furniture. Contains no acid ,

CLEANS EVERYTHING . lye or grit. 4 ounce Trial Size can ,

10 cents .

The Brunswick -Balke- Collender Co. 100 Randolph St.,Detroit

TRADE MARK

Agents Wanted in the United StatesRugs For

Cozy Homes
To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive pamphlet, testimonials , Terms, etc.

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

Wehavehundreds ofcustomers who never

think of going elsewhere but to Berrys',

knowing that the satifaction to behad here

is greater, and that prices are always low

er than elsewhere. We invite your in

spection . LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

Berry ' s 169 Mich. Av. JOHN J. LEONARD,Proprietor
BROOKLYN, N . Y.
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Coming of spring will find me

UNIFORMS
Having a complete line of

A11 Builders' Hardware, Tools,

GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

Sporting Goods, Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

W ash Machines, Garden Tools,

ails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty ,

A 11 sizes of Poultry Netting,

H ouse Furnishings, Etc .

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman 's $ 13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered.1222 Gratiot Avenue,

DETROIT, MICH .
CLAYTON Clothier

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisber

Telephone East 1710 .

ROUGH ORAO
O
M

T
H
R
O

Bastian Bros.
MAY

ROCHESTER , N . Y .
ARAARAAN

TanceCL

Mr. Secretary:

Z
A
T
I
O
N

UNION

DIVISION 282

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

% OF S. & E.A .SERAP Buttons

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made .

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store , and thus savo

de consumer the middleman's profit.

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit . We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES .

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

James H . Hirsch & Co.APRIL Z

IUNITED SA RARE GARMENTE

AMERICA

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

K
I
V
E

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

1891

GOABOAR of

212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , . - ILLS.
Penny CONSECT

REGISTERED

of Kenr
y
Whit

e

DVEBERI

HORACE W . STEERE

- Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH .

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

We ONLY make a difference of 10 per cent for goods sold
on time to reliablo parties ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1897

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE .

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always prescatable .

Adopted as a part ofthe uniform by maay Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH . =

S
H

STATE SAVINGS A

OFFICERS

Geo . H . Russel,

President

H . C . Potter, Jr .
Vice - President

R . S . Mason ,

Vice -President

Austin . E . Wing,
Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,

Asst. Cashier

R . E . Mason ,

Asst. Cashier

Frank W . Blair.
Auditor

E
U
T
E
L

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W . T . Barbour

W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell

C . L . Freer
Haley Fiske

R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan
R . S . Mason

H . C . Potter, Jr .

Geo . H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

D
I
PT

A
I
T
E

CAPITAL .

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS -

$ 1 ,000,000. 00

900 ,000 .00

15 ,000,000. 00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

WK BREDERICK & CO

L
I
T
H
U
H
E

Uniform Clothing

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA .

H ’rite us for Samples and Self Measure
mentguide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

113 .KING ST.WEST )

Tere wa CORONTOTHE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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VOLUME 14 NUMBER 9

This Association has the full support

and is a part of the American Federation

of Labor. This is no small protection, as

the American Federation of Labor is by

far the largest organization of individuals

faternally obligated to a purpose that the

world has ever known.

AUGUST 1906



PHOENIX PREFERRED

Accidentelusurance

Gompany

OFDETROIT,MICHIGAN

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food , clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX "

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice - President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

Wm. T. Simpson
The

Taylor-Woolfenden

Company

D
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

.

W
M

. T.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

Manufacturer of

Foster 's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

DETROIT , MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

forgovernmentorders for Limbs

and Transportation or Commu

tation therefor, sent free on

application .

HEADQUARTERS FOR

SUMMER GOODS

Dress Fabrics for

Confirmation and

Graduating Gowns.

Ready to Wear

Goods. Furnish

ings of All Kinds at

Popular Prices

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Our Label is 'No. 38 .

WOODWARD AVENUE AND STATE ST. GERAGHTY & CO.
Detroit

61 La Salle St., Chicago .
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Directors' Meeting

Best Dentists Last Meeting of

the Board of Directors the

Whole Talk Was . . . .

Fanploy only the very best doctors ;

registered graduates of not less

than five years' experience. Pay

them the best salaries.

Using the very best material that can

be had ; buying in large quantities

direct from the manufacturers for

spot cash .

Making all of our crown and bridge ,

work of double thickness gold ; it

won 't wear through .

We are determined to do only the

very best , up- to -date dental work

that can possibly be turned out.

This we must do , as we guarantee

the work for 20 years, backed by

the combined money of over 300.

interested people . There would

be no profit in having to do the

work over.

Now we promise you ' this , and will

prove to you that our prices are

much lower than the lowest.

Full set of Teeth with Pt. Suction , $ 3

to $ 8 , no more, no less.

Solid Gold Crowns and Bridge Work ,

$ 2 .50 to $ 3 .50 .

Silver, Platinum and Gold Fillings,

250, 50c, $ 1.

Remember examination , estimate and

truly painless extracting free. .

patientne. Our
mendation made.We show facts - records ofmore than 18,000 patients for whom we did dental

work during the year 1905. Ask your neighbor, or anyone. Our aim and motto

is not to have even one dissatisfied patient. What better recommendation could

we have ? Truly painless extracting . Our Pt. Suction Plate is the best made.

Our fillings stay. Our prices are nearly one-half less others' charge. We live up

to every word of our advertisements.

Hours 8 to 8 . Sundays 8 : 30 to 5 .

BEST DENTISTS CO.

54 Grand River Ave., Detroit

Ten per cent discount to all stockholders. Five per cent dividend semi-an

nually ; stock company of better than 300 interested people . Can 't fail or move

away. They must do good work , as it is guaranteed for 20 years, and there

would be no profit in having to do it over.
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT, MICH .

-CAPITAL, -

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000 .00

1,000,000 .00-

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

- -- - - - - --

The Reason Full

Speedwhy we sell more Watches

than anyone else is because

Our goods are right

Our prices are right

Our plans are right

When you are behind

time you do everything

to make it up.

When your wife is be

hind time, won 't you

help her to catch up

with a
and is the most popular way to

buy a watch .

GAS RANGE ?

Diamonds,

Silverware, Furniture & Etc .

on the same plan.

It's the way to cook the

year around and you

will add to thehappiness

in your home.

The Co -operative

Supply Co., Detroit City Gas Co.

Incorporated

617 Empire Bldg. Pittsburgh , Pa.

230 Woodward Ave.

PhonoMain 5144
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Boulevard Sanitarium Bath House

Telephone West 294

251 Twenty-Fifth St.
(TAKE SHERMAN CAR WEST)

Russian

Sulphur

Salt-Glow

Baths

DR . E . B . SMITH ,

Massage Expert Attendent

The Only Porcelain Tubs for Mineral

Baths in DetroitSURGEON

The People's Savings Bank
DETROIT, - MICHIGAN

ESTABLISHED 1871

MAIN OFFICE

SOUTHWEST CORNER GRISWOLD AND FORT STREET

BRANCHES

CORNER GRATIOT AVE . AND RIOPELLE ST.

CORNER RUSSELL ST. AND LYMAN PLACE.

CORNER MICHIGAN AND JUNCTION AVES .

Capital, $500 ,000. Surplus and Profits, $350,000 Deposits, $ 11,000,000
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The

Packard Shoe forMen

(Union Made)
P
A
C
K
A
R
O

$3.50,$4 & $5.

Every Pair

Made to Wear

Always

Up- to - Date

All sizes and widths in

twenty - six styles carried in

stock . Every pair fits. Every

pair yields satisfactory ser

vice. Every pair is full value

If you can ' t find a PACKARD

Agency in yourlocality ,write

the factory, and we'll send

you a pair direct postpaid

upon receipt of money order

covering price.

M . A . Packard

Company

583 Warren Ave.

Brockton ,

Mass.

D.U.Employees,Woodward Ave. Subdivision
Wehave placed on the market a subdivision of 100 lots, fifty foot frontage

each . Especially for cottages and medium priced houses. The lots will have

Sewers, Cement Walks,Gas and Water free to lot buyers and this subdivision has

been especially put on themarket to meet the demands we had last year from

conductors and motormen and employees of the Detroit United R . R . and has

been named

COTTAGE GROVE AVENUE -

W
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Now for the STARTLING ANNOUNCEMENT of the prices. Just think

this over .

In the first block off Woodward $ 10 .00 per foot ; second block $ 9 .00 per foot,

and in the third block , between Brush and Oakland, $ 7 . 00 and $ 8 00 per foot,

with all improvements. This subdivision is on the east side of Woodward Ave.,

between Currystone and Gerald Avenues.

Sale starts Monday , April 23rd and continues until every lot is sold . $ 10 . 00

or more down ; $ 5 .00 per month , 5 per cent interest. Wehave the exclusive sale

of this subdivision from the owners, Curry & Co. Don 't delay . Just think

of it , lots in North Woodward Avenue district at from $7 .00 to $ 10 00 per foot.

Come quick or you will be too late .

ROTHWELL & CO .

SUBDIVIDERS AND GENERAL REAL ESTATE .

501-2 Chamber of Commerco . Phono M . 799. Subdlvision Phone North.
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HON. O . W . POWERS,

Salt Lake City , Utah .

Among those whose services were at the

disposal of Div. No. 382 during the recent

negotiations, was Hon . O . W . Powers, a

front rank attorney of the Rocky Mountain

region . Judge Powers, while born in the

Empire State , in Wayne county , 57 years

ago, is a graduate of the University of

Michigan , and was once a contestant for

congress against the present U . S . Senator

Burrows of that state . While a lawyer of

unusual practice , his sympathies are with

the people, and he is an appreciated friend

of organized labor.

HON . B . H . ROBERTS.

Salt Lake City, Utah ,

Above is given the picture of Hon . B . H .

Roberts who rendered his services as medi.

ator in bringing about the agreement re-

cently achieved between the membership

of Division No. 382, of Salt Lake City , and

the employing company. Mr. Roberts is

particularly mentioned in the reports of

both Chairman C . 0 . Pratt and Vice-Presi.

dent H . T . B . Grey , as deserving of the spe .

cial gratitude of our association , from the

fact of his watchfulness of and deep sym -

pathy with the objects of our membership

during the course of negotiations. How -

ever, it is only another example of the ser

vice that can be rendered in labor controv-

ersies , and to the advantage of an entire

municipality, as well as employe and em

ployer, by men of high standing and unsel

fish purposes. From the experience of this

association the statement is warranted that

men of such a class could avert seventy

five per cent of all strikes that occur in

labor disputes, were their impassionate ser

vices available . While it is the policy of

this association to avoid strikes and pursue

the more reasonable course of encouraging
settlements by mediation or arbitration , the

situation in Salt Lake City was critical.

From this fact, even the business interests

and citizens have much reason to congrat

ulate themselves in consequence of the in

tercession of Mr. Roberts.

Although Mr. Roberts was born in Eng.

land fifty years ago, he has been an Am

erican forty-one of those years. Mr. Rob

erts is undoubtedly the most widely known

of any of Utah 's public men , being a pro

found scholar and author. In 1898 he was

elected to the U . S . Congress, and has con.

tinued an active public spirit ever since.

He is an outspoken friend of the principles

of organized labor, and of such unimpeach

able integrity as to command the respect

of the employer.
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LABOR . of escape on part of the indefinitely en .
thralled ?

“ Toil swings the ax, and forests bow ; Spartacus had no higher ambition than to

The seeds break out in radiant bloom , . escape enforced servitude when he led his

Rich harvests smile behind the plow , little band of gladiators through the streets

And cities cluster round the loom ; of Capua, and later cut his way through

Where towering domes and tapering spires the formidable army of Pulcher. He had

Adorn the vale and crown the hill, then gained his freedom , and with him were

Stout labor lights its beacon - fires, his associate gladiators and his little band

And plumes with smoke theforge and mill. of liberty seeking slaves. Historians tell

us they then could have easily reached

The monarch oak , the woodland's pride, safety beyond the possibility of further en .

Whose trunk is seamed with lightning slavement, but with slavery cast off a new

scars, condition was theirs. They were free to

Toil launches on the restless tide, give thought to further purpose . It mat.

And there ' unrolls the flag of stars ; ters but Ititle how much he astonished the

The engine with its lungs of flame, world or shook with fear the reveling

And ribs of brass and joints of steel, wealth of Rome, his only original purpose

From Labor' s plastic fingers came. was to escape the torture of an enforced

With sobbing valve and whirling wheel. condition . When he had thrown from his

own neck the yoke of oppression , we are

' Tis Labor works the magic press, told that he was prompted to liberate all

And turns the crank in hives of toil, slaves from whose labor wealth was living

And beckons angels down to bless in profligate degeneracy. This he succeed

Industrious hands on sea and soil. ed in doing wherever his prowess led. Mod

Here sun -browned Toil, with shining spads ern times may well draw a lesson from the

Links lake to lake with silver ties picture of confiscation of property that fol

Strung thick with palaces of trade, lowed his course. Some may say he ulti
And temples towering to the skies." mately met defeat, but we answer, not

while in the act of liberation , but, likemany

LABOR AND LIBERTY . others of his time, while seeking the glory

of conquest, in the interest of property ac
Oppressive indigence indulges no very quisition , and after his mission as liberator

high purpose. However, it fosters a rebel had been fulfilled . He could have several
lious insubordination to the enthralling en times secured liberal patronage from the

vironments which withhold from labor ev . Roman authorities, had he not been fettered

erything but indigence. Subjection enforced with the purpose of the modern trust am

by a selfish power is that to which all indi. bition to accept of all, and imbued with the

gence may be traced. Active insubordina- false confidence that unless it was given him

tion to subjection , it is well understood, is freely he had the power to take it by force.

an impulsive rebellion against intolerable We only know that conditions to individuals

conditions- intolerable, real or imaginary. were reversed wherever his power extended.

The first impulse, often , is to get away The promise of liberty is the illuminating

from the actual or impending oppres star that beckons the victim of oppression .

sion . When flight is cut off , resistance An accumulation of wealth as a measure

is the logical sequence. If successful, op - of productive effort that does not, directly

pression is no more - destroyed - and toler- or indirectly, revert in full advantage to the

able conditions are established . In this producer, but is protected or tolerated as

transition a new condition is created which an exclusive property of an individual who

begets aspirations unthought of in indi did not produce it, becomes, by virtue of

gence. In fact, indigence then becomes only such protected ownership , an element con

a memory - perhaps a dream past . tributing to indigence. If this be true, pov.
Indigence is found where restriction of erty , or oppression among a people , must

liberty is applied. In fact, poverty only, is be measured by the extent of private wealth

susceptible to a condition of servility . Very accumulated to a possession from which ac.

little consideration can be given as to the cumulation the producer receives no ad

equity of the return for labor on part of vantage. For instance, a condition of pro

the laborer who looks upon his employment duction is set in operation, laborers of dif

as a condition necessary from subjection . ferent vocations ply their power of produc
He cares nothing about the return for his tion, a product is effected and by methods

labor, and gives no thought to what be- of commerce the return accumulates in the

comes of the value of his production . He shape of wealth . The accumulation contin .
is there like the spoke in the wheel, not ues until an immense fortune results as the

from his own selection , but from a power protected exclusive property of one or a few
by him to be feared, and to escape from men , and from which , directly or indirectly ,

which is his only hope; whither to go he there is no benefit to the producing laborers.

thinks not, cares not, only to escape the Can it be denied that labor would have been

power that has conditioned him . Specula - just as well off had it, to the extent of the

tion upon visioned schemes of escape is private accumulation , labored or produced

that which most prominently occupies the less ? Then , to the extent of that accumu.

mind of the penally imprisoned . The con lation is the measure of their poverty , from

vict is only serving a term imprisonment, the fact of their laboring or producing that

how much more arduously then is the study much for nothing to themselves. Thus it
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may be admitted that all unused wealth , all virtue of organization , will work less for
wealth used in profligacy, all wealth given nothing, and will receive more of the value

to prodigality , represents just so much pov- of his production that otherwise enters the

erty and oppression to the producer. In idle wealth of the Employer. Then , by vir

other words, there would have been no tue of organization the Employe will get

more poverty had labor drawn the line and more of what he produces and the Employer

ceased work at all times as soon as such will get less. The power of subjection in
accumulation should begin . the hands of the Employer will be lessened

As this industrial policy continues — and in proportion to the lessening of his ac

it is going on rapidly at the present time cumulation of the value of production of

the thumb Screw of oppression is being that which the Employe produces.

tightened. Fortunes are being accumulated If the objection of the Employer is be
representing the difference between the pro cause of financial detriment to himself,

ductive value and the actual wage paid to what better proof does the Employe want

the producer. These fortunes represent the that the Employer' s honest conviction is
oppressive force which may be applied to that the joining of a labor organization by

beggar the condition of the laborer. The the Employe will be a financial benefit to

laborer, in consequence, has before him the the Employe ? There will be no limit to the

solution of an appalling situation . It would production, as there is a demand for the

seem that he no longer has hope left in production and it is sure to be produced ;

flight. The oppressing influence is fast the difference, in the fear of the Employer ,

gaining upon him . There is only one course is that of a change in the distribution of

left for him and that is to rebel, resist. value , and that he will get less and the

Alone laborer resist ? He may better Employe more. Now , if this be the objec

continue in thralldom . He can neither fleetion of the Employer , is it good business

nor rebel alone. He can resist, however, if for the Employe to withhold his member

he will unite with his fellow -sufferers. It is ship from an organization , the joining of

the only way the force of inequitable ac which the very objection of the Employer

cumulation may be stayed . But the en tells him will return to him more of the

ployer will tell him that is not the direction value of his production - in other words, in

in which to look for the star of liberty . crease his wage and stiffen his pace on the

There are, in one sense, two classes of way to liberty .

employers. There is the employer who sees Fear of financial detriment, or restriction
things as they are. Well might he say as of accumulation , is what really prompts the
Constantius, " a Prince' s wealth is never so Employer to object to the joining of a labor

safe as when his people are the guardians organization by the Employe. It is a sel

of his exchequer." Such employers rather fish but the true and only objection . It is

invite than discourage harmony and organ- a strictly selfish financial proposition , noth

ization among their employes. There is a ing less, nothing more ; then why should it

mutual confidence that neither wants but not be something of that nature to the Em
what is fair , and both work to a common ploye. For a subterfuge, the Employer puts

interest to the extent that industrial condi up various other excuses for his objection ,

tions will permit. Such employers are fair and so cunningly are they presented that

so far as prevailing commercial methods the Employe often finds himself wondering

will permit, regardless of labor competi- why, with the true friendship of such a pro
tion . The other class of employers are those tecting benefactor, he is skulking about try
who are unwilling to see things only from ing in baffied endeavor to find a retreat

their individual pecuniary interests. They from indigence . He blindly follows first

are fair only so far as commercial methods one road, then another, marked out for him

compel. This is the class of employers who by that faithful friend, the Employer, and

keep labor on the run in a vain endeavor to he wonders that he sees no light from lib

escape oppression , and who turn the thumberty' s star. He keeps going and going, but,

screw until impulsive rebellion bursts forth . like the rat in the rotating trap, when he
Also , this is the class who will tell the la - stops, exhausted, he is still confined.

borer that organization is not the road to The Employer may tell the Employe that

liberty. It is this class of employers who the " open shop," the individual working
organize to do business and then form Cit agreement, the long hour day, etc., are es

izens' Alliances, or Employers' Associa sentials to the liberty of the Employe. He

tions, to associate in designing ways and may say that the possibility of promotion is
means to keep labor from organizing. It is impaired by membership in the organiza

this class of employers to whom will be re- tion . He may say that it is patriotism that

ferred in speaking of Employer and Em prompts him to lend the Employe a helping

ploye . hand to establish liberty by effecting and

Does the Employer tell the Employe that making safe these glowing principles from

he should not join a labor organization ? the attacks of organization . In this he tries

Why ? Is there anything in the joining of to assure the Employe that his only inter

such an organization that interests or will est is to help him on to liberty . He would

interfere with the Employer ? If so, what is impress the Employe that he needs a pro

it ? If detrimental to the Employer' s busi- tector and that he- the Employer - is the

ness, how ? It can be detrimental in only logical protector of the rights of labor. So

one way, and that is , financially . If this is is the vulture the logical protector of the
true, then the Employer' s opposition is lamb.

based upon the idea that the Employe, by How this Employer, who depends upon
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the little he may pay in wage for the much liberty . This may be said emphatically, and
he may accumulate himself, how this Em without fear of denial. It is the only logical

ployer, the logical protector of labor ? With institution in which he may associate with

the Emlpoye, that is the question to solve. those of only a common interest with him

Financially , we have seen that his interest self in solving his own personal life prob
is diametrically opposite the interest of the lems. It is the only institution in which he

Employe. Socially , he is seclusively a class will find mutual and material sympathy .

In patriotism , he loves that policy of gov Liberty is a condition effected by being

ernment that will permit those cherished freed from restraint. Poverty is a most

business methods which widens the social tedious restraint, and as long as a being
breach between poverty and wealth . He exists in poverty there is no liberty to him .

loves liberty, but wants her placed upon a His position is such that he can not act

pedestal of gold of private ownership , and with any degree of freedom . The average

exclusive of any approach only by the path Employe is not far from a condition of pov

of accumulative wealth . How , then , is heerty. We may look forward to promotion ,

the logical guardian of labor ? but to the numbers it will never come, only
Is there any logical guardian of the in such promotion as the Employe may effect

terests of labor aside from the laborers by promoting his own job or occupation .

themselves ? But we say, once laborers were His occupation will stand on a par as it is

in absolute commercial slavery. How are characterized by the multitude engaged at
we not so now , unless by virtue of the pat it , and no one man can alone shift its stand

riotism of the Employer ? We answer, by ard . It must be promoted, if at all, by unit
virtue of resistance - rebellion - as in the ed action of all. An occupation is promoted

case of Spartacus and his followers - rebel. to the interest of the Employe only as it is

lions in their various forms, until, today, made to yield to him a greater satisfaction .

this resistance lies in the form and is repre. He is an Employe to the purpose of pro

sented by labor organization . moting the happiness of himself and possi
The labor organization is the logical ble dependents. The degree of satisfaction

guardian of the interests of labor. It is gained is usually measured by the return he

naturally so . It is composed of Employes, gets for the amount of labor he performs.
and who better know the right of employes Then the only promotion he may reasonably

than employes themselves. The labor or hope for so long as he maintains his occu
ganization is a body of employes who are pation is the increasing of the share of the

working upon the principle that they can value of the production he is to receive in
better rely upon their own intelliegnce in return for his labor. According to the cus

solving their own problems. They know tom this must come in the shape of in

what labor wants from experience. They creased wage. This he cannot reasonably

know that the conditions of employment expect only as it comes to the others of his

can be improved only by united effort of craft. If his allotment is insufficient to
those who will be directly benefited thereby. supply himself and dependents to the extent

They are engaged in organized resistance of ordinary delight, and to further provide
against the naturally oppressive business for rainy days and the dependency of old

methods of the Employer. They are en age, he is yet in restraint, and a condition

gaged in a sytematic effort to effect a more of liberty has not been established . In

liberal distribution of the value of their other words, he is not far from the awing

production . They are engaged in a united shadow of poverty. The job can only be

effort to secure for Employes and for the promoted from such condition through or
people some consideration at the hands of ganization , and the job that holds the Em

the law -making power of what should be a ploye in restraint - in poverty - is worth

government for, of and by the people. They only the attempt to promote it . Don ' t leave

are inviting the co -operation of all em . it to look for another poverty job , but or

ployes, and realize that they must accom - ganize and improve the job you have. The

plish their task without the assistance of Employer may protest that you are unfair ,

the Employer. but what right has he to ask that he be

The employer would have the Employe enriched at the expense of your impoverish

yet outside to believe that the labor organ ment and the ultimate liberty of your de

ization is an institution foreign to Em pendents. Organization is the beckoning

ployes, and that their membership is being star of liberty to the Employe. Organized

solicited for ulterior purposes. This is too labor is the liberator and the greatest pro

ridiculous for denial. It is composed of motive institution of the times. What think
nothing but Employes, and, consequently, is you , Mr. Employe ?

not an " outside" organization. It is the log .

ical highway to liberty for the Employe, and
LABOR' S SERVICE HONORED .

the only one.

Does it not savor a bit of distrust in the By the Rev. Charles Stelzle .
honor of the Emloye for the Employer to so " A railroad man with the stump of an

bitterly oppose his Employes in any effort arm .” That is what I saw as I glanced out

to form an organization ? Then , if the Em of the car window a few moments ago . That

ployer has no confidence in the Employe, stump shall be my text. Looking beyond it
the Employe has just reason to have short I saw a great army of toilers - in mines,

confidence in the Employer. mills, shop and factory , on farm , road, street

Organization is the only doorway through and mountain side - giving themselves to
which labor can escape from indigence to the world ' s work , so that others ' lives may
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be made smoother and happier. Sometimes

praised by poet and by politician , they are

rarely given the credit to which they are

entitled , by those whose burdens are made

lighter because of their faithlessness.

The observance of Labor Day by the work

ingmen of the land is a happy plan , but it

has sometimes seemed to me that another

" Labor Day" should be observed by those

whose lot in life is more comfortable than

that of the multitude that toils in the hard

er places. Perhaps the nearest approach to
this is the recognition of labor by the

churches on " Labor Day Sunday" — the day

before Labor Day . There was a splendid

response last year to the preachers' invita
tions to workingmen and others to attend a
special service on that day in honor of la

bor. Wherever a church thus pays tribute

to the workingman on the coming Labor
Day Sunday, let him show his appreciation

by being present with his friends.

That man who serves God and his fellows

in the shop , may please God as much as he
who spends time in study and in pulpit. It

is quite possible to put as much soul into a

machine as into a meeting. Has it ever

occurred to you that Jesus Christ pleased

God as a carpenter ? When the voice came

from heaven , saying , “ This is my beloved

Son in whom I am well pleased," Christ had
never performed a miracle , nor, so far as

we know , had He ever preached a sermon .

It is worth while, therefore, to put one' s

best into one' s every -day life. Men take the

same kind of iron, worth perhaps fifteen
dollars a ton , and work that ton into arti

cles of different value - building columns at

thirty dollars, horseshoes at ninety dollars ,

knife blades at two hundred dollars, watch

springs at a thousand dollars. While these

figures may not be accurate, the idea may

be understood. Given the same talent, it is

interesting to note how man will use it.

In many cases it is seen thrown into the

scrap pile. With life wrecked , there is lit-

tle hope for the future. Others spend that

talent upon themselves, and frequently it is

a poor investment. But those who devote
the gift to others may increase it a thou
sand-fold .

The physician conscientiously healing the

sick , the teacher faithfully preparing others

for their life' s work , the mechanic doing re
liable work which stands the test of time,

are truly the world 's benefactors. It is a

great thing to have the consciousness that
one is really blessing others. Accomplished

in different ways, and under different cir.

cumstances, there is yet that opportunity in

every worthy occupation .

FIRST VICE-PRES. J . C . COLGAN,

Member of Div . 241, Chicago, Ill.

Vice-President J. C . Colgan, who has seen

something of the world (and a part of Ire

land ), has this to say pertaining to his

southern trip : “ Southern hospitality was

the surprise of my life. Even a perfect

stranger to me asked me to share his lunch
with him . It is a new spirit to us of the

north . I am anxious that every local of the

International association may learn of the
hospitality I found in New Orleans, that

they may feel free to send their full quota

of delegates to our convention of 1907 .

“ I would like to say this for the local

here : There is no better division in the

whole country than Division No. 194 in New

Orleans. It has established a record dis
tinctly its own. It was the spirit of this or.

ganization that captured the convention in

Chicago last fall. It was agreed that a

local that could travel all the way to Chi

cago, carrying a brass band, in the face of

quarantine and depressing foyer days, that

it deserved to get whatever it wanted . And

it got it .” .

Labor people are working hard with Mr.

F . F . Ingram to run for Congress. He owes

it to labor to become a candidate in consid

eration of their individual confidence in him .

It is hopeful he may be persuaded to make
the run .

The advantage that labor organizations

bring to the people generally is to be
found in the fact that better wages bring

about a more equitable and a more just

distribution of the wealth of this country .

The better are the wages the more money

is put into circulation , and the more money

there is in circulation the more money there

is to pay the butcher, the baker , the grocer,

the druggist, the doctor and the merchant.

Everybody shares in the good wages of the
man who toils, and no injustice is done any

body . - Houston Labor Journal,

Sometimes, perhaps, we may have a civi.

lization that will place man before the al-

mighty dollar, but we haven 't got it now .- .
Luke Grant.
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An expression of the growing popularity
of trades unionism with the consumer rests

in the report of President Charles Dold of
the Piano, Organ and Musical Instrument

Workers to the recent convention of that
union . President Dold says : “ The sale of
union labeled pianos has increased more
than threefold during the past two years."
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Omcial Journal of the Amalgamated Ag80

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

The financial report of the Piano, Organ
and Musical Instrument Workers' Union
shows that organization to have initiated
to membership during the last year 4 ,674
members . But very few have left the oc

cupation , and the increase in membership
equals more than 80 per cent of the number

initiated. The Kimball, Doll, Krell, Schaal,
Wissner, Weser, Shubert and Western Cot

tage Companies are those reported to be

unfair to organized labor.
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The report of Secretary Treasurer T . L .

Hughes to the Teamsters' Union convention
which convened in Chicago , August 6 , shows

the increase in membership for the past

year to have been 14 ,000. One-fourth of

this increase was in the Pittsburg district.

The total membership is 58,000 . This num

ber includes only those in good standing,
there being a floating membership of some

30,000 more upon the rolls that can be well
counted upon. The organization is in vetter

shape today than ever before. President

C . P . Shea recommended to the convention

the adoption of a death and disability bene
fit .

TRADES COUNCIL

The Typothetae in recent convention in
Buffalo practically admitted the winning of
the 8-hour day by the Typographical Union ,
but excuse their contesting it upon the
ground that had they accepted it in the
beginnng they would have suffered loss
from a shortage of workmen that would

have been occasioned by shortening the
day. They now purpose to continue the

fight under the slogan " open shop." " Anti

eight hours” has lost its magic, and from
now on , it will be discarded , they hav.og
determined to give the " rats" 8 hours just
as soon as conditions so shape that there

will be an oversupply of that kind of labor.

So far as they remember now , they never
fought the 8-hour day, they were just fight

ing for time.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high

plane of Intelligence, emciency and skill: to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; ' to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

Do you wish to form a Division of this
Associatoin ? If so , the way to do is to get

ten or more of your fellow workmen to unite
with you and send $ 10.00 to W . D . Mahon,

President, 47 Hodges building, Detroit,
Mich ., for charter, outfit and instructions.
Your appeal will receive prompt attention.
If you think an organization can be formed
upon your system , and wish assistance of
an International officer or organizer , write

the facts to the International President, or
notify a local A . F . of L . organizer. All such
communications will be treated in confid
ence. This organization affords numerous
benefits, and is able to fulfill its obligations.

President Thos. D . Nicholls of District

No. 1 , United Mine Workers, has accepted

the Democratic nomination for congress in
the Scranton , Pa., Congressional District

In President Nicholls is an ideal candidate
for labor, and, if elected , he will prove a

true and able representative for the people
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Plainly and fairly, a chief purpose of a
labor union must be to increase wages and

make better working conditions. If you are
in sympathy with that purpose, you are cer -

tainly in sympathy with the organization of

labor, as there is no other institution having

such a purpose.

tions than the slave trade offers in Detroit.
As but few of Detroit's employers will wish

to assume the same role as the Ideal Co..
the threat of the association is an id

and may be taken as absolutely free of

Maud-like characteristics .

пе ,

The Cigar Makers' Journal presents an

interesting financial report of that organi.

zation for the last year. The report shows
that the cost per member for strike bene.

fits for 1905 was 23 7-10 cents, for sick bene

fits, $ 3 .73 ; for death benefits, $ 3 .56 , and for

out of work benefits, 87 cents. The average

life of a union cigar maker has increased
15 per cent in the last 18 years. This is

due to advanced sanitary conditions in con

nection with employment from which there

has been a reduction in the death rate fromrate from

consumption. Since the adoption of the
benefit measures there has been expended
by the organization for that purpose
$ 6 ,845 ,540.65 . President Perkins, in com

menting upon this says :

“ These figures portray the international

union in an altogether different light from

that painted by D . M . Parry and other trade

union detractors, and shows that we do sev .

eral things in the interest of humanity be

sides striking."

The cost of living in San Francisco has

advanced 40 per cent since the fire, and

as there are 20,000 idle men in the city,

employers are taking the advantage by
keeping the wage down.

The New York City Central Labor Coun.

cil, in conformity with the plans of the A .

F . of L ., has taken steps to organize through

out the entire state to elect men to political

positions to represent the interests of labor.
Other central bodies throughout the country

are following this example .

No union , however strong it may think
itself, can stand alone, and any union at

tempting it shows that it has not a complete

conception of the very basis of unionism ,

which means that an injury to one is the
concern of all, not of one union 's members,

but an injury to all workingmen .

At a recent meeting of the Detroit branch

of the Employers' Association a resolution

was passed to the effect that if the unions

did not let the ideal Manufacturing plant

alone, members of the Employers' Associa

tion would discharge all union men in their
employ. It seems the threat has been ef

fective, as neither union nor non -union men
have been seen about the shop since. It is

a strictly " closed " shop. Nothing doing.

The fact is that the Ideal plant was selected

by the Association some two years ago as
a battle ground upon which to start the

" open shop" war in Detroit , and in no great

proportions has the battle ground been ex
tended . So far as the Ideal Manufacturing

Co . is concerned , during the time it has been

practically closed. from the face that

" scabs" of staying qualities can not be se.

cured . The unions of Detroit have perfected

a most effective system of reaching any

who might otherwise be deceived as to the
character of the fight, and as soon as ex

planations are made the nonunionist either
joins the union or seeks other fields. The

business imprudence of fighting unions is

beginning to dawn upon the Detroit em
ployer , and as a result the Employers' Asso

ciation has been rapidly disintegrating. So

unpopular has become the " open shop” war

cry , that the Detroit News, a former wide

open " exponent” of the " open shop, ” now

apologizes for the defeat of the Employers'

Association by making the term syuoninous

with “Whirlism ," and suggests that the

shortest way out for the Employers' Asso -

ciation , or what is left of it in Detroit, is to

give Mr. Whirl " some more commercial
position ." Whirl is the " driver" of the asso

ciation. Evidently the News presumes

there are more profitable commercial posi

The new agreement between Chicago

Division No. 266 and the Calumet Electric

Street Railway Company embraces a clause

providing that motormen and conductors

shall be paid from the time they are re

quired to report for duty , also , that one-hall

cent per hour extra will be paid for Sunday

and holiday service . This feature is an in .

novation , and breaks away from the old
idea , that, peculiar to itself, street railway

service should receive no extra rating for
Sunday work . The local passed resolutions

thanking Editor 1 . D . Bland, of the Union

Leader, for his services in assisting with

the agreement, which in many respects, is
one of the best enjoyed by any of the Chi

cago locals.

Disbursements from the death and dis
ability fund for the month of July were on
the deaths of the following members :

W . J . McGovern , Div . No. 308 , Chi

cago, heart disease . . . . . . .. . . . . . $ 100.00
H . L . Decker, Div . No. 184 , Williams

port, Pa., cerebral hemorrhage. . 100 .00
Harry Sweeney, Div. No. 241, Chi

cago, Ill., hemorrhage of lungs . . . 100.00

Thos. King, Div. No. 132, Troy, N .

Y ., acute phthisis . . . . . . 100.00

Wm . J. Ordway, Div . No. 240, Chel

sea , Mass., cancer. . . . . . . 100.00

J . E . Fearn , Div. No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill., tuberculosis . . . . . . ... 100 .00
Wm . F . Maloney, Div. No. 281, New

Haven , Conn ., tuberculosis . . . . . . 100 .00

R . A . Hamilton , Div. No. 241, Chi

cago, Ill., axphyxiation (accident.

100.00
J . F . Wendling, Div . No. 205, San

Francisco, Cal., valvular liscon of

the heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Charles Ollmert, Div . No. 241. Chi

cago, Ill., Pulmonary tuberculosis 100.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 , 000

al) . . . . . ::: : :
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oppre
s

The reorganization of the Portland , Ore., generous response to the appeal sent out

local has resulted in an increase in wage in behalf of the local.

for our craft of that city. Heretofore, the The Division has so far recovered from
history of the Portland local has been that the effects of the horrible misfortune that it

as soon as the wage would increase , inter has assumed its normal business functions,

est in the local would subside to ineffective but the after effect of the fire to San Fran

ness. About two years ago was the last cisco in all of her interests applies most

increase, when a sliding scale ranging from severely to labor and Division No. 205 is

21 to 25 cents was fixed , after which the in no way escaping her share of the burden.

organization became inactive. However, President Richard Cornelius reports , as

there were enough good spirits to maintain might have been expected, that the specu
the foundation , and a few months ago it lative spirit is pouncing upon every oppor.
came to the surface , and now bids fair to tunity that presents itself, and in the wild

take its place among the leading organiza chase after the $ s labor seems to be the

tions of the coast. The new rate extends objective prey . Necessities have gone sky

by discrimination to 27 cents per hour for ward , which makes it a starvation fight for

those 10 years in the service . Although the average wage earner. Glowing reports

effecting a higher maximum , it is not what are being sent out by speculative sharks to

the men wish for, and was fixed by the com induce tradesmen to go to the unfortunate

pany as a paliative. Conditions demand city , only to empty their pockets of what

higher wages for the low rate men . little they bring and then starve out to make

room for another victim . There are three

men for every job , and the situation is thus

Strikes are the only modifiers of industrial made such that it is practically impossible

sion , no matter whether a strike is to establish a wage equal to the increased
counted won or lost upon the face of the prices of wving supplies. While man

returns, it is the moral force of it that pro left the city . hundreds of idle workmen are

motes . The more severe the strike the more roaming the streets in daily disappoint.

effective it is as a modifier. In non -union . ment in search of work not to be found. In

ism there is a strike on incessently . The fact, the situation to labor in San Francisco
employer is on strike against organization . will continue for a long time a sad one.

The result is that it softens his non-union

employes , and they are in constant fear of Politics for labor cannot be otherwise
him . Non -union employes that can honestly than politics for the people. There is not a
say they don 't fear the lash of the employer measure sought by the American Federa

are exceptional. Speaking generally , wuen tion of Labor but what would be to the

a wage earner is working collectively with advantage of all of the people, save, per
others and does not belong to the union of haps, the very few in numbers who are
his craft , he is working under restraint and seeking special privileges prospective ofen
in fear of his employer. Why ? Answer the riching themselves by imposing upon or
question , why the employer doesn 't want subverting the rights of the people. Who
his employes to join the union and you have has to fear of the people making their own
the reason . The employer is on strike laws ? Every candidate who will be advo
against the union . When the strike power cated by labor at the coming election,
is shifted the employe no longer works in whether he be of one party or another , will
fear. necessarily be pledged to direct legislation .

Are there any who object to it ? If so , who ?

Here is what the people want, and what
REPORT OF AID RECEIVED BY SAN the American Federation of Labor wants.

FRANCISCO DIV . NO. 205 . They want the principle of government for

the people, of the people and by the people

established in fact . They want the initiative
In addition to the report appearing in the

and referendum .
June issue of The Motorman and Conductor,

The initiative is the right of the people toSecretary J . H . Dowling submits the state
propose bills or measures by a certain per

ment of amounts received by Division No.
centage of votes and enacting them into

205 after the June report was compiled , laws by a majority . It enables an intelli
which is as follows:

gent expression of the will of the majority
Division No. 334, Boone, la . . . . . . . . . . $ 5 . 00

on any subject they may desire at any time.
Division No. 284, Nashua , N . H . . . . . 10 .75

All laws or measures thus enacted 0C
Division No. 381, Butte, Mont. . . . . . . 100 .00

cupy the same ground as does the Constitu
Division No. 325, Conneaut, 0 . . . . 10 .00

Division No. 177, Roanoke, Va. . .
tion . They can not be vetoed , they can not

10.00
be amended or nullified by any legislative

Division No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich 5 .00 body except by the consent of the people ,
Division No. 52, E . Liverpool, O .. . 22.50

and are not subject to unconstitutional re
Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont. . . . . 36 .50

vision by the courts . They can be amended
Division No. 280, Lowell, Mass. . . . . 20.00 or revoked only by the sovereign body that
Division No. 101, Vancouver, B . C .. . 48 .00 has enacted them — the people .
Previously reported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8 , 964.40 The referendum grants the people power

to secure the submission of enactments of
Total amount of donations received . $ 9 ,232.15 the legislature to themselves for approval

Division No. 205 extends most earnest before they may become law , when required
thanks to the general membership for the by a percentage of the people. The only
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way these rights can be secured to the peo-

ple is by electing legislators pledged to the

interests of labor and the people, who

dares deny that the people are competent

to be entrusted with these powers ?

Synonimous with the word " unionism " as

used by those who use and publish kind
words for the “open shop " are the words

“ violence," " threats," and " intimidation ," as
though those words are foreign to the " open

shop" policy, and only applicable to union
labor. “ If you join that union , I'll discharge

you," said Manager King of the London

Street Railway Company to Conductor
Atchison . King announces himself to be an
"open shop " apostle . His injunction to

Atchison verges upon intimidation . “ You 've

collected money (dues) from some of the

men. Return it and withdraw from the

union and you'll save your job,” said King
to Secretary Buchanan . Such tactics useu

by a unionist would be called coercion ,

threats and intimidation of the most out
landish type, but used by the "open shop "
association , it is termed " patriotism ."

the day from which goes forth the spirit of

organiaztion with the yet unorganized . It is

only for organized labor to strengthen that

spirit by profound, intelligent demonstra .

tion . It is the occasion when all members

of organized labor can , if they will, add

something to the huge wave of educational

prompting , and add impetus to the vigor of

revival in organizing that is sure to follow

close upon the passing of the day.

O ur membership will generally take part.

In many places our divisions will take the
lead and in all, they will add to in one way

and another. Those who will be obliged to

remain on duty will wear an insignia of the

day, and that will help. In many places
our members will be obliged to handle vast

throngs of people. In such instances none

can better promote the day than by our

attentive care, in affording safe and cheer

ful transportation . This, our organization

can be relied upon to do .

Power asserts itself, no matter whether it

rests with the employer or employe . The

average motorman or conductor, were he so
conditioned, would accept $ 10.00 per day

from his employer as a regular wage. His

will is good for it, but he hasn 't the power
to get it. Of course, should he see that his

employer couldn 't survive and pay $ 10 .00

he would work for $ 9 .00 rather than drive

the job out of existence until he should

get all out of it , to be gotten . He only

lacks the power. The employer is built of

the same stuff. He will naturally get all

out of the employe he can get and then

discard him for another. He would work

him at 10 cents per hour if he had the

power to do so . He wouldn 't ? Go south

where there is no influence from organized

labor to contend with and see them working

cents per hour, then believe it . There,
the employer is all powerful. Then if you

can see any resistance power in organiza

tion , you had better organize . If you don 't

you are simply a dead weight to the or

ganization that is carrying you along.

The street car conductor holds a position
of most complex duties. He, perhaps, has

more responsibilities imposed upon him

than anyone in most any other position . No
one knows the troubles and anxieties of the
conductor, only the man who has had the

practical experience . He is employed as an
important agent to promote the finances of

the company. The company is in the busi

ness for the money, and the conductor is the

collector. His financial responsibility does

not stop there , as he must avoid unnecessary

expense by preventing accidents which ,

though the company in many instances is

not responsible, yet must sustain a financial

loss. This does not include his responsi
bilities even , to the company, to say nothing

of the people and his fellow workmen . But

the collecting of fares has its perplexities.

While 95 people out of every 100 are honest,

and give the conductor no annoyance upon

this matter, the other five are dishonest and
resort to various methods to escape pay.

ment. Thus, a conductor handling 500 peo

ple in a day, which is not an uncommon

average, meets 25 who prefer not to pay

their fare, will beat the conductor in change

if the opportunity comes their way, and

would even take money from his pocket if

they could do it safely . So, he has at least

25 persons that he must watch closely , or he

or the company, and at times it is divided

between them , is out one or two dollars of

uncolletced fares. Conductors have various

ways to deal with this question . One who

is unusually successful stated that his plan

was to get the fare at the earliest moment
possible after the passenger is seated . If

the passenger is allowed to ride some dis

tance before being approached , he is liable

to forget about it himself and when ap

proached, actually believe he has paid his
fare , and a provoking altercation is the re

sult. Sometimes the conductor will forget
the passenger, and thus miss the fare. An

other successful conductor stated that he

always spotted his passengers by the neck

tie they wore , or some other garment. The

regular conductor soon learns the dead-beat,
but the dead-beat, as soon as discovered by

Labor Day , the epoch day of the year in

the progress of organized labor is again

near at hand. It is the day when labor

stops to rest; but the mind's rest will be

only in diversion , and the diversion of the

united mind of labor will be the making

of comparisons and the observing of changes

from the past. Organized labor will study

the recapitulation of events. An appreci

able advance over the previous year will

be observed and inspiration for a continued

forward march will come with the events

of the day. It will be the great educational

day. In fact, the establishment of Labor

Day is one of the great acts of organized

labor. Whether it was the purpose of P . J.

MaGuire , the founder, to establish an eman

cipating day for labor, or not, may not be

known , but presumably so . At all events,

the day is labor's emancipating day. It is
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one conductor, if he is a regular passenger,

catches another car and plies his schemes
with another conductor. This sneaking dis -

honesty seems peculiar to no particular
class. They are discovered among all

classse and frequently among women and

business men whom the new conductor

would least suspect.

that none but reliable people will be per

mitted the use of space. The interests of
the membership and readers will be care

fully guarded in that respect. The fact that

a business man patronizes this magazine is

sufficient proof of his approval and encour

agement of the Association . In view of this

fact, our advertisers are entitled to the

same good will from the membership , and

as business men , they are entitled to such

consideration as the character and methods

of their business deserves.

Grand Chief E . E . Clark , of the Order of

Railway Conductors has received and ac-

cepted the appointment as a member of the
Interstate Commerce Commission . The

Commission came into existance by provi

sion of the railway rate law passed by the
recent congress. Labor will not lose by

the appointment of Chief Clark . However,

it will gain nothing by the new law , beyond

the appointment of a labor union man to a

good position , which , it cannot be safely

stated, was for the purpose of making the

blind a little stronger. In the appointment

of Clark labor gets something out of the
new law , which will be more than the farm

ers will be able to say.

NOTICE TO DIVISIONS.

All appeals for donations in ine interest
of this association , any of its local divisions

or members. unless bearing the endorse

ment of the International and the name of

the International President, should receive

no consideration further than to be reported

to the general office. Any Local Divisivu

suffering unusual financial distress, by

strike, lockout or otherwise, has no right

to issue any appeals without having ap
proval of the same attested by the Interna .

tional President. This is according to the
strict usage of this association , and such

policy is established and made necessary
by the creation of the defense fund. A new

local going on striką may not understand
this rule, and without any intention of vio
lating the defense fund usages, send out

appeals , but such appeals should receive no

response, but should be reported to the In
ternational Office.

Why are you not a member of the union

of your craft ? Is it because you think you
are saving money by staying out ? If so ,

how much are you saving ? Your dues and

assessments in this association cannot ex-
ceed $ 7 .00 per year. In many locals , but

$ 6 .00. You certainly could not give that as

an excuse. At that rate of saving it would
require 100 years to save $600. You don't

want anyone to believe you are so stingy

that you refuse to join your union , even
though you should believe nothing could

be gained by it. This Association paid

$ 1 ,000 in death benefits last month . All to

gether, those 10 deceased brothers hadn 't
paid $ 200 in dues. Do you think the bene-
ficiaries of those brothers would tell you

there would have been anything saved had

they kept from membership ? Just throw

that excuse aside for none would believe
you.

The Motorman and Conductor is the props

erty of the Amalgamated Association . It' s

purpose is to supply a medium of cocomuni.

cation between the Divisions of the Asso

ciation and between the officers and mem

bership , that the membership may become

acquainted with the general conditions and

affairs of the Association and craft, etc .

Also , it is designed to extend a periodical

invitation to the yet unorganized , into

whose hands copies may fall. By the ad-

vance in magnitude of our Association , it

has now become the property of nearly

60,000 members with an annual earning

power of more than fifty millions of dollars

in wages. This does not include the yet

unorganized whom the magazine reaches

This renders The Motorman and Conductonr

a valuable advertising medium , Business

men who are not making a specialty of

fighting labor are beginning to learn of the

existance of the magazine and its value as

a medium , and as a result the advertising

patronage of the Association is increasing.

Upon this point, it is proper to understand

President Samuel Gompers , of the A . F .

of L ., in his past persistence to secureof L .. in his pas

favorable legislation , has acted upon the
opinion that though there may be those
holding positions of public trust who wan
tonly violate the confidence of the people ,
generally . men are honest, and what was

necessary for him to do was to point ont

the necessity and reasonableness of the

measures desired, and by honesty to their
own convictions, members of the legislature

would enact the desired laws. After ex

hausting his resources for educating con
gressmen , and seeing the laws already en

acted being violated with apparent immuni
ty , so far as those having the enforcement

of the law was concerned, he prompted the
declaration of the A . F . of L . to enter
politics to the end that representative men

be elected to fill the place of confirmed class

legislators. When politicians realized his

sincerity and that he was in touch with
3 ,000 ,000 organized people , they began to
seek information as to the personnel of the

man . They knew him as a common work.
ing man, a cigarmaker, who held an office
in a labor organization , but were it not he,
it would be some other workingman , and

that was about as far as he had been con
sidered . The dog cares but very little of a
peculiarity of any particular flea , as, to him ,

fleas have a general peculiarity of annoying

dogs. To the dog, all fieas have the same

rating. But Samuel Gompers is at the head

of a single organization of over 2,000,000

direct members. It is , numerically , the
largest class organization of individuals the
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world has ever known. Aside from this are wish to be free from coercion in such mat

the sympathetic independent organizations ters. ·

of nearly a million more . Thus is estab

lished the special interest of politicians to INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

know more of a man who, as a labor official,

has declared that class politicians must go .
International President W . D . Mahon is at

Here is how the Schenectady Gazette pic .
present at New Bedford, Mass. Division No.

tures him , and it is as good as pen can
428 was instituted at New Bedford by G . E .
B . Member Wm. B . Fitzgerald , May 31st.draw :

" Samuel Gompers is a small man physic
Immediately after its institution the com

ally , but a great man mentally, and a verit
pany showed a provokative spirit by dis

able giant in spirit and energy . He has a
charging some of the active officers of the

kindly face , somewhat seamed with the lines
local. Board Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald

of the worker, and with something of the
and Vice-President P . F . Sheehan succeeded

air of a kindly old parish priest. His one
in securing the reinstatement of the dis

aim in life has been for the betterment of
charged men after some little time. How

the working classes, and how well he has
ever, conditions were not settled , and in or.

succeeded in his life 's mission is a matter.
der to effect a working condition of the lo

of labor and national history ."
cal, and as an increase in wage was desired ,

the local presented a working agreement to

A merry three-cornered contest in trac
the management. This was ignored , and

tion circles is what Cleveland is enjoying at
G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald was dis

the present time. Mayor Johnson has been
patched to the aid of the local in attempting

persistent in his 3 -cent fare war to the end : to secure some consideration of the condi

that he has encouraged the formation of a
tions embodied in the agreement. The

3 -cent fare company, known as the Munici
management of the company was obstinate
and refused to give any consideration to the

pal Traction Company. This company has

secured rights and has already made ex
demands. As a result, by consent of the

penditures in construction which demand
General Executive Board, on July 24th the

consideration . While this contention is
local went on strike. However, every rea

going on Div . 268 of this Association is re
sonable compromise was offered by Board

establishing itself by absorbing to member
Member Fitzgerald , who had with him Vice

ship the employes of the Cleveland Electric
President P . F . Sheehan , but to no effect.

Company. No. 268 is the charter of the In consideration of the seriousness of the

local employed upon the Hanna system be
strike situation , President Mahon went to

fore the consolidation . While Senator New Bedford to lend his personal advice

Hanna lived the local thrived and set the
and assistance in the direction of the at

mark for conditions in Cleveland. Since
fairs of the Association . The men are stand

that time it had become inactive . An appeal
ing firm and indications are such that the

came to President Mahon from employes of
prediction may be made that a creditable

the company who actually knew nothing of
settlement will be effected .

the old local, to institute a new charter. Since the settlement of the Allentown

President Mahon advised the representa
strike, there have been instituted in eastern

tives to build up the oid local, and dis
Pennsylvania divisions at Mauch Chunk,

patched G . E . B . Member Fred Fay and Vice Pen Argyl and Lansford , Pa. The last char

President A . L . Behner to direct the work . ter granted by the International President

Their efforts met success, even in the face
was to Division No. 435 . While there are

of the fact that 73 men were summarily dis
situations taking the attention of the Inter

charged for the evident purpose of unnerv .
national President upon the Pacific coast

ing others. Many of these men , however, and in the various sections where organ.

have since been reinstated . As the member
izers are carrying out his plans, yet a gen

ship has been extended to include over 1,200 eral report of progress can be made, he hav .

motormen and conductors without further ing granted five charters since the last re

discharges, it would seem that the company port.

has relaxed its opposition , at least, to the
extent of discharging no more men on ac International Vice -President J . C . Colgan

count of joining the union . President Ma. is at present in Pittsburg upon specialwork

hon visited Cleveland in person and shaped for the Association . While in New Orleans

the future plans of developing the Division , he visited Division No. 194 and secure

and left Vice -President Behner to assist in subscription of the entire membership of

making them effective the local to the "Motorman & Conductor. '

Mayor Johnson, in the face of a court in He reports progress from his work in Pitts

junction , tore up the track of the Cleveland burg .

Electric on Fulton street to make room for
the new company whose lines are now un . Vice -President P . F . Sheehan has been as

der construction . The old company has sub - sociated with G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitz

mitted a proposition offering seven tickets gerald in the conduct of the strike at New

for 25 cents with universal transfers, and Bedford , Mass.

guarantee of improvements. Cleveland is a
very strong union town, and a vicious policy Vice-President A . L . Behner, who has

of opposition to unionism will not strengthen charge of the situation in Cleveland, O ., re

the chances of the Cleveland Electric with ports eminent progress in the builidng up
the people , nor even its own employes who of Division No. 268. Affairs of the Associa

he
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tion there under his supervision are assum - Member Sinclair made a full report to the
ing appreciable proportions. Vice-President local, and on the morning of July 25th , 102
Behner and G . E . B . Member Fred Fay have · employes of the London Traction Company

been associated in the effective work of the suspended work . The following day the
Association throughout western and north Railway Commission took up the grievances
ern Ohio . They have organized and reor and after a hearing, on August 3rd , rendered

ganized six local divisions of an aggregate a compromise decision to the effect that the
membership of nearly three thousand mem strikers should return to work without dis

.bers, including the present membership in crimination as to their unionism .

Cleveland, and have effected agreements to While the decision of the commission can

four locals , and an increase in wage to the not possibly give satisfaction to either par .

membership of six locals in that state. . ty, yet it will likely be accepted, and end

the strike.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, im
mediately after the institution of Division G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius, while

No. 430, at Maunch Chunk, Pa ., was called actively engaged in the accumulative affairs
from the east to take charge of the settle of Division No. 205 , of San Francisco, has

ment upon the renewal of the agreement also given attention to matters arising as
betwee n Division No. 285, Steubenville , O ., grievances with Oakland Division No. 192 ,

and the employing company. He reports which he has successfully adjusted .
having effected the signing of the agree
ment, which embraces an increase of two

cents per hour for the membership of that G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald has

local and establishes a rate of 23 cents.
succeeded in establishing a local division of

the Association in Syracuse , N . Y . As a

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt is now in charge of result, the Syracuse company has been pre

the affairs of the Association in Baltimore ,
vailed upon to increase the wage of motor

Md., from which place he reports progress.
men and conductors in that city . The in

crease amounts to from one to four cents

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair has per
per hour, and aggregates some $ 30,000 per

sonal charge of the strike in London , Ont.
year. The company is making every effort

to discourage the development of the or
In the month of April, of this year, in

ganization , but the membership seem to be
spired by a desire to secure an increase in

determined, and new members are being
wage, and to eliminate some of the envir

rapidly enrolled. The local bids fair to be
onments that had crept around their em

ployment, the motormen and conductors re one of the largest yet established in the

vived old Division No. 97 , and prepared to
state of New York .

approach the company with the purpose of
their movement. The company anticipated G . E . B . Member Ben Commons has been

this and increased the wage one cent per active in pushing the organization in the

hour, and promoted the prime mover of the Southern districts. Perhaps no officer of

local to an under official, presuming to have the Association has more novel experiences

the organization so crippled that any re than Board Member Commons. His terri.

maining life would soon die out. In this tory is absolutely virgin , so far as unionism

they were mistaken , as the division , in its is concerned, and the craft in some of the

renewal, had been under the supervision of cities he has visited would regard a univer

Board Member Sinclair , who had left it too sal 12-cent hour as a harbinger of golden

well entrenched for early uprooting. The times. A most singular feature of his ex
determination to maintain the union soon perience is that where the wage is lowest

became apparent to the manager, who again he has the most difficulty to interest the

became active in his opposition , and dis- men in an attempt to better their condi

charged the secretary of the local and some tions. The cheapest jobs seem to be prized

of the more open advocates. Board Mem most by those who possess them . There is
ber Sinclair again responded and used every some food for thought in this.

honorable means to prevail upon the com

pany to withdraw opposition to the division ,
G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald has had

but without avail. The mayor of the city personal supervision of the affairs of the
presumed considerable friendship to the New Bedford , Mass., local which led up to
unionists, but either secretly favored the the strike now in progress in that city . He
company, or else had no confidence in the is now associated with President Mahon in
strength of the union . Evidently , he be. the conduct of the strike.
lieved no several numbers of the men would
respond to a strike call. He scouted Board

Member Sinclair' s suggestion to notify the When purchasing watches, see that the

Ontario Railway Commission until a strike engravers' union label is with the watch .

had been determined upon, and notified the This is all the Watch Case Engravers' As

commission at a time when , should the sociation asks of their fellow trades union .

strike fail to materialize, he could withdraw ists in their fight with the unfair " Jas Boss

the notice and save himself the chagrin of Case" manufacturers, the Keystone Watch

assembling them without cause . After a Case Co. When buying a watch , just see

final and futile attempt to prevail upon the that the union label is attached to it. That

manager to withdraw opposition to the em - is the only way you can help the Watch

ployes being members of the union , Board Case Engravers' Union .
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joining or being members of the union . It

sounds like the open shop logic of “ no dis
crimination but trump up a charge and fire

them .” Again , every day the commisison

was in London , the company was violating

the Railways Act, and the violations, al

though called to the attention of the com

mission , were ignored and the complaints

treated with contempt.

Just what advantage the labor provisions
of the Ontario Railways Act will be to labor ,

when the matter of compliance with the
law is in the hands of such a commission ,

is hard to determine.

BUCHANAN INTERPRETS CARTER ' S

"GENEROSITY."

The decision of the Ontario Railway

Commission upon the grievances of Divi.
sion No. 97, of London , Ont., which division

went on strike July 27, is as follows:

1st. The company had other causes than

unionism for the discharge of Motorman

Stewart and Conductors Atcheson and Bu
chanan .

20 . Regular men shall not be required

to take their cash boxes to the office at
noon hours.

3d . The company shall not intimidate
nor discriminate against any emplove be

cause of their joining or belonging to any

labor organization .
4th . Early men shall not be required to

clean cars in the mornings.

5th . The company shall furnish con

ductors with $ 20 for " running" money .

6th . Conductors shall not be required to .

act as motormen nor motormen as conduct
ors.

7th . Regular men shall not be required

to give up their regular run for a special

run ,

8th . The matter of recognition and

treating with committees of the union the
commission claimed " no jurisdiction.”

9th . The commission refused to take up

the wage question .

10th . Company shall not be required to
purchase uniforms.

11th . The fact that men being on strike

shall not effect their positions in the em
ploy of the company upon returning to
work .

In the case of the discharged men , Com

missioner Ingram dissented from the de.
cision of the other two, and rendered a

separate opinion that Buchannan and At

cheson were harshly dealt with , or, in other

words, were discharged in consequence of

their union affiliations.

It would seem that in not touching upon

the wage or question of recognition of union

committees, and in refusing to make any
recommendation upon those points, the

commission has ruled itself out of jurisdic .

tion , and is practically useless as an instru

ment of mediation or arbitration in case of

strikes. Two of the members have appar

ently identified themselves as either op

posed to unionism or so without a compre

hension of its purposes as to render them

partial as against labor 's interests .

As to the cause of discharge, Board Mem

ber Sinclair had made the Buchannan case

the principle. Buchannan was secretary of

the local, and after he had collected the

dues, he was called into the office and was

given to understand by Manager King that

he must return the money to those from

whom he had collected it, or he would be

discharged . Atchison was plainly told that
he was discharged because he was in at

tendance at the meetings and joined the

union after being warned not to do so . Yet
in the face of this, which was not denied ,

two of the commissioners decided against

the men , and then , to extend the inconsist-

ency of the decision , the entire commission

ruled that the company must not discrim -

inate against employes on account of their

Prior to , and during the recent negotia
tions for renewed agreement between Div .

No. 308 , of Chicago , Ill., and the employing

elevated companies, as the local was seeking

an increase in wage for the membership

and a united effort upon the part of all

elevated employes was desirous as adding
strength to the situation , the undertaking

was placed before many of the South Side

elevated employes, and a large percentage

joined the local. This South Side company

is controlled by Mr. Leslie Carter, who as

sumes to run " open shop.” In order to

avoid making agreements which would re

quire open recognition of the union , his

policy has been to wait until wages are

fixed on the other roads, then " voluntarily "

increase his own men just above the union

scale. In this way he keeps many of his

men from joining the union because , as

they say, " What's the use ?” He was aware ,

this year, that a greater number than usual

were " seeing the use," so, as soon as all
other companies had signed up , he moved

his men up liberally above what was being

settled upon in the agreements , and, of

course , backed successfully away from sign

ing the working agreement. Editor Joseph

Buchanan , of the New York Journal, gives

an interpretation of Mr. Carter's " gener.
osity ” as follows:

" One of the best arguments in favor of

trades unions comes from Chicago and is
furnished by an institution which has never

recognized union labor and whose employes

have never been organized . On Monday

the South Side Elevated Railway Company

of Chicago, of its own volition , raised the

wages of its employes .

“ This step was taken by order of the

president, Leslie Carter, in opposition to
the urgent appeals of the other Chicago
railway companies that he delay announce
ment of the advance until the agreements
between the other companies and the unions
had been signed .

" It is positively known, and is not denied

by the South Side Company, that the wages
of its employes were raised - and raised

to a figure said to be higher than is paid

by any other company in the world - solely

for the purpose of heading off the efforts

of the union to organize the road.

" The motormen will receive 31 cents an
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Resolved , That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, and on each union
button will be worn a black bow for fifteen
days as a mark of respect, and a copy of these

resolutions be forwarded to the family of the
deceased , and that they be published in the

" Motorman and Conductor," and the local pa
pers,

P . F . SHEEHAN,
F . W . FULLER ,
JOHN O 'CONNELL,
CHAS. F . FARRINGTON ,
JOHN S. SHERMAN ,

Committee.
GEORGE L . BROWN, Secretary.

Bellevue, Ill., Div. No. 125.

hour; conductors, 2242 cents ; guards, 1912
cents ; towermen , 30 cents ; switchmen , 2642
cents, and station agents, $ 1 .75 per day

under the new scale.
"No greater acknowledgment of the power

of union labor could be made than this

that a scale of wages greater than is de

manded by the union is awarded to em
ployes for the purpose of keeping them out

of unions. Here is a case of 'absent treat

ment' that must convince the thoughtful.
" I have often said that the greatest and

most beneficial strikes are those which
never occur, meaning by this that union
labor's preparedness and apparent power
have won many concessions that would
have been arrogantly turned down if the
organization had not been in evidence.

" The action of the South Side Company
is proof of this same truth , though it comes
in a somewhat different shape.

" The union labor men as a whole will
not complain if employers see fit to con
cede fair wages and decent treatment with .
out being compelled by organization to do

so . But there are other advantages besides

good wages which the union secures to its
individual members.

" There are benefits which can come only
through the association of men working at
the same calling , and there are other in

terests of the individual employes which
are constantly in need of the protection

which can be given only by organization .

" If an employer is willing to pay the pre

vailing rate of wages and concede the hours

as established by the union - or, as in the
case in point, more than the established

rate - he has nothing to fear from the affili.
ation of his employes with the union .

" On the other hand, it is not likely that
he can long keep his employes out of such
affiliation by paying a little more than the
scale, especially when the employes know

why the wages are paid .
“ The South Side Company has so far suc

ceeded in heading off organization on its

lines ; but it will sooner or later have to
bow to the inevitable tendency of the age
- organization and combination ."

The circumstances touching the South

Side situation is such that the man who de
clnies to join the union is pretty nearly
selling his right to be a man among men

for a mess of pottage .

Whereas, the Supreme Ruler of the Uni
verse has in His divine wisdom removed from
our midst by death , our esteemed Brother,
O . S . Coats, and
Whereas, we, the members of Local Divi

sion No. 125 of the Amalgamated Association
of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America , wish to express our sympathy to

the sorrowing relatives, therefore, be it

esolved . that in this hour of their sad

a fiction we extend to them our deepest,

heartfelt sympathy and condolence.
Resolved, that as a token of respect for our

departed brother , these resolutions be entered
upon our minutes, a copy to be sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication and
a copy be sent to the relatives, and that our

charter be draped in mourning for a period
of thirty days.

GEO . W . CROSS,
CHAS. CLEMMENS,

W . H . BELLEVILLE ,
Committee on Resolutions.

. A . WHITE ,

Rec. Sec., June 14 , 1906.

South Chicago, Ill., Div. No. 264.

The following resolutions were adopted by
Div. No. 264 at a stated meeting held on July
25 , 1906 :
Whereas, it has pleased Almighty God , in

His infinite wisdom , to remove from our midst
Brother John M . Petry ; and

Whereas, by his death his family has lost a

loving husband and father, Div . No. 264, A . A .

of S . & E . R . E . of A . an active and consci

entious brother, and the community in gen

eral a loyal and upright citizen ; therefore

be it

Resolved , That we, the officers and mem
bers of Div . No. 264, express our deep sorrow
at the untimely death of our departed broth

er , John W . Petry , whose loss we keenly feel,
and that we etxend to the family of the de

ceased our most sincere sympathy in this,

their hour of grief; and be it further
Resolved . That the charter of our Division

be draped in mourning for 30 days, and that

these resolutions be spread upon the minutes,
a copy of the same be published in our of

ficial journals, and a copy sent to the be
reaved family .

P . J . PETERSON ,
0 . P . MOE
JAS. LARSEN ,

Committee.

CARD OF THANKS.

IN MEMORIAM .

Brockton , Mass., Div . No. 235.

At a special meeting of Division 235 , A . A .
of S ., and E . R . E . of A ., held July 27th , 1906 ,
to take action on the death of Brother Philip

Downey, the following resolutions were
adopted :

Whereas, It has pleased our heavenly

Father to remove from our ranks one of our

brothers, Philip Downey , who met his death

in trying to save an accident by two cars

coming together, while shifting ends on a

down grade, being caught between the cars ,

and his life crushed out, only living to bid
his wife and friends good -bye.
Whereas, Division 235 has lost a respected

brother, therefore be it
Resolved, That we tender to his family our

heartfelt sympathy in this, their hour of

trouble , and be it further

Mr. W . D . Mahon , No. 45 Hodges Bldg ., De
troit , Mich . :

Dear Sir and Brother : - You will please
find enclosed receipt for Bro . Thos . King ' s

death claim . It was a godsend to his mother
as she did not have a penny, only what she
got from you and the local division . She

wants to thank the A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of

A . as she thinks they have the only union

in this country . I will close, thanking you
for past favors .

Fraternally yours,
JAS. F . McKEON ,

Financial Secretary, Division 138.
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Not a Scab .
Nota Scab.

“Martin Conway, you are a fiend in human

form . Once I could listen to your raillery

of love and believe that at least you admired

and respected me and would prove capable

of being a valued friend . Now I know you

are incapable of even friendship. You are

treacherous and untrustworthy. Your very

breath , bearing insulting pretentions to me,

is putrid with slander. I now read your

accursed designs, and I could not trust my

self to be under the same roof with you."

Edna marvelously controlled her feelings ,

and the denunciation of Conroy was given

in a painfully deliberate tone.

" Do I understand this man to have an

noyed you ?''

Startled by the voice, Edna turned to be

hold a gentleman of frank , sympathetic ex

pression , and comfortably stout.

Her womanly nature asserting itself at

the feeling of confidence in a new -found

friend, and instinctively assuming that he

had something to do with the Chadwick , she

briefly explained that Conroy, as agent for

the traction company, had deceived her hus

band into coming to Graftmore at the ex

pense of the company, and because he

wouldn' t work during the trouble, and was

temporarily unable to refund the expense of

his transportation , had been put in jail un

der the charge of defrauding the company ;

that Conroy had imparted the information

to her in a most ungentlemanly and design

ing manner.

The result was that Conroy was quietly

instructed to seek accommodations else

where.

" By the way," said the proprietor, “Mr.

Niles, the president of the company, with

the manager and a couple of the directors

are in Parlor ' B ' at the present time. I

think I may prevail upon him to give you a

hearing, and possibly he may intercede for

the immediate release of your husband."

She was delighted with the suggestion ,

and repaired to the ladies' parlor to await

results .

" You may tell the woman, for me, that

any time her husband wishes to go to work ,

I' ll secure his release from jail and give him

work on the cars, where he can not only

pay what he owes, but have steady employ

ment as long as he can give satisfaction ."

As these words were overheard by Edna ,
she looked , intently , through the open door

way, and as four gentlemen passed along

the corridor she closely observed the one

addressing the Chadwick proprietor.

A moment later Mr. Biers entered the

room . He' ll do nothing ," he said , “ unless

your husband will promise to return to

work."

" Dan will never do that by my consent,"

ajured Edna.
" I admire your sentiment, Mrs. Stro

bridge,” said Biers, “ and if you'll retire for

the night, you may do so , with the assur.

ance that I' ll find some way to secure the

release of your husband tomorrow .”

" Am I correct in presuming Mr. Niles to

have been the gentleman at your side as

you passed the door ?" she asked.

" Quite correct,” was the reply, as Biers

bade his interesting guest good night, and

retired from her presence.

It had been a sharp , active half-hour when

Edna returned to her room , and it had been

full of varied and trying sensations. Her

child, as she had anticipated , being fatigued

by the long ride and attendant excitement,

was yet sleeping soundly.

For some time, Edna ' s mind was active.

Her situation was distressing. Her husband

was in jail, but she was joyous at the assur

ance that he would be released upon the fol

lowing day, and that she would have the

pleasure of his gratitude. She felt grateful

to the big, kind-hearted proprietor of the

Chadwick . She reached out to a time when

her attorney would bring the Conroy estate

to an accounting, which in a degree would

square her grievances against Mart Conroy.
The immediate future was before her, but

somehow she felt a confidence that events

would be met as they might come, and

then , the effect of the reflection that would

come to them by Dan's imprisonment would

arise before her. She tried to reason that

he could not be blamed, but that did not ob

literate the fact. She began to determine

upon the cause of his imprisonment.

The citizens of Graftmore , through the

city legislature, had been prevailed upon to

grant certain men the exclusive right to

conduct a passenger traffic business upon

the streets of the city . The only advantage

of such a business to the city was embraced

in two considerations: First, that the citi.
zens should be afforded a regular, conven

ient and acceptable means of safe, rapid

transit at a reasonable charge; second, that

citizens were reasonably expected to be

given such employment as the business

should develop. The men to whom the

right to conduct the traffic business was

given were very naturally to be safeguarded

in security of investment and reasonable

return for the money invested . In seeking

the privilege of exclusive investment, or

monopoly, the nature of the privilege is

such that, in accepting it, there must also

exist, though probably unwritten , the ac

ceptance of the right of the people to , at

any and all times, determine whether or not

they are receiving the advantages for which

the privilege is granted . If not, the citi.

zens have the right to know the reason ,

and if there exists a remedy the citizens

have the right to insist upon its being ap

plied.

Here, in Graftmore, the men who had se

cured the exclusive privilege, were formed

into a company, and were, through officials ,

(Continued on page 32)
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Division 132's Own. Troy Albia Giants

YE GODS! WHO STANDS CONVICTED ? victed by the evidence ? Here it is.

NOTICE OF PROFIT SHARING PLAN
" Some Things Are Not, and Yet Appear GIVEN .

to be."
The United Traction Company Posts Official

Troy, N . Y . - I wish not to appear eternally Notification to Its Employes - Cash Awards
a critic, but I ask the reader to read, and to Be Made to Men for Careful Work - To
then answer the question . I clipped the fol Prevent Accidents.
lowing from a recent issue of one of our
daily papers. It appeared in all of them . " The United Traction Company has posted
The " official proclamation " actually exists as in all its barns notice of the profit - sharing
mute evidence in the offices of the United plan inaugurated yesterday , which applies to
Traction Company. But who stands con motormen and conductors. The men who will
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be benefited are very enthusiastic over the

new plan , and the result will be that not only
the men and the company will reap reward
thereby , but the public will be assured of the
best possible protection from accidents and

less annoyance from delays.

THE NOTICE.
" General Manager Edgar S. Fassett caused

to be posted in the four division offices of the
line yesterday the following official procla
mation :

" This company has decided , as an incentive
to the men to be even more than ordinarily
careful in the handling of cars and passen
gers, and preventing of accidents, to make
the following announcement:

" The amount paid by the company for
damages during the year ending June 3
1906 , was approximately $ 75 .000.

" The company hopes that by extra care on
the part of its employes, this sum may be
greatly reduced for the current year.

" It has decided , therefore, to distribute
among the motormen and conductors seven
ty - five (75 ) per cent of any reduction there
may be in the expenditure from accidents,
from the above amount, which distribution
will be made upon the following conditions :

" The year to begin August 1, 1906 , and end
July 31, 1907.

" Employes must have worked for the com
pany for the full year.

“ They must have a clear record so far as
accidents caused by their own negligence are
concerned .

" The amount dsitributed to each employe
will be in proportion to the amount earned
by him for the year.

" The method of distribution shall be de
cided upon by a committee of three , one of

which committee shall be selected from the
motormen and conductors . "

Speaking of the new plan , Mr. Fassett
said yesterday afternoon that he hoped it
would prove a success. It was a good thing ,
he felt sure. " It will result in the men being
more careful in the operation of their cars, "
he said , " and will make every man a self
constituted committee of safety . The pas
sengers will receive more careful attention
and accidents as a result of the men ' s care

lessness will be minimized. If this scheme
proves a success we will extend it to the
other departments and wherever an employe

saves money for the company he will be
properly recompensed. This will be espe
cially true of the repair department. "

Who is responsible for the flaunted ag
sumption contained in the above ? Does the
United Traction Company wish to say to the
citizens of Troy and Albany ; "We find we
must resort to a kind of bribery to protect
the service against criminal negligence or
carelessness ? Much rather would I prefer to
place the " proclamation " upon the schedule
of gold brick schemes.

Is it to be presumed that the U . T . Com
pany is burdened with a class of employes
who negligently or wilfully created an acci

dent expense of $ 75 ,000 during the last year ?
I care not what the U . T . Company manage
ment presumes, I know the employes here
are selected with care , and I know they are
not criminals by neglect or otherwise . I

know they are not fools enough to be gold
bricked by such an ingeniously prepared ac

cusation as appears couched in this com
pany ' s " proclamation ."

We stand accused of carelessly causing
death and destruction to the damage of $ 75 ,

000, or 75 per cent of that amount, during
the year ending June 30. We, as criminally
careless. have an " incentive" held out to us
that in the measure that we will be less
criminally careless during the next year, we

shall receive a part of 75 per cent of $ 75 ,000
set apart to meet accident expenses for that

period , providing we work the full year and
meet with none of the accidents .

Yes. " the men who will be benefited are
very enthusiastic over the new plan ." I
dont' know who they are, but if we must as
sume by any expression of enthusiasm , they
are within the official roster of the company .

I can speak for the motormen and conduct

ors, I believe, and say that there is not one
among them that could shamelessly receive
one red cent from such a fund. I don ' t be
lieve Mr. Fassett will find one man among
the motorman and conductors who would
serve upon his committee of "method of dis
tribution . " He will find less who will not
resent his insinuations by refusing to par
ticipate in his plan .
We believe we fully realize the responsibil

ity of our positions. We constantly endeavor
to render a service of the very best possible
protection to the public and property of the

company at all times, and we shall continue
to exercise that same prudence and care. Our

sense , as men with grave responsibilities ,

needs no sharpening by either gold brick in
centives or insinuating accusations. We ap

preciate honest encouragement from our em
ployers, and we believe such would kindle a
better feeling than the constant flaunting of

ill - grounded charges of neglect and careless
ness. We say to the U . T . management, we

want no emoluments from your " profit shar

ing proclamation . " All we want is what is

right, and we want it as between business

men , and that cannot fail to bring mutual

respect. It will also insure the patrons of
the system a service of which there will be

no just reason for complaint against either
management or employes.

We have been very busy negotiating for a
new agreement since June 1 . We expect to

have it signed , sealed and delivered before
the next issue of the M . & C .
We take much pleasure in presenting to

the readers of the M . & C . our famous base
ball team , who are known locally as the Albia
Giants :

P . Leonard, c . ; D . Doyle, p . ; C . Glynn , 1b . ;
C . Minkler, 2b . ; P . McCann, 3b.; J . Brand ss. ;

C . Toomey, l. . ; M . Ahearn , c . f. ; T . Noo
nan, r . f .
Weare open for challenges from any teaın

of railway employes in the country , age or
weight not questioned . Would like to hear
from Div . No. 148. With our stone wall in
field we have no fears of the result.
Last month we buried one of our members,

Bro . Thomas King, who had been ill for

nearly a year. He was a good member and a
courteous conductor, and is sadly missed by
his brother employes and patrons alike.

The officers who were installed at the last
meeting are: Joseph McLaughlin , president:

P . McKeon , 1st vice -president; J . Ryan , 2nd
vice - president; executive board members, P .
Shea . J . McGlynn , J . Herrington , P . Leonard ,
J . Roach , P . McCann , W . Fonda , W . Thorpe,
J . Shanley, P . McKeon ; warden , W . Young :
conductor, E . Rattalick : sentinel. J . Smith .

G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald , of New
Haven , was, in town recently conferring with
the local officers on matters of local interest.

JAY LEE ELL .

HAVE ALWAYS BEEN GOOD.

Albany, N . Y . - Our recent picnic was as
usual a great success, attended by a record
breaking crowd, at Al Tro Park , the finest
pleasure resort in northern New York . The
games and field sports were all closely con

tested , and aroused great enthusiasm . Danc .
ing was enjoyed until a late hour. Every
convenience was at hand in the way of
transportation , and it was the general opin
ion that the picnic was the best ever given ,

both socially and financially, by Div . No. 148.
The unique and novel plans formulated by

the officials and set forth by Vice -President

Culver of the U . T . C . are attracting much
attention and causing general comment, both
by the public and the employes of the com
pany . The idea is strictly original in every
sense of the word. During the year ending
July 31. 1906 , the company has expended
$ 75 .000 for accidents. It is now proposed to
set aside a like sum for the year beginning

August 1, 1906 , and ending August 1, 1907, to
defray the expense of accidents ; 75 per cent
of this sum is to be divided among the men
pro rata , or in proportion to the number of
days they work during the entire year, pro
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viding their record is clear in regards to
accidents for the entire year. Each acci
dent that may occur will be carefully investi
gated and if the motorman and conductor are
found to be not responsible for the same they
will patricipate in the dividend at the year ' s
end. The cost of such accidents will, of
course, be deducted from the fund just the
same, so in case of any accident unavoidable
or otherwise every employe will be a ffected .
The object of this proposition is very plain .
If the men will use a little care and precau :
tion , there is no reason why a very large
amount of the $56 ,000 ( 75 per cent of $ 75 , 000 )
should not be divided among the men , and
incidentally to the good of the company and
the public , who will be assured of safe trans
portation . But that is the way we have tried
to do our work in the past, and there was

tihng left of the $ 75 ,000 , to say nothing of
$ 56 . 000 .

The withdrawal of Bro. T . 0 . Kelly ' s inter
ests in the Windsor Trust Co. , following so
closely upon his resignation with the Trac
tion Company, almost confirms the report
that he will start out this fall with his own
company in a revival of the late Sir Henry
Irving ' s masterpiece , " The Bells. " Bro . Kel
ly ' s fine physical development makes him es
pecially fitted for the role of Mathias. That

he may be successful is the earnest wish of a
host of admiring friends.

interest the boys seem to take we expect
good results.

We extend our heartfelt sympathy to Bro .
Dowdle in his sad bereavement at the death
of his mother , but what is his loss is heay.

en ' s gain
Bro . L , Washburn is improving from his

sickness and we hope to see him on duty
soon . He has undergone a third operation
within a year.

Bro . O . Walker is back on duty after a
few weeks' sickness.

Bro . Druckmillerand wife are rejoicing
over the arrival of a 10 - pound girl at their
home in South Rock Island.

Bro. Holtz resigned his position as a day
light motorman to accept one in the power
house.

Several of the brothers have pitched their

tents on the shore to fish and enjoy a few

days of pleasure and come back to work

again refreshed and ready to take up the old
life.

We extend our congratulations to the new
locals and wish them success .

" E . J. S."
LOOKING FORWARD TO THE CONVEN

TION

le .

MEETS DEATH FROM RUNNING BOARD .

So. Chicago, Ill. - Div. No. 264 has seen
more men come and go this summer than any
time since the road has been in operation .
We have been afflicted with more short arm
men this summer than ever before known
upon our system , a class that should be
blacklisted on every union road. They are
the greatest obstacle our organization has to
deal with . We have had more trouble with
this class of men this summer than ever be
fore. They come here and get a job and be
gin to tell us what good union men they

have been at some other place. When we
look them up they are found to have left the
other place with credentials . They are al
ways " hard up" and manage to work a cou
ple of weeks before making out their appli
cation. We have always been lenient with
men coming here to work , and , consequently ,
have been stuck . We have had men here this
spring that didn ' t have clothes enough to flag
a hand car the day they were hired, and be
fore we could get them in our local they
would be discharged , and when they called
at the office for what was coming to them ,
you wouldn ' t recognize them . I hope, before
our next convention , our worthy internation
al officers and delegates will device some way

to deal with this class of deadbeats.
Readers of this journal will notice resolu

tions drawn up by Div . No. 264 in regard to
the death of Bro . John Petry, who met in
stant death while trying to save some boys
who were " flipping " his car. His death can
be directly laid to the fatal running board
and the accursed habit of boys flipping cars.
Bro . Petry leaves a wife and two small chil
dren to mourn his loss.
We maintain a sick , death and disability

benefit fund, and we find it never comes
amiss. We have only had two deaths since
we adopted it , and in both cases inside of 24

hours after death the widows had their mon
ey . We pay $ 125 for death or total disability ,
and the same is paid from our treasury .
Each member is assessed $ 1 , which is put on
his next working card , and our treasury is
reimbursed from this assessment. Ourmonth
ly dues are 75 cents.

New Orleans, La. - On August 8th we gave
our annual picnic at the fair grounds, which
proved to be a grand success in every partic .
ular (as usual) . This picn
the benefit of our convention fund, which has
already grown to quite a handsome sum , and
we are beginning to lay our plans for enter
taining the delegates and friends that visit
our next convention . We hope to see every
local send a full delegation , promising to take
care of them to the very best of our ability .
We feel sure that we are not going to let
any one of them go away dissatisfied with his
trip to our city.

Bro . J . C . Colgan , general agent for the
"Motorman & Conductor," has been with us a
few days. He addressed our last meeting
with a very able and impressive talk , and I
think that through his influence we will, in a
few days, subscribe for the journal for our
entire local, which means over 1 ,600 new sub
scribers, and more enthusiastic workers in
our local. I notice that the few who are al
ready subscribers are the ones that attend
meetings regularly and take the most inter
est in the work of the Association . When
they read the journal, which keeps them
posted on the work that is being done in the
Association throughout the country , they be
come interested and when they see what
other locals are doing , they become enthusi
astic and want to do something at home.

A member who does not subscribe for the
official journal of his organization has " one
machine cut out" and is getting behind time:
others are reading it , and through it they are
becoming educated in the work of their As
sociation and keeping up with the times, and
sooner or later the one motor fellows will
have to " side track . "

Subscribe for the journal, brothers, and

read it ; see what others are doing and try
and see what is needed at home; this will
make you a better union man.

CARRUTH .

VIGOROUS GAIN IN MEMBERSHIP .

NOTES FROM 313 .

Aurora , Ill. - Div . No. 215 , although not by
any means a new local, is undergoing an up
building that thrills with renewed energy .

But a short time since we were confined in
numbers to an immediate Aurora member .
ship . The cause of our spontaneous growth
is the receiving by card of the A . E . & C .
members from Div . 308 of Chicago . Also .

several who had heretofore belonged to
neither local have becomemembers by Initia .
tion into this local.

So hereafter Div . 215 will stand prominent
as an important factor in the labor move
ment of the Chicago industrial world .

At our meeting held Aug . 1st, we were hon

Rock Island , I11. - Four members were tak
en into Div . No. 313 at our last meeting .
Our Division gave a dance at the Watch

Tower recently and realized a little surplus
for the treasury, and a good time and crowd
also . We will give a moonlight excursion on
the steamer J . S . , August 15 , and from the
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ored with the presence of Pres. John Doyle,
Business Agent W . C . Downing and Commit

teeman R . Page, of Div . No. 308. These
brothers made inspiring addresses which
were well received. Their logic was advis

ory , and our doors are open for future visits
from them ,
Under the new regime the following officers

were elected : President, Wm . Frazer, Wheaton
Div . : vice - president, J . H . St. John . Elgin ;

rec. sec' y , Samuel Rockabrand, Aurora ; fin .
sec ' y , Bert Osburn , Aurora ; treas., T . Ken
nedy, Aurora ; conductor, H . W . Webster,
Wheaton ; warden and sentinel, C . M . Haw
ley, Wheaton ; executive board , B . P . Haight
and A . J . Taylor , Elgin , Patrick Leonard and
Samuel Rockabrand , Aurora , Theo . Sundstrom
and Samuel Messenger, Wheaton .

CANADIAN T . & L . CONGRESS MEETS

AT VICTORIA , SEPT. 10 -15.

Victoria , B , C . - Bro . G . F Gray, of Div . No.
109 . has been elected president of the local
Trades and Labor Council of this city for the
ensuing term . We are all proud of Bro . Gray' s
appointment, and at the same time we feel
confident that he will more than merit the
confidence reposed in him by his electors.

The Trades and Labor Congress of Canada
will convene in this city on Monday , Septem
ber 10 , to the 15th . Delegates from every
province of the Dominion , also the American
Federation of Labor, will be present. J . Ram
say Macdonald , M . P ., secretary of the British
Labor party , will also be a delegate.
Our annual picnic will occur on August 15 ,

and it is needless to say that the general
public , as well as our members, are looking
to it as the gala event of the season .
Bros. Cummings, Dempsey and Kenny have

returned from their prospecting tour looking
hale and hearty .

Bro . T . G . Roberts has gone on a three
months' vacation to England.

“ 37 . "
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time what the rate would be, but said that
he felt it would be satisfactory
On Friday, July 6 , President Charles Min

nix was called to Mr. Mellen ' s office , and af

ter complimenting the local' s executive board
handed Bro. Minnix the following scale : 1st
year, 21c ; 2nd year, 2142c; 3rd year, 22c; 4th
year, 22 42 ; 5th year, 23c ; 6th year, 23 12 c ;
7th year, 24c ; 8th year, 24 142c ; and the 9th
year and thereafter, 25c ; the overtime to re
main at 25c per hour. At a special meeting
held Tuesday, July 10 . this scale was submit

ted to the body and accepted. For three
years the majority of the members of the

present board have been seeking, through in
structions, the 250 scale , although the new

scale, effective August 25 , 1906 , reaches the
250 limit. it is not entirely satisfactory , 80

Bro . Minnix promised Mr. Mellen that he

would see us again when the year is up.
The two Charles ( M ' s ) get along splendidly

when they meet.
James W . Burke is said to differ politically

from one of the head officials of the company,
but they are the best of friends socially .
Reference , Bro . Nathan Simon .

Board Member Wm . Butler says : " I have
a shady nook at my home for the board after

a long session on the wage question , but a

shore - dinner with plenty of lobster was pre
ferred. How about it, Billie ?
Bro . Norton was appointed chief - conductor,

before the wage question was settled . Bro .
John Harkin was elected to fill the vacancy
caused by this appointment. Best of success
to you, Mike.

Bro. Harkin is the shortest man on the
board , actual measurement, but he enjoys a
shore -dinner, and a good argument. Lynch ,

Flynn , Jodon and Baldwin , of 425 , were in
conference on finance. What our Jack and

Jim don ' t know about how to get dues, and
distribute the button - well, Missouri ?

Jack Leaden is well pleased with his fellow

members of the board . Jack , we try our best
to please - you know it.
Say ; what do you fellows think of the trio

from 425 , Hartford , Potter, Martin and Bald
win ? Maybe Martin can ' t tell stories ! His

Irish -German - French was a good one. But

when he said "Hartford money proved coun
terfeit in New Haven ," it was truth , not

poetry . Ask Minnix and Burke. Potter and
Baldwin , both true blue. 425 - “ 281 will try

and return the visit ; at present we are trying
our best to get a trio to equal yours. "

The June and July buttons issued by " Jack "
Flynn faded considerably , but Jack reports

prompt payment of dues. Hartford 425 in
tends to adopt the button . Flynn recom
mends it .

Bros. White, two of them , say they will
smoke “ The Crosstown," a brand of cigars
which Bro. Charles Pender has put on the
market. Charles does not guarantee better

dreams, but says " they will be as good as the
others. " Ask for The Crosstown .
Now that we have settled down, and Bro .

John Bannon says " nothing will come of the
rumored report, that the board failed to do
their duty by not giving the local press the
full account of the negotiations with Mr.
Mellen ,” we will do all we can to give a good

account of ourselves in the future. Let the
present take care of itself. Everything is
lovely.
Boys, subscribe for the Motorman and Con

ductor. Keep posted on our organization .
Bro . Jodon has the receipt book . Issues

them at 60 cents each . Good for one year.
Some hot ones are promised for the future.

F . D . J .

25 RATE REACHED.

New Haven , Conn . - At a special meeting of
Div . No. 281, held Tuesday , May 16 , the ex
ecutive board was instructed to secure a con
ference with the local street railway man
agement in order to better the working con
ditions ; also , to ask for an increase in wages
from the present scale of 20 142 , 21, 22 and 22 42
cents per hour and an overtime rate of 25
cents to a flat rate of 25 cents per hour and
time and a half overtime. After consulting
with the International President, President
Charles Minnix asked for and was granted a
conference by Acting Manager F . P . Harlan .
The local board , composed of Chas. Minnix ,
chairman : F . D . Jodon , secretary ; Jas. W .
Burke, Jas . J . Lynch , the two Jas. J . Whites ,
J . J . Flynn , M . D . Norton , W . Butler and Thos .
Deskin , met Manager Harlan and Supt. Judge.
The wage question could not be taken up
with Mr. Harlan , so working conditions were
handled and freely argued by both sides. The
effect of this meeting with Mr. Harlan has
already gone into force and working condi
tions have improved greatly . Mr. Harlan
submitted the request for an increase in
wages to General Manager Punderford , and
Mr. Punderford' s answer to Mr. Harlan was
that no increase could be granted at present.
He requested the committee to delay the
question until October, but this answer prov
ed very unsatisfactory to the committee, and
they asked for a conference with First Vice
President Townley and Mr. Punderford . This
conference was held , and Mr. Townley' s an
swer was practically the sameas Mr. Punder
ford ' s .

A special meeting of the body was called
and the board was instructed to go to Presi
dent Charles S . Mellen with the request.

Here we met a much pleasanter reception ,
but were told that the flat rate could not be

granted at the present time, and that the
overtime rate would be considered. He (Mr.

Mellen ) was not ready to give out at that

DISCRIMINATING SACLEFAVORABLY
MODIFIED .

Akron , 0 . - The executive committee ofDiv .

No. 98. in taking up the wage scale with the
management of the company, was granted a
very favorable modification of the old rate.

An increase of 12 cent per hour was made
for the newly employed , and the discriminat
ing period was lowered six months, or one
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half, for each year. This makes a much bet -
ter rating than ever before prevailed here.
Some minor matters were also adjusted, and
the results were accepted .
Div . No. 98 is preparing to hold a picnic at

Lakeside Park , August 22. It is now easy to
predict that the event will, at least, be a
financial success from which we shall realize
a snug sum for our sick fund. Our company
has kindly turned over the privilege of re
ceipts from the theater, and 20 per cent of
everything on the ground , which the boys
appreciate . " How many tickets can you sell ? "
is what comes from Bro . Vance these days,
and the boys are meeting with good sales.

The committee has arranged a special at
traction as a treat to those who attend the
next meeting. A fair attendance is expected .

A scheme has been proposed that at each
future meeting each attendant will be given
a number as he passes into the hall. These
numbers will be placed in a box , from which
they will be drawn . For the 13th number
drawn from the box the holder will be given
a number bearing a chance upon a $ 24 prize.
This will be repeated for one year. No mem
ber will be allowed more than two chances ,
and at the end of the year these chance draw
ing tickets will be put together for a final
drawing, the lucky draw receiving the prize .
The scheme will come before the next meet

ing. J . B . F .

a local of the association that has identified
herself by being the youngest local in the
association working under a written agree
ment with the employing company. The
local was organized by International Treas
urer Rezin Orr and Organizer Patrick J .
Shea . The membership seemed to grasp the
purpose from the first, and immediately set
about to test the value of their new institu
tion by working it for improvement. The
result was that a new wage scale was estab
lished by written agreement which will bring
to the membership some $ 1 ,000 per year addi
tional wages. The happy feature of this is
the fact that it was accomplished without
the least ruffle of discord between the or
ganization and the management of the com
pany, and perfect harmony prevails .
The officers of the new local are as follows:

President, George Sandhers ; vice - president,
Wm . Rader ; secretary -treasurer, Edward
Hilderbrand, 417 Centre street, . Mauch
Chunk ; rec. sec., J. E . McMichael, 110 Centre
street, Upper Mauch Chunk ; conductor, Denis
Dugan ; warden , L . A . McGuiley ; sentinel,
Dominick Wilkinson ; executive board, George
Sandhers, Granville E . Kehrig , Wm . Rader ,
Denis J. Dugan , L . A . McGinley. " 430 ."

WILL PARTICIPATE IN LABOR DAY

DEMONSTRATION ,

ROUNDS UP DELINQUENTS ON HORSE
BACK .

San Jose, Cal. At the regular meeting of
Division No. 265 , June 23, the following offi
cers were elected for the ensuing term : Pres
ident, C . F . Edmonds; vice - president, J . R .
Hawes, secretary and treasurer, J . A . Trow

bridge; recording secretary , M . T . Murray ;
conductor, F . J . Spinelli; warden , Louis Light
ston ; sentinel, J . J . Murphy. Executive com
mittee on Santa Clara line, Bros . Le May,
Tully and Sutton ; First Street line, Bros.
Rassmussen , Russell, Trowbridge and
Holmes: Interurban line, Bros. Spellman and
Henshaw . Delegates to Federated Trades ,
Bros. M . Murray. W . H . Smith , J . W . Hare , C .

E . Holmes, F . J . Spinelli and B . E . Williams.
July 13th we had the pleasure of having at

our installation of officers Bro . Richard Cor

nelius, president of Div . No. 205 , San Fran

cisco, a member of the International Execu

tive Board , who installed our officers. Bro .

Cornelius spoke to the members and gave us

much advice , for which we were very grate
ful.
Now a few words about our new officers.

Bro . Edmonds, our president, is serving his
second term and the boys are all glad to see
him in the chair.

Bro . M . T . Murray, our recording secretary,
is a charter member of our division . He is

also a very prominent member of the Feder

ated Trades.
Bro . J . A . Trowbridge can ' t be beaten for

the important position of financial secretary .
On the 1st of the month Archie is always
around with the glad hand , our monthly card
in one and with the other ready to receive
the 50c . It is no uncommon sight to see
Archie riding a fine, white, fiery horse on the
2nd of the month looking up the boys who
were a little slow . Archie is also known as
the Doctor on our Division .
Everything is progressing nicely at pres

ent; very little trouble ; and the boys feeling

in fine spirits . We have a few new faces
among our ranks, but I am proud to say they
all have their applications in to join our Di

vision at the next meeting.
“ DIV . 265."

St. Joseph , Mo.- The week of August 6th
to 12th has been a gala period for the labor
unions of St. Joseph . The Parker Amuse
ment Co., under the auspices of the Central
Labor Council, has been conducting a labor
carnival at the ball park . The different
organizations have all put their shoulder to
the wheel and the strength of unionism has
been apparent during these festivities. The
Central Labor Council have made the " labor
carnival" a yearly affair and this year has
been no exception to their usual good suc
cess.

Bro. Chas. Amos, one of the oldest daylight
conductors in the service, has resigned his
position and has entered the train service

of the Chicago Great Western railway, as
extra brakeman . He has many friends
amongst the patrons of the road and his fel

low workmen that regret to see him leave
the service.

Division 326 will display a float in the
coming Labor Day parade. The float is to
consist of a street car artistically decorated ,
and will bear the emblems of the association.

It has not, as yet, been decided who will par
ticipate in the parade, the daylight or night
crews.

Rev. J. E . Baker has been appointed as
business agent. This division now has two
business agents that work in unision with
each other. The work for one became so
enormous that it was necessary to appoint
another to look after the interests of the
association .
Our division most sincerely sympathizes

with our brothers at New Bedford. Mass.,

and we hope that the difficulty with their
employers may soon be adjusted .

FRANK CHANEY.

with our home that the adjusted CHANEY.

WILL RUN TO AMBRIDGE.

Beaver Valley, Pa. - It has been some time
since you have heard from Div . 105 , but we

are still doing business in the same old way.
As evidence that we are on the forward
march . we initiated at our last meeting all

the new recruits employed by the company
at the beginning of Park season .
Our executive committee has also been

attending to duty , having secured , at a late

meeting with the management, a satisfactory
adjustment of grievances.
Our worthy president, D . C . Cameron, has

been promoted to the package car. As he is

the oldest and one of the best known con
ductor on the road, hence the many inquiries

as to the whereabouts of "Doc" since he lett

the passenger service.
We are sorry to report that since our last

communication we have lost a number of our

430 TO THE FRONT.

Mauch Chunk , Pa . - Hidden 'midst the en
chantment of mountainous Eastern Pennsyl
vania , and winding about the crescent gorges
that divide the ponderous rock - ribbed shafts
of the Blue Ridge trails the traction system
upon which were discovered whom now form
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members. Brothers William Mehafley, Geo .

Chambers, A . L . Whitehead. Frank Eckles,

Fred Swain and Clare McMahon having re

signed their positions to take up other em
ployment.

Bro. Mehafley leaves us to take up his
abode in the ill - fated city of San Francisco .
The good wishes of Div . 105 go with each .

The Pittsburg Railways Company has be
gun work to extend the road to Ambridge,
Pa . , which will be operated under this divi
sion . We are informed that it will be in

operation by October 1st.
We have changed our meeting to the last

Saturday night in the month . Any members

of the Association happening in the Valley on

that night are extended a cordial welcome

to be with us.
" DIV . 105 . "

The little 10 -year -old son of Business
Agent Charles Duryee , who has been for
several days very low from typhoid fever, is
slowly recovering.

Bro. John Mackey, who for some time
served in the sheriff' s office, has entered busi

ness across from the jail on Clinton street,
where he is running an up - to - d -ate cafe.
The best wishes of the boys go with him in
his new venture.

Bros. Charles Arnold and Charles Austen
were indorsed as candidates for the legis
lature at the coming primaries. It is hoped
that they will receive the united support of
every member of the association , as they can

be relied upon to care for labor's interests
at Lansing .

Our members are pleased with the plum
that dropped to Bro . A . E . Smith , conductor
from the Pontiac line, who has received a
position as clerk in the assessors ' office . Bro .
Smith served several years upon the car,
and our best wishes follow him in his new

job .
On the 28th of July a general meeting

was held at Knights of Columbus hall, as
per call. Secretary W . J . B . Sherwood , who

has been a strong advocate of general meet
ings, was very much disappointed at the light
attendance. However, he is of the opinion
that later, when the weather becomes cooler,
it will encourage a better attendance .

The regular routine of reports and busi
ness was attended to , and the meeting was
well appreciated by those present.

ONTARIO RAILWAY LAWS TOUCHING

LABOR.

In the early part of the year there was a
bill introduced into the Ontario legislature
known as " An act respecting steam , electric
and street railways, " and termed the " On
tario Railway Act, 1906 . "

Div . No. 113 of Toronto seized the oppor
tunity to get before the legislature in con
nection with this bill, with the object of hav

ing inserted clauses protecting our occupa
tion . The co -operation of Div . No. 107 of
Hamilton was also secured , an energeitc dep
utation being thus formed , composing James
McDonald , business agent Div . No. 113 , To
ronto : John Williamson , president Div . No.
113 ; John Theaker, president Div . No. 107,
Hamilton , and on part of the International

BRO. CHARLES W . AUSTIN , Association , your humble servant. Weformed

775 Greenwood Ave., Detroit . Endorsed by Div . No. 26 up on Parliament Hill, pitched our camp, and
for the State Legislature , subject to the action of prepared to stay with the game until we

the Republican primaries. succeeded . Well, we went after everybody,
from the premier down, and we stirred up

DETROIT DIGEST. some excitement. We met the railway mag
nates and their lawyers, and engaged them
in debate in the committee chambers.It is with sincere sadness that we chron The
final results of our compaign will show thaticle the tragic drowning of Bro . Timothy
our endeavor was fairly well rewarded , asSullivan . Bro. Sullivan , who was a con
we secured some legislation which we hadductor upon the Fourteenth line, while tak
been demanding for years in Ontario , i. e . ,ing his vacation at the home of his sister,
side steps nuisance to be abolished , protecnear Saginaw , Mich ., went out boating on
tion for motormen and conductors againstSwan Creek , near the farm . After a pro
inclement weather, certificate of qualificationlonged absence the family became concerned
for motormen in training for the service, lavand went out to find them . Mrs. Sullivan
atory accommodations, etc . The following isand her sister - in - law soon found the empty
a verbatim copy of the several sections asboat, but no trace of Bro . Sullivan or his
embodied in the act and passed into law :little nephew , who had accompanied him .

An alarm was given out, and late in the Motorman Protected by a Complete Vesti
afternoon the bodies were found some few bule Properly Heated .
feet apart. Section 79 provides " that all cars in use forBro . Sullivan was some ten years a mem

transportation of passengers in November,ber of the association , and served several
December, January February March andterms upon the executive board . He was a
April of each year, which , while in motion ,general favorite among those who knew him .
require the constant care or service of moThe body was returned to Detroit for
torman upon the platform . shall have saidburial, the funeral being held on the 7th of
platform enclosed in such a manner as to

August protect the motorman from exposure to windMotorman John Glennie, of the Woodward
and weather in such manner as the boardavenue line, who lived at 224 Milwaukee
shall approve."avenue east, fatally shot himself at his home

It is pre One of the incident features of this railwayon the 9th instant. at 11 :30 a . m .
act is the creation of a Railway and Munici

sumed that Bro . Glennie became temporarily
pal Board, composed of three members apinsane. He had been worried by a sad acci
pointed by the government with a permanentdent which had befallen his little daughter
salary, who must devote all their time to thesome time since, and his health had become
enforcement of the act. Their power as auseriously impaired . He leaves a wife and
thorized in the bill makes them the finalthree small children , whose only aid will be
arbiters in all matters relating to the adminthat of the benefit from the association .

ing his. inaw , Michhe farm .
home of hisot

a

Swan Cobaw , Mich .
and beint out the famila

rm
. Afoat

ing
er:
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Istration of the act. Thus we hope that the
proper enforcement of the law , and the right
of labor, will be protected by this board ,
which will be composed (let us pray ) of three
gentlemen of high honor and integrity, and
imbued with some sympathy for the interests

of those who have to toil upon the rail.

Conductors Have Right to Stand Inside the
Car During Winter Months.

Clause 2, Section 79, enacts :
All companies operating their cars without

rear end vestibules shall allow the conductor
employed , to stand inside said car, so far as
is consistent with their duties, during the
period commencing November the first and
ending April 30 of each year.

Free Hand for Motorman .
Clause 3 , Section 79:
Every motor car built after the passing of

this act designed for carrying passengers
upon a railway operated by electricity , shall
be so constructed that the motorman having
the control of the motive power shall be sta
tioned in a compartment or vestibule into
which no person shall be admitted, save the

officers or employes of the company on duty,
and no person other than such officer or em
ploye shall be allowed to occupy any portion
of such compartment or vestibule. Any com
pany offending against the provisions of Sec
tion 79 as herein contained shall be liable to
a penalty of $ 100 for each offense, and any
person offending against the provisions of
Clause 3 of this section is liable on summary
conviction to a fine of not less than $ 2 .00 , or
more than $50, or imprisonment for not more
than one month . This section shall apply to
railways operated by electricity and street
railways.

Abolition of the Fatal Side Steps, An Aisle
Down Centre of Open Cars.

Section 82. All open or summer cars con
structed after the first day of January , 1907,
for use upon a railway operated by electric
ity , or upon a street railway , shall be so ar
ranged or constructed that the seats for pas
sengers will face the front of the car while

in motion , and an aisle sufficiently wide to
allow the passage of the conductor shall be

provided in every such car; the side steps on
such cars shall be so constructed, if practi
cable , that passengers shall be prevented
from standing on same while car is in mo
tion . This section shall apply only to ra
ways and street railways not yet construct
ed , and to railways and street railways al
ready constructed where the space between
the tracks, commonly called " devil' s strip , " is

in the opinion of the board sufficiently wide
to allow the cars to be constructed as pro
vided in Sections 1 and 2 of this section .

Clause 4 . In all cases of dispute between
a railway or street railway company and a
municipal corporation , or any person making
complaint to the board as iu sumiciency of
width of said devil strip , practicability of
construction of cars, or as to any other mat
ter or thing referred to in this section . The

board shall be the final judges, and any order
made by the board as to any such matter
shall be carried out and fulfilled by the com
pany and the municipality , or either or both
of them .

Police Features.
The old and oft-recurring attempt on the

part of railway companies to make conduct
ors sworn in constables has been foiled after
a strenuous opposition on our part. The
clause as it now stands being practically
harmless as far as organized labor fearg it .

Although we demanded its entire eradication

from the act, and on the assurance of the
premier himself that our desire in this mat

ter would be complied with , we were sur
prised to find a great deal of opposition , even
among the cabinet ministers. However, the
modification we secured in this section, after

repeated protsts , has perhaps left the sting
without poison in it , so that it now appears
in the act as follows:

" The conductor of every train carrying
passengers within the Province , and the con .

ductor of every car or cars (other than street
railways) carrying passengers within the
Province , is hereby invested with all the

powers of a constable while on duty on his
train or car, and said conductor may wear a
badge or other distinguishing mark as a
special constable . When a passenger is guilty
of disorderly conduct or uses any blasphem
ous or obscene language, or plays any game
of chance for money or any other thing or
value upon any passenger train or upon the
car or cars of any railway (other than street
railways) carrying passengers within this
Province , the conductor may stop his train or
car at the place where such offense is com
mitted or at the next stopping place , and may
eject such passenger from the cars, using
only such necessary force as may accomplisb
such removal, and the conductor may com
mand the assistance of the employes of the
company, and of the passengers on such train

or cars to assist in such removal. "
Section 186 . Also when a passenger is

guilty of any offense upon a passenger train
or upon the car or cars of any railway carry
ing passengers within this Province, the con

' ductor of such train or cars may arrest him
and take him before any justice in any coun
ty or district in which such train or cars run ,
and lay an information charging him with
such offense. But in no case shall the liabil
ity of the company for damages caused by
the conduct of such conductor be affected by
the provisions of this and the next precedins
section .

Section 187. The company shall cause a no
tice to be placed on all passenger cars stating

that the conductors have the authority and
powers of constables.

Section 188 . A conductor exercising the
powers of a constable under this act shall be
entitled to the protection accorded by law to

constables engaged in the performance of
their duties as such .

It will be seen therefore that the digter

ence between the original sections as pro
jected , and the sections which have been
amended and become part of the act, is ma
terial. The amended section removes respon
sibility and penalty , but we view the whole
section as a moral outrage upon the liberty
of conductors, and from a public point of
view is entirely unnecessary and uncalled
for. Margin notes in the bill give the sec
tion as copied from the Ohio railway law ,
and is entirely new in this part of the coun
try . We can discern the sinister hand of
railway corporations in this piece of legisla
tion , and it will rest with organized labor to
see that the constitutional freedom of a rail
way conductor, as a citizen and as a work

man, shall not be legislated away.

No More Permits for Sunday Cars.

Section 193. No company or municipal cor
poration operating a street railway tram
way or electric railway shall operate the
same or employ any person thereon on the
first day of the week , commonly called Sun
day , except for the purpose of keeping the
track clear of snow or ice, or for the purpose
of doing other work of necessity . Notwith
standing anything in this section shall not
affect companies already having a charter to
operate its cars on Sunday. For every car or
train operated in violation of this section the
companies shall pay the sum of $ 400 .

No Franchise to be Given for a period

Longer Than 25 Years.
Section 202. ' No municipal corporation or

council shall grant to any railway company,
or street railway company, any franchise or
privilege under this act for a longer period
than 25 years, and the municipality may one
year prior to the expiration of said charter
give notice to the company that it will take

over and assume ownership of such railway
or street railway at the expiration of such
franchise on payment of actual value, to be
determined by the board . In case the munici
pality fails to take over and assume control
at the expiration of the said period the mu
nicipality may exercise such right at the end
of every five years thereafter.
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Lavatory Accommodation .
Section 213. All street railway companies

shall within six months after being so or

dered by the board provide. furnish and
thereafter maintain suitable and sanitary
urinals and other conveniences for the use of
the employes of the company operating their
cars. Such urinals and other conveniences
may be located upon land owned or provided
by the said companies and reasonably acces
sible to each of the various lines of railway
operated by the said company, and at such
points as the board may direct within the
limits of the city or town, and the employes
of said company shall be allowed reasonable
access thereto . The company shall be liable
to a penalty of ten dollars per day for each
day they shall neglect to provide each or any
of said urinals or other conveniences.

2 . The cost of such urinals and conven
iences shall be borne by the company or by

the city or town within the limits of which

the company' s lines are operated , or by both
in such proportion (in case the parties dis

agree) as the board may determine.

Examination of Motormen .
Section 222 . No company shall hereafter

employ any person in a position which re
quires him to distinguish form or color sig
nals, unless such person within two years
next preceding his appointment has been ex
amined for color blindness in the distinct
colors in actual use as signals on the com
pany 's lines of railway, and also to his eye
sight generally , by some competent person
to be employed for the purpose by the com
pany, and has received a certificate that he is
qualified for such position for color blindness
or otherwise in respect to his eyesight on
the colors used on such railway or on rail
way crossings or connecting with it.
Nothing in this section contained shall pre

vent the company from continuing in its em
ployment any employe having defective sight
in case where the same can be fully remedied
by the use of glasss or by other means satis
factory to the person making the examina
tion . For violation of the provisions of this
section the company shall for each offense be
liable to a penalty of $ 100 .

Section 221. No applicant for a position as
a motorman on any railway or street railway
operated by electricity shall be appointed to
such position until he has been subjected to
a thorough examination by an examiner or
examiners to be approved by the board , as to
the habits of said applicant, physical ability
and intelligence; he shall then be placed on
a car with an instructor , and when the said

examiner is satisfied as to the applicant' s
capability for the position of motorman, he
shall so certify to the board , and il appointed
the applicant shall first serve upon the lines

of least travel as far as is reasonably pos
sibl. e

any court of competent jurisdiction by any
person suing therefor.

Wages of Laborers on Construction of Lines.
Section 225 . In every case in which the

legislature has granted or shall grant finan
cial aid by way of subsidy or guarantees to
ward the cost of railway construction , all
mechanics, laborers or other persons who
perform labor in such construction shall be
paid such wages as are generally accepted
as current for competent workmen in the

district in which the work is being perform
ed . And if there is no current rate in such
district . then a fair and reasonable rate , and
in the event of a dispute arising as to what
is the current rate , or a fair and reasonable

rate, it shall be determined by the board,
whose decision shall be final.

Hours of Labor Limited to 16 Hours.

Section 227 . No company operating a line
of railway of twenty miles in length or over,

shall permit or require a conductor , motor

man, engineer, fireman or trainman , deg
patcher or signal man , who has worked in

any capacity for sixteen consecutive hours, to

go again on duty to perform any kind of

work until he has had at least six hours' rest.
This section as originally drafted for this

act set the limit of hours for consecutive

work at 24 hours, with eight hours' rest.

What do you think of it - 24 hours' constant

duty on an electric car ? It is enough to make
humanity mourn ; sixteen is bad enough .

Make it eight, gentlemen ; the public will

benefit by it - there would be less railroad

fatalities. However, we prevailed on the min

isters to reduce it to 16 hours . We thought it

would look a little better in print. We will

ask him next year to make it ten . Yes , long

hours has been the curse of the railway man ;
let us get away from it .
The Ontario Divisions of our Association

purpose keeping their eyes on this new legis
lation and will see to it that it is fairly ad

ministered on behalf of the workers.

Before concluding this report, it would be
nerous to omit to mention the fact that

our deputation was extended very courteous

hearing on the various interviews we held

with the cabinet minister and the premier,

and particularly Colonel Hendrie, of Hamil
ton , who promoted the bill, which is a very

comprehensive one, embodying some 258 sec
tions, and dealing largely in the protection

of municipalities, towns and citizens against

encroachments , etc . , by railway companies,

Respectfully submitted ,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,
Member General Executive Board, Toronto.

A fair subscriber has ast us to name our
favorite pome. We cheerfully complicate

with the request by saying it is " Crossing the

Bar. " Our favorite orator is Senator Bever
age. We never seen either of 'em , but we

know from the names they air our favorites.

- Hardeman ( Tenn. ) , Free Press.

THE ARROW AND THE SONG.

By Henry W . Longfellow .

Company Responsible for Damages by Rea
son of Accident to Employees.

Section 224. No company owning or oper
ating a railway or street railway in this
Province shall adopt or promulgate any rule
or regulation for the government of its em
ployes, or make or enter into any contract
or agreement with any person engaged in or
about to engage in its service . in which such
employe directly or indirectly promises or
agrees to hold such company harmless on ac
count of any injury hemay receive by reason
of any accident to, breakage, defect or insuf
fciency in the cars, locomotives or machin
ery or attachments thereto belonging and
any such rule , regulation , contract or agree
ment shall be void and of no effect. And no
such company shall demand, accept or re
quire or enter into any contract or agree
ment with any person , about to enter or in
the employ of the company, whereby such
person agrees to surrender or waive any
right to damages for personal injury or death
against any such company thereafter arising ,
and all such contracts and agreements shall
be null and void . Every company violating or
aiding in the violation of this section shallbe
liable to a penalty of $500 , to be recovered in

I shot an arrow into the air,
It feel to earth , I knew not where ;
For, so swiftly it flew , the sight
Could not follow it in its flight.

I breathed a song into the air ,
It fell to earth , I knew not where ;
For who has sight so keen and strong,
That it can follow the flight of song ?

Long, long afterward, in an oak
I found the arrow , still unbroke ;
And the song, from beginning to end,
I found again in the heart of a friend .
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NEWCASTLE, PA.; YOUNGSTOWN AND
NILES, O .

Agreement.
Entered into by and between the MAHON

ING AND SHENANGO RAILWAY AND
LIGHT COMPANY. THE MAHONING VAL
LEY RAIL WAY COMPNY, AND THE NEW
CASTLE AND LOWELL RAILWAY COM
PANY, their successors, heirs and assigns,
party of the first part, hereinafter called
Companies, and THE AMALGAMATED ASSO
CIATION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC
RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA , Divi
sions No. 89, of New Castle . Pa ., No. 272 . of
Youngstown , Ohio , and No. 379, of Niles, O . ,
party of the second part, hereinafter called
the Association :
Witnesseth : That in the operation of the

lines of the party of the first part, both par
ties mutually agree :

Section 1 . That the said Companies for and
in consideration of the Association continu

ing the operation of the Companies' Street
kailway . from the 25th day of April, 1906 , to
the 1st day of April, 1908, that the Companies,
through their properly accredited officers , will
continue to treat with similarly accredited
officers of the Association .

Section 2 . That during the continuance of
this agreement, the wage scale shall be as

The Companies shall pay all motor
men and conductors (except freight crews)
who have been in their continuous employ for
one year or more , the sum of twenty - three
and one -half ( 23 12c) cents per hour ; and all
motormen and conductors who have been in
such continuous employ for more than six
months and less than one year, the sum of
twenty -two and one-half (2242 c ) cents per
hour ; and all motormen and conductors who
have been in the continuous employ of said
Companies for less than six months, the sum
of twenty -one and one -hall (21 32 c ) cents per
hour.

Section 3 . That all motormen and conduct
ors working regular scheduled runs and are
late being relieved shall be paid time and
one -half time for such overtime ; and all mo
tormen and conductors when working regular
runs, receiving car late shall be paid for reg .
ular scheduled time, but if ascertained , after
investigation , that the crew operating the
delay car could have reasonably avoided the
delay, such crew shall receive pay only for
their regular schedule.

Section 4 . As regulated by the Companies
and the Association , all runs shall be made
early and late , known as the two turn sys
tem , and all runs to be divided as nearly
equal as possible . No runs are to be sched
uled to exceed ten hours and thirty minutes.
All runs under eight hours to be known as
trippers and to be worked from the extra list .
No regular scheduled run shall pay less than
eight hours and forty - five minutes.

Section 5 . Regular scheduled runs on Sun
days where trips are omitted, motormen and
conductors shall be paid same time as allow
ed on the regular week day schedule,
Section 6 . That no car shall be o erated by

the said Companies without a full crew , con
sisting of a motorman and conductor (except

emergency cars and work cars ) , but freight
cars shall be governed by Article 15
of this agreement. Eleven hours shall
constitute a day ' s work on all emer
gency and work cars, and time and
one -half time shall be paid for all time
over and above eleven hours. When work
cars are engaged in transporting material
over the lines of the said Companies, or when
going to or from the car barns, or from work

ing points, they shall be under the charge of
the operating department and the crew shall
be subject to the rules governing the regular

service. At all other times when material is
being loaded or unloaded from the car, or

when the car is engaged in track work or
other construction or repair work , the crew
shall be under the order of the superintend

ent of construction or his foreman , so far as
the operation of the car is concerned . The
manager shall select the crew for snow

sweepers, sprinklers and work cars from
among those senior in the service.

Section 7. That the Companies shall refuse,
after thirty days' trial, to keep in their em
ploy any member of the Association whomay
prove unsatisfactory to either party con

cerned in this agreement; also no person shall
be allowed to act as motorman or conductor
who has not become a member of one Divi
sion of the Association or a recognized stu
dent. In case of suspension or expulsion of
any of its members by the Association ,
Companies agree to suspend or dismiss from
their service such members upon satisfactory
proof of the misconduct alleged for which
such suspension or expulsion is made.

Section 8 . That no person , after securing
employment as either motorman or conductor,
shall go on a car without first securing a
permit from a member of a committee of one
of the Divisions of the Association .

Section 9 . That it shall be optional with
regular motormen or conductors whether
they shall work overtime or not, except in
cases of motormen or conductors reporting
late for duty and are serving time on extra
list.

Section 10 . That if any man thinks he is
not competent to operate the opposite end of

the car upon which he has been employed , he
shall not be required to do so .

Section 11. And it is further agreed , that
the Association in using stools on the lines of
the Companies, shall be governed by bulletins
agreed upon by both parties.

Section 12. That any member of the Asso
ciation who shall be elected to any ofhce
therein which shall require his absence from
the employ of the Companies, leave shall be
granted him and on his return he shall have
his place on said Companies' lines, and if the
service of any member of the Association
shall be required in the office or operating
department of the said Companies for a per
iod not exceeding thirty days, leave shall be
granted and at the expiration of said period
he shall take his place on the lines of the
said Companies, and in no case shall he be
granted second leave without the consent of
his Division .

Section 13. Free transportation on all lines
of the said Companies shall be granted to all
employes covered by this agreement, and
upon application for the same at the respect
ive offices of the said Companies, in Youngs
town, Niles and New Castle .

Section 14 . Any member of the Associa
tion who may be suspended for misconduct
or any other cause , except reporting late for
duty , shall not be required to report until the
last regular report of the day preceding the
expiration of his sentence . Any member of
the Association who may be suspended for
any cause whatever , and after investigation
is found not guilty of the offense for which
he was suspended , shall be reinstated to his
former position and be paid for the time lost
at the same rate that he would have received
had he been operating his car.

Section 15 . All freight car crews shall con
sist of a motorman and conductor, and help .
ers when considered necessary by the said
Companies. Motormen and conductors shall
receive $ 2 .70 per day and helpers shall re
ceive $ 1 .75 rer day , eleven hours to constitute

a day' s work , commencing at 6 : 30 am. AII
time worked over the regular schedule shall

be paid at the same rate ner hour as the day 's
wages are on an eleven hour day.

Section 16 . All regular men reporting ex
tra at any time, except the regular reporting
time for the regular runs in the morning and
afternoon , shall be paid one -hall time for all
time held before being put to work or ex
cused . Extra lists shall be posted at all dig
patchers' offices where extra men report, not
later than five o ' clock in the afternoon for
the day following

Section 17. Each motorman and conductor
shall be entitled to and hold his run in ac
cordance with his age in the service of the
Companies at the barn from which he is em
ployed. The preference of runs shall always
belong to the oldest man in continuous ser
vice, except where men are considered in .
competent to hold such run . In such event,

tion 6. Thar week same timerme
n and
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the Companies will take up the case with the
proper committee of the Association , and , at

ter a mutual, satisfactory understanding has

been reached , then the employe next in line
for promotion will take his place. This rule

shall govern all vacancies in the future,

Section 18. It is further understood and
agreed between the said Companies and the
Association , that, in consideration of the fore
going, said employes will, to the best of their
ability , conduct themselves as gentlemen ; be
courteous to passengers and the traveling
publie , and work at all times to the best in
terest of the said Companies ; that they will
keep a strict compliance with all rules and
regulations of said Companies and cheerfully
obey all orders of the same when not in con
Aict with the rules and scale of wages en
tered into in this agreement. They further
agree at all times to protect the property of
the said Companies from injury at their own
hands and at the hands of others, when in
their power to do so ; that in the handling of
cars of all kinds to use their best judgment
and to use every effort to prevent injury to
the property and persons of the traveling
public.
MAHONING AND SHENANGO RAILWAY

AND LIGHT COMPANY,
By M . E . McCaskey . 2nd Vice - President.

THE MAHONING VALLEY RAILWAY COM
PANY,
By M . E . McCaskey, 2nd Vice - President.

THE NEWCASTLE AND LOWELL RAIL
WAY COMPANY,
By M . E . McCaskey , 2nd Vice - President.

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM
PLOYES OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO . 89
OF NEW CASTLE, PA., NO. 272 .
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO , AND NO. 37
NILES. OHIO .

DIVISION NO . 272 ,
By John Harvey , President.
By Harry Shoemaker, Secretary.

DIVISION NO. 89,
By C . C . Coulthard, President.
By A . B . Wilkerson , Secretary.

DIVISION NO . 379,
By Charles Turner , President.
By T . B . Corey, Secretary.

OF

legislative demands of the American Feder
ation of Labor, and at the same time secure
an impartial judiciary that will not govern

us by arbitrary injunctions of the courts , nor
act as the pliant tools of corporate wealth .

" Resolved , That as our efforts are centered

against all forms of industrial slavery and

economic wrong , we must also direct our ut
most energies to remove all forms of political

servitude and party slavery, to the end that

the working people may act as a unit at the

polls at every election ."
We have been ever watchful to carry the

purposes of that declaration into etrect. At
times we met with partial success, yet, with
in the past few years claims and promises
made in platforms or on the hustings by po
litical parties and politicians, and especially
by the present dominant party, have been
neither justified nor performed. Little atten
tion has been paid to the enactment of laws
prepared by us and presented to Congress for
the relief of those wrongs and the attainment
of those rights to which labor and the com
mon people are justly entitled and which are
essentially necessary for their welfare .

Several Presidents of the United States
have, in their messages to Congress, urged
the passage of equitable legislation in behalt
of the working people , but Congress has been
entirely preoccupied looking after the inter

ests of vast corporations and predatory
wealth .

Congressmen and Senators in their frenzied

rush after the almighty dollar have been in
different or hostile to the rights of man . They

have had no time and as little inclination to
support the reasonable labor measures, the
enactment of which we have urged , and
which contained beneficent features for all

our people without an obnoxious provision to

any one.
Patience ceased to be a virtue, and on

March 21, 1906, the representatives of labor

rresented a Bill of Greivances to the Presi

dent and those responsible for legislation or

the failure of legislation in Congress, recit

ing the failure or refusal of the party in

power to adopt or enforce legislation in the
interests of the toiling millions of our

country. After setting forth labor' s greiy

ances and requests and urging early action ,

we closed that now famous document with
this statement:

" But if perchance you may not heed us,
we shall apeal to the conscience and sup

port of our fellow citizens. "
The relief asked for has not been granted.

Congress has turned a deaf ear to the voices

of the masses of our people ; and , true to our

declaration , we now apeal to the working
people, aye, to all the American people
unitedly to demonstrate their determination

that this Republic of ours shall continue to

be of, for and by the people , rather than ot,
for and by the almighty dollar.

The toiling mases of our country are as
much , if not more , interested in good gov
ernment than our fellow - citizens in other

walks of life . In line with the contention

herein stated , the American Federation of
Labor made its declaration of political policy
as already quoted above. And in line there

with we hope, and have the right to expect,
to arouse the citizenship of our common

country, Interested in good government, to
the apathy or hostility of the party in power

to the real interests of the people, so that
men more honest, faithful and progressive

may be elected as the people's representa

tives .
Attention is caled, not only to congress

ional and legislative indifference and hos

tility to the interests of labor, but also to

the interests of the large mass of all our

people . The press for months has been bur

dened with exposures of the corruption and

graft in high circles. The great insurance

companies , the trusts, the corporations, the
So - called captains of industry , have, indeed ,

become the owners of the legislators of our

country. Public officials , many of whom

have the cry of " stop their ? " nearest the

tip of the tongue, have been elected through
these very agencies and the contributions

from them .

A . F . OF L , CAMPAIGN PROGRAM .

Washington , D . C ., July 22 , 1906.
To all Organized Labor and Friends in the
United States :
Dear Sirs and Brothers : Events in the in

dustrial affairs of our people have rapidly
changed and are rapidly changing . The trade
union movement, as expressed by the Ameri
can Federation of Labor, has kept and pro
poses to keep pace therewith .
The wheels of industry can not be halted

or turned back , nor should they be, even if

that were possible. Welcoming industrial
progress , labor must be ever alert to meet
new conditions, recognizing that eternal vig
ilance is the price of industrial as well as
political liberty .
The working people can not hope to main

tain their rights or a progressive position in
the varying phases of modern society unless
they organize and exercise all those functions
which , as workmen and citizens, it is their
privilege and their duty to exercise.
Labor makes no demand upon government

or society which is not equally accorded to

all the people of our country. It can and will
be satisfied with nothing less.

The position of organized labor upon the
question of political action by the working
class, their friends and sympathizers, has
often been declared , but was more clearly set
forth in the following declaration , unani
mously adopted by the Nashville Convention

of the American Federation of Labor, in 1897,
and often reaffirmed since :

" Resolved , That the American Federation
of Labor most firmly and unequivocally fa
vors the independent use of the ballot by the
trade unionists and workmen , united regard
less of party , that we may elect men from
our own ranks to make new laws and admin

ister them along the lines laid down in the
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intellige
nce

trial battis they have made

If it has come to a condition in this, the
greatest and wealthiest nation on earth ,

that the almighty dolar is to be worshipped

to an extent of forgetting principle , con

science, uprightness and justice, the time
has arrived for labor and its friends to raise

their voices in condemnation of such degen
eracy , and to invite all reform forces to join

with it in relegating indifference to the peo

ples' interests, corruption and graft, to polit
ical oblivion ; to raise the standard of legisla

tion by the election of sincere, progressive

and honest men , who, while worshipingmoney
less, will honor conscience, justice and hu -
manity more.
We recommend that central bodies and lo

cal unions proceed without delay by the elec

tion of delegates to meet in conference , or

convention , to formulate plans to further the

interests of this movement, and in accord

ance with the plan herein outlined at the
proper time and in the proper manner nomi-
nate candidates who will unquestionably

stand for the enactment into law of labor and
progressive measures .

The first concern of all should be the posi
tive defeat of those who have been hostile or
indifferent to the just demands of labor. A

stinging rebuke to them will benefit not only

the toilers but the people of the entire coun
try .
Wherever both parties ignore labor' s legis

lative demands a straight labor condidate
should be nominated , so that honest men may

have the opportunity in exercising their fran
chise to vote according to their conscience
instead of being compelled either to refrain
from voting or to vote for the candidate and

the party they must in their innermost souls
despise.
Where a congressman or state legislator

has proven himself a true friend to the rights

of labor he should be supported and no can
didate nominated against him .

This movement must not degenerate into
a scramble for office . It should be a deter
mined effort, free , absolutely , from partisan
ship of every name and character, to secure
the legislation we deem necessary and essen
tial to the welfare and happiness of all our
people . As the present objects of this move
ment are purely in the line of legislation , all
efforts should be concentrated upon the elec

tion of members of Congress and the various
state legislatures .

To make this our movement -- the most ef
fective the utmost care should be taken to

nominate only such union men whose known
intelligence, honesty and faithfulness are
conspicuous. They should be nominated as
straight labor representatives, and stand and
be supported as such by union men and their
friends and sympathizers, irrespective of pre
vious political affiliation .
Wherever it is arrarent that an entirely

inde endent labor candidate can not be elect
ed , efforts should be made to secure such sup
port by indorsement of candidates by the mi
nority party in the districts, and by such
other progressive elements as will insure the
election of labor representatives.
All observers agree that the campaign of

our fellow -workmen of Great Britain has had
a wholesome effect upon the government, as
well as the interests of its wage-earners, and
the people generally of that country . In the
last British elections 54 trade unionists were
elected to Parliament. If the British work ,
men , with their limited franchise , accom

plished so much by their united action , what
may we in the United States not do with
universal suffrage ?

In order to systematically carry out the
policy and work necessary to this campaign ,
the Executive Council of the American Feder

ation of Labor has selected the following

members of the " Labor Representation Com
mittee" . Samuel Gompers, James O 'Connell,
Frank Morrison

Those earnestly engaged in our movement
must, we repeat, be guided by the fact that

the principles for which we stand must be of
primary consideration , and office, secondary .

We ask our fellow -workers and friends to re
spond to this call and to make of it a popular
uprising of honest men, and to see to it that

the best, most conscientious men of labor or
their supporters are chosen as their repre
sentatives .

Reports and returns should be made to the
headquarters of the Labor Representation
Committee (which will be located in the ot

fices of the American Federation of Labor),
who will give the best possible information

and advice on uniform procedure.
Whatever vantage ground or improved

conditions have come to the workers of our

country were not brought to them on silver
platters ; they are the result of their better
organization and their higher intelligence ;
the sacrifices they have made and the indus
trial battle - scars of many contests . The
progress of the toilers has not been due to
kindness or consideration at the hands of the
powers that be, but achieved in spite of the

combined bitter hostility of mendacious
greed , corporate corruption , legislative an
tagonism and judicial usurpation .
Labor men of America , assert your rights !

and in addition to strengthening your faith

and loyalty to your organization on the eco
nomic field , exercise your full rights of citi

zenship in the use of your ballot. Elect hon

est men to Congress and to other halls of

legislation , and by so doing you will more

completely and fully carry out your obliga

tions as union men , and more than ever merit

the respect of your fellow - citizens.

Labor demands a distinctive and larger

share in the governmental affairs of our
country ; it demands justice ; it will be satis

fied with nothing else .
Fraternally yours ,

SAMUEL GOMPERS, President.
JAMES DUNCAN . 1st Vice - President.
JOHN MITCHELL, 2nd Vice - President.
JAMES O 'CONNELL . 3rd Vice - President,
MAX MORRIS, 4th Vice - President.
DENNIS A . HAYES. 5th Vice - President.
DANIEL J . KEEFE . 6th Vice - President.
WILLIAM D . HUBER . 7th Vice - President. O

JOSEPH F VALENTINE, 8th Vice - Pres.

JOHN B . LENNON , Treasurer.
FRANK MORRISON , Secretary.

Executive Council, American Federation
of Labor .

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG
THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL
WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA .

By W . D . Mahon .

(Continued from July .)

CHAPTER XVII.

At the close of the Philadelphia strike a
conference among the various leaders and
those who had taken part in that struggle
was held , and it was decided to make an
attempt to organize all of the eastern cities
and bring them in line with the policies and
under the jurisdiction of our Association .
This was no small undertaking when we
consider the fact that, as an organization ,
we had no funds with which to send forth
our organizers, and each man going into
the work went in as a volunteer. The un
derstanding was that the only money he
would receive would be what came in from
the initiation fee of the members, wnica
was set at $ 1 . This conference was attended
by Organizer Weber, Terrence Clark , John
Carney, G . W . Archibald , and several whose
names have been lost to the writer. It was
decided to take up the work in New York
City, Buffalo , Syracuse, Pittsburg , Reading,
and Baltimore at once, and different ones
were assigned to each city. Organizer
Weber went to Baltimore, Archibald to Buf
falo and Syracuse, and other parties were
sent to Pittsburg and Reading . Clark , Car
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ney and the writer, assisted by Thos . Mcfair list of membership and got the organ .

Cullen , a New York railway man , who had ization in pretty fair working shape.

formerly been President of the Philadelphia No doubt some will ask " where was our

division , took the city of New York . Archi. per capita tax and income from the general

bald and Weber later returned to New York organization ?” Well, our income from the

aud gave us some assistance, but after a
general organization in those days was

short stay upon their part Archibald re .
small. The entire per capita tax to meet

turned to Philadelphia and Weber to his
all the business of the organization , and
death claims, as well, was but five cents a

home in Mllwaukee. The greatest experi month , and against the expenses of the
ence that we had was the outcome of this general office was paid there wasn 't any.
attempt in New York city . We reached thing left to pay organizers.
that city and outlined our policies. We had
no funds with which to assist us, and so ,

After getting things started in New York,

had to economize in every way possible.
the writer went on to Buffalo and other

We finally rented a room on Forty -second
points that had been visited by Archibald .

He reached Buffalo to find that a small
street. This room had one bed and an old
settee and was occupied all the time by

number of men at one of the barns had

been organized , and a pretty fair movement
four of us, and sometimes by five . Three

would sleep in the bed , one upon the settee
started, but upon the discharge of one of

and one in the rocking chair . The ones on
their members had attempted to strike, and

the settee and the rocking chair used for thus, brought to an end the organization .

covering the coats and clothing of those in From Buffalo he returned to the head

bed . quarters, having been absent for several

We carefully planned and outlined our
months, but upon the day he reached the

entire policy even to that of eating. Our
headquarters he received a telegram calling

money being short, we located a cheap him back to New York City, the company

restaurant where it was figured that we
having opened up war upon the organiza

tion . He immediately returned to New York
could get a good meal by carefully order

ing for about 14 cents each . We decided
to find the situation somewhat excited, but

upon eating but two meals a day until we
so far as the organization was concerned to

would have funds enough to purchase three ,
find it demoralized and destroyed .

and this policy was rigidly followed out. The work of organizing had gone along
The room that we had was not heated but without any interference on the part of the

had a grate in it. We bought our coal by company, and without their knowledge, un.

the bushel, and, although winter, when til one of the men , who had joined our or

money was scarce we did without fire. ganization among a number of others, had

We started our work carefully on the been discharged . One of our organizers ,

different lines, rallied a few men at a time, who had lately taken hold with us, got on

and would get them together on an evening, board a lot of " booze," and made a great

where we could talk with them . outcry against the discharge of this luan

One of the most amusing experiences in
and demanded that something be done im

mediately for his reinstatement. This
connection with this organizing tour can

never be forgotten by the writer. Clark
brought our movement to the attention of

and Archibald were not speakers, but were
the public. The newspapers quickly took

considered the two best men in our whole
hold of the matter, as they do in all such

movement to go on the cars, quietly ap
cases, and our movement was exposed to

the hostility of the company before we were
proach men and round them up for the in any position to defend ourselves .
meeting. McCullen was a splendid pen

man, and in connection with that, a good
Every attempt was made to have these

talker. So he was made Secretary, but
men reinstated , but nothing could be done.

was required at night time to attend these The company took the position that when

little meetings and talk to the men . His the man was discharged they knew noth

wardrobe, like that of the most of us , was ing of our movement, and I don 't believe

a skimp one. He had a uniform suit. He they did , for we had been moving secretly.

took off his brass buttons and put on black The outcome was that the men who had

ones, which put away the appearance of a joined the organization were afraid to let

railroad man , leaving him a plain citizen . the fact become known and those who

One night Tom had been uptown to a meet were out could not be induced to join . So ,

ing, and coming home, in some way en the New York movement was in this way,
tangled his coat pocket in the brake-handle as well as the Buffalo movement, brought

of a car and tore off the entire coat tail,
thus putting himself and coat out of com - The seed sown in Syracuse later on de.

mission . We hadn 't any money with which veloped, and the organization was estab

to buy him a new coat so we decided that lished, which lasted for sometime, and fin .

McCullen should remain at the headquar- ally went to pieces.

ters and unite such men ag might call there . The movement at Reading, as in Pitts

and keep things in order during the day . burg, was unsuccessful, for those who had

Then , at night, Clark would give McCullen started the movement grew dissatisfied in

his coat, in which to go out and address a few days and gave up. Thus came to an

meetings, and Clark would remain at head. end the general attempt to organize the

quarters to look after the affairs there. In east in the spring of 1896 .

this manner we worked until we secured a ( To be Continued .)

to an end ed .
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proprietor the night before, Edna enjoyed

the pleasure of greeting her husband, again

a free man . Equal, also, and far more emo

tional was the happiness of little Edith ,

although she knew nothing of the circum

stances. Sincere expressions of gratitude

were bestowed upon the generous Mr. Biers,

who had cheerfully put up his own money to

liberate the prisoner.

At the afternoon meeting of the street

railway men , Dan Strobridge appeared, told

his experience, and made application to join

the union . His story was listened to with
much interest, his application was referred

to a committee for investigation, and he

was advised by the president to appear at

the same hour upon the following day.

NOT A SCAB .
(Continued from page 31. )

operating the business, but had arrived at

a point where they were neither affording a

regular, convenient and acceptable means

of safe rapid transit , nor were they giving

employment to citizens of Graftmore. The

employes had organized themselves into a

union , had prepared an agreement in which

they had embraced an increase in wage, and
had selected a committee to present the

agreement to the company. Before the

agreement could be presented , the officers

of the union were discharged . Another com -

mittee was appointed and presented the

agreement to the manager, together with a
demand for the reinstatement of the dis

charged members. Members of the second
committee were discharged and the agree -

ment was scornfully rejected by the man
aged. The men looked upon the discharge

of their officers as the discharge of the en

tire union , and a strike followed .
The verdict of the citizens was that the

men should return to work pending arbi

tration . The union accepted this verdict,

but the company ignored it, stating that

there was nothing to arbitrate. The com -

pany refused to apply the remedy suggested

by the citizens, but insisted that the people

should bear all the inconveniences and dan -

gers that should accumulate by an effort to

man the cars with inexperienced imports .

The citizens of Graftmore didn 't relish

the idea of being thus imposed upon just

to satiate the sordidness of two or three

traction officials who owed the city the

very best traction service that unselfish pat.
ronage would warrant, regardless of injured

vanity .

Not only did this travesty of law and

honor exist, but, by the imprisonment of
Dan Strobridge, the management of the
company were duplicating the avarice and

tyrrany of a Roman Domitian . Strobridge

could buy his liberty from prison by ex

changing imprisonment for slavery and scab
ism .

By inducement and coercion the traction

management purposed to ultimately man

their cars with inexperienced, imported non-
unionists . By inducements and coercion the

management purposed to ultimately force

the patronage of the cars by the citizens.
Th

cials of the company purposed to overthrow

the union of their employes and destroy any

possibility of interference , on the part of

the employes, with any wage or conditions
of employment emanating from their selfish

economic policies.
"Why couldn ' t the strike be won to the

union by being fought along the same lines

of inducement and coercion , and thus, by

fighting the company officials by the use

of their own tactics ?" From the reply to
this question there gleamed a restful sat

isfaction to the wearied mind of Edna Stro

bridge.

“ I understand his wife came on , and no
doubt she furnished money to secure his

release. At all events, I am told that the

money to pay our bill for transportation has

been placed with the proper authority ,"
was the explanatory remark of President

Niles, of the traction company, in reply to

a question from a reporter of the staff of
the Graftmore Gazette, who had just appro
priated a convenient chair in the president' s

private office.
" Does your company intend to give the

man Strobridge any further attention ?" was
asked .

The question caused Niles to hesitate and
observe the inquisitor. He observed that

the reporter was a gentleman he had never

before met, neither could he get a very good

view of the man , as he kept his eyes upon

his note-book and pencil.

" I thought, quite possible , you might wish

something said that would tend to hasten

the fellow ' s departure from the city . I un

derstand he was seen at the meeting of the
strikers today, " interposed the reporter in

a suggestive way , as he observed the hesi.
tancy of President Niles.

" I see ! Well, the Gazette would be of
service by noting that the rascal might be
subject to prosecution for violation of an
agreement to work ; but, of course, don 't
give that as coming from me. I say, the
Gazette may be of service,” replied Niles,
suggestively .

( To be continued )

Senator Tillman , of South Carolina, tells O .
a little girl whose statements were always

exaggerated until she became known in

school and Sunday - school as " a little liar."

Her parents were dreadfully worried about
her, and made strenuous efforts to correct

the bad habit . One atfernoon her

overheard an argument with her playmate,
Willie Bangs, who seemed to finish the dis
cussion by saying emphatically : " I' m older

than you , 'cause my birthday comes first. in

May, and yours don ' t come until September."

" Oh , of course your birthday comes first,"

sneeringly answered little Nellie : " but that is

'cause you come down first. I remember look

ing at the angels when they were making

you ."

" Come here. Nellie ; come here instantly."
cried her mother .

" It is breaking mother's heart to hear you
tell such awful stories. Remember what hap
pened to Ananias and Sapphira , don ' t you ?"

" Oh . yes, mama. I know . They were struck

dead for lying . I saw them carried into t
corner drug -store . " - Pittsburgh Dispatch .

Though late in the morning, in accord
ance with the assurance of the Cradwick
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The Woman's Home Companion , publish- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
ed by the Crowell Publishing Co., of Spring

field , Ohio , locked out its union printers

last September, secured an injunction and

cited seven members for contempt of court.

There is nothing illegal in pointing out

your friends and your enemies. The Crowell

Company are enemies of organized labor.
This fact is being made known, with the

result that their magazines are being re

turned from the news-dealers unsold by the

carload .

The Typographical Union has the sub

scription list of the Woman' s Home Com .

panion on the down grade, which hurts their
BREWERS ANDadvertising. Tell your friends that it is a

" rat" magazine. Let the " scabs" support BOTTLERS OF
scab publications and the desired results

will be attained.

C . PFEIFFER

BREWING CO.

High GradeBeers
Some newspaper men are terrible liars.

In writing of a cyclone out west one of them

said it turned a well inside out, a cellar up

side down, moved a township line, blew the
staves out of a whisky barrel and left noth

ing but a bung hole, changed the day of the

week , blew a mortgage off a farm , blew all

the cracks out of a fence and knocked the

wind out of a politician . - St. Joseph , Mo.,

Union

We would suggest that the Union recall

its verdict until after a trip west.

908-940 BEAUFAIT AVE.

DETROIT , · MICH .

: Tel. 987 East.

A certain Irishman in Sacramento - we won 't
mention his name is a painter. Usually, be

ing paid by the hour , he works rather slowly ,

but last week a friend found him painting

away like a steam engine. The friend paused

to investigate so strange a matter.

" What' s come over ye, Pat ? " he said . " It

ain ' t like ye to work that fast!”
" Whist ! " said Pat. " Sthand out o ' me way ,

an ' don't sthop me. O ' m thryin ' to get

through before me paint gives out."

Rugs for

Cozy Homes

" You must find that impediment in your
speech rather inconvenient at times,Biggs , rather inconv

Wehave bundreds of customers who never
think of going elsewbere but to Berrys',
kaowing that the satifaction to be bad here

is greater , and that prices are always low

er than elsewhere. We invite your in

spection .

" Oh , n -no ; everybody has his little pecu

liarity . Stammering is m - m -mine; what is
yours ?"

"Well, really, I am not aware that I have
any. "

" D - do you stir y -your tea with your right
hand ?"

" Why, yes , of course."

" W -weil, that is your p -peculiarity ; most
p -people u -use a t - teaspoon . "

Berry ' s 169 Mich . Av.

Agents Wanted in the United StatesLate Consulting Physician to the hospital for Skin and
Cancerous Disensos . Leeds. Logland, and the

Medical and Surgical Institute ,

Buffalo , N . Y .

CANCER REMOVED WITHOUT THE KNIFE.

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most porfoot dovice for carrying and making
chango in tho markot. A big rollor. Rotalla at

0 . 00. Liboral commissions to agonto. Writo for

descriptivo pamphlot, testimonialı , Tormi, oto .

E .MATHER , M . D .
The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

Skin , Cancer

and Chronic Diseases a Spocialty
Coney Island

and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPEOT PARK PARADI INOUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN, N . Y .S CASINO
Office. 80 Park Place , East

Between Grand River Ave.
Pod Clifford St. DETROIT
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NOT IN THECOMBINESchroeder Paint

& Glass Co.

PAINTS,

OILS,

COLORS,

VARNISHES

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer
POLISHED PLATE AND

WINDOW GLASS

DISTRIBUTORS OF

The Heath & Milligan

PRODUCTS FOR EASTERN MICA .

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Family use

Phone E. 1047. 24 Mitchell Ave.

Phone Main 5365.

39 and 41 Congress St. E. Detroit, Mich .
44 and 46 Cadillac Sq .

A Real Trustee

Young Men

and
wen

Are Wanted Now

ASTRUSTEE under trust

11mortgages, the Union Trust

Company acts for the mutual

benefit of the borrower and the

lender. The interests of both are

safeguarded . The duties imposed

on the trustee are faithfully car- .

ried out; and before accepting a

trusteeship this company satis

fies itself as to the good faith and

probable execution of the cove

nants contained in themortgage.

Thus the term “ Trustee" ismade

to stand for what the word

means.

More than ever before for business

positions at good salaries. We offer

excellentopportunities for these places

we are called upon to fill by the score

every week. Our doors never close ;

our work never ceases, butwe provide

a special chance for seniors and high

school grads, during June, July and

August, to qualify by a short course

of special training to make money.

Call and see us about it.

Union Trust Company

Detroit Business University

11- 12 Wilcox St., City

W . F. Jewel, Pres. R. J.Bennett, Prin

.Capital . .

Surplus and Profits

.

.

$500,000

- $ 400,000
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP

PLIES .

1 .00

Oficial seal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . . . .

Rituals , each . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . . .

Division financial book, 100 pages. . . . .
Division financial book, 200 pages . . . . . 2 .50

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . . 4 .26

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro,

per 100 . . . . . . . . . : 4 .00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,
each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . . .50

E
C
U

I
O
W

huu

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND, OHIO .

Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed
patter , ach . . . .

Gut seals, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, acceptod.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded

URIC ACID

The Cause of Rheumatism , Asthma,

Partial Paralysis, Rickets, Neuralgia ,

Failing Eyesight, Weak Kidneys,

Rheumatic Gout, Eczema, Salt Rheum , Swollen Limbs, Many Forms of

Stomach Trouble, and that tired feeling complained of by so many, easily

and Cheaply Removed from the System by Hyatt' s Uric Acid Eliminators.

( Formerly Known as S . E . C . Rings.) By removing the cause (eliminating

the poisonous uric acid) the trouble disappears. Price $ 2 .00 each . Every

Eliminator sold on a guarantee to eliminate. Beware of imitations. Call or

write,

H . S . HYATT, Suite 107, Buhl Block, 33 and 35 West Congress St., Detroit, Mich .
(Formerly Swiss American Ring Co .)

onnoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'S BEER
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Coming of spring will find me

UNIFORMS
Having a complete line of

A11 Builders' Hardware, Tools,

GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

Sporting Goods, Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

ash Machines , Garden Tools ,

Nails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty,

A11 sizes of Poultry Netting,

House Furnishings, Etc.

We carry a full line of strictly

* Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all ?

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman 's $13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

only looks well but wears well.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $10 Winter Weight $13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered .

CLAYTON Clothier

53-55-57 Michigan Avc. - Detroit, Michigan

1222 Gratiot Avenue,

DETROIT, MICH .

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

Telephone East 1710.

THROUGH ORC Bastian Bros.
MAY

ROCHESTER , N . Y .Q
E
E
D
O
M

A
N
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N

Mr. Secretary : UNION

DIVISION 282

EMBLEM and MONTHLY

Buttons

• R. E. OF A .

OF S. & E.R.E.

in metal and Celluloid, for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By-lawsand Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book. You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY .
Having our own factories we manufacturo mont

d the goods sold in our large store , and thus savo

de consumer the middleman' s profit.

Wo carry a complete line of

FURNITURE , CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS.

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc.

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414-416-418 Bratiet Avenue, DETROIT, MICI.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit . We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

ITED SA EX GARM

UNITED SEALSCARMENT(1) James H . Hirsch & Co.

ORKERS AMERICA

ORO

APRIL 12

G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
D

U
N
I
O
N

M
A
D
E

1891

OA
RD 212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , . . ILLS.
REGISTERED X GEN

UUEBER

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH .

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

W . ONLY mak. a differenco of 10 por cont for goods sold

on timo to rollablo partios .

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1897

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE
MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE .

Price, $ 2 .00 . Sent prepaid to any pointwhere we have no Agent.

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always prascatable

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland, O.
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H . C . Potter, Jr.
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R . S . Mason ,

Vice-President
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R . A . Alger
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C . L . Freer
Haley Fiske
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and Overcoatings
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RANK BREDERICK & CO
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PHOENIX PREFERRED

Accideníc nsurance ,

Gompany )

OFDETROI .MICHIGAN

G D

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabled by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX "

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER, Vice-President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

The Wm. T. Simpson

Taylor-Woolfenden

Company
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.

Manufacturer of

Foster's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBSW
M

. T.S
I
M
P
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N

.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

112 AND 114 BATS STREET

DETROIT , MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

for governmentorders for Limbo

and Transportation or Comme

tation therefor, sent free on

application .SUMMER GOODS

Dress Fabrics for

Confirmation and

Graduating Gowns.

Ready to Wear

Goods. Furnish

ings of All Kinds at

Popular Prices

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Our Label is 'No. 38 .

WOODWARD AVENUE AND STATE SI.
Detroit

GERAGHTY & CO .

61 La Salle St., Chicago.
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Have you been to “ Best Dentists ? "

Have you seen the new style teeth ,

Their “ Pt. Suction plate."

The whole world cannot beat ?

You won' t carry them in your pocket,

Nor they won 't fall out and break ;

But on their style and perfect fit

Your “ Bank -Book " you can stake.

Like “ Manna” to a hungy soul,

Like balm to wounded breast,

The “ Best Dentists " to us are

Ten thousand times blest.

Giving to the old long life, good health ,

Which is worth more than riches or wealth .

Just call on the Best — they 're here to stay,

And for 21 long years have paved the way ;

And for the best work only small price you 'll pay.

BEST DENTISTS Co.

( INCORPORATED )

154 Grand River Ave.
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT, MICH .

CAPITAL , -

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

-

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000 .00

1,000 ,000.00

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary .

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

The Reason Full

Speedwhy we sell more Watches

than anyone else is because

Our goods are right

Our prices are right

Our plans are right

When you are behind

time you do everything

to make it up.

When your wife is be

hind time, won 't you

help her to catch up

with a

and is themost popular way to

buy a watch .

GAS RANGE ?

Diamonds,

Silverware, Furniture & Etc.

on the same plan .

It ' s the way to cook the

year around and you

will add to thehappiness

in your home.

The Co-operative

Supply Co. ,

Incorporated

3 617 Empire Bldg. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Detroit City Gas Co.

230 Woodward Ave.

Phono Main 5144
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Boulevard Sanitarium Bath House

Telephone West 294

251 Twenty-Fifth St.
(TAKE SHERMAN CAR WEST)

Russian

Sulphur

Salt-Glow

Baths

Massage Expert Attendents

DR. E . B . SMITH , The Only Porcelain Tubs for Mineral

Baths in DetroitSURGEON

The People's Savings Bank
DETROIT, - MICHIGAN

ESTABLISHED 1871

MAIN OFFICE

SOUTHWEST CORNER CRISWOLD AND FORT STREET

BRANCHES

CORNER GRATIOT AVE . AND RIOPELLE ST.

CORNER RUSSELL ST. AND LYMAN PLACE.

CORNER MICHIGAN AND JUNCTION AVES .

Capital, $500,000. . Surplus and Profits, $350,000 Deposits, $11,000,000
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The .

Packard
Shoe for Men

(Union Made)

P
A
C
K
A
R

$ 3.50, $ 4 & $ 5.

CURTU 12

?
U

Every Pair

Made to Wear

LUTU
S

Always

Up -to - DateAll sizes and widths in

twenty -six styles carried in

stock . Every pair fits . Every

pair yields satisfactory ser

vice. Every pair is full value.

If you can 't find a PACKARD

Agency in your locality, write

the factory, and we'll send

you a pair direct postpaid

upon receipt ofmoney order

covering price .

M . A . Packard

Company

583 Warren Ave.

Brockton , Mass.

Š

A Real Trustee
NOT IN THECOMBINE

AS TRUSTEE under trust

m mortgages, the Union Trust

Company acts for the mutual

benefit of the borrower and the

lender. The interests of both are

safeguarded. The duties imposed

on the trustee are faithfully car

ried out; and before accepting a

trusteeship this company satis

fies itself as to the good faith and

probable execution of the cove

nants contained in themortgage.

Thus the term “ Trustee" is made

to stand for what the word

means.

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Pamily use

Phone E. 1047 . 24 Mitchell Ave.

Union Trust Company

Capital - •
Surplus and Profits

. $ 500,000

$ 400 ,000
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tion in America until about 1830 and really

began its work about 1840. In order to

realize what the trade union movement has

done for the workers of America , it is neces

sary to look at the conditions that prevailed

at the time the trade union had its birth, and

from that time on. In 1840 workmen , and

women and children as well, in all ocoupa

tions in America , were working in the sum

mer time from sun -up until sun -down, and

by lamp-light both morning and evening in

the winter, averaging from 15 to 18 hours a

day in summer, and about 14 hours a day

in winter. This was the condition , so far as

hours of labor were concerned , that con

fronted the trades union when it came on

the scenes in 1840 to organize and battle for

the American toiler. Compare that condi.

tion with the eight and nine-hour work day

that now prevails in almost every craft and

calling and with the demand for an univer

sal eight-hour work day that is being agi

tated throughout the nation , and then you

can realize what the trade union has done in
3rd Vice- President A . L . Behner, who has

the way of reducing the hours of toil.
charge of Cleveland Organization .

Next, let us take a view of the wage that

prevailed at the formation period of the

trade unions. History tells us that the

LABOR DAY REVIEW .
skilled workmen in this period received a

maximum of about 48 cents a day and from

that on down to farm workers and others of

By W . D . Mahon . that kind who received $ 2 .00 a month . In

Time in its ceaseless flight has brought 1835 history shows that the Baltimore weav

ers were receiving 65 cents a day ; history
us to another Labor Day, the mile -stone

which has been set up by the organized
shows that the bricklayers in 1840 were re

workers, of America to mark their progress
ceiving about a dollar a day for 14 and 15

from year to year and at which they pause
hours of work , and in 1850 they were re

as each year rolls around to review their ceiving $ 1 .75 a day. Compare that with the

past history and to plan and encourage each
$ 4 . 80 per day for eight hours' work at the

other in their struggles for the future. It is present time, and compare the other rates

therefore appropriate and in keeping with of wage just spoken of with the wage rate
the day that we not only review the history prevailing now , and we can form some idea

of the trade union movement, not alone for of what the trade union has done in advanc

the year, but briefly in its entirety, and seeing the wage rates. And remember this ,

what it has accomplished for the toiling that every increase of wage that has come,

masses of America . has been due, either directly or indirectly ,

The trade unions had their birth in Amer to the efforts of the trade unions, for em

ica in the century just closed . While there ployers do not manage business for the pur

are some few organizations, like the tailors, pose of increasing wages, but rather to in

who claim to have had organization as early crease dividends and profits for themselves.
as 1805 and 1806 , the trade union movement The condition now prevailing is due to the

did not take any form or attract any atten . efforts of the trade union .
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the adoption of the initiative and referen
dum . All of these, and more , have been

brought about through the efforts and strug.
gles of the trade union , and, I fear , too many
times forgotten by those who criticize our

movement

Yes, they say these things have caused

great struggles and sacrifices. This is true .

Bitter struggles and strikes have been wa

gered to secure these conditions, and some
of them seemingly have been lost, yet the
trade wuon movement never halts but con .

tinues right on . There are other critics who

say that we are too slow . We admit that

themovement is slow , but it keeps pace with

the worli's movements, for the truth is taat

the human family ' s progress down the road

of time is very slow , but the trade union

movement is keeping pace. While we agree
that it is slow and

"Weary watching wave by wave, but yet the

tide heaves onward ,

We climb iike corals , grave by grave, that

paves a pathway sunward ;

We are driven back for our next fray, a

newer strength to borrow ,

But where our vanguard camps today, our

re: s shall rest tomorrow ."

CONDITIONS UNDER GOVERNMENT

OWNERSHIP IN NEW SOUTH .

WALES, AUSTRALIA .

Now , the wages and hours that have been
secured are only a part of what has been

done by the great struggle waged by the

organized workers. They have improved
the living conditions. Time and space here
will not allow a general review of that, but

those conditions have advanced along the
same line that the hours of labor and wage
have improved . Thus, not alone has the

trade union battled for increased wages and
shortening of the hours of labor. It has
struggled for the improvement of the men

tal and moral conditions of the people as

well as for their improvement financially.
When the trade union came on the field of
action there was not a solitary law on the
statute books of either the nation or the
different states protecting the toilers in any

way. Children were worked in the mills

at a tender age, and were worked the same

number of hours that were theadults. There

was no consideration as to their education

or other advancements. There was no free

school when the trade union made its ap
pearance to educate the children of the na

tion , and only those who were fortunate
enough to have wealthy parents could hope
for an education ,

One of the agitations taken up by the early

trade unions was the demand for a better

system of education. They persevered in

this, and carried their agitation before the

legislature of Massachusetts, and secured

the passage of the first free school act that
rias given to the world . The results have

been that this agitation spread from state

to state until every state adopted the free

school, and this has been followed by free

school books and other improvements until

today our free school system is looked upon

and admired by every nation in the world .

Thousands and thousands of children now

securing the benefits of education can return

their thanks for this blessing to the trade

union movement of America . Not only has

the result of the free school been beneficial

to the American people, but the example set
here is spreading to the various nations

throughout the civilized world .

When the trade unions came upon the
field of action , we repeat, there were no

laws protecting the child. Now , while the

laws are not as strong as we would like to

have them in some states, nevertheless , they

are there . Thousands and thousands of chil.

dren are being protected by them , and as

sisted to an education . That, otherwise,

would not have been , had not the trade

union taken up and secured the passage of

the laws.

Time forbids the compiling here of the

various accomplishments that have been
attained, but I will briefly call your attention
to some of them all the work of the trade
union :

Ventilation in all work shops ; weekly pay.

ment of wages ; the wiping out of the truck
store, where the mechanic was robbed of

what little wage he did earn ; the protection
of the miner ; protection from dangerous
machinery ; inspection of factories ; fire es
capes on factories and workshops ; protec

tion of women workers ; the adoption of the
Australian ballot system , and in some states

Interesting Letter From General Secretary

A . C . Wharton , of Government Tram .

way Employes' Union .

Secretary Wharton sets forth very clearly

the conditions of enployment in New South

Wales, and that part of his letter applying

thereto is as follows:

We, in New South Wales, have at pres

ent two tramway systems, namely , electric ,

which comprises the system now in vogue

at Sydney (the capital city ) , and steam

trams, which are now used in some of the
smaller and more scattered towns in the

interior. Our union (the New South Wales

Government Tramway employes) comprises

some 2,500 men , principally conductors and

electric drivers or motormen .
The electric drivers (or motormen ) re

ceive 7s 6d ( $ 1 .80) per day for the first

year, 8d ( $ 1 . 95 ) the next year, and after

two years 8s 6d ($ 2 .07) per diem . The

hours are eight per day. In addition, we
receive two issues of uniform per year, a

winter and summer issue ; one winter over

coat and an oilskin every three years , also

a cap every six months. At the end of each

year we receive a holiday in lieu of all pub

lic holidays worked, and in addition , six
good conduct holidays, which latter are sub

ject, of course , to good behaviour during the

past year. We also get a free pass on holi
day leave for the whole railway system of

the state .

The rate of pay for conductors is 6s 6d
( $ 1 .58 ) for the first 12 months, then 7s

( $ 1.70) the second year, then 7s 6d ( $ 1.80 )
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per day of eight hours. The conductors re was no real hard proposition , because the

ceive the same uniforms and other priv employes working on those lines were labor

ileges as the drivers, with the exception ing under such long hours and low -wage

that they receive a mackintosh waterproof conditions that they readily responded to

instead of the oilskin . take membership in the Hamilton Division

There is one important matter which is on assurance that on the securing of a new

greatly agitating us at present. It is the agreement for the city lines, conditions

need of closed -in fronts for the purpose of similar would be insisted upon for the sub

protecting drivers from the weather. Our urban lines .

cars are open at the front. The result is An agreement was drawn up covering the

that the driver is exposed to every variation Radial lines with the city men . After a

of the temperature. I shall be glad if I long and hard effort at negotiations with

could get any information from you as to the Cataract Power Co., who insisted that

the protection afforded drivers in your coun the three railways were under different

try. I perused your year book with very companies, we issued an order, to avoid a
great interest and feel great pleasure in strike, as a strike at that pointwas imminent,

learning of the extent and power of your for a three-form agreement. This carried
organization , entire recognition of all the lines as mem

Strikes are not unknown in the Common

wealth of Australia , but are illegal in New
bers of Div . 107. This point being overcome,

South Wales. Wehave an arbitration court
the committee then took up the terms of

which has all the powers and functions of a
the general agreement, which , after a

supreme court. Weargue on this basis, that
stormy time, including several midnight

if it is proper for the community to step in
meetings, at which the membership dis

between a couple of citizens and determine
played unusual enthusiasm and loyalty to

any dispute which arises, no matter how
our association, and a determination to

great or small, it might be it is equally jus
stand firm was manifest.

tifiable for the state to exercise its authority
The various clauses in the agreement

and to adjust, in the public interest, any
were agreed upon by both parties, except

dispute which may arise between the men
on the questions of wages and the adjust

and master in any industry .
ment of hours. The company refused to

All our tramway systems in New South
concede to the demands of the men on those

Wales (but not throughout the whole com
points , and after repeated attempts by the

monwealth ) are owned by the government.
committee to secure satisfactory concessions

You ask me for some particulars as to gov
on those points , arbitration was formally

ernmental or municipal ownership of tram
proposed by the division , which was ac

way systems. I may answer that by saying
cepted by the company. The questions re

that the political labor movement here is
ferred to arbitration are, therefore, the rate

socialistic. We favor the state control of of wage, the length of hours of labor, the
all Industries. The advantage to the work period of life of the new agreement, and

man , of state or municipal control, which overtime. At present writing the hope is
ever it might be, lies in this — that the public entertained that conditions fairly satisfac
men , whether they be members of Parlia tory to the membership will be secured

ment or members of our municipality, are through the board of arbitration .
subject to popular control and the public In the past this company has generally
conscience can generally be trusted to see showed an agreeable disposition in negotia

that fair and just conditions prevail with ting with their employes.
regard to their employes. Municipal own - The Ontario Railway Board made an at
ership in Great Britain has been an un- tempt to intrude themselves upon the divi
doubted success from every standpoint, es-: sion in this dispute, but on account of their

pecially from that of the employe. I would attitude toward organized labor in the Lon:
advise you to purchase the municipal year don , Ont., strike, and their unfair decision
book published in England and procurable against our association on that occasion ,
through any book -seller I should say in we refused to have anything to do with the
America . There is a fund of information railway board in Hamilton. In view , also ,
which would be of very great benefit to that the London Trades and Labor Council
yourself and colleagues. You wil find that passed a very strong resolution condemning

in every instance in which the municipality the board , we felt absolutely justified in

has taken over from private companies the

control of the tramway systems they have
keeping them at a distance.

increased the wages of employes by some

On behalf of the members and the com :

25 per cent, and reduced the hours to a like

mittee in this division , I wish to say that

extent, and otherwise improved the condi

our Hamilton members are composed of

tion of the men . In addition to that, the
the stuff of which the right kind of union

municipal treasury has profited very largely .
men are made. They are a body that will

not endure with patience any slight of hand

work on the part of the company, nor will
HAMILTON , ONT., SITUATION . they stand to tolerate anything but fair and

proper treatment. However, the aims of

From Report of Board Member Sinclair . our association at all times is to effect set

Some months ago Division 107 requested tlements of disputes either through concilia

me to assist in organizing the Radial lines . tion or arbitration , and believing that our

running out of the City of Hamilton . I cause is just and reasonable we are pre .

took up the work and succeeded in organ - pared to commend ourselves to that course .

izing the three interurban railway lines . It The matter is now up to arbitration ,
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Our Hamilton membership is among the

best. They go about their business in an

intelligent way and observe the laws of the

association . When that is done they don 't

turn the other cheek , but demand what is

right, and stand together. That is the

sequel of their success.

When the situation reached the critical

point I reported the matter to International

President W . D . Mahon, who succeeded in

effecting the arbitration agreement. He

came to Hamilton in person .

will find Business Agent John Negley a

thorough guide and congenial companion .

The same success that attended my efforts

at New Orleans in securing the bulk sub

scription of the division for the Motorman

and Conductor was met with at Pittsburg.

The officers, exeoutive board members and

trustees of Division 85 realized the value of

the national journal and supported it as a

unit. Today the Motorman and Conductor

is being delivered to every member of the
Amalgamated in Pittsburg .

For my success at Pittsburg , as in New

Orleans, I am deeply indebted to the officers

and the local in general and I desire to

thank them for their support.

In conclusion I would state that I met

nothing but kindness on all my trip , and
feel that if the work performed results in

the good which has been hoped it may , that

my trip will not have been productive of

anything but valuable results.

There is no gainsaying the fact that

much of the success of organized labor of
this country is due to its labor press . The

labor journals of the country should be per

petuated and every support rendered them .

The necessity for the thorough circulation

of the labor press is becoming more appar

ent daily . Many of the international or

ganizations of the country have made it

imperative upon the part of their member.
ship to subscribe for their national jour

nals . It would seem to me that this would

be the proper course to follow and one of

the progressive events of the Amalgamated
in the future should be the general distri.

bution of its national paper throughout its

entire jurisdiction . Fraternally,
J . C . COLGAN .

First International Vice -President.

LABOR' S GLORY.

COLGAN SECURES 5,000 SUBSCRIBERS.

Report of First Vice-Pres. Colgan .
Chicago , Ill., August 28 , 1906 .

To the Various Local Divisions:
Returning from a six weeks' tour in the

interests of the Motorman and Conductor, I

feel it would not be amiss to tender the

readers of our paper a brief article upon

my experience and the condition in which

I found the locals that I have visited.
Leaving Chicago and passing through the

State of Illinois to Cairo , I felt that God' s

handiwork was beautifully displayed . I

never saw the country look grander. After

leaving Illinois and passing through Ken .
tucky, Tennessee , Mississipi and Louisiana ,

the portion of those states I passed through

had a wilder grandeur than anything I ever

saw in the western country .

Traveling through Mississippi I experi.

enced my first pleasant surprise of southern

hospitality . A young man occupied the

same seat with me and made himself

friendly . As the noon hour approached he

insisted upon my sharing with him a splen

did lunch . When I reached New Orleans

the same spirit seemed to prevail. The
officers and members of the next conven .

tion city tried in every way possible to

show me that they were more than able to

take care of any convention of street car

men , however large it might be. In fact, I

was upon different occasions compelled to

refuse many good propositions that were
tendered me.

I can assure the officers and members of

our locals the country over that their dele .

gates to the next convention will be well

taken care of and properly entertained .

With reference to the Motorman and Con

ductor, the membership at New Orleans dis.

played a lively interest. The executive

board recommended that Division 194 sub

scribe for the national journal in a body.
This recommendation was adopted by unan .

imous vote at the regular meeting.

I desire to thank the members of the
executive board of Division 194 , its officers

and members in general, for the uniform

kindness and consideration extended me

while in New Orleans .

Acting upon instructions from the general

office , I left the Crescent City for Pitts

burg . Arriving there, I had a most pleas

ant reception and was delighted to find that

Division No. 83 was in better condition than

it has ever been before . I am free to say

that I don 't think there is a better officered

local in the country. I can assure any one

making a trip to the smoky city that they

A Labor Day Meditation.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

When the last chapter of the story has

been written , it will be found that the chief
glory of the labor movement was not in

what its leaders gained for themselves, nor

for the men who lived during their genera .

tion , but in what they secured for those
who followed . This fact should make us
more generous in our estimate of the value

of the services of those who are today giv .

ing their hearts and lives to many a cause

which seems to make but little progress.

We are today enjoying the benefits which

have come through the suffering and the

sacrifice of millions of our fellowmen who

struggled, not receiving the promise , but

seeing in faith the dawning of the day when
their dreams should become a reality .

Stoned , mobbed, living in exile in caves

and dens of the earth , wandering about in

deserts and mountains, clothed in sheep

skins and goat-skins - of whom their gen .

eration was not worthy - these were yet the

prophets and the heroes whom we delight
to honor.

Only a few centuries ago liberty of

thought was unknown. Every lip was

sealed . The criticism of a baron meant the

confiscation of the peasants ' property. The
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criticism of the pope meant the prison . The $ 100 each , and required to give bond to obey

criticism of the king meant death . Now all the injunction . The case grew out of the

are free to think for themselves. But to strike of the molders to resist ' a wage re

purchase this freedom blood has flowed like duction in the latter part of 1904 , and the

rivers , and tears without number. To se men were charged with inducing those en

cure the liberty of speech 4 ,000 battles have gaged as strike-breakers to quit their jobs.

been fought. Still fresh in our minds is the Much glorification was indulged in at the

picture of those Russian workingmen who , time by the Employers' Association anti

only the other day, contributed their blood unionist exponents over the case. The spe

to the common fountain , so that greater cific offenses for which fines were imposed

liberty might come to the masses in that were committed last August. Really , the

country of the despot. action of Judge Hosea was no hindrance to

But so we find it everywhere. · Vicarious the progress of the strike, but the Molders'

sacrifice is the law of nature. The sun Union backed up a prosecution upon error

ripens our harvests by burning itself up to the judgment, which came before the

The valleys grow rich because the moun. General Term , in April, 1906 , and the ds.

tain has been robbed of its treasures , until cision of Judge Hosea was reversed. The

it grows bare of trees and shrubs and earth . concurring opinions handed down embrace

Millions of living creatures give their livesreatures give their lives many valuable references and rulings that

that the coral islands might be produced . will be anything but palliatives to the fe

Our treasures of coal mean that great for vered brain of union wreckers in Ohio . Per

ests have fallen for our factories and fur taining to the much paraded Taff-Vale de

naces. cision , the court refers to it as an act of

For the sake of the world's progress the Parliament, and could not apply in the State

common people have suffered most. In of Ohio .
times of war as well as in times of peace " In examining the status of labor unions,"

the humble home of the toiler has been

the real battle-ground of humanity . Here
cites Judge Hoffheimer, "we find that the

hearts have been broken and souls have
policy of our law favors them . Sec. 4364-68 ,

been crushed . Here long vigils have been
Revised Statutes of Ohio , is as follows:

kept which have whitened the hair and
" It shall be unlawful for any individual or

darkened the vision .
member of any firm , or agent, officer or em .

The present age, too, has its duties.
ploye of any company or corporation to pre

Grateful for what others have won for us,
vent employes from forming or joining and

we cannot be indifferent to the needs of
belonging to any lawful labor organization ,

coming generations. Upon us is laid the
and any such individual, member, agent, of

task of hewing out new paths and blazing
ficer or employe that corerces or attempts to

the way to better things.
coerce employes by discharging or threaten .

What, then , shall be our heritage to our
ing to discharge from their employment or

children ? What shall be the ideal which
the employ of any firm , company or corpor

they must see because of the vision that has
ation because of their connection with such

come to us ? Will it ve higher and nobler
lawful organization shall be guilty of a mis

than that which was left to us by our fore demanor and upon conviction thereof in any

fathers, or will it come to pass that they
court of competent jurisdiction shall be fined

must begin at the point at which we began
in a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars

because we have been weak to the task
or imprisonment for not more than six

which was ours ? Just now the labor move
months, or both , in discretion of the court.”

ment seems to have arrived at a crucial
" By necessary implication ,” says the opin .

period in its history. The signs of the ion , “ the labor union has the right to invite

times point towards the further realization
workmen to join unions. This being so, if

of others' dreams and others' daring. While the persuasion is peaceful (that which the

it is true that labor always has been and law countenances ) , what difference does it

ever shall be on the verge of a crisis , never make what the motives of those who engage

theless this is our crisis . and it behooves in such persuasion may be ?"

us as men to be true to the call of duty in

this hour of our opportunity . In the eco Among the representatives of the people

nomic world , in the social world , in the in the nation ' s law -making machine are law

political world, may we quit us like men yers- scores of them - bankers, corporation

be strong. In this shall be our glory . owners, corporation agents. There are men

representing nothing in particular, there are

TAFF .VALE DECISION INCONSISTENT IN even one or two editors. There is not a

AMERICAN JURISPRUDENCE.
single man in the great body of intelligent

workers to represent his fellows and their

interests on the floor of the House of Repre

By courtesy of Editor John P . Frey, ofsentatives or of the Senate.

the Molders' Journal, this office is in re A body which makes the laws for a coun

ceipt of the decision and review of facts of try should be especially interested in the

the Superior Court at Cincinnati, O ., in the workers of the country . The mechanics,

famous injunction case in which Judge Ho the farmers, that actually work the soil and

sea adjudged two of the Molders' officials , bear the burden , the great body of intelli

Bus. Agt. Hinnenkamp and Vice-Pres. J. R . gent human labor that has made this coun

O 'Leary , guilty of contempt for violating his try, should be the greatest power in the

Injunction . The officers . were then fined making of laws.
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Bro . Isaac Smith of Div. 204, Rome, Ga.,
met with a most serious accident on August

Motorman and Conductor 12, by which he sustained injuries nearly
costing his life. At last reports he is on a

fair way to recovery .ION OF STRE
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To destroy competition in the ranks of
labor a condition of employment must be
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As increased wage will naturally come
with the wiping out of competition , so the
natural tendency of the shorter hour work

day is to increase the wage rate.

One of the chief purposes of organized la
bor is to destroy competition for jobs. It
is the only institution having this purpose
in view . The supplying of employment to
all in the ranks of the wage-earners consum
mates this purpose.
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That the purpose of organized labor to re

duce hours will bring better wages is shown
by the fact that the highest wage rate per

hour paid to employes is paid to those who

are worikng the shorter hour day.

Public sympathy is not so much with the
man who receives $60.00 per month , working

twelve hours per day, as it is with the man
receiving $ 45 .00 per month who is working

nine hours per day, although the same rate

of wage per hour is being paid in both in

stances . Hence , by first reducing the hours
an advantage is gained to labor in the mat

ter of increasing the wage rate. The public
does not regard the number of hours worked

per day but sympathize more directly with
the amount of day wage received .

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a bigh
plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trang

portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

Ethics in business, as well as in society ,

depends upon public opinion . The safety of
any enterprise, whether private or public.
depends upon the code of ethics established
by popular opinion , and popular opinion has

but little regard for abstract versions of law ,
Statute laws can only prevail where sup
ported by popular opinion . Thus, popular

opinion fixes the individual rights of man as

relating to his property rights as well as
his social rights.

The General Executive Board met at head.
quarters September 10 , in pursuance to the
call of Chairman C . 0 . Pratt . Much work
is before the meeting, and the proceedings
of the board will be published in the Octo
ber number. The meeting will last the en
tire week.

Where a contention eixsts between two
individuals , or where contention exists be

tween two collective bodies of individuals,
neither individual, or collective body of indi

viduals, to such contentions have any right
to enforce conclusions with the other , but
where conclusions cannot be agreed upon
mutually, as between the two contending

parties, the difference must be adjusted by
some individual, or individuals, acting in the
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interest of society. Hence , the importance

of arbitration and the right of arbitration be-

tween wage-earners and employers, where

conclusions may not be mutually reached.

There is no better argument for the or

ganization of labor than the opposition of
low -wage-paying and long-hour-workday - ex
acting employers.

It is absurd for any individual, or collec Perhaps a good news item to the readers

tion of individuals, to say that they have a of the "Motorman and Conductor " is con

right to run their own business in any way tained in the fact that the Ide Bros., collar

they see fit. There is no business that can manufacturers of Albany, N . Y ., immediately

be conducted but that in some way relates signed a wage scale with their employes

to society, and it must be subject to such granting an increase of 1272 per cent in

regulations as society demands irrespective wages as soon as their employes organized.

of the will of the individual, or individuals, Ide Bros. in no way attempted to figth the

who are conducting the business. The busi union, but plainly admitted that they were
ness of the employer and his business inter able to pay the wage demanded providing

ests are no more independent than the busi organized labor would carry out the implied

ness of the employe and his business inter assurance that the quality of product should

ests, and both must observe such limited be maintained. Ide Bros. have the reputa

rights as society may popularly impose upon tion of manufacturing the best collar on the

them . market. It bears the union label. It is now

up to organized labor to show the Ide people
If society dictates to an employer to build that their fairness with the Collar Workers'

a fire-escape upon his building he must build Union will cost them nothing in decreased

the fire -escape. If society says to the street profits from the fact that their sales will be

railway company, " you must put fenders increased. Call for the “ Bell Brand" collars.

upon your cars," fenders must be placed If your dealer hasn 't it , tell him to order

upon the cars , etc. If the employer does from Ide Bros., Albany, N . Y .

not observe the mandate of society, or popu

lar opinion , his business will be interfered
What good does it do labor to vote for awith by more radical measures than other

wise would be applied did he immediately Republican , a Democrat, a Socialist, or even

give attention to the popular voice.
a Prohibitionist, because of some particular

principle of the respective party, unless leg

islation providing for the establishment of
The business and the business interests

the principle will be surrounded with such
of employes are governed by popular opin protection that the benefit may be general,
ion . Employes must work under such con - ' rather than to a class . No benefits from
ditions and within such environments as

legislation are general to the public unless
popular opinion dictates. Thus, if the scab in the interest of the principles and pur
scabs in violation to the pleasure of popular poses of organized labor. Why ? Because
opinion , it will be unpleasant for him ! the principles and purposes of organized la .

bor look to the protection of society . First,

There are but few employers of labor organized labor stands for the highest wage

who look upon it is their business to organ possible to employes that may be paid from

ize their employes into a labor organization . the operation of a business and yet leaves a

In fact, in the matter of profit for which fair profit to the business man . Second, or

they are in the business, they are much ganized labor stands for the shorter work

more interested in their employes remain day that all wo desire employment may be

ing unorganized. There is more money in employed. Third , organized labor stands

it for the employer. It is up to the em - for free schools , free school books and the
ployes themselves to organize, as there is best possible educational facilities and op

more money in organization for the em portunities for children . Fourth , organized

ploye. labor has for a purpose the elevating of

American womanhood by insisting upon an
A thing which some wage-earners do not equal wage for women wage-earners , that

understand is why the merchant, or small they may be enabled to live independently

business man , hesitates to encourage or while engaged as wage-earners. Organized

ganization among unorganized . The cause labor stands for many other things, all in

is plain . Where men are unorganized the the interest of the improvement of society.

employer is able to direct much of their Thus, any law in the interest of organized

patronage. As, for instance, an employer labor must necessarily be in the interest of

of unorganized labor can direct his employes all. But the large majority of legislators in

to buy uniforms, caps, and other special the United States Senate and Congress are
supplies , from some particular individual, there in the interest of class legislation , re

merchant, or firm . By securing a monopolygardless of political affiliation . It is up to

of the business of the employes through the labor to see that such legislators are re
employer the business man becomes a busi- tired , and substituted by others who will ob

ness friend to the employer, and will dis - serve the true purpose for which this gov

courage anything that would be displeasing ernment was established. As a large pro

to the employer. This is the way many portion of the people are wage-earners there

friends are made to the employer from is nothing wrong in the United States Con

among business men who would otherwise gress keeping in purpose an effort to legis

become friends of organized labor. late in the direction which will afford em .
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ployment for all unemployed . Such a course

is in direct accord with the interest of so -

ciety and in harmony with the purpose of

the government.

One of the principles of economy applied

by the employers to recruit and perpetuate

a standing army of unemployed wage -earn -
ers is the exaction of long hours' service

per day from those employed.

earner) has discovered that while the manu

facturer (the employer ) seems to be pro
tected from foreign competition , and is

thereby able to control the selling price to

the end of his own profit,, he is actuated by

a natural selfishness to control the price of

labor to the end that the profit-grabbing

process begins in the middle and works both

ways. If high tariff protects the employer

to the extent that he can pay a proportion

ately better wage, his selfishness leads him

to connive to avoid paying the proportionate

wage, but adds that, or all he can save of it,

to his already protected profit. As it is,

labor gets a disproportionate share of the

profit, and the political parties so legislate

as to place the employe at a disadvantage

in any effort to get a proportionate share.

All labor asks is the abolition of class legis

lation. Give the wage-earner an equal foot

ing in the eye of just laws and labor will

have no complaint.

By worikng 45 men eight hours per day

at $ 2 .00, the employer secures 360 hours'

service for $ 90.00 , at the rate of 25 cents

per hour. By employing 40 men nine hours

per day at $ 2 .00 , the employer secures 360

hours' service for $ 80 .00 , at 22 2 - 9 cents per

hour. By working 36 men 10 hours per day

at $ 2 .00 , the employer secures 360 hours ' ser-

vice for $ 73.00 , at the rate of 20 cents per

hour. By working 30 men 12 hours per day

at $ 2 .00 , the employer secures 360 hours'

service for $60.00, at the rate of 16 2-3 cents

per hour. This explains the economy of the

long-hour day in its advantage to the em

ployer , and its disadvantage to the wage

earner .

MORE ADVICE FROM LABOR 'S “ FRIEND,

THE ENEMY."

The practical workday for the street and

electric railway employe is either an ap-

proximate 9 -hour day, or an approximate 12.

hour day. The 30 men who are working the

12-hour day are doing the work per day that

would afford employment for 40 men at nine

hours per day , consequently they are con

tributing to competition to themselves by

ten recruits into the ranks of the unem

ployed.

Last month we commented on the edit .

orial remarks of our " friends" of the capital

istic press on the political policy and cam .

paign programme of the American Federa.

tion of Labor. We dealt with the grave and

" fearful-wonderful" political morality of

those who are shocked at the very idea of

labor " going into politics.” More wisdom

( ? ) in the same strain has come under our

notice, but as not a single new thought

could be found, even with the aid of a

microscope, we shall not stop to consider

them .

We propose to say a few words in regard

to another line of criticism that substan .

tially differs from that of those who affect

to believe that labor ought not to go into

The solution of the labor problem with

the wage -earner rests upon creating a con

dition whereby the employers must bid for

the services of the employe.

pol
i

Prejudice in the interest of partyism in

politics is what established the prudence of
very fair chances in the effort to become

not mixing party politics with trades union

ism . Each political party is distinguished

by some special economic purpose not con -

sistent with the special purpose or purposes

of any other party . Adherents to the special

purposes of existing political parties have

been among all classes. Thus, wage-earners

disagree upon the question of advantage of

political purposes, while they must agree

upon the common purposes of trades union

ism , and to partyize a trade union would be
to either disrupt the union or create of it a
destroyer of the liberty of its membership.
This is why the trades union movement is

non -partizan.

The Republican party, in the past, has

had for a purpose the production of home in -

dustries by high protective tariff. Whether

right or wrong, this purpose has been made

to appear so attractive that a majority of

wage-earners, for years, accepted it as their

political purpose, and made it possible for

the Republican party to predominate . As a

result , high tariff has prevailed , and with it .

high prices to the manufacturer and seller

of products. But the producer (the wage.

Several editors have discussed the Amer
ican Federation of Labor's program with

some candor and intelligence . They cannot

approve of the “ reflections” cast upon Con

gressmen who have opposed labor 's wishes

in the past, of the " personalities" the repre

sentatives of labor are supposed to have

indulged in . We are charged with " threat

ening" candidates, instead of reasoning with
them ; we are charged with bullying and

brow -beating, and of making our demands
for pledges in a manner that cannot fail to

offend self-respecting public men . We are
further charged with assuming that all Con
gressional opponents of the legislation de
manded by organized labor are necessarily

dishonest and corrupt and we are told that

such an attitude is neither fair nor expedi.

ent.

This line of comment requires some atten .

tion . Let us quote a few typical utterances .

One paper, the Providence Journal, says :

" No doubt it is desirable , up to a certain

point, that every large interest in the coun

try should make itself felt in the elections.

The method that the unions propose to use,

however, leaves much to be desired . Briefly .

the idea is to hold up candidates and de
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mand a categorical reply to certain ques. who oppose our humble suggestions, we can .
tions. Are they in favor of the Eight Hour not advise you to vote for them where they

Law ? If they are not, they will go on the seek for re-election . We trust you will be

"black list," and all labor men will vote able to find candidates equally pure and
against them . Of course this sort of dicta . wise who do sympathize with your aspira

tion is caloulated to induce politicians to tions. If so , we beg to suggest that you

make cowardly surrenders of principle in indicate at the polls a mild preference for

order to capture votes. Apart from the the latter. "

merits of the various portions of the labor The tone of such a manifesto would prob

programme and whether these deserve ably commend itself to our rose water
support or not is another matter not now at friends. But this is not the mood of labor.

stake - the principle involved is thoroughly The toilers feel too keenly indignant at the

vicious. Much is said of the tyranny of outrageous treatment accorded them at the

combinations of capital. It does not appear hands of the representatives , or rather the

that the combinations of labor are any more misrepresentatives, in Congress, and have

scrupulous." adopted as their slogan :
The same sentiments are expressed by “We will stand by our friends and admin

the New York Evening Post, which winds ister a stinging rebuke to men or parties

up as follows : who are either indifferent, negligent, or hos

" In a way , organized labor is consistent tile , and, wherever opportunity affords, se

in opposing such vigorous and independent cure the eleotion of intelligent, honest, earn .

men . It would apply unionist standards to est trade unionists, with clear, unblemished,

Congress , and allow no room for exceptional paid -up union cards in their possession ."

merit, but reduce all to a dead level of But is not the sensitiveness of our

mediocrity , ready to take orders from walk . " friends, the enemy," a trifle suspicious ?

ing delegates. But we shall be much sur When the Populists and Bryan followers

prised if these labor rebukers of courage used to be denounced as lunatics and an

and character, in men like McCall and Lit. archists , such editors not only did not pro

tlefield , are not themselves rebuked when test, but joined in the hue and cry . In fact,

the votes are cast." even today they offer no objections to the

One more quotation from another paper, ' most violent inter -party diatribes when the
the New York Sun : issues do not concern labor. They do not

" Unionism shakes its fist in the face of ask protectionists to be loving, kind, and

every Congressional candidate and demands brootherly to tariff-for-revenue Democrats,

his pledge to support certain special inter nor vice-versa . They do not deprecate sav.

ests under penalty of being blacklisted and age attacks on any man or cause that stoutly

defeated . To behests expressed in such stands for the common people. They be

tones and terms manly independence can come lamb- like only when labor uses plain
have but one reply. Only the pusillanimous speech about men who have for years jug .

would be disposed to give a favorable an - gled and trified with it and its interests.
swer , and there should be no place for such We repeat, their sweetness is suspicious.

in the Capitol in Washington . The proper F or our part, we say, as we have said a

business of the Congressman is legislation number of times, that we " threaten " no one
for the interest of the nation as a whole, due with anything. We tell our opponents that
regard being shown to the special interests we are determined to defeat those who re

of the locality from which he comes. The fuse to support the measures we deem just,

Congress was never intended to be a collec beneficial, and necessary , not only to labor,

tion of special agents representing special but to the country as a whole, and to en .
interests. " deavor to elect our own men or other men ,

How gentle , sweet, and tender these pa- who are in sympathy with us. If this be

pers have severally become! The milk of "bullying," then every champion of protec

human kindness flows from the pens of their tion - of the gold standard , of anyone of a

editors . They cannot, we suppose , think of score of other things we might name is

their own past writings without remorse, guilty of "bullying ” and “ threatening."

humiliation and anguish , " threats, " political We do not assert that every opponent of
blacklisting , to demands of " special inter- labor's legislative program is necessarily

ests " - how shocking ! dishonest ; we assert that those who have

We fancy they would have the American played fast and loose with this program ,
Federation of Labor, and workmen gener who have resorted to trickery, obstruction,

ally, issue some such manifesto as this : and delay, are dishonest.
" To the wage-workers of the United But we are no more obliged to support

States : It is with etxreme sorrow that we honest than dishonest opponents. We want
inform you that the high -minded , patriotic, friends in Congress to protect the interests
upright, and wise members of the first ses- of labor and of the people as a whole. We

sion of the present Congress, like the wise, have no black -list except in the sense in
loyal, pure members of preceding Con which every political party or group or or.
gresses, have found it inconsistent withi ganization " blacklists” those who are op
their own deep convictions (which convic- posed to its wishes and convictions.

tions we honor and respect ) to pass, or in As a matter of fact, all this talk about la .
any way advance the bills in which you are bor's threats and bullying and dictation im
so vitally interested , and for the success of plies the notion (which is perhaps largely
which you have so long labored . Much as unconscious) that the old parties own the
we admire the noble and learned statesmen labor vote and it is audacious and revolu
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tionary for the wage-workers to declare their
independence .

What passes as a matter of course in

speeches, platforms, campaign books, edi-

torials of Republicans , Democrats, Prohibi-

tionists, or Socialists, is seized upon in the

utterances of organized labor and made the

text of solemn sermons, misrepresentations,

and remonstrances. There is nothing

threatening in labor' s tone or manner. What

is ne wis the greater disposition of labor to

assert itself . This is the thing that hurts

and pains or “ friend, the enemy."

These sorrowful and benevolent critics
will have to adapt themselves to the new

situation . We see no reason why organized

labor should change its policy. - American

Federationist.

bury with him the copyright on all the

goodness and the loyalty that had ever
been developed .

When poor, discouraged Elijah wanted the

Lord to take away his life , it was on the

plea that he alone of all the Isrealites, had
been loyal to the God of their fathers .

" I, even I only , am left ; and they seek

my life , to take it away, " he said .

But Elijah was reminded that there were

fully seven thousand in Israel who hadn 't

bowed the knee to Baal nor kissed him .

Elijah' s declaration was probably due to

a fit of the blues. That kind of thing is
responsible for the spirit that sometimes

grows among many really loyal trades

unionists. Perhaps it is more pardonable

than the spirit of self-righteousness , but it

also is provoking to the loyal " seven thou
sand" who have been true to the demands
of the hour.

It all resolves itself into this fact

most of us are too self-centered . We come

to believe that our little plan is the most

important, and, therefore, we think that our

little lives are counting for the most. Now

it may be that we really have a pretty good

thing. And it is quite likely that in most

things we are absolutely honest. But

frankly , there are others whose lives and

whose plans are counting for just as much

as ours, but they are operating in different

ways and they are influencing different

constituencies. Let us give them credit

for what they are doing . They are working

out in all sincerity their own lives, and

that is well. It is all that we have a right

to expect of them . And so , whether it be

self-righteousness or a fit of the blues that

has swung us out of harmony with the best

movements of modern times — let us swing

back . We are injuring no one but our

selves by holding aloof from our fellows.

holaruan

TREASURER DAVID ROURKE,

Division No. 425 , Hartford , Conn.

Among the many who have aided in es

tablishing Division No. 425 of our associa

tion , and placed it upon a reasonable and
business-like foundation , is Treasurer David

J . Rourke. The position he holds indicates
the confidence which he enjoys from the

Hartford street railway men . No. 425 is
an important factor of the association , and

is the largest division to which a charter

has been granted in 1906 .

The public have a right to know that the

publications that are unfair to labor, and

have locked their doors against the Typo

graphical union and the 8 -hour day are :

McClure , Delineator, Designer and New Idea

Magazines ; also the Butterick Patterns:

Standard , New Idea , Butterick , Banner,

Martha Dean , Home Dressmaker, La Belle ,

Metropolitan Fashions and Little Folks.

But this will notify you they are unfair, as

they have locked out their employes for

requesting the 8 -hour workday. The follow

ing are on the unfair list as well: Amer.

ican Inventor ( M .) , American Machinist
( W . ) , American Museum Journal ( W . ) . Au

tomobile Topics ( W . ) , Benziger ' s Maga .

zine ( M .) , Bookman ( M .) , Burr-Molntosh
( M . ) , The Century ( M .) , Christian Advo

cate ( W .) , Country Life in America ( M .) .

Delineator ( M .) , Designer ( M .) , Engineer

ing and Mining Journal ( W .) , Forum ( Q .) ,

Garden Magazine ( M .) , Gentlewoman ( M .) .
Homiletic Review ( M . ) , Journal of the Tel.

egraph ( M . ) , L 'Art de la Mode (M . ), Liter
ary. Digest ( W .) , Marine Engineering ( M .) .
McClure' s ( M . ) , Moden -Revue ( M .) , My

Business Friend ( M .) , Nautical Gazette

( W .), Navy League Journal ( M .) , New Idea

( M .) , Paragon Monthly , Photographic Times

SELF -CENTERED LIVES.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

It is " righteousness " that exalts a nation

- not " self-righteousness." This is also
true of the individual. Self-righteousness is
just as deplorable in a trades unionist as
it is in a churchman . When the much ex-
ploited Pharisee passed away, they did not
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( M .) , Power ( M .) , Power Boat News (W .) ,
The Rudder ( M .) , Smart Set ( M .) , St. Nich -

olas ( M .) , Tom Watson ' s Magazine ( M .) ,

Town and Country ( W .) , Town Topics ( W .) ,

Trust Companies ( M .) , Tyepwriter and Pho

nographic World , Vogue ( W .) , World 's Work
( M . )

Boston , Mass. : Black Cat ( M . ) , Green

Bag ( M . ) , Modern Priscilla ( M .)

Cincinnati, O . : Men and Women ( M .)

Philadelphia , Pa. : The Ladies' Home

Journal ( M . ) , Saturday Evening Post ( W .)

Springfield , Mass .: Good Housekeeping
( M .) , New England Homestead ( W .) , Amer

ican Agriculturist ( W .) , Farm and Home
( S . M .) , Orange Judd Farmer ( W .)

Springfield , 0 . : Woman' s Home Com

panion ( M .) , Farm and Fireside ( S . M .)
* Abbreviations used - M , monthly ; W ,

weekly ; Q , quarterly ; S M , semi-monthly .
Rather singular that Watson ' s Magazine

should be found in the above list. However,

it' s there.

The International Brotherhood of Team :
sters is a large organization , having been :
built up to magnificent proportions in a

very short time, and it is not remarkable
that there should be so many ambitions to

paliate with office. However, it would

seem more in line with the principles of
true trades unionism if such delegates

would maintain their membership in the

parent organization and fight out their

battles within their own ranks rather than

to attempt to disrupt the movement by

dissolving into rival factions to be known

as separate organizations. The futility of

the effort of the seceders rests in the fact

that in order to establish themselves they

must completely envelope the membership

of the International Union , as that is the

only organization which has the combined

support of all other crafts. That Mr. Young

and his followers can make good on such

a proposition is beyond any reason. Union

men organize for the strength gained to

their interests through organization . The

very principle that established the Inter
national Brotherhood of Teamsters must be

vitiated or the secession movement cannot

maintain . The union teamsters are not

likely to throw down the very principle that

has led them to build up their magnificent

organization . Now that they are organized

they will permit of no leadership that looks
to disorganization by forming rival bodies .

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

Congressman Charles E . Littlefield upon
his recent election by a bare one thousand

majority, would have the world believe that

the cause of his losing five thousand votes
was due to the fact that he represented the
temperance party . He goes further to say
that had it not been for the antagonism of
President Gompers he would have been de .
feated . It may be wondered whether Mr.
Littlefield , in giving out this statement,
had any consideration for the reflection he
was casting upon his constituency ? He
would have us believe that 5 ,000 Repub

licans degenerated to the support of the
liquor traffic, and that had it not been for
a desire to rebuke organized labor, or Presi:

dent Gompers, likely there would have

been 5 ,000 more Republicans of Mr. Little
field 's district registered in the whisky

column, and "would -be " temperance advo -
ttlefield would have been relegated

to the list of “ would -be" congressmen .

Congressman Littlefield certainly pays a

very savory compliment to the rank and

file of those composing the Republicau

party in his district. The fact is that
President Gompers, and organized labor

under his leadership , won a signal victory

in demonstrating the force of organized la

bor when applied to defeat its enemies in

politics . So far as the whisky end of it is

concerned , it is safe to presume that the

money paid out to support Congressman

Littlefield entered in no very serious way

into a boycott of the whisky traffic during

his campaign. If the truth was known it

was the whisky that was dispensed in his

interest in vote-getting that carried to him

the less than 500 voters that gave him his

majority . Congressman Littlefield has no

very serious grievance against the whisky

trust.

International President' W . D . Mahon is

at present associated with Vice-President
A . L . Behner in directing the interests of

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio. It would
appear that, during all these years of inac

tivity on part of that division , the real situa.

tion has been virtually up to the men them

selves, who have been misled by a sup

posedly vicious antagonism on part of the

company which existed more in imagina
tion than otherwise . At least such is the

case if the fact that the large membership

built up through the efforts of Vice-Presi
dent Behner is being tolerated without di

rect interference on part of the company.

At the beginning of the work seventy-three

men were discharged by under -officials, and

the presumption was because of their open

affiliation with the association . However,

most of these men were immediately rein

stated , and since that time men have openly

affiliated , or at least affiliated without any

special precaution as to secrecy, and not a

union man has since been discharged.

The course that has been followed in

Cleveland was originally mapped out and

approved by the International President.

As a result Division 268 bids fair to be

come one of the foremost in the associa

tion . As the division is becoming estab

lished and the question of membership no

longer enters into cause for discharge, the
next question will be the matter of estab

lishing some mutual conciliatory policy as

between the officers of the local and the

company in the matter of handling such

questions and grievances as may from time

It is hardly to be expected that very

many members of the International Broth -
erhood of Teamsters will be led from the

Team Drivers ' Union into the camp of the

seceders from the recent Teamster' s Con -

vention . Secession movements are a com -

mon thing to Team Drivers' Conventions.
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to time arise ; or, in other words, the es

tablishment of conditions by which the or
ganization may become an effective instru-

ment in the interest of its membership .

Since reported in the August number,

President Mahon held conferences with the

London , Ont., Central Labor Union , also

with the officers and members of Division

No. 97, which resulted in assurances of the

development of that local. From London

he went to Hamilton , Ont., where a condi.

tion had attained of a serious nature. The

local in Hamilton was seeking a new

agreement to include not only the city lines,

which had formerly comprised the member-

agreement, subject to arbitration of the

wage scale . Upon the wage scale the com

pany agreed to arbitration and that fea

ture of the agreement is now before a se

lected arbitration board.

Upon completing negotiations in Hamil.

ton , President Mahon returned to the office

to attend the meeting of the general execu

tive board . Immediately upon the close of

the G . E . B . meeting he repaired to Cleve
land, where he is now giving his personal

attention to that situation .

During this entire period the Interna

tional President was involved in the San

francisco controversy, which , by course of

THOMAS TUPPER, Candidate for Business Agent of Division No. 26

ship of Division No. 107, but also the mem communication, he was able to bring to a
bership of the Radial, or interurban lines, point where the men returned to work sub
now being operated by the Cataract Powerject to arbitration of the differences
Co . These interurban employes were re
cently taken into Division No. 107 and they International Treasurer Rezin Orr has
desired to be embraced in the working had situations under advisement in East
agreement. This , the company opposed St. Louis and Alton , Ill., and Wheeling, W .
and refused to make an agreement with Va . In East St. Louis the contention arose
but the city membership . Board Member over the discharge of a crew in consequence
Sinclair had been acting in the situation of a collision . Treasurer Orr made a thor.
which culminated as above stated . Presi. ough investigation of the situation with the
dent Mahon was able to bring about fur result that the discharged conductor was
ther conciliation which led to the desired cared for. This disposition of the case was
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appoved by Division No. 125. in Alton , G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald was
the contention was within the ranks of Di- successful in aiding Newburgh , N . Y ., Di.

vision No. 236 , in which the late men con - vision No. 388 to an agreement which ter

tended that they were not being treated minated the strike in that city . The agree
fairly in the matter of election of officers. ment secured embraces an increase in

As a result of Treasurer Orr's visit a new wages, an arbitration and union road

election was held which restored harmony clause . From the Newburgh situation ,

among the membership, as each man was Board Member Fitzgerald returned to the
given an opportunity to vote upon the Glens Falls and Stillwater Divisions, where

election . he was successful in securing the first

From Alton, Treasurer Orr was dis written agreement ever enjoyed by Di

patched to Wheeling , W . Va ., where there ' visions Nos. 304 and 307. An increase in

existed an old grievance in consequence wages was secured, reaching 22 cents per

of allotment of runs in Moundsville. The hour. From this situation he came to the

Moundsville membership of Division No. board meeting .

103 contended that their right of seniority

had been disturbed by the appointment of G . E . B . Member Ben . Commons has been

three men from the Wheeling membership successful in establishing a good division

to runs operating from Moundsville, which at Macon , Ga. This division is known as

runs should have been alloted to Mounds- No. 436 . In the formation of the local the

ville men . After advising with the officers company precipitated a strike by discharg

of the local and with the membership, ing several of the men . After a few days'
Treasurer Orr was unable to secure what suspension of work the grievances were

he regarded as an equitable adjustment of brought to arbitration , which resulted in

the grievances of the Moundsville men , and the reinstatement of all men and an in

made a complete report of the situation to crease of two cents per hour in wages .

be placed before the general executive From Macon , Board Member Commons

board . came direct to the board meeting .

G . E . B . Members Fred Fay and D . S .

Fitzgerald were in attendance at the regu

lar session of the general executive board .

First Vice-President J. C . Colgan , upon

his return from Pittsburg - a report of
which trip will be found in another column

- was instructed to look after the interest

of Division No. 273, Chicago, Ill. The di

vision has up for mediation a new agree

ment. The report of Vice-President Colgan

upon the situation is at present one of

progress ,

MT. CARMEL, PA., STRIKE.

Third Vice-President A . L . Behner re

ports most encouragingly from the Cleve

land situation , where he is now acting

business agent for Division No. 268.

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt, who has charge of
the affairs of the association in Baltimore ,

reports progress. ' He returned from Balti
more to be in session with the board on

September 10th . While in Baltimore he

took part in the Labor Day demonstration ,

delivering an address on that occasion .

G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow ,

prior to attending the meeting of the G . E .

B ., met with much success upon an organ

izing trip in the west, a report of which

will appear in next month ' s issue. '

The stand which was taken by Shamokin

and Mr. Carmel Electric Railway company

pertaining to the wage request of the em

ployes seems the most ungrateful yet to be

recorded in northern traction history. The

wage history in connection with the develop

ment of the system shows an unusual forti
tude on the part of the employes. Due to

what appeared to the employes to be un

avoidable ill luck , the company operated

their system with non -dividend paying re

sults for several years. The management

appealed to the employes to be patient and

work for low wages to help the company

out. Surprisingly , regardless of increased

living expenses , the employes, year after

year, gave compassionate consideration to

the hard luck story , and worked for 13 cents

per hour until the company became ashamed,

and some three years ago placed the wage

at 1612 cents per hour. Repeated requests

for a higher rate were made from time to

time, but were warded off with the poverty

song and promises for the future . In 1905

the company paid 6 per cent dividends upon

preferred stook , and retained twice that

amount as the profit side of a profit and loss

account. This year, the reports indicate a

profit of an approximate 30 per cent of the

preferred stock , besides paying interest upon

the bonded indebtedness. The preferred

stock and bonded indebtedness is the actual

amount of money invested, common stock ,

of course , being water. With this showing:

after years of encouraging promises on the
part of the company, and sympathetic pa

tience on the part of the employes, the com

pany, turned a deaf ear to the request for a

G . E . B . Member Magnus Sinclair has
been in advisement with Hamilton Division

No. 107 , and associated with President

Mahon in bringing about the arbitration
agreement there. He was in attendance at

the board meeting.

G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius, in
consequence of the situation in San Fran .

cisco - he being one of the chosen arbi.
trators in the differences there - was un

able to reach the regular meeting of the

general executive board . He reports prog

ress in the San Francisco situation .
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two-dollar day, approximately 20 cents per

hour. If there was ever a righteous strike

it is that of the Mt. Carmel and Shamokin

locals . The striking members are being as-

sisted by Organizer P . J . Shea , of Scranton ,

Pa. The strike, if decided upon its merits,
will be won.

RUNNING BOARD CAR AMENACE TO
LIFE.

death in this manner, but no inquest is held ,

and his demise is not heralded in the public

press so prominently as are those of the
beneficiaries of the system which subor

dinates human life to material gain . Motor.

man No. 13 doesn 't happen to report for
work some morning, that's all, and another

victim is immediately placed on the job .

The conductor on the " running-board "

has far more risk to run than either motor

man or passenger. Besides sharing their
dangers and discomforts he is expected to

care for the trolley , watch twelve places of

exit ( instead of one as on other cars) , take

up the fares, make change and issue trans

fers . All these duties must be performed

Under the above caption Henry D . Hen

derson , in the Rochester Democrat and

Chronicle, arranges the people for the re -

sponsibilty of death and accidents from

running board summer cars. After showing

DANIEL DILWORTH , Candidate for Business Agent of Division No. 26

the dangers to passengers from the improp
er construction of the side-board car Mr.
Henderson continues in the following lan

guage:

It is the motorman and conductor, how

ever , who are subjeted to the greatest dan

ger on these “ side-door Pullmans." They

are forced to spend ten or more hours daily

on them , and with the changeable weather

in this locality are often drenched through

once or twice during the day and then haif

frozen at night. More than one has met his

while traveling back and forth along the

outer edge of the car, on a board but eight
inches wide by one inch thick and made of
cheap material, fastened on with thin metal
brackets underneath . His stunts upon this

board will sometimes rival those of the

nimblest acrobat in a great circus. With
the car running eight to twenty miles an

hour he passes along the board, grabbing

the handles as he goes. When stopping to

collect a fare and to issue change and trans

fers he must release both hands from the
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supports and balance himself with his feet
alone. If the car should strike a switch or

curve or pass a pole or other obstruction

close to the track while he is in this posi
tion , a slight tilt of head or body is suffi

cient to crush out his life in an instant. In

order to collect the fares of passengers on

the inside end of seats he must almost lie

down on the floor of the car in order to
reach it, or ask others to pass up the fare

to him . He is supposed to prevent people
from suddenly leaving the twelve exits,

either the right or wrong side of the car,
while in motion . He must also keep them
from riding on the running-board , which is
an utter impossibility while handling

crowds, without the aid of a force of police.

He should be polite to all, take the abuse

intended for the company, pocket his 22
cents per hour wages for it all, and look

thankful and happy.

This running-board car has already been
responsible for two deaths, and for many

painful injuries for which the public hears

nothing. That there are not more such acci.

dents is due solely to the fact that the con

ductors are forced by the supreme danger
of their position to be continually on guard .

To be subjected to such intense mental
strain in addition to their regular duties is

a most brutal condition to be allowed to
exist.

The only defense of this type of car, other
than its " profit-paying" qualities, is that the
people like to ride on them in pleasant

weather. But all the advantages of the

open car may be found in the " semi-con
vertible " type, with all the dangers of the
other eliminated . The " running-board ” is a

cattle car pure and simple, a prototype of
the double -decked freight used for the con

veyance of sheep and hogs at the greatest
profit to the railroads. They should be
condemned by the people , and if the com
pany will not abandon their use, the com
mon council of the city should pass an or
dinance that will compel their transforma
tion into the more secure and convenient

center-aisle semi-convertibles . If the com
mon council will not heed the wishes of

the people , then their ballots on election
day can be made to express their will and

perpetuate the security and rights of all,
Human life is too often sacrified in Amer.

ica to -day to the god of profit . It is high

timeit were placed in its proper place

above all else. The capitalists are not to
be personally blamed for their disregard of
its value. They are merely obeying the
rules of the game- " business." The re
sponsibilty rests with the people.

looked after, but Mr. Denby has been tried
and found wanting.

During the last congress, when organized

labor had petitioned and plead for the enact

ment of certain laws that would be to the

benefit not only of labor, but of the whole

country , Mr. Denby, the promised friend of

labor, was silent and unheard , and arrayed

himself with the dominant crowd in con

gress to defeat the measures labor sought

for. For instance, the Eight-Hour bill, which

the committee was in favor of, was slaugh

tered by Mr. Denby' s party in the closing

hours of congress. The voice of Mr. Denby

would have brought this measure before the

House and secured its passage, but he was

silent, as were some of the others, who, just

before election , professed to be great friends

of the toiling masses. One of the important

questions now before the country is the ex

clusion of the Chinese . Organized labor had

asked congress that if they could not im
prove the present law on the exclusion of

Chinese, to let it remain as it was, but Mr.

Denby was not satisfied to do that. He in

troduced a bill which proposed that the

investigation of the eligibility of Chinamen

to come to the United States be made in

China instead of on the borders of our own

country. Now those interested in keeping

Chinese labor out of America are the work

ing men . They have no money to send

attorneys or committees into China to watch

this immigration . Mr. Denby knew this

very well, but he proposed to change the

entire system of investigating the Chinamen ,

carrying it to China where the influence of

China would be the greatest, and the furth

est away from the influence that opposed

their admission into America . The working

men of Detroit should see that Mr. Denby

stays at home and somebody is sent to con

gress who will truly represent their inter,

ests, and not be found wanting in the future.

UNFAIR BASEBALL FIRM .

The baseball manufacturing firm of A . J.

Reach Co ., Tulip and Palmer streets, Phila
delphia , has taken a stand against organized

labor. On the 6th day of April, 1906 , Local

No. 12071 was organized and immediately

met with the opposition of this firm , which

took the form of the manager calling the
men together and making a speech to them

and threatening to discharge all union men

and to stand by all their employes who did

not join the union . Matters drifted along

until July 14, when , the firm seeing that the

union stood firm , locked the members of

12071 out and has since entirely ignored ,

insulted and ordered the committee from

their office. The firm employs some 600
employes, and their product should receive

the proper attention of organized labor .
CONGRESSMAN DENBY.

CANADIAN TRADES AND LABOR CON .

GRESS MEETS AT VICTORIA , SEPT. 17 .

Congressman Denby, of Detroit, has been
tried and found wanting so far as labor' s
interests are concerned , and deserves to be
defeated .

Two years ago , when Mr. Denby was a

candidate for congress, he made all kinds

of promises to labor that if he should be

elected labor's interests would surely be

The officers of the Canadian Labor Con

gress have mapped out work which will

make this session of the Congress one of

the most important and effective conven

tions of labor held upon the American con
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so as to assure our western brothers of the

interest we take in them and in the general
betterment of labor.

Fraternally yours ,
ALPHONSE VERVILLE , M , P .,

President, Montreal, Que.
JAMES SIMPSON ,

Vice President, Toronto , Ont.
P . M . DRAPER,

Secretary -Treasurer.
We have information that our association

will be favorably represented by delegates

from our Canadian locals .

IN MEMORIAM .

Brooklyn, N . Y ., Division No. 283. — Where
as, It has pleased Almighty God to remove

from our midst our beloved brother , Charles
Kissick , and

Whereas, Bro. Kissick was a tireless work

er for the interest of this division , and in his

death his family has lost a noble father, and

the members of this division their best
friend. Therefore, be it
Resolved . By L . D . No. 283, in regular ses

sion assembled, that we express our heartfelt

sympathy and sorrow in this bereavement to

the family of our deceased brother

Resolved . That this division shall drape its

charter for a period of 30 days in memory of
the deceased , that these resolutions be en

tered on our minutes, a copy to be sent to

the bereaved family, and that they be pub

lished in our official journal, the Mortorman
and Conductor.

( Signed ) JAS. BURNS, Pres.,

JOHN J . DUNLEVEY,
N . RABINOVITZ ,

August 15 , 1906 . Committee.

tinent. The call for the convention as

issued is as follows:
To the Officers and Members of Trades

and Labor Councils, National Trade Unions,

Federal Labor Unions and International
Local Trade Unions in the Dominion of

Canada :
Greeting

Fellow Labor Unions and Brothers:
The twenty -second annual session of The

Trades and Labor Congress of Canada will

convene in the Hall of the Board of Trade,

Board of Trade Block , Bastion Square, City
of Victoria , Province of British Columbia ,

beginning at 10 o 'clock Monday morning,

September 17, 1906 , and will continue in

session from day to day until the business

of the convention has been completed .

Closer Connection with the Workmen of the

West an Absolute Necessity.

The approaching visit to the coast marks
an important epoch in the history of the

Congress. For years our efforts have been
centralized in the east and we have had a
more or less perfunctory alliance with the

west, but the growing importance of western

development has rendered closer connection

with the workmen of the west an absolute
necessity . It is only fair, therefore, that

our western brothers should receive the en .

couragement of a large attendance of dele
gates from the older provinces, and all

organizations in the east, entitled to repre

'sentation , should make a special effort to

elect and send representatives to Victoria ,
regardless of the financial outlay.

The Congress Executive, acting in con
junction with the Manitoba Executive , has

made a special effort during the several

months previous to our meeting to organize
from Winnipeg to the coast. The report

of the organizer will be presented .

The past session of the Dominion Parlia
ment has been an important one, embracing
a discussion of senate reform , public own

ership , the Lord ' s Day bill, immigration and

among many other features the unearthing

of W . R . T . Preston 's connection with the
notorious Louis Leopold . Our solicitor 's re

port will deal in extenso with these matters.

No less interesting will be the reports of
the Provincial Executives, while the matter
of international affiliations must be taken

into immediate consideration .

Ways and Means Must Be Devised to in

crease the Number of Labor Representa

tives in the Dominion Parliament and

Provincal Legslatures .

Probably the most crucal feature will be

the consdertion of our future relations poli
tically. The congress will be favored with

the personal experiences of our president

in Parliament and the recommendations of

Mr. Samuel Gompers in favor of independ

ent political action will be considered .

Efforts will have to be made to increase the
number of labor's representatives in the

Dominion Parliament and Provincial Legis

latures and the delegates will have to give
their best attention to ways and means for

this purpose.
Special efforts should be made to signalize

our visit by a large attendance of delegates

Beaver Valley, Pa ., Div . No. 105 . - Whereas,
It has pleased Almighty God in his infinite

wisdom to remove from our ranks our late

brother and fellow worker, George S . Cam
eron , therefore be it

Resolved , by Local Division No. 105 of the

A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A . in regular meeting

assembled , That we deplore the sad and un

timely death of Brother Cameron , by whose

death Division No. 105 has lost a worthy and

loyal member, and his family a kind and

loving son and brother .

Resolved, That the members of Division
No. 105 extend their heartfelt sympathies to

the family and relatives of the deceased, and
be it further

Resolved , That this Division drape its char
ter in memoriam for the period of thirty days,

and that these resolutions be spread upon the
minutes, that a copy be sent the bereaved

family , and that they be published in the
" Motorman and Conductor. "

DAVID HALL .

CHAS. HAYWARD .
J . L . WEBB

Committee on Resolutions.

Salt Lake City, Utah , Div. No. 382 .- Where
as, Our beloved president, J . H . Lamont, has
been called upon to mpurn the sad death of

his son , J . H . Lamont, Jr. ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the officers and mem
bers of Div . No. 382, A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of
A ., do hereby extend to Bro. Lamont and
family our heartfelt sympathy in their hour
of sad bereavement and we sincerely hope

and trust that succor and consolation may

flow unto them from the fountain that never

fails to comfort the downcast and heal the

wounds of the broken -hearted.

Attest: A . P . NEILSON , Sec' y , 382.
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DON' T FORGET THE COOK .

A thousand thanks for such a lunch
It surely was complete ;

A king might well be satisfied
Had he the same to eat.

The eggs were cooked exactly right

The bread was simply fine,
While some might wish for other

It' s pumpkin pie for mine.
It brought to mind my schoolboy days
You mind the lunch we' d take,

And those delicious pumpkin pies
That mother used to make

She used to kiss us when we left
And after us she' d cry ,

" Be careful of your pail, my dear,
And don ' t disturb the pie ."

And when the country school was reachea

At pullaway we raced ;
But not before the lunch beneath
Our desk was carefully placed ;

And many times we dropped our book
To steal with hungry eye

A glance toward the dinner pail
We knew contained the pie .

At 4 o 'clock when school let out
Our pencils and our pen

We quickly dropped, to hustle home
And kiss the cook again .

Now , we can 't let these memmories fade,
Or those old customs die ;

Let's not neglect to kiss the cook
That sends us pumpkin pie.

F . VERT.

course of the conferences that apprehension
was gradually wiped away, and a confidence

that prior relations would be maintained was
established and harmony again prevails. The

new agreement embodies the conditions of

improvement for which was asked by the

locals. The 22c - per -hour rate of wage was
maintained. The point gained by being paid

for waiting time is , in itself, an achievement

appreciated . We feel that we are amply pro

tected by all provisions.

The negotiations were conducted on behalt
of the company by Vice President Abel I .
Culver, General Manager Edgar S . Fassett
and Superintendent Smith . Those composing
our compact committee were Bros. P . J . Shea ,
chairman ; James Moore, Jas. McLaughlin ,
John Shanley, John Roach and James Har
rington , all of Troy, Division No. 132. and
Wm . F . Kavanaugh , secretary : James Shee
han , Richard Wade, John Lawler, Edward
Costello and John Burgess ,all of Albany,
Division No. 148. The committee reported

very favorably upon the fairness of Mr. Cul
ver, the new factor in our management, and
predict that our future relations with him
will be everything that may be desired. Our
international officer, who was associated with
the committee, also expressed his opinion of
Mr. Culver in the highest of terms.

Well, Division 148 has held an election to

elect a delegate to attend the state A . F . of

L . convention . Candidates were numerous,
but a friendly contest developed between the
day and night men . The result actuated a

trip up Salt river, which was determined up
on Saturday night, Sept. 1st, at a conference

held by Bros. Sivers, Sheehan , Coughlin , Kav
anaugh and Lawler, which took place about

sundown. They were fortunate in securing
that sea -going vessel, “ The Camden ," on such
short notice . Bro. Dempsey will act as pilot
and Bro . Cunningham will have charge of the
charts and maps. The object of the cruise
is to determine the difference between day

nd night. Bro . Girvin goes the other way
" On to Binghampton !" was the battle cry .

HENRY HUDSON .

AGREEABLE SETTLEMENT REACHED.

Albany, N . Y . - After considerable time tak
en up by conferences with the management
of the company and meetings of the commit

tee and local Divisions, an agreement has
been reached which brings some concessions

to our membership . .
At the beginning our members were some

what apprehensive as to the attitude of the

company toward our associations, but in the
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WAGE INCREASE REACHES 25 CENTS. SHOCKING MISFORTUNE OF SECRE.

TARY WHITE .
. Hartford , Conn . - - The first appearance in
print of Local No. 425 . Modestly , as becomes

Battle Creek , Mich . - Division No. 333 has
one so young , we beg to introduce ourselves the saddening intelligence to offer of the
to the readers of this journal.

shocking misfortune of Secretary Robert W .
Young in years we may be, but in numbers

White . No member of our local stands morewe are strong and lusty , numbering now over
popular with our membership than he. Vot450 members. We constitute a part of the
only was he a most effective worker in pro

great chain of trolley roads Owned and oper
moting the interests of the local and theated under the name of " The Consolidated

Railroad. " . railway men here, but he was appreciated by

One of the first moves our division made the company as among the best and most
painstaking employes.was to established friendly relations with Thus he has the
heartfelt sympathy of both employes andour Brothers of Division 281, of New Haven .
officials of the company in his affliction .President Potter, Secretary Baldwin and Bro .
On August 5th , while at work as motorMartin visited New Haven and certainly did

get a fine reception . President Munnix , ex man , a small fly or bug caught in one of Bro .
White' s eyes.

President Burke, Secretary Flynn , in fact, all In rubbing his eye in conse
quence of the annoyance, he poisoned it from

of the Brothers there did their level best to
the brass on his hand which accumulatesmake our visit profitable and pleasant. We
from the brake handle . He continued atawait an opportunity to reciprocate in kind.

Thursday, August 9th , our members made work until relieved at 10 : 30 at night. when

their first apearance wearing the monthly he was obliged to consult a specialist, who
immediately ordered himbutton . to the hospital,

Many a man here , forced for years to sup where he remained some ten days. The or

press his union sentiments, felt his heart gan continued to get worse, and he went to
his home, where his sister, who is a nurse,swell with pride as car after car rolled by
is taking care of him . His eye has now bethe square with the crew wearing the button
come in such condition that it must be rein plain sight.

August 25th our hearts were gladdened by moved, when it is hopeful that he will re

a substantial increase of pay. First -year cover .

In the absence of Secretary White Bro.men are started at 21 cents per hour, and by
Lute E . Foster has been appointed to fill his12 cent per hour increase each year are car

ried up to 25 cents. Eventually , we trust, place as secretary of Division No. 333 .

the company may come to the point of view Our local can report usual progress. Our

of many of us, that a man after two years members are of a class who well understand

should be as efficient as it is ever possible the nature of our movement. While there

for him to become are no autagonisms between our local and

The Executive Board at this writing are the management of the company, there are
yet some employes who seek excuses to jusvery busy in perfecting plans in regard to
tify them in keeping out of the local. Ofour participation in the observance of Labor

Day . We are to be represented in the parade course we do not expect every man to under

by a handsomely decorated float drawn by stand his own interest, yet we feel that there
are two or three who are well enough infour black horses. An enlarged representa
formed , but from being conscious of theirtion of the monthly button , in charge of our

faithful old treasurer , David Rourke, will lack of moral courage during our recent ne

occupy the place of honor in the center of gotions they now seek to cover up their
weaknes by assuming an ignorance of anythe float.

This Division was very fortunate in its se merit in unionism and advance justification

lections of officers , as, in every case, a capa of their position in line with the impressions
of those to whom unionism is a new study toble and trustworthy man was elected . We
a previously biased mind. While we haven ' tall regret that Bro . McEntee , who was the

original recording secretary elected . decided all of the employes in the local. we have a
good organization from the fact that ourto resign , as he felt he could not find the
membership are men honest to their ownnecessary time to properly fill the position .

I want to use a little more space here to convictions. Men who are not of that class
appeal to each and every member to attend would make poor members, even though they

the meetings. There is only one a month , should join us. "MIST. "

the first Tuesday in each month .
I strongly advise a more general reading DEATH FROM RUNNING BOARD .

of The Motorman and Conductor. It only

costs you 5 cents a copy, and it will keep New Haven , Conn . - On Saturday , Augustus all right up to the minute.

" THE CRANK." 27th , at 6 :50 p . m . , Conductor A . B . Rheaume,

while working an open 15 -bench car on the
New Haven -Bridgeport line , lost his hold

BRO . CHARLES BLACK SERIOUSLY while swinging around passengers on a

INJURED , crowded running board and fell to the street.
The result was a fractured skunl He died

at the New Haven hospital early Monday
Chicago, I11. - Charles Black motorman up morning . His father - in - law arrived here the

on the Chicago & Southern Traction system next day and on Wednesday started for New
and member of Division No. 273, was the vic Castle, Pa., with Rheaume' s remains, where
tim of a serious accident which occurred his wife and son reside. Rheaume was not
Monday morning. August 13 . just south of a member of this Division , although he had
Blue Island. The morning was very foggy showed his good intentions and principle by
and Bro . Black was sent out with a work filing his application for membership just
car to be used upon the extension south of one week after doning the uniform .
Chicago Heights. By some mistake he was Upon investigation . a certificate of mem
endeavoring to reach a switch some five bership issued by Division No. 89. New Castle ,
miles beyond the point of collision . Of this , Pa ., dated July 16 , 19.02, was fouind among
the motorman upon the car coming from the his effects.
opposite direction knew nothing and, believ Although Rheaume had worked only twen .
ing he had a clear track . was running at full ty days on this road and had made very few
speed when the cars met. In consequence of acquaintances those who knew him say that
the thick fog the motormen were unable to he was a good . honest fellow and a good
see the situation until too late to avoid the union man , that he was anxious to make good
accident. Bro . Black was taken from the with the boys and also become one of us.
wreckage painfully bruised and was taken The sincere sympathy of his fellow workers
to the hospital at Blue Island, to where he extended to his wife and little one in their
was accompanied by Secretary - Treasurer D . sad berpavement.
B . Turner of 273. It was at first reported On Wednesday, August 22nd, our genial

that he would not survive his injuries, but financial secretary , " Jack " Flynn , while
later reports indicate his condition as favor . working a 15 -bench open car on the Momau

able to recovery . quin - Sairn Rock line, missed his footing and
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fell to the ground. A severe' scalp wound
was the result. Jack has been confined to
his home since the accident. He is getting
along nicely and will be at the barn Wednes
day , September 5th , 1906, with his due cards
and buttons.

These two acidents have opened the eyes
of the public and the members of Division
No. 281, and have created much favorable
opinion for a law prohibiting passengers

from riding on the running board. It is a
common occurrence in New Haven to see a
crowded running board and from 100 to 150
passengers on a car, the seating capacity of
which is 90 passengers.

Hammer.
A Yale Seal button is blue in color and

about the size of our local monthly button .
An employe who is wearing this first men
tioned button , and who is in bad standing ,

evidently believes that it will deceive the
public . It don ' t work ; better take it off .

Bro . Sam Nichols has been christened " The
Old Clothes Man . " Does anyone know why ?

A dream . Bros. Tom Flannery , Ed. Rose ,
Fred Hunt and D , W . Butler have been as

signed to regular duty. How does it look in
print ?

Bro. E . G . McKiernan missed a general
alarm turned in from Elm and Dwight street.
Good excuse for it, " Mac, " but through the

excitement he near forgot to take his car.
Never mind, " Mac," regular assignment will
come; only be patient.
Bro . Charles Pender has donated a box of

" Cross Over " cigars to be raffled for a worthy
brother. The raffle also includes a watch .

Tickets can be purchased of the committee at

10 cents each .
Regular Monthly Meetings.

At the regular monthly meetings, held 2 p .
m . and 8 p . m ., August 9th , 23 new members
were initiated .

A donation to our striking brothers in New
Bedford , Mass., was made.
Bro . Sam Meigs, chairman of the sick com

mittee ,reported the following Brothers on
the sick list : P . J . Ward, Fred Walker , L . C .
Kelsey , J . Delaney , I . F . Orr, Paul Trapp and
Harry Winters. He also reported that there
is no improvement in Bro . Piggott' s illness .
Bro . J . W . Burke spoke feelingly on Bro .
Piggott' s terrible affliction , and begged the
members to be prompt in paying the assess
ment to the collectors .

President Minnix censured the members for
not showing up better at the meetings. He '
said , " Such poor attendance shows a lack of

interest and is at times discouraging to the
officers. " Bro . Burke suggested that a new
section to the local by - laws be added to the
effect that any member failing to attend at

least six monthly ineetings in a year be fined
$ 5 .00 . The suggestion was discussed favor
ably . but on account of the small attendance

was layed over for future action .
F . D . J. .

of marketable labor, he wants the very best
price that can be got out of the market, and
as that price must come in the shape of

wagęs, he wants the very best wage obtain
able.

Again , he can ' t control the market alone,
as he must have his asociates unite with him
in fixing the price as well as the quality .
This is one of the simple illustrations of the

sense there is in organizing . It is so simple

that none but a simpleton are so blind as
not to see it .

Well, there isn ' t much " open shop " talk in
that, but I reason it out to show that any
man of sense is naturally a union man , and

it is not necessary to have a " closed shop "

agreement to have men of sense belong to
a union .

Now , we have a man working here who
formerly worked in Detroit , where every man
must belong to the union or he can ' t work .
He had a withdrawal card from Division No.
26 . That card was a certificate which indi
cated - - if it indicated anything that the
holder was a good union man. Now , if that
fellow had been an honest non -unionist he
wouldn ' t have taken the card from Division
No .26 . If he was an honest union man , of
course , he should have the card . Now , when
this ex -member of 26 came here to work it
took considerable persuasion and much con

cession to get him to deposite his card in 343 .
It was during our conferences with the com
pany, and the fellow was one of the pull
backs that, if they have any effect at all,
which is doubtful, it is a weakening effect.
Although he deposited the card and our sec .
retary has possession of it , he has never paid
a cent into the treasury , and has showed him
self in his true colors. Now , what I want to
ask is , don ' t it occur to you that the " open
shop ' union has some merit when it stands

in a position to show up a character like that.
What advantage was it to Division 26 to
have such a man as that, if you can call him
a man - forced into membership . In fact, it
looks to ine as though Division No. 26 would

be just as formidable in getting conditions
without such a member. Of course, unless
there was a test the company was none the
wiser, and presumed the fellow was a union
man . He was deceiving both the employes
and the company. Here he is forced to shine

in his true colors. He is uncovered to both ,
the union and employer. One has about as
much respect for him as the other. If " closed
shop " unions are to issue certificates of char
acter and recommendation in the shape of

withdrawal cards to such individuals , its
" open shop " union for mine. I want to know
that I can rely upon any man who takes an
obligation with me to improve our mutual
busines. I would rather belong to a union

of 50 true blue men than to a union of 100
and feel that 25 of them are in because they
are forced in . There is enough in unionism
to command the respect of honest working
men , and there is no need to fear of its fail
ure. Unionism will stand as long as there
are honest wage earners. We don ' t need
shysters, and so far as the individual from
26 is concerned , my advice to Secretary Bouck
is to receive no dues from him if he should
volunteer it . I would also recommend that
a lighted match be aplied to that withdrawal
card .

Division 343 has elected Bro . E . Middleton
as president and Bro . Frank Rawson vice

president to fill vacancies. The local is in a
good, healthy condition .

OPEN SHOP VS. CLOSED SHOP.

A WELL DEVELOPED LOCAL .

alamazoo, Mich . As there are no un
usual events to write upon from Division No.
343 and as the " open shop " seems a debatable

theme, I am going to say a few words upon
the above subject.

Some trade unionists seem to accept the
challenge of the " open shopists" to debate
the open shop question and spend much time
along that line that, of course, without the
subject they would apply to the building up
of the movement. My experience is that a

union man is a union man , and a scab is a
scab . The union man is a man , who, like the
average employer, gives some thought to the
improvement of his business. His business is
to sell his labor at the highest price he can

get for it . He tries to make his labor worth
the best price possible. Of course, he can ' t
control the market alone, so he is interested
to the extent that he wants those associated
with him to make their labor of the most
marketable kind. Then , when he and his as

sociates have effected the very best standard

Hamilton 0 . - Division No. 435 has been
but a short time in existence, as the name
will denote, but she is now well established
as a factor of the labor movement. Our sys
tem operates from Cincinnati to Dayton and
enjoys considerable patronage within the city
limits. The management of the company is
very favorable , and we anticipate no conten
tions in our future dealings. Our meetings
have thus far been held in Hamilton , but ar

rangements will be made to accommodate
all localities.
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Our officers are as follows: President,
Chas. Campbell, Dayton, O . ; vice-president,
John R . Sullivan , Cincinnati; recording secre
tary , M . H . Mendenhall. Trenton ; financial
secretary , A . R . Case, Trenton ; treasurer,
Wm . Steelman . Trenton ; executive board ,
Charles Campbell, chairman ; A . Hudson , N .
Shafer, C . Clark , Chas. Brown, Edw . Mullen ,
F . Hingham , C . Raymond, H . Lang , L . Bakel
man and George List; warden , C . Canstmer :
conductor, J . M , Starr ; sentinel, A . Weishaar;
trustees, M . H . Mendenhall, C . Reassler and
H . Lang. Our officers are able , earnest men ,
and their selection lends assurance of suc
cess. " NIC . ”

car drew applause from the multitudes lining
the streets. The company, through the kind
ly intervention of our superintendent, Mr. T .
W . Passailaigne, furnished us with a car,
which we handsomely decorated . Some forty
of our members were able to take advantage
of this, and as we rode through the streets
in an appropriate position in the parade we

were highly lauded. Those of us who were
unable to get off wore appropriate badges.
Our car was photographed , and I shall try

and supply our members at large with a pic
ture for the October number of our maga
zine.

Division 423 is moving along very nicely
and our members are beginning to well un
derstand our purpose. There is perfect har
mony with the company, and as our future

prospects depend upon the prosperity of the
company, we purpose to do what we can to

put the cmopany in a position so our efforts
may be rewarded by better things to our
selves. As I look at it, prosperity must be
mutual between employes and employe, and

it is up to both parties to see that such is the
result of united effort. W . P . R .

WITH DIVISION NO. 85 .

WILL ARBITRATE THE WAGE.

Pittsburg . Pa. - In general, the affairs of Di
vision No . 85 are running very smoothly . We
are taking in many new members at every

meeting , and no complaints are coming from
that score.

Executive Board Member Frank L . Mertz
is now away upon his vacation .
Executive Board Member M . J . Murray has

returned from a short trip and is again at
the old stand with renewed vigor.

September 1st President Wm . T. Hanna
started upon a two weeks' trip to the country
for a little genial recreation .

Business Agent J . M . Negley , who was

granted a two weeks' vacation August 1st,

hasn ' t seen his way clear to take advantage
of it. The work of the organization doesn ' t

seem to let up , and the anticipated vacation
will likely pass the fishing season . However,
hunting is a fair past time in Michigan , and
as time is without end, Bro . Negley may be

forced to pack the snows of that northern

clime. There is one source of satisfaction in
the continuous work of Bro . Negley . Our
grievances don ' t suffer while he is here, and ,
somehow , he succeeds in getting those of
merit straightened out much to the satisfac

tion of the aggrieved . If success is merit,
Bro . Negley merits the intended vacation , but
as merit depends upon devotion to the cause,

and the reward depends upon the lessening
of devotion , we fear it may be hunting time

before he takes advantage of his furlough .

The amicable adjustment of grievances with
the company officials is what has characte
ized the work of our business agent.
On acount of ill health Bro . Thompson

Smith , of the Butler street division , has re
signed his position as executive board mem
ber. It is with much regret that this be
came necessary . Bro . Smith has done good
work for the organization . However, his res
ignation does not close his activity for the
local. His successor is Bro . H . L . Midberry ,

and his experience in the movement is a guar
antee of his efficiency as a member of the
Board . He is not new at this business , and is
known as a man of good judgment.
On Labor Day Division 85 did not attempt

to take any part in the parade or other dem
onstrations as there were so few men who
could get off duty . Instead, every member
was furnished by the Division with a badge,
which was worn and counted in observance
of the day.

On Labor Day the baseball team of Butler
street barn went to Beaver Valley and fin
ished playing a series of games that were ar
ranged earlier in the season . They played
two games, the Beaver Valley team winning
both , which gave the series to them , they

winning three out of five games played dur
ing the season .

"NOT A BELL RINGER."

Hamilton , Ont. - The Executive Comittee of

Div . No. 107 will have a busy time during

the next two weeks as negotiations are now
on between the Division and the Hamilton
Street Railway Co. for a renewal or agree

ment. The old one, which has been in force
three years, terminates August 24th . The
document drafted by the Executive Commit

tee is now with General Manager Hawkins,

of the Cataract Power Co .

What our membership are most interestea

in is the wage question . The rate prevailing

under the old agreement being as follows:

First year, 15 cents per hour ; second year, 16
cents per hour ; third year, 17 cents per hour.
After three years' service 18 cents per hour.

What is now asked is a wage scale running

thus : First six months, 20 cents per hour;

second six months, 21 cents per hour ; after

12 months' service , 22 cents per hour .

Our regular midnight meetings have beeu
unusually well attended lately . More than
two - thirds of the membership have found
their way to Trades and Labor Hall at that
late hour.

At a recent meeting our financial secretary
made the encouraging announcement that we
have at the present time 180 members, all
in good standing, an increase of 40 during the
last month . This happy condition of things
is partly due to an official visit of G . E . B .

member Sinclair , of Toronto, early in July,
when he set to work to supply a long -felt
want by organizing the men employed on the
Hamilton , Burlington & Oakville Electric Ry.
and the Hamilton & Dundas Ry. These in
terurban roads, although managed by dif
erent companies, are practically Owned and
controlled by the Cataract Power Co ., just as

that big corporations owns and controls the
street railway . As the men on the Dundas
and Radial lines are equally anxious with
ourselves for better conditions, especially bet
ter wages and shorter hours, they thought
this an opportune time for them to cast in
their lot with old reliable Division No. 107 .

It may be here stated , however, that the

actions of Bro . Sinclair on his organizing tour
has not been meeting with the approval of
the street railway management, as strong ob
jections are raised by the company' s officials

to that cause in the new agreement which
provides for the men on the two Radial lines,
but as the gentlemen of the Cataract Power
Co. are quite capable of looking after their
own interests we can well afford to show our
gratitude to Bro . Sinclair for the good work
he has done for Division No. 107, and also for
the cause of organized labor.

It is to be hoped that at next writing we
will be able to inform our brothers of the

association , through the columns of the Mo
torman and Conductor, that an amicable set

tlement has been elected and that the rail

way company has accepted our agreement,
granting all that has been asked for. as it

LABOR DAY FITTINGLY OBSERVED.

Charleston . S . C . A hoste of toilers dem
onstrated to a receptive public that labor is
a potent factor among a representative peo
ple in Charleston on Labor Day. An inspir
ing column of unionists indulged in an im
pressive parade in which all crafts could be
counted . Division No. 423 participated to the

extent that the service would permit. Our
unique appearance in a beautifully decorated
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contains nothing but what is within the
bounds of reason and common justice.

The members of Div . 107 are hereby re
quested to pay their August dues in order
that they may have the honor of wearing one
of our association badges on Labor Day. No
member will be supplied with a badge unless

he can show his paid up working car for Au
gust. There are only a few in arrears.

Late report is made that the wage rate
of the agreement will be arbitrated. All
other conditions have been agreed upon .

107. "

SUCCESSFUL BOAT EXCURSION.

In .

Peoria , Ill. - Div . No. 416 gave a boat ex
cursion on Aug . 13 which proved a great suc
cess. Seven hundred and fifty - five passengers .

enjoyed the excursion , and there were a num
ber who could not go because there was not
room for them .
Mr. A . Perrier, of N . Adams street barn , was

married in Davenport a short time ago. We
all join in wishing them a bright future .
Mr. Chas. Way , a motorman from Monroe

street car barn , was married in St. Louis
quite recently . May he have a happy future
is the best wishes from Div . 416 .
One of our members, familiarly known as

" Daddy Hawthorn ," has been quite sick fo .
some time; he is at the cottage hospital. He
is a well known and respected motorman
from West Bluff. He is missed from our reg
ular meetings, as well as from his post of
duty . We hope he will soon be able to be
with us again .
Mr. A . Harlem , a West Bluff conductor. has

again taken his place after being sick at the
Cottage Hospital for ten weeks. Weare glaa
he is with us . He is the man who found the
purse containing $ 200 in cash . When he gave

it to the owner , who insisted upon giving
him a reward , he would not accept it, but
said he was only doing his duty .

Sad . indeed, was the misfortune that befell
Bro . Jones a few weeks since. Through some
unavoidable accident he fell from his car in
such a way that he lost one foot.

Congratulations were extended to Bro . Paul
Stutska and wife upon their harmonious state
of mind which resulted in their recent mar

riage. Bro. Stutka is a popular Lincoln ave
nue motorman . " B . S . W . "

for what purpose until later. He assured the
public that it will not happen again .

" As to the honesty and integrity of the
street railway men and their relationship to
society , a little speculation is required . Let
us view him in the light of the public ser
vant, compared with other public servants.
We have the police department, the letter
carriers, and the firemen . They are public
servants. Let us see who renders the great
est service to the public in general. A fire
man , when he works, works hard . He re

ceives a handsome compensation for services
rendered . In general he is respected in the
community. The patrolman works an eight
hour day and receives $ 19. 25 a week . He per
forms no manual labor. The letter carrier
works eight hours and draws a fat salary.

" Now let us take the street railway men .
Throughout the country , they average 11
hours' work . Their pay won 't average $ 2 a
day. I claim that they render a greater ser

vice to society , for a lesser compensation
than any other public servant. The letter
carrier may be late with your letter, the fire
man may not arrive in time to save your
house, the policeman has just gone by after
the fight is over ; but should the conductor
give the bell too quickly , the dearest one in
the family might be taken from you .

" With all due respect to the other public
servants, I do make the assertion , that the
street railway men render the greatest ser
vice, and that the public in general owe more
to them , because they place their own lives,
the lives of their wives and children , 365 days

in the year, in the hands of the motorman
and conductor.

" As to the honesty of these men , let us

compare the street railway conductor with
other classes in society . How do they com
pare , for instance, with bank clerks, and
others who hold positions of trust who re
ceive large compensation ? How often do you
hear of a conductor stealing from the cor
poration by which he is employed ? It is a
rare thing . Considering the environment un
der which the conductor labors, one would
think that there would be more cases.

" I have been a conductor myself for 13
years, and I think my judgment holds good .
I conscientiously believe that the street rail
way men are as honest as any class in So
ciety .

" The street railway men of Lowell have the
kindest regard for the young officers who
were used ' as spotters. I am not familiar
with the workings of the police department.
Those officers might have had to perform
that duty as ordered, or they may not havethat auty as ordered ,
been forced to it. All I can say is this - Ifte

they did have to do it, I thank God I am not a
policeman ."

President Sproule concluded his interview
by saying that if the Lowell street railways

were under municipal control, there would be

a civil service placed on the positions. Out or
four classes of public servants , it would show

that the hardest test would be given the
street railway men .
Frank Morris , of the United Hatters of

America , addressed the meeting and urgently
requested the unions to patronize goods bear
ing the labels.

POLICE OFFICERS AS SPOTTERS.

BETTER ATTENDANCE URGED.

. . Lowell, Mass. - Using police officers as spotas snot

ters on electric cars is a matter that has been
discussed continuously among the local street
railway men , and at an important meeting
held recently by the union , the practice was

severely criticized and condemned .
The meeting of the men in Union Bank hall

was largely attended and addresses were
heard with great interest.

President William E . Sproule was empow
ered by a vote of the meeting to give a state
ment to the press as to how the street rail
way union views the situation .

To a Courier -Citizen reporter, President
Sproule said last night:

" This is an age of revelations. We have
had an investigation of the beef trust, of the

ice trust, - Panama canal, and last, but not
least. we have the investigation of the street
railway men by the police.

" In viewing the situation , we, the street
railway men , were somewhat surprised at the
police force being used for such purposes. We
do not doubt that the company employs spot
ters , and believe that they have a perfect
right to do so . We do question the idea of
police officers being used for that purpose.
There are local detective agencies whose bus
iness it is to do that kind of work

" From the statements sent out from the

heads of departments, the claim has been

made that they had no knowledge of the uses

made of the officers. A good illustration of
this was the statement sent out by Chairman

Jennings of the police board , who admitted
that officers had been loaned to the street

railway company, but that he did not know

San Jose, Cal. - Div . 265 is still to the front,
and I am pleased to state that everything
is running smoothly at the present time. All
newly elected officers are at their post of
duty and the division is getting along nicely .
The only fault I have to find is with the at

tendance at our meetings. It is very small.
Indeed , out of a membership of 125 we have
only 16 or 17. There is no excuse for such
a small number attending, as all the day men
are through with their runs by 5 o 'clock . I
sincerely hope the men will take more inter
est in the future.
On the evening of our last meeting we had

the pleasure of having Senator C . M . Short

ridge address the boys. He gave us a very
interesting talk for an hour and the boys
were delighted to hear him .
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I also wish to state that one of our most
earnest and good looking conductors on the
Delmas air line took for his wife one of San
Jose ' s fairest young ladies. The proud con
ductor is our genial, good natured brother,
Louis Long . All the boys on the road wish
you success, Louie .
Organized labor in San Jose at the present

time is in very good shape. Weare preparing
for a large parade and barbecue to be held

on Labor Day. CORRES. DIV , 265 .

RAPID RAILWAY NOTES.

Mt. Clemens , Mich . - Division No. 90 is just
now enjoying its most active period. The re
sorts were never more patronized than dur
ing this season . The Rapid is the pulse feel
er of Michigan ' s popularity as a summer re
sort, and we are prepared to state that this

year indicates a most gratifying development.
People from all over the world are coming
to know of Michigan ' s superior attraction' s .
During fair week at Detroit the patronage

from Port Huron and intermediate points
taxed the company to the utmost.
We regret to report the condition of Bro .

Wm . Holmes as not very encouraging. He is
suffering from the effects of an accident
which occurred some weeks since .

Bro. Dave Bawlsby has been off duty for a
few weeks from sickness .
Dispatcher John McCarthy is being missed

by the boys during his vacation .
REX .

NEW OHIO LOCAL .

taxed thcret to reporary
encourag

Ashtabula , 0 , - Div . No. 437 was formally
established here upon the night of Sept. 3d.
Another meeting was held Sept. 8th , and all

indications point to the success of the new
local. The officers installed are as follows:

President. J . B . Norton ; vice - president. J . E .

Beckwith ; secretary - treasurer, Geo . H . Smith ;

corresponding secretary, Roy Fletcher : con
ductor . E . W . Reed ; executive board . J . B .

Norton , Geo . H . Smith , P . A . Smitz , Roy

Fletcher and E . W . Reed.

DIV . 358 ELECTS OFFICERS.

home of his early boyhood, for burial.
Six members of Div . 105 accompanied the

remains who acted as pallbearers ; they were

Bros. Jno. French , Jr., R . A . McClymonds, A .
W . Conley, Jas. Black , H . McDowell, and A .
Gerlach .

Bro . Cameron having been a member of
Div . 105 for three years, had always enjoyed
good health , and there were none more pop
ular with his fellow workmen , the public and

the employing company. Popular with his
fellow workmen because of his loyalty to the
Association , popular with the public because
of his obliging services ; popular with the
management because of his efficiency as a
motorman .

Bro . Cameron was twenty - three years of
age and single. He is survived by his father
(our worthy president) , D , C . Cameron , a
brother and three sisters, all of whom have
the sincere sympathy of our entire member
ship , the officers of the employing company
and the host of friends of the deceased .

J . L . WEBB , Sec' y Div . 105.

AMALGAMATED MAN LEADING LABOR 'S
HOST.

St. Joseph , Mo. -- Labor Day, 1906 . was fit
tingly observed in St. Joseph . Never before
were the streets so lined with people to
watch the different labor organizations as
they marched to the sweet strains of music .
At the head of the first division rode Bro .
Richard Johnson , of Division 326 as grand
marshal of the day. The Labor Day Associa
tion , of which Bro . Johnson was president,
had previously conferred this honor upon him

by unanimously electing him to head the
grandest Labor Day parade ever witnessed
in St. Joseph .

Division 326 was very much in evidence
With over one -half of its members on duty,
the street railway employees had a greater
number of men in line than any other organ
ization in the parade. An old street car
artistically decorated for the occasion and

bearing the emblems of the Association , with
. the date of organization of this local, was
drawn by four horses at the head of the
division . The car was filled with young
ladies dressed in white . Bro. Chas. Fredricks,
the oldest conductor in point of years, had
the honor of being the conductor. The teams
were driven by a member of the teamsters'
union . Many complimentary remarks were
heard on all sides for the boys in blue. and
for the excellent showing made by them on
this occasion . A red ribbon badge bearing
the inscription : " Labor Day - A . A . of S . &
E . R . E . of A . - 1906 , " was worn throughout
the day by the entire membership of Div . 326.

After the parade a picnic composed of the
various organizations was held at Lake Con
trairy , and were entertained by Dr. Carver' s
high diving horses that dived off a forty - foot
tower into a tank of water 12 feet in depth .
The horses were ridden by two different
ladies on their dangerous leap, and both came
out un harmed . One of them was a resident
of St. Joseph and a member of the Garment
Workers' Union .

Labor Day, 1906, in St. Joseph , Mo.. was a
grand success in every particular With a
member of the Amalgamated Association at
the head of the movement it could not well be
otherwise May St. Joseph see many more
days such as has been experienced on this
occasion , is the wish of every union man in
this city .
We regret to report the continued illness of

Bro . B . F . Karns. The treatment received at

Excelsior Springs did not bring about the
desired results. On the 5th of this month he
left for Hot Springs, Ark ., where he hopes to
regain his lost health . He was accompanied
by Bro . Richard Johnson . Bro . Karns has
been an earnest and hard worker in the in
terests of Div . 326 . He has filled the offices
of president, vice -president and financial sec
retary and is at present a member of the
executive board . In each instance he has
done credit to himself, and to the local he has
so faithfully served . He has many friends
that hope he may speedily recover, and soon
be with us once again .

he car
Bro. Che year

President, C . W . Emmart; vice -president,
Peter Cosgrove ; recording secretary , Albert

M . Davis financial secretary , J . A . Wiant:

conductor. H . F . Oglebay ; warden and sen
tinel. E . L . Miller. Executive board : C . W .

Emmart. J . E . Welch , J . J . Green , George

Gray, and E . J . Lodgedon .

The local reports progress. " ZIG ."

UNTIMELY DEATH OF BRO , CAMERON .

Beaver Valley, Pa . -- On the evening of Aug.
17 the shocking news were spread among the
members of Div . 105 that Geo . S . Cameron
had been drowned in Beaver river. At first
none could believe, but later it became known
that it was true.

Bro . Cameron , in company with a friend
named Rogers, went out rowing upon the
beautiful Beaver river, and as he had taken
his rifle with him it is supposed that he was
standing up for the purpose of shooting
when he lost his balance and fell out, up
setting the boat. However just how the un
fortunate accident occurred will never be
known. as they were both drowned together ,
Their bodies were soon recovered , but not
until life was extinct. It was a great shock
to all who knew him when they heard of his
untimely death . On the following evening

very impressive funeral services were held
at the house of his father, Third Street,
Beaver, which was largely attended by fel
low employes of the Beaver Valley Traction

Company, who enjoyed the privilege of run
ning a special car for themselves and fam
ilies. The Association did everything possi
ble to aid the family in their bereavement,
which was sincerely appreciated . and ac
knowledged by card of thanks. Among the
floral designs was one from Div . 105 .

The body was taken to Bethel cemetery, on
the south side of the Ohio river near the
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The winter schedule will be put into opera
tion about October 1st. which does not

the men to any great extent, as there are only

two cars less operated in the winter months
than during the summer

Bro . Sam Byers, who is making the race
for constable of Washington township , on the
Democratic ticket, is receiving much encour
agement, especially from the labor unions. It
looks very much as though Bro . Byers would
win , hands down .

FRANK CHANEY.

MEETINGS WORTH ATTENDING.

Jackson , Mich . - The Jackson Branch of Div.
111 holds regular monthly meetings, but they
might be better attended . Upon this subject
it may be said that meetings are worth at
tending . There is not a meeting but what
some subject comes up and brings forth
thought in discussion . Talk about schools !
Every meeting is a school where those who
vish , or are not already too far advanced .

may learn something , if it is nothing more
than to learn how little the other fellow
knows. Again , there is the chance of learning
how best to impart what little you know

yourself. You certainly don ' t know your
own membership if you don 't attend your
meetings, and you 'll know less every meeting
you miss.

This end of Division 111 is getting along
very well. Of course, our business agent,
Bro . Fred Hamlin , makes occasional visits to
the office , but this gives him a chance to josh

the office girl, and no doubt he enjoys a little
satisfaction from that.
This local. after an interesting debate , con

cluded to allow our old agreement to go over

another year without molestation . One of
the brothers put up a good talk to have the

wage clause opened, but the majority said
"No," so " no" it is.
The company officials manage to keep some

of us on the " vacation " list at all times. As
soon as one finishes time service , another is

pulled off , so it keeps the dunce block in con
stant commission . H . S . M .

Section 2. The working conditions as re
gards Motormen and Conductors on the entire
system prevailing at the time of the execution
and ensealment of these presents , shall be
and continue in force through the life of this
agreement, unless sooner changed by the
mutual consent of the parties hereto , provid
ed , however, that in the event that any train
schedule hereafter adopted on any of the
lines of said Railroad will permit the re
arranging of runs so as to produce more
nearly an average of ten ( 10 ) hours per run ,
such rearrangement shall be made by the
Railroad.

Section 3 . Any employe who has been sus
pended or discharged and who shall as the
result of an investigation conducted jointly
by a duly authorized committee of the Asso
ciation and the General Manager and the
Superintendent of Transportation of the Rail
road , or in failure of said parties to agree, by
arbitration as hereinafter provided for, be
found to have been suspended or discharged
without good cause, shall be reinstated in his
former position and paid for all time lost.

Section 4 . The party of the first part

agrees that it will in no way oppose, inter
fere with or discriminate against any of its
employes and that it will meet and treat with
the duly accredited committees representing
the Association upon any or all questions
that may arise under this contract. In the
case of complaint or a grievance arising , the
same shall be taken up first with the Division
Superintendent and in case they shall fail to
reach a satisfactory adjustment with such
Division Superintendent, the committee shall
have an appeal to the Superintendent of
Transportation , and if they fail to adjust the

matter with the Superintendent of Transport
ation , the case shall be taken up with Gen
eral Manager or the President of the Rail
road, and on failure then to agree, the case
shall be submitted to arbitration as provided
for in this agreement.

Section 5 . Should any dispute arise be
tween the parties hereunto which cannot be
mutually adjusted, the same shall be sub

mitted to a temporary board of arbitration
consisting of three members to be selected as
follows:

One member of said board to be chosen by
the Railroad ; one member of said board to

be chosen by the Association and the two
thus selected shall choose the third member
of the board , and the finding of the majority

of the board so constituted submitted in

writing to both parties hereto shall be final

and binding upon the same during the life of

this contract, and if negotiations are had for

a new contract, such points relating to the
same as cannot be mutually agreed upon be

tween the parties hereto shall also be sub
mitted to arbitration under this provision .

Section 6 . The Mortormen and Conductors
on the Aurora City Lines, the Aurora , York
ville & Morris Division and on the Elgin and
Aurora Interurban Line shall hold their sen
iority and be in line for promotion on their
respective lines, and the line of promotion
from the Aurora City Lines shall be to the
Aurora . Yorkville & Morris Division to the
Elgin and Aurora Interurban Line. The Mo
tormen and Conductors on the Elgin City
Lines and the Elgin and Carpentersville Divi
sion shall hold their seniority on their re

spective lines, and the line of promotion shall
be from the Elgin City lines to the Elgin and
Carpentersville Line and from the Elgin and

Carpentersville Line to the Elgin and Aurora
Interurban Line

Section 7 . Employes of the Railroad who

may be called upon to transact business for
the Association which requires their absence

from duty shall, upon application to the
proper official of the Railroad, be allowed to

absent themselves from duty for sufficient
time to transact such business.

Section 8. This agreement shall continue
in force and be binding upon the parties here
to for the period of one year from the date

herein first written and thereafter until the
same shall be terminated by the giving by

either party to the other of thirty ( 30 ) days'

AURORA, ELGIN AND CHICAGO AGREE
MENT.

Memorandum of Agreement made and en
tered into this first day of July , 1906 , between

the Aurora , Elgin & Chicago Railroad Com
pany, party of the first part, and hereinafter
for convenience called the Railroad , and Divi
sion No. 215 of the Amalgamated Association
of Street and Electric Railway Emples of
America , located at Aurora , Illinois , party of
the second part, hereinafter for convenience
called the Association . Witnesseth :

That the parties hereunto mutually coven
ant and agree as follows:

Section 1 . The wages for the employes on

the Third Rail System of the Railroad shall
be as follows:

For Motormen and Conductors for the first
twelve ( 12 ) months of service in the employ

of the Railroad, twenty -two and one -half
(2212 ) cents per hour. For the second twelve
(12) months of service in the employ of the
Railroad, twenty - five ( 25 ) cents per hour, and

thereafter twenty -seven and one -half (2712 )
cents per hour
For substation men for the first six ( 6

months of service in the employ of the Rail

road , fifty - five ( $ 55 .00 ) dollars per month and
thereafter sixty ( $60.00) dollars per month
For Motormen and Conductors on the City

Lines in the Cities of Elgin and Aurora for
the first twelve (12) months of service in the
employ of the Railroad eighteen ( 18 ) cents
per hour, and thereafter twenty (20 ) cents
per hour.
For Motormen and Conductors on the

Aurora , Yorkville & Morris, and the Elgin
City & Carpentersville Divisions, twenty - two

and one-half ( 2242 ) cents per hour.
For Motormen and Conductors on the Elgin

and Aurora Interurban Line, twenty -three
and one - half ( 2316 ) cents per hour.
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3. A . The ad coin c . neral

written notice of its desire to terminate the

same, and this agreement shall terminate at
the expiration of thirty ( 30 ) days after the

serving of any such written notice .

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have
caused these presents to be signed by their
respective proper officers who have been

hereunto duly authorized this sixth day of.
July , A . D . 1906 .

The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Rail

By EDWIN C . FABER ,
General Manager.

Attest :

H . C . LANG , Secretary .
Division No. 215 of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America ,
By THOS. MALONEY, President.

Approved :
c . 0 . PRATT, Chairman G . E . B .

ers are Bros. Wm . J . Proctor, Chas. Richard .

son and Robt. Sunderland for the suburban

roads, and Ed. Bertrand , Edward Walker.

Walter Clark , Ben Ware and Jos. Bertram

for the city . Of the candidates, Bros. Tupper
and Dilworth are former business agents ;

Garnsey, former president, and Meeker and

Sanders were former Executive Board mem
bers.

Bro . Thos. J . Stack, conductor on the Four .
teenth avenue line, met with a fatal accident

at the Fourteenth avenue car barn on the

11th inst. by stepping from an eastbound

crosstown car to pass to the car barn , and
was struck by a Fourteenth avenue car

going west. His people live at Holly , Mich ..

to where his remains were taken for burial.

Business Agent Chas. Duryea , whose resig

nation takes place on the 22nd , is now con

fined to his home from biliousness . He is

convalescent at the present writing.

The Toles arbitration case has as yet never

been tried . The arbitrators have not suc

ceeded in naming a third arbitrator.
Bros. Chas. Austin and Chas. Arnold have

elected to the legislature. They have the
indorsement of Division No. 26 , and should

receive the full labor vote .

The vote of the local which selected past
business agents, Thos. Tupper and D . L
Dilworth , as candidates for the unexpired

term made vacant by the resignation of

Bro . Duryea , was as follows:

Thos. Tupper received 287 votes, D . L . Dil
worth received 122 . Frank Garnsey 111. H .

A . Meeker 108, John Saunders 94 and Thos .
Cronin 8 votes. Bros. Thos. Tupper and D .
L . Dilworth being the two receiving

the highest number of votes are candidates

to be voted upon on the 20th .

LABOR DAY BARBECUE.

San Jose, Cal. - Division 265 is still alive

and progressing and I am pleased to state

that since my last writing the members are
taking more interest in their Division and

attending the meetings in greater numbers .
It is the wish of the officers that they con
tinue to do so. At our last regular meeting
we initiated eight new members, and am

pleased to state that every man , but one,

in the employ of the three different com
panies are now members of No. 265. A great
many of the men have given up their posi
tions here and have accepetd positions on
other roads ; consequently we have a great

many new faces with us.
On Labor Day we had a very nice parade

in the morning. In the afternoon a fine bar

becue, and in the evening a grand ball, alto

gether Labor Day was a grand success .

Laboring classes had a grand time and en
joyed themselves nicely .

Now for our boys - a great many are off
for their vacations, and from all reports are
having a fine time.

Bro . F . E . Wright spent his vacation

Sacramento, attending the state fair .
Bro. James Oswald has taken a trip to

Canada .

Bro . Morgan Rassmussen went on a fish
ing trip . Morgan told all the boys he would

bring them some fish and am pleased to state
that he did . After being gone several days

he returned with two small smelts . More
luck on your next trip Morgan .

Bro . Archie Trowbridge, our genial finan
cial' secretary , has packed his tent and gone

camping to a beautiful resort called St.
James Park . Archie took his gun along, and

as there are a great many " dear" where he
is going the boys are all anxiously awaiting
his return to see what luck he had. Venison

is good , Archie , so hope you will not disap
point the boys.

Everything is as smooth as possible and
the boys seem to be in good spirits .

CORRESPONDENT. 265 .

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund for the month of August were
on the deaths and disabilities of the follow .

ing niembers :

Deaths.
John N . Petry, Div. No. 284, Chi
cago, Ill., accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100.00

A . Erath , Div . No. 191, New Orlcans,

La.. phthisis pulmonalis . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
H . E . Rogers, Div . No. 110 North
Fort Worth , Texas, typhoid fever . 100.00

Robert White, Div. No. 308, Chicago ,
Ill., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . 100 .00

John A . Forsythe, Div . No. 113, To
ronto , Ont., typhoid pneumonia . . , 100 .00

Chas. Kissick , Div. No. 283 , Brook .
lyn , N . Y ., hemorhage of stomach . 100 .00

Geo. S . Cameron , Div. No. 105 , Bea
ver, Pa ., drowning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

E . E . McCready, Div. No. 260 , Chi
cago, Ill., typhoid fever . . . . . . 100 .00

Timothy Sullivan , Div. No. 26 , De
troit , Mich ., drowning . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Henry Chall, Div . No. 26 , Detroit,

Mich ., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Disabilities.

Joseph Chester Wells, Div. No. 184,

Williamsport, Pa., tuberculosis of
. . . 100,00

John Stone, Div. No. 192, Oakland,
Cal., paralysis of lower limbs. . . . 100 .00

DETROIT DIGEST.

kidneys . .

Division No. 26 is now on the verge of an
important election . Business Agent C . V .

Duryea , after an incumbence of same more
than a year of the position , has resigned .
His work has been very successful, and the
best wishes of Division No. 26 go with him

in his new venture . He resigned to enter

the cigar business at 65 Monroe avenue.
There were six candidates from whom to

select for the unexpired term . The candi

dates were Bros. Thos . Tupper, Jefferson Di
vision : Frank Garnsey ,Fort Street : H . A .
Meeker , Fourteenth avenue : D . L . Dilworth ,

Sherman street: Thos. Cronin , Third avenue,
and John Sanders, of Gratiot avenue. The

names of these brothers were voted upon on
the 15th day of September, and the two
receiving the highest vote became the can

didates to be voted upon on the 20th , when
by that action , who will be the new business

vill be determined . The election tell

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 , 200 .00

It should not miss the mind of labor that
the machinists and boilermakers of the
Santa Fe Railway are yet on strike, and that
the Santa Fe Company is unfair . The pat.
ronage of labor should be withheld from that
road to the fullest extent. .
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THE GOVERNMENT TO IMPORT AND

EMPLOY CHINESE .

Contractors Will Supply Them to Dig the
Panama Canal- The Chinese Exclusion
and Alien Contract Labor Laws to

the Contrary Notwithstanding.

By Samuel Gompers.

Upon the recent return from Panama of

Chairman Shonts, of the Isthmian Canal
Commission, he gave out a statement which

was published in the newspapers, that he

had concluded to give out a contract for

the importation and employment of 2,500
Chinamen on canal work , entering into a

contract with Chinese labor agents for these

coolie laborers .

It was also stated that if the labor of these

Chinese coolies was satisfactory , more

would be contracted for, imported , and em

ployed.

Such procedure is in direct conflict, not

only with the anti-alien contract labor law ,

but with the Chinese exclusion law . It

would seem that those in charge of the

Panama Canal construction have neither

regard for law nor principle . First in the

most extraordinary manner the eight hour

law is annulled in the greatest publio work

ever undertaken by the government under

the pretense that conditions there are dif-

ferent than they are in the United States.

It must appeal to the veriest tyro that if

eight hours ' work is regarded as sufficient

in the comparatively temperate zone of the

United States , certainly 10, 11, and even

more hours of labor a day in a pestilential

and miasmatic atmosphere of the Panama

zone are not only improper but outrageous

and brutal.

The existing law excludes Chinese labor.

ers and coolies from the United States or

any of its possessions. The Panama Canal

zone is an American possession , and it is

as much a violation of the law to bring

Chinese coolies there as it is in other por
tions of our country .

Some time ago , in an interview we had

with Chairman Shonts, we protested against

the employment of Chinese coolies in the
Panama Canal construction . Mr. Shonts

there and then emphatically stated that it

was not his intention to employ them .

The above was substantially published in

the newspapers of the country as an inter

view in response to Mr. Shonts' proposed

new departure .

The next day the newspapers of the
country printed the following :

Mr. Shonts tonight gave out the following
statement with regard to a statement issued

in Washington today by President Gompers ,
of the American Federation of Labor:

" The Eight Hour law does not apply to

unskilled labor on the Isthmus of Panama.

The entire present unskilled labor force is

alien . We cannot secure this class of un -

skilled labor from the United States. It is ,

therefore, not seen why a law passed in the

interest of American labor at home should

be made applicable to alien labor who prob -
ably never heard of its existence. Its ap -

plication would have increased the labor

cost of the canal several million dollars.
The American laborer in this country would

have to pay his share of the consequent in
creased taxation without any compensating

benefit to himself.

" At the time of my interview with Mr.

Gompers, in discussing the Eight Hour law ,
aside from what I have already said , I stated

that my understanding of the reason for the

enactment of the Eight Hour law in this
country was primarily to give to the highest

type of labor in the world longer hours for

mental recreation and improvement, but

that with the lowest class of labor, as at

Panama, it was more helpful and improving,

more in their interests , and more an act of

kindness than otherwise to permit them to

work 10 hours a day and pay them for it ,

because they are paid by the hour.

" As to the statement of Mr. Gompers that
the 'existing law excludes Chinese laborers

and coolies from the United States or any of

its possessions. The Panama Canal zone is

an American possession , and it is as much

a violation of the law to bring Chinese

coolies there as it is in other portions of

our country .' I can only say that the com

mission has secured the opinion of the high

est legal authorities of the government. It

has been held that such law does not apply

to the canal zone. The law excluding

Chinese from the United States and its pos

sessions was passed in March , 1903, and spe

cifically set forth that such laws should

only be applicable to territory at that time

subject to the authorities of the United

States. The canal zone was acquired subse

quent to that date , and Congress has not ex

tended its provision so as to embrace the

canal zone.

“ The canal must be dug , and the first

requisite is to have labor to dig it. We do

not believe it wise or economcial to depend

only on the West Indian negroes . We can

not secure the unskilled labor in sufficient

number from the United States. It is , there

fore , not in competition to our own labor,

and any agreement entered into will provide

for the return of Chinese direct to China

upon the completion of service on the canal
work .

“ In conversation with Mr. Gompers, the
well-known views of Mr. Shonts as to labor

on the Isthmus, both with respect to the

possibility of the future employment of

Chinese and otherwise, were practically set

forth as above, and any contrary under

standing must have been due to misappre

hension of his position ."

To this we answer:

“ This statement given out by Mr. Shonts,

chairman of the Panama Canal Commission,
is a rare document. If his judgment on

canal matters is as wide of accuracy as his

statement of fact and law , the people are
certainly in a bad way so far as any hope of

the actual completion of the canal, whether
near or remote, is concerned . Of course,

it is useless now to discuss with Mr. Shonts
the advisability of the Eight Hour law in

the Panama Canal construction . He had
sufficient influence with the Congress hostile
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fact and principle there is such ' a deep

seated sentiment and conviction among the
people of our country .”

Besides, Mr. Shonts further proposes to

violate the plain provision of the law for

bidding anyone from entering into a con

tract (written or implied ) with foreigners

to work in the United States or anywhere

its flag flies. Thus the anti-alien contract

labor law is also to be trampled under foot.

Will the people resent such flagrant dis

regard of law by one of its public servants ?

We shall see .

to labor to secure the annulment of not only

the Eight Hour law , but the eight hour prin -
ciple in the construction of the Panama

Canal. The future will determine the judg.

ment of the people of our country upon that

subject .

" But his statement that the Chinese ex

clusion law 'specifically sets forth that such

laws are only to be applicable to territory

at that time subject to the authority of the

United States,' and that 'the canal zone was

acquired subsequent to that date ,' is simply

absurd. There is no such provision in the

law as he states it .

" He states further : "The law excluding

Chinese from the United States and its pos
sessions was passed in March , 1903.' This

is another one of Mr. Shonts' absurdities, for

no such law was passed at the time stated

by him .

" The law of April, 1902 , being an amend
ment of the law of 1888 for the exclusion of
Chinese, contains this :

" And the same (laws of 1888 ) are hereby

re -enacted , extended , and continued without

modification , limitation , or condition ; and

said laws shall also apply to the island ter

ritory under the jurisdiction of the United
States.'

" The law of April, 1904 , amendatory to the

law of 1888 and of 1902 , re-enacts this lan

guage, and Congress has not legislated fur
ther upon that subject. Does Mr. Shonts

contend that the Panama Canal zone is not
under the ‘jurisdiction of the United States ?

" For some time previous to this interview

with Mr. Shonts, in the office of the Isthmi.

an Canal Commission , it was frequently
published that he contemplated employing

Chinese on Panama, and also that he did

not believe that the Eight Hour law then

It is manifestly unfair to place all em
ployers of labor in the same class with the

notorious Post and Parry . Even Post and

Parry are not responsible for what they

are. They were born with a yellow streak

in them and it was bound to show up some

where. Had they happened to be employes
instead of employers they would be in the

class who always botch their work and

whose chief aim is to beat the boss . It is

not all employers who believe in low wages.

Scores of them would voluntarily raise

wages and shorten hours but for the ruinous

competition of their more unscrupulous and

unfair fellows. - Joe Marks in Industrial
Banner.
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The Attorney -General wrote an opinion that

the Eight Hour law did apply to the Panama

Canal zone upon the ground that it was an

American possession . It was because of

Mr. Shonts' position that, together with Mr.
James O 'Connell, president of the Interna

tional Association of Machinists and vice

president of the American Federation of La

bor, we called upon Mr. Shonts with the in
tention of discussing his eight hour conten

tion and to protest against the employment
of Chinese.

" We were unable to persuade Mr. Shonts

from his anti-eight hour position . There
were but a few minutes devoted to the sub

ject of the employment of Chinese on the
Panama Canal, for the reason that Mr.

Shonts so emphatically declared that it was

not his intention to employ Chinese in the
construction of the canal, and that they

would not be employed under his adminis
tration .

" We asked Mr. O 'Connell as to whether

his recollection bore out Mr. Shonts' that

our statement was due to any 'misappre
hension ' on our part. He answered that the

‘misapprehension ' was entirely on the part
of Mr. Shonts and not ours.

" Congress violated the eight hour prin
ciple , and now Mr. Shonts proposes to vio
late the Chinese exclusion law , upon which

TO THE KNOCKER .

If your're going to be a knocker,
Why not join the "Knocker Club ?"

Get a badge, put on a button ,
Be a spokelet in the hub.

Get a hammer, do your knocking,
Do your knocking like a man !

Don ' t be snarling , use your hammer,

Hit a rap whene'er you can !

Knock your neighbor, knock his business,
Knock your friend and knock him well.

Knock his future, knock his present,
Try to knock him down to hell !

Be a cheap skate, be a piker,
Be a stinker by the clock ,

But forget not that your mission

In this life was just to knock !

- Toronto Labor Tribune .
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Not a Scab .

"Mr. Niles, I'll look to that, and I think

you' ll be satisfied when you see the morn .

ing issue. I'm instructed to treat this mat.

ter to the best interests of peace, and not

to lose sight of the justice of the property

end of the controversy. Understand ? But

may the Gazette be of any special service

in bringing about a speedy end, or, perhaps,

a settlement in which the honor and inter

ests of the company may be conserved ? "

Again Niles closely eyed the inquisitor.
" I hardly know upon what lines just at

present," he replied , " unless the men wish

to return upon our terms."

" Possibly that might be brought about,"
suggested the reporter. " It would be neces

sary , of course , to get a break of sentiment

in their ranks."

" Dare you undertake such a task ?" asked
Niles, suavely .

" Only under conditions that you are to

be the sole representative of the company,

and with a full authority to fix any condi

tions of employment you may see fit to fix .

When I'm assured of that, I'll be at your
service ."

This proposition was made in tones hardly
above a whisper, and the reporter's eyes

for the first time were turned full upon the
inquiring features of his auditor.

Niles seemed a bit puzzled , and in a half

studious way gave out such information for

the Gazette as would appear most favorable

for his company.

" You will call tomorrow ," said he, " and

if you call sharp at 9 o 'clock in the morning

I shall be able to meet you alone.”

" Pertaining to my suggestion ?” inquired

the reporter, with a confiding smile.
" Pertaining to your suggestion ,” assured

Niles, and the reporter passed out of his

presence .

Strike Nearing the End .

" When the representative of the Gazette

called upon President Niles at his private

office last night, while he found a very busy

man , he was greeted with a confident smile .

President Niles is now in a position to

assure the long suffering people that the

end of the strike is in sight. The company

has arranged to operate a full compliment

of cars, to begin Sunday morning, and what

is most surprising is the fact that a large
number of the strikers will man the cars .

The work of re-employing the old men has
been carefully but rapidly pushed by agents

of the company, and the Gazette represen .

tative was surprised at the number of ap

plications already secured . Mr. Niles hopes
to have the applications of all of those of theons of all of those of the

old men desirable for re -employment by

Sunday noon , and those who wait until

after that hour will likely have difficulty

in getting back ."

The above was part of what Mr. Niles and

the people of Graftmore read in the Gazette

the morning after his first interview with

the new reporter .

In another column he saw where Dan

Strobridge, just released from imprison

ment, was reasonably suspected of being a
'union spy, whose room in Graftmore would
be far more acceptable than his presence.

He had been originally employed with the

traction company under the disguise of be.

ing a ruralist, and it had been discovered

that he is a man of college education . The
circumstance of his presence in the city had

attracted the attention of the authorities ,
and as they had no desire for crooks and

anarchists to have the freedom of the town,
there would be further trouble for him if

he remained .

" The Gazette certainly has the faculty

of gathering good men as reporters," was

the quiet but gleeful remark of Niles to his

superintendent as the two gentlemen met

that morning in one of the outer offices.

" Those articles will stir them some, I

think ," was the confident reply .

" John Swope, of the Gazette staff, was

on hand promptly at 9 o 'clock . He found

President Niles alone and awaiting him .

"Now I have some special work I must

do for the first extra ," began the reporter ,

in his low , half whispering voice, “and I am

ready to listen to your reply to my sug

gestion . Perhaps you catch , on to my

scheme from the morning's issue ?” .

" Great! ” ejaculated Niles. " But can you

carry it out ?"

“ Failure is better than no effort,” was

the tart reply. “ The trial is up to you."

"Mr. Swope," began Niles, confidently, " I

am prepared to give you a trial. As you

say, failure is better than no effort. You

certainly can do no harm to our interests ,

and you well understand our terms for set

tlement. If you bring it about there will

await you a rich reward . You have started

with an excellent card . The Gazette this

morning is a gem . If you had been on this

end one week ago the strike would have

been off .”

" I dare say,” asperated the reporter. " But

you understand this to be strictly confiden

tial business. I shall, under no circum

stances, confide to any one but you . I shall

expect you to treat my movements accord

ingly. If assurances are exacted by any of

your former men in whom I confide, those

assurances must come from you personally .

You may have full opportunity to investi

gate, personally, to your own satisfaction ,

before granting anything to any one, but I

assure you now that I shall ask no consid .

eration for myself except secrecy and con .

fidence. I may fail, but if I do it will be

because I shall have misplaced my confi.

dence in you."

Again the clear, absorbing gaze ' struck

full upon the shifting features of the wealthy

traction magnate.

" You may trust that no betrayal of con

fidence on my part shall stand in your way .

I only hope you may succeed .”

" You are quite a remarkable man , Mr.
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Swope, and you have quite established my Secretary Harry Bush was himself sur
confidence in you, ” assured Niles. prised when , after pledging himself to ut.

" I thank you for that,” said Swope . " I most secrecy, he had described to him Bill

think we well understand each other, and Nolan and Dan Strobridge as his associate

I assure you I'll keep you informed of my committeemen . He even remonstrated

progress, and if at any time you may be of against Strobridge. There was no alterna

service I'll in some way properly notify tive, however, and it was left to Bush to get
you." his committee together at an appointed

With this they cordially shook hands, place at 8 o 'clock in the evening.

and Swope left the office. Nolan was confused with a mixture of

doubt and fear when Bush advised him of

While the men were entertaining them . his appointment. He regarded it a special

selves in the capacious Union hall awaiting favor, but wondered why he should have

the president' s call to order, an exciting been selected above the others, and ques

conference was going on in the committee tioned the sanity of the reporter. However,

room . Shortly the committee filed into the his curiosity overcame his fear, and inspived

assembly room , and President Bailey as by his confidence in Bush , he decided to

sumed his position and sounded the gavel. accept.

“We have with us today Mr. John Swope,

a representative of the Graftmore Gazette, " Now , gentlemen ," began Swope, after

who wishes to present a proposition to us he had seated himself with his committee

which he thinks will bring about a settle about a small table in his apartment, " I

ment of the strike, that he is confident will have selected you as my committee from

be acceptable to a majority of our members . my own judgment of men . The work you

He refuses to divulge his plan except to a will be required to do to carry out my plan

confidential committee of three members , will be desperate, and requires men of abso

which must keep his secret until the final lute secrecy , as well as , nerve. If I have

result . The question before us is , shall we made no mistake in my selection we will

appoint a committee for such a purpose ?" win the strike and secure the conditions

After several scorching speeches de your union is seeking. No matter to whom

nouncing the Gazette and everything asso the honor may be given it will be unwise

ciated with it, the general officer in charge for any of you to claim any credit. Glory

explained the proposition as being one from seekers can 't serve to do the work . Dur

which no harm could come, providing the ing your service upon this committee you

committee should be one in which confi. must accept of my advice in every detail.

dence could be had, and as the three men We must form a little union of our own,

were to be from among the members , he right here , and, in the language of our

could see no reason why they should not be revolutionary patriot, we must hang to

selected to hear the reporter' s plan . gether, or we will worse than hang separ

Although President Bailey opposed the ate .'

proposition , General Officer Grubb gained Nolan, upon listening to this divulgence,

the day by a fair majority , and announced began to take an unusual interest in Swope .

that Mr. Swope wished to select his own He sized up Strobridge carefully and after

committee. This he was permitted to do, satisfying himself that he was physically

subject to the approval of the meeting . nearly his own equal, concluded that if

Swope stepped forward amid hisses and Swope had a " job " up his sleeve his judg.

applause . ment in selecting the men to do it was not

" There seems to be some among you that quite so bad . Bush was a small man, and

are not inclined to respect the majority ," Swope was smaller, but in Nolan 's estima

he began. “ That I conclude from the hiss - tion they possessed the generalship , and if

ing. However, I am delighted to know that Strobridge was all he appeared to be, a very

here, as well as in all other assemblages formidable force had been organized .

of people, those who hiss are of the extreme The committee listened attentively to

minority, for it shows that, for the most Swope 's plan , and as it was exposed with

part, your membership is an intelligent, self- an air of determination they agreed to as

respecting body of men ." sist in carrying it out. The strike would be

This thrust had its effect, and was appre- won if Swope' s desperate plan was executed .

' ciated by all except those for whose good They left the room singly to attract the

it was intended . least attention .

" I shall select your secretary as one of the

three to serve upon the committee. You

have confidence in him , so have I. The " I am without authority to expose any.

other two I shall select and give their names thing,” reported Bush , at the meeting next

to him . Then , after they have learned my day.

plan under a pledge of secrecy ; if they Not so with President Niles of the com

wish their names divulged he may give pany. He was jubilant in reporting prog

them to you in open meeting tomorrow . I ress . He had received from Swope an in

personally shall report to you regularly vitation to meet the committee at 9 p . m .

upon our work ." A cab would drive to his office 10 minutes

There was some dissent to this secrecy, prior to the meeting. This cab would take

but as no one desired to question the integ. him to the conference. Everything looked

rity of Secretary Bush , the program went good to him , as he had evidence that Swope

through . was quick to the work , and he had un .
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If you don'twear A Singer Unifom you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor
NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO., 173-175 E.Adams St. CHICAGO

bounded confidence in the reporter. Besides
he was curious to know Swope 's procedure .

He would go .
As the cab drove up he was promptly on

hand. ( To be continued . )

UNION MEN DON ' T FORGET.

The Arrow Brand collar, The " Monarch "

shirt, or any other product manufactured
by the Cluett, Peabody Co ., of Troy, N . Y .,

should not enter the make-up of the wear.

ing apparel of any union man .

The suspicion is forced on us, that the

member who remains away from the meet
ings of his union , using as an excuse that

the union is run by a clique, would cut but
very little congealed moisture even if he
did attend. All failures find stereotyped ex

cuses for their shortcomings. - Mixer and
Server.

" The union is the greatest of existing
forces in what is called Americanization .

It breaks down the barrier of races, nation
ality , languages and religion . It teaches
self government and obedience to elected
leaders and sets up the goal of an American
standard of living. Neither the church nor

the school nor politics nor employers can
do this work ." - Prof. John R . Commons. of

University of Wisconsin .

ODE TO " FARMER " PRATT.
(By W . W . PORTER, Salt Lake City .)

Something like two years ago, a farmer
passing this way,

Discovered a piece of fertile ground that had
lain for many a day .

Hehad studied the soil and saw at once,what
nature had prepared ,

That a heavy harvest he would reap if he
only dared

To plow the ground and sow the seed , the
storms would do the rest,

" So,” said he, " I' ll take a chance and do my

level best."
Thinking only of success, this farmer went

to work

To feed the yearnings of his soul, not a mo
ment did he shirk .

He plowed and leveled and sowed the seed
and finished at dawn one day,

Then finding everything well done he reluct
antly went his way.

Often he thought of the seed he'd sown and
wondered if in vain

Had been the labor of his hands beyond that
mountain chain .

Through others he heard from that fertile
spot, heard words, words of good cheer.

We're reaping now the seed he'd sown, to us
he is most dear.

That farmer bold is C . 0 . Pratt, we are the
fertile field ,

And the seed he planted in our hearts put
forth tremendous yield .

Difficulties grave were met by this tiller of
union soil,

But with the vim of a Viking true, he was
not afraid to toil.

Storms have come and winds have blown and
tried with efforts true

To wash the seeds from out the ground, but
they yet sprouted , and grew .

A battle has just been fought and won by the
stalks that withstood the test;

the fight was long and bitter and strong, but
we fought with a winner ' s zest.

C . 0 . Pratt was here again ; he came to lead
the fight:

Two banners he carried in his hand: "Fair

means," and " Peace is right."

Now the fight we've justly won and the roots
have firm foundation ;

We'll never cease to fight for right and to
better our condition .

The public helped us in the strife, their right
hand they etxended :

The press saw we were in the right and so

for us contended .
Roberts, too, was on our side; he fought for

arbitration ;

We thank him for his noble stand, he has
friends all through the nation .

Fellow -workers who are not with us, I'll
nothing to harm you say,

But it seems to me your eyesight's short, but
you ' ll be with us some day.

We are going at terrific pace, now , the fight
we've won ;

If you wish to go along with us, you 'll have
to be going some.

" I am a friend of organized labor. I

think it has been and will continue to be

one of the greatest factors in the upbuild
ing of our state and nation ." - Gov. Hock , of
Kansas.

As women are the buyers for their fam

ilies, they are therefore the employers. So
if woman demands the union label on what.

ever goods she buys, she forces the shop
keeper to purchase union label goods and

employ union workmen . In this way she
prevents the horrors of the sweat-shop and

child labor, and benefits the situation ſur

everyone concerned .-- Albany Official
Record .

Capable and widespreading as he admitted

ly is . President Roosevelt will have his hands

full if he shall undertake to personally man .
age the congressional elections this year. It

is a great country . It moves on. It " can 't
stand pat" forever. - Hammond Advocate.
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that took tot + + + + + + + + + + +The United Shipping and Transportation
Association , who sought to take advantage

of the after effect of the San Francisco fire

to "bust" the Sailors' Union , is not having

an easy task. The Coast Seamen 's Journal

states that the Employers' Association has

been unable to secure a single seaman to

take the place of the men forced out.

. PFEIFFER

BREWING CO.

of
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W . D . Mahon, Detroit, Mich .
Dear Sir and Brother - Mrs. Elizabeth For

sythe wishes me to express her sincere

thanks for the prompt manner in which you

paid her the $ 100 covering the death claim

of her son . She said she cannot find words

to express her gratitude to the A . A . of S .

and E . Ry. E . of A ., and wishes the associa
tion and Div . 113 every success.

Yours fraternally ,

Fin . Sec' y Div . 113. GEO . CONEY,

BREWERS AND

BOTTLERS OF

High Grade Beers

BELL

BRAND

908-940 BEAUFAIT AVE.

DETROIT , - MICH .

Tel. 987 East.

BELL BRAND

CO L L A R S

BEAR THE UNION LABEL

ALL SHAPES QUARTER SIZES

SOLD ON QUALITY.

IF YOUR DEALER DON' T KEEP THEM

ASK HIM TO SEND FOR THEM .

IDE BROS ., ALBANY, N Y .

Rugs For

Cozy Homes

Wehave hundreds of customers who never
think of going elsewhere but to Berrys',

knowing that thesatifaction to be had bere

is greater, and that prices are always low

er than elsewhere. We invite your in

spection .

ANDREW BAETZ
Manufacturer of

FINE HAVANA AND DOMESTIC CIGARS

SPECIALTIES

Spec'al Five - 5c Porto Rico 5c
A . F . Bạetz Monograms :

High -Grade : Barbarossa 's Dream 10c and 15c

1151 Michigan Avenue

Berry ' s 169 Mich. Av.

Late Consulting Physician to the hospital for Skin and
Cancerous Diseasos, Leeds, England, and the

Medical and Surgical Institute ,

Buffalo , N . Y .

Agents Wanted in the United States

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

CANCER REMOVED WITHOUT THE KNIFE.
The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retalls at
$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agonts . Write for

descriptive pamphlet , testimonials , Torms, etc .

E .MATHER , M . D . The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo,O.

LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island

Skin , Cancer

and chronic Diseases a Specialty

Office. 80 Park Place, East

DETROIT

and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y.
Between Grand River Ave.

rod Clifford St.
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.
PLIES.

.50

.06

2.50

Official seal . . . . . . . . . . . $ 3 .50

Propositions for membership blanks.

per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 06

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . .

Division financial book, 100 pages . . . . 1 .60

Division financial book , 200 pages . . . . .

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . . 4 .26

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro,

per 100 . . . . . . . : 4 .00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .05
Financial secretary 's order book on

treasurer , each . . . . . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26

Association Badges, rolled gold, each . .

R
E
S
H

143

cis

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

Latter , each . . .

Gilt seals , per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postofice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.
Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND , OHIO .

Union Stamp ShoesBOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION MEANS THE BEST SHOES

FOR THE MONEY

UNION STAMP No higher in cost than other shoes, but you may

be sure they aremade under the best conditions. More

Factory No . for your money in Union Stamp shoes than in those

without the stamp. By wearing union stamp shoes

you domuch to help wage earning shoemakers.

If you cannot get the union stamp shoes in your locality write .

Boot and Shoe Workers Unio
246 SUMMER STREET,
BOSTON , MASS.

onnoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'S BEER
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Coming of spring will find me

Having a complete line of

A11 Builders' Hardware, Tools,

UNIFORMS

GET THEM AT CLAYTON ' S

Sporting Goods, Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

ash Machines, Garden Tools,

We carry a full line of strictly

Union Made Regulation Uniforms

and Overcoats for Motormen and

Conductors and can fit you what

ever your figure for we carry all

Regular Stout and Slim sizes.

OUR SPECIAL OVERCOAT

Conductor's $ 12.50 Motorman's $ 13.50

Is the best you or anyone has seen

at the price. It is a Coat that not

X only looks well but wears well.

Nails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty,

A 11 sizes of Poultry Netting,

House Furnishings, Etc.

OUR SPECIAL UNIFORM

Medium Weight $ 10 Winter Weight $ 13.50

The Best Values Ever Offered.1222 Gratiot Avenue,

DETROIT, MICH . CLAYTON Collater

53-55-57 Michigan Ave. - Detroit, Michigan

Clothier

Hatter

Furnisher

Telephone East 1710 .

THROUGH ORGE. Bastian Bros .
MAYU

ROCHESTER , N . Y .C
R
E
E
D
O
M

Mr. Secretary :
UNION EMBLEM and MONTHLY

DIVISION 282

OFS. & E.R.E.
Buttons

in metal and Celluloid , for Unions, Lodges,

Fraternities, etc. METAL and RIBBON

BADGES for all organizations. All goods

strictly Union Made.

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion andGeneral Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your lo

alat once?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT , MICH .

WEHAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

a tbe goods sold in our large store, and thus savo

the consumer the middleman 's profit,

Wecarry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414-416 -418 Sratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms— Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

UNITEDA CARMENT 77 James H . Hirsch & Co.
WORKERS AMERICA

TEPAL EXEC GARM
APRIL 12

711
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E

1891

COARD /

212 to 216 Market St.,

CHICAGO , . - ILLS.
REGISTERED

I
N
S

UVEDER

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE , DETROIT , MICH .

T
.

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

W . ONLY mako a differonco of 10 por contfor goods sold

on time to rollablo partios ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1897

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE .

Price, $ 2 .00 . Sent prepald to any point where we have no Agent.

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always prccatable

Adopted as a part of the uniform by mañy Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO., Cleveland, O .



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

SEATE SAYINGS PAN

OFFICERS

Goo . H . Russel,
President

H , C , Pottor, Jr.

Vice- President

R . S . Manon ,

Vice-President

Austin . E . Wing,

Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,

Asst. Cashier

R . E . Mason ,

Asst. Cashier

Frank W . Blair.
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour

W . K , Bixby

H . M . Campbell
C . L . Freer

Haley Fiske

R . W . Gillett

F J . Hecker

H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMill

RS. Mason

H . C . Potter, Jr.

Geo. H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

I
N
I
T
E

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS . .

$ 1 ,000,000.00

900 ,000.00

15 ,000,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP .

WE ARE

me )

HEADQUARTERS

Uniform Clothing

POR

Wealso carry the Largest

Stock of

TRANK BRODERICK & CO

JES Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

OS

IN CANADA .

Write us for Samples and Self Measure
ment gwide.

FRANK113 .KING ST.WEST.

BRODERICK

& CO .

115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
TAL LALOUST TAILON NOI
NOWL IN CANADA
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PHOENIX PREFERRED

Accident
elosaran

ce

2Gomp
any

)

OFDETRON,MICHIGAN,

nu

You Insure your House, or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabied by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX ”

We have ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , , Vice -President and

Agency Manager,: 309 Washington Arcade.

Wm. T. SimpsonThe

Taylor -Woolfenden

Company

D
E
T
R
O
I
T

, M
I
C
H

"E
T
O

Manufacturer of

Foster's Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

W
M

. T.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

DETROIT , MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

forgovernment orders for Limba

And Transportation or Commu

tation therefor, gent free on

application .SUMMER GOODS

Dress Fabrics for

Confirmation and

Graduating Gowns.

Ready to Wear

Goods. Furnish

ings of All Kinds at

Popular Prices

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Our Label is 'No. 38 .

WOODWARD AVENUE AND STATE ST. GERAGHTY & CO .
Detroit

61 La Salle St., Chloago.
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PITTSBURGH

BREWING

COMPANY
GBU

I
T
T
S

И
В
В

EWIN

V

C

C

C

SUPPLIES

THE

BEER

OF A

NATION

Florist for Rankin and Glenwood Car Barns

DAVID GEDDIS

Both Phones. Seventh and Amity, HOMESTEAD, PA.

M . F . Stafford BELL

BRANDFlorist and Decorator

Phones: Soutboloto
Phones : Homlock 110

South 150 1726 Carson St., Pittsburgh , Pa. BELL BRAND
C O L L A R S

BEAR THE UNION LABEL

ALL SHAPES QUARTER SIZES

SOLD ON QUALITY.

IF YOUR DEALER DON' T KEEP THEM

ASK HIM TO SEND FOR THEM .

IDE BROS., ALBANY,NY.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE and

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

and the goods sold in our large store, and thus save

Hoa consumer the middleman ' s profit.

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS,

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS, LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414 -416 -413 Bratlot Avenue , DETROIT , MICH.

Chicago Selling Agents :

Graft Suspender Co.

240 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT, MICH .

-CAPITAL , -

SURPLUS, Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

-

$ 100 ,000 .00

50 ,000.00

1,000 ,000 .00-

D . E . THOMAS, President and GeneralManager.

F . S. DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

C. PFEIFFER

BREWING CO.

Full

Speed

When you are behind

time you do everything

to make it up.

When your wife is be

hind time, won't you

help her to catch up

with a

X

BREWERS AND

BOTTLERS OF

High Grade Beers

GAS RANGE ?

It' s theway to cook the

year around and you

will add to thehappiness

in your home.

908-940 BEAUFAIT AVE.

DETROIT , - MICH .

Tel. 987 East.

Detroit City Gas Co.

230 Woodward Ave.

Phone Main 5144
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The People's Savings Bank
DETROIT, - MICHIGAN

ESTABLISHED 1871

MAIN OFFICE

SOUTHWEST CORNER GRISWOLD AND FORT STREET

DIRECTORS

M , W . O ' Brien George H , Barbour Sigmund Rothschild

Jeremiah Dwyer M . J . Murphy F . A . Schulte

C . A . Duchrame Fred T . Moran Geo . E . Lawson

THREE PER CENT. INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS .

Capital, $500,000. Surplus and Profits, $ 360,000 Deposits, $ 11,000,000

If you don 'twear A Singer Unifom you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADB KIND Bvery Garmeat Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES. :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L. SINGER & CO., 173-175 E.Adams St. CHICAGO

Rugs for

Cozy Homes

Late Consulting Physician to the hospital for Skin add
Cancerous Diseasos, Leeds, England , and the

Medicaland Surgical Institute ,

Buffalo , N . Y .

CANCER REMOVED WITHOUT THE KNIFE.

Wehave bundreds ofcustomers who never

think of going elsewhere but to Berrys',

knowing that the satifaction to be had here E .MATHER , M . D .
is greater, and that prices are always low

a than elsewhere. We invite your in Skin , Cancer

spection. and Chronic Diseases a Specialty

Berry ' s 169 Mich . Av. Office. 80 Park Place, East
Min. AV. Between Grand Raiser svo. DETROIT

Between Grand River Ave.

rud Clifford St.
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The

Packard
Shoe for Men

$3.50, $4 a $5.

(Union Made)

A
C
K
A
R
U

Every Pair

Made to Wear

Always

Up-to - Date

.

S
A
N

All sizes and widths in

twenty - six styles carried in

stock . Every pair fits. Every

pair yields satisfactory ser

vice. Every pair is full value

If you can 't find a PACKARD

Agency in your locality, write

the factory, and we'll send

you a pair direct postpaid

upon receipt of money order

covering price.

M . A . Packard

Company

583 Warren Ave.

Brockton , Mass.

1 Real Trustee
NOTIN THE COMBINE

A S TRUSTEE under trust

A mortgages,the Union Trust

Company acts for the mutual

benefit of the borrower and the

lender. The interests of both are

safeguarded . The duties imposed

on the trustee are faithfully car

ried out; and before accepting a

trusteeship this company satis

fies itself as to the good faith and

probable execution of the cove

nants contained in themortgage.

Thus the term “ Trustee" ismade

to stand for what the word

means.

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer

The only Beer in the City

with the Union Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Pamily use

Phone E. 1047. 24 Mitchell Ave .

Union Trust Company

Capital - - -

Surplus and Profits

-

-

$ 500,000

- $400,000

_
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Street Scene in Pensacola , Florida. after the storm .

PROCEEDINGS OF THE REGULAR

MEETING OF THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD .

Held at Headquarters, Detroit, Mich ., Sep

tember 10 to 15, 1906 .

The third meeting of the General Execu

tive Board , installed at the Chicago Con

vention, was called to order at General

Headquarters in Detroit on September 10,

at 10 a . m ., by Chairman C . 0 . Pratt. There

were in attendance President W . D . Mahon,

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt, and Board Members

Edward McMorrow , Div . 263, Chicago, Ill. ;

Magnus Sinclair , Div . 113, Toronto , Ont. ;

William B . Fitzgerald, Div. 132, Troy , N .

Y . ; Ben Commons, Div . 194, New Orleans,

La. ; Fred Fay, Div . 111, Ypsilanti, Mich . ;

D . S . Fitzegrald , Div. 281, New Haven , Ct.,

am R . L . Reeves, Div . 85 , Pittsburg , Pa.
The sessions of the first day were taken

up in receiving the report of the Interna -

tional President and the books, accounts

and financial statements of the General

Office.

The report of President W . D . Mahon was

of considerable length and embraced a com -

plete history of the Association during the

six months of the audit period beginning

with March 1 , 1906 , and ending with August

31, 1996 . In consequence of the volume of

the report, in order to give the readers a

general idea it will be necessary to abbrevi.

ate. The report covers, undoubtedly, the

most active period of progress the Associ

ation has ever experienced , and contains the

following information , rulings and com

ments :

Organizing Work.

Under the head of " Organization Work ,"

in part, the President states as follows : " In

carrying out the instructions of the last

meeting of your Board I have pushed the

work of organization and made every effort

to extend the jurisdiction of the Associa

tion. In addition to the work done by the

International Executive Board , I appointed

general and special organizers and have

availed myself of the assistance of the or

ganizers of the American Federation of La

bor wherever possible .”

Continuing from this , the President gave

an elaborate report of the work done by Or

ganizers and Officers of the Association , and

also the work of organizing now under way

in various sections. Organizing work com

pleted under the direction of the President

is given as follows :
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The first division instituted was No. 424, and agreements to 80 division associations

Newark , Ohio , organizing work done by A . in which increased wage has been secured

F . of L . Organizer John A . Donahue, G . E . to the membership of each local during the

B . Member Fred Fay and Vice-President A . six months. Of these 80 settlements , while

L . Behner . all have been effected under the direction

Division No. 425 , Hartford, Ct., A . F . of L . or approval of the International President,

Organizer D . A . Fitzpatrick . he has individually effected, or personally

Division No. 426 , Lincoln , Neb ., Organ- associated in effecting 30 of them , while

izers C . E . Woodward and C . F . Michelsen . International Treasurer Rezin Orr is cred

Division No. 427, Allentown, Pa., Organ ited with seven settlements, Chairman C . O .

izer P . J. Shea and Treasurer Rezin Orr. Pratt six , G . E . B . Members McMorrow five,

Division No. 428, New Bedford, Mass., G . Sinclair one, W . B . Fitzgerald five, Ben Com

E . B . Member William B . Fitzgerald and mons four, Fred Fay five, D . S . Fitzgerald

Vice -President P . F . Sheehan , two, Vice-President A . L . Behner three,

Division No. 429, Merrimack , Mass., Or- Vice- President H . T . B . Grey one, Organizer

ganizer G . A . Rose. Shea four, Organizer Burton one, Organizer

Division No. 430 , Mauch Chunk, Pa ., Kontnier one. This feature of the report

Treasurer Rezin Orr and Organizer P . J . also covers a large amount of work done

Shea
by the various International Officers in the

Division No. 431, Syracuse, N . Y ., G . E . way of aiding different local divisions in the

B . Member William B . Fitzgerald. adjustment of matters of differences which

Division No. 432, Pen Argyl, Pa ., Organ arose between employers and employes, and

izer P . J. Shea .
in which International Officers were re

Division No. 433, Lansford , Pa., Organizer quested by local divisions.

P . J . Shea , Death and Disability Payments.

Division No. 434, Pittsburg, Kansas, A . F . Payments from the death and disability

of L . Organizer A . W . Jenkins. fund for the six months were upon claims

Division No. 435 , Hamilton , O ., Organizer from the death or total disability of mem

Charles Kontnier. bers as follows :

Division No. 436, Macon , Ga., G . E . B . Deaths .

Member Ben Commons. John Moore, Div. No. 260 , Chicago, Ill.,

Division No. 437, Ashtabula , O ., A . F . of fracture of the skull, accident. . . . . . $ 100
L . Organizer James P . Alicoate and Vice- F . Bowman , Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.,

President A . L . Behner. organic heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Division No. 438 , Spokane, Wash ., G . E . Wm . J. O ' Brien , Div . No. 281, New Ha

B . Member Edward McMorrow . ven , Conn ., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . .

Divisions reorganized during this period : A . J. Woodley, Div . No. 101, Vancou

Division No. 97, London , Ont., G . E . B . ver, B . C ., accident. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Member Magnus Sinclair . T . O 'Callaghan , Div . No. 205 , San

Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont., G . E . B . Francisco , Cal., accidental asphyxia

Member Magnus Sinclair . tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Division No. 333, Battle Creek , Mich ., G . T . W . Allen , Div. No. 379, Niles, Ohio,

E . B . Member R . L . Reeves. typhoid pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Division No. 405, Columbia, S . C ., G . E . Thos. Evans, Div. No. 162, Shamokin ,

B . Member Ben Commons. Pa ., hemorrhage from lungs due to

The report shows fifteen new divisions asthma . . . . . . . .

instituted and four lapsed divisions re-or- J . L . Furrow , Div . No. 260, Chicago ,
ganized, making an addition of nineteen die

visions through organization during the Henry M . Adams, Div. No. 174, Fall

audit period. River, Mass., tuberculosis of the

In connection with organizing' work an prostate and bladder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

extensive amount of work is reported as Edward Phillips, Div . No. 184, Wil

having been done in the way of developing liamsport, Pa ., arterio sclerosis. . . .

divisions by embracing in their membership Edw . Flury, Div . No. 288, Omaha,

unorganized lines in various vicinities where Neb ., shot by robbers . . . . . . . . . . . . .

old divisions were established. Much un- John H . Ziegel, Div . No. 194, New Or

finished work is reported under way which leans, La ., phthisis pulmonalis . . . .

bids fair to more than exceed in acquisition E . R . Henderson , Div. No. 235 . Brock

of membership the divisions organized and ton , Mass., consumption , . .
re -organized as stated above . This work is Edwd. J. Campbell, Div. No. 280, Low
being pushed by Officers and Organizers ell, Mass., heart disease. . . . . . . . . . .
under the direction of the International Wm . J. Crickard, Div. No. 282, Roches

President, ter, N . Y ., diphtheria . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

Under the head of work of International P . Clancy, Div . No. 260, Chicago , Ill.,

Officers the President's report specifies the pneumonia . . .. . . . . . .

work done in various sections by himself in F. A . Boffman, Div. No. 260, Chicago,

dividually and through the various Interna Ill., chronic nephritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

tional Officers. For the most part this work John Smith , Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.,

has been chronicled from time to time in heart disease . . . . . .

the official journal and may expediently be Patrick Fennell, Div. No. 241, Chicago,

omitted. However, it shows that with other Ill., pneumonia . . . . . . . . .
work there have been secured settlements Julius Blumenkron, Div . No. 241, Chi.

900
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100

100
100

100

100

100

0

: : . . . . . . . . 100

bone . . . . . . . . . . . . .

cago, In ., chronic nephritis and val

vular heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Geo . Schrank , Div . No. 282, Roches

ter, N . Y ., cholecystitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Patrick Dignan, Div. No. 253, Quincy,

Mass., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . 100
G . J . Eggstein , Div. No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill., acute septicaemia . . . . . . 100

Barth O . Sullivan , Div . No. 52, East

Liverpool, O ., spinal meningitis . . . .

A . L . Murphy, Div. No. 246 , Salem ,

Mass., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Geo . Chapman, Div. No. 240, Chelsea ,

Mass., accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Daniel Hogan, ' Div . No. 281, New
Haven , Conn ., phthisis pulmonalis . . 100

T . C . Bell, Div. No. 244 , New Phila

delphia , O ., cerebral meningitis . . . .

John Murry, Div . No. 85, Pittsburg ,
Pa., typhoid fever . . . . .

Robert G . Crane, Div . No. 113, Tor

onto , Ont., cancer of the liver . . . .

Walter Blakeşley, Diy, No. 380, Elyria ,

Ohio , electrocuted by accident. . .. .
F . W . Staley, Div . No. 148 , Albany, N .

Y ., hemorrhages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

J. Hanlon, Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .,
general anasarca : : . . . . . . . 100

David McDowell, Div. No. 238 , Lynn,
Mass., Bright's disease, rupture of

blood vessel in brain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

E . Walsh , Div. No. 205 , San Fran - .

cisco, Cal., pneumonia . . . . .

M . D . Allen , Div . No. 205 , San Fran

cisco , Cal., consumption . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Oscar Coats, Div. No. 125 , Belleville ,
Ill., pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L . H . Williams, Div. No. 194, New Or

leans, La., phthisis pulmonalis . . . . .

Lloyd E . Sturdy , Div . No. 136 , Fort
Wayne, Ind., heart trouble . . . . . . . .

W . H . Bunting, Div. No. 251, Vin

cennes, Ind., pulmonary tubercu
losis . . . . . . . . 100

W . J. McGovern , Div. No. 308 , Chi

cago , Ill., heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

H . L . Decker, Div . No. 184, Williams
port, Pa., cerebral hemorrhage . . . .

Harry Sweeney, Div . No. 241, Chicago,

Ill., hemorrhage of lungs . . . . . . . . . . 100

Thos. King, Div. No. 132, Troy , N . Y .,

acute phthisis . . . . .

Wm . J . Ordway, Div. No. 240, Chelsea ,
Mass., cancer . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 100

J . E . Fearn , Div . No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill., tuberculosis . . . . . . . 100
Wm. F . Maloney, Div . No. 281, New

Haven , Conn ., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . 100
R . A . Hamilton, Div . No. 241, Chicago,

Ill., asphyxiation (accidental) . . . . 100
J. F . Wendling, Div . No. 205 , San Fran

cisco, Cal., valvular liscon of the
heart . . . . . . . . . .

Charles Ollmert, Div . No. 241, Chicago,

Ill.. pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . . .

John N . Petry , Div, No. 264, Chicago ,

Ill., accident. . . . . . 100

A . Erath , Div. No. 194, New Orleans,

La., phthisis pulmonalis . . . . . . . .

H . E . Rogers, Div. No. 410, North Fort

Worth , Texas, typhoid fever . . . . . .

Robert White , Div. No. 308 , Chicago,

100

Ill., pulmonary tuberculosis . . . . . . . . 100
John A . Forsythe, Div . No. 113, Toron

to , Ont., typhoid pneumonia . . . . . . . . 100

Chas. Kissick , Div. No. 283, Brook
lyn , N . Y ., hemorrhage of stomach . .

Geo. S . Cameron , Div . No. 105, Beaver,
Pa., drowning . . . . . . . .. 100

E . E . McCready, Div. No. 260, Chicago,

Ill., typhoid fever . . . . . . . . . . . .

Timothy Sullivan , Div. No. 26, Detroit ,
Mich ., drowning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Henry Chall, Div. No. 26, Detroit,

Mich ., tuberculosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6 ,000
Disabilities.

John G . Schneider, Div . No. 260, Chi

cago, Ill., locomotor ataxia . .. . . . . . $ 100
Fred Downs, Div . No. 90 , Mt. Clemens,

Mich ., diabetes mellitus . . . . . . . . . . . 100
D . Varner, Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.,
diabetes . . . . . . . . .

Paul Martory, Div. No. 194, New Or

leans, La., paralysis of left side. . . . .

C . V . Wright, Div . No. 78 , Galveston ,
Tex., chronic sciatica and nephritis 100

Joseph Chester Wells, Div . No. 184,

Williamsport, Pa ., tuberculosis of

kidneys

John Stone, Div. No. 192, Oakland,

Cal., paralysis of lower limbs. . . . . . . 100
Joseph Dodd, Div . No. 89, New Castle,
Pa., due to amputation of right leg ,
made necessary by consumption of

. . . . 100

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 800

Total death and disability payments . . $ 6 ,800
Of the 60 deaths upon which claims were

paid , 10 resulted from accidents and one

brother was murdered . Of the others, one

third were caused by affiction of the lungs.

The total number of deaths reported from

the membership during the six months was

84. Twenty -one were not in the death and

disability benefit from the fact that they

had not been in membership in the Asso .

ciation the required term of one year prior

to the date of death , one was not in good
standing with the local at time of death

and two had suspended themselves by non

payment of dues and had failed to secure

their reinstatement but a few weeks prior

to death .

The report of 84 deaths during the six

months shows an average death rate of 14

members per month to the Association , or,

at the rate of 168 members per year. Death

and disability payments have been at the

rate of $ 1 ,133.33 per month . Of the num

ber of deaths reported, but three were non :

beneficial from carelessness in paying dues.

This is less than 4 per cent, which speaks

volumes for the loyalty of our membership

to the Association ,

The San Francisco Disaster.

Under this head President Mahon reports
as follows :

“ When the terrible earthquake overtook
San Francisco I immediately sought to get
in communication with Executive Board

Member Richard Cornelius, but, owing to

100

. . . . . . . . . 100

100
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the destruction of telegraphic and other Div . No. 212, Burlington , la . . . . . . . 25 00
means of communicating, it was several Div . No. 228, Joliet, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00

days before I could reach him . I forwarded .' Div. No. 134, New Westminster, B .

from the International Treasury $ 1 ,000.00 C . . . . . . . . . 25 00

to assist the needy members and immedi. Div . No. 234, Pensacola , Fla . . . . . . 13 00

ately sent an appeal to all divisions to for Div. No. 243, Taunton , Mass. . . . . . 25 00
ward assistance to the San Francisco mem . Div . No. 399 , South Walpole, Mass . 5 00

bership through Bro. Cornelius. . This appeal Div. No. 298, Streator, Ill. . . . . . 5 00

was royally responded to by some one hun. Div. No. 388, Newburgh , N . Y . . . . . 50 00
dred divisions of our Association , and the Div. No. 285 , Steubenville, 0 . . . . . . 15 00

San Francisco local received in all $ 9,232.15 , Div . No. 242, Montpelier, Vt . . 5 00

which came as a Godsend to the member- Div . No. 355, Eaton , Ind . . . . . 10 00

ship in their hour of unavoidable misfor. Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa . . . . 500 00

tune. For this generous response the mem Div . No. 265 , San Jose, Cal. . . 100 00

bership of our various divisions have the Div. No. 379 , Niles, 0 . . . . . . . . . 17 50

unbounded gratitude of President Cornelius Div. No. 231, Windsor, Ont. . 10 00

and his associate members of Division No. Div. No. 269. Danbury, Conn . . 10 00
205 ." Div. No. 197, Meadville, Pa . . . 25 00

An itemized statement of the donations Div. No. 236 , Alton , Ill . . . . . . . . 25 00

made is as follows: Div. No. 164, Wilkesbarre , Pa . . . . . 50 00

International Association . . . . . . . . . $ 1 ,000 00 Div. No. 190, Marion , Ind . . . . . . . . . 50 00

Div . No. 276 , Stockton , Cal. . . . . . 60 00 Div . No. 105, Rochester, Pa . . . . . . . 50 00
Div. No. 192, Oakland, Cal. . . . . . . . 400 00 Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La . . . . 250 00

Div. No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo. . . . . . 100 00 Div . No. 246, Danvers, Mass . . . . . . 25 00

Div. No. 282, Rochester, N . Y . ... . . 100 00 Div . No. 261, Lawrence, Mass . . . . . 38 00
Divisions of Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ,587 30 Div . No. 281, New Haven , Conn . . . 500 00

Div. No. 98 , Akron , 0 . . . .. . . . . . . . 25 00 Div . No. 356 , Chicago, Ill . . . . . 10 00

Div. No. 408 , South McAlister, I. T . 15 00 Div . No. 262, Norwich , Conn . . 10 00

Div . No. 288, Omaha, Neb . . . . . . . . . 100 00 Div. No. 179, Elmira, N . Y . . . 26 50

St. Ry. Employes, Los Angeles, Cal. 398 10 Div . No. 417, Hudson, N . Y . . . 5 00

Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah 201 00 Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont. . . . 136 50

Div . No. 312, Davenport, Ia . . . . . . . . 25 00 Div . No. 334, Boone, Ia . . . . . . . 5 00

Div . No. 114 , Youngstown, 0 . . . . . . 25 00 Div . No. 284, Nashua, N . H . . 10 75

Div . No. 132, Troy, N . Y . . . . . . . . . . 50 00 Div . No. 381, Butte, Mont. . . . . . . . . 100 00

Div. No. 148, Albany, N . Y . . . . . . . 50 00 Div. No. 325 , Conneaut, 0 . . . . . . . . 10 00

Div . No. 89, New Castle, Pa . . . . . 25 00 Div . No. 177, Roanoke, Va . . . . . . . . 10 00

Div. No. 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa . . . . 10 00 Div . No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich . . 5 00

Div . No. 103, Wheeling, W . Va . . 100 00 Div . No. 52, East Liverpool, 0 . . . 22 50

Div. No. 176 , Sharpsville, Pa . . . . . 100 00 Div . No. 280, Lowell, Mass. . . . . . . . 20 00

Div. No. 92, Oswego , N . Y . . . . . . . 30 50 Div. No. 101, Vancouver, B . C . . . . . 48 00

Div . No. 78 , Galveston, Tex . . . . 70 00

Div. No. 272, Youngstown, 0 . . . . . . 25 00 Total amt. of donations received . . $ 9 ,232 15
Div . No. 165, Girardville, Pa . . 10 00 Strikes.

Div . No. 329 , Dubuque, la . . .. . . . 25 00 Under this head the report shows that

Div. No. 81, Muncie, Ind . . . . . . . . . 45 00 ten strikes took place during the six months,

Div. No. 128, Asheville, N . C . . . . 50 00 These strikes are reported , the first to have

Div . No. 223, Butler, Pai . . .. . . . 10 00 occurred in Winnipeg , Manitoba , March 29

Div . No. 111 , Ypsilanti and Jack and continued until April 7. The member

son , Mich . . . . . . . . ship of Division No. 99 of Winnipeg had re
Div. No. 125 , Belleville, Ill. . . . . . . . . 100 00 quested an increase of wage, which the

Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass . . . 200 00 company refused to grant. The local in

Div. No. 162, Shamokin , Pa . . . . . . 15 00 sisted upon consideration and the company

Div. No. 389, Mansfield, 0 . . . . . . 10 00 retaliated by discharging the President and

Div . No. 394 , Tipton , Ind . . . . . . . . . . 70 00 three members of the local. The strike was
Div . No. 235 , Brockton , Mass . . 25 00 settled by the reinstatement of the dis
Div . No. 423, Charleston , S . C . . . 20 00 charged members and the granting of an

Div . No. 186 , Anderson , Ind . . . . . . . 30 00 increase in wage. This strike was conduct

Div. No. 398, Boise, Idaho . . . . . . . . . 10 00 ed by G . E . B . Member Fred Fay.

Div . No. 136 , Ft. Wayne, Ind . . . . . . 25 00 The second strike occurred at Allentown,

Div . No, 19 , Colorado Springs, Col. 20 50 Pa ., where on June 23 , Division No. 427 went
Div. No. 109 , Victoria , B . C . . . . . . . 25 00 out and the strike continued until the 29th.

Div. No. 199, Ottumwa, la . . . . . . . . . 42 00 The immediate work of organizing 427 was

Div. No, 313, Rock Island , Ill. . . . . 66 25 done by Organizer P . J . Shea . The company

Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . . . . . . 300 00 retailated against the formation of the or

Div . No. 184, Williamsport, Pa . . . . 5 00 ganization by discharging several of its

Div. No. 373 , Hyde Park , Mass. . . . 50 00 officers and committeemen . The strike was

Div . No. 304, Glens Falls, N . Y . . . . 20 00 settled by the reinstatement of the dis

Div. No. 338 , Springfield , Mo. . . . . . 25 00 charged men and the granting by the com

Dino 99, Winnipeg , Man . . . . 50 00 pany of the wage demands of the division

Div . No. 168, Scranton , Pa . . . . . . . . 104 25 This strike was conducted by International

Div. No. 252, Steubenville, 0 . . . . . . 10 00 Treasurer Rezin Orr, assisted by Organizer

Div. No. 169, Easton , Pa . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 P , J . Shea .
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was declar

The third strike occurred at New Bed . The seventh strike noted was that of

ford , Mass. Division No. 428 submitted to Division No. 436 , of Macon , Ga. This local

the company an agreement which the com . was organized after the strike took place.
pany refused to consider and ignored the The contentions of the employes were taken
organization . The strike took place on the up by G . E . B . Member Ben Commons, who

24th of July and continued until August 21, instituted the local, and secured a satis .

being declared off with the understanding factory settlement, including an increase of

that the men on strike would be given em . ' two cents per hour in wage. The strike

ployment without prejudice upon applica t 21.

tion to the company. The conditions sought Key West (Fla .) Division No. 420 is re

were secured with the exception of the rein ported as the eighth strike . This strike was
statement of the men to their former places . provoked by the discharge of a member of

The position of the union was weakened by the local who refused to motor his car for

men returning to work who went on strike special work , the special work being the

This strike was conducted by G . E . B . Mem occasion of a negro trolley party . The of.

ber D . S . Fitzgerald . fending motorman was reinstated , which set

The fourth reported was the lockout of tled the disturbance and the men returned

the members of Division 268, of Cleveland, to work .

Ohio . This division had reduced in member The ninth strike was that of the San

ship when Board Member Fred Fay and Francisco Division No. 205 , which occurred

Vice - President A . L . Behner sought to re August 26 . The membership returned to

organize the local. The company attempted work on the morning of September 6 , all

to stop their movements and discharged contentions to be submitted to arbitration .
some 75 men , creating a situation which the tenth strike reported by the Inter

could not be looked upon otherwise than a national President was that of Division No.

lockout. Most of these men were returned 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa., which took place Sep.

to work. A full report of this situation was tember 1. Supplementing the report it may

given by the International President under be added that this strike was settled by the
the head of organization . signing of a satisfactory agreement after

The fifth strike was that of Division No. the Board adjourned . The occasion of the

97, London , Ont. This local had been re strike was to secure an increase in wage

cently re-organized by G . E . B . Member Sin which was granted upon settlement. The
clair. The company opposed the organiza strike was in charge of Organizer P . J .
tion and discharged three officers and com Shea , of Scranton .

mitteemen for the part they had taken in it. Of the ten strikes reported by the Inter:

After vigorous attempts at adjustment the national President, one was lost, one was

strike took place July 27. Within a few declared off subject to further effects and

hours a majority of the men broke .ranks one being a lockout has practically adjusted

and went back to work . The situation was itself.
taken up in arbitration before the Ontario Legislation .
Railway Commission , which body ruled

The report of the President covered sev.
against our members and our organization .

eral rulings of a local character and em
The strike was continued until August 16 .

when it was declared off as the result of a
braced such appeals as had accumulated

during the period, which are also of a local
consultation of the International President

nature and not of general interest.
and Board Member Sinclair with the Trades

He dwelt upon the future policies of or
and Labor Council, this course being be.

ganization and accorded the Board advice
lieved best by the members on strike. How

as to the course to pursue in the immediate
ever, affairs were so shaped as to keep the future. He called attention to the various
company on the “ unfair list" until opposi

interests of the Association in general, and
tion to the existence of the organization

supplemented the report with suggestions
would be withdrawn by the company. This

for future legislation . In concluding, he
strike was under the direction of G . E . B .
Member Sinclair and Editor Joe Marks. approved the non -partisan course of the

The sixth strike recorded was that of
American Federation of Labor in assuming

Division No. 388 , Newburgh, N . Y . Upon
political activity by advocating the election

appeal of this local the International Presi.
of persons friendly to labor and the interests

dent directed Executive Board Member Wm .
of the people to the United States Con .

B . Fitzgerald to respond to the assistance
gress rather than pursue the hide-bound

of the local and aid in securing settlement.
policy of political partyism , and submitted

This strike culminated from negotiations for the appeal of the A . F . of L . for financial

an agreement and took place August 3 . Some
assistance to carry on the campaign in the

three weeks subsequent Board Member Fitz
interest of legislation to the benefit of labor.

gerald was able to bring about a settlement The report of the President was received

by the signing of an agreement embodying
and such matters as were referred to the

every condition submitted in the original
Board for action were noted to be taken up

agreement by the local division . The strike in their regular course .

was favorably effected by the sale of the At the evening session a telegram was

road to new parties, who were in favor of received from Board Member Richard Cor.

the union and would make only an agree. nelius, of San Francisco, stating that he

ment with the Amalgamated Association would be unable to be in attendance at the

through Executive Board Member Wm. B meeting in consequence of the situation in

Fitzgerald . San Francisco . It was also announced that
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Treasurer Rezin Orr would be unable to

attend the sessions of the Board in conse

quence of work of the Association which

required his absence from headquarters.

Audit .

The sessions of Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday were taken up by the

Board Members, for the most part, with the

audit of the financial books and accounts

of the General Office . The result of the

audit will be compiled in an itemized state .

ment and submitted to the Secretaries of

the various local divisions in due time. A

recapitulation of the audit shows an increase

in the funds of the Association over the
former audit. of $ 10 .680.10. The recapitu -

lation is as follows:

Balance on hand March 1 , 1906 . . $ 46 .744 52

Receipts from March 1 to Sept. 1. . 45,807 56

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $92,552 08

Expenditures from March 1 , 1906 ,
to September 1 , 1906 . . . . . . . . . . $ 35 ,127 46

Balance on hand Sept. 1 , 1906 . . . . $57,424 62
Increase of receipts over expenditures

during the audit period , $ 10,680 .10 .

At the session of September 11, President

E . F . Newberry and Committeeman An.

drews, of Division No. 436 , Macon , Ga., pre

sented to the Board a statement of the

grievances which had led up to the Macon

strike, the subsequent effects, and the set

tlement. The statement concluded that, at
the present time, a grievance existed against

the company in the nature of discriminating
against members of the organization who
held positions on the extra list. The nature

of the grievance was that men who were

held in the employ of the company from

among strike-breakers, by giving them

places on the extra list, were being given

preference in extra work over extra men

who had united with the regular men by
going on strike with them and then return

ing to their places on the extra list at the

time of settlement. G . E . B . Member Com

mons explained the situation set forth by

the arbitration committee, who effected the

settlement of the strike. President New

berry expressed the opinion that the dis
content was being provoked by an under

officer of the company. After listening to

the grievances, and the appeal of the Macon
committee ,the Board determined that the

best way to settle the affair , and also tc

avoid further contention , would be to pre-

pare an agreement embodying a schedule

of working conditions which would define

the conditions of employment to both par
ties, and submit such an agreement to the

company and the local division for mutual

agreement upon their part, and to insist
upon the acceptance of the agreement on

part of the Macon division of our Associa

tion . Further, to support the local in se
curing the conditions of the agreement, or

sach other mutual understanding as might

be agreed upon by the parties that would
sufficiently define working conditions that
further contentions might be allayed. In

consequence of this decision, the Board

compiled an agreement giving the Macon

representatives instructions to submit the

same to the local division and to the mu

agement of the employing company.

Legislation .
An appropriation was made to assist the

A . F . of L . in legislative campaign work .

The proposition of paying per capita tax

on Dominion members to the Canadian La

bor Congress was brought before the Board

by Board Member Sinclair . After consid .

erable discussion the matter was held over

for further action at some subsequent

meeting.

The Board forwarded a congratulatory
telegram to President Gompers upon the

effective work he did in his effort in opposi

tion to the re-election to Congress of Con
gressman Littlefield , of Maine.

Under the head of " Legislation ," G . E . B .

Member Sinclair called the attention of the

Board to the work done by the Canadian

representatives in saddling the recently

enacted Ontario railway laws with a pro

vision to do away with the “ running board '

nuisance . Upon the Railways Act, Board

Member Sinclair said :

" Special interests were seeking special

legislation in the Ontario Parliament. Under

instructions from the International Presi .

dent, I joined with a committee of the To

ronto and Hamilton locals to watch the in

terest of our craft . Had the original purpose

of those seeking this special legislation beer

allowed to pass without being me .
Association, such a measure would have

been secured that every railway wage earner

protesting against intollerable conditions

would have been sent to jail by an arbi

trary railway commission clothed with ar

bitrary judicial powers. AS 1 . 18 ,bitrary judicial powers. As it is , we have

the commission , but they are bereft of the

desired authority . While this measure was

crippled in its purpose, it needs modifying

and I would invoke constant study and

watchfulness that when the proper time
comes it may be further modified to the

protection of labor.”

The Ontario Railways Act gives the com

mission great powers to favor corporation :

in the matter of employment. Thus the
security of position depends upon the per

sonnel of the commission . They have wide

latitude in the matter of adjustment of dif

ferences under certain circumstances. Boari

Member Sinclair, as representing this As

sociation , will dissect the law and indicat

the features to be modified.

G . E . B . Member McMorrow explained the

importance of the work being done by the
Association in Chicago in looking to the

interest of our craft in each move along the

line of municipal ownership . He demon
strated the value of the Association as the

only institution to give thought to the future

of the craft in preparing for what seems to
be an inevitable overthrow of private own.

ership and control in that, and possibly

other American cities.
The question of further vestibule legis

lation , and personal safety legislation in the

interest of motormen and conductors was
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taken up and discussions brought forth pol

icies which will be pursued by the Inter

national President during the winter ses.

sions of state legislatures.

Upon the propriety of seeking legislation

to limit the number of hours of service per

day, President Mahon said : “ The members

of the Amalgamated Association have a

magnificent organization . It is the product

of discontent. No feature of employment

has so entered into the production of that

discontent as has the tedious long hour

day . More ills and contentions are engen

dered by fatiguing service than from all

other causes. More inconsiderate and tyran

nical rules are prompted by misgivings due

to overwork than all other causes combined.

I wish to discourage the members of this
Board in no way against seeking state laws

to restrict the hours of labor per day, butthe hours of labor per day, but

my study of the question reveals to me thatof the question reveals to me that

such a course is most doubtful of results.

Should you be able to get the measure
you suggest enacted into law , our Associ

ation would be obliged to look to its en -

forcement. As I have stated, one of the
prime purposes of this Association is to

modify the hours of service that may con

stitute a day' s work . I may add that that

purpose has been kept prominently in view :

and, as a result, shorter hours have followed

the jurisdiction of the Association . As soon

as our divisions are established upon a

working basis, our committees, under in

struction of the members, have been grati.

fyingly successful in having to do with the
fizing of conditions of employment Gener-

ally, our membership now enjoy the shorter
work day. So , I can note no alarm along
that li

the matter of shorter hours to the work

of our Association and its membership. I

would much rather see the energy applied

to specific cases, in the way of organization

and support of our membership , than to , at

this time, put any considerable expense into

an effort to push a limited hour day before
various state legislatures, the makeup of

which is none too inviting to such measures .

I favor watching every opportunity to im -

prove the conditions of employment to our

membership, whether by legislation or other

wise, but our experience teaches us the fv
tility of relying upon legislation for the

short hour day with private corporations.
Unless the organization is there to back it

up, the employer will evade the law if it is
profitable for him to do so . If the organiza

tion is there it will get the short hour day

without the law , and much quicker. You

have mapped out protective legislation al

ready. The Association has accomplished

much to benefit the craft along that line in

the past. Let us continue along the same
line."

A . F . of L

The Board resolved to support the policy

of the American Federation of Labor in the
matter of seeking the election of favorable

legislators, both state and national.

Chinese and Japanese Exclusion .
President Mahon submitted the follow .

ing report upon the Mongolian question :

“ In accordance with the instruction of the

last meeting, I forwarded appeals to all of
our local divisions and had them to appeal

to Congress demanding the enactment of

stronger protection from Chinese , Japanese

and Korean immigration . The report shows

that the divisions complied with this request

very generally , and I would recommend that

the agitation be continued and every effort
to secure this legislation be made by our

Association ."

In connection with this report the Presi

dent urged support of Central Labor Unions

and requested the Board members, when
visiting locals, to encourage them in repre

sentation in and attentativeness to the C .

L . U . of the respective vicinities. “ While

in several places," observed the President,

“ our locals are well represented and taking

active and official parts in these central

bodies in the promotion of labor' s interests

in general, yet there are some of our divi.
sions not affiliated in those important move.

ments. The central bodies are monuments

of strength and deserving of support."

A resolution was adopted along the line
of the suggestion ,
Chairman Pratt reported upon the various

situations that had come under his super

vision during the term .
Chairman Pratt represented this Associ.

ation upon the A . F . of L . Legislative Com .
mittee that presented labor' s " bill of griev

ances” to the President and the United

States Congress, and which resulted in the

present non -partisan political activity of the
American labor movement. His report indi.

cated that but little could be expected in

the way of reform legislation until a change

in the personnel of the United States legisla

ture is effected . A majority of the present
legislators are there to represent class in .

terests, and none but class legislation can be

expected. Pretended reform legislation is
deceptive and juggled to ineffectiveness.

The election of delegates to the American

Federation of Labor Convention , to be held
in Minneapolis, Minn., beginning November

12, 1906 , resulted in the selection of Presi.

dent W . D . Mahon and G . E . B . Members Ed

ward McMorrow and Ben Commons, to rep

resent this Association. Alternate delegates
elected were

gerald and Magnus Sinclair .

· The passing upon several priority ques
tions, allotment of runs where boards are

being changed through re-construction , and
internal grievances of a local nature con .

sumed the final sessions. As these rulings

were local in their character they will be
reported to the various divisions effected

thereby. A special session of the Board

was held upon the San Francisco situation .

However, the action of the Board at this

session only applied to the local situation in

San Francisco and embraced discussions
upon the various reports and communica

tions touching upon that situation .
The audit of the financial accounts and

the examination of the reports of the Gen

eral Officers and local divisions and officers

showed the most healthy condition that the
( continued on page 19 )

na hiliK we are s Onfidi

oard Members itz
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The....

Motorman and Conductor

Did you ever stop to think that the labor
unions are composed , absolutely, of wage
earners, and that there is not another in

stitution in existence so composed ?
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Will working long-hour days to increase
your income properly protect your physical

and mental health , or will it tend to detract
from your ability at a later day ?
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Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

Does the question of how long you may be
able to hold out as a workingman interest
you ? And if so , is the matter of protecting
your health and mental ability of any inter

est to you ?
PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month .

ly. W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R . L . REEVES.

Editor, Detroit, Mich.
Subscriptions payable to W . D . Mahon , Pres.

Isn 't it a fact that if you are contented
with your present conditions of employment,

your company is not going to disturb your

contentment by granting you a voluntary
increase and improve your conditions ?

Per annum
Single copy

SUBSCRIPTION .
. . . . . . . . . . . .60 cents

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cente

If you should die tomorrow would $ 100.00
from the Amalgamated Association be of

any advantage to those you leave behind ?
If you should meet with an accident which

would disable you , would a disability benefit
be of any advantage ?he

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J. C . COLGAN . . . . First Vice - President
P . F . SHEEHAN . . . . . . .Second Vice-President

BEHNER . . . . . Third Vice - President

J. J . THORPE . . . . .Fourth Vice- President
MONKS. . . . . . Fifth Vice - President
SCHMITZ . . . . Sixth Vice - President

H . T . B . GREY . . . . . . . Seventh Vice -President
REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
C . 0 . PRATT . . . Chairman

L . REEVES . . . . . . . Secretary

DWARD MCMORRO
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .
RICHARD CORNELIUS.
WM . B . FITZGERALD .
BEN COMMONS.
FRED FAY.

D . S . FITZGERALD .

What are your affairs, anyhow ? What is

it that interests you as a workingman ? Is
it not your income? And what is your in

come ? Isn 't it the wage you receive ? Does

the question of the amount of wage you
receive interest you ?

Do you presume to believe that working

men are incompetent to conduct the business
of an association ? How would it strike you

if some one would flatly tell you that you

haven ' t sense enough to associate with
others of your own kind and look to the best
interests of your own affairs ?Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class

matter.

TRADES COURCT) 44
TOTOHIKSTA

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Do you depend upon the company you
work for to increase your wages and reduce

your hours, so you can have more in your
own home, more of the necessities and com

forts of life, and more time in which to

enjoy the comforts ? Or is your company do
more generous in this respect than other

companies, the conditions of employment of

which have fallen under your observation ?

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high
plane of Intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish
schools of instruction and examination for
Imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To
encourage the settlement of all disputes be
tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduco the hours of daily
labor , and by all legal and proper meang to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

General Secretary Wm . B . Wilson , of the

United Mine Workers of America , has ac
cepted the nomination for Congress in the
15th district of Pennsylvania , Bro . Wilson

lives at Blossburg, Pa . He has been a life

long union man and received his education
through his membership in the miners'

How can the importance of organizing be
questioned ?

strong personnel, and will receive enthusi

astic support. Division No. 184 of this

Association is located at Williamsport, Pa.,

in Bro. Wilson ' s district, and the members
of that local will represent this Association

in promoting his prospects. It may safely

be predicted that the 15th Pennsylvania will
be represented in the next U . S . Congress
by a thorough union man .

Is there anything about being a member

of a labor organization that is really dis -
tasteful ?
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Have you tried the “ Packard” shoe yet ? the affairs of their own interests. The man

Special effort is being put forth to make the who argues that workingmen can' t conduct

Packard outwear any other shoe purchas- a labor organization because they need a

able. Ask your dealer for the “ Packard ." guardian, doesn 't know what he is talking

They are strictly union -made, about, or else he is arguing to a selfish pur
pose.

Have you a wife or child that is looking

to you to supply the necessities and com That which necessarily must interest a
forts of life, and are you supplying them to working man is the matter of his income,
your own contentment? Or would you like which , of course , is his rate of wage. Rare
to do a little better for them , and how do are the instances where the individual can

you expect to do it without increasing your get his rate ofwage advanced above the rate

income? received by his fellow workmen who are on

the same job. The rate, generally , must be
Do you know of any other railway system increased to all if increased at all. One in .

that is paying a better rate of wages than dividual can' t wield influence enough to get
you are receiving from the company for the increase . United action through organ

which you work ? And did you ever inves- ization is the only course. Thus unionism
tigate to learn the reason why ? Are you helps out in the affairs of the working man .
satisfied that it is because the other com

pany is more generous ? We do not work but today, but must sur

vive to be able to work tomorrow - a week

Do you think any company really volun a year - perhaps several years. We cannot

tarily increases the rate of wages ? Are you look ahead with much expectancy and work

sure there is no other influence back of it ourselves out of commission at the begin

besides the real genuine goodness of the ning. Health , mentally and physically , must

corporation ? Do you think any corporation
be maintained if we would not early go to

is paying out money for nothing, and isn 't the scrap pile. The employing corporation

a genuine voluntary increase in the wage cares but little how soon we reach the scrap

rate really paying out money for nothing ? pile. Wemust look to that ourselves. Long
hour days of service are not to our advan

There can be no question as to the import tage. Organization is the only institution

ance of membership in a labor organization . that ever shortened the day service .

The fact that 3 ,000 ,000 wage earners are
There is no reason why every man shouldmembers of labor organizations is evidence

that there is value in it. The fact that not receive enough for his services as a
wage earner to supply every necessity to his

members of labor organizations get the top
home and family . He'll not have a happy

notch wages paid for labor is evidence of

the value, to labor, of organizations. It
home unless he supplies more than necessi
ties. His girls will not grow into woman

can 't be denied.
hood as he would like to see them , and pass

There is nothing distasteful in being a
' through shop service. There is only one in

stitution that gives undivided thought tomember of a labor organization . The very
this question, and that is the labor organiza

objects of a labor organization proclaim for
tion , which seeks to protect his home andthe highest standard of manhood . The obli.
home comforts.

gation you take as a member pledges you to

the highest standard of manhood. You will
The fact that you are working for lower

be a member pledged to the support of pro wages and less liberal conditions than are
moting the highest standard of manhood. enjoyed by union employes is evidence that
You will be engaged in social promotive you can' t depend upon the generosity of the
work . You will think more of your duty to

corporation employing you for the best there
yourself and society . is going. The long hours and low wage rate

that prevails to you should manifest the
By being a member of the labor move

generosity of your company. You have got
ment, you will be a member of the only in to have something to say about fixing your
stitution composed of workingmen and wo own conditions, and you are a marvelous
men engaged in the promotion of society in fellow if you can do it alone. Organize your
general. There is no other such institution . road.
There are none of other interests in the
labor organization . All business of the labor The American Federation of Labor con
organization is done by workingmen and vention will be held to begin November
women . The interest of the members is 12th at Normand Hall, in Minneapolis, Minn.
common. There are no natural contending This Association will be represented by
elements rightfully within the membership President W . D . Mahon , of Detroit , and G .
of the labor organization . E . B . Members Ed. McMorrow , of Chicago ,

and Ben Commons, of New Orleans. The

The fact that there are 130 large national convention will be composed of represent

and international labor organizations syste atives of over two millions of wage-earners
matically banded together in one great body , of the United States and Canada . The con

and that all the business of conducting the vention will likely continue through two

affairs of the entire movement is conducted weeks. The reports will show gratifying
by working men is enough to disprove that results of the united work of the various

workingmen are not competent to conduct craft organizations.
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Call for the " Bell” brand collar. They Among those recently nominated upon

are on the market, and are strictly union an independent political ticket to be sub

By wearing the " Bell” brand you are mitted to the voters in Utah , at the coming

wearing a union -labeled collar. election , are three members of Division No.

382 of this association . Our members upon

If you will investigate the cause of an the ticket are as follows: For represent.

other company paying a better wage rate
ative to the state legislature, Vice- President

H . T . B . Grey and Bro. John Jones ; for
than you are receiving , and granting better

hours and conditions, you will find that or
treasurer , President J . H . Lamont. Many

ganization has wielded its influence with of the other candidates are strong trades

that other company. That should be suf- unionists, and the ticket is a strong one .

ficient to inspire you to organize. Get your

fellow workmen together and talk it over. The statement made by the Detroit United

Railways , that the company paid in wages

The advantage of membership in the and salaries during the last year $ 1 ,348,

Amalgamated Association are multifold . 022.86 , and that during the period there
You get better wages ; you have more time appeared upon the pay roll 4 ,019 employes ,

to yourself and family ; you have more home shows an average wage of $ 335 .41 per year

comforts ; you have more and better friends; per employe. Placing the wage of motor

you have self-respect ; your family is pro men and conductors at the moderate sum

tected by a death disability and pension of $ 700 per year, and permitting that sum

fund ; you have the respect of the commun to represent the average wage to all , the

ity in which you live and you are allied with result will show that the D . U . R . gave

3 ,000,000 organized men and women ,
steady employment to 1,926 employes. This

leaves 2 ,083 employes to account for. It

may be presumed that these 2 ,083 employes

Companies are in the railway business or actually worked some, and must have re

money . So true is this that the officials ceived a few of the thousands of dollars paid

would not take time to deny it. They assert in wages. Whatever they did receive is ,

every means of economy applicable. They of course, included in the $ 700 per yearof course included in th

pay out no money they are not obliged to applied here as an average, and, conse

pay out. They voluntarily give away no quently , would diminish that average. An

large sums. That is not in their line of busi. other item for deduction is the amount paid
ness. We can 't blame them for this . They in officers salaries . These items must be

are making hay while the sun shines. Don 't presumed or estimated, but the fact shown
look for any " voluntary ” increase in your is that the average yearly wage paid to
pay. If an increase comes it has been employes by the D . U . R . is much less than
prompted to save being obliged to pay more. $ 700, and, no doubt, does not exceed $600

per year. The D . U . R . is, perhaps, the

Bro . Tobias M , Watkins, of the Daven - . most regular employer of labor in the City

port local, is a candidate for game wardento for came warden of Detroit. It pays an annual wage above

of the State of Iowa, with good prospects the average received yearly by employes of

for the appointment. Bro. Tobias will be other Detroit concerns. Detroit is excep

remembered as a delegate to the Chicago
' tionally prosperous when compared with

convention . Since that time he has missed
many other cities. Then , can it be denied

that a revision of wage is in order ? Still,
no opportunity to promote the organization

of new locals . Already, two locals have
there are those who undertake to proclaim

been established where preliminary work
that organized labor is unreasonable. Real

was done by him . He has the best wishes
ly , these figures unveil the inside of the
wage earner' s life . No language can por

of the Motorman and Conductor for success

in landing the political plum . It'll do no
tray a more eloquent appeal in favor of

harm to have a few game wardens in the
organization. Should not labor be better

Amalgamated family .
paid ? How can it be expected ? Employers

have had every opportunity to demonstrate

generosity, but, some way, they don't de

A merry war is on in Detroit over the monstrate. Organization is the only remedy.

franchise proposition . The franchises of the

D . U . R , are expiring, and to get an 18-year
With the receding of summer comes a

franchise for all lines the D . U . R . submits

for a vote of the people that the company
temporary reprieve from the running board

will accept a franchise providing for 10
nuisance, to the conductor. During the

tickets for 25 cents for 5 hours of the day,
course of the summer months several fatali

and 12 tickets for 50 cents for 19 hours of
ties have been reported by correspondents

the day. There are 60 miles of road at
to the Motorman and Conductor. It is only

present known as 3 -cent lines, and some 115
history repeating itself . Perhaps the cause

miles which have a 3-cent workingmen 's
of so many more of this kind of accidents

ticket good for 242 hours. The new proposi. being reported to the general office than

tion will not change the present price for during any previous summer, is because of

transient transportation , which is 5 cents our increased membership . There is no

straight. The opposition demands a 3 -cent reason to presume any increased danger.

fare straight, with universal transfers, and the running board has always been a death

control for the city of future possibilities. trap. Not only are deaths reported , but
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innumerable accidents of most serious re

sult. Men have suffered fractured limbs,
lacerated heads and bruised bodies. In

this issue appears a report of the killing of

Member Humphrey, of Division No. 232.
Warning after warning of this kind have

occurred. True, accidents are liable to
occur where , seemingly , every protective

rule and appliance is provided . But there

is no rule or safety to apply to the service

of a conductor upon the running board . It

is simply dangerous, and that's all there is

to it. The company that exacts service

upon the running board can offer no excuse

for the killing of a conductor. The man
agement can't plead ignorance of the dan

ger. No matter how clever the conductor

may be, he takes his life into danger every
time he steps out on the running board to

collect fares. No one knows this better than

the management.

True, it usually costs a company a little

to kill or maim a conductor. It is simply a

matter of the expense being less than the

profit. To cut an aisle through the seats

impairs the service capacity of a car, and

thus increases operating expenses. The

operative officials sympathize with the vic

tim , but the owner is not in touch with ser

vice men , only in a financial way. They

take inventory only of the financial results,

and hold the operative officials accountable
for any impairment of the financial results .

Just how long this menace to life and safety

may continue will depend upon some other

power than the company profit-takers.

During the summer reports of 17 running

board fatalities have been recorded. What

of it ? There is just this of it. It should

enliven to sensibility the duty of every law
making power to the enactment of laws and

ordinances prohibiting the necessity of con
ductors doing service from running boards.

It is as much subject to police regulation as

fenders or any other life-saving device. It

is the duty of both state and city legisla

tures to provide proper protection not only

to conductors, but citizens, to whom the

running bard is a menace, as well.

tion Company and is a consolidation of all

Cincinnati lines, with recently acquired
fifty -year franchises.

The franchises are without restrictions,

and the company has a free hand. Its polit
ical manipulator is United States Senator

J . B . Foraker. Its finance manipulator is
Mr. J. Kelsey Shoeff . Both of these men are

conspicuous haters of organized labor.

Their manager states that the reason or
ganization is a bad thing for the company' s

interests is because, if organized , labor
would demand better wages - a most frank
admission that it would be a good thing for

the men .
The employes are forced to join a bene.

ficiary organization , whether they want to

or not. In this "benefit ” society a regular

obligation is taken , the candidates standing

in a circle, clasping the folds of the Ameri

can flag with one hand, the other uplifted ,

and there they swear they will join no labor

organization during membership in the

“ benefit” society , and that they will remain

loyal to the society and the interest of the

company so long as they remain in the serv .

ice of the company. This is the most sae

rilegious and peculiar use of the American

flag yet discovered . It is a most humiliat

ing procedure for the employes to undergo.

Two hundred motormen and conductors

are discharged every month . When busi

ness excitement is lax, or for want of other
pastime, the management rounds up a group
of victims and discharges them just for

amusement. It is for the same hideous par

pose that the small boy skins live miceto
see them squirm . It is a sort of warning,

too, to jog the minds of those escaping that
even they are not indispensable to the com
pany, and are liable to be among the next

victims. This keeps them from getting too
important and makes those remaining more
humble to the boss. Suspensions are fre

quent and for various periods, of from one
to sixty days. Generally the men are dis
satisfied with the job and fully fifty a month

quit of their own accord.

There are two overhead trolley wires and

two trolley poles upon each car, so the con

ductor has two trolley ropes to watch going
around curves, and he has strict order to

have hold of both ropes at all curves . It is

the only double -troley system now in use.

The cars are equipped only with hand
brakes and the hills make it interesting for
motormen , as the company has cheap labor

in the shops and the brakes upon most cars

are kept in poor repair . Streets are narrow
and wagons are thick upon the streets.

In all, emplyment upon Cincinnati trac

tion lines is the most distressing and humil.

iating in any city upon the American con

tinent.

Railroading in and about Cincinnati, Ohio ,

is, perhaps, one of the most undesirable

occupations to which a man would look . Yet

3 ,000 men are thus engaged .

The wage received by Cincinnati street

railway motormen and conductors is 19

cents per hour for the first three years ' ser

vice, 20 cents for the second three years and
21 cents per hour for those above six years

in the service. Of the 19-cent men are . 60

per cent of the entire employes, while those

from three to six years in the service em

brace 25 per cent. The 21-cent men con

stitute less than 15 per cent of all employed .

The average rate paid by the company is

less than 19.6 cents per hour.
To comprehend this rate of wage it may

be understood that Cincinnati is a city of
above 400 ,000 inhabitants, and in her indus

trial character may be likened to Pittsburg ,

Pa., where the 25 -cent rate prevails . The

company is known as the Cincinnati Trac-

HOW TO ORGANIZE.

If you are desirous of organizing a division
write to the General Office of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes, 45 Hodges building ,

Detroit , Mich ., and get full information . It
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takes ten members to apply for a charter. Vice President C . L . Monks reports tavor.

Charter and outfit costs $ 10.00. Initiation ably on situations under his advisement in

fee per member is $ 1.00 and dues are 50 Indiana .

cents a month . This carries with it all the

benefits of the Association , such as death , Vice President H . T . B . Grey, of Salt Lake

disability and old age pension . City, Utah , is reported upon the sick list,

although slightly improving. While sick at

DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFI. his home, a recent convention of the Inde

CERS. pendent political party nominated him as a
candidate for the State Legislature. His

International President W . D . Mahon , many friends in the east trust that the can

immediately after the close of the meeting vass may be successful and that he may be
General Executive Board , went to the elected to the position .

assistance of Vice President A . L . Behner
in Cleveland, Ohio , where conferences had Vice President A . L . Behner continues in

been arranged with the Cleveland company charge of the Cleveland situation, from
looking to some understanding between which he reports favorably upon the work
Division No. 268 and the Cleveland com ing out of more favorable conditions for the
pany. These conferences continued infor membership of the organization in that city .

mal for some days , when President Mahon He has been in close advice with President

was called to Chicago in the interest of the Mahon upon his work there.
A . F . of L ., looking to the adjustment of The situation in Cleveland is a peculiar
differences in the Team Drivers' Union . one. The new company has already under
Local matters engaged his attention there, operation some fifteen miles of road and are
prominent among which was the matter of employing some one hundred motormen and

arbitration of a difference which had arisen conductors . The prospects are that their

between Aurora Division No. 215 and the system will be rapidly extended and the

Chicago, Aurora & Elgin System . He left number of employes proportionately rapidly
the situation there in the hands of Vice increased . All men securing positions upon
President Colgan and returned to the office this system are union , as the management
to give his attention to other situations evidently proposes to be emminently fair
arising in various sections. After shaping with the labor end of their enterprise . A
his office work he was again called to Cleve strong contention lies between the two com
land, where conferences were held with the panies, and at present this one is aggres
management of the Cleveland company and sively gaining ground, while the other, the

the Central Labor Union of Cleveland, and old company, is losing in proportion . The
where, on Monday night of the 15th , he new company undertakes to provide trans
addressed a mass meeting of the railway portation upon the straight three-cent fare
men of that city . This meeting was fol basis. Being a new company they are with

lowed by further conferences, and associated out any antagonism from any of the ele
with him is Vice President Behner, who is ments of the people, and their only obstruc

also business agent for the Cleveland local. tion apears to be the persistent opposition

Aside from the work to which he has per of the old company, who are contesting every

sonally applied himself, he has directed inch of the aggression of the new company.
other International officers upon situations On the other hand the old company has

requiring attention . before it the giant proposition of wiping out

prejudices and gaining the confidence and
International Treasurer Rezin Orr has support of the various elements that past

assisted Organizer Charles Kontnier in the policies have arrayed against them .

vicinity of Dayton and Cincinnati in the In so far as our Association goes, Division
matter of organizing work . The movement No. 268 , which embraced as its membership
in that section is progressing slowly and the employes of what was known as the

present reports bear some encouragement. Hanna holdings, or the Little Consolidated,
after the consolidation , became ineffective.

Vice President J . C . Colgan is engaged in This was due to the fact that they were

assisting Division No. 273 of Chicago in absorbed as associate employes with the

negotiating an agreement, and is also in much larger body of men working upon the

touch with the arbitration case now in prog . Big Consolidated and who were not affiliated

ress upon matters of difference between with the Association . No working under
Division No. 215 and the employing com standing was ever secured from the Con .

pany. His reports upon these situations are
solidated company. The wage of the Little

favorable.
Consolidated was the wage established to
govern all of the employes. This retarded

Vice President P . F . Sheehan has under interest in the extension of the organization,
his advisement the adjustment of differ- and, as a result, Division No. 268 depleted
ences which have arisen between the east in membership until the present movement,

ern Massachusetts locals and the employing which has been under the personal super

company. The question involved is the vision of Vice President Behner, aided in
matter of a wage rate for newly employed the early part of his work by G . E . B . Mem
shopmen and hours of labor arising from ber Fred Fay. The work of Vice President
different interpretations of the recent agree. Behner in building up the membership has
ment. Reports upon the situation indicate met with flattering success. Conferences

that the differences will go to arbitration . are now on in which Bro, Behner le asso
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ciated with President Mahon and the Cen -

tral Labor officials of Cleveland . The result
of these conferences will fix the attitude of

the present operative company in its dis-

position towards organized labor, and if
favorable, will have a tendency to strength .

en the possibilities of maintaining their

holdings in the city .

G . E . B . Member D . S . Fitzgerald , imme

diately upon the adjournment of the meet

ing of the General Executive Board , was

dispatched to Charleston , W . Va., to under

take the work of re-instituting Division No.
335 . Reports upon the situation there are

at present incomplete otherwise than that

Bro . Fitzgerald succeeded in establishing

a new local which will be known in the

future as Division No. 439.Chairman C . 0 . Pratt, of the General Ex

ecutive Board , is at present in Pittsburg ,

where a contention has arisen between Divi.

sion No. 85 and the employing company

Present reports indicate that an amicable

adjustment will be brought about. He has

also under advisement a situation in New

Castle which requires his attention and

which he will take up as soon as he is able
to leave Pittsburg .

Since the meeting of the General Execu

tive Board there have been granted charters,

No. 439, Charleston . W . Va., instituted by

Board Member D . S . Fitzgerald ; No. 440 ,

secret ; Division No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa,

instituted by Board Member McMorrow , and

Division No. 442, Des Moines, Iowa, insti.
tuted by Board Member McMorrow .

G . E . B . Member Edward McMorrow , whò

is at present writing in Des Moines, Iowa ,

has met with apreciative success in estab

lishing two new locals in that city, both of

which embrace a membership of some five

hundred motormen and conductors. ' There

are two companies, but both operated by the

Des Moines City Railway Company. How -

ever, Board Member McMorrow instituted

Division No, 441 to embrace in its member

ship the city employes and the Des Moines

Suburban employes, and Division No. 442

to embrace the employes upon the Inter-

urban Railway Company' s lines. This road

connects Altoona, Mitchellville, Colfax, Val

ley Junction , Norwoodville Fort and Des

Moines. The first system embraces a ser

vice of about 120 motor cars. The Inter

urban system operates some 25 cars , includ.

ing several freight cars. Agreements have

been secured to both divisions and reports

from Bro . McMorrow indicate that perfect

harmony will prevail between the manage

ment of the company and the Association .

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund for the month of September

were on the deaths and disabilities of the

following members :
Deaths.

S . B . Straub , Div. No. 89, New .

Castle, Pa., typhoid fever . . . . . . . $ 100 00
Patrick F . McGovern , Div . No. 22,
Worcester, Mass., heart collapse 100 00

August Wunderlich , Div . No. 205,

San Francisco , Cal, aortec insuf
ficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

W . J . McCormack , Div. No. 194 ,
New Orleans, La., chronic inter

stital nephritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 90
George Pease , Div. No. 113, To

ronto, Ont., accident . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 00
Charles A . Gates , Div. No. 241, Chi.

cago, Ill., chronic nephritis . . . . . . 100 00
C . E . Sanderson , Div. No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill., chronic heart trouble . . 100 00

Thomas McFadden , Div. No. 260 ,

Chicago , Ill., pulmonary tuber
culosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

Martin Corcoran , Div . No. 260, Chi

cago , Ill., septic abscess of heart 100 00
J . Wally, Div. No. 288, Omaha,

Neb ., accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
H . Bowie, Div. No. 260 , Chicago,

Ill., tuberculosis . . . . . . 100 00
Stewart McInnis, Div. No. 113, To

ronto, Ont., accidental drowning 100 00
Disabilities.

William Holmes, Div . No. 90, Mt.

Clemens, Mich., due to electric

car accident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
H . Hack , Div. No. 260, Chicago,

Ill., locomoter ataxia . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00

G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius re

ports preparations for arbitration of the

San Francisco situation as under way. A

more complete report upon the progress of

the arbitration and the eventual results wil

likely be at hand for the next issue.

G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald is at

present assisting Hartford Division No. 425

in the matter of adjusting differences which

have sprung from a rather inciting move
ment on the part of the company. It may

be presumed that an adjustment will be

reached. Total . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . $ 1,400 00

ARBITRATION AWARD .G . E . B . Member Ben . Commons is at
present at Macon , Ga., where a second un

pleasantness arose as between the employes

and the company. Reports from the situa

tion are meager at the present writing.

G . E . B . Member Fred Fay was dispatched

to Steubenville, Ohio , where internal strife

had developed in the ranks of Division No.

252. He was able to adjust the discord and

left the local in a progressive condition .

The award upon the wage rate being a

subject of difference between Division No.

107 and the employing company of Hamil
ton , Ont., was handed down by the arbitrat

ors Oct. 10 . Under the old agreement the

wage was as follows :

City men

First year, per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15c .

Second year, per hour . .. . . . 16e .
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20 .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160

Third year , per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17c.
With the beginning of the fourth year,

per hour . . . . . . . 18c.
Extra time, per hour . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hamilton-Dundas men

First year, per hour. 14c.

Second year, per hour . . . . . . 15c .
Third year, per hour . . . . 16c.

Entering on fourth year, per hour . . . . . 17c.
Radial men

Straight scale, per hour . . ..
Wage asked for all

First six months, per hour . . . . . . . . . . . .

Second six months, per hour. . . . . .

After one year, per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22c .

For extra time, time and a half.

Wage fixed by the arbitrators:
City men

First-year men , per hour . . . . . . 16c.

Second -year men , per hour . . . . . .

Third -year men , per hour . . . . . . . . . . 20e .

Hamilton and Dundas
First-year men , per hour .. . . . . . . . . . 15e .

Second-year men , per hour . . . . . . . . . 16c .

Third -year men , per hour. . . . . . . . . . . 184c.

Hamilton radial

Straight scale , per hour . . . . . . . . . . . . 17e.
The term of agreement was fixed to begin

Aug . 1st and continue in force for two years
and eight months.

Other conditions of the agreement were

agreed upon prior to the arbitration ,

20c.

BRO. JAMES V , CUNNINGHAM .

Above is given the picture of Bro . James

V . Cunningham , Chief Deputy Sheriff of

Wayne County , Michigan . The position of

Bro. Cunningham is an important one, and
his administration of the affairs that have

come under his charge has been clean and
to the credit of Wayne county . It is with

sincere pleasure that it is learned that with

the re-election of Sheriff Burns Bro . Cun

ningham will be continued in his present

position . It is a non -partisan question , and
one that demands the consideration of every
trades unionist. As long as Bro . Cunning

ham is in the office , we have a union sheriff
department in Wayne county . It doesn 't

pay to lose certainties.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE REGULAR MEET severe sufferers. Their occupation is ten

ING OF THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE porarily destroyed, their homes, in some in

BOARD stances, were wrecked , and many of them

were forced to flee from their homes in the

' (Continued from page II) blackness of night to save their families and

Association has ever been in at any prior themselves.

Board meeting. This , of course, is naturally Secretary Sarro immediately telegraphed

so from the fact that the organization is the general office of the distressed situation ,

larger numerically and stronger financially and asked for help . Two hundred dollars

than at any prior period . Natural, from the was sent as temporary relief. The after

fact that as the Association grows stronger effect is now telling upon the sufferers of

and larger its development is proportion - Pensacola , in the way of sickness and dis

ately more rapid. The period has been ease naturally following in the wake of such

reached when the question of existence of calamities. Upon the situation , Bro . Sarro

this Association is a thing of the past. It is writes as follows:

established , and established firmly, and is “We have passed through the worst ex

recognized as being one of the front rank perience of our lives. There are many of

industrial organizations associated in the our men sick from the exposure, and some

progressive American labor movement of them lost everything in the flood and are

While we may boast of being 60 ,000 strong left with their families destitute and home

yet this is no excuse for any laxity on the less. Some of us who were more favored

part of our officers or membership in reach have divided with them with the hope of

ing out with imbued vigor to continued ac- keeping our members clear of the city 's

tive development. There are yet more un charity. Weknow that if we could hold out

organized street and electric railway em for a short time those of our grand associa

ployes to be reached and gathered into the tion would come to our rescue. Our sense

folds of the Amalgamated Association , and upon this matter is being fulfilled . The

it is up to the officers and members of the $ 200.00 from the International is certainly

Amalgamated Association to harmoniously timely . You don ' t know how much we ap

go forward with the purpose in view to en - preciate it and I can 't express by writing .

large and extend our jurisdiction , until our Fifteen of our members are now down sick .

membership shall exceed twice 60 ,000, and At 2 o 'clock a . m . of the night of the storm

our prestige shall develop fourfold from the when our only light came from almost in

present. Our past experience as officers of cessant flashes of lightning , otherwise a

the Association has been such that we as- night of pitch blackness — we were driven

sert with confidence that our membership from our homes with such effects as we

throughout the various local divisions, and could move in that awful storm , with water

the local officers, will continue to co -operate five feet deep in our street and driven into

with us in continued promotion of the prin a turbulence by a destructive hurricane."

ciples that so merit our devotion . Our rec

ord of wage elevation exceeds that of any THE COMMISSION ON PUBLIC OWNER.

other Association when union and non-union SHIP AND OPERATION , NATIONAL

wages are compared in like localities. Our
CIVIC FEDERATION .

hours of service have been so modified as to

absorb from the ranks of the unemployed

a considerable number who would otherwise The Investigation Abroad .

be looking elsewhere than to our craft for ' Supplied by Sec' y Edward A . Moffett.'

employment. Every instance of reduction Fifteen members of the committee of

in hours from the old time long hour system twenty -one sailed from New York on May

of employment marks the extension of em 22nd, and completed their work abroad in

ployment to the army of unemployed , where six weeks. They began their itinerary
lies the competition which makes possible arranged in advance by Messrs. Maltbie and

the serfdom of labor. Sullivan, who, with eight experts, had pre

Thanking the Association , our numerous ceeded the commitee three months — at

officers and membership for their encourage Dublin , and concluded their labors at Lon

ment and support in the past, and renewing don . In all their examinations the commit

our pledge of faithfulness to the cause com tee consulted with the engineers and ac

mitted to our charge , we are, countants. Not only did these technicists

Most fraternally , accompany the committee upon its visits to

Your General Executive Board , the many plants inspected , but they were

C . 0 . PRATT, Chairman . also engaged - in pairs, the one the nominee

Per R . L . REEVES, Secy . of the pro , the other of the anti-members

in completing the critical examination of
DISTRESS OF DIV . 234 . the plants coming under their respective

In Pensacola , Fla ., is located Division No. jurisdictions.

234 of our Association . Pensacola is a gulf The experts were:

coast town of about 20,000 inhabitants, and Street Railways — Norman McD . Craw

there are 50 street and electric railway men ford (Hartford , Conn . ), J . R . Klumpp (Ger

embraced in the membership of Div . 234. mantown , Pa .) , Wm . Newbigging (Manches

From newspaper reports, readers became ter ) .

familiar with the facts pertaining to the Electric Lighting and Power- J . H .

devastation of the city by the recent gulf Woodward (London ) , A . E . Winchester (So.

storms. The members of Div . 234 were Norwalk , Conn .) .
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.

public.

. . . . . . . privat

eric . . . . . .

Messrs. Marwick , Mitchell & Co. (New

York and London ) and Robert C . James

(Wallingford , Pa . ) , accountants.

Labor conditions in the plants chosen for

investigation were investigated by Prof.

John R . Commons (Wisconsin University )

and J. W . Sullivan (Editor The Clothing

Trades Bulletin , New York ).
The data these experts were required to

obtain had all been indicated beforehand in

the April number of The National Civic

Federation Review . The committee will be

largely guided by these and the American

schedules in framing its final report.

The cities visited and the kind of plants

examined were as follows:

Dublin

Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . private .

Glasgow

Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . public.
Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . public .

Gas . . . . .

New Castle -on -Tyne

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . private.

Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . private .

Manchester

Electric private .
Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . public.public.

Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . public.

Leicester

Gas . . . . . . . public.

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . public.

Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . public.

Sheffield

Gas . . . .. . . . . . . . . . private.
Birmingham
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . public .

Liverpool
Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . public .

Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . public.

Norwich
Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . private .

London

Electric . . . . . . . . . public and private. . .
Street Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . private .

Gas . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
private .
privat

At Glasgow the committee 's work was

especially promoted by the fact of its hav

ing the very friendly co -operation of so

noted an exponent of municipal ownership

as Manager Dalrymple of the city's tram

ways. At London similar assistance was

rendered by Sir Clifton Robinson , whose in

terests in private companies is not exceeded
by those of any other man in Great Britain .

Hearings were held at London , at which

leading exponents of company management

were heard . Among those who attended

these hearings were Lord Avebury , Mr.

Sydney Morse, president of the Chamber of

Commerce ; Mr. Emil Garcke, of the Indus

trial Freedom League ; Mr. Dixon H . Davies,

solicitor ; and Mr. Robert P . Porter, of the

London Times. The principal exponents of

municipal ownership were also heard .

Among the latter were Mr. T . McKinnon

Wood, of the London County Council; Mr.

J . Allen Baker, chairman of the London

Municipal Tramways; Mr. Robert Donald ,

of the London Chronicle, and the Rt. Hon .

John Burns, president of the Local Govern

ment Board .

From the very beginning great interest

was manifested in the work of the commis

sion . Boards of trade, private companies ,

city governments, labor leaders, members

of Parliament, officials of the national gov.

ernment, representatives of rate -payers ' as

sociations - all seemed interested, and every

facility was placed at the command of the
committee .

The general sentiment was that the re

port of the commission should be of no less

value to the people of Great Britain and

Ireland than to the people of America. The

fact that so many men drawn from different

walks of life, and of such diversity of opin
ion , could be gotten together and dispatched

upon so important a mission, was much

commented upon ; as was the further fact,

that they had set out to determine the ac

tual conditions in each case, by employing
a corps of engineers and accountants. In

short, the commission and its sponsor, the

National Civic Federation , were warmly

commended for having undertaken a work
of such manifest importance to cities.

The Future Work of the Committee.

The last meeting held in London adopted

a resolution outlining a plan for the accom

plishment of the remaining work of the

committee. This resolution provides :

That as schedules are completed copies

of same to be promptly furnished members

of committee ; that Dr. Maltbie prepare a

history of parliamentary action in relation

to the municipal utilities under investiga

tion ; Prof. Goodnow , a report on political

conditions in the municipalities of the

United Kingdom as compared with such

conditions in the United States, same to in

clude a discussion of the relation of said

political conditions to public and private

operation of the particular municipal utili

ties ; Profs. Bemis and Parsons and Messrs.

Walton , Clark and Edgar, either jointly or

individually, such statements for the plants

investigated here and abroad ; that the

schedules for each plant be collated in a

clear, concise statement for the use of the

committee in drafting its report ; that the

officers of the committee prepare a general

statement of conclusions and recommenda.

tions that may be used as a basis of discus

sion and adoption with such emendation as

the committee may order, etc., etc.

In this country the work of invesigation

is almost completed. The cities that have

been visited are : Wheeling, Alleghany,

Indianapolis , Chicago and South Norwalk ;

a number of other cities have been exam

ined by the experts and by members of the

committee whose work has been special

ized . The experts employed in the Ameri

can investigation are :
Gas – J . R . Klumpp, Fred C . Burnett ( TO

ronto ) , A . E . Farstall (New York ) .

Electric Lighting and Power - C . E .

Phelps, Jr. (Baltimore ) , Theo . Stebbins

(Columbus, Ohio ) , A . E . Winchester (So.

Norwalk , Conn.) .

Water - Dabney H . Maury (Peoria , Ill.) .

Accountants - Marwick , Mitchell & Co .

A report upon the Massachusetts method

of regulating the electric lighting industry

W
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is being prepared by Alton D . Adams (Wor- trade and calling is thoroughly organized
cester ) and C . I. R . Humphreys, of Hum - and every member ready to merge all petty
phreys & Glasgow (New York ) . differences into the one great work of build

Expert work not technical in character ing up such a solidarity of interests that
in relation to the plants selected , is being hostile forces will hesitate to attack the
performed by Prof. John H . Gray, North trade union movement, either from the po
western University ; and Walter L . Fisher, litical or the industrial side. Agitate, organ
of Chicago, has prepared a report upon the ize, educate .
history of the municipal lighting plant of
that city ; Prof. Leo S . Rowe, University of IN MEMORIAM .

Pennsylvania , has made a similar report on Omaha, Neb., Division No. 288. Whereas,

the gas question in Philadelphia . The spe . It has pleased the Ruler and Preserver
cial investigation into labor conditions is of the Universe to remove from our midst

our Brother, Edwin T . Clawson , who died
now being completed by Prof. Commons and August 17th , 1906 , therefore be it

Mr. Sullivan , Resolved , That we, the members of Divi

It is expected that Cleveland, Philadel sion 288, of the A . A . of S . & E . R . E . of A ..

express to the sorrowing relatives of our de
phia , and one or two other large cities will

ceased Brother our most heartfelt sympathy,
bė visited by the committee within the next and as a tribute of respect to his memory we

thirty days. After which the sub -commit drape our charter for a period of thirty days ;

and be it furthertees provided for in the resolution referred
Resolved . That these resolutions be spread

to will complete the duties assigned them . upon the records of our Division and a copy

This will be followed by one or more meet thereof be transmitted to the bereaved family

ings of the committee, at which its report of our deceased Brother, and that they be

published in our official journal. .
will be drafted . C . F . MICHELSEN , Sec' y .
At the present time the work of collating -

the matter contained in the completed NEW CASTLE, PA .. DIVISION NO. 89.
schedules — the data gathered by the ex
perts — in such a way as to make its assimi Whereas, The Supreme Ruler of the uni

lation more easy, is now being proceeded serse has, in his infinite wisdom , removed
from our midst our worthy brother, S . B .

with . Straub , and the long and intimate relations

It is expected that the committee will be held with him in the faithful discharge of

ready to report to the commission about his duties in Div. 89, makes it eminently be
fitting that we record our appreciation of

December 1st. him , and

Whereas, in the death of Bro. S . B . Straub
NO SUCCESS POSSIBLE WITHOUT this division laments the loss of a brother

THOROUGH TRADES UNIONISM . . who was ever ready to proffer the hand of
aid and the voice of the fraternity : an active
member or ' this division whose utmost en

(By Samuel Gompers in Federationist.) deavors were exerted for its welfare and

The toilers must bear in mind that, after prosperity , a friend and companion whose

all is said and done as to this campaign,
upright and noble life was a standard for

emulation . Therefore, be it
their success politically necessarily has its Resolved , That this Association express to

basis in the trade union movement, in the the sorrowing wife and relatives of our de

local unions, the national and international
ceased brother our heartfelt sympathy in

their untimely bereavement.
unions, central labor unions, state federa Resolved , That we drape the charter of

tions and our American Federation of Labor . this division for a period of thirty days, and

In order to attain success there must be that these resolutions be entered upon our

minutes and a copy of the same be presented

solidarity, the realization of the interde to his wife and relatives, and that they be

pendence of wage earners , of union with published in the Motorman and Conductor.

union , of federation with federation , the A . B . WILKERSON ,
W . WALLS.

complete spirit of fraternity and the con C . C . COULTHARD ,
scious, earnest willingness to help bear our Committee.

brother ' s burden .
Absolute loyalty and devotion to the prin CARD.

ciples on which the trade union movement
is based is necessary if labor is to maintain

Port Huron , Mich .; Oct. 1 . '06 .
Mr. W . D . Mahon, President Amalgamated

its position in industry and to make progress Association of Street and Electric Railway
there as well as politically. The workers Employees, Detroit , Mich .

Dear Sir . I wish to thank you and the
will be in as much , if not more, need of members of the Amalgamated Association
their unions and federations after election for the timely payment of $ 100 as disability
day , to protect their rights and interests, as benefit in consequence of the disability of

they are before it in order to cast their
my husband who is a member of the Rapid
Railway local.

votes effectively. The money is a great help to us at this

In the now nearly quarter of a century time. I want to thank you , and wish a good

since the holiday was inaugurated Labor
future for your association .

Sincerely yours ,
Day was never more heartily , sincerely or MRS. WM . HOLMES.
enthusiastically celebrated than it was this

year . That celebration was only one of CARD .

many indications of the increasing activity Niles, O ., October 10 . 1906 .

and enthusiasm along lines of trade union
We wish to express our sincere gratitude

to the members of Division No. 379. who so
organization, which is quite as marked as kindly sympathized with and assisted us at
the political enthusiasm which attracts so the death of our infant child which occurred

much attention from the outside world . September 28.

Most fraternally .
We are strong only in proportion as every ERNEST SCOTT AND WIFE .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

TO THE FALLEN OAK .

By Frank Vert.

(These lines were inspired by a majestic
fallen oak lying in Clark ' s Park , one of the
many rustic beauty spots of Detroit, and
written expressly for the Motorman and
Conductor. )

For many years you safely stood
A pioneer of nature's wood ;
Your noble form so tall and straight,
Spared by the hand of merciless fate,

You saw the summers come and go ,
Defied the winds and winter's snow
And marked each change come o 'er the land,
Wrought as by some mysterious hand .

Oh ! for a tongue that you might tell
What stories in your heart must dwell

Of joys and sorrows you have seen

Beneath your boughs once bright and green ;
Tell how , when but a tiny sprout,
The Indian children romped about,
Or chased each other day by day

Where now the sparkling fountains play.
Where those electric lamps are hung,

Perhaps the boiling kettle swung,
While sturdy warriors warmed their hands ,
Or slept beside the burning brands.

Tell how the buck , with graceful bounds,
Cleared fallen logs and grassy mounds,
Or quickly turned to face the pack
Of wolves that folowed in his track ,

While they, in turn , would dash away
When distant hounds began to bay.

This grove now trod by children 's feet
Was once the prowling lynx ' retreat ;

And when the shades of night drew nigh
The woods re-echoed with his cry .
Tell how the early settlers' cows
Once sought the shelter of your boughs,

While through the wilderness, so drear,
Their clanging bells rang loud and clear .

But time, with ever restless hand,
Has changes wrought throughout the land,
And through the woods no more there

sounds

The quaint old bells or baying hounds ;
While sparkling fountains now replace

The wigwams of a former race.
And you, that stood in forests deep ,

And saw the world awake from sleep
As cities sprang from regions dark

And time unveiled a city park ,

At last are summoned to the call
That fate designs shall be for all ,

That we may help to swell the score

Of others that are gone before ,
Or number with the common lot
Of nature ' s works, so soon forgot.

ed by Bros. F . Lott , Div . No. 379, Nlles, O .;
Geo. Bowen and A . C . Lucas, Div . No. 272,
Youngstown, O . ; R . J. Copeland, Div . No. 114,
Youngstown, O . ; J . B . Fitzgerald , Div. No. 98,
Akron , O . ; C . A . Allison , Div . No. 52, East
Liverpool, O ., and your correcpondent, repre
senting Div . No. 380 , Elyria , 0 .

The convention was one of the best attend
ed ever held in the state. Much work was
done which will be effective in the interest

of labor in this state in the near future.
Much of the time of the convention was

taken up looking to future legislation .

Among measures which will be promoted by

the state organization before the coming leg

islature are a child labor law to limit the age

to 16 years ; an eight hour day law ; protective

measures for women wage earners, etc.
The convention passed a resolution con

demning the assumed " Brotherhood of Elec
tric Railway Trainmen . " as inimical to the
labor movement. This will place that spuri.
ous " brotherhood " fairly before every labor

organization in the state , as being an actual

imposition upon steam road brotherhoods, as
well as trying to suck from the prosperity of

the Amalgamated Association .

Enthusiasm ran high at each session , and a
good year for the labor movement may be

looked for to follow the closing of the con
vention .

A complete report of the work done will be
compiled by Secretary Goldsmith and for

warded to the organizations of the state .

The officers elected for the ensuing year are
as follows:

President, Henry Ott, Woodworkers' Union
No. 89, Cincinnati,

First vice - pres., J. A . Robinson , Painters'
Local No 206 , Canton , O .
Second vice - pres., C . R . Bailey , Barbers

Union No. 84, Youngstown , O

Third vice -pres., J. R . Lyon , Stationary En
gineers ' Union , No. 18. Cincinnati, O .

Fourth vice - pres., L . E . Breidenbach ,
Painters' Union No. 249, Dayton , O .

Fifth vice -pres., C . E . Southam , Street and
Electric Ry. Employes' Union , Div . 380, Ely
ria , O .

Sixth vice - pres., A . M . Crutch , Cigarmak
ers' Local No. 17, Cleveland, O .
Seventh vice -pres., Wm . Cope, T . and c . W .

Local No. 10, East Liverpool, 0 .

Eighth vice- pres., G . W . Shockert, B . of T .
U ., New Straightsville, 0 .

ROVERS LEAVE FOOTPRINTS .

1 .

South Chicago, I11. - - It has been some
time since the readers of the Motorman and

Conductor heard from us. We are still in the
land of the living and were never in better
shape since our conception . We have just
pulled through one of the hardest summers
experienced since 1896 . There has been no
time since last March that we could get a
day off , unless some other brother would get
stuck for over time on the strength of it and
I am sorry to say we have had the worst

class of extra men that this road ever ex
perienced . I will say farther that Farley or
Curry never had a dirtier lot than some we
have had here . Don ' t understand me to say
that we have them in our ranks. We al

ways managed to get rid of them . We have
no closed shop agreement with our company.
but we experience no trouble getting rid of
such scum when once we find them out. We
had a gang here from St. Louis , and I must

say, there must be lots of good men in St.
Louis for I never saw a good one come from
there. ( If I wrong any one by writing this , I
am ready to beg pardon when convinced . )
They would come here and give references
to some small town some place in Missouri.
saying they were right of the farm . De.

ceiving both the company and our organiza

tion , and the first day out as students , com
mence stealing .

SPURIOUS “ BROTHERHOOD ” CONDEMNED

BY STATE CONVENTION .

BY E . C . SOUTHAM .
Elyria . 0 , I have just returned from the

Ohio State Federation of Labor convention ,

held at Akron , O . . the first wee kof October.

The Amalgamated Association was represent
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ful and impartial hearing of the facts as sub
mitted by Brother Murray, advised a refer
endum vote be taken , which resulted in an
almost unanimous vote to sustain Brother
Murray .

Div . No. 85 , now , that the case is entirely in
the hands of Mr. C . 0 . Pratt and the Interna
tional Board, feels that there will be an
amicable adjustment, and that Brother Mur

ray will, in a short time, be at his old .posi
tion on the back end of a Carnegie car.
Hoping to have more definite information

as to the final results of the case for our
next month ' s journal. I beg to remain

Fraternaly yours,

A BROTHER WORKER.

ADVANCE TO OLD MEN .

meeting the officers that have a nice large

We had some come here without clothes

enough on their backs to wad a shot gun

and in two or three weeks you would think

they were Philadelphia politicians taking a

country vacation . I especially refer to three

of them . If any one of them ever applies to
your organization for membership you will

know what to do with them . They gave

their names as West, Lon Thomas and Dav .

enport. They may have a dozen names, but

those were the names they gave here.
One thing our organization lacks is some

system to head these reprobates off . Under
our present laws they can impose upon us
in spite of our best efforts . This is a good

question for prospective delegates to our
next convention .
Our standing membership is 120 and since

January , 1905 , there has been 125 men come
and go. We have issued some 65 with
drawal cards and we took something like 30
applications from those who were never obii
gated. The rest went before we got a
chance at them .

Is there another local in our association
that can compare with us ? If so , let us hear

from you . We have had some serious acci

dents during this period and every one can
be traced directly to the inexperience and in

competency of these men .
We have lost some good, careful, honest

men on account of conditions we suffered

through the influence of the class of men I

have mentioned . They would disregard all

rules of decency and of the company, conse
quently , we have all suffered and it will be

some time before we get back to our old

'standard .
Now , we have every man on our system in

our local, and as I said we are in better con
dition financially and spiritually , than ever.
Past experience has been the means of

drawing our old men closer together . We
have better attendance at our meetings and
better interest shown in getting applications
than ever before . Our monthly dues are 75
cents and every member who fails to attend
one meeting a month is fined 25 cents unless
he can give a good excuse. We also have a
sick , accident and death benefit. We pay $ 125
for death , $ 5 per week sick and accident

benefit and with all this experience we can
boast of having ( $500 ) five hundred in the

treasury . We recommend high dues.
A BROTHER AMALGAMATED .

San Jose, Cal. - In general the affairs of
Div . 265 are running along smoothly and
the boys are all in the best of spirits. Our
meetings are more interesting and it is the
hope of the officers that even more of the
members may attend. We have a nice large
hall, and there is room for all, so come
along , boys, and make a good showing .

The companies here are making a great
many improvements. The San Jose and
Santa Clara line are changing their system
from a narrow guage to a broad guage. This
will do away with the small cars, and I tell
you it will be a great relief for the men to
have nice running cars instead of the old
ones.
On the first of this month the boys on the

First street system were taken by surprise ,
when our genial manager, Mr. G . L . Barker,
voluntarily raised our wages. We got 21c

per hour. Now the rate is 21c for the first
year, 22c for the second, and 23c for the third
and over. The boys are all very thankful
for the raise.
On the Interurban road everything is run

ning in fine shape and the boys are all in

good humor. Bro . John R . Hillis has his
usual pleasant smile ; no change whatever

since he got married . Bro Loupe is as stout
as ever, and one of the best looking men in

the service , He only weighs 227 pounds, but

is as quick as any of them . The boys all
say he gets up at 3 o 'clock in the morning
and takes a two -mile run , but I don ' t believe
it. Don ' t do it . Loupe, it won ' t do you any

good. As for the rest of the boys, I only
have this to say : They are all well and

hearty and all doing fine. " L . L . ”DEATH ENTERS RANKS OF NO. 85 .

DRAPER TOCONDEMNED - ENEMY
LABOR .

Pittsburg , Pa. - The members of Div . No. 85 ,
are in deep sorrow , just at present, over the
deaths of three members, namely : R . W . Al
drich , of Chestnut Street Div . , Allegheny,

who died during the month of September of
typhoid fever ; E . S . Hixenbaugh, of Rankin
Division , who died during the month of

September, of the same ailment, and Edmond
Krause , of Butler Street Div . , who quit street

carring to follow steam railroading , and was
killed while performing his duty as brake

man .
Their wives and families have the most pro

found sympathy of every member of Div . No.
85 ' and they all join in one earnest prayer,
"may they rest in peace. "

It is an old and true saying that troubles
seldom come alone. Such is the case with

Div . No. 85 ; in as much as it has a little more
trouble on its hands in the case of M . J .
Murray of the West End Div . , who was dis
charged as the Pittsburg Rys. Co . officials
put it. " for going away without leave of ab
sence, " but it seems that this was not the
true state of affairs. Brother Murray was
sick and unable to perform his duty at the
time. He also produced a doctor' s certificate
to that effect. There was a committee ap
pointed to confer with the company officials,
but with no results.
We then consulted our International Presi

dent. Mr. W . D . Mahon , who wisely sent us
one, whom Div . No. 85 considers one of the
ablest and most earnest workers of the or
ganization , namely , Mr. C . 0 . Pratt, Chairman
of the International Board , who after a care

Brockton , Mass., Oct. 15 , 1906 .
Division 235 , A . A . of S . and E . R . E . of A .,

at its meeting held October 8 , instructed me
to bring its action to the attention of other
locals, through our official paper, The Motor
man and Conductor. "
We voted to endorse the action of the State

Branch Convention this year at Lawrence in
condemning Lieut-Gov. Draper, as a bitter
enemy to organized labor, and that the mem
bers of this union pledge themselves to do
their utmost to bring about his defeat.
Last year, Draper prevented action by the

State Branch by promising that his em
ployes in Hopedale could organize, if they so
desired , but a few days before election , when
labor was powerless to take action , he re
pudiated his proinise and union cards are
barred in Hopedale . Every voter who favors
a “ square deals will express his opinion of
Draper at the polls.
Brockton is the home of Draper ' s oppo

nent, E . Gerry Brown, who is the Independ
ent League and Democratic candidate for
Lieutenant-Governor. He is a union man ,
who has been with us fifteen years. He is a
member of Typographical Union No. 224, car
ries his card , and during these many years
has published the labor paper of this section .
He is the secretary of our Central Labor
Union .
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We have found him always ready if we
ull right in every way.

We have also a candidate for Senator in
our Second Plymouth District, Emmet T .

Walls. He is business agent of the Sole
Fasteners' Union , and has been for many
years .

For eighteen consecutive terms he has been
president of our Central Labor Union . Mr.

Walls is the man who gave the members of
the Street Car Men ' s Association their obli

gation when the organization was first start
ed , and we feel that he is almost one of our

inembers. He has stood ready at all times to
render his services to our local.

Therefore, we have two good union men

to vote for . Our local voted unanimously to
endorse E . Gerry Brown for Lieutenant-Gov
ernor and Emmet T . Walls for Senator, and

each member present declared their desire to
give at least one dollar to a campaign fund .
We hope that each local to which this

communication shall come will take such ac .
tion as will induce each member to take an
active part in defeating Draper. If we act
together this time, the size of our vote will
indicate to the legislators at the State House
that we want relief from the burdens that
now rest upon us. Proper legislation can
better our condition . Let us show that we
can take advantage of our opportunity .

GEO . L . BROWN.

Recording Secretary .

Division 235, Brockton , Mass.

fere with the organization in any way, and
that the matter of the discharged men wear

ing the organization button had nothing to
do with the cause of their discharge. The
matter of eliminating the objectionable

clause from the applocation for employment
he would take up to Mr. Bramlett and be in a

position to advise the committee at an early
date .
Withal the conference was very agreeable

and impressed the committee that the com
pany is willing to unite with our membership

in restoring and maintaing mutual confi
dence.

Our meetings were presided over by Vice
President Rawson , President Middleton not
being present.

The two-turn shift is giving universal sat
isfaction .

Superintendent Street, who recently left to
take a position in the west, had really be
come rather appreciated by our membership .

Superintendent Garrett, of East St. Louis,
takes his place.
Another East St. Louis man we have with

us is a Mr. Brown. His position is that of
starter,

" QUOD."

NO MORE STRIKES FOR NEWBURGH.

APPLICATION FORM CREATES DIS
TRUST.

Kalamazoo , Mich . - A disquieting clause
has recently appeared in the application for
employment used by the Michigan United
Rys. Co . The objectionable clause embraces

a pledge on the part of the applicant to the
effect that during service in the employ of
the company, he will join no labor organiza
tion . Some twenty men have been employed

in the Kalamazoo city service who signed
this pledge. It is presumed that others have
been employed in Battle Creek and the inter
urban service under the same restriction .

Some of these newly employed men made
application for membership to Div . 343 . and
no secret was made of their manifestation .
Others declined to become members, claim
ing they were forced to pledge themselves

not to join in order to get the job .
Last June, when conferences were being

held with Mr. Bramlett and other officials of
the company, his assurance was given that
there should be no discrimination against the
association . This clause, if enforced , was a
violation of the assurance of nondiscrimina
tion . It was argued , and reasonably so that
it was an attack upon the organization , con
sequently a menace to the continued and
peaceful employment of union men , and a
blow at the life of the Division . Similar
sentiment was learned to exist in the Battle

Creek and interurban locals .
Three applicants to membership were

wearing a monthly button , and were dis
charged . They gave out the report that
their pretended unionism had lost to them
their jobs. This seemed to confirm the as
sumption that the objectionable clause was
other than meaningless.

On the 13th , early and late meetings were
held . and the non - union clause question re
ceived attention . Members urged that they
could not work without feeling that they
were special marks for ill feeling on part of
the company officials . This distrust was un
pleasant. The result of the meditations was
the reference of the matter to the executive
committee with instructions to confer with
Mr. Bramlett pertaining to the elimination
of the obectionable clause.
Our committee, composed of Vice -President

Frank Rawson , Secretary Geo. Bouck and
Committeemen Archie House, Chas. Chap
man . Fred Courier and Fred Hoag. held a
conference with Local Superintendent Gar

rett who renounced any intention to inter

Newburgh , N . Y . - Just a word or two from
Local 388, of Newburgh, N . Y . We would like
a space in The Motorman and Conductor, just
to let our brother members know we are
alive and in good standing after our strike
of 24 days. We won out and got everything

we were after and got one brother rein
stated .

We are now working for a good company.
Former Governor Odell, of New York , now

owns the road and will make a good road
out of it.
We are getting 16 cents the first six

months, 18 cents the second six months, and
20 cents after the first year , and after the

third year 21 cents, and a closed union road
to work upon .
Every new man has to join the union when

he starts to work , and furthermore , the
company takes every man 's dues and assess
ments out of his pay on pay day and turns

it over to our treasurer. No man can go be
nind in his dues, and if any brother doesn 't
do right by 'our local he has to walk the
plank . So you can see what kind of a com
pany Local 388 is working for.
We are sorry to say that we have lost one

of our best brothers. President William
Martin has taken a position as dispatcher
and starter for the company. We are glad
he has taken it, as no other man on the cars

could fill the place any better , though we
lost a good man from our Local
Bro . Samuel Boyd has taken the chair for

the rest of this year. Bro . Dewitt is still
vice -president and a good man on our exec
utive board. We will conduct our meetings

once a month , the first Saturday of each
month , at 12 o 'clock P . m . (midnight) , and
every member can attend.

B . H . P .

OLD SERVICE MEN RETIRE ,

Gloncester, Mass . - The departure of the
summer rush leaves Div. No. 270 in a posi
tion to get down to business . A very llvely

ineeting was held Oct. 5 , and a good attend .
ance was present.

During the course of the meeting, Vice
President Fred H . Macomber resigned his
position , he having left the service to accept
the position as janitor of the Gloucester
High School. He had been fifteen years in
the service.

The supply of janitors did not run out with
Bro . Macomber . Financial Secretary Ralph

E . McKay had secured a like position in the
Y . M . C . A . building. resigned his position as
secretary and asked for a withdrawal. He
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the boys may hear something upon farming
up this way in the columns of the M . and C .

SOX .

NOTES FROM 281.

had served five years with the railway com -
pany .

Bro . W . W . Wilson , a member of 15 years'
service with the company, has resigned here
to take up some business in California ,
Bros. Mckay and Macomber were two able

officers of Div. 270, and it is deeply regretted
that they have resigned . However, we are
pleased that they have . secured better po

sitions, and our best wishes go with them in
their new occupations. They both identified

themselves as hard workers for the organi

zation ever since its first inception here.

To fill vacancies caused by the resignation

of officers, Bro . C . H . Harmon was elected
and installed vice -president, and Bro. P . 0 .
Lane was chosen to the position of financial

secretary. Bro . W . J . McNamara was ap
pointed collector.
Two applicants were initiated to member

ship , and the business of the meeting was

rapidly and harmoniously despatched.

* * 270."
FAIR YEAR ' S SHOWING.

Peoria , 111. - Today Div . 416 is a thriving
organization with a membership of 23 1 .
There are yet 6 who are not members. We
have been organized just one year, and are
proud of our recod . We have shown our
quality in various ways, and particularly as

caring for sick and needy members. Our
contributions have averaged $ 32 .42 to each

afflicted member. We have made our own
name, and are glad to point to the fact that
we are members of Local 416 .

Bros. Freeman and Berkshire are working
in Springfield this week .
Just ask Jerry, of N . Monroe, the details of

a grounded car ?
Proprietor Buchanan , of the Niagara hotel,

entertained some forty of our members on
board his new steam launch recently . The
treat was immensely enjoyed .
We regret to report the ill health of Bro .

Joe Ebbiit , and that in consequence he leaves
the service. He had been an employe of the
company since a mere boy, and was familiar
ly known.
Orville Spitler has secured a good position

at Chillicothe in the electric light plant. He
will take charge of the works as soon as
he leaves Cottage hospital, where he is re
covering from a severe attack of typhoid . He
has our best wishes for success.

W . S . B .

BRO. HOPE TO TRY FARMING .

New Haven , Conn. - At the regular meet
ing of New Haven Div . No. 281, held Septem
ber 13, 1906 , besides the regular routine bus
iness transacted there were 22 initiations.
A liberal donation was made to the Ohio Val
ley Trades Assembly in aid of the Augustus
Pollack monumental fund : a donation was
also made to the baseball stitchers local
union of Philadelphia .

The employing company has adopted a
new cap badge which will be substituted for
the badge now in use . The new badge will
be put in use on all the lines owned and
controlled by the Consolidated Railway Co. ,
including Hartford , Meriden , New London
and Norwich , and the unorganized lines.

Bro . Fred Walker, who was painfully in
jured in being struck by a car in charge of
Bro . Davis , is again at his post. He was con
fined to his home for three weeks.
Bros. Andrews, Martin and Conklin , of 425 ,

Hartford , were guests of Bros. Lynch , Flynn ,
Minnix and Butler one evening last month .

Bro. James W . Burke has returned from a
two weeks' vacation spent in the wilds of
Maine. Says he “ had a swell- elegant time. "

Bro . " Dannie " McKay , delegate to the
Trades Council, says he will never miss a
meeting of that body. Wonder if " Dannie "
has to run on Tuesday evening to get there
on time, the same as he does to get " the
owl?"

Bros. Pender, Meigs and others are start
ing a boom for another fair . Hope you suc
ceed. This matter will be acted upon at the
next regular meeting. No doubt a fair com
mittee will be appointed. Bro . Pender prom
isey " cross -over ' cigars to the members who
serve on this committee, same to be dis
tributed at every committee meeting. When
Bro . Minnix appoints this committee it is
safe to say no one will decline to serve .
Some members suggest that the proceeds of
the fair be donated to one of our suffering
brothers. It could not go to a better cause .
Bros. Minnix , Geo . Bowen and Radonlowe

are absent from duty on account of illness.
All three expect to be out in a day or two.

This division will nominate candidates for
the different offices at the November month
ly meeting . and elect and install at the De
cember meeting.'

All well and progressing nicely in New
Haven . F . D . J .

DIV . 333 PROGRESSIVE .
Winnipeg , Man. - It is with regret that

Div. No. 79 has to chronicle the death of
Bro . James Wakes, who was killed while on
duty on the 24th of September. Bro . Wakes
was conductor upon a car having a trailer
attached . In stepping from the motor to the
first trailer he slipped and fell in such a
way that both trail cars passed over his legs .
He lived but two hours after the accident,
suffering untold agony meanwhile. He was
but a few months amongst us, and made
many friends. We buried him on the 27th ,
about one hundred of our members attending
the funeral. The brother was from Wick ,
Scotland, and had no relatives here .

At our last meeting 16 new applicants
were initiated into the association .

Bro . John J . Hope has resigned his position
to take up the occupation of farmer. The
best wishes of Div . No. 99 go with him . Bro .
Hope was a highly esteemed member, and
has served the association in nearly every
official capacity . He represented this local
in the last convention , and later was ap
pointed as foreman for the company. He did
not leave the association , however, and when
our recent strike occurred he stayed with the
men and rendered valuable assistance to the
local. So much was he appreciated that
when he retired from the service we clubbed
together and presented him with a beautiful
token and a nice purse of money with which
to buy a cow to start his new business. Bro .
Hope will still retain his membership , and

Battle Creek , Mich . - The last meeting of
Div. No. 333 was held Sept. 10 at the C . L .
U . hall. President Ed McWithey called the
meeting to order promptly at 12 o 'clock mid
night. One application for membership was
presented and referred to a committee.

The question of overtime was taken up.
Referred to the executive committee .

The matter of granting passes upon the
interurban lines to city men was considered
and referred to the executive committee with
instructions. An inconvenience in delay in
giunting passes has been experienced in
that to secure the pass applicants have to
apply for them some three days before they
are received. It is believed that this could
be modified without additional risk to the
company .

It was reported that a clause is contained
in application for work blank of the com
pany, by which the newly employed are to
subscribe to a pledge that during their em

ployment with the company they will not
join a labor union .
Secretary White urged that such a pro

ceedure was in violation of the assurances of
Mr. Bramlett that there should be no dis
crimination against men on account of mem
bership in the union , and that if there was
such a clause , with the understanding with
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the company he thought it was meaningless.
That he knew of no union men having been
discharged , and that newly employed men
had made application for membership to the
association . The matter went over.

The meeting was well attended and the
regular routine of business was despatched .

PREPARING FOR WINTER . .

first vice - president. Wm . 0 . Jones , of Utiea ;
second vice - president, H . G . Williams, of
Syracuse ; third vice - president, Dennis Makar,
of Schenectady ; fourth vice - president, Wm.
Ferguson , of Oneida ; fifth vice -president.
Chas. Hanstein , of Newburgh : Sixth vice
president, John M . Paddon , of Elmira : sev
enth vice -president, Wm . P . Kennedy, of New
York ; secretary -treasurer , Ed . A . Bates, of
Utica ; state organizer and editor of Official
Year Book , Herman Robinson , of New York ;
legislative agent and chairman of legislative
committee, James McManus, of Troy : legisla
tive committee, J . P . Archibald New York ,
Ed. Leonard of Schnectady ; delegate to A

F . of L . convention , Thos. E . Sweeney, of
Binghamton .

" HUDSON."

CHRONIC KICKER A NUISANCE.

Mt. Clemens, Mich . — Div. No. 90 reports
progress.

Bro . W . C . Ackley is taking his vacation
by spending a few days with friends at Nor
walk , Ohio. He is accompanied by Mrs.
Ackley .
Bro . Geo . Rushton was suddenly called to

Sanalac, Mich . , by serious illness of his wife
who was taken sick while visiting the home
of her people at that place.

Secretary J . E . Reed and wife are visiting
their old home at West Branch and vicinity .
It is expected that he will return with Sume
very thrilling and sanguinary hunting tales .
It will be well enough to believe them , of
course , just to please, you know .
Bro . Otto Simberg is again at work after a

few days' nursing an injured eye, caused by
an electric spark .

Bro . E . Brines , of the Pt. Huron city line,
is acquiring a knowledge of the Rapid dur
ing his spare time from the city service.
Dispatcher McCarthy is again with us after

a short vacation which seems to have not
robbed him of his genialty . The boys are
glad to see him back .
Chief Dispatcher Wm . Quackenbush has

taken a short leave of absence for rest after
an active summer' s work .

Bro . Wm . Lapham is acting dispatcher
while the others are taking their vacations.
Supt. W . J . Dawson has returned from a

pleasant trip in Ohio .
The closed cars have again been installed

in service on the city lines. They came out
nicely painted and prepared for the con
venience of their end of the service, and
again make the boys think of winter scenes .

Hartford , Conn. - Hartford local No. 425
remains in satisfactory condition since ny
last letter.
Our membership shows a healthy and

pleasing growth .
Brothers Coughlin , Andrews and Martin ,

spent a delightful day in New Haven , the lat
ter part of September, and were well enter
tained by President Mennix , and a number
of the brothers of Local No. 281.
Brother James W . Burke of the same divi

sion , paid some of the Hartford boys a flying
call while on his way to Portland Me.. last
week .
We are all anxiously awaiting a visit from

a New Haven delegation at some of our meet
ings.
The dance committee report progress in

arranging for our first ball to be given No
vember 14th next.

I presume every local is more or less pest
ered by the restless agitator whose only mis
sion in life seems to be to stir up strite ,
No company' s policy is ever satisfactory to
such as he, and the loose wagging of his
tongue is a constant menace to the welfare
of the organization whose advocate he fain
would be. His rabid and ill - tounded crit
icism spares no one from the I . P . down the
line. After all, however, it is pleasant to
reflect that the mass of our members are
blessed with the saving grace of humor and
eventually extract amusement from those
who, by reason of their limitations, are
prone to view life through the little end of
the telescope.

I again take the opportunity to urge a
more general reading of the Journal by the
brothers of this local. Many of us are yet in
the A B C of unionism , and should endeavor

to enlarge our knowledge of the power and

scope of this great organization to which we
have bound ourselves by our obligations.

" THE CRANK ."

STATE A . F . OF L . ELECTS OFFICERS.

Los deep ?ion wou

muchar

NOTES OF INTEREST.

Albany, N . Y . - Since my last contribution
to the M . & C . , it has beer my pleasure to
attend the tenth annual convention of the
orkingmen ' s Federation of New York

State, at Binghamton , as a delegate, repre
senting Division 148, of the A . A . of S . R . E .,
of Albany.

To say I was deeply impressed by the
workings of this convention would be putting
it very mildly . It is to be very much re
gretted that every workingman in this state
could not attend. There is not a shadow of
doubt that every delegate left the conven
tion feeling stronger, and firmer in his desire
to further the interests of organized labor.
After being in session four days, the con

vention , previous to adjournment, held
memorial services in honor of the late Presi
dent John Pallace. Remarks eulogistic of
his life ' s work were made by James Archi
bald, Samuel Prince, and James Ryan , of
New York .

Several changes were made in the constitu
tion , all were received favorably by the body ;
one in particular relative to the legislative

agent. In the future the sum of $50 will al
ways be at his disposal as a fund to defray
the expenses of consulting attorneys. He
will be required in the future to send quar
terly statements to all affiliated unions.

The election of officers for the ensuing year
occupied several hours, many of the offices
being very hotly contested, and each candi
date' s name was presented in speeches de
tailing his loyalty to the cause of organized
labor. In placing the name of Daniel Harris
for president, before the convention , Bro .
Wm . McCabe, of Albany , in his nominating
speech , had the fixed attention of every dele
gate present, and at the conclusion of the
same the outburst of enthusiasm fairly
shook the building. The following officers
were elected , for the ensuing year :
President, Daniel Harris , of New York ;

. . Toronto , Ont. Since the re -instatement of
the 13 men who were discharged for alleged
interference with the Winnipeg strike .
breakers things in our Div . have been run
ning along fairly well, and up to the present
the company has not shown any desire to
discriminate against any of this unlucky 13.
Div . 113 looks upon the reinstating of these
inen as a great victory, and while we did not
obtain all we desired , still we did pretty
well. We must feel very grateful to our
arbitrators. Mr. David Carey and Mr. Jas.
Simpson , for the noble fight they put up on
our behalf. Messrs. Carey and Simpson were
also very ably assisted by Business Agent
McDonald and President Williamson .

The railway management have, or late ,
violated the spirit of our agreement in re .

sorting to suspensions for " sleeping in . " It

is a cruel practice and not at all fair . Men
do not " sleep in " intentionally , and besides.
all men should not be treated alike. For

instance , a man " sleeping in " once in two or
3 years should not be treated in the same

way as the man who is continually missing.
Surely , it is enough to have to lose the day
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similar to throwing a stone through a hor

net' s nest when anything happens to bring
them out. We have one member from 205
who is watching with interest the progress
of his former local.
Rumor says that one of our motormen has

taken unto himself a fair companion . We
think that with a new house and a new com
panion he will surely be happy .

Brothers, when in Steubenville , call on

Local 252, or our sister Local 285 of this city
which is wide awake, and believes in mak

ing hay while the sun shines.

NIC .

NO . 382 TO THE FRONT.

without having the company add two or three
more to it, for such an intentional offense .

Another unfair part of it is, that, if a
non - union man " sleeps in " he just loses the
day, and still the company will tell you they
are not discriminating against union men .
The same condition of affairs exists in regard
to men frequenting hotels . Non -union men
can go in where and when they like, and hear
nothing of it, but let a union man try it and
he is on the carpet next day. This is not
discrimination , is it ?
Our division is at present well represented

in the Central Labor body . Bro . W . T . Thom
son is president of the District Trades Coun
cil, while our genial business agent, James
McDonald , is secretary of the municipal com
mittee and also a member of the organiza
tion committee

It is very gratifying to see so many but
tons worn during the past summer. Never
were so many to be seen , and I must say that
the union men of the city are to be given .
credit for the part they have taken in get
ting our nen in line. Our business agent
has, from time to time, reported to the
Trade' s Council, asking the delegates not to
patronize cars on which a motorman or con
ductor without a button was working , and

to so report back to their local. This has
had good effect as any one will notice by the
increased number of buttons worn at pres
ent.

I also wish to state that our local is seri
ously considering the adoption of the
monthly button .

Just to show how our local is progressing ,
it might be interesting to know that during
the month of September there were initiated
112 men , 12 of whom were old regular men
of from 15 to 20 years' service . Not so bad .
eh ! for one month ?
The contraet for coal has again been let

this year to P . Burns & Co. , King street east,
under precisely the same terms as last year.
Any time up to May 1 , 1907 , at $ 6 .50 per ton .
Members must have a paid -up working card
in order to get it , and orders must all be
left at the head office of the coal company,
the branch omices noto having authority to
seld at the reduced rate ,

I am very sorry to report the death of our
late Bro. Geoerge Blackmore. Bro . Black
more had been off work all summer. His
first sickness being blood poisoning of the

toes ; from this other complications set in and
for some weeks it was known he could not
survive long. He passed away on October
2nd. Bro . Blackmore was a life - long mem

ber of our Division , and by his cheerful dis
position won many friends for himselt on the
the Avenue Road line.

Bro . Geo . Fleming, who has been off sick
for the last three months, has had to have
his arm and shoulder taken off. At present
he is doing as well as can be expected and
will be out and around ere long .

" FARMER ."

SLER

Salt Lake City , Utah . - Division 382 has
again made a name in the history of the
labor organizations in the capital of Utah .

The first prize for the best appearing organ
ization of unions on Sept. 3 was captured by
our division . Our members turned out about
100 strong and the prize was given for ap
pearance , deportment and marching . In
these we were given the highest points.

Supt. W . P . Reid had granted the members
of the band permission to turn out in full .
Arrangements were completed before hand
for all the boys who belonged to the division
band to be off during the time of the parade
and everything worked splendidly . Twenty
instruments made up the band, and no doubt
it was due to the efforts of these boys that
the division won out. The music put life ,
step and good appearance into our ranks. " It
was a fine sight to behold that body of street
car men as they marched along , " said one
lady. Of course we take the lady' s word.

The float which we had two years ago
was repaired and redecorated by the shop
men . Great credit is due them for their
good work . It was drawn by four gray
horses. The float was filled with little girls
dressed in white . The stars and stripes were
carried as well as our division banner by
members of the division . Altogether the
whole thing was a grand success.

We also had seven policemen in full uni
form marching on head of the division .
These ex -members of our division had asked

the chief of their department for the especial
privilege of being with our organization ,
which the chief granted with pleasure.

It may be stated that the parade was as
follows: Banner carried by one of our strong

boys, one man on each side of him as aids.

then the sever policemen . Next the drum

major with a trolley as his staff , and the

band following . The float was next, then
about 50 nenibers in full uniform , then

about 30 members in nice new shopmen ' s

attire , with about 50 more members follow

ing in full blue.

The whole labor day parade was made up
better than ever . but of course our own
boys were what seemed to take best with
everybody.
Pres. Lamont and his aids had worked hard

in perfecting the arrangements and every
body is satisfied with the turn out.

Vice - Pres. T . B . H . Grey was also with
the boys in the ranks and seemed very
pleased . So much for labor day.
Fin . Sec . A . H . Burt, Musician John Allen ,

Executive Board Member Fred Hilton , mem
bers Jos Butler, W . Allen and P . C . Dykes
took a trip fishing last month . We are glad
they have returned safely , for they had a
very exciting experience . One night, after
some of the boys had retired, John Allen
and his brother came to camp. They were
also about to retire for the night, it just
being dusk , when Musician John Allen spoke
up saying , " what guy is that in the road. "
He spoke loud enough for some of the other
boys to hear it , and they looked, and low
and behold , it was a big brown Mr. Bear.
Fin . Sec. Burt was awakened from his slum
ber, having had soldier experiences it was
thought he would put up a good defense for

rever, Bro . Burt suggested it was

THREE-YEAR AGREEMENT.

Stenbenville . 0 , - Bro . Workmen : I have

just Anished reading the last issue of the M .
and C .

I think it very interesting to any union
man and I am sorry it is not issued semi
monthly. I am pleased to have the oppor
tunity of tearing from our fellow workmen
through the columns of the M . and C . and to
learn that we are steadily advancing in
numbers, wages and working conditions.
We are working now under our first writ

ten agreement, which was signed in July,
raising the men employed from 210 to 230
per hour for the first year, 231/2 c the second
and 24c the third year.

All men bired during the life of this agree
ment shall receive for the first year 21c per
hour, 22c the second and 23c the third .
Our local is in fairly good working condi

tion , is a little sleepy at present. We only
have about 30 members. We have not had
anything to stir them up lately , but it is
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best to let Mr. Bear go, he at the same time
making again for the bed , covering up his
head in the blankets making out he was
dead, providing the old bear came closer.
Some of the other boys made for the wagon
box and others also for the bed , as did Sar
gent Major Burt. Wilford Allen took a gun ,
aimed , fired and shot the bear. Mr. Bear re
treated , being wounded ; and a few days later
the boys found him dead. So the first battle

(real) has been won by those sturdy war
riors.

The party had a royal time, so they say.
The first member of our division who

passed from this sphere of action was Bro .

H . C . Kimball, who died on July 24, in his

27th year. His complaint was of a serious
nature, having had chills and fever some
years ago in the southern states from which
he always suffered afterwards. His wife
received $54 in cash , each member having
been assessed 25c . This provision is made in
a case where a member has not been one
year in the organization , therefore not being
entitled to the $ 100 from the International
office. That of course, is a local affair, and a
very good thing in such cases as Bro . Kim

Bros. Roy Wilding and A . Sorenson each
lost a child last month. We sympathize with
them .

Bro . F . C . Nicholls has been sick with ty
phoid and is now on the road to recovery .

Bro . W . B . Russell, who fell off a car July

4 and broke his leg . is able to be around.

Treasurer P . C . Dykes has resigned , and
quit the service , having gone into the groc
ery business with his brother.

Boys subscribe for the M . and C . so you
can know what is going on .
One of the teams which was hitched to the

float in our labor day parade was loaned to
the division by our old friend, Kanute Wal
gren . late member of the Division , who now
is in business for himself . He has a fine
team and good moving van , and we want
the boys of our div . to remember him and
patronize him when it is " your move." Bro .
Walgren not only had his team in use , but
he also gave us his services free of charge,
which we very much appreciated . Thank
you Wally . 382.

was missed by the prolonged meetings of

the Division . Much pleasure was had by
the members on their several tally -ho' s - to
and from the power station to interviews.
Many a pleasant afternoon was spent at our
headquarters when no business of import
ance was brought before the Division .

At 4 p. m . Sept. 29, the strike was declared
oft, our agreement having been signed a few
hours previous by Gen . Mgr. G . M . Smithol
the Transit Co. A banquet was served at 5

p . m . Bro . Shea being the guest of honor.
The Chief Burgess of Mt. Carmel, Vice - Pres.
Paul Pulaski of District No. 9 , U . M . W . of

A ., and the representatives of our two daily
papers were also our guests at the feast.
After the inner man had been satisfied , Pres.
Geo . Wark was appointed toastmaster and
for upward of two hours the banquet hall
rang with masterful orations and humorous
saying of the toast makers. During the
ceremonies Bro . Shea received a handsome
solid gold watch chain and charm from the
members of the Division . Thus the one

month strike of Div . 421 was brought to a
happy ending .
Our victory in securing 35 cents per day,

or a raise from $ 1 .65 to 32 per day is cer
tainly something to be proud of, but the
gain does not end here alone. It was in
some respects the greatest victory known
to the Amalgamated Association . Not a car
wheel moved from the inauguration until the
end of the strike and the raise of 312 cents
per hour for all members, no graduatins
scale being in force, has been seldom sur
passed by any other Division . We expect
shortly to report a great increase in our
membership .
May the A . A . of S . & E . Ry. E . of A . have

many years of prosperous life and Div . 421
of Mt. Carmel, Pa . . can always be relied
upon to praise the Association for the bene
fits received through a fhliation .

" 421. "

bals. 8ood this cours

DEATH FROM RUNNING BOARD.

STRIKE BRINGS 21 PER CENT IN .

CREASE.

Butler, Pa . - The recent death of Bro .
Humphry by being knocked from his car
while it was running at a rapid speed , has
caused sadness in the ranks of Division 232 .

Bro . Humphry was collecting fares from

the running board, and while in the act of

passing a passenger who had taken a posi
tion on the board , came in contact with a
telephone pole standing near the track . His

head struck the pole and he fell to the

ground. His death occurred two and one
half hours later.

Bro . Humphry was but a short time a

inember of our local, but was well liked .
The Division passed resolutions of condol
ence, and the members sincerely sympathize

with the relatives and friends of the de
ceased .

This local is progressing well at present.
Park season is closed and change to winter
service is the next in order .

"MAX."

A PLEASANT MINGLING .

Mt. Carmel, Pa. - It has been several
months since Div. No, 421 has contributed
anything to our official journal. If our broth
er members of the Association can spare a
few moments , we will endeavor to enlighten
them on the progress Div . 421 has made in
the Association . In the latter part of July
the Executive Board , assisted by our broth
er secretary , drew up a working agreement
between our division and the Shamokin and
Mt. Carmel Transit Co. The Executive Board
on Aug . 1st presented the agreement to the
general manager and were informed it would
not be given the slightest consideration . Ne
gotiations were continued until Aug . 28,
when National Organizer P . J . Shea , of
Scranton , Pa ., appeared in our midst. Ar
bitration was offered by the Div. and later
by the Association , but the samemet with a
flat refusal.

Approval of strike to enforce consideration
of this agreement came from the Interna
tional President at 4 p . m . Aug. 30 . At a
midnight meeting the Division ordered the

strike. The official notice was given to the
company at 4 :30 a . m . Aug . 31, 1906 . Many
little pleasantries and hardships were en
countered during our struggle. A number
of our brothers living in the outlying dis
tricts there being no other means of trans
portation , were compelled to walk daily to
our meetings. Bro . Shea was unceremon
iously dismissed from the company's proper
ty . Bro . Delaney over exerted himself and
was bedfast for several days. Many a meal

Montpelier , Vt. Saturday night, following
the recent meeting of Division No. 242. the
third banquet of the local was held , and was
an occasion of much enjoyment. Because of
the cold weather the affair was switched
from Dewey Park to the shelter of the car
barn . An event of the evening was the
presentation to our superintendent, Mr. An
drus, of a handsome initial ring, as a token
of our regard for a fair employer.
At our meeting three applicants were in

itiated into the local,
A sad misfortune to the little son of Bro .

Miles is regretted by the members of 242.
The little one was run down by an automo
bile and seriously injured .
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THE LAND ACROSS THE SEA.

I am thinking of the dear old place across
the ocean ' s foam ,

Sweet memories of my childhood days and
the dear old folks at home.

Although I have been long away upon a for
eign lea ,

Yet my mind it often strays to the land
across the sea .

It cannot be a weakness that comes o 'er me
now and then ,

If in my thoughts I am carried back to some
little glen ,

When I hear the mavis singing his morning
song to me,

You 'll surely not forget us in the land across
the sea .

I can smell the hawthorne blossoms and the
calyx air,

See the lads aná lassies as I often saw thein
there,

But I canna help it if the tear bring tae
my ee,

The niemories of other days in the land
across the sea .

Time may bring us wealth and maybe bring
us fame,

urn our heads and we not appear
the same.

Ah ! money couldna buy the thoughts that
come to me,

of the land of Scott and Burns in the land
across the sea .

There' s the auld quarry knows the whins be
side the brae,

The moor near Jennie's toll where I pried the
heather frae,

I see the burnie in a spate and bonnie rowan
tree

And the folkes that loo me dearly in the
land across the sea .

JOHN DOEHERTY.

S . B . STRAUB, NEW CASTLE, PA .

DETROIT DIGEST.

The subject of this sketch was bore _ at
Sprankles Mills, Jefferson .county, Pa., De
cember 26 , 1876 . Died at New Castle Sep
tember 1, 1906 , being 29 years, 8 months
and 5 days of age. Bro . Straub came to
New Castle five years ago and secured a
position with what was then the New Castle
Traction Company, but the old company has
been merged twice since that time with
local and inter-urban lines of Sharon and
Youngstown, and is now known as the
Mahoning & Shenango Railway and Light
Company. Immediately after securing em
ployment, Bro. Straub became a member of
Division No. 89, A . A . of S . and E . R . E .
of A ., and was a leading member. He was
also a member of the Modern Woodmen
and of the First Baptist church , being a
devout and consistent Christian man and
an earnest church worker:

The funeral was held from the First Bap
tist church , September 4 , and was in charge

of Division No. 89, the members being in

their uniforms, and formed a line of march

from the church to Greenwood cemetery ,
where the remains of Bro. Straub were laid

to rest. Bro. Straub leaves an aged mother,
Mrs. Mary E . Straub , who resided with him ;
a widow , three small children , Marie, five
years of age ; Donald , two years, and Mabel,

eight months; also two sisters, Mrs. Huth ,

of Pennsutawney , Pa., and Mrs. Thompson ,
of New Castle. His death is the first that
has ever occurred from among the members

of Division No. 89 since its institution .

Division No. 26 is at present watching the
franchise proposition about to be submitted
to the people at this coming election . The
proposition submitted , if approved by a voté
of the people , grants a blanket franchise to
the Detroit United Railways Company for a
period of eighteen years. The franchise pro
vides for a general reduction of fares to 2 12

cents for five hours per day, and six tickets
for 25 cents for nineteen hours- cash fares
to be straight 5 cents and universal transfers .
There are now some 3 - cent lines in Detroit
and the contention of the opposition is for a
universal 3 - cent fare. The contest is being
keenly watched by the members of the asso

ciation .

The local has recently held a special elec
tion to elect a successor to ex - Business

Agent Chas. Duryea . The contest was be

tween ex - Business Agents Thos . Tupper and

D . L . Dilworth . The result of the vote de
clared the election in favor of the former ,

who has been installed . and is now Business

Agent.
A series of local meetings at or near the

various car stations is being conducted by

President Chas. Aley , Secretary George Sher :

wood and Business Agent Thos. Tupper, at
which appreciative attendance is being ex

perienced. Secretary Sherwood speaks highly

of the results of these meetings. One or

more of them will be held each week until

the circuit shall have been completed .

Bro . Frank Baker, conductor on the Baker

line. is very low at his home with typhoid .

Bro. Chas. Arnold is out hustling for the

new franchise. He argues that it means
better prospects for higher wages for the

membership .
In the event that the new franchise should

be approved by the people , would it not be

good politics to have a clause inserted in it

providing that any differences arising be

tween the organization and the company

Marrying a woman for her munny is vera

mutch like setting a rat-trap , and baiting it

with yure own finger .
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which may not be mutually settled shall be
arbitrated ? It would not be a bad measure

for the people and business interests of De

troit , and could work only to the good of .

the employes and company, as the possibility

of strikes would then be eliminated , and

wage and other questions could be settled
without interruption of the service. Such a

clause could be added before the franchise

is put into effect. There could be no dispute

as to the attitude of the people upon such

a proposition , and, as it would be in the na

ture of a contract between the city and the

company. it could not be unconstitutional.
Such a clause exists in franchises granted in

East Liverpool, 0 .

FREDERICK F . INGRAM .

MT. CARMEL, PA., AGREEMENT.

This agreement entered into between the

Shamokin and Mt. Carmel Transit Company,
party of the first part, and its employes,

members of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , Division No. 421, Mr. Carmel,

Pa., party of the second part,
WITNESSETH : That in the operation of

the lines of the party of the first part, it is
hereby mutually agreed :

Section 1 . The Company, through its
properly accredited officers, will treat with

its employes, members of the Association ,

through their properly accredited commit-
tee, upon all grievances that may arise.

Sec. 2 . Any employe suspended , for any
cause, shall have prompt consideration of
the charges against him , and if found inno

cent, shall be reinstated, and paid for the

time lost, at his regular rate of compensa-

tion .

Sec. 3 . In the assignment of runs, prefer

ence shall be given : First, according to
fitness ; second, according to seniority in
service ,

Sec. 4 . All car service men shall receive

two dollars ( $ 2 .00 ) per shift, as at present
scheduled . Should the Company change its

schedule at any time, no extra time will be

credited to the motormen or conductors

until ten ( 10 ) hours of actual car service

shall have been rendered. Overtime shall
be paid at the rate of twenty cents ( $ 0 .20 )

per hour.

Sec. 5 . Extra car service men shall re-

ceive twenty cents ( $ 0 .20 ) per hour .

Sec. 6 . Extra car service men doing road -

way work , shal receive sixteen and one-half
cents ( $ 0 .1642 ) per hour.

Sec. 7. Station engineers shall be paid at
the rate of sixty -five dollars ( $65 .00 ) per
calendar month . Station firemen shall be

paid at the rate of fifty -eight dollars ($ 58.00 )

per calendar month .
Sec . 8 . Car barn men shall be paid at

the rate of sixteen and one-half cents
( $ 0 . 1612 ) per hour.

This agreement to be in full force from

this 29th day of September, 1906 .

No change shall be made in this agree.
ment until after thirty (30 ) days' notice
shall have been given by either party .

SHAMOKIN AND MT. CARMEL TRANSIT
COMPANY,

G . M . SMITH , Gen . Mgr.
GEORGE WARK ,

JAMES DELANEY ,
JAMES I. TOOLE ,

Among the manufacturers and employers

of labor whose sincerity of friendship to

the labor movement and the prosperity of

the wage-earner , none are more deserving

of special mention than Mr. Frederick F .

Ingram . Mr. Ingram , at the earnest solici

tation of trades unionists , and scores of

friends interested in progressive legislation ,

has accepted the nomination for congress

upon the Democratic ticket. To those who
know him he needs no introduction. To

others, no more emphatic endorsement, and

one which explains the cause of the interest

taken in the promotion of his election by

wage-earners can be given than the follow

ing quotation of President SamuelGompers,

of the A . F . of L . President Gombers says :
" I am glad to learn that the trade union

ists have gotten together in Detroit and

that they have determined to stand by one

who will, in turn , stand for them and the

principles in which they believe . I have

heard of Mr. F . S . Ingram , and all indica

tions are that he is one who would prove an

able advocate and defender of the cause of

labor and the right and principles for which

our movement stands.”

Mr. Ingram stands upon his own platform ,
but that platform is the product of an un .
biased mind. It happens to embrace the es

ential political principles protective of the

interests of wage-earners, and so long

sought by organized labor. In him , labor

has an opportunity to secure an able champ
ion in the United States legislature.

Extract from principles advocated by Mr.
F . F . Ingram :

" If elected to Congress, I will vote to
grant no subsidies to millionaire slp.
owners .

I will vote to have the United States gov.

ernment handle all express matter as it now

handles the mail, thus putting out of busi

ness the private express companies that
charge the people extortionate price for

their services.
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IS THE CHURCH INDIFFERENT TO
LABOR ?

sion Committees apoint sub -committees for

the purpose of making a systematic study

of the entire problem in their respective

localities.
" These committees shall co -operate with

the Department of Church and Labor, thus
establishing, in connection with the organ

ized Presbyterianism of every city in Amer

ica , a board of experts, who may be able to
inform the churches with respect to the

aims of organized labor , and to inform the

workingmen concerning the mission of the
Church ."

" The Church is therefore taking a deep

interest in the labor problem . It should be

met by workingmen in the same spirit in

which it is approaching them .

We are confident that nothing but good

can come of these movements, for, seeing

eye to eye, we shall learn that we are broth

ers ,with hopes and aspirations which are

common to mankind, even though they may
at times be differently expressed .

A TIMELY WARNING.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

What has the Church to såy with refer

ence to labor and its interests ?

Not many months ago the Federation of
Churches met in New York city . There

were present at this great conference rep

resentatives of practically every Protestant

denomination in the United States , and they

spoke officially for nearly twenty million

church members. Here is what they said
with reference to the labor question in a

resolution which was unanimously adopted :

" Whereas, In the Divine order of things

there can be no discord between labor and

the accumulated results of labor known as

capital;

" Resolved , That private capital in every

instance ought to be administered as a sac

red trust for the common weal- this not

merely in the distribution of surplus wealth ,

but also in all the active, productive uses of

capital, the law of God requiring not only

beneficence instead of corrupting extrava

gance , but also instead of greedy productive

activities conducted on lines most consider

ate of the ultimate well-being of the whole

community and the immediate welfare of

the immediate workers.”

Among other resolutions adopted by the

Congregational Church at its last national

meeting with reference to labor was the
following :

"Recognizing that the need and the right

to work are fundamental in human society

and that much remains to be done to estab

lish just relationships in the industrial or

der, we urge our churches to take a deeper

interest in the labor question, and to get a

more intelligent understanding of the aims

of organized labor.”
The Episcopal Church , also, at its national

conference had this to say :

' In the face of a prejudice and an hostility

for which there are serious reasons, we are

convinced that the organization of labor is

essential to the well-being of the workingthe working
people. Its purpose is to maintain such a

standard of wages, hours and conditions as

shall afford every man an opportunity to

grow in mind and in heart. Without organi.

zation the standard cannot be maintained in

the midst of our present commercial condi
tions. .

The Presbyterian Church has perhaps

taken the most advanced step in this mat

ter, having established a Department of

Church and Labor, which is in official rela

tionship with that Church , and appointing

as the superintendent of that department a

minister who is also a trades unionist.

At the recent meeting of its General As

sembly, which is its national body, the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted :

“ Appreciating the increasing importance
of the industrial problem , and realizing that

the labor question is fundamentally a moral

and a religious question , and that it will

never be settled upon any other basis, we
recommend that the Presbyterial Home Mis -

The following issued by the Japanese and
Corean Exclusion League should require but

little comment to inspire to action any think

ing American workman ,

The warning is embraced in the follow

ing :
" Are you aware of the danger which

threatens the United States of America and

our white people from the Orient?

“ China has a population of 450,000,000 ;

Japan a population of about 50 ,000,000 ;

Korea and other Asiatic countries a popu

lation of about 60 ,000,000, making a total

of over half a billion . A majority of these

immense hordes of people are 'Coolies'

men who live on a handful of rice and a

small piece of dried fish a day, with a bit

of rancid pork as an occasional luxury .

They work like slaves for wages that

amount to from 4 to 10 cents a day. This

vast 'Coolie' Army of Asia is looking with

longing eyes to America as their land of

promise .
"We are not afraid of their swords; but

we fear their rice. They cannot conquer us

by arms, nor can they outwork us; but they

can outlive us and thus force the white race

in this country out of existence, if they are

allowed to come here.

" DO YOU WANT TO COMPETE FOR

YOUR BREAD AND BUTTER WITH

THESE MILLIONS OF COOLIES ?

" For your own and your children 's sake

and for the future of America stop them

from coming .
" Start a searching investigation of the rec

ord and attitude of your representative in

Congress on this question . Insist that the

Chinese 'Coolies' on the Panama Canal who

are about to be imported in violation of the
Chinese Exclusion Law and put to work as

slaves, irregardless of the Thirteenth

Amendment, be sent back or stopped from

coming here. Pledge the candidates for

Congress in your district, and the United
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States Senators to work and vote for our
bill, No. H . R . 8975 , which extends the Chi
nese Exclusion Act to all Japanese and
Koreans. If your representatives try to
evade or straddle this question , or if they
are hostile to labor' s cause and the people' s
interest you must, if you are true to your
selves, VOTE THEM DOWN AND OUT AT
THE POLLS.

" Appoint your investigating committee.
ACT AT ONCE . DELAYS ARE DANGER
OUS. Remember that Mongolians and Cau

casians cannot live together. It is us today ;
it will be you tomorrow . STOP THE MON
GOLIAN INVASION ! ”

Appropriate resolutions can also be adopt
ed protesting to the President of the United
States against the terms under which it is

proposed to employ Chinese laborers upon

work in constructing the Panama canai.
The employment of such labor being clearly
in violation of the Chinese Exclusion and
Alien Contract Labor laws, as well as intro
ducing involuntary servitude as violating
the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitu
tion of the United States.

A FEW REMARKS.

hool

By Josh Billings.

(From the Scrap Book .)

It is highly important, when a man makes
up his minde tew bekum a raskall , that he
shud examine hisself clusly , and see if he
ain 't better konstructed for a phool.

I argy in this way, if a man is right he
kan 't be too radikal, if he is rong he kant be

too conservatiff.

I beleave in the universal salvashun ov

men , but I want tew pick the men .

I beleave in suggar coated pills. I also
beleave that virtue and wisdum kan be

smuggled into a man' s soul bi a good
natured proverb , better and deeper than tew
be mortised into it with a wormwood mallet

and chissell.
The pure don 't grow old enny more than

a mountain spring dus.

Rize arly, work hard, and late, live on
what yu kan 't sel, giy nothing awa, and if
yu don 't die ritch , and go tu the devil, yu
ma sue me for damages.

Marring for love ma be a little risky, but

it is so honest that God kan 't help but smile
on it.

I think i had rather hav a noze 7 inches

and a half. long ( in the clear ), than tew be
the hansumest man in our county ; for in
the fust case , i should work hard tew short

en mi noze by some other good qualitys,
while in the other case i probably should

never be told by my looking-glass that i was
a phool.

Awl human happiness is conservatiff ; 2
thirds ov the pleasure in sliding down hill
consists in drawing the sled back . I don ' t
serpoze thare would be enny fun in sliding
down a hill 34 miles long.

Aulov us komplain ov the shortness ov
life, yet we all waste more time than we
uze .

President Niles, of the Graftmore Traction
Company, was by no means a timid man,
neither was he imprudent. But he was en
gaged in directing the forces of one of the
belligerents to an industrial war.

A strike is an industrial war in which the
teren " striker" is usually applied to the wage
earner, when , in reality , both employer and
employee are strikers. Not only one, but
both parties are belligerents. The legiti .
mate contention is usually upon some condi
tion or conditions of employment rather than

upon the question of employment.
The employer desires the service of his

employes and is not only willing, but anxious
that the employes shall work in his employ.
The employes are not only willing, but anx

ious to work for the employer. The ques
tion usually involved is , the terms or condi
tions of employment. When terms or condi

tions cannot be mutually agreed upon , each
party strikes against the exactions of the
other , and the war is on . If the employer

did not want the service of labor he would
shut down his business. If labor did not

want the job it would seek work elsewhere .

But such is not the case . Both agree upon
the matter of employment, but both purpose

to establish their respective conditions of

employment which are in dispute.
The methods of conducting the strike, on

both sides, are usually strategical. To let
the strike run its course, the hope of the
employer lies in the surrender of labor from

enforced privation . The hope of labor lies

in effecting restriction of profit, or, pecuni
ary loss to the employer. The purpose of

labor is to attain some lasting advantage of
more value than the estimated cost in time

and expense to be sustained in attaining it.

The purpose of the employer is to save or
gain in profit more in value than the esti

mated expense of coercing the employes.
From the beginning the strike is an immedi
ate serious expense to both contending par

ties, and the loss increases and becomes less

reparable as the contest continues ; most
particularly is this true to the employer in
an effective strike. Hence, profit lies to
both , and particularly to the employer in
terminating the contest at the earliest mo

ment possible , and under the most favorable

conditions. The contest is technically a
financial proposition , and the methods ap
plied are peculiar to the bargaining char
acteristics of the contestants . These char

acteristics, with railway promoters and
managers, identify themselves in the secur
ing of rights and franchises , and the man
ipulation of bonds and stocks.

President Niles entered the cab with the
same hopefulness that would have inspired

him to meet a delegation of city legislators,
the granting of a million dollar franchise by
whom would have depended upon the power
of his persuasion in ' secret conference . Ev.

ery day he could knock off from the continu
ation of the strike, by breaking it before it
should run its course, meant thousands of

dollars in savings to his company. As he
was one of the largest stock holders, it
meant thousands of dollars to him . He had
met financial problems before, alone, and
why should he hesitate to meet this appoint

ment alone and single handed ? Other ap
pointments had been arranged by trusted
Jobyists. and had he not a trusted lobvist in

Reporter Swope ? The Graftmore Gazette
people had told him that Swope was a cleve :
man , and of So trustworthy demeanor that
he had their unbounded confidence to the ex
tent that they hadn ' t regarded it necessary
to verify their opinion of him . Besides , the
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conference was to be held in one of the par

lors of the Chadwick , and there was nothing
to fear.

When nearing the Chadwick ' the cab
stopped and Swope and two companions

stepped up to its side. Mr. Niles recognized
Swope and opened the door .

" In consequence of the presence of several

strikers about the front of the hotel I
thought it wise to have our meeting at an

other place , Mr. Niles, " said Swope in a low
voice , " and I can arrange to hold it at your

office, or at the Gazette office, or any other

place you may suggest as being most to your
pleasure and convenience ."

" Very well, then , " suggested Niles. " We' ll

drive back to my office. How many will at
tend ?

“ Four tonight," was the reply. " I have
two of them here and can soon advise the

others. These two may return with you, if
no objections, Mr. Niles ?"

" None whatever," assured Niles. " Plenty
of room , and I'll have company while await
ing the others at the office."

Although these men are strikers desirous
of returning to work , very likely you don ' t
know them , by name anyhow , in which case

an intoduction would be in order," observed
Swope.

" Quite so ," agreed Niles. "While the men
have worked for us, some of them for years,
my time has been so taken by my general
affairs that I must confess that I personally
know but very few of the boys. Pleased to
know you by nameMr. Smith . ” As he uttered
the last sentence he extended his right hand

to the first introduced by Swope as "Mr.
Smith . "

Instead of clasping his hand " Smith "
reached beyond and grasped a firm hold of

President Niles' wrist and leaped into the
cab . He was closely followed by the other.
and before Swope was able to enter the cal)
himself, Niles was completely surprised and

overpowered by the two men , either of
whom was stronger than himself. The cal)
door was closed behind Swope and the cur

tains were down . The cab had barely startud
before President Niles realized that he was

bound , hands and feet, and was entirely
helpless.
The curtains were closely drawn and not

the slightest opening was there to invite an
attempt to discover locations otherwise than
by study of the vibrating sounds created by

the rapidly moving horses and vehicle. Even
the unusually active and brilliant mind of

the great traction magnate was unable to
determine anything from this , other than the
drum - like sound of hoofs upon an occa
sional bridge, or the distinguishing sharp re
turn from high walls of the city buildings
as compared with the unaccompanied rum
ble of a country road . On the cab sped with
only these variations, until long into the
early hours of the morning .
But little was said within , and an occa

sional admonition to the horses by the driver
was all that could be heard from without.

Niles realized the uselessness of remonstrat
ing with his captors, and beyond an occa

sional query as to the time, the only ques
tion was directed to Swope, whom he asked
the object of his duplicity ?

" I wish to relieve your mind of any mis

taken apprehension , Mr. Niles, " replied

Swope. “ We have no purpose to do you any

bodily harm other than that which you may

in vite by your own behavior as a prisoner

We are seeking no personal ransom . I am

simply carrying out my plan of settling the
strike. I took my idea from your justifica

tion of the imprisonment of Mr. Strobridge.

He had committed no offense , but by falsify .

ing the circumstances under which he came
here at your expense, you put him to jail

under pretense that he had defrauded your
company of the expense of his transporta

tion , when your real purpose was to coerce

him to scab on your cars. "

“ I had nothing to do with the imprison
ment of Strobridge. " pleaded Niles.

" Perhaps not." quietly replied Swope. " But
the proprietor of the Chadwick urged you to

relinquish the charge for transportation
your company held against him , and thus

release him from prison . This you had the
power to do, but refused to interfere unless
Strobridge would immediately eturn to your

employ and work out the alleged debt. You
were without feeling for Strobridge, his wife
or child . It was only in line with your in

considerate policy of breaking the strike. I .
don ' t blame you . You are at war with your
striking employes. I don ' t object to any of

your nethods of warfare , and expect you to

apply the most severe. But be equally gen
erous with the other side. Your heartless
attack upon Strobridge, however , enlisted
my sympathy for the union and I offered my
services to bring about a settlement. The

method of coercion I am applying is the one
you are pursuing .

" You are a prisoner until this strike is
settled by agreement between your company
and the union ; you have the power to make

the settlement for the striking company; we
have authority to represent the striking em

ployes. When you are willing to sign the
agreement containing the terms of your
striking employes, and give satisfactory as
surance that all effects are to be wiped from
the slate, the strike shall be declared off and
you shall be returned to your office, a free
man . I am now giving you all the explana
tion you will ever receive. You will see how

well we'll carry out our part of the pro
gram . "

Niles made some sharp comments upon
what he styled " the treachery " of Swope .
and the possible open prison door that

awaited such men, but passed the most part
of the time in sullen silence .

For five long tedious hours the drive was
continued , when one of the men wrapped a

black fold about the head of the prisoner,
after which he was taken from the cab and
speedily carried up a stairway , and when
relieved of the blindfold he observed his sur
roundings to be a well prepared prison room .
The room , about 16 feet square , was con

tracted by an interior partition . In the
center was a strong pillar, extending from
floor to ceiling and firmly attached at both
ends. To this post President Nies, of the
Graftmore Traction Company, found himselt
securely fastened . A lamp showered its fick
ering rays across the dismal cell.

" A most contemptuous villainy, " growled

Niles, as he turned sharply upon Swope.
" Nothing short of a depraved fiend could

assume such a treacherous undertaking.

Your conduct in this is too culpable to be

inspired by anything but a villainous pur

pose. I have understood that you and your

confederates in the labor movement were

equal to anything to attain your ends, but I

could not have believed you could have influ
enced your misguided membership to take

part in such a fiendish act as this. I know

it ' s without hope of consideration to appeal

to you for justice, as your very act brands

you an outlaw . If you have terms, for the

sake of my wife, daughter and friends, let

me hear them at your earliest convenience. "

" Make the most of your circumstances, Mr.
Niles," replied Swope in a low voice . " You
have the terms, there are no other ; there is

no one here to listen to personal consider
ations. You do well, Mr. Niles, to plead for
the sake of your wife, daughter and friends.
Did you ever hear others plead for the sake
of their wives, daughters and friends ? Did
you listen , or have compassion ? Mr. Niles,
you well know the terms. When you are
ready to accept them , then speak , not before .

In the meantime your liberty here is meas
ured only by the length of your chain , unless

you limit it by your own imprudence. You

drum - like anythin
e

magnat
e

LEONARD'S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROGPEOT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN , N . Y .
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Tault es sich und an
11 Our misstheir sake any desper

will never get out of here alive by any act
of your own until you go as an employer of
honorable union men. Keep that warning in
mind and your wife, daughter and friends
will have less to regret. Avoid any desper
ate determination , for their sake. Your con
Adence in our misguided membership may
remain unshaken . The union is innocent of
any knowledge of this " fiendish act, " as you

desire to term it , and so far as I am con
eerned , they' ll never have, even innocent,
knowledge of it . Your conveniences here

will be the best the circumstances will al
low . You may trust me for that. So I' ll
bid you good morning, that you may rest as
well as your surroundings and thoughts will
permit.”
With these words Swope arose , lamp in

hand, to go.
" Just a word,” appealed Niles. “ Willa

note reach my family . ”
" Rest assured of it , Mr. Niles, " was the

quiet reply , but remember, I am the censor.
You will be supplied with writing material
later."
When Swope had gone with the lamp the

cell was in utter darkness, Niles crouched
upon the floor with his back against the
post. His mind worked rapidly upon various
possibilities of escape. None seemed reason

able, beyond the bare chance that some one
of the score or more detectives in the employ
of the company should get next to Swope or
one of his companions.
He evolved the characteristics of Swope,

as he had discovered, in his mind , to deter
mine any weakness he might have. He knew
but little of him , but there was something
about him that counted for more than the
ordinary . He would wait for further time.
Something might turn up. Where was he ?
They had ridden five hours. Counting the
time they may have driven some 40 or 50
miles. More than three hours of the time

passed outside of city limits. He might be

in either Richville or Bagley , perhaps the
latter. as it was much larger than the for
mer. He fell asleep from exhaustion .

is not the kind of sympathy we want, be
fore the work is completed . Men are gen

eral and women are technical. A man who

loves a woman has always in mind all that
is lovable of her, and loses sight of, or light
ly excuses our faults. They praise our
virtues and overlook our errors. Then , when
we stop to study ourselves, we become con
scious of the over estimate , and we charge
it to either dishonesty or uncontrolable de
votion . Either causes us to lose confidence

in them as critics of our acts . Dan is a fair
critic of others, but he would mark my work

too high . I haven 't confidence in him as a
criic of my own work . You know Dan is in
love with his wife . "

" I ' m sure he should be, " observed Agnes,
with a thrill of enthusiasm , "and how beaut
iful it is , and how nice of you to say so . But
I ' m afraid you ' ll think me a poor critic . "

" Quit the contrary, Agnes, " assured Edna.
" You w . prove critic unconsciously. You
won ' t kno l' 11 know . however. I' ll mark
the parts you don ' t like as I read. "

A drive of an hour through the sharp late
afternoon air brought them back to the
Chadwick , where they dined together, played

and sang , and finally repaired to Edna 's
room . Dan was not there and the early
evening was well enjoyed .

" I fear I have proved a poor critic, Edna,
quietly suggested Agnes after she had
listened to Edna ' s story . " I can ' t recom
mend a single change. It ' s all just simply

interesting to me, and I just long to know
the end , but I ' m just going to wait. "

" You 've proyed a better critic tha , you
suppose ," responded Edna. " You 're unlike
many girls . You can ' t appear what you are
not. I have marked a feature you don ' t
wholly appreciate . For instance , the hero is
pictured as being too erractic to meet your
conception of such a character. You don 't
like him . "

" True, " approved Agnes. “But before I
criticize I wish to know more of him . That
proves that I am interested . at least. "

( To be continued . )

Pudding and milk is a good thing tew git
happy on , but too mutch pudding and milk ,
even , will worry a man .

The man who kan ware a paper collar a
hole week and keap it klean , ain ' t fit foj
enny thing else.

Agnes Biers, Edna Strobridge and little
Edith had just left the Chadwick for a short
drive through the parks.
Agnes was the daughter of the Chadwick

proprietor, and it had been through her fa
ther that she had made the acquaintance of
Edna . At first she had looked upon her with
a feeling prompted by jealousy . This was

not modified by the intelligence that she was
the wife of a man who had come to Graft
more for no higher purpose than to work
upon a street car. In the mind of Agnes
there was something wrong when the most
beautiful woman she had ever met should
accept of such a social barrier. She was
rather glad of it. Later she met Dan Stro
bridge, and really thought him a fine fel
low , and possibly brought to his dependency
by some fault of his wife . She actually fell
in love with little Edith , and when she read
from the Gazette that Dan Strobridge was a
college man with some mystery , and actually
looked upon as a spy in the employ of the
union , her interest was excited and she be
gan to cultivate Edna ' s friendship . She

soon found her as companionable as she was
beautiful and they become fast friends.

" You haven ' t told me of the story you 're
writing, Edna," urges Agnes.
about it. "

" Come to my room tonight and I'll read
what I have written . I' d rather do that. and

it will be so nice to have you like it. I ' m
glad you 're interested . It ' s so lonely to
work alone and have no appreciative friend
to encourage you, " replied Edna.

" W11 Mr. Strobridge be in ?'' asked Agnes,
really hoping he would for a short time at
Teast.

" I' m not sure. He went away last night
and hasn ' t returned . If he comes we can

send him out again , so he'll not molest us. "
" Isn ' t he an interestinglistener ? " asked

Agnes.

" Very sympathetic , indeed," returned Edna.
But he' s a gentleman, you know , and their' s

CET YOUR WITH
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES .

. . . . $ 3 .50

08

Official seal . . . . . .

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 . . . . . . .
Rituals, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . . . . . . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . . . . . . . . . .

Division financial book, 100 pages. . .

Division financial book, 200 pages . . . . .
Division financial book, 400 pages . . . . .

. Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro ,

per 100 . . . . . . .

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . .

Financial secretary 's order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Treasurer 's receipt book . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . .

4 . 26

2 .00

4 . 00

O
E

26
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Association Badges, solid gold, each . . . 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, och . . .
lilli seals , por 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND , - OHIO .

-- Union · Stamp Shoes

letifey are in Union,Stearing inden

BOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION MEANS THE BEST SHOES

FOR THE MONEY

UNION STAMP No higher in cost than other shoes, but you may

be sure they are made under the best conditions. More

( Factory No. for your money in Union Stamp shoes than in those

without the stamp. | By wearing union stamp shoes

you do much to help wage earning shoemakers.

If you cannot get the union stamp shoes in your locality write.

Boot and Shoe Workers Union , ** SUMMER STREET :

Connoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'S BEER
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Coming of spring will find me

Having a complete line of

HEADQUARTERS"
A11 Builders' Hardware, Tools,

for Motorman' s and Conductors '

Sporting Goods,Gas and Gasoine Stoves,

{ UNIFORMS

W ash Machines, Garden Tools,

Nails, Wire Screens and Screen Doors,

Oils, Paints, Glass, Putty,

All sizes of Poultry Netting ,

House Furnishings, Etc.

Strictly Union made. Regulation cut

- all sizes, including stouts and

slims-- quality and fit abso

lutely guaranteed .

Investigate these Specials

Conductor's Overcoat $ 12 .50

Motorman's Overcoat $ 13 .50

Uniform (med. weight) $ 10 .00

Uniform (hvy . weight) $ 13 .50

The best values ever offered. - Made

not only for appearance but

wear. See them1222 Gratiot Avenue ,

CLAYTON ' S
DETROIT , MICH . The Home of Good Clothes for Man and Boy.

56 MICHIGAN AVE. DETROIT ,MICH .

Telephone East 1710 .

ANDREW BAETZ

Manufacturer of

FINE HAVANA AND DOMESTIC CIGARS

SPECIALTIES

Spec'al Five - 5c Porto Rico 5c

A . F . Baetz Monograms

High -Grade : Barbarossa 's Dream 10c and 15c

1151 Michigan Avenue

Mr. Secretary :

Agents Wanted in the United States

To Sell the CONDUCTOR MONEY CHANGER

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retails at

$ 2 .00 . Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptivo pamphlet, testimonials, Terms, etc .

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don ' t you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once?

Send for sample copy

and price .

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

40-84 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

The Conductor Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

" The Tsar is a poltroon . This is shown in

the way he hunts. When he arrives in the

forest he has himself shut up in an iron cage

and the beasts are driven from every side

towards the place where he is. From his

cage, guarded by thick bars from every dan .

ger, risking nothing, he calmly kills the

passing animals. This is called a 'royal

hunt.' I soarcely think such a hunter would

be welcome in any American club." - Ex

tract from Address of M . Gorkey.



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

IF NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired , and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready -made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms - Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OF

UNITED RED CARMENT 2 James H . Hirsch & Co.
ORO

APRIL 12 "
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AMERICA1891 AMERICANA 212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , . . ILLS.
REGISTERED

Men
y

DUEBER

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

W . ONLY mako a differonco of 10 por cont for goods sold
on timo to rollablo partios,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27, 1097

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75 ,000 IN USE .

Price, $ 2 .00. Sent prepaid to any point where we have no Agent.

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always prescatabla
Adopted as a part of the uniform by many StreetRailway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG. CO., Cleveland, C.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .=

OFFICERS

Goo. H . Russel,
President

H . C . Potter, Jr.
a

H . Cvice-President
STATE SAYINES BAR

A
I

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger
W . T . Barbour
W . K . Bixby

H . M . Campbell
C . L . Freer

Haley Fiske

• R . W . Gillett

F . J . Hecker

H . B . Led yard

W . C , McMillan
R . S . Mason

H . C . Potter, Jr .

Geo. H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

<

R . S . Moon,
Vice-President

Austin . L . Wing ,
Casbier

H . P . Borgman ,
Asst. Casbier

R . E . Mason,

Asst. Cashier

Frank W . Blair.
Auditor

B

F
I

d
A

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITSFITS

DEPOSITS . - -

$ 1 ,000 ,000 .00

900,000 .00

15 ,000,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
POR

PUNIOUniform Clothing

We also carry the Largest
Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

RANK BREDERICK & Cº

1.
Write us for Samples and Self Measure

ment gwide.

13.KING ST.WEST FRANK

BRODERICK

O & CO .
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTOFOLLOW NONOWL IN CANADA
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H e has achieved success who has lived well,

1 laughed often and loved much ; who has

gained the trust of pure women and the

love of little children ; who has filled his niche

and accomplished his task ; who has left the

world better than he found it, 'whether by an

improved poppy, a perfect poem or a rescued

soul; who has never lacked appreciation of

earth 's beauty or failed to express it ; who has

always looked for the best in others and given

the best he had ; whose life was an inspiration;

whose memory a benediction. Mrs.Stanlev.

NOVEMBER 1906



Phoznix PREFERRED

Accidente nsurance

Gompany )ZEGO

OFDETROIT, MICHIGAN,

You Insure your House or Household Goods because if they were to burn

your family would be in bad shape.

Would they be in any better shape if you were disabied by

injury or sickness and could not buy food, clothing and fuel ?

Do you know on what day of the year you will be disabled ?

IF NOT, COVER THEM ALL BY A POLICY IN THE

" PHOENIX ”

We have:ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS deposited with the State

Treasurer to guarantee the Payment of Claims.

For agency write A . E . WAGNER , Vice - President and

Agency Manager, 309 Washington Arcade.

The Wm. T. Simpson

Taylor -Woolfenden

Company

D
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R
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.

Manufacturer of

Foster' s Patent Union

ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS

112 AND 114 BATES STREET

M
T

.S
I
M
P
S
O
N

.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

DETROIT , MICH .

Descriptive Catalogues and

Blanks for making applications

for governmentorder forLimbo

and Transportation or Commu .

tation therefor, sent free on

application .
SUMMER GOODS

Dress Fabrics for

Confirmation and

Graduating Gowns.

Ready to Wear

Goods. Furnish

ings of All Kinds at

Popular Prices

UNION

BUTTONSand BADGES

Our Label is'No. 38 .

WOODWARD AVENUE AND STATE SI. IGERAGHTY

Detroit

61 La Sallo St., Chloago.
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WIN

SUPPLIES

THE

BEER

OF A

NATION

Florist for Rankin and Glenwood Car Barns

DAVID GEDDIS

Both Phones. Seventh and Amity, HOMESTEAD, PA.

M . F . Stafford

Florist and Decorator

BELL

BRAND

Phones : Homlock 110

South 150 1726 Carson St., Pittsburgh , Pa. BELL BRAND
CO L L A R S

BEAR THE UNION LABEL

ALL SHAPES QUARTER SIZES

SOLD ON QUALITY

IF YOUR DEALER DON ' T KEEP THEM

ASK HIM TO SEND FOR THEM .

IDE BROS ., ALBANY,NY.

D . B . BANCROFT

Watches

Chicago Selling Agents:
WATCH REPAIRING

Graft Suspender Co.

240 Fifth Ave.,CHICAGO, ILL .
26 LAFAYETTE AVENUE DETROIT, MICH .
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National Casualty Company

Health and Accident

DETROIT, MICH.

CAPITAL, -

* SURPLUS , Over,

PAID IN CLAIMS,

- $ 100 ,000 .00

- 50 ,000 .00

- . 1,000,000.00

D . E . THOMAS, President and General Manager.

F . S . DEWEY, Secretary.

LIBERAL CONTRACTS TO GOOD AGENTS

The Wayne County | Full

Savings Bank Speed

Established 1871

When you are behind

time you do everything

to make it up.

When your wife is be

hind time, won ' t you

help her to catch up

with a

32-34 West Congress St.

CAPITAL . . $ 400,000

SURPLUS . $600 ,000

U 'DIV' D PROFITS, $ 350 ,000

DEPOSITS, over, $ 11,000,000 GAS RANGE ?

It' s the way to cook the

year around and you

will add to thehappiness

in your home.

Officers

Chas. F . Collins, President,

D . M . Ferry, 1st Vice- President,

Wm . S . Green 2nd Vice-President

Alferd K . Kiefer , Secretary and Treas.

Edward H . Collins,Asst . Sec. and Treas

Wm . A . Moore, Attorney

Detroit City Cas Co.

230 Woodward Ave.

PhonoMain 5144
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The People's Savings Bank
DETROIT, - MICHIGAN

ESTABLISHED 1871

MAIN OFFICE

SOUTHWEST CORNER GRISWOLD AND FORT STREET ..

M . W . O 'Brien

Jeremiah Dwyer

C . A . Duchrame

DIRECTORS

George H , Barbour

MJ. Murphy

Fred T . Moran

Sigmund Rothschild
F . A . Schulte

Geo . E . Lawson

THREE PER CENT. INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS .

Capital, $500,000. Surplus and Profits, $350,000 Deposits, $ 11,000,000

If you don'twear A Singer Unifom you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADE KIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CAT ALOGUE AND SAMPLES . :: MENTION THIS PAPER

A . L . SINGER & CO ., 173- 175 E .Adams St. CHICAGO

ANDREW BAETZ

Manufacturer of

FINE HAVANA AND DOMESTIC CIGARSSPECIALTIES. orto Rico 50

MICHAEL J. CAMPBELL

Cigars, Tobacco

Candies, & Lunch

Jefferson Ave., Opp.Car Barns, Fair View

Special Five - 5c
A . F . Baetz Monograms

High-Qrado : Barbarossa ' s Dream 10c and 18c

1151 Michigan Avenue

R . A . Trowbridge
FEUCHET BROS .,

Funeral Director
Groceries, Provisions,

Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

Cor. Jefferson Ave, and St. Jean St. Jefferson Ave. Cor. Taylor.

Phone East 1884 -J Fair View . I Phone E . 779 J . FAIRVIEW , Mich .
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Here's the PACKARD SHOE

K

A

R

O $ 3 .50

and

$ 4 .00
A UM

Made by the Union Man

For the Union Man

In Brockton, where they

know how .

You can doubtless buy a pair

of our shoes from your deal.

er ; if not we are here to

serve you .

Write us to the factory, tell

ing us your needs, the size

and width you wear, enclos

ing money order covering

price. This will bring the

pair by return mail, postage

prepaid . This is no risk to

you , as we stand behind

every pair we send out.

SHOES TO FIT THE

WEARER AND THE

WRATHER ; RIGHT IN

PRICE , AND STYLE

AND THE LEATHER

PACKARD Shoes are made

iv calf, kid , or colt; of dull,

ordinary of shiny leathers;

in Bals., Bluchers or Oxfords

in single or double sole, close

trimmed or extension edge.

Any kind you want can be

found in the PACKARD

line. Ask for catalog .

M . A . PACKARD COMPANY 583 Warren Ave. BROCKTON , MASS.

UNION - MADE

Get Your Habits On

for cold weather is here . Try one of

OUR WOOL LINED

Reefers

Overcoats

Ulsters

MADE TO ORDER

and save your doctor bill . Write for

Self-Measurment Blanks, Price List

and Samples.

204 - 206 St. Clair Ave .

THE BLOCH COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO .

Bloom
LOCH

Uniforms
or Qunity

UNIF RMS
AFTER JANUARY 1st.

Cor. Sheriff and Prospect Aves.
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STREET RAILWAY WAGE QUESTION . sciously assumed. Every fiber of his person

responds and an abnormal tension is experi.

Is it by accident that street and electric enced until he is relieved . Then reaction

railway employes receive a wage far be
gradually does its work . However, it becomes

neath their vocation ? That motormen and his occupation and the close attention re

conductors are underpaid one can know by quired weakens possibilities in other direc

comparing the responsibility of their employ. tions. When he is worn out his impairment

ment with the measure of their remunera for other occupations is realized . Not so with

tion . The responsibility of the position of many other occupations. The carpenter, the
either motorman or conductor is weighty. bricklayer, the machinist and others can ap

It is only when some serious accident oc ply themselves to their respective occupa

curs that this fact is brought to the mind tions in proportion to their ability during

of the public, and then but momentarily. their natural life. Yet these crafts receive a

The killing or maiming of a child , woman or much better wage than the car man.

man is an agonizing reality for any man Now to the question : Is it by accident
to carry through life, no matter how inno that the essence of life is yielded by the

cently may have occurred the accident. Ex electric car operative without proper re

oneration may come from friends, court and ward ? Must the answer be “ Yes ?"

coroner, and circumstances may shape ex Electric railroading, as it is today, has

cuses to establish innocence, but that does developed from a crude affair . It is the

not restore a life crushed out or repair a offspring of the old -time horse- car system .

deformity sustained . There are always two It, in turn , was an offspring of the former
victims-- the killed or maimed and the mo 'bus line. Wemay go back no farther than

torman or conductor. That slight inadver- the horse car. At that time none accepted
tency ; that doubling of events at the crucial a position as horse car driver as a life

moment; unswerving obedience to the iron - occupation . The average horse car driver

clad dictum of a superior officer, all these accepted his position through the same

and a myriad of other fancies or realities promptings that would urge him to accept
crowd themselves through the ever-tortured temporary employment as a laborer or har

mind. “ Possibly it might not have oc- vest hand. He was either aimlessly or pur.

curred ! ” “ How , possibly , could it have been posely seeking a temporary job to bear him

avoided ? " Returning aparitions of that over a period that would reach an objective

ghastly face, the writhing agony of the vic- purpose. Very few continued any length of

tim , the appalling circumstance of the ac- time in the occupation , and no disappoint

cident, the savage denunciations of an igno. . ments were experienced at the termination

rant mob of gathering bystanders, and more of service. They came and went. They

haunt the dreams and torture the future life were employed at their own convenience,
of the motorman or conductor. Responsibil. ' and they were paid going laborers' wages.

ity ? Responsibility without possibility of They got no more, and they expected no
measure. more. Where they were employed in con

With the public, and even with the threat. siderable numbers there were occasions

ening mob, the accident is soon forgotten , when they would put up a united effort

and even the question of personal safety is locally and gain some wage concession , but

again ignored . With the company the inci- they were easily satisfied with slight com

dent is closed with the payment of damages promises. Exceptionally clever men were

or the discharge of the employe. The aver- sometimes advanced individually to prolong

age profit-gathering stockholder would never their service, but such men could usually

particularize the accident, perhaps never command even more than the company

hear of it. The stock and bond manipulator would pay, as team drivers or at some trade,

figures only upon the running conditions, and as the opportunity came they went,

and the management looks to no remedial anyhow . Such was the governing elements

measures that will interfere with the most of wages when the electric car appeared

exacting economy. upon the streets and electricity was substi

But what has this to do with the wage? tuted for the horse. In some cities the evo

It demonstrates that the position is among lution was from horse to cable cars.

those of the most grave responsibility, and Men were needed to man the electric or

the service should be paid accordingly .. The cable cars - in fact, the cable service was

responsibility is nerve-straining , and the an advantage to the employes over the elec

average service life is short. The very best tric. The company had the men already in

years of the motorman and conductor are their employ . These men had been working

contributed . Few continue above the age of for a fixed wage. The electric car was a

50 years. The average service life does not new proposition . The job was doubly invit

exceed 12 years. The average management ing to most of the men . They would try it,

prefers that the operative would resign at his temporarily at least, as if they didn ' t they

earliest convenience after reaching the age would be temporarily out of a job. There

of 45. To advise a man advanced above 50 would be no reduction in wage, anyhow .

that he has passed his usefulness is not a There couldn ' t be. They were, for the most

difficult task . This short service life should part, receiving going laborers ' wages. In

figure in fixing wages. some instances a slight advance over former
The cause of the short service life is due to wages was volunteered . The job was ac

nerve exhaustion . The moment a motorman cepted and the low wage was established

steps upon a car his responsibility is con before the employe knew the character of
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the service he was assuming. Call it acci- REQUESTS FROM CHICAGO LOCALS TO

dental or otherwise, here lies the cause for CHICAGO CITY COUNCIL TRANS

the present under pay for the service of
PORTATION COMMITTEE.

motormen and conductors .

To the uninitiated the job has been more

inviting than that of driving the horse car
To the Local Transportation Committee of

in former days. But few of the old horse
car men now remain in the service, but

the City Council of the City of Chicago,

the wage standard has been modified only
through their Chairman , Chas. E . Werno :

Gentlemen - Believing the negotiationsby the natural course of organization ,

Those early pioneers were not slow to
now pending between your body and the offi .

discover the character of the new service. cials of the street railways, who are seeking

Some voluntarily quit , some continued until concession from the city, will result in

worn out and discarded by the company and some solution of the problem before you :

others sought the shelter of organization .
We, the committee selected to represent

It was immediately upon the evolution to ten thousand electric railway employes, in

electricity that the Amalgamated Associa the preparation and presentation of condi.
tion was projected. In “ breaking in " new tions which would make our occupation
men the pioneer electric car man discovered more desirable and remunerative , and to

the difference between imparting a knowl better conserve the interests and safety of

edge of operating an electric car and the the public, beseech your honorable body to

imparting of a knowledge of driving a horse consider the following requests in regard to

car. wages and conditions.

There was but one way to get out of the And we further earnestly request that you

wage trap into which the horse-car men had give to our committee appointed to represent

fallen . That one way was through organiza this large body of employes, a hearing be

tion . It was a stormy way, but it was the fore your body to present to you in detail,

only course to pursue, and it was deter information supporting our requests.

mined upon . The wisdom of that determina First- - The minimum workday shall be

tion , of course, has been demonstrated . eight hour, and themaximum day ten hours,

That organization has somewhat correct inside twelve consecutive hours.

ed the mistake by which the wage rate was In making this request we hold that the

established may be proven by comparing the public is vitally interested in that when a

rate received by union men , and even the man has worked eight hours, his vitality

rate received by non -union men where wanes to such a degree that he is not an

affected by the indirect influence of the As efficient operative and therefore endangers

sociation , with the rate existing where the the safety of the traveling public, and pub

influence of the organization has never ap lic policy recognizes that the best results

peared. No longer is the 20 -cent-per -hour are obtained through not requiring that men

mark attractive to the aim of the organiza filling responsible positions work more than

tion , and it has really passed to aspirations eight hours.

above 25 cents per hour. Twenty -five cents Second - We request thirty -three and one

is no rate at which to halt . If the service is third ( 33 1- 3 ) cents per hour be established

worth anything it should be paid for at as as the minimum rate paid to all trainmen .

high a standard as that fixed for steam -road You can readily perceive that men receiv .

engineers and conductors, which is consid ing the above hourly rate for an eight-hour

erably above the $ 100 per month mark . This day would receive only two dollars and sixty

is loud sounding, but who can consistently six and two-thirds cents ; and if they worked
disprove it ? nine hours, would receive three dollars,

The average man entering the electric which is anything but an excessive amount
railway service may pass through the aver of money upon which to support a family
age service life and have little enough laid and educate children .
aside to assist him in his decline if he should Third - We request that trailers be abso

receive 40 cents per hour. It would be an lutely abolished .
honest wage. No electric traction corpora In making this request we consider the

tion can flush with any considerable degree running of trains in the public streets as ex
upon the prevailing rates yet paid to the ceedingly dangerous.
craft. Fourth - -We request that all cars be vesti

The electric railway managements will buled throughout the year.
say a 40-cent-per-hour rate is unreasonable This is not alone a protection for the mo

and beyond a possibility of payment. Let torman from dust and storms, but also tends
them get down to taking liberal profits for to a safer operation of the cars .
actual investment and they can double the Fifth -- All men employed by any street

present wage rates . Of course it will re railway outside the train service, except
duce the possibility of making millions by those in official positions, shall receive the
speculation, but why should labor suffer

same proportionate increase as trainmen ,
that such a privilege may be bestowed upon

based upon the highest rate of wages paid
promoters. for the different classes of work by any

street railway in the city of Chicago . All
God save the phools ! and don 't let them employes included in this section shall work

run out, for if it wa’n ' t for them , wise men not more than a nine-hour day, inside of ten

couldn 't get a livin '. - Billings. consecutive hours, excepting case of emer
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gency, when time and one-half shall be paid

for all overtime.

Our reason for putting this request in the

form that we have is that hitherto various

rates have been paid these classes of em

ployes by the different street railway com

panies, wherein we claim that all should

be paid the same for like service .

Sixth -- We request that the ratchet and

hand brake be eliminated and the most effi
cient brake on the market be substituted.
The granting of the foregoing requests

would attractmore capable and efficient men

to the street railway occupation , thereby
insuring better service to the public .

(Signed ) J . H . LARKIN , President,

J. T . SULLIVAN , Secretary ,

Representing Committee of Divisions.

Editor L . D . Bland, in the Union Leader,

comments upon the requests as follows :

“ The requests submitted were the out

come of an agitation commenced six months

ago to protect the interests of the street
railway employes in the event of any settle

ment of the transportation question between

the city and the railway companies .
The traction question has been a momen

tous one in Chicago for many years. It has

assumed many phases and has reached a

point where a settlement seems probable.

The companies have submitted drafts of
proposed ordinances. All of them care for

the interests of the companies, subject, of

course, to such conditions as popular favor

demands.

With slight variations respecting remu

neration , ultimate ownership and general

control, it is said the proposed rates are like

ly to meet the approval of the city adminis

tration .

None of the drafts contain anything rela

tive to the conditions under which the em

ployes shall labor.

Why should they ? Corporation attorneys

and " experts" are not preparing ordinances

for the benefit of employes .

It is clearly up to the employes to see that
ordinances are drafted that secure to them

fair conditions.

The proper start has been made in this di
rection . The requests published upon this

page were placed in the hands of the trans

portation committee some time ago . There

the matter rests at this time.

The good work commenced should be fol

lowed up vigorously .

The committee of employes should exert

every energy and never rest until the con

ditions set forth in their declarations are

embodied in any contract settlement.

Every one of the six declarations as rea

sonable , based upon common sense and

necessary to efficient service .

Briefly they are as follows:

( 1 ) A minimum and miximum workday,

eight and ten hours respectively, within

twelve consecutive hours.

(2 ) A wage of 33 1 -3 cents per hour.

( 3 ) The elimination of trailers.

(4 ) Vestibules upon all cars throughout

the year.

(5 ) The same proportionate increase of

wage in departments outside of train ser

vice, with a nine-hour workday and time and

one-half for overtime.

(6 ) The adoption of the most modern

brake equipment.

While the request for wages is an item

that appeals strongly to all and is just in its
entirety, the request for the shorter work

day is of equal importance . No man can be

considered safe in the operation of a car

that is denied time for rest. So strongly is

this feature appealing to the traveling public

as a whole that popular sentiment, the coun

try over, is demanding that men operating

the transportation facilities shall not be

worked to the point where their faculties

become useless through loss of sleep .

Not alone are the hours of labor long in

the street railway service , but in many in

stances they are so separated as to take up

the greater portion of the calendar day. It

has oft been said by married men in the em

ploy that they never had a chance to get

acquainted with their children and their

only opportunity of seeing them was when

the children were sleeping.

On the average " tripper " run a man leaves

home while his children are asleep ; when he

returns they are at school ; when he leaves

again for work they have not yet returned,

and when he arrives at home in the early

morning they are in slumberland.

Imagine this kind of existence day after

day , seven days a week , year in and year

out.

What other occupation treats its workers

so niggardly ?

What comfort is there in life for a man

that has to ply a vocation that denies him

even the associations of his family ?

Is it not as fair to protect the man that

operates the car, and upon whom largely

depends the safety of the passengers, as it

is to protect the man who rides in the car ?

Is it not as fair to establish humane con

ditions for the employes as to insure com

fort for the passengers ?

If the city has the right to fix a rate of

fare, why should it not have the right to fix

a rate of wage ?

If it has the right to adjust schedules to

meet the requirements of travel, has it not

the right to make them conform to humane
conditions for the men who have to operate

them ?"

These requests and comments would well

apply in other cities where franchise rights

are being sought by traction companies. If

the fixing of a wage rate is legally or other

wise objected to, an arbitration clause could

be substituted.

CANADIAN LABOR PARTY PLATFORM .

The new political party of Canada, which

was created by the recent convention of the

Canadian Labor Congress, has adopted the

following platform :

1 . Free compulsory education.

2 . That a legal week 's work shall not ex

ceed forty-four hours.
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mote their craft rather than await promo

tion from it, and they have taken their cue
from other crafts and are organizing. There

are thousands of them employed , and if
they are successful in maintaining their
organization and making it effective it

means another slice for employes from the

congested money bags of railway profits .

Every assistance should be given them in
their unequal contest with the Southern
Pacific .

3. Government inspection of all indus.
tries.

4 . The abolition of the contract system on

all public works.

5 . Public ownership of all coal lands, all

franchises, railways, telegraphs, water

works, lighting, etc .

6 . Gradual reduction of all direct taxa

tion and a corresponding increase in land
values independent of improvements.

7 . Abolition of Dominion Senate .

8 . Exclusion of all Asiatics and all obpec.
tionable aliens.

9 . That the Union Label be placed on all

manufactured goods where practicable, and

on all government and municipal suplies .

10. Factories Acts : Limiting the hours of
labor, insuring sanitary conditions and se .
curing a weekly half-holiday and specifically
protecting women and young persons and
children .

11. Abolition of property qualifications

for all public offices.
12. Direct legislation through the initia .

tive and referendum .

13. Prohibition of prison labor in competi.
tion with free labor .

14 . Adult suffrage.

15 . Old -age pensions.

16 . Establishment of a national bank .

17. Government fire and life insurance .

18. Government acquisition of properties :
( a ) for closer agricultural and horticultural

settlement ; ( b ) for homes and village set.

tlements for workers in the vicinity of cities

and towns, or wherever there is a sufficient

permanent population engaged in mining

and similar pursuits in country districts.

EFFORTS TO SECURE CLERKS AS

STRIKE BREAKERS.

Agencies have been established in various

cities for the purpose of securing strike

breakers for the Southern Pacific Railway.

Advertisements are being inserted in the

daily press for railway clerks by such

agencies and in most instances no mention

is made of the fact that they are wanted

to fill the places of strikers .

All friends of organized labor, members BRO. JOSEPH DODDS, NEWCASTLE , PA.

thereof and others who desire to see fair

play and justice prevail are requested to Bro . Joseph Dodds, whose picture appears

use their influence toward discouraging all in this issue , is the oldest motorman in the

railway clerks possible from having any employ of the Mahoning & Shenango Rail.

business transactions with these agencies . way and Light Company. He was born in

The Brotherhood of Railway Clerks Sharon , Pa ., about fifty - five years ago. He

termed “ The Infant Railway Organization ” came to New Castle from Allegheny, Pa .,

- is fighting , alone and unaided , the battle in 1892, and secured employment as motor

of the railway clerks of the country. Its man, in the spring of 1895 , on what was

triumph will mean their emancipation from then known as the Brown -Phillips Electric

unjust conditions and will mean much for Street Car Company - afterward the New

organized labor in general. It , therefore , Castle Traction Company.

asks for the moral support of the wage. Daddy, as he was known among his co

earners of North America . workers, was always at his post when
It has long since been recognized that physically able.

the railway clerks have always suffered as On April 16, 1906 , by the advice of his
the underpaid of all railway employes. physicians, he went to the Shenango Valley
Young men have entered such service with Hospital and had his leg amputated below
the presumption of promotion and have the knee.

grown old awaiting their turn until they Bro . Dodds was a charter member of
were forced to realize that not 10 per cent. Division No. 89, and has in his possession
of their number are ever favored . They a working card for every month from the

have come to realize that they must pro - date of organizing in 1897 . MAC.
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There are several incentives that invite

the formation of a trade union . Among

these, perhaps the primitive object is to se
cure an increase in wage and improved
conditions of employment. However, the

objects and advantages desired to be at.

tained are numerous. After the union is
formed there are a multitude of benefits
that develop from mutual association.
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Oncial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America.

No one seems to deny that organized la
bor is a promotive institution to the mem
bership . A prominent argument against
unionism is that it tends to create a

monopoly of the labor market to the exclu
sion of those not members. Is there a bet.

ter argument than this in support of the

contention that membership affords oppor
tunities not to be enjoyed by the non
unionist ?

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month
ly . W . D . MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R . L . REEVES,

Editor, Detroit, Mich . .

Subscriptions payable to W . B . Mahon , Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .
Per annum . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 cents

Single copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cents

Next month will be the month in which
nomination and election of officers will oc
cur to nearly every local Division of this
Association . Much of the flattering success
of the general movement during 1906 can
be attributed to the prudence exarciseli
the locals in the selection of their local

officers one year ago. The same care and
prudence in selecting officers next month

will prove equally effective for 1907.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W . D . MAHON . . . . . . . . International President
J. C . COLGAN . . . . First Vice - President

SHEEHAN . Second Vice -President
BEHNER . . . . . . Third Vice -President

THORPE . . . . . Fourth Vice - President

MONKS . . . . Fifth Vice - President
A . E . SCHMITZ . . . Sixth Vice -President

• T . B . GREY . . . . . . . Seventh Vice - President

REZIN ORR . . . . . . . . . International Treasurer

General Executive Board
C . 0 . PRATT . . . . . . . Chairman

R . L . REEVES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
EDWARD MCMORROW .
MAGNUS SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS.
WM . B . FITZGERALD .

BEN COMMONS.

FRED FAY.

D . S . FITZGERALD .

The labor union should be worked to the
greatest possible good to the membership

in benefits and protection . This cannot be
interpreted as meaning a constant warfare
with the management of the company. On

the contrary , it means the cultivation of the
very best possible relations between the

union and the managing officials of the com
pany, and in such a way as to conserve to
the utmost interests of the members . The

possession of the art to so guide the destiny
of the union is an important quality in the

composition of a union official.

OS FAV
ONS

RAL
DS

.

Entered the Detroit P . O ., as second -class
matter.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED
ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a tigh
plane of Intelligence , efficiency and skill; to
encourage the formation in Division Associa
tions of Sick Benefit Funds ; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
Imparting a practical knowledge of modern
and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion , to secure employment and adequate pay
for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
dition .

Do you conduct the financial affairs of
your Division in strict accord with your by .
laws and the constitution ? Let' s see. Are
all bills presented in writing, properly read

and disposed of in open local or Executive
Board meeting ? Is a warrant drawn upon
the treasurer properly signed by the secre
tary and president for the payment of all
bills ordered paid by the local or Executive
Board ? Does your treasurer pay all bills
and pay them by warrants from the presi.
dent and secretary ? Are the receipts and

expenditures announced before the closing
of every meeting ? Has your Division an

auditing committee to audit the financial

books and accounts every six months, and

report upon such audit to the meeting as
soon as completed ? If all these questions

can be answered in the affirmative your lo
cal is conducting its financial affairs in a
business way. If any of them must be
answered in the negative, your member
ship is neglecting important duties and sub
jecting your local to serious criticism .

What benefit comes from forming and

maintaining a labor union ? It may well be

presumed that when an intelligent reply to

the question dawns to the mind of 99 per

cent of those outside of organized labor

they will become enthusiastic unionists.
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The report of Secretary Frank Morrison . In Tampa , Fla ., there are 7,000 cigarmak. Vi
to the A . F . of L . convention shows a grati. ers working under unfavorable conditions. ' .
fying increase in membership throughout the The Cigarmakers' Union can be strength

various organizations. . . ened if all union men insist upon purchasing

no cigars taken from any box that does not

The twenty -sixth annual convention now
bear the Cigarmakers' Union label. The

in session in Minneapolis may be identified
Central Trades and Labor Assembly of

as the first American labor convocation at
Tampa, Fla ., would especially call your at

which a United States Congressman ever at.
tention to the observance of the label upon

tended as a bona fide trades union delegate.
boxes of all cigars made in Florida.

The brother who thus distinguishes the con

vention is Congressman William B . Wilson, The Buck 's Stove & Range Company, of

of Pennsylvania . Delegate Wilson is a rep St. Louis, Mo., is on the unfair list. For

resentative of the United Mine Workers, and eighteen months their employes worked the

has 339 votes to cast 'upon any question call nine-hour day. Early in the year the com .

ing for a count vote in the convention . pany set about to establish the ten -hour day

and break up their employes' union . The

We are in receipt of a “ complimentary " proper thing for union men to do is to

to the thirteenth annual concert and ball of break up the sale of Buck 's Stove & Range

Div . No. 22, Worcester, Mass. It came a Co.' s products, just as that company is try . . .

little late to admit of its use , yet there was ing to break up the sale of union labor. in

a sense of pleasure to know that the M . &

C . is occasionally thought of in Worcester, President W . D . Mahon and G . E . B . Mem

The affair took place Nov . 9th . Div. 22 is bers Ed McMorrow and Ben Commons are
the second oldest local in the Association , in attendance as delegates to the American
has a reputation for successful entertain Federation of Labor convention now in ses. "

ments, and each in succession excels the sion at Minneapolis , Minn. Another mem . .

former . It is safe to assume that in the ber of the Amalgamated Association is Del
latest event old 22 did herself credit . May

egate Frank Chaney , representing the St.
she repeat for years to come. Joseph , Mo., Central Labor Union . The con .

vention will be of unusual importance. In .
Upon the eve of election of officers for novations are the providing for fraternal

1907 some questions will arise for determi affiliation with the Farmers' Educational ,
nation . Were the affairs of the local so and Co-operative Union , and the shaping of
shaped and conducted that benefits have an agressive political policy . A report of
come to the members during the passing the delegates will likely appear in the De. .
year ? Has there been an increase in cember issue.
wage ? Have grievances been dealt with

intelligently, and in accordance with the The recent election in the first con
means at hand ? Have the officers been gressional district of Michigan is a striking :
prompt in attendance at meetings ? Has the illustration of the advantage of thorough or
membership been kept up ? If these ques. ganization . Mr. Denby, the Republican can
tions can be answered in the affirmative, didate, served in the last Congress and con - .
your old officers have a year' s experience to sorted with class legislators. He is an ex .

their credit for re-election, ceptionally able man and, even though a .

first-termer, distinguished himself as an ex.. ;
The experience of this Association will pert : emergency man in attacking labor .

bear out the statement that 75 per cent of measures. He crippled the Chinese exclu . .

the presidents and general managers of sion law and ingeniously cut a tunnel , .. .
traction concerns are well-meaning, well- through the immigration restriction act, ren - . .

bred and intelligent gentlemen . They are dering it ineffective. It 's unnecessary to . .
capable of recognizing the fact that not all mention that he was no friend to the eight
gentlemen are millionaires, and that many hour law , the anti-injunction bill, or any
of them are found among wage earners. other measures sought by labor, or that . .
Understanding this , they reasonably credit would mitigate against class rule . Yet with :
every man with being a man and entitled this record he came back to Detroit for re.
to respect in accordance with his character election and swept the district, a strong .

rather than his wealth . This being the case, hold of organized labor, with over 6 ,000 ma.
it is safe and prudent policy to reach the ' jority. His opponent, Mr. F . F . Ingram , was .
highest official of your company before tak , a volunteer champion of labor's measures. .
ing radical action upon any grievance of a although a manufacturer and not a trades .
serious nature. Under officials are some unionist. Mr. Denby gives no credit to the . .
times prejudiced and vindicative in their people for his election , but openly thanked
own acts, and when so seasoned, present the Denby. Club . The sequel of his strength

prejudicial reports to their superiors , who, was in the Denby Club, composed of several . . .
with no other version to guide them , support hundred young (and old ) Detroit aristocrats,
their position . On the other hand, when thoroughly organized and well disciplined .
the other side is presented, justice results While Mr. Denby returns from a champion
without prejudice, and a crisis is a verted to organized labor district as the champion of
the advantage of both the association and the other fellow , his championship as an

company . organizer is deserving of admiration .
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There is a law in the State of Ohio which

requires street and electric railway com

panies to heat motormen ' s cabs to a temper.

ature of not less than 60 degrees during the

winter months. It may be interesting to

note how this law will be observed by some

of the law -abiding corporations operating

cars in that state .

“ The street railway men , where they are

organized, are all right. I believe they are

doing more to promote unionism and the
union label than any other organization I

know of. I have a chance to observe it .

The business 1 represent has a good trade
in every city where your men are organized .

In cities where the street car men are not

organized , we have hard work to keep up

appearances." These are the gratifying

words used by a prominent business man

recently , in a talk with the editor of this

paper. He manufactures a union labeled
product. His words were appreciated -- a

compliment to our membership, and well

worth repeating.

The opening of the three-cent fare lines
in Cleveland , Ohio, is the beginning of an

inovation in traction and railroad business.

The proposition upon which this company

purposes to do business is that of profit

upon actual investment. The profit is lim

ited to six percent of the actual money in

vested in construction and equipment. No

values are permitted to be placed on fran

chises or rights of way. In the event that
the profit exceeds six per cent the people

have authority to aply such excess of profit

to a reduction of fares. It is getting the

business down to rock -bottom , and there

can be no gambling in stocks and bonds be

yond a possible percentage for the privilege

of investment. The investor is assured of a

liberal dividend providing it is actually made

in profits from operation . There can be no

issuing of common stock of practically no

value at all and developing it by market

manipulations into a value to be expected
to be materialized by labor and patronage.

The Cleveland experiment will be closely

watched . If it proves a success it will af

ford an example which will be eventually

inducted into public service utilities through

out the country, and the old stock -watering

methods will become a past chapter.

The adjustment of grievances by the

president, business agent or executive com

mittee of a local is at times made more dif

ficult by the aggrieved when the grievance

is of a personal character, as, for instance ,

in the case of reprimand, suspension or dis

charge. Frequently, in reporting the griev

ance, the aggrieved indulges in passionate

denunciation of the official at whose hand

he suffers, and, sometimes, he impetuously

upbraids the entire management. No mat
ter how deservedly such denunciation - and

there may be instances when it is not
amiss - yet it accomplishes nothing in the

way of adjusting the grievance . It is often

carried back to the company to prejudice

the management against the aggrieved and

contributes so much more that the associa

tion grievance officials must overcome to

gain consideration for the member. It also

creates a new charge of insubordination or

insolence which has its reflection , even if

the case might be put to arbitration . Again ,

aggrieved members often compromise the

possibilities of the grievance officials or

committee by at first ignoring them , or

their advice, by undertaking his own case

and carrying it beyond redemption before

consulting even the president or business

agent. The old saying well applies, “ The

man who acts as lawyer in his own case has

a fool for a client." Members should not

make a case more difficult for the grievance

officials by their own imprudence .

By reading the after-election public press

one unacquainted with the real facts might

be led to the conviction that the American

Federation of Labor 'never touched them ."
The effort of the A . F . of L , was abstract

from partisan lines. It was neither Repub

lican , Democratic, nor Socialistic . The pol
icy was to elect officers who would serve the

people, and where both candidates were of
that kind, honestly and sincerely looking to

that end in the event of their election , the

A . F . or L . kept from the field and entered

the election through its membership as in

dividuals promotive of the interest of their

respective parties. Where a candidate was
a known enemy to the interests represented

by organized labor it was the purpose of the

A . F . of L . to work to the defeat of such

candidate regardless of his party affiliation ,

Abundance of instances are at hand to show

that the A . F . of L . was effective in its cam

paign . There are instances where trades

union candidates were actually placed in the

field and elected to the State and National

Legislature. It is a well-known fact that

such would not have been the case had not

the A . F . of L . entered the political field .

Even in the corporation ridden state of

Pennsylvania the Coal Miners' Union elected

members of that organiaztion to the United

States Congress, and two of them particu

larly represent districts that have hereto

fore been represented by corporation attor

neys. These districts will now be represent.
ed by Brothers Wm . B . Wilson and Thomas

Nichols.

There is a salutary lesson in the recent

franchise vote taken in the City of Detroit .

The Detroit company submitted to a vote of

the people a proposition for an eighteen

year franchise upun certain conditions,

among which was a reduction of fares dur.

ing the morning and evening hours . Be.

tween the hours of 5 and 8 a . m . and 4 :30

and 6 : 30 p . m . 212 -cent fares were to pre

vail. The remaining hours of the day the

rate was 5 cents, or six tickets for 25 cents.

The proposition was defeated by a vote of

two to one. The issue invoked was the

question of granting any franchise at all,

which would permit the company to specu
late in stock and bonds. The vote indicates

that the people are getting next to get-rich
quick policies of doing business . They have
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Disability.
J. L . Lynch , Div . No. 241, Chicago .

Ill , huniplegia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00

Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $ 1, 100 .00

PROPOSED PROTECTION TO RAILWAY

MEN .

learned that where corporations actually

invest one million dollars and then materi.

alize a three-million -dollar property out of

it that there has been two millions of dol.

lars made in a way that the people, by labor
and otherwise , have to put up for, and for
which they receive no return . There can

be no objection to granting privileges to
public corporations to operate cars, furnish

gas, etc., providing such corporations do

business along business methods, but the
great trouble has been that the moment a
franchise is granted to a public corporation
thatmoment the promoters convert the busi-

ness into a gambling proposition . The ex -

pert gamblers have gathered in the sheckles

while the people have had to foot the bills.

Act of Illinois Federation of Labor,

The purpose pursued to obscure the ad.

vantage of organization to labor is being
displayed by the various daily newspapers

throughout the country in publishing glow

ing reports of the “ voluntary ” increase in

wage being yielded to the steam road men

by the employing corporations. In the course

of news gathering there has come to tho

public the fact that the steam road organ :

izations have been working upon these “ vol.

untary " increases for some little time. The

fact is that the steam road Brotherhoods

have secured such increases that have come

to them through the agitation and efforts

of their organiaztions and committees. The

" voluntary ” increases are voluntady in the

papers only . Even at that, the advance in

wages is not in proportion to the advance

in profits to the corporations. It seems

that some of the systems are a little deli.

cate about the " voluntary ” wage proposi.

tion and are threatening to contest the de .

mands with the organizations. Steam rail.

roads “ volunteer " wage increases when the

steam road Brotherhoods insist upon it and

at no other times.

An effort that should enlist the active
support of every division of the Amalga .

mated Association in the State of Illinois .

and will receive the aid of the international

president, will be put forward by the Illi
nois State Federation of Labor before the

coming Illinois legislature .

This effort is indicated by a set of resolu

tions presented by Delegate Charles A .
White, and amended and supported by Dele

gate Wm. Enright, to the state convention

at Streator, by which body it was unani

mously adopted . The resolutions bear the

substance of the measures desired , and they

will be shaped into proper and legal form

and presented as a bill to be enacted into
state law .

By adopting the White -Enright resolu

tions, the State Federation of Labor is un .

dertaking a difficult task , as the measures

will meet stubborn resistance from street

railway lobbyists . But our Illinois divisions

can render timely assistance by placing the

matter before the state legislators between

now and the time of the convening of the
legislature.

The proper method to pursue is for each

local to appoint a legislative committee to

go personally to the respective senators and

representatives of their districts, and go

armed with a copy of the resolution and

urge upon them the importance of the en :

actment of the proposed laws. Also get

them to commit themselves for or against

the measures, and report the result to the

international president or the secretary of

the State Federation of Labor before the

first of January . Action should not be de.

layed , but the matter should be taken up

at once . There are some twenty locals of

this association in Illinois . If the legisla

tors within the jurisdiction of each local are

consulted, there will be a good showing for

the desired laws at the beginning.

The Resolution .

To the Minois State Federation of Labor :

Whereas, it has been a failure on the

part of the street and electric railway em .

ployes of the State of Illinois to get any

favorable bills passed by the state legisla .

ture in their behalf , and ,

Whereas, the necessity of having the fol
lowing measures to become a law as a pro

tection to the public and employes of rail
roads is apparent; therefore, be it

Resolved, by the State Federation of La

bor , in convention at Streator, ill., that

the State Federation of Labor use its ut

most influence to secure the passage of a

bill for the relief and protection of the pub

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund for the month of October were
on the deaths and disabilities of the follow

ing members :

Deaths.

R . W . Aldrich, Div . No . 85 , Pitts
burg, Pa., typhoid fever . . . . . . . . . $ 100 .00

Peter Piarecki, Div . No. 260 , Chic
cago, Ill., consumption . . . . . 100 . 00

M . J . Murphy, Div . No. 241, Chi

cago, Ill., shock and hemorrhage. 100 . 00
H . Sherwood , Div. No. 260 , Chicago,

Ill., cholecystitis . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
John Rooney , Div . No. 283 , Brook .

lýn , N . Y ., gastrocurhus . . . . . . . . . 100 . 00
M . Christensin , Div . No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill., accident. . . . . . . . . 100.00
N . Beauvais , Div . No. 194 , New Or

leans, La., consumption . . . . . . . . . . .

Samuel C . Logan , Div. No. 22, Wor.
cester, Mass., accident, head in .

jury from falling wire . . . . . . . . . . 100 .00
Geo . Blackmore , Div. No. 113, To.

ronto , Ont., phthisis pulmonalis. . 100 . 00

P . Fitzpatrick , Div. No. 260 , Chi
cago, Ill., accident. . . . 100 . 00
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lic and street and electric railway employes. DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.
Resolved , that the delegates here assem

bled in convention use their efforts and in International President W . D , Mahon, who

fluence to secure its passage. was reported in the October number as
Resolved , that the Illinois State Federa assisting Vice-President A . L . Behner upon

tion of Labor send out pledge letters to the the situation in Cleveland, was required
candidates and elected legislators and sen - to go to the aid of Division No. 85 , in Pitts
ators of the numerous districts in the State burg in consequence of serious illness of
of Illinois, asking them to support and use Chairman C . 0 . Pratt . The situation in
their efforts to get such a bill passed , to Pittsburg was that of a grievance upon the
embrace the following provisions: discharge of Executive Committeeman Mur.

Section 1. Every cable, grip , horse, elec- ray . Other grievances existed which con

tric 'or other street car, and every inter sorted with the cast in the shape of ag.

urban car or train that is operated in the gravations suffered by the membership
State of Illinois shall be equipped with a from an under-official. Chairman Pratt had

heating arrangement to supply heat at a carried the case through a hearing before

minimum temperature of 60 degrees at all a commission composed of two officers of

times from the fifteenth day of October to the company and himself and President W .

the fifteenth day of April of each year, to T . Hanna, of the local division . President

keep the passengers warm , and such heat- Mahon succeeded in bringing about a prop

ing arrangement shall be placed in the cab , osition from the company, which was ac

vestibule or front end of such cars so as cepted by the discharged member and the

to keep the motorman , gripman , engineer Executive Committee of the local, and

or driver or man stationed in such position which embraced remuneration to Bro . Mur

to operate such cars or trains warm . ray and the discharge of the offending dis

Sec. 2 . Every electric car, train or en patcher. Prior to returning to the office

gine operated in the State of Illinois shall President Mahon came to Cleveland, where

be equipped with airbrakes. he held a conference with Vice-President

Sec. 3 . No party or parties, company, A . L . Behner, arriving at the office on the

corporation , cities or others, shall be al. 5th . The accumulated work at the office

lowed to operate cars in the State of Illinois occupied his attention until the 10th , when

with running board on the sides, nor shall he left for the A . F . of L , Convention being

they be allowed to operate cars without held in Minneapolis. It is expected that

aisles through the center of their cars. the convention will continue in session for

Sec. 4 . Every cable , grip , horse , electric two weeks.

or other street car , and every interurban The last charter granted by the Interna

car or train of the kind designated as open tional President was for the institution of

cars operated in the State of Illinois shall. Division No. 444, a division upon which a

be equipped with a glass front or vestibule report will be made at a later date.

arranged in such a way as to protect from

the elements the motorman , gripman , engi International Treasurer Rezin Orr is at

neer , driver or man acting as such . present with Lincoln , Neb ., Division No. 426 .

Sec. 5 . A period of six months time from This is one of the newer locals and was in

the time of the passage of this bill and its a condition requiring the attention of an

becoming a law shall be allowed to . all organizer. Treasurer Orr reports favorably

parties, companies, corporations, cities and upon the progress he is making there in

others that are engaged in the operating of building up the local. He also visited Di

electric or street railways, to comply with vision No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo., and held a

Sec. 1, Sec. 2 , Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 of this act. conference with the committee and manage

Sec, 6 . Any party, parties, company, ment of the company upon the matter of
corporation , cities or others found guilty of car vestibules. Reports indicate that the

violating Sec . 1 , Sec . 2 , Sec. 3 , Sec. 4 or result of the conference will be a more com

Sec, 5 of the foregoing provision shall be plete inclosure of the winter cars. Treas

fined not less than twenty-five ( $ 25 ) dol. urer Orr will be required to visit the Omaha

lars for each day each car or train is oper Division No. 288 before his return .

ated , nor shall they be fined more than

Hifty ( $50 ) dollars for each day each car or Vice-President J . C . Colgan reports favor.
train is operated , contrary to the foregoing ably upon the negotiation of an agreement
provisions. It shall be the duty of the for Chicago Division No. 273 .

state 's prosecuting attorney to enforce this

provision . CHAS. A . WHITE ,
Vice-President P . F . Sheehan has charge

Secretary Div . 125 .
of the arbitration of differences between

Delegate to the twenty-fourth annual the Boston & Northern Company and the
convention of the Illinois State Federation

effected divisions. It is reported that a
of Labor, at Streator, Ill., October 16 , 1905 .

third arbitrator has not as yet been se
Concurred in by resolution committee and

lected .
adopted in convention by unanimous vote .

Vice -President A . L . Behner is yet acting

That some peoples are fond ov bragging Business Agent for Cleveland Division No.

about their ansesstors, and their grate de- 268. The local has assumed routine busi
scent, when in fack their grate descent is ness and is rapidly developing. Vice -Presi.

jist what's the matter ov them . - Billings. dent Behner reports that the 3-cent fare
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company is now actually operating nine pany rejected its conditions so far as apply .

miles of track within the city. ing them to the service. The men refused

to work only upon the conditions of the

Chairman C . 0 . Pratt was relieved upon agreement, or upon such modifications as

the Pittsburg situation by President Mahon might be agreed upon by the parties to the

in consequence of his illness. As soon as agreement. The company was persistent

he recovered sufficiently he returned to his and refused to enter any negotiations by

home, where his illness became alarming, which a satisfactory arrangement could be

and under advice of physicians he went to made, but insisted upon the old conditions

Mineral Wells, Texas. No reports have of employment, with the exception of the

been received in regard to his condition wage scale . The management also began a

since his arrival there . During an interval systematic warfare upon the life of the or

of his work in Pittsburg he rendered assist ganization , endeavoring to dismember the

ance to New Castle Division No. 89, where local. The lock -out took effect Sunday, No

a grievance had arisen from an attempt to vember 4th . No cars have been operated

overburden motor cars with trailers. The upon the city lines since its inauguration .

trouble was adjusted . Board Member Fay reports favorably upon

the situation , and states that the people are

G . E . B . Member Ed. McMorrow , after in unanimous sympathy with the men . He

securing acceptable agreements for Divi looks for an early termination of the con

sions Nos. 441 and 442, of Des Moines, Ia., test. It would seem that the company
returned to Chicago, from where he went to forced the situation in order to use the strike

the A . F . of L . Convention at Minneapolis, as an instrument to subdue the city into
being a delegate representing this Associa - making terms less burdensome with taxa

tion . The close of October completed the tion .

first service year for Bro . McMorrow as an

Internatnonal officer. During that period he PITTSBURG CONTROVERSY AT AN END.

has instituted five local divisions, bringing

an additional membership to the Associa

tion of 1,300 new members. He has secured
What bid fair to lead to a serious breach

agreements to eight divisions, five of which between Division No. 85 and the Pittsburg

were the first ever secured by the locals.
Railways Company, some few days since ,

has reached an acceptable compromise.

Peace and good will again reigns in the

G . E . B . Member Richard Cornelius re Smoky City after an invigorating conten .
ports progress from the San Francisco wage tion which was precipitated by the dis
arbitration . Evidence is now being submit charge of Executive Board Member M . J.

. ted to the arbitrators bearing upon the is Murray on the last of August.
sue. The arbitrators will decide upon the

Board Member Murray appealed his case
number of hours to constitute a work day

and the rate of pay per hour.
to the Division , as a grievance , in that he

reported his discharge as unjustifiable .

Business Agent John Negley , upon investi.

G . E . B . Member Wm . B . Fitzgerald was gation , discovered the facts to be as fol.

successful in guiding Hartford, Conn., Divi lows:

sion No. 425 out of the difficulties develop
On Monday, August 6 , Bro. Murray reg .

ing from a proposed bonding scheme. From
istered - in a book provided for the pur.

the Hartford situation he was dispatched to pose to be off the following Sunday, Aug.
Muncie , Ind., and vicinity , where conditions

12, he being a conductor on the Carnegie
required the attention of an International line. On August 12 he reported sick , got

officer. off upon sick leave, and went away to Chi.

cago and Milwaukee . Upon his return he

G . E . B . Member Ben . Commons, immedi reported for work and was discharged un .

ately upon the settlement in Macon, was der the charge of evading the rules of the

dispatched to Beaumont, Texas, where he company in the matter of leave of absence .

was successful in securing an agreement However, Bro. Murray supplied a physic

for Division No. 310 . At present he is asso ian 's statement that he was sick and under

ciated with President Mahon and Board a doctor' s treatment.

Member McMorrow as delegate to the A . F . The ordinary proceedure of the reconsid

of L . Convention . eration of discharges availed nothing, and

the matter was taken up by the committee

G . E . B . Member D . S . Fiezgerald insti. under the opinion that if the position of

tuted Division No. 443 at Stamford , Ct. He Bro. Murray could be impressed upon the

reports the new local to be in good shape. management of the company, his reinstate.

ment would result . All arguments were

G . E . B . Member Fred Fay is at present unavailing, as it seemed that those in au.

conducting the Hamilton , Ont., strike. This thority with the company presumed to have

strike, which is a practical lock -out, grew convicting rebuttal. After exhausting ' the

out of the violation of the recent agreement proceedure of the local, the case was re .

made between Division No. 107 and the ferred to the international office , and Chair

Hamilton company. The agreament em - man C . 0 . Pratt was sent to take up the

braced terms which could not be carried contention in the interest of the discharged

out by the Hamilton company, and the com - member .
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Chairman Pratt convinced Just Grievance
Existed .

Chairman Pratt made a thorough investi-

gation , and became convinced that Bro .

Murray had complied with the rules of the
company in the matter of sick leave , and
that the company had made a mistake in
discharging him — that the brother had been

discharged upon misrepresentations upon

the part of those responsible for the
charges. However, he was unable to con
vert the chief officials of the company to

the same conviction , and reported his find.

ings to the Division , also to the general
officers. Chairman Pratt was supported in

his judgment. He then took up the case
upon its merits.
During a positive prosecution for rein

statement, Chairman Pratt became affilicted

with serious illness, being confined to his

bed , and sent for President W . D . Mahon .

Caso Taken Before Commission .
Chairman Pratt had brought the case to

a point where both parties had agreed to ,

and held a hearing before a commission ,
which was composed of two representatives

from each party to the controversy . The

company was represented by Attorney Geo .

W . Allen , of the company claims' depart.

ment, and Superintendent Jones. Division

No. 85 was represented by Chairman C . 0 .
Pratt and President W . T . Hanna. Before
this commission all evidence was taken and

compiled . The representatives prepared

their respective reviews, and the evidence ,
together with the reviews, were submitted

to President J. D . Callary, of the company,

for his final ruling.

This course had been the suggestion or

President Callary, providing the commis.

sion should not reach an adjustment, which ,

unfortunately was the case.

Adverse Decision .

The president of the company decided
against the reinstatement of Bro . Murray .
At this juncture President Mahon arrived

in Pittsburg .

Intercession by President: Mahon .

President Mahon engaged upon the case

and was soon satisfied of the source of the
trouble . It was evident to him that, re.

gardless of the truth or falsity of the

specific charges against Bro . Murray, the

source of Bro . Murray' s troubles lay at the

door of an under officer in the employ of

the company. This petty officer, among

other indulgences, seemed to enjoy great

satisfaction in annoying members of the

Association as a special diversion . To

carry this to the limit of his satisfaction

he indulged in misleading reports to his

superiors . Instead of looking to and work .

ing for the interest of the company, he

was pursuing trouble -breeding tactics and

cunningly covering his mischief by a cloak

of deceit . Instead of endeavoring to pro .

mote harmony to the common interest of

bòth company and employes, he sought to

shield his incompetency by provoking con .

tentions. He would then slip from under

detection by cover of his official position ,

and allow censure to fall upon his hapless

victim . In this , he made himself appear

to his superiors, to be a very diligent offic

ial, when , in reality, his service was any.
thing but in line with his duties. Instead

of cultivating his men to a dignified respect
for their employment and their employer,
he mistook cowardly fear to be the quality .

ing requisite of an employe , and endeav.

ored to instill as much of that element into
his men as possible . His churlishness was
notorious among the men and well known

to the officials of the union .

Discovers Character of Petty Officers to

Management.

The efforts of President Mahon discov.

ered the incompetency of the under official

to the management of the company, and

although it did not result in the reinstate

ment of Committeeman Murray, it did re

sult in the assurance that the offending

dispatcher would be discharged.

Award of Payment of Time Lost.
President Callery also granted an award

that Bro. Murray should be paid for all
time lost during the course of the con

troversy . The assurance and award was

submitted to the commission representa

tives of Division 85. These representatives,

after consulting the discharged member of

the association , concluded to place the mat.

ter before the executive committee of the

local, and submitted to that body the fol.

lowing report :

Report to Executive Board by Sub-Com

mittee.

" Pittsburg , Pa ., Nov. 2nd, 1906.
" To the Officers and Members of Division 83

of the A . A . of S. & E . R . E , of A ,
" Brothers :

"We, your Special Commitee, appointed to
take up and negotiate an adjustment with

the Pittsburg Railways Company, the case of

Bro . M . J . Murray, in accordance with your

instructions, beg leave to submit the follow

ing report: First , we would inform you that

there has been a thorough investigation of

all of the facts and evidence in the case,

which has taken many days to examine and

pass upon . The testimony has been both

orally and in writing , which , during the hear

ings, has been taken down in shorthand and

reduced to typewriting , a full report of which

will be submitted with this report, to be

placed on file with this Division .

Now , after making this thorough investiga

tion , the committee finds and still believe

that the position taken by this Division in

upholding and supporting the Murray case

was absolutely a correct one, for we can find

no justifiable grounds in all of this testimony

to warrant his discharge, but, in submiting

our report, we regret to have to inform you

that we could not bring the officials of this

company to see this case in the same light

as it appears to us, and after the full hear

ing . they still refused to reinstate Brother

Murray.
After bringing to an end our negotiations

with the company, but before accepting their

final decision , we interested outside persons
whom we believed would have influence with
the company, to see if they could not bring

about a settlement, and through this course

the following propositions were brought

about: That the company would dismiss from
their service L . J . McCartney , inspector and
dispatcher at the Carnegie car barn , whom it

was felt had been responsible for bringing

about this dispute, and whom , by his antago

nism . was a source of great annoyance to our
membership . Also , they would pay the or

ganization for Brother Murray for all the
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time he had lost, waiting the adjustment of
the case up to date.

This being the best proposition we could
secure from the company, it left us where
we would either have to carry out our policy

and strike, or accept the same. We called

Brother Murray before the committee and
consulted with him upon the same.

Brother Murray stated that while he felt a

great injustice had been done him by the

company whom he had worked faithfully for,
for the past seven years, yet he did not want
to see his fellow -workmen become involved

in a serious strike over his case , and he

would leave the disposition of his case, so
far as he was concerned , absolutely in the
hands of the committee.

Your sub -committee feel that this is too
mportant a question for them to pass upon ,

and after consulting with Brother Murray ,

have decided to bring the full report to this

Executive Board for their advice and deci
sion . Respectfully submitted ,

Č . 0 . PRATT,
W . T . HANNA,

Committte. "

Inasmuch as Bro . Murray expressed satis

faction with the proposed terms of adjust.

ment, and as he was the party directly
aggrieved , the executive board of the local
resolved to take no further action in the

case .

Controversy Not Without Benefit to Both
Parties,

While the case created much concern ,

and at times distrustful anticipation , it

may be said that it has not been without
some benefit to both Division No. 85 and the

company.

Regardless of the disposition of Bro .

Murray's case -- and the satisfaction or dis .
satisfaction of that is up to the company

and Bro. Murray, as, when adjustment is

brought to the point of acceptance by the

party aggrieved, the jurisdiction of the or.
ganization ceases unless a menace still

exists to other members from the same

source - a benefit lies in the results .

The obnoxious despatcher is eliminated.

In this , the president of the company has

set a forceful disapproval upon the pre

sumption that churlishness is an appreci

able quality in the makeup of an inspector,
despatcher or transportation official. In

this act, the company has indicated that

harmony in application to the transporta .

tion work is necessary as between opera .

tive officials and employes.
Purposes of Organization and Company.

The purpose of the organization is clear .
It is to create better opportunities for the

membership and dignify the occupation . To
gain this double purpose the possibility of

elevating wages is a constant study. The

wage is important. It represents the ma.

terial income to the employe. Every favor.

able opportunity for an increase should be

taken advantage of. It is an important ele

ment in marking the standard of the craft .

Improvement of the working conditions

to the membership is important, and

should be an important study. No oppor

tunity to improve working conditions should

be neglected . Ways to improve the health ,

comfort, happiness and convenience of the

members is up to the organization .

Tenure of position is a requisite. It is

up to the organization to protect its mem

bers in the peaceful security of their em

ployment, to such an extent as lies within
an intelligent application of the means at
hand to so protect them .

All these are sacred duties of the organ .
ization and its membership . In pushing

forward with these objects, conflict with
the employing corporation cannot be de
nied . Yet it is a natural conflict in which

disrespect for individuals to either party

by the other is not invited .

It is the business of the company to so
direct its affairs that the greatest revenue

possible may be absorbed as a return for

the investment. That is why the invest.

ment is made. In doing this, as the labor
expense is the most important item , the

company, in the course of aplying its econ

omy, conflicts with the interests of the em .
ployes. Yet it is a natural conflict. It, too ,
invites no disrespect for individuals.

For illustration of these propositions, it
is to the protection and convenience of the

employe that cabs should be enclosed , and

aisles cut through summer car seats . It

abstracts from the revenue of the company

to comply. Hence, the conflict of interests .

It is to the health and happiness of the

worker to have a short hour work day. The

short hour work day is always followed by

an increased rate of pay. This must come

from the revenue of the company. Hence,

the conflict of interests . Increase of wages
is an increase of revenue to the motorman

and conductor. However, it is taken from

the profit of the company. So we may note

the conflict all along the line of interests.

A Common Interest.

But there is a common interest to both .

That interest lies in the promotion of the

business to the common advantage of both .

In this the organization and company must

work harmoniously together. The greater

the accumulation of profit from a concern ,

the greater will be the amount to be dis

vided . A concern that makes no profit can

grant no division for increased wages or

dividends. If it did it would soon go out
of the business. So there is a common in

terest which demands a harmonious effort.

This harmonious effort must be applied in
the direction of improvement of the value
of service . With this goes the improve.

ment of the character of service, if such
improvement is possible . This cannot be

accomplished by contentions, strife or in
timidation .

Mutual Respect Between Officers and Em .

ployes Necessary .

A large concern like the Pittsburg Rail.
ways Company must necessarily employ a
large number of operative officials who have
more or less responsibility in the directing
of the operation of the cars. These omcials

reduce in rank until the inspector is

reached. As these officials lower in rank
they become, proportionately , closer identi

fied and in touch with the men . If they

are efficient officers they are as much of

service to the motormen and conductors as

to the company, and make themselves ap
preciated by both . Their presence is an
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inspiration for good . If they are incompet , sprung from the former part of the charge.

ent, they are annoying to the men and a However, the organizition pushed the case
nuisance to the service. Upon these under to concessions that were accepted by Bro.

officials the higher officials depend for dis . Murray. The award also embraced the dis

cipline. Their reports must be credited un . charge of the offending company official, so
til proven in error. Too often they fall there is no further menace to other mem .
into the error of basing their reports upon bers from that source. This accomplished ,
supposition . They also often misinterpret the Association discharged her full duty

their duties. They mistake an expression with credit to the membership and commit.

of fear for respect. They continue accord tee. The limit of results to be obtained by
ingly until they invite the indignation of conciliation were secured and submitted

the men under them . Sometimes this indig . to the aggrieved member. It was all that
nation is openly expressed and oppressive could be obtained for him without a strike.

officiousness is resented . Then the victim It wil be noted that the report of the sub

is chosen as a special target for the spleen , committee - Chairman Pratt and President
wiles and malice of the petty autocrat. In Hanna - states, “ This being the best propo
this way, the position which should be re - sition we could secure, it left us where we
spected as creditable becomes a subject of would either have to strike or accept." They

contempt and those most fitted for its further report that " Bro . Murray stated that
duties reject the appointment with disgust. while he felt a great injustice had been done

Association Fulfilled Its Obligation . him by the company, he did not want to see

It is regrettable that Bro . Murray was
his fellow workmen become involved in a
serious strike over his case, and he would

discharged . His services of seven years as

a conductor certifies that he was a man of
leave the disposition of his case , so far as

some merit. That the charge against him
he was concerned , absolutely in the hands

did not apply in criticism of any act while
of the committee.” This was a practical

he was actually engaged in the duties of his
recommendation from Bro. Murray, that,

work , does not detract from his compet
unless the committee could comprehend

some advantage to be gained by a strike
ency as a workman. That we was off sick ,

beyond his reinstatement, they should acis undisputed , and is supported by the fact

that he was under advice of a physician. cept the compromise .

That he went away upon a tour without There was nothing further to be gained
notifying the despatcher may not be con . beyond the reinstatement of Bro. Murray.

tradicted , but what business was that to Consequently, his practical recommendation
the dispatcher, as long as he was off on was a virtual withdrawal of his case, and

sick leave . That he remained away longer the committee very properly closed the

than his illness required is too delicate a chapter by aproving the acceptance of the

question to convict him of deception . Trac award .
tion officials themselves often go on a trip Ch. Pratt Commends Action of Bro. Murray.
in consequence of ill health . It would hard . In commendation of the course of Bro .

ly seem that all this could be sufficient to Murray, Chairman C . 0 . Pratt reports upon
withhold reinstatement. Chairman Pratt, his acceptance of the final adjustment as

in his report, states that Superintendent follows:

Callaghan told Bro. Murray he was discharg “ Through the assistance of outside influ

ed for “ improper leave of absence, and ig . ences the company agreed to reimburse

noring the company officials." Bro . Murray for all lost time. They also

Just to what the last part of the charge discharged Dispatcher McCartney, who was
refers is not set forth . It is indefinite. ' in charge of the barn that Bro . Murray

This charge may be applied to any employe worked out of, and whom it was believed

who enters an invited contention with an was largely responsible for creating preju

official, and it may be presumed that it (Continued on page 28 ) .
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Pennsylvania Railroad Wages- What They Were Two Years Ago , and What They will
Be Under the Increase Just Granted.

Rate two Present rate New rate
years ago. of wages. , of wages.

On a daily basis.
Engineers of passenger trains . $ 3 88 $ 4 27 . $ 4 70

Engineers of freight trains . . . 3 82 4 20 4 62

Engineers on yard locomotives . i . . 3 27 360 3 96
Firemen on passenger engines . . . . 2 20 . 2 42 2 66
Firemen on freight engines . . . 2 25 2 72

Conductors of passenger train 's . . . 3 65
Conductors of freight trains. . . . . 341 3 75

Brakemen of passenger trains . . . .. 1 91 2 10 2 31

Brakemen of freight trains . . 1 82 200 2 20
Flagmen on trains. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 91 2 10 2 31
Baggage men on trains , . . . . . . . . 2 17 2 40 2 64

Section men and trackmen . . . . . . . . 1 351 148 ! 1 63

- On a monthly basis ,

Machinists and mechanics . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 72 73 $ 80 .00 . . $ 88 00

Gatemen and ferrymen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 00 49 50 54 45

Clerks, average . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 73 " "* 80 00

NOTE - The present raise .of 10 per cent in , wages applies to all employés east of Pitts .'
burg and Erie who are now receiving $ 200 or less a month . The order includes about 95
per cent of the Eastern service. - Pittsburg Dispatch .

4 12
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We' d like time to get acquainted
With the folks we leave at home,

But it takes " all day" and " part of the night

Before " one" day's work is done.

Oh ! a carman's life is one of joy ! -
With rents as high as the moon .

We'd like money enough to live on ,
· And it can't come any too soon .

We'd like " shorter hours" and better pay
For the work we have to do,

And men of the Arbitration Board,
We think " it' s up to you !"

MRS. W . C . LEFFINGWELL .
San Francisco .

IN MEMORIAM .

Omaha, Neb., Div. No. 288.

Whereas, It has pleased the Ruler and Pre
server of the universe to remove from our
ranks our brother, J . Wally , who was killed
in an accident September 11th , 1906 . and

Whereas, John Wally has at all times
shown himself a true union man and felow
citizen , and

Whereas, We deeply deplore his seeming
untimely death , keenly feeling the loss to
our organization , therefore be it

Resolved . That we the members of Division
288 of the A . A . S . and E . R . E . of A . , mourn
for our deceased brother and express to his

relatives our most heartfelt sympathy, and
be it further

Resolved, That we drape our charter for
a period of thirty days, and be it further
Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions

be transmited the relatives of deceased, and
a copy be sent to our official journal.

C . F . MICHELSEN , Sec' y .BRO. PEDRO FREDERICK DE FORREST.

Former Member Executive Board Richmond ,
Va., Div , 152 — Do You Know

Where He is ?

Any information as to the present address
of Bro . Pedro Frederick De Forrest will be
appreciated at this office. The above is his
picture. The Motorman and Conductor, De.
troit, Mich ., is in possession of information
of inestimable value to him . Any brother
who can give any information as to the

present whereabouts of Bro. De Forrest
will please address this office. He is about
5 feet 8 inches in height, light brown eyes
and hair , and when last seen in Richmond
some three and one-half years ago weighed

about 150 pounds. He came to this country
from Scotland about eleven years ago , be.

ing originally from Glasgow .

Newbury, N . Y ., Division , No. 388 .

Whereas, Almighty God has deemed it wise
to again enter our midst and take from our

fraternal famliy our beloved brother , Edwin
J . McLean ; and

Whereas, We deplore the loss of a member
who has always been honest, courteous, kind

and good honest to employer, ever kind and
patient in the discharge of his duties, never
forgetting to be kind at home and abroad - a

good. just and upright citizen , always ; and

Whereas, We bow in humble submission to

the Divine will who, for reason unknown to
us. permitted Death , the home and family
destroyer , to strike down one so much needed

and appreciated by our Association , and his
family : therefore be it
Resolved . That We extend to the bereaved

' family of our late brother the sincere sympa

thy of this Association ; and
Resolved , That these resolutions appear as

a part of the minutes of this meeting and
that they be published in our official journal

and a copy be forwarded to the bereaved fam
ily .

S . M . BOYD .

W . C . DEWITT,

BENJAMIN PENNY,
JOSEPH BLAKE.

Oct. 15, 1906. Committ

THE CARMEN ' S PLEA .

" Only enough to live on ,"
That is all we ask ,

For serving the general public
Is surely a thankless task .

Up before 'tis daylight,
Walking to work in the dark , ,

Taking out a fenderless car
Whose brakes make it move like the ark .

.
,Answering questions politely ,

A million or two ai
Throwing switches, opening gates.

Then waiting an hour for power.

CARD.

Toronto, Oct. 25th , 1906. '
W . D . Mahon ,

Detroit, Mich .
Dear Sir and Bro. : - Yours of the 18th inst.

has been received and allow me to thank you
for the promptness of forwarding the one .
hundred dollars covering the death claim .,of .
our late brother, George Blackmore . .

Mrs. Blackmore wishes me to express her
most sincere thanks for the prompt manner
in which you paid the claim and feels very
grateful for same. She also wishes to ex
press her most sincere thanks to the members
of Div . 113 for the many kind acts shown by
them during the illness of her husband and

wishes the Association every success.
Yours fraternally ,

GEO. CONEY, Fin . Secy .

Keeping a passageway open ,
Not stepping on anyone' s, toes,

Collecting fares , calling out streets
And listening to someone's woes !

Eating our meals at " any old time,"
Keeping a set of books,

If we're not on time a volley of oaths.
Or a treat ( ? ) to " vinegar" looks !
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

A UNIQUE SITUATION .
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Cleveland, 0 . - Traction affairs in Cleveland
have reached a most interesting stage. With
the present situation , one is impressed that
there may really be an end to all things. You
work to -day, upon your run , but you are not
sure of tomorrow . This statement is not
made with any thought of the usual ways of
losing your employment, but may be modi
fied by saying that the company may have
its line blocked.

Cleveland, undoubtedly , surpassed all cities

of the world in the efficiency and convenience

of street railway service. The Cleveland
electric company, controlled by the Andrews

Stanley -Hanna syndicate , has developed one

of the most complete traction systems yet in

existence. The cars and car service is un
excelled . The entire property is of practic

ally up to date equipment. The most prac .
tical economy in operation was also applied,

and the property was a dividend proposition .
In 1905 the gross income was $ 5 , 308, 780. The

net income, after deducting $ 445 ,793 interest
was $ 1 ,618 ,501. It will be seen that this

rendered a profit of over 30 per cent of the
gross receipts . The capital stock authorized

and issued was 23,400 ,000 . The earnings from
operation was $ 2 ,064, 304 , including interest

a neat revenue of approximately 9 per cent.
The interest amounted to less than 2 per
cent of the capital stock , which would yet

leave an income of 7 per cent. The com

pany operated some 220 miles of track and
owned more than 800 motor cars equiped
ith air brakes. However, the peaceful pur
suit of this business is being rudely inter

rupted.

You may ask if by the union ? No. The
Association here has had some to do with

fixing conditions. Cab protection and air
brakes may be traced to the Association . The
Amalgamated Association secured the state

vestibule law which is being complied with ,
and organized labor is responsible for the air
brakes. The wage rate is excelled by few
eastern cities and is the highest paid in the
state of Ohio . It. too , bears the fingermarks

of the Association , but these are the least
of the troubles .

A new company has slowly crept into the
vitals of the Cleveland Electric . It is known
as the Forest City Railway Company. Its
road is being operated by the Municipal
Traction Company. Many of the franchises
of the Cleveland Electric are expiring . As
these expire they are being pounced upon by
the new company. They expire by piecemeal.
Thus you are permited to run up to the ex
pired line right, where you are forced to
stop . As an illustration , the franchise 0 : 1
Central avenue and East Ninth street has
expired . Mayor Johnson shut down the serv

ice. Other sections have been invested in
the same way.

The new Cleveland company is a three
cent fare proposition . They have recently
put into operation 9 miles of track on the
west side of the city. However, they have
been enjoined not to run to the east side,
and are, for the present, locked out of the
central part of the city. In spite of this, they
are now rapidly gaining a foothold .

But you ask about Division 268 ? This is
the situation . Division 268 , at this writing , No

vember 10 , has 1267 members enrolled . There

are some 2 .200 motormen and conductors em

ployed by the Cleveland Electric . Those

working for the new company are embraced

in the membership . So , it may be seen that

we have barely one -half of the men in the
Association. This is not a whole lot of en

couragement to the other unions of the city

that we are running a union road on the
Cleveland Electric, and is not liable to solicit

a great amount of concern for our welfare,

when the other company is known to be
strictly union . However, we are working

TO THE KICKER.

When the frost is on the window ,

When the wind is blowing cold ,
And you have an early tripper,
Do you cuss about and scold ?

If the lamp is out of oil,
While your matches fail to burn ,

And you stumble over something

That your vision can ' t discern ;
If your coat and vest are missing .

And your hat cannot be found,
Do you try and keep your temper,
Or go blustering around ?

Are you never quite contented

Only when you're finding fault ?
Is it one continual jabber,
Never knowing any halt ?

Are you such a chronic kicker
That you 're never satisfied ?

Is there something keeps your troubles
Being daily multiplied ?

Are you kicking at your company
Or the way your union ' s run ?

Do you cause your car house foreman
All the trouble that you can ?

Are you kicking at your children ?
Are you kicking at your wife ?

Are you ever discontented
And dissatisfied with life ?

Does it look to you that none
Are doing what they ought to do ?

Did you ever think about it,
That the fault may lie in you ?

F . VERT,
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hard to make a better showing , and indica
tions are that we will succeed . We have
with us yet as Business Agent, Vice - Presi

dent A . L . Behner, and it will not be his
fault if we fail.
While our company is not a union fighting

concern , the management is not doing a land

office business in the way of discouraging
kickers against the Association . We have
some of those kickers here, and they are not
all outside of the official roster of the com
pany. Possibly this is not known to Messrs.

Andrews and Stanley who seem to be emi

nently fair, but it is known to organized

labor, and to the officers of our division . It

may well be suggested that the knocker,

whether official or otherwise , is not a whole

lot of help to the Electric company in the
present dilemma. It lessens any advantage

we may be as a union , and it may help to

expedite the time when many of the Cleve
land Electric men will either be obliged to

work for the other company or go out of the
business. I am not an alarmist, but I believe
in avoiding the knock , even if it is necessary
to knock out the knocker.
At our recent election the officers to serve

until January 1 , 1907, were elected as follows:

President. Al. Bradley ; Vice - President, Daniel

White ; Recording Secretary , Samuel Martin ;

Financal Secretary, John Stamfli; Treas
urer, Chris, Fahrney ; Correspondent, Ed.

Barry ; Conductor, Geo . Steffins ; Warden ,

E . Carter : Sentinel, Fred Russe ; Executive

Board . Geo . Feasell. Geo . Hefflinger, J . D .

Wilty . Otto Cermack , Dan McEvoy . H . Mack

lin , Harry Morris, Geo. Huffurd, John Hine,

Geo . Beadelman , H . B . Bellington , Fred Kauf

man , Lew . Whitney.

The The Lorain barn is yet to be sup
plied in consequence of an error upon the
ballet.

It will take some days for this local to get
down to a routine work , as our policies must
come with time. The present officers are
elected for the two months yet of 1906 . The

1907 officers will be elected in December.
However, those now in will have two months

in which to make a showing.
" BINKS."

of party affilations, and he may be relied

upon to resent nsultor oppression at all
times.

Bro . John S . Whalen , of Tobacco Workers'
Local Union No. 23 , has been elected Secre
tary of State .

Bro . W halen was born in Rochester June
30th , 1869. and is in his thirty - eighth year.

He was educated in St. Patrick ' s parochial

school. Rochester high school and the Roch
ester Institute, completing the course in each

school.
Early in life he branched out in the cigar

business for himself. later entered the em
ploy of the firm of R . Whalen & Co. , tobacco
manufacturers, Rochester, N . Y .

Bro . Whalen became a member of Local
Union 23 , and his work for organized laboi
soon brought him to the front in labor cir
cles.
He nas served three terms as President of

the Central Trades and Labor Council, is
President of the Tobacco Workers' Union
and National Organizer for the International
Tobacco Workers' Union .
He has visited and spoken in nearly every

Trades Assembly in the state, and is one of
the best known among the union men of the
country .

Bro, Whalen rendered much valuable assist.
ance in the organizing of Division 282. and

every member rejoices at his success and pre
dict a successful career as Secretary of State .
He is thorough and practical in all his deal
ings and the Union card he carries will be
cherished by him as a fond reminder of the
host of friends who have labored so faithful
ly with him in his efforts to promote the in
terests of organized labor.
Nominations for officers for the ensuing

year will be made at meeting of Friday, De
cember 7th . A large attendance will be pres
ent. That is natural. I only regret that

equal interest in the meetings is not mani
fested throughout the rest of the year. HOW
ever, our members believe in , and have al
ways taken an active interest in selecting
good and efficient officers who may be de
pended to fully carry out the plans of the
organization for the best interest of the Di
vision .
Matters in general have gone very smoth

ly in 282, however we have managed to have
something doing at every meeting, the cani
paign and election having taken up much
time and effort and surely all will agree that
the glorious and victorious result has amply
paid our every effort.
Division 282 was a potent factor in the

fight. Our membership was practically a
unit, and our business agent, Bro . Geo. Kee
nan , was an active member of the central
committee . Our members worked shoulder
to shoulder, and we are proud of our suc

cess.
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LABOR WINS GREAT VICTORY.

SPOTTERS' AGENCY MASQUERADING
AS SURETY CO .

New York State Swept By Labor's Host.
(BY E . M . DISSETT.)

Rochester, N . Y . - The long absence of any

communication from 282 prompts me to pen
these few lines just to let you know that we
still live.

In the gubernational campaign which ter

minated at the polls on the 6th inst. , organ

ized labor took a prominent part.
Under the auspices of the Independence

League, all labor unions affiliated with the
A . F . of L . in the state , stood side by side in

the cause of right and justice as against

might and the plunderbund, and it was a
right royal fight in which Division 282 won

some distinction .

Never before in the political history of
the empire state was a campaign so noted
for mud throwing . No language was too
foul for use , no epithet too harsh , villifica
tion , rancor and unprincipaled tactics on the
part of the Plunderbund were the marked
characteristics from the beginning to the end
of the campaign against the candidate for
Governor , William Randolph Hearst.

Division 282 took an active part through
out the campaign .
Resolutions endorsing the Independence

League movement were presented and freely
given to the public , which brought forth
much comment from both parties. Over 95
per cent of the members cast their votes for

William Randolph Hearst and the Independ
ence League.
As the political clouds roll by after the

great battle of ballots we find the entire In
dependence League ticket elected with the
exception of the head of the ticket.

Our lesson is taught by the result. Aye,
the glorious victory is that the working

man is not to be tampered with irrespective

Meriden . Conn . To use the slang phrase
a lemmon was handed the Meriden railway
men last month . We were all called to the
office one morning and instructed to answer
a list of questions to be entered by the
cashier. He explained that it was an appli
cation for a conductor' s bond to go to a
bonding company. We answered the ques
tions, and most of us signed the completed
form . A few read it and refused to sign .
Upon close investigation it was found to con
tain a clause providing that the statement
made by an officer or agent of an act or
omission subjecting an employe to discharge
must be accepted without question by the
employe, as conclusive evidence of guilt . The
refusal of Hartford and New Haven locals
to sign the same application has caused them

to be canceled. It is now understood that a
new form will be drawn up .

Pertaining to this bonding proposition
there is a " nigger in the fence" somewhere.
It is nothing more nor less than a " spotting"
system trap, and is very cunningly designed .
The cost of the bonds must certanly be more
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than the company could possibly lose from any But tuberculosis is a far more dangerous di
conductor refusing to settle the account that sease tnan smail- pox, so insidious in its ap
stands against him on the register, or any proach that the victim is often past hope
loss of tickets, or from any other source before he reanzes what is the matter with
that is not dishonorable. Now it ' s evident him .
that the company is not spending $ 10 to pro Consumptives ought to be under some re
tect $ 5 . They certainly expect some service straint, and the sanatorium is the best pos
for the money . The fair deduction must be sible place for them . Complete recovery from
that this bonding company is nothing more tuberculosis involves much self denial and
nor less than a " spotter," or detective agency, self -restraint. Consumptives can be cured in
and its system is such that if the employe almost any climate, but the regimen under
signs the bond application , it will be pre which they live must be perfect.
sented to him that he has agreed that while Colorado and the west offer a climate which
the railway company has employed him , and gives these unfortunates an added chance
he is working for the railway company, yet for complete recovery . The high altitude,
the "bonding company shall have the right combined with the dry air and the sunny
to discharge him - a very slick scheme. days, make this country an ideal location to

The humiliating position in which the 'em overcome the ravages of this malady. Some
ploye is placed by making any kind of an people prefer Arizona or New Mexico to this
agreement with a detective agency is not climate, but the advantages there are slight
wnolly inviting. and are, to my opinion, offset by many dis
When we read of a surety company, we advantages ; namely, the isolation and the

presume it to be an institution conducted by enormous expense of living. Here in Colo
honorable men, too high in the scale of man rado, the living expenses are about the same
hood to stoop to street car spotting . Surety as in the east, and conditions are in many
companies that are seeking this kind of ways similar. Work is not over -plentiful, but
business are worth investigating. I have better than further south .
dwelt upon this , that it may catch the eye To you, my brother members who have
of others, as this slimy monster of greed and tuberculosis, remember that you can be cured .
blood sucking is likely to extend its tenticles To do this , you must go into the fight with
in any old direction where it can pounce the determination to win . You must follow
upon unsuspecting victims. I am of the opin out the system with vim and enthusiasm .
ion that the proposition is not legal, as there Rest, eternal fresh air , day and night, winter
are certain rignts that a man can ' t sign and summer, and a vast abundance of nutri

away. tious, fattening food. I have digressed in
Treasurer Fred Penfield has met with a offering this advice, but it has a bearing

sad loss by the death of his wife. Our mem - . upon the subject.
bers expressed their sympathy by a floral The Printers' Union has a magnificent home
tribute and a substantial purse. for their aged and incapacitated ; they also
On September 15 our new wage scale took have a hospital annex for the treatment of

effect, the rates range from 20 to 24 cents tuberculosis. This is attended with gratify
per hour, according to term of service. The ing results. All expenses of the home are

increase is the reply to our committee, which met by laying an assessment of ten cents

was sent to the company some weeks ago. a month on all members of the Typographical

The new rate is very appreciable, and will Union . Their ground was donated to them

likely hold us in contentment for a while . and is a beautiful location . The mail car
The wage having been adjusted , attend riers of the United States are going to build

ance at meetings begins to lag . At a recent a very fine 'home here in Colorado Springs,

meeting when we had with us G . E . B . , mem This is to be for their consumptives .

ber Wm . B . Fitzgerald , and the President, I am sure that some public spirited man
Secretary and a committeeman from the here would give the ground and a generous

Hartford local, the attendance did not do tract at that. There are many fine locations

credit to the occasion . immediately near this town suitable for sana

" JOE DOKES." toriums and affording a superb view of the

mountains and plains.
CONSUMPTIVE HOME PROJECT. I earnestly plead with all union members

to give this sanatorium plan their support,

To the Motorman and Conductor: and help push the thing along . The initial
Colorado Springs, Col. I desire to bring cost need nbt be great. An assessment of

up a matter which I believe is profitable and 50 cents or $ 1 .00 would be sufficient to start
interesting for us to discuss; namely , the the home going, and then five or ten cents a

cure of the tuberculus in our ranks. month would be sufficient to meet all ex
I believe it possible, prudent and practical penses. I think , if it could be brought home

to build a sanatorium for the treatment of to you street - car men , the vast amount or
these poor unfortunates. It has been thor good that would result from the sanatorium ,
oughly established that the sanatoria method that you would , one and all, endorse and

of treatment is the most practical way of assist in this movement.
coping with the disease , and many recoveries This is nothing more or less than an in
of incipient cases are recorded in such in surance that will come to the help of those
stitutions. If any doubt my word , they may who may be a fflicted with the tuberculosis in
write to the government sanatorium at Fort the future, for no man can tell but that he
Stanton , N . M ., for information . There, singu may become a victim to this disease. As
lar success has been obtained in the cure of one writer has aptly put it , " He who fights

incipient cases of tuberculosis against tuberculosis defends home and fire
Sanatoria treatment is not absolutely neces side . "

sary , but the patients are under a restraint The most practical way of treating this dis
which is very good for them . Tuberculosis ease is by having the patients live in tents
is a curable disease. This is a thoroughly or specially constructed cottages, having a
established fact, despite beliefs to the con cenral building where the patients would

trary.
eat - several assembly rooms to be used in

In writing this article, I do so with the inclement weather and which should be well

hope that I may arouse interest for those heated and ventilated - an assortment of cur

among us who suffer with the great white rent literature with the latest papers. Oc

plague. It is our duty as brother members casional amusement should also be furnished

to help stamp out this disease. In fact every them as this is very beneficial.

organization in the country ought to use
I especially urge those members of the

every means in its power to educate its " Amalgamated Association of Street Car Men "
members as to their duty to themselves , fam who are interested to write to the "Motor
ilies and the nation at large. It is hard to man and Conductor" expressing their views
arouse the people to the danger from tuber so that early action may be taken to place
culosis which is an infectious disease, pre this sanatorium on a working basis. Remem
ventable and curable . The total of death ber this is practical unionism and is bound
from it in this country is one in every ten , or to make our organization stronger. Let the
between 100,000 and 125 ,000 for the whole Amalgamated members be quick to endorse
country . If this many died in one year from and further this humanitarian project, as
small -pox, the country would be in hysteria . the way has been blazed by the union print
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ers. Let us show the world that our union
is capable of caring for our consumptives.
We can thus do much ' good and furnish an
object lesson to other labor organizations.
This is necessary as the government fails in
its obvious duty .

It would be a good plan to start an experi
ment camp to demonstrate to the skeptical

the value of sanatoria treatment in Colorado.
A careful scanning of union records

throughout the country will show an appal
ling death rate from consumption . Having
been deeply interested in the treatment of
pulmonary tuberculosis , I have made a
thorough study of the sanatoria treatment
and know whereof I speak . It is my earnest
desire that all others who are interested
should co -operate with me in furthering this
humane project. There is nothing more piti
able than the consumptive, with gradually
decreasing strength , forced to earn his liv
ing and trying to cure himself in the mean

time.
Naturally beset with many doubts and

fears.
How much better to place them in a sana

torium where they get the best of care. They
see others geting well and naturally become
optimistic - a powerful actor and the cure of
this disease.

I will gladly answer all inquiries pertain
ing to the climate, treatment, etc.

BENNETT C . ANDERSON .

911 N . Royer St.
ORR VISITS 326 – LABOR WINS AT

ELECTION .

be denied. " However our members are fully

alive to the fact that they are treated on the
square 'and their policy is to reciprocate to

tne advantage of that company.
Bros. V . Dempsey and R . A . Ritchie have

been elected to represent this division on the

advisory board , representing the three di
visions of B . C . , i . e . Victoria No. 109. Van
couver No. 101 and New Westminster No. 134 ,
for the term ending December 31st. 1906 . In
view of the fact that our present agreement
will expire on the 30th of June next the ques
tion naturally presents itself that we must
be up and doing as the time is short and the
business of the most vital importance - hence
the wisdom of being exceeding careful and
acting wisely in selecting the right stamp of
men to voice our cause. Past experience in
matters of this kind teaches us that we must
have solid and honest men to represent Us
as our envoys.
We are pleased to note that President M .

Brinkman and Bro . Bond are improving from
their recent illness. ..

Bro. G . F . Gray, of Division No. 109, was
elected Provincial Vice - President of the

Trades and Labor Congress of Canada for the
province of B . C . He was also elected Pro
vincial Secretary of the Canadian Labor party

of B . C . Bro . Gray is undoubtedly a thorough

student of political economy and trades

unionism , although his aspirations do not

aim for notoriety .

"37.”
MURRAY CASE SETTLED ,

St. Joseph , Mo. - Since our last communica
tion to the Motorman and Conductor the
members of Division 326 have been favored
with a visit from International Treasurer
Rezin Orr. Bro . Orr addressed the members
at their regular meeting held October 23 . A
special call afternoon meeting was also held
October 26th . At which time the crew on

night runs were given an opportunity to
listen to his able remarks.
While in St. Joseph , Bro . Orr took up the

matter of the vestibule law of Missouri with
the street railway company. No definite ar
rangements were made. The mater is still
under advisement of the international office .
The boys are very anxious that something

beneficial along this line will materialize in
the near future .

Possibly never before in the history of St.
Joseph has organized labor been so keenly
felt as at the recent election .

Bro . Sam Byers . a member of Division 326 ,

was a candidate for constable of Washing
ton township on the Democratic ticket. The
Republicans, in former years ; have claimed
this township by six to eight hundred votes.
Bro . Byers was elected by one thousand ma
jority , and he attributes his success to the
union labor vote of St. Joseph . This local

regrets very much to loose Bro . Byers from
active service , but all are pleased at his suc
cess. The salary connected with this office

is between $ 4 ,500 and $ 5 ,000 per year, a very
nice prize for one of our brothers to be able

to capture. Several of the other candidates
were successful in the election that were
friendly toward organized labor.

FRANK CHANEY.

Pittsburg , Pa. - In fulfilling my promise
that I made in our last month ' s journal, that
of giving more definite information in re
gard to the Murray case , I am pleased to be
able to state that the case has been settled
as amicable as was possible under the cir
cumstances. While Brother Murray was not
reinstated , as he deserved to be, the company
made a proposition to Mr. Murray, and the
committee appointed in the case, to discharge
Mr. McCartney , the dispatcher of the Carnegie
division , the man that Bro . Murray seemed
to have all the trouble with , to pay Bro .
Murray for all time lost, and in an indirect
way, offered him another position . This be
ing the best the committee could obtain with
out calling a strike, Bro . Murray accepted it ,
with the understanding that it be left to
the executive board to deal with it as they
saw fit. There was an executive meeting
called immediately , which Mr. W . D . Hahon
and Mr. C . 0 . Pratt attended , and after care
fully going over the circumstances of the
case and the propositions made by the com
pany, they too, accepted the proposition .
They thought it better to do this than to in
volve 2 ,000 men in a strike.

Bros. Mahon and Pratt, addressed the ex
ecutive meeting. They spoke in a general
way as to the betterment of the organization ,
which was highly appreciated by the board .
The meeting then adjourned after extending
a rising vote of thanks to Bros. Mahon , Pratt
and the committee for their able assistance .
Hoping to have more cheerful news for

our next month ' s journal, I beg to remain .
Fraternally yours ,

A FELLOW YORKER.

GLAD TO HEAR CLEVELAND NEWS.
ANNUAL DIVIDEND TO EMPLOYES.

Victoria , B . C . - On the 2nd inst. the B . C .
Electric Company paid the sum of $ 45 . 00 to
each of its employees who had been in con
tinuous service for one year. This system
of paying an annual bonus was inaugurated
by our company several years ago and there
is no question but that it has proved an un
qualified success.

Probably no company on the American con
tinent shows more consideration for its em
ployes than does the B . C . Electric Railway
Co. I know , Mr. Editor, that this is rather
a broad statement to make, but our Inter
national President, Bro . W . D . Mahon , can
certify as to the correctness of the above,
" and facts are stubborn things and cannot

Akron , 0 . Div . No. 98 is pleased to hear of
the activity of Div . No. 268. We are on one
end of the A . B . C . line, and Cleveland is on
the other. With Cleveland unorganized and
Akron organized, it has forced the toleration
of a streaked interurban system between the
two cities. Cleveland should be rightfully in
leadership of our movement in this state, and
with a good local there , properly officered,
the standard of our craft will be elevated as
never before. As it has been , Div . No. 98 has
been forced to a position on the outskirts of
our movement in this state , and with all of
the discouraging elements that have beset us
we have had a long . tedious , uphill job on our
hands, and have been unable to accomplish
what we might. Again , we are glad to note .
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would " .ch shaí

ndered

ture , Mr. Bristol agreeing to suspend the bond
matter entirely for the present.

It is fair at this time to say that Mr. Bristol
made an exceedingly good impression upon
the committee . They found him perfectly
willing to listen to all they had to say and
fully disposed to regard their views with con
sideration .

It is not advisable at this time to give
credit to the different brothers by name who
assisted in the work which resulted in the
withdrawal of the bond . We can , however,
pay tribute to the ability shown by Bro . W .
B . Fitzgerald , of Troy. His stay with us was
short, but he left with us an impression of
force, dignity and ability.
Now a personal word to the men of 425 .

Mr. Bristol is a fair, just and considerate

man ; it is up to us to be men . The company
is entitled to the best service a sober, intel
ligent man can give . Boys, please , for the
honor of 425 and for your own sake, too , look
out for the saloon rule . You all know what
it is. And just one other matter, no two
union men while on duty should ever indulge
in any argument.

" THE CRANK.”

the good work of our Ohio International Vice
President. He is fast forging to the front,
and stands an example for emulation for
some of the interurban men running into this
city . The success of the C . & S . W . men
ought to cause some others we know of to
blush with shame.

It is reported that our superintendent says

he has no use for unions. Still , he made the
statement that Div. No. 98 helped to develop
the system here. Which shall we believe ?
We suppose he would argue that we would
have rendered just as valuable service if we
had not been union men . But we are union

men , and, consequently, as the union is com
posed of union men , he couldn ' t have run his
road with non - union men so long as we were
the men . So whatever has been contributed

by us in the way of good service has been
contributed by Div. No. 98 , because we are
Div . No. 98 . So, if the superintendent has no

use for Div . No. 98 , he has no use for us, and

it doesn ' t naturally inspire a whole lot of
respect from us for him to tell us of it . We
have no considerable use for confirmed union

haters, and we are not sending out invita
tions for their respect. We don ' t expect they

want ours .
• Attendance at our meetings is good. But

there are those who could profit by attending
and who are never or seldom seen at the hall.

Some of these are growlers , growling both at

the management of the company and the As

sociation . The place for grievance reports is
at the meetings, or to the president.

Mr. John Freeman , former inspector in this
city , has been transferred to the position of
superintendent on the Tuscarawas system ,
running from Massillon to New Philadelphia .
He was well liked here by our members as a
company official.

Bro . John Failor has just returned from a
week ' s vacation which he spent visiting his
brother at Medina . He was accompanied by
his wife.
Bro. Whitney is on his vacatio " .
Bro. Miller has returned to the service

after a short time away. He comes back as a
conductor.

Inspector John Felton , of the Wooster Ave .
barn , has resigned his job . He became of
fended because two cars wouldn ' t pass upon
a single track . While motoring a car he ran
it into the hind end of another car.
Extras are leaving the service and entering

the various shops. They say they can make
more money with less humiliation .

" R . J .”

NOTES FROM 416.

Peoria , Ill. Bro . J . V . Gosnell has returned

from a visit at Knoxville , Tenn . , where he
spent a pleasant time at his former home.

The arrival of a new son at the now happy
home of President Gorman is the latest

Bros . Sorrell and Cofilin , two of the oldest

employes of the company, are operating car
No. 1 , Prospect Heights . Motorman Sorrell is
a delegate to the " Deep Water -way” conven
tion at St. Louis.
Bro . Maurice Flynn is president of the

Union League of Independent Voters .
Pirst President Wm . Armstrong has moved

into his new home near the Monroe street
car barn .

Pro. Kellar, of N . Adams, was recently
married, and has our best wishes.

Bro. A . F . Vance and Miss Lillian M . Scott
were recently married and enjoy our well
wishes.

Bro . Ray Edwards has our deepest sympa
thy at the death of his wife.

Bro . Fullerton, of So. Adams, is very ill at
the present writing.

Bros. Ebbitt and Spitler, of N . Monroe, are
slowly recovering .

W . L . B .

28-29-30 PER HOUR .
MANAGER FAIR ON GRIEVANCE.

Hartford , Conn . Conditions here in Hart
ford are now very satisfactory.

Since my last letter events of quite im
portance have transpired here. In the early
part of October the conductors were informed
that the company contemplated placing all
its men under bonds. Furnishing bonds is a
new experience here in Hartford . The appli
cation which was presented to the men to be
filled out and signed contained one most re
markable caluse. The dangerous nature of
the clause was apparent to most of the men ,
and immediate steps were taken to call a
special meeting to more freely consider the
matter. All the requirements of the general
constitution were complied with and word
was at once sent to general headquarters. In

response , Bro, W , B . Fitzgerald . of the Gen
eral Executive Board, came to Hartford .
The special meeting was a most remarka

ble demonstration of the power of unionism ,
called at 2 a . m . , a late arrival found the hall
packed to the very door

A full and free discussion of the matter
followed , and not one dissenting voice was
heard when the matter was finally turned
over to the executive board to take action .

A meeting of the board was at once held
and it was decided to put the matter into the

hands of a committee of three. Brothers Pot
ter. Dunn and Martin were selected to take

charge of the matter, and a conference was
secured with General Manager W . P . Bristol.

The result was of the most satisfactry na

Oakland , Calif. Our correspondent, and
well -beloved , though erratic brother, D . C . G .,
after four months' vacation and rest ( ? ) , hav .

ing failed to recover from the serious inroads
made upon his mental capacity by the stren
uous exertions he exercised while writing his
Municipal Ownership article for the July M .

& C . - he, also being a sufferer from what he
is pelased to term " bronicles," derived , he
says, from " brains," always feeling to use
his own term , "absolutely rotten , " it thus
devolves upon some less capable but health
ier member of Div . 192 to send you some ac
count of the progress made towards that pos
sible Utopia of Pacific coast carmen , a four
dollar wage and an eight-hour day. Looks
well on paper, sounds well to say, but to
quote political Billy E . (with the necessary
scratch of the head and that wise owl- like
look ) . Well, well, well. Ha ! ha ! ha ! Oh ! say.
Mr. Editor, old Bill is all right- best looking

chap in Oakland , so the girls say . But a
young man married is a young man marred ,
and of course Bill, Billy , Sweet William , dare
not flirt now .
Now , Mr. Editor . I think we have had about

nonsense enough , and as the subjects So far

discussed are both ridiculous, we will pro

ceed at once to write of something worth
while .
Our division is growing very fast. We have

increased nearly one hundred members in the

last four months, mostly owing to the in
sistent and impudent ( though I guess neces

sary ) methods of our present business agent.
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We also have to report an increase in
wages - old rate, 25c, 26 and 27c. ; new rate,
28c, 29c and 30c . This might also have been
caused by the aforesaid impudent agent, for
aught I know .

The division has just taken a vote to raise
the a - i -gent' s salary from 90 to 100 per (more
impudence ) , but you can bet I voted “No,
Mr. S - you are getting too much now ." .
Of course . We are compelled to keep these
people in their place, even if they are doing
good work .
We have changed our headquarters and

now hold out at Castle Hall, 377 Twelfth
street, Oakland have a large sign over the
door that " he who runs may read . " Any
Amalgamated brother is always welcome.
We had a smoker on the 11th of the pres

ent month and had a good time, at least I and

Billy E had . He had a better time than

I ; the boys gave him a diamond watch fob , in
recognition of his impudence when he was

an agent ( I had almost written road ) , it is

almost the same thing , so I am informed .
We are doing fine and intend to keep it

up, and hope you wll do the same.
" TRUTHFUL.”

(Mayebe, dear reader, I will write you
again some day.)

the Chicago Federation of Labor, and by the
Belleville C . L . U . delegate , who was also a
street car man . It is expected that the hu
mane purpose of the measures will carry
them through in the legislature, and that
they will become laws. However, every local
of our Association in the state should act
promptly in petitioning their representatives
and senators to act favorably upon the bills .
It is expected , also , that Int. Pres. W . D .
Mahon will assist the legislative committee .
While the convention lasted our members

of the Streator local tried to make the dele
gates feel at home. We gave a banquet to
the Amalgamated delegates from abroad, and
did the best we could . They, in turn , gave us
some interesting talks upon the movement,

and we believe the occasion a valuable one.
" ROUSE . "

30 CENTS PER HOUR .

ITEMS FROM NO. 89.

New Castle, Pa. Div . No. 89 has given her
second annual reception and banquet. The
members and their families began to arrive
at the hall about 9 o 'clock p . m ., and from
that on until midnight they amused them
selves playing games. There were selections
played by the orchestra . A comic recitation
given by Mrs. Chas. Garvie was well received .
Mandolin selection by Miss Mina Auble ; song

by Williams, Riley - Driscoll, and other selec
tions. At midnight, when the last late turn
man was in , a luncheon was served by Frank
Sloan . Every person enjoyed themselves in
various ways until nearly 2 o ' clock a . m .,
when special cars were provided to convey
the guests to their homes. The banquet was
a grand success in every way.

Bro . John Hake, of Cascade Park run , was
shocked Friday morning, Nov. 2 . The cause
- born to Mr. and Mrs . John Hake, of the
First ward , a 10 -pound boy.
Bros. J . M . Aiken and A . R . White are en

joying a hunting trip in and about Wampum ,
Pa . The tales that will be told when they
return will be something edifying ( ? ) for the

ones that remained and kept things moving
at home.

Election of officers next month . Let every
member turn out and elect officers that will

be as good as the present ones .
Bros. J . H . Moore and J . H . Conrad certain

ly did enjoy themselves at the banquet. John
Warnock was having some fun .too.

Bro . Albitius was reinstated after a confer
ence with Manager McCaskey by the execu
tive board , and everything is moving along
smoothly again .

"MAC."

San Jose, Calif. All the boys of Div . 265
are in the best of feelings, and everything is
progressing nicely in our organization .
The boys on the San Jose -Los Gatos inter

urban division were very much surprised on
the 9th of October, when General Manager F .
E . Chapin voluntarily increased their wages
2 142 C and 5c per hour, the older hands to re
ceive the larger sum . The former rate was
25c for all. Now it is 27 142 C and 30c per hour.
Surely the boys certainly appreciated the
raise, for they today have the best cars and
best pay of any of the companies in our city .
The employes met and adopted resolutions
thanking Manager Chapin for his apprecia

tion of service rendered and for his uniform
kindness to his men .
Among the men on the interurban . I wish

to state that our president, C . F . Edmonds, is
one of the oldest motormen . C . F . has a smile
on his face every time he neets us. And

why ? He remembers when he used to stand
up all day and pull the old lever brakes for

180 per hour. Now he sits down and uses
air ; good boy , C . F ., we all wish we had cars
like the one you run .

Yesterday I took a day off and spent my
time walking around the city looking up
some of the old retired boys. The first one
I saw was W . H . Smith . Bill was the first
president we had in our division . He now
has a fine position with the Pacific Manufac

turing Co . The next one I saw was Mr. Le
may . By the way, Lemay was once to be a
conductor, and pulled the register cord. But
look out now ; for he is no longer pulling
fares, but he is a full - fledged dentist. pulling
teeth . Last but not least, I saw our fine, dig
nified young man, Mr. W . C . Kenworthy, who
is now in the undertaking business. Ken
looks about 20 years older than he did . It
is whispered that he is coming back on the
road again , as business is too much on the
dead for him . Bro . Geo, C . Campbell, a fine
looking motorman on the Delmas Avenue
line, is agent for a phonograph company.
You do not need to hear the machine play
all you have to do is to wait until George is
ofi , and he can do more talking to you in

five minujes than the machine can in an hour.
All boys are well and send regards,

" L L . "

PROPOSED LEGISLATION .

MUGGY MUSINGS.

Streator. Ill. The Illinois State Branch of
the A . F . of L . has just closed its annual con
vention here. The convention brought to
Streator an array of union labor exponents ,
prominent among whom were five street rail
way men from other cities. East St. Louis
Division No. 125 was represented by three
delegates, and two Central unions sent as
their representatives members of the Amal
gamated Associated
Of the work of the convention directly of

interest to our craft are resolution which
were presented by Delegate Chas. A . White ,
of Div . 125 , and which were adopted. These
resolutions provide that the State A . F . of L .

legislative committee shall have prepared and
presented to the coming state legislature
bills providing for center aisles in summer
cars , for air brakes upon all cars, for storm
fronts on summer cars, and for heating ves

tibules of winter cars,
Delegate White was supported in present-

ing the resolutions by Delegate Enwright, of

Albany, N . Y . The reign of President Kav .

anaugh will in all probability become a mat
ter of record , as from present indications it
seems almost assured that his great " hobby,"
the establishing of a home for aged motor
men and conductors will be realized. He
has worked with untiring zeal, and mainly
through his efforts are plass and specifica
tions now in the hands of the contractors.

The visit to this city of Andrew Carnegie
has given the project a decided boom ; he is
heartily in accord with the men , and prom
ises a princely donation . Many prominent
Albanians are becoming greatly interested,
and the present outlook is most encouraging .

indeed .
A suggested proposition to purchase the

Albany penitentiary was very properly ta
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ter under the tota lots of fun living in their

bled. The Earl of Skibo demurred, and Bro. look like an old married man --the local will
Kavanaugh said , " What' s the use of rubbing begin to awaken .
the cat the wrong way of the fur. Let the Our next meeting will be held on the 17th ,
Earl have his way and we'll duplicate the · when several applicants will be initiated. It
capitol. " might be well, too, for Ayers to take a trip

The Silver Tinge Social Club held their down the line and get those transfers from
regular monthly meeting on Tuesday last at .

our Kalamazoo Division . No. 343 has a few
the home of Bro . Wm . Dunn . The club enter

tained on this occasion no less a personage members whose official home is in 362. We

than the celebrated Prof. Osler, who deliv
don ' t want to dismember 343, as we are

ered one of his most interesting lectures on proud of her as a sister local, but I under

" early demise ." It met with the hearty ap stand she is willing to surrender her interur

proval of all present. The singing of Bro . ban members to us. " BANKS. ”

Matt Finnegan and piano selections of Bro .

Peter Miller were received with great ap MINGO MUSINGS.plause . .
Just before the club adjourned a resolu

tion was offered by Bro . Frank McGoughan

endorsing the principles set forth by the pro . Steubenville, 0 . Division 252 is anxiously
fessor, which was accepted unanimously . awaiting the opening of the new line which
The resolutions, however, modify the theory is near completion , and will make quite &
to take in all motorman discharged whom change in our runs, as it will be much
Bro . Kavy fails of reinstatement. Conduct shorter and more level than the old road. The
ors are exempt, as it is expected they will be old road may be abandoned on account of the
possessed of visible means of support. Oth hill.
erwise they wouldn ' t be irretrievably dis Josh said he did not suppose there would
charged . As the proper qualfication of the be any fun in sliding down a hill 34 miles
conductor is poverty , Chairman of the Club long.
Sheehan suggested that those motormen who I would think not - " on a street car." We
objected to electrocution should be given the have a hill on our old road one and one - quar

alternative of becoming conductors. Motor ter miles long and 518 feet high. None of us
man Costello said that electrocution was

care to slide down it.
preferable, so the original resolution main

W . S . B ., Peoria , Ill., said to " ask
tained . Bro . Mat Clancy read the riot act and Jerry

the details of a grounded car ? "the meeting adjourned in defiance. If you have
not learned them all, Jerry, try throwing waChairman Landrigan , of Troy , took his

place at the head of the Troy -Albany Stand ter under the wheel with a tin can . I have

Pat Society , and as the gavel sounded “ to or seen it done. It ' s lots of fun .

der , " he announced that the scribe would Bro. Rose and his bride are living in their
simply call the roll and the meeting would new home.

adjourn to the river bank , as he expected an Bro. A . Haisht has had a broad smile for a
up - stream vessel at any moment and a pilot few weeks pasta new girl.
would be required to keep it out of the canal. Bro . Boyer has been playing in the orches
The approach of the boat was denoted by a tra at the Grand this fall. He is a fine musi

refrain that sounded something like "Gomp cian , which is quite a benefit to him finan

ers never touched me." Nevertheless , a few cially as well as socially . " NICK ."
anti - eight-hour , ship subsidy and injunction
congressmen were observed mingling with a

DETROIT DIGEST,cargo of state grafters, and the entire steer

age patrons bore an appearance reminding
one that an A . F . of L . bomb had exploded
in their neighborhood . . At the generalmeeting of Div , No. 26 , held

" HUDSON.” the morning of the 18th , there was a gratify
ing attendance of the membership . Pres.
Chas. Aley called the meeting to order and

WILL HAVE DOUBLE ORDER SYSTEM . the reports of the officers were rendered . The
report of Secy . Wm . Sherwood showed a fav
orable financial condition of the local. It

Albion, Mich . . . The Michigan United Rail showed that the organization is on a good

ways Co. is about to install the double order paying basis . Business Agent Thos. Tupper

system upon the line between Jackson and submitted a lengthy, complete and interest
ing report of his work since he succeeded tois expected that it will afford

every precaution possible against accidents. the office - from Sept. 24 to Nov. 17 . The re
port showed that he had had committed to

At the meeting of Div . 362 , held Nov. 7 , Su
him 43 cases for reinstatement. Ten of these

perintendent H . M . Smith camebefore us and
cases developed prior to his taking the of

instructed the members upon the proposed
fice , and at that time some of them had been

system . It will go into effoct as soon as the ordered to the Board of Review Alt had
new rule book and the order blanks are pre been turned down by Manager Brooks. Or
pared. these 10 Business Agent Tupper has secured

For some time things have been rather the reinstatement of 5 , and 5 are still pend
quiet with 362. However, with the passing of ing. Of the 33 cases which have developed
summer more time will be had to apply to since Sept. 24, 30 have been reinstated and 3
the welfare of the local are up for consideration of the Executive
During a three-hour session at the hall on , Board . .

the evening of the 7th , the members ,partici Since Sept. 24 there have been 10 branch
pated in a " smoker,” and enjoyed the pres - meetings held , where the men have come to

ence of the Superintendent. Later, we re - gether, giivng them an opportunity to become
paired to the bowling alley, where active familiar with the workings and policies of

physical diversion held us until the last west - . their organization . These meetings have

bound car, which took Superintendent Smith been well attended , showing they are appre

to his home at Battle Creek . ciated .
Through service is now being given from The report covered several general com

plaints, such as,bad brakes, shortage of sand,
Jackson to Kalamazoo, giving all men long

indiscretions of foremen and under officers,runs. The distance between these two cities
etc . These complaints were all taken to the

is over 75 miles. , company for adjustment.
Some changes have occurred here since 362 Upon complaints as to the conditions of

was last reported in the M . & C . Our old .. the Fourteenth avenue car Business Agent
President. Bro . Ezra Sova , is no longer with Tupper reports that he was advised by the
us. This we regret. Our Secretary , Bro . company that 15 new cars are coming to be
George Ayers, has forsaken his wild ' habits • placed on that line, when the old cars will
and settled down to married life . This ac be taken off for repairs .
counts, somewhat, for our past state of leth Bro . Frank Baker, of Baker street, is im
argy. As soon as his new state of life as proving from a severe attack of typhoid

sumes normal proportions- - and it is fast fever.

reaching that point, as he already begins to Bro . Weaver has returend to his position
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on Jefferson avenue, after being in the hos - for office, and the business office of the di
pital with typhoid fever . , vision shall be open from 9 a . m . to 9 p . m .

Pres. Chas. Aley, -after a 'strenuous cam *upon this day for members to deposit their
paign in the interest of the proposed fran nomination ticket. "
chise, will again assume his duties as con Article 10, section . 65, reads as follows:
ductor. "Upon the third Monday and Tuesday in De
Nomination and election of officers is at cember the business Office of the division

hand. Voting upon nominees will take place shall be open from 9 a . m . to 9 p . m . upon
at the Buhl Block , Nov, 26 , election Dec. 3 . each of the two days for the purpose of bal
Polls' on both days will be open from 10 a . m . . loting for the respective candidates.”
to 8 p . m . The two receiving the highest Let every man be alive to the importance

number of votes at the first election will be of this election and be on hand to record his
the nominees for tr vote , without fail.

Our members are watching with great in
Candidates for Nomination . terest the noble fight our sister division , 107,

President: Hamilton , is at present engaged in . Up to

Denis Cronin , Baker. the present the men seem to have every pros

A . A . MacManamy, Crosstown East. ' pect of a victory, and while the company has
Vice - President: asked a number of times for the militia , they

Charles Arnold , Woodward. have not yet been called out, nor can anyone

Charles Gatecliff , Crosstown West. but the company see the necessity of it. No

Secretary - Treasurer :
doubt they think that with the helb of the

A . D . Black , Sherman West. soldiers they might be able to break the

R . J . Burns, Sherman East. strike.

Frank A . Garnsey , Fort St. East. The number of applicants for the month of

Chas. H . Johnson , Jefferson . October was initiated 10 . applicants 15 .

Chas. Richardson, Third. The old -time smoking concert is getting

Wm . J . B . Sherwood, Baker. quite popular with our division and arrange

R . O . Starkey, Jefferson . ments are at present being made for same to

Business Agent: take place Wednesday evening, November 28 ,

Daniel Dilworth , Sherman East. in the assembly hall. Labor Temple, and un

A . J . Mofforton , Baker. der the able management of Bro . G . Grant,

John P . Newberry, Jefferson . Yorkville, chairman , and Bro . W . Curry ,

Thomas Tupper, Jefferson . Rousevalles, secretary , together with a young
Sergeant-at-Arms: and progressive committee , this smoker

John Kettler, Gratiot. promises to surpass anything of the kind

Wert McLeod, Fort St. West. ever held by this division . So, brothers, get

John Patterson , Sherman West. busy and help the committee to push it along

Edward W . Ulrich , Crosstown East. to a very successful issue.
Bro . Geo . Fleming is still confined to the

Candidates for Members of the Executive hospital with cancer ; one arm has been am

Board. putated and am sorry to say it looks as if the

Baker - W . H . Clark , Wm . S. Johnson , G . W . other one is also a ffected. However, we hope
Macauley, Wm J . Proctor. it is not so bad as to necessitate the ampu

Brush - John Kobus. tating of the remaining arm .
Crosstown East- Stephen Hobbs, Colby E . Bro . Dan Graham is still laid up with rheu

White. matism , not having worked since last June,

Crosstown West - D . Droullard , Thos. Mc but his friends are hoping to see him around

Gowan , Louis Muscovich . again ere long.

Flint- Bert Demott, David Purvis, Homer Bro . Wm . Fenwick , commonly known as
Shoup. " Long Bill," is back to work after a three

Fort East - W . N . Allen , months' sickness, and the boys say he has

Fort West- Charles O . Willard. turned over a new leaf, and may be seen any

Fourteenth - Wm . Clemence, J . J . Hayes, H . day going to church - street.
McClintock . Chas. McDougall, J . C . Radcliffe . Do you notice something lacking on quite

Gratiot- Wm . Halleen . R . H . Sunderland . a number of those winter overcoats ? I won

Jefferson Cond.- David Campbell, Allen der what it is ? Oh , yes , the “ Buton ." Boys,
Dunbar. remember all good, true union men are never

Jefferson Motormen -- Joseph Bertram , without the emblem of our organization , so

Harry Uber fall in line and put it on right now . Also
Michigan - Hamilton Shirley . uon ' t forget to jog the other fellow ' s mem

Orchard Lake P . L . Prindle . ory who has neglected to put it on .
Pontiac - David McClelland. Company propose hold
Sherman East - Chas. Brichta , A . 0 . Brown, ing another of their very fine concerts in

John Conwell. Chas, J . Mackey. Massey Hall Saturday evening , December 1.

Sherman West - Mark Ashby, Henry T . A choice program has been secured for the

Meek .
occasion . Don ' t forget to help this worthy

Trumbull- Edward Louis Wuesthoff, Chas. cause along. Tickets to all parts of the hall

Hart. W . H . Jones, Wm . J. O 'Dwyer . are only 25c.
Third - Joseph M . Conlogue, Porter Francis, " FARMER ."

Samuel Jossman , John Noury.
Woodward - Chas. Blakemore. IS COLGAN A FISHERMAN ?
Wyandotte — Elmer Betwee, Garret F .

Burns.
Board members elected without opposition The following story comes from New Or .

are Bros. Hamilton Shirley. Perry Prindle , leans and will interest those who know our
Chas. Blakemore, David McClelland, W . N . genial first vice - president:

Allen . Duric , Bre , Colgar 's visit to New Orleans
he happened to be at leisure for a day, and
was carried out to Old Milneburg . on Lake

TORONTO ITEMS. Pontchartrain , for an outing . Ben Commons,
national executive board member. W . E . Car

Toronto , Ont. - Now that our annual elec ruth , local representative of the "Motorman &
tion of ofcers for 1907 is approaching , it is Conductor. " and a few friends were along
important that members should be more ac They went out early in the morning to a club
tive. The fact of our agreement expiring house on the lake, where they had breakfast,
next June makes the year 1907 a notable one dinner and late supper. After breakfast they

for us, and members should be very careful chartered a boat and went fishing . They were
in their selection of officers ; none but old re all energetic fishermen and soon landed three
liable tried and true union men should be very large sheepshead , which was enough to
selected to look to our interests during the supply the camp for the day . Some of the

coming year. . party stopped fishing and went in swimming .

Re nomination and election of officers, Ar Bro . Colgan with another one of the party

ticle 10 . section 62. of our By -Laws reads as were not satisfied and kept fishing . Br . Col

follows: " The first Monday in December gan ' s partner was busy telling him a big fish

shall be the day of nomination of candidates story about the large jack fish at times
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caught in that lake, and thev had both pre
pared their hooks to catch one. In thy mean
time Bro . Commons swam to the opposite
side of the boat and managed to catch Bro .
Colgan ' s line with his toes and pulled it
gently over to him . After he had gotten his
feet well braced against the boat, he gave a

sudden jerk , and then and there the tug of
war began . Bro . Commons was finally car
ried under the boat at a terrific speed , and
as he was nearing the surfar . , Bro . Colgan ,
with a startled look let the line go , and stag

gering back into the boat, e - claimed . " Hair

on its head ," at this momen * Bro . Cummons
came bounding up half strangled and gasp

ing for breath , while the crowd roared with
laughter and Bro . Colgan sat with a look of
surprise and disappointment on his face,
which soon grew into a look of regret. After
the excitement was over the laughter died
out and Bro . Commons had partly recovered ,
Bro . Colgan asked , " What were you doing
down there, Ben , were you trying to organize
those sheepsheads, and did you find them as
hard to organize as mutton heads ? " " No,"
said Ben (with a dry grin on his face ) , “ but
I am willing to admit that I got caught by a

blockhead." After this , fish would not bite .
and it was soon allowed that Commons had
organized the fish and as no labels were on
the hooks, they decided that there was no
use of fishing any longer. The anchor was

pulled up and the party started for the camp.
On their way in , it was unanimously decided
not to mention the fish organization until the
dinner had been prepared , as they had a
union cook to prepare it.

NEW ORLEANS FISHERMAN .

PITTSBURG CONTROVERSY AT AN END.

(Continued from page 18 )
dice in the Murray case. So , Bro . Murray
said that was ample satisfaction to him , as
it was a justification of his position , and
that he would not allow the Division to be .

come involved in a strike over his individual
case . The sub-committee and President Ma
hon realized the force of Bro . Murray' s ar
gument, but believed it would be better to
allow the full executive committee to pass
upon the matter, and submitted it by report
to the executive board of Div . No. 85 ."

Committee Worked Earnestly .

Chairman Pratt further reports that “ As
evidence of the effort that was made by the
sub -committee, I submit the following letter
to President J. D . Callery , also the accom .
panying argument presenting our side of the
testimony:

Appeal to President Callery .

" Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 26th , 1906.
" Mr. J . D . Callery,

" Prest. Pittsburg Railways Company,
" Pittsburg , Pa .

" Dear Sir :

" Messrs . Allen and Jones have taken up
and thoroughly discussed the Murray case

with Mr. Hanna and myself, going over all of
the details , as suggested by you that we
should do. As a result we have not yet been
able to reach any decisive conclusions and it
was suggested by Messrs. Allen and Jones
that we allow you to go over the evidence
which has been submitted and at the same

time present our arguments in the case.
" Now , the enclosed manuscript is one which

we hurriedly prepared expecting to use it in
arguing the case with your representatives.

I was not in possession of the records of the
proceedings in sufficient time to allow me to

carefully read them through , so our com
piled statement was the best we could do
under memory, under the existing circum

stances. I have been too ill since then to at
tempt to prepare any different argument,
however, I think there is but one mistake in

our side of the case as set forth in the ac
companying document and that is in refer
ence to Mr. Murray having indulged in in
toxicating drinks while outside of Pittsburg .
I find on looking over some of the testimony
one witness who has furnished an affidavit
or at least it is so testified by your special
agent who went to Chicago _ did testify that

Mr. Murray indulged in some beer while in
Chicago but indicated that it was not to any
appreciable extent.

" These few suggestions in the way of ex
plaining to you my reasons for not being
able to provide you with a more carefully
prepared memorandum at this time.

" We trust that you will give these matters
your careful consideration and hope that you
will, as a result, find your way clear to re
consider your former action taken by your
company and in some manner assist in bring
ing about an amicable adjustment; and as
suring you of our earnest desire to co -oper
ate with you in restoring harmonious rela
tionship , I beg to remain ,

" Respectfully yours,
(Signed ) C . 0 . PRATT."

Review of Evidence Submitted to President
Callery.

" In reviewing the testimony submitted
during the hearing of the Murray case , it
proves beyond questionable doubt that Mr.
Murray fully complied with every letter of
the company's rules in obtaining leave of ab
sence as applied to employes being off sick ,
therefore, we contend that his discharge was
unwarranted and unjust .

The Pittsburg Railways Company sets up
the claim that Murray was not sick , but a
careful analysis of the testimony fails to
prove that fact ; on the contrary , good and
substantial evidence is submitted which we
believe convincing to an unprejudiced mind
that Murray was a fflicted in a manner that
warranted him in reporting of sick .

The chain of circumstances set up by the
company to establish their belief is , briefly ,
as follows:
Murray is an active member of the Eagles
an officer. A convention of Eagles was to

be held in Milwaukee in August last. Murray
had frequently talked about this among his
friends, said he was going repeatedly made
the statement, and finally when the time did
come for holding the convention , Murray reg -
istered off sick , and was absent from the city .
Upon his return for work he was ordered to
report to Mr. Callahan , who claims Murray
did not tell him the exact truth as to where
he had been and he discharged Murray forth

with , for improper leave of absence .
Murray sets up the claim that it is true

that he is ar officer of the Eagles , and that
he had anticipated going to the convention ,
had talked of it among his friends ; told them
he was going. He states as reason therefor
that one Hayes was the rightful delegate ,
but Hayes had informed him , Murray, that he

did not expect it would be possible for him
to secure leave of absence from his employ
ers, in which event Murray Would go as the
delegate. It so happesed that Hayes did ob

tain leave of absence and so notified Murray
on Saturday night a week before the Sunday
they were to leave Pittsburg . Murray im
mediately gave up all ideas or thoughts of
going to the convention and said nothing
more about it. As was Murray' s custom , he

registered in the company' s book on Monday
to be off on the following Sunday . which

would be August 12th , and he was marked
excused for that day. During the week , how
ever. he became troubled with an old com
plaint. the piles, and on Thursday evening

visited his physician who had previously
treated him for the same trouble. On Friday
and Saturday nights , both . he again visited
his physician and was advised by him to re .

main off his car for a few days. On going
down the street he met his friend. Kelly . who
asked him what was wrong . Murray told
him he was off sick for a few days ; Kelly
sugested that they take advantage of the
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cheap excursion rate and go to Chicago and
visit friends, Murray having a brother living
there . Murray said to Kelly he did not think
that would be advisable on account of his

condition , as they walked down the street
they later met the doctor and asked him his
opinion about Murray going on the trip , and
he said that it would not hurt him , in fact
might prove beneficial, if he took the proper
care of himself, so it was then decided to go
to Chicago ; on the following morning Mur
ray reported off sick , in person , and was
marked off by the proper official in charge.

As further evidence ofMurray' s sickness is
the doctor' s Sworn statement that Murray
was under treatment by him , and that it was
through his advice that Murray reported off
sick . This sworn certificate is also attested
by a notary public , who says that Dr. Henney
is a physician in good standing and a legal
practitioner ; further evidence is the prescrip
tion filled at the drug store ; also Murray
makes a positive sworn statement that his
condition was exactly as described.
Now , to offset this , the company introduces

four physicians to give expert testimony
Dr. Geo. W . Ely , Dr, C . C . Huff . Dr. Gould and

Dr. Sullivan , Dr. Ely admitted in cross - ques
tioning that a patient afflicted as Mr. Murray
could apply the remedies and more properly
care for himself by remaining off his car,
even though he were enjoying a little excur
sion outing, providing his habits were good,
etc., than continuing at work .

In reply to a question , " Are you the physi
cian of this company ?" he replied , " Yes, sir ,
I am one of the great number scattered
around the city ."

Dr. Sullivan ' s testimony was very weak and
evasive. In reply to a question , " Don ' t you
think he (Murray ) could better take care of
himself with less danger to himself. than if
he were on his car ?" (meaning being away on
the excursion referred to ) , the doctor replied ,
" I do not know as I can answer that; it seems
to me if he was very bad he could not be
away two or three hundred miles. " Further
questioning . “ But that is not the question . I
asked you if he could not better provide for
himself in such an ailment by refraining
from being on his car than he could on his
car ? " He replied , “ In some cases the hemor
rhoids are better standing up than sitting
down." " That is not the question . I would
like to have you answer yes, or no. The point
is , would he not be better off his car where
he could apply the remedies ?" The doctor
replied , " I could not answer that, it is a pret
ty broad question . " In a complaining way
Dr. Sullivan admitted that he was one of the
physicians for the Beneficial Association , but
stated . " Haven 't got very much out of it, $ 13
last year. There is not very much to do.' ”
In reply to a question , " Are you also a phy
sician for the company ?" the doctor replied ,
" Well, I do some work for them sometimes.
Never got a cent from them . " Altogether
the testimony of Dr. Sullivan must be very
unsatisfactory from any standpoint.

While under examination Dr. Huff was
asked the question , " Suppose one of the boys
was away from employment and had been
under treatment by another physician , had

been away some two or three weeks, returned
and furnished you with a certificate from a
physician that it was through his advice
that this man left off duty , that he was not
qualified to operate his car physically , would
you not accept that medical certificate from

a notary public that this physician was a reg
ular practicing physician ? ' The doctor re
plied, "We do accept them at the Rankin
barn . " He further stated that " As a rule
the physicians we have out there are reputa
ble men, and I have no objection to accept
ing a thing from them in that way. " Being
further questioned as to whether it was cus
tomary and the rule to do this, the doctor re
plied, " As a rule, yes , sir ." In reply to fur
ther questioning he stated that certificates of
that kind had always been accepted in the
past as a matter of courtesy , and that to the
best of his knoweldge no emplove had been
deprived of his benefits in the Relief Asso
ciation or lost his position with the company
as a result.

Dr. Gould , in reply to a question that had

been repeated. said that a man was better
off his car, in fact, off of work altogether, no
matter what his occupation is . He admitted
being one of the company' s physicians as did
Dr. Huff . In fact, the tendency of Dr. Gould ' s
testimony was to show that the action of
Murray was not at all in conflict with his
restoration to health , but that he was better
off , being off his car.

Further testimony submitted by the com
pany related to an occasion of January 28th ,
when it was shown that Mr. Murray regis
tered off sick , in order to obtain a necessary
leave of absence, when in reality he was not
sick . This , in our opinion , makes Murray' s
case even stronger, for he not only did not
deny being not sick , but upon his return
from Washington , Pa., immediately reported
to Mr. Daly . stating to him the facts in the
case, explaining how he was depended upon
to take part in an initiatory of the Knights
of Columbus and that he had been led to be
lieve until nearly the last minute that he
would be marked off for this occasion . upon
finding this not to be the case, he took the
only course left open to him , because the
company ' s rules provide for no emergency
case, other than sickness, and as soon as it
was possible he properly explained his action
and was notified by Mr. Þafy that it was en
tirely satisfactory to him and that he should
have been marked ofl . Now , Murray did not
set up the claim in this case that he was
sick , and it should be used as no criterion
against his record . In fact, his upward of
seven years of service with this company
have shown him to be straightforward , and
an upright and faithful employe , admitted to
be above the average in intellect, all of which
entitles him to better consideration for the
years of faithful service . In fact, the com
pany has seemingly prolonged this case to

try to build up a defense, sending detectives
to Chicago and Milwaukee and submitting
their affidavits as testimony. In reality there
was none of them that carried any weight,
against the actions of Mr. Murray during his
absence or that showed him to have been dis
sipated by drinking or carousing. The only
one statement being that on two occasions
Mr. Murray did not return to his room until
3 o 'clock in the morning , nothing is shown ,
however, as to where Mr. Murray was during
the earlier part of the evenings or that he
was in any way engaged in pleasures or pas
times that would be detrimental to his physi
cal condition . There has been no evidence
submitted to show that Mr. Murray had in
dulged in more than a semi- occasional glass
of beer , and that was prior to his leaving the
city of Pittsburg . He is accused of having
visited one saloon in the city of Chicago,
which was the Heinalboodlers, which evi
dence is doubtful.
But we do find that there has been an in

nate desire on the part of some of the sub
ordinate officials of this company to under
mine Mr. Murray' s standing and reputation :
continued interference with present negotia
tions has further established that fact, and
with the weight of that prejudire against
Murray in this particular instance , at least,
it will far out-balance anything submitted in
evidence to substantiate the side of the com

pany ' s case.
We have asked only for justice. We do not

desire to take up any case where we know
the man to be in the wrong , but where there
is reasonable and substantial doubt, we be
lieve the interest of the company as well as
its employes is best served by trying to bring
about harmonious relationship , in securing
fair and equitable adjustment of grievances
where they are found to exist. In all fair .
ness , even though the company ' s case were
established . his discharge for the first offense
would have been unwarranted and unjust,
and we do not feel that it would call for so
harsh treatment. That is a higher penalty
than is exacted of men in much more trust
worthy positions, and now , gentlemen , we
appeal to you to consider the facts in the
light that we have honestly tried to present
them to you . to grant the petition of your em
ployes to restore Mr. Murray to his former
position in the company ' s employ, and we

fully believe that if you will reconsider your
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former action that has been taken in this
case it will redound to the best interests and

future relationship of the company and its
employes.
Remember that this is the first case of re

instatement of a discharged employe that
the Executive Committee have ever asked of
the officials of this company , which is further

idence that it is not their intention to take
up the case of men whom they believe have
erred or made mistakes, and believing that
you will recognize this virtue, we now trust
this case in your hands.

O . PRATT.
W . T . HANNA.

DES MOINES, IOWA, AGREEMENT.

Memorandum of Agreement made and en
tered into this 11th day of October , 1906 , be

tween the Des Moines City Railway Company,
party of the first part, hereinafter for con
venience called the " Railway Company, " and
the Amalgamated Association of Street Rail
way employes of America , Division No. 441,

of Des Moines, Iowa, hereinafter for conven
ience called the " Amalgamated Association ."
. .WITNESSETH : That the parties hereto

have agreed upon the following propositions :
First. That this agreement shall continue

for a period of five years from October 11th ,
1906 , and be binding upon the parties hereto ;
provided , that the same shall continue there
after until the Amalgamated Association or
the Railway Company shall give written no
tice sixty (60 ) days prior to the expiration of
the fifth year thereof or any time thereafter,
that it is desirable that changes should be
considered by either party with reference to
the subject matter hereof. And in the event

of the failure of the parties hereto to agree
upon such changes, then this agreement
should terminate at the expiration of the
sixty (60 ) days' notice provided for above.

Second . This agreement shall Cover Con
ductors and Motormen or other employes who
are members of the Amalgamated Associa
tion .

Third . The Railway Company agrees that
it will not oppose any of its employes in join
ing the Amalgamated Association , and the
Amalgamated Association agrees that it will
not coerce or use any undue influence to
compel any such employes to join the said
Amalgamated Association , that is, it is un
derstood that such employes are to be free
in their election to join the said Amalga
mated Association or not, as they see fit, but
that it shall not be construed as using undue
influence or coercion for any member of the
Amalgamated Association to endeavor by ar

gument or persuasion to induce the employees
to join the said Amalgamated Association .

Fourth . The employes of the Railway
Company governed by this agreement, agree
that there shall be no cessation of work on
their part for any outside cause or grievance ,
nor shall there be any cessation of work on
their part from any cause whatsoever by the
Motormen and Conductors of the Railway
Company belonging to the Amalgamated As

sociation during the period covered by this
agreement- - and it is understood and agreed

by the parties to this agreement that all the
Motormen and Conductors belonging to the
Amalgamated Association shall comply with
all Rules and Regulations now in force, or
that may hereafter be made and adopted by
the Railway Company, that do not conflict

with the terms of this agreement.
Fifth . The Railway Company agree that

during the period of eighteen months from
August 12, 1906 , the wages now in force shall

be maintained and paid the men ; that at the
expiration of this period a new wage scale
shall be formulated and agreed to between
the Railway Company and the Amalgamated
Association for a period of two years and for

each two - year period thereafter , and in case
the officers of the Railway Company and the
Amalgamated Association cannot reach an

agreement on a scale of wages to be paid , the
same shall be submitted to arbitration , the
arbitrators to be chosen as provided in Sec
tion Tenth of this contract, and their decis
ion shall be final and binding .
Any work done by a Conductor or Motor

man in excess of his regular run shall be
paid for at the rate of 3 cents per hour in
addition to the regular rate. All single trips
or trippers consuming less time than one
hour shall be considered as one hour' s work ,
all regular runs to be as nearly as possible
eleven hours. In train service, all regular
run employes shall be paid from the time

they are required to report for work until
they are relieved from duty .

Sixth . Any Conductor or Motorman who
may have been in the Railway Company' s
service continually for one year or more , and
for any reason leaves, shall, when being re
employed , receive the regular schedule of
wages according to fifty per cent of his time

of service prior to date of re - employment.
that is , shall receive one -half credit for all
time in Railway Company' s employ .

Seventh . The preference of the runs shall

be given to the men in accordance with their
seniority in the Railway Company' s service,
provided, however, the Railway Company
shall have the right to exercise its judgment
in placing men on difficult runs whose age or
other disability might render them undesira
ble for such runs, and it is further under

stood that if any temporary runs are created
the oldest late run man shall be entitled to
the run , and when the run is discontinued he

shall return to his former position if he so
desires, and if any Conductor or Motorman' s
run is made vacant for any cause, that said
run shall be posted not less than three days

before being assigned, and when assigned the
parties securing said run shall take said run
the first day of the following month , and his

old run in turn be posted likewise. The runs
left open too late to be assigned in the cur
rent month will be given to the top extra
man of the current month . It is otherwise
understood that the same relative position as

now exists among the present employes shall
be maintained .

Eighth . The Railway Company agrees
that any of its employes, members of the

Amalgamated Association who may be sus
pended or discharged believing himself to be
aggrieved thereby shall have the right to ap
peal to the General Manager and Superinten
dent of the Railway Company, or either of
them , and to state such grievance orally , in
writing, or in person , within three ( 3 ) days
after such suspension or discharge ; and
the Railway Company agrees that the said
grievance or supposed grievance shall have a
full and complete investigation by its Gen
eral Manager and Superintendent. or. either

of them , and if members are found not at
fault, they shall be reinstated and paid for
all time lost.

Ninth . Any member of the Amalgamated
Association who shall be elected to any office
in said Amalgamated Association which re
quires his absence from the work of the

Railway Company, shall upon his retirement
from such office , have his respective place in

the Railway Company' s employ again . Any

Conductor or Motorman placed in another po
sition by the Railway Company may be rein

stated in his former position , if the Railway

Company should so elect.
Tenth . The Amalgamated Association

agrees that this agreement shall be binding

upon all employes of the Railway Company

who are now or may hereafter become mem
bers of the Amalgamated Association , and

the Railway Company agrees that if any

question arises between its employes who are

members of the Amalgamated Association

and the officers of the Railway Company, as

to the performance of the terms and condi

tions of this contract, by either party hereto ,
nd if the question at issue cannot be settled
by the Grievance Committee of the said
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Amalgamated Association and the officers of

the Railway Company, then it is agreed by

both parties hereto, that such questions in

regard to the performance of the terms and

conditions of this agreement shall be sub

mitted to arbitration in the following man
ner : The Amalgamated Association and the

Railway Company shall each select one arbi

trator within three days after written notice

of either party to this agreement to the

other, and the two arbitrators so selected

shall choose a third , if they are unable to

agree. Then the arbitrators so chosen shall

hold meetings daily until the question is set
tled , and the finding of a majority of this

board of arbitrators when transmitted in

writing to both parties shall be final and

binding on both parties. And it shall be un

derstood that only the performance of the
terms of this agreement shall be subject to

arbitration , and the finding shall be that the

terms of this agreement have or have not

been lived up to by either party , and if not,
they shall order that such terms or condi

tions must be lived up to by the offending

party immediately after the finding of the
report of a majority of said arbitrators, and

thereafter during the life of this agreement.

Each party of the first part and second part

shall pay its own arbitrators, and the two

shall pay their equal share of the third mem

ber of this arbitration board .

It is also agreed that the above stipulation
and terms as to arbitration shall govern in
case of arbitration under Section Fifth of
this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Des Moines
City Railway Company has caused this agree

ment to be signed by its President or General

Manager and attested by its Secretary under

its Corporate Seal, and the Amalgamated As

sociation of Street Railway Employes of
America , Division No. 441, at Des Moines,

Iowa, has caused this agreement to be signed
by the Executive Committee of the division

aforesaid , as members of the Amalgamated

Association , and to be signed by its Presi

dent and Secretary under authority from the

Amalgamated Association the day and year
above written .

DES MOINES CITY RAILWAY COMPANY,
By G . B . HIPPEE,

General Manager .

Attest :
A . S . MARSH , Secretary.

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA Di

vsion No. 441, of Des Moines, Iowa.
CHAS. A . ISEMINGER .

President.

JACOB M . LEONARD,
Secretary .

FRED COURTY,

GEO . G . UETZ ,
PETER FODE .

J . R . BONHAM ,

D . H . BRIGGS,

W . RABUTS ,

Executive Committee Division No. 441 of Des
Moines, Iowa.
( Triplicate )

the agreement. The company contested his
effort in every way. They very bitterly op
posed the extension of the organization , and
for ulterior purposes , set about to provoke
a strike for the twofold purpose of fighting

the city and disrupting the union. So se
rious became the situation that President
Mahon was obliged to go to the assistance

of Bro , Sinclair in person . President Ma
hon finally succeeded in securing an agree
ment to arbitrate,

Throughout the arbitration proceedings
the company set about, with every trick

and connivance, to gain their purposes, and

by dishonorable means at their command,
practically succeeded . The wage award
was dictated by the company in spite of the
arbitrator for the Division. It granted 16 ,
18 and 20c per hour for the city, and 14, 15 .
16, 17 and 1812c for the interurban men .
The shopmen and others received no in
crease. The time of the agreement was
fixed at two and two-thirds years. Gaining

these points , the company dictated no farth

er, and allowed the two-turn schedule and
a clause requiring the day to be completed

in 12 consecutive hours to be inserted .

The men were seeking a two-turn shift

at $ 2 .00 per day.
Although disgusted with the award , the

men resolved to abide by it.
The company asked for three weeks in

which to put the new schedule into effect.

This was granted. One small line was

changed , and eight runs were fixed upon it
to give eight hours and fifty minutes to

early men , and seven hours and thirty min .

utes to late men , and old men were put

upon them . They were then taunted by

company officials. This was to force these

men to go back to the old 12 and 13-hour

schedule. They were left there for the three

weeks and no further changes were at.

tempted .

In the meantime the manager went to the
shopmen and the interurban men and told

them that if they would quit the union their
wages would be increased above the award .
One line and the shops, believing the Asso

ciation could do no more, accepted the offer .

They then began to work the city men
with the same kind of a proposition .

At the end of the three weeks the loca !
appealed to President Mahon to have the

company live up to the agreement, an offi.

cer was sent there and discovered that upon
one line it was impossible for the company

to suply service and live up to the agree.
ment. This was the largest line. He ad

vised that terms be made with the company,
but this the company evaded, and would do

nothing. The management insisted upon

the long-hour schedule. This was rejected .
Upon advice , the local gave the company

another week to put on the agreed schedules
or make terms with the Division by which
the service could be cared for.

The company thought they had enough
men pledged to the 12-hour schedule to
carry it , and if not accepted, they would

pull out of the Division and run it anyhow .
Thus, the time elapsed , and the company

THE HAMILTON LOCKOUT.

Some time in July G . E . B . Member Mag.
nus Sinclair was dispatched to Hamilton ,
Ont., to assist Div . No. 107 upon a renewal
of the agreement between Division No. 107

and the Hamilton Company. The local, at
the time, embraced only the city employes.
There are three distinct interurban lines
running from the city which are operated
by the same company, known as the Catar-
act Power Co. Bro. Sinclair, by hard work
and some expense , succeeded in organizing
these lines into Div. 107. He then under
took the work of covering all lines within
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has authority to take over the lines and op

erate them . In that event, Div. 107 would

be obliged to return to work pending a set
tlement. The Mayor has authority to re

quire such a course. The people of Hamil
ton are of the most progressive upon the
American continent, and are disgusted with

the lethargic management of the traction
property, which is way behind the growth

of the city . Much municipal ownership talk

is indulged in . The eventual success of our

members cannot be questionel. Their cause

appeals to the sympathy of the public, and

every daily in the city is espousing their

cause. They will receive the full suport of

the Association, and will receive regular
strike benefits. The contest is being di

rected by G . E . B . Member Fred Fay. The
local officers are able men and of good judg .
ment. The strike committee is composed

of President John Theaker, Secretary Alex .

Lamond and Committeemen Geo . Cairns ,

James Hawkins, C . A . Parkin , Jas Mell

wrath . Wm . Grey, Dan Fletcher, Jas. Mc.

Gowan and Arthur Wilson .

Not a Scab .

failed to comply. A meeting of the men

Sunday morning, Nov. 4 , sent the commit.

tee to call upon the manager and tell him
they were ready to work under the agree

ment at any time the company would put
it into effect. The committee was told that
they couldn 't work , then , as he would not

comply with the agreement, and neither
would he make any other terms than those

proposed by himself, which was the old

long hour schedule. The men very properly
declared the lockout in existence until the

company shall comply with the agreement,

or make satisfactory terms. It was the

only way they could save their organization
and avoid arbitrary and unbearable condi.

tions to be imposed by the company. Upon

the Radial line where a majority of the
men pulled away from the local to seek the
favor of the company, those who remained

loyal to the Association were discharged

some two weeks prior to the lockout, and

the company employed men in their places

who were required to pledge themselves not

to join the local.

A peculiar phase of the situation is tho
fact that the company excited the strike to

deal a blow at the citizens of Hamilton .

The city receives from the company $ 400

per mile of track per year, and 8 per cent
of the gross receipts. The company is

fighting the city to get rid of a part or the

whole of this expense . The company sets

forth that the property does not pay divi.
dends, and that under the tax burden can 't

afford a proper service. This , it may be

presumed , can be shown by the books. But

the company has a very clever way of cov .

ering up its affairs. The Cataract Power

Company supplies power to the Traction

Company under contract. Any surplus from

the Traction Company is easily absorbed

by payment for power. However, as the

Cataract Company owns the control of the
traction property , it keeps the money for
payment of power , and the small traction

stockholders and the city are the victims.

But the tax must be paid , and the city is

clamoring for a decent service. Under the

pretense of not being able to pay decent

wages and inability to improve the service ,

it is expected to prevail upon the city to

relent upon the taxation .

Hamilton is a town of some 70,000 inhabi

tants. Her future is the most promising of

any Easten Canadian city . She has an ad

vantageous geographical location , and is a

rapidly growing manufacturing town. Wages

are good , and labor is well organized . The

Traction Company pays one-third under the

prevailing wage .

Seven days of the lockout have passed

and not a car has moved on the city lines.
Two cars have been pediorically run upon118 lave been pearorically run upog

the “ Radial" - one of the interurban lines.

The men are loyal. They are fighting a

good fight. The shopmen and 12 of the

Radialmen have returned to the union . The

construction master has quit and joined

with the men . They have the undivided

sympathy of the public. The contest cannot

continue long. The Ont. Ry. Commission

" I assure you, Mr. Niles," urged Swope, “ it
is the best thing you can do. The papers, as

you have read them from day to day, tell the

truth . Not only have you the information

contained in the fapers, but I have visited

your residence every day since you have

been here , and I assure you your absence is

agonizing your wife and daughter. It is

having telling effect upon them , and I would

do much more than is exacted of you to re

lieve my family of such distress. Now , my

sympathy for your people is such that if

their concern is not relieved by you from

present circumstances, I shall bring your

daughter here to see you and confirm my

statements. But bear in mind, if I am forced

to such a course she' ll not return to her

mother until this is settled . "

“ I have no doubt you would carry out that

awful threat," responded Niles, and you
may arrange terms by which the agreement

may be made and carried out. "

" Very simple , " explained Swope. " Just

wire your superintendent to sign the agree

ment with the union and have your old men

report for work tomorrow at 2 p . m . , and

have the imported men at your office to re

ceive what' s coming to them and ship them

away. So far as we are concerned , this short

imprisonment of yours must never be men

tioned by any one. The three men whom
have been vour attendants here are to be

trusted . What they know they' ll keep. I' ll

be present with you to assist you in carry

ing out the program . The honor of the sei

tlenient will be yours, and so your men
must regard it . Do you agree ?

" Agrced, " said Niles.

STRIKE SETTLED ,

The above headed the first page of the

Graftmore Gazette. The article set forth in

glowing ternis that President Niles had con

cluded of his own free will to unionize his

road . That he had been away upon a secret

mission , the purpose of which was to study
the effects of unionism upon organized sys
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tems and compare union service with service entered the back and near or above a line
upon unorganized roads. Investigation had with the heart. It was but the work of a

led him to order a union settlement of the moment to loosen the garments, coat, vest.
strike. He was highly commended for his tie , collar. " My God ! " The exclamation

course. Niles would be at his office in the came from Niles, as he raised his hands
early afternoon and supervise resumption of wildly above his head . “ A woman !"
work by the old men , and the imports would The missle that felled the big strike
be shipped away on a p . m . train .

breaker to the ground was thrown by Dan
Strobridge. It was he who was grappled byThe same weary five hours drive brought

Mr. Niles to the Chadwick , in Graftmore , and the police officers and hustled to the patrol
there he alighted from the cab at 2 oclock wagon . Bill Nolan had witnessed the cur
a . m . He took quarters at the Chadwick for
the rest of the night, as he had advised his rence , and as he saw Swope carried into the

wife by wire that he would be home at 9 office of Mr. Niles, and the door closed ,
o 'clock that morning . He was accompanied shutting out some who were anxious to
by Swope. Theylunched together at the enter, he turned and followed the officershotel cafe, after which Niles wished to enjoy

a cigar. They shook hands as they separ who had Strobridge in charge.
ated for the night. To Bill Nolan affairs were mixing rapidly .

I 'll shake hands with you Mr. Niles as, no He had been one of the conspiring custodoubt, we' ll have but very few chances , and
while I hope I ' m mistaken , I fear you ' ll have dians of Mr. Niles. Swope, the arch con
but very little inclination to repeat the spirator, had been shot down before his
courtesy . However, I must say that I rather

very eyes, and dead or alive, was at the
like you, and shall remember you kindly ."

mercy of Mr. Niles. Dan Strobridge, anAs Swope delivered these words his voice
trembled with an emotion that he labored other of the quartet, was now in the custody
hard to suppress . He turned and in an in of the police. Secretary Bush and himself
stant was gone.

were yet at large . What next would deNiles settled back in his chair . If he had
harbored an ill thought against Swope it velope ? . Without Strobridge , Nolan was like
passed from his mind. What magnetism was an army without a general. At first he had
there in the touch of that hand ! What thrill

looked upon Strobridge as merely an equalof entrancement in those beautiful mellow
eyes ! What charm in the emotional voice ! with himself, and as an important factor
No such powers and characteristics had he of the physical force to be commanded by
ever before met in any other man .

Swope. A week of immediate association" I must say, I rather like you. " " By jove !"

he exclaimed in full tones. “ I must confess had changed his mind to the effect that Dan
I rather like him ." was not only important as a physical factor,
At 1 p . m . there was a quiet but pleasant but that he was superior in generalship to

excitement about the car stations of the
Graftmore Company. Cars began to move either Swope or Bush . In fact, Dan Stro
out in regular order under the guidance of bridge was the man upon whom Bill had
the old men . They were hailed with en come to place explicit reliance . Dan had
thusiasm all along the line. The Graftmore

not concealed his appreciation of Nolan , andstrike was at an end .
At ? p . m . there was a different scene as a result , and from the character of their

about the Graftmore offices. brief association , the two men had been
" You nien will quietly line up at the side

drawn together by ties of actual endearwindow and receive your pay checks, after

which you will be taken to the P . & Y . Rail ment. They were more than friends.
way station , where you will board a special As Bill crowded close to the officers he
train which will carry you , free of charge, to

urged them to release the prisoner.
your respective home towns. Be prompt a :
the train as those who are not there will " I'm surprised at you , Nolan ," retorted
have relieved the company of any further one of the officers . " I happen to know this
obligations. " fellow . He came here to scab your job.”

It was President Niles who spoke. He was
“ That man's not a scab ,” urged Nolan .standing in front of his office and addressing

a moatly assemblage of some 200 imports. "Go and arrest the scab that done the shoot
They were a sullen body of individuals.
" Can ' t you pay us transportation and let us

“ I don 't think he' ll get away soon ,” rego as we please ? " asked a big , rough looking
fellow . turned the policeman . " So far as this fel

" We can do nothing but what I have told low ' s concerned , if he' s not a scab, he' s
you , " was the reply .

just what he' s been accused of being - a" That won 't satisfy me," urged the big
fellow . " You just tell me what time you 'll union spy . Probably you know it , and you 'll
settle with me alone. You can ' t get rid of do well to mind your own business and not
me this easy . " get run in yourself."

" I have no time to see any of you alone.
Mr. Denny will settle with you at the win Nolan ' s countenance flashed a fierce re
dow , ” explained Niles. sentment.

" Then you 'll settle with me right here . " "Never mind me, Bill, go back and do all
As the ruffian said this he moved forward
out of the ranks and in the direction of you can for Swope," directed Strobridge,

Niles. As the last word dropped from his as he quickly anticipated any further aggres
lips he drew a large revolve irom his sion of his friend. “ Tell Swope I'll be with
pocket. and an instant later a report and

him as soon as I get out. They' ll not holdflash told his deadly intent.
A wild scream followed the report of the me for doing that brute. If I hadn 't hit him

pistol and Reporter Swope, of the Graftmore he' d shot President Niles. Telephone me
Gazette, was lying at the feet of President

at the station house how badly Swope is
Niles of the Graftmore Traction Company.

Another instant and the ruffian , pistol in wounded. Do all you can for him . I can
hand, fell to the ground under a terrific blow trust you . See that everything possible is
from a brick , and two police officers quickly done."
handcuffed and led away the thrower.

Swope was picked up and taken into Presi “ Right you are ! You can trust me, old
dent Niles' office at his command, and a phy pal, and good luck ," shouted Nolan as the
sician sent for. In the meantime President

Niles purposed to give the reporter such per wagon sped away to the station house.

sonal attention as he could . The bullet had " Felonous assault " was the charge that
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NOT IN THECOMBINE

was passed to , the wagonman. " Félonous

assault ” were the words written opposite

the name of Dan Strobridge on the police

station docket.

Just two weeks prior,' Dan Strobridge

passed a night in a gloomy cell in that very

station house .

" I' m not permitted to tell you anything,”

was the excuse of the police sergeant as

Strobridge repeatedly questioned him as to

the condition of Swope. “ The result of your

crime is such that you 'll be obliged to pass

the night where you are, and you may as

well content yourself and make the most

of it ."

(To be continued. )

DRINK THE

UNION

BREWING

CO 'S .

Beer

ARCH -ENEMY OF UNIONISM .

The Erie Litho. and Printing Company,

Erie, Pa., is managed by an arch-enemy to

unionism . The concern is using every ef

fort to destroy the possibility of a union

man to work in their establishment. None

can contribute more greatly to the thwart

ing of the disruptive purpose of the Erie

Litho, and Printing Co. than can our mem

bership . The way to do so is to patronize

no shows or theaters 'whose advertising

does not bear the union label, and by com

munication through your Central Trades

and Labor Councils so notify show and the

ater managers. Locals can so instruct their

delegates to central bodies.

The only Beer in the City

with theUnion Label

NOTHING BETTER

Bottled at Brewery for

Family use

Phone E . 1047. 24 Mitchell Ave.

LEONARD' S CASINO Coney Island
and Caton Place

OPPOSITE PROSPECT PARK PARADE GROUND

JOHN J. LEONARD, Proprietor BROOKLYN, N . Y. 1 Real Trustee

Agents Wanted in the United States
To Sell the “ TOLEDO " MONEY CHANGER

for Street Railway Conductors Use .

The most perfect device for carrying and making

change in the market. A big seller. Retalls at
$ 1 . 75 Liberal commissions to agents . Write for

descriptive leaflet, testimonials , Terms, etc.

The “ Toledo” Money Changer Co., Spitzer Bldg. Toledo, O.

S TRUSTEE under trust

O mortgages, the Union Trust

Company acts for the mutual

benefit of the borrower and the

lender . Theinterests of both are

safeguarded. The duties imposed

on the trustee are faithfully car

ried out; and before accepting a

trusteeship this company satis

fies itself as to the good faith and

probable execution of the cove

nants contained in themortgage.

Thus the term “ Trustee" ismade

to stand for what the word

means.

WE HAVE THE BEST FURNITURE a

CARPET LINE IN THE CITY.
Having our own factories we manufacture most

of the goods sold in our large store, and thus save

tre consumer themiddleman 's profit .

We carry a complete line of

FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS.

DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS,

OIL CLOTHS. LINOLEUMS, Etc .

A . POSSELIUS & CO ., Ltd .

414- 416 -418 Gratiot Avenue, DETROIT, MICH

Union Trust Company

Capital . - -

Surplus and Profits

-

.

$ 500 ,000

. $400 ,000
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PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.
PLIES .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 . 30

4 . 2 .

S
A
W
A

Official seal . . . . . .

Propositions for membership blanks,
per 100 . . . . . . .

Rituals, each . . . . . . .

Withdrawal cards, each . . . . .

Traveling cards, each . . . . .

Division financial book , 100 pages . .

Division financial book, 200 pages. . . . . 60

Division financial book , 400 pages . . . . .

Triplicate report books, each . . . . . . . . . . 2 .00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or moro,

per 100 . ..

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Financial secretary' s order book on

treasurer, each . . . . . . .

Treasurer' s receipt book . . .

Association Badges, rolled gold , each . .

: 4. 00

E
C
O

I
O
W

t in .

. . . . . . . . . . . .30

Association Badges, solid gold , each . . . 1 .00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, auch

Gilt seals, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .BD

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded

42 PUBLIC SQUARE,

OLEVELAND , OHIO .

Union Stamp ShoesBOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION MEANS THE BEST SHOES

FOR THE MONEY

UNION STAMP No higher in cost than other shoes, but you may

be sure they aremade under the best conditions. More

| factory NO
for your money in Union Stamp shoes than in those

without the stamp. T By wearing union stamp shoes

you do much to help wage earning shoemakers.

If you cannot get the union stamp shoes in your locality write.

Boot and Shoe Workers Union, 246 SUMMER STREET,

Connoisseurs prefer

VOIGT'S BEER
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Chas. W . Noah

HEADQUARTERSExtends greeting of the season

and reminds you of his elegant

line of

for Motorman 's and Conductors'

{ UNIFORMS
Winter Hardware,

Štoves, Ranges, etc.
/

House Furnishings,

Oils, Paints, Glass.

States and Sleds

for the Children .

Strictly Union made. Regulation cut

- all sizes, including stouts and

slims - quality and fit abso

lutely guaranteed .

Investigate these Specials

Conductor's Overcoat $ 12 .50

Motorman's Overcoat $ 13 .50

Uniform ( med . weight) $ 11 .00

Uniform ( hvy.weight) $ 14 .00

The best values ever offered. -Made

11ot only for appearance but

wear. See them

CLAYTON ' S

The Home of Good Clothes for Man and Boy .

56 MICHIGAN AVE. DETROIT , MICH .

1222 Gratiot Avenue,

DETROIT, MICH .

Telephone East 1710 .

Mr. Secretary :

THOUSANDS ofmotor

men and conductors ,

as well as men in all

walks of life , obtain their

watches from us, because

they are sure to get one

thorough our easy payment

plan . Our representative

will call and explain ,

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Lawsof the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don 't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

al at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

40 -84 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT,MICH .

Elgin , Waltham , Hampden

and all other standard

makes, also diamonds and

jewelry ; RELIABLE GOODS ONLY

Arsenal Installment Comp'y |

Headquarters of Ohio River District,

51-57 Butler St., Pittsburg , Pa .

The Great Lakes District,

43 State Street, Detroit, Mich .



HAVE YOU EVER WORN A

Hirsch Uniform

F NOT ? WHY NOT ?

We make them especially to your order in any

style desired, and guarantee a fit. We carry no

ready-made goods.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

We are exclusive manufacturers of Uniforms — Union Made.

ISSUED BY AUTHORITY OP

TEDA EXEC CARM
QUIM

UNITEDRES CARMENT17 James H . Hirsch & Co.
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Ano IMFRICA1891 AM

COARD OF r White
212 to 216 Markot St.,

CHICAGO , . ILLS.
REGISTERED

HORACE W . STEERE

Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

.
.

.

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

· THE BEST FOR STREETRAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

W . ONLY make a differonco of 10 por cont for goods sold

on timo to rollablo partios ,

The Bellamy Vestlette
PATENTED APRIL 27 , 109T

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 75,000 IN USE .

Price, $ 2 .00. Sent prepaid to any point where we have no Agent.

Saves the price of a coat yearly . Conductor's uniform always practables

Adopted as a part of the waitorta by maay Street Railway

Companics. Agents wanted on every line.de

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG . CO ., Cleveland, O.



STATE SAVINGS BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS

SITE SAVING BA

Geo. H . Russel,

President

H . C . Potter, Jr.
Vice - President

R . S . Mason
Vice-President

Austin . E . Wing ,
Cashier

H . P . Borgman ,

Asst. Cashier

R . E . Mason ,

Asst Cashier

Frank W . Blair
Auditor

DIRECTORS

R . A . Alger

W T Barbour

W K . Bixby

H . M Campbell

C . L . Freer

Haley Fiske

R . W . Gillett

F J . Hecker

HB. Led yard
WC. McMillan

RS. Mason

H . C . Potter , Jr .

Geo H . Russel

Henry Russel

Hugo Scherer

Peter White

CAPITAL

SURPLUS AND PROFITS

DEPOSITS - - -

$ 1 ,000 ,000.00

900 ,000 .00

15 , 000,000 .00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ASK FOR CITY MAP.

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS
POR

Uniform Clothing

TRANK BREDERICK & C .

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

Suitings, Trouserings

and Overcoatings

IN CANADA.

Write us for Samples and Self Measure
ment guide.

FRANK

BRODERICK

& CO .
115 KINO STREET WE TORONTO

113 .KING ST.WEST

TAL LALOLST TAILOR INOS

HOUSE IN CANADA
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